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DEP .A.RT1\1ENT OF THE lN'.I.'ERIOR,
BURE.AU OF EDUC.A.TION,,

Washingto n, D. 0 .., February 1, 189J
_ Sm:. I have, the honor to submit herewith my first A~nnu~l ~epprt, ., ·. , ~ ,.,ir
for the year ending June 30,.1889.
', '
.I entered on duty as Commissioner 'of Education Septei~·b·er I2,; 1889,
The statistics herewith presented for the yeh,r 1888-89 have -come in'-,., ;, 4', ';_·
since that date. This Office has to wait not only for the- close of the , '· ·
scholastic year before it can begin its Report, but it must await a further
period ' until the State and local school officers scattered over the fand
have compiled and digested their statistics. Hence it h-appens that
although returns for a given year' begin to be receiv~d at ' the Bureau , , . ,
witLin. two months after its clo~e, t hey are not all Jn band until the .'.} .. :~--', following spring.
·· ·
,
In my opinion the first part,of the RC:port shouk~ contain such a gen' •. '
·er:al summary as may be rnitcle from the returns tha,t have been.received
', before December 1 of each year, anu should be published as ~a'.tly as the .
1st of January following. Tihen two or three months later should come~
an appendix containing the full tables revised.by th e addition .of the. returns that have been delayed.
In this Report I present at :first a general shrvey of the educational
field, together with comparative tables sh_owing the trend of prQgtess
', for a period of years. Next follow various exhibits showing the position
., which the United States occupies in comparison with Germany and .
France in respect to the provision actually made for elemm1tary and
. '.,, higher education.· .After this ijlere are offereu s~veral condensed state- ;
ments in which the specialists of the Bureau have attempted to give the'
outlines of national systems of education. 'fbese are offered as j:first
. drafts which it is expected to perfect by further studies and finally re!
duce to brief st atements showing tlie essential details characteri's tic of
each system.
1
• ,
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GENER.AL ST.A.'.l'ISTI CS.

The total number of pupils enrolled in the ·schools of all grades, public
and pri vat e, in all the States, for the year ending June Q01, 1880, is
13,726,574. In this number is npt incl uded the attendance on eve~ing
schools or schools for art, manual and industrial training, trades, business, or schools for tlle defective, dependent, and delinquent classes or
xv
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sc~qols for Indians: These included (in th~ a·ggregat e 288, 280 ptipils)
.... '
.
#
would swell tl}e total to over 14,900,000 persons . who were receh:ing
education irr school for lo~geu or sl\orter period du ring the year. The,
/ average number of days during which the com mon ~chools were in ses., sion was 134~, a;d the average number of d a ys d uring which t he pupils'
, _of_tb,ese school$ actually atterid$3d w_a s 87.½, This, a t the rate of 5 school
· -~-days pe~ week, would give 17-f weeks for the actual attendance, aver.. ; aged by the ~_ntire enrollment.
.
: , · ·The questibn ·arises here as to the number of years of attendance at
/_. : - - scho~l 'for each pupil o'n ' an a,.;ve~·age~ The number of persons in the
, _:' ~
l]nited .'s tates between the ages of 6' ~nd 20 years, ,in clusive, is 34 per
c~nt. of the whole population. _-T his w~uld give, for the yea,1; 1889 .
20,700,000 children of school age, of- whom, as· we h ave seen, nearly
·· _14,000,000 attended school, or 67 per cent. of all persons of suit able age ..,
It' it is reasonable to expect a, school attendance of only that p ortiop. of
the community whose' ages range from,6 to 16, inclusive, then (since this
portion is 26 per centum of the total population) we may say tha-t the
school enrollment
very nearly all to be exp~ctetl,8 namely, 90 per
.c-ent., of the youth from 6 to 16 years, inclusive.
From these -_d ata we may infer th~t on an average the youth of the
' land'receive each 17 weeks of scp.ooling annually fo~ 10 years.
: 'raken in th.i s general asp,ect, the. results do not seem otherwise than
encouraging. Certainly the - edu,cativ:e effect o:f 17 weeks' schooling
compared with .4'0 weeks · (the an~ual term in cities) is much greater
-tban the fraction seventeen-fortieths w~uld indicate. Perhaps in
20 weeks the average school will teach three-fourt,hs as much as it
would ju 40, weeks. The youth who attends school 3 months a year
lea;ns in ~o years much mor'e than he would learn in 39 months of con·
secutive schooling.
But these general averages conceal the bad side of school statistics
by mixing it with tlie good. The length of 'the school term (see page
18) is ·much longer in the Northern States than in the Sou thern, being
something' over 150 days in the former and less than 100 days in the
latter. The average attendance in both sections is about 65 per cent.
of the 1{umber enrolled: and this ~educ~ the actual amount of schooling received by the totaJ number to about 100 days in t he N or th and
00 <lays in the South. The spar-sely settled country districts usually
have hort annual school terms, and this is the chief reason why the
Soutl! makes so poor a showing in this respect. On the other h and,
the South indicate a great and increasing intere t in public-school
education by the -very large per cent. of its p-opulatio n which it enrolls
in chool. It wi1l be 13cn (page 1) that the public schools of the S outh
m ake quite a ood a bowing a tho e of the North in t his la t respect .
In thi particular, however, the returns obtai ned fro m tbe isevera,l
tat ar f. r fr m a i factor~'. It is th prac ice over a large portion
- of th ., coun . . f r h rural cli trict to l1 a , two t erm . cp arated by a
ne called a wint r school aud the other a ummer
..
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school. The winter term -enrolls older pupils apd is usually taught 11,y ; .
. a master, white the summer term is often taught by a~different teacher_. (' ·-~
In the summer term more young _pupi1s are enrolled, hut there ·~ire
-- 1
I
r '
•
'Q)any who attend both summer and winter terms, and these are counted
twice in the State summaries- of school · enrollment in those States
where efficient devices have not yet been inven't ed to exclude from ,tlie
returns all duplication. It is· my i~pression that it is the more careful
exclusion of duplicates that ' causes most of the apparen't shrinkage_in
the per centum of enrollmeJ:!.t in the public schools of the northern ·
sections. In the North Atlantic division it will ·be seen (page 13) that ·.
' the enrollment has diminished from 22 per cent. 'in 1870 tQ less than 18
per.cent: in 1889. In the South.Atlantic divlsion, on th~ contrary, the ;~
per cent. has in~reased during the same .' period from 6 to 20! The
speci_alist of the Bureau who prepared tli.e general statistical exhibit*
has mentioned four other points to be considered (pages 15, 16) in.·
explaining this real or apparent decliue in the school enrollment of the · .. .,, ·
Northern States. I would urge; howe,ver, that whether -the decline be
.,.
real or only apparent, the enrolhnent is still as large .as is , I)Ormal. _
The.increase in the length of school term, ·pointed out in the comp,ara£
tive tables, makes it possible for the youth to complet<3 tlie course of'
study in fewer years than formerly. Hence, although _his·., aggregate
schooling as measured by number of weeks bas greatly increased, the
number of years of enrollment may have decreased somewhat. It is the
increase of city pop"nlation and the ext~n sion of urban syst~ms of education into the villages along the line of the railroad that cause this,
increase in the length of the school term.
GR.ADE OF INSTRUCTION.

Looking .at the grade of education we see (page 3) ·that less than 6 '
pupils in the hundred a.re returned as pursuing secon'd ary and big.her
education, the remaining 94 being engageu. upon the elementary course
in readin g, writing, arithmetic, geography, grammar, ·3;nd United
States history. The ratio of pupils in secondary ~chools (i. e., ·high
schools, academies, and schools preparatory for college) to those in col~ ,
leges and universities is 5 to 1. 0ne in five hundred of the popula- tion is enro1led in school~ for higher instruction.
·
.
; ,
If we divide the school population, which bas been stated to form 34 ,
per cent. of the total population, ·roughly i_nto 3 classes, allowing for
/ primary or elementary schools all between the ages of 6 and 13~ incliisive, we shall set apart 20 per centum of the whole ; the population
_aged from 14 to 17, inclusive, amounts to 8 ' per ~entum for secondary
education; 6 per centum remains for the number aged 18 to 20, inclusive, for higher education. These percent~ges applied to the results
shown by the statistics for the y'ear 1889 give us the following ratios:
JI'or the 12,000,000 of school age for elementary instruction there were
:11
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.aict-q_arlly enrolled in I)ublic and· private schools 12,~31,259, or an excess
of nearly 1,000,000. For the·4,750~000 of ~chool age for secondary instruction-there w..er,e actually enrolled only_668,461, or less than on~
seventh 'of-the youth of ·age for tha.t grade of work. Of the 4,000,000
. of ~ight ~ge for higMr education there were enrolled only 126,~54, or
less th~n ope-thirtieth of the quqta.
· -· These data are explained .by the fact t hat the pupils enrolled as
studyin_g in the _element.a ry· grades of school work .include some who
have not yet COl,llpleted their sixth y~ar, and many more who are Of
ages ranging from 14.-to 20 years.
' S'ix•sevenths of the population on arriving at the proper age for
secondary education never receive -it. Thirty out of thirty-one fail
t'o receive hjgher-·edncation upon arriving at the proper age.
· SCHOOL PROPERTY.

19 years the ,v alue (?f... property owned for public schools bas in.. 'creased from $_130.,000,000 to $323·,ooo,ooo, or more than twice as fast as ·
,._the population. ' During.the sam,e period the annu,al expenditures have
risen from $63,00Q;000 to $132,.000,000~and the amoun~ for each man,
)'7'oman, and child,has:increased from $1.64 to $2.16. The Southern sec. , -.~ion bas more t~an doubled its· aniou~t per capita. The annual cost o,f
education in the public sch6ols is $16.51 for ·each pupil in attendance,
EDUCA'.I.'ION IN, ' l'HliJ SOUTH~

The following exhibit shows at ~ glance the ·s teady progress of the
So'uther1~ States in the ·development of co:mmon-school education.
There are Iio ~tatistics acces.sible thatshow_separate itemsfor the white
an~ colored schools previous to 1~76. · Since that period the enrollment _
of white pupils has in~reased 75 per cent., while the white population
has increased little more than 30. The colored enrollment bas increased
· 113 per cent., while the colored populatfon has increased less than 25
-per cent. The amou!J.t pf money expended from public funds bas increased from $11,000,000 to $23,000,000 per annum.
Sizteen fo1:me1· slave States and the DiBtriot of Colurnbi~.
Common-school enroll.
ment,
Year.

White.
1870-77 . .. ................. .
1877-78 . · •···· · --··· . .... .. .
1878-79 ....... ·········· ... .

1879-80 ....... ............. .
1880-81. · ··•·· ............. .
1881~82 .. ··- . .. ......... ... .
1882- 3 .. ..... ............. .
1 3-M . ............ .. . ... ..
l
.. .... . ... . ... ...... .
188~88 . ••• • ••.••... ······- ·

l886-87 .. ..... · -... - . ...... .
l
··· ·····-···· ···· ··· ·
1888-81>. .••••..•• .. ..••. , _• .

1, 827,139
2, 03!_, MG
2, Olil, 684
2,215,074
2,234,877
2, 249,263
2, 370,JlO
2,546,448
2,676,911
2,778,145
2, 075,773
a,110,oeo
3, 1!17, 30

Colored.
571,506
675,150
685,042
784,709
802, a14
802,982
817,240
1,002, 3L3
l, 030, 463
l, 048, 6 9
l, 11 , 556
1,140,405
1,213,092

1

N
Other
ormal secondary
schools. and higher.
3, 785
5, 2'36
6,171
7,408
7,621
8,509
8,500
10,771
8,390
6, 207
1,771
6,439
7, 462

Expenditures.

Colored.
Total
colored.

4,720
680,017
7,795
61$8, 181
700 366
8,253 •
7,096
800: 113
802,372
8,372
821, 380
9, 89
9, 8 9
885,638
1, 026,110 '
13,035
1,063,063
15,110
1,071,697
10,831
11,677
1, 131, 904
12, 25,i
), 158,098
18,068
), 23 , 622

Total amount expended in 13 years, 216,644,699.

Both races.
$11, 231, 073
11,760,251
12,181,602
12,475,044
13,350, 78!
14,820,072
14,324,925
17, 053,467
17,227, 873
18,439,891
20,821,099
2L, 810,158
28,226,982

COMPARISON
COMP.ARISON OF GERM.AN, FRENOH 1 ,.A.ND .A.MERIC.A.N SOHOOLS.

The legitimate f~nction of the Bu1·eau of Educa;ti<m is~the collection ' .,
and distribution.of educational information: Each place sh9nlg know .
the fruits of experience in all other places. A natiqnal bureau shoulq · · ' ·.,. , ,
not merely collect the statistics of education in the several States, 1,)ut . ·_' · '
should also study the systems established by tlie various nations of
Europe and Asia. Doubtless each nation bas devised some kind bf~
discipline, some course of study _which will train the children of its
schools into habits in harmony with its laws. An investigation ofthese
' features in view of the obvious demands ofthe governmental~'orms wi}i . ,.
frirnish us with a science of comparative pedagogy. .
.
·
. My predecessors' in this Bureau have therefore presented· from year,,
to year in their Annual Reports a 'd igest of foreign edu~ational information, and have supplemented these by special studies of noteworthy
educational changes abroad,.
'
The knowledge of other educational systems thari our own is the most
important ofall species of practi~al knqwledge, because it is a.lrnowledge
of methods, and this sort of knowledg'e. alone it is that gives directive .
power. The explanation to ourselves of the.differences that exist in our ', ,.,
neighbor's system and a careful study of the special fruits which grow
from it will enlighten us as to our own peculiarities, and we shall watch
these with care lest they become exaggerated and have results not to be
desired.
.
. In the second chapter of this Report .there is offered a comparisoi?- of ~
the scho9l systems of Germany and lfrance with our own. The
specialist* who has prepared . it has accompariieq. . his figure~ wit4 ..
graphic illustrations so as to impress on the reader the quantita~ive
values of the items of school attendance and course of study.
.
It will be noticed that the enrollment of all the pupils wbo have.
attended school for any portion of the year is not so large in the ot,her
countries as that returned for the United States. The.,proportion of
pupils pursuing higher studies seems, however, to be much larger in
Germany and Franpe. It must be borne in mind that these comparative ' 1
statistics are only approximately correct. There are many obstacles in
the way besides inaccurate· local records. The technipal terms used by
, one nation do not have precisely the same import as words used by an- ,
other nation to translate those terms. We are not yet sure that the item
. which we call ''enrollment" corresponds precisely to what the French
and Germans express by the words inscrit and eingeschrieben. It seems,
too, that they do not find the item of average attendance by averaging .
the daily count.. They take the attendance on two selected days 'o f the .
year and make the average of these two days stand for tbe average attendance for the year. Tllat this method can furnish only approximate
results is evident. Both days select,ed might prove stormy or unuJmally
i
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. · -. pleasa~t; tµey~iould scarcely be aver~ge days. · I note in the repo;ts 6f
the schools of St. Louis (Missouri) for the· year 1879 the average attepd- .
ance, cal~ulated, by ·averaging the d'a ily 're1:>orts for the entire year; was
r;_
35,860 pupils,, while averaging the repo1.'ts for the days closing the first
-~~. · -_ a,-µd· fast quarter of the ye~r gives 35,925 -pupils; but an averag~ of
· . the four d,ays that: closed ,~he , .first, seoqnd, third, and fourth quarters
gives 36,106. .The year 1,878 shows,:
-A~erage for entire ye~r _-_____ .______ --~--- -----· ··-··· .•••••.••••.•. ••.. .•.. 35,710
- A.verage for closing days of first and' fourth quarters ..•• ~ ... _. _•.. _••.... ~.. 34, 500
Av~ragefor _closing days of :first, second, 'third, and fourth quarters...... . . . . 35,394

This illustrates the unreliability of any' -method of calculating averrep?rts for the whole
/ I
year. _

~ge atte~dance except :that of av:eraging daily
COURSE OF- STUDY.

'.Fhe comparison of the courses of stqdy shows that the French and ,
G;ermans devote much.'le~s time than Ameticans to the study of orthog-.
,.j:aphy. ; The pecµliarities of English spelling render necessary much
· , memorizing. , Were ·this· ex~r.cise ·of, mem~ry devoted to the subjectmatter of science and literature tll'ere would be acquired a store of
useful erudition which future re~ection might assimilate and turn into
; ~, .wisdom. But the _spelling-:t>ook :doe& not furnish food for reflection,-or
mental nourishment ... Mechanical memorizing is the much-lamented
characteristic of our common schools. _It is evident that such must re,, main their characteristic so -long as English-speaking children memori,ze, like the Chinese, th~ arbitrary -spelling of more than ten thousand,words before they can write rthe language with readiness. But
the Chinese g~in one solid- advanta'ge. Their civilization, resting as
it does on the patriarchal form, needs implfoit obedience on the part
of ~ach and every person to those higher in rank and consideration by_ .
reason of age and official position. _The Chi~ese child in memorizing
the shape and structure of the complex sign that, represeuts a word,
trafns himself at the same time into the habit of conforming to what is
prescribed for him. -By ~he time he has memorized the ten thousand
complex symbols necessary to each scribe he has also memorized the
classic writing which enjoin on his mind all the forir;1litieis necessary
to testify his respect and obedience to his elders and superiors in rank.
His mind i filled with adages which impress on him the importance of
thi obedience. Trained to mecllanical habits of conformity anu tau ght
to believe in externally prescribed rules as of supreme authority, the
Chinese youth is sure to be con ervative
The ·ingular f ature of thi kind of education is that the more the
youth rec h· s of it tbe more fix d he becomes in bi conservati ' ID.
West rn E rop an ducation generally tend toward emancipation
from autbori y. Oul io ·o far a it deal , with certain couv ntional
l m nt · wbi ·b r uir m cbanical m mory d e it bave the oppo ite
u ·y f ·tr ug Lieuing th habit of obedi nee to extern al authority.

,
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i'dvocates of spelling refor~ (and these h~ve become nume;ous and .
respectable since the Philol_ogical So,ciety of Great Britain and or the
English-speaking naitions has declared a reformed ,spelling desirable)
have perbaps ·not considered duly the in:flnen0e of this protracted study
of , the irregularities of th1e English, orthography in- making the edu-' _..;
cated classes of those nations more conservative than other Europe.ans_. '
The Anglo-Saxon invente{l local self-g~vernment, not by a · sudden
brilliant thought, a glittering generality born on the occa,sion of a .
declaration of independence, but rather by the slow growth of ,centuries ,-,
-of attempted oppression and centuri~s of stubborn resistance whic~
ended iu compromises, wherein both parties agreed to limit their willfulness and adopt a common mete_and bound to their desir~s. , A vast -·
n,et-work of formalities and usages- (the "common law") has grown up
and is respected by all. At the same time it is fnll of inconsistencies,
just because it represents the compromises between opposing w~lls, and _
is.not 1n any sense a product of theoretical intelligence aeaJing with , ·
{]_uestions of abstract right. The superstitions respect of the fo_nglo. Saxon p~oples for established usages leads them to accept without a
murmur the patched-up system of spelling, which conceals m·ore than ,
it reveals the real etymologies of words. ·But _in tQrn this' speping '
reacts on the race in such a way as to train all the people who succeed
in climbing out of sheer illiteracy, into conservative habits of thought.
When we consider what a re the beneficial effects of this respect for
established · forms we may, well hesitate to say that time · expeuq.ed '
in mechanical memory work has not been more productive of gq_od ~ ~ -than evil on the whole. Without a universally diff'L1sed respect for
established usage, the Epglish colo-nists would scarcely have proved as
. aw-abiding as they have been. We .can see in fact that the illiterate
' settlers on our border lands and in o'ur Territories are always more p1·one
to lynch law and other ·deeds of violence than the educated se ttlers.
However this may be, the problems of education are certainly compl_ex,
and it is not possible to settle the question of.a course of study or even
of method of instruction without having constant reference to -the
effect which its reaction has upon the will and upon the formation
of habits. We can see that the ·German-speaking, nations lay .great
stress on the perfection of the central directive power. The ideal of '
their government is that of an omniscient intelligence, all powerful
. ,,within the limits of the State and securing the welfare of the individual citizen, without giving him any very wide scope for per,sonal ad- ·
ventures or risks. It looks probable that this is- the reason why the
German gives so much scope to the inner freedom of his youth at school-_
as though it were to compensate for the external determinism - ou the
part of the State which surrouµds the citizen with walls of fate '; wa1Js,
indeed, of fate, but of a rational fate, the bonds of reasonable action.
Goethe makes Egmont say: ''An honest citizen who maintains himsel_f
by his industry has always as much freedom as he ~an make use of."
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This ,:freeclom is sufficient for t~e citizen ~ho travels the beaten track,
but' not 'for the one, who desires to carve out a new career. The German Goy-ernruent doe~ not .encourage adventure and its consequent
1
A~i~ks~'it IS too w~steful. There are, 95 failures to each 100 adventur~s
in ,~ career' not preparep_,for by a lffelong education.
The Anglo-Saxon, on the other, hanci, has for lon g centuries encouraged i,ndivillual ~nterprise· and rewa rded its success by monopolies
and privileges: ~ The English commo~ people .have since the earliest
ages been ·eager for -personal libertf and most jealous of encroachments
on. the.part of centralized power. Their respect for established usage
seems to~~ontradfo~ this tendency to-individualism, but it is really its
fulcrum and basis. Without this stress of attention to the limits which
are set to ,the 1mrasion of'/'outs,i de _authority th~ private individual'
: would not have so. much impulse,"to eierci'se his freedom within those
limits. · The Chinese principle o:ffamily ·subordination does not leave
untou'ched a sphere of wil¢l freedom within the individu al and hence
does not incite the kind of reaction which produces personal adventure,
original invention, and free thought.
·
When we conside;- it th_erefore, ~e see that there is an equivalent
trom the course f>f study to be sought on the will side of the character.
·
· T~is must be estiniated as carefully as the intellectual equivalent.
There is another large field in which the mechanical memory gets
mQch training, and that is the ~tudy of the grammars and of the classic
, languages. The mastery o~ rul~s and. lists of exceptions-of long and
numerous paradigms-of whimsical idioms of speech-is a poor training ·or the intellect ~o far as po:wers of thought are·concerned, but it
1s a training of the will specially, adapted to form habits of circumspection and considerate regard for the rights and privileges of one's
fellow men, and of an' equal persistence in -respect to one's own legitimate prerogatives. We;iote here the fact that Latin and Greek are
the original tongues of the two ancient nationalities that discovered .
the two essential factors of our civilization-the Greeks exploring the
intellect and the artistic faculties, while the Roman made an inventory,
on the side of the will, of the forms which deeds must have in order
not to conflict with the social whole. The Roman, in short, has given
to mankind the formulre of the free
The indh"'idual will attacking the will of the social ~hole contradicts
itself, for the substantial will is the will of the social whole. This is
the distinction of freedom from license, and its expression is due to the
Roman spirit: The great significance of the Greeks and Romans in
furnishing the two pillars for modern civilization sufficiently justifies
the prominence of Latin and Gre13k in the course of study for youth.
But, in order to weigh carefully their educative effect, we must have
special regard to the methods by which they are taught-whether by
memorizing and appl iog grammatical rule or by oral usage without
grammar. It is not pos ible to tell, therefore, by a mere inspection of
1

will.

EDUCATIONAL SYSTEMS

the ,course of study whetherthe Germ.a n , and French yout.h are, on an
average,, two or thr~e years .in adrnnce of the Americ'an 'yo~th, ,,Qne
mi1st inquire into the methods of study. If the French youth conies to,
Eatin at -the age of 10 years, while the American youth begins it at tl~,e,
age of 13, it is quite likely that the .American youth· employs a different'
method-perhaps the grammatical method rather than the method
which lays stress on a practical use of the language in speaking and·
· writing. , The grammatical method is for th~ mo-s t part a tra_ining in '
logical discrimination·. It does not go for much in the way of mastery { , •
of a language for use, but it is~ perforce, a fine discipline for the devel- · "
opment of intellectual acuteness and directive power.
It is to be hoped that a more d1scriminating comparison may be made ,.,
in regard to the methods of education abroad, so that we IQay know the-~. '
entire scope of the problem. We must count in without omission all'>
the educative values before we weigh the products of our own ·schools - ·
against those of other nations. But the seeming backwardness of ,ou~
· · ,_
pupils should give us concern and impel us to this investigation without delay.
1

i

THE EDUCATIONAL SYS'l'EMS OF EUROPE.

I

It is the province of the Bureau of Education to present the statistics
of education in such a manner as to ass·i st_the ·.American people to·
av_:ail themselves of the .experiments in progress at home and a}?rm,td.
The first step in this work is to separate .what is peculiar and ·incidental to local nef.ds from what is of universal application and useful
to all educational systems. What is riot to be imitated must be discriminated and explained as carefully a;s its valuable pounterpa.r t.
For this purpose each system should. be studied in its historical proc.
~s.s of growth and development. How it came to be and what end it,
has subserved and why it has been modified are questions that must
be, answered in order to understand its prese~t status anq. ~omprehe~d
the tendencies that are gathering in force to effect further changes.
The .American student notices with interest ·that the general political
trend in Europe since the discovery and coloni~ation of the New World
is in favor of individual freedom. The development of natural science.
and the application of it to useful inve"Q.tions continually increase therate of production of wealth and the facilities of rapid transit of person
and, property as well as the means of intercommunication. The age
is consequently synthetic in its tendencies, uniting each nation to all _
others, and educating it by the constant spectacle of the doings of all
and to a less degree by actual commercial and diplomatic intercourse.
Such synthesis of home ideas with foreign ideas is a constant education.
directed ~gains~ the exclusiveness of caste within the nation. All peo- · ·
' ple see the spectacle of the rapid conquest of nature, the sudden rise of .,
individuals from obscurity into enduring fame, and the perspective of
human history which foreshortens the millenniums of ~an's achieve- ,
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.ment in such -a· fuanner' tiia't' .it seems a G011stant and rapid developmen_t. ,The lower, and lowest s.t rata .'or society in . our civilization are
nQt only' stimul~ted by seeing the material pr9gress of their day, bnt
, they_are -visited'by manlf9ld influences from the higher strat~ of society
.. ,. '- and specially incited to discontent wfth their lot. · They are offered the
- rigµt of the ballot,,. they are c,ompelled t o educate their children in
f•r,ee ·schoolsf they,are' pro~elyted for p_o iitical and social causes.
· - These proces§es are going on in all Christian civilization with more
, or less rapidity,· from our own Pacific coast eastward across the Atlantic
_to the extrcll'.!e Ru~sian border1an'd. ' Every score 9f years_marks some
noteworthy step toward 1popular freedom. It is t his progress which
_-lays erp·phasis·on the d~velopment of educational systems. }for school
education is vitally relat~d to this deeper movemen t-that agitates all
our ~iviljzation. School education becomes first a necessity for the
' -. sak·e of the military ~nd indU8trial success·of the nation. Then next the
, ,,, educated intelligence of the individuals demands recognition for itself
· through the ·abolition of easte and thr~ugh representation 1n the government.
_ .-'
_
The past twenty years of educational history in Europe are more intei;esting and instructive in this r-espect than all other epochs.
The specialists of this Bureau have -b ~gun an extensive study of the
data on hand with a view to a new and cleater presentation of the esseµtial outlines of the educatiorni systems of Europe. A few of tllese
- 'p resentations are offered in this Rep,o rt, namely, those for England,
France, Germany, Austria,_Switzerland, Italy, Sweden, Finland, Spain,
and :Brazil. Others wiil follow hereafter until all are given. But .
meanwhile it is confessed that these first attempts at concise- statements of national educatio:q. will be fo-und very _imperfect. It is
.expected (and desired) that criticism at home and abroad will be free
and 'minute. It is certain that the division oflabor ancl the consequent
concentration of attention on comparatively narrow fields of study will
by and by educate these specialists in.t o experts. If this Bureau were
to hold back the publication of these statements until they had become
approximately perfect, for fear of the sharp criticism anticipated, it
would postpone for selfish reasons the exercise of a healthful influence
in stimulating this comparative study of .foreign educational experiments. What is found to be crude and hasty in the statements here
published will, no doubt, have the effect of inc· ing the study and iuvestigatio_n of original sources ~f information, and this Bureau will get
aid from a corps of auxiliary tudents scattered over the world.
It is hoped that the tatement of what is essential to present tbe living force and structure of a national educational sy tem may be very
much abridged at ach ucces i.ve revi ion. The ev"ent of the year in
tbe field of ducation, wheu presented in thi Report, hould al ways be
accompanied with uch a neral ur y of the national y tem to which
they belon g as tom ke clear to the r ader what significance they have.
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Each nation reacts in its owii way and m~wner agains_t the ne~~ssity
pop11lar educatiou~
- which is forcing governments to ·establish systems
as a means of national defense. Each stamps upon. its syst em its ow.n
ethnical character and, consciously or. unconsciously, perpetuates ~ts
own institutions by its schools.
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THE EDUC.A.TIONAL SYSTEM OF ENGLAND.-

, . Tlie specialist* who has prepared this statement of the school ~~temof England mentions among . its ·characteristics, first,- i,ts cumbination ,.
of public and private 'agencies in the cqntrol and maintenan9e · of
schools (page 100). This is a · significant hint of the i[rjnciple which
must be .kept . in view before all in explaining·. Englis'h institutions:
There does not seem to be anything universal except ·compromise_::-~--.,
m1e.rything is limited by something opposing it; English ,institutions /~
express in their Very form, their origin
mutual- StFtiggle -that h~S-' _½_
ended in mutual recqgnitioµ ~nd tolerance. The Eo.glish statesman ~,
can hardly conceive of a theoretically perfect system illl{)OSed OU the nation by Parliament. · The new system must not onl:Y be foun_d ed.,o~
the old but it must admit the o1d to its fullest validity as a determining element. This appears in a variety of forms. There are mentioned
t(!.ree kinds of parishes only pa_rtially coincident-the boundaries ,being
' different. The 52 counties of Engl.a nd and Wales are,divided'in'to JA,})46
.par ishes for poor-law purposes, these being organized int9 649 unions; ,
into ' 13,ooo· parishes for ecclesiastical purposes, and ag~in _into ~14,777 .
parishes for highway super.vision·, In the same t~rritory there :ire 163
municipal boards established for the management of schoo1s, and 2,111' ,
bQards which comprise single -parishes or parish unions.- Nearly all of 'r
the superior education 1s voluntary, two-thirds of it given by the
' ancient fou ndation_s at Oxford and Cambridge. There are royal mili~ :·
tary a~d }lcJ,Val schools exclqsive]y governmental, and the Government '
also aids schools of seience and art. The secondary schools are li_kewise voluntary, including the ~nip.e famous endowed '~ puplic schools" -r_
(Eaton, Rugby, Harrow, etc.), and nearly a thousand others. · There
are also " proprietary " and ,, private" schools and " ladies' colleges.'~
In this branch ' of the subject (secondary education)"notbing like a ·
complete survey is possible. The jnfor~ation is lacking. This Bureau
·of Education collects and publishes each year a list of private secondary schools for the United States. Such a list is _needed 'for England·
in order to furnish data for the study of tbis very important part of its
education system. Turning to the elementary schools, we find the first
traces of governmental interest in education. But the schools-established_entirely by the Government- what we call in America "public
schools" or "common schools"-furnish less than 40 per centum of the .
entire amou31t of elementary instruction, while "voluntary schools"
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furnish.,more than 60 per centum. These voluntary elementary scho9ls
. receive aid from ~he General Government to the amount of nearly one. ' half ofrtheir entire support, and in r~turn for this aid must submit ~to
certain conditions of iu;direct·supervisioq. and regulation or the course
of study. .The,Established ,Chu.rch of- E ngland alone provides nearly
. one-half of the elementa(y in'struction thus ~ide'cl by the GovernJilent,
' and the other denomin~tio~s, together with the secular private schools;_
furnish less than one-sixth. · .'
.
· . All the schools collect tuition fees (called" school pence") amounting
on an average to 26 per centum of the total school support, the fees at
the board sphools being about ·two·- thirds the rates collected at the voluntary schools. rhere is lo.cal 'taxatiqn to support the_board 'schools,
providtng nearly 40 per centum of the revenues, the General Government
-. providing a sli-ghtly larger sum than · the boards. The method of distributing the grant of. the General Government causes the voluntary
sc];l.ool~ to get a iarger per' cen·t um (nearly one-sixth larger) than jhe
. board schools;
the money i~ so_ distributed as to directly stimulate
the efforts of the teachers and schoo'i managers by paying for results,
chi~fly in the lir;ie of schoiarship. It would be supposed quite naturally that the private schools would draw more largely on th~ well-to-do
class~a who possess more directive po~er in: the community. The
children of these classes woi1ld inhe,rit intellect and will power above the
standard of mediocrity,"3ind would show this in their annual exami~ations for passing the so-called " standards." The board schools aided
by the compulsory law would get a, larger portion ·of the children of
the lower strata, less precociqus in intellect and will power and in many
, cases not inheriting from parents any predisposition towards. literary
or mathematical studies. What allowance must be made for professional skill on the part of the teacher ·is nbt easy ;to determ,ine, but
· probabilities are in favor of the teachers of the board schools for th~
reason that they have a larger proportion of persons professionally
. trained than,. the voluntary corps. Nearly 70 per cent. of _the masters
and 45 per cent. of the mistresses in 1889 had received such professional training.
In the distribution of the g·overnment grant the per capita of average ·
attendance is first considered, and a grant of 7 to 9 shillings made for
each pupil in the infant schools, and a larger sum (13 shillings 6 pence)
for the pupils of advanced grades. Then come speci~l grants designed
to stimulate special studies or special features of excellence in discipline
and organjzation. These subjects include needlework for the girlsexcellence being rewarded at the rate of a shilling per pupil; drawing
for the boys (1 shilling) ; singing (6 pence to 1 shilling); cookery for
girl . (4: shilling ) ; laundry work for girls (2 shillings); other higher
special brancbe (4 shillings). A special allowance is made for excellence in discipline and organization of 1 shilling to 1 shilling 6 pence
per pupil.
rant also a.re ma~e for pupil teachers (£1 to £5) and as-
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sistants (£10 to £15) who pass success~ul e;aminMions for' certificaites ,
or other professional degrees of progress. Numerous auxiliary institu. tions in -the form , of soc~~ti'e~ founded for the promotion of one o~~ ~ . 't
- another good feature in educational work serve to 'stimulate the teach~r
:.
or pupil and reenforce the government supervision. .
'
, '
:, '· ,
Outside of the elementary education, aided by the General Govern- · · ,, ·; ,.,
ment and enforced by its compulsory laws, the universities have estab_-_:: ' ·
lished a system of lectures and home stud,v in a vast. number of local
centers in England, under the gener;;il name of" UniveFSity Exteps101;1."
Perhaps there was a sense of danger from the growth of board schools~
a feeling' that a vast stratum of people educated ip. a system of-schools~. ' : . :' :
in nowise related to the university education of th~ country, would be
1'
in natural antagonism to .the stratum of gentry and nobility edncate_d .
in the universities. There was good ground for such a fear. A sort of
}?hilistinism is sure to arise in syst~m of schools which doe_s not in, elude within it all grades of higher instruction as well as· elementary instruction. This appears first in an attack on the conventional course .
.of study chosen for culture and a '~ liberal" education. -The so-called
''practical" studies are much be praised at the expense of '' orna- ,_
·mental " studies. U nde;r the former are fa eluded std dies whose relation
to the arts and trades are most obvious; under the latter those branches
which minister to general culture. The iStudies which give one insight·
into' human nature and into the historical growth of the iQstitutions
which prevail are really the most practica] of all studies, and yet these
studies are the first ones attacked by the "Philistines" as ornamental
rather than useful.
The University Extension movement in 1889 reached numerous local
centers in England and Wales and included 380 courses of lectures, with
40,187 persons in its audiences. It is difficult to · say who have derived .
,most benefit from this movement. The University graduates have been
led by it to study the questions that arise in the minds of the masses of
the people, and by this study are obtaining an ability to make valid to all
classes of people the results of higher studies in science and literature.
, They make secure. thereby the foundations of higher learning in the
minds of the masses and reestablish, its authority on an entirely new
basis-a basis of recognition and affectionate respect rather than the
,former one of caste and haughty assumption of sup~riority. The work
_o f u~iversity extension furnishes the desired field for that large and in- ·.
creasing class of scholars known as post-graduates or "fellows," wh9
need to ~pply their knowledge, and ,to conduct original investigationsjn
the form of seminary and laboratory work in connection with researches ·
into existing institutions. They are to come into c'o ntact with the
people on the one hand, while they on the other hand are themselves ·
8till under the control of the university. The highest class of educated
minds is brought to the assistance of the lowest. A sort of inventory
of the enterprising a,nd asr>iririg individuals among the uneducated
,
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classes will be,secnr~d, and th~y will pe brought under the influence of µni~ersi-ty traditions and modes of reason ing. This will give a sol~dity
9f-opinfon on ,all practical snbjeG,t s iQ. th~ highest degree salutary. It
·, will correct alike the narrowness -o r ~be sp-ecialist and the shallowness
. of the self-e<Iucated~ This feature of Englisb ,e ducation is well calcu-'
late_d to pr~ve ' serviceable in all English-speaking countries, and is
·' indeed in process- migration to .America now.
fa.,this brief mention of tl!e sali~nt points of English education we
see ~t once why the reader who looks for system is apt to find himself
co-mpletely'bewjJdered. ,The complexity is so great and the limitations
of the government initiative are so, numerous that what belongs to the
general government in British eclucatron seems to be only the exception,
while what beJongs to private initiative seems to be the rnie.
This _bewil_germent-happens becatise our educated people are -apt to
form
their min~s an ideal of _go,:ernment, quite in accord with the
continental ideal, but not in accord with the conviction and practice of
the English-speaking peoples. Our theory ·is not in accord with our
-practice; but our practice is in _advance of our theory. The old
Roman ideal of government prevails with comparatively slight modification on the continent, _while that ideal has been set aside by the
Anglo-Saxon people for a higher ideal, which is rough)y described as
"local self:government." The former or: Roman ideal secures the rights
of private property._and the ownership of land but insists on the utter
and complete subordination of the individual before the law. 'fhe
private right is as nothing before the right of the J>U~blic. But with the
Anglo-Saxon, the· private individual and the locality-every special interest, in fact-=-are recogni'zed as having an inexpugnable claim to recog- .
. nition on the part of the general government. 7'his recognition does
· not stop at equality before'the law <),Son the continent, but insists on a
share of the power of the-government-it must be recognized as wielding a part of the determining power of the government. The government systematically admits all parties and interests to cooperate with
it in fixing the rule of the land. Hence comes the most tender consi<leration of private interests and privileges vested in individuals and
,. cla.;ses. What has come to be; what has made its~lf a place, is ~ssumed
to have rights that the govetnment is bound to respect. By a sort of
fiction all that has been done by the individual is assumed ~o be establi he<l by the government aud fo have rights over any proposed innovation, no matter how reasonable that innovation may be.
To tate it summa.rily, one would say that the continental ideal tends
to lo k upon th gov rnment as a detached ruling power, complete in
it. lf and re pon ibl only to itself for dictating reasonable laws and .
onlinauc to tbe p ople who form a class .below. Even in continental
r pnl li ·: th r i tbi a Sumption of the Roman ideal. But in Great
rit, in all l h r riv cl p oples the government is one factor and the
in i vi ual · and organized ·nterests form another factor in a tate of
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tension, the one against the other in such a manner that th~ actual r;iet
result of the straggle settles the co~crete law in force.
·This representation of aH individuals an<l -all organized interests
concrete factors in the administration ' of the government furnishes -a
s.p ecies of educat,jon' unique in the history of the world for its power to , '
:,stimulate and develop individual directive power. 'J;he constant pull or:
the government on the individual is a sort of- training iri p·e rsonality.-'
It stimulates to self-government.:._to care of one's own affafrs on an-in-·
>
dependent footing. ' It stimulates to adv~nture a~d to large combinatiohs, and to jealousy of governmental combination as thoii,gh tbis were
the prerogative of the individual. In some of its features it seems to-be
veri defective in that it affords no protection to the'individuai who does
not stand up for his rights; and in that it refuses to represent intereststhat do not claim representation and secure it by actual show of power.
That this species of training, what!3ver its defects_m!ly ce, does actu- ,
ally succeed in producing a greater development of individual directive
· ·power will be claimed and admitted by thos~ whQfavor local self-government. It is necessary to keep this point in view in studying tne ~
schooi' system of England. That which has asserted itself .and · come
to be has rights and must be respected to the full ·extent to whi.ch the
r~maining portion of the nation can _find it ppssible to · permit: Each ·
individual and each interest has so1ne sphere wherein it is· inexpugnable, wherein its force is equal to the aggregate force of the nation. If .
it claims sway over a larger sphere than this minimum i-t must try-its
force against the nation, and it will .succeed if it can draw to its sicle a ·
sufficient portion of that opposing whoie. Thus -this struggle is a
training in rationality because- it causes e~ch local interest to make its
claim as· rational as possible and to appear to be the interest of as many '
,as possible of the people.
If one defines the great heirloom received from the Roman Empire as
the ideal of a perfectly rational government, one that establishes jus- '
tic·e, we can define the-Anglo-Saxon contribution as the ideal of a government which devotes itself supremely to tbe nurture and culture_of
individual directive power by admitting it to, a snare in determii1ing the ·
law.' To the continental political philosophers the English constitution
'seems to be whimsical. The exceptions and special privileges seem
absurd and ,. unaccountable to them. But the constitution was not a
theoretic prorlitet. It arose through ages of struggle, in which were
measureu the relative degrees of strength and stubbornness of the
quotas of people that are fused into the common stock-the Celt, the1
Roman, the Saxon, the Dane, and the Norman. Wherever the strug~
gle stopped because neither side could ,gain any more or be found to
yield any more, there a comprorniRe fixed the law of procedure vVTitte-n
or unwri.tten. The British constitution is 1ull of legal fictions_an d unwritten but inviolable conventions of procedure sacred to th e AngloSaxon as representing the concrete balance of interests which has been
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reached .at th~.c~st of'. the most precious blood that his island nas produced. While th~ continental ideal is the 'realization of justice for all,
the British ideal is that of the participation of all parties and interests
· in, the definition and adininistr:~tion of ju.stiqe, eacq. party in accordance
with t~e .actual' .propqrtion whic]) it represents of .the aggregate power
of the St-ate.
·
'
'
,Patty politics.lias this deep ·sig~ificance in English-speaking nations:
In We ParlJament thii party ~truggle compromises in the shape of laws
·; and ~tatut~s which express as •ne~rly as possible the relative strength
of the pressures of the opposing :parties. But after a law has been
passed it -is still on trial, foy ;where~local self-government prevails the
l~w mrlst find a publiq opinion which ,w ill sustain it or else it will be .a
dead letter; -For not only the legislatiye power in England is a concrete synthesis of all powers and interests, but also the executive and
judicial powers are a synthesis or combination or unity, each in its own
kind, of .the. forces of individuals and local interests with the general
interest. Theoretical or ideal perfection goes for nothing except so.far
as it can work conviction in the minds of the majority. Even after the
law ts passed. it can not be executed unless, public opinion sanctions it. ~
Measured from the -old ideal-the Roman ideal that prevails generally on tne continent and quite generally among educated people in
Great Britain and America-the British method seems to have glaring
defects at every _turn. For instance, it is ·well known that all that has
become established, no matter how imperfect or positively injurious, is
concrete power to hinder the adoption ~f a . new and better system.
But, per contra, as soon as the new system is well understood to be ·
better than the old, the necessary majority can be secured for its adoption. Self-government alone is freedom. To h ave good laws inade for
one without one's voluntary aid is not felt to be a good thing by the
Anglo-Saxon. It is b_e tter to have bad laws and smart for it until one
is educated up to the perception of the rem~dy for the evil.
This discussion may seem doctrinaire and out of place here, but I have
, been so much impressed with the injustice of strictures made on the
English educational system· (or lack of system if such a designation is
preferred) that it bas seemed worth while to call attention to the·true
point of view from which we may see the motives underlying the
national action. Without such insight into the obj ects and purposes
of the national action we have no true basis for any criticism , favorable
or unfavorable. What is a nation undertaking to do for and with its
~eople :When we have answered this question we may understand
1t educational y tem and see its trend prophetically.
It i evident that Gr at Britain is on the way towards a national
public or ini "hich will make its schools free.* The action of tlle
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P rt i goin" tbrougb the pre s, Sept mber, 1891, the schools of
Engla~d and ,Ya.le · are opening with free tuition un~er the law adopted by Padia~ n m Au"o , 1 1. Tbe voluntary schools, parochial and private, are to receive
1ncrea ed governm nt aid if they give free tuition like the uoard schools.
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leading nations on the contin~nt has the effect of forcing the matte~ Qn
the attention of the people, and the constantly incre[!,sing favor which \
the cause of education gets as a· natural consequence of general educa.
tion of the people in the schools, for the past twenty years--t~e irk- ., '·+ 1.
someness of the tuition fee, coupled as it ~s ~ith a compulsory law-will
'"' ' ..._K _,'
have the effect of moving public opinion round to the point of the ·, 1
adopt1on of a free educational ~ystem. The private school interest will , ..:r
. favor it because it is also its own interest to have an increase of the
government grant. But the unend_owed schools will gradually faU off, ·
leaving the field after years to the endowed scho9ls a~d- the .board
schools. This at least appears the. probable future trend _of the English
system, judging by the past and by the English mo de .of action·.
The thoughtful observer has constant occasion to admir~ the prudence 'With which the English nation moves forward in such ·a manner
as to get the full benefit out of all that has been already achieved . . it
, wastes no.t hing. that it finds. But perhaps it deserves criticism for: a
too great economy-an economy that wastes the raw material of pres- '
ent possi9ilities of yo~th under better methods and appliances in order
to utilize capital invested in somewhat antiquated appliances. This is
not ~ertain, however, and judging the case by the national principle 'df
' government above discussed, one is apt to conclude that the method
adopted is the bi3St as well as the only one practicable. ·
1,.,

SCOTLAND, IRELAND, AND TJIE ENGLISH COLONIES,

The statement as above given applies only to England and Wales.
The educational system of Scotland is in some respects entitled to rank
first as the pioneer system of education for all the p~ople.
'
The statements for Scotland, Ireland, and .the English colonies are deferred for tbe next annual report~
'
THE EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM OF FRANCE,

France* in many respects stands in sharp contrast to England. Al- .
though France is a repul;)lic it has far more centralization than is ' per- '
mitted in English-speaking count.uies, even when under a monarchical
form of government.
France· has preserved the traditions of the classic nations, Greece
and Rome, more nearly than any other modern State. Artists flock to
Paris from.all parts of the world to get the best instruction in pai,nting
ap.d sculpture. The fashions of the civilized world are dictated from
the French capital. What is to b~ regarded as good taste in clothing ·
is the product of French invehtion. For hundreds of years France settled more serious concerns, namely: the forms of polite manners and
the ideals _of civilized behavior and government diplomacy.
· *The statement in Chapter IV
Bureau.

is prepared by

Miss A. T. Smith, specialist in this
·
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T_h e fine arts appliBq to industry -have ·ahy~ys been a prolific source
' ' Of "wealth fro"m t)le time wne'n th~ jewelry and purple clothing of Babylon'
fii'rnish'ed, th~ 13ent!_3r of att:raiction for the-' ancient world. France h,a s
.so long schooled-her:-~orkmt;n_,iri c'lassic models that hereditary descent
of--aptitudesJ'or tasteful ornament and beautiful finish is-to be counted'
, ~ on among the people. skilled iabot, and what is mol'e potent for tii-e
production of riches, l_a bor that is guided by artistic taste, pours wealth ·.
.int~ France. - Th-e 'size of the nation and its position give to it political,
po~er. rt 'touches on its.borders the nati;ns of northern, soufhern, ·and
1 ,
,
·
•
central Europe.
What .are the, probleIP'S it_s edu~atibnJ . ~It must secure this preparat.iqn f9r its ind;ustries; it must ·-educate a people' who shall lead _the
fashicmi of;civilization; and before;. a.11 it mu_st preserve -its rank of1ead- ing power a~mo:µg the nations of .the ·c onti_nent of Europe. Close allied
to.ttshion _and ffisthetic~o_rn_a ment is the. art-of 'military displays, and
-. mariamvres. The French have helEl tb.e same preeminence.in this field
as in the others for- long centuries. In a, work of art, there is exhibited the corrfplete subordination of the parts to the unity of the whole. f?o, ,
too; in the man reuvreipg of ~n army _the' sapJe subordination is displayed. ·
Tens of thousan.ds of independent wills, eacb one with its own desires,
~ims, an.d purposes, are _consoliJated into one gigaµtic whole, moved bY,
·one: wil~ and animated by -one purpo~e . .. The French love of centralization and njilitary _displa,y is quit~ a·s' much/ an ffi~thetic one as a love of
power and conque~t. - It differs from the old Roman love of arms and dominion in this respect: The :Boman loved unity of will for its own sake
and"'m ade it bis national purpose to reduce all people to the sw_a y of one
government, so that Roman law, the -:-abstract form of civil freedo m,
should everywhere prevail and u~iversal · peace be the result. The
French national spirit loves the u'nity that·is manifested in a vast complex of details, perfectly subotdinating them and reflecting itself in them.
It loves the reflection of this uniity i~ concrete masses rather than in
the abstract form, and-thi lis /IBstbetic ratberi than political or legal. It
loves art more than equality before tbe law. French history shows
that this hunger for manifestation/ bas always accentuated this distinc-ti.on from the old Roman, to whom ; nevertheless, there still remains so
great a re em blance. It is o1J Rome incorporated with Athens-love
of pow ~ ubordinated to a love of display. This is not_to be undertood as a lov of vulgar display, but a noble love of art in its best
form -the love of the manife, ·tatiou of the domination of human rea011 o er brute matter. rrh be t French aspiration loves to see reflected
in all it urr umli11g be loftie ·t attribute of the soul-free rationality
·ct ry \' r chaos and coufu ion. Even the French peasant
Lt w ba
a.'te ind coration, ~ the more northern Teutonic
P a. an r
ill d . Ther i that en of moueration and self-control
1 no l t the aaci n
r ek -a di play of rule and modera, n i 1te th
the heantil'ul.
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Th1s union of the Greek and Roman principle~ and the mod,ifi.c~tion -~
of the one through the other ~onstitutes an ad'vance ove~ both on_the ·
whole. . The fanatical intensity of the Roman love of ,.the state is miti~' ·
gated by the. Athenian love of tbe appearance of rationaHty arid th(r"·
celebration of the human as divine. The vulgar luxury ancl sensuality · ·or tlrn Roman is elevate<). and refined,into "splendor- by art and taste. ,- .· . ,.,
The sensual is converted into the resthetic-t~e former a selfish delight ~'. 1
1
of the body and the latter an unselfish delight of the soul. _ .For art
djgnifies matter by giving to i_t the semblance of,freedom-and inctep~ndence-the work of art appears 'to exist for its own sake and not for the
'
sake of usefulness.
But this' is the reason why the Fi·ench have not excelled· ,~11 other
nations in the forms of nrbdern art. '. Italy has excelJed in painters of
the Romantic school, and Germany bas· excelled in music. England bas
ex~el1ed in poetry, producing mor_e first_-class poets alone tha)l a-11 the
rest of modern Europe· combined. The French ,have ch?,ng close to-t4e
classic ide~ls and have nurtured the classic spi-rit by thei! education.
They have managed to arrest theirnational spirit at that stage bym~ans
. of their skillfully .devised education. Great as French art is in the
realms named-in painting, music, and poetry-there is 'alyv-ays felt
even in its farthest departures towards Romantic art the presence of the
classic ideal as a restraining principle. Thts prevents the French artist
from abandoning entireJy the conventional standards and moving :[~r-ward to a new resthetic ideal, such as we find in a RaphaeJ, _a Shakespeare,
and a Beethoven. But this, too, is the greatness- of the French and
. gives them their world-wide dominion as aditers of fashion ·~nd the
conventionalities of taste and refined luxury.
. ,
, ~
The French nation shows all these peculiarities in its schools . . It has
established within 20 years a wonderful school system, complete in fl,11
its parts and the· admiration of all who go to inspect it. · It exhibits a
·nation at school, so to speak. All the centralization of the French ideal
is there; the unity of the governing power displayed at the .capital is
reflected in subordinate centers (the 17 districts which are called academies), and again in the minuter subdivisions (the 87 dep~rtm_
en ts)
and still again in the 36,121 minutest divisions called cbmmunes (corresponding in part to school distrfots and in part to townships in the United
J ' - \

~tates),

.

:
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' The Romans governed their conquered territorie's by' prefects or su:
perintendents (overseers) and secured therein the sway o{ Roman laws:
The French have preserved as the chief executive officer of ea~h de- ',
partrnent the prefect (prefet) appointed by the central government.
But there is added a modern democratic device, a local legislative ass~mbly for each department elected by the general suffrage. There is
a subprefect for each of the 362 arrond issenie,nts or subdivisions ~f the ,
dcp~rtments, with a local council elected by the cantons (ther~·are 2,865
of these subdivisions of the. arrondissements), and finally there is a ,mu1
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- ni~ipal cotwcil 'for .each of the 'minutes ti su~divisions, the commu·nes,
mayor chosen by _the '·government (in the large towns) from this
council ,vhic)l is elected b~r tpe people. The 9ommune, it is true, varies
in· size fro\Il. a dozen p_eople to two million$ (Paris), according to· the
. ne,cessity,of,municipal- un.ity; there are more· than 200 communes with a
_· ,. population of upwards of 10,000 -people. Thus }Ve see the unity of the
' icentral government everywhere joined to the democratic principle of
' ,. locaJ'electioH. B·ut the local'legislative bodies must not take up questions that ·f elate to the ge-µeral gov(}rnment, i. e., political questions.
The central' government -at Paris alone· is charged with this matter. ·
This is a consistent whole .easily comptehended and easily supervised
and,. conti;olletl from ihe cent,er. · T.he ~chool · system is erected on it.
The seventee~ '' academies," or educational sections into which Fra.rice
~s ldiviaed,--forrri each an educational system complete in all its grades.
· There is· an e~ecu:tive ofileer at the' head of eacli academie, a sort of edu·
catio~al prefect who is as,sist'e~ by an academic council. This form of
organization pr1evaHs from the most general governing body down t9
the ,mhmtest subdivisio~-always an executive assisted by a council.
First there is the minister of education assisted by the superior council
of publi~ instruction . .' The councils represent tlre different ord-0rs of
instruction and are ·elected: by their co-workers for the most part. rrhe .
rector 'of the acailemie and'his ~oµricil follow next in rank; then the in•
'spec-tors· with t};i.e ir assisting councils in the departments. Then inspec·
tors of cantons .and large communes similarly assisted . .
The high~r education; including W,bat we call .universitfos, colleges,
and profession~l schools fo America, is organized into facultes or edu·
cational corporations similar to our State universities, except that there
is complete control on the part of the central government and very,Jittle
of the local initiative that,exists with' us. ·Our use of the word faculty
applie~ <;>nly to the t~aching body-the president, professors, and tutors,
who have charge of t};le instruction and discipline of the college or un~versits·. But in France the word f aculte is applied to the . entire institution and a student entering,a college is said to be "inscribed in a
faculte." The French use of this word retains its ol<l meaning fro1:n the
time of the early universities of - Europe. The words faculte and acade,n.ie must not be translated by the English words faculty and academy.
The word academy usually signifies with us a private secondary school
or high school that furnishes preparation for college, and more rarely
it designates -a learned society. But in lfrance it is one of the seventeen great subdivisions of the country for educational purposes.
The ·secondary education of F rance is carried on in lycees and com·
munal colleg . Perhaps the lycee carries the pupil nearly a year's
work further ! han our average academy or high school. The word
lyceumi with u i applied to a course of lectures open to the public at
large.
The lem ntary chools of France include three grades of primary
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instruction. First, the infant schools for· children from 2 to 6 year~;
secondly, the elementary primary ~or pupils from 6 to 1~ years, and
thirdly, a superior primary course designed to fit youths for business.
~nd especially to give them skill and paste as 'workmen. "'
1
The compulsory age for attendance as fixed in 188_2 is 6 to J:3years,- ~
and instruction in the primary schools bas been gratuitous since 1881. ' ' . The relative proportio1;1S of pupils in the different g,rades (in 1887-88) _ .' , showed about 500,000 i~ the infant schools, ove! 5,500,000 i:J?, the primary (only 40,000 of these being in the superior primary); nearly 170,000 in the secondary schools, 9,000 in the normal sci:i-ools, and 18,000
in the universities. ..L-\..bout 3 per cent. are in the secondary and superior -grades; 8 per cent. in, the infant schools, and 88 per, cent; in the
primary. One-half or' the university students are in the institution' at
Paris.'
-. l · The pains taken in French schools to prepare the ,vorkmen for skJlled
labor and especially
the -pr~duction of works showing tasteful finish is one of the most noteworthy features. The superior primary
schools lay ·especial emphasis on this; The industries of the locallty
are considered in each commune. Drawing and designing are everywhere taught. There are schools of industrial apprenticeship either
detached in separate institutions or as elective courses in the primary
schooTs. There are the great technical _schools, the most famous of t_he
world,, like the Ecole Polytechnique, and similar schools for mining, arts
and t!ades, arts · and manufactures, political science, forestry, naviga•
tion, etc.
.
The instruction in the arts is specializing in its character, and aims to
:fit the youth directly for a specific occupation-for som~ particular -.
branch of a trade, and not, like our manual training schools, t'o give the
pupil a general insight into all kinds of arts in wood and the 'metals.
The pupil may go direct from the school into the shop wit1;to~t further
apprenticeship. The French schools do not waste any of the time of
the pupil on random experiments at invention or artistic design, but
they gµide the pupil into the _conve'ntion'al ways of construction and
. into tho settled canons of taste. Perhaps the French graduate will
have less originality and fewer .resources under new conditions, but he will never produce anything of an ugly shape. He will gain the m~ximum of skill and dexterity in ,shaping the materials that belong to his
province.
r ,·
The instruction in the French schools employs emulation and rivalry'
to a greater extent than is approved in Germany and .America~ Perhaps this is ·a survival of the metho_ds made famous by the J esuits in
their schools. The-national characteristic of artistic exposition, and
uni~y and perspicuity in treating details, leads to a multitude of devices .
to make the instruction in the primary ~grades appeal to the senses •
.At the "World's Industrial and Cotton Centennial ,Exposition, New
.Orleans, 1884-85,'' the French exhibit (under M. B. Buisson) brought
1
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-No other nati~n ' can eqn~l
Frencb in making -t~in:gs ·speali for themselves. The formation
school museums has been sti~ulated until a large per cent. of the
\ scbl>ols a!'e well ,provid~d. : ' .
,.
.
, The imp·ulse of the :French 'people that leads to centralization a.lso
canseS"a pr~sstire aiainst·parochial schools: In the past there has not
, been that sepafation of church-:. and State which exists in the United
' St~tes. We hav~·seerr'that EnglaNd ·has still 60 per cent. of its pupils
fu parochial, sc-b.oo1s~- France has something' like 20 per cen_t. of its
pupils in parochial schoois. . The-struggie towards separation of church
-and State is.more inten;e in France because the question is compara, - tiv.ely new,"as iMs in ·all 0-atholic n-atioris. 'In the United States the
n~mb,ei: o'f pupils
pr~vate s~hools; poth 'secular and parochial,
amounts to 011ly 10 pet cent. or'tlte whole; in France to 20.8 per cent.;
,in England to 62 per' cent. ' With, us the-friends of public school~ do
. ·not -desire
abdlitlon of all privrute and parochial schools., They
fu:rni~h' a safe-guard against the cieg.eneracy of the public-school man·_ agement. ' When there are dangerc,us extremes adopted in ~be methods
of ,discipline or instruction at once the pendulum swings towards priyate and parochial schools, nnti.l the better miud of the community is
warned and~ reaction ·sets. in. · There is always a tendency in State
schools towards too mQch niechani-sm, and the private school fuf'nisbes
a nursers, for individuality in methods of instruction besides pr(?viding
a safety-valve, so to speak, for .the discontent -of that class of people
who love the freedom to depart from the··customs followed by the great
majority.
·
--.
..
The present trend of French education i$ towards further separation
of the public from the paroclii~l education, and also' towards a sharper
a.iscriminatlon of modern branches of study from~the/traditional classic
cours~. The questfons of the 'function of Latin and Greek and the
place of science i.n the school course as compared with literature and
the humanity studie~, a,nd,_above all, the secondary and higher education
<if women, receive· great attention and sharp party lines are drawn.
not be abol~shed, but will _be
One ma,y predict that classfoal studies
.seen for w,hat they are worth ju furnishing the youth wit,h that necessary acquaintance with the two strands of bis cfril'ization that were
derived from Greece and Rome. Ent science will be fully recognized
and adopted into the curri~ulum.
The education of girls in the elementary schools bas already become
quite as exte1 ive as the education of boys. But in secondary scbools
the girls amount to only 6 per cent. of the entire number, and tbe num
ber under up ri r in ~ruction is quite iusjgni:ficant. In America the
girls ins co dar scbool outnumber the liOJ' . 'Ihe higher education
of the wom act pow rfulls to reenforce the eduration of the children
in the follo ing gen ration . It will ten<l t juc1ea e th centrifugal
force of the Fr nch hara(;ter. It will make it more indepen<lent o~
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central authority, but at the s~m~ time will r~nder the ce:utral-authorit,y :
· more stable by forming in each f~mily ,and in each individual !1p aU:- ~thority ·b ased on reason ·and in harmony with, the central .government. ' - 1 /- --.
The newspaper age is an age {already ~arrived in ~\:merica) in which a · '·. :-- .:::
public' opinion is formed by the universal contemplation_of ,the sa_me _.~ , ._t / _• ·•
common public issues of the day and a general djscussion of them • . ~- · )\/
Each morning all citizens see a presentation.of an ,noteworthy tp.ings
and erents, near and far off, a survey of the entire world, _so to speak. ,
, ..
-Each person, too, reads and hears the comments of all
the various . :. -., ~-:
features of the common spectacle, and forms his own o-pinion in regard
'
,,. ;
to it. · The net result of this daily survey of the wodd and its discus-_
·
:sion is the formation of public opinion, and this governs indirectly Pl!t
·inevitably. The English-speiking nations are1almos~ entirely -g ovr~ned · ~
by this agency. Continent.al powers, with their effective public· school '
systems modeled on those of ¥ranee and Germany, are rapidly co~ing
into the same kind of ~overnment whereyer the freedom of tp.e press
is encouraged. Where illiteracy is _abolished and the newspape~ i~
read by everybody public opinion gives great stability to th,e government by preveD;ting sudden and disastrous e~plosion~ t!J.at follow from
government suppression. Reffmns take the place of revolutions.

on

THE SCHOOLS OF GERl\'IAN·SFEAKING . COUNTRIES.

Although all the nations of Europe are largely of Teutonic stock, yet ~
·· - there have developed wide departures from the parent stock which has
remained at home in Germany. In a certain sense GermaU:y furnishes a
deep contrast to England in its mental characteristics. The modern Gcrm·an like the ancien t Greek has theor~tic tendencies and art tendencies,
while the Englishman .like the Roman has tendencies to will power and
practical experiment. While it would never do to say that the Germans
lack will or that the English lack intellect, yet to understand th.eir difference in character it is necessary to say that there is a :very different
emphasis placed on the two sides of mental power by the two races. The
tendency of the German is to -think before he acts, while the tendency
of the Anglo-Saxon is to act before he thinks. The English way is to
learn through doing ,and to use its will rather than Hs intellect in the
attainmeµt of knowledge. - It takes pride in making an inventory ~f~
the/facts as it finds them where they acttrn,lly exist-it prizes real ex-.,
perience an<l. original observation, and makes small account of reflections and reasonings and a priori truths. Its national form of meIJ.tal
activity is empiricism. It knows the world as it is and not as it ought
to be or might be. But the German, on the other hand, makes up his
mind first and acts afterwards. This at least is his tendency. , His ·
mental habit is to seek out all that is' known on a given question and
review it carefully; then he proceeds to verify this by compar.ing it ,
with an.actu~l inventory made by himself. He ~~ttles the object to b~
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~ttatri~d ·~a~d: the proper -~ -e~ns .to, qe used, and then at last acts with
great effoe-t in accordance with his deliberately formed plans.
Of course .ther~ are e;Kceptions. _This is not a fixed and absolute
differenceJ.>~twee.n the two nation~l -characters. But it is the distinction.thatwe must make and keep in view if we would understand the two
tl'.ends and 'explain the-·methods followed and the results obtained by the
' I ,twol)eoples.
The German;loves ss:stem quite as much as the French-,
man, only the latter looks more to the , :re'aJization ,of his central unity
· -.into the _a rt form.s of :regularity and Jymmetry, while the former looks
: ,
ffi0J1e to dy,namiC f~atureS and Wishes to-make SUre' the COnnectiOilS ~e. - tween ·the highest and lowest-links of power and ~uthority. While.the
Engiish people lay_great stress on immemorial usages and privileges
than~_aye grow~ t up· b-y: compro!fijse~ in the past, the G~rman ~ishes
above all to have a consist~nt-and reaspp.able system. It 1s more 1mpbr. tant to him that the · government shall b.e reasonable than that there
shall be ind1vidual freedotil to act -out one's' desires and caprices .
. . Fr~m the Ge;ma~ idiosyncrasy it is evident why they have invented ·
gnnpmyder and -the·Jtrt of prin:ti~g, rather than the steam engine an~
the telegt~!.>h; 1 wby t~ey hav·e lahored most efficiently .in the lines of
comparative scien~ce ·rather than · in the inventory of isolated data.
Th.ey wish to see each branch of 1rnowledg~ i:µ the light of all others.
They have. create'd comparative _philology th~t reveals to us the profoundest traits of mind as exhibited in the structure of language. They
have created the 'science of compar'a tive' histor,y , giving us an insight
into the sum ·tota.l of the strivi'ng_of each natio_n that has :flourished on
the earth. They have reer,iforced comparative history by comparative
studies in i:eligion, art, jurisprudence, and psychology. Each new co~parative study gives a new critical_ point of view from which to confirm
or reject what has ,before been held. In this way the German scientific
industry tend's to reach a stable result in the science of nature and also
especially in the scienc.e of man.
But this discovery of the trends of nature and human history hrings
the intellect into a condition _where it decides upon the practical questions of the ~fay and leads to action. Having summed up the case in
view of all the provinces in any way related to it, the will may now act
with the most intense conviction: The present generation has seen a
new kind of national power rise into the world history out of Ger:many.
Goethe said in 1792, after the battle of Valmy, where he saw a French
army representing the people and officered by the people defeat the
· army representing the nobility and officered by them: "From this
place, and from this day forth, commences a new era in the world's
' history.,, Democracy would from that time be a nower to be reckoned
with. The new German empire is founded on sci~nce and means many
thing of the utmost importance to future civilization. Comparative
science bring together all the kindred provinces and discovers the net
result. It attacks problems of the utmost complexity, none more so

SCHOOLS OF GERMAN.~ 9ouNTRIES.

than that of war with surrounding nations. It delivers-i,ts decisions to
the executive power of th~ nation and preparations are mad13 fo view,'·'< · ' ' ',1
of all the cont1ngencies. An absolutely accurate s_u rvey of all strategic · ·
points, g·iving with precision every stone fence and every bddge,and' . -·
ford, the whole nation trained to military servi9e, the mea,ns _of .trans-. -· , ·_•,:
portation prepared ~o that the whole power o( the nation may l;>e concentrated without fail in .t he ·1east possible- time on any point of the
frontier-these things belong to science. The intellect converts itself
into will-power by settling in advance all problems that may arise, so .
that in th~ field nothing can occur that
surprise the commander.
At every point he will be stronger than his-enemy.
The practical outcome of the ri~e of Germany to a new world-power
is the necessity of the universal education of, the people. Germany, , .
with its principle of the supremacy of cons_cious intelligence and the re
enforcement of the will-power by comparative science, had -al,l along ,
consistently moved towards an efficient system of education. The "
powers of the individual may be indefinitelY. increased by education.
An educated nation is far more powerful than an uneducated nation of
· equal population and wealth. Education of all the people in schools .renders possible great strategic c_ombin~tion~ Jn war, commerce, an~
industry.
'·
·
·
It is this principle which distinguishes the modern German people.
. The Greeks were great. in plastic art and literature and,philosophy.
The German is equally great in music 'and philosophy. His philosophy
is based on psychology where the Greek philosophy took the form of
ontology. The German turns . science into philosophy by matking it
comparative, and thus completing-a total su:rv·e y of an entire province.
Feelin g this national principle at ·work in his soul, he finds popular
education .the most natural of all human interests to him. Studying
the comparative aspects of science, he be.comes observant of methods.
He neglects this fact and that fact to look at the process by.which they
arrived. Now here else is there so much exercise for this quality of observation which sees method as in pedagogy. Upon the study of method
depends the arrangement of the course of study and the .development
from one grade of i-;chool work into the next. Upon the study of method
depends the art of teaching and tM discipline and management of the
MhooL
·
·
Germany has established an grades of instr:uction, fron;i the kinder~ ~ , ; .
garten to the university, ·and it ,enfo~ces by a rigidly executed com! "
,
pulsory law the education of all its children from the age of 6 to 14.
In ohapters II and v prepared for ·this Report by a specialist* of
the Bureau it is seen how thoroughly this work of providing 'f or school
education is accomplished. ·
'
.
.A.s early as 1717 the Prussian King issued a royal edict requiring ·
that all parents should send· their children to schbol. .
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~ As ·~oo~ :g;s Frederic}{,the dreait had:'linish~d bis long struggl~s with
We fleigp.boring powers-for the recognition of ,his nation, he turn-ed his
_~ttention to national):rouseke~ping antl gave a great impulse to edu~ation:, - He. began the worf ~f ·secularizing education and making it a
, matter oCState provi§ion. After ·the <lefeat at Jena by Napoleon
·Bon,apa-rte, J?russia be gad her rec.o nstruction by l_a ying new stress on
lier sch_ools. Pestalozzi'~ principles were very early adopted, and tht\
attention of' teachers was directed to . the method of arousing the
. .,. - 'chilcl'_
s mind.through sense perception. Th.e German national character,
, , -as has been shown, leans , in the dir'ect~on of knowledge and science
rather ·than in -that of adventure and the -. ineasurement of personal
strength py co~test of will-power.- The German child is more docile
than other children., He inherits a dominant love for knowledge. ·
,--~ ~rhe German teache,r is no~_hampered by the iiecessity of expending
.a larrge' amount of nervous energy Qn 't he -" 'd iscipline" of his schqol.
It is, sufficient ·i f he. fiiakes his instruction interesting. The pupils will
not l)e disorderly._ They
c~nspire- with the teacher rather than
'e iert_their will-power to oppose and ci~cumvent him. Whereas the
pupils in Engli~h-speaking· countries have always a primary impulse,
not for acqmring knowledge but ,for n{easuring _the strength of their
will-power with the teacher and with each otheT. The Anglo-Saxon .
branch of the Teutonic family has pres~rved in this peculiar for[!l -the
- old heart hunger for recognition which ' has always characterized the
Teutonic 'stock since the time of .Ta'citus~ who described it as '' securi
adversus !wmines, securi adversus deos/, 1a race that respected neither
men 'nor gods. For they had a deep feeling' that in the substance of
their' human nature they were .divine. Hence they demanded personal
. recognitio,n as the meed due them -from men and gods. This is the reason why Christianity took such a hold on the. Teutonic peoples and why
the Franks and the purest Teutoni~ stocks adopted Trinitarian Christianity rather than Arianism which became the religion of the Goths for
a, while. They found the doctrine of tl;ie di vine self.sacrifice of God for
the s~k,e of' man an act of recognition which completely satisfied their
heart hunger, for it was an infinit~ personal recognition.
, The Teutonic stock that remained in Germany -finds its highest satisfaction iu the theoretical contemplation of the world as a whole-the
.scientific exhibition of reason in n·a ture and history, while tlle AngloSaxon has drifted, not accidentally, in another direction and finds his
satisfaction in the personal recognition of his power to mold nature
to his will and to organize and govern men, chiefly lower races. It
mat be said that while the German insists_ on the right of private
judgment, tbe Anglo-Saxon insists on the right of expressing it freely
in public.
·
. The docilit of the G rman pupil is therefore not to be regarded as
an artifici l pr due of crman method of ped gogic di cjpline. Those
methods fail in American schools to tame the restless a(lventure-seek-
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ing youth who give character to our ~chools. Formerly t1iere prevailed
. here in the United States a strict discipline that r~sted -on corporal
punishment. This has yiel~ed by 'd egrees. to punishme_nt foundecton a
sense of honor-the deprivation of the pupil's privileg<;do sit witn his
fellows, to partake in the common cl>1ss '·exercises, or :J?,nally t~,e suspen-, sion from school altogether. The punishment& have ch~nged· or are ·i)l
process of changing from corrective -punishment, which inflicts pain
irrespective of the nature of the fault committed, t~j etributive puriishment, which returns the deed upon the pupil ancl makes him s,uffer
its _consequences. The pupil .by his disorder _deprives himself, of th~
privilege of sharing in th~ work of the school. '
.
, The change in methods of-discipline --does· not change the nature of
)he American boy from an adventure-loving· to a kno vledge·- loving boy,
how~ver. But he learns to govern -himself.
The German principle leads to tt very radical difference in teacbkg
science and other branches. They teach comparative science, com para- tive history, etc., it has been-said. It may be said, too, that tire cliief
a1m of all German instruction is to teach the philosophy of the subjBct.,
There shall be nothing fragmeutary and detached_, but all shall .be sys_tematically subordinated tQ the ruling principl~. The subje_ct treated
in view of the whole, becomes a view of the world, or rather we may say ._
there is reflected in each subject as t~ught by the German professor,-the
entire view of the world.
· ·
'
"'
Thus the German_normal school demands of it~ graduate the · ab1Ut1
to construct from his own knowledge and insight each one of the branches
that he is called upon to teach. He shall not depend upon the textbook for the matter or the form of his_instruction. Ge'rman instructioi;i.
jnsists, befgre all, on comprehension rather than memurizing. The pupil , '
shall be led to see the inner necessity of the subject; to see' the unity
which makes the whole into a system.
Here is a great advantage that German instruction pa'& over that of
other nations-it gives to the pupil an-instinct for anticipating the results
of .experience. Kant showed in his immqrtal "Kr'itik ;, how tlte struc- /
~ ture of t_
he mind gives to it certain "anticipations of perception." ,S o · ,- , _
~- ·,
comparative study in all departments of science and history gives antici-,'
pati9us of experience. The Agassiz or Cuvier has bccQme so well able :· v
to anticipate experience, that even a fish-scale or ·a bone gives him with '
practical certainty the rest of the animal. lj Comparative study leads.to ,
nature's unity, and gives ·an insight into the necessity that governs the .
r
-world of experience.
No doubt this has its limits and that such a priori "anticipation" is
often mistaken. But it is practfoa1ly the kind .of knowledge which furnishes the' basi~ for nearly all our deeds. At all events the 'German
metho<l. of instruction owes to this its distinctive characteristic and 1 1
whatever superiority it may have, and the German pupil has accordi gly a higher gift of anticipating new knowledge 'than any other pdpil.
1
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In this connectio~ is to be;oled -the fact that German instrnction
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discard~f'~iv~l~y ~nd corn petition, ,and also that it maKes less use of exa_nnnations , tha,fr the instr'uction1 of otner ; nations. Competition in
studies requires .that th'e stan·dard 'of comparison be one that all grades
' of niind can-see. It Iims-t not be in ·the least arbitrary. This reduce,s
the ·standard to one of sense p.erception ·- and memory. Only me~hanical results may be-rriea·s ured with precision. But as German metbods_
:-: : r~late to the comprebensiori ot the subject and endeavor to give the
pupil a comparativ-e insight into tlte general principles t hat create the
_detf.l,ils,'~t is obv~ous 't µat i10t~ing can be done · jn' the way of applying
: mechanical tests t@ the pupil's acquisitions. Hence, too, exam inations
for promotion can n9t b_e used to g9od ad vantage. It is only the daily
ciass exercise which rev'eals to tthe teacher' the inward growth of the
·,
.,
pupil's po~er.~fl ~om-prehe;nsjon.
, ·Examinati0.~s are·often for th~ purpose.of srmrring the pupil to make
~eview of his past work. It must be remembered that the method ~f
comparative stti.dy connects ·au tbe de.tails in a higher unity and thus ·
, gives a new; hold of the earlier steps .at each· stage of advance. · The
German . method of instruction ·,is. therefore a perpetual review of the
most valuable kind. · '
.
.
But there is here a~dra~back'whiclt other nations are ready to point
out. The German can ~ot pres~ribe set tasks for his pupils to perform
at home-at least he can not do this s'o well as the pedagogues of other
nations. The ·text-book s:ystem of instruction relies on the pupil's independent work. He must study his book and learn to mast_er the
thoug~ts stored up in the printed page, But he will quite ·natural1y11~e
,his lower faculties of perception and memory rather than the higher
ones of insigb.,t and critical comparison. Moreover, as already said, it is
easier for the teacher to hold the pupil responsible for mechanical work
than for comprehension.
The advantage in the mechanical method of instruction is that it
can· demand and secure indepeudent work from the pupil-even from
the restless and frivolous pupil who does no,t love knowledge. If be
does not comprehend he' can at least cram the forms of knowledge and
store them away for a possible future µse. Moreover, the mechanical
effort gives a species of mental discipline and cultivates the will power.
It is, therefore, believed bythe educators of other nations that the less
gifted pupils of the German school do not profit so much as they would
under the mechanical s stem of instruction. Failing to comprehend
the subject a a whole, failing to seize the soul of the comparative
method, they remain confusecl and ineffective, not even retaining useful details which might have been learned by memorizing. Whether
the percentage of German pupils who fi.ncl the school work profitless is
as large a the p re ntage of corre ponding classes in English schools is
a question not determine(l,
1
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But without a mechanical basis for classification and promotion_it
follows that the German can not lay so mu.ch .stress on, th~ gradir1~. of
pupils as is done jn other nations. _,
· -· . .
In this 'connection it is pointed out that the people's schools". and
the citizens' higher schools do not make their eo~~rse.,.of studya part
or section of the course of study t~at fits _the pupil for -the u~iversity. ·
The classics are commenced so early, jn the gymnasia that the pupils
{,•
who graduate from the citizen'' school find a barrier in the way if they, '\. * ,, '
wish to enter the university. They must' go back and enter classes Qf' .•, .. , , •
younger pupils in order. to make up their Latin and Greek ' This· neglect to provide an easy transition from all parts of the primary .a ~d
secondary work to the ~uperior instruction is a ~erious defect in th~-~
German syst~m.
·
:,
·
" ~,
·111 the statistics given (page 164)-it will be 'seen that the education
of women is in much the same backward condition as in JFrance..
· - While in the primary schools the number of girls is equal to the number of boys, in the secondary schools there are -four tinies as _m any boys
as girls, while the univ·ersities are exclusively for men.
The universities of Pr'.ussia report 22,847 students ·for ~2s,ooo,090
people, while the universities of A.ustria report 18,405 for 23,00.0,00Q;
Hungary for 17,000,000 'peovle reports 8,106 students, iti universities
and technical Hchools, while Switzerland reports 3,529 for its 3,Q00,000
people. It is not stated in any instance -what prop~)rtion of these
students are fro1u other countries. The secondary students are
ported at 356.,912 for Prussia; 190,196 (including also the technical and '
other special schools) for Austria; 39,918 (same inclusion) for Hungary; ·' ·
1
18,206 for Switzerland.
-There is great difficulty ir),'a~certa~ning the exact meaning of m!},ny
items of statistics given in the reports of ,different countries. This will ·
be often observed by the reader of these statements. Our specialists
nave ~hosen rather to run the risk, of printing paradoxes th:w by sup-·
pressing important items of statistics to lose the opportunity of e,xciting
the criticism and investigation which is sure.to bring out the sifted "results for·a future _rep.ort. For example, we note that the normal schools '
.of
Prussia with a 3-years'
course. enroll only 8,507 pupils, giving an Ian- .
, '
.
nual supply of less than 3,000 graduates to fill the vacancies in a corps ., :: 1
of 75,090 teachers. If the schools depended_wholly on these graduates ' · •·. , ·
to supply vacancies, it would imply an·~average service of 25 years
· "
for each teacher. But the ·increase of the schools aione would require
1,000 new teachers per year. Be,rlin reports -1Q8 new .teachers for ,a ,
corps of 3,000, which wouid give an average annual service of 28 years; ,
but if 102 of these are ,to be deducted for the supply of new school;, ·
opened, the term of service would on t'h at datum be much g~e'ater, say'
500 years _. for each teacher!
.
It is noted that while Prussia has lOG normal schools for ,men, it has
. only 8 for women. But there are 38 normal schools for Catholic te~chers.
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The very large ninriher of pupils ,p~r teacher r~ported (70 to 80} is
,calculatea 'to excite.a,suspicj.on
to i_ts aceuragy' even making allow- .
ance for the fact that the.German method Qf instruction does not require
,SO much- Or .SO careful ~~ examination of the Individual pUJJil as the ,
,- m~th~ds of other ,countries . . lf <.the .statistics
mean •that the total num.
b~r enrolled ,by .,e ach teac_h er 1n the year is 80 or 90, while the actual
average attendance is much less~say two-thirds-the case is }ess diffi- . ·cult to unde!,'sta~d. Or, if there ai'e :pupil t~achers who assist -according
t9 the 'Lancasterfan -plan ·in vogue in England, the explanation is stiJl
better. In the United States the ~verage atte_ndance for each -teacher
of the elementary schools falls below 40 p1Jpi1s, and there is much ·out~ry
.on the part -of the friend's of gQ~d ins..t ruction tQ the effect that ~here
shou\d be -fewer rather than rn.o.r e pupils assigned to each teacher.
. Under the item of source-s ··of re~enue it' will be noted that Prussia
, , pays 18 per cent. of the _expense~ of the lower schools, wbile the local
1
, , ,, < distd.cts ,pay the -balance., Tt is interesting to note that the income
from_-the l}erma~ent _schoolful!_d prptides only 6 per centum of the entire
-~xpenses.. In the, Ul1itecl ,States the permanent funds furnish only-a
little more than 7 per cent_: of the,entire cost of the schools.
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THE SCHOOLS -OF • IT.A.LY.*
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There are two tei:ritories in _-Europe which have been battle grounds
for the other nattons-the lowlands north -of Fr·a nce and the peninsula
of Italy. England and-central Europe, jealous of the power of France,
could never permit her to e~tend her bo~rn<lary to the North Sea, for
that would mean the entire control of all the western outlets of Europe
Bt{t with France confined so'u th of Flamlers, England has been able to
hold ·sway ov~r these waters and her maritime greatness is the result.
But Belgium bas been, the fighting ground for English, French, Spanish,
a_nu. Austrian. So, too, italy has been the field on which Germany,
Spain, and France have contenued fo; the balance of power since Obarle, mague founded the Holy Roman Empire. Rome had been at one time
the chief center of political power. Charle~agne gave it a nmv center
in northwest Eqrope. Subsequent centuries saw the attempts of the
German Emperors to fix their capital in Italy again. But the Atlantic
powers, Spain and Frauce, could not permit such a com l>ination. ,If Germany absorbed Italy, th re would be no stability for the western powers.
Ilence the protracted wars to settle the limits of the Empire. During
the Cru ade , the Italian cities, taking advantage of their position between the eas,t an i west, gained great wealth and influence, securing
by mean of it their iuclependence. Italy broke up il).to small powers
jealou of each oth r aud coutinually at war. The same discord penetrated each city, and tllere were partie within the walls ready to let
in the comm n enemy in order to triumph over their fellow citizens witli
• Statoments iu Chapter YI-Italy-pr pareu l>y Miss F. G. French.
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whom they had feuds. Dante has given _us in his great po~~ ,th~~reflec. ,,.
- tion of this fearful state of political chaos, .and in his D,e Monarchia ~.as
reasoned out the conditions of peace for th~ ·world , l;ly forming a, ingle
governm,ent that swallows n,p an nations-a 're~rnbilitation of the ideal_.·.
that ancient Rome sought to achieve in the interest of.her theory of civil / ,
freedom-all equal before the one law of . the world, and the temple of ' .- ~-Janus forever closed.
- - ·/
, ,
/
~
Rome-has controlled the world, first politically and then ecclesiastic- - ·
ally. But -the development of the Italian people as a p~ople bas been
·~rrested by the long ages of foreign complicatfon 3:nd ·the intern~! -_
·schisms incident to this prominent place in history. No peop)e can de:
velop its own native. aptitudes -without fr~edom from ·foreig11 sway.
The forward movement of mn,d ern civilization_is in tlw di1:ection of r~al~
izing rational individualism in the form of local self-government. Thqs
it implies progress in the education of _all strata of the people from the
lowest up. It implies the mean& qf intercommunication- and access to
the spectacle of the movements of the world through newspapers and
-_l;>o~ks. There must be a universal ability to read and the u~e of that
apility. There must be the conquest of naftue py labor-saving machinery- and productive industry so that there may be thrift and wealth
abundant-progress along these lines of the ele:vation of -the people
into a free participation in rational activity. This is the prog,~ess tbat
our civilization demands, and it measures it not alone by the strength
}J,nd wisdom of the leading classes, but by the general d1ffusion of in tel-.
ligence and productive power among the people as a whole. 'rhe union
of Italy under an Italian king bas led to a wonderfur progress iR this
latter aspect. Italy bas been ,.famous for higher, e,ducatiol). for many ·
centuries. Ent the common ·people were not provided
and the
amount of illiteracy was very great. As late as 1861, on the aqcession . ~, _~ ,_.,~ •
of Victor Emanuel to kingship of all Italy except Venetia and the Papal
Territory, out of a total population of 21,777,331 there were 16,999;701
reported as unable to read and write.
In 1871 the number of illiterates over 15 years was reported at 69 per
cent., This bad been reduced 10 years later (1881) to 62 per cent., and _
in i889 still further to 48 per cent.
·
'
·
, · ,
~In no State of Europe has more strenuous effort been made to ptdvide
for education by public schools. The expenditure )°or 1886 ~rnoun,t eq
to about $20,000,000, of which tbe national gover,nment furnished 11ear1y
.
one-tbfrd. Over 10 per cent. of the entire popn]ation are emolled iu _ .' . . ' '
school. The schools are free, wit.bout tuition fees, and a compulsory
L "'
law insures some 4. years of schooling (since 18i7) to all. This will very,, ·
rapidly reduce the illiteracy and increase the productivity of the 'nation.
The States of northern Italy, and especially Piedmont, have made by'far
the most progress in popular education, and it is noteworthy that the ' freedom and unity of Italy have come ,from the section wh~r·e popu1ar
education has ueen most cared for.
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~ ·. rriie ;eports sho~,that the numb~r of -students preparing for the work
' of teacliing in thin1ormal sclrools· amounts to 10,542. This fact· is very
. · sjgnificant, as' showing t)J.e, enlighte_ned policy of t~e State in improvfng
'· - the corps of teachers:
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, Sweden and Finland,* were one country up to 1809, when ·Finland
w::ts ceded to ;Russia. · Early 'in ·the. Protestant movement in Eu.rope
Sweden ' took measu~es t~ secure popular education,, and in 1640 requir~d every city 't~ provide a school. In 1686 the lawt of Charles ~I.
prohibited marriage between parties who could not read. The law of
1842 compels each pa~ish fo provide a ·school:
, , , · It seems, that 15 per cent. of'the entire population are enrolled in the
~chools,, there being 707;95~ in the elementary, 14,030 in the secondary,
an,d, 1\816 in. the superior grades, 'besides a large attendance on the
~ techni_cal schools. ,. Xn_fart Sweden· llas distingriisheu herself in later
· ,Years by her original methods in technical and industrial schools and
in bodily tra_ining. The Ling .system of gymnastics has been imported
. into Am~.rica and introduced into the Boston schools, aud ·is exciting
wh!e · attentio.n h~re and in England. The ' Slojd system of manual
training ,h as attracted· special students from all parts of the world to
the Swedish -normal school at ·Naas: It origin'a ted in the home indus·
tries practiced dur.i ng the long winter e~enings-feats of skill in the
man~fa~ture of woodenwa:re-the jackknife being the ·principal tool in
requisition. The ·Slojd of the normal school bas extended itself so as
· to include meta:l work to some extent, and SO, as to initiate the pupil
into the use of to9ls emploJed in skilled labor. There is in all grades
of the schools niuch attention· given to _preparation of boys for useful
· trade,s .and of girls for housework.
·
, There is a compulsory law that applies to children between the ages
of 9-and 14 yea~s.
The large sum devoted to normal-school' instruction-$92,949, in
1887, and also the corresponding s.um for inspection of the elementary
schools ($25,460)-shows the earnestness and wisdom with which the
government acts in this matter. It would seem that nearly all children
of school age are brought under the training of the school.
A noteworthy feature of the schools of Sweden and Finland is the
I
"ambulatory" school. The schoolmaster in the sparsely settled regions goes from house to house, remaining a few days at each place
and collecting in the most convenient one the children of the few fami.
lies who lh"e near enough to attend. This suffices to teach reading
and writing and but little more. The schoolmaster, however, can
advise and direct home studies if he is intelligent. In 1 71 there were
1,164 of the e ambulatory schoolmasters, there eing 7,118 schools of
"Statement in Chapter VU, prepared by Miss F. G. l!'rench.
t On p. 216 Ch~rles IX should be Charles XI.
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all kinds in Sweden. outside of Stockholm. In 1883 tne number ,of- ,.::'~t;~"'
- ·schools h~d ·increased to 9,.79~, of \-V ii'ich 3,346 were an'l bulatory,. ::., · :; 1 ,' •?\:t
The ambulatory · teacher for ·sparsely settled bountry districts· sug-.' -t"' · r-'.· "
~gests for other countries certain featur~s worth adopting. , Tpere are ., branches of instruction in the city schools wh,ich a re made efffoient '
2mly by skilled special teachers_, such as cooking, drawtng,etc. The~~ :
can be taught in country schools by " ambulatory" teachers employed '.r' . .' •
by the State Bo_ard of Education---one or tw.o schools being visit,~d ' ·. -i•••• '
each day in a circuit of five or ten schools-after .a lcour,se ,of-les~o,}is
the special teacher may move on to a new circui't. . '
,.
The hygienic inquiries conducted in the Swedish. schpoJs ·a re of ptJ-ra- .
mount interest. Axel Key's report on this subject is the m.ost impor- ·, '· ~,
taut co~tribution yet made "to it. One learns with surpris'e th~ etrect · 'i -~.·,· • ' ~
of overstrain of the nervo~s system in tl!-~ Latin schools (50 p~r o,ent. · '
.
· · affected), and especially in the girls' schools (.61 per cent). ~ ' .
The1~e is evident .a considerable opposition on -thQ,part _of .the ,peoi11e; ; ' ~ r ,
to the old classical course of liberal education. Orie may note in · th1s , , ., ¼,
connection that Sweden does not stand in such. close relation to· ~h~,</', ,~-' e
other nations of Europe as to feel the pressur~ for adjusting herself. ;to ·' : .
a forei gn human environment of peoples differing jn.language, reljgion, ··:~ ~~ :''
fashions, and manners· and customs. Such' a necessity is met by the
studies of a liberal education, which familiarizes the pupil with remote
.
peoples who originated the ideas that underlie his civiliza.tion.
The Latin and Greek life with which the st'udent beco~es familiar in
college giyes to him the source from w~ence are derived not on~y 'his
own spiritual usages, but also those of neighboring. nations differing·
, more 0~ less from those pr:evailing at 'home. ~
·
·, The new awakening in Sweden in the matter of manual training and
industries will have the effect of, bringing Sweden into commer.c ial re~ .
ilations with other nations, especially as soon as the ' Swedish normal '
schools come to devote a large portion ·of their time to, art studies.
They must emulate the French and Belgians in this respect, and take as.
much pains to form the taste of pupils on classic model~ as they taike . ·
to secure skill of hand. Swedish ~anufactures will begin then to acquire elegance of finish and design that will make them: sought for in'
/ the markets of the' world·.
·
Swedish scholars are noted for their work on the Old Norse Edda and
' the hiRtory of that early race of dari_n'g sea:rovers which made so ,deep arii
impression on the new civilizat~on growing up _in western Europe in
the Middle Ages.
.
·
,
The educators of other nations fi~d Sweden a very interesting study , . \ ;v'¢ , .!
in the matter of education, because it is a s.o rt of experimen t st~tfo'n iri, ' ,, , ;, _'/
hygiene and manual training. The co_n tention between the'' moderns'~
~ /·
and the _classic studies is also nearly as active .there as in France. ~., ·
J
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'- In_ Sweden a)}d Finland ,ve have specimens of the most northern peo-

ples .of Eirope-of peoples, too, _who-are 'somewhat isolated ·a nd not in
state of military ·tr,nsion · which prevails "in central and western
· ,\- • __, Europe. ' Them is ,evid~n t everywhere a spi~i t of sturdy independence
'., ,. -- and a willingness to .'d epart from the traditio,nal -methods foJlowed oy
' Qther peop1e.
, _
-' ,
·
'
· ·
· .
, - Uno Cygnreus, the organi~er of the new forµis of primary instruction
in Finland, who instituted_the first normal school there, is the originator
,:, : -,-of the id~a, of the manu.,al trainin°g school.· He devised the plan when
. - ·; . ,·: sent out by th'e_Rus~iall Government to. Alaska to teach the natives, and
'
· · 1fter his return to Finl~nd he was appointed inspector-general of the
people's sch_o9ls~ and. established the _admir.able, combination of liteh~rYr
scientific, and industrial studies that is found there in the elementary
C
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Tne numher enrolled in school' exceeds 17 ner cent. of the entire pop-qlation (counting both the amhulatory and village schools). Very much
stress ,is·laid on the education of teachers, the sum of $75,960 being ap.propriated annually to normal schools, and th~ sum of $11,260 being
devoted to providing able inspectors of tJrn el~mentary schools. '
~econdary education seems also to be tin usually e.trong-9,983 pupils
are enro1led in ~his class ·o r schools--about one.seventh of the entire
school enrollme~t. Of tpese· it is interesting by way of comparison
with France and Germany to. see that nearly one-half of the seconuary
- ' pupils' are girls. The numb,er of students enrolled in the universities is 1,703, a very unusual proportion.
'
The compulsory la,w of 1866 relates to children of the ages from 7 to
14 years. U is stated that in· a population of 2,225,000 tlie number of
illiterates is less than 5,000. ,, The ambulatory school of Finland seems
to be even more efficient than that o.f Sweden.
SP.A.IN.

An attempt was · made m this Bureau to sketch an outline of education in Spain.• But the sources of inform ation proved to be meager
and for the most part not recent. After the sketch was in type for
chapter VIII I sent t ,110 proof sueets to distiugui hed specialists re Jdent
in Madrid-Senor Giner de los Rios anu Director M. B. Cossio-the
former the editor of the Spani h e<lacational journal "Boletin de la
Instituci6n Li re de En eiianza," and the latter at the head of the Pedagogical Mu eum of Primary Instruction. Sr. 1\1. B. Cossio kindly underto k a thorough revi ion of th
Annual
"' 'Ihe ~ketch was compile
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Report o{this Bureau I ,hop~ ~~ furnish· an ad~q~ate snowing o{ the
educational work 'done in Spain.*
· ,'
In her efforts to establish universal e<;l,ucation Spain. vfos with Italy
and has succeeded in enrolling in her schools abou.t , the same' ratio 6f
children, namely, 10½ per -centum ' of the population.,·
,, •
The consequence of this movement in behalf of educatio1;1..;h~s 'been
the,reduction of illiteracy 'in rece~t years. ·
.· ·
,''
The great qomparative outlay for' normal-school iµstruction ' will, be· ,,
noti9ed. There were, in 1885,' 48 of these for men ~nd 33 for wpm~n, '" ,-.
with a large number of graduates ,wb'o obtained certific1ates. As a co~i:- _' .\ ··
sequence it appe~rs that a great majority of teachers are "professionally ~_· Is_,,
educated. Added to this ther~ is a syst~m of inspection for e~ery prov-_· .,- ,
ince.
The number of persOJJS pursuing secondary and higher instruction ·/... ~~
appears to be out of proportion to the num_ber in 't he eleme:µtary schooJs , _'r:
and speaks well for the richer classes. T_he number'of industrial and·_,
technical students (19,583) is still more signijiqant as indicating a de~
termination to advance the nation to the front rank of industrial competition.
I

EDUCATION IN THE UNITED STATES OF BRAZIL. t
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The D nited States of. Brazil; the largest country in Soutb. America, ,
has more square miles than the U;rl'ited States of America, Alaska being
I

~

'

\
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• The following errata pointed out by SefiCir Cosslo should be read in connection
I'
,
·''
with chapter VIII:
·
·
.. Page 236, seventh column, 8,412 teachers should be 8,512.
· ,
·
Page 236, foot-note. Inj®t should be used for preparatory in the cfa,ssification of
1
·
• ,
primary instruction.
· Page 237, the pretended census for 1883 (referred to :in paragraph 2) shoultl be 'discred-ited since no official census has been taken sine~ 1877.
'
·
,;page 237 paragraph 6. '.Phe statement with ,respect t.o the la,w of 1868 is ,a mistake. M. Buisson refers to a decree of 1868 which autho:r.ized any Spaniard to open
a school without having obtained an official diploma.
•
·
·
Page 238, table. Enrollment in private schools should be-

,

'

1880.'

Boys.

Girls.

150,522

170 357

1885.

J3oys.

Girls.

135,179

155, 27~

---

Page 239, heading "Grant by the State," should be E stimates by tb'e Mnnicipalitfes.
Page 240, table. Assistant t eachers, number of fe m::i.les sho uld be 1 122.
Page 241, paragraph 2. For 121--read 177.
·
· ' ·
Page 24,1, paragraph 71 line 2. P.irst 20 should be 28 ; lirie 8, .for 8,896 read 8,986 .
. Page 242, paragraph 31 line 3. · For 265 read 263. 01; line 4, for 1,185 read 1,176;
line 18, supported by the State shoulq. be by the Ayuntamientos.
·
·
Page 243, p aragraph 2. For 1,344 read 1,144.
'
t Chapter IX prepared by Miss F. G. French.
Page 248, foot-note. Nov. 15, 1888, should be Nov. 15, 1889.
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~ItEPORT ' o:i( THE coi<IM;t:S~IONER . OF EDUCATION.

excj~ded~ _The ;alley o( the A~aztm; o;er 2,000,opo square milest is
almost all included' withi,ll' the limits of Brazil. Lying on the equator
/ its capacity for -the production of veg(jtable"food is so great . that it
woulfl 'suppITTt a population"- eqµal to twice the present agg~egate of
•, mankindi /'science and machinery will some day conquer this vast
region for:-the .uses of-man,: but'
manual labor can never do it.
. .All the South American c01intries~are t~king new interest in the progr~sa ofot~er ~a.tions, notably in that of the United States of America
'__ and of France and Germany-. They show great eagerness to adopt.improved niethqds of, education ap4 whatever devtces will elevate the
people-i~to greater directive power in science and indi~stry. Un_der the
last -Emperor, Dom Pedro, the schools of Br~zil received much .encouragement .and the quality of instruction was much improved, alt]wugh
the total) mrolluient ,reach'ed only -2 per cent. of the population. · The
education bf thi~ nµmber, which is a s-inall fraction of the people when
compared with most European nations, and indeed, as compared with
it~ own_neighbors of the southwes.t (see comparative table, pages 76, 77),
' costs '.Brazil $5,000 1000 per an'mtm. It nas developed a comparatively
excellent system-of seeondary instructiqn. The enrollment in secondary
and normal schools bears a large ra,t io to that of ~lementary instruction.
Each of the twenty provinces of, Brazil has its own local provincial
· ~ssep:ibly' and takes care of its own edu9ational facilities. There is a
good system of superintendence and ins_pection provided for, especially
in the federal district of Rio de Janeiro. The statistics from this nation are quite meager as regards its schools, and the information given
,in. the authorities consists 1n government resolutions and proposed enactments rather than in definite information as to what is bein g accom, pli_shed, and its rate of prog~ess.

mere

a
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THE EDUCATION OF ~TEACHERS.

I would call special attention to chapters xr to XIV* (pages 275-372)
. as giving a survey of the development 'and present status of normal
schools and a supplementary study on the sociological conditions under which the teaching force of New England has bee.n organized in the
past 20 years, together with a glance at the new plan of the trustees of
the Peabody fund. t Additional matter on the subject of uormal schools
will also be found in chapter xxvr.
• Prepared for this Report by Mr. Wellford Addis.
t At the time th· R port goes to press (September, 1891) the administration of t he
Sla.terfund La been placed under the same able management as tb e Peabodyfund so
as t-0 secure perfect unity ancl harmony in expenditures. It would app ear to tb student of education in the S utborn States that the practical wisdom in tho administration of the Peabody fund a cl the fruitful results that have follo w d it coul<l not
be surpa
in he history of endowments. Tho Slater fund, too, has 1.,oen adm irably

managed.

THE LIVE E DUCATIONAL
, QUEST10NS.
I
•,
COURSE OF STUPY IN THE ELEMENTARY SCHO?LS QF OJTI~S.

Attention is likewise called t o the tabular views of the course of - , ;,
study in eighty-two cities of the Unlted States, together with a 'critfcal ,,-,. /
essay* on the different plans that prevail and the grounds urged for
them (chapter xv, pages 373- 410).
·
MANUAL .A.ND i ND USTRI.A.L TRAI~ING. ,
1

This topic was treateq. with great fU:llness in the last Report.t , The ,usual tables of statistics (paiges 1362- 1367) are given in the present Re-., · ~
port and the specialist has added some supplementary historical-illustrat~on and commentary chapter XVI.
,,

in

RELIGIOUS INSTRUCTION IN THE SCHOOLS OF i'H~ UNiTED ST.A.T;ES :
.A.ND OF ENGL.A.ND.

The data compiled on this importan t subject in chapter xvnt- include the replies to a circular ' sent out from this Bureau asking in·regard to a djust ments made between the parochial schools and t,he public
school system. This chapter includes also a detailed summary of the
report of the Royal Commissio,n of 1886 3:s to religious and moral training in En gland and Wales.
COMPULSORY ATTENDANCE L.A.WS AND STATE TEXT-BOOK LAWS.

Chapters XVIII and xrx § contain· a mass of information iu regard to
the two educatfonal subjects exciting most interest recently iri oµr Stat~
,
legisla~ures. The question of supervision of education in private al)d __ .-. ,
parochial schools, the question ·of furnishing free text-booii:s to all pu- · ·,
pils, and the question . of State preparation and publication of suc.h
books have been discussed more or less from Maine to California: ,It
is believed that the compilation here . given (pages 470-578} will be
found sufficiently complete and that it will prove use~ul in the disctl$·
,sion which is still going on.
THE LIVE EDUCATION.AL QUESTI QNS.

In the State school reports and other documents for the year the chief topics discussed are, (1) I nstruction to prepare for citizenship
(page 588); (2) Country schools (page 590) ;- (3) E ducation ·as related to
crime (page 600); (4) Evening schools (page 601); (5) High · schools
{page 601); (6) Physical training (page 603); (7) P rivate and parochial
schools (page 611) ; (8) Religious and moral trafoing (page 622) ; (9)
Revenue and taxation' (page 634); (10) School hygiene·(page 635); (H)
f

I

Prepared by Mr. J . C. Boykin.
,
tln chapter prepared by Mr. Wellford .Addis.
t Prepar ed by Miss Annie Tolman Smith.
,
§ Prepared by Mr. F. E . Upton, the specialist of the Bureau on Sta't e ,systems.
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~~ience· te~~hing· (page 636);- (l2) -~ex in e~i'ucation (page ~39); (13)
· Superv-isio~ (fHlge 640-); (14)1.-rhe tO'fl1-Suip system (page 64:2).'
,..
There is also much interest growing-~iu the ·subject of methocls of
: , ·teaching -thrift and ~co.nomy by.m_e ans of school savings batiks (see
:.', page~ .655-668). · ·,
- ,- ; ,
· '
:
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COURSES 0.F S'.I.'UDY, IN COLLEGES.
'

l

1n ch~pter xxvrn are given the statistics of superior and professional
instn1ction .. - A
item is ~'d ded (item VI) showing the complete
-'. courses Qf stud_y_ • .for -more th~n one hundred of the colleges of the
. country in the following-subjects: Classics, mathematics and a~tronomy,
English, -modern languages, philosophy, che.Jnistry, physics, biology,
geol9gy and mineralogy, history and political economy, and technics. t
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·THE TWO CHIER INTERESTS IN" TII~ PRESENT EDUCATIONAL MOVE·
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The edricational questions-· which at present' excite most attention
among the pe~ple of the .l:Jnited States relate either to the extension of'
the free public elementary ~chools or to' the adjustment of the colleges
and univ~rsities to the pteparatory schools.
In those States ·w:here thA public school systems are newest, as in the
Southern ~tates and in the States on the .western borderland, it is quite
natt1ral that tbe 'chief educatio~al'interest concentrates on the problem
of extending the free SChP.Ols in such ~anner as to provide by public
taxation for longer· school sessions, better teachers, better school build·
ings, and increased attondance.
In the older and richer States of the north Atlantic, including New
E\lgland and the Middle States, there is much thought and discussion
going on regarding the futqre place and function of the small colleges,
and regarding the relation which college work holds to university work.
There is even more interest manifested in the proper limits of secondary
education. The question relates to the free public high school on the
one hand and to the private endowed academies amd classical prepara·
tory schools that furnish the greater part of students for the colleges.
The friends of education everywhere behold the spectacle of the establishment of the free common-school system in the Southern States
with a feeling of pride. The extension of the system has been so rapid
in those States and its rate of increase so uniform that all who believe
that local self.government and nniversa.l participation in the right to
vote must be preceded by universal education in common schools have
,
reason to be atisfied with the promise for the future.

a

"Compiled lJy Ir. Lewis A. Kalbach.
t The chi f of the divi-iou of sta. istics, Col. Weston Flint, is prepn,ring a similar
tabl for ben xt nnu::i.1 Report oftbis Bureau to show the course of st udy in second·
ary sch ols,
·
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In the 13 years for which separate statistics for th,e ~bite ap.d.,- bla~k' .. ..; . ' :\ ·
races in the South are accessibl~ (s~e page xviii), t]:ie white children ,en(.
/
rolled in the public schools have increased: from 1,827,139' to-3,197,830,
or about 75 per cent., while the increase of the total white -popul_a~ion ,
has been only 34: per cent. The school attendance has increased 'm ore ·
· than twice as- fast as the population. A.11 this has been done amidst ·
/ the poverty which followed the most devasta,ting war of modern times: ·
But the education of the colored race has a still better record
sho,w; In 13 ~ears the enrollment has increased from 571,506 'to 1,213,._.092, an increase of 113 per cent., while tlie total colored population bas
increased only 24 per cent. In other words the school attendance has
increased' more than four time·s 'as fast as the population , am~ng _the :,
color~d people of the Southern State~.
- In this same connectton I mention the fact, that the . attendance of /
tbe colored people on normal schools, high schools, and colleges h~~
increased during the same period of 13 years previous to_18-90 from a
total of 8,511 to a total of 25,540-almost exactly three times 'the ~
former number.
We all know that an increase in school facilities an& a 'more :geheral
attendance on· schools means more careful sripervision and impr6ven:ients in methods. Teachers will manage in some way to' learn by the '.
experiments of their fellow-teachers. There have be.en during ·the past,
20 years many eminent men who have filled · the positions of Stat~
superintendent and of city superint~ndent in that sectiQn of the coun~. ·
try.
. Two hundred and sixteen millions of dollars have been paid from th~
public taxes'for the support o( the schools, whit~ and colored, during the ·.
period of 13 years mentioned. The labors of the superintendents in
improving the quality of the teaching forces by 'instit~tes', -associations,
and normal schools have shown good results. The increase of the ap~
prQpriations from $11,231,073 in 1877, to $23,225,982 in 1889, has-rein- ,
forced their labors by attracting a higher order o'f talent into th~ _work
of instruction. The admfrably managed endowments of tbe Pe~body
Fund and the Slater Fund_have been instrum~ntal in improving _the
,c haracter of instruction.
The devotion of the western borderlands to the cause ' of common
schools may be inferred from the fact that tlley ex.pend annually from
public funds the sum of $4.11 for each man, woman, and child of the·
population for their schools-a sum ~early double thA average sum 'ex, pended per capita by the rest of the United States. But int.h ose dist~n t
regions the cost of living is greater and the salaries mus~ be l~rg~r to '
,.
secure talent and skill in the teacher.
The effort in the South now tends in the direction of increasing the.
, length of the annual school term. While the . number of different
pupils enrolled in school is quite as large a proportion of the popula1. ,
tion in the South as in the Nort~ and indeed somewhat larger, yet the,
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p.um~er of day-s for,the ;1,verage school session is much less. While the

1

~brth .Atlantic scho9ls average ! ~4 daysjn the year, the South Atlalltic
avera~· only 100 days. Whi~e 'the ~ orth Cent ral schools average 147
days, the South Central av-erage 91 clays. But the States of t he South
e1rpend ·q uite as mttch in proportion to their wealth in taxable property
for scho.ols- as do the·North Atlantic States (i . e., t he New England and
Mi~dle States) . . But tjie No3:: thwe,stern States e~ceed t hem in' the rate
of tax.
,
> li<iing OVBr 1.tb.e whole CO'rl;try we h~Ve remarked that in public
·and ""'privat~ schoqls . 22½ -per ,-cent. ~·.of th~ population is cnrolled13,726,574 pupils of all grades for, the yBar 1889. -T he proportion in
~ prtvate s~hools varies with the· grad.e of work. In the elementary
grades it is , 9 per bent.; in ~he secondary · three times as large, or 27
per cent.; in -:t he superior instruction it is 7~ per· cept. of the whole.
'l'he 'totai-amount expended for education in the United States in 1889
w,as,$172,000,000, counting the amount for private institutions at $35,0QO,OOO. , ,. .
I
,.
THE CONFL°ICT llElTWEEN THE. COLL,E GE .AND THE COMl\1:0N SCHOOL,

. In the scho._ols of the United ~tate~ there prevail two different ide~ls
, of the course of study'; the one originating with the directors of higher
education and the other a growth from t he common elementary school.
These two ideals clash in quite important p articulars. The common·s~hool course"of study, as it' appears in t he elementary school and in
the public high .school which gives secondary inst ruction, does not shape
, itself so as to flt its pupils for entrance to· the ''C olleges. At least, if we
' admit 't hat as an actual fact many high school p upils do enter coll~ge,
we must also admit that there is a constant tendency in the public high
school to diverge in its' course of study and' foll ow p11th that does not
lead to the college.
.
,
The older colleg~s of the States, following the traditions brought over
from Europe, built_their course of study ·on mathematics and t he classical languages, Latin and Greek. They accordingly demanded of the
preparatory -schools a preliminary training or· preparation along tbese
lines, an<l neglected all else.
.
'
Human learning at one period did no t include much that was not
conceived and expressed in Latin or Greek words. Hut within the past
300 years there ha arisen a modern t ributary stream of human learning, and it bas some time since begun its demand for recognition in the
course of study. This modern side of human learning includes the
natural ci nee. and modern literat ure. These two contingent are
almost wholly the product of the pa t 300 years.
The de an s of the ciences ancl he demands of the literature of the
mod rn langu "' · lo a bare in th cour c of tuuy were met in one way
by th
11
a u in another way lJy the co mon chool. The <.lirectors of big er ucation affirmed that Lat in, Greek, and mathematics

a
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furnished the truly (ljsciplinary Studies fit,for tile foll.lldatiOil of au lib; r I , _
eral education. Modern literature and the scieuees, ou .t he other.band,
J::,
.
I"
they said, were not and could not bec@me ctilture studic:S, although th~y ,. h ·
mig"!J~be useful in the ;way of accomplishments in practical, life. ,
,
Accordingly the colle,ges proceeded to recognize the moderns by, admit~fog. them only into the course of study at the end. · During the
fourth or senior year of college the student was given a rapid survey of
the sciences and of some of the great works of modern literary art. But
the college did not encourage the introduction of modern~lite'rature and
natural science into the preparatory school. Consequently the pupil .
who left school during his preparatory course, or before the senior year .'
of college, found himself ignorant of these two great an<l. rapidly grow·
ing-provinces of human learning.
' ·
But the public-school syste!Il has taken a djfforent direction. It has~
been under the supervision and ~anagement of less hig;hly educated ,
pien ;· that is to say, of men less thoroughly ins·t ructed in the forms .of
the past, and as a result less conservative. When th,~ m9derns appealed
for a place in the course of study, some concession w_a s rqade at once
to the
demand. A tendency bas been' established to recognize the
I
moderns ,thro-µ ghout the course of study. First, modern literature was
admitted in the shape of a graded series of school readers containing
many of the gems of English and American literature, and much, too,
that was written in mere colloquial English, and much that was trashy
in its style and thought.
·
In the geographical text-book there was an attempt at a survey of
the world in its relations to man-the world in its math,e matieal foa- tures of size, shape, and motions; in its physical aspects of interacting
. forces of light, heat, moisture, a~d gravitation; and finally i'n its biological aspects of plant life, aniinal life, and the races of men. ·
This geographical text-book also drew on the social sciences, and introduced scraps of information regarding political eeonomy, the 'occupations of men, and also their political institutions, their laws -and ,customs, and .religion . Geography has therefore developed from t,he be-.
ginning into a sort of compend of natural scienee, atfordi.n g the pupil
a survey of the results of the modern sciences, both in the physical
and social world.
·
.
Having yielded to the demands of the moderns in the elementary
school in these respects, and in the introduction of a history of the ~
fatherland, it remained next to emphasize this tenden<;y stm. more in.
the secondary public school, and to make the high sehool · course of···
study include more thorough work in English literature, univ·e rsal history~ three or four selected sciences like geology, a:stronomy, pbysi~ .
ology, and chemistry, in addition to the mathematics, and some modern'.
by the side of an ancient language.
It might be claimed that the graduate of the high school bad a
broader education; his education,, under good teachersJ might even' be
I
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_·tho;oi:igh, : but certainly
'hi~ .preparat_io~ ·, in Latin and G:i;-~ek· the
amount was not sufficient to give the high-school pupil a fair chance
·bf the side of the graduate of the special preparatory school.
' ~he' directors of t;lle conu;µon schools have therefore been compelled
/ to est~tilish a double course, a classical and an English course, in the
publiQ,high school; 'pro~equre
:(oreign to the spirit of the e~tire
'· commqn--school course 'of stucly that··it has only partially succeeded.. .
- · This·brie{ statement 'leads 11s- to the source of th~-present problems in
~ou'r edu~ation. Twenty-:6.ve y~ar& ago the requirements for admission to
~ respectable cplleges wer.e mucp. lower t~an at present. It was then
possible for the h:igh-school gradupit~ to e.n ter college with a good-stand- : ing. : He knew ·nearly as much Lat_in and Greek as the average student
" from the private preparatory .school, and he knew far more science and
hi~to~y and mQdern-literatur~. These moderns gave him a decided adv;tntsige. But there had be-e n a widespread feeling among college men
-,that 'the standard for-admission ought to be raise~l until the degree of
~ ·- bachelor of arts sh~uld , represent mor~ lea"ning and greater maturity
of.mind and'body. The bold action of some of the ab,lest college presidents set into more rapid motiQn' the demand for more work in the preparatory schools,. and the conseque nce has been the general elevation
of the~standard of admission -to college by about -One and one-half to
two years.
_. The results-of this change hav~ become slowly apparent. There has
followed a wider separation of the i higher education in the United
States ·from its public-school education. , The preparatory school l~as
_been fo,rced in to fill the pla~e that the college formerly held, and the
result fs not felt to be~salutary. This d~ffi.culty has been increased by
the rapid multiplication of public high schools, which now number some
4,000. The numerous smaller colleges having given up a year or more
of their work to the preparatory schools feel very keenly the. loss of
students. Inasmuch as .the larger colleges have developed into universities, there is evident the beginning of a crusade against the small
college that will force it to step down into the work of secondary education and renounce the work of high;r instruction. This result, in
fact, is unavoidable if the present hjgh standarl for admission is retained. But it has been discovered by the leading minds who are
directing our higher education that there are very strong reasons
against this course. It is possible that there may be a change that
will return the college to its old place in the eclucatjonal system, and
thi will save all the small colleges for the useful work which they ha\'C
so long and o faithfully accomplished. This same move would likewise
re tore the coll ge to a harmonious relation to the public high choo1.
In<le di would ring about a better a<lju. tment than bas ever been
befor .
or the 1 ation of the standard for admi sion to college bas
been a.CCOffi:pani d to ·ome xtent by r quirements of preparation. in
modern ; ome modern literature and French or German, together with
h
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some acquaintance with sci~nce; are· demanded. Henc,e a sllght app'f?X· ,
im~tion of preparatory courses of study to that of the high ~)chool J:ras
been effected. If this tendency is preserved and' accentuated in ' the ·
change of the requirements Jor admissiQn , there may come abo11t a
-COillplete adjustment of the _higher edu'Cation · to the common-school
education and an inestimable advantage accrue to the people; for it
is certainly a calamity to have the youth of the land divertec( froni the ·· ·
·
_. ' ·
·
instituttons of higher edue;ation. ,
Although it is uncertain what decision wi1l be taken by the directors . , :, , ,
, of our liigher education, I may mention another phase of t-he matt_er i ., .·,
which bears-in favor of the return of'the colleges to the old standard of ·, ,. , ,
admission. This is the recent <.leveiopment of a genuine university~~ ,-, r ,
cour~e above the traditional college course.
· ·
··;
It is to be remembered that for a long time there have been generous
, endowments of institutions' of learning· by rich °ten. Iii fact, the peo- ·
:ple of the United States .are very proud of their Johns Hopkinses,
,.
Tulanes,"Peabodys, Purdues, Licks, D~exels, Clarks, au-d' $tanfords·.
Nearly an annual average of $10,000,000 is glven as .endowme~ts 't~ - • ~ '.
various forms of higher education. The net result of these endow-ments may 'be summed up as the creation of real university work
The 'old college did not know how to manage the years of post-gradua,te study. The fellowship endowments were paid to brillian~ students
wh_o haff carried off the honors, but who had ·worked rather for those,
same honors than for the ~ake of learning an~ insight. Left to themselves, without the stimulus(of' class work, those post-grad~1'ate students ,
soon lost their zest, and unless they entered the professional scq.ool
gained very little in their subsequent residence a.t .college. A reform
of the greatest importanc~ was inaugurated by organizing · vost-graduates into classes for original investigation in the form of , laboratory
work and of seminaria wherein critical re~earch was taught and l4parned.
At _once there sprang up a new and superior order of P!Ofessors, ·
which has been superseding step by step the type of college pro- .
fessor that formerly prevailed.· The new university-trained professor,.
- has a very much improved method of instruction, even if his work happens to be in lower schools. He carries that higher method-the method ,
of investigation-into practice with his-students and their work becomes
far more profitable.
'
Now it is this discovery on the part of our leading colleges of, the ·
true character of university work that has brought about the feelingorJet us say js in process of bringing about the feeling-thatiit is not
necessary to include all higher education in the college. There should
be a fourth stage of education, that of the university, quite beyond the
education of the college, and its chara-cteristics should be those of spe~
cialization and original investigation;
The work of the college may be improved by an infusion of the higher
methods, but its essential cllaracter must not be changed. , '
,
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~chool Jm ~lways hav~· ~he ch~racter of memory
,"
~ -•W,-Or~ stamped ·upon it, IlO matter- hO\V much the educational reforms
:. 'l.!_
• --,~
may· improve ,its methods. lt'is not eas.y to overvalue the impulse of
:'t , ,,,sncb tnen ~s Pestalozz1 an4 Froebel. . But the. child's mind can not .
.::. . . ,seize great·syJ,l.theses.. He bites 9:ff, as it were, only .small fragments of
· truth at bestl He.g·~ts isolated data, and sees only feebly the va~t net. :.wo'r.k: of i!lterr(?lation in the world. This fragmentary, isolated char": ~cter'belobgs essentially to ,p rimary education. - But j;ust as surely 'does
, ~secondary education de~l wHltr~lation's aJlcl functions and processes.
..~ , . ·. l~ is the~,&t~ge ctud,e_,generalizattQn.
But college ·educatjon strives
1
•
X :,. fo ~lll_)eriDdtlC8 On l he <min(l the habit •6f Seeing, the Ullity Of thiOgS,
·, ·,. The cu;ricufum 'or· the·'eollege 'is therofore1 call~d ·the philosophical faculty, using the :word faculty in the ,French sense of th(j wordfacultk
.., , 1lie CQllege Tounq.s up the youth!s ~iew of the world and gives him
1
a'Ii' id~a of. the : artieulation of the varioi1s branches~of human know1, · ~dge1 , ,But tht3_; ¥iew of thif unitr 'is both·~ de,ep and shallow at the
1 same time: It is-shallow because the student has and can have only a
· hearsay knowledge 9f tn"e' many branches ofhuman learning. It is a
deep view because the ide;a of -the organig unity of knowledge is al ways
.the deepest idea that can arise in the mind of man.
It' has 9een ctmtend~d by some of ~ur educational leaders _in , the
States that;this phase of education, which is founded on the , se,areh
for nnity, is a spurious phase of education, an,d they would therefore
wi)lingly relegate all of the colleg'e - work to the pr,e paratory school
and commence the work of specializatio~ ~nd original investigation
at once after the secondary school, or even in the secondary school
itself.
But these zealots do not duly consider the 'ract that tbe only transi,tion betw~en the theoretical and the pr_actical, that is to say' between
the intellect and 'the will,' takes place --through the act of unifying or
summing up one's knowledge. A rational man is bound to act in view
of all the circumstances. - The inventory of any field of reality can
never be exhausted, but the practical man ~ust ad. When be acts
he must stop investi gating further and sum up the case; he must
declare the evidence to be all iri and decide what to do from what he bas
already learned. This is the transition from , the inteHect to the will.
The college has in the'past cultivated exclusively this frame of mind,
which looks for the unity of knowledge and gives an et,hical point of
view to one's thinking. It will be nMded to cultivate the same ethical
habit of minu in fut_µre, although it ·.will requiTe to be supplemented
by the spirit of inve tigation and verification which the university.
method bring with it. For we must learn both these methods in
order to ecome liberally educated. We must be observant of the
trend f i g and gain the power of in ight into the rational unity
underlyi g all biogs-this is essential to practical wisdom ; and on the
l
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oqrnr ll;i:tll d we must learn to make original investigation· arrd · c_arry'"'
/ forward the boundaries of truth into the unknown.
'
· In conclusion I desire to take this opportunity
testify to the valuable services and willing cooperation of the corps of this Bureau~ an.d
ip particular to recognize the assistance given to me by the chief cJerk,.. . ,.
Mr. John W. Holcombe, and by the chiefs of division,/Oolonel Westmi- .
Flint, of the Division of Statistics; Mrs. ,H . F. Hovey, of the Division ·. . ·,
of Correspondence; Mr. Henderson Presnell, of the Library ; Dr. L.
·
R Klemm and Miss·es Smith and French of the Division of Foreign ·
Exchange, and by Mr. F. E . Upton as head of t];ie editing corp~.'
I have t_he· ho_nor to be, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
w. T. HARRIS,_Commissioner. ·
The Ho~. JOHN w. NOBLE,
Secretary of the Interior.
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PART I. CHAPTER I..
&ENERAL STATISTICAL EXHIBIT OF EDUCATION IN THE
UNITED STATES FOR THE YEAR 1888-89.
A.-GRAND TOTALO F PUPILS.
[See Table 1, pp. 5, 6.]

The educational system of the United States enrolled 13,726,574
pupils of all grades1 during tp.e school year 1888-89, or an average of .
about 22½ to each 100 persons of the population.
Of these, 12,325,411, or 89.8 per cent., were enrolled in schools and
institutions under public management, and 1,401,163, or 10.2 per cent.,
in schools and institutions under private management.
As regards grade, 12,9~1,259, or 94.2 per cent., were receiving elementary instruction; 668,461, or 4.9 per cent., 'secondary instruction,
and 126,854, or 0.9 per cent., superior instruction. Elementa,ry instruction will be understood to include what are commonly known as the
"primary" and "grammar" grades, and secondary instruction the ,
"high school" grade, of both public and private scho.ols.
The actual average number of pupils in each grade for each too persons of the populatioh, classified as public and private, also geographically, is as follows:
Number of pupils to each 100 of the population.
Elementary. Secondary.
Publie.
The United States. 19. 37
North Atlantic Division.
South Atlantic Division.
South Central Division.
North Central Division.
Western Division ..

Superior.

Pri- Pub· Pri- Pub- Private. lie. vate. lie. vate.

Total Total Tot.al Total Total Grand
elemen· second- supe- public.
pri- t,otal
tary. ary. r-i~r.
vate. of all.

- --- - -- -- - --- - - - -- - - -- l. 84-

. 79

. 30

.06

. 15

21. 21

1.09

. 21.

20. 22

2.29

1.14

• 35

.07

.18

19. 20

1. 49

. 25

17. 87

3. 07

20. 94

1.18

. 77

. 36

.04

.14

20.14

1.13

. 18

19. 82

1. 63

~1. 4_5

19.49

.97

• 65

. 31

.03

. 13

20.46

. 96

.16

20.17

1. 41,_

21. 58

21. 88

2.07

,66

. 22

. 06·

, 15

23. 95

.88

. 21

22.60

2.44

25. 04

16. 84

1. 29

. 25

. 52

. 08

.13

18.13

. 77

,,21

17.17

1. 94

19.11

- - -·

-

16. 66

2.54

19. 01

- - - - - - - - - -- - - - - -· -

22. 51

-- - - - - -

N0TE.-The classification of States made use of in t.be foregoing table is the same as that adopted
• fo-r the United States CensuR, and is a,i follows :
/
Nort k.A.tlantfoDivision: Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, Massacbusotts, Rhode Island, Connecticnt, N ew York, Nrrw Jersey, and Pennsylvania.
South .Atlantic D ivision: Delaware, Maryland, District of Columbia, Virginia W est Virginia North
Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, and F l orida.
'
'·
Oentral Division: Kentucky, T ennessee, A.labama, Mississippi, Louisiana,_ Texas, and Ar-

kf;::;,:

North Oentral Division: Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Michio-an,
Wisconsin Minnesota Iowa Missouri
0
'
' . •
'
'
Nort,h Dakota, South Dakota, Nebraska-, and Kansas.
Western .l)ivision: Montana, Wyoming, Colorado, New Mexico Arizona Utah Nevada Idaho
Washingtou, Oregon, and California.
'
'
'
'
'
1
Exclud big evening schools, n.rt, manual and indn st rial training, trades, a~d. business schools, schools for the defective, dependent, and delinquent classes, and Indian
schools. These collectively enroll a considerable number of pupil~.
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will

Elementary i~struction.-As regards elementary instruction, it
be
seen from the above that in the public schools- the North Central States
have the greate_st number of pupils as compared with the total number
1 of people (21.88 per 100); and the North Atlantic States and Territories
the least (16.66 per ,100).
The South Atlantic and South Central States surpass the North Atlant1c in the proportion· of population enrolled in elementary public
;·'schools (19.01: and 19.49 against 16.16); °Qut the reverse is ·the case as
·regards the proportion of school p·o pulation enrolled ; it is important to
. keep in mi~d this distinction, which is more fully referred to elsewhere.
In elementary p1;ivatc schools the North Atlantic States are far in the
lead (~.54 pupils per 100 of populati;>n); the Northern States surpass ·
the Southern generally in this particular, and the Eastern States surpass the Western of the sarrie latitude. In other words, private elementary schools are most prevalent in the longer settled, the more .<ten~ely
, populated; and, it may be satd, the more educationally advanced sections.
·
Taking the elementary pupils all together, public and private, the
Western Division has the fewest in proportion to the total population
(18.13 per 100). This does not necessarily imply that there has been
less progress in education there, since that _division has · by far the
smallest proportion of children in its population. That portion of the
country has . been in great part only recently settled, and adults still
form an undue proportion of the population. In the North Central
.States a profusion of children, of material resources, and of educa.
tional enterprise, are found co-existing, with the result that those States
· make by far the best showing as regards elementary schools, enrolling
23.95 pupils per 100 of population.
Secondary instruction.= In public high schools the North Atlantic
States have by far the greatest enrollment (1.14 pupils per 100 of pop·
ulation); the North Central States are credited with .66 per 100; and
the Western States with only .25 per 100 (25 per 10,000), or about onefifth of what the North Atlantic States have.
This may seem surprising, but it is in accordance with the reports to
this Office. The last Report of the Commissioner of Education (188788), p. 73, gives for that year in the North Atlantic States 6.4 per cent.
of the common school enrollment as enrolled in high schools ; in the
North Central States, 2.9 per cent.; and in the Western States only .
1.5 per cent.
While the Western Division is in the lowe~t position as regards pu blfo
hig_h school , it is in the highest as regards private secol\dary schools.
This may be ascribed to the numerous schools established in th~ Territorie by the different religious denominations. As regards the remaining t te , the Easwrn (North and South) stand above the Western
(.35 and .36 per 100, against .31 and .22).

GENERAL STATISTlCAL

Superior instruotion.-The classification of institutions for superior
instruction into public and nrivate is not altogether feasible. In point
of fact, some of the institutions classed as public in Compiling this SUID·
mary are not public in the sense that the common schools are, though
the majority of them make an approach to being so.
Taking superior instruction of both classes together, and including
normal schools, it may be seen from the table that, compared with 1the ·
population, there are more higher-grade students in the North than in
the Soutll, and in the East than in the West.of the same .latitude. The
North Atlantic States lead with 25 students per 10,000 of population.
The South Central States have the smallest proportion, 16 students
per 10,000, or about two.thirds the number of the former group.
It may be said that 1 in 5 of the whole population
the United
States is under elementary instruction, 1 in 100 under secondary instruction, and 1 in 500 under superior instruction.
Relative nu11iber of pupils in each grade.-Leaving the absolute values
and considering only the relative number of pupils in eaph grade, it
appears that 94 per cent. of all pupils are in the elemenfary grade, 5
per cent. in the secondary ~rade, and 1 per cent. in the superior. The
details are as follows:

of

Per cent. each orade is of the whole.
Element.
ary.

Seco nd · Superior.
ary.

, Per cent. Per cent. P e·r cent.
United States .......................................................... · 94.2
4.9
0.9
North Atlantic Division . ..... . ..••...••.•• ) •••... • .........•...••.....
South Atlantic Division ..••••..•...•..••.•.•.• .••••• . ....•...••...••..
South Central Division .. .•..•...•.•.•...•••...............••••......••.
North Cent,r al Division ............. ......... .... ..... ................. .
'\Veatern Division ...,......••.••.•.•...•.•.•.••••• •••...•...•..••..••••.

9L. 7
93. 9

94. 8
!15. 7
9!. 9

7.1
5. 3

4.4

3. 5

4.0

1. 2

0.8

o. 8
0. 8

1.1

.P1tblio and pr,ivate sohools.-The proportion of instruction furnished
at the public expense becomes less, the higher the grade. In the ele·
mentary grade, 91 per cent. of the pupils are in public schools, and
only 9 per cent. in private; in the secondary grade 72 per cent. are in.
public schools, and 28 per cent. in private; in the ,superior grades only _
27 per cent. are found in public schools, while 73 per cent. appear in
private schools. Leaving out normal schools, the proportion of public
students in the superior grades would be still less.
The following table exhibits the relative number of public and private
school pupils in the different grades and geograp4ical sections. .A..s just
intimated, the normal school attendance, which is mostly public, affects .
the percentage of superior instruction considerably, especially; in the
North Atlantic States.
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P1·opor_tion of public and private pupila in each grade.
Elementary.

\

Public.

'
United States •••• ••.• •.. ••.

Privat·e:

Secondary.

All grades.

Superi_or.

Public, I Private: Public. Private. Public, Privr.te.

Per cent. Percent. Per cent. !Per cent. Per cent. Per cent. Percent. Percent.
10.2
73. 1
89. 8
26. 9
91. 3
8. 7
72.1 \
27.9

North ·Atlantic Division . . .
South Atlantic DivisionL ..
South Central Division.·...
North Central Division ... .
Western Division . ... .... ..

13.2

86. 8
94. 4
95.3
91.4
92. 9

-

- -·- -

71.1
80. 4
80. 0
71. 2
61. 8

28. 9
19,6
20. 0
28. 8
38. 2

23. 6
31. 8
32.1
24. 8
67. 1i

76. 4
68. 2
67. 9
75. 2
32. 5

5. 6
4. 7
8. 6
7.1

- -14.
-=~
l
85. 3
i

7. 6•
6..5
9. 7

92.4
93. 5
90. 3
89. 8

10.'

)

'

B.-GRAND TOT.AL

bF

EXPENDITURES.

[See Table ·2, page 7.)

for

The total amount expended
educational purposes, public and private, in 1888- 89, was $171,739,317, or an average of $2.82 per capita of
population.·
Of tbis amount, $136,737,600; or $2.23 per capita, were expended
upon elementary schools ; $19,258,491, or 32 cents per capita, upon sec.,, ondary schools ; and $16,743,226, or 27 cents per capita, upon superior
1

institutions of learning,

a

I

The following table gives detailed classification of the per capita expenditure. The expenditure. for higher grade institutions includes the
amoun t expended for the preparatory or academic departments. It will
be observed that there is a much· greater contrast between the North
and South as regards expenditure than there was in the case of pupils,
owing to the expenditure per pupil being much less in the South.
Expenditure per capita of population.
Elementary. Secondary.

Superior.

I>,
~
· 0A
-+"

.s -

0
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ell

,0

p

-~

P--4

P--4

a

-~
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a5

1e

.s

~

o;,

ql

:0
= -~P--4... P.p .; 80
P-;
- - - - - - - P--4 -I--

]

I>,
;-:1
'O

A

0

~

.s
0

8

...0
·.::

<l)

p,

Bl
'.g
0

~

~
.~
;;p

~

p,

.t...
p,

3

~0

0

8

"""0

3

.s
,0

~...

8

-------- -

The United States ....... !f;2. 00 $0. 23 $0.17 $0. 15 $0. 07 $0. 20 $2. 23 $0. 32 $0. 27 $2. 24 $0. 58
North Atlantic Di"rision . 2. 28
SouthlAtlantic Di"rision . . 00
South Central Division .. . 90
Nortli Central Division .. 2. 58
Western Divi8lon ....... 3.25

-

- - - - - - - = = -·-- - - -2. 65

. 88
.10
.10
• 2.1
.15

. 31
. 08
. 05
.16
. 09

. 81
• JO
. 08
. 06
• 23

. 06
. 07
. 05
. 08
. 22

. 38
.14
• JO
.14
.17

2. 66
1. 00
1. 00
2. ~1
3. 40

. 62
.18
. 13
. 22
. 32

.4-i
. 2l
. 13
. 22
. 39

I. 05
1. 00
2. 82
3. 56

1. 07
. 84
. 28
,4:{

. 55
'

C!)

-

$2. 82

=3. 72
J. 3!)
1. 28
3.~
4.11

TAilLE

1.-P.upils.

[NOTR.-Columns 2 and 4 in this ancl in the next table comprise the Common School System, the detailed statistics of which are gh-en on pp. 8-9 and in Chapter XXII
of this Report.]
Receiving elementary in-1Receiving secondary!
struction ("primary"
instruction(" high
and" grammar" graJes).
school" grade).

In public
schools.

- - - - - - --

2

I

3

4

- - - - - - - - - - - - - -1- - - - - j

United States .............. . ................ !
North Atlantic Division . •.•••.••.•......• ..
South Atlantic Division ................... .
South Central Division ...•.•• ••••..•. . •••..
North Central Division .•• ... ....••.• •......
Western Division . ••• •• • . •••• • . . ••• ••.•.....

11,809,259
2, 8.32, 460
1,644, 082
2, 0i0, 617
4,703,474
468,626

I

I

In
In private
colleges
. secondarj
Totnl I
for
public schools
Public
In private Inhigh
women Public.
(acade. (State and Private· I receiving
normal
only
schools.b schools.b mies,
aem· city.)
training. (private).
inaries,
etc.). d

-----------------------~----1
l.

Receiving superior instruction.a,
·
.
In universities and colleges.c

In normal schools.

l~ ~I
432, 000
08, 000
103, ()()0
453,·000
36,000

I

Total.

,.

l- - - - l - - - - l - - - - 1 - - - -l- - - - l- - - - 1 - - - - 1 - - - - 1 - - - 13
1~
1.1.
10
6
s
9
ii
1- - - -1- - - -1- - - - 1

4~2, 000 ~
194,000
67,000
69,000
145,000
7,000

Private.

In
schools
of
science,
theology,
l aw, and
medicine
(private).

60, 039
31, 3t10
32,660
47, 937
i4, 525

1 - - - -1- - --1- - - - 1

,----

23,082 ·

4,487

27,560

14,917

11,070

41,549

52, 619

31, 749

11, 192
1, 244
1,766
7,593
1, 287

195
254
649
3,288
106

11, 387 - ~163
1, 498
4, 315
2,415
8,671
10,876
2,482
1, 893
286

1, 068
1, 703
1,758
5,608
848

11, 348
3, 423
6,678
17,878
2, 227

12,416
5, 216
8,486
28,481
3, 070

-14, 456

- ---

I

a Excluiling pupils in academic or preparatory departments, who are given mostly in Coluom 5.
b Estimated in part.
c Including the agricultural and mechanical colleges, which, with the State universities, are classified as public, with a few exceptiona.
d, Including pupils in preparat.ory departments of higher institutions.

4, 432
8, 105
8,025
831
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T.A.BLE

1.-Pup,ils-Continued.
't

l
I

- '

Summary of pupils by grade.
Elementary.
~

Sc_condary:

s..o

$~
8""
Po

z

~

-

-

l.

l.4 ·

l.li

Number of
pupils.

In public schools.

<1l~
,__g

.;:! p
~
i-..o
<1l p.

-

'sp 'c;
z

l.6

l.7

'

Number of
pupils.

;..i.,.::

Op

<+-,~
.... 0
<1l P<

JS

,§

,f,

g

~~

Number 0£
pupils.

I

Grand summary of
, all pupils.

0

.... ~
.;:! g.

Number of
pupils.

.... 0

$P<

's<s
z -

'

z

l.9

20

2.1

0

In prh-ate schools.

0
. 0

0

0

~g
ca--

Q-~

<1)~

,__g
tS~

summary
acco,ding lo mo=g•m•ntof
1
schools atten_fted.
'

....
g_~
..,...,

0
,.....

-& g
Number of
pupils.

Superior.

0

0
0

I

0

0
,.....

0
,.....

,.cl

•

il.
....
~

~p

~~
.....

~ci
oo

Total
number in all
schools.

~

8...,-

e""
Po

z
22

23

] '8. '
S""
Po

00

I

~j

· ~['

z
24

- ~5

'

United States ....• •••• •• •. . ..•: •.. •... ~ .....

12,931,259

21. 21

668,461

1. 09

126,854

0.21

12,325,411

20.22

1,401,163

2.29

13,726,574

22. 51

North .A.Uantio Division .... .. . .. . ..........
South .A.tlnn t io Division . ••• •• ...•....•.. .. .
South Contra! Divis ion .•• ••...•....••......
North Ocntrn,1 Division . ... ......... . ......
W estern Dfrision .........•.• .••...... •. •.•.

3,264,460
l, 742,082
2,173,617
5,246,474
504,626

19. 20
20.14
20.46
23. 95
18.13

254,039
98, 300
101,660
192,937
21,525

1.49
1.13
0.96
0.88
0.77

42,422
15,46L
17,627
45,764
5,580

0. 25
0. 18
0,16
0.21
0. 21

3,038,720
l, 714,119
2,143,141
4,951,675
477,756

17.87
19. 82
20.17
22.60
17. 17

522, ~01
141,724
149,763
533,500
53,975

3. 07
1. 63
1.41
2.44
1. 94

a, 560,921

20. 94
21. 45
21. 58
25.04
19.11

~

1,855,843
2,292,904
5,485,175
531,731

~

,

(X)

-~
I

00

~

TABLE

For el ementary schools
(" priruar:v" and" gram.
mar" grades).

Public
schools.

l

For secondary schools
·("high school "
grade).b

38,874,602
7,832,273
9,620,246
56,559,151
9,044,328

Colleges
Total ex- for women
(private).
I Private. I p ei:r~:r·
schools.

Public.

s

7

6

606,457
214,368
262, 9H
· 263 301

733,098
214, 174
177, 168
588, 7C8
106, 013

8,430
13,669
28,699
143,015
7,734

72-1, 668
200, 505
148,469
445,693
us, 279

5,267,471
870,694
859, 568
1,430,915
630, 8!3

rn: ooo

13

I

United States ..••.•.•••.•..•••••...... $135, 737, 600
North Atlantic Division •..••.•••.....
South Atlantic Division .••••••.....••.
South Central Division . •••••••••.•....
North Central Di vision .• • •••••••••..•.
Western Division .•...••.•••• • •••.....

45, 35<1,, 602
8,714,273
10,650,246
61, 5!2,_~~l
9,476, v.8

Secondary.

15

14
$2. 23
2. 66
1. 00
1. 00
2. 81
3. 40 .

16

$19, 258, 401 ~ $0. 32
10,505, 47i
1,540,694
1,411,568
4, 910, 915
889,843

.62
.18
.13
• 22
. 32

a Including preparatory or academic departments.
b Estimated in part.

,

Public.

Superior.

Same
.A.mount ,p~r cap,
expended. :0 1ta of
population.

283, 77S
4'.:!4, 0!6
368, 634
1,200,863
516, 555

0

12

zt_.;

6,100,674
1,374,782
1,129,688
3,993,510
962,344

Private.

Same
per
Same ITotal amount I capita
per cap- expended for
of
ita of
all sch ools. population.
population .

.A.mount
expendeJ .

J.9

20

2.l

22

23

$0.27

$136, 631, 085

$2. 2!

$35, 108, 232

$0. 58

$171,739,317

$2. 82

.44
• 21
.15
• 22
. 39

45;121, 043
9,126,824
10,680,349
61, 775.707
9,918,162

2. l:i5
1.05
1. 00
2. 82
3. 56

18,179, 259
2,931,467
2,942,262
9,522,878
1,532, 366

l. 07
. 34
.28
.43
.55

63,300,302
12; 058, 291
. 13, 631, 611
71_, 298,585
11,450,528

3.72
1 39
1.28
3. 25
4. 11

.A.mount
expende,l.

17

IS

$16, 743, 226
7,440,229
1,803, 324
1,569,797
4,845,519
1,084,357

Thls t able differs from the preceding one in this respect.
c Mainly agricultur;i-1 and mechanical colleges aD:d St'ate uni versit,ies.

trj

~

>
~

UJ

8

>
8

H ,

U2

8

Grand summary of
expenditu r e.

_ Same
p er capita of
population.

Same
per capita of
population.

.Amount
expended .

5,816,901
950,736
761,054
2,702,647
445,789

I

Summary of expenditure accord ing to management of schools.

Summary r,f expenditure by grades.

Same
.Amount ,p~r capexpended.
1ta of
popula·
tion.

Total for
universi·
ties, colleges, e tc.

11

:!.O

0

I

Elementary.

Public. c I Private.

I $0, 059, 491 I$1,617, 6H I $201, 5!7 1 $1,819,161 I $1,363, 0671 $2,883,871 1$10, 677, 127 ! $13,560,998

5,238,000
670,000
552,000
3,480,000
259,000

6,480,000
882, 000
1,030,000
4,983,000
432, 000

Universities, colleges, and profes·
sional schools.

Normal schools.

5

4

3

$121,930,600 1$13, 807,000 1$10, 199,000

North Atlantic Division ....••••••.•..
South Atlantic Division •.•••••....••..
South Central Division .•••••.••••. •• •.
North Central Division .•......•...•...
Western Division .. . .....•••.•.•• . ..•.

For superior institutions.ab

Private
secondary
schools
Private Public highl (academi es,
schools. seminaries,
schools.b
preparatory
schools,
etc.).

2

United States

2.-Expenditure.
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EDUCATION -REPORT·, 1888-89.
- SU,M~ARY OF -STATISTICS OF THE COMMON SCHOOLS,1

The following statement is -made up· from r~turns for 1888-89, with
the ·exception of a small fraction, which is derived from 1887-88. The
numbers here given are therefore subject to future correction. The
percentages, however, will not be appreciably altered.
GENERAL STATISTICS.

Popul~tion of the United States ... ·. __ ••.. _.... ___ ••..•••••••.• .- ••• ••

60,971,114

Number of pupils enrolled in the common schools ..•• :. •• •••• _. . . • . . • .
Increase .•••••. ___ ••.•• _••••••••...•• _•.. __ ... • • • • • • •• • • • • • • • • • •
Percentage of increase._ .....•.....• _..• _•..• _• __ . _..••• _. • • • • • •
Enrolled per capita of population .••••• .'•••••••.....• _..........

12,291,259
2":20, 903
1. 83
20. 2

Average daily attendance ..•••••••••••••• ____ •••• ____ •••. ____ .••••••
Increase ____ ...... __ ; __ _. __ ..••........ ____________ •••••• __ ••••••
Percentage of increase._ .•••••••.•..•..• ___ ..•• _.•. ____ ...•••• _.
Ratio to enrollment .... ---~-- ...••..·..••....•.•••••••••• ,.......

=====

8,004,275
100,068
1. 27
65.1

=====

Aggregate number of days' attendance ______ -- -· .•••••••••••••••••.. 1,076,613,716
Average number of days thelschools were kept .• _....................
134. 5
0. 9
Increase, in -0.ays. _.•. ___ .... __ .• __ ..• __ • ____ ... _, __ •. _. ______ ..•
, Average number of days attended by· each pupil enrolled .•.•. ________
87. 6
216,330

Number of public schoolhouses ••••. _. __ ..•••••..•••••• ·••.•••••.••••.
.

.

Value of all public school property .•••••. ____ •. _. ______ •••• ______ •••• $323,573,532
Increase ...... ____ . _. __ . __ . _.. __ • _. ________ • __ ••••• __ ••••• _ . ___ • $23, 965, 822
Percentage of increase ..........•. ____ •..•.••••.••••.••••.••••••
8. 00
Value per capita of population .•••••.••••. ______ .••••• ____ ••••..
$5. 31
Value per.capita. of average attendance ••••.••••.•. _.............
$40. 42

====:

Number of teachers :
Males .•...••••.••••• _••...•.• _••.. _• __ .. __ ••.• __ ••• _•••••.••••••
Females ••••....... __ .... __ ..... __ .......... ______ . _~ •• _•••••••.

124,929
227,302

I '

Total ...••........ _.. __ •.. _. _... _•••.. _........•..••••....••••
Percentage of male teachers ....... _..•• _••• ____ ... _. _... ____ •.. ___ •.

352,231
35.5

Average monthly wages of teachers:
Males .••••• . ....... __ •.. _....... _. _... __ .• __ . _. _.• __ •. _.... __ . _.
Decrease •..•...•.••.••••.• __ . _. __ .. ____ .. __ • • • . __ . _• ______ . _.••
:Females ......••••....•••• ____ .•...............••••..... _______ _
Increase ...••.....•..•.•....•.. _•• _.. __ • _•..... _. _ . _.. _. _.••••••

$42.43
.04
34.27
.32

FINANCES.

Revenue:
From permanent funds ......•......•••••.....••••••••••••••. .,•••
From tate taxes .... . ....... __ ...............• _. ___ •. ~ . ___ . ___ •
Fron1 local taxe .......... . .•••••...........•.......••••.. _____ _
From other aonrc ..•..........•••.............••.•...•..•.•...
Total ............ _. _..................... ___ •..... _••. _. __ . __ .

$9,825, 127
25,177,067

88,328,385
8,794 ,431
$132, 125,010
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Percentage ef '1·evenue derived fromPermanent funds .•••••..••.....•.••••••••••••••.• •.••...... :: - -State taxes ..••••.•••••••••••..••...••••.•••.• -----------·---- - -Local taxes ...•••••••.....••••.••.•....... - .•••• - • - - - -- - - - • - -. -• ·
Other sources ••••. ~ •••••• ••••••••••••••.•.••••••••••••• - .• - ••. -Expen~ture :
For_sites, buildings, and furniture ..•••.....•••..••••.•... . ••••••
For libraries and apparatus .....••......•..••.•.•••••.........••
For salaries_of teachers a nd superintendents ..•••••.••.•••••.••••
For other expenses .• •••• • •••••••••••..••••• -~---· ---· •••••••••.

Per cont.

7.4

19.1
66.8
6i 7

====
$22, 204, 100'.
987,048
87,888,666
21, 049, 786"

Total • __ ••• ~ ..••.••••.••• : • .••••••••••.••••••••••• ~ ~ •• ~ • ~ • • • • $132, 129, 600
Increase............ ................................................
$8,861,660
Percentage of increase . . . ••..•• • •••••..•.••.....••.••••.'.-.••.•.• ---~
7.19.
Expenditure per capita of population:·
$1. 44
For salaries ... _•. ••.•.•••••...••• ~ ....• - - •••••.• - - - ..• - - - - .•• - - •
Total expenditure . . .•...•••..•••..•••••........•..•..•••••.•••••
$2.17
Daily cost of education per pupil:
,
For salaries only ..........•..... ·••••.••...••..••.•.•••••. cents ..
'8. 2
For all purposes . •••••..•••..•• __ •.•.•.•••••· ••• _••••••..• _.. do ..
13.3
Amount of permanent invested funds ...•.....•...••••••..•••.• --~---

_:_===

$129,149,436

'

TABLES AND DIAGRAMS SHOWING THE PROGRESS OF THE COMMON
SCI-IOOLS.

Sources whence the rnaterial was ·derived.-The following; tables and
diagrams have been prepared to &how the growth of the common school
system of the United States since 1870. The figures given are based
upon data derived from the school reports of the v~rious States and
Territories covering the period in question. Those for 1889 are approximate, as has already been observed, and may need a slight future correction.
,
The files of some of the State reports are incomplete, especially those
of the Southern States ; and the reports existing contain often very
meager statistical information, reporting perhaps only one or two item~
in the earlier years, and those probably for only one-half the countiesin the State, or less. Many anomalies and inconsistencies occur in
these reports.
All t.h"e available statistic::tl material has been collected, and examined
as thoroughly as was practicable. The text of the State reports was
examined when it seeme9- necessary, in the progress of the work, in
order to obtain any information bearing upon the subject that would
be of assistance in making a trustworthy estimate, in case of' official
statistics being missing or unreliable.
The Southern States.-The reports of the Gulf States in particular
during the first half of the decade 1870-80 are fragmentary and unreliable. The · reports of average daily attendanc~ atid of the value
of school property are almost_entirely wanting; while the reports of
the average length of school term, when tllere are any such, and of '
1
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other items, are characterized by strongly marked fluctuations and an.
, omalies, the effects of which are graphica)ly depicted on Diagram IV
(p. 19), in the lines of the two Southern Divisions, during the years
. 870-74. In fact, all t"!ie figures for these two divisions, as given in the
following pages, ,m·u st be .considered as mote or less unreliable until
·?rbout the year 1875, at which date the school systems of the Southern
States had in general passed through their formative period.
Uniformity striven after.-Effort has been made to render the statis·
tics homogeneous. This is ·especially requisite in the case of school
expenditure. What should be· reported as ." expenditure" is a matter
.,of custom or opinion. In these tables are ·included only the expendi·
_ tures for public day schools up through the grade of high school-that
is, schools giving primary and secondary instruction. Expenditures of
public moneys for evening schools, normal schools, teachers' institutes,
superior, special, anti professional schools, and schools and institutions
for the defective, dependent, and delinquent classes have been deducted
when possible, though sometimes it has not been possible, on account
of detailed reports not having beell made. Also the amount expended
for the payment of indebtedness has been excluded whenever known;
it has been frequently shown that this is not an expenditure for education.
POPULATION.

Statistics of population.-The population, except for the census years
1870 and 1880, has been estimated. The census of 1890 has been used,
in comwction with that of 1880, as a basis for computing the population
since 1880; the State censuses of 1885 and other years ha-ve also been
utilized. The figures given in the following table will be found suffi·

ciently reliable:
::.P.A'.BLE

3.-Population of ,the United States by years, 1870 to 1889.

Year.
1870 .•••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••.
1871. .•..••••••••.•••.•..••••.••..••.
1872 ................................ .
1873 ................................ .

1874 ••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••.• • .
1875 .•••••••••.••.•••••••••••.••..•• .
1876 ..••••.•••••••••••••••••••••..•..
1877 .•••••• ·••··•••••·••··••••• ••••••
1878 ..••••••••..•••.•••••••••••..•...
1879 . ························ ....... .

Population.
38, 558,371
39,600,600
40,477,000
41,490,442
42,570,731
43,700,654
44,881,700
46,112,700
47,397,151
48,744,700

Year.
1880 . .•••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••·
1881. •••••.••••••••• ·•••••• • ••••••• •
1882 .•••••••••••••••.•••••••••••.••.
1883 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •.
1884 .••••••••••••••••••••••• •• •• ••. .
1885 .•••••••••••••••••••••••••••. • · ·
1886 .•••••••••.••••.•••••••••• ••••••
1887 •••••••••••• ••••••·•••••••• •••• ·
1888 .•••••••••••••••••••••• •• •••••••
1889 .••••••••••••••..•••••••••• •••••

Population.
50,155,783
61,274,000
52,441,700
53,654,100
54, 919,358
56,221, 868
57,447,100
58,712,678
59,935,709
a60, 971,114

a The popula Ion is given for same epoch as the enrollment expenclitnre otc · hence tbat for 1889
will no d future correction, as the population of some of the St~tes for 1888 e'nters' into thls total. See

Uhap.XXII.

R clati e number of school children.-In finding what proportion the
chool hildr n 6 to 14 are of the total population, a great difference is
ob rved in di:ffi re.nt ections of the United States. This is an important fact, and n d to e emphasized. The more children there are in
any giv n nnm r of he popnlation 7 the fewer will be the taxpayers,
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and the greater will be the burden of providing each child with .common
school education. The accom'panying diagram shows graphically the
number of children 6 to J 4 years of age in each 100 of the population.
'

'
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!.-Diagram showing the number of school children 6 to 14 years of age in every 100 person~ in 1880.
The shaded parts represent the children 6 to 14, the unshaded all other persons.

It · is seen by this that it is in the Southern section of the Union that
children most predominate, in the Sout.11 Central States over 22 out of
every 100 persons being children 6 to 14. years of age; in the North'
Central Division the proportion of such children is less, being 19.5; in
the North Atlantic States still less, 1'7; and in the Western Division,
including the Pacific States and Territories, least of all, 15.9. It w_ill
be noted that the proportion of children is greatest in those se·ctions
where the per capita valuation of property is the smallest; the greater
number of children to educate exists where there is the least means
for educating them.
In individual States the contrast in the relative number of children
-is still more striking. Montana has 11.4 children in each 100 p~rsons;
Mississippi 22.0. Evidently if Mississippi had the same proportion of
her population enrolled in the schools as Montana, she would have only
one-half the proportion of her school population enrolled. In order to
gain a correct idea of school enrollment in these two States, for instance,
it is essential that it should be viewed under both these aspects, i.e., in
its relation (1) to the total population and (2) to the school population.
The inequality of burden arising from a small or an excessive number
of children is brought more prominently into relief by considering the
number of the school population of 6 to 14 years to every 100 adults ;
i.e., by comparing the number of children to be educated with the number of persons there ar~ to provide the means for education for them.
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The result of this comparison is exhibited in Diagram II, showing the
number of children each 100 .adult~ are rtquir~d to educate. The cir·,
'lTnitea States,.
3fMJ

.North Atla11,tic_.Divisio111.
- so. 5

Sozd.'/,t;.Atlantic .Division.
47.:1

Soutli Central .1Jivision.
60.7

North, <Jentral.Oivisio7lt.
40,2

Western, 1Jiuision.
2&.8 ·
II.-Diagram showing the number ~f school children 6 to 14 years of age to every 100 adults, or per•
sons over 21, in 1880. The shaded parts measure the number of .c hildren 6 to 14.
'

/

cumstance may be noted that in the S01~th Central States each 100
adults have nearly twice as mauy children dependent upon them for
education as do the same number of adults in the States and Territories
of the Weste!n Division, the numbers being 50.7 and 28.3 respectively.
In individual States here also· the contrast would be still more striking.
SCHOOL ENROLLMENT •
. TABLE

4.-Nwrnbei· of different pupils en1·olled in the common schools of the United States
by yea1·s, from 1870 to 1889.
Year.

18i0 .•.••• : ......................... .
1871. .............................. . .
1872 ................................ .
1873 ................................ .
1874 ................................ .
1875 ................................ .
1876 ................................ .
1877 ................................ .
1 78 . ....... ......... ... ... ... ·••·••·

1879 ........................... . .... .

/

Pupils.
6,871,522
7, 561, 582
7,815, 306
8,003,614
8, 444, 251
8, 785, 678
8, 869, 115
8, 965, 006
9, 438, 883
9,504,458

• Year.
1880 ...... . ............... •••••• .. ..
1881. .............................. .
1882 ............................... .
1883 ................. .. .... .. ... · • ..
1884 .•.•••••• .••• •..•.••.••• . .• .• · · ·
1885 .••••..•••.•...••••..••.. · ••• .. • •
1886 ............................... ·
1887 ............................... ·
1888 ....... . ... ... . ........ .. : •. - ...
1889 ......... . ..................... .

Pupils.
9, 867,505
10,000,890
10, 211,578
10,651,828
10,982,364
1.1, 398,024
11,664,460
11,884,944
12, 182,600
12,291,259
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5.-Peroentage of the population enrolled in the common sohoolB.

Year.

The
United
States.

North
South
South
North Western'
A.~l~µ_tic .A.~l~n.tic C~D:tral C~n_t-i:al Division.
D1v1s10n. D1v1s10n. D1v1s10n. D1v1s1~n.
,

- - - - - - - - - - - - 1 - -- - -·-1_____________
1870 ..• .. •••••• • ••••• •• ·•••••••••••••••••.
1871 . .• ••••••••• ,.••••••••••• •••• ••.••••• .
1872 . . . •••.• • •.•.••.••••••.••..•• •••.• ••.
1873 .•.•• . .•••••.•••••.•••••.•..•••.••••.
1874 . • •• ••. ••• • •.••.•••••• •••••••••· ..••.
1875·. .. . ·• • ·•• ·•·•••·••··••••• .•••••..••.
1876 .• •• • •• • •• . • ••••·•·••··••• ·•••• •·•••·
1877 .•.•••.•••••.•••....•••... •••••...••.
1878 . •• . .•. . ••.•••••.••..•• ••• .•••••..••.
1879 . • •.•• • •••••••••••••••••• •••••••••••.
1880 ..•..••. •••••• ••••••••.•• •.••• •• •·• •·
1881. . .• •••.•••••.•••·••.•••••.•••••••••••
1882 . •••..•••••••••.••.•••••• ••••••••••• •
1883 . •. •••.• . ••••••...•••••••• ~ •••••• .••.
1884 . •••.•.•••.•••••••••••••.••..•• .•.• •.
1885 . .• • • • • .••••• •••••• •••••• ••••••••••••
1886 . •• • •• •• ~ ····························
1887 · ••• • • • ••••••••• •••••••••••••.•••.•..
1888 .• •• • •• ••••••••••••••••••.•• ••.•••...
1889 .• ••••• . •••.•••.•••.•. •••••••• •• •• • ·•

17. 8
19.1
19. 3
19, 3

19. 8
20.1
10.8
19.4
19. 9
19, 5
19, 7
19. 5
19, 5
19. 8
20, 0
20. 3
20. 3
20. 2
20. 3
20.2

22.1
22. 0
21. 7
21. 4
21.6
21. 7
21. 6
21. 0
20. 9
20.6
20.2
l9.8
19. 8
19.6
19. 2
19.2
18.9
18. 7
18. 41
17.8

G. 3
Iv. 0
10. G.
1L8
13. 8
14. 6
15.2
15. 3
15.8
15.1
16.4
16. 7
16.9
17.8
18.6
19. 0
19. 2
10.8
1.9. 8
19. 8

7. 5
11. 6
12. 8
13.0
13. 7
14, 2
12. 5
12. 9
14. 5
14. ~
15. 4
15. 7
15. 7
17.0
18.1
19. 2
19. 4
19. 3
20.2
20.1

24. 4 '
24. 8
2-i. 7
24. 3
24.5
24, 5
24. 2
23. G
· 23. 9
23. 2
23. 2
22. 7
22. 5
22.6
22. 5
22.'6
22. 7
22. 5
2::l. 5
22.6

13.8
]4,0,

13. 0
14.6
15; 5
10.4
16. 8
16. 7
16. 7
l(j. 5

16. 3
16. 2
16.5
16. 7
16. 9
17. 0
16. 8
16. 8
16. 9
17.1

,Wnrollment.-Tables 4 and 5 exhibit various facts relating to the en• rollment of pupils in common schools since 1870; the data of the latter
table are also graphically represented in Diagram III (p. 14). While '
the table gives the facts with greater numerical accuracy, the diagram
presents more clearly to the eye the status of the different geographical
divisions with respect to each other, and the changes that have ta_k en
place from year to year.
The diagram shows what percentage_of the total population was enrolled in the common schools. The most noticeable feature presented
by ,this diagram is the growth of oommoii schools in the South.
Beginning with an enroU~ent of less than 8 per cent. in 1870, the two
southern divisions rise almost uninterruptedly in the scale. The Sonth
Atlantic passes . above the Western Division in 1880, and the ·South
Central above the same in 1883. Their course is still upward in
the main, until in 1889, with an · enrollment of about 20 per cent.,
they both stand above the North Atlantic Division, which has 17.8 per
cent.
Hardly less significant, though riot so much a matter of common
knowledge, is the decrease of the pruportion of the population reported
as enrolled in the common schools in the two northern divisions .. This
movement of decrease has been going on almost continuously since
1870, until in 1889 the North Atlantic Division has fallen below every
division except the Western. The final 'd ip downward (from 1888 to
1880) is very noticeable. The detailed table, · given in Chap. XXIX,
shows that there was an absolute decrease in the enrollment o·f Maine,
New Hampshire, Vermont, and Rhode Island from 1888 to 1889, while
the enrollment of New York and New Jersey was almost 8tationary,
the school population at the same time increasing rapidly.
.
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It may be of use to inquire to what causes this apparent or real falling off is due. It is not possible to make any exact statement in this
regard, but the following agencies have undoubtedly operated during
the last two decades to decrease the public school enrollment
~eported:
(a) The more rigid exclusion of duplicate enrollments from school reports in recent years. 1
-(b) The rapid extension of the private school system . .A continually
increasing proportion of pupils attend private schools, wjth the result
of diminishing public school attendance by so much. During the year
lSSff-89 the estimated private school enrollment of sixteen States increased at the rate of 7.10 per cent. per annum, while the public school
rate of increase for the same States was only 1.44 per cent.
(c) The growing tendency to refrain from sending children to school
at so early an age as heretofore. ,The number of pupils under five
years of age'has decreased in Massachusetts during ~ach of the last
ten years. Six years is coming to be considered soon enough to begin
the public school education of .children by · other than kindergarten
, methods, 1and in many cities children are not permitted to attend until
they have reached that age. On the other hand, in Massachusetts at-,
least, children do not leave school at as early an age as heretofore-a
consideration tending- to increase the enrollment. The resultant effect
would depend on whether the average number of yea,rs children remain
in scb,ools is increasing or diminishing. '
(d) The gradual change in the character of the population. With the
growth of manufactur,~s the class of factory operatives, largely ofJoreign extraction, has more and more predominated. There has been an
influx of French Canadians and of Irish.into New England, all l,a rgely
Catholics of the humbler classes, and neither element is calculated to increase the put>lic school attendance. The census of 1890 will probably
furnish valuable material for study in this connection.
The circumstance that the decline in the proportion of the population · ,
enrolled in the public schools of the Northern States is coincident in
point of time with tlie introduction of compulsory attendance in the
great majority of those States2 is noteworthy. Yet compulsory laws
have had -very little to do with the matter. Except in Connecticut and
in certain municipalities in perhaps half a dozen other States, compulsory laws have been entirely inoperative, and have had no effect on

as

1 E.g.: The Massachusetts School Report for 1888-89 says (p. 56) that previous to
1879 a system_ of reports was in use under which some. of the pupils were counted
more than once.
2
The compulsory ecluc.1tion system of the United States is in the m·a in the growth
of the two last deca<les. Previous to 1870 there were compulsory attendance laws
only in Massachusetts, Vermont, and the· District of Columbia, and these were of a
crude character and had never been thoroughly enforced. Laws for suppressing
truancy, and restricting the employment of children of school age to labor had, howver, been passed before 1870 in Connecticut and a few other States,

\
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attendance one way or the other, except it_ inay be a temporary one
im,m~~iately following their first enactment; in some cases the1r very
existence is unknown to or has been forgotten _by most persons. ·
Where they hav~ been enforced, in the most advanced educational
communities, they are applicable to only a small percentage of cnildreu.
Most-children either voluntarily attend the public schools, or- are educate<;]. elsewhere, or are legally exempt. I~ such communities a rigill
enforcement of the law. would increase the school enrollment by only a
a slight 'ratio, anu eyen_of the -few brought into school under compulsion· a majority will perhaps select private schools as their place of attendance.1
"In any given year a larger percentage of children may be kept from.
school by contagious djsease or an inclement season than the entire
· percentage affected by the law, and hence its influence, so far as shown,
by· statistics, be wholly lost sight of."2
In aworc1_, the influence of compulsory la'vvs upon school attendauce has
been either zero, or else so slight that in the most favorable cases it may
be more than neutralized by such ,agencies as those just referred to.
(e) The low proportion
children of school age in the total population must not be overlooked in considering the small school enrollment
in the North Atlantic States. This was noticeu on p. 11. It is possible tha_t the cemms of 1890 will show a still smaller percentage of children of school age. How can tlie fact be explained that in the enlightened State of Rhode Island only 15.4 per cent. of the population are
enrolled in school in 1888-89, save through absolute lack of children~

a

of

The average percentage of enrollment for the Uni~d States rose from
It was during this period,
in a great measure, that the common school systems of the South were
organized. Since 1875 the increase of enrollment in the South has only
been sufficient to compensate for the decline in the North, and the resultant enrollment of pupils in the United States has remained at about
20 per 100, or 1 in 5 of the population.
The North Central Division occupies altogether the highest position
as regards the proportion of the population enrolled (22.6 per 100),
while the Wes1iern Division was in 1889 the lowest (17.1 per 100). The
proportion of the school po~ulation enrolled, however, is another matter.
Children are most numerous in the South, as has been shown, and a
high percentage of the total population enrolled may coexist there with
a low percentage of school population ( ix to fourteen years) enrolled.
In point of fact, a diagram giving the percentage of childr,en of school
age enrolled, would show the North throughout standing far above the
South.

17.8 per 100 in 1870 to 20.1 per 100 in 1875.

o city schools and sixty-six to parochif.lil schools.

GE~ERAL STATISTICAL EXHIBIT.
AVERAGE DAILY ATTENDANCE.
TABLE

6.--Average nu1nber of piipils attending daily the common schools of the United ·
Slateil, by years, frorn 1870 to 188!.J.
··

•

Average
daily attendance .

Year.

1870 . ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••. • •.
1871 .••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••
18i2 .•••.••••••••• ••••••·••••••••·• •.
1873 .•••••••••••.••••• ••••••• •••••••·
1874 .•••••••••••.••••••••••••••••.••.
1875 . ••••• ••••••••••••·•••••• •••••••.
1876 . ••••• ···-·· ·•••••• ••••••••••••• .
1877 .••• : •••••••.••••••••••• ••••••••.
1878 ..• : ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.
1879 .• ••••• •••••••••••••••••• •••••••.

TABLE 7 .-Avernge

4,077,347
4,545,317
4, 6.18, 844
4,745,459
5,050, 8!0
5, 248, 114
9• 291, 37~
o, 426, 59;1
5,783,065
5,876,077

Average
daily attend·
anco.

Year.

1880 .•••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••.
1881. ••••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••.
18B2 ....... ....................... .
1883 .•••• •.•••••••••••••••••••••• ••.
1884 . •••••••••••• : •••••••••• •••••••.
1885 .••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.
1886 .••••• •••••• ••••••.••••••••••••.
1887 ·••••• •••••••••••••••••••••• .••.
1888 .•••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••
1889 .••••••••••••• •••••• ••••• • ••••••

6,144,143
6,145, 9112
6,331,242
6,652,392
7,055,696
7,297, 5'.?9
7,526,351
7,681,806
7,976,986
8, 00!, 275

number of pitpils daily attending school for ei·ery 100 enrolled.
Tho
United
States.

Year.

North
South
South
North
A_tl'.1-~tio A.tl~~tic c.o~t~al C.e:I?-tral
D1v1s10n. D1v1s10n. D1v1s10n. Drns10n.

w t \
rn:Ts~:
·

- - - - - - - - - - - - - ,--- - --.- - - ---·- - - - - - - - 59. 3
60. 1
59. 6
59. S
5!J. 8
59. 7
5!J. 7
60. 5
61. 3
61. 8
62.3
61.5
62.0
62. 5
64. 2
64. 0
64. 5

1870 •.••••••••••••••••• •••••• •••••• •• • •••
1871. ••••••••••••••••••••. : •••••••••••••.
1872 . .••••••••••• : •••.•••.•••• ~ ••••••••••
1873. · ••••• •••••••••••• •••••• ·•••••••••• •
1874 .• •••••••••••••••.•••••.•• •••••••.••.
18i5 .. •••••.•••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••
1876 ·•••••••••••••••••·••·•••••••••••••·
1877 . .••••••••••••••••• •••••••••••• ••••••
1878 . ••••••••••••.•• . ••••• •••••••.••.•••.
18,9 .••••••.•••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••

u,so · ...... .... ..•........ ...•...•.......

1881. .••••••• .-•••.••••••••••••••••••• .••.
188:L ••••••••••.•••••••••••••••.•••••••• •
1883 ••••••••••••••••••.•••.••••••••••••••
1884. ·•••••••• • •••••••••••••••• ·•••••••• ·
1885 . ••••••••••••••••••••••••. • •••••••• ~.
1886 .. •••••••••••••• •• ..••• ••••••• •••• • ••

m:: :::: :: :::::::::::::::::: :::::: ::::::

64. 6
I

65. 5
65.1

58. 7
59. 3
58. 7
57. 2
58.5
58.4
59. 4
60. 9
62. 2
61.5
62. 3
61. 2
61. 2
62. 3
6B. 9
64. 7
65. 4
64.9
65. 3
67.2

59.4
61. 0
61. 0
62. 2
60.,9
61.4
60. 0
61. 2
61, 2'
62. 0
62.5
60. 0
60. 5
61. 5
60. 8
63. 2
62.6
62. 0
63. 2
63. 7

67. 7
69. 8
69. 6
68. 0
66.1
68.1
65. 3
63.9
64. 4
65.3
65.8
64. 7
64. 9
04.2
65. 0
63. 4
64. 8
65. 3
68. 6
68. 6

58 . .4
57. 9
57. 2
57.6
58: 6
57. 7

58.1
58. 9
59. 5
60. 6
60.8
60. 6
61. 8
62. 0
65. 1
64.1
6!. 3
65.0
65.2
62.8

65.8
70. 3

69.4

'

66.1
63. 5 .
62. 8
62. 9

63.1
63. 3
65. 5
65. 5
65. 6
64. 6
64.5
67. 7
64. 6

67.0
66. 1
64 ..0
65.2

Average daily attendance.-The growth of average attendance has
more than kept pace with that of enrollment, so that, for a given number of pupils enrolled during the year, for each 100 for instance, the-average number attending daily has progressively increased, considering
the United States as a whole. From 59.3 in 1870, the number has risen
to 65.1 in 1889, as shown in Table 7. These numbers may also be interpreted as showing how many days on an average each pupil enrol1ed
attended school out of every 100 days the schools were in session.
This increase of regularity of attendance has been most marked in the
North Atlantic and North Uentral Divisions; to such an extent, indeed,
that the falling off in the proportion of population enrolled in those divisions bas been nearly counterbalanced, and about 'as large a proportion of the population attend daily on the average now as in 1870.
ED89--2
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LENG'.l'R OF SCHOOL TERM.
I

_TABLE

.

8.-Avc1:aoe niimber of days the comrnon schools were actu_ally lcept.
Yea.r.

"The
United
States.

North
South
South
North Western
Atl~~tio .A._tl~~tio C_ent!al C_e~t!al Division,
D1vunon. Drv1s10n. D1v1s1on. D1v1s10n.

Days.
1870 .• ••.••.••• • •••.••••••••.•••••••••• :.
1871. •••.••.•••••• ······ ~·· ········ .••..
1872 •.••.••••.•••••••••••••••••••.••.•••.
1873 .•••••.••••••.•••.•••••• ~ ••••.• •. .••.
1874 .•••••.•••••.•••••·••••••••••••••••••.
1875 ••••. •••••• •••••• •••• •• •••• : • •.••••••
1876 .••..•••.•••••••••••••••.••••••••••• ·.
1877 •·••••• .••..••.••••••.••••• •••••• •·••.
1878 .•• ..••••• . •• • ••••••••.••.••••••.••.
1879 •.•••••••••••. • •••••••••.••••••.••••.
H•80 .•••• • •••••. • ••• • •••••••.• •• •••••••• .
1881. ••..• • •.• •. ··•••• ••••••••.•••.••••• .
1882 .• ••.••. ..• ••• .• • •• • .•••• ~ ••••••••••.
1883 .•••••.••••• ·•••••·••· ••••·••·•••••• •
1884 ....... . ...... . ... .... ........ ...... .
1885 .... . .............. .... .. .... ~ • ••••. •
1886 .•••••.••• •• ·•••••••• •••· • ••• ••.•• • ..
1887 ..•••• .• •.• ••• .• .•• •••••• ••• •• • ••••. .

Imt::::::::_
::::::::::::::::::::::::::·.

132.2 132.1
133. 4
129.1
128. 8
. 130.4
133.1
-132.1
132. 0
130. 2
130.3
lfl0.1
131. 2 .
129.8
129. l
180. 7
130.4
131.3
132.1
134.5

Days.

Day.,.

148.9
152. 0
151. 9
15i. 6
154.8
158. 7
158.0
157. 2

1U9.2

157.d

89. 7
88. 6
92.4
92.4
97.3
95.0
05.6
93.4
93.4
95. 3
95. 7
100. 3

160.1
159. 2
158. 7
160. 6
161. 0
156. 0

lml. 1
161. 6
105. 9
164.4
164. 2

97.4
103.4

97.4
95. 6
95. 2
95. 6

91.4

Days.

---•
Days.

82. 5
n1. 6
97. 7
8!).1
81.1
81.0

l.!9. 0
133. 9
136. 1
129. 6
132. 6

82.5
80. 3
86. 7
81. 0
79. 2

139.l
139. 8
140. l
136. 4
139. 8
138. 8
137. 9
137.1
138. 6
130. 1

82.1
84. 0
82. 5
85. 9
87. 5
86. 0
87. 5
88. 3
90. (i

Day,.

110.9

119.2
121. 8
118. 3
119.0

132.5
130. 3

134. 6

140. 4
130. 5

i!t~ \

I

130.1
129. 9
132. 0
129. 2
133.8
136.2
132.G
133. 8
131.8
130. 8'
131.6
130. 7
139.0

Length of school term.-The lines represeuting the changes in the
length of the school term in Diagram IV are somewhat irregular. On
the whole, there bas b.een a decided gain in the two northern divisions
since 1870. The sudden decrease in the North Atlantic Division in 1884:
was due chiefly to a law changing the · time of the close of the. school
year in New York State, and in a lesser degree to an unusually short
.
school term that year in Pennsylvania.
The upward movement of the line oUhe Western Division from 1874
to 1875 is very noticeable; this upward slope chronicles the improve•
ment effected by a change in the school law of California, establishing
a new rule for apportioning school moneys, by which every school dis·
trict, no matter how few the children, received a certain minimum.
amount-enough to keep their schools open at least six months.
In the South Atlantic Division the length of scltool term decreased
almost continuously from 1870 to 1879. This may be considered as the
result of the establishment of ever.increasing numbers of country
schools, with shorter terms than the city schools, thus bringing down
the general average length of term, without, in fact, the terms of any
particu1ar class of school ·having been shortened. Here average~ are
liable to mislead unle their true character and significance are kept
well in mind.
The increa ing 1 ngth of term in the two northern divisions men·
ti ned a o e it may be acl<led, i due in part to the increasing proportion
of ci y cbool . The whole school y tern of the United States, in fact,
i raclu lly taking on a more ur an character, and from this can e
alo e he a er e chool term, a erage wages of t eachers, a erage per
itu
c. hould bow progr ive increa o, without
rily any actual increa e in either city or country
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IV.-Diagram showing t'he average number of days the public schools have b een kept.
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schools, the.increasing· average -being solely due to the changing proportion each class of schools forms of the total. · Hence the necessity
arises of a classification .of most school st atistics for certain purposes
into those of city and country schools. Such a classification is also
needed to do justice to the agricultural and thinly populated Stat.es.
The line of the North Atlantic Division, fo r instance, appears on the
cl iagram far above all the others, on account of the large proportion
of' city schools in that section. In a comparison of city schools alone,
,, or country schools alone, other ' sections of the country would prob,
ably equal it. ~ The line exhioiting the length of school . term of the South Central
Division is very angular, especially in its earlier stages. Several elements enter in to prod:uce this: In 1870 the; line represents principally
the avera~e school term of only four or five States, in which school systems had been established, Kentucky, Tennessee, Arkansas, and Alabama,,and in a less degree Louisiana; then fo1lowed the establishment
of systems in Mississippi and Texas, beginning with city schools of
long terms, by which the average was raised until 1872; then followed
a decline, as noted in the South Atlantic Division.
·
These were contributing causes; still a part of the vagaries of this
line must be considered as due to the uncer tain and incorrect reports
of the average length of the school term of that period which are upon
record, as well as to changes in the method of computing it adopted by
different superintendents.
During the decade just closed the Southern States, like the Northern,
sliow an increase in length of school t erm. There should be a wellmarked progressive increase, as the school systems of the South are
gradually taking on a more urban aspect.
SCHOOLHOUSE S.
TABLE

9.-Numbei· of buildings used as schoolhoiises in the United States, by years, f ro11l
1870 to 1889.
/

(T his includes buildings rented.]
Year.
1870 ... . ... . . .. . . . .. .. .. .......... ·-· ··
]871. . . .... . . . ... . . ...... .. ..... .. ... . .
1s1i. .•..••••• .• • . .• •. . • .• • • • .. • •• • . .. .
l i3. · ··· - ·· · . .... . ...... ..... ....... . .
lR74 . •• . •• • ••• • • •••• • • •. •• • • • • •••• • •• •.
] 'i5 ..... .. .. ... ......... . ...... . .. ... .

Number.
116, 312
132, 11!)
]40, 167
145, 63
150,534

lSiG .• ••• • •• •• .••.•• • •••••• • • • ·- - · ·· -· .

1 57, 3G4
]5!), 5:13

1677 . ·· · • • . • .• .....•... . •...• .•• · ·· ·· · .
] ; · .......... ... . ·- ·· .......... .... .. .
18,0 . ... ••. •• . . . ••• •..... ••• . . . •. • . . •..

163, 60.J.
]6!), 403
171,013

Y ear.
1880 •••• •• • • ••• •• • • • • ••••••••••••••• • .
1881. ..• · · -··· ·· ········· · ······ •••• ••
1882 . ····· · ········-·· ········-·······
1 3 . . . ... ........................ . .. .
1884 . .• •• •• • •• · ··-·· •••••••••••• ···· -·

1 85 . ·-· ...... .. .••• .. . .. -·· .•...•.. ..
1886 . .. • •• •••••·•••· ••• • •••••••••• •• •.
1887 . .• .. .•...••••..••••••••.•••• • •••.
18 8 .........••••• ·•••• · ••••••·••• .• •.
1889 .. . ••• ··· · ·········--·············

Number.
178,222
183,452

185, 1184
193, 147
]!)0, 47!)
205, !H5
208,777
21:1, 737
21G, am>
216,330

GENERAL STATISTICAL EXHIBIT.
VALUE OF SCHOOL PROPER,TY.
TABLE 10.-Valueof

Year.

coinnwn schooltproperty in the United States, by years,from 1870 to 1889.

1870 . . ••••• .. .•• • . ••• •• •••• •• . • • . . . • . $130,383,008
1871...... •• • . ••• .. . • . • • • . •• • • • .•• • • • 143, 818, 703
1872.. ••• •• . • • . •••• •• .• ••••..•. . •• • •• 159,-406, 374
1873.. •. ••• .••• •• .• • . .• .•• ••• • ••• . . • . 173,077, 552
1874 ....•••. ·•••••.••• •• ·•••••. .... • • . 183,101, 193
18i5.. •. ••• . .•• .• ..• • •• .••• •• . ••• . •• . 192,013, 666
1876.......... . . . . • • • • • . • • . . • • • • • • • • • 201, 592, 171
1877......... •• . • • • • • . • .. • • •• .. .. • • • . 198, 564, 58i
1878 ... ••.•••••. • .,................... 203, 258, 66J
187!)..... •• • • •• . • • • •• . • • . • ••• • • • • • • • . 205, 913, 196

TABLE

Year.

Value.

1880 ............................... .
1881. •...••..••..••...•..••..••.•••.
188!:l .................. . ........... ..
]883 ........................... . ... .
1884 .•••••••••.••.•••• • ~ .••.••••.••.
1885 ....................... ..... .. ..
1886 .•••.•••••••••••••• . ••••••••••••
1887 .••••••••••• ~ ••• • •••••••• ••• ..•.
1888 .•• •.••••••• ••••••••••••.•• •.••.
1889 ............................... .

Value.
$209, !'i71, 718
217, 505, 356
. 223, 42!, 448
237, 14(1, 889
245,457, 741
263, 668, 536
275,809,020
290, 384, 522
~O I, 425, !J28
323, 573, 532

11.-The value of common school propm·ty compa1·ed with the total population and
with the average daily attendance.
·
Value of school property pn capita
of population.

Value of llChool property per capita · of
average daily attendance.

Year.

1870 ................. .
1871. .................
1872............ . . . . ..
18i3 . ............. . . . .
1874..... ••• .••• ••....
1875..................
1876 . .... •• • • • . • • • • • • .

um. ............... ..

1878...... ............
1879 .•••••••••••.••••.
11<80 ... .... -- • • • • • • • • •
1881. •• • • • • •• • • • • • • • • •
1882 ..................
1883. . •. .•• • •• . . • .. ••.
1881 .•••.•••••••••.••.
1885 .... •• . .• • •• •••• ••
1886. .................
1887..... •• • •• . • • . . • • .
18~8.... .•• • .• • ••. . . . .
1889 .•• •••••••••.•••••

$3. 38 $5. 02 $0. 54 $0. 47 $4. 50 $4.11 $31. 97 $38. 73 $14. 53 $9, 20 $31. 59
3.64 5.39
.62
.53 4.88 , 4.11 31.61 41. 39 10. 09 6. 56 33. 97
3. 94 5. ()9
. 71
• 55 5.,42 4. 37 34. 21 44. 78 11. 03 6. 22 38. 41
4. 17 6. 19
. 79 ~ . 55 5. 64 4. 55 36. 47 50. 59 10 81 6. 20 40. 24
4. 30 6. 45
• 85
• 60 5. 74 4. 74 36. 25 51. 15 10. 16 6. 61 40. 01
4. 39 6. 62
. 90
. 60 5. 83 5. 05 36. 59 52. 28 10. 11 6.14 41. 31
4. 40 6. 84
. 115
• 50 5. 01 &.40 38.10 53. 42 10. 42 6. 89 42. 11
4. 31 6. 11
. 119
. 54 5. 52 5. 24 36. 59 52. 47 10. 61 6. 61 30. 72
4. 29 6. 60 1. 02. . 54 5. 56 5. 34 35.14 50. 70 10. 53 5. 81 39. 07
4.22 6.51 1.06
. 56 5.44 5.38 35.04 51. 44 11. 30 5. 82 38. 69
4. 18 6. 63 1. 10
• 50 5. 21 5. 28 34. 10 52. 75 10. 75 5. 82 36. 88
4. 24 6. 65 1. 15
. 01 5. 32 5. 39 35. 30 M. 74 11. 46 6. 00 38. 60
4.26 6.0i 1.20
.60 5.34 5.47 35. 29 54. 67 11. 73 5. 86 38. 48
4. 42 6. 70 1. 25
. 66 5. 67 5. 61 35. 65 54. 82 11. 40 6. 01 40. 33
4. 47 6. 82 1. 29
. 70 5. 60 6. 16 34 79 55. 70 11. 46 5. 93 38. 19
4. 60 6. 02 1. 36
, 74 6. 05 6. 31. 36. 13 55. 84 11. 34 6. 04 41. 88,
4. 80 7. 11 1. 38
. 8! 6. 13 6. 40 36. 65 57. 53 11. 50 6. 66 42. 06
4. 95 7. 16 1. 43
. 93 6. 41 6. 43 37. 80 59. 00 . 11. 64 7. 35 43. 83
5. 03 7. 25 1. 51 1. 03 ti. 41 6. 9,1 37. 79 00. 29 12. 11 7. 43 43. 78
5.31 7.37 1.64. 1.15 6.84 t 86 40.42 01. 62 13. 04 8.' 29 48. 36

$45.18
41. 86
45. 44
46. 99
48. 06
49.17
51. 15
49. 61
50. 45
49. 75
49. 40
50. 55
51. 27
51. 96
53. 74
57. 34
56. 73
57. 95
6!. 08
70. 48

Value of school property.--The value of school property per capita of
population bas exhibited a well-defined increase in every section of the
Union since 1870. This mo,rement of growth has been in the main con·
tinuous, except in the interval •froin 1876 to 1880, during which there
was a decided decline in the Northern and Western States, the increase
in the value of school property during that time not keeping pace with
the increase of population.
This falling- off in the per capita value of school property from 1876 to
1880 is attributable in part to the shrinkage of values then going on,
which produced only an apparent decline, and in part; to an actual dimi·
n ll tion of activity in the matter of building schoolhouses; the school reports of that period irn1icate that the Northern States were then passing
.•throngli _an era of economy and retrenchment, in which school expen·
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the value of obool property per capita of population-being a graphic rep~

aentatlon of the first part of Table 11.
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f
ditures ;ere brought down to· the lowest point; at such a time expenses
for building ~re among the first lopped off, along with useless or·extrav·agant expenses: of: a miscellaneous character. The State superintendent
of Illinois ~n 1$78, while calling for economy, polds up to view the fact
that a s~venty.:five dollar schoolhouse had been fitted up with light·
ning-r,otls ·at an expense of sixty.five dollars.
The statistics of school property in the South have been very defective, but the main features ~f the situation outlined in Table-11 ·and Dia·gram V arc essentially correct. There may be observed in that section
(1) a steady gain in school property over the population; and (2) a loss
when compared to the average attendance, until within a few years,
during which the value of property per capita of average attendance
has undergone a decided rise. · The indications are that the South is
entering qpon a period of schoolhouse building, especially in the cities~ .
/

TABLE

'l'EACHERS.

12.-Nu1nber oj clifferent teachers in the -united States each year from 1870 to 1889,
classified by sex.
Male.

Female.

Total.

Male.

18i0 .•••••••• , ••··· ·
1871. ....• ···•.·• ... .
1872 .•.•••.•••••.. . .
1873 .•..••.•••••.•. .
1874 .•••••••••••... .
1875 .••..•••••..••• .
1876 .•••••.•••.•..• .
1877 .•••••••••••.. . .
1878 .••••••••••...•.
1879 .•••••••••••..• .

'rAnLE

77,520
90,293
!H,992
. 97,790
103,465
108, 791
10D, 780
114,312
119, 404
121,490

122,986
129,932
134,929
139,723
14!, 982
149,074
149, 838
152, 738
157, 743
158, 840 ·

200, 515
220,225
229,921
237,513
248,447
257, 86!'i
259,618
267,050
277,147
280,330

Female.

Total.

------

-----1880. ••••••·••··••.
1881. ••••••• ••·••• ·
1882 .•.•••••••••••.
1883. •••••••••••••·
1884 .•••••••••••••.
1885 ..•••• ••••••••.
1886 .•••••••••••••.
1887 • •••••••••••••.
1888 . •••••••••••••.
1889 .•••••••••••••.

122,795
122,511
118,892
116,388
118,!J05
121,762
123,792
127,093
126,240
124,929

163, 798
171,349
180,187
188,001
195, llO
204,154
207,601
212,367
220,894
227,302

286,593
293,860
299,079
304,389
314,015
325,916
331,393
339,460
347,134
352,231

13.-Showin{l the nwnbe1· of male teachers in eve1·y 100 teache1·s; i . e., the perce~tage of teachers who •we1·e men.
I
Year.

The
North Western
North
South
South
United · Atlantia Atlantic Central Central Division.
States. Division. Division. Division. Division.

---------

!!!!::::::································
1874: :: : : : :::: :: :::: :: :::::: ::::::: :::: ::
18i5
1876°
......... · · ····• •·•••••·••• ...•. . .
i877 ......................................... ..... ......... .

1s1s:::::: :::::: :::::: :::: :::::::: ~::::::
1879 .•••••.•••••••••
•••·••••• ••••••
•••••••••••••••••••
1880
••••
••• •••••••••••••.

/it\:;;;\/l\~/Ill l I!l~:

1888······ •••••• •••••••••••• •••••••••••••
1880 ~ ::: :: :::: :: :::: :: :::::: ::: ::: : ::::::

Percent. Percent. Percent. Percent. Per cent. Percent.
38. 7
41. 1
41.3
41. 2
41.6
42. 2
42. 2
42. 8
43.1
43. 3
42. 8
41. 7
39. 7
38. 2
37. 9
37.4
37.4
37.4
36. 4
35. 5

26. 3
26,3
26. 1
26.1
26. 8
26. 7
27. 9
28. 2
28.4
29.1
28. 8
27.4
25.7
23. 9
23.4
22. 5
22.4
22. 5
21: 6
20.3

59. 5
63.8
63.'4
63. 3
62. 9
63.3
63. l
62. 7
62.6
62. 7
62. 5
61.4
59.4
57.3
56.5
55.6
54,5
53.4
53.1
52. 3

65. 9
67. 5
68. 3
68. 9
69.4
69.1
68. 0
67.8
67. 7
67.8
67. 2
66. 9
65.8
63.5
63.2
62.9
62. 2
63.5
60. 7
60. 0

42. 8
43.2
43.4
42. 8
42. 5
42.5
42.4
.43.0
42. 7
42. 7
41.·7
39.9
37.6
35. 9
35. 3
34.8
35. 2
34. 8
. 34.0
32.8

46.4
45.0
-43.5
43.0
44.5
44.1
45.3
44.4
43. 0
42.3 ';
40.3
37.3
37.1
35.9
34. 5
34.6
34.2
34.5 ·
30.'8
31.2
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Vl.-Dfagram bowioi the percenup;e of male teacb rs, b ing a graphic representation of the data
&iven in Table 13.
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Sex oj teachm;.-Diagram VI sufficiently explain's itself. The part of ;;
the diagram below each divisional line may be considered as representing the male teachers of such division at any epoch, and the part above,
up to the 100 line, the female teachers. The almost continuous displacement of male teachers since 1879 is apparent. This movement is
found continued on into 1889, when, for the first time in any State, the
proportion of male teachers falls below 10 per cent. in Massachusetts
(8.9 per cent.).
·
EXPENDITURE.
TABLE

U.-Expenditiire for common schools in the United States, 1870 to 1889.

Year.

1870
1871
1872
1873
1874
1875

: ••••• •••••• ·•••••
.•••••.••••• ••••••
••• •••••••••••••••
.•••••.'. ••. :-••••••
••••••••••••••••••
.•••••.•••••••••••

' }~~~ ::::::::::::::::::
1878 .• ••••..•.••• ,. ••.
1870 ·•••••••••·••·· • •·

TABLE

Paid for salaries of super- Total expendintendents
itures.
and teachers.
$37, 832, 566
42, 580, 853.
46,035,081
47,932,050
50,785,656
54,722,250
55,358, 166
54,973,776
56,155,133
54,639, 731

$63, 396, 666
69,107,612
74,234,476
76,·238, 46i
so, 054, 286
83,504,007
83; 082, 578
79, 43!), 82{)
79,083,260
76,102,375

Year.

1880 •·•••••••••••••••
1881 •.•••••••••••• • ••
1882 •.••.••••••••••••
1883 .•••••••••• •••• ••
1$8! •••••• ~.: ••.•••••
1885 ..•••••••••••••••
1886 •.••.•••••••.•-••·•
1887 ··•••·•••••••·••·
1888 .••••• ·••.•••••••.
1889 ••••••••••• •••••.

Paid for salaries of super- Total expend·
itnres.
in ten dents
and teachers.
$55, 942, 972
58,012,463
60,594,933
64,798,859
68,384,275
72,878,993
76,270,434
78,630,964
83,022,562
87,888,666

$78, 094, 687
83,642, 96!
88,990,466
96, 71:iO, 003
103,212, 837
110,328,375
113, 322, 545
115, 783, 890
124,244, 9ll
132, 129, 600

15.-The total school expendit11,re compared with the fotal population and with tlte
avcmge attendance.
Expended for ·common schools per
capita of the population. '

Expended for common schools per cap·
ita. of average attendance.

Year.

- - - - - - - - ! - - - - - - - - - - · -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1870 ..••••.•••••.••••. $1. 64 $2. 81 $0. 47 $0. 48 $2. 09 $2.02 $15. 55 $17. 82 $12. 68 $9. 44 $14. 68 $22. 25
1871. ...••••.•• .'•••... 1. 75 2, 38
. 73 2.14 2.15 16. 20 18. 32 10. 27 9. 06 H. 87 21. 86
. 63
. 81 2. 31 2.27 15. 93 18. 87 10. 47 9. 08 16. 37 23. 57
. 68
. 74 2. 31 2.42 16. 07 19. !JO
• G7
9. 25 8. 39 Hi. 53 25. 04
1874 . ....... •• . • • . . • • . 1. 88 2. 51
.68 2. 37 2.40 15. 85 19. 90
. 75
9. 00 7. 65 16. 57 24. 37
. 73 2. 35 2. 76 16. 91 20.17
. 80
8. 08 7. 51 l&. 6!) :!6. 85
1875 .••• ·•••••• •• . •• • . 1. 91 2. 55
1876. ........... •• . • • . 1. 85 2. 45
. 79
. 55 2. 37 2. 78 15. 70 10.15
8. 65 6. 70 16. 91 26. 35
. 72
. 51 2. 21 2. 61 14. 64 17. 8!)
7. 68 6. 25 15. 93 24. 00
.56 2.14 2. 73 13. 68 16. 55
. 70
7. 21 5. 98 15. 08 25. 82
1870 . •• • • • •••••• •••••• 1. 56 2. 03
. 55 2.00 2.53 12. 07 16. 05
. 63
6. 70 5. 65 14. 23 23. 39
. 55 2. 03 2.41 12. 71 15. 64
. 68
6. 60 5. 40 14. 40 22. 59
1880 .••• ·••·•••• ••••·· 1. 56 1. 97
1881. • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1. 63 2, 08
. 58 2. 09 2.54 13. 61 17.14
. 72
7. 22 5. 71 15. 19 23. 81
188:L. ............... 1. 70 2. 11
.64 2.10 2. 50 14.05 17.35
. 78
7.63 6. 25 15. 80 24. 32
1883. ••• •• •••••• •••• •• 1. 80 2. 22
. 68 2.34 2. 74 14. 54 18.17
.82
7. 46 6.17 16. 69 25. 39
. 8,!
188,i ................. . 1. 88 2. 25
. 74 2.48 2.83 14-. 63 18. 37
7. 44 6.26 10. ·90 24.68
. 82 2. 53 2. 90 15. 12 19. l!l
. 88
7. 32 6. 74 17. M 26. 31
188i .••••••••••• •••••· 1. 96 2. 38
18au .••••••••••..,...:..... 1. 97 2. 86
. 87 2.M 2.88 15. 06 19.11
7. 33 6.03 17.45 25.52
. 88
1887. . • . . • • . • • • • • •• • • . 1. 97 2. 35
. 87 2. 55 2. 76 15. 07 l!l. 38
. 90
7. 33 6. 88 17. 45 24. 85
1888. ......... •• • •• • • • 2. 07 2. 48
. 95 • . 87 2. 68 2. !)6 15. 58 20. 60
7. 61 6. 28 18. 29 'i'l. 38
1889 ... _.
2. 16 2, 5!)
. 98
. 95 2. 74 3. 34 16. 51 21. 67
7. 80 6. 93 l!l. 37 29. 99
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VII.-Diagram showing the total amount expended for common achools per capita of population, being a graphic representation of the :fl.rat part of Table 15.
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VIII.-Dia!!ram showintz the total amount expended for common schools per capita of average daily attendance, being
Table 15.
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graphic representation of the second part of
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/}gxpen ditiire.-The accompanying tables and diagrams exhibit very
fully and clearly the amount of money expended for public schools
since 1870, and its r2lation to the population and to the average attendance. The periods of increase and decrease of expenditure stand
out prominently in the diagrams. The concurrence of these at the same
epochs of time in 'different sections of tllc country is remarka ble, and
]Joints to a widesprea(! similarity of circumstances and conditions tend-ing to produce liberality or economy in . school expenditure simultaneously over a large extent of territory. ' The parallelism of the lines
of expenditu_re is especially' marked in Diagram VIII, giving the expendit_u re per capita of average atte1.1dance, in which no one of the
division lines crosses another.
· .
·
In the Northern States a period of maximum per capita expen diture
occur_red about the middle of the last u~ca~e; from that time on until
about 1880 considerable decrease took place; after 1880 a rise again,
which has been going on to the present time; the maximum whicll occurred in 1875 or 187G bas already been exceeded in all the northern
and western divi,8ions, with no iIJ.dications of coming to a standstill.
The action is intermittent·, but the generarl resultant is a gain. This
marked increase of expenditure per capita of population in the Norpbern
States is one of the most noticeable fa.c ts developed by an examination
of the educational statistics of those States for the present decade.
The amount expended per pupil is now largely in excess of what it bas
been before, and the upward movement is stil1 going ou.
The <1ec1ine in the comparative expenditure of the Northern States
from 1875 to 1880 may oe attributed to a reaction wllich followed upon
the'' flush" times succeeding the war. A period of profuse expen diture
was followed by a period of retrenchment and economy. There was
a1 ' O a shrinkage of values going on, so that the same tax-rate would
prod nee from year to year a smaller revenue. In three years the property valuation of Massachusetts fell off nearly $240,000,000.
This falling off in the per capita expenditure from 187 5 to 1880 in the
Northern State , however, did not i·esult in any diminution of the
amount of schooling gi en. The schools were maintained as before,
but the w:1ges of teachers were lowered, and fewer buildings were constructed. Tllere wa where the retrenchment took effect. For instance,
in the orth ·Atlantic States the a,verage wages of male teachers decrea ed from $a4.67 in 1 74 to $43.28 in 1880 ; of female teachers, from
$:J-!.67 in 1 74 to $30.0 in 1 8 . The effective falling-off in wages was
not o gr n.t a tbe e ftgur s would show, as the purchasing power
of mon y , a increa in g. The decrease of activity in the building of
boolh u
at bi epo ·h will ecome apparent from an examination
ft e iagram of chool property, p. 22 . ..
Tb
u b rn tat , qually with the Northern, form a characteristic
gr up in h ma r f ·cbo l xpenditure, f which the distinguishing
£ ature i th mall amount x ended p r capita, as compared with

GENERAL STATISTICAL E XHIBIT.
/

I

the North. From 1871 to 1879 there was a net loss in the South in the
expenditure' per capita of population. · This was a form ative period, a
time of change and of experiment; school systems wer e formed and
r eformed ; in some instances systems were copied in extenso from the
North, only to be laid aside ~nd replaced by o_thers better adapted to
existing loc:il circumstances. Moreover, much of the mon ey nominally expended for schools was diverted into other channels, and teachers were often paid in notes or certificates which they were obliged t9
dispose of at a ruinous discount.
Since 1879 there has been in the South a nearly continuous, but very
slo w, increase in t he expend iture per capita of population, showing
that the expenditure is slightly outstripping t he pop ulation; it is, however, barely keeping pace with the average attendance, as will appear
from Diagram I X.
TABLE

16.-E:rp enditm:e for common schools in 1nills per do lla1· of assessed valuation.
Total expenditu;e for common schools.

Year.

- - - - - - - -----1--- - - - - - - - ---- - - - 1870 ...•••••.•••••••••••.•••
•••••·••••••·•· • ••• • • • •• •·••••••
• ••••••
•• • ·.
• •.•••
1880
1889 .•.••••••••••••••••.••• • • • • ••••••..••.

4. 47
4.62
5. 57

4. 29
3. 78
_4. 39

1. 68·
3. 08
4.31

2. 06
3. 58
4.42

6. 77
6. 45
7. 91

4. 91

5. 03
5.17

Of the preceding there was e:rpencled for _salaries of superintenclents and teach ers.

mt::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::I ,"I ,... I
3. 31
3. 70

2. 69
2. 83

,2.4'2
06

3. 22

I

3.
21
1%
3. ::iG

I

·f
4. 20

3. 29
3. 76

5. 11

3. 39

Proportion of icealth expended.- The number of mill s expended for
common schools for e:wh dollar of assessed valuation is given in Table
16 for the years 1870, 18S0, and 1889, and the saine facts are represented
graphically in Diagram IX. The design is to furnish an answer to the
questions, What proportion of their wealth were th~ people of the _different sections expending for public schools at such ·a nd such a date,
and. Was that proportion increasing or decreasing, If the line slopes
down ward in the diagram the proporUon ·was decreasing, as is t h@ case
with the pro portion of tue assessed valuation expended in the North Atlantic and North Central States from 1870 to 1880; this does not imply,
of course, that them was less absolute expenditure or a less per capita
expenditure, but a less proportion of actual wealth expended.
The rapid development of edncation in the South shows itself alEo on
this diagram. Both the southern di visions commence in 1870 at a low
poi nt. I n 1889 the South Central States are found expending more
relatively of 't heir wealth than the North Atlantic States, and the South
A t lantic only a trifle less.
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Both of the southern divisions in 1889 are found expending more
for salaries relatively to their means than the North Atlantic States,
and one of them bas also passed ahead of the Western States and Territories.
Total

' Salaries ·only.

FJxpeniliture.

18 0
1880
8MJUsi;...;-----,----,-----~

Pffar.
1-------,---;-- - - - - . 7
/

6t------i--------"1

1 t----------i-------;

l - - - - --+- - - - - i 6

1 - - - - - ---1-- - - - - . . 1

0
0
1B~7~0----1
- B~s~o---1~s:-::-::
s am~7-o_ _ _ _m_._80_ _ _ _1~889

IX,-Dlagram showing tho number of mills expended for common schools for each dollar of assessell
valuation, as follows: (1) Total expendito rl\; (2) expenditure for salaries of superintendents and
teachers.

The re ult recor ed in this table and diagram are somewhat vitiated
t of he diffi rent rates of assessment prevalent in the diffe r. The rate of a e ment in two or three of the North Oeni particularly low, which erves t o raise the position of tllat
ti
mewh thigh r h n would otherwi.,e be the ca e, though it
doe not affec th in r a e or decrease of the Division itself ; the slope
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upward of the North Central States shows that the proportion of their
means expended for salaries is increasing nearly as fast as in the South.
The assessed valuation for 1870 and for .1880 is taken from the
United States Census; that for 1889 mainly from repor ts t o this Office.
TABLE
,.

Average daily amount expended for each
pupil.

-~

'O

~

Year.

·a u5

PB

.a

<DU1

..c:;

8

'
1870 . • • •• • • • • .
1871 ••••• • ••• .
1872 •• • ••••• •.
]873 ••
1874 . ... ......
1875 . •••• • ••• .
1s1e .•• .•• •• • •
1877 • •••• •• • •·
1878 . •• • •••• •.
1879 • •• • • •• •••
1880 ..•• •• •• • .
1881. •• • •• • •• •
1882 .• ••• • • • •.
1883 . •• • •• •••.

1884 . •• .. •....
1885 .•• •••••• .
1886 . •• • •••• • .
1887 ••••• •• • • .
1888 • •••• •• ~-

1889 . •... . . . ..

11.-Daily cost of ·education per pnpil.
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Oents. Oents. Cents. Cents. Cent.9. Cents. Cents. Gents. Cents. Gents. Cents. Gents.
7.02
6. 87
9. 85 6.55 12. 44
11. 76 11. 97 11. 6l 11.45 11. 30 ]8. 55
7. 35
11.51
11.94
12.44
12. 30
12. 20
11. 80
11. 08
10. 36
9. 96
9. 75
10. 46
10. 71
11. 20
11. 33
11.57
11. 55
11,47
11. 70
12. 27

12, 05
12.42
12. 87
12. 85
12. 70
12. ]2
11. 88
10. 50
10. 03
9. 83
10. so
10. 80
11. 28
11. 78
11. 77
11.83

11.68
12. 53
13. 21

10.54
10.12
9. 49

9.42
9.44
9,(15
8. 40
8. 04
7. 63
7.15
7. 82

7. 84
7. 77
7. 78
7.84
7.85
7, 69
7.95
7. 77

0.89
9. 30

9.42
9. 30
9. 26
8.12
7. 78
6. 90
6, 90
6.82
6.96
7.44
7.48
7. 29
7. 7l
1. 98
7. 86
7. 11
7.04

11.10
12. 02
12. 75
12. 50
12. 40
12, 16
11.40
10. 76
10. 43
10. 30
10. 05
11. 45
12.17
12.10
12. 61
12. 43
12.51
12. 70
13.15

18. 34
10. 35
21. 65
20. 49 ·
20. 26
20. 22
18. 98
19. 87
17. 72
17.49
17.80
17.86
19.16
]8,45

19.97
19. 51
18, 00
20. 95
21. 58

7. M
7. 41
7. 82
7. 80
8. 00
7.86
7. 67
7. 35
7.14
6. 08
7. 26
7. 29
7. 50
7. 51
7. 6!
7. 77
7. 79

7.Ss
8.16

7.10
'7. 51)
8. 04
7.01
7. 97
7. 8!
7. 64
7. 26
7. 04
6.98
7. 26
7. 23
7. 32
7. 56
7. 37

7. 61
7. 58
8. 03
8. 51

7. 38
7. 02
6. 79
6. 79
6. 91
6. 52
6. 41
6 . 10
5, 94
5. 62
6. 00
5. 95
5. 91
5 . 92
5. 91
6. 01
5. 90
5. 04

5. 81

8.18

7.85

7. 00
7. 96
8. 24
7.15
6. 9i

G. l'i

6. 12
6.11
6.22
6. 59
6.63
6, 35
6. 68
6. 88
6, 77
6.12
6.15

6. 59
13.98 ·
7.42

7. 49
7. 82
7. 86
7. 63
7.44
,7.22

7. 02
7. 30

12. 39
13. 49
14. 59
14. 88
13. 93
14. 26
14. 35
14.38 ,

13. 41

8.18

13.10
12. 99
12. ~4
13. 34
12. 75
13. 58
13.44
13. 69 ,
14. 30

8. 50

14.14

7. 36
7. 76
7. 68

8.0-L
8. 04
8. 16

CHAPTER II.
A COMPARISON OF THE SCHOOLS OF THE UNITED STATES,
GERMANY, AND FRANCE.

,.

Distinctive Featiires of American and German Schools, '!,Oith Historic References-Staf.istics
of the Schools of Pr1issia (Diagram I, II, III)-Oth~r Items of Interl!st Concerning
the People's Schools in Prussia-A Foreigner's Views of German Schools-Statistics
of Schools in America-Criticism of American Schools-iStatistics · of the Sohpols in
France-Critici~m of the F-rench Schools-Swrnmary of Comparative Statistics (Diagrams)-Other Points of Comparison-Distinct-ive Featiires of the Courses of Study in
Prussia-Graphic P1·esentation of the Conrses of Stucly-Expl,inatory Remarkb to
Charts I-IV-Niiriibm· of Hours per Week Devo.ted to the Different Branches- Causes
of Rapid Advancement in the Studies-Typical Coiirses of Stii-dy for Prussian High
Schools, Prussian Middle Schools, French S1iperio1· Elementa:y Schools, and French
Lycees or Classical Schools-An American Opinion of the Vital Differences-French
Students in German -.B.igh Schools-An Englishman's Opinion of German Schools.
8,PURCES OF !NF0RMATION.-Historical: (1) Das P.reussische Schulwescn, Schneider
ancl von Bremen-(2) Das hohere Schulwesen, Wiese-(3) Recueil des Lois et Actes
de l'Inst1·1iction Pttblique, Paris-(4) Schniid's Encyclopaedie der Erziehung iind
des Unterrichtswesens-(5) Ditte1:1' Geschichte der Erzichung iind des Unterrichts(6) Km·l Sehrnidt's Geschichte der Erz·iehiing-(1) Hahn's Unterrich tswesen in
Franlr.reich. Sta tisticcil: (1) The Statesman's Yearbook-(2) Richter's Jaliresbericht
of 1887-88-(3) Das preussische Schulwescn, see above-(4) Annual Beporl of Inspector-General, M. Buisson-(5) Be1Jorts of the Burean of Education for 1885, '86
ancl '87-(6) Allgeme·ine Schiilzeitnng, Leipsic. Miscellaneo-iis Sources: (1) Sonnmischcin's .Encyclopedia of Educcit-ion-(2) Dr. Laishley's Report of the Schools in
Europe and Amel'ica-(3) Stwidenpii:ine cler Gymnasien, by Uhlich-(4) Lehrpliine fiir ltohere Schitlen-(5) Plan d'Etudes des Lycees-(6) Lois et Actes de l'Htstniction Publique, (1881, 1&'36)--(7) Das Unterriclitswesen des preussischen Staates,
by Ronne-( ) Das deutsche Schulwesen nach seiner historischen Entwiclclung ,by Dr.
Mascher-(9 ) "Eiwopean Schools," by DI'. L. R. Klemm-(10) A great numbm· of
annual catalogues of German schools-(11) The current educational press in .&trope
and Arnerica.
l.-DISTINOTIVE FEATURES OF AME:&IOAN AND GERMAN SCHO OLS,
WITH HISTORICAL REFER~NOES.

German "peopl ' school" is a bi toric growth. Its beginnings
ack a tli u an y ar , at not until the time of the Reformation
of a cbool for the ma e ; not until then did
of it ioflu n e th e low r au ]owe t strata of ociime f lt the in uence of political, reljgiou , and
32
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social commotion and had to accommodate itself to the ruling spirit of
the times~ A frequently quoted political axiom in Germany is (in
literal translation): "He who has the school commands the future."
From being the handmaid of the churcll, as in Luther's time, the German school-to use a collective title-became a powerful auxiliary of tlrn
state at the beginning of the present century, a time of political dis-·
aster, and ever since it has, mirror-like, reflected the·dffforent phases
of t he political life of the nation.
While there are many poi~ts of similarity between the German and
the American school, yet the German school is not a common school. In
t his respect the " primary school" in France, in theory at least, comes
much nearer our ideal than the German "people's school."
J Germany has beeri for more than a thousand years (with short intervals) an empire consisting of more or less independent sovereign states.
Hence the establishment and management of schools in Germany ·are,
as in this cou~try, matters of local concern, like all other matters not
pertaining to the defense of the nation or its intercourse with foreign
powers. The schools are supported partially by the state; partially
by the communities. 12.02 per cent. of the expenses are borne by the
state, which thereby derives the right of legislation regarding courses
of study, supervision, etc.; 87 per cent. of the expenses are borne by
communities, which sec ures them the choice of sites, erection of buildings, and election of teachers; endowments and even private enterprise
contribute something to this work. The government of the Germai1
schools is a most intricate affair, since there is no uniformity_except in
the people's schools. There is nowhere in Germany a system of national
schools sueh_as was contemplated by the foremost thinkers of the French ·
Reyolution, or is desired and advocated by German reformers of to-day.
Though a powerful sentiment is now awake in Germpy to make .
the schools of the empire truly national in character and organ~zation,
free of charge, and common to all; and though mauy_teachers, mindful
of°the social tendency of the nineteenth century, are supporting the idea
of a common school (" Einheits-Schule ") for Germany, first of course
fo1· each separate state, it is fact that as yet there is a great variety
of schools in existence, perhaps a natural outgrowth of the independent
mode of thinking of the people. The people's school (Volks-Schule) in
its extent, organization, management, and results, perhaps, is the nearest approach to a common school.
This, then, must be borne in. mind when contemplating the structure of
tile German school system. The variety of schools of which itiscomposed
is so great that it puzzles the collector of statistics who has to classify
them, about as much as the ·nomenclature of American private secondary schools does. That the differentiation in German society must be
reflected iri its schools is self-evident, if we consider that in a monarchy an
aristocracy is au absolute necessity. A king of citizens of equal Rocial
rigllts is an anomaly. A monarch 'must needs have a pedestal, which is
ED 89--3
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~-: found in an ascending scale of society. The American common school is
the expression,of social democracy, hence itis a, contradiction to the mo
· narchical system.
Il.-STATISTICf/ OF THE SCHOOLS OF PRUSSIA,

Difl'ere~t strata of society in Germany have different schools. For the
-purpose of comparison they may be classed in three groups.
( A) Lower schools, or the people's schools so called. They are purely
elementary and attended by both sexes.
(R) Middle schools: (a) the citizens' schools for boys, (b) the 9irls' acad·
emies; Both are 'more extended in scope and course than· the people's
schools.
,
(C) High schools: (a) the " Recilschule," (b) the "Gymnasium," (c) the
"Reltl·Gymnasi'Um." These arc the schools whicll prepare for the uni·
versity. and polytechnicum.
...
This classification in thre'e groups, lower, middle, and higher schools,
is s~mewhat arbitrary, ut ·it is convenient and sufficiently minute for
practical purposes. Though thei.·e is a great variety among the schools
in each of the:se groups, it is particul~rly puzzling in Group II, rni<ldle
$Chools.
The subjojned diagrams may illus trate the organization and composite
nature of the German school in contradistinction to the simJ:.llicity of or·
ga~ization of the ·American school. Since reliable and minute statistics
from all states of Germany are not available, those of Prussia, the lead·
and largest state, are used as a basis of comparison. It is reasonaple
to suppose· that they are indicative of the essential facts in other parts
of the empire.
The population of Prussia, according to the · census of 1885, was
28,318,470. This number is taken because no satisfactory estimate for
1887 is_publishe\l, and the school statistics graphically presented in Dia·
gram II are of' the year 1887, the latest available to this Bureau. Ac·
cording to the information at harnl there wereChildreu enrolled in the people's school s ....••••.. _.. _.. __ ..... . •••••••.• 4,874, 3-17
Children enrolled iti. preparatory elementary classe::; with ' a view toward
entering miu.dle and high schooli;; ...... ..•• .... ...... .... ...... .... ....
299,280
Students attending tho reiddle schools. .................................. '20:3 , 310
Students attending the high schools ....... _........................... ..
153,602
Total ~umber of pupils enrolled in Prussia ......... _....••••... ... . 5,530, 539

According to these numbers we see that of the population ther
were-

Per cent.

In tbe p opl
chools .. ............•...•.....•...•...••..... ... ............. 17. 2
In prel?aratory elemen t ary cla. sea ...•...•.......... _......... . . . . . . . . . • . . . . .• 1. 05
In mid escb ols ... ... . ..•.....•.••••...•................................. . 0.72
Inhighscbool , .••••............ . ...•....••........•........ ...••.......•••.

0.54

In schools bet ween kindergarten a.nd university .•... , . . • • . . . . • • • • • • ••• 10. 51
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(a) Besides the 4,874,3t7 children between six and fou,rteen years
enrolled in the people's schools there were 170,439 children (between six
and fourteen) who had either not entered school yet for reasons unknown (p~rhaps physical weakness), or had left school before reaching
the maxim um age.
(b) Thirteen thousand five hundred and nineteen di<l not attend the
people's schools, being either idiotic, blind, deaf, or otherwise .crippled, _
These unfortunates can be found accounted for in reports of institutions
for the blind, deaf~ and imbecile.
(c) Eight thousand eight hundred and twenty-six children had to be
denied admittance for want of room.
(d) ·Three thousand one hundred.and forty-five children_were not even
enrolled, despite the fact that school attendance is compulsory.
/ The total number of children between six and fourteen was 5,369,500,
If we deduct from this total the · numbers under a, b, c, d, it leaves a
total of 5,163,627 children enrolled in either people's schools or eleme·utary classes of other schools. If we add to the total the number of
students in middle and high schools, namely, 203,310 and 153,602, we
find the total number of youth actually enrolled in schools between ,
kindergarten and university to be 5,530,539, or 19.51 per cent. of the
population.
The numbers given are the numbers of pupils enrolled. If the numbers in attendance ·were known we should see th·at the percentage of
the population is considerably less. The difference between e.prolment
and attendance is, however, much less than in the United States. 1 This
is attributable partly to the density of population (Prussia occupies not
quite three and one-half times the area of the State of Ohio; its density
of population is 209 to the square mile, while that of Ohio is 82), which
facilitates school attendance., and partly to the rigid enforcement of the
compulsory attendance law.
How many children attended the private schools, marked in the diagram as preparatory classes, can not be stated in detail; the official reports give the total number (203,310) only. There are also select
private schools in Prussia, of which the official reports give no definite
information; but it is reasonable to suppose that the number of their
1
Privy councilor, Dr. K. Schneider ( director of public element:.iry schools in
Prussia), writes in answer to an inquiry from this Office concerning the number of
pupils in daily attendance:
·
"In reply to your letter of November 20, 1889, I take pleasure in saying, that
though daily registers of the pupils in the schools of Prussia are :li:opt, and the roll is
r ead daily, we have never heretofore made statistical summaries concerning daily
attendance. Generally, it may be said, the attendance is quite regular (owin(J' to
the strict enforcement of the compulsory attendance law); I believe I am not sa;i~g
too much, if I state that of the 4,874,347 children -enrolled in the people's schools 011
May 20, H!86, as many as 41 400,000 were actually in attendano.e."
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pupils would not increase the foregoing total enough to raise it to 20
per cent. of the population.
'
~ I)espite compulsory attendance in Prussia the number of pupils in the
different scho0l systems tapers o~ somewhat, as is seen on Diagram II.
This is owing to natural decrease by death, and to the fact that poorly
endowed children fai.l to be promoted; they · rpach the fourteenth or
thirteenth year of age before having entered the highest grade of
school. In rural schools attendance is enforced only between the ages
six and thirteen, while in cities the limit is generally the fourteenth
year. The falling off in attendance µpon the higher classes of secondary schools in Germany is owing to
great extent to the
metho~s pursn~d in these ~hools. rt1does not seem the object of the
faculty to do tn.e greatest good to the greatest number, but to prepare
a selected few for the next higher grades and suffer the remainder to
stay and go over the same ground or-drop out of school. The statistics
of German secondary schools illustrate Darwin's theory of the survival
of the fittest.
;
The number of children .in the kindergarten can not be stated owing
to the fact that nowhere in Prussia has the kindergarten become an
integral part of the school system. It is almost everywhere supported
independently of state aid. In the United States it has only at a very
few places beel,;l organically connected with the common scllool, hence
no adequate uniform reports are avail,able even here.
This Bureau h:1s attempted to collect statistics concerning the attendance in kindergartens in·this_country, but they proved to be fragmentary. The space which represents the kindergarten in the first
two diagrams is mere conjecture and must be regarded as such.

a

Ill.-0THER

ITEMS

OF

INTEREST

CONCERNING

'.I.'HE

PEOPLE'S

SCHOOLS IN PRUSSIA.

The official school statistics of Prussia, which are very carefully compiled, offer the followin g additional items of interest:
The 4,874,347 pupils enrolled in people's schools are found in 34,016
schoolhouses with 75,097 class rooms. There were in 1886-8-7:
No. of
No. of cla8Sf'S in
schools. schools.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- 1--- - - H h~ola with on t acher ... ..... .. . .. ....................... . .................... .
cahlf.d ay a_choola with on t acher (included in the preceding) ..... ...•.• •.•••.. ..
oo1a with two achers .. .... . .. . .. .. . . .......... .. ... ... ..................... .
cboola with two' teach rs having three clas es (incluued in the preceuing) .•... .
8-0boola of more than three class s...... ... ...... .... ..... ..... .. ..... .... ........ .

23,152
5,409
5,714
2,682
5,150

28, 5Cll
iO, 18
14,110
8,046
32, 42Cl

Within fourteen year from tu is ue of the decree wbicb organized
the school anew (January, 1 72) a notau1e progres , that i to ay, a
better grading as tak n place. 'Ibi }_)rogres , though slight, i ma<le
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apparent by the following columns of figures.
schools there were:
'

Among one hundred

1871.

1882.

1887.

74. 7

69.8
16. 4

16. 8

13. 8

15.1

100. 0

100. 0

'

Schools withOne teacher ........... . .................... ...... ·• .... · ••• .. ·· •··• .. ·•··
Two teachers . .............. . ....... . ......... - .. · · .... · · • · · · · · · · •• .. • · · · ·
Three or more teachers . ...... ........ ............... - •• · --• .. · • • • • • .. · • · ·

14. 7
10. 6

100. 0

68. 1

There were 26 289 schools graded in two classes in purely rural dis·
'
'
tricts in 1887 ; there were 1,187 schools of six, and 290 schools of seven
and more grades, a total of 1,477 fully graded schools; these had 16,140
class rooms. The proportion of rural or ungraded schools to city
or graded schools is : ·
Per cent.

Schools witbone teacher .... .... ...........................................
Schools with two teachers ............ . ....................... .'..... • . • • . . . .

35.51
18. 64

Schools in rural districts. . • • • •• . .. . . . .. . . • . . • • • • . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • •• • • 54. 15
City graded schools ..• •..•• •• .• .••...•••....••. ·............... .'...... . . . • .. 45. 85

100.00

Hence less than one.half of the Prussian children were enrolled in
graded schools; more than one-third in entirely ungraded schools.
Dr. Schneider, in discussing these :figures, says :
It is an undisputed fact, that the ungraded schools, manned as they are, with well
trained graduates of normal schools, accomplish very satisfactory results. " " " Skill,
endurance, professional zeal, and last but not least, the greater phJ1 sical strength of
their teachers are naturally of beneficial influence. " " " It is well. to romem ber,
then, that the graded city school is not under all circumstances, and lience should
not b1·evi rnanu be consider ed the b etter school.

An American author who inspected the Prussian "cross-road scliools,"
remarks:
·
I expected to find in them r esults sueh as may be found in the school of an American 'backwood settlement, primitive in the extreme .• But I was greatly mistaken.
What I saw was admirable work and almost incredible results.

In 1887 the Prussian people's schools bad 64,750. teachers (male and
female) and 1,303 assistants, the 'latter preparing for their diplomas.
Industrial handicraft for women was taught by 34,270 female instructors, of whom 5,496 had passed their examin~tions, while most of the
others were wives of country school teachers. The number of pensioned
teachers was 4,211. That is, for every 20 teachers of graded schools
and for every 14 -teachers of ungraded schools, there was one pensioner.
The salaries paid in 1887 to the teachers of p eople's schools amounted
. to 75,000,000 marks (about $19,000,000), hence the average salary ~as
1,162 marks (or about $300). To this should be adde<f the rent, for
nearly all teachers in Prussia live in schoolhouses or dwellings belong.
ing to the school; if not, an average equivalent for rent is paid by the

~
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eommunity. 1f the reut be counted in as '20 per cent. of the income, the
average salary would be about $360.
Forty-four mHlion marks (or $11,000,000) we~e expended in 188G for
the ereotion and improvement 0f buildings. Most schoolhouses in cities
are of rrcent origin, as is seen plainly from the following statements:
From 1874 tili 1882, 5,975 new buildings were erected and 2,710build- ings w~re enlarged, at·a total cost of 117,000,000 marks ($29,250,000).
From 1889 till 1886, 3,977 new buildings were erected and 3,975 buildings were enlarged, at a too/al cost of 10!,000,000 marks ($26,000,000).
Eighty-seven per cent. of the cost of erectwn was defrayed by the
comml)nities, 13 by the s·t ate. The city o( Berlin alone spent 1,375,000
marks ($343,750) in eight years for new school buildings, which seems a
very moderate sum if compared with the efforts made in this direction
in large cities of this country; but it must be borne in mind that this sum
excludes all middle and high schools and only includeR "people's
schools" (that is, elementary schools). The entire amount ' spent for
.the people's schools in Berlin (188G) was 8¼ million marks (a little over
$2,000,000).
.
Dr. Schneider i::nakes a curions statement which may cause astonishment in this country, namely, that ·seventy is considered the "normal
number of pupils," in graded schools, eighty in ungraded schools.
These "normal" numbers do not indicate the facts as they are, for
46.1 per cent. of the pupils of the kingdom (2,233,373) sat in oYercrowded class rooms, i. e., rooms which held more than the "normal"
numbers mentioned. The different provinces of the kingdom differ
greatly in regard t·o this point. Thus, for instanC\e, 91.85 per cent. of
the children of Berlin were seated in class rooms that had no more than
the normal . number, while other districts ranged as low as 29.13 per
cent., 27.83 per cent., and even 15.70 per cent.
The cost per capita in Prussian people's schools is sta,ted for a few
places, to wit:
District.

Coatpor cbilu,
Markli.
17. 31l=
18.45=
18. 01=
19.03=
2:t. U9=

il. 35
4. Ol
4. 'i 3
4. 76
r;. 52

23. 9 -

5. 9
25. 07:::::: 6. 49

27. 80= o. 07
28. 02= 7. 00
2!l. 15= 7. 29
81.45= 7. 6
GO. 08= 15. 02

IV.-
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about the Germ an schools are worthy of reproduction ·since thyy l>eLray
rare penetration. ·
Dr. Laishley says, under the head "Hesult of Investigations:"
The results of what I have beard, seen, ancl read induce me to believe(!) That the Germans, in pursuance of a policy to become the strongest of all nations,
by excelling in civil as in military affairs, have conclucled that, in order to secure
the most successful.results possible from national education, thorough discipline of
mind an.'d body is indispensable; and to facilitate this that there must be at least-(a)
consideration for the ieelings of (virtually) all in religious matters; (b) local government, ,including regulation of religious instruction (subject to the protection of
minorities), of direct local taxation, of expenditure, and of administratiYe details;
(c) religion (subject to certain conscience-clause- provisions) considered as the basis
of instructioi;t, and therefore placed as the primary subject on elementary school programmes; (d) compulsory attendance la.ws; (e) thorough qualification of all teachers
for private as well as for public schools; (j) and recognition _of the great importance ·
of gymnastic exercises.
So' that in Germany, as in Switzerland, we find friction between the State and
the citizens in religious matters provided against; religion, universality, thoroughness in detail, thrift, and adaptation •to local circumstances provided for by locl11
government, and compulsory-attendance laws; physical strength and vigor pro- ,
rooted !>Y gymnastic exercises; and discipline established and maintainecl and correct information imparted, in the most systematic mode possible1 by thoroughly qualified teachers. The consequence is education-not merely instruction-is carried out
under most favorable circumstances, with no thwarting undercurrent of religious or
local influences.
(2) That preeminent attention is paid to scientific knowledge in all the higher
institutions, and to the study of philosophy in the universities; and
(3) That extreme exactness and minuteness are insisted upon.
These three points require a few more comments. Consideration in religious mat..
ters is granted under peculiar circ•umstances, viz, (a) as in Switzerland, there are
differing nationalities and languages; (b) districts in which the majority are devoted to a particular religion other than that' of the greatest number of the nation;'
and-(c) amongst the learned classes-the thinkors, ::md therefore the rulers of national
action-an almost universal spirit of scepticism in matters pertaining to Christianity.
We, however, :find the learned classes not tyran,nically enforcing or insisting upon
their own tenets, but exemplifying (a) that whatever conclusions they may have arrived at ought not to be arbitrarily imposed upon others; (b) that tyra~nical action in
matters of religion is not only unjust and impolitic if the utmost limits of ascertain-1
able truth are t o be reached, but death to ~ational peace, and hence to nat,ional
piness; (c) that the only policy worthy 9f a great nation in religious matters is not ·
merely );oleration, but consideration for the present feelings of (virtually) all; (d)
t hat such universal and thorough disciplinary processes, l:Jy me~ns of local machinery
and otherwise, should be provided as will enable each person to obtain the discipline
and knowledge requisite to form just concli1sions on religi~us and all other truth and
error; and (e) that in order to attain that object thei·e should be no friction,. no religious bitterness, no chafing or undue interference with lil:Jerty of thought or action in
matters of individual or primarily local concern, and a removal, as far as practicable,
of all influences which may, by being irritating, prove hostile or obstructive to the
grand aim in view-trnining a naturally har,d y people to sound views and able and
vigorous action.
e discipline secured by th01·owgh trai ning of teacher s is very appare,n t . It is recognized as enabling (a) a wider range of subjects to be covered, and (b) a tho ough
mastery of them, and (c) such a, digeBtiu g of what is taught as wau d. not otherwise
be possible. Indeed discipline insuring th; estimating of everything at its exact

ha;p-
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value seems to be a preeminently excelling fea-ture of ·German education-a featutt
more real in Germany, in my opinion, even than ill' Switzerland ..
There is liberal expenditure in the promotion of gymnastics. It is recognized that
without such physical exercises the extreme Meverity of the examinations would not
lie practicable, except to detriment the physical and mental health, even in the bracing
climate of Germitny. And it is\widely admitted that even the present attention to
gymnastic training is not sufficient to prevent "overpressure," as evidenced b~ defective eyesight, etc.
I ascribe the virtues mentioned to the influence of the preeminent study of philosophy in the universities, and to.the exceptional division of the nation into so many
independent sovereignties; the former cause producing, amon gst the ruling classes,
(a) a clear perception of what renders a nation happy, and (b) bow such happiness
is to be att:ained, and the fatter "a sort of emulation" whereby t he improvements
realized at any one point were gradually adopted by the entire nation. For in Germany we find (a) in ;religious matters the feature of the greatest skepticism with
the greatest consideration; and (b) that the study of philosophy has resulted in
such national cult11re as has enabled Germany to take strides in recent years in
warlike and peaceful pursuits as are elsewhere unkno wn in Europe, wh ich crflates
belief that the study of philosophy should lfe a prime element in any national system
of higher culture:
The extreme exactness and minutenes~ referred to would seem to be a blemish, an
unhealthy dissipator, r~ther than a conservator for the accumulation a nd digestion
of knowledge. But whether this should be guarded against by counter healthful
action, in the form of increased muscular exercise or otherwise, or remedied bya diminution of particularity, it is here, of course, outside of my province to discuss.
Generalfeatures.-Some further information on general features is now given :
( 1) Elementary education in day schools is compulso ry for all children, from tl.Je age
of six to that of fourteen, unless competent instruction is being obtained elsewhere;
and subject, of course, to temporary absences for valid reasons; which r easons ate
very similar in all the States. Applications for permanent exemption, howeve r, ai-e in
proportion rare, for there are comparatively few private schools, and little private
tuition; the children of the rich being tutored generally, when not at primary schools,
at prepal·atory gymnasia before going to secondary sc hools proper. Default in attend·
a.nce is punishable by fine or imprisonment; but generally it is un common.
Children a.re duly protected against injurious (including premature) employment.
Thora is no regulation, other than those relating to compulsory attendance, which
define school age, or limit attendance. But, of course, there are certain ages when
it is considered that pupils should attencl a certain grade of school or learn certain
~object , and the gradation of tuition is cpnsidered to be excellent. For instance, in
Berlin the usual rule is, (a)infant school from t <b e age of two to six; ( b) preparatory
gymnasium, ix to nine; (c) gymnasium cour e-with Latin from nin e, with French
from ten, with Greek from thirteen , with Hebrew from fifteen an<l sixteen; and
thence to uni vor ity. In real chools the same age apply, substituting English, and
ijtt
on ma.them ics and natural science for reek and H ebrew. In many 'tate
gymnasia foT instance, thr UO'h ot Pru sia ::m d in Leipsic, the course is for nine year
pr pa.ratory f r he naiver ity, which pupils usually enter a the ago of nin teen or
w n y · n they mu t p
the final examination at the gymna ium before ntering
th univ r ity.
('l)
ligion in rncti n i given in condary a well as primary schools . To bow
f r b r how
ntial i i on ider d it i la.i down, as affecting axony at l a tlk clrnl , ha. f r i
bj ct th r li io ns tr ining a one part of univ r al
'o ·h in tr
i n i criv n as b l cal manar,ora of a cb ol
!Jo
h inhal>itan
fa li ri c r p n.ri h) <l ci e, v,heth ; they b Prote taut
nth lie \ i h b
ev r li~ r y f; r h
n nconcn rring to retain their
bo l lnriog be p ri d of r ligi o
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(3) Elementary education is not gratuitous, as a rule, except for those who can not
afford to pay for it; and in secondary schools instruction is not, as a rule, given free ·
of charge, ex.cept in the case of scholars who are not only too poor to pay, but have
di tinguish d themselves, when gratuitous instruction is generally availa,ble. In
some schools, however, th:ere are only a certain number of free places ; but to these, · 1
in some cases, in consequence of royal and private legacies, free dinners and suppers,
or free dinners, are attached. Fees, however, are in all cases low. Generally chil ·
1 ren have to buy school books, unless in cases of poverty.
( 4) Although the gradation of schools is not in all places the same, infant schools
are generally-the first (although not a compulsory) grade; and these children gen-.
erally attend" from the ages of two to six, but they are by no means al&ays State
schoolR. Indeed, infant schools are not favored in Germany; they tell you "it is
settled by all.the medical authorities that children have no business to begin to learn
before they are six years old." In the land of Froebel I expected to be impressed
with the perfection of the kinderga,rten schools, and to find them form a part of
s1iate education. In both respects, however, I was disappointed. '.rhe infant schools
I saw did not excel in discipline or intelligence thos'e that I visited in England and
elsewhere; and although they, like all others in Germany, are subject to Government
inspection, probably their voluntary character has some bearing upon: the absence
of special excellence. They are in Germany considE>red advantageous institutions, ·
al though a lady there, the wife of a professor, told me that she regarded them
-with disfavor because rich people send their infants to them instead of giving the
children the superior advantage of ho.ue influence and training; and even· were it
not so, she considered them a8 only good to the extent of keeping the children off
the street, because she is of opinion that they cause children to dislike both p1ay and
work. An experienced school inspector in Germany, although considering the schools
in q11estion distinctly desirable, also told me that a danger of such schools was found
to be that the children acquire habits of playing in school which they carry into the ,
primary schools. Instruction is not gratuitous, the fee charged being generally
about three marks per month.
(5) Primary day schools (Volksschulen) are the tir; t compulsory stage of German
education; but many parents have their children educated at thfl commencement in
a, preparatory gymnasium (Vorschule), where they remain till about the age of nine, .
when the secondary school course commences. Class numbers are generally regulated
by law. There ~re n0 standards, but the time table is a part of the school law and
the school regnlationa of the couutry. Rome lessons are usual. There is nothing
special to remark concerning school buildings. except that in the cities they are very
fine.
·
(6) Supplementary (continuation) schools (Fortbildung_s schulen), which are virtually secondary schools held in thi:, evenings and on Sunday mornings, are everywhere the next stage, and are especially intended for deepening and extending· t~
knowledge of apprentices after leaving school. But these only apply where a child
does not attend a secondary school. Attendance at these schools in many States is
compulsory, but not so everywhere. Xn all cases some preparation for industrial occupations, is taught in them. Instruction in supplementary schools is not in all States
gratuitous, althoul!h where not gratuitous the foes are always low. In Prussia all
t u ition is cha rged for in some, and in others French and English alone are charged for
as extras. In Saxony, on the other hand, there is no charge made. The half-time
system does exist, but to no great extent.
·
(7) Public secondary schools, which are almost always day 1rchools, exist 'n all the
S tates; but there is not everywhere the same gradation. Where the organization is
complete they, and the higher educational establishments, mainly consist of: (a)
preparatory schools (Vorschulen) for children from about the age of six to nine; (b)
modern schools (Realscbulen) preparatory for the upper modern scµool and the polytechnic; (c) upper modern (Ober Realschulen), in which there is no Latin taught,
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and which specially prepare , for entmnco, into the polytechnic school to continue
stiientifio -ecluan.tion; (cl) !)o1ytechnic schools. err technical universities; (e) classical
schools (gymnasien) preparatory for any of the faculties of the university, or for the
P,_olytecht1ic school; (f) universities, of which there are twenty exclusive of the acadetni~s ot' Munster and Braunsberg, which provide the ultimate course of instruction,
111 all secondary and higher sohools in Prussia fees are clrn,.r ged; but the main sapport of such schools accrues from the State or municipality. So in Saxony, where
the fee _is £G a year. There is no provision at the public exP.ense for the secondary
, educntioh of girls in sotne States, but in Berlin, at all events, in the case of a girl
who has distinguished herself at a primary school and whose parents are too poor to
continue her education, the State pays 48-½ marks per annum for her tuition at a private school. Science_ and art training, but especially science, are everywhere fostered. Workshops are not yet introduced into the primary schools, but drawing is
therein Uhiversally and well taught, and there are apprenticeship schools.
The regulations to insure thOt'o·µ,gh qualification of all teachers are strictly enforced,
There ate no plipil-teacliers, _Ip. the Royal seminary at Berlin for training-masters,
pupils must be at least sixteen years old upon entering, and they are not allowed
to til)a.ch b~fore they ha"\te at least attai~ed the age of nineteen and have passed
their examination satisfactorily. The education is not gratuitous, except for those
' who are too poor to pay, in which case it must also be shown that the appll~ants'
tMtimonials are ·good. There are probably at this institution 20 free places out of
Moommodation for 200 pupils. Admission to a normal school can only be obtained
aft1:ir passing an examination 1 and1the term of study there varies from three to six
years; Mid religious instruction is included in the course. There are some norm Bl
schools f6r the training of mistresses, although they are not so numerous as those for
~asters, "Because in German countries women are much less m1ed in teaching than
' men. This is especially the case ~hove the three or four lowest classes. They think
that many of the subjects in the classes above are not fit to teach." And Mr. M.
Arnold thinks the result satisfactory. A part of the· training in all such schools consists in 'practising teaching un(ler the guidance of a preceptor. The main duty of a
head teacher ih Germany is considered to be that of supervision, and thei;_efore he un~ dertakes only a limited number oflessous. The salaries are very small, and no part of
the pay is dependent upon examination or attendance results. Pensions are granted,
but deductions are made from salaries for the pension fund; and there are also voluntary benefit associations formed by the teachers for provision in case of sicknes11
or death.
'
· The school year runs from Easter to Easter, and important examinations, both written and oral; are arranged to take place before Easter and Michaelmas. On the
'results of examination depends the promotion of students from one class,to a higher.
In additioh to ordinary inspections, each primary school in every third or fourth year is
carefully inspected by an expert member of the board of education. There are no
!ltate l!cholarships in primary or secondary school . Scholarships are provided only
in the universities by Royal or private legacies, and arA not awarded unless to
scholo,rs who combine the two c;onditions _o f (a) being J:lOOr, and (b) having uistingul!'!hed them!!elves; and evon then the scholarships are comparatively very small..
Ih all States private as well as public schools are under state supervision; and
where the teacher do es not posse s the necessary diploma from a '' Wissenschaftliche
FrUfungs-Commi sion," he must hold one from a seminary or norm al school.
Not only is there as a. rule a school library for pupils, but a school library for
teachers, ae a part of the regular apparatus of a school. ·
Matertal differences between States.-The material differences between some States in
tlnca ion l matter rel te principally to the (a) gradation of schools; (b) conditions
r la ive to provi ing r eligion instruction; (c) payment of or freedom from foes; (d)
ompa ry att n anc at npplementary school ; and (e) university regalationsa, fr io taoce, at eip ic an Jena, where students unable to pay mn.y, by petition,
bt in leave to a tend wi hoot ~ es.
1
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The report of Dr. Laisllloy has been quoted thus exteni:iively because it
states tlrn conditions of tlie German schools without bias or prejudice.
I

V ....... STATISTIOS OF PUBLIC SdHOOLS IN AMERICA.

The population of the United State~ in 1887 was estimated at
58, 713,000. 1 The cqmmon schools, including primary, gram mar (or ilitermediate ), and high scµools, had enrolled in the same year 11,884,D44
pupils. This is 20.38 pe:r cent. of the population, or about 1 per cent.,
more than in Prussia and about 6 per cent. more tllan in France. If

to

we add this the percentage of students in secondary institutions not
belonging to the common schools, such as academies, colleges, etc.,
natnely, 0.35 per cent., the percentage rises to 20, 73.
Wh~le this would seem a very flattering state of affairs, it must lJe
stated that the number ll,884J944 is only one basis of computation,
inasmuch as it represents the entire .irnm ber of pupils enrolled. .Another
basis of computation is found in the average number of pupils attending.
That number is considerably less than the number enrolled 1 rntmely,
7,682,000, or _13.09 per cent of the population; or, with the addition :referred to, 13.44 per cent. But since the basis of computation which
yielded the percentage in Prussia (17.2 a:ucl 19.51 per cent. respectively) is the number enrolled, or "inscribed," as the technical term is ,
in Germany and France, the same number must be used for the United
States.
V!.-ORITICIS M OF TIIE AMERICAN SCil00LS.

Dr. R. Laishley gives much prominence iu his 'report to the American .
sohOols. Re first sets forth the tnain principles recog·uized in tile
United States as relating to education; then sketches in bold, but essentially correot 1 lines the organi~ation of the common scl10ol .and the
efforts in behalf of secondary instruction, irnlulges in some e1·iticism
which seems fair, cotnin g from ~tn outsider~ and then Mncludos lliS
report by saying:
Iu the American system there is much that induces commendation; especially (a)
Large powers of local government, including powers of direct local taxation . (b)
Compulsory attendance laws so far as they e:xi!lt, a.lthough they e:xist only to a lirn•
ited extent. (c) The promotion of technical instrnction, including prominence given
to drawing. (d) The requirem ent in certain States respecting the knowleJgo of the
influence of alcohol on the human bot1y; and (e) The provisions, as for as tl}.ey exA
tend, against the improper employment of children . But 11ub lic educaHon · in the
United States has not ar1·ived at that co1tdition iVhich jiisti.flee its imUation as a complete
system.
For instance, respecting the St:ttes genero,lly, there exists tlte want of adequate
provi ions affecting, (a) school accommodation, (b) comp ulsory education, (c) length
1
We purposely choose the statistics of the year i 887, though those of 1888 are at
ha11e1, in order to afford a fair comparison with Prussia and France, the latest available sta.tistics of which are of 188G-S7.
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of ochool terms, (d) training, standard of qualification, and appointment of teachers;
(e) religious instruction, (f) physical training, (g) inspection, (It) infaIJt school arrangements, and (i) injurious employment of children; involving an unjustifiable
amount of illiteracy, incompetent teaching in too many cases, religious friction, and
a very general absence of that thoroughness, without which veneer is apt to take the
place of substance-causes which, as it seems to me, must, if unamended, not only
retard the progress, but sap the core of any nation.
There must, however, be much to learn, even if there be not everything to imitate,
for ap'art from the large questions which may, with especial advantage, be studied
, in con nection with the States, and in addition to much that may be commended, to
arrive at a clear perception of error, must be a distinct gain. · Moreover, the immense
mass of data on educational subjects not only relating to the States, but to all parts
, of the world, annually collected and gratuitously distributed by the Bureau of Edu·
cation is indeed a most valuable contribution and aid to educational progress, and
deserves to be extensively and gratefully availed of.
Vll.-THE SCHOOLS OF FRANCE.

U'nti1 recently France has bad no system of schools that admitted of
a comparison with those of the United States. Since the year 1871, or
since .the beginning of the new republic, however, France ba.s made
great progress jn public education. Indeed its efforts in behalf of common school education have been so enormous, and their results so astonishing, that comparison with the efforts in our own country seems
quite proper.
The population of France in 1886 was 38,218,903. As will be seen
from Diagram III, the primary elementary school there extends its course
over only six instead of over eight years as in Prussia. and here ; but thjs
course is follow e<.l by a two or thi:_ee years> course -i n superior elmncntary
schools, which may be said to be still in their infancy. The elementary
schools are preceded by the maternal or infant schools, institutions similar to but not identical with the kindergarten in Germany and the
United States, only with this vital difference, that they are organically
connected with the primary school. Hence, definite statistics concerning their number of pupils are not lacking as in Germa,ny and America.
These infant schools in France h ad in 1886-87 741!224 pupils, which
numb r represents nearly 2 per cent. of the population.
The primary elementary schools, institutions similar to the German
people' schools, contain 5,487,589 pupils in 1886, or 14.45 per cent. of
tbe population. Now, 14.45 per cent. is about 6 per cent. less than iu
the United States and 2.77 per cent. less than in Prussia. If the fact
i con id. r cl that the course in the elementary schools is two year
(re pecti. ly, one year) shorter than in Prussia, the apparent disor ptw en th e two countries vanishes, and it would seem that comr a t ndance w rk out a corresponding result. Again, if we
t
uc all the pupils over twelve years in this country, the
woul .£ 11 lower than it wa tated (20.38 per cent.).
a =ti i n f he ex remel mall number of pupil in France who
m h·e of the ad. , n , g offered in the superior elementary

a
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schools (not quite 40,000), and the number of pupils in the various public secondary schools (not quite 100,000), raise the average per cent. of
the population but little, namely:
Percent.

Primary elementary schools .•••••• •••.••••• ••••..•••••.•••..••••.•••••..•••• 14. 45
Superior elementary schools..... . • • • • • . . • •• • . . • • . . . . . • • . . . • • • • . • • ••• • • • . • •• • 0. 1
Seco.µdary public schol:>ls...... . • • • • • • • .• • •• • . . . • • . . . . • • . • . • . . . • • . • • • • • . . . • • • 0. 26
Tota.I . . . . . . . . • • • • . • • •• • • • . • • • • . . • • • • • . • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • . • . . 14. 81

Since we have for the United States and for Prussia excluded in our
calculations the kindergarten and university, we must d0 likewise for
France.
The French elementary schools, primar·y and superior, are attracting
the attention of other nations in no small degree. They are not only
endowed lavishly and provided with costly apparatus, such as is found
neither in the American common schools nor in German-people's schools,
but an experiment is at present being made in connection with them,
the progress and results of which are watched closely on both sides of the
Atlantic, to wit: The Government bas decreed that manual training be
in~roduced as an integral part of the curriculum. In 1887 100 of 174 boys' elementary schools in Paris had commodious workshops for work
in joining, turning, wood carving, and forging.
VIII-CRITICISM OF THE FRENCH SCHOOLS.

Dr. Laishley, whose views have been quoted on German and American schools, expresses himself quite fully in -regard to the French school
system. He saysThe present state system, as revised by the laws of the 16th of June, 1881, and 28th
of March , 1882, should be a peculiarly interesting study, as being the most absolute
one existing of gratuitous, secular, and compulsory eclncati.on. And the euactrrients
j ust mentioned, which entirely changed the main features of primary education in
France, were passed by reason of the views prevailing there, that "in France tlrn ,
preliminary condition of all progress was the secularization of eclnoation;" and that
the laws in question "would enable France to resume the march onward which was
begnn by the revolution of 1789."
The great education question, which has been agit.ated in France for some years,
has been whether the priesthood, or the bul~ of the people, shall have the dominati1iginfluence over popular education. The people have preva~led; and accordingly edncation in all the national etlucational establishm'3nts is exclusively secular. And by
the l a w passed in 1886 "in public schools of every clescription all in struction is to be
given. exclusively by laymen." Whether this will eventually be profitable has yet to
l>e proved; inasmuch a.s the legislation is too recent enahle the system to be dP-ernen.
yet ot her than as an experiment in France. But meantime the friction is obviously
great; and hostile influences bitter and powerful.
'
Specialfeatures.-The special featur; s connected with this system appear to be-(1 ) The eager national intention to render it as perfect as possible ; (2) In pursuance
of that intention, the munificent, indeed, the lavish, expenditure upon ccluc,1tion j
(3) Th e absence of any r eligious feature, but the system purports to be absoluteiy
neutral iu, a nd not hostil e to, r eligion; (4) The special n.ttention paid to th e promotion of industrial training by mea,us of gratuitous schools, classes, and lectures, anu.

to
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'e8pecially the grafting of stich training upon ordinary primary school oducation;
(5) The organizn.tion of, and' provision for, teaching and inspection in infant school&
and cl-assa?s; and (6) The remarkable percentage of attendances at the primary schools.
The state, tar more absolutely than el sewhere, controls the complete ed ucation of the
·
.
people. * * *
Gratuitous and compulsory phases.-Instruction in all primary, including infant
schools, is now gratuitous. School necessaries also are provided without charge; and
in Paris penny dinners are provided by the municipality, which dinners, in the case
ofreally poor' children, are gratuitous. ·There are no separate free schools for paupers,
as in England.
\
Compulsory attendance now applies to all children from the age of Rix (complete)
1
,., to that of thirteen {complete). 1
If, however, they are receiving instruc tion at home,
or at a private sch_ool, or obtain a" certificat d'etudes" (which is possible to obtain
at eleven), they are exempt. In respect of this certificate, Matthew Arnold says:
"The boy who gets a 'certificat d'etudes' has, I think, been better trained · and bas
more to show for his schooling than the boy who has gone through the standards;''
whilst the royal commissioners for technic~l. instruction state that the examination
"will probably not 1.>e considered more difficult than that of the children in our Eng·
lish schools who pass the fifth standard and have taken up one or more of the special
subjects.
,
The only ot her excuses allowed are: (a) One' applicable to h alf-time scholars, viz,
that a school board may, subjecy to the consent of the department.al council, exempt
children employed in trades or agricu1ture from one of the two daily attencfanccs-so
"that children can only be employed as half-timers in, trades or agriculture, under
the age of thirteen, by the joiut consent of the communes and of the department, unless at or above the age of eleven they have obtained the r' certificat d'etudes ;'" (b)
illness of the child ; ( c) death of a member of the family ; or ( d) hindrances re.sulting
from accidental difficulty of access to the scho.ol. And all other excuses will llave to
be judged by the scholastic commission, a body constituted for the purpose of enforcing regular school attendance.
Owing probably, however, not only to the public desire for education in France,
but to the strict supervision exercised by the authorities, and the punishmonts im·
posable in case of irregularity in attendance, the school attendance is excellent, especially iu cities; and it is computed'' that 10 per cent. is the maximum absence for any
school in Paris, while in~ very l arge number of schools the total averag.e of attendance exceeds 95 per cent.
Children are protected by law against premature employment, but the law does not
seem to be, in some of the departments, officially carri~d out. Proper books recording the- attendance at both public and private scho~ls h ave to be kept, and absences
reported, and even private head-masters neglecting to do this are liable to be r~pri'
mand ed or suspended.
School age.-There is no definition of school age, or any law respect ing it,
except that r elating to compulsory attendance. The " ecoles maternelles" admit
children from two year of age, and from M. Ferry's r eport on the organization oi
superior primary chools, coupled with the facilities provided by the state for the
promotion of adult education, it is evident t hat it is against the policy of F rance to
impo e any limit of age.
Infant BcltoolB.-The infant class, or the mat~rnal school, is the initial, although
not, as applying to any under school age (six), a. comp ul sory stage. Of infant schools
or cla e , the following points seem worth consideration: (a) The obj ect of and
ru bod adopted in hem, including the adoption in great part of the method of
hoob l; (b) the addition of an infant class to a primary school when a separate
chool · imprac icab1e; (o) the limitat,ion of numbers for each teacher j and (cl) the
fac that infant chools are not only taught excluaively by fem ales (who must be,
1

This ia an rror ; twel e is the maximum in the primary school.-[ED.
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however, of a, cortain age, and qualified), but also inspecte~ by "depaDtme!1tal lady
inspectors," and "general lady inspectors," nominated by the minister. , It should,
however, be added tha.t· the appointmonts of departmental lady inspectors are not
yet regularly and generally established, by reason of the ·expense; although it is
hoped that it will be possible to perfect the organization in a few years. Priva't e infant schools are subject to supervision similarly to other private schools.
F~rnent.ary primary sohools.-The next grade is the primary school p_roper,
where instruction is ~lways under:stood to be, whatever may be the number of pupil~
and classes, divided into three courses ' of two years each-(a) Elementary, from six·
· to eight years of a_ge; ·(b) Intermediate,. from eight to ten, and superior, from ten to
twelve. An additional cburse of one, two, or three years is provided under certain
circumstances; but this course, althongh annexed to the elementary scµools, is
ranked in the category of superior primary education.
In all the above-m.e ntioned courses industrial work, or, at all events, what may be
deemed to be practical preparation for it, is in the programmes both for boys _and
girls; and, indeed, in many primary schools, including a considerable number of those
in Pario, instruction is given in handicrafts.
Tllo ordinary number of pupils in an elementary primary school, at least in Paris,
is from 300 to ~00; and the average size of the classes ranges from 40 to 50 pupils, and
must not exceed 50.
In every primary srhool there is a liall, where there are lav~tories and mov~ble.
tables wl10reon the children can take at noon thefr dinner meal, and near to there are
culinary arrangements for preparing or warming up, the children's food. Where
there is not a speciaLhall for the teaching of gymnastics, the children can march or
perform gymnastic exercises in the dining hall, or have recreation there in rainy
weather; and in such a case a part of it will be devoted for the deposit of the
ch.ildren's clothing. The playgrounds are, as a rule, small; although they are considered indispensable for a primary school.
Both Mr. Matthew Arnold and a..prominent member of the London school board
consider that the French elementary schodls are in advance of the English; aud the
commissioners state that the ordinary schools of France (primary and secondary)
excel the English ones as a preparation for the technical school.
Superior primary sohools.-.:The next step is the superior primary sohool, an institution entirely distinct from the .e lementary primary school,.; and here the course comprises at least two years of studiei:h and here also manual instruction is pursued; although there are ali,o schools established mainly for ap.prenticeship i\;istruction purposes, superior primary schools include also higher elementary technical schools.
The object of the establishment of ~mperior primary schools is found stated in the '
report of October 29, 1881; and their organization in a letter from M. Ferry to the
prefect, dated November 6, 1881. There are no optional subjects. Special masters
attend to teach music, gymnastics, and sometimes drawing, which is said to be more
advanced than in Enp;lish schools. Tha ordinary school ·hours are from 8 a. m. to 4
p. m., one hour and and ~ half interval at noon, and one hour 4 to 5 p. m. for
g·ymnastics: The income available for expenditure on primary schools is derived
mainly from the state and the communes. The state supremely controls, in the case
of all primary schools, through the minister of public instruction.
Secondary and higher sohoola.-(I) Substantial public money aid is given by grants
and in scholarships, which latter are provided for -colleges, Lyceums, and faculties, as
we11 as for superior primary schools, and the aid is contr:.buted r especth,ely by the
statti, the . departments, and the communes, and is nr% munificent. (2) Instruction
in secondary schools is not gratuitous, but the fees payable by Rcholars are very much
less than in similar establishments in England, owing not o:::ily to ·the grants, but to
the low salaries paid to professors and teachers of all grades in France. (3) The admission of young children into the lower divisions of both the communal colleges and
lyceums for special elementary preparation is worthy of note, and also (4) the fact

r
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that modern languages ap.d science have been largely substituted in the secondary
Bchools for Latin and Greek.
Technical instr1wtion.-No ,pains are spared, especially to develop the manual genius
of the artisan classes. · This is done not only by the blending of industrial theory and
practice into the primary school course of study, and by evening schools, Sunday, apprentice, and continuation schools and classes, but. by science and arL schools for
adults and others, and by lecture8 of all kinds; all which instruction is gratuitous,
except in some cases a nominal fee fo'!,' admission to. lectures. The eveni ng instruction is considered the most striking feature of ·the present condition of educational
effort tn France.
Physical training.-Physical training occupies a prominent position in the school
program'{lles. It is provided that even the infant schools and classes shall be exercised in gymnastics, graduated to favor tµe physical development of the child, whilst
in reciting in the regulations of primary schools the triple object of education, physical education is,Plac~d be:1:ore either of the two other objects, and it is provided that
in addition to evolutions and exercises which can accompany the movements of the
class, gymnastic exercises are to be had every-day, or at least every two days, in the
course of the· afternoon. In the communal colleges and lyceums the exercises occupy
four lessons per week of half an hour's duration each.
' Prirnte schools.-Private scho.ols are not under general state control, yet they are
subject to state supervision in respect to (a) · morality, (b) sanitary arrangements,
(c) the keeping a register of and reporting absences, and (d) so that the books used
be not such as are contrary to the actl?,al constitution or principles of the government.
·
1'eachers.-The "brevet de capacite" requirement of the law of June 16, 1881, and
the, further provisions 9f the law passed in 1886, render the proper qualification of
teachers indispensable. The subject of normal schools therefore bas become, not
only to the state but to the teacher, an especially important one; and in all the departments there are excellent state normal schools for the training of masters and in
many for mistresses. Examinations aro held for admission. Pupils enter at eighteen.
The course of study jg for three years. A primary school, in which pupils are exercised, is annexed to each normal school, and near outside is a maternal school. The
institutions are boarding schools, although a certain number of half boarders and
day scholars are received; but instruction and boar~ aro given gratuitously. · There
is no religious teaching.
.
There are also two superior normal schools, one at Fontenay-aux-Roses for girls,
and one at St. Cloud for boys, for the purpose of training teachers to superintend
teaching in' normal schools. Applicants for a.d1Uiasion must be at least twenty years of
age, possess the superior certificate granted to teachers, and succeed in an admission
examination which comprehends written and ornl proofs of capacity, including tho
practice of teaching. Both classes of establisbnients are national institutions, nonecc1e iastical and mainly residential in character.
Teachers for primary schools must be exclusively laymen, a~d are nominated on
the proposition of the inspector by the prefect of the department (province ). The
iu pector, however, "always acts in concert with and takes the opinion of the rural
mnnicipality before naming the teacher."
Tb pupil-teach r system is virtually defonct in France, the former system of
m uitor which omewhat correspoTl ded to tile Euglisb pupil-teacher arrangements
having b come ub anti ally a tliin of the past. Women are much more fully em·
pl yed a te::teh r~ hn.n in Germ:tiny and witzerland.
Pro~ or. and teach
of all grade are v ry po rly paid; and if Victor Hugo's
c1 finition b correc , tha the scboolma t r in ]rnnce i the hiO'be t functionary of
tb tat , h
r inly do not pay th ir hi rrli • t sta.te functionari es adequat ly.
}}v ry
ch r ha a ri ht to a. pen i o after tw nt,y-five year ' service. It is calcnt tc at I be rate f on · a.lf f tb higbc t al:uy eamod during the la.i:i t six years
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of office. Toward the pension fund, deductions are made from salaries. Gratuities
are given.
I nspection.-The inspection is excellent, although there is no special feature, exQept
tha.t of lady inspectors for infant schools. All inspectors, chief, departmental, and
primary, are nominated by the minister, and are recruiyed '* * * from amongst
the masters of elementary schools. Each department (province) of the country has /
a departmental inspector, and as many primary ones as there are di visions or districts. The inspectors' salaries, compared with those of the teachers, are high. The
National Educational .Association of France agreed that regular medical inspection
!Bhoul<t be made in every school to avoid epidemic or contagious diseases and injury
to eyesight.

Medical inspectors are now: employed in large cities.
IX,""7""SUMM.A.RY OF COMPARATIVE STATISTICS,

Before entering into the minutirn of the work performed in the
schools of Prussia and France, it seems well to review the statistic~
foun(j on previous pages.
For every one hundred inhabitants in 1886-87 there were in public
schools between kiµdergart en and university:
Enrolled.

In the· United States ....••.••.. •••••.••..•••••..••.••• ..••.•• •.. •...•...•.••.•••....
Prussia .••. ..•..••..••..•••••.•••.••..•••••....••.••.••.•••..•.•••. .•••.. •••..
France .... . ....• •...••.•..•••.•..•••.•••••...•••..••..•...•..•••.••••. ••••••.

In attend- ;
auce.

20. 59
19. 51
14. 81

13. 44
(1)
(1)

For the lower schools alone the percentage is as follows :

Primary and Grammar
·
Schools,
20.38'1, enrolled.

PRUSSIA.

FRANCE.

Peop le's Schools and
Preparatory Classe~,
1.7-.~~ t1'(irollea,

Primary and Superior
Elementary Schools.a
14,45'/, enrolled.

X.--0THER POINTS OF COMP .A.RISON,

All the Pruasian ~choo1s mentioned in the foregoing paragraphs are
public, excepting a few in the second group (see Diagram II); that is,
they are open to the poorer children, provided the means are furnished
the~, but in that case special talents must entitle them to the opportunity of associating with aristocracy and plutocracy. The public schools
as such are obnoxious to certain exclusive circles hence they maintain
private schools to which none but their own children are admitted.
These exclusive institutions are omitted :from the foregoing diagram,
ED
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since, the ~omparison -is to be between the ..American common school
and such institutions in Germany as arc similar in scope and aims.
Tuition in· the American common school is free for all children of
legal scho~l age. Some States e-rnn ~x the... minimum at four years,
while others :fix the ·maximum at sixteen and eighteen years. In
,. Gern;iany, or, to keep within the boundary- of comparison, in Prussia,
free tuition is granted only to the i'ndigent stratum of society. Though
it is the ultimate aim of both the legislative and executive branches of
the gov~rnrnent to make tuitio~, at least in the people's schools, free of
charge, as yet it has remained a pious wish. Only in rare cases, in the
capital Berlin, for: instanc;e, the city government has carried this into
effect throughout the c-ity's school system. ·
It is a weil-known fact and .every,vhere admitted that each class of
schools in Germany is eminently successful within the limits of its scope;
it must be stated, however, tliat t_he several classes are not in organic
connection with each other, chiefly owing to the different, and even conflicting, demands made upon them by their patrons and the Government. The courses of study in schools of one and the same class frequently differ materially. If a pupil of a Prussian people's school
applies for admission to a middle or high school, he may be set back
two, three; and four years, as the case may -be, because he lacks knowledge of foreign or classic languages. This is merely an illustration of
the heterogeneous nature of the various classes of schools •
. Here in America, without national school supervision or legislation,
the courses of study of common scl).ools thousands of miles apart are so
µearly alike that a pupil of the eighth-year grade of a Philadelphia city
school may be safely admitted into the same grade of a San Francisco
city school without danger of unduly retarding or promoting him. Or,
a pupil who has gone through the lower schools in a small town of the
West may apply for admission to almost .any public high school in' the
land; he is reasonably sure of :finding himself on a level with the requirements of admission.
Though we classify our grades in to primary, gram mar (or intermediate),
and high schools, there is no essential difference between them in treatment of either object or subject. But in Germany, as will l>e shown
later on, there is not only no uniformity, but even antagonism between
the different classes of schools. It is e~sy to see that while this ma.y
be a fruitful source of competition, it is not conducive to harm ony, and
tends to retard the nationalizing of the schools of Germany.
Xl.-DIBTIN OTIVE FE.A.TURES OF THE COURSES OF STUDY IN PRUS·
SIA.N SCHOOLS.

Bef.ore the reader is made acquainted with the minutire of the different
cour
of tucly in graphic presentation, a few statements concerning
tb.e character· tic of the three groups of Prussian schools may precede
a comoarison ith the schools in this country.
,,
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(1) !}he people's school in Prussia varies but little from that of other ,
German States in aims, .thougb. it does in organization. Here and there
sligllt differences are noticed owing 'to local predilections and influences.
This school has an eight years' co.u rsein cities, a seven years' course in ru. ral districts. Children of both sexes are taught together till they reach
the eleventh or twelfth year of age ; then, if local circumstances allow it,
they are taught in separate classes. When they are "released" from
school they are "confirmed" in the Protestant Church, or go to " first
communion" in the Catholic Church.
No language but the mother tongue is taught (except in the schools of
a few border provinces), and this without the aid of a text-boo·k in ·
grammar. From the lowest grade µpward careful training in the use
of the language without evolving or applying many rules is the object.
Arith~etic is not carried on quite so far as is done in this country, and
not quite one-half the time spent here is used for arithmetic in Prussia.
(For: reasons see p. 56.) History is taught quite early, beginning with
"home stories;" Prussian and German history both necessitate morethan mere glances at general history. All history in this school is offered in biographies. Geography is taught within a limited compass;
topographical and political as well as mathematical and physical. · Natural history is taught in form of object lessons. Only in the highest or
sometimes in ,the two highest grades do physics and physiology come
in for much attention. Drawing, singing, and gyninastics are all taught
to a greater extent than is done in the average American school. No
text-books are used for history, natural history, physics, etc.; all these
studies are Qral, bnt are not regarded as mere ornaments. In the readers the pupils :find much solid reading; these books contain masterpieces of all kinds of prose and poetry, instructive and amusing. Com- .
posing in words and pictures goes on at every step, and is developed to
a very astonishing degree.
·
(2) The m,iddle schools. (a) Buerger, or citizens' schools, so called, in
contradistinction to the people's schools (for many centuries (he citizens were considered a higher stratum of society than the people,
although the word buerger meant originally the denizen of a burg or
fortified place), attempt more than the mere elements. Their pupils as
a rule come from more cultured families, and speak German with little
of the r uling dialect, hence need not spend so much time in learning to
use tll eir mother tongue correctly. One or two foreign languages are
taught, and the customary scientific branches and mathematics have a
wider scope than in the people's schools. Drawing learis toward industrial pursuits. Side by side with these boys' schools are the (b) Hohere
Madchen-Schulen, or girls' academies, which in their academic studies
go parallel with the citizens' boys schools, but terminate in a post-graduate course for the preparation of young teachers. Both these ·middle
schools resemble in their upper grad~s our common high schools. It
may be said that this class of schools offers an education more advanced
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than can be given in people's schools, and less extended than a preparation for the university requires. The.ce is more diversity in aims and
methods in these middle schools than irr
(3) The high schools: (a) Realschule, (b) Gymnasiwn, (c) Realgymnasium. This array of technical terms is difficult to render in English. A
verbal translation would be misleading and a labored circumlocution
useless. The G_ymnasium is the oldest. It is the classical boys' school
par excellence; the Realschule (the first · one was founded one lmndred
and forty ·years ago) substitutes modern languages for the classics, and
gives much attention to natural sciences, mathematics, and industrial
d_rawing and designing. The Gymnasium prepares for the learned professions, the·Realschule trains engineers, surveyors, artists, civil officers,
_ etc. The Re_a l~ymnasium is a combina~ion of the two, kinds of scliools.
From the "'accompanying charts the differences existing between these
schools may be gleaneLi. better th9in from verbal explanations. The great
army of business men recruits itself from these higher schools and from
the IIDi<!dle schools. The boy of the people's school has a hard time of
it in courting success in higher walks of life; still, such cases are not
imknown. What gives to the Prussian secondary schools such a remarkable impetus is the fact that their graduates and undergraduates are
called upq_n to serve in the army only one year, while all other able-bodied
men must ~erve three years.
XIII.-REMARKS EXPLANATORY TO THE ACCOMPANYING CHARTS.

On Chart I it will be seen that the course sketched for t;h.e American
common school is an average course, such as is found with slight deviations all ·over this country. It does not show distinctions made here
and there, or preferences in favor of this, that, or the other lan guage, and
leaves the limit of time spent in the study of grammar undefined, but
shows that-much time is consumed in mastering the orthography of the
English language. It is scarcely necessary for the reader in this country
to see the average course of study minutely delineated. Of cour e, if a
selection were made here and in Europe among the schools we might
pre eut a picture which wou1d make a just comparison quite imposRil>le.
Statistics i the science of averages, and it is the average school, not
the exception, which is here d liueated.
The cour e of the Pr ssian chools are en<.leavors, also, to pre cnt
en bloc tb lead in rr features, of lan<ruao-e instruction. A careful co pari on b tween h
of a1 cbule and Gymnasium, for in tan ·e, will
h i al i.tf r n · bet we n them. Th e charts are tlie re ult
l ri
f , ny c ur e of tu 1, iu u e published in annual
rma,n cb 1. and hliu tlJi ureau; also of tber quir b. he
, ernrn t, notauly by the deer ,e uf
r min nee history as a study as umes in the
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XIIL-GRA.PHIC PRESENTATION OF THE COURSES OF STUDY.

Year of School.

1

2

3

4

5

8

7

8

_9·

·10

1.1 ·12

18

14

Year of /.Jfe.

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

77

19

20

18

American
Common
School.

German
Peop.le's
School,

German
Citizen's
School.
~ e,.........;f-,..--1,---1--.....---1--~--ui--.i--.-J~..n!,-~--.--11
~

<b
.(l)

German
"Real-Schute,"

~
~

~

!'!

~ &---+--+--a--'-1"--l-~.J,---1,-...J--~-+----t--+-......--...

~
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Cb.art I, showing how the time commonly devoted to linguist ic studies in the American common school
and the different classes of German schools is divided.
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Chart n, abo i..og how t ho limo commonly devoted to history and geography in tho American commou
school and the di1l'erent classeo of German schools ia divided.
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Chart III, showing how the time commonly devoted to arithmetic and mathematics in the American
common school and the different classes of German echoQle ie diyided.
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Ch.art IV, showing bow th tim commonly dovot d to the natural sciences in the American com.moo
bool :md the dtiferont cw.a&es of Germ n schools is diTided.
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Prussian schools. Chart III sllows that in the high schools of Prussia
mathematics begins with geometr,y in the form of arithmetical mensuration, or, as some have it, geometry in object lessons. The comparison with
an average American high school is particalarly instructive. In a subsequent chapter it will be shown why in Europe, with the exception of
England, the study of arithmetic is more satisfactory than here.
Chart IV is somewhat misleading, because it would seem from it
that there is no difference in the time given to the natural sciences in ,
the high schools in· Prussia, but in fact the time, that is the number of
hours per week, devoted to those studies differs materially in the differeiit
schools, as may best be se~n from the four time-tables accompanying
this, and also from the typical courses of study. (See subsequent chapters.)
A graphic presentation of the time devoted to music, drll_wing, penmanship, and gymnastics has not been attempted, for reasons too,obvious to be mentioned; but the following time-tables will shed some,Jight
011 -t his subject.
XIV,-NUMBER 01!' HOURS ,PER WEEK DEY.OTED TO THE DIFFERENT BRANCHES,

A'.-Citizen's school (101· ·boys) in Pru,ssia .

.
Annual classes.

V.

VI.

- - - - - - - - - - , -- -- - - - - - --1- -

IV.

III.

II.

I.

To~al.

- - - - - - - - - - ---

Religion (catechism, Bible, and church history) . . . _._ ____
3
2
2
German (literatnre, grammar, rhetoric, composition). __ . .
4
4
4
Fren ch Oiterat,nre) . ...... ____ ...••...•.•• __ __ -·. .•..••. .
8
8
8
English (literature) . ..•. ··---· ·--- ·- ·-·--· ·-····. -·· · ___ . · ·- .. ···-·· ·-·-··
History and geography_ .... _•... _...•.... . __ •••. _.......
3
3
4
Arit,liru etic awl mathematics ..... ·····-. ···--·..........
4
5
5

ti.~~r~~

2
3
6
4
4
5

!.....!4.. --.:4.

:~~~~re~i~-t~;; :: : : : :::::: :: : :: : : : : : : :::: :: : : : : :: .... : . --- Pen manship and drawing· ·-- __ . ___ .. ···- __ ··-···.. .....
5
5
Mus ic and gymnastics ..••.••••••. ••••• ··-·· ...... -. ... ..
4
4

4

4

2
3
5
4
4
5
3
3

2
3

2
4
5
4
4
5.
5
2
3

13
22
40
12
22
29
13
8_
22
22

--1---l·-- - - - - - - - - -

33

34

34

34

34

34

203 ,

B.-Realschule (for boys) in Prussia.
Annual classes.

V.

VI.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __J _ _

,_

IV. III. Ila. IIb. Ia.

_,__

_, _ _ - - - -

Relig ion (_catechism, Bible, and church history) . . . .
3
2
2
2
German (h terature, grammar; rhetoric composition)
4
4
4
3
L atin (found in very few schools of this kind) .. _...••.. __ .. . ... .. _•..

3
3

Hi story and geography.· ····-··---· ··---··--- -·· -··
.Arithmetic and mathematics.···-·· · ···--· -----··-·

5
4
3
5

~~l~~fJt :: ::: :: :: :::::·::: ::::::: ::::: :::: ::::::::::: .. -~- ... ~....~. ~
3
5

3

4

4

6

6

·6

ib;.~f~~!~?~~~i~t~y·::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::.:: .·-:.. __:___ _:.. --~.
Men~ an ship and dr~wing ... __ •. _. _••.•••••. _. __ •..
us1c and gymnast1ce .. _.•••.. _••• _•• _••.••• _.. _...

4
4

4
4

33

33

4 / 2
4
3

2

2
3
2

2

lb.

Total.

-- --- -

2
3
3

2
3
3

5

5

4

4

3

B

6

6
. ......
4
2
2
2
2

·---4

2
3
3
5
4
3
6

17
27
12
50
-21
26
46

4
2
2

15
22
23

34

270

-----

ll

- - - - - --1- -- -1 --- - - -- --34

34

34

34

34

NoTE. -Class VI (Sext~) ie the lowest, Ib (Upper Prima) the highest grad e. In the G ymnasium
thUe classes are Sexta, Quinta, Quarta, Tert·ia (Upper and Lower), Secunda (Upper and Lower) Prima
( pper and Lower),
•'
'

~

C.-Gy'n~naBiiini (for boyB) in P russia.
VI.

Annu_al-classes.

V.

IV. Ilfa.. Illb lla. Ill>.

Ia.

Ib. Total.

- - - - - - - - -- -- ~\r --- - -- 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - __ ,.__

Religio)l (catechism ,Eible,and church history )
German (literature, grammar, rhetoiic, com- position) .
Latin (literature)-········....................
French (literature) .....••~ ••••••.••..••.•••...
Greek (literature) ..........••.•..• : .••..... ·..
Hebrew (optional study). . .. ............ ......
History and geography . . . . . . . . . . • • . • • . . . . . • . .
Arithmetic and mathematics..................
Pb~siology and natural history, ...... .. ......
Physics and chemistry .... .• •-. ........... ....
Penmanship aml drawing.... .............. .. .
Music a.ud gymnastics........................

3

2

a

2
2

2
2

2

2
2

9

9

0

8

8

19
23

8

'i3
21

8

· ··· 4
5
2
2
2
2
.. •.• ... .. . .. ..
7
7
7
7
. ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . ••. . . ... .
3
· 4

3
4

5

2
5

3
4

3
3
4

a

3l!

6
27

3
4

3
4

3
4

3
4

3
4

2

2

3

2

2 .. .. .. ... . . ...... .. .
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
2
2
2
2

36
11

. •. . . . . . . . . •. . . . . . . . . . . . .
4
4

4
4

2
4

2
3

32

34

34

35

35

35

35

35

35

I

8
22
26

I
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D.-Real gynin,i,siU?n (!01· boys ) in Pru.qsia.
V.

VI.

Annual classes.

lb . Tofal.

IV. Illa. IIIb. Ila, IIb. Ia.

- - - - - - -- - - - - -- - -- ·1-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -2
Religion (cn.techism,Bible, and church history)
2
2
3
. 3/
3.
German (literature, grammar, rhetoric, com·
3
3
position).
·
6
Latin (literature) ..••.•••.•••••••••..•..•..•..
7
7
8
4
F.rench (literature) ... •• •...• •• .••••• . ... ..... . - ... .
5
5
English ............ •......•..... •. •••••.•••..
---·4 · 44
History and geography .. . . .. . ~- ..••••• ..••••.
3
3
5
.Arithmetic and mathematics ......••..•.••.•.
4
5
5
2
2
2
2
~~ys~ology and n ~tural history .. ••••... ..••..
ys1~s and physical geography . ••. .••..••• •.
..... .. ... .... ...... .
Chemistry . .. .... . ..... , . ... .• .• .• •••..... ••..
··-:,i
Penmanship and drawing .• ••..•..••...•. . .•..
2
4'
4
Music and gymnastics . •• •••.•••.•.•.•••... •..
3
4
4
4

2

3
6
4
4
4
5
2

---·-

---- 35-

I

2

2
3

2
3

]0

3

5
4
3
3
5
3
3

5

5

54

4

4

5
4
3
3

3
3
5
3
3
2
2

2

2
3

32 ~ 34 35

2
3

2

35

3
3
5

3
3
2
2

3-1
20
30

2

44
13
12
9
22
26

35

~

5
3
'l
2

ss as I

27

Norn.-The totals in the right hand column of these dia~ams are most in structive, since they illus·
trate the prominence given to certain br anches. ,

E.-Girls' academies in Prnssia .
Annual classes.
Religion (catechism Bible and church histor y) .. .
Ger~_an, (literature, grammar, 1·hethoric, compo·
s1tioc) .

tF:i~~ti~ :::: :: :::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::
History and geogra.Ehy . ..•. ..• •.... . ...• •• •••.•• .
Natural hi tory an physics .•. •.. •••• .•.••• . •....
i{n~an sbip and drawing .. .••• ••.• •• .. ..•. ... ..•.
neic and Girimnastlcs ....•.. •••.• .•• •.•.•••...••.
Industrial
di work .. . . ..••••.• •...• . . .••.... . .

6th.

5th.

4th.

3ll.

!!d.

2

2
5

2

2
5

2
4

2
4

2
4

14
36

5

5

4

't7

4

4
4

2
4
4
2

4
2
2
2
2

4

2
4
2

4
2
2
4
4
2

4
4

3

4
4
3
4
2
2
8
2

4

4

5
4
3
2
2
2

9
.,

Total.

1st.

7th.

_____

5

a
2

2
2
2
2

10
26
21
10
18
22
14
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F ......:...iycees or classical schools for boys in France.

Annual classes.

'
17th
11th 12th 13th 14th 15th 16th and Total.
year. year. year. year. year. year. 18th
years.

- - - - - - - - -- - - - - - 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Religion (not stated) . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . • . ..• . . . .. . . .
Frenclr(literature, grammar, rhetoric,composition)
Latin (literature).................................
Greek (litorah1re) .... ... ..... . .•.•.. .••. ..•. ......
English or German .. _............................
History and geography.. ....... ..................
Arithmetic and mathematics .. .•.. .. •.. .••.•. .•• .
Physiolog,v and natural history..... . • • . . • . . . . . . . .
Physics a~d chemistry_..... . . . . . • • . • • • • • . • . . . . . . .
P enmanship and drawmg . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •
Music and gymnastics (not stated) .•••••.• ••.. . ~.

OJ

(7)

(7)

2
3
1
1

2
3
1
1

2
3
1
1

2
3
2

2
3
2

4
2
3
3

2

2

2
2

~

~

(1)

(1)

( 7.)

3

(1)

.~

~

3

(1)

l~

<>

3

(1)

3
10

4

~

(1)

4

~

(1)

;... 9.

29

·~

39

4

(1)

*

*

3
4

22
12
21
14
6
9

3
3
2
14
(1) .••••••

166

* Philosophy, logic, ethics, metaphysics.
NOTE.-Attention is directed to the total number of hours devoted in French Lycees an~ in Prussian
high schools. If the:five to six hours devoted to religion, mu~ic, and gymnastic~ in Prussia be added to
the table of French Lycees the total number of hours spent rn school would still bo about five hours
loss than in Prussia.

XV.-CAUSES OF RAPID ADVANCEMENT IN STUDIES.

A cursory review of tlrn foregoing charts and time tables will convince even the most skeptical, that the advancem~nt made in Prussia i°: ,
the st11dies of the curriculum is a good deal faster than in America.
Several leadin g college professors and other noted teachers of this country, who have made the European scl1001s a subject of stuuy, claim that
the average time gained in German schools as compared with .American is about three years. That difference ought to be accounted for, and
it is easily done. The causes may be enumerated as being (a) the difficult spelling of the -English language; .(b) the efforts made in learning
and applying the tables of our arbitrary measures and weights; (c) the
length of the school year; (d) the want of a profession of teachers in
this country, and lack of proper teaching. These are not the only causes;
there are others of minor importance wpich might give rise to interesting _
discussions, but the ·scope of this work forbids entering into them.
Spelling.-The orthography of the English .language is most difficult
to learn. n is very unruly anu arbitrary. The want of rules under
which words might be grouped makes the acquirement of correct spelling a case of mere mechanical memory. An hour per day scarcely suffices to make the average child master of the art of writing corrActly
without constant reference to the dictionary. S.Pelling, as a daily study,
runs through the entire course, and even the graduates of the ·high
school still need constant drill in orthography to keep up a certain standard of perfection. The amount of time a child spends in learning the
orthography of the English language is out of all proportion to that
given to other studies, though it is necessary; and the energy wasted
in acquiring something which does not aid the child intellectually is
deplorable. If by general consent of Congress, press, and school, the
English orthography were simplified to the degree it has been done in
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Germa.ny it would be a saving of an en tire year to every school child in
this country. From Chart I (see p. 53) it may be seen how comparatively little time is spent- in German schools in the study ·of orthography, and that it reaches a degree~of perfection which is never expected or even hoped for in English or American schools. The time
saved in this study is in Germany devoted to history and literature.
Metric system.-Our school children generally spend an entire year in
trying to leam and apply tables of measures and weights in arith metic.
The chapter of denominate numbers claims a very large portion of space
in our ~ext-books in arithmetic, and its study, like that of orthography,
consumes much valuable time that might be profitably employed in natural history and elementary natural science. The child in continental
European Echools (we must except England, which still clings to the
arbitrary measures) has no tables to remember, for he learns the divisions
of the metric system, together with notation and enumeration of numbers,
during the:tirsttwo years in school. As soon as he can enumerate and
notate between one and one thousand he can measure and weigh according to the µietric system. There are only six names of di visions to be remembered: ,kilo, hecto, deka, and deci, centi, milli, and four measures :
metre for distance, are for areas, liter for fluid s, and gramme for weights.
These ten technical terms are all that are required. If we think of our
yard, acre, gallon, bushel, and different pounds, etc., with all,their various
divisions, and then consiuer that each of these measures has a uifferent
number of divisions, it does no·t seem im p robable that nearly a year's
bard study might be removed by adopting the metric system. As our
English orthography is a mechanical cause of rntarding the children's
progress, so are our' arbitrary measures. That our pupils are not advan ced in their studies as fast as can be done, and is done in E urope,
is in a great measure due to these mecbau ical causes.
:[!he element of time.-The length of the l::lchool year in Prussia (and
pos~ibly in France) is almost uniformly 10½ months or about 250 school
days (exclusive of holidays and vacations) , while in the Unitecl States
it aries between 60 and 196 days, with an average of 135 day . This
obvious difference alon e put the American school at a di sad vautag ,
but thi is not all. It is not only that in Germany the number of school
day i. greater, but that the school day is considerably lon ger than in
tb Unite i State . It is a simple example of multiplication, to wit :
With u a ch ool day i , at various places and during differ ent sea, fr m 5 to 5½ hour loncr, wh ich amounts t o 980 to 1,078 hou r: a year.
•rman child, on the other hand, has 4 days of 6 to 6½ hours ench
a:
f 4 our each in every week of the school y ar. Tbis
nnt o from ,3.,,3 to 1,4 6 hour in a year. Or to take aver.acre
nu
r : nth
nited States the chil i under the infin ence of scl10ol
darin 1 .,,!) ho r a y ar ; the German child i under that influence
1 , L ur : r out ne- hird more than tbe American child.
In the foreg i g com ari on it sl10ul<.l be borne in mind that the reli-
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gious instruction in Gel'man schools commonly consumes from 40 to GO
minutes a day. Hence, leaving this out of considerau'on, the time remaining for the common branches is about the same in Germany as in
the United States, though it must be considered that the religious iu- _
struction i~ to a great extent aiding the language work of the school,
also the work in history by means of biblical biographies. Besides,
German teachers claim that it aids the teacher in maintaining discipline. All this may have some weight when the eleme;;t of time is
considered.
Now this element is not mentioned to s)low that the s·cbools in this
_country might be kept open longer, for the time (5 to 5~ hours) is, ac
cording to the unanimous verdict of all who have observed minutely,
the maximum_of time children can stand continuous mental exertion
under the climatic influences of this country. The temperament of
German children and the climate in Germany permit longer school sessions. T~e fact is stated merely as a fact which may not be without
weight, when the excellent results of average Germau schools are con- ·
siderr.d.
Teaching is a profession.-In Prussia the stability of the teacher's
position is a factor which we must consider in our comparison. A
person in Prussia, and for that matter everywhere.in Germany, must
acquire professional training before he is eligible to a position as teacher.
This is ottered free of charge in every State of Germany. After he has
completed his course fa the normal school and in the training department he is elected by a co~muuity, but must serve a probationary term
of two years. Whether during this time he is a success or not, at the close
of ·t he second year he is obliged to present bimsPlf to the State (or provincial) board of examiners, consisting of the faculty of the nearest normal se~10ol presided over by a privy school councilor, to pass bis '' review
examination." This examination lasts several clays, <luring which tlle
academic and professional studies are gone over, and model lessons are
girnn without previous specialpreparntion. If the teacher proves that
dnriug tlie two years he has made commendabie progress in the science
and art of. tea0hing, he is granted a diploma for life. Henceforth he is
free from all further examin ations and can settle down permanently,
since his position is not endangered by "political rotation" or other
causes except his own errors, such as gross neglect of duty, etc. Besides, ·
be receives a pension after a certain number of years of service.
The fact that there ~re no persons teaching in Germany who haYe
not hau. a three years' professional preparation in academic studies aud
iu the science of teaching, in psychology and the history of education,
as well as in the practice of teaching, is perhaps the most important
factor of the notable success in German schools, and tlle rapid advancemeut of the pupils. Concerning the professional preparation of_ teachers in thi country, the state of affairs is so well known that it need not
be stated.
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All the causes mentioned above, and others of less influence, combine in accounting for the excellent results witnessed in German schoul~.
Some of. these caus~s are at work in France also, and will unquestionably have the same beneficial result eventually. Germany, it may be
asserted, has an educational atmosphere • . This is noticeable from such
facts as these:
·
All schools, lower, middle, and higher, stand in close connection with and in timat~ relation to the management of art academies, .art museums, zoolo gical and botanical gardens, the ob,.s ervatory, the libraries, the g ymnastic societies, and eYell the
theaters; in fact, with every institution which in Bome degr ee may be influential in
assisting the work in school.
·
.
·
1
Plants are ordered for the study of botany at the botanical gardens. Certain hours
are fixed at the zoological gardens for visits of the classes in zoology ; admission free.
Classes in drawing are _taken to the art collections and museums, where the teacher
of advanced classes gives a lesson monthly. The libraries are open t o pupils on presentation of a membership ticket issued by the rector of the school. Classes in literature go with their teachers to see classic performances in the theater. The schools
llaving small but valuable collections for the study of natural history, frequently exchange specimens with the curator of the museum, or even make loans. Churches
have their reserved seats for s9hool children; gardens and parks are open to them;
play-grounds -are providea with flower-beds for children, etc. To every department
of the curriculum some institulion 'outside of school offers assistance free of charge.
All efforts a:r<f made to put public instruction on a rational basis and "make education contagious." 1
XVI.-TYPICAL COURSES Oll' STUDY FOR PRUSSIAN HIGH SCIIOOLS, 2

[N OTB.-The~e courses are placed in juxtaposition to enable a minute comparison
substance of the matter in the briefest tl)rms possible.]

Fo:r a Gymnasium.
,I
(1) ReHgion.-Biblical history of the
Old, and especi ally the New Testament;
Catechism, with Bible verses [and quotations fro m tradi tion], serving as evidence ;
the movable fes tivals of the church;
memorizing of favorite selected hymns;
acquaintance with important contents of.
the ho1y Scri ptures, especially the New
Testn.ment, of which leading chapters are
to be r on.u iu the original text ; acquaint.
au ce, also, with t h e undisp uted facts cone rning the origin of the different books
o( the Bil>l ; main points of religious ethics and the ere d ; knowledge of t he chief
opocbs of church history and i ts distinguished representatives [notably the
live of the great aint ].
(Z) German,-Knowledge of the most
iropor an rul . of etymol gy and yntax;
acquaintance wi h the great pochs of the
oaliooal li r ure; r adin
f cla ical
I.

They only give the

II. For a Realschule,
(1) Religion. -The same as for the students of the Gymnasium, except that the
New Testament is n ot read in Greek, th at
.language not being taught in these
schools.

NoTE.- Words printed in brack ets [ J
are additions designed to be used with
C:1tholic stuaents. In all else the coarso
is the same as for Protestants, though t he
students of the two confessions are taugh t
separately.

(2) Gernian.-I<lcntica]ly t ho s:1mo
course prescribe l for the Gymnasium. ·

I

I
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II.-For a Realschule~Continued.
I.-For a Gymnasium-Continued.
works of modern literature, poetry, and
prose; m~morizing of select ed ballads and
memory gems; acquaintance with tbe
forms of poetry and prose; correct use of
written language for the purpose of expressing one's own thou ghts, and in composing essays on subj ects lying within
the student's own compass of thought and
experience; simple rhetori cal practice and
oral discussion.of themes after due prepar ation in writing.
(3) Latin.-Facility in t he application
of etymc;:ilogy and syntax; acquisition of
a vocabulary sufficient for the compreh ension of the writings of the classic
period (as far as their contents are not
specifically technical), and for the pursuit
of professional · studies, as well as sufficient for the acquisition of modern languages derived from L atin; reading of
selected number of not ed woFks of classical lite~at ure suitable t o t he degree of
proficiency of the students. This reading,
going hand in hand with grammatical
analysis, should lead both to comprehension of the contents and appreciation of
the form. Skill in wr iting Latin within
t h e limits of expressions learned by reading. Compositions should be made with
some degree of ease and without coarse
inaccuracies.
(4) Greelc.-'Facility in the Attic etymology and acquaintance with that of
the epic dialect; k nowledge of the fundament al rules of syntax; acquisition of a
sufficient vocabulary ; reading of the
most noted works in classic literature,
p oetry and prose, so that an abiding impression is caused of the value of Greek
li ter ature and i ts influence upon the devel opment of the various mod.em literatures.
(5) F l'ench.-Facility _in French etymology and the fundamental rules of syntax;
acquirement of a vocabulary which will
enable the students to understand French
books of not too difficult a style, and ability to speak and write French within the
certain limits. No coarse inaccuracies
should occur in this.
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NOTE.-While this expresses only the
end in view, it must b~ remembered that
it is in t he individual interpretation and
in t he methods of r eaching this end in
which t he different schools vary somewh at.

(3) La tin. - Kno wledge of etymoJogy
and the fund amental rules of syntax ; acquaintance with important rules of prosody; acquisition of a vocabulary sufficient to un derstand the reading matter
of each grade; r eading of suitable works
of classical literature; ea.sy Latin composit ion.

Norn .- The difference between the
Latin course of the two schools is significant. ·

G1·eelc is omitted.

(4) F rench.-Facility in French et ymology and syntax; acquaintance with synonyms; acquisition of a vocab ulary sufficient to understand the works of prose
and poetry selected; reading of a num-.
ber of works suitable to each grade;
ability to use French in essays on easy
historical subjects without coarse inaccuracies ; practice in the ora,l use of French

, I
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I.-Fc,r a Gymnasiu1n-Continued.

NoTE.-The difference between the
French co'urse of t4e two schools is significant.

(6) Hebrew (an optional study).-Instruction in Hebrew is offered in t,he two
liigh est grades only. -Its ~m is: Elements of etymology; ·r eading of easy selections from the Old Testament.
EngliBh is omitted.

II.-For a Realsch·u le-Continued.
in- connection with reading matter. In
the Realgy runasium the readtng mu t
have a greater extent and erubrace some
technical and scientific books relating to
the scientific work in this course. In composing, not onl y the absence of inaccuracies must be aimed at, but also elegance
in style. In the oral use of French likewise, higher demands must be made in
R ealgymnasi um.
H ebrew is omitted.

(5) EngliBh.-Facilityin applying rules
of ety mology and syntax; some of the
common exceptions. Anglo-Saxon syuonyms. Acqui sition of
vocabulary
sufficient to understand the works of
prose and poetry selected. Reading of
selected authors. Practice in oral use of
English in connection with reading. In
a hig her grade of schools te0hnical and
scientific books are to be read. Compositions must be without coarse inaccuracies, and elegance in style is to be the aim.
Fluency in speaking English.
(6) .Arithmetic and mathe,natics.-l!'aciIity and skill in operating with denomin ate number s, aurl tlleir application in
practical life ; business rules. General
arithmetic to geometrical progresi:;ion.
Al~ebra to equations of the third degree
(inclusi-ve ). Plane geometry, including
the principles of synthetic geometry;
solid geometry together with tbe elements of descriptive geometry. Pla.ne
trigonometry, the elements of spherical
trigonometry as far as neces ary to understand mathematical geography. E lem en ts of analyLical geom try to conic
sections (inclusive). In all these brancbe
attention is to be paid to thorough
knowledge and frequent practical application. Io higher grade schools .the el men ts of analytical geometry of pace and
differenlii al calculus may l>e acldetl.
(7) History.- ame as for ynma ium,
only that the latter is apt t;o lay stre
on ancient bi::;t ory throurrh the tucl of
Greek, while the "Realschule" tre

a

(7) .frithmetic anil mathematics.-Facility in operating with deaominate numbers and business rules. Application of
arithmetic in e-very day occurrences of
practical life. Arithmetic up to the development of the binomial theorem, and
algebra to equations of the se9ond degree
(inclusive). Plane and solid geometry,
I lane trigonometry. In all these branches
attention is to be p aid not only to knowledge resting on a furn basis of thorough
comprehension , but al~o at skill in its
application.

ge
ry of th w
epoch · iogt·aphi
nag s in them, chi fiy

of
great
rlcl which
of 1 ading
from the
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I.-..li'or a Gyninas·i um-Coutinned.

II.-For a Realsclmle-Continued.

Greek, Roman, and German history.
Knowledge of important dates, and
thorough acquaintance with the seat§! of
historical occurrences.
(9) Geography.-The principles of mathematical geography. Knowledgeofirnportant topographical conditions of the earth,
and the relations between these conditions
and the present political divisions. More
extended knowledge of central Europe in
both its topographical and political aspects.
(10) Natural histo,·y.-Botany: Knowledge of ihe mo,-t important families of the
natural systeJll and of the classes of the
artificial system of Linne. Analysis of
plants.-Zoology: Knowledge of the most
important orders of the classes of vertebrates; also, some representatives of other
classes of the animal kingdom.-M·ineralogy: Knowledge of the simplest crystal
forms, particularly of important minerals.

modern history more thoroughly through
the study of French and English.

(8) Geog1'aphy.-Same as in Gymnasium, '
with this addition:
Review of the chief commercial routes
within and between the countries of the
foremost, nations of the civilized world . .

(9) Natural history.-Botany: Training_
in observing and describing plants;
knowledge of Linne's system -and one
natural system. Intimate acquaintance
with the most important natural families
of the home flora. Knowledge of important, phenomena from the life of
plants.-Zoology : Observation and descriptio~ of animals of different classes.
Knowledge of important vertebrates and
insects. Thorough knowledge of the anatomy of the human bocly.-Mineralogy:
Knowledge of the crystal forms; also, of
the physical qualities and chemical combination of the best-known minerals.
(11) Physics and chemistry.-Knowledge
(10) Pliysics.-Thorough knowledge of
of important phenomena and laws from important phenomena and laws of the
tbe various branches of physics; also, the various branches of physics; mathematical
aimplest parts of chemistry, The essen- demonstrat\on of the laws of mechanics,
optics, and causality in matters pertaining
tials of physical geography.
to physical and mathematical geography.
(11) Cheniistry .-Knowledge of important elements and their inorganic combinations, as well as stoichiometric laws.
Ip higher grade schools, knowledge of important matters of organic chemistry
should be added.
·
(12) Drawin.g.-Practice of the ·e ye in
(12) Drawi11g .-Practice of the eye in
r ecognizing forms, and practice in meas- recognizing forms, an<l Bkill in the use of
uring with the eye. S~ill in correct imi- the hand, ~s well as the eye in measuring.
t ation of flat-surfaced ornaments, and of ~ki,!l in drawing :flat-surfaced ornaments
and sketching ~imple solids from nature.
simple solids.
NOTE. - In G'ymnasium, drawing is
Practice in imitating simple plaAtic ornaobligatory in the lowest grades ; in the ments and in presenting phenomena of
upper ones it is an elective study. In Real- light and shade. Facility in the use of
schulc i.t is obligatory all through the drawing instruments, descriptive geomecourse.
try (projection).
( 13) Gyninastics.-Calisthenics, march(13) Gymnastics.-Same as in Gymnafo g and gymnastics with apparatus. Ob- sium.
l igatory for all grades.
( 14 ) Vo cal -miisic.-Songs of fonr parts.
(14) Vocal 1wusio.-Same as in Gymna.
Theory of music. Stu<leuts of the upp er sium .
grades are excused from this.
ED
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XVII.-TYPICAL , COURSES OF STUDY FOR PRUSSIAN MIDDLE SCHOOLS,

[NOTE,-These two schools come n earer the American high schools than the Prussian high schools,
hence·the comparison.is more interesting.] -

III.-For Citizens' Schools.
(1) Religion.-Biblical history of the
Old and especi ally the New Testament.
Catechism with Bible -verses [and quotation from tradition] serving as evidence.
The movable festivals of the church.
Memorizing offiJ,vorite hymns. Acquainta:i;ice with important contents of the Holy
Scriptures, especially the New T ~stmnent.
- Religious ethics and creed. Knowledge
of the chief events 9f church history [notably the lives of the great saints. J
· (2) Germa-n.-A.cquaintance with the
most vital rules of etymology and syntax;
introduction · into German literature of
the classic period. Inform ation. regarding the lives of great poets, afso about
kinds and forms of poetry. Memorizing
of selected ballads_ and . memory gems.
Prac~ice in correct oral and written lang11age, and easy exercises in composition.
(3, 4) French and Jtnglis7t.-Correct pronunciation; skill in reading ; practice in
etymology and Byntax. Acquisition of a
vocabulary sufficient for the comprehension of the r eading matt r . selected.
Some practice in copying French and English correctly. Reading· of prose, such
historic and descriptive, and easy
poetry. Some fluency in speaking the
languages.
(5) History.-Acquaintance with the
essential events of Greek and Roman history, but more minute knowledge of German history from the time of Luther.
(6) Geography. - Eleme11ts of mathematical ar:d pll ysical geograplly. Knowledge of important topographical conditions and their r elat ions to the present
political divisions. Special attention to
lie paid to central Europe.

'as

(7) Arithmetic and mathematics.-Facili y and skill in operating with denominate number , and their application in
practical life. General arithmetic t o logarithms and p rogres ions. Algebra. to
ea y equation of the :first d gree. Prin ciples of plane and solid geometry; elements of plane trigonometry.

IV ,_:.Fot Girls' Academies.
(1) Religion.-Substantially the samo
as in the boys' schools (citizens').

(2) Gennan. -Renclingofselect ed works
of modern literature; train ing in the correct use of l anguage, oral and written ;
only essentials of grammar. Memorizing
of selected ballads and memory gems.
Compositions m.o stly on matters connected
with literature. At times compositions
in form of letters. History of literature
in ontlines.
(3) French. -Substantially the same as
in the opposite column, only more pract,ice in speaking and less literature.
.( 4) English.-Substantially the same
as in the opposite column, only more attention is paid to the oral use of the
language, hence irregular verbs and rules
of syntax· to b e emphasized. Reading of
English classic productions in poetry and
prose. History of English liter ature.
(5) History .-Biographical studies from
ancient and modern history. The great
women in history.
(6) Geography.-Knowledge of home
widening in concentric circles. Topo·
graphical, polit ical, and elements of mathemat ical geography.

(7) Arithmetic and mathematics.-Facility and skill in operating with den ominate numbers with constant r eference lo
domestic application . Of the busin
roles, only percentage, interest, partnership, et c. The most elementary parts of
geometry sufficient for simple mensura·
tion of planes,
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III.-Fm· Citizens' Schools-Continued.

IV.-For Girls' Academics-Continued,

(8) Natnral history.-Botany : Training
in observing and describing pl=:i,nts;
knowledge ofimportant families of plants
and their best known phenomena of life.
Zoology: Training in .observing and describing animals; a few representatives
of important orders of vertebrates and insects. Thorough know ledge of the anatomy of the human body.
(9) Physics.-General qualities of bodies
learned through experiments; the principles of equilibrium and motion, electricity, magnetism, light, heat, also the
simplest laws of acoustics and optics.
(10) Chernistry.-The commonest chemical elements and their principal compounds. References to commercial facts.
(11) Drawing.--Practice of eye and hand,
facility in drawing free-hand imitations
of frat-surfaced ornaments. Sketching
simple solids, furniture, etc., in outlines
from nature. Imitation of simple plastic
ornaments with shading. Practice in the
use of instruments.
(12) Voe~ music.-Three part music.
See course for Gymnasium.
(13) Gymnastics.-See Gymnasium.

(8) J,vatural l!istory.-Similar to that
in opposite column. The methods employed in girls' schools are different.
Physiology or anatomy of the human
body is omitted entirely.

(9) Physics.-Similar to that in opposite column.

(10) Chemistry.-Similar to that in opposite column. References to domestic
facts.
(11) Drawing.-Imitation of fl.at-surfaced ornaments. Application of drawing to industrial handicrafts.

( 12) Voc(!l miisic.-See opposite column.

(13) Gymnastics.-Calisthenics and light
apparatus.

XVI!I.-TYPICAL COURSE OF STUDY FOR FRENCH MIDDLE SCHOOLS.

V.-For the superio~· elementary schools.
[NOTE. - In order to understand the place and organization of these schools, consult Diagram III.
Asin previous courses, a condensed statement only is made.]

(1) Morals.-Principlesof morals; rights ancl duties of citizenship; elementary ideas
of political conomy.
(2) French.-Orthograpby to a reasonable degree of correctness; etymology and
syntax. Expressive readin g with explanation of tex t; frequent exercises in composition writing; leading ideas concerning the history of literature.
(3) Penmanship.-Both round and bastard styles.
(4) Hiptory.-Tbe principal perAonages of antiquity; leadl.ng events of French history to t'ne present time ; ·progress of national in~titutions; principal epochs of ancient history, Middlfl Ages, and modern t imes; biographies of great characters.
(5) Geograpliy.-Topograpbical and political geography of the :five continents ;
special study of the geog raphy of France and its administration and organizati.on;
commercial and economical geography of France; n1ap drawing.
(6) Foreign languages.-One modern language at ]east.
(7) .Arithmetic and matl1 ematics.-First year: Theoretical and practical arithmetic;
first elements of geometry. Second year: Arithmetic completed ; elements of algebra; plane geometry and its applications. Third year: Algebra to equations of first
degree ; elements of trigonometry; geometry (plane and solid) completed.
( ) BookkeeiJing .-Principal ideas of commerce and bookkeeping; practioal appli~
cation in keeping a set of books ; commercial arithmetic,
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(9) Nat-iir'!} history.-Qrgans (a~d their function s) of man and animals; practical
study of the principal groups of animals and pla nts; application of hyg iene to local
industry; the principa1 facts of geology, and examination of the commonest ·minerals.
(10) Physics.-The most important phenome:::i a and the principal theories of physics;
modern discoy eries and scientific facts in their applications upon ev ery-day li fe.
(11) Che1nistry.-Exercises in observation and examination of such fam iliar fac ts
as will introduce the study of chemistry. The most useful metals and metaloids;
"iron and its laws;" elementary ideas of organic chemistry.
(rn) ~rawing.-,Geometric figqres; :flat-surfaced ornaments; elements of shading ;
- drawing of solids; orthographic and perspective projection ; ontline sket ches ; parts
of machines and building plans; sketching fro ri'1 relief and embossed .models.
. (13) Vocal music.-Three part music.
(14) Gymnastics.-Calistbenics; exercises on apparatus, military drill.
(15) M-a11,ual work.-Exercises in wood and iron; gardening.

XlX.-'rYPICAL COURSE OF STUDY F OR FRENCH HIGH SCHOOLS.

VI.-F01· lycees.
[NOTE.-In ,order to facilitate comparison with tlie foregoin ir courses a mere outline is gi,on. A
detailed course is found in "Plan d'Etudes des Lycees, " official decree of .January 22, 1885.]

(1) French.-Grammar finished; ex tracts from French classics, poetry a,n d prose;
compositions, literary and scientific; prosody.
(2) Latin.-Grammar,prosody; extr actsfromPb mdrus, Ovid, Nepos, Virgil, Cresar's
Gallic War, Quintus Curtius, Lucretius, Livy, Cicero, Horace, Pliny, Sallust, Tacitus.
Reading, writing, translation. ·
(3) Greek.-Grammar, paradigms and syntax ; extracts from Xenophon, Lucian,
Homer, Herodotus, Euripedes, Sophocles, Plato, P lu tarch, Aristhopbaues, Demos·
thenes. Reading, writing, . transla.tion.
(4) German or Eng7ish,_:Grammar. English texta.-First year: Edgewortb's Tale,
Aiken and Barbauld's Evenings at Home, Primer ,of English H istory. Second year: Scott's Talcs of a Grandfather, Franklin's Auto biography, Primer of
Greek History. Third year: De Foe's Robinson Crusoe, Irving's Voyages of Columbus, History of Rome. Fourth year: Vicar of W akefield, 'l'nles from Shakespeare,
Macaulay's History of England, Vol. I. Fifth and sixth years: Julius Cresar, The
Deserted Village, The Traveller, A. Christmas Carol, David Copperfield, Extracts
from English historians. German texts similar to the Euglish.
(5) Bistory.- F irst year : Ancient History of the Orient-Egypt, Assyria, Palestine, Phmnicia, Persia. Second year : Greece. Third year : Rome. Fourth year:
Europe, particularly France from 395 to 1270 A. D . FifLh year : Same up to 1610.
Sixth year: Same up to 1789. Seventh year: Cotemporary hist,ory and philosop hy.
(6) Geography.-Firstyear: Europe and tbeMerliterrauean basin, tbe oceans. Second
year: TopogTaphy of Africa, Asia, Oceanica, and America; princi pal states, cities,
commercial ports, European possessions. Third year : Topographical and politica.1
geography of France and Algiers. Fourth year: Physical, political, and commercial
geography of Europe. Fifth year: Tb e other continents. Sixth year': Physi cal, political, and comm rcial geography of France and its colonies, al so administrative and
economical a pects .
(7) Arithmetic a11dm,athematica. -First year : Review of fundam ent a,lrnlcs; common
and decimal fractions; men nration; elements of mathema.tical geography.
econd
year: Rnleof th.ree, percentage, imple intere t, di count, men nration of solids ; arithm tic completed. Third y ar : Plane geometry. Fourth ear : Alrrobr:1 throu gh fraction plan
m ,ry otnpleterl. Fifth ear : Alg bra tlirongh equations of the econd degree ; solid geometry.
ixth year : Geometry and trjgonornetry ; cosmogr~pby
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or astronomy. Seve~th year: Review of entire course in mathematics with practical
applications.
·
(8) Natural history, physics, and chemistry.-First year: Zoology (vertebr::ita and
articulata). Second year: Botany ; grand divisions of vegetable kingdom (phanerogamia and cryptogamia). Third year: Geology. Fourth year: Physics; properties
of matter; mechanics. Fifth year: Physics; electricity, magnetism, acoustics. Sixth
year: Chemistry, inorganic and organic. Seventh year: Physics and chemistry,
optics, and review of both sciences extended in practical applications. Anatomy and
physiology of animals and phnts.
·
(9) Philosophy in seventh year: This course consists of lectures and the reading of
one Latin, one Greek, and two French authors. It includes an account of sensibility,
intelligence, and volition, of formal and applied logic, of conscience and duty, family
and country, of political duty, of labor, capital, and property, of immortality and
natural religion.
(JO) Drawing.-First and second years: Perspective with shadows, drawing from
ornaments in relief, from architectural fragments, from the human head. Third year:
From architectural fragm ents, the human body, from prints of bas 7reliefs; some me-_
chanical drawing of architectural designs. Fourth, fifth, and sixth years: Decorative figures, caryatides, friezes, Doric, Ionic, and Corinthian columns, the human
figure, a~d figures of animals.
·
·
XX.-AN AMERICAN

OPINION ON

THE VITAL

DIFFERENCES

BE-

TWEEN GERMAN AND AMERICAN SCHOOLS.

In answer to the question, What is the vital difference between ·a
:first-class German school and anAmerica,n school of the same standing,
the editor of the Popular Educator (Boston) makes these pointed
remarks:
·
Generally speaking, we should say that the difference between the two schools is
that which one would expect when the temperaments and the governments of the
two peoples are compared. The German boy is quiet-dull he sometimes seems to be
to the America,n eye, and he is trained by the laws and customs of his country to
strict obedience. The German boy, therefore, knows more of books, has greater
ability of mental concentration than the American boy at the same age. The teacher,
too, becauee of these traits, is not obliged to b e so apt in governing as the American
teacher; and so, if not always so brilliant as our best teachers, he is broader and
more thorough. But the German teacher dislikes the American boy. And this is
ev idence, given the boy antl the teacher (and the fact t hat adaptability of the one to
the other is essential to successfol teaching), that the difference between the German
teacher and the American is one of kind rather than quality.
The German school differs from the American school more in its curriculum of work
than in anything else. Germany has taken care that the schools shall not only be
fi1led by compet ent teachers, but that these instructors shall be supervised and assisted by equally competent educators. There are no politics in tlle German schools.
From end to end of the Empire reaches the oversight of the minister of instruction.
Teachers are selected with great care, are officera of the state, and retired at the
pr oper time on a pension . . With us there is no system. Comtnittees come and go,
and so do the officers they elect. The r esult is, that, while our first-rate schools are,
so far as the teachers are concerned, quite as good as those of Germany, nowhere
will there be fo11nd the same care and thought in adapting the work to be done to the
growth of the child, in supplying the school rooms with the necessary apparatus and
mat erial for work) and tbe consequent all-round development of the child. There
may be a compensation for our defects in these particulars-defects which we shall
ha-ve to attrilmte to our democratic institutions.
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XXI.-:-FR~NCH STU.:DENTS IN GERMAN HIGH SCHO OLS,

The superiority of German public schools over those of other nations
has been acknowledge4 repeatedly, but it has of late been recognized
by the French school officials in a manner which is both. unique and
acceptable. , In "European Schools m an account is given under the
above heading which may be quoted he.re as circumstantial evidence of
the superiority of German 'schools:
It is now nearly twelve years since the French n ational school authorities resolved
/ upon a direct acknowledgment of that su periority by sending annually several
graduates of French Iycees to attend the l ast two years of the course in German high
schools. No indifferent material is sen t , t o be sure, but only boys who h ave won the
first_prizes. As it is stated elsewhere (see a lso page 36 of this report), t he German
secondary, schools -are well adapted to talented pupils, while weaker ones are weeded
011t. These French boys, then, coming as t hey do l ike "picked nines,'' are not objected to by Ge.r man scho ol authorities. They say there is no reason whatever to
refuse them admittance, inasmuch as they con duct themselves properly, and usually
are a. credit to the schools they attend.
These boys are <lirected to stay a h alf year or a year at one school and then go to
another. They are not allo wed to stay two foll years in one town, lest t hey might
enter into ties too close to suit the French Government. They are directed to take
, board and lodging in private fa milies and t o live exactly as the pupils of German
gymll;8'siums do. The Government pays all expe~scs during their sk1,y in Germany.
At the close of each year the students are required to send in a rep ort of what they
experienced and the manner in which they u t ilized their time. Of course t he frequent changes _of schools and place of h a bitat ion are incon ven ient, but t hey enable
the young men to see a good deal of the cou nt ry.

The author says further:
I had oppor tunities to learn some thi ng of the contents of the report sent ho me to
the ministe r of i nst ruction, a nd ·must confess that they are mostly true t o life and
tally with my own observations,. Most of t he young men are very much pleased with
the reception they :fin d a mong th e p eople, t he teachers, and t he pupils. * * * All,
however, are loud in ·praising th e instr uction they get in school.
"They are unanimous in saying t ha t the German high schools are superior to the
French lycees. E ;pecia lly in m:i,them:1tics, they think, the German schools prove
superior. The way the students ar/3 ma.de to work out problems in geometry, trigonometr y, oral arithmetic, etc., the self-activity to which the pupils are led, and the
independence and self-dependence in think ing, are commended . Instruction in the
sciences also is thouµ:h t superior to that in F rance. Particularly enthusiastic are
t he reports about gymnastic d rill. This is· not astonishing if we consider that the
indulged F rench youth is n ot drilled much ai home in bodily exercises. An equal
share of pr aise is given to the teaching of music. In r eferring to this the young
Frenchmen speak with animation of the German songs which they consider very
melodious.
As far as instructioa is concerned they ha ve but one opinion; but they do not like
the rigid discipline exerctsed in German hig h schools. The slightest deviation from
the straight road of virtue i punished severely. They are '' not treat,ed as gentlemen," but "as boy , "a.re obliged to doff their bats when they pass a t eachl:lr, ·and
a.re generally treated as unripe youths. In another particular the German hjgh
1

D. Appleton

(,l,

Co., New York.
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schools :find condemnation on the part of these French students. They say Germans
pay less attention to show-that is, to legitimate snow. For instance, they (?are
naught for rhetorical· polish, and their recitations are considered good when the
esRential facts are brought out ·correctly. The garment of thought is neglected.
Thbir teaching of drawing is also less refined than that in France.

With whatever reserve these juvenile opfoions may be accepted, they·
are very interesting and point out the vital differences between the
schools of the two countries mentioned.
XXIL-AN

ENGLISHMAN'S VIEW OF 'l'HE GERMAN SCHOOLS.

Mr. Samuel Smith, M. P., wrote in l\Iarch, 1888, to the London Times
as follows: .
"The salient fact which strikes. all observers is the universality of
good education in that country. There is no such thing as an uneducated class; there are no such things, speaking broadly, a·s neglected
and uncared-for children. All classes of the community are better educated tµan the corresponding ones in our country; and this .applies 1 _
quite as much to primary as to secondary education. Nothing struck
me more than the general intelligence of. the humbler working classes.
Waiters, porters, guides, and others have a knowledge of history, geography, and other subjects far beyond that possessed by corresponding
classes in England, and the reason is not far to seek. The whole population has lung been passed through a thorough and comprehensive
sy~tem of instruction obHgl;ttory by law, and far more extended than is
given in our elementary schools. I went· through several of these
schools and observed the method of teaching, which was simply admirable. The children are not crammed, but are taught to reason from the
earliest stages. The first object of the teacller is to make his pupils
comp;ehend the meaning of everything they learu, and to carry them
from stage to stage, so as to keep up an eager interest.
'' I saw no signs of weariness or apathy among either teachers or
scholars. The teaching was all viva voe(}, the teacher always st~nding
beside the blackboard and illustrating his subject by object lessons.
The instruction was through the eye and hand as well as the ear, and
question and answer succeeded so sharply as to keep the whole class
on the qui vive. The teachers are, as a body, much better trained than
in England, and seem to be enthusiasts in their calling, and the school
holds a, far higher position in the social economy of the country than it
does with us. What I am saying here applies equally to Switzerland
as to Germany, and, for educational purposes, Zurich will compare with
any part of the German Empire. The main advantage, however, that '
primary education has in Germany over England lies in the regularity
of attendance and the longer period of school life. There is none of the
difficulty of getting children to school that exists in England; the laws
are very rigid and permit no frivolous excuses, and, what is even more
important, the people entirely acquiesce in the laws, and are inclined
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rather to increase than relax their rigor. It is well known that in London. and all our great cities a large part of the population seek to avoid
school attendance-by every means in their power, and consequently the
attendance is most irregular. There is very little of this in Germany·
at least I have not_found it so. Then, in our country, a great portion
of our children are withdrawn altogether from school after passing the
fourth or fifth standard, at the age of eleven or twelve, whereas in
Germany almost everywhere attendance
compulsory until fourteen
for boy8, though in some places girls are allowed to leave at thirteeu.
"This last point is the one I wish to emphasize. The great defectI might almost call it the fatal defect-of our system is that it ~tops just
at a time when real education should begin. It allows a child to learn
school at an age ·when its learning is soon forgotten and its discipline
effaced. It is hardly too much t~ say that the two years' additional
training the German child receives in the elementary school doubles its
chance in life as compared with the English child.
"But this is ~ot ~11. The Germans are rapidly developing a system
of evening continuation classes, which carry on education for two or
three years longer. In Saxony the boys who leave,the primary school,
if they do not go to the higher schools, must attend for three year
longer-say until they are seventeen-continuation classes for at lea t
.., five hours per week. But teaching is provided for them, and they are
encouraged to attend twelve hours per week. So complete is this system that even the waiters at the hotels up to the age of seventeen attend afternoon classes, arid are taught one or two foreign language ·
I take Saxony as one of the most advanced States; but the law is much
the same in Wiirttemberg and Baden, and the system is found to work
so well that it is in comtemplation to extend it to all the States in the
German Empire, and Austria will probably follow suit. This is confidently expected to happen in the course of 1888. · I must state as an
undoubted fact that in Germany and Switzerland, and I believe in some
other continental countries, the opinion is ripening into a conviction
that the education even of the· poorest classes should be continued in
some form or other to the age of sixteen or seventeen. They find by
experience that wherever this is adopted it gives an enormous advantage to the people in the competition of life, ·and above all, trains them
to ha.bits of indu ·try and mental application. I believe that it is owing
to tbi ystem of thorough education that Germany has almost exting11i bed the pauper and emipauper class, which is the bane and disgrace of our country.
"Wherever I have gone I have inquired how they deal with the ragged anu qualid cla of children, and I have be~n told in every city I
vi it d-Ziiricb, Stuttgart, uremberg, Chemnitz, Dre den, and Berlin- hat uch
la practically doe not exist. I do not mean that
ther i not pover y, and plenty of it, in Germany. Wages are much
I \T r ha.n in I nglan l, and many have a hard struggle. to live; but

is
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there does not seem to exist to any extent that mass of sunken, degraded
beings who with us cast their children npou the streets, or throw them
on tbe rates, or leave them to charity. Some half a million children in
the ITnited Kingdom are dependent more or less on the alms or the
rate·s of the community, and probably another half-million are miserably underfed and underclad. Nothing to correspond with this exists
in Germany. The poorest people there would be ashamed to treat their
children as multitudes do with us. Indeed, I have not seen since I left
home a single case of a ragged or begging child. I . repeat that the
great cause of. this both in Germany and Switzerland is the far greater
care they have taken of the education of the children for at least two or
three generations, whereas we have only taken the matter up seriously
since 1870, when Mr. Foster's great act was passed. .
.
"Let us contrast the general condition of our London children, for
instance, at the age of fifteen or sixteen with t'hat of the sam~ class
in Berlin, or Dresden, or Chemnitz. With us nine-tenths of the children have long since left school, and a too large proportion of them are
receiving no training but the coarse and brutalizing education of the
streets. Most of them retain little of what they have learned at school,
except the power to read the 'penny dreadful,' which stuffs their minds
with everything a child should not know. They are to a very large- extent adepts in profane and obscene language and are frequenters of the
public house and similar places; a great many of them are learning
no useful trade or calling, but are drifting helplessly into the class of
wretched, ill-paid, casual laborers. Very many of them marry before
they are twenty and are soon the parents of a numerous progeny, half
starved and stunted, both in body and mind. Compare, or rather contras t, this with Germany. At fifteen or sixteen a great part of the
children are still under excellent instruction. Exceedingly few are to
be found roaming about the streets. They are prohibited, at least in
some parts of Germany, from entering the public houses (except with
their parents) until' the age of seventeen, and I am told are everywhere. ,
proliibited from smoking until sixteen. In fact there are, both by law
and public sentiment, barriers placed against the corruption of the
young which do not exist in England.
•
"No country has ever suffered more from the abuse of the idea of
individ ual liberty than England has done. Owing to this overstrained
idea we did not get compulsory education until long after the advanced
nations of the Continent, and still we are far behind them in the care
we take of our children. It is intolerable that this state of things should
continue longer. Democratic government everywhere insists upon good
education, and expects each citizen to fulfill his duties to the state.
"Public opinion in our country will certainly insist, and that before
lon g, that we sti,all not be forever disgraced with the residuum of
drunke n, demoralized, and utterly incapable population to be found in
any modern state. It will insist that some time be spared for the solu.-
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tion of this vital question from the wrangles of party politics and the
personal recriminatio11s of party leaders. When one sees what a poor
country like Germany has done to raise its people in spite o~ the conscription and three years' compulsory military service, in spite of frequent and exhausting wars, from which our island home has been free,
one has grave doubts whether our system of party government is not a
failure.
" Certainly we waste on barren conflicts and wordy strife far more
time than other nations do in the conduct of their affairs. They direct
their energies with business-like precision to supply the exact needs of
the people, we fritter away our enormous political energy in fruitless
. party contests which every year degrade Parliament lower and ,lower,
and make it less and less fit for. the · practical work of governing the
nation.
"One thing seems certain-unless we can give mo:re attention to the
vital questions which concern the welfare of the masses, our country
must go down in the scale of nations. No honest observer can doubt
that in many respects the Germans are already ahead of us, and they
are making far more rapid progress than we are. They are applying
technical science to every department of industry in a way that Englishmen have.little idea of. . Their polytechnics and their practical technical schools are far ahead· of anything we possess in England, the leaders
· are far better trained, the workmen are far better educated and far
more temperate and thrifty than ours are. Wherever the Germans and
English are coming into competition upon equal terms the Germans
are beating us. This is not because the Germans have greater natural
power. I believe the British race is far the more vigorous naturally.
But they are organized, disciplined, and train~d far better than we are.
They bring science to bear upon every department of the national life,
whereas we, up till lately, resented all state interference, and so exaggerated the doctrines of freedom as almost to glory in our abuses.
'' There is much more I might say if space permitted, but it wil~ not
do to trespass further on your indulgence. I will only add in conclusion that England must wake up, and that immediately, to the necessity of a far more thorough and practical system of education, else will
she lose the great place she has hitherto held in the world's history."

W. T. Hd1Tis , Commissioner.
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EDUCATION IN EU ROPE, 1887.
RATIO OF ENTIRE POPULAT ON IN SCHOOL
BETWEEN

GERMANY.

KINDERGARTEN

GREAT BRITAIN. (1)

AN

FRANC E.

UNIVERSITY.

RUSSIA. (2)

ITALY.

AUSTRIA-HUNG'Y.
~
~
~

THE

%

GREAT
POWERS.

~
~
~

=

-

91,888,847.

Population, - - - 46,855,704.
Childre n in School, 8,621,450.

36,707,418.
5 ,874,834.

40,348,215.
4,984,7 40.

30,260,065.
3,190,436.

18.4%,

16%.

12.3%.

10.5 %.

3.1 %,

DENMARK.

BELGIUM.

Ratio , - - - - -

SWITZER LAND.

SWEDEN .

NORWAY. (3)

NETHERLANDS.

2, 878,328.

THE
LESS ER
POWERS,

•
%

2,957,527.
515,949. ·

Population, - - Children in School,

17.5%.

R atio, - - - - -

SPAIN.

4,734,901.
713,680.

15.1 %·
GREECE.

2,024,000.
264,837.

13%.
PORTUGAL.

4,450,870.
625,565.

14 %.

;7,

2,108,000.
241,935.

5,974,743.
632,669.

11.5%,

10.6%,

SERVIA.

TURKEY.

ROUMANIA.

THE
LESSER
POWERS.
I

~

,,,,

~
~

~
~

. >->-

Population,
- 17,358,404.
Children in School,
1,843,183.

2,200,000 .
140,155.

5,070,000.
253,770.

7,944,375.
406,751.

1,937,172.
53,942.

5,500,000.
132,958.

10.6%.

6.4'fo.

5 %.

5.1%.

2 .7%.

2.4%.

]!atio,

SAXONY.

PRUSSIA .

WU RTTEM BERG.

BAVARIA.

ENGLAND & WALES.

SCOTLAND.

28,318,470.
5,530,539.

1,995,185.
338,620.

5,420,199.
885,545.

27,870,586.
4,553,751.

3,949,393.
615,498.

17%,

16.3%,

16.3%.

15.6%.

FINLAND.

BULGARIA.

SOME
SUBDIVISIONS.

Population, - - Children in School,

Ratio, - - - - -

3,182,003.
658,809.

20. 7 %,

19.5%.

IRELAND.

AUSTRIA.

HUNGARY.

TURKEY

PROPER.

SOME
SUBDIVISIONS.
~

~

-~

Population, - - Children in School,

4,887,439.
705,585.

23,447;192.
3,037,728.

16,901,023.
1,947,012.

2,203,358.
384,480.

3,154.375.
280,280.

4,790,000.
126,471.

Ratio, - - - -. -

14.4%,

12.9 %,

11.5%.

17.4 %,

8.9%,

2.6%,

.NOTES.
1
( )

( 2)
( 3)

In Great llritain a,11(1 l relau<l cltildrt n ar~adwitted at 5 years of agt. ht all othel' countrie aL !i.
The numb r given does not inclucre the stndeuts in middle and secondary schools; no statistics availabl :
See also Finland.
·
Statistics of 1884 ; no l::twr elate available.
The bars in each square desiguate the nurnlitr of chlldr n in school of every bundreu inhabitants.
The population is statecl according to c nsus of 1885, '86 or '87, or timateil according to the States1rnw·s Yenr Book of 1889.
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EDUCATION IN EUROPE AND AMERICA,

Tabitlar and graphic _presentations of the rat-lo of the ent-ire population
enrolled in the schools.
_

The accompanying presentation is an attempt at a systematic comparison of the efforts in behalf of public education on the part of the
different nations in Europe and America. While it is instructive iri a
certain sense to liear of the educational efforts of this, that, or the other
country, it will not suffice to depend on isolated facts. They have their
value only when compared with mauy or all facts of similar nature. _
If there is anything within the well-defined field of national activity which deserves great atte.ntion, profound study, and affectionate
care, it_is :rublic education. A young, vigorous, growing nation like
A~erica fii1ds itself impelled to institute a comparison with the re- ·
markably active· nations of the 01<1 World, to see that it will not. fall .
behind them in what is considered the noblest national activity; partly
also to give the etlucational forces of the nation a fresh impulse in
showing what has been done in the past and whl;lit ought to b~ done in
future. It is to be hoped tltat this attempt at comparison by means of
graphic presentation will induce the school authorities of other countries to take up the question and thus institute a reciproc~l action on
the part of the different nations of the world.
There are various Jines of inq uir,v pointed out by the different standards of comparison. A fruitful comparison would needs be in regard
to internal as well as external conditions. Among the various s'ubjects
of inquiry the following may seem the most external: (1) What is the
number of children and the ratio of the population in school? (2) What
is the aggregate cost of maintaining the schools and the sum per ·capita! (3) The number of teachers and the number of.pupils per capita!
(4) The ratio of professional teachers 1 ·and many other interesting and
instructive inquiries. The field of inquiry is so vast, the information
so far gathered so scanty and fragmentary, that much searching and
extensive correspondence will be necessary to obtain the desired material.
Hence it is that this presentation begins with one question oniy, the ,
one which seems to lie nearest, namely: " What ratio of the population
of each nation in Europe and America is under school influence °I,: This
seems a simple question, but it is most difficult to answer, because the
statistical material collected is defective or frngmentary, and the facts
here are offered not without misgivings of being criticised, but they are
what the present state of statistics allows. In the result of our inquiry
we have systematically excluded from the count all institutions, such as.
'' infant schools" in France . and "·kindergarten" in Germany and the
United States, belonging to the prescholastic age.
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Vve have a1so excluded all professional s~hools, such as universities,
polytechnic, medical, and pharmaceutical schools, conservatories of
music and art schools, in .short, all special schools, except normal schools,
not because we do not think them special and professional, for they are
and needs should be, but because they are not sufficiently designated as
special schools in the statistical material at hand. Most normal schools
are academic institutions in part, some are academic exclusively, and
the limit where academic instruction ends and professional begins is
not well defined. Hence the inclusion of normal school students in the
sum total of "children in school."
This then brings the age, commonly called " school age," within the
years six and eighteen. These numbers are not in every case and in
all nations the same, but where deviations occti.r they are so stated in
explanatory notes following each chart.
Many blanks are seen on the accompanying charts, but it needs no
prophetic eye to see the trend and bent of the times; it is, in the language of Diesterweg: "Education of the people is liberation of the
peop~e."
TABLE

18.-Nmnber of ch:ildren erirolled in school in the various countries of Europe and
Ame1·ica, and the proportion they form of the entire popitlal'ion.
EUROPE.
Date of
ild
census Population. Date of C~~ll;~~~n·
t?~=~~i·eport.
school.

Ratio.

Per cent.
Aust,ria-Hnngary . ..• .• .••• .• ... . .. .••. •• . . . .. .
A 11 ,itria . • • • • • . • • • • • . •• • • • . . . . • • . •• • • • . • • • . .

1887
18d7

France .........................................
Germa.ny ..•• •• . . . . •• ............. . ... . . . . . . . . . .
J'ru s ia. • . • • • • . • . . • • . . . . .. • • • • • • . • • . • • . • . • • .
Ba.varia . • • • . . . • . . . . . . . . . •• . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . .

18 6
1685
1885
1885

~~ii~~b··;;, ::::::::::::: ::: ::: :::: :: :::::.

if(~~
18 6

t:~~~;:?:·:-:::::::::::: ·:·: : ::::: :::::: ::: 1m
Great Britain an<l Ireluntl. ..... , . . . . • . . . .. . . . . .
Enl,!lan u and Wal . .. . . . .. . . . . . • . • . • . . . . . .
Scothmu .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ••. . . . . . . . . .. . .
Irelauu. ... . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . .•.• .. . . . . . . . .
Gro~ce . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1886
18 6

1 86
1887

im
!~~;;\~:~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~!R~

~lra~·ci·.:: ::::::::::::::::::::::~: :::::: :::: ::

liu ,}fni~~d : ::·.:::::::::::::::: :::::: ::::::::::
'n'ia . ..... ... ....... . ... . .. . ............ .. ....

pain.. .......... .. ................ .... ...... ..

fr~

1 5
1 7

i~~{t~:j~ :~iL~ ~:_
~~~ ~~~~~ ~ ~~ ~~~~~~~ii~~~~~ ·.:--!-·
a.Estimated.

40, 34R, 215
23, 447, 1J)2
16,901, 023
5, 97-1. 743
2, 108, 000
3d, 218, 90il
4U, 855, 70l
:!8, 318,470
5,420,199
3,182,003
1, !)!)5, 185
36,707,418
27,870,586
3, 949, 393
4,887,439
2,200,000
30,260,065
4, 450,870
2,024,000
5,070,000
5,500, f)00
91,888,847
2,203,358
1,037, ]72
17, 35 , 40-1
4, 734,001
2, u57, 527
a4, 700,000
:J, 154,375

4,984,740
3 037 7.18
1: 947: 012
682,009
241, 9:.15,
5,626,164

] 887
1887
1887
1887
1885
1880
1886
1887

... .5,' 530,' 539.

1887
1887
188/l
1886
}886
18 6
1884
18 5
1886
J!i85
1885
1883
]885
1886
1 86
1886
18 6
1880
1 2
1882

a885, 545
658,809
338, 620
5, 874, 8i!4
4, 553, 751
615,498
705,085
140, l(i[i
8,190,436
625,565
264, 37
253, 770
132, 053
2,978, H28
:J 4, 4 0
63,942
1,843, 1 '3
713, 6 0
5 li·, 049
]2(i, 471
280, :180

12. 3
12. 9
11,5
10. li
11. 5
H,. 7
al B.4
10. G
16.3
20. 7
17. 0
16. 0
16. 3
15.6
H.il

6.4
JO. 5
14.0
13. 0
5.0

2. 4
:J. l
17.4
2. 7
10. 6
15. 1
17. 5
2.6
8. 9

w. T. Harris. Commissioner.
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EDUCATION IN PA
RATIO OF ENTIRE POP
BETWEEN

UNITED STATES.

LATION IN SCHOOL

KINDERGARTE

AND UNIVERSITY.

MEXICO.

CANADA.

SECTIONS OF THE UN TED STATES.

I
I

I

NORTH
AMERICA.

~

~
~

~
~

Population, - - - - 58,000,000.
Children in School, 12,000,000.
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1,349,233.
50,000.

35,000.
2,61~.

329,134.
9,000.

664,513.
21,101 .

317,187.
13,660.

213,785.
16,973.

3.7 %,

7.4 %,

2.7% ,

-3 .2%,

4.3 % .

7 .9 1,, .
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Population, - - - - 1,500,000.
Children in S chool,
50,000.

Ratio, - - - - -

960,000.
No reports available,

I

610,000.
6,000.

3.3 %.
COLOMB IA.

1,000,000.
No reports available.

620,000.
62,424.

BRITISH GUIANA.

SURINAM.

1 %VENEZUELA.

TRINIDAD.

410,000.
20,913.

10% ,

5.l 'fo .
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SOUTH
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Population, - - - - 4,460,370.
Children in School,
76,307.

Ratio, - - - - -

1. 7 %.
BRAZIL.

2,198,320.
99,466.

2 03,423.
14,713.

277,038.
27,925.

4.5%,

7.2 %,

10% ,

ECUADOR.

PERU.

BOLIVIA.

57,141.
5,386.

35,000.
1,653.

9.4 %,

5%,

PARAGUAY.

URUGUAY.
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Population, - - - - 14,002,335.
Children in School,
435,997.

R atio, - - - - -

~
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1,004,651.
No reports available,'

3,400,000.
No reports available,

3.1%.

2,300,000 ...
12,000.

0,5 %,
CHILE.

t-t--t-+-1-t---+-+-1-t--1

I

L

632,250.
42,582.

5.6%.

6.7%-

ARGENTINE.

Population, - - - - 2,527,320.
Children in School,
108,274.

Ratio, - - - - -

I

270,000.
15,180.

Population, . - - - 3,894,995.
C:q.ildren in School,
245,608.

4 .3tfo.

Ratio, - - - - NO TES.

The bars in each square designate the number of children in school in. every
hundred inhabitants.
The population is stated according to census of 1885, '86 or '87, or ·estimated
according to Statesman's Year Book of 1889.
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GERMAN, AMERICAN, AND FRENCH SCHOOLS CO~fPARED.
TABLE

18.-Number of children enrolled in school in the various countries of Europe and
.America, etc.-Continued.
AMERICA..

Date of
census Population. Date of
or es·
report.
timate.
Argentine Republic. .............. ........ ..... 1887
Bolivia ... . ........... .-:.. .... ..... . . .......... . 1888
'.razil . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . • . . 1887
Janada.. ... . ...• •• . . . . . . ... . .• . .••••• . .•• •. . . . . 1881+
15 p.ct.
)hili . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • • • • .•• • . . 1~85
iJolombia. ... . . . ••. . • ...•.. .. .• . • . .•••••. .•. . . . . 1881+
15 p.ct.
..,osta Rica . ...•. ~ -·.. . . . . . . • . •• • • • . • • • • • . • • • • . 1885
Juba .. ..... . ... . ................. .. . .. .... .. ... 1887
E cuador........................................ 1885
Guatemala........ . ......... .. ..... .... ....... . 1888
Guiana (British) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . .. . . . 1887
Guiana (Frencll) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1887
H ayti . . . . . . . •• . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . 1887
"Honduras . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .• • • • . •. . . . . . . . 1887
onduras (British) .............. ••• .• .• ..... ~.. 1887
Jamaica .. . . ...... .... ........ ................ .. 1887
Martinique and Guadeloupe .......... ........... .... . . .
Mexico. . .. . ..................... .. ..... ...... .. 1887
Nicaragua . • • . . . . . . . . • . . . . • • . • . . . • . . . • . . • . . . • . . 1883+
15p.ct.
Paraguay . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • . • . • . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . J 888
Peru .. .. , .... ....... . .................. .. ...... 1888
Porto Rico . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . 1887
Salvador . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . 1888
San l)omingo . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1888
Surinam... . ... . . . .. . ........................... 1887
Trinidad .. . . ... . ....... .. .... .. .............. .. 1887
United States................................. . 1886
Nor,h Atlantic St<ttes ...... ............. .. . 1886
South Atlantic States .................. .. .. 1886
North Central Statfls....... ...... ..... . .... 1886
South Cen tral .States . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . 1885
Western States . . . . . .. . .. . . . . .. . .. . .. .•••.. 1886
Uruguay ... . ....... . ............. .... ......... . 1886
Venezuela ..... . ........... : .... .... ........... . 18S6

C~~~!d
\!n.
school.
1

3,894,995
2,300,000
14, 002,335
4,973,531

1888
1884
1885
1887

254,608
12,000
4HG, 997
977,155

2,527,320
4,460,370

1887
1887

108,274
76,307

213,785
1,500,000
1, 004, .651
1, 349, 233
277,038
35,000
960,000
329, 134
35, 000
620,000
a410, 000
11,000,000
317, 187

1885
1887

16,978
50, 000

270,000
3,400,000
1,000, 000
6(i4, 513
6! 0, 000
&7, 141
203, 428
58, 00(), 000
15,773.387
8, fjf,4, 304
20, 4!10, 336
10, ow, 90,1
2,381 , 679
632, 25LJ
2,198,820

(b)

50,432
27,925
1,658

1887
' 1887
1888

Ratio.

Per cent.
6.5
0.5
3.1
19.6
4. 3
1. 7 ·
7. 9
3. 3

. -.. -. - -.

3. 7
10.0
5. 0

..... .. ... .. ..

(b)

1876
1887
1887
1887
1884
1886
1887

9. 000
2,612
6'.l, 424
20,913
517, 200
13,660

2. 7
7. 4
10. 0
5.1
4. 7
4.3

15,180

5. 6

............. ... .. .... . .... .

(b)
(b )

1888
1886
. 1887
1886
1886-87
1886-87
1886-87
J8St:-Si
J88!Pi7
1880'-87
1885
18S6

·
··· .... 2i: ioi · ---·····
3. 2
6,000
5,386
14,713
12,008,000
3,065,272
1, 6l9, 455
4, 829,767
1, 850,52 1.
4.01, 645
42,582
0:), 460

1.0
9. 4
7. 2
22. 4
HJ. 5
19. l
23. 7
17. 5
10. 9
6. 7
4. 5

a Estimated.
b No reports available.
N O'l'E.- The numbers for sections of th11 United. State11 do not inchtde all wlio are inclnded in the
eum total of the Umted States, heuco the apparent discrepancy.
·
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CHAPTER III.
DETAILED VIEW OP

THE EDUCATIONAL
ENGLAND.

SYSTEM OF

OUTLINE.-Political Description of England-Educational System Compared
with that of the United States-Lirnitations of the Expression Educat ional System as
Appliecl to England-Salient Characteristics of Provision for Secondary andSuperiorSummary of Eclucational Stat.istics.-Sy8tem of Elementary Education : (I.) Relation
<>fthe State to; (II.) Schools, How E /jtablished ; (III.) Statistics-(IV.) A dministration
and S1ipervision: (1) Central; (2) Local-(V.) Th e Teaching Force: (1) Classification
and Qualification and Minimu1n Staff; (2) Appointments, Salaries, and Pensions, and
Composition of Present Force ; (3) Training of; ( 4) Demand vs. Supply of Trained
Teacl~ers-(VI.) Subjects of Tnstruction: (1) Obligat01·y; (2) Optional ; (3) Work of
Cun·ent Year as Shown by Examinations-(VII.) Conduct of Studies and Discipline :
(1) Intellectual Tone of the S chool; (2) Moral Quality; (3) Meth ods of Instruction; ( 4)
(5) C01-poral Punishment-(VIII.) Organization of Schools: (1) Local Freedom; (2)
Essential Characteristics of Elementary Schools; (3) Board vs. Volun tary Schools;
(4) Infant Classes and Schools; (5) Night Schools; (6) Size and Grading of Elementary Day Schools ; (7) School-Buildings and Premises; (8) · Variable Characteristfos ( Coeducation, Attendance (:l,nd Le'ngth of Session, Compulsory School Age); (9)
The Annual G1·ant, Effects of, Mode of Distribution-(IX.) Trainin g Colleges: (1)
How Established; (2) Governmental Requirements,· (3) Course of Study; ( 4) Conduct
of; (5) Grant to; (6) Statistics-Recapitulation of Chief Cha1·acteristics of the
System: Schools for Sp ecial Classes; Auxiliary I rstitutions; Chronologicai Table.

TOPICAL

INTRO:QUCTORY STA'rEMENT.

A.rea-Populcition-Givil Divisions.-Great Britain, constitutional
monarchy; area (England, Scotland, Wales, and Ireland) 121,186 square
miles; population (census 1881), 34,884,848. England and Wales,
58,186 square miles; population (census of 1881), 25,974,439; estimated
population, 1889, 29,0l5,Gl3.
The civil divisions of England are various aml curuplicated.1 The 40
English and 12 "\Yelsh counties are divided into 14,94:G poor law or civil
pa1' bes, i. e., districts in each of which a separate poor rate may be
l vieu; but the same ground is covered by about 13,000 ecclesiastical
pari hes, and again by 14,777 high way parishes; nor is t his enumeration exbau tive. These divi ions have been made at different times
au l for variou purpo es, without any regard to previous boundarie .
M rconr, tllo unit of a divi ion may be combined ; tllus for purpo e
f I r-1 ~ aumiui tration the civil pari hes are form ed into 649 union ,
f which ar in gl p, ri h union . It is de irable to have this fact
78
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in mind on account of the relation of parishes and unions to .school
boards. Thus in 1889 there were in England and Wales, besides .t he- ·
London board, 162 municipal boards and 2,111 boards including 2,983
parisheR. Boards of the last class comprised in some cases a single
parish, and in other cases parish unions.
EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM OF ENGLAND,

The conditions under which education is fostered in England are in
many respects similar to those characteristic of the United States. · In
neither country are the different departments of education welded into
a system as they are in France, and as .are secondary and superior instruction in Germany. The words ,: secondary" and ''superior" are indeed not terms of precision in the English-speaking countries, and 'in
Great Britain are not so generally used as the specific expressions; university, college, and school. The universities and colleges of England,
_ unuer their acts of incorporation and subsequent acts, have control over
their own affairs, being subject to government only in respect to the
fulfillment of their charter obligations.
From .this independence there results a diversity of institutions aud
an individuality in each, greater even than are noticeable in our own
country. In England, also, as in the United States, technical and in:
dustrial training are matters of recent interest, deriving their support·
chiefly from municipal and private sources. Finally, in both co:unt:r;ies
there is a distinct and very positive recognition of public responsibility'
with respect to elementary education.
In their practical operations, however, the scholastic institutions of
England differ widely from those of the United States. ·
.
Until a very recent period superior education was tµe privilege of a:
select class; secondary education is much less widely diffused than in·
our own country, indeed is scarcely within the reach of the corµmoil people, while in its present stage the elementary system resembles that
of our own country in little save the recognition of. public responsibility
in the matter.
In the absence of organic union between the higher grades of institutions in Englarn;l, the expression "educational system," as there used, is
understood to mean the system of elementary schools. Before entering
upon the detailed consideration of the system, taking the word · in its
limited sense, it is desirable to note the salient characteristics of the
provision for secon<lary and superior ed_ucation.
UNIVERSITIES AND DETACHED COLLEGES.

Omitting· London University, which is an examining body, t}lere are
in England four universities, Oxford, Cambridge, Durham, and Victoria,
and ab.out fourteen independent or" detached" colleges, as they are
called, to distinguish them from colleges included in the uni:v~rsity ..
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foundations. Each _of these institutions is a law to itself within its
charter limits in respect to studies, discipline, ,the composition of the
teaching force, and internal administration.
The universities receive annual grants from the Crown or by vote of
Parliam·e nt for specific purposes. For example, Oxford bas about
$5,000 applied to the payment of public professors (Report of Oxford
University Commission, 1852, p. 127); bu~ these grants are an insignificant item in the total income.
\
The budget for 1888-89 contained~ for the first time, a small appropriation ($264,550) to provincial colleges. The main support of all these
institutions is derived from the income of their endowments and from.
tuition fees. .
,
According to the report of the universities commission (1872) the total
income-of Oxford and Cambridge universities, including all their eolleges,in 1871, was £754:,405 5s. l~d., or about $3,770,000. Of this amount,
-81 per_cent. was included under the head ·of external income, that is,
in.come from properties.
Professional schools of theology are included in the older universities,
and endeavors are made also to attract to tliem professional stndents
in law and medicine. Cambridge has been particularly active in furnishing the scientific equipment necessary for a strong medical course.
Professional education is, however, pursued mostly ou tside of the uui- .
versities. The principal medical schools of tlle country are found iu the
cities, being maintained in connection with the great hospitals. Lon<lon,
it need hardly be said, is the chief seat of tb is work. According to the
present system of medical licenses established by tlle medical act of
1858, the universities, and certain medical corporatious, in a ll nineteen bodies, are recognized as the licensing authorities. Every person
boldiug a license, diploma, or degree from one of these licensing au tlrnrities, is thereby entitled to have his name entered upon the Me<lica.l
Register which was instituted by the act, and declared to be an exhaust·
ive list of the medical practitioners known to the English Jaw.
The" Inns of Court," often characterized as · a great " univer ity of
law," exercise. a controlling influence over preparation for, and adrni. ·
sion to the legal profession.
AGENOillS FOR SCillNCE, '.l'EOHNICAL, AND ART INSTRUCTION.

Through the Science and Art Department the Government gives
support to scientific, technical, and art training. Thi work is also promotecl by many in titutions f unded by iudi\Tiduals, by manufacturing
companie , by public sub criptions, and by the great trade guild .
Mo t prominent in thi re pect among the guild i the '' City Liver Companie ," whi b, in 1 79, e tabli hed "The City an<l. Guild of London In itute" for the purpo of fo t rino- technical iu traction in tlie
m ;r poli an in pr in ial m nafacturin,, town' . London ba naturally been th chi f fl. _ld for the operations of the institute, but everal
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other cities, notably Manchester, Birmingham, Sheffield, and Brndford,
have also become great centers of technical training tllrongh "tbe combined action of tliis and the various' other agencies mentioned. Underthe general head of technical instruction may be included also the Royal
Naval College at Greenwich, the Royal Military Academy at Woolwich,
and the Royal Military College at Sandhurst.
SECONDARY SCHOOLS.

Secondary education is the province of three classes of schools-endowed, proprietary, and private. This classification has respect to
their social rather than their ed1rnational relations. Pupils enter at
about 7 years .of _age, and continue until 14, 16, or 18 years of age.
The endowed schools, like the universities, perive their income from
property and fees. It has been recently estimated that the yearly
income from educational endowments in England, universities and
schools included, is about $10,000,000.
The endowed schools include the nine great public schools,1 which are
attended almost exclusively by the sons of the nobility and the wealthier
middle cla:sses. In 1868 the aggregate income of the nine schools was
$325,000. There are also above 800 endowed grammar schools whose
aggregate income amounted in 1865 to $1,385~000. The number of endowed ·schools of all classes is above 4,000.
Although many of the endowments were intended by their founders
for the benefit of the poor, they ha,e been very generally div.Qrted from
that purpose, and tbe institutions which t4ey :µ:iaintain, like the proprietary and pr:ivate schools; minister to those who cau afford to pay for
the instruction of their children. Hence the expression "middle class,"
-so commonly applied to the schools which carry instruction beyond the
elements. The endowed schools act of 1869 constituted a commission
for the reorganization of endowed schools chiefly with a· view to extending their benefits.
The proprietary schools are the property of individuals, companies,
or corporations; private schools are the property of the masters or mistresses who conduct them. The list of agencies for secondary instruction includes also ,~ ladies' colleges," most of which, like the seminaries for. young women in our own country, combine, in some measure,
secondary and superior courses.
No recent reliable statistics of these several classes of secondary
schools have been collected.
1
Eton, Winchester, Westminster, St. Paul's School, Merchant Taylor's School,
Charter House, Harrow, Rngby 1 and Shrewsbury.
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Tlie folio.wing table presents the latest general statistics attainable
for _all classes of scµ.ools ~
TABLE

Sources of infor.
mation.
Statesman's Year
· Book, 1890.

19.,Surnmaty of educational statistics.

<

Date of Registered Teaching
pupil~.
force.
·report.

Institutions.
Universitie!i:
Ox.ford (2-! colleges).
Cambridge (19 col.
l eges) .
Durh am (3 col·
le~es). b
·
Victoria. c

1889
188.9

3,100
2,971

Income.

~H a$3,

1

Expenditure.

110, ooo

............. .

1889

207

18 . .... .................. . ..

1889

a·2, 524

188 ·•·· ·•······ . ........... ..

Total universities. . . . . . . . .

8,802

457' .... .................... ..

- (11). . 11887}
Detached colleges
or
1889
1889
College calendars .. University colleges for
women(4).
of

e6, 20,

/417 ..... .. ...... ............ .

3'.ll . .•.... •...•••.. ....•. · · · · · · · .......

Ins~~~:i~~t!ofs: es.. .--.. -.. --...... ---. ....... ... ,_..... -.. . . .............. .

Military and naval
. schools.
Official repo,rt, 1890. Under department of
science ancl art:
Scl•ulltl':fi.n. SChOO]S
a~d cl;sses aided
by department.
Normal School of
Science nnd
Royal School of
Mines.
National A.rt Train.
ingSchool,
(South Kensing·
ton).

............ . . . . . ... .... .......... · ····••·······

18•'9
O

{ h131 313 · · · · · •• • • · .. · · • · · · · • · ·
g
I
•
i 88 • 969 · • • • • • · • • · · · · • · • · · • ·

1889

207 ....... ...... ..... . .

1889

615 . ......... ........ . .

j$2, 167, G85

~\1;·y· ··isso·· "".i;isi:oo:i· ···oo:o~-a" ::::::::::::

0

••••••·········· · ·· · {s;;cf~:~ynsi~~
•
schools. ,

0

~sl-~J. r e p or·t,

.... ·-···· ·-----~.....
,

·

~~f~i!~h~~lf~g~;·f~~elementnt"yteach~rs.

R~ti!~f:1°~I11:~.

lll·

{m

4

k36,527,655

~:~~~ ······so2· :::::: :::::: ·······s5ii;i79

. • • . . • • . .. • • • • • • • • • . . . • . • . • • . . . . ........ •

r . . . . . ..

11,In.1871 (videReport of Commission).
b Statistics for one college only, viz, Durham.
.
c Includ es Owens .College, Manchester, University College, Liverpool, an<l Yorksh1re College, Leeds.
dlncludes 768 evening i.tuc1ents and 60 women.
.
einoludes 81() evening pupils and 168 medical students. Tll ore are in aadition 1,580 evenm g students
not included.
/Includ es 15 professors of medical colleges.
.
.
gNot additional to students in elementary and secondary schools; enumer:i.tion for entire Kmgdom.
hScience.
-·
iA..rt.

jFor all the purposes of the d p artmcnt, including administration appropriations to museums, etc.
kParllamentary gran~, $16,414,725.
.
•

~YSTE:i.\f OF ELE:n1ENTARY EDUCATION.

1

Relation of the ~tate to.-Element-ary education was.carefully organ·
ized b tho education act of 1870. By this act the Government a ·sumed
the re ponsibili y of
curing ad quate accommodation jn. public
1ementary schools for all childr 11 of school age in England and Wale
an i t re t which ha hith rto be n left to private initiative. The terri·
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tory was divided into school board districts, provision made for the
election of boards and the rates (i.e., local taxes) made contributory to
the work. In case of the failure of the rate-payers of a district to take
action the Government stepped in and ordered the election of boards.
Government grants for education which dated from 1833 were greatly
increased and their application extended. Through the op.e rations of
this act in six years school at.tend_ance was doubled.
The system is under the fo stering care of the state, which proYides
the greater portion of the funds for its maintenance directly from the
public treasury in the form of an11,nnu~1,l parliamentary grant, and exercises a large measure of control over its operations.
The policy of .the Government, however, in the management of this.
great interest, is that of stimulating and aiding local effort. This is
done not only by requiring the rate-payers of school districts to,take the
initiative in providing school accommodation, but further, by the extension of Government aid to schools estabfahed by denominat_ional
or private effort, provided that their managers fulfill specified condi,
tions. In all cases the Go,ernmeut grant is proportioned to. the amount
of local funds raised.
Schools, how established.-The system includes two distinct classes of
schools, viz, board and volunt ary ; the former established by the school
boards elected by the rate-payers ; . the latter chiefly church schools,
but including also a small number of private umlenominational schools.
The voluntary schools at the present time make provision for about
two-thirds of the school-going children. These schools bear witness to
the zeal of religious bodies in respect to education. In England, as ·
in other countries, they began the work of instructing the young. Their
ideal was developed from the Christian consciousness of the church; it
had chief reference to the moral nature and immortal destiny of people,
and led naturally t o the employment of fo rmal religious instruction as
the chief means of human enlightenment.
The board schools are the outcome of t he political consciousness of
the nation, which developed rapidly from t he t ime of U.te passage of
the reform act of 1832. Altllough the two ideals have much in common, they have come to conflict at many points; at this moment it is
apparent that tte later ideal is to prevail over t he earlier.
The record of the progress of this dual system since 1870, the date
of its organization, is interesting ancl suggestive. In t hat year 8,281
'°o1nntary ·schools came into relation wit.h the department. Tµ ey had
accommouations for 1,878,584 pupils, anu an average attendance of
1,152,389; the former number being a little over 8 per cent. of the .poplation a~ that date.
The following statistics bring into comparative view the t wo classes
of scllools at tlle elate of the lates t repo~t. The present enrollment is
sligh tly above l Q per cent. of the present estimated population. The
average atteuclance shows an increase of 220 per cent. over t~at of 1870.

L
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STATISTICS· OF ELE MENTARY SCHOOLS, ENGLAND AND WALES,
TABLE

.

1888-89.

20.-Attendance.

,

Percent- Average attendance.
Number Accommo- Registered
age of
pupils,
Percentof
total
dations. i.e., enroll- enrollage of
schools.
Number.
ment.
enrollment.
ment.

'

Classification of schools.

Voluntary schools:
Church of Eu gland . . ..• ••. ••.
Wesleyan .• . •. • .•• •••.• •..• •.
Roman Catholic .. . ....... . ...
British undenominational ancl
other schools.

2,627,218
214,281
335,648
413,424

2, 17], 496
176 492
25S; 071
. 333, 750

45.41
3. 69
5. 29
7

1,679,490
132,904
189, 002
257, 114

77. 34
75. 33
75. 03
77. 03

4,655

3,590,571
1,877,537

2,934,800
1,847, 09!

61. 39
38. Ill

2,259,470
1,437,035

76. 98
77. 80

Grand total . . •. •.•.• ••••. . .. · 19,398

5,468,108

4,781,903

3, 690,525

77. 09

Total voluntary .•• •. • . . . •..
Board schools .. . . . •... . .•.......•.

11,885
556
928
1,374

-14,-743

...............

e.,

Under the codes, .i.
annual regulation s of the Ed.ucational Depart·
ment, preceding that of 1890 the larger proportion of the grant allowed
each school depended upon the number of pupils passing tbe Govern·
ment examination. Hence, the number present on the d_ay of the in. spector's· visit was an important item in the statistics. Jn 1889 this
boys, 2,228,341 ;- girls, 2,079,638. Of the
number was 4,307,979, i.
registered pupils 31.34 per cent. -were under 7 years of age ; 64.43 per
cent. bet.ween 7 -and 14, and 4.23 per cent. above 14 years of age.
Finances.-The funds for the support of board schools are derived
chiefly from local rates, fees, and the government grant; those for the
support of voluntary schools from endowments, contributions, school
fees, and the grant. Tile amount and proportion from each source in
1888-89 were as follows :

e.,

'l'ABLE

21.--Total inco11te for snpport of sol1ools and proportion frorn each co11tribnting
source, 18tl8-89.

Classification of schools .

Rate
P ercentage fromp I'
Total
1------,----,---.---.----1Rcholar
income fo r
Vol11n·
in a,er·
support. En dow- School t:uy School Gov~rn- Other al! atmtint board contri· pence. ment sources. t.:url·
· rates. butions
grant .
nn c.

I

- - - - - - - - - - - 1 - - - - 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -hool11 connected with Na- !$ 1:>, JSO, 735
tional ociety or Church of
Englanu.
W leya.o chooL'I . ........... . 1,222, 870
Roman Catholic. bools . .• . ... !, 60:i, 2
l:kili h nnd oommatiooal and 1,517,600
otlJ r schools.

4. 71

18. 92

28. 07

46. 24

1. 14

$0. 00

0. 27
0. 76
4. 10

7. 02
2l.Ol
]6. 51

43. GS
27. 03
33. 1

'7. 51
49. 84
44.40

1. 40

0. 24

l.14
1. 5

- -- - - 4.-08

-

T ot:il. ..... ....... ...... ]!), 726. 400
h ol·boar<l s ·bools .......... . 15,040,080

1.00

3 . 53

18. 08
0. 03

30. 34
20. 26

46. 37
39. ~5

ranll tot.al.. ....... . .... 35,666,570

2. 36

16. 75

10. 23

25. 96

43. 36

0.44
LOO

• 2L
9. -12

10.

].31 1= =
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22.-Current expenditures, 1888-89.

Rate per
Rate per oa]?ita
of
scholar ip. estmiated
average popula·
. Books
Misoel.
Salaries. and appa· lanoous. attend·
tion
ance.
r atus.
(1889).
Percentage for-

Classification of schools.

Total.

- - - __,__

Schools connected with National So· $15, 265, 015
cietJ or Church of Engla-ncl.
·
W esleya n schools ... ...... . ..........
1,215,570
Roman Catholic schoois .......... .. .. 1,610,300
Bri tish , undenominational, and other
2,509, 005
schools.

__ - - - - - -

79. 35

5. 5

15.15

$8. 83

. --.......

80
70.23
78

6. 24

13. 76
23. :!2
16.16

9. 00
8. 27
9.37

..........
--· -· .. --·. .
............

Total . . .... ... •. . . •. . .•.. •. . .... 20,605,980
School-!Joard schools .•• .. •• .. ....... . . 15, 921,665

78 ..26
78. as

Grand total. ..•...•... ••..••.. ••. 36,527,615

78. 30

---- - - -

6.44
5. 94

- - - ------- -5. 69
16. 03
---·······
5. 37
16~26 .•• 10.83 .. . ... . .....
- - -- - -·---$1. 26
5. 55
16. 13 .............

'

Rcitio of school 'rates to ratable values.-From a careful estimate, it
appears that the amount raised from the rates for the support of board
schools bears to tlrn ratable values the following proportions:
England. Wales.

London . . •... . •. •.. •... .• . •...........• •••. •..••.•••••••••• . .••..•••.••.•• • •.••••.
Boroughs ........... . .. .. ...... . ............................................... ·.···
Parishes .... . .• . .•• . .. . . . . ·...•.. .... ... •.• ...........••.....••..••••.••• • • ·••·.·•·.
Total average r ates . .......•• ........ ..•.•••••••••••••••.••••• . ..••.......•..

Per cent. Per cent.
3.42 ••••••••.• .
2. 58
2. 79
2. 79
3. 25

3. 08

3.08

Extraordinary expenditures.-In addition to the current expenditure,
large sums are annually required for buildings and other permanent
improvements.
The education act authorizes boards to secure· loans for th.ese purposes, tlie repayment being spread over srich ntim bers of years, not excee<ling fifty, as may be sanctioned by the Education Department.
In 1889, loans for works of permanent character received by 2,246
boards amounted to a little more than $5,000,000.
The total amount advanced for this purpose from 1870 to 1889 inclusive, is esti ated at $105,168,365.
The annual expenditure unu.er this. head. naturally diminishes as t he
school provision becomes more and more complete.
A.DMINISTRA'.I.'ION AND SUPERVISION.

Central administration.-The system of elementary education is administered in accordance with the education act of 1870, the subseq ueut modifying acts of 1873, 1874, and 187G, and the latest annual
cod e.
It is in charge of the Education Department, generally termed the
Comm ittee of Council ou Education, composed of lords of the privy
couucil.
'
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The nominal head of the<lepartment is the lord president of the_privy
council'; the active head is a member of the privy council who is called
the vice president of the committee on education; he represents the de·partment, in the House of Commons. The department prepares the
annual code for the regulation of the schools, which is submitted to
Parliament for approval. Local school authorities nre subject to the
regulati0ns issued by the department, and all contentions respecting
school matters may lJe referred to it. The department also distributes
the Parliamentary grant and makes an annual report upon the condition of the schools.
•
· Inspectors appointed by the soverei gn, upon the recommenda,tion of
·:t he department, visit the schools each ~·ear, examine the pupils, and
investigate the general condition of the schools. Their report determines the amount of grant whfoh each school may claim. Chief inspectors ~re, also appointed for gene'rai superintendence over assigned
sections of the country.
There are twelve of these superior officials, two of whom are assigned
to the charge of training colleges. The inspectorate is an interesting
feature of the system, aml its operations des~rve careful consideration.
TJie incumbents of the office are generally university men, not experienced. in the details of elementary school work. The list includes sev~ral names of distiuctiou, notably l\fatthew Arnold and J. _G. Fitch.
·T.he service whic)l thes-e men have rendered is of great and permanent
value and well illustrates the advantage to be derived from bringing
into suck .a work minds having what has been happily called "intellectual detachment."
It is very generally asserted, however, that such appointments are
exceedingly rare, and do not compensate for the disadvautages resulting from the ill-directed efforts of the large body of inspectors who
lack th-e practical understanding of their duties that previous experience in humbler-relations with the schools might supply. The question
here suggested are constantly discussed, and it is probable that in tbe
fature at ieast a fair proportion of teachers may look for promotion to
the more lucrative and more distinguished service.
Local management.-In pursuance of the policy of fostering local
effort, large liberty is left to local school autboritie in respect to all
·matter not directly affecting the interests of the Government or of the
general public.
For the purpo es of the education act England and Wale are
· <li ided in to " school di trict ." These are the metropoli , every borou u, two only excepted, and each pari b.
0
chool b ar may e formed in these di tricts upon the applicati n
f h rate-pay r or by order of the department. A school board
must b -£ rm d in a di rict whenever there is not ad quate provi ion
:f r h c il r n of ch ol age (i.e., 5 to 13) in schools recognized by the
tl
t a efficient.
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The rate-payers elect the boards to serve for three ye,ars. They are
empowered to make by-laws relating to religious teaching, compulsory attendance, etc., and to borrow money for the providing and
enlarging of schoolhouses, subject in each case, however,
the approval of the department. Without reference to the department they
may levy rates and call for funds from the rates to cover deficiencies in
income.
By-laws relating to religious teaching and attendance must not violate the clauses in the act which protect religious liberty and prohibit
sectarian teachings in board schools. 1
.A._t the latest date of report the total number of boards (England and
Wales) was 2,274. , Of these, 162 were in boroughs, whose populatio~s
ranged from 750 upwards, by far the larger proportion, i. e. 85 per cent.,
comprising each above 5,000 inhabitants. The remaining boards were
in parishes. Above 75 per cent. of these parishes had less than 2,000
inhabitants. The election of boards had been compulsory in 3G of the
boroug~s and in 1,045 of the parishes.
The powers, save only that relating to the raising of money, may be
delegated to a board of managers of not less than three persons. This
privilege is exercised to some extent by the school boards of London
and Liverpool with apparently good results. The Birmingham board,
which has always been one of the most progressive in England, has no
managers, but employs a corps of paid inspectors, and in addition seeks
in various ways to promote the interest of parents in the schools and to
establish bonds of union between parents and teachers.
If a school district be not within the jurisdiction of a board, a school
attendance-committee may be appointed in a borough by the town council; in a parish by the guardians. They must report infractions of
the law with respect to school attendance or the employment of children. Such committees have been appointed in 125 municipal boroughs
and in 649 other districts. The population of .England _a nd Wales
under school boards in 1880 was 16,481,753, and under school attendance
committees 9,492,686, or a total equivalent to 89½ per cent of the entire
population.
Voluntary schools are not under the school boards, but are controlled
by their own committees. Local authorities of all classes are termed
in general" man~gers." They are responsible for the conduct of their
schools, for their maintenance in efficiency, and for the 'provision of
needful furni¥ure, books, and apparatus, ·and in particular of'.(a) Suitable registers.
(b) A portfolio to contain official letters.
(c) A diary or log book.
(d) A cash book.
(e) The code and revised instructions for its application for each year.

to

all

1 See

p. 97.
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TJIE TEA.CHING FORCE.

Olassiflcat-ion and qualifications.-Tlle teachirrg force for elem'rntary
instruction comprises pupil-teachers, assistant teachers, provisionally
certificated teachers, certificated teachers, and evening-school teachers.
A 'pupil-teacher is a boy or girl engaged by the managers of a public
~\ementary day school on condition of teaching during school hours
under the superintendence of the principal teacher and receiving suitable instruction.
The managers are bound to see that the pupil-teacher is properly
- instructed during the engagement, and the department, if satisfied that
this duty is neglected, may decline to recognize any pupil-teachers as
members of the staff of a school under the ·same managers.
Candidates, in order to be engaged as pupil-teachers, whether at the
end of a year of probation or without probation, must be presented to
the inspector for approval at his annual visit, must produce certificates
aR to health, character, and attainments, and must pass an examination in the work of the two highest years of the elementary school.
They must be not less than fourteen years of age at the beginning of
their engagement. The engagement may be for four, for three, or for
two years.
Pupil-teachers who have passed certain specified examinations may
he recognized as assistant teachers, or if specially recommended by the
inspector on the ground of their practical skill, may be recognized as provil:!ionally certificated teachers in charge of small schools. No certificate (i. e., diploma) is issued to provisionally certificated teac~ers, nor
• can they serve· in this capacity after the completion of the twenty-fifth
year of their age.
To be recognized as ·an assistant teacher one must have passed the
Queen's scholarship examination, which' admits to a training college, or
some one of the examinations recognized by the department. These
include, among others, the university higher local examinations, and
the College of Preceptor's examination for the t eacher's diploma. 1
Teachers, in order to obtain certificates, must be at least twenty
years of age; must pass two examinations at an interval 9f one year or
more, and must have given satisfactory proofs of their professional ability in actual ervice for two years as provisionally certificated, or for one
year a a si tants, before they can be admitted to theiirst examination.
Tb re i but one cla of certificates, but a distinction is made as
regard the rights to uperintend pupil-teachers.
A rtificate may at any time be recalled or suspended, but not until
the department have informed the teacher of the charge against him
and cri, u him an pportunity of explanation.
In
im ting what i the minimum school staff required, the departmen
n ider Jae principal c r ificated -teacller to be sufficient for an
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average attendance of seventy if trained, and of sixty if untrained, each
assistant teacher for an ·average attendance of fifty, each pupil-te.a cher
for an average attendance of thirty, each candidate for a pupil-teachership on probation for an average attendance of twenty.
'
The teachers of day schools must belong .to the laity, a restriction
which does not hold in respect to evening classes.
Appoint1nents,. salaries, pensions.-Teachers are appointed and their
salaries adjusted by school boards, or in the case of voluntary .schools,
by the managers thereof. There is no uniform scare of salaries. The
average salary of certificated masters is now £11912s. ($590), as against
£94 1s. ($470) in 1870. The average salary of a certificated school-mistress is £75 9s. ($378), which is about th ~ same as in 1870.
The fo11owing table shows the several grades of salaries, and the
number of certificated teachers in receipt of each.
TABLE

;..3. -Teachers' salaries.

CERTIFICATED MASTERS.
Principal.

No.

Percent-

age.

- - -- - - - ' - - - -- - -- -- - - - - -· ] - - - - - - -

In r eceipt of salaries ofUnder-$250 ...........•..••••..•.••.••......••..•.•.•..•......
~250 and less than $375 ..•..•.. .... ...•.•..... . .••••• • ••..•.. .'
$375 and less t-h an $500 . ....•..... •.•• •••••••••.........•••.••.
$500 ·a11d less than $750 .. .. ...••... .. .. .. ..... ...•..••.........
$750 andle,is tban $1,000 .... . ................................ .
$1,000 and less than $1,250 ....... ...... ... ....... .. .......... .
$ 1,250 and less tha n $1,500 ..•....••..•.••. • . •.••••••.•••.•••..
$1,500 and over .......• . .••.•• •••• ••• • •.....••..••. .•• .••.•.• .

73

977
2,634
t, 947
1,903
820
395
332

0. 60

8.08
21. 79

40. 92
15. 174
· 6. 86

Additional.
Percent.
age.

No.

- -----174
1,917
1,405
1,679
178
5

3.2fi
35. 'j7

26. 22
31. 33

3. 32
0. 09

.... ..................
1
0. 02
- - - - ----1---1---3. 27
2. 74

Total . . • . . • • . . • • . • • • • . • • . . • • . • • • • • • • • • . • • • . • • • • . • • . . • • . 12, 090 . • • . • • • • • .

3, 359

CERTIFICATED MISTRESSES.

In

r~!~fe~ $\3g~~~~~~~ ...........................·............... .
$200 and less than $225 ......•.•.•...•...•...........••..•.••.
$225 and less than $250 .............. .. .. ...... . ............. .

im !~i 1::: ti:~ tiiL:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
$500 and li>ss than $750 ....... . .............................. .
$750 and less than $1,000 .........•...•..•••••..••••••••••••.
$1,000 and over .............................................. .

261
532
685

7,380
3,974
2,359
670
889

1. 61

939

3. 27
1,237
4. 21 ·
909

4fi.42
24. 46
14. 52
4.12
2.39

3,424
2,013
1,363
4

9. 50
12. 51

9.19
34. 62
20. 30

13. 78
0.04

- - ------ ----

Total .................... ................. ................ . 16, 250 . . . . • • • • . .

9, 889 .••..••..•

In addition to their other emoluments, 5,906 out of 17,449 masters
and 4,6i3 out of 26,139 mistresses are provided with residences free of
rent.
The sum of $31,629 is voted ·ann ually for pensions, donatiorn::;, or special gratuities to . teachers in Great Britain engaged prior to May 9,
1862. The rules governing the distribution are embodied in the code.
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P.resent force.-The active teaching s ta.ff for the latest year of report
(1889) was composed as follows:
Certificated teachers :
Male . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • • • . . . • • • . • . . . . . • • . .
Female ....................... , .............. -~---· ....................
Assistant teachers :
Male..................................................... ....... .......
Female ................................••................. ..... ........
Pupil-teachers .•.•.........••.•....................•....
. ..................
,

18, 250
27,184
fi, 100
15, 1~2
30, 397

Total ..••••..• •• _.•.•.••• _.................... ........... _.. . . . . . . . . . . 96, 073

The grea~ and increasing proportion of female teachers is a matter
noted in each successive report. In 1869, out of every 100 teachers of
each class, 48 c~rtificated teachers, 60 assistant teachers , and 57 pupilteachers were women; in 1889 th~se proportions were 60, 75, and 74
respectively.
Training of teachers.-The expression" trained teachers" is applied
to those who have passe\l through a training college under Government
inspection~
·
_
Demand vs. supply of trained teachers.-In 1889 these colleges 1 were
att.ended by 3,294 students·, which is very nearly the entire number for
which they afford accommodation.
This attendance would furnish a yearly supply of 1,500 teachers having two years' training, a ·supply which would be amply sufficient to fill
up the waste in a staff of 25,000 teachers or a little more than half the
number of certlficated teachers actually ~~gaged in the schools. One of
the most important problems at present under consideration is the
means of increasing the provision for tra ining teachers.
In discussing this subject in their report for 1889-00 the committee of
council say:
The extent to which the trainlng colleges have contributcu to the present supply
of efficient teachers in England and WaJes is shown by the fact that of 18,250
masters employed in schools reported on in 1888-e9, 11,559, or 63.34 per cent. had
been trained for two years, and 909, or 4.98 per cent., for less than two years;
while 5,782, or 31.68 per cent., were untrained . In like manner, of 27,184 schoolmistresses, 11,502, or 41.31 per cent., had been trained for two years; 893; or 3.28 per
cent., for le~s than two years; and 14,789, or 54.41 per cent., were untrained.
Of the te:i.cbers, however, who, from whatever cause, have not attended a training
college, a considerable proportion can not, except in a technical sense of the word, be
classed as untrained, having, under the superintendence of some of the best teachers,
pa ed through the pupil-teach er's course and served as assistants in large schools
before passing the examination for a. certificate and undertaking independent
charge.

Under present conditions, a considerable ·number of teachers who
havo not pa, sed through the training college will always be required for
r,ice in the small schools of the country, since the trained masters
can not be secured fo.r schools that offer less tllan $500 a year for head
1

A detailed view of training colleges is given on a subsequent page.
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or ~ssistant masters, and even the salaries commanded by women after
two year~ of trainin g are beyond the means of the majority of -small
schools.
SUBJE CT S OF INSTRUCTION.

The obligatory subjects of elementary instruction in day -schools are
reading, writing, and arithmetic, with needlework for girls and drawing
for boys in schools for older scholars. These subjects are arranged in
seven grades, called standards. P upils must pass an examination in
each standard before passing t o the next, and as the examinations are
annu:11 it follows that a standard is equivalent to a year.
Additional subjects may be included in the programme, to be taken
either by classes or by individuals. Pupils may be drawn from one or
more standards, i. e., grades, for instruction in the class subjects, examinations in the same being -com] ucted by classes and not by individuals.
The subjects comprised in this category are singing, recitation (i.
of
literary selections), English, geography, elementary science, drawing for
boys in infant schools and classes, needlework for girls (optional as a
class subject).
The following subjects may be taken by individuals who have passed
the fourth standard, intended to be reached by pupils at 10 years of
age:
Algebra, Euclid ·and mensuration, mechanics·, chemistry, physics,
animal pµysiolo gy, botany, principles of agriculture, Latin, French,
domestic economy (for girls), Welsh (for scholars in schools in Wales),
German, bookkeeping; shortlland, according to some system recognized by the department; cookery and laundry work may be taken by
girls.
Any subject, other than those mentioned above, may, if sanctioned
by the department, be taken as a specific subject, p~ovi.d ed·that a grad
uated scheme for teaching it be submit ted t o and approved by the inspector.
·
~
Instruction may be gi veu in other secular sub.jects, and in religious
subjects, but no grant is made in respect to any such instruction; as
rule little is attempted beyond the official programme.
· Actual state of the schools as regards subjects of instriwtion.-.A.n interesting view of the actual scholastic work of th~ schools is presented
in tho report of tllc annual examinations for 1888-89. The number of
schools comprised in t he report is 19,310, i. e., OD per cent. of the entire
number, anu enrollin g 09 per cent: of the pupils, or practically the
whole school attendance. About 30 per cent. of these pupils were in
infant schools. Of the 70 per cent. in the schools for · older p·upils,
- 2,580,720 were presented for examination. From the report it appears
that whereas as many as 1,410,626 being over 10 years of age, ought to
have been presented in Standards IV-VII, only 962,565 were so presented, while 448,0 fH (or 31.76 per cent.) were presented in standards

e.,

a
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suited for children of seven, eight, and nine years of age. These
:figures, however, show marked improvement over the condition of
former years. Thus, in 1883-84:, of the children over 10 years of age,
42.77 per cent. were presented in standards . below the 4th ; while in
1878-79 the proportior,. above 10 ·years of age in the lower standards
was 59 per ·cent. In other words, there has been during the decade a
gain of 65 per cent. in the proportion of children over 10 years of age in
standards.appropriate to them.
.
The grant for class subjects was claimed by 89.91 per cent. of the
schools for 'older scholars, having an average attendance of 2,511,057,
and was allowed for 86.82 per cent. of the schools on the basis of an
average attendance of 2,465,486, that is, 94 per cent. of all older scholars.
English, i. e., grammar and grammatical analysis, was the first class
subject in all cases.
In 70.98 per cent. of the schools, grants were claimed for ·two
class subjects. In the majority, i. e., 76.50 per cent., geography was the
second class · subject. Optional needlework (girls), history, and elementary science made up the remaining number.
In their report the committee of council say:
The wider range of class subjects allowed by the code under the head of" elementary science" does not appear to ue taken advantage of to any great extent at present.
The returns show but 36 schools which have t::i.ken subjects under this head.

The 10 per cent. of schools in which no class subject was taken were
evidently small schools. They comprised only 4 per cent. of the average attendance of scholars, while the average '' number for payment"
in each of them was 47, as against 127 in the schools which secured
payment for class subjects and 66 in the schools which failed .
As to specific subjects, it appears that 14.83 per cent. of the scholars
,eligible for .examination in these subjects were so examined.
The London school board district furnished a large proportion~viz,
39 per cent. of this number ; board schools of that district surpassiug
the voluntary schools in this respect in the proportion of 7 to 3.
The results of the exa~inations in specific subjects were as follows:
Number e:x:!l.mined .........••...•...••..•............•.•.••.••••.•....••.•
Examined in one subject only ..•••.••••.......... .... ..•••••••• _..••...•.•·••
Pa s d ............•.••••••••••.•.•...................•••......••••••••
Examin d in two subj cts •.••...•••....................•••••...•.......... ·
Pa ed ....................•.••.•••.•. _. __ ...•.••..•••..........•..••..
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Drawing, which bas just been made an obligatory subject for boys,
is not a new feature of the programme-. In 1885 it was pursued in
4,637 elementary schools, and over halfa million children pa~sed examination in the elementary stages. Owing to changes in the status of-the
subject, it declined for a while, but the. lost ground -bas apparently been
recovered, as in 1889 the number of children examined in this br1nch
was very nearly 350,000. In Leeds, where drawing has been especially_
developed, the school board emploY an art inspector, at a salary of £350
($ l, 750).
The scheme of elementary study -considered a~ a whole is
interesting illustration of the conflicting views of the scope and purposes
of elementary education under which it has been framed. The narrow
range of obligatory subjects accords with the opinion of a large class
of English statesmen, who hold that in the interests of economy and
public content the education of the people sbould be confined to the
rudiments of knowledge.
The class subjects are a concession to those more liberal-minded men
who realize that the rudiments are in themselves lifeless, while in the
larger opportunities which the scheme offers to indiv_iduals there is a
hint of the relation that elementary instruction should hear to com- ·
plete education. As it uow stands, the scheme is not coordinated to
or in unison with any other part of the educational provision of the
country. Its deficiencies in this respect are radical, as is shown whenever the .endeavor is made to bring the elementary schools into direct
relations with higher institutions.
Notwithstanding these inherent difficulties, however, many individual pupils in the elementary schools have been successfully prepared for secondary schools, and have eventually gained distinction as
university students. TheRe higher provisions are made available to a
limited number of elementary school pupils by scholarships created
for the purpose and secured by competitive examination. The London
board possesses fourteen such scholarships, ranging in value from
$125 to $175. Additio_n al scholarships are also annually placed at the ,
disposal of this board. One of th·e practical results uf the passage of
students from the elementary schools to the higher institutions oflearning is an increased recognition of the need of better adjustments between the courses of study of different classes of schools.

an

CONDUCT OF STUDIES .A.ND DISCIPLINE . .

Intellectiial tone of the schools.-The prevailing methods of instruction
in elementary schools affect individual minds and char~cters even more
than do the subjects of instruction. These methods depend upon the
professional qualification of the teacher and the demands which he is
constrained to meet. In the Engli$h system, the one overshadowing
influence is the inspector's annual examination, since upon the report of
this official depends the amount of graut that a school may claim. The
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scheme of study already presented is a significant indication of the
Government requirement, which guides the work of both teacher and
examiner. · This is first and foremost, a, definite, although very meager, attainment in reading, writing, and arithmetic.
Experience has proved that children can be brought to the required
pro!ciency in these subjects by drill of a mechanical kind, which immature and inferior teachers can use as effecti ve1y as the able and experienced. Pupil-teachers, however promising they may appear, lack
both maturity and experience, and the tendency to grinding routine,
inseparable from the peculiar system of examinations, is increased by
the large proportion of this class of teachers, who constitute 30 per cent.
of the entire force~
.
The low limit of attainment hitherto required for exemption from
school attendance, viz: the fourth standard, which may be reached at
10 years of age, and. actually is reached at that age by two-thirds of
th~ children; has tended also to keep the work of the schools within
narrow lines. Under these circumstances, professional skill and philosophical insight, which are not wanting to the teaching fraternity of
England, count for little. Teachers, school board officials, and others
have been qrgent in their endea,ors to secure some relief from these
depressing conditions, and while as ;yet they h~ve failed in effecting
radical changes they have met with some measure of success.
The code of 1890 provides some relief from these depressing conditions; it allows the teacher greater freedom in the classification of pupils than heretofore, greatly reduces the amount of individual examination, and gives larger cr~dit for excellence in the general conditions of
the schools, and raises the age of exempt ion from 10 to 12 years. These
concessions have revived the efforts of those who advocate more natural
methods of instruction and a larger range of obligatory subjects.
Moral quality.-While the average intellectual standard of the English elementary schools (if both urban and rural schools be included) is
not high, the moral quality is positive and pervasive.
This is a very natural consequence of the part which the Church has
taken in the establishment and maintenance of the schools. It is
further attributable to the influence of the training colleges, through
which the majority of the head teachers have passed, which colleges
bein g denominational school arc deeply penetrated with the religious
spirit. The attitude of lhe Governmcr t accords with this pirit. A
portion of the parliamentary grant i allowed upon the in pector' report a to the organization and di ciplin of a school. In recommending thi grant the in pector i in tructecl to haveSp cial r gard to the moral training and conduct of children, to the neatne and
ord r of tbo cbool pr mi e and f'urnitur , and to tbe proper cla sification of he
sch 1, r , both fort aching and examination. •. • • To meet the r equirement reepectio di ciplio the mauag r and teacher will be xpccted to sati fy the in pector
that all r onable car i tuk n ju the ordinary management of the school to
l>ring up the children in habits of punctuality, of good manners and language, of
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cleanliness and neatness, ·and also to impress upon the children· the impottance of
cheerful obedience' to duty, of consideration and respect for others, and of honor l'!'nd
truthfulness in word and act. 1'he inspector should also satisfy himself that ' the
teacher has not unduly pressed those who are dull or deli~mte in preparation' for examination at any time of the year .

Methods of instruction.-Instruction by repetition is a method much
in vogue in English schools. One pupil repeats after the teacher and a
second upil after the fi rst, until by <lint of reiteration the matter is
mastered~
Concert repetition is.also a common exer cise. In the teaching of
arithmetic more atten tion seems to be given to drill in processes than
to the analysis of principles and relations. Object lessons are employed
in infant schools and in those for older pupils, but more generally tali:e
the form of talks by t he teacher tharl of instruction based upon perception and observation.
Among many excellent features of the system we may note that infant schools- have been the subject of special care and thought, and
many of them approach very near the ideal formulated by,.Mr. Fitch~
"The English iueal of an infant school'," says Mr. Fitch, '' as one in
which ele~entary instruction in reading, writing, 3:nu counting is interspersed with simple lessons on the phenomena of nature and of 'common
life, and with interesting and varied manual employment; has not prevailed in America~ I confess I greatly prefer it. It seems to me to put
what are commonly calle<l kindergarten methods an<l discipline into
their proper place, rather as organic parts of a good and rounded syst em of juvenile acquisition of knowledge than as constituting even in
the earliest years a separate organization, having aims and principles
different from those which should prevail during the rest of the school
life." l
These infant sch_ools are most numerous in crowded city districts, and
with their games, songs1 an<l. free converse bring light and joy to multitudes of children belonging t o t he poorest classes.
·
Sewing and cookery as developed in the large cities and in certain
districts, especially of Yorkshire, greatly increase the influence of the
schools over the home life of the poor.
Clay modeling has been introd uced to some extent in infant schools,
and is attempted occasionally in schools for older scholars in connection with drawing. Man ual training experiments have been sta rted
in a few cities, and in June, 1890, the Science and A rt Department
announced that grants would be ma<le toward the main tenance of man-.
nal classes in connection ·with tlle teaching of drawin g in the · elementary schools.
By recitation 'in English schools is meant the verbatim repetition of
assigned selections from the wri tings of 'the best authors, an exercise
.

1
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upon which much stress is laid in the higher standards. .Another very
valuable language exercise which is much used, although not included
in the obligatory course, is the analysis of words, and the grouping together of those having a common root.
What is known as the peripatetic ,plan of instruction has been successfully employed for science classes in Birmingham, Sheffield, Manchester, Huddersfield, and other manufacturing towns, and also.in-London • . By this plan a special teacher, accompanied oftentime_s with an
assistant and equipped with a portable laboratory, goes from school to
scliool to con<luct classes. Physical training, as we have already seen,
is not entirely ignored. The Swedish system of gymnastics has been
fotroduced extensively into the London schools for girls. Swimming
classes for boys have also been fo~med in some sebools of the metropolis
.and of other cities.
Lessons in thrift and economy are enforced by the maintenance of
savings banks,..or by use of the post-office savings system. In 188!) the
number of schools reporting penny banks was 2,509, which is very
nearly three times the numbe.r reported in 188i.
From an exhaustive inquiry made in t he board schools of London in
1887, it appeared that very few banks _h ad been established in the
scliools, but the post-office system was popular.
The way in which this system was operated in the schools is thus
described in tlie report of the investigation:
The working of the system is in this wise: On a Monday morning a teacher takes
the moneys saved by each scholar, from a penny up to a shilling; and enters each
amount in a cash book opposite the scholar's name. As several. amounts are thns
entcre1l they are_transferred.to a ledger, whenc·e the total savings of each scholar can
be seen. Having done this the teacher sends the total sum received on the :Monday
to the nearest post-office and obtains a lleposit receipt in an ordinary savings-bank
book, which serves as a pa~s book.
Again, that which is known as the stamp plan is used in a few schools, the teacher
supplying stamps to the scholars for .the purpose of being affixed to a form which is
also supplied to each scholar. When a dozen stamps have been thus affixed the form is
sent to the post-office and au· account is opened. In that case no cash book or ledger
i kept at the school,L

With respect to text-books the local managers have entire freedom,
and the text-book trade flourishes in Eugland. The books are not,
however, comparable either in respect to contents or to typographical
fini h with tho e used in the United States or upon the Continent.
Effort are al o made to supply schools with general reading matter;
in 1
9 chool librarie were reported from 4,311 schools, or about
one-fifth of the whole num er.
Di cipZ-ne. -Th di ipline of the chool i a various as we find it in
wn c an ry.
orporal puni hment is very generally employed,
bn i guar din m ny way .
Tb L od n o r , f r in a ce, prohi it any but head teacher from
infli · in i , an rder
det il '1 rec rd of eaich ca. e to be made.
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Parents are quite sensitive in this matter, and it is not uncommon to
hear of teachers being summoned before magistrates to an~w~r charges
of assault.
ORGANIZATION OF SCHOOLS.

The organization of elementary schools is r~gulated to some extent by
the provisions of the education acts and code, but beyond this, is left
entirely to local managers.
Essential characteristics of elementary schools.-An elementary schooi
is defined by the education act "to be a school in which elementary
education is the principal part of the education given," and does not i:g_clude any school or department in which the ordinary payments in respect to the instruction, from each scholar, ex~eed ninepence a week.
In reality the weekly fee is seldom as high as ninepence. In 1889-90
52.67 per cent. of the pupils in England and Wales paid less than 3d. a
week; 38.63 per cent. paid between 3d. and 6d., and 3. 75 per cent. paid
6d. and over; 4.95 per cent. were free scholars.
In order to be classed as a "public elementary school," a school must
be bound by the ''conscience clause" of the act, which reads as follows:
It sha11 not b; required, as a condition of any child being admitted into or contin.:
uing in the school, that he shall attend or abstain from attending any Sunday school
or any pl.ace of religious worship, or that he shall attend any religious observance or
any instruction in religious subjects in the school or ehiewhere, from which observance or instruction he may be withdrawn by his parent, or that he shall if withdrawn
by his. parent, attend the school on any day exclusively set apart for religious observance by the religious body to which his parent belongs.
The ti me or times during which any religious observance is practiced or instruction
in religious subjects is given at any meeting of the school shall be either at the beginning or at the end, or at the beginning and the end of such meetings, and shall be inserted in a time-table to be approved by the Education Department, and to be kept
permanently and conspicuously affixed in every school room, and any scholar may be
wit hdrawn by his parent from such observance or instruction without forfeiting any
of the other benefits of the school.
The school shall be open at all times to the inspection of any of Her Majesty's inspectors, so, however, that it shall be no part of the duties of such inspector to inquire
into any instruction in religious subjects given at such school, or to examine any
scholar therein in religious knowledge, or in any religions subject or book.
The school shall be conducted in accordance with the conditions required to be fulfilled by an elementary school in order to obtain an annual parliamentary grant.

This section is equally binding_upon board and voluntary schools; it
will be noticed that it does not exclude sectarian teaching, but simply
provides for the withdrawal of children from such instruction if tlrn
parents so desire.
Additional clause respecting religious instruction binding upon board
schools.-The board schools are bound by an additional clause which ·
forbids the teaching of any religious catechism, or religious formulary
which is distinctive of any particular denomination.
Special requirernents.-The time-table must be approved for the
school by the inspector on behalf of the department, and in a, school
ED 89-7
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provided by a school board the consent of the department must h&ve
been give to the weekly fee prescribed by the board.
The ..school must not be establish,ed where there is already adequate
provision in approved schools, nor conductecJ for private profit.
The princ_ipal teacher must be certificated, and the scllool must have
met at least 400 times during the year.
In England, as elsewhere, under other systems, individual schools
present varied degrees of development, and varied. modes of opera~ion wi_thin the limits imposed.
The board schools, as a rule, have better teachers than the voluntary
schools, are better organized; and yield better results. This is to be
expected, as boards control' the greater proportion of the schools in the
cities and thickly settled communities where it is easiest to excite and
maintain a professional spirit. Moreover the boards being elective
bodies, the rate-payers have a lively sense of their responsibilities and
privileges in respect to the schools, and thus a popular sentiment is
awakened which is stimulating alike to teachers and to pupils. There
are, however, ~many superior voluntary schools, as there are jndifl'erent
board schools: The Jew's Free Schooi, of Lomlon, is a notable exam.ple
of a school established by the benevolent for the benefit of the poorest
class, thoroughly organized, employing a corps· of superior teachers, and
holding high_rank in all scholarly conditions and results.
·
Special requirements for infant ola.~ses and sohools.-Infant classes are
for pupils below seven years of age, but such a class is not recognized if
the average attendance be less than twenty. The class must be taught
by a teacher over eighteen years of age, approved by the inspector, if
the average attendance be above thirty, and by a certificated teacher if
the average attendance be above fifty. The highest grant can not be
claimed unless the class is taught in a room of its own, constructed and
furnished for the work. The number of schools thus equipped steadily
increases.
In 1889 the number of scholars in the registers of infant schools and
classes was 1,604,689, and of these 884,834 were instructed in separate
schools under certificated teachers of their own.
Night sohools.-In order to secure a grant, a night school must have
at least forty-five sessions during the year. No scholar can be presented
for examination in any standard lower than the third, and no scholar
can be presented who has not attended the school for eight weeks and
been present at least twenty-four times since the previous examination.
In 1889 the number of scholars in average attendance upon night
schools was 37,118.
Size and grading of elementary day schools.-The size and group:ngof
school depend upon various circumstances, of which the principal ·
location, a - rural or urban. There are no general stati tics bearing
upon this point beyond the tatement that 19,398 schools comprise 29,336
department in which eparate head teachers are employed.
The divi ion of the obligatory curriculum into seven standards forms
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a basis for grading and for grouping pupils in separate rooms, where
the school building permits.
The provision for a wide range of specific subjects open to pupils who
have passed the elementary examination in any standard a\,ove the
' fourth, forms an initial stage in the .establishment of what would be
called in the United States high-school grades or high schools. The
evolution of these high grades has reached an interesting stage in many
places, more especially in t he pro.vinci~l manufacturing centers. In
Bradford it has taken the form of special schools, four in number,
which are intended as models, including the entire course of study al_lowed by the scheme. In Sheffield, Huddersfield, and Birmingham the ·
movement is toward what we should call high schools. The rapid increase of the higher grade departments and schools fa the chief cities ,
has excited much discussion in P arliament an~ .among the people. It
is contended in many quarters that such provision is not authorized by
the education acts, the same arguments being advanced that have been
used against public high schools in the United States.
It is interesting to note, also, that the obligation to train pupil-teachers
has led many city boards to establish what are called central classes
for this purpose. Here the pupil-teachers assemble for instruction.
School buildings and premises.-As regards the school buildings and
premises, the department must in every case be satisfiedTha t the school premises are h ealthy, are properly constructed, lighted, warmed,
drained, and ventilated, are supplied with suitable offi ces, contain sufficient accommodation for the scholars attending the school, and are properly provided with furniture,
books, maps, and other apparatus of elementary instruction.

The employment of pupil-teachers in the schools ·e xisting prior to the
passage of the education act gave rise to a ·peculiar style of school
room, which is 'still in use.
I,t is long and wide and provid.ed with parallel rows of benches and
desks, facing the teacher's desk. lt is sometimes so planned that additional benches and desks can be piaced at the sides facing toward the
other . Floor space is left at the sides of the room, where classes are
drawn up in semicircles for lessons under the pupil teachers, the head
teacher overlooJring ·au from his position. 1
The simultaneous recitations. of different classes make to American
ears a perfect Babel of confusion.
The Wesleyan school rooms, built before 1870, are modeled on the
plan advocated by Mr'. Stow. The principal feature is a gallery wherein
a collective lesson may be given to a large number of children. These
galleries accommodate infant classes and are also used for religious
lessons and exercises. The Wesleyans, however, Yery early recognized
the need of class rooms. These open from the main room an<l, like
that, are provided with galleries.
Board school architecture shows the influence of German and Amer-·
1 F or detailed description of the earlier school buildings see School Architecture,
by E. R. Rolison.
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ican models, nearly all the buildings recently constructed consisting of
separate class rooms, with a hall for general assembly. The size of the
l)uildings depends necessarily upon the location. In London from 500
to 1,500 children are provided for in a sfogle edifice.1
AU new school premises and enlargements must conform to a schedule '
published by the department. This schedule prescribes the general
plan of buildings, the proportions of school rooms, the minimum size of
class rooms (18 feet by 15), the surface space per scholar-IO square feet
in rooms not providing accommodation for more than 60 children, the
height, i. e., 12 feet from floor level to ceiling for an area of 360 superficial square feet, 13 feet for a superficial area of 360 to 600 square feet,
and 14 feet for an area above 600 square feet. The schedule also indicates ~he preferred modes of ligh ting, ventilating; warming, and furnishing, and gives explicit directions respecting sanitary arrangements.
A playground is required for every school, and in the case of a mixed
, school separate playgrounds for the boys and the girls.
Half-timers.-Arrangements are made by which children who must
work ma.y attend school as half-timers. A separate regiRter must be
kept for these, the attendance of a~, half-timer" for two consecutive
hours be.ing counted as an attendance and a half.
Holidays.-Tbe usual holidays for board schools are two weeks at
Christmas ; at Easter from Good Friday to the Saturday in the next
week, both days inclusive ; at Whitsuntide one week, and in summer
three weeks, to commence on the first Monday in August.
· School age.-There is no express definition of school age in England
by statute, but as ·a rule the following attendances are not recognized
for grants: (a) Attendance_of a child under 3 years of age; (b) of any
scholar who has passed in ,t he tbree elementary subject~ in the seventh
standard, unless the inspector has previously permitted such scholar
to be reexamined in tha:t standard; (c) of any scholar in an evening
school under fourteen or over tw~nty-one, but children under fourteen
who are by the department deemed to· be exempt from the legal obligation to attend school are recognized as scholars in an evening school.
Oompiilsory attendance.-The period of compu~sory attendance at
school is nominally from five to thirteen years of age,. but attendance
may not be enforcec. against any child of ten years or upwards, who
ha obtained a certificate of proficiency, or of previous due attendance
at a" certified effici nt chool," or who is employed and attending school
in accordance with the factory acts; further, the local authoritie may,
under certain condition , temporarily exempt a child over eight year
of age, "£ r the nee ary op rations of husbandry and the ingatherin (J'
of crop ," for a p riod note ceeding ix week in a year. The execution of the compul ory clau e of the education acts is left entirely to
1 cal mana er .
far h mea ure employed have failed of the de-
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sired effect. In London the evils of irregular attendance have become
alarming; for t~o years a committee of the school board have had
the subject under consideration to devise measures of reform. ·The appointment of a special magistrate to hear school-board cases is special1y
urged by them. The Liverpool board employs one set of visitor.s to ~
look after absentees exclusively.
The fixed limits of compulsory attendance have in reality but little
significance, on the one hand because of the general institution pf infant
schools which receive special grants, and on the other because of the
proviso exempting children of ten years of age who have passed in the
fourth standard. As already stated, it is expect~d that pupils shall
reach the standard at ten years of age. Two-thirds of the pupils fulfill
tbis expectation. The statistics show that a little more than one-third ·
of this number are seen no more at school, while of the remaining twot llirds about one in eight reaches the seventh or highest standard.
Tlie code for 1890 fixes twelve years and th,e sixth standard for exemp·
tions.
VARIO US CHARACTERISTICS.

Coeducation.-The extent to which coeducation is practiGed in the
English schools may be seen from the fact that of 22,414 departments
for older pupils, 4,194 were for boys, 3,822 for girls, and 14,398 were
mixed.
·
Daily sessions and attendance.-The length of a school day and the
hours of opening and closing are not uniform. The maximum session
is apparently three hours. In London the forenoon session js from 9 ·to
12, and the afternoon from 2 to 4:30.
In making up the daily r; gister no attendance for less than an hou,r
and a half in each session can be counted for a child in an infant class
or less than two hours for an older pupil.
•
THE ANNUAL GR.A.NT.

The most peculiar feature of the elementary system, as well as . the
most important condition affecting the course and conduct of s~udies,
and the organization of the schools, is the mode of distributing the
annual grant. This feature has, however, been much modified by the
Code of 18!J0, as a consequence of the representation made befofe the
Commission on the Operations of the Education Acts. These modifications reduce the amount. of the grant conditional upon the results
of individua,l examination and allow much greater freedom to the
teacher in respect to the classification of pupils. They recognize, also,
the peculiar needs of small rural schools, allowing extra grants to
these of $50, $too, or $125, according to the population and apart
from oth er considerations. Under the new code the grant for day
schools is applied as follows :
PRESENT BASIS OF DISTRID UTION.

1. Infant sclwols.-(a) A fix~d grant of 9f· or 7s. (according to the
cq nipmeut of the ~cltool) per capita of average attendance.

.,,.
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(b) A variable grant of 2s., 4s., or 6s. per capita of average attendance, according to the inspector's report of the general condition of the
school.
'
(o) A grant for needlework of ls. per capita, estimated upon the aver--_ age attendance of girls only, unless the boys share in the instruction.
(d) If the1 boys, inste~d of needlework, are satisfactorily taught drawing, a grant of ls. may be made, based upon their average attendance.
(e) A grant for singing of ls. or 6d. per capita of average attendance.
2. Schools for older scholars.-( a) Principal grant of 12s. 6d., or 14s.
per capita of average attendance aocording to the inspector's report as
to the accuracy and general intelligence of the scholars in the elementary subjects.
_ (b) A grant for discipline and organization of ls. or ls. 6cl. per capita of
average attendance.
(c) A grant for needlework of ls. per-capita of the average attendance
of girls.
.
( d) A. grant for singing of ls. or 6d. per capita of average attendance.
(e) A grant on examination in class subjects of ls. or of 2s. per capita
of average attenuance, for each subject taken.
(f) A grant on the inspector's report of the examination of individual
scholars in specific subjects amounting to 4s. for each scholar passing
in any subject.
·
(g) A. grant for cookery amounting to 4s. for each girl passing the examination under specified conditions.
(h) A grant of 2s. on account of each girl passing the examination in
laundry-work under specified conditions.
3. Special grants to <J,ay sohools.-(a) Grants for pupil-teachers: A
grant of £1, £2, or £3 for each pupil-teacher req uired to make up the
minimum staff, who p~sses the inspector's examination. · Grant of £4
or £5 for each pupil-teacher who, during the last year of the engagement, successfully passes the examination for ·admission t o a training
college.
·
,
(b) Grants for assistant teachers: A grant of £10 or £15 for each
assistant t eacher who, under pecifi~d conditions, passes successfully
the examination for a certificate.
(o) Grants for rural schools in sparsely-settlell regions of £10 or £15,
according to population.
4. Evening schools.-(a) A fixed grant of- 4s. or Os. per capita.
(b) A grant on the examination of individual scholars in any class or
specific subject of 2s. for each i:;cholar passing in any one subject.
(o)
grant of 2s. for each gul presented in Standard IV, or any
hi gh r tandard, who ha received in traction in cookery.
The tal annual grant, exclu ive of any pecial grant to rural schools,
t xc e he great.er of the two following urns:
ual to 17s. 6d for each unit of average attendance.
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(b) The total income of the school from all sources whatever ot.her
than the gr.a nt.
Reduct-ion of grant.-The annual grant, exclusive of the fixed grants
may l>o reduced at foe rate of not more than 16s. per annum for every
unit of annual average attem1ance above tile number for which the
school staff is sufficient.
Grant summary.-Omitting spechtl grants for teachers and to rural
schools, this arrangement allows to infant schools
fixeµ minimum
grant of 9s. and a possible maximum grant of 17s. per capita of average attendance; to schools for older scholars, a fixed minimum grant
of 13s. 6d., and a possible maximum grant of 17s. per capita of ayerage attendance, omitting grants for cookery ancl laundry work, ancl of
4s. for each pass in a specific subject.
The average grant claimed by schools for older scholars for 1889-90
amounted to 18s. 4½d. per capita of average attendance.

a

TRAINING COLLEGES.

Provision for the training of teachers antedates the education act by .
nearly fifty years, having been one of the special objects of the societies ·
that were devoted to the work of educating the people. Training colleges, as they were· called, received government aid in 1843; the act of
1870 merely extended their resources arnl defined more exactly the
conditions entitling them to Government support.
The training colleges for teachers recognized by tlle department are
of two classes, residential and day.
Residential training colleges are boarding schools, but they may
receive day students. A practice school is a required adjunct.
These schools are voluntary, and, with a single exception, belong to
some religious denomination or to some one of the religious societies
devoted to educational work.
The housing, equipment, staffing, etc., are left eutire1y to the managers, but there must always be a resident physician.
The following are the specific provisiqns as to the establishment of
training colleges and the conditions of admission to_them set forth in
the code for 1890 :
.A. day training college must be attached to some university or college of university
rank.
The authorities of a day training college must be a local committee who will be
held responsible for the discipline and moral supervision of the students, and for their
regular attendance at professional or other lectures.
No grant is made to a training college unless the department are satisfied with the
premises, management, staff, curriculum, and general arrangements, and recognize it
as a training college.
The recognized students in a training college are called Queen's scholars.
The authorities of a training college may propose to the department for admission
as Queen's scholar( a) Any candidate who bas obtained a place in the first or second class at the
Queen's schola.rship examination;
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(b). Without examination, any person who has passed the first year's examination
for a certificate and who wishes to enter the college for a year's training in the
course prescribed for students of the second year.
Before candidates are admitted(a) The medical officer of the college must certify that the state of their health is
satisfactory and that they are free from serious bodily defect or deformity; and
(b) They must sign a declaration that they intend bo'>la fid e to adopt and follow
the profession of teacher in a public elementary school or training college or in the
army or navy or (within Great Britain) in poor law schools, certified industrial or
day industrial schools, o:i_: certified reformatories.
•
In other respects the authorities of each college settle their own terms of admission,
The period of training is ordinarily two yea1·s. An additional year's training may,
in any case, be allowed on the application of the authorities of the college and with
the consent of the department.
Students w}:io are Queen's scholars and are qualified to attend the examinations for
certificates, ar·e required to attend both that in first year's and that in second year's
papers, unless prevented by.illness or other cause approved by the department.

OourfJe of study in training colleges.-The course of study in training
colleges has hitherto been determined by the subjects included in the
syllabus of the Government examinations for teachers' certificates.
These subjects.are reading, recitation,penmanship, school management,
English grammar, composition and rhetoric, geography, English history, arithmetic, algebra and mensuration, geometry, political economy
for men, domestic economy and sewing for women, vocal music, and
drawing. Candidates may also be examined in one or two of the following languages: Latin, Greek, French, German ; and in branches of
science prescribed in the syllabus of the science and art department.
. One of the most important features of the syllabus is that pertaining
to the study of English literature: It requires some masterpiece to be
studied throughout the term and that not less than 300 lines shall be
committed to memory. The examination syllabus for men differs somewhat from that for women. The mathematics for the former include
algebra and geometry in addition to· arithmetic, which is the limit for
women. Men may be examined in two languages, women in but one.
History is· less extended in the syllabus for men, and the political
economy required for men is much more elementary than the domestic
economy assigned to women.
The existing status of the curriculum here described has just been
modified as a consequence of the establi hment of day training colleges
attached to university colleges. The manager of day college are free
to draw up a curriculum of their own, provided that it is sanctioned by
the department and includes some three or four obligatory subject .
If their tudents pa s examinations for degree : these will be excepted
in Ii u of the certificate examinations, the department merely requiring
that the worked paper hall be submitted to it. Thi arrangement
eemed to di criminate unju tly b tween the students of the day and
tho e of the re idential coll ge , ince it permitted the former to be examined on qu tion drawn up by their own in tractor , while tbo efor
the latter were set l>y the department. The authorities of the reside u-
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tial colleges were naturally dissatisfied and their represe~tations have
brought about a change.
Under the new provisions, students in training colleges who pass any
university examination approved by the department will be excused
from farther examination in the same subjects or pqrtions of subjects.
So far, then, as the provisions go, students of the training ·c olleges
may be certificated chiefly on the results ·of university examinations.
There are some difficulties in the way of making this privilege practically avaiiable, but. it is a very important departure in respect to the
training of teachers, opening betore them not only a wider ' range of
knowledge, but promising the stimulus of broader and freer views of
those subjects.
In addition to the annual examination of persons intending to become
teachers by the inspector of the education department, there is also an
annual examination by officers of the science and art department, upon
the results of which all Government payments for instruction in science
are made.
_·
Conduct of the training oolleges.-The regimen of the training colleges
is generally very strict, and life within them lacks the indfridual freedo_m which, under judicious leadership, promotes the development of ,
character. There is also noticeable in these colleges the absence of cer~
tain stimulating influences that develop naturally among students,
drawn - from various social strata and looking forward · to diverse
careers.
Among . the conditions which tend to narrow the ' social life of ·the
training colleges must be counted their denominational affiliations.
Theoretically, they are nonsectarian, but as a ·matter of fact the students of a college are drawn in the main from the denomination it represents.
"
The establishment of day training colleges in touch with the univ_ersities is a measure of far-reaching moment promising, as we have indicated, higher and broader intellectual culture and greater freedom in
life and thought.
Grant to training colleges.-There are placed to the credit of each college grants of £100 for every master and £70 for every mistress, who,
having been trained as a Queen's scholar during two years, completes
the prescribed period of probation and receives a certificate as a teacher
in a public elementary school, or in a training college, or is reported by
the proper department in each case to have completed a like period of
good service as an elementary teacher in the army or navy, or (within
Great Britain) in poor law schools, certified industrial or day industrial
schools, or certified reformatories.
A grant of £20 is made for every master and every mistress who at~
tends as a day Queen's scholar and fulfills the remaining conditions here
specified. Teachers who have been trained for one year only may obtain certificates after probation, or may be reported by the proper de-
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partrnent, upon the same terms as .others; anu grants of half the amounts
mentioned above may be placed to the credit of the colleges in which
they were trained under special conditions.
I

The annual grant to/each residential college is paid out of the sums standing to its
credit at the beginning, of the year.
The annual grant to a residential college must not exceed (a) 75 per cent. of the
expenclit"ure of the college for the year, approved by the department and 9ertified in
such manner as the department may require; (b) £50 for each male, and £35 for
each female Queen's scholar in r.esiden,ce, and £ 10 for each day Queen's. scholar enrolled, for continuous training throughout the year for which it is being paid.
In day trainmg colleges a grant will be made annually through the local committee
of £25 to each male, and of £20 to each female Queen's scholar, and a grant of £10
, to the committee in ~spect of each Queen's scholar enrolle_d for continuous training
throughout the year ..

•
Financial view of residential
training colleges.-Tlle original .cost of

the buildings. belonging to the, residential training colleges is $1,987,350. Of this amount 30 per cent. was granted by the Government.
The total expe:nditure for these colleges in 1889 was $850,179, of which
the GovernI?ent furnished 69 per cent., the fees of students 13.44 per
cent.; the balance was derived froi:n. property and subsJriptions. The
average annual cost per student in the colleges for men is £59 17 s, or
, $300. Of this 37 per cent. is applied to instruction, 49 per cent. to
board: and the balance to permanent establishment charges. The average annual cost per. student in the colleges for women is £48 10s, or
$240.50, the distribution being 51 per cent! for instruction, 37 per cent.
for board, and the balance for permanent establishment charges.
Attendance and staff.-The residential colleges are 43 in number, i.e.,
17 for men, 25 for women, and 1 for poth men and women . Thirty-six
of these schools were established before the passage of the education
act. They have accommodation for 3,353 stutlents, and in Febrnary,
18U0, had an attendance of 3,294, of whom all _but 9 were Queen's
scholars.
'l1he teachers' force comprised 362 persons.
RECAPITULA'l'ION OF PRINCIPAL POINTS.

The principal characteristics of the system of elementary education
here briefly outlined are ·seen to be: The union of public and private
agencies in the control and mainJ;enance of schools; a limitetl ol>ligatory curriculum, rigidly enforced and teste<l; a comparatively wide
range of optional subjects; government aid and supervision, exercised
exclu i ely in respect to secular in truction, whether given in boaru or
voluntary chool ; denominational schools strengtbene<l by their rela iou to the go ernmen ; teacher d pendent upon local authoritie for
app in ment and alary, but their qualification pre cril>eu., and their
work te t d y g
rnmen ; tbe employment of pu il -teacbcr , and
the p cu liar mode of d · tributing tho government grant generally known
as" payment upon r ult .''
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From the American standpoint, tho system would appear to involve
many conflicting and irreconcilable elements. Exi>erience has indeed
proved this to be the case. The friction resulting from the conflict
between these opposing elements became so disturbing that a ...royal
commission was appointed in 1886 to investigate the operations of the
system, and report upon the same as a preliminary step toward remedial
measures.
The final report of tbe commissioners was submitted in 1888. The
code issued by the department in 1890 is in certain r~spects the outcome of their recommendation. This · code provides, as we have seen,
for a diminution in the pressure of examinations, allows greater freedom to teachers in respect to the classification of their pupils, gives a
fixed character to the greater portion of the grant, and marks the
beginning of an important movement affecting the training and professional prospects of teachers.
Meanwhile the demand for a radical change in the system, looking to
"the establishment of a uniform system of board schools, has gathered
such strength that a parliamentary act giving effect to this proposition
is confidently anticipated even by its opponents.
·
Schools for special classes.-The Government as yet has made no provision for the education of the deaf-mute or the blind, beyond authorizing the guardians of the poor in parishes and unions to pay for the
education of such children in certified schools, if their parents are unable
to dos~; similar authority is given to the guardians in respect to feeble- ·
minded children. The blind and the deaf-mute are received in board
schools, special classes · being generally provided for them. Many
private institutions have also been established for these classes, and
a bil is now before Parliament looking to general educational provision
in their behalf.
By an act of 1866, '' industrial schools" were established- for the
detention, training, and reformation of vicious or unmanageable children. The education act of 1870 authorized school boards to sen<l. truant
and refractory children to these schools under specified conditions.
School boards were also authorized to establish and maintain industrial schools fort.he same purposes.
By the act _of 1876, school boards were permitted to establish " day
industrial schools," in which industrial training, elementary education, .
and one ·or more meals a day, but not lodging, are provided for the ·children. .A.ccord~ng to a report published in April, 1889, fourteen such dav
schools had been established in England , of which aJl but one were
under school boards.
Many boards have also established t ruant schools, where children
may be brougb t under d~:fferent training and discipline from those · of
t,h e ordin ary schools.
·
Auxiliary institutions.-The list of societies and associations whose
work is in some way related to the elementary school work is well
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nigh inexhaustible. In addition to the religions societies that maintain
elementary schools, the following societies promote the interests of elementary education in various ways:
The Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge, founded in 1698,
seeks by examinations, prizes, etc., to ~xcite interest in scriptural
stu:dy.
The Recreative Evening Schools Association, which, as its name indicates, endeavors to introduce stimulating and popular exercises, such as
stereoscopic exhibitions, illustrated lectures, games, etc., into evening
schools.
The Art for Schools Association, whose purpose it is to soften and elevate the young by the 'influence of pictures and other objects of beauty
, in the school rooms.
The Society for the Promotion of Physical Education is doing great
service; the Physical Elementary Schools Bill introduced into Parliament during the session of 1890 is largely due to its efforts.
'rhe Band of Hope Union, which sends temperance lecturers supplied
with illustrative apparatus into the schools.
Th·e Yor~shire Ladies Council of Education works in various ways
for the .promotion of popular education. It has been special1y active
in developing instruction in cookery and domestic economy.
The London Schools' Dinners Association endeavors to provide one
meal a day for the poorest class of school children. Its expenses in
severe seasons run up to $500 a week.
•
The National Association for the Promotion of Teachers of Techuical
and Secondary Education exercises an important influence upon legislation affecting elementary schools.
,
The London Young Women's Uhristian Association interests itself in
maintaining ev~ing classes for girls.
The Teachers' University Association promotes relations between
elementary teachers and universities.
'.l'HE SOCIETIES FORMED BY TEACHERS AND OFFIOERS,

The National Union of Elementary Teachers is one of the largest
societie of the kind in the world; it numbers about lG,000 members, i
well otlicere :I, and thoroughly organized; it maintains an orpl.J.ana-ge
for the children of deceased members, a fund for the legal assista nce of
t ach rs who are unju tly di missed or subjects of suits in court; a
tea her benevolent fund, and a teachers' provident society.
Tbe nion a<.lvocate Parliamentary repre entation of elementary
te h r and the e tablishment of a uperannuation fund .
Th or an f tlJe nion i the Schoolmaster, an "educational newsap r r vi w, and chool board record." The English Teacher, a
o bly pu lication, i al o i ued.
a nua1 m ting of the Uni are largely attended a,nd ably manalua 1 a r ar pre ented on topic previou ly as igned;
ar full, pirited, and sugge tive.
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The school board clerks are also organized into an association which
holds annual meetings for the discussion of s.chool management and
educational progress and demands. An immense amount of practical
experience is here brought to bear upon the consideration of these subjects, and the reports of the conferences are exceedingly valuable for
the light they throw upon the problems of scllool administration and
many related problems.
·
_
The university movements for promoting popular education are not
without direct effect upon the elementary schools; many of their pupils have won distinction at the university local examinations.
Summer schools for elementary teachers have been held both at Oxford and Cambridge, and above all, the University Settlement, Toynbee
Rall, East London, has sent a vivifying. influence into the elem entary
school work of that swarming hive of humanity.
Toynbee Hall residents have carried a joyous and animating spiritinto the night schools; they have relieved the tedious drurlgery of the
pupil teachers' cram, and developed an esprit. de corps among those
overworked·youths by the formation of boating, cricket clubs, and· the
like. On the other hand, the residents have found in the machinery of
the public schools a ready instrumentality for the promotion ·of th~ir
work of love and helpfulness among poor and outcast children.
The principal steps in the development of the system of elementary
education of England and Wales, are indicated in the following table:
CHRONOLOGICAL TABLE.

England and Wales.
Date.

Event.

1808.·.•• ---- ---- Formation of the British ancl Foreign School Society for the pm-

pose of extendino- education among the people . .

1811. ••••• ·----· Formation of the National Society for the establishment of schools
1816 .•••••.•••••
1832 . --- -- ••....
1833 .•••••••••..
1835 .••• -· .. ••••
1839 ..••••.•••..

1843 .•• --- .••••.
1839-1847 ..•••..

1 46 . -- •• .•• -- .

in which the principles of the church of England sh ould be included as an integral part of the course of iustruotion.
Report of committee of the House of Co1mnon::1 on the State of cuucation, Lord Brougham, chairman.
Passage of the reform act, which extended the fran chise especially
in towns, and thereby deepened the conviction of the dangers of
ignorance.
•
1
First Government appropriation in aid of popular ed ucation
($100,000) restricted to building purposel,l.
Lord Brougham introduc.e s the subject of national education into
the House of Lords.
Grant in aid of education increased to $150,000. Committee of
council appointed "to superintend the application of any snm 9 ~
voted by the Parliament for the purpose of promoting public eu- v
ucation."
·
Grant increased and its application extended to buHdings for training colleges and for teachers' r~sidences.
Training colleges erected.
Portion of the grant appl ied for the first time directly to the maintenance of elementary schools, viz, t eachers' salaries.
Provision also made for pensions.
Denominational system virtuully adopted,

\;
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Chronological Table-England and Wales-Continued.
Date.

Event.

184.7 .. • ••..••••• The ComIQittee of Council introduce " ma nagement clauses" for

I'

insertioµ in the trust deeds of Church of England schools-object
to secure for lay subscribers a due share in the management of
the schools.
1847 ...••• -- • -- • Roman Catholic Church admitted for t h e first t ime into cooperation
· with the committee of council. Catholic Poor School Committee
established .t o represent the Roman Catholics of,Great Britain.
1851. ..••...•••. Minute limiting the annual amount of the gran t for pensions to
£6,500 ($32,500).
1851.. ...• ··-··· Wesleyan Training College, Westmi nster, opened.
1853 ....••••••.. Capitation grant first allowed, i. e., grant to sohool fund based
upon average attendance.
1854 •••.•••••••• Hammersmit-h Roman Catholic Trainin g College.
1856 .... - --- •••. Liverpool Training College.
1856 .••••. ··-··· Office of vice president of committee of the privy council on education created, , Thus was created an office filled by a minister responsible to the Honse of Commons for the expenditure of the
grant.
·
1857 •••••••••••. Conference in London to consider the imperfect attendance of children at school, presided over by the Prince Consort exercises a
great influence.
1858, Feb. 11 ... . Sir J ohn Parkington, M. P ., moved the appointmen t of a com11dssion
to inquire into the state of popular education.
1858, ,June 30 .. . CommiRsion appointed, known as the Duke of Newcastle'i:; commission.
1861, March ... . Report of commission submitted.
1862 ..••••..• • :. Revised code adopted, generally known as Mr. Lowe's code; introduced the principle of payment upon results. Pensions discontinued.
1864 . ... . .... _.. Com1cience clause protecting the religious convictions of parents
proposed to t,he nat10nal society by the committee of council.
1867 ........... . Passage of Lord Derby's reform act extending the franchise gives a
new impulse to the movement for popular education.
1870 ... -- .... -- . Passage of the education act-generally known as Mr. Foster's bill,
be being at that time vice president of the council.
The annual code becomes an addition to· the education law.
1873 . .......... . Amending act amongst other provisions made obligatory the attendance at school of cliildren whose parents were in receipt of
outdoor relief and required the board guardians to pay their fees.
1 74 ... --· ... -- . Effort to make metric system a part of the arithmetic course abandoned ( vide code) .
1 75 .... ..... -- . ClasR, i.e., optional, subjects introduced (vide code).
Extra grants allowed for rural schools in thinly populated district~.
1 i6 ...... ... _•.. Lord Sandon's act makes it obligatory upon parents to cause their
children to receive '' efficient elementary instruction in reading,
writing, and arithmetic," upon fear of penalty. Limits of compulsory age, five to fourteen years. As a means of enforcing the
obligation of school attendance, the act places restrictions on the
employment of children and provid es for securing the school attendance of neglected or v~gran t children and for the establishment of" day industrial schools."
1 76 .... ..... _.. Code specifie the conditions of good organization and discipline
which state-aided schools must fulfill.
1 76 .. ..•....... Revival of provision for pensions.
1 9 .. .. ....... . Provision prohibiting grant to unnecessary schools repealed in respect to di tricts not under a school board.
1 0 ..• ••... _.. . Mr. Mundella's act establi hing direct compulsion by the school
authority in contradistinction to the optional compul ion of Mr.
For ter's act and the indirect compulsion of Lord ' a ndon's act.
Code makes average attendance the basis for assessing tbe grant;
be rate of payment per unit of average attendance det rrni_n d
by be percentage which the actual number of pa e i of the
"Ybole number_wnich could possibly be obtained by all sobolar1
hable to exammation,
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Chronological Table-England aad Wa les-Continued .
Date.

Event.

1882 .... ... . . . . . Seventh standard added. Merit grant introduced, i.e., grant based
upon inspector's report as to general conduct and tone of the
school.
.
1884 ...••.••.... Teachers made responsible for the classification of pupils.
1884.... .. . . . . . . Appointment of a Royalcommission to investigate tho operations
of the elementary education acts.
1886-1888 •• . 1• • • • Report of the Royal commission in successive volumes.
1890 ..•.••••.... New code modifying the system of elementary education in important particulars.
I
Establishment of day training colleges attached to university colleges.

CHAPTER IV.

I

THE EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM OF FRANCE.•

General view of the system-Administration: central, academic, and departrnental-Th~
councils-Tendencies of centralization-Origin of scholastic institutions-Statistical
summary 1~87-88: enrollment and attendance, finances--Teachers of public primary
schools : qiialifications, appointments, discipline, salaries, provision for training, pensions-Professors of secondary and superior instruction : classification, salariesCourses of study: primary, seconda1·y, siiperior-01·ganization and management of
. schools : classes of primary schools, distribution of teachers and pupils among the
different grades, seciilar vs . church schools, builclings and grounas, inte1·11al conduct,
text-boolcs, etc.-The lycees: boarding vs. scholastic departrn'ents, the day's routin.eCommunal .colleges-Seconda1·y e.chools for girls-Statistical sunimary of secondary
institutions-Institutions for sitpe1·ior instruction: facultes of the State, extension of
functions and resoiirces under t71e Republic, organizing measures, clasees of students,
fees, degrees, statistical summary-Special schools-Prit'ate fa cultes-.Auxiliary <mociations-Educational activity of Paris.
Area, 204,092 square miles. Population (actual) May 29, 1886, 37,930,759; domiciled, or legal, 38,218,903.
Ciuil divisions.-For purposes of civil government France is divided ir:.to eighty-six
departments, each having its local legislative assembly which js formed by election.
The departments are subdivided into arrondissements, and th ese into cantons. The
smallest civil divisions comprised within the cantons are communes. •
The chief executive·officer of a department is the prefet. Ho is the intermediary
between the central power and officials of ·all orders within the limits of his department . The arrondissemimts are simply administrative divisions. A canton is a
district entitled to one representative in the departmental council. A cc·mm•me
is a district having an elective local council presided over by a mayor appointerl 1.,y
the gov rom ent. Paris forms a,n exception, ha_v ing a special form of local government. In 1 6, the total number of communes was 36,121. They were clas ifiecl
by population as follows:
Inhabitants.

Communes.

From lQ to 400 ... _ --·· ·-·-·· -----· _,,_, ____ ---· ·-·--· ---·. ·----· ·----· ·----·
From 401 to 500 ·----· __________ ·----· -----· ·----· ·-···· ---· ·-·--- ____ ·- ---·
F rom 501 to l ,OOO ·.----· ____________ ·----· -----· ________ ·----· ____ -----· ---·
•rom 1,001 to 5, 000. ___ ·----· ·----- ______ ·----· ·----· ·----· --·· _____ _______ .
F rom 5,001 t o 10,000 ____ ---··· ·----· ·----· -··- ____ •••• ·----· ·----- ________ .
Fr
10,0 1 to 20,000 .. __ ·----· ________ ·----· ·----- ____ ·----· ·----· ________ .
bov 20, 00 ... _________ ··---· ____ ·----- ______________ ·----- ····-· ____ ____ _

13, 56:l
3,619
10, 362
8,016
~~2

13
100

/
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GENERAL VIEW OF THE SYSTEM.

It would be difficult to convey an idea of the present educational sy1stem ·of France without refer_ence to the Imperial University established
by Napoleon in 1808. From this organization the syste'm derive; much
of its external form and many of its constituent parts. Napoleon gave
to the m;iversity the monopoly of education. _It was the _" state teaching." This monopoly was gradually relinquished after_ the fall of
the Emperor, and since the passage of the educational law of March
15, 1850, the word university has not been employed as the legal
designation of the organized system of public education. In common
language, however, the system is still often called '' the university.m _
The agencies for public education and the official machinery by which
their operations are regulated form at present a great departm~nt of
public affairs under the control of a cabinet officer, the minister of
public instruction and :fine arts, 2 an office created August 26, 1'824. The
department comprises an administrative section, three scholastic sec- .
tions, i.e., pr:i'mary, secondary, and superior, and a section of fine arts.
The last llas the (?Versight of public art schools, musem;ns, public build.:
ings, etc. The minister of public instruction also shares with other
ministers authority over a number of special schools of art or technology: For example, over the Polytechnic School (Ecole polytecknique),
with the minister of war; the Superior School of Mines (Egole $Uperieure
des mines), with the minister of public works, and th~ famous· School of
Arts and Manufactures (Ecole centrale des arts et manufactures), with
the minister of commerce, of industry, and of colonies.
The jurisdiction-of the minister is not confined to institutions maintained by the state, but extends in a measure to private schools and to
the special schools maintained by municipalities, trade guilds, etc.
These last form a very interesting feature of the educational provision of
t he country. Paris is especially liberal' in this respect, maintaining a
great number: of commercial and in~ustrial -art and science schools,
where after the labors of the day artisans pursue the study of special
subjects relating to their vocation. Among provincial cities, Lyons, '
Toulouse, and Limoges are particularly rich in such provision. 3
There are also municipal schools for ·higher departments of knowledge,
the most important of which is the Free School of Political Science
(Eco le libre des sciences politiques), maintained at Paris since 1872.
To the department of the minister of publi~ instruction and fine
1
See in this connection circular addressed by Jules Ferri to superior council,
1
Statistique de l' enseignement s~iperiew·, 1878-88, p. 114.
2
The incumbent of t he office at the present time (F ebruary, 1889) is Leon Bourgeois ; the minister whose name was signed to th e latest official reports, viz, for 1886-87
a nd 1887-88, was A. Fallieres.
3
For very full accounts of this p rovision see r eports of English Royal Commission
on Technical Instruction, especially Volume I.
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arts ·belong also the great astronomic and meteorologic bureaus maintained by the State.

., The minister controls the operations of the system through a series
of offioia!s belonging eijher to the central administration or to local adininisttative· districts.
/

A. CENTRAL ADMINISTRA.'.l'ION,

The central administration includes the cabinet of the minister, a
general director and assistant bureaus, whose duties relate to the secretaryships and accounts of the service; a general director f~r each of
the three-scholastic divisions, for the section of fine arts, and for the
oversight of public 1-!)uildings.
General inspectors are also appointed to supervise the operations of
the system throughout the country.
The inspection of primary i nstrnction is confided to six of these
, officials. Three other general inspectors are charged, one witl.i 'the su. pervision of the internal conduct of normal scl10ols, and national professionai, i.e., technical and trade schools; a second, with the supervision
of manual training in normal ·scl10ols; and the third, with the supervision of gymnastics and military drill in the varioas classes of primary
irnhools. The inspection of instruction in music, vocal and instrumental,
of living languages, an<l of design in the normal schools and in the
superior primary schools is confided to special inspectors. There are
also four general inspectresses of l.i.nfant schools.
These officials are the direct representatives of the minister, conducting their investigations in the portion of the country assigned to them
according to his express direction, and i:eportin·g to him. The office
of general inspector dates from tlrn formation of the Imperial University, 1808. The service was_ extended to primary instruction iu
184:6, events having proved the weakness of a system wanting this
provision. 1
B. AOAD'.EMIC .A.ND DEPA.RT:M.ENTAL ORGANIZATION,

1. For purposes of educational administration, France is divided into
sixteen di tricts (or including Algiers, seventeen), termed academies.
Each acac1emie comprises an the schools, colleges, and facult6s i. e.,
groups of "uuiver ity" profes ors for superior instruction, within its
bound . I t i iu fact a cbola tic organization, in which there i a
grad u seri . of teaching bodies or in titutious. At the heacl is the rector, who has control of the three orders of instruction, but particular)
of econclary an superior instruction. He is .as i ted by an academic
council. The r ctor uperintend the higher ancl secondary cbo l
1
For foll account of he origin and dovelopm nt of the central administration e
Statisti.que de Venseignenient, 1 6, and am , 1 7-1 . Al o Le conseil superieur de
l''nstruction publique, m oograph by M. R. Jalliffi er (lJlonograpliies pedagogiquea.
Tome !).
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oversee the private schools, and control the primary schools. They con- ,
voke the facult6s in their respective districts to devise courses of study,
which are transmitted to the minister with the views of the rectors~ . .
(In the academie of Paris the nominal rector is the minister himself, who
is represented by a vice-rector.)
3. The eighty-six departments of France form subordinate tJistrictsfor educational administration within the academies.
'
In the chief city of each department resides an academic inspector,
inspecteur d'academie, who is charged under the orders of the rector
with the supervision of secondary instruction, and whd shares with the
prefect of the department the direction of primary instruction. The
academic inspector and the prefect are assisted by a departmental
council.
At Paris, at Marseilles, and at Lille an academic inspector is exclusively charged with the service of primary instruotion under the title
of director of primary instruction of th~ department.
At the majority of the chief towns of each departmental division and
the chief places in many cantons, there are resident primary inspectors
charged under the orders of the academic inspector with the direction
and the cohtrol of primary instruction.
.
The division into academies was made by Napoleon, who purposed
forming as many of these districts as there were lower courts, " courts
of appeal." The articulation of departments an·d minor divisions and
the graded series of officials are aJso derived from the Imperial University.
THE COUNCILS.

The councils belonging to the central administratfon.,Tbe minister is
assisted by an a<l visory council (comite consultatif) formed by his own
appointment from the company of general inspectors, honora1~y or acting,
and from the highest officials pertaining to the three scholastic orders~
This committee gives advice upon matters submitted by the minister.
Traces of it appear to be found as early as 1804. Its formal constitution
dates from a decree issued March 25, 1873, by Jules Srmon, at that time
minister of public instruction. It was organized in its present form by
decree of May 11, 1880.
The Superior Council of Public Instruction. is the great deliberativ~
head of the eel ucational organization. It is com posed of sixty mem bflrs,
three-fourths of whom are chosen by their peers from the three orders
of instruction, the reriiaining number being appointed by the President of the Republic upon the advice of the minister. The term of service is four years, with opportunity for reelection. The council is eminently a representative body, even women who are inspectresses of
infant schools or directresses of normal schools being eligible to membership.
·
Nine of the members appointed by the President and six elected members constitute a permanent section, which meets every week;· the eo-
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tire council holds two annual sessions, one in July, the other in Dece.mber.
The permanent section d~liberates upon matters which are to be sub- mitted to the general council, -and offers its advice . upon the same.
These matters relate to programmes and regulations for all classes of
schools, the . creation of university courses or facultes, of lycees, and of
normal schools, the multiplication of chairs, text-books, and, in short,
to all questions pertaining to studies, administration, discipline, and
standards, .which may be sub1,Ditted by the minister. These questions
are eventually deliberated in the general council, which prescribes the
course of instruction in all public schools· and determines the conditions
under which private schools may be opened.
The council is also a final court of appeal from judgments rendered
by the academic or departmentalcouncils in certain cases of discipline
or conte:r;ition. . The minister presides over the deliberations <?f the
council.
This body resembles the council of the Imperial University. It is a
survival, preserved under various forms since the fall of Napoleon. Its
spirit has, however, been completely changed by its transformation into
an elec_tive body. Created as an instrument of arbitrary' power, the
council · has become a safeguard against it.
Academic and departmental councils.-In each acadernie there is a
council presided over by the rector and composed of members chosen
for the most part by their peers, and representing the two higher orders of instruction, to whose interests the deliberations of the council
are confined.
Finally ,.in each department there is a council of primary instruction
composed of members of the superior council and primary school directors, under the presidency of the prefect, which deliberates, advises, and
renders judgment in certain matters pertaining to primary schools. 1
. The administrative and supervisory service of the system, it is seen,
emanates from the State, there being no independent local respon ibility and supervision such as we are familiar with in this country.
The councils are indeed representative bodies, but not representative
of the people; while the election of teachers and professors by their peer
to serve in the e assemblies is a great advance over Napoleon's policy
f arbitrary appointment ·, it is widely removed from the policy of local
initiative and local control which is more or less active in the school
sy terns of ·all Anglo-Saxon people .
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parts of the service of which the State assumes the entire control, as
the maintenance of the teaching force, the compos_,,ition of courses of ,
study, etc. With respect to other features, although the regulations
are the same for all similar institl1tions, their"application is constantly
modified by local conditions and by ineradicable-tendencies which manifest themselves particularly' in the development of institutions of the
highest order. For this reason it is only the operations of the pri~ary
department of the system that can be fairly exhibited in a view which
is necessarily limited to general provisions.
ORIGIN OF THE SCHOLASTIC INSTITUTIONS OF FRANCE . .

Two distinct systems of institutions, distinct as regards tJ:ieir origin,
scholastic attributes, and present relations to the state, are comprised
:within the department of public instruction: (1) Primary schools, which
belong to the moq.ern era ~nd which are largely the work of the present
Republic, bearing no resemblance to and being in no sense a development from the parochial schools existing before the'revolution of1789;
and (2) secondary and superior institutions, whose history c_a n be traced
to the Middle Ages.
In 1833 a law, known as Guizot's law, imposed upon -the communes
the obligation of establishing primary schools. The general execution
of this law was hindered by the lack of schoolhouses, the apathy of the
"
people, and the absence of effective supervision. . So.me progress~ however, was made until the work was interrupted by the revolution.of 1848.
Between that time and the establishment of the present government
(1870) efforts we-re made to revive the policy, but with few practical
results. Before undertaking to enforce the_law in this respect the present Republic m::tde tha necessary provision for schoolhouses. A law
of June 1, 1878, created a fund of $23,000,000 for this purpose, and the
work of buil<ling began in earnest. This, with an effective supervision,
has proved sufficient to secure the enforcement of the law obliging communes to establish schools. In 1886-87, 35,980 communes had performed this duty, 67 bad only private schools, and 87 were without
schools. By the law of June 16, 1881, instruction iu public primary
schools was made .gratuitous, and by another law of the same date pri~ary teachers were required to be provided with state diplomas (brevets de capacite). This did away with the letters of authorization from
ecclesiastics, and began in earnest the effort to make the schools .
thoroughly national in spirit and in purpose. A law of March 28, 1882,
made attendance upon public primary schools compulsory for all children not otherwise instructed and confined the instruction to secular
branches. The organization was completed by the law of October 30,
i886, which prescribed minutely all the details of the service of inspection, of teaching, attendance, etc. The most import,ant provision of
this Law, so far.as immediate effects are concerned, was that requiring
teacbers to belong to the laity. Five years were allowed for the full
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accomplishment of this purpose in schools for boys, no limit being
specified as to schools for girls.
The principles involved in this system, i.e., compulsion, gratuitous
and secular instruction, and a teaching service owing sole allegiance to
the state, must be tested by its operations, which are considered in detail in the following pages :
.
Public secondary schools are of two kinds-classical schools (lycees )
established by the state, and communal schools (colleges communaitx)
established by the communes assisted by the State.
These schools have replaced the old ecclesiastical and university colleges existing before the revolution of 1789. They preserve now very
near,ly the organization given t<) them by Napoleon.
The state maintains for superior instruction facult6s comprising
groups of prof~ssional men for the service of liberal and professional
education. These groups have replaced the ancient universities.
The general operations of this complex system for 1887-88 are indicated by the following statistics :
TABLE

I.-Statistfoal s1im1nary of the educational system of F1·ance, 1887-88.
Enrollment.

Classes of institutions.
Male.

1

IFemale.

2

3

Teachers.
Male. Female.
4

--- --

a

Total receipt~.
6

Expenditures.
Salaries.

,,

Total.

s

Primary schools (public and
private):
Infant schools 1.Ecoles
868, 670
872,554 .......... . 8,853 ....... . ....... . ...... ..........
ma,ternellesl (ages 2
to 6).
Elementary primary 2,762,541 2,725,383 63, 152 73,668 ........ ....... ...... ........ .... .. ......
schools (ages 6 to 13).
- Sup erior prim a ry 27, 144 11,.297 .. . ........ ......... .. . ................ ............ .... . ......... .. .. .
schools (ages 12 to-).
I

···········

---

- - - -(al47, 3G2)

Primary school s (pub- 3,158,855 3,109,234
lie and private) .
SecoQclary schools:
l'ublic (ages 8 to 20) . . ..
87,979
10,403
Private (ages 8 to 20) . ..
70,259 .............. ..
Normal schools :
Primary (ages 16 to lll).
6, 4.43
8,5i4
Secondary(ages 18 to 24)
For service of special
178
secondary 1boys).
For service of special ....... ......
70
_secondar;v (girl s).
Sulenor (ages 18 to 21 ;
130 .......... .
4 to 27).
Univ raity courses 1
Pul51ic .. ...... . ........
17,030 ...........
Private ............ . .. .
262 ............
Cost of academic adroinis- ............ ........ . ...
tra.tion.

----------

9, CG:5
8,173
cl, 005
27

. . .........
. ..........

$32, 700, 007 $20, 800, 641 b$32,700,001
968

10, ·106, 413

............ . ...

10,228,995

c880

1,880, 095-

.. . ..........

1,880,095

... . ...... ................

82,914

01, 222

34, 574

54,335

55,930

l0i, 115

............. ......... . ........ ................. ··· ·-------

c30

54,483

----- -- - ............... . .

..... ... .. . ......... ........ ........ .......... ... ...... d2, 027, 840
........... .. .. .... ..... ............ .......... .... . ... ~400; 2,i
........... . . ....... . ........... ... . ·······--··· ·

a. In cludes 1,585 dir ctor1 and a ai tauts of superior primary schools tabulated with elementary primary
cber , and 1,69J special teacher not so tabulated.
b Do 11ot include private primary school .
c lnclud admlnistra.tiv and bou ebold officials.
ct In lud faculU1 and ap cJal cbool .
t Eigbty-ei ht per cent. borne by state; balance by departments.

E ROLL

E 'T AND AT'l'ENDA.NOE.

The num er of u il e roll din the primary cbool , a bown in tbe
for going t le, i equivalent to 16 per cent. of the total population.
Of the total enrollment 75 per cent. were between the obligatory ages,
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i.e., six to thirteen. Tl.tey reprc~cntell ,03 per cent. o-f the p@pul~tio:Q.

..

,

between /those ages. These figures' are, however, misleading, ~foce the
enrollment includes all names found upon the school registers, not ex•
eluding duplic~tes.
For the purp_ose of estimating more exactly, t4c ;ratio of tl,le atte,nclance of pupils in the public primary .schools t,o·the enrol,ln;ien.t in thos,e
sc}lools a special enumeration wa~ ;made of al_l tl;t~ pupil~ present D!3· ·
cember 4, 1886, the season of largest attendarn;.e upon the schools, and
the 4th of June, 1887, the season when attenqanc,e falls to the minimum•.
_The number present at the former date was 3,508,409, being 9.1 per cent.
of the number borne on the registers for that month, and 7-9 per cent.'
of the total enrollment for the year. Tlrn pumber present at the later
enumeration (June 4, 18S7), was 3,216,739, or 88 per cent. of the number
borne on the registers for the month of June, and 72 per cent. of the
annual enrollment.. 1
Comparison/ with 1881-82.-From a comparison of the statistics of
1881-82 with those of 188G-87, it appears that the population of school
age in France (six to thirteen) increased during tlle five year~ by 3.1 per
.cent., while the number of children between those ages enrolled in tqe ·
scl1ools increased by G.5 per cent.
·
During the same time, the enrolment of children under 6 years of
age increased by 2.1 per cent., while the enrolment of children above
13 years of :xge diminished by 4.7 per cent.
The number of boys in secondary instruction average$ one for every
23!} inhabitants, or if we include the students of primary and second_ary normal ~chools for men, 1 for every 201 inhabitants. · In the
absence of statistics respecting private secondary establishments for
girls, comparis.on here is not possible.
·
The attendance upon university courses and the superior no;r mai
school averages 1 student for every 2~104 inhabitants.
FINANCES.
INCOl\IE,

The income of the state system is ' derived from state and local ,appro- ·
priations, tuitio1,1·fe es, tlle property of in~ti.tutions, gifts, and legacies.
Local appropriations are communal o.r departmenial.
The state appropriates annually a sufficient sum to m·c et the cu'rrent
expenditures of tlie system; tllc amounts derived for that purpose
from the departments and the communes, anrl the receipts ~rom ;fees
either for tuition or board, are placed to the credit of the state.
··
The tax levied upon the communes for the current e~p.enditure of
primary education was fixed by the law of July 14, 1889, at 8.1~ per
1 Foreign critics . of French primary schools express surprise at the high percentages of attendance, especially in Paris; see in this connection a report by Sir B,'
Samuelson, M. P., published as a. Parliamentary paper.
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cent. of the revenue from the four direct taxes levied by the state for
general 'purposes.
EXPENDITURES,

Primary -schools.-The expenditures for primary schools are divided
into three classes, obligatory, optional, and divers. The obligatory expenditures are current and extraordinary. The latter are for the purchase of sites and the 'construction of buildings. The followin'g table
shows the amoun~ of the current expenditures in 1886-87, with the proportional part borne by each contributing source.
TABLE
1, -

II.-Our1·ent. expendit·ures for public pi·imary schools, 1886-87.
,

Sourcee.
Obliga- Optional.
tory.

Total.

ProDivers.
Per
portion capit,a
from ofpopueach
source. lation.

Grand
total.

------ -- -Communes ..... $6,133,613 $1,875,079 $8,008,692
Departments ... 2,556, 885
717 2,557,602
St11ote . .... ...... 1~, 984,812
67,098 16,051,910

....

s

Ordinary.

Percent Gents.
30. 08
9. 58
60.34

Totals .... 24,675,310 1,942,894 26,618,204 .........

=§
..--~

'S.d

15,§

=~
0 ;:l
g,

~

Po!

~~

p. 0::
~ Q,I

~ P<

Percent Oenta.
40.6
10. 5
48. 9

.........
.........
..........

7, 961, 898134, 580, 102 . - - .. - •.

9

....... .. . $6, lll3, 52y

l4, 112, 217
961,522 3,519,124
896, 851 16, 948, 701

70

0

~t
§~

The · obUgatory expenditure, colum_n 2 of the above table, includes
the costs of administration and of the primary normal schools; omitting these, the amount w_ould be $22,366,280, which was furnished as
follows:
Per cent.

Communes ..••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••.••..•••.•••••••••••.•••••• 27
Departments .....••••••••••••••••••••••••• _••••• __ • _. _•••• _••. _.• _... • • • • • . • . . . 5
State •.••..••.•••••.•••••••••••.•••.•••••••••••. •....•.••..•••• •••••••••.••••.. 68

The marked diminution in the proportional part borne by the departments is due to the fact that by far the largest share of the expense for
normal schools falls upon them.
The largest item in this expenditure was teachers' salaries, which
amounted to 93 per cent. of the total obligatory expenditure and to GO
per cent. of the grand total.
Divers expenditures, column 7, include the costs of adult cour es,
funds for aiding teachers, scholarships for worthy pupils, library fund ·
etc.
Comparisons with 1881-82.-As compared with 1881-82 the stati tic
show an increase of 1G per cent. in the ordinary obligatory expenditure
on account of the public primary schools, and of 30 per cent. in the
grand total of expenditure.
Oompari ons ba ed upon the total expenditure at the two dat ar
mi leading, a prior to 1 5 no account wa kept of the funds contribat d
by the communes for diver expen c . Omitting thi el ment altogether, the part borne by each contributing source at the two dates,
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will be seen from the folfowing table. The.signifi.'c ant fact brought out
by this comparison is the relative increase of local effort.
Year.

------..'.----------=-------1-----'- - - - - - Per cent. Pei· cent. Per cen.t.
1882.-.. . .................................. ..................... · ......
1887 • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .

21
30

13
10 ,

66
60

Extraordinary expenditures.-The current expenditure does not represent the whole effort put forth by the state for t,h e maintenance of primary education.
The extraordinary expenditures which pertain to the constru~tion and repair of schoolhouses and the supply of school material have yet to
be considered.
·/ ·
The law imposes upon the communes the duty of providing and main.r .
taining suitable school buildings and premises. Communes having no
.· funds available for the purpose must secure a loan from the state..
Under the law of June 20, 1885, this advance takes the form of an annual sum equal to one.fourth of the · principal and interest of the sum
borrowed by the commune. The ·advances are repayable in 30 years at
the le~st, and in 40 years at the most.
The entire expenditure for the construction of school-houses from·
1878 to December 31, 1887. was $101,824,185. Of this sum 86.63 per
cent. was p~id prior to 1885; 13.37 per cent. from 1885 to 1887, inclusive. ·
The sum was derived as follows~
.

•

Percent.

Communes ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ·• •••• •••••• ••••
Departments ••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• __..__ .·••••..•.••• ____ ••••.••
State . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • . . ___ •.•.••••••••• ~ •••••••..••• : •.••••..•• __ .

58. 47
2. G3

39. 00

Secondary schools.-The material in hand does not permit a det'a,iled
Yiew of the expendihires for secondary schools. ·
The total re0eipts for the public secondary schools, i. e.,.for boys and
girls, a1:0ounted in 1887 to $10,406,443, of which about 36 per cent. was ·
derived from public funds. Tile sources of income for the different
classes of institutions differ so widely, that a general summary of
finances is misleading. The following analysis shows the composition
and distribution of the annual income of every class . of secondary
schools:
Sources of inc~nie. ·
Lycees
(boys).

Communal colleges.

Secondary
establi shments for
girls.
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. Superior instruction.-The income of fcicultes and superior schools
amounted in· 1887-SS to nearly $3,000,0.00, derived as follows:
•

Per cent.

From state appropriations ...•...•••...•. ·. ~- ••.. ... ~ . . . • • • . . • • . . . • . . . • . . • • . . • • 96
Municipaliti-;is . • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • . • . . • • • • . • • • . . . . . . . • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . . • . . • •• • 4
Cove.red by _fees·••••••••••••••••• ••• •••••••• •••• ••• ••••••••••••• • • ••••••·• •• • • • • 33

It should also be observ.eu that since 1877 above $23,000,000 have
been expended in buildings and equipments, of which the state bore 56
per cent., and -the cities which are -the seats of the f acultes the balance.
The entire -public e~penditure for education iu 1887 was about
$40,000,000, of which 86 per cent. wa-s for primary instruction .
. QUfLIFJCA.TIONS, APPOINTMENTS, .A.ND DISCIPLINE OF TEACHERS OF
PUBLIC PRIMA.RY SCHOOLS.
,
I

'.rhe tea9hing S6rvice of primary i.u struction is regulated in the main
by the laws of Ocp9per 30, 1886, and of July 19, 1889.
The 9.ualip.cations for ~he service, as determined by t he former law,
.
are .as follows :
Nationality and <;ig.e.-Teachers m.u st l;>,e French citizens; if men, i;nust
be a,t least eighteen ye~rs of ~ge, and·if women, at least seventeen. 4director of a school must be at l~ast twenty-one years of age. No 01).0
under twen:ty-five years of age can be ·a director of a superior primary
school or of .a school which has a boaruing department. Directors and
directresses of normal schools must be at least thirty years of age.
Attainments, character, etc.-In accordance with the law of June ~G,
1881, teachers must be provided with state diplomas (brevets de cap,acite).
There are two grades of diplomas for teachers of elementary primary
schools (brevet elementaire and brevet superieur). Candidates arc examined by boards (<J'Ommissions d'examen) which are composed of _members
appointed by the academic rectors. No one can be examined for the
higher diploma who bas not secured the lower. There are also diplomas (brevets de capacite) for teachers of superior primary schools, normal schools, and for teachers of special branches in these.
No one who has been condemned in the courts for crime or immorality
is eligible to the service.
By the la.w of October 30, 1886, all administrative functions and ali
commercial and industrial pursuits are forbidden to public school teachers, and they must be drawn exclusively from the laity. Time was
allo wed for carrying out thi last provision, and also for elimin ating
teachers not provided witl.l diplomas.
The ituation with re pect to these reg uiremcnts in the public schools
in 1881-82, a d again in 1886-87, was as follows:
1881-82.

188(>.87,

- -- - -- - - -- - - - - - . - - - - - - -1-·- - - - .Percenta e or teacher bavin diplomas:
i! o';giii. "i-0 ~~ii. ·o'. -()~~~~:::: :: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: ::::::: ::::::: ::: :: : 4608.1
Percentage of lay t a b rs ln total of teachers .............. .............. .

- ---77

12.8
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Appointment a.n d discipline of pr-imary teaehers.-Teachers of primary
schools are full (titulaires), or probationers (stagiafres), the latter forming about 2-0 per cent. of the effective force. The titulaires are appointed by the prefects. Great dissatisfaction has been ·manifested
with this provision; and as a consequence the power of the prefects
was modified by the law of October 30, 1886., whi~h required thew to
select teachers from lists of candidates prepared by the departmental
councils; the stagfoires receive their appointments from the academic
inspector.
'
The penaltie~ to which teachers are subject are reprimand, censure, ,
reduction in position, suspension, removal, and absolute dismissal from
the service. These penalties are inflict~d by the academic inspec,tor or ·
by the prefect, the .teacher having tlle right of appeal to the minister
or to the.supreme council.
Salaries.-T]ie law of July 19, 1889, regulating the salaries of teachers
abrogates the law passed just forty years pr.evious. Under the present
law the state becomes responsible for all salaries, and the rates of compensation have been somewhat increased. Principal teachers are divided into three groups, viz, elementary, superior prima,ry, ,a nd normai;
each group is diyided into five classes, with ann.~ml salaries fi.;xed ~s
follows:
Primary scl}oo\s . Superior Normal schools.
, ~ ~ -- - , primary 1 - - - - M en. Women . te_a chers. ;¥:en. W.omen.

- - - - - - - ' - - - - - - - - - - ·1- - - - - - - - - - - - Fifth class . • • . . • . . . • . • . . • • • • . • • • • • . • • • • • . • . • • • • • • • . . • .
Fourth class . . . • • • . • • . . • . • • • . • . • • • • • . . . . • • . . . . . • • . . • • .
Third class .•••••... ..•.••• . •••. •• . ••.•••...•••••.. ; ...
Second class . • • • • • . . • . . • • • • • . . • . . • • • • • . • • • • • . • • . . • . • • .
First class . . . . . • • • • • . • • • • • . . • . • • . • . . . • • • • • . . . • • • . • • . . .

$200
2-10
300
360
400

$200
2!0
280
300
320

$360
400
450
500
560

$700
- 800
900
1,000
1, 100

$600
700
800
900
1,000

An additional sum of $40 is allowed principals in cllarge of a school
of three or four classes, and of $80 for a school of more than four classes.
Promotion from one grade of salary to the next ·may be made without a change ~f place; it depends upon the length and efficiency of
service and can only take place wllen there is a vacancy. Moreover,
teachers of the fifth and fourth classes can not be promoted to a superior class until after :five years' service in the inferior position; no
teacher is eligible to the second or first class who is not provided with
· t~e highest certificate (brevet superieur) and who has not served at
least th;ree years in the class precedi,ng. It is, however, expressly
provided that so far as length of service affects promotion, teachers
having served ten years may be placed in the :fifth class; :fifteen years,
in the fourth class; twenty years, in the third; and twenty-five years,
in the second.
Assistant teachers in primary schools are paid $160. Assistant
teachers in superior primary schools, from $220 to $420.
In addition to his salary, every teacher must be provided with a resi-
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dence er with a money equivalent for the same. The law imposes this
provision upon the communes, and fixes the rates of indemnity for
residences for teachers in charge of a school having more than two
classes, or having a class of the superior primary grade, as follows:
In localities where the population is from1,000 to 3_,000 ___ •..•••..•••••.•••••.••••...•••.. ••.•.•••••.• ___ . ____ ... :.
3,001 to 9,000. _____ ·----· ···- ·----- ------ ··· · ··· -----· -----· ·----- .... ....
9,001 to 1:,\000 .. ____ ---··· ________ ··-·-·· ·----· ····-· ______ -····· ____ ···12,001 to 18,000 ______ ·----· ____ -----· ··---· ______ ·----· : ..... ·-----·-··-18,001 to 35,000. _________ ···- - - ·--- ~- ..•• .. -·-· ______ ··--·· -----· .... ---35, 00 l to 60,000 .. __ •• _. __ • _. _. _ . __________ .. _____ ... __ .. _.. _. __ .•.. _.. _. .
60,001 to 100, 000 _.••• _ .• ____ ••• _•• ~ __ • __ . ____ .. _•..... _••... _.. __ •... __ . 100,001 and above ______ ··--·· .•••.• ·-···· ________________ ·-··-· .... -···.
In the city of Paris :,· ··-· ____ _-_______ .________________ •..••. ____________ ----··-

2P
40
60
0
100
120
140
160
400

The indemnity for residences allowed all other regu~ar teachers is
one-half the above sums, and for probationers one-fourth.
Communes of less than 1,000 inhabitants, which are the chief places
of their respective cantons, pay the same indemnity as those of 1,000.
Pensions, etc..-The law of .June 9, 1853, extending the civil pension
hst to include teachers, still r.emains in force; teachers who are pledged
to give ten years' service in the public schools are relieved ·from military service in time of peace.
PROVISION FOR TRAINING.

Provision for the training of teachers is a prominent feature of the
French system of education.
For the service of primary instmction the state maintains two superior normal schools, one at St. Uloud, designed to prepare professors for
the primary normal schools for men, and a corresponding school for
women at Fontenay-aux-Roses; also the normal school Pape-Carpantier
at Versailles for the training of directresses of infant schools .
.Moreover every department is obliged by law to maintain at lea t
two normal schools, one for the training of masters and the other for
mi tre es of primary schools. With a Ringle exception, every department ha established one or more normal schools for masters; the tota.l
number in 1887-88 being 90, with an enrollment of 5,443 pupils, and
1,709 graduate at the close of the year. The normal schools for mi.'·
tr e number 81, with 3,.544 students in 1887-88 and 1,118 graduat ..
PROFE SORS OF SECONDARY AND SUPERIOR INSTRUC'.1.'ION.

Qual jicat·ions and appointment.-The professors of secondary and f
u ri r in :n1cti n bel ng alike to the profes ional corps of the univer i e iffering from ach other for the time being by virtue of tlle
r k whi b th ha achieved.
b ir la ific tion and d ignation illustrate the pr ci ion of he
· l gr ding n a,t the ame time sugge t ucces ive teps in the
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historic development of the service. Two titles, professor and ag,rege,
are common to secondary and superior institutions. .Agr~qes, as the word indicates, have been added to the professional body as originally
instituted, for reasons that will appear her(jafter. -While bearing the
same titles, professors and agreges of secondary instruction do not rank
as high in the uni-versite as the corresponding members of the jacuftes
either in respect to salaries or to scholastic recognition.
Professors of the lycees are full (i.e., titulaires) or djvisional, the latter
being in charge of a division of a class.
A professor must have a university degree; for the lycees, at least
the bachelor's .degree. A professor in afaculte must have the doctor's
degree of that order. The title agrege does not, like a degree, indic.a te
the completion of a· course of study, but the mastery of a particular ·
branch ; thus there are agreges in philosophy, history, mathematics, literature, chemistry, anatomy, and physiology.
Candidates for the agregation must have the doctor's degree, and
must pass a competitive examination, the nature of which is determined
by the class of agregation to which they aspire. ·The agreges rank immediately after the full professors; they may assist in examinations
conducted by the professors and may replac_e them in their absence.
No person is eligible to this position unless he is twenty-:fi.v_e years of age.
The minister can. authorize the agreges, on recommendation of the dean
of a faculte, supported by the rector of the aca.demie, to open complementary courses; that is, private courses, additional to the regular
courses in the locality of thefaculte to which they belong.
The agreges are the only class of assistants included in the facultes of
law and of medicine. Thefacultes of science and of letters include also
assistants termed charges de cours, and instructors who are called rncdtres
de conferences. The last named class of assistants was instituted by a
decree of 1877. They are intended to supplement the 'lessons of the
professors by instruction of a far more detailed and _personal character,
conducted by means of questions and explanations after the manner of
recitations in American colleges.
These instructors are appointed by the minister for one year, but
their appointments can be indefinitely renewed. In addition to professors and agreges the teaching force of the lycees includes assistants
assigned to special duties and tutors called ma:itres repetiteiirs.
Professors of lycees are appointed by the Minister of Public Instruction. Maitres repetiteu,rs of the lycees and certain professors in the
communal secondary schools are appointed by the minister upon the
r ecommendation of academic rectors.
Full professors of thejacultes are appointed by the President ·of the
Republic upon the proposition of the minister of public instruction,
who makes his choice from two lists, one presented by the council of
the faculte in which the vacancy occurs, and the other by the permanent section of the superior council.
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Salaries--see<>ndary instruction.-in respect t o the salaries of profes.
sors, and officers 0f the lycees, special provisions hav.e been made for
. Paris aad Lyons. In thg fo.ral!et,, the principals (prov-iseurs) recei,e
$1,800; in the latter, and througbont the departments, with these ex·
ceptions, the salaries are- as foHows :
L yc6e of Lyc6e of
Lyons.

~~~[!:

First c1ass ...•.•..••••..•.•• .. •• ..••••. ... ... ..• ; • .. .•••.•.••...••• • .•• • •• •••• ....
SeO()nd class .............. . . ... ...............•••• ••.••.••,.•. , . ••• • . ••••• . . ••...••...
Third class . .. .. .. •..••••• ..•...• ••• . ... .•• ... .. . .•....•.. . .. ••....••• .•••.••. ..•.
Fourth class ...•.•...•.•. , •.••.. •.•••.•• .• ..•.• , •... , . • ·· ···-' · ··· .. ••.• . •••.•. . . : •.

$1,640
1,540
1,440
1,340

$1,500
1, 400
1, 300
1, 200

of

in the lycee of Versailles, and in the department
the Seine, the
censeurs, i. e., officers charged ·with the general conduct of studies and
discipline, receive a salary of $1,600. In the remain ing Jycees their
salaries are as follows :
Lyc6e of
Lyons.

First class .........•.....•..........•..........•........... . . • .. .. . . . • •. ..•.. .. . . .
Second class ... ; ............•.....••...•.•.....•......... . .• •• ••.•. •..... •. •. •. . . .
1

1~tii ~~ss::::: ::: :::::: ::::::::·.:::::::: ::: ::: :::::·,::::: :·. ::::::::: ::::: ::::::

$1,250
1,100
980
860

Lyc6e of
depart.
ments.
$1,120
1,000
880
160

The sal,aries of chaplains are also greater at Versailles arnl in the
department of the Seine than elsewhere; in the two former tJrey range
from $700 to ~f900 for heatl chaplains, and fro m $520 t o $680 for sub·
ordinate chaplains. In the remaining lycees they range from $400 to
$520. The :fixed salaries of stewards range from $800 to $1,600.
The salaries of the members of the teachin g corps are as follows:
First class.

Second
class.

Third class.

Fourth
cla!ls.

Fifth class, c Sixth
la.ss.

Fall profesRors .. ..... . ..... $1, 040-1, 500 $060-1, 400 $8es-1, aoo $800- 1, 200 ~720-11100 $640- 1, 000
A ssistants in charge of clas.
,
sical courses who ba.ve re·
cei ved the degree oflicen·
tiate or the certifl.Mte of
aptitude in li vi n g Iangna)!es ...... ...... . .. ... ..
560-MO
960- 1, 500
040-720
880- 000
800- 880
730-800
A e!li tan ts in cbnrge of apecial econcfary courRes who
ba,e certHl.cato of a.pti·
tude ..... . .. . .. . ..... . .. . .
800- 880
7:?0- 80(1
fi.10-720
5G0- 600 .. . ... . ... .. ··········
istan
in charge of
tudiee. but not provided
with th 11 j!r e of lie •ntiat nor with tho certi fi·
cato of aptitnile .. .. .. . ....
420-480
7'.:!0- 780
660-720
480-540
600--660
54.0- 600

of profe or of superior instruction,.:_The full profc or of
ri facu,lte are dh., i.<letl iuto t wo class , the fir t rec i ving a. alur

> alaries

h
of 3,

Io b

an cl. h

/i cull: of pr

o

"",400.

taut heolog tile I rof or of the fi r t cla
al r of 1, U , a.nu those of the econd $1,300,
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Irr the superior school of pharmacy the professors 0f the first ola-ss
receive $2,200, and those of the, second class $1,800.
'
The professors of fcwultes of tho departments receive annual salaries
as follows:
'
First
class.

Second Third Fourth
class. · class.
class.

- - - - - - - - - - -- - -- - - - --,-- - - - -

r~:~~:~~~-t~~~l-~~:. ::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::: ~~: ~~~

Medicine . . . • . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • • • . • • • . . • . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . • . • . .
Sciences .•••.........•••••...•·.•..•...••••.•... •.. .... •••.•.•••.. . . : .
Letters . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . • • . • • . . . . . . • • • • • • . . . . . ..
Superior soliool of pharmacy . . . • . . . . . • • • . . • . • . • . • • . • . . . . • . . . • • • . . . . .

$~: ~~-~

2, 200 2, 000
2, 200
2, ooo
2, 200 . 2, 000
1, 700
J, 500

--

$900
1,600
1,600
1,600
1,600

$1,200
1,200
1,200
1,200

1, 30~

" deans receive extra compensation, amounting to $600 in Paris, and $200 elsewhere.
The
COURSES OF STUDY,

Primary schonls-The course of study for ptitnarf schools prescribed
by the law of March 28, 1882, comprises the following branches: l\foral
and civic instruction, reading, writing, the elements of arithmetic and
the metric system, history and geography, especially of Franc~; . object
lessons, and the first notions of science, elements of design, of singing,
manual work (needlework in the schools for girls), gymnastic exorcises,
and in the sc-ho'ols for boys military drill.
In the snp·e riot primary schools thjjse branches of instructidn ~te reviewed and more fully developed. The course is ~xtended to include
algebra and geometry; natural science and physics, and their applica- .
tions to agriculture, to industrial arts and to hygiene;- political economy,
French language anu literature, genetal history, industrial and c.oin- ,
mercial geography, iron and wood work for boys, and cuttirrg and fit- ,
ting for girls. One foreign language is also "included. Additional
courses pertg1,foi.ng to local industries may be authorized by the. minister upon the demand of local committees supported by the aca.detnic
inspector and approved by the departmental council.
Normal schools.-In the primary (i. e., departmental) normal schools,
the studies of the primary course are reviewed with reference to methods of instrnetion, and at the same time developed to include the full
scope and scholastic bearing of those subjects. Pedagogy and school
administration are treated both theoretically and practically. In the
di-eflsion of the day, eight hours are allowed for sleep and about five for
eating, recreation, toilet, etc. Of the hours reserved for scholastic
duties :five at least are to be devoted to the preparation of studies, exercises, and to practical work. .The hours of instruction in each week
do not exceed. twenty-five in the schools for men- and twe ty-two in the
schools for women. Of this time, in both normal schools for men and
for women, five hours a week are given to literary instruction the :first
year, three hours the second, and two the third year. The rest of the
time is devoted to the iustruction in science and in design.
Instruction in the following- subjects is given outside the regular class
hours: in the normal schools for men, agricultural and manual work, .
military and gymnastic exercises, vocal and instru~ental mus~c; in the
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normal schools for women, needle-work, housework and gardening, gymnastics, and vocal and instrumental music. The course of study in
these schools covers three ye~rs. An entrance examination is required,
to which no one is admitted who has not obtained the lowest grade
teacher's certificate (brevet elementq,ire). Upon the completion of the
course, students must present themselves for the examination for the
.
higher grade certificate (brevet superieur).
Secondary courses. 1-Courses of secondary study are of three general
classes. The fun · classical course leading to the degree of bachelor of
letters or bachelor of science, received its present form from the decrees of March 24, 1865, and J 1:1nuary 22, 1885. The other two are
the course of special secondary instruction created by the law of July
21, 1865, which leads to the diploma of bachelor of special secondary
instruction, and the course of secondary instruction for girls, as constituted by the law of Dec~mber 21, 1880, and subsequent modifications
of the same. 2
1 This statement gives the composition of secondary courses up tp August 8, 1890.
On that da.y, a decree issued by the Presiden t of the Republic established a singl11
bachelor's degree in·place of the degrees of Bachelor of Letters, Bachelor of Sciences,
and limited degree of Bachelor of Sciences. As the courses of the lycees are inL<'nded
to prepare students for the examinations leading to this degree, this change will naturally e.ause some modification in the plan of studies.
2 The prescribed studies for the two last classes of the classical course will suffice
· for comparison with typical courses in the United States. The following conspectus
gives in an abridged form the official programme for the clas1:1es of rhetoric and philosophy, and for the special mathematical course which may be substituted for-the e
classes or entered the year preceding the stage of rhetoric.

CLA SS OF RHETORIC.

(AGE SIXTERN YEARS,)

French.-Four hours a week. Eleven authors of XVII, XVIII, anq XIX centuries.
Fifteen lessons on the history of French literature from t h e time of Louis XIII.
Latin.-Four hours a week. Portions of Terenc; , Lucretius, Virgil, Horace, Cicero,
Livy, and Tacitus.
Greek.-Four hours a week. Portions of Homer, Sophocles, Aristophanes, Plato,_
and Demosthenes.
Gel'rnan or English.-Two hours a week. Authors in English-Shakspea.re, Washington Irving, Byron, 'rennyson, Dickens, and George Eliot.
History.-Two hours a week. History of Europe, and particularly of France, from
1 10 to 17 9.
Geography. -One hour a week. Physical, politica1, administrative, and economic
geography of France and its colonies.
Geometry and Cosmograp hy.-Two hours a week. Solid geometry :finished-through
the ph re. The celest ial sphere. Earth, sun, time, moon, etilipses, planets, star ,
univer al gravitation, tides.
hemstry.-Two boors a week :first half year. Hydrogen, oxygen, nitrogen, chlorin , • olpbur, pho phorus, carbon, ilicon, and t h eir most important combinations.
en ral notion of the m tals, oxide , and salts. Principal organic compoonds. Nom ncla. ore and n tation.
Dl'awing.- Tbe human b ad from nature. Landscape from prints and nature.
CLAS

Oll' PHTLOSOPRY.

(AGE SRVltNTF.EN YEARS,)

_ Psycltol-Ogy Log· , Ethics, and Me taphy icB.-Nine boors a week, of whi ch ei h
noors are for h g neral course and two French author , and one hour for one La in
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The full classical course covers seven year::;, following an elementary
course of three years, in which the studies are substantially those of
the primary schools, with the addition of Latin and the exclusion of
manual training.
The special secondary course, which is intended for students who contemplate a commercial or industrial career, covers six years. This course
affords also the means of' coordination between primary and secondary
instruction, pupils from the elementary primary schools t>eing admitted
and one Greek author. The two French authors are chosen each year ;from a list
containing works of Descartes, Malebranche, Pascal, Leibnitz, Condillac, and Cou- ·
sin. The course includes an account of sensibility, intelligence, and volition, of
formal and applied logic, of conscience and duty, of family and country, of political
duties, of labor, capital, and property, of immortality and natural religion.
History.-Two h(lurs a week. Contemporary history, 1789 to 1875.
Arithmetic, Algebra, and Geometry.-Four hours a week. Review of thew hole course
in these subjects.
Pliysfos.-Two hours a week. Optics. Applications of physics: Steam-engines,
magneto-electric machines, electro-plating, telephone.
Physiology, Animal and Vegetable.-Two hours a week. Nutrition, organs of sense,
voice, apparatus for movement, nerves. Vegetable nutrition and reprodur.tion;
Drawing.--Two hours a week. Same as in the preceding year.
SPECIAL MATHEMATICAL COURSE,
PREPARA'l'ORY CLASS OF MATHEMATICS.

(AGE, l<'U' TEEN OR SIXTEEN.)

Mc.thematics-Ten hours a week. Arithmetic through proportion. Algebra through
eq nations of the second degree. Geometry: Plane and solid. Cosmography: Same
as cla,ss of rhetoric.
Na ral Histm·y.-:--One hour a week. Zoology: Man, vertebrates, articulates, mollusks. Botany: Analysi s and classification of plants, divisions of the vegetable kingdom by typical specimens. Geology: The principal rocks, changes of the earth's
crust, geologic periods. Physiology: Animal and vegetable, as in the class of philosophy.
Language.-Seven hours. Review of previous work in French, Latin, German, or
English.
Bistory and Geography.-Four hours. Review of work of class pf rhetoric and preceding class.
Drawing and Design.-Four hours.
Gy mnastics.-Two honrs.
Religion.-Optional.
CLASS OF ELEMENTARY MATHEM ATICS.

(AGES SIXTEEN

on

SEVENTEEN YEARS.)

Mathernatics.-Ten hours a week. Arithmetic: review of previous work with more
varied applications. Algebra.: equations of the seconu degree, properties of trino- ·
mials of the second degree, maxima and minima, theory and applications of logarithms. Solid geometry. Conic sections and the helix. Descriptive geometry.
Plane trigonometry. Cosmograpby: review of course of class of rh etoric, with extension.
Science.-Six hours a week. Mechanfos, physics, chemistry.
Languages.-Seven hours a week, viz: F rench, three ; Latin, two; English or German, t,wo. French: Grammar and compositfo11. Authors: Bossuet, Voltaire, Boileau, La Fontaine, classical plays. L atm : Coosar's Gallic War; Cicero, three orations;
Virgil, Eclogues, and three books of the ..Eneid; Horace's Satinis. German: Selections,
prose and verse; Lessing's Laocoon; Schiller, two dramas; Th.irty Years' War; Goethe,
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to it if they are prepared in everything but the living languages. Their
deficiency in this respect is made up in special classes.
The .course of secondary instruction for girls covers fl ve years. Students who complete three years of the course and pass the required examination receive a partial diploma, and those who go through the
whole course are candidates for the full diploma.
The composition of these several courses and the distribution of the
entire time among the dift'erent subjects are as follows :
•
Full classical course-Seven years (ages 11 to 18).

Studies.

Classics ................................. .
French ................................. .
Modern languages .•.........••••••••••.
History, includ_ing geography ..•••••..•.

Percent.·
of time
allotted
(entire
course).
38. 0
11.4
8. 08

18. 0

Studies.

Mathematics ............. ............. .
Science ..................... .......... .
Drawing.-.................. . . ....... ..
P sychology, logic, ethics, and meta-.
phyics.

Per cont.
of time
allotted
(entire
course) .
8.44
6.16

9. 09
15. 83

Students who desire, may substitute for the last two or three years
of the classical course the special -mathematical course, which leads to
the degree of Bachelor of Science. In these classes, 36 per cent. of th e
time is given to mathematics, and 16 per cent. to the sciences.
Courses of special secondal'y instrnction-seven yea,·s (ages 12 to 18).

Studies.

French . .............................. ..
Foreign languages ..... : ..... .......... .
History, inclnding geography ........... .
Mathematics .......................... .
Physics .. .............................. .
Natural history ....................... ..
Chemistry ............................. .

Per C()nt.
of time
allotted
(entire
course).
15. 72
18.23
10. 06
16. 90

6. 28
3. 77

6. 03

Studies.

Morals . . ..................... ... ... .. . .
Law, notions of common, commercial,
and industrial. ............ .......... .
Political economy ................. .... .
Philosophy ..... . ..... . .... ........... .
Writing and drawing ......... ....... .
Bookkeeping ......................... .

P ercent.
of time
allotted
1(entire
course).
. 69
1. 25
. 69
2. 51
17. 61

1. 25

I phi genie; Hermann et Dorothee. English: Macaulay, essays; Sheridan, The School
for Scandal; Sheakespeare, three plays; Milton, PaTadise Lost, two books.
History and Geography.-Three hours a week. Same as course of classes of rheto ric
and philosophy.
Drawing an'd Design.-'Fout hours a week.
Gymnastics.-Two hours a week.
Religion. -0 ptional.
Followiug the class of elementary mathematics is the class of special mathema ic ,
The course for this cla s, which is too elaborate to be reproduced here, is determined
by the admis ion reC]_uirements of the Polytechnic School and the Superior Normal
School. With be exceptio n of a brief review of the previous work in literature, with
exten ion of tho cour e in English or German, the time is entirely devoted to mathematic , mechanics, physics, and chemistry.
Students who complete the first two years of the special course of mathematics ar6
candidates for the diploma of bachelor of science; but ii they have this en u in view
they mo.st add to the subj ects specified the assigned work in philosophy. This includes element of logic and ethics, and occupies one hour a, week.
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Course of secondary instruction for gi11ls .

Studies.

French language and literature.........
Histor.v ancl geography.. .... . ......... .
Science, inclmling mathematics. ... .....
Foreign languages................... .. .

Percent.
of time
allotted
(entire
course.)
23. 75
12. 26
18. 39
11. 49

Studies.

Needlework . ..........................
Design ancl drawing...................
Vocal mnsic . •...... .. .... .. . . .•. .••. ..
Gymnastics . .......................... .

P ercent.
of time
allotted
(entite
course.)
11. 99
11. 44
5. 36
5. 74

Courses of superior instruction.-The composition of the courses of
superior instruction is determined by thP, purposes to which they are
directed; they are either general, that is for liberal culture.; or special,.
that is designed to prepare students for law, medicine, engineering,
professorships, etc.
Side by side with the traditional university studies, these courses .
show large and constantly increasing development in pure and applied
science, in philosophy, and in political and social science. This increase
has been promoted by the creation of complementary courses and con·
ferences, to which reference has already geen made'. The former, as the
word indicates, provide for subjects not included in the titulary chairs.
Thus, as M. Liar<l explains, "in afaculie where there is only one chair
of philosophy, a course of the history of philosophy would be complementary." They afford opportunity for students to extend their re·
searches in particular lines under the guidance of specialists, while
the conferences serve to reiterate and enforce the subject-matter of tbe regular courses.
ORG.ANIZ.A1'ION .A.ND 1\UN.A.GEMEN'.I.' OF SCHOOLS.

Classification and description of primary schools.-The department of
primary instruction, as organized by the law of October 30, 1886, com·
prises infant schools and classes, elementary primary schools, superior
primary schools, and schools of manual apprenticeship. The line of
separation... between these different classes of schools and the division
among them of the prescribed subjects of primary instruction are de·
termined by special regulations elaborated in the superior council of
public instruction. All of these schools are free and secular, and the .
teachers must in all cases be appointed from the laiby. '11he law with
respect to compulsory attendance -applies only to the elementary p-ri.
mary schools.
l. Infant schools (ecoles maternelles) and infant classes: In the infant
schools, children of both sexes from two to six years of age receive
together pbysioal, moral, and intellectual training adapted to their
tender years. These schools are wholly in the charge of women; the
teaclling force includes a directress, and an assistant if the number of
children is more than fifty. The teach~rs are always aided by a !Sewing
woman.
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In every commune where a public maternal 8Chool exists, one or more
committees of women are formed to keep watch over its sanitary and
hygienic conditions, the general appearance of the es tablishment, an d
the disposition of funds or gifts, legacies, etc., received for the benefit
of the children. The mayor presides over these committees.
Communes are not obliged by law to fo und and maintain maternnl
schools, and it is only in communes havin g above 2,000 inhabit.ants, of
which at least 1,200 are concentrated in one locality; t hat these school
are included in the number of public primary schools en titled to support
by the commune and to State subventions. These schools are better
adapted to cities than to rural districts. A little more than 10 per cent.
of /the communes report at least one infant school.
Infant classes are under similar regulations ; they are but annexes
either to primary elementary or to infant schools, bet ween which they
form an intermediate degree. The usual age of a ttendance is four to
seven years.
2. The elementary primary scliools are for t he instruction of children
from six to thirteen years of age, that is, the obligatory school period.
In communes having neither infant schools nor infant classes, the age
for admission to the elementary primary schools is lowered to five yea; ;
it is raised to seven where there is an infant class. Children above thirteen years of age can not be admitted to the elementary primaries without special permissfon.
•
The elementary primary schools may be for boys only, in which case
the instruction is given by men; for girls only or. mixed as to sex, in
both of which cases the instruction is given by women.
The master of a boys' school may be assisted by his wife, sister, or
mother; under certaiu circumstances the dep artmental council may ~uthorjze a man to take charge of a mixed school, provided it has a mistress of sewing and cuttiug.
Every commune must be provided with at least one public primary
chool. The depa rtmental council, however, with the consent of the
mini ter may authorize two or more communes to unite for the maintenance of a sclloo1. When a commuue or a n umber of united communes have 500 inhabitants or more, they must provide a special school
for girl , or in it place a mixed chooJ, if the departmental council i
arrreed. '.rue distribution of pupils amon g eparate and mixed school
in 1 87 was a follows:
·
Total enrollm ent.

Class.

Boys.

Girls.

1 - - -- 1 - - - - 1

2,736,680

he le w

nly in

f

Per cent. enrolled.
Boys.

j Girl .

58:i.85 1 ~
{ 14. 15
12.

arcll 2 , 1 3, a c rnmune i oun t pr
ch h ief t , n, but al o i all vill g or e n-
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ters of popnlation remote from towns or separated from each other by
three kilometres -;;nd containing at least twenty children of school age.
Of the 36,121 communes only 80, or 0.2per cent., were without prim ary
schools in 1886-87.
3. Superior primary instruction is given either in superior primary
schools or in" complementary courses." The establishment takes the
latter name if it is annexed to an elementary primary school, and the
former if it has a distinct location and is under a separate direction.
The complementary courses comprise one or two years. The superior
primary schools may comprise two or more years, and must be provided
with as many rooms as there are classes. They are called full.cou_rse
schools (ecoles de plein exercice) when they comprise at least three years'
study.
As regards the character of the studies pursued, these schools belong
to one of two classes, according as they have or have not provision for
industrial or technical training.
Schools of the form er class au.mit pupils who are provided with the
certificate of primary studies. The latter are caTled professional
schools. No pupils under 12 years of age are admitted to these, aud
applicants not provided with the certificate of primary studies must pass
an entrance examination. In t hese schools, the greater part of the time
is devoted to manual work and to scientific and technological instruction with their commercial and industrial applications. They are under the double authority of the minister of public instruction and the
minister of commerce. Instruction is gratuitous in the superior primary
schools; bursaries, or scholarships, are maintained in them by the State,
by t he departments, and by the communes respect,h;ely. , 11
,
4. The scbools of manual apprenticeship are designed" to develop
in young people who are destined for manual pursuits the necessary
skill and technical knowled ge. They differ from the professional
schools descril>ed in t he foregoing paragraph in this respect, that the
technical training is directed to special industries forming a veritable
apprenticeship, whereas in the former, the training is directed to the
development of a taste for manual work, accuracy of the eye, manual
dexterity, and practical ideas of divers orders, forming altogether a
snitable preparation for apprenticeship to some particular art.
The schools of manual apprenticeship are also under the double ·
authority of the minister of public instruction and the minister of commerce.
Tlie schools of tbese severa l classes may be either public or private.
The following table shows the dis tribution of teachers and pupils in
the different grades of school , both public and p:rivate, in 1886-87.
/
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III.-Priinary instruction, 1886-87.

ENROLLMENT AND TEACHERS.
Enrollment.
Public.
I nfant schools, etc.:
Male ... ......... .. .. . ..
Female.................

264,801
254, 023

P rivate.

No. of teachers.

Average number of pupils
enrolled to one teacher. ·

P ublic.

Public.

Private.

Private.

Total.

103,869 .......... .. .......... ... ....... ........ . ....... ..
118,531 .... .. ....... . .......... . ..... .......... . ....... ..

1- ---1
---·
- - --------- - - ---83
Tofal.... .......... ...
518, 824
222, 400
i8,8o3)

Elementary :
Male .•..•• ·-~·- · .•.. ...• '2, 43'9, 6.67
1!'emale .. . . .. . • . . • • . . • . 1, 974, 176

= = = = = =[==== =
322, '874
751, 207

54,822
, 42, 469

==

81 330 .. .......................... . .
31, 19! ....... .. .. . . ............... ..

i----~- -1--,-------------1, 074, 081
97, 291
40
27
45
39,524

Total................. 4, 413, 843

====== = = = = = - - --

Superior, e,tc::

1

fea~~l~::::::::::::::::: I
Total.._...............
Grand total

- ~~ .. .. .. .

-

~: :~~

~t ui~~ l :::::::::: :::::::::: ::::::::::

_'!, 716

(145,668)

2

~)~'g

-----1- - - -1--- - -- - - - - - - - - - 30,725

i====i=======i== = =
(6, 26 , 589)

-

- - - ==

(147,362)

a. Directors and assis ban ts of superior primary schools tabulated with elementary primary t eachers.
bSpecial teachersnotiucluded in the tab11lation for el ementary primary.
P er cent.
Ratio of total ·en:rollment to fotal population ..•...•..•••.• -. . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . L6
Ratio of enrollment (6 to 13) to total enrollment . . •• . • • .. • .. . . • • . • • • . • . . . • . •• • . • . . • .. • • . . . • . .. • . .. . 75
Ratio of enrollment (6 to 13) to population (6 to 13) • • • • • • .. • .. • • • . • • .. • • • • • • • • • • • . • • . • • • . • • • .. • • • . . 98

Th:e superior primary schools specified in the foregoing t~ble do not
include either the technical (i .
professional) or manual training
schools,1 but -simply those superior primary schools which are under the
sole 'Charge of the minister of public instruction . Manual training, it
should be observed, however, is a feature of these schools also. In 1 87
they numbere cl., in.eluding complementary courses, 559, of which 410
were for b:oys; and 140 for girls. Of the total number, 539 were public
schools. These enrolled 80 per cent. of the 38,441 pupils registered in
fais clas of schools. A large proportion of the students wllo pa
through the e schools enter at once upon some business car er ; many
con ·nue their studies in the government technical school .
The destinations of 10,730 young men who passed out of tb esc school
in 18 7 were founcl to be as follows:

e.,

P r o nt.

Enter d higher schools . .............••..... _.. . . . . . . . . . • • • •• . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . l G G
Entered gover nment ervice.. .. •... .•.• •..• .. •... . . . . . ... .. . . •. ... . . .. . •.. .. 5. 4
nt red commer cial pursuits .••••• .. .••• . •. _.......... •• • • • • • • . • • . . .. • ••• •• 21. 3
Enter d agricultural par a its ...•........•... _. . ....... ............ .. . ....... 12. 5
En r iodu trial pur uit ....••.. .- . . .... __ .....•.. _. . .. .. . . . .•. .• .. ... ... .. 23. 0

En red army .... .............. . .......................... . . .......... ......
Ent red divers 1 rica.1p~r nits .. . .. .................. . ... .... ...............
En rdb t cbi ngprof io - ·----~·-··· ·· ········· ·· ··· - -- ····· ·········
Uok own .. ..... . . . .. . ...••••••.......•••..... . .•••••..• •..................

.4
G.3
1. 5
11. 0
100.0

I

I
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Secular vs. church schools.-The classification of the schools as secular and church or denominational is important, since the relative num- •
bers serve as an index of t he support which the government policy
commands. The movement in this respect from 1881-82 to 1886-87 is
shown by the following statistics :
Number of schools,
1886-87.

Increase.

Decrease.

· Public. Private. Public. Privat e. Public. Private.
- - - - - - - -- - - - 1- - -- - - - - -- - - - - - - - - 3, 936
11. 3 . . • . . . • . • . . . . • . . . . . .
12. 1
Secular . ..... .... ~...... •• . . . . . • • . . • . . . .
57, 611
9,565 . . . . . . . • . .
17. 2
19. 2 . .. ..• •.••
Church . . . . . . . . . . • • •• . • . . . . . • • . . • . . . . • • .
9, 097
Total . . •..••• ••.•••••.. •••.•..... · J

06, 703

13, 501

5.87

6. 82 .......... . ....... .. .

will

It
be observed that the ratio of increase in private_schools has
been a little greater than in public schools, and that this increase in
private schools has been wholly in those classed as religious. Nearly
seven.tenths of this increase is made up of scho,ols for girl~.
It is interesting to note, also, that the majority of schools having
only one or two classes are secular.. Schools having f1·om three to seven
classes are about evenly divided l>etwe~n the secular and teligioU:s,
while the majority of the schools having more than seven classes are
religious. The precise classification in this· r,espe~t is as follows:
Number of schools. P ercentage of total,
Number of classes.
Secular. Religious. Secular. Religious.
Schools of-·
One class .. .... . .. ............. . ............ . .... .. . .. .
Two classes ••••••.••• ••••.•••••...•..••••.•• ••.•.••••.
Three classes .•••••..•• ...•.... .. .....•.....• •• ••. •••• .
F our classes . .•.. .• .•. ..•.••.•.••..••••••.••• ••••••.• •.
Five classes ..••••.•.•.• . ..•••. ••. .••••••.••••••••• .••.
Six classes ..•.••......... . .....• . -~---· .•••••••• •••••••
Seven classes ..............••••••••••••••••.•• ..••..• • .
Eight cl2.sses and more . . •. •.• . .•••...•••.. •••••• .•• • .•

47,001
9,074
2, 657

1, 216
618
449
234
298

7, 515
5,885
2,367
1,194

657
4~4

261
349

. 76. 4
14. 7
4. 3
2.0
1. 0
o. 'l
0. 4
0. 5

40. 3
31. 5

12. 7

0.4
3.5
2.3
I. 4
I. 9

-----------1-Total................... . • . • • • . •• •• • • • •• • • • • ••• • • • • • .
61, 547
18, 662
100
100

· The increase of graded schools is indicated by the fact that whereas,
in 1881-82, there were 138 class rooms to every 100,public schools, in
1886-87 the proportion stood 144 to 100. Of the schools with a single

teacher, 485 had more than 80 children each, and in the schools with ·
two or more teachers, 273 class rooms had more than 80 children each.
Buildings and grounds.-The state imposes upon the commune the
obligation of providing suitable housing for primary schools. The size
and seating capacity of the schoolhouse depend upon the population
of the locality, but the following requifements are of universal application. The site must be healthful, well drained, accessible, .and of
ample extent. The regulations call for from 8 to 10 square metres per
scholar. While this basis is not always adopted, the surface di men- .

/
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sions of the small"st sites are rarely Jess tbau 500 square metres. Tbe
schoolhouse must have a general hall large enough for assembling all
the pupils, and class rooms according to requirements. The passage
halls must be commodious, and suitable toilet rooms must be provided. 1
The ideal of the regulations is-not realized in all the communes, but
the work of building- aml improvement steadily progresses. Naturally,
in France as in our own country, it is in the cities th at the :finest specimens of school architecture are to be found. Tl.le statistics of 1886-87
show a total of 60,518 schoolhouses, of which 47,147 uelouge.d to communes, the remainder being rented or loaned.
The matter of lighting has received much attention and is still the
subject of investigation and of_experiment. Two syRtems -of lightin g
are at present employed ; the unilateral and the bilateral, the choice
being determined by the size of rooms. For class rooms the miuimnm
snrface space is 1.25 metres per scholar, and the volume at least 3 metres
per scholar. As a rule, these dimensions are exceeded.
Various modes of seating have been tried, but preference is given to
that of double desks arranged in rows with aisles between.
·
'
The class room generally seats forty-eight or fifty, and has a platform
facing the pupils' desks. · There is also space for a library, cabinets,
etc.
Besides the schoolhouse proper, the grounds include a co,ered court
which may be used as a gymnasium or for workshops, an open space
for recreation, a garden, the teacher's house, when this is supplied,
and suitable outbuildings.
School sessions.-The school yea.r begins in October and lasts eleven
months for primary schools. Besicle the vacation of a month, tl.10
schools are closed on certain days, festivals of the church and of the
nation and the day immediately following each. The recoguize<l holidays are New Year's, the last three days of Passion Week, and the national fete days. The law also allows local officers to grant two mouths'
extra vacation unde.r special conditions, as for example necessity of
farm work. The schools are in session five days in the wee~, Thur ·day
being a holiday. The school day is six hours, divided generally into
two equal ses ions with an intermission between. As a rule, each clas
attends the entire day, but where it is desirable, arrangements for half
time attendance are allowed.
Conduct of studies and discipline.-The organization of the school
b ing determined, as we have een, and a vigorous supervision maintain <1 by the tate, comparatively little freedom would seem to be left
to t ach r . Thi , however, i not exactly the case. Relieved of a,11
re P n ibilit with re p ct to extraneou matter , they are able to cone ntrate ileir n rgie upon t11e work of instruction and discipline.
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The qualifications required for admission to the work are sufficient
to secure a body of efficient teachers, a-large proportion of whom have
been specially trained for the service. They evince great enthusiasm
and professional skill, and but little tendency to mechanical methods,
the worn~ especially being foll of ingenuity.
Instruction by observation, called in France methode intuitive, has
large devel0pment, and the teachers are aided in its use by the admirable collection of material with which nearly every school is supplied.
The formati~n of school museums (musees scolaires) has bee.n promoted chiefly by the efforts-Of M. F. Buisson, director of primary instruction. His enthusiasm has proved contagious, and by the corn bined
efforts of teachers, p::ipils, and parents, and the assistance of local funds,
nearly 14,000 museums have been formed.
',
Excellent discipline is maintained in the schools, the pupils being as
a rule very tractable. Corporal punishment is strictly prohibited;
reprimands and suspensions are ordinary penal.ties, and final expulsion
the extreme resort.
Each scholar at the time of his entrance into a school receives a blank
book, which he is expected to keep as long as he remains in school.1
, In this book he performs the first exercise of each month in each ·
class of stu<lies, a task to be done in school without help from others.
The series of exercises show the course of instruction and the progress of the scholar from year to year. This book is kept in the school
and is known as the monthly record.
At the beginning of the school year a time table is prepared by the
teacher of each school, _a nd after approval by the primary inspector, is
put up in the class rooms.
·(
· '
•
Pupils are promoted annually. The certificate of primary studies is
conferred upon those who complete the course and pass the required
examination, to which, however, no one under eleven years of age _is
admitted. Attendance upon this examination is not obligatory. Tlie
reports show, however, a steady increase in the number of candidates.
In 1887 the number of certificates awarded was 144,046, as against
91,153 in 1882.
Text-books and material.-Every year the teachers of each department
meet together under the direction of the primary inspector to prepare
a list of desirable text-books. These lists are revised by a special commission presided over by the academic inspector; the final list for
each department is submitted to the approval of the academic rector.
The multiplication of text-books has been a natural consequence of
the development of the state system, and the number of books in the
market shows a wholesome competition between rival publishers.
The official list of approved text-books, made up to Ja-ly, 1888, contaius a total of 1~531 works. While many of these are poor, the list in1

See article by Felix: Martel, in Morwgraphies pedagogiques, Tome I.
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eludes books which are mo~els of simple lucid composition and logical
arrangement, and stamped with· the· genius of some of the most distinguished French authors. 1
French publishers have given great attention to maps and models of
every kind, anu the schools are abundantly supplied with such apparatus. School libraries: both for pupils and for teachers are very freely
provided.
Primary normal schools.-The departmental normal schools are boarding schools, to which, however, day scholars are admitted.
The buildings and material are provided by the departments. All
the schools have practice schools of primary grade annexed, and nearly
all have a second school or class for the training of directressea of infant (i. e., maternal) schools.
The course of study is arranged for three years.
The normal schools are in session ten and a half months annually.
Secondary schools.-The representative establishments for secondary
instruction are the lycees or state . schools. They have boarding
departments, the household antl scholastic affairs being kept entirely
distinct. Both are regulated down to the minutest d~tail by provisions
from the central authority. The head of the ly-cee is t.he principal or
proviseiir, who is simply an administrative officer.
The most important functionary of the lycee next to the proviseur is
the censor of studies (censeur des etudes), who regulates the discipline
and studies.
The heau of the household is the steward (econome) , and there must
always be a resident chaplain. All of these officials are appointed by
the minister of public instruction, and are directly responsible to the
academic rector.
The professors, who reside outside of the establishment, confine
themselves entirely to the work of instruction. The students are under
the immediate surveillance of tutors (ma~tres repetiteurs), to each of
whom is assigned a group of about thirty, for whose studies aud conduct be i responsible. The students are boarders (internes) or day
students ( externes) . Tlie former arc saiu to belong to the internat, the
latter to tlie externcit. The boarders may be either pensionn,aires, full
boarders, or demi-pensionnaires, who take one meal daily in the school.
The average number of students in a lycee is five hundred; the average taff compri ·e thirty-eight officers and professors.
The cour e of study which bas been already d scribe<l, covers ten
year and i arranged in three division , elementary, grammar, and
sup rior. The two lower divi ions con i t of three cla es eacl.J, the
high
ui vi i n of four cla
s.
Ii 1 w t la i call d the preparatory; the next seven are named
th ordioal number , ight to econd inclu ive. These are folb la
f ru t ri and the cla of philo opb .
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Pupils generally enter the lycees at 8 years of age and are expected
to spend a year in each class, thus completing the full course at 18, and
the spe~ial secondary course at 16 or 17.
;
The discipline of the lycee is extremely rigid and mechanical. The
routine is not exactly the same in all, but the following is a fair representation of a day's program. 1
The pup1ls rise at 5:30 and retire at 8:30.
The fifteen waking hours are divided as follows:
Exercises.

Time assigned . 'l'otal time.

Hrs. Min.
Toilet .....•.......•.......• , . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . • . • • • . . . • • . . . .. . • . . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
20
1
Recitations ..........•....••.................•.•..••........... a .......... {
~;~~ } 4 00
·5:50 to 7:15 }
1
Study .. . ........ : ............... ... . .. ........ ... ................. -... -· - {
7
10

g;ii !~

t~~ r !i~~

7:30 to 8:00 )

i~:~i i~ In~

R ecreation ..................... . ... . . ....... ........ . . . ..... -..... - - .. - - .
~
{
4:15 to 5:00 J
Four meals. ..................... ........ . ..... .... . ...................... . . . .. . . . . . .. . .. .

2

00

1

30

The communal colleges may be full or partial course secondary schools.
The communes take the initiative in their establishment, and their
boa.riling departments are controlled either by the municipalities or by
private proprietors.
,
Their scholastic regime is similar to that of the lycees.
The law ofDecember 21, 18S0, creating lycees and communal colleges
for girls completed the general provision for secondary instruction.
The administration and studies of these institutions are managed
with special reference to the aptitudes, needs, and probable careers of
young women. Pupils enter at twelve years of age. The course is
divided into two periods of three and of two years respectively, thus
allowing fi ve years for the foll pe.riod. A sixth year may be added for
students who desire to prepare for admission to superior institutions or '
for special vocations.
Attendance at all classes of the secondary schools is stimulated by
public scholarships (bourses) and peculiar enthusiasm is excited by
means of annual public competitive exercis·es, which have all the attra,,ctive features of great festivities.
·
A n_ormal school, dP-signed to prepare a teaching force for the service
of special secondary in struction, was open ed at Cluny in 1866, and in
1881 a normal schoo1 for the preparation of women to serve as professors in the lycees and colleges for women was established at Sevres.
1
In many particul ars of organization and conduct the lycees follow the model of
the J esuit colleges. See in this connection Educational Reformers, by Robert Herl>ert Quick, Chapter I V.
F or an interesting study of the organization of lycees see Quelque mots sur l'instruction publique en France, by Michel Breal, chapter entitled "De l'internat;" also
.Education et instruction/ enseignernent secondai1·e, par Oct. Greard, Tomes .I, II
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- There are also second ary normal schools established at the lycees of
the chief towns of each academy, where the ass istant teachers are
gathered together for special instruc tion in the courses and to facilitate
their promotion to professorships.
The following tabulation shows t he status of the lycees and communal
colleges for 1887,-~he latest year included in the official report of the
minister of public instruction ;
TABLE

IV.-Establishments for secondary instt·uction.
SUMMARY OF STATISTICS FOR 1887.
Pupils.

Bo:i.rdin o(int;r.
nes).

P er cent.
in
P~r cent. P er nent.
P
er
cent.
lim itrd,
~f board- of day Percent.
in
scieri titic,
10 ~ pu- pnpils·on
in
p1 ls 0~
schohtr- primary classical or p c1
scb?,atsh;ps
classes. courses. cial secondary
ships.
· ·
cour ses.

Day
(externes).

- - - - - - -1- - - - - - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - -- - - Lycees (boys) .. ... ... .
100
Communal coll ege s
(boy s)....... . ......
240
Private est a bl i s h- 5 a 302
men ts (bo.vs) ...... . ( b 349
L ycees (girls). . .......
20
Com mun al colle ge s
(girls ) . ... .... . . .. ..
23

Se(~~~)?.~~-~-~~-~~-1 69 1

25, 706

28, 110

18

10

10

67

23

13, 932

22, 154

9

2

19

48

33

ii~& ~Jt~

}.... ........................ -~....................
(13)

(3, o:JO)

I

(2, 678)

'

I

(16)

I

I
N umber

and teac he rs.

44 ............... • · • · •

I

(4, 395)

of officers

40 ................. · • ·

I

(12)

Total
receipts.

29 ................... •

Total
Expenditures.

3, 741 ~6, 721, 8l!l $0, 655,531
L ycees (boy s) .. ............... .... .. .. ..
Communal colleo-es \boys) .......... . ... .
4,432
8,071,890
2, 974, 896
· te es tabli shm ent s (b oys ) ....... . . . ............ . . .. .......... . .........
P nva
L ycees (1?irls) ........ . . .. ..... . ... ... . . •
479 }
omnrnnal celleges (~rls) . .. .. ......... .
424
612, 734
598, 568
957
econdary courses (girls) . .. . .. • . .. . .. . .

a Secular.

Expenditu res per
capi ta
for boarding
pupils.

5
<

Expenditu res per
capi ta for
da;v
pu pils.

$137. 76
lO!l. 28
al28.
bls 8. 83
59

$25.17
15. 67
a29.94
b33. 82

i·.....................
. .................... .
.••••• • .. - - •
b Churcb.

INS'rITUTIONS F OR RUPERIOR INSTRUCTION.

In

examine
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The present Government has greatly extended the teaching functions
of thefacultes, and has taken the first steps toward giving them the
attributes and powers of corporate bodies.
The necessity of providing for practical courses of instruction was
felt in respect to the facu,ltes of medicine at an 'early period in their history, and led in 1854 to the creation of professional schools, which are
found in several of the academic districts. These schools are ·of two
classes-preparatory and full course (ecoles de plein exercice). Similar
school6 have also been provided for sciences and letters. These schools
with the conferences and complementary courses supply the essential
conditions or effective instruction. The development in this respect is
shown by the fact that since 1877, conferences to_the number ·o f 129 and
complementary courses to the number of 200 have bP,en created, and 201
new professorships established .. Meanwhile, students have been allured
by the special inducement of scholarships (i. e,, bourses), of which five
hundred have been provided. · .
The extension of the teaching funct ions has been further stimulated
by the vast increase of material equipments, buildings, laboratories, etc.
The results of these efforts are shown , says the minister in his official
report, by the fact "that of the 17,630 s tudents upon the register ·of the
facultes in 188 7-88, 3,693 were veritable students in the facultes of
letters and of science; whereas in 1875, if any w~re entered for those
courses, they did not really pursue their studies in the facultes, but
merely registered themselves," an essential prerequisite to the rights
of the degree examinations.
The separate facultes have al ways had an official organization. The
head of each group is the dean (doyen). An assistant is appointed, who
may act for the dean if necessary, and a secr~tary for the service of the
body. Until a very recent date, however, the differentfa.aultes of a district (academie) were separate from each other, and after 1875 were wanting in all the attributes of autonomy. Civil personality was secured to
them by a decree of July 25, 1885, which empowered them to receiYe,
hold, and administer property; a right conferred upon them in 1801,
but suspended in 1875. A decree of December 28, 1885, carried the
work of organization still farther. This decree coustituted in · each
academic district a council general of all . t,he fa cultes of th e district
for the consideration of matters of co~mon interest. The president of
this council is the academic rector; the remaining members are the
deans of the faciiltes, the directors of superior schools of pharmacy in
districts where such schools have been formed , the director of, a full course or of a preparatory school of pharmacy or of .medicine, two
delegates from eachfaculte elected for three years by the assembly of
t he f acultes from tlrn full profes ·ors, and a delegate from each full course
or preparatory school elected in the same manner.
The deans and directors of schools are ch ar ged, under t lle authority
of tbe rector", with tl.ie execntio n of t4e decis !ons of the council. Ariy
decision of the council contrary to laws a nd rules is referred imm~di-
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ately by the rector to the minister of public instruction; pending his
decision it is imperative. By the same decree there was constituted
also in each f aciilt6 a council and an assembly. The former, which is
composed of full professors, deliberates upon the :financial affairs of the
faciilte; the latter, composed of all full professors and assistants having a doctor's d_egree, delipera.tcs upon scholastic mat ters. Through the
couµcils the facultes manage their own budgets, make up the lists from
which their deans are selected, and give effective expression to their
opinions on all matters relating to the creation of ch airs, the development of programmes, and the discipline of students.1
The general courses of the facultes and schools are as a ·rule public
and are open to both sexes. Certain courses are, however, reserved for
students properly so called. These only are admitted to the conferences,
where they are questioned upon the matter of t he lesson, and to laboratory and other practical exercises. The attendants upon the courses
of the professors are therefore of two classes, .hearers and },tu dents. All
aspirants for degrees belong to the latter course. The baccalaureate of
letters or of science. being an essential prerequisite for all other degrees,
marks the end of secondary and the beginning of superior instruction.
To become a student in afaciilte, it is necessary to inscribe one's name
upon the register, pay certain fees, and sustain certain examinations.
The inscription is renewed quarterly, the total number of renewals depending upon tlle length of the course. A fee is paid at each renewal.
- The several fees which students must pay are inscription fees (droits d'inscriptfon ); fees for the use of libraries (droits de bibliotheques) ; laboratory
fees (droits de travaux pratiqu_es), which are charged only in the facultes and schools of medicine and pharmacy ; examination fees (droits
d'examen). The amount of the several fees, library and inscription (i.e.,
tuition) fees excepted, varies ' in different courses. The former is 10
francs ($2) per annum; the latter 30 francs per trimester.
'.rhree degrees, viz, bachelor, licencie, an<l. doctor, are conferred in
every faculte save that of medicine. These degrees form an ascending
series, which must be obtained in regular order. Thefaculte 9f medicine confers only the doctor's degree, but candidates for this must not
only be provided with the degree of bachelor of letters but also with
that of bacbelor of science. Thefa(.:ultes of law confer also a diploma
(certificat de capacite), which does not require previous classical study
and admits one to practice as an attorney (avoue).
Th present number of facultes, including 3 in Algiers, is 59; of superior school of pharmacy, 3; of schools of medicine and pharmacy,
full cour e, 3; of preparatory schools of medicine and pharmacy, 14;
f pr paratory chools of cience and letter , 3.
c.1 tailed vi w of the operations of these in titut ions in 1887- 8 i
hown in Table .
wi h r pect t o be dev lopment of the French fa cultes and t heir tran forma.i n i o o c rpo ra autonomic iosti ut ions, Universiles et f acultes, by Louis Lia.rd,

Chapters IX- XII.
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V.-Statistics of E'renchfacultes, 1887-88.
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.A.ix
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15 . • • . . . .. . • • . . . . . . • . . . • • . . • • • • • .
181
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.A.i.x: •••••••• ••••
Marseilles ..••. ·. ••. . •. . . . . . . .. . . . . .
49
13 .••......•••••......••.•••.••
Besallf;ion .•.. . ... Besan9on . • .. . . . . .
41
!)
44
8 ........ . . . ... . ....... . . .... .
Bordeaux ..• . .•.. Bordeaux . . .. . . . • .
136
21
81
14 . • • . . • .. . •• • . . .
268
20
Caen
.
.
.
.
.
•
••
••••
•.
157
10
62
17
• • . . ••. . •• • • . •
191
19
Caon ......••••. { Rouen ............................................. .. .............
.. ........... ..
ChamMry ...•... Chambl\ry..... .... ........
blO ..................... . ................. . .. . ..
Clermont .••..••. Clermont..........
20
10
35
9 .......................... .. .
Dijon ..... . ..... . Dijon..............
34
10
36
9 . • • • • • • . • •• • • • •
107
18
Grenoble ....... . Grenoble..........
86
11
57
10 . • • • • •• . • •• • . • •
127
is
Lille
...
.••
.
..
.
•.•.
156
20
139
12 .• ...... .......
118
Lille .••.•.• . ... ~ .A.miens ............................................ . ..........................25.
Lyon ........... . Lyon..............
91
27
46
rn . .....•. .......
281
19
Montpellier ..... . Uontpellier. ......
73
14
67
12 • .••.••. .......
256
19
Nancy ...... . ... . Nancy . ...........
83
21
fi9
16 . •••• ••• •••• •• .
137
18
Poitiers.... ...••••
5i
11
35
10 . . . . ••. .•.•••.
143
18
Poitiers . ....... { Limoges .................................................................. . ... .
'.!.'ours ............................................. , .................... ... ..... .
Rennes...... .• . • • .
68
c 12
49
c 9 . . • • . • • • ••• • • • .
. 215
21
Rennes . ....... { .Angers ........................................................................ .
Nantes ..... .. . ....... .. . .. . ... . ................... . .......................... . .
Toulo1111e . .. , . ••• ••
97
17
101
15 . • • . • . • . . •• • • . .
727
22
Toulouse .. ... . { Montauban
. ..•... . ... .... ..... ... . ... . ... . . . . ....
72
8 .... .. ....... .
Algiers .••.••.•.. .Algiers . . . . • • . .. • .
d 38
d 16
d 26
d 10 . . . . . . .. . . . • • • .
101
23

f

b Three years' course; letters and science.
c .Also 11 at school preparatory to science and letters, Nantes.

d Thr~e years' course.
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TABLE

V.-Statistics of French facultes, 1878-88-Co.atinued,
TOTALS FOR ACADEMIC DISTRICTS.

Academic districts.
Paris .•••••••....• ;.... .................. .
.Aix .••• . . ............................. •.

Current
f
No. of
Income
No. Of Stu . ,..,.
l.' 0 • 0 pro. volumes in offacultis
expendidents.
fossors.
libracy .
(1888 ) a. ture (1887).
9, 140
433

Besam;on . . • .. . .. . . • .. . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . • . .
130
:Bordeaux .. . . . . • • . .. • • • • . . . . . • • .. . • . . . . .
1, 029
Caen .....•••.•.••......••..... .•• ... ....
531
Cha,m bery .... .... ....... ......................... ..
Clermont . . • . . . • • . . . • . . • . . . . . .. .. • . . . . . .
96

~~::obi~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::.::::
Lille .................. ..................

fi810t~

Montpellier . . • . • • • . . . . . . . . . • • . . • . . . . . . . .
Nancy... .............. . ....... ... ... ...
Poi tiers .... .. ........... . . .. . • .. . • • • . . . .
Rennes ..... ... ..•. ... ...................
Toe louse .. . ....... ... ... :. .. . ....... ... .
Algiers..................................

962
890
454
391
659
1, 303
223

Lyon....................................

227
73

34
101
83
bIO
B7
53
57
110
114
97
102
86
101
87
65

297,096
31,756
14,300
60,905
33,510

$663, 8!3
99,604
33, 754
144,206
71,411
1,290
35, 259
58,519
54, 011
128,277
185,537
154,177
159,030
53, ll2
61, 48-i
92, l.10
87,435

$685,316
95,546
43, 797
142, 06!
101,841
2, f,00
45,492
69, 88-i
65, 035
138,357
175,640
156,110
158,255
82, 290
114,345
121, OH
98,623

. .... ......... . ...
18,343
31, 216
19, 700
44, 666
56, 847
82, 185
38,618
28,210
19, 945
61 , 236
46, 428

a The sources of income are state and local appropriation and small permanent fond.
b 'l'hree years' course; letters and science.
TABLE

VI.-Deg1·ees confe;rl'ed by French fa cnltcs, 1887-88.
Bachelor.

Protestant theology .......................... .. ...... .

Licentiate. Doctor.

Certificate
of
capacity.

3

Science ..•••......•.....••••••..•.••.•...•....•.•......
Letters ....... .............. ............. .. .. ...... .. ..

31
1, 384
3,625
3,838

1, 332 ..... . 123
226
360
42 ........... .
249
21 ........... .

· Totals ......................................... ..

8,878

1,944

Law ......• ••.•.•••.. •••• •-:. ............ .... .. ...... ... .

Doctor.

Medicine ....... ..... ................... .............. .

645

Officer
of
health.
80

186

226

Certificate of midwifery.
First class. Second class.
298

290

It will be seen by an examination of the table that the Paris f acultes
comprised more than half the whole number of students, i. e., 9,140. .All
tl.te faciiltes are represented in that group; and the fame of the lecLurer ,
the annual concourse of students from all parts of France eag~r to receive their diplomas from tbe minister, the presence of many foreign
tndents, the traditions of the past, and the stimulating influence of
the capital have maintained among the Paris professors a sense of solid·
arity. Thi group is still called the "University of Paris."
The pecial cbool which belong to the department of the mini ter
of public in truction have been created at different times and by pecic 1
acts. Tb y are a follow :
The College of France, located at Pari . Th e resourc':'s of tbi oole·
brat din itntion have b en gr atly increased and its cour e multiplied
during be time of the republic. It t aching personn 1 compri
ab , 40 pr i . r , m n min nt in lett r, r ci n , wb d li er
1 cture on almo every branch of human knowledge. Cour es of prac·
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tica1 study' are also maintained for students of philology and of certain
branches of science.
'fhe .Museum of Natural History, a great scientific school, attached to
the Jardin des Plantes . . T)le buihlings and material equipment fQr the
work of this institution have been vastly increased since 1870, and it
offers now to its numerous students, "to the savants of France and of
foreign countries," unsurpassed laboratory facilities for instruction and
research in every department of organic and inorganic matt.or.
The magnificent collections_of the "museum " 'are under the care of
officials termed professeurs administrateurs whose duties are '' to increase the colJections, to undertake personal investigations, and to
give a c~rtain number of lessons in order to make their discoveries
known."
'
The Practical School of High Studies (Ecole pra_tique des hautes etudes)
is an institution founded at Paris by lVI. Dumy in 1868 for the putpose of "maintaining side by side with theoretic instruction the practical exercises necessa_ry to give the former its full effect." It was
origin.ally divided into four sections, viz, mathematics, physics and
chemistry, natural history and physiology, history and philology. A
section of religion was added in 1S85.
The laboratories belonging to the faculties and to the variqns scientific establishments are assigned for the use of the students of the Ecole
pratique des hautes etudes at the discretion of the minister.' The section of history and philology is an independent institution, located
near the Sorbonne.
·
The Superior Norrnal School (Ecole normale s1,perieure), situated at
Paris, is designed to qualify professors fo · tbe two higher orders of instruction, ·i.
secondary and superior. It is directly under the charge
of the minister, who nominates the director and professors; Admission
is secured by competitive examination, ~hich is open only to Frenchmen or naturalized foreigners. Candidates who are admitted pledge
themselves to engage for ten years in the service of public instruction.
The methods of instruction m ·this school are eminently practical.
The students. do not simply listen to lectures and take notes; they
are questioned and they ask questions upon the subjects of study; they
discuss the corrections made in the exercises and compus'itions; they
are also required to give lessons upon assigned subjects.
The library and equipment for practical work have been greatly extended in recent years, and the salaries of the professors increased.
The school draws to itself the elite of th-e French students, and its
fame and influence are continually increased by the brilliant achievements of its graduates.
The "Ecole des chartes," at Paris, is designed to train paleographists
for service as librarians and keepers of records. The funds of the school
were increased tllreefold in the :first decade of the republic.
The French School at Athens affords special students the opportunity
ED89-10
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of residence in Greece for the purpose of e1dended archreological research. The number of such students is limited to 6, They must be at
lea.st thirty years of age and possessed of the degree of doctor of letters; or its equivalent, They are a,ppointed by the minister upon the
results of competitive examinatfon,
~h~ Freiich School of Archro"ology at Rome is an outcome of the school
ait Athens, · By its provision the. me.IP bers of the former may reside
three months in Italy for the purpose of studying its monuments and
pursuing their researches in its librn~ies before proceeding to Athens.
, . The School of Li11;i1tg Orien,tal Languages, situ Med at Paris, is intended
to giv~ students a p:ractiQal knowledge of eastern languages, and for
the publication of learned treath,es.
In. addition to the f acultes and . the special schools several astro·nomic and meteorol~gic bureaus maintained by the staite and under
general direction of the minister of public instruction are included in
the department of superior instJ;"uction, as are also the special normal
schools, designed to prepare teachers for partic,1la:r grades of instruction.
PRIVATE UNIVEHSITlES (F.A.C UL'l'ES LIBRES).

•

The conflict between church and s.tate with respect to the control of
education, which has not ceased since the Hernlution of 1789, has profoundly affected the higher institutions. At one moment a tolerant
policy is adopted to be followed the next by repressive measures. The
latest action of the Government with respect to private universities is
the law of March 18, 1880, depriving them of representation in the
degree examinations and awards. W hile t his act does not diminish
their liberty in respect to instruction, it tends to lessen their dignity
and influence. Tlte State f acultes of Ca tholic -theology ha-ving been
deprived ·of puplie appropriations in 1885 this subj ect is now confined
to privatefacultes in Paris, Lil1 e, and Toulouse. The remaining private
f acitltes and their atte~dance in 1887 - 88 were as follows:
Designatfon and students-1881-88.
Location.

.

Law.

Medicine. Science
• and
and
P harmacy. Letters .

t:1uree~
~.:: ::::: ::: ::::::::::: :::: :::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::: :: ::: gg50 ........
i5i.
L yons .. ... ... . ..... .. .. ....... . . ... . .. ...... . .. . . ... ....... . ........ .. ..
.. . ... . ••.. .

'

~1

12

Marseilles . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
68 ••• • ••••••••
Paris ..... . . . . ... . .. ....................... .. .... ... . . ..... . .. . . . .... . .
124 . .... .... .. . . . . . .... ..
Toulouse ... .. : .......... .............. ...... .... . . ... ... . .... . ...... . . , . .. ... . .. .. . . .... ..
19
1

''

.A.UXILI.A.RY .A.SSOCIA'l'IONS,

The general government, which takes the initiative in all measures
affecting the organization of public instruction, al o establi hes many
special ag ocie for the promotion of the work.
Prominent among the e is the Musee Pcdagogiqulj, creat ed at Paris in
1879. Thi in titu~ion i under the char~e of one of the ~eneral

~.
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inspectors of primary instruction, and of. a, council nQminated by th~
minister of public instruction. It includes a museum anq. a library for
the collection of all material which may ~id the work or the :research~·s
of persons. engaged in primary io.struction. Its colleetiops compr:ise
school furniture, scientific apparatus, illustrative material, e.tc., 4is,
torioal and statistical documents, text-books, ped&gogic~l works,. and ,
educational journals. It seeks by timely publicatibns to ma'ke known
the best methods of instruction, and the .b est models for the construe•
tion of school-houses, plans for class rooms, ~tc.
·
The Musee Pedagogique has become also a center of preparU,t.ion for ,
a8pirants for the various examinations which admit to the bjgl}er gr~¢ei
of the teaching service. Regular conferences are held in its hn,Us wlliQh ·
give ·these aspirants the benefit of lectqres and lessol'.ls coll(hwted by
specialists.
'The museum is open to the general public every Thursday aiµq. Sunday from 10 to 5 o'clock. For persons having cards of admis~ip:n the
library and museum are open every day excepting :Monday from. 10 till
5 and the Ubrar-y ·from 8 to 10 i~ the evening.
The library includes a circulating division which is foee to ~11 persops
engaged in teaching. The request for the privUege of taking book~ i~
addressed to the minister. Foreigners properly accredited can sh!lre-iu .
the privilege.
Spe,cial schools are maintained by the state for the instruction Qf recruits in the marine service. The demand for elemept~ry iQstructiou
for this elass has diminished under the decision of the minister of marine
in 1883, prohibiting the enlistment of illiterates.
The existing provision comprises elementar.y ~chools, training ships,
and a normal course for the instructors.
The care of the state extends to illiterate criminals, for who_m instruction is provided in the penitentiaries.
·
Many agencies auxiliary to the work of education receive. their iiupulse from the general government, but depend for their developn,;ent
upon the action of localities. To this category belong the local funds
(caisses des eooles) for the aid of indigent pupils, the purchas.e of prizes,
etc., required by the law of l\1arch 28, 1882. In 1887 such funds were
reported from 50 per cent. of the communes. Th~ Paris fnnd amounted
to $234,521.
School savings banks (caisses d'epargne ,scolaires).-The government has
shown great sympathy with tile efforts ma.de by teachers to establish school savings banks. The number of these .banks increases each
year, and in 1887 reached a total of 22,383, with 478,173 depositors and
deposits amounting to $2,534,662. .
Adult classes.-Olasses for the instruction of a<lults form an important
part of the provision for popular· education.
In 1886-87 such classes were rnaint:.tin etl in 7,443 co1urnu11es, or 20
per cent. of the whole uumlJer. They were attended by 184,tH2 pupils,
of whom 1561590 were men a,nd 2~802 women. .As compared with
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1881-82 the total shows a decrease of 411,710, or very nearly 70 per cent.,
a change which is undoubtedly due. to the increase of primary schools
and the operations or' the obligatory law. Since 1882 the adult'classes

have been distinguished as elementary and complementary; the former
being fo:i;: illiterate adults, the latter f~r the continuation of studies.
The clem·e ntary classes comprise only 30 per cent. of the adult pupils.
These statistics do 'not include the_auditors attracted to public lectures,
of which _no estimate can be given.
Local school attendanc,e committee.-The law of March 28, 1882, provideq, for the formation ot· local commissions (commissions scolaires) to
keep watch over the matter -of school attendance and report violations
of the law.
The law of October 30, 1886, re-enforced the provision, but the commissions have so far pract_ically failed.
Teachers' c~>nferences.-Oonferences of teachers are held in all the departments, and serve, like the teachers' institutes of our own country,
to foster professional zeal. In addition to the local conferences there
is an annual conference of teachers, held generally under the auspices
of the minister of public instruction. ·T he subjects for discussion are
announced beforehand, and the papers presented and the deliberations
generally are characterized by breadth of thought, lucid and logical
treatment, and :finished style.
·
11lutuaniid societies, established by the voluntary action of the teachers, exist in E:leventy-eight departments of France.
In 1886 an association was founded at Paris, under the patronage of the
minister of public instruction, for the care of the orphans of elementary
teachers. This association, known as the H ffiuvre de l'Orphelinat de
l'Enseignement Primaire," receives gifts and appropriations from the
state and d~partments,.the communes, and private individuals. It does
not maintain an orphanage, but provides for the care of orphans in their
native places.l
Many private societies exist for the maintenance of scholastic institutions, the improvement of methods of instruction, and the increase of
public interest in t,be general progress of education. Some of these antedate the present Republic, others are of recent origin.
(
'.rbe Polytecbuic Association was founded in 1830 by the graduates
of the Polytechnic School, for the purpose of conducting preparatory
cour. es of iodu trial and technical training. The courses are generally
open to both exe ; a ' man number are limiteu. to women . Such are
cour e for traiuiog _in the cutting and :fitting of garments, decorative
painti11g tlie making of artificial flower 1 and commercial cour es for
young girl .
The num er of cours maintained in Paris is very large, and tho
work ext nd to the ubur s of the city.
1
For v 1·y full information as to benevolent or mntual aid a ~ociation nrnin.Lained
in coune tion wi 11 primary chools in Fr::m ce ee lonographies pedagogiqttes, Tome V.
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The most interesting and important of recently formed societies is
the Alumni Association of Paris students (Association generale des
etud·iants des Jacultes et ecoles S'ttperieures de Paris).
The society is under the protection of the general council of
Parisfaciiltes, and is presided over by the rector, to whom its property
is remitted in case of its dissolution. It forms a means of union between
the professors and the students, and between the students of the diffe~ "
ent f acultes.
.
. A fund is accumulating for the ultimat!3 purchase of a building for "
the permanent home of the society; its tempq_rary quarters are convenient and commodious. The library of the society, which is open,from
8 o'clock in the morning until midnight, comprises 2,000 volumes and
200 current journals. Here gratuitous lessons are given in law, science,
languages, etc. Receptions to distinguished · foreigners, dramatic entertainments, etc., promote social and intellectual comradeship. A fund
is also maintaine<l for the assistance of stu.dents; medical attendance
is furnished without charge, and arrangements are made witb. many
merchants for reduction of prices to members of the society.
The hon~rary members number about 400; they pay an annual ·fee,
and hav.e all the privileges of the society, but no voice fn its administration. The active members number about ·3,500; · they pay an annual
fee of 18 francs ($3.50).
Besi~les the income from fees and gifts, the society bas an annual
subven.tion of $400 from the city of Paris.
·
The Sooiety for the Promotion of Physical Culture (Le coniite pour la
propagation des exercices physiques dans l'education ), founded at Paris in
1888 under the presidency of Jules Simon, p_romises to work important
changes in the general system of education for young men.
_That the state attempts no monopoly of edLrnation is abundantly
proven by the multiplication of private societies, and the decided intlnence which they exercise over educational me.thods and ideals. .
It is a significant fact that while the policy of the Republic opposes
l)Oth directly and indirectly the scholastic work of the church, it bas
bad the effect,of stimulating all other forms of private and focal activity.
Paris, especially;is in a ferment of educational effort. Here the public
system in all its grades reaches the highest perfectfon; here all kinds
of auxiliary agencies have their most vigorous development. It would
be impossible to suggest even in this place the resources which the
capital devotes to the diffusion of knowledge or the various modes iu
which these are applied. So far ' as regards public elementary schools,
the city draws nothing from the state, meeting the entire expenditure
from its own budget. For current expenditure alone, the municipal
appropriatiom1 in 1888 were $3,970, 70~. The increase in this respect
since 1877 ha~ been enormous, amounting in 1888 to 150 per cent.
t he whole appropriation at the beginning of the_decade.

or ·

CHAPTER V.
BIRD'S-EYE VIEW OF fHE SCHOOLS OF GERMAN Y, AUSTRIA·
.,
HUNGARY, AND SWITZERLAND.
In"lrbduction-H'istoHcal view of the schools of Prussia-Definition and characte1·Finances-Supervision; local sup-ervision; duties of inspectors-The teachers; preparation; examination .; appointment-The schools; cornpuls01·y attendance; schoolhouses-Instruction; course of study; methocls of teaching-Grading and examination
of pupils; discipline-Sttpplementary institutions; sp-ecial schools- Pariety in school
organization in the different countl'ies~The schools of Hungary-Secondary schools
in Ge1'ma1r-speaking natio·n s-Courses of study, illustrated by four charts-Lang'li.ages,
historg and geography, rnathe1?tatics, natural sciences-Graphic presentation of statistics of P1;ussia, ,.fostria-Hungary, and Switzerland-Summary of statietics of
Pmss¾a, Aiist1'ia-Hunga1'y, and Switzerland.
INTRODUCTION.

The German Empire as such has no puulic-school system. All public
educational instituti9ns in Germany are founded and maintained by the
separate states and free cities that con stitute the empire, or they are the
result of private or corporate efforts. Hence, to know the German schools
accurately ·would necessitate the study of the school systems of each
kingdom, duchy, principality, and free city in Germany. But since
Prussia, the largest state in the empire, plays a leading r61e among the
many states, and its school system is the type of those of other states;
furthermore, since in Prussia we have to look for the beginnings of that
marvelous result of modern civilization, "The public school called into
existenc~, partly supported, and whqlly directed by the statet-it would
seem as though a statement of what is found in Prus ia supplemented
by occasi nal reference to other countries would suffice.
1.-HISTORIC.A.L VIEW.

During the ixteenth century the neces ity of in tructing children in
religion gave ri e to what ie now linown in Gormany as the "Peoples
School ." There had been schools, of cour e, ever since Oharlemagne'
" chola palatiml," but not until the time of the great church reforma' ion (A. D. 1517) were efforts made in behalf of teaching the masse
not until th. n were the lower and lowest strata of society drawn into
the pal of influence of uch cl.1001 , though it wa done on Sunday
only.
atnrally the lower chools were servants of the church which
1--0
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had called them into life. In 1529 Luther's catechism appeared, and it
.became the first text-book. In 1540 a Saxon ecclesiastical dMre~-estab-·· ·
blishetl day schools. This was imitated in· all the Gei'man Protestant states. In the cities the schools had a more fertile soil, sirice the cities
had' all through the Middle Ages been the ·center~ of culture, the a·syllims, so to speak, of poetry atld att, education ~nd religion, commert!~
and industry. Many ancient "writing schools'; had been preserved
there. These became nuclei of new schools, called "citizens' scJ10ols."
Wittenberg ev~n established a "girl~' school" in 1533, the first g.irls'·
school known in the history of education. ,. Johann Bugenhigen, in ,
Braunschweig, the · fntimate friend of Martin . ~uther, wa~ ·especial1y ·
active in behalf of schools, by publishing :regi1lations for ·r, German
schools.," embracing country schools, city schools, La~in _.sc~opls, and
"girls' schools'' (German schools, in contradistinction to clnssic~l schools,
in which Latin was the medium of instruction). ~hes~ ·sc~ools-were
even atthat early day supported (a) by the communities, and (b) mJ tuition
fees. Bugenhagen's instructions were also copied in the · free·uities---=LiHreck, Hamburg, and Bremen. Wherev:e r the Reformation found a
foothold schools Sprang up, and if it had hot been for the terrible ,Thirty ,
Years' War (1618-1648) th'e schools in Germany Wo'uid have de~eloped .
into a healthy system quite early; but that tnost destr~ctive war ever'
known in history checked the growth of the German school system, as .
it paraiyzed all the political and social life of. the nation.
It is not necessary to follow the development of the German school ·
system through all its various stages; suffice it tqsay, that it re~ained .
the handmaid of the church until the time of Frederick the Great of
Prus·sia, about 1760. With f~r-sighted pollcy he endedvored to make
the school what it subsequently became, the powerful auxiliary o.f the
state, at all times, alike during political disaster and prosperity. Ever
since that time the Prussian "people's school," and.with it that of Saxony, Wiirtemberg, Bavaria, etc., has remained under state government,
and, mirror-like, it has reflected the different phases of political life of the
German nation. Since Frederick could not raise the means for support
·of the schools, owing to his wars for the possession of Silesia., he was
11ot very successful in his attempts at school reform, but it will remain
one of his chief merits that he saw the necessity'or a consistent .·system
of })tlblic instruction assisted by state aid, and called into existence by
the state when the communities failed in this regar<l. Du.r_ing the
reign of his successor, Frederick William II, a mistake · was made
by limiting the matter of instruction to a :minimum, and paying almost
exclusive attention to religious instruction. But in 1799 the ·government at Berlin infused new life into the public (or people's) schools,
and established the principle '' ,t hat instruction in religion in these
scht>ols shbuld confine itself to the general truths of religion, and the
morals underlying all church parties; in other words; it should be
Chris'tian, but nonsectarian." This principle is ;till adhered to; ·
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In the cities a reformatory movement in the management of the
schools occurred toward the close of the eighteenth century. The citizens' and classical schools were supplemepted by Realschiden (schools
which paid more- attention to the demands of modern life than did the
classical schools). In· many small towns the Latin schooI.s were converted into citizens' schools, so . that the latter came to be regarded
as standing between the elementary and the classical, schools; analogous to our (a) primary, (b) intermediate, and (c) high schools, it was
considered that (a) elementary, (b} cit'izens', and (c) classical schools were
and ought to be distinct establishments of one system. If this idea luHl
been carried out systematically it would have resulted in the establishment of a system such as our common-school system. But the social
distinctions among the _peo.ple caused a differentiation, and to-day the
three graaes qf schools-people's, middle, and classical schools-are not
in organic connection with oue another.
During the reign of .Frederick William III (1840) the schools gradual1y improved. Impulses from without, notably tlrn teaching of Pestalozzi, moved authorities and' teachers· to bestow more attention upou
methods, courses of study, and especially upon the training of teacher::;.
This early attempt at building up a profession for teachers bas llad wonderful results. Prussia and other German states in this particular are
far ahead of. other nations, having acted with far-sighted policy, and
by acknowledging the now well-understood maxim that "the teacher is·
· the. school," the teaching profession in Germany has become a pride of
the nation.
The time of general readjustment of Prussian affairs after the Napoleonic wars wa,s also the time of rejuvenation of the Prussian schools.
Gradually the system was improved; the ideas of Pestalozzi permeated
it, until it became tll.e model for other nations. But while other natious,
notably the French and English, have left educational efforts to the tender mercies of private enterprise, Prussia bas consistently worked out a
system of state schools since the time of Frederick the Great, and l.Jence i
a hundred years ahead of other nations in results and experience. From
1854 till 1872 the schools in Prussia were handicapped grea"tly by narrow regulations and short-sighted policy, but after the Franco-Pr~ssian
war new life was infused into all governmental efforts by appealing
to the liberal ele~ent of the nation. The general regulations of Mini '·
ter Falk, is ued in October, 1872, are stm in force, only slightly modified by bi uccessor. Dnringthelasttwentyyearsthepeople'sscbool
have suffer din consequence of the immotlerate demands made by the
st.ate for the maintenance of its ,.,ast standing army.
II.-DEFINITION AND CHARACTER.

The peopl s chools comprise those educational institntions which
are devoted to the elementary instruction of the youth of tlle nation, and
arP. iutended ,, to impart the knowledge aml skill necessary to rational
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beings" (vernilnftige Wesen). The time within which this instruction
is offered is.between the sixth and fourteenth years of age; confirma. tion in church defines the termination of the school course. Children of parents who refose to join a church are , permitted to leave ·
the school when they have completed the prescribed cours·e and passed,
the regular annual examination. The people's school may be purely
elementary, as in the country, or of a higher grade, as it frequently is
in the cities, where the upper grades partake of the nature of a school
which goes beyond the mere rudiments . . Aside _from the people:s
scllools there are others tliat receive pupils at as early an age as the
· people's schools, but prmmnt the matter of instruction in a more scientific, that is to say, in a less elementars: and popular way, with the· design of,their pupils remaining in school longer than the fourteenth year
of age, nam~ly, till the seventeenth or nineteenth yenr; such are t_he socalled gym·n asia and realscbulen, higher .citizens' schools, industrial
schools, technical schools, and young ladies' academies. None of these
schools are-~onsiderecl people's schools. The latter form the nearest approach to common schools (in the American acceptation of the word)
ever attempted in Germany.
The public schools provided for in the cortstitiition.-In order to understand how deep rooted public education is in Prussia we will quote from
the Constitution of Prussia.
20. Science and the teaching of science are free.
21. For the education of the young public schools shall be established and
maintained. Parents and guar dians must not leave their children or wards without
that instruction which is prescribed for the public schools.
ARTICLE 22. To give instruction and to establish schools is allowed to every one
who ca'!-1- prove to the state a'\].thorities moral, scientific, and technical capability.
ARTICLE 23 . .All public and private educational institutions are under the supervi8ion of the state authorities. Teachers of public schools have the rights and duties
of officers of the state. (In th is cla,use the state reserves for itself the right of properly preparing the teachers, and assumes the duty of pensioning them.)
·
A.RTICLE 24. Religious instruction is left to_the respective religious societies. (This
passage was amended subsequently.) The external management of schools is left to
the civil communities, while the State employs the teachers and provides for the necessary number and training of teachers.
·
.ARTICLE 25. The means for establishing, maintaining, and extending the publicschool system are furnished by the communities, and only in cases of mabilit,y does the
state furnish ' the means. (This has subsequently been amended. The state now
bears 18 per cent. of the cost of maintaining the public elementary schools, and about
3-1.per cent. of that of the secondary scboold.) Rights acquired by private grants in
behalf of education shall be foviolate. The state guarantees· publi.'c-school teachers
a fixed income. Instruction in the public schools is free of charge. (This wa1:1 not
card ed out until October 1, 1888 ; see chapter "l!'inances.")
ARTICLE 26 . .A special school law regulates all educational affairs in the state.
ARTICL11: 112. And till the law mentioned in article 26'is passed, the former legal
s~atus, so far as it does not conflict with the constitution, shall remain in force.
.ARTICLE

ARTICLE

It is significant that at present, 40 years after_ the adoption of the
constitution, this general school law has not yet been passed. Laws
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which partially ~over the ground have been adopted, but substantially
the public schools are still goveilned by the 1 ' J\Iinister of Educational,
Ecclesiastical, and Medical Affairs."
· Ill.-FINANCE.S.
!

Like all of the States of the former Northwest Territory in this coun-

try, Prussia has an frredncible school fund, the origin of which is found
in the sequestration of cbiuch property, ~ales of land, bequests, fines,
and sundry other sources. It would lead too far to specify all the
sources. Saffice h to say this fund is inadequate for the maintenance
,... _of the schools. According to the last official report of the Prussian
Government, the interest of this fund defrayed but a small percentage,
, nameiy, 7,323,641 marks ($,1,830,910), in a total of ]16,615,648 marks
($29,153,912). By means of state taxes the state's portion (including
the interest of this fund) of the cost of maintaining the public schools
amoimted to over 18 per cent., while the proportion borne by the communities ~mounte9- to a little less than 82 per cent.
·
The current expenses for maintaining the schools in 1886-87, that is,
the salaries, etc., amounted to 75,245,144: marks ($18,811,286), or 61½
per cent. of the sum total, 116,615,64:8 marks ($29,153,912); 41,370,504
marks ($10,342,626) . were spent for buildings and improvements, or 35¼
per cent.1
Most of the commu·n ities in Prussia still require tuition fees, but since
October 1, 1888, the state assumes a portion of the means raised formerly by tuition fees. It pays a.nmially $100 for each principal, $50 for
each regular teacher, $37.50 for each female teacher, and $25 for temporary assistants. The law was passed for the purpose of enabling the
communities to abolish tuition fees ; but since the sums paid by the state
are too small, most of the cities continue collecting the fees, for which
a proviso in the _law gives authority. Berlin, Frankfort, and more than
a dozen other cities in Prussia have abolished fees altogetMr, and
now raise their share of the expenses by direct taxation and suhdry
minor sources, chiefly by fines. All the liberal parties advocate the
abolishment of fees, but the great demands upon the pockets of the citizene caused by recent and very extensive improvements make it hnpossible to carry out this design.
We are, in this country, under the impression that the state in
Prussia governs the schools exclusively. This is a mistake, for in the
financial management and establishment of new schools and improvement of their exterior condition the cities in Pru sia are very much
more independent than are the cities in America of their respective
State legislatures.
1
Though a mark is quot~d at 23.8 cente, it ie commonly considered in tough calculation as equal to a. quarter of a dollar. Hence by dividing the above sums by four
we arriTe at an approximate estimate.
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lV.-SUPERVISION,

The elementary schools of Prussia, the so-called ''people's -schools,"
have less supervision than our American city schools, becaus~ t9-e
teachers all have professional training. Still there is a general super- .·
vision exercised by the state. 'T he provincial govertlments-~ tM
· representatives of the Minister of Education, supervise th(}·Systems t>f
schools in their prov·nces indirectly; by e:taniiniflg the teach~rs at
-th~1r graduation from the noNnal schools,, These school cburtcilots,,
as they are called, make occasional visits to schools, here and thetij,~
but generally are considered the courts of -a ppeal ih school matters.
LocaJ "supervision · is 'exercised by the m-a yots aµd ' cl~rgyineu. . 1)1
cities where a school commission exists that commission either sup~rJ
vises the schools through its members o't ~mpltJys prtlfes~ional school iilspMtors. 'rheir duties are to all intents and purposes similar to those
of oar_city-s·chool superintendents, Clergymeli have UMn ,gr~atly dis•
credited as school insp~ctors during the liberal era in Prttssht, Saxony;
:Bavaria, and other states; while in Wurtemberg a law - r~ijuires
the school .inspector to be a clergyman. Many of tM inspectors in
Prussia atitl bther -s tates are 'heads of normal schools, high s'clwbls, etc.
Prussia is divided into twelve provinces~JiJastern and We~t;ern Pru-s•
sia (on the Baltic), Pomerania, Posen, Brand·enpurg', Silesia, Bttxo·n/fJ;
S'Chleswir,-Holstein, Hanover, Westphalia, Rhenish Prussia; -and HesseN assau. Each province is subdivided into three or four goverrunentail
districts. These are divided into kreise (circuits, counties); and the
latter into communities or townships. :Large cities, such as Berlin;
Cologne, Frankfort, and others, are kreise by themselves, analogous to
New York City and County, Chicago and Cook County. The commrtnities vary considerably in size and nutn ber of inhabitants, out a school
is provid'ed for every 500 inhabitant;3.
Kreis (county) supervisors are found ftequeutly, but the system
county supervisiot1 is not a general one, owing to · the fact that the
n.ffah~ of the schools in Prussia are not systematically regulate·d by
lMv.
The 8chool reports of the various inspMtors are not published, but
may be examined in their offices. Secret reports are also required, and .
are sent to the provincial headquarters. This pra~tice of secrHly reporting upon th¢ teachers and their work h-as beep. at times dis~ouraged
and discredited, but to a limited extent it is still in practice.
_
ln Berlin 3tnd other large cities the administration or the low~tschool8
is similar to that of the American common school~. ThBre is a school •
commission (a ~ommittee of the city council), a general superinte~dent
(called '' school councilor"), several assistant superintendents (calJed
"district iuspectors"), a principal (called "rector") at the head of each
school bujltling, and many associate teach~rs, btit very few subordinate
t.eachers. There is a distinction mltde betwe~n associate ·a nd snbordi"
nate teachers. ,
1

of
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borne in mind that the :P:mssi~n g·overnmental edifice is not a structure
built on virgin SQil as ~n .A.mwica, wbere no historical obstacles obstructecf the buill1ing,. but a very complicated structure, which bad to
accoQlmollate iteelf to exis.ting circumstances and historical obstacles;
hence the seemingly irregular tnode of procedure. in teachers' appointrbeQts. ·In the ma~n the princtple is adhered to, that the local authorities nominate. the teachers and t4e government canfirnis or rejects the
nomination.
· rrhe legal and social position of the teacher is much bette11 defined ill
Prussia. thau iu many other countries. He reeeives a pension after
having taught a certain number of years, and his widow and orphans
P,re entitled to support, though this. support rarely amounts to niore
than one-half of the teilcher's salary. By means. of cooper~tion the
teachers of every German state have found ed insurance, cooperative,
anq other so(}ieties ~or mutual aid-societies which, in a measure, supplement tb.e meas.u res of the state.
Salaries.-.-The last official school report of Prussia, that for 1887, states
the average salary of the teachers in the people's or elemei.tary schools
to be as follows :
Average in the kj+1gdom:

Average

marks.

1887, 1,067 = $256.
1878, 1;102 = $275.

ju

the cities:

marks.

1887, 1,279 = $~19.
1878, 1,414 = $353.

This shows a decrease in eight years of eighteen dollars in tile kingdom
and of thirty-three dollars in the cities. These salaries are comparatively
smaller than in America, but it must be remembered that the teachers
in Prussra have no rent to pay, as they live ind ,vellings attached to the
schoolhouses. Oalculating the rent at 20 per ccut., the average salary
niay be consi<lered to be $340. The salaries of rectors (principals) of
large elementa.r y schools in cities ..are higher. The teachers ancl professors of middle and high schools are not incl uded in the averages mentioned above; their salaries range m·uch liigher tha n the foregoing
averages. 1
Vl.-THE SOHOOLS.

School ag,e and compulsory attendance.-The legal school age is from
the sixth (completed) to the fourteenth (completed) year. There are,
however, exceptions in regard to tho maximum limit. Oon:firmation in
the Prote taut church or first communion in the Oatholio church termi1
The salaries of teacher , compared with what is paid for similar servico in our own
country, are sma11, but when we remember that the purchasing power of money is
far great r in Germany tbn.n it is here, that the salaries in all professions nre low
~ha~ the tenure of office _of the teacher is very strong, and that liberal government ai_d
1a given to the teaoher in case of a disability and to his family in tho event of his
death, we can well under tand why the profes ion of teaching calls to it the big be t
1
talen and rno t profound learning which a highly civilized state can produce. CJ,
T. Prince, a nt Massa ·llusett Board ofE<locationJ.
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nates attendapce; hence cbildren.b;i rural districts fre-CJ,uently leaive
school at the completion of the thirteenth year. .A.t,tenda.nce in scho_ol
is compulsory. This compulsion, distasteful as it may seem :to citizen.s
o( ai republic, Iias become a leading feature of the for:emost Europaa.n
nations. In Germany it is adopted in ~11 the states without e~c,eptio1;t,
School attendance is insui·ed by long habit and tr~ulition. "Tqe ide~
of compulsory attendance has t~k~n so ·de~p, a root in the count~,y, thaiti ,
it forms one of the most ordinary conceptions of the. people'~ (Q. 0.
Perry). More than a hundred and fifty years ago the ,government insisted upon regular attendance, and through the enforcem~nt of ministerial orders it had become almost a habit with tbe people, so that t~e ,
framers of the constitution (submitted to tb,e King p;nd sworn to by him
in 1850) could safely in,troduce the conipulso:ry attendance clause.
This·compulsion refers only to elementary instruction· from the age of
six to that of fourteen, and does not apply to thos·e receivin'g instruction
in other than the people's schools; temporary absences for valid reasons
may be granted, wllich reasons are very similar in all the states. A pplications for permanent exemption, however, are relatively rare, for·tbere
are compamtively few private schools and very little private tuition; tbe.
children of the higher strata of society are taught generally, when not
primary schools, in preparatory schools attached to the high schools. ,
Default in attendance is punishable by fine or imprisonment, but the
latter is ~are. If parents are found unable to govern their childre,n, tbe
state takes care of the latter in reformatory institutions.
The percentage of absence is variously estimated at between 3 and 10
per cent., never more. No special law exists against child labor in factories, for the compulsory attendance Jaw meets such cases effectively.·
School terms and length of sessions.-The schoc:>l ye~r begins at Easter,
and commonly 1Jsts from forty-five to forty-six weeks. Vacations are at
Easter (one week), at Whitsuntide (one week), at Christmas (one w'eek),
a,p.d at harve~t time (thre~ or four we~'ks.). The daily session~ la.st six
hours, from 8 till 1~ a,nd 2 till 4 ·; or from 8 till l ancl 3 till 4; , or frQm S
till 2, Ther~ i~ no whole holiday on, Sa,,turday as in th~$ couutry, btt..t
tbe schools are closed Wednesday and Saturday afternoons.
.
Schaolhouses.-The schoolhouses. in Prussia, judged from an American stand_point, a,,re.insignificant looking and incommodious, but in the
cities great progres.s has been made in school architecture~ Fo:rty-one
mUlion _marks (about $10,000,000} were expended in 1886-87 for the
erectio:u and improvement of buUdings for elementary schools. l\!ost
scboolhouses in cities are of recent origin, as is seen from the following
statement:
From 1874 till 1882, 5:975 new buildings were erected and 2,710 build·
ings w~re enlarged, at a total cost of 117,000,000 marks ($20,250,000).
From 1883 till 1886, 3,977 new buildings were erected and 3,975 buildT
ings were enlarged, at a total cost of 104,000,000 ($26,000,000).
Eiglity,seven per cent. of the cost of erection was defrayed by the
<;orµm11nities? 13 bl the state,
·

at
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The seatings are not single desks and chairs, but long benches and
desks attached. The normal number of pupils to the teacher varies
between 70 and 80, and even at that rate the number of buildings and
teachers is not sufficient; hence the authorities resort to lialf-day schools.
According to the official report, 2,604,874 out of 4,8.38,247, or about 54
per cent., are seated in classes of not more than 75 each; while 2,233,373,
or about 46 per .cent., are seated in overcrowded schoolrooms. The report mentioned states that there are':
Children to 1 teacher.
School- ·
rooms.

19.210 ...
• 5,735 .••.
.590 ...••.

Un.,-adod
schools. ·

Graded
I schools.

St to 100
101 to 150
Over 150

I 91Overto 120
120

71 to 90

Children in
classes.

1,546,866

600,504
80,503

Tota:, 2,233,373 children in oTercrowded sehoolrooms.

Apparat·u s.-Generally the schools are well supplied with all necessary a,p paratus, such as charts, maps, models, simple instruments, objects of natural history, etc. In this respect the schools in Germany are
furnished better than the average school in America. Many schools
have a little museum and library. All of this is easily understood if
we r~member that in Germany teaching is a profession.
Hygienic precautions-. -The ,school authorities insist upon certain
precautionary measures, such as vaccination certificates and occasional visits from physicians; the German school, being subject to a
centralized government, is more thoroughly precautionary than in this
country. In time of epidemics schools are dismissed by the local authorities on short notice.
VIL-INSTRUCTION.

Course of study ..:_The course of study in elementary schools embraces
religion, reading, writing, arithmetic, geography, singing, drawing, natural history, natural science, history of man. No text-books are used for
natural history, natural science, or history of man; this instruction is oral.
While in arithmetic, it may be said, the German schools are less prQ:ficient than the American, their course of study is more comprehensive
than the average American course, and the advancement made in Germany in nearly all the studies is more rapid than in America. This fact is
easily accounted for by (a) the difficult spelling of the English language;
(b) the efforts made in learning and applying the tables of our arbitrary measure and weights; (c) the greater length of school sessions
and term ; and (d) the want of a profes ion of teaching in this country,
and con equent lack of proper teaching. These are the mo t important
causes.
G rmany i very ~ich in text-book . In no country i a greater
variety of text-book publi hed than i11 Germany, and though this may
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seem a disadvantage, its ad vantages preponderate. It secures greater _
variety in teaching and a very beneficial and healthy competition among
schools and especially teachers. Of course the children of a school
and of a community are required to use the same bq_oks.
,
Methods of teaching.-Jt would be ~tterly impossible without writing
a book to make a comprehensive statement concerning the methods
of instr~ction used in Germany. Su,ffice it to s.ay, there is no undue
prominence given to the memory. Very little}s learned by heart or by
rote. The :first object of the teacher is to make his pupils obse~ve
things, comprehend facts, and to lead them from stage to stage, so as to
keep _up an eager interest. Hon. Samuel Smith, of England, in l!is re-·
port on the German schools says :
I saw no signs of weariness or apathy among either teachers or scholars. The ·'
teaching was all viva voce, the teacher always standing beside the black-board and
illustrating his subject by object lessons. The instruction was through the eye and
hand as well as the ear, and question and answer succeed.so sharply as to keep the
w ho~e class on the qui vive.
·

There is absolutely no compulsion in the selection of methods. Every
teacher bas the greates't possible liberty in tl'ie selection of the methods
of teaching. No inspector (or superintendent) prescribes methods;
all be would dare to do is to suggest improvements here ancl there.
Since the state attends to the professional training of the teachers;it can
safely leave teachers to their own devices, trusting in their professional
spirit and ambition.
The branches of study.-Religion: This instruction is nonsectarian in
character, but Protest~nt, Catholic, and Israelites are, as much as possible, taught in separate schools. 1 Where they attend mixed schools
they are separated during the lesson in religion. It must be remembered that in Prussia church and state are not separated as in
America; ,hence the prominence given to religious instruction. Biblical history, catechism with Bible verses, memorizing of hymns, essential points of religious ethics and the creed, are what the public schools , 1
are required to teach. Language and reading: Familiarity with the
mother tongue and a limited knowledge of German literature are,
broadly speaking, the sum total of attainable results. Penmanship and
drawing: .As a rule the penmanship of the pupils is·cq.mmendable. In
drawing particularly rapid progress has been made of late. The exercises chiefly consist of ornamental drawing and form studies·. In the
higher grades drawing of solids and modelling is practiced. Arithme- •
tic : This study is less extended than in American schools, but vety
1 From statistics of 1880-87: Of 3,063,000 Protestant children 2,919,000 attended
exclusively Protestant schools; 26,000 attended Catholic schools; 118,000 mixed
schools.
. Of 1, 730;000 Catholic children 1,528,000 attended ex.elusively Catholic schools; 55,000 atteqded Protestantscbools,and93,000 mixed schools. There were 13,249Jewish
children in 318 separate schools, which were also attended l.,y 21 Christian childr.en.
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thorough, chiefly mental work being done, and little figuring on slates
and paper. Singing: Vocal music is practiced quite early and continued through the-entire_course. Three and four part music is not infre,
quently found in simple village schools. Geography: This is pursued without a text-book, unless a small atlas may be termed a textbook. This study stands in close relation with history, which branch is
begun quite early with home stories and reference to the child's home
and environments. .All·historical knowledge is offered in biographies.
Natural history: In form of object lessons natural history is taught
without a text-book. The upper grades take up the study of physics
and not infrequently also chemistry. These studies are very elementary but are pursued with the aid of simple, and sometimes home-made,
apparatus. Gymnastics : . Physical exercises are prescribed in the
course, and no school is ·without suitable apparatus for regular exercise. Manual training for boys is not prescribed officially, but private
efforts in this direction are greatly encouraged and even subsidized by
the government. Industrial education for girls consists .in knitting,
crocheting, embroidering, sewing, darning, cutting, :fitting, and patching, and is found in every school.
VIIT.-GR.A.DING .A.ND EXA.MINA.TION OF PUPILS,
I

The following is an official statement in regard to the progress made
in Prussia in grading pupils. The 4,874,347 pupils. enrolled in people's
schools are found in 3!,016 schoolhouses with 75,097 schoolrooms.
I

s~~o'l!.

Grading of schools.
Schools with one teacher ..•.....•...•••...••..•.••..•••••••.•••.•.•••....••••.•..
Half.day schools (included in the above) ..........•••.••.•...•...•.•••....• . .•.•..
Schools with two teachers ... • ...••••........•...•.•••.•••.•.••......•..•.••......
Schools with three classes (included in the above) ..•....•...•......••.....•••...
Schools of more than three classes ...•...•.••..•..••..•.•.•.••••..••....•••.•.•..

23,152
5,409
5,714
2,682
5,150

Classes.
28,561
10,818
1',110
8,046
82,426

Within fourteen years from the issue of the decree which organized the
schools anew (January, 1872), notable progress, that is to say, a better grading, has taken place. This progress, though slow, is made
apparent by th'3 following columns of :figures. Among one hundred
schools there were:
·
1871.

1882.

1886.

'

--------100
100
100
j

There were 26,289 schools graded in two divisions in purely rural districts in 1886 ; there were 1,187 schools of six, and 290 schools of seven
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and more .grades, making a total of 1,477 fully graded schools r the~e
had 16,140 classrooms. The propo1;:tion of rural or ungraded schools
and of city or graded schools is:
·-

.
Per cent.
Ungraded sehools ...... . . .•••••.• -.••••••.......• - - .. .. - - .. . -- • .. - •. · ·. · • • • 35. 51
Schools with two gr ades •.•••••.........•....• . .. ····-.,· .... •• .•••_.• • • •• · · · - ~

Schools in rural aistrict s .....••.......•••••..••••....•.. .. . .' .. . .. •••••.• • - .. .. 54. lti
City graded schools .. .• ••.•••••..•....•.•.•..••... .. .. . .•.. ..•• ••.•.•.•.••• _ 45. 85 _

foo
Hence less ·than one-half of the Prussian children were enrolledfo
graded schools; about one.third in entirely ungraded schools.
Privy.Councilor Dr. Schneider, director of the B ureau of People's
Schools in the Department of Education in Berlin, atta~hed to these
official figures the opinion :
·
It is an undisputed fact that the ungraded schools, mann~d as they are with welltrained graduates of normal schools, accomplish very satisfactory result s. * 1* .*
Skill, endurance, and professional zeal, and last, but not least, the greater pJ:iysical
strength of their teachers, are naturally of beneficial influen,ce. It is well to. remember, then, that the graded city school is not under
circumstances, and hence should
not, brevi 1nanu, be considered the better school.

all

There is less of grading in Prussian schools thaµ is co~ monly 'expected, and it is omitted purposely, for it is considered detrimental to
have an eJ:!tire,class of pupils sifted by means of examinations till they
are to all intents an.d purposes alike in knowledge and skill. There are
always two, if not more, classes in one room. A:s ~egards· ~xaminations
of pupils, much less is done in Germany than in this country; competition is considered demoralizing, and promotions are in many instances
determined by the teacher's decision. In Saxony aijd otp.er states of
Germany school examinations are held annually and madQ public.
They really consist in a review ,of what the class was designed to have
gone over during the year. Nowhere, except in the upper grad~s of
high schools, are written examinations held. The decision of the t eacher
,is rarely questioned; being a professional man, he is expected ·to know . .
his business. I t would as little occur to a German to question .the
official acts of the teacher as to question the judgrnenu- of his medical
adviser.
· ·
Discipline.-Ever since the establishment of schools in. Germany
discipline has been strict. It is based upon the presumption that ~ev·
erence for elders and obedience to the superiors of the children must be·
expected, and if wanting must be enforced. There being greater_doci~ity
on the part of German children, harsh measures are not resorted to
frequently as it is commonly believed. No law exists prohibiting. ~~rporal punishment, but it is well understood that extreme cases are .met
and de.a lt with severely by the functionaries of the law.
'-
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School ,t.atistios of Prussia for 1887.
!'Latest official report.

Total population of the kingdom (census of 1885) 28,318,4.70).

Ages.
Kintlergarten (private) ..

2

Number
ofpupifs,

Sex.

'
to 6 Unknown
Both sexes .••..••... Unknown

Elementary sohoolf!:
·
Public (so-called peo- }6 to U
. pie's schools.)
Private ............ to 14
Elementary prep!!,ratory.
Classes of secondary
to 10
schools.

}6
}o

Boys .•••.. 2, 440, 0944,874, 347{ Girls .••. . 2, 434, 253 (
~
Boys ..••...... 2, 500
8, 763{ Girls . ••••••. .. 6, 263
Boys ...... .. 279, 180
299, 2so{ Girls ...••... 20, 100

Tomi elementary .. ........... a5, 182,390

---

Secondary schools :
. Of a low grade, simi·
lar to American ~10 to 17
. high schools.
Of a high grade,
classical, and modern, leading up to
or 20
uni versit.ies and
polytechnicums.

}10W18l

Tota1 secondary ...

·····-----

Normalscbools ...•...... }is to 21
Universities ..•....•..••. 18 to ,22
Total euperior .. ••. ... .... ....
Special schools .••..•••..

Number of
teachers.

(1)

}
}

.............................

66, 133

Attendance.

l

(7)

"C•lou lat,d to

268

rang:e uetween 90
and 95 percent. of
the number enrolled." In formation furnish ed
by an official in
Berlin.

7,480

I

73,881

j

10,433

1.

)

Boys .••. ..... 92, 084
203, 310i Gfrls .•••... 111, 226
Boys . .•.... .153, 602
Girls ..•.••.••. none

153,602

I>

r

I

J

............................

b456, 912

106 'lchools for men .
9, 093{ 10 schools for women }
13,852 Men only .......•.•.
22,945
(c)

a 18.3 per cent of the population.

c.,1,ulat0<l to

-

10,433

1

range between 92
and 96 percent. of
tbe number enrolled."

)
)
833
I
1,363 rodata.

_,

....................... .. ...........

---

Sexes taught in seperate schools.

(1)

b 1.2 per cent. of the population.

cNo dat11t.

IX.-SUPPLEME~T.A.RY INSTITUTIONS.

The people:s schools are supplemented in the most ideal manner by a
variety of institutions which tend to relieve the schools and make them·
more effective.
(1) Schools for dullards.-Children who are weak-minded, but not
idiots, and who retard the progress of the pupils in the elementary
schools, are gathered in special classes, where they are treated with due
consideration and educated to become useful members of society. Such
schools are found only in indust,rial centers, however.
(2) Asylum,s for vagrants.-Poor parents, working in factories, have
little chance for watc ing their children at home; hence Knabenhorte
are established, in which the boys spend their unoccupied afternoons
and evenings in manual labor, play, inging, and drawing. The fees
are nominal. These institutions are private, but have the encouragement of the government.
(3) Oontinuation schools, which may b~ either day or evening schools,
or, as in some place , Sunday schools. The e schools are in fact postgraduate courses, and in many places are obligatory.
(4) Tb tate main tain reform schools for boys and girl , asylurrUJ for
the blind, dca;:nrntes, orphans, ancl idiots-and in fact for all of Nature'8
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unfort,unates. It is not necessary to enter into their organization and
management, because they differ little, if at all, from similar institutions
in this-country. It suffices to say that old nations, like tlie German,,
have a considerably larger number of children with defective sen~e
organs than the .American; a fact which is readily understood if tile
natural conditions of life in Europe are considered.
Indus.trial schools, trade schools, and other similar special institittions,
such as agricultural schools, which tend to perfect what the elementary
school has begun, should be mentioned here. Besides these supplemeg.tary institutions, societies and institutions for scientific purposes aid the
work of the schools. Thus, for instance, all classes and kinds of schools
of a city stand in close connection with and intimate relation to the
management of art academi~s, museums, zoological and botanical gardens, the astronomical observatory, the library, gymnastic societies,
and even the theater;, in fact, with every·institution which in some de-gree may be influential in assisting the work in schools.
Plants are ordered for the study of botany at the botanical gardens.
Certain hours are fixed at the zoological gardens for visits of the classes,,,,
in zoology; admission is free. Classes in drawing are taken to the art
collections and-museums, where the teacher of advanced classes gives a
lesson monthly. The libraries are open to the pupils on presentation
of a membership ticket issued by the rector of the school. Classes in
literature go ~ith their teachers to see classic performances in the
theaters. The schools having small but very valuable collections,
frequently exchange specimens with the .c urator of the museum, or even
make loans. And so to every department of the curriculum some institution outside of the school offers assistance free of charge.
The more one looks about him,s6lf in Ge,rmany, the more one is impressed with the fact that the whole nation is one great educational
institution. Churches have their reserved seats for school children ;
theaters offer blassical performances for students; gardens and parks
are open for children; gymnastic halls and apparatus are provided for .
the use of pupils of the city schools; in fine, all efforts are made to
put public instruction upon a national basis, and to make the desire
fo1; education contagious.
X.-V.ARIETY IN SCHOOL ORG.ANIZA'l'ION IN GERMANY, .AUSTRIA,
HUNG.ARY, .AND SWrt'ZERL.AND.

From the foregoing it would seei;n as though the so-called VolksSchule (people's school), or more properly speaking, elementary school,
is the main institution of learning for tile people. This impression is
erroneous. In the citi~s of Prussia, but more particularly in those of
Saxony and other states, the authorities give a wider scope to their elementary schools. Outside of Germany the word Volks -Seh1,1le has a
different meaning and frequently stands for pauper school, while the

,,. '
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Burger Schule (citizens' school) is a school almost identical with· the
common school in t he United States.
Leipsic and Dresden, in Saxony, have furnished the types of such
schools. Tl..te citizens' school of Prussia, on the other hand, is very
much akin to our American city high school~ and must be classed among
the secondary_ schools ; hence it is not mentioned in t he preceding
pages. If we consider 'the fact that t he people's schools of Prussia had
5,173,627 pupils in 1887, while all the middle and high schools (citizens'
schools, girls' academies, real-schulen, and gymnasia) had only 357,000
students with about 300,000 in preparatory classes, the preeminence
given to the people's schools is fully j ustified.
Switzerland, t hough quite independent of Germany politically, in, d'nstrially, and socially, is in a large degreo imitating its two neighbors,
Germany and F rance. The German system of religious instruction
and the· French system of secular instruction are~blended in t he ·Swiss
schools. Altogether there is more instability in the Swiss schools than
in the Germa'n, owing to t he fact that each canton manages its own
schools. There is no centralization. It is the American mode of selfgovernm_ent in mini ature. This is evident from the following.
As regards the object of the public schools there are in the different
cantonal school laws t wo ideas· that may be defined as meaning "education in the widest sense " on the one side, and "mere instruction ,, ·on
the other. Zurich says in its school law of 1832, '' t he children of all
classes of society shall be educated according to the well-defined principles of pedagogy, to be intellectu ally active, civilly useful, and morally
good men and women." Simil ar definitions are found in the constitutions of Baselland (1835), Zug (1850), Graubiinden (1853), Bern (1856),
Aargau (1865), Walli s (1873 ), Appen zell (1875), Schwyz (187 7), Nid walden (1870), Scha:ffhausen (1879). , Obwalden (1876), on the contrary,
simply says, "it is the duty of every community to see to it t hat its
children by attending a primary school Rhall acquire the knowledge for
·coll}.mon life." Lucerne (18W) says, "the primary en d continuation
schools have the obj ect t o o:fler youth a general culture such as life uemands." Basel stadt (1880) says, " the primary school has the obj ect
to make the chilclren fam iliar with elementary knowledge." E leven
cantons, among which are Geneva and Freiburg, do not define the ob.
ject of the public chool at all.
As regar<ls German Au tr ia little need be said to char acterize the
schools save th at they resemble the schools of Germany in organization,
mode of main ten a.nee, management, and results. There are agencies
at work, however, depending chiefly upon the different degree of culture of the peopl , differ nee in the appreciation of public in truction, individual predilection , and tendencies of the ru lin g men in t he
government at diffi rent times, that cause varieties, changes, and mod.
ification which will in due course of time produce considerable differentiation. At pre ent i can not be aid to be very great.

1
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Among the continental sel.1001s in Europe there ~eem to be, to the
careful ou~er,er, two trends noticeable: one the Germanic, the other the·
,Romanic. The former iusists upon thorough discipline of mind and body,
and the fostering of a ueep religious and moral sense, and in order to
facilitate this, the following are considered necessary: (a) con~ideration for the feelings of all citizens in religious matter~; (b) local government, including regulation of religious instruction (subject ~o the
protection of 1ninorities); (c) direct local taxation, expenditure and administr,ative details; (d) religion, subject to certain conscience clause
provisions, considered the basis of instruction; (e) compulsory attend. ance; (/) thorough qualification of all teachers for private as w_ell
as for public schools; (g) recognition of the importance of gymnastic
exercises.
The special features of the Romanic trend are: (a) the natural eager ·
intention· to render the system as perfect as possible, and in as short ·a
time as possible; (b) in pursuance of that intention munificent expenditure upon public instruction is made; (c) the absence of any religious
instruction is a marked characteristic, but tbe system endeavors to. be
absolutely neutral in, and not hostile to, religion; (d) special attention
is paid to industrial training; (e) the organization of infant schools is
very complete; (/) the state far :more absolutely than elsewhere controls the com.plete education of the people.
"
Xl.-:--THE SCHOOLS OF HUNG.A.RY.

A few facts ·concerning the Hungarian schools should be added to
complete the exposition of the German schools, for the Hungarian
schools are to a great extent organized like the schools in Germany
and Austria.
In 1888 Hungary had 2,416,945 children of scho~l ·age, G to 15 years.
Of these only 1,950,879, or 80.73 per cent., attended elementary schools,
namely, 1,750,013 between 6 and 12 years of age, and 666,932 between
12 and 15 years of age. Here is an instructive comparison:
'

-186!>.

1888.

'

2,284,741
1,152,115
50. 42

2,416,945
1, 950, t79
80. 73

The number of schools has in.accordance with. this increase
amazingly. The following comparison may show this :
I

·

.

Communities ....••.•••.•.•.•.......••.................•........•.....••...•..

I · i809. l__1ss_s_.-,

~I

~~~hi:r~·:::: :::::: :::::: :: :::::::: ::::::: ::: ::::::: :: ::: ::: ::: ::::::: ::::::::j g; ~~~
Expense, of elementary schools .............................................. $1,253,375

12,604.

i~: m

$4,950,373
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-The·. normal schools have shared in this general forward movement,
as is seen from these numbers:
1869.

Normal schools ..•...•••••..•..•.......•..••••••.••.........••••.••.... .. .•••.
Stud euts ...•••••.•••••••...........••...•.••-••••.•.••...•.•..•••......• •..•..
Proftlssors .••..••...••.•.\ .•.••....•••... ~ •.••••••.••........••••••••....••...

1888.

46
1,556

71

3,955
685

271

The inf~nt schools. are wel~ organized, as is seen from the following:
1888.

1869

Infant l!Ohool, .......................... : . . ... . . .. . .. ... . .. . . . .. . ... . . . ... . . . .

I~~~!~i~ ~~-~-~~~~~:: _:: ::.::: :_:_: ::~::::::: :::: ~
::::::::: ::::::::::_:::: :::::::::

of

~55

1

·

$:: m

603
55, 53g
1, 212
$136,415

1

Count \]saky, the new minister
education in Hungary, considers
it his duty to regulate the ·aft:airs of presch~iastic institutions, such as
kinderg~rten, infant schools, etc. In his first report, just issued, he express~ bis determination to establish elementary schools wherever the
communities fail in so doing, and he urges that the salaries and pensions of teacherA be regulated by law.
Among the new steps he has taken, we mention ari order according
to which courses have been arranged. for female teachers in normal
schools, al~q courses for training professors for secondary schools, so
that henceforth the graduates of universities who wish to devote them- ·
selves to teaching inay obtain their professional training bef9re entering upon their duties.
The salaries of teachers have hitherto been paid irregularly. The
minister insists upon it that they be paid promptly: A.lso in regard to
the chaos prevailing in Hungarian schools in the use of text-books he
promises wholesome Ghanges.
Since tl1e passage of the present school law iu 1869, the number of
schools bas mcreased 2,8~4. B ungary has now 16,622 schools, among
which are 16,301 elementary, 74 a,<lvanced, 13 girls' schools, 159 citizens'
schools. The state upports only 738 sc llool 8, communities 1,880, tbe
religious congregations 13,783; 202 were private scllools; 10,712 towns
or villages have tbeir own schools, 1,783 have joined others in so-called
combined school , and 300 settlements <,r villages have no school at all.
Of 1,000 Germ an children of school age in Hungary, 907 were in
school; ofl,000 Slavonians: 850 ; of 1,000 Magyars, 842; ofl;0O0 Croatian , 58; ofl,000 Servians, 802; ofl,000 Ruthenians,675; of 1,000 Roumanian , 622. The number of teachers increased from 17,782.in 1869,
to 24,14 iu 1887. At present there are 71.72 children to the teacher.
Of the 2418 teacher , 3,133 (or 13 per cent.) have no certificate. The
number of worn n teachers ha iocr a. cl 340 per cent. since 1869.
Tb re are a Ir . ent 71 normal cho 1 (4G in P-69); of these 25 were
state school. , 46 coofe sional schools; 53 were for men, 17 for women.

-
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Xll,-SECONDARY SCHOOLS ·AMONG GERMAN-SPEAKING NATIONS.
,(

·Variety in organization ancl scope.-The lower schools of G~ermany,
Austria, and Switzerland, as well as of Hungary.,, are, as has been stated
before, not.common schools in tlle sense in which that term is under- ·
. stood in the United States, free of charge and common to all, but of a
variety of types. This differentiation is even more pronounced in the
higher schools. The variety found among them is so great that it puzzles the collector of statistics who has to classify them. Switzerland,
wedged in between monarchies, has to accommodate itself to demands
made by society, hence we find even there a great variety of scho_ols,
though not as confused as in Germany and Austria.
~
Burgerschulen (citizens' schools), hohere miidchenschulen, progymnasia, .
gy1nnasia, realschulen, realgymnasia, prorealgymna,sia, are the public
high schools. This array of technical terms is_difficult to render in
English. A verbal translation would be misleading, and a labored
cir~umlocution useless. These secondary schools may be grouped into
middle and high schools. Tl.le citizens' school, _girls' academy, and the
, progymnasium _(which is a gymnasium with incomplete course) may be
classed among the middle schools. The gymnasium, realschule (with
complete course), and the realgymnasium are the high schools. The
, gymnasium is the oldest of all secondary schools, and is the Latin school
of the Middle Ages. It is the classical boys' school par exeellence,
The realschule (the first one was established 140 years ago) substitutes
modern languages for the classics, and bestows much attention upon natural sciences,. mathematics, and industrial drawing and designing. The
gymnasium prepares for the learned professions, the realschule trains
engineers, surveyors, artists, civil officers, etc. The realgymnasim:il is a
combination of both kinds of schools, ·and found nearly always where
a community can not ~mpport two secondary schools. ]..,rom the charts
(see pp. 173-6) the differences existing between the courses of these
schools inay be gleaned better than from verbal explanation. The gre·a t
army of business men is recruited from these higher and from the
middle schools. The boy of the people's school has a hard time of it in
courting success in the higher walks of life; still such cases are by no
means wanting.
_Statistics of secondary sclu;>ols in Prussia,:_In 1889, Germany had 418
gymnasia (or classical schools), namely, Prussia, 266; Bavaria, 35;
Saxony, 17; Wiirtemberg, Baden, 14; Hessen, 7; MecklenbtirgSchwerin, 7; Braunschweig, 6; Oldenburg, 5; .Anhalt 4; Saxe-Weimar,
3; Mecklenburg-Strelitz, 3; Alsace-Lon;aine, 16; the other German
principalities, 1 or 2 each. These institutions are distributed over the
empire very ir;egulady, as is seen from the followiIJg figures: While
in Saxony 187,000 inhabitants support 1 gymnasium, there is 1 to every
133,000 inhabitants .in Wiirtemberg; 1 to every 114,000 inhabitants
in Ba<len; 1 to 107,000 in Prussia; 1 to 100,000 inhabitants in Alsace-
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Lorraine. In other parts of the empire 60,000 and even ~3,000 inhabitants sgpport and maintain a gymnasium. In 1889, Germany had 5-!
progymnasia (6 years' instead of 8 years' course). Of these, 40 were
found in Pr~ssia.
.
The number of realgymnasia was °133 in 1889. Of these Prussia ba<l
00; ·Saxony, 10; Bavaria, 5; Hessen, 4, etc. There were, besides these,
106 real-progymnasia, and 15 upper realschulen. These schools are
found chiefly in Prussia, namely, 84: real-progymnasia and 10 upper
realschulen. These two kinds of schools do not differ materially in aim$
and scope. The number of rea]schulen and higher citizens' schools in
1889 was 154. These two kinds of school~ do uot differ much, either.
Of these-154 schools, Prussia had' only 30, while Bavaria h_ad 33; Saxony, 20; Hessen, 14; Bad,.en., 11; Alsace-Lorraine, 10; Wiirtemberg,
10; the other states, 17. To these different classes of secondary schools
should be added 87 public and private institution~, whicll it is difficult
to classify. Hence, the entire number of acknowledged secondary
schools in Germany in 1889 Wi:J,S 976. Before long Germany will have
a thousand high schools that are high schools in fact, as well as in
·name.
In all the South German states and in Alsace-Lorrain~ secondary
instruction is exclusively the state's concern. Communal gymnasia,
realschulen, and higher citizens' schools are not found in Bavaria, Wiirtemberg, ~aden, and Hesserr, nor in Alsace-Lorraine. In Prussia, the
majority of gymnasia are state schools, but there are still a number of
munir.ipal school~ of that kind. ·Their number decreases, however,
every year, since the state takes hold of them as its means increase.
Nearly all the other schools, that is, those which depart from mere
classical learning and emphasize scientific and mathematical studies,
and particularly modern languages, are municipal institutions, Thus
it appears that, in Prussia the state fosters classfral, the city, rnodern education.
Tl.le salarie~ of teachers in the high schools of Germany aro 1.iiglrn t
in wealthy cities: Hamburg (maximum, $2,lG0), Lubeck (maximum,
$1,575), A~halt (maximum, $1,500), Frankfort (maximum , $1,540),
Berlin (maximum, $1,500). The pensions paid to teachers fo high
school are highest in Bavaria,, Hessen, Wiirtcmberg, Saxe-Weimar,
anu others of tbe small principalities.
The following data are interesting: In Bavaria the r ension amount
to 70·1for cent. of the salary after 10 years of service, 80 per cent. of
the alar after 25 years of service, 00 per cent. of salary after the 40
year of ervic , 100 per cent. of the alary after 50 year of service.
In He en 50 per cent. of the al:1ry after 10 years of service, 72.u
per cent. of tho salary after 25 years of service, 00 per cent. of the
salary aft r 4 year of er ice. Iu Saxony 33k per cent. of the salar
after 1 e r of ervice, 41.5 per cent. of t e alary after 25 years of
se.rvic , 70 p r cent. of tb alary after 40 years of service. In Saxony
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the government has released the cities from contributing to the ,pen•
sion fund and intern.ls to assume all paying of pensions to teachers.
An increase -in the schools is confidentl.Y. expected.
·
,
Stimulus for higher education of boys.- When we consider the, facfi'
that Prussia with 28,000,000 inhabitants has 356,912 pupils - in secondary schools, it is obvious that some powerful stimulus to higher educa- '
tion must· e~ist in that country. Mere lov_e of learning would not
adequately account for the high percentage of youths seeking a higher
intellectual plane. The motive is found in the fact that, by governmental decree, students who have passed through a six ;years' high school
course are entitled ·to · an abbreviation of their military' service from
three years to one year. Hence, continuing his studies till he reaches,
the "secunda" · (the class below the graduating class) , the youth secures not only a better education generally, but shortens his service in
the army by 'two years. This system of artificially inducing the young
men of the country to stay in school longer than they would otherwise
do bas been in existence for over 30 years; it has proven beyond
doubt the most effective inducement for higper education, though it has
ita bitter _opponents, and lately the government is contemplating its
abolishment because the number of young men with a secondary education is so rapidly increasing that, all the learned professions are overcrowded with candidates, and a new social species is being rleveloped,
t~at of " educated paupers."
G_raduates.-Prussia furnishes some instructive data .concerning the
number· and choice of occupation of graduates of gymnasia or classical
schools.
In 1889 2G6 gymnasia con<lncted examinations for graclnation; 4,251
pupils signified t~eir willingness to submit to the examination, but
shortly before the <lay arrived 307 withdrew from the contest, and 93
were refused admission by the faculty, reasons not stated. Of the remaining 3,851 who were examined, 3,702 passed, 149 failed. Six of
those who passed were less tlrnn 17 years old; 98 were 17; 579 were
18; 972 were rn; 959 were 20; 1,088 were 21 or more. Six hundred
and sixteen of the grf1,duates went to universities to study Protestant
theology, 326 Catholic theology, 12 Hebrew theology; 70~ went to study .
law; 29 political economy; 873 medicine; 210 philology and philosophy;
109 mathematics and natural sciences. Some, especially the youngest
ones, had not decided what course of study to pursue. Two hundred
and thirty-nine went to military academies with the view to entering
the army; 110 will devote tbemselves'to civil engineering; 33 to min·
ing engineering; 270 intend to enter forestry, postal, and state civil
service; 130 will go to farming, commerce, and industrial pursuits; 37
to other callings .
.Austria had in 1889 172 gymnasia (classical schools for boys) with
55,404 students, 85 realschulen (modern high schools for boys) with
18,54.5 students; 178 of these secondary schools were supported ex.
1
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elusively (a) by the government 25, (b) by communities 30, (c) by
churches 14, (d) by private funds 11; the others are supported by state
and comm,unitjes, or by church and state, or by church and communi,
ties, or by state and private funds, etc.
In 155 of these high schools German is the medium of instruction, in
57 it is Bohemian, in 28 Polish, in 7 Italian. 1
Xlll.-COURSES OF STUDY.

The four -accompanying charts illustrate the differences in the courses
of study in the various schools of Germany, Austria, and Switzerland,
as well ~sin the common schools of America. A comparison of these
charts will afford an insight into the differentiation going on in these
schools in order, to meet the different demands of life. (See pp. 173-G.)
On these charts, it must be understood, the course of study
the
, American common school is an average course, such as may be found
with slight deviations all over the country. It does not indicate any
preferences in favor of this, that, or another language, and leaves the
limit of time spent in the study of grammar undefined, but shows that
much tiI:Qe is consumed in mastering the orthography of the English
language. It is scarcely necessary for the reader in thjs country to see
minutely delineated what by a slow process of evolution has become
the average course of study. · Of course, if a selection were made here
and i_n .Europe among the schools, we might present a picture which
would make a just comparison quite impossil>le. Statistics is the science
of averages, and it is t,he average school, not the exception, which is
here delineated. The courses of the Prussian schools sketched in the
accompanying charts show the leading features of language instruction
and the relative value bestowed upon it in the different kinds of
schools.
'
These charts are the result of compa_rison of many courses of study
in use in Germany, and of the requirements made by the Prussian Government, notably by the decree of May 31, 1882.

for

1 The numbn of secondary schools in Hungary is 180, namely, 151 gymnasia, 29
realschulen. In 120 of these seco11dary schools the medium of instruction is the
Hungarian language, in 39 it is another language mhed with Hungarian, in 21 it is
either Germ::.n, Croatian, Roumanian, etc. The nnmber of students in secondary
cbools was in 1 8 , 3\J,918, or 615 more than in 1887. Of these 32,255 attended gymnasia., 6,5G3 r eal c-hulcn. · According to their mother tongue the students are
c~sified as Hnngarians, 28,4 7 (71.3 per cent.), Germans, 6,285 (15.8 per cent.), Roama.nia.ns, 2,456 (6.2 per cent.), Italians, 1:23 (0.3 per cent.), Slavonian,a, 1,542 (3.9 per
c nt. ), ervian-Croatic 10 (2.0 per cent.), Rnthenians, 97 (0.2 per cent.), others 118
(0.3 P r cent. ) . Another inter sting faotis brought out, if we ask for the number of
tod nt who p ak only their mothor tonrrne: 16,967 students speak only Hungarian
338 only German, 69 onlv Roumaoian, 11 only Slavonian, 3 only Servian-Croatic.
Hence 18,00.. (or 4r. p r ent.) p ak only their mother tongue, while 21,~16 (or 55 per
cent.) speak two or more languages.
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CHART

!.-Showing how the time commonly devoted to linguistic studies in the .America11
com'11ion school and the different classes of German schools is divided.
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CHAR; II.- Showing how the time commonly dC'l:oted to history and geography in the .American common school and the diffe1·ent classes of German schools is dividecl.
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III.-Showing how the time commonly <lev-oted to arithmeti-c an4, mathematics in t1te
American common school and the different classes of German soli,ools is divided.
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lV.-Switzerland, 1887-88.
No. ofpupils.

~indergarten and primary s.choohl . ....... ..... .. ..

11,155 $27, 000, 675

Secondary and normal schools . .• .• .•. •••• ••.• •• • ••

18,206

836

2,179,899

Universities, (d} ......•• ; ............. .'. .......... .

3,529

524

(*}

Total . ... ....................................

I

510,231

No. of
Annual ex·
teachers. School fund. penditures.

!t

{

······ ·----· ······· ··· ...............

a.$1,370,tas
b2, 975,505

4-, 3-15, 940

a 626,168

b 126,203

752,371
c370, M9
5,368,960

• Not stated.
NoTES.-(a) Expenditures by cantonal governments; (b} by communities, including tuition fees ; (c)
by federal government exclusively.
(d) One hundred and si:dy-one of the students in the universities are women; 866 are foreigners.
Of tl:.e pupils below the universitJes 96.8 per cent. attend elementary, 3.2 per cent. attend secondary
schools.
,
The ratio of school population (below the universities} to the entire population was 18.2 per cent.
(Compare Prusf!ia, 19.5 per cent.; Austria, 12.9 per cent; and Hungary, 11.5 per cent.)
The expenditures for educational purposes per capita of the population in Switzerland WA.8 $1.88,
(Compare Prus,1ia, $1.86. ; Hungary, 42 cents.} The p er capita of the soJiool population was $7.60.

Memorable dates in the hi8tory of th e Prussian peo1Jle's

01·

elmnentary schools.

1717, Royal order that parents should send theil· children to school.
1763. General School Regulations, issued by Frederick the Great.
1794. Adoption of the Prussian "Laudrechtl' (Code of Laws), in which the schools
found complete recognition: Part II, Title 11, sections 217, 218, referring to
funds; Title 12, sections 4 and 53, laws referring to the public schools; sections 3 and 8 referring to priYate schools.
1806. Beginning of r econstruction of all governmental institutions of th,e Kingdom
after the disastrous def,eat at Zena; general obligation to army service and
school attendance.
1808. Queen Louise introduces Pestalozzi's principles.
1825. Cabinet order referring to compulsory attendance and discipline.
1833. Royal order concerning abolishment of tuition fees ( only partially carried out).
1834. Cabinet order concerning supervision of schools.
1850. Adoption of the constitution. Articles 21 and 26 containing the famous sentence, "Science, and the teaching of science, are free."
1854. Three regulations (Muehler's) for elementary schools.
1872. General Regulations (Falk's) for Elementary Schools.
1 !75. Vaccination law.
1882 and 1885. Law regulating pensions for t~achers and their widows and orphans.
1888. Laws contemplating the final abolition of tuition fees.

W . T. Harris, Commissioner.

Report of the Commissioner of Education, 1888-89.

THE SCHOOLS OF PRUSSIA.
Population in 1885, 28,318,470. (Census of '85.)
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Population in 1887, 23,447,192. (Estimate.. )
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THE SCHOOLS OF HUNGARY.
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Population in 1887, 16,901,023. (Estimate.)
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2,046,436.
R atio to population, 11.5%,
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Population in 1887, 2,957,527. (Estimate.)
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CHAPTER VI.
THE SCHOOL SYSTEM OF ITALY.

/

COXSULTED.-Stati'stica dell' I struzione Elernentare-Statistfoa dell' Istruzione Secondaria e Superiore-Stato di Previsione della Spesa per l'Esercizio finanziario-Stato del Personale adcletto alla Pubblica Istruzione-Codice della Istruzione
Pubblica-Nuove Illu strazione e Commenti alle Leggi e Discipline sulla,P. Istruzione.Atti I'arlamentari, Legislatura XVI, 4fl Sessione; Disegno d·i Leggi e BelazioneBollettino U.-{ficiale clel Min-istero di Pub. Istruzionc-Sulle istituzione cli istruz ione
prirnaria nella Lombardia, Allocuzione da G. Rossi-Buisson : Dict-ionnaire de P edagogie et d'Instruction Prirnaire-Hipp eau : L'lnstruction Publiqu e en Italie-M.
Arnold: Schools and Universities on the Continent-Statesman's Yea1· Book, etc.S<:hrnid: Encylclopi:idie des Erziehungs und Unterrichtswese11s-Revue Internationale
de l'Enseignement-B~ue Pedagogiqiie..

AUTHORITIES

Constitution~l monarchy: Area, 114,410 square miles ; population,
30,565,253 (1888). Capital, Home; population, 273,268 (in 1881). Minister of public instruction, Paolo Boselli; appointed February 17, 1888.
IN'l'RODUCTORY STATEMENT.

/

The territory known to-day as Italy has been subjected to the domination of Germany, Spain, France, and Austria at different periods
of its history. Spanish rule predominated during the sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries; Austrian at the beginning of the eighteenth;
the :V rencll victories changed the government between 1797 and 1814;
Austrian rule was reestablished in 1814. In 1848 the Milanese and Venetians joined Pieumont; in 1859 the Austrians lost their hold, and the
Kinguom of Italy, comprising Piedmont, Sardinia Lombardy, Tuscany,
:Modena, Parma, the Romagna, Naples, and Sicil,y, was forme d. In 1866
Veu tia was ceded to Italy by Austria, and the kingdom was consummated, with Rome as its capital, in 1870.
The administrative divisions of Italy, as at present constitute<l, are
provinces, territories ('' circondari "), districts (" distretti "), and communes. The old "compartimenti'J are no longer recognized as legal
di i ion . There are 69 province , of which 60 are divided into territori , and 9 (the province of Mantua and the 8 provinces of Venetia)
into i tricts. Th re are 197 territories (" circondari ") and 87 di tricts
('' i r tti ') . The t erritorie (" circondari ") and distrfots are di vi ed
(H comuni '), of which at the census of 1881 there were
i t c m
8,r o;
n
r a pr nt ( 1 ) i 8,256. The "circondari" are
poli · al r b r han admini tr t iv , di i ion . The '' comuni" or com182

18$
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mune is a division comprised of one or more villages, and having anywhere from 300 to 10,000 inhabitants. Then there are" mandamenti,"
which are neither political nor administrative divisions, but rather of a
judicial character.
co!!~~es. Population.
Prov_inc~s __ ;,- -.- ... ... - - .... -,; .. ... . ~. - ·:· - - .. -- - - · · - · · ·· ·•·· · · · ·· · ·· · · · ....... •· · ·

J .

Tern tones ( c1rcondari ) or d1stncts ...................................... .

69
215 .

4, 509, 159
2, 573, 004

1----1- - - -

Total ........•.......•. •.•..•..•••••.•.•.•••.•.•.•.•.•.••••.••• _... . • • . . .
284
Other communes .••..••.•••.••. , ............. . ......... ...................... • • . . . . . • •• . .

7, 082, 163
21,377,465

Total ....••..••.••••• : • . • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • . • • • • • • . • • • • • . . . . • . • • • • • • ..• • . . . • . . ..... , . . . . .

28, 4591 628

The executive power of the state belongs exclusively to the sovereign,
and is ·exercised by him through responsible ministers. The legislative authority is vested in the King, the Senate, and the Chamber of
Deputies.
The local government is administered by the provincial and communal councils, each province having a provincial council and a provincial
commission; each commune a communal cO'uncil, ~ municipal council,
and a syndic.
The administrative -and educational authorities are brought closely
together in their duties, as is shown in the statement appfmded. T~e
state, province, or commune maintains public instruction; a member of
the cabinet is in charge of education ; the King himself appoints certain grades of instructors ; the parliamentary bodies discuss and decide
upon educational questions; the prefect of the pr.ovince is president of
the provincial school council; the syndic looks afMr the registration of
pupils of school age, notifies parents of neglect of duty, etc.
The organization of the public school system in Italy is based on the
law of November 13, 1850, called the '' Legge Casati," from the minister
in charge of education at that date. This law, which· was intended more
especially for the schools of Piedmont, Sardinia, and Lombardy, is under
a united Italy the basis of all later laws appertaining to the school system. Its main features may be gletined in the following presentation.
l.-GENERA.L FE.A.TURES OF THE SCHOOL SYSTE:v.I.

The state regulates public instruction, and maintains, either entirely
or in conjunction with tbe communes arnl provinces, public schools of
every grade. It also authorizes the establisllment of private schools,
among which are classed those conducted by religious corporations. 1 At
1 By law of 18G7 all chapters of collegiate churches, abbeys, ecclesiastical benefices
not attached to parishel:l, and all brotherhoods and founcla.t ions to which an ecclesiastical service was annexed, were suppressed. The property was tr.a nsferred to the
state under certain regulations. A great part was devoted to education. Religious
corporations not being recognized by law, the schools carried on by them became of
a. private char~cter. In addition to these schools there are also lay private schools.
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the head of the school system is the minister of public instruction, who
is assisted by a higher council of education. Another general council
has special control of secondary ,and elementary instruction. The local
control _of sch ools is vested in a council of education for each of t.he
sixty-nine provinces under t4e presidency of the prefect, which has the
right of supervision in regard to the sanitary and moral state of the
provincial schools. (For other school officers with their special duties
see "supervision" below.)
The divisions of the school system are: (1) Elementary, which includes infant schools, primary of two grades, and normal schools,; (2)
secondary education, which includes classical and technical schools ;
(3) higher education, including the ~miversities, higher institutes, and
special schools.
The elementary grades and technical schools are maintained by the
communes; the lower grade secondary classical schools by the municipalities; the hi gher grade classical.schools, i.e., the "licei," by the state
and the municipalities; the technical institutes and the higher special
schools by the state, provinces, and communes. The universities are
maintained by the state and by their own ancient revenues.
ll.-STATISTICS.

The population of Italy, according to census of 1881, was 28,459,628
.Estimated for 1888, 30,565,253.
The statistics of the different grades of schools mentioned above are
as follows for the year 1886, which is the latest date obtainable for all
schools of the Kingdom :
A ge.

Enrollment.

Boys.

Girls.

T eachers.

l. Elementary education.

Infant schools _.. .. . . . • • . • . • • • • . • • • • . .
3 to 6
Public schools:
Regular . . . . . . . •• • . • . • . • • • . . . . . . . . 6 to 12
I rregular . . . • • • . ••• • • •• • • • • • • • • . . .
Gto 12
Private schools . ............................. . . .
Evening and holiday schools. .... ... . 12 to 25
N ormal schools ....... .....•. ••. . .. . {
~

1,998,724
77, 217
176,057
452,839
10,542

Total... ......... . • . . • • . • • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . .

:i, 969, 042

252,763

gi~ i9 }

2. Secmdary education.

'

......... ........ ............ .
1,087, 605
44, 017
62,044

911,119
114, 913

1,287

9,255

a:i, soo

·--- -·- ---·· ... ............

Length
of
chool
year.

Months.
!i, 603

44,383
2,643
8,260
12,805
1,245

10

10

==== l====l====d====l== ==t===

Cla sica_l:
Giana i. . ... .. . ••••• ••••••... .. .. . . .. . ......
to17
ol tecnicbe.. •. • . . . ••• • • • . • • . . 11 to 14
Istituti t nicl...... .• . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Tav:tl m rr.antH chools ......... _.. . .. ........
Convit i
'l)&rate in traction for
boys and girls) . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 to 12

Tecf:~f \·························:.. 14

47,230
13,696
27, 131
7, 3 1
774
87, 884

4, 36-l i

1, 8

05

10

3,259 · ·•··· ··
1,255 ....... .
50, 221

37, 363 . ..••..•...•.•....

- - -;- - -- 1- - - --1-- - - - - - - - -

Total .......................... ....... . ... 1

18i, 006

=======!====:-1== =:f== := :1===
a Women.

bMen.
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Age.

Enrollment,

Boys.

Girls.

Length
of
Teachers. school
yoar.

- - - - - - - - - - - - --,-- - - 1 -- -~-f--- - - l - - - - - - - - - - 3. Higher ed'ttcation.

Universities:
Governmental .. . •••.••• ••. • •..•..........•.
Free . . . . .. .•. ..• .. . . . . . .••...••.•....•••..•.
Un_iv~rsity courses connected with
hce1.. .... ... . .. . .. . . •.•.•• • ..•..... . ••••• .••.

Months.
14,500
317
50 .•.• .• .•.... . • •. .••• •.

872
80

9½

24

1
f~!~1:r~~t~~l!!t~~::::::::::::::::::::: -::::::::::
·m :::::::::::: :::::::::: ~g
- - - ~ - - - - - - -- - - - - - 17,240
____ ____
_ . ..••.. . ..•... ... •••...•. .....•......•••

Total .. . . . • . •• • •• . . • • •• . • • • . • . . . . . . • . . . • • . ,

Grand tot-al. ••• •• . . . •••.••.. . . ... . • ..•....

3,170,378 .••• • •••• • • • •••••••••. -~·-· · ···· ..•.••••

NOTR.-Per cent. of population enrolled in schools: Elementary education, 9 per cent.; secondary
education, O.tl per cent.; hi~her education, 0.5 p er cent.
The'' asili infantili," or rnfant schools, are conducted after the Aporti method (founded by the Abbate Ferrant.i Aporti in 1847), that is' ' un poco troppo scuola e troppo pocco asilo," but a certain nurn.
ber are conducted according to Froebel's kindergarten system.
The '' scuola irregolare" do not fulfil all requirements of the law in point of study and time of com·
men cement.
The "souole normale," infel'iore e superiore, are for the trAining of teachers, the former having a
two years' course, the latter extending through three years.
The classical schools-ginnasi and licei-lead to the universities and learned profession s. To sub!erve the necessities of modern life the "scuole tecniche" and "istituti tecnici" were establi,ibe1t.
The "scuole tecniche" prepare pupils for industrial or commercial pursuits; the "istituti tecnici"
for the professions of civil engineering, surveying, etc.
The" con,itti" connected with secondary schools are establishments where pupils are boarded and
lodged, and within which are schools of an elementary character, preparing pupil& for classical or
teclin ical Rchools. "<::onvitti" fvr girls prepare for higher institutes for that sex.
The univer!:lities are classed as free and governmental, the free universities being supported by the
municipalities or by their own func1s. Under higher institutes, or schools which cooperate with the
universities, are classed the Institute for tho Perfecting of Higher Studies in Jnorcnce, the normal
school at Pisa, the scientific and literary academy and the higher teClhnical school of Milan, the royal
school of medicine and surgery, etc.
Special schools include agricultural and mining schools, industrial and comm·ercial 1:,chools, conservatories of music, etc.

Ill.-FINANCES.

J

Income.- The funds for public schools are made up from amounts
derived from the state, from provincial and local taxation, and in the
communes, from revenues derived from the "opere pie" or foundations,
and by tuition fees. The amount from revenues and from taxation is not
known, but the funds as a whole in 1886 were: State, $7,189,061;
provincial funds, $1,008,807; communal funds, $12,014,928. ·T ota],
$20,212, 796.
.Expend1tures.-The expenditures, subdivided as to grades of education are not to be obtained for the year 1886. The total expen<led by
the state, provinces, and communes together was $19,001,341 at that
date. The state expenditures are usually applied to making up de:ficiences in teachers' salaries ; provincial subsidies to defraying the cost
of school buildings, furniture, and simHar material expenditure; communal funds to the general support of elementary schools.
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rrlrn bull.get of the minister of public instruction for the year 1886- 7
i:,.;· here appended:
Ord-inary expenditures.
Lire.

Centr al administration ...•.....••.. ..•.....•.•.•................ .......
Provincial . . .....•.........• • ~ ...••....... . ..•... ...•...... .....• ......
Superior and special instruction ..•.••••••.......... ......... ...... ••••.
Scientific and _literary institutions and societies ... . .. ....•... .... ..•....
Fine arts and antiquities ..•...·...•••.••• ••••• : .•..••..•••........ .. ••..
Secondary classical education ... .••...•..••••... ... .... ...•.. ...••.. ..•
Technical, industrial, and professional education ....•....•.•••... . - - --Normal and elem on tary education .. .... ........•. ••••. •..•.• ..••• .• -. Sundries ....•..••••••••.••• •.•• ••••••.•.••. . .• •...•.•...•••.•.•.•• .....

1, i 90, 11

1,161,490
9, 1 , 7
1, 63G, 755
3, 91 , 986
5,163,704
5,606,744
5, 994,376
11, 000
34,482,256

Extraordina1·y expenditu1·es.

47,900
Central administration : .••••...•..... •. . ••• ~ .......•••. • ..•••... .....•
Universities and other higher institut ions .......••......... . .•••• .••••. 1, 254, 1~
127,887
_ Scientific and literar y institutions and societies ....•.••.......• - -... - • - .
41:18, 732
Antiquities and fine arts . . ....••. ••. ... •• .. •.•••••..•.•.•.•..• .•.•.....
63,912
Secondary classical education ........•••. . ..••..• .•••••.••• .•••• , . - --- 36G, 800
Normal and elementary education ••••...•..• ••••..•..•..•••••.. . -- •. ..
76, 000
Sunclries .•... . .. •• •• .•....•••••••••.••.•.••... .•••• •.• ••••..••. . . .• - • - •
2, 435,370

Ordinary expenses, $6,655,075 ; extraordinary expenses, $470,026 ; to.tal, $7,125,101.
Lire, 19.3 cents. ·

IV.-SUPERVISION.

Stcite.-The minister of · public instruction, appointed by the King, is
at the head of the school system. His duties extend over all grades ot
education, and through t,he school officers reporting to him, he may be
said to control the whole educational system of the Kingdom . He is
a si tell by the "Consiglio superiore di Pubblica Istruzione" or higher
council of education, whose duties are advisory, administrative, and
judicfo,l in character. This council, by law of 1881, is composed of
thirty-two members, fifteen of whom form a "giunta" or board, tio
attend to current matters. The minister and higher council are aided
by the" Consnltore Legale" or legal coun cillor. He gives legal advice
concerning the interpretation and application of laws and r gulations
a applied to different grades of education. An inspector-general
(" Ispettore eneralo ") and nine central inspectors ("I pet tori Oentrale ') are in luded among the state officers. They take the place of
the 1 ' ro veditor te Centrale" of 1867, which was aboli hed in 1 1:
ancl are executi e offic rs of the mini stry for all provision rela iog to
th irown epartmen t , andtheyhavegeneralchargeofeducation un<ler
.
authori y of tbe mini try.
Local.- ach province has a ' Consiglio Scolastico Pro in iale ' or
pr ·ocial cbool council, and a ' rov editore agli studi ' or up r. r of tu i , b is appoint ,d y the king.
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Each d istrict lias an " Ispettore de scuola elementare" or inspector
of elementary schools, and there are also school delegates in subdistricts
or" mandamenti." The provincial school council is composed of the
prefect of the province, who presides; of the provincial supervisor of
studies, who acts as vice president; and of ten councillors. This council
has the supervision of elementary, normal, technical, and classical education. It examines school laws and regulations, approves the budget
for public schools, sanctions appointment of teachers, gives its opinion
in regard to subsidies to the communes and to teachers, watches over
private schools (the inspection of private schools covers hygiene and
morals, but is not extended to the course of study) and in every way
acts as . representative of the minister of' public instruction in the
province.
,
The Provveditore has special charge of classical, teebnical, and normal schools. He acts as a link between the provincial council, tlJe
schools, antl. the minister. District school inspectom attend to the needs
of the elementary schools, which they visit twice a year. .A. certificate of
capacity is required, since 1881, of persons desiring to become district
school inspectors. The delegates of the" rnandamenti" are nonsalaried ·
officials appointe<l by the King for three years. Their duties are to
represent the provincial school council and watch over the elementary
and secondary schools.
·
V.-TEACHERS.

The teachers of the Kingdom are trained in normal schools, " scnole
normale," which are of two grades, higher and lower. These schools,
133 · in number, with 10,542 pupils in 1886, are divided into governmental, provincial, communal, endowed, private, and not assimilated,
"non pareggiate," that is, those which arrange their own courses,
classi(y their own studies, etc~
The courses in the lower grade normals, which were called "scuole
magistrale" until 1883, are two years ind nration. Those in the higher
gra<le normals are three years. The applicants for admission to the
normal schools must ha:ve attained, men the sixteenth year, women
the fifteenth year. They must be able to pass a partly verbal and
partly written examination in grammar, arithmetic, catechism, and
Bible history, and must possess a certificate of high moral standing.
They are also required to have a physician's certificate, showing good
physical condition.
Teachers also have the advantage of teachers' institutes and associations for the discussion of methods, school management, salaries, etc.
Applicants for teachers' positions in elementary grades must be
eighteen years of age, and must hold the required CE'rtificate of capaC'ity and morality. Normal pupils desiring teachers' positions in the
lower grade require the certificate indicating completion of the two
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years' course. For the higher grade positions the diplomaforthe three
years' course is required. To obtain a certificate as teacher in tbelo wer
grade elementary schools, normal pupils are required to pass an examination in the followi~g obligatory branches: catechism and Bible hi .
tory, Italian language, reckoning and the metric system, pedagogic
and penmanship. To obtain a diploma as normal teacher for the higher
grade elementary schools the obligatory branches are religion, composition, history of literature, arithmetic and book-keeping, element
of geometry and natural sciences, history, geography, pedagogics,
and penmanship. Teachers are appointed by the communal coun cil
subject to the appJOval of the provincial council. The appointment is
usually for two years, but a probationary six months' period is sometimes, required. To receive a permanent appointment the teacher
must be twenty-two year1, of age, prior to that the appointment is renewed from year to year. Examinations for teachers' positions are
held annually in the normal centers.
In private sch.ools teachers must have the certificate required by law,
a d in private schools of a secondary grade they must be M ]east
twenty-five years of age. The representative of the minister in the
province sanctions the appointment of private school teachers. To teach
in Sunday or holiday schools no certificate is necessary, but there are
certain -requirements to be fulfilled before a person ca,n obtain such
position.
The minimum salary of teachers in rural schools, l>y law of 1 5~J
, was not to be' less than $96; in city schools, $135. Later laws modified this rate, and in May, 1885, Minister Coppino presented a bill to
the O1.tamber of Deputies in which the salaries in higher city school
were not to be less than $193, women $156; in the higher grades of
rural schools the minimum to be $152, women $123. In the lower
grades the annual salary was less. By la,w of 1886 the salaries in the
rural schools were to range from $140 to $180 for men, from $112 to
$144 for women; in city schools from $180 to $264 for men, and from
$14~ to $211 for women. The subject of teachers' salaries is freely di ·
cussed each year, and an amelioration of the teacher's condition i
earnestly desired.
In the condary cJas ical schools the professors are called titular an 1
regent; the former appointed by the King when recommended b. Le
mini ter, the latter by the minister. The titular profe or i elected b
competition from persons who have obtained the deo-ree of univ r i '
doc r i the science or d partment of stud for which he i competing
or h mu t hol ot h r l gal certificate. The re ent may b appoint d
without previon examination, if a graduate of a normal, but he c, n
o
come a titular profe or wit.bout examination. The alarie f
h
pr ~
range a follow : Ginna i, or low r grad cl, i al
·h l
3
6; lie i, or higher grad , 387 to $425. T acher in
and in titnte are select 1
they are in the la i 1
ting tha on account of ha te in ·organization of technical
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education competitive . examinations were omitted. 1.,he salaries vary
in the state, communal, and private institutions.
The university professors are divided into ordinary and extraordinary
professors. The former are appointed by the King, tLe latter by the
minister. A competitive examination before a commissiou appointed
by the higher council of education, or the h::iinding in of printed theses,
is required to show the aptitude of the. candidate for the position desired. The extraordinary professors are only appoiuted for the course,
and a new appointment is required if they desire to continue in service.
The salaries of the professors in the principal universities are placed at
$1,158 after ten years' service, and at $965 for less time than that. At
the minor universities the salaries range from $5W to $694. 1
Teachers' pensions were allowed by law, but this enactment did not go into force until January, 1889.
VI.-COURSES OF STUDY.

Elementary schools.-Tbe instruction in the infant schools tends to
develop the body of the child by gymnastic exercises appropriate to its
age, to inculcate moral teachings, by e:1rn,mple, to occupy the child's
time with games rather than book knowledge. The teacher endeavors
to develop both body and mind and, in a measure, to exercise a maternal influence over the child.
The kindergarten-the first one in Italy being established in Venice
iu 1868, by the Baroness von lVIarenholtz-Biilow-is gradually becomin~ engrafted on the school system in the larger cities, Rome and
Naples taking the lead; and a model school founded by the Baroness
in 1871, in Florence, has been tbe means of educating the majority of
directresses for such schools throughout Italy. 'rhe elementary schools
are in two divisions. The course of study in the lower division covers
religion (if the parents request it), reading, writing, elementary arithmetic, elements of the metric system, and the Italian language. A completion of this course occupies two years, and in a few districts three years.
The higher course, covered by a two years' period, includes compoRition , calJigraphy, bookkeeping, the elements of geography,natural history, and natural scieuces. In the higher grades of boys' schools the
elements· of geometry and linear drc1, wing are taught. Private schools
are modelled after the public schools, and the course of study is dou btless similar to the above.
Schools of both elementary and secondary ch aracter for girls of the
middle classes show considerable variety in their course of study. In a
1 The salaries jn universities and secondary jnstitutious may have been slightly jncrea ed since this statement was presented, as there ha.ve been numerous bills beforti
the Chamber of Deputies regardin g teachers' salaries, but several of them ba,ve
faile d to become la.ws, conseqnently the above rauge of sala.r y is presumed to be correct to date.
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few cases it is similar to the higher elementary grades. In other cases
pupils are prepared 'to pass an examination for the position of teacher.
Normal school courses cover r_eligion, morals, pedagogy, Itaiian language, and rules of composition, geography, national history, arithmetic
and -elements of geometry, principles of natural and physical science ,
elements ofhygiene, calligrap.hy, linear drawing, and singing, Women
are taught feminine handiwork; men havo military exercises and gymnastics.
Secondary education. -The course of study in the ginnasi and licei
extends through eight years; the first five in the ginnasio, then tbre6 in
the liceo. The gymnasial studies are Italian, Latin, Greek, arithmetic,
history, and geography, and the elements of instruction in Roman and
Greek archreology. The studies of the liceo tend toward a ·higher
- development, for they cover philosophy, mathematics, physics and elements of chemistry, Italian, Roman, and Greek literature, history, and
geography and natural history. Drawing and modern languages are
optional branches. Gymnastics are obligatory if the student desires
to be admitted to the examinations. The "licenzaginnasiale," or graduatioB diploma from the ginnasio, is required for a number of employments under government.· The "licenza liceale," or graduation diplo ma
from the "liceo" is required for admission to the university.
The technical schools, which are for boys between ten and fourteen
years 0f age, have a less advanced course of study. . In the three year '
course the studies to
pursued are Italian and French, history-ancient and modern-geography, arithmetic, algebra, geometry, the elements of natural and physical sciences, and the rights and duties of
citizenship. The examination for graduation includes all the studies
of tlic course.
Iu the technical institutes there are five divisions of study, the
branches being grouped under the physico-mathematical section, the
agronomic, the commercial, the mathematical, and industrial. Each of
t hese courses is to have two years in general, and two for special studies.
In the first year the studies ·a re in common, and cover Italian language
and literature, French, geography, history, mathematics, and drawing.
Italian i continued throughout the course. Other studies common to
all courses are physics, general chemistry, natural history, the du tie
an i rights of citizenship, and the science of economics. Then there are
pecial branches for the different sections, the needs of the locality
wher the in titute i si uate} being taken into account. The phy icomatb ma ical sec ion qualifies pupils for the faculty of physics, mathematic , a na nral ciences in the university, for such special school' a
the hi h r cbool of agriculture, commerce, and for thenaval school at
noa. Tbo cli loma uf radu tion from other courses fit one for a
r bookk eper, or for an industrial pursuit.
f cul i are juri prudence; letter an<l philo o b ;
Y i al a 1 natura.1 cience ; me icine an<l urg ry, aud

be
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schools of pharmacy. The free universities have no faculty of letters
and philosophy. The institutes for higher studies have-three faculties:
Letters .and philosophy; physics, mathematics, and natural sciences ;
medicine and surgery, and schools of pharmacy . .
Courses of study in the special schools vary, as under this head are
classed agricultural schools, schools of mines, industrial and commercial schools, institutes for the study of :fine arts and for music.
VII.-SCH00L MANAGEMENT.

The management of elementary schools is left to munincipat authorities, or to special committees chosen from the communal councillors.
Their bus·ness is to see that the admission of pupils is properly made,
and they are expected to visit the schools and see 'that the prescribed
laws and regulations are carried out. Schools for girls are subject to
the inspection of women inspectors who report to the provincial supervisor of studies. ·
Promotions take place in elementary grades at the end of six months,
provided the oral and written examinations are successfully passed.
The examinations are conducted by the teachers in the lower grade
schools; in the upper grades teachers from other divisions are chosen,
Text-books are ordered by the school authorities, but in ' secondary
grades, at least, the professor is allowed his own choice of books from
among those suggested by the authorities. 1In matters ·r elating to cliscipline, the schoolmaster admonishes the pupil in private, or in public, or
indicates the offense on the school register, or separates the pupil from
his companions, or forbids his attending recitations, or suspends him
for three days·. If none of these punishments are sufficient he can
suspend him for that year of the course, but before doing so must refer
the matter to the official in charge of the district where the school is
situated.
Corporal punishment is forbidden, but other punishments, such as
standing with outstretched arms, being made to lie flat on the hard
floor, etc., are allowed. In the higher schools of the kingdom lack of
discipline, neglect of . duties on the part of the student, etc., are
brought for adjustment to the higher council of education. Expuision
is only used in extreme cases, as with the loss of diploma the student·
loses certain political rights or the power to hold governmental office.
The formation of programs for schools is left to the minister of public
instruction. The extent of stu¢ties to be used in schools is defined by
him, but the teacher is not fettered by any very strict rules·.
VIII.-SCHOOL ORGANIZA.'.l'ION.

The system of public schools distinguishes between the national or
elementary and the continuation schools. Tuition is free in the national
school , and every child is obliged to attend school from tllree to five
years.
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Elementary schools are organized in two divisions-a lower and a
higher division. Each division has two classes, and in no class are more
than seventy pupils allowed to a teacher. Co-education is not practiced. Boys and girls are taught in separate rooms, with male teachers
for the boys and female teachers for the girls. The school year lasts
ten months, and is divided into two semesters. At the end of each an
examination takes place. The school week is five days ; the daily session four ~ours, with a half hour recess. · The school year extends from
October 15 to August 15, but the school. term usually commences fifteen
days later and ends fifteen days earlier. Then there are holidays at
Christmas (four days)., carnival period (three days), Easter (six days),
New Year, Epiphany, Ascension, Whitsunday, the day of the celebration of the constitution (first 1Sunday in J·une), Sundays, and Thursdays.
Attendance is compulsory from three to five years in the elementary
grades.
The school buildings are required to be in a healthful, respectable
locality, to be well lighted and ventilated, and to possess seating capacity for all who are required by law to attend school. Separate schools
are to be established for boys and girls, and if this is not possible
separate e~trances are to be provided.
For the gymnastic exercises required by law a room or building must
be provided. The commune is to provide school app:uatus and furnishings for each school, also to employ a person to take charge of
the building and attend to the cleaning, etc. If any of these conditions
remain unfulfilled the district inspector reports to the communal authorities. · Any controversy in regard to school buildings and school
furnishings is to be settled by the provincial school council.
Private schools are modeled after the public schools, but the organizers are required to publish their plan of instruction, and not more
than two branches can be assigned to one teacher.
Secondary schools are so organfaed as to keep the ginnasio or low r
grade classical school distinct from that of the liceo or higher grade
chool. The ginnasi have five classes, with a weekly average of 2.:1
hour ' study in each class. The licei have a 3 years' course; i u the
lowe t class 25~ hours a week for study, and in the two upper cla
26½ hoar . The school year in these secondary in titutions js of t n
m uths duration, from October 1 to July 31; the le son last from tbe
1 th of October to the 30th of June, the remamder of the school year
bein taken up wi h examinations.
The techni al school and technical in tjtutes have an entirely eporganization from that of the cla sical school . The tudi of
cbool ar o arran eel a to accord with the needs o th p ople
c ion w r the in itution are ituated. The technical chools
r t r in charact r and admit bo between 10 and 11 ear
.1.h
clrni al in ti te ar organiz
n he fir t ye r-29 h ur a
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tbe branches included in that year-in the other years of the course 32
to 36 hours a week are required. The secondary schools are only open
to boys. In rega;rd to buildings and grounds, size of rooms, and seating
capacity no information is presented.
The " convitti" connected with secondary schools are separately organized for boys and girls. They are of three kinds, national, communal, and private. The first two are managed by directors who are
not required to have a university degree or other certificate. The pnpils
attend the public schools or are taught withi.n the precincts of these
establishments. The pupils are divided into classes; each class has
a teacher who also looks after the pupil outside of school hours. No
class is allowed to have more than twenty pupils. These convitti are
boarding schools preparing pupils for normal or classical training, ~ml
their organization seems to be similar to such preparatory schools in
this country.
The universities are organized with a rector at the bead, who corresponds t'o our college president. He is assisted by a council composed
of t1J.e dean of each faculty. The faculties are five . in number, but the
free universities ~re minus the faculty of letters and philosophy. To be.admitted to university privileges a certificate of graduation from a
high grade secondary school is required. The academic year is of 9½
months. These institutions are open to both sexes. The student registers himself at the beginning of the year for the course which he intends
to pursue, but as in German universities he is f~ee to follow his own inclinations after this registration. He is, however, not permitted to
re~ister during the year for less than eighteen hours of study a week,
or for more than thirty hours. For the medical faettlty thirty-six hours
is the maximum.
Special schools are tQo different in character for their organization to ·
be given in this condensed statement.
JX.-SUPPLEMENTARY INSTITUTIONS.

Italy bas over 500 public libraries, 32 of them being subject to the authority of the state. As far back as 1877 nearly a million pe1:sons were
reported as teaders of books from these libraries. The Ambrosiana in
Milan, with its wealth of classical and philosophica,l manuscripts, the
national libraries of Turin, Naples, and Rome, count among the most im- '
portant aids to learning. The government supports thirteen academies
and institutes of fine arts, in addition to drawing sch ools for workingmen,
the picture galleries in Turin and F lorence, etc. In the academies tµe
professors g~ve iustructi.on in the fine arts, in literature and history,
dra,w ing from. models, perspective geometry, and architecture, etching,
lithography, history of art, etc. There are also schools for music and
dra~atic art, the conservatory of music in MHau alone costing the
government 80,U00 lire ($15,840) annually. In this institution, in addition to full urnsical instruction, tlle professors teach poetic and dramatic
EDS0-13
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literature, universal and national history, Italian and French language
and literature, the catechism, the rights and duties of citizenship, etc.
For the student of archreology Italy furnishes a rich :field. The Museum
of Archreology in Turin has an Egyptian collection for which 400,000
:lire ($77;000) were paid.
There are/seventy-two or more commissions who have in charge the
· preservation of the ancient monuments scattered throughout Italy. The
government -t akes great pride in all these methods for the development of
a broader cnlture among the people; as the expenditure for such purposes in the year 1886-87 (seep. 186) clearly indicates,
Numerous educational societies have aided in the general educational
movements, among them the '' Societa di Pubblica Istruzione," organized under Napoleon I, its object bein g to instruct the people of city
and rural districts in the elements of language, logic, morals, the rights
of citizenship, politics, etc. The "Societa Nazionale per_promuovere
l'Istruzione nel~a Campagna" was instituted at a later date. Its object
was similar in ~haracter to that of the other society. The "Societa
d'Istruzione e d'Educazione," founded in 1849, had a journalistic organ
which uiscussed all education-al matters; through its influence educational movements of every kind flourished.
Memorable dates.
1729 and 1772. Establishment of famous royal constitutions by princes of the House
of Savoy through 'Yhich the control of secondary education was taken away
from the religous orders, and the Collegio delle Province, with one hundred
free scholarships, was established with the aim of preparing, in connection
with the-university, teachers qualified to give this instruction. Schools of
methods w.ere established to prepare teachers for primary schools, and with
the title of Magistrato della Riforma the germ of a well-organized council of
public instruction appeared.
1786. Reorganization of rural schools' in Lombardy, the decree stipulating for free
-schools for the poor.
1802. Sub-Alpine republics decreed thn.t all communes should establish elementary
schools.
1808. Schools reorganized in parts of Italy under French domination. Academies
established at Turin, Genoa, and Pisa as integral parts of the University of
France.
1813. Reorganization of public 'instruction in Rome.
181 . New school law promulgated in the Lombardian-Venetian Kingdom which in
1 22 became the code of education for that part of Italy.
1844. Establishment of "Asili d'Infa.ncia," infant schools, in Piedmont, which were
the beginning of the well organized school system.
1 7. (Decree of November 30). Office of minister of public instruction createil..
[Minister sinC<l that date: Cesare Alfieri di, Sostegno, November 30, 1847, to March 16, 1848 ; Carlo
Bon-Oompagnl di Mom hello, March 16 to July 29, 1848; Urbano Rattazi, July 20 to ~gust 4, 1848; Vincenzo G!oberti, Auiro t4-16, 1 ; l!' lice Merlo, August lB--27, 18!8; Carlo Bon-Compagni di Mombello,
August 29 to ec mbe.r, 184 ; Carlo Caclorna, December 16, 1848, to March 27,1849; Christoforo Mameli ,
March 27, 1 , to November 10, 1850 ; Pietro Gioia, November lC, 1850, to October 20, 1851; Luigi arlo
li'arini, Ootober 21, 1851, to May 21, 1852; Carlo Bon-Compagni di Mombello, May21 toNo-vember4, 1 52 ;
Luiii Cibrario, November 4, 1852, to May 31, 1855; Giovanni Lanza, May 31, 1855, to Ocl.obor l , 1 • ;
Carlo Cacloma, c 'Jber 18, 185 , to July 10, 1 9; Gabrio Casati, July 24, 1859, to January 15, 1 ;
Tereulo Man.iani doll a Rovere, J &nuary 20, 1860, to March 22, 1861; Francesco De-Sanctis, March 22,
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1861, to March 3, 1862; Pasquale Stanislao Mancini, March 3-31, 1862; Carlo Matteuci, March 31 to Decem ber 7, 1862; Michele Amari, December 7, 1862, to September 23, 1864; Giuseppe Natoli, September 23,
1864, to December 31, 1865; Domenico Berti, December 31, 1865,to February 17, 1~67; Cesare Correnti,
February 17 to April 10, 1867; Mich ele Coppino, April 10 to October 27, 1867 ; Emilio Broglio, October 27,
1867, to May 13, 1869; Angelo Bargoni, May 13 to December, 1869; Cesare Correnti, Decen:ber 14, 1869, to
May 18, 1872; Quintino Sella, May 18 to August 5, 1872; Antonio S~ioloja, August 5, 1872, to July 10,
1873; Antonio Scioloj a, July 10, 1873, to February 6, 1874; Girolamo Cantelli, February 7to September 6,
1874; Ruggiero Bo:pghi, September 27, 1874, to March 24, 1876; Michele Coppino, March 25, 1876, to March
24, 1878 ;.,:E'rancesco De-Sanctis, March 24, 1878, to December 19, i878 ;. Michele Coppin<•, December 19,
1878; to July 13, 1879; Francesco Paolo Perez, July 14, 1879, to November 24, 8i9; Francesco De-Sanctis,
November 25, 1879, to Jan uary 1, 1881; GuiJ.o Baccelli, January 2, 1881, t.o March 29, 188!; Michele Coppino, March 30, 1E84, t~ February 16, 188~; Paolo Boselli, February 17, 1888, to February 8, 18111.)

1849. Establishment of" Societa d'Istrnzione e d'Educazione'' tn Lombardy-Venetia~

which bas been of great assistance in the organization of the present public
school system.*
1859. Promulgation of the "Legge Casa ti," or schoollaw, named from the minister of
public instruction at tltat date, which forms the basis of the present school
system, as it provideJ. that each commune should maintain an elementary
school, that teachers should have certificates of capacity, that there should be
greater strictness in university examinations, etc.
·
1867. Religious corporations abolished and their schools classed as private. Other
modifications of law of 1859 made.
• 1877. Instruct'ion made obligatory for children between 6 ~nd 9 years of' age.
1878. Gymnastics placed on school programmes.
1881. Legal ena~tments reorgan~z_ing higher council of ( education anrl making
changes m school supervision.
·
·
1885 and 1886. Legal enactments bearing upon teachers' salaries and teachers'
licenses.
*To show the educational .progress ca.used by the efforts of this society in the decade l.'348-1858, and to more clearly indicate the results of the Legge Casati, the following statement is presented:
In Piedfllontdu;ring the decade 1818-1858 the number of illiterates in proportion to
population· decreased from 80 per cent. to 20 per cent. In 1871, for the whole of Italy,
the population above 6 years of age ( an<l about the same may be said for those above
15 years) who could neither read nor write was•69 per cent .. In1881 the numbers stood
62 per cent. for the whole kingdom. The illitera,cy in upper Italy was 41 per cent.;
in middle Italy, 65 per cent.; in southern Italy,.79 per cent. ; and in the islands 80
per cent. The smallest percentage of illiterates was32 per cent., which was reported
from Piedmont. The illiteracy in 1889 was reported for the whole kingdom as 48
per cent.
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CHAPTER VII.

EDUCATION IN SWEDEN AND FINLAND.
)'

·I.-THE SCHOOL SYSTEM OF SWEDEN.
Authorities con sitlted.
1.-Laroverkskomitens BeUinkanue I, afgivna af Kanslern for Rikets Univer.
sitet, pp. 236-238.
II.-Berattelse om Statens allmanna l aroverkfor gossar, lasea ret,1881-85, p.14.
III.-Laroverkskomite~s fors-lag augaende organisationen af Rikets allma.nna.
laroverk Bilaga E. Redogorelse for den bygienisko underso·kningen.
Text och. Tabellan.
IV.-Redogorelse for verksambeten vid hogre lararinne-seminarium och den
darmed forenade normalskolan for flickor, 1888-89, pp . 4, 6-22.
V.-Normalplan for unclervisningen i folkskolor och smaskolor, a.r 1880, PP·
63-142.
VI.-Proposition till Riksdagen, anga.ende anclrade bestammelser med afseende
pa de allmanna laroverken och peclagogiorna, den _7 ¥obruari, 1890, PP·
81:-85.

VII.-Das bohere Schulwesen Schwede~s, von H. Kliogbardt, pp. 24. 1-17, 23,
137,144-160.
VIII.-Kongl. 'I'ekniska Hogskola i Stockholm, Hi,sea.ret, J8 9-'00, p. 37.
IX.-Inbj udning till of; er:vamnde l1f a.rsexamen vid bogro realHirovcrkot i
Stockholm, varterminen 1 89, pp. 8-14.
X.-Inbjudning till ofvervarande af arsexamen vill Stockbolros bogre al1manna a latinliuien fullst a ndi ga, laroverk, v a rtcrmiuen 1880, pp . :37-40.
XI.-Nya Elementarskolan i Stockholm, 1889, pp . 21-31.
XII.-Vor Ungdom, 1890. 3d h re fte, pp. 256-7.
XIII.- lojdnndervisningsblad. No. 1., 1 90, -p. 1.
XIV.-Reclogorelse for Kongl. Universi tot i Upsala.. 1 89, p·. 63.
XV.-Independance Belge. December 18, 1 90. Sup .
XVI.-Buisson. Diotionnaire de P cdagogie et cl'InstrucLion Primaire. Vol. 11, P·
2 35, 38-2 39.
XVII.-L:nous e. Dictionnaire Univers 1. Vol. xrv, p. 1202.
X UL-Rapport de Mlle. Matrat or les :eco1es Scandiuavcs, pp . 21, 31, 20, lG- ~,
50-51.
X lX.-Revue P lag giqu
XX.-A.1ma.nac d
otba.
XXL- ,a
lag iqt:
1 e, 15 mai 1 90, p . 2-t .
XXII.- chmid : Eooy klop a.d i d Erz iehuugs uocl ntcr richt wosoo , ,ol.
pp . 707, 71 , 713, 7:21, 7 3.
X IIJ.-J
n . Pa.dag gische Skizzen, Bel. II, pp. 53-57.
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XXIV.-Zeitung ftir das hohere Unterrichtswesen, November 3, 1887, p. 347.
XXV.-S~hweclen: Volksunterrichtswesen, pp.1-17, 2:~-26; Popular Instruction
pp. 22-25.
XX VI.-Exposc statistique du Royaume de Suede. Expos. Universelle de Paris,
ltl78, pp. 140-145, 149-151, 158-159, 164.-185, 193-194, 203-204.
XXVII.-Kiddle and Schem. Cyclopredia of Education, pp. 801-802.
XXVIII.-Die Gesundheitsverhaltuisso in den Schuleu Schwede1,1s, vo:1 Prof. Axel
Key, pp. 1-17.
XXIX.-Statesmen's Year Book, 1890, pp. 946-951, 953.
XXX.-Education, March, 1890, p. 458.
XXXI.-Woman's Journal, February 8, 1~890, p. 45.
XXXII.-Nature, January 20, 1887, p. 281.
XXXIII.-Report of the Commissioner of Education, 1884-'85, p. ccxcrv.
XXXIV.-The Pedagogical Seminary, January 1, 1891, p. 10.
XXXV.-Journal of Education (London), January 1, 1890, p. 32°; August 1, 1890,
p. 419.
XX.XVI. -Manual Training in Elementary Schools for Boys, A. Sluy. Part · 2, pp.
49, 20, 50, Part 1, pp. 11-16, 20-25.
XXXVII.-Science, November 25, 1887, p. 256.
XXXVIII.-Land of the Midnight Sun, vol. 2, pp. 381-:387, vol 1, pp. 13-24.
XXXIX.-Bu'r gerstein, Axel Key's Untersucbungen, pp. 18tl-20f>, 194, 195, 197.
XL.-Revue Int. de l'Euseiguernent, December 15, 1890, p. 628.
XLI.-Swedish Catalogue, Statistics, Internat. Exhibition, 1876, Phila., pp.71. 72, 76-77, 87.

Oonstitutjonal monarchy: Area, 170,970 square miles; population,
Capital, Stockholm; population, 234,DU0

4,748,2,117 (Dec. 31, 1888).
(XXIX, pp. 916-051).

Minister of education and eclesiastical affairs, Dr. Gunnar Wenners berg, appointed February 6, 1888.
Secretary general of the department, Dr. K. L. Husberg, 1889.
Iu charge of public higher education, Dr. E. F. Gustrin, 1882.
In charge of public elementary education, Dr. . A. T. Bruhn, 18G4
(xx, p. 1009).
INTRODUC'.I.10RY.

In Sweden the executive power is in the hands of the King, who acts
under advice of a council of state. The provincial administration is
in trusted in Stockholm to a governor general, and in each of the twentyfour governments, to a prefect nominated by the King. The prefects are
aided by officials termedKrouofogdarand Lansman, and there is a general
council which regulates internal affairs. Each rural parish, and each
towu, forms a commune or municipality in which all who pay local taxes
are voters. Each commune has a communal or municip3:l council which
decides on all questions of administration, etc. (Law of March 21, 1862.) /
Ecclesias ieal affairs and questions relating to elementary schools are
regulated by the pari sh assemblies, presided over by the pastor of the
pari h. Towns having over 25,000 inhabitantl?, such as Stockholm,
Goteborg, Malmo, and Norrkoping, have their affairs administered separately by municipal councils. (xxrx, p. 949).
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!.:--GENERAL FE.A.TURES OF THE SOIIOOL SYSTEl\I.

Establishment.-The school system of Sweden is est ablished by antbority of the state, and is based upon t lie law of 1842 which provided
for the ~~tablishtnent of a stationary sch ool (fasta folkskola) in every
ch11rch district or parish, or if local circumstances p revented, for the
establishment -o f a migratory school (flyttande folkskola) in each distPict,
and for the establishment of preparatory scliools (srnaskolor) for youn g
children in sterile or mountainous districts. Each chief t own of a diocese
is to have a teachers' s ~minary (normalskola); and since 1858, a higher
e~ernentary school (hogre folkskola) is ouligatory in v illages and districts having more than 60 pupils. T he secondary schools, which are
·referred to ih rletail on pp. 199,~200 wi th un i vers·i ties, professional schools,
and special schools, complete the public school system. There are also
- private schools in towns. These are un der t he general supervision of the
board of public education. (xxv, pp. 1-9 ; xxvn, pp. 801,802; IX; x ;
XXVI, pp. 140, 141),
• State control.-The King is the highest school authority, anu possesses in school matters both legislative and executive power; the
control of the various grades is vested in central boards of offi cers connected with the different ministries of the goYernment. E lem.entary and
secondary _schools and the universities are adjuncts of tlrn ministry of
ecclesiastical affairs; special schools, of the ministry of the in,terior or
of finance; military schools,·of the· ministry of army a nd navy. In
connec ion with the department of ecclesiastical affairs are two divissions, the one for the oversight of elementary schools, the other for the
secondary schools. Each has a board of council in charge ; the nniversitie8 are under the direct charge of a general board of council, with
a chancellor at the head. The mini ter of education is a t the head of
these divisions, but school questions are sub mitted to t he K ing for fin al
decision (xxvr, pp.144, 145; xxn, pp. 707, 713; xxvn, pp. 301,802; xvr,
p. 2835; xxv, pp. 6-8).
Local control.-The local management includes a school board for
each district, which r eports t o the bis b op ancl con i tory in each dioce ,
school inspectors for each diocese, and local committees.
The cities of Stockholm, Go teb org, an d lforrkopinrr h ave p cial
school laws, and in each of the cities a board of education h a control
of the schools. (xxvir, pp. 801- 02 ; xxvr, pp. 144-145; xxv, pp. G- .)
Ma intenance.-Elementary chool arc maintained by the <li t rict wi h
lary
bcJp from th e late. The tate p ay on ~-half* of the teacher
ancl bear the expen es fo r the education of teacher and t h p ayment
of in pect r . S tate u idie are also g i n:-n for the purcba ~ of chool
app aratn a nd cbool me teri al in poo r i tr,ict . The tate mainta in
In lie condary chool , with certain ub idies to pri ate cllool of
1

of teacher's salary. (xxvr,
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this grade. It maintains the normal schools; the budget for 1886 incluqed
$87,752 for such schools, about $200,000 for the universities and medical schools, -and about $100,000 for technical instruction. There are
also special subsidies for the extension of Slojd training, for industrial
museums and exhibits, and for the travelling expenses of persons who ·
are -making a study of industrial or technical work. (xvr, pp. 2838-9; -xrx, p. 544; xxv, pp. 23-25; XXVI, pp. 158-159.)
II.-S'.l. ATIS'.I.'ICS.
1

Enrollment.-With a total population of 4, 74-8,257 (in 1888), the schoolable pupils, that is, pupils between seven and fourteen years of age,
were 746,768 h11887. The 1mmber enrolled in elementary grades was·
707,959, '

Per cent. of population enrolled in schools.-The ratio of enrollment,
i. e., the" inskrifna," in these lower grades to total population was about
15 per Gent. (~VIII, p. 2'i; XXIX, p. 952.)
E lementary pitpils and teachers.-The number of lower elementary
schools at <late of January 19, 1888, wa s 10,143; of these 6,940 were
stationary (" fastafolkskolor ';) and 3,203 were migratory schools (" :flyttande* folkskolor "). Teachers, 11,852; women, 6,922; men, 4,930. The
higher people's schools, or " hogre folkskolor" (established in agricultural districts for persons above the s·chool age) numbered 23; with 870
pupils. (XXVI):I, p. 21; XXIX, p. 052.)
The city of Stockholm had (in 1886) 10 elementary communal schools
with 14,771 pupils. Including the higher elementary grades, the number reached 16,514. The -budget for the city schools at that date was
$220,454. (XVIII, p ..23.)
Secondary pupils,and teachers.-The secondaryt schools (" hogre allmanna laroverken," which include the '' bogre alln;ianna a Latinlinien
"" It may lie stated that the ambulatory or movable s chools are rendered necessary
by the topography of the country, the many forests , hills, and lakes preventing tho
children from attendance oftentimes a t the nearest stationary school. The elementary
grades include the preparatory or smniskolor, which are established as near home as
possilJle in the mountainous districts, and in which the pupils are from seven to nine
years of age. The hogre folkskolor, or schools in agricultural districts for pupils
above school age, are arranged so that the men attend during the winter, the women
during the summer. In addition to elementary instrnction, the students obtain
knowledge applicable to every-day life. (xxv, pp. 16, 17; xv1, p. 2837; xvnr, p, 21.)
t The secondary schools, imparting ~eneral information above that of the elementary grade, are generally called '' elementar l a.roverken " or el ementary schools. They
are of two kinds, the higher or complete scl10ols with 9 classes, the lower or incomplete
schools wit?i. 2, 3, or 5 classes. They consist of classica~ and "modern" schools, corresponding in the main, the former to Latin schools and the German gymnasia; the
latter t o the German r eal schools. Pupils to be admitted must be nine years of age,
and from the first class upwards there is a division in tw o departments. For the two
highest there are teachers of special subj ects ; a mixed system prevails in the inter:
mediate classes. Of the 78 schools of this class only 35 are complete schools with 9
classes, 23 have only 5 cl asses, the others 3 classes. A few private schools of a secon.
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fullstandige laroverken," and• "hogre reallaroverken ") numpered 7 ,
with 14,030 pupils. (VI, .PP· 81-83 ; rx; x; xvm, p. 21; xxrx, p. 95:3).
The '' pedagogier
or schools in smaller cities famishing instruction
alioye the '' folkskola," numbered 18, with 355 pupils. (XVI, p. 2837;
x~Ix, p. 952; xxxm, p. ccxcrv.)
For normalt training there were 7 schools for men in 1887, with 722
pupils, and 5 "normalskolor" for women, with 510 pupils, and 2 mixed
.schools. (IV, p. 4; XVII, p. 1201; XIX, p. 544; XXII, p. 715.)
Higher education.~For higher education there are the two universities
at Upsala and Lund, and the Medico-Surgical Institute at Stockholm.
~Ih 1888-89 there were 1,816 students at Upsala University. Divided
as to faculties: theology, 216; law, 457; medicine, 232 ; philosophy, 911.
Number of students in 1S88-8D at Lund, 872. A free university at
Stockholm is reported., and in 1887 a movement was on foot to found a
free univen,ity_at Goteborg, a large sum of money having becu subscribed for that pm~pose. (xrv, p. 63; xvr, p. 283!); xxrx, p. 952.)
Technfoal instruction is gfren in 2 high and 4 elementary technical schools. Statistics wanting for 1888. In the Kongl. Tekniska
Hogskola i Stockholm. _in 1888 there were 23G pupils. Included under
higher grade of instruction w·ere 9 navigation schools with 438 pupils,
also military schools, veterinary, and other schools. The 2 agricultural schools near Lund and Upsa-la receive state subsidies, and are
under the direct control of the Academy of Agriculture in Stockholm.
Statistics of institutions and schools for deaf-mutes will be found nuder
supplementary institutions. (VIII, p. · 37 ; xvn, p. 1202; xxrx, p. 952.)
Length of school year.-The leugth of the school year is 36 weeks,
divided into autumn and spring terms; the autumn term begins at the
end of August and ends about the middle of Decem 1Jer, that is, 1G weeks;
the spring term continues 20 weeks from the middle of January to the
mi4ldle of Jun e. (xxvr, p. 148; xxrv, p. 347; xxv, p. 11-12.)
Average attendance of each pupil in school year.-Average attendance
of each pupil in s9hool year not known.

"*

dary grade for boy al'e found in the larger tow ns. Wher~ they are coruplet i-cho0ls
they are privileged to hold examinations similar to the public schools ; if inco111plete,
the cour e is l ess practical. In addition to the national schools and serninarie and
schools for special purposes (such as industrial arts, drawing, mu::iic,· etc.) tllere are in
most of the towns private or boarding schools for g irls, only a few of which are support~d y the state." (VI, pp . 0- 5; XX.VI, pp. 164-165; XXVII, p. 802.)
* The "pedag gier" n.r divided into 9 one-class and 9 two-clas schools. They a.re
found in the sma11er ci i ; the instruction given is above that of the "folkskola,''
th run.in di.ft rence being that the subjects t:iught are not restricted by the plan of
instra ction in elementary schools. (xxvr, p.164; 1, pp. 80-85 ; x.x.u, p. ,14; xxxm,
p, CCXCIV.)

t ccordin to the deer e of December 1, 1 75, and f May 31, 1 78, there wa to
be a n rmal cbool for men and oue for women in each diocese-that is, 24 of tb e
ch 1 £ r the rainin of tea b r ; but in 1
there were only 7 normals for DJ o, 5
ioce 187 , a centralization of u h
for w m o, an 2 mixed ch ol · pupil , 1,23-2.
train ' g ba b n ad , and the numb r f th e schools has greatly dimioi bed a
will bo s sn by the na.LObers given above. (XIX, p. 544; fYll , p. 1:...01; xxn, p. 715. )
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School a,.1e.-Tlle school age is seven to fourteen. years, and schoo.
atte ullance is compulsory for children who have attained the age of nine
years. (xxv, p. 9; XXVI, pp. 145-14:G.)

nr....:...:.1rrn .A.N CE s.
I ncome.~The income of schools is derived from general, district, and
p01:sonal taxation, with state subsidies given under certain conditions.
As the elementary school is an establishment of the commune (each
rural parish, and each to wn , forms a commune), each parish is presumed
to maintain its schools of that grade, b ut since 1S42 state subsidies aiJ
in the school support.
·
A. general tax* (''folksskoleafgift") is contributed br every fax ~payer
for himself and household, this tax being levied on the pfinciple that
each member of the community able to work should pay for the educat ion of poor chilclren. Each· school distriqt can a lso impose a personal
t ax, which is not to exceed 11.3 cts. annually. In .addition to this taxation the state gives its hel;:> on condition that the parish pays for the
schools a sum equal to the above-mentioned school tax, and the parish
must also contribute a certain sum for each kind of support from the
state. The conditions are as follows : 'While the state pays two-thirds
to tlrn higher elementary schools, the parish pays one-third. The state
pays one-half* of the teacher's income, the parish the other half; the
s tate one-third for preparatory schools, the parish two-~hirds. T_he
payment of inspectors for elementary education and the normal training
of teachers are included in the state subsidy.- There are.also state subsidies for the purchase of school material in poor communities and 'for
the pensioning of teachers. The receipts for school purposes are also
ine_reased by douatio os for the promotion of public instruction, w:hich,
gifts vary from year to year. (XVI, p. 2838 ; xvn, p. 110:3; XVIII, p. 20;
xxv, pp. 22-25; xxvr, p. 158.)
Expendit1-1,re.-The above statement indicates how much of the fund
for public elementary schools is accredited to the district Ol" parish and
how much to tiie state. The subsidies for the payment of teachers in
higher elementary grades reach a maximum of $3:30; for certificated
lower elementary teachers, at work during 8 mouths of -the year, the
maximum is $127, and for other t eachers $40. The state expenditure~
for scl10ols include p ublic secondary schools and a few private schools
of like gracle. They include payments for the education of teachers,
certain funds set aside for university, medical, and technical instruction, and special subsidies for instruction in Slojd, for industrial training, and for the expenses of persons travelling with a view of obtaiu*The following specific statements as to distribution of school funds were presented
in 1 71. Modifications may have occurred since that d~te, but careful research fails
to find any marked change, except that since 1876 the subventions were to. cover twothirds of the teacher's salary. (xxv1, p. 159.)
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ing knowledge in regard to industrial and technical education. In 1887
the total expenditure for elementary education, including amount
ra1.sed by taxation in the districts, was $3,127,102; the state subsidy
was $859,000.
In 18S6 the state subsidies were divided as follows:
Normal schools .. ____ . _.- •• _ .. ____ ••.••..•••... __ •. ... _•.. _ ........•••.
Scholarships for normal pupils ...•.. -··· ·- ..... .............. ....... -·.
Inspection of elementary schools ....... _..•.••.. _.......•..... __ ...... .
School apparatus ...••·............ ___ ........ __ ..•...•... ..• .••.........
Subsidies forHigher elementary grades ............................ . ......... - .. Educating Finns in nonhern sections o~ Sweden . . . . . .........•....
'l'eachers' wages in elementary and preparatory schools ..... .......•
Higher people's schools ...................... ··---· ................ .
Schools for working classes ......................................... .
Continuation schools ...•...•.••...... _...••••..... .. .... .... _.......... .
Industrial education .....••• .'.................... ·..................... .
Education of deaf, dumb, and blind ......................... . ......... .

$92,949
20,100
25,460
4,020
5,360
3,216
771,840
14, 740
4,020
8,640
6,700
88,976
$1,146,021

The state expenditure for secondary and higher schools at same date was.
For the pedagogier ....••..••..••••••.·..•••...••••.... • .......... -- --. Normal schools for girls ................................. ...... . ·-~- ... .
Private schools for girls ........................... ........... - ... -- . - -•
Universities and medical schools . _. ~ ............... ........... .... -- .. Technical training .....••••...••.......••••.•........ .. - - - -.. - - - -- ---· ·

870, 8 4
20,806
12,462
18,760
235,715
105,967
$1,263, 594

' Total for elementary and secondary education .................... $2,409,615

The amount received from other sources is' not presented.
is38 ; xvm, ·P· 21 ; XXIX, p. 952.)

(XVI,

P·

IV.-SUPERVISION AND ADMINIST RATION.

•

Education is under the control of both state and local authorities.
State.-Tiie state supervision is vested first and foremost in the King,
who exercises the highest functions of the office through the ministry
of ecclesiastical affairs and education. The ministry has a special division for all affairs appe_rtaining to public instruction, including the general
- inspection of elementary schools. The chief of that divi ion has special
charge of normal chools or seminaries for tlle education of elementary
teachers, but the upervision of these schools is exercised in part b
the chapter• of the dioce e in which they are situated. Special inpectors are appointed by the King to take charge of elementary school
in ea.ch dioce . Th e in pector are each appointed for a term of fi e
ye r to u per i c the cho ls in their re pecti ve cli trict according to
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instructions issued by the department. They visit the schools in the
districts to which appointed, and report to the district school board a~d
consistory of the diocese as to the improvements needed in the schools.
At the expiration of their term of office as state_officers, they must furnish complete review of school affairs in their district to the department of ecclesiastical affairs and public inst,uction. The inspectors
receive an annual salary, and also allowance for _travelJing expenses
and board. A special division of the ministry has charge of secondary
and higher institutions, all matters pertaining to secondary schools being arranged by the bureau having charge of this grade of schools.
The chief of the bureau acti;; as inspector-general of all secondary schools
in the kingdom, and must visit them from time to time. The universities
come under_direct charge of a board of council, wit~ the chancellor of
the university as chief officer. (XVI, p. 2835; XXVI, pp.144-145; xxvn,

a

p. 802; XVIII, p. 20; XXII, p. 702; XXV, pp. 6-8; XLI, pp. 71-72, 87.)

·. Local.-There is a school board for every school district-the school
district may be one or -several parishes. This scnool board is composed of the minister of the parish as chairman, and at least four
members of the parish, who are elected for four years. The board*
superintends all the elementary and preparatory schools, devises rules
for schools with regard to methods of instruction, discipline, etc., but
submits its report for approval to the chapter of the bishopric of
the diocese. It also exten<ls its supervision ·m-;.er private schools as
far as discipline and instruction are concerned, and it presents to the
board of the diocese an annual report in regard to schools of the
district (xvr, p. 2835; xu, p. 71). In connection with these local
boards it m~y be stated that in March, 1880, women were made eligible to local school boards and boards of guardians, and that this
new order of things is very generally carried out (XIII, p. 1; xxx, p.
458; xxxr, p. 45). The bishop and chapter (consistory) in every dio-·
cese exermse a carefu-1 supervision over all schools, watch over the managemeut and development of the satne, and every third year they send
in to the King an opinion as to the state of education in the diocese, together with all necessary explanatory ~tatements in regard to statistico,
etc. Besides the school board of the district there are one or more inspectors for each diocese, who are appointed by the minister of education. (See state supervision.) (xxvr, pp. 144-145; xxv, pp. G~S; xu, pp.
71-72.) In the cities of Stockholm, Goteborg, Malmo, Jonkoping, and
Norrkopiug the scbools are governed by special laws; and in ench of
the cities they are under the management of a board of education.
(.xxvn, p. 801.) The local management of secondary scliools is under
charge of the rector and council of teachers, who act as a board of
• One member of thjs board is to be a physician, whose duty jt is to visit the schools
once a inontb, and to report as to health a.nd eyesight of 1~upils, and in regard to
hygienic, condition of .the schools. Tliis plan, if carried out, is an outgrowth of the
investigations of the Swedish hygienic commission. (xxvnr, p. lo.)
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school directors. The pishop as ephor of all the schools of the dioce
stands above the council of teachers. It is his duty to see that the
schools under his superintenderice fulfil the purpose for which they were
established, anµ. that the teachers in them carry ou,t their duties faith fully. All matters that can not be decided by these authorities mu l
l-:1e submitted .to the minister of educatiou, and by the mip.i8try to the
King for fin-? l decisio.:n.
The uormal schools are under the direct supervision of the chapter
/ · of tile diocese in which they are situated, but the chief officer of one
ot the divisions of the department of ecclcsiaistical affairs has a higher
- cont~olling action over tliese schools.
The uni rnrsities are :under the charge of a chancellor, who bas tlrn
chief management, lmt tlle jmmediate control is vested in the vice
chancellor, t}rn rector, and the academical consistory. (XXVl, pp. 144-145; XXVII, pp. 801-802; XXV, pp. 6-8; XL, p. 87.)
V.-TEA.CHERS.

Preparation.-Teachers are prepared for positions in the elementary
grades at normal schools, in several of which there are special clas es
to fit teachers for the "smaskolor " or preparatory divisions of elementary schools.
'
In order to_be admitted to the normal school the candidate, who must
be from 16 to 26 :years of age, must pass an examination before a board
of admission composed of the directors and professors of the school.
He must also have a certificate of vaccination and be in good physical
condition, and must be provided with a certificate fr01n the pastor of
his p'a rish showing that he has been confirmed, and tliat he is of good
moral character. The . examination is especially severe in religion
matters. Normal schools for men, at date of 18S7, were situated at
Karlstadt, Goteborg, Lund, Vexjo, Linko ping, Upsala, Hernosand; for
women at Sk ara, Kalmar, Stockholm (higher normal scliool), Faluu,
and Umea. There was also one at Bapamnda on the Gulf of Bothnia,
to prepare teacher for the " smaskolor" among the Finns, and one for
the Laplau<ler at Jokmok ( '' Laponie de Lulea "). The Swedi h laiuguage is taught iu the la t mentioned schools, but pur>il of the Finni h anu Lapland chool who desire to obtain a complete diploma a
iu tructor mu t pa~ a. year in the Swedish normals, the men at Herno·
an l and womeu at m .
Ormal "'Chool. ar under tlJe direct supervision
the cbapt r of
tlie <lioc ·e tbr ugh h ir principal or through their pecial in p ctor.
Tli ha a t ::t b r a "rektor" or dire tor, wlrn is a i ted by -f ur
or . Th et achers are univer ity gradual ,
be grade of candidate in pbilo oplly or tb ·
·Jic n iat iu 1 ter . l\fany of th m l' e tlie
(X.LI, pp. 70- n ; XX I, l • 15(3; XIX , pp. 5!5-u47;

of
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Women who are teachers in normals must have pursued their studies
at the "Hogre Lararinn e-Semiuarium och den darmecl forcnade .normalskola for fl.ickor i Stockholm" (higher seminary for teachers and" the
normal school for girls connected with it in Stockholm), but there are
comparatively few women instructors in the normal schools. Each
normll,l has a primary school of application atta.c bed to it. There are
special masters for music, drawing, and gymnastics; a military instructor, a professor of horticulture, and a physician* who is instructor in
hygiene, etc. The director has cllarge of the courses in religion and
peuagogy, and Slojcl is taught by special masters at the schools of Stockholm, Kalmar, and Karlstadt, the normal school at Naas preparing them
~ for such position. (xrx, pp . 545--5-47.)
Exarninations.-A four years' course with an examination at the close
of each year leads to the final examination, which entitles the stude.nt to
a certificate licentia docendi, giving the right to teach. To obtain such
graduation diploma, there are both theoretical and practical examinations. The written compositions cover a pedagogical thesis, a less·o n in
religion, and questions in regard to the Swedish language. The oral examiy.ation lasts an hour in each branch. 'J?he practice lesson-the subject suggested twenty-four hours previously-covers an hour and a half .
in the school of application. A year's experience a:s teacher is required
after the four years' in struction before the candidate can become a regular
teacher. University study and graclua tion diplomas from normal schoo,s
are both requisite in order to obtain a position as teacher in the hogre
elementarskolor (secondary schools), or in the normal schools. (xxvi,
p.153; XIX, pp. 546-547; xxn, p. _713; IV, pp. 1-38.)
Appointrnent.-Special rules for the appointment of teachers are given
in the school regulations sanctioned by the King. Teachers ave appointed to the elementary gra<le!::l by the school boards, which consist
of the minister of tile parish as chairman with · four membe.rs as aids,
if the proper norm al certificate is presented. Three candidates for the
vacant place are decided upon by the consistory of the diocese, then
the school board chooses from among the three. The school board may
also require the candhlate to teach for one or two days, to show whether
he is suited to the position. In rural districts tho teacher is expected
to fill the position of organist and sexton in the parish chu;ch, an<l
in such case he must be familiar with music ancl he must also be
able to vaccinate or to bleed a person. To obtain an appointment as
teacher in the higller schools, universit,y studies ao·<I attendance at a
practice course in the normals are required. Tlie consistory, that is,
the bi hop and chapter, selects three fro:n the Jist of candidates and
the chool board appoints oue of tllese three. For appointment iu the
prepara.tory, or" sm askola," the candidate, if he does not bring a normal
"'A 1,11crge8tion of th e commission on hygiellc, mentioned n.bove, was to the effect
th a t each teacher should be in structed in regard to hen.1th and hygiene, and that ·
each school should have a t ea.cller as hygienic a8eistant. (xxvrn, p. Hi.)
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- certificate, must undergo examination before the school board. (xxn,
pp. 713-714.; xxvr, pp. 153-154; xxv, pp. 17- 20.)
Tenure of office.-No information.
Salarfos.-The salaries of teachers are suid to be small in Swea~n.
The annual salary of a regular teacher in the elementary schools must
not be less than 500 kronor ($ 134), includin g 8 tunnor (36 bushels) of
cereals. (xxvr,_p. 155; xxn, p. 713; xu, p. 75; xvr, p. 2837.) If the
teacher's term of service extends beyond eight months the salary is in·
creased by two tunnor of cereals for each month. Each regular teacher
is also supplied by the district with suitable apartments, necessary fuel,
and a · piece of land for the raising of vegetables. (xxvr, pp. 154-155;
xxv, p. 19.) By a royal enactment every regular teacher who has
kept his office blamelessly for
-year s is to receive a salary of not
less than $160. Teachers at the higher schools receive from $268 to
$402, besides apartments and fuel. In many localities, however, this
legal minimum. is exceeded. In the larger cities there are teachers in
t)le eleme'utary grades who receive from $375 to $482, and even as high
as $589. In this latter . case, however, the teachers do ·not have free
lodging and other material assistance. Assistant teachers and teachers
of the" smRskola-" are usually paid. by the district authorities. (xvr, p.
2837; xxvr, pp. 154-155; XLI, pp. 74-75.) The teachers in secondary
schools-that is, in Real schools, "·pedagogier," etc.-receive a higher
grade of salary, the salaries being in propor~ion to the duties entailed
upon them. (xxrr, pp. 729-730.) A gradual increase in salary from
year to year for principals or rectors and for certain special teachers
will be noticed in the following table.. (xvr, p. 2837; vrr, p. 24.)

:fiv~

Teachers' annu al salaries.
Class 1.
Rek toren (principal) inhigher secondary school s . .
5 cl~s secondary schools ..
3 class secondary schools . .
2 class pedagogier a . ..... .
Lektoren (vice-principal) .. .. .
Adjunkten (professord and
teachers) . ..... .. . _.. . ... .. .
Teac~ers 1-t one-class p eda·
gog1er .. ........... ..... .... .
Music teachers iuhig:her secondary schools ..
5 class secondar.v schools ..
3 clas secondary schools . .
2 cla pedag;1gier ........ .
Drawing teaob rs inhigher secondary schools . .
5 cla secondary sch ools ..
3 claa econdary schools . .
Gymnastic teachers inbig:b r secondary schools ..
5 las econdary schools ..
3 I
s oondary chools
and peda~o11i r . .. .... .. .

Class 2.

Orowns.

Orowns.

4, 500= $1, 206
938
3, 500=
3, 000= 804
2, 500= 670
2, 500= 670

5, 000= $1, 340
4, 000= 1, 022
3, 500=
038
3, 000=
804
3, 000= 804

Class 3.

Class 4.

Claes 5.

Orowns.

Orowns.

Orowns.

. . . ..•. .. .. ... . ...... - - . . . . . . · · · · · · · • · · • · ·
..• •.. .••...•......• .........•• · · • · · · · · · • ·
. ....... . -. . . . . ... - •. - . • . . . . . • · • • • · · · · · • • ·
3, 500= $93P ....... ........ - ..•...... • • ·
3, 500=
938 4, 000- 1, 072 4, 500==$1, 20G

1, 500=

402 2, 000=

1, 500=

'402 .• • ..•. • .. .... .... ...••...•... ......•.... . . -· .•••....•. •

750=
450=
300=
200=

20 l
120
80
53

536 2, 500=

670 3, 000=

1, 000=
268 1, 250=
335
· ·--··· - ·· .•. .. ... . • ····· ...
. ....• .••• .• .. .••• •• .•...••.
·· ··· · ·-··· •.. . ..•.. ... .....

80:1 3, 500=

. . . . . • •. . . •• •.
·· ········••··
··· ··· ·· ·· ·- ··
. .••••.••.. .. .

938

. ......••.• ·. ·
·· ··•·••• ·· ·•·
·······-······
·•••••·••··· ··

1, 000=
600=
300=

268 1, 250= 835 1, 500=
402 . •••••.••. .• •..•••••.. • ..••.
160 · ··• ···••··· ·· ...•••..•...•. ··•··••• •·••• · ··••·• •·•· ·•···
80 . ..• • .. ••......•••.• . ·····-· .••• .•..•...•. ·· ·•·• •·• ·· ·•·

1,00 GOO=

160 · •••·•·••• ·· • · ·- · ··· ..• . ··-· .••••• ···· ··-· · ·•••••••· ••••

300=

80 ·•••• •·• ••·•• · .. •.••....• • • . •• ••••.•••.• • . •••••••••• •••·

268 1, 250=

335 1, 500=

402 · ······--· · ... · ··-··········

a See note, p. 200.

in h principal alary at
igher secondary school
hool comes after ten year ser ice as "rektor"; increa e
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in salary at the three and two class secondary schools after fifteen
years' service as ordinary teacher; the increase to 3,500 crowns {$938)
in the two class" pedagogier" is after twenty years' service; the increase
in salary for assistant teachers and special teachers (as observed in
table) after :five years' service at the former grade of salary. In the
uni versfties at Upsala and Lund the professors' salaries range from
$605 to $1,206, with an addition of from $268 to $402 from tuition
fees. The private tutors receive no regular salary, but they average
from $201 to $402 from tuition fees. (xxn pp. 730-734.) ,
Teachers'pensions.-Teachers' pensions are an outgrowth of a royal
enactment of the year 1866, by which districts or communities are to
become shareholders in ~ pension fund for teachers. Shares in this_fund
are granted for amounts of not less than 500 crowns ($134), and not exceeding 1,000 crowns ($268), and the amotmt paid down, not by the
teachers, but by the communities, is 4 per cent. of the share. The full
pension, amounting td 75 per cent. of the share; is paid to a teacher if
he has served thirty years and attained sixty years of age, and also if . ·
the· applicant for .the pension is afflicted with au incurable disease at
that point.of life when his age and term· of service together amount to
ninety years. Under certain circumstances a smaller pension may be
granted. This is determined in proportion to the whole, and paid with
a certain percentage. (XXVI, pp. 155-6; xxv, p. 20; XLI, p. 76.)
Teachers' ~institutes.-Teachers' institutes, or educational conventions,
al~o aid in the preparation of' teachers for their life work. The number
and extent of these associations is not known to date, but at a meeting
held in Upsala in 1883 the subject of Slojd training was under discussion,
and at a meeting of teachers in August, 1888, reform in methods of religious instruction was fully discussed. (xn, pp. 256-7; xxxv, p. 419;
xxxyr, pt. 2, p. 49.)
Vl.-O0URSE OF STUDY.

The g~neral rules for instruction are that the exercises in the sch~ol
shall be chiefly with a view to the development of the faculties; that the
subjects to e taught must be introduced in suitable order; that the children, alternately with the reading exercises,•shall early practice writing
and counting; that the instruction in Bible history shall precede the
catechetical instntction, and that the instruction in other subjects shaJl
not be put off beyond the time when it can be profitably made_use of by
the scholars. In the higher people's schools the same subjects are taught
as in the common or lower elementary grades, but with more extended
courses of instruction. In the secondary schools a general educa,,tion
above the range of the people's schools is impanted, as well as an elementary knowledge of the sciences. The study of the latter is pursued still
further, either at a university or at some higher scientific school. In the
normal schools the instruction is partly theoretical and partly pr~ctical:
the :first two years being theoretical. Practical instruction is carried on
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in the second ye'a.r by the pupils attendin g the inst ruction of the teacher
in the practical uepartment and by their a ssisting him (xxvr, pp. 149,
150; xu, pp. 73, 74). The course of study in the primary schools comprehends religion, beginning with recital from Bible liistory and the
doctrine of faith from Luther's catechism, Swedish language by the
writing and reading method, writing, a rithmetic, begin ning with mental
arithmetic-t.he first four rules being especially practiceu-and geome,
try, geography, and history, with a connect ed rev'iew of Swedish history,
and outlines of history in other countries, natural history, drawing,
singing, gymnastics, and in cofobinat ion with them military exercises
such as marches, movements, e_tc., horticultur~ and arboriculture, an<l
manual training. ln the smaskolor the course is limited to religion,
exercises in reading and writing (xvnr, pp. 21- 25 ; .v, pp. 63-142; xxv,
pp. 14-16; xxvr, pp.150-157), arithmetic, drawing, singing, and gymnastics. Religious teaching is <Compulsory in the schools, but since a
discussion of this quei;;tion at a gathering of t eachers in August, L.88,
it bas bee·n decided to give less time to this su bject. In the schools of
Stockholm a reduction of two-thirds-from t hirty-eigh t to twenty-five
hours-constitutes the present stage of reform. Instruction is to be
less dogmatic in character, and more attention is t o be paid to biblical
history. · (xn, pp. · 256-7; xxxv, p. 419.) The course of study in the
schools of Stockholm has book-keeping as an additfonal branch, and
swimming for boys and girls in the summer-time. .Natation is said to
be obligatory in all the schools of Sweden,' if t hey are not situated m~:>re
than four kilometres from the sea. (xvnr, p. 24). Skilled h andiwork,, h nsslojd "- for girls is taught in the elementary schools, from the fir t
principles upward. In an elementary school at Nii,as, established for this
purpose, all feminine occupations, such as spinning, weavin g, band and
machine sewing, and domestic economy, a~e taught to girls between te n
and sixteen years of ag-e. (xxxv1, part 1, p p. 20, 34). Th e tr ainin g in
· ''Sl~jd" for boys is made a specialty in all schools- the word" slojd '
denoting manual work-peculiar to schools, but not strictly belonging to
any <lefinite trade; in '·' slojd" the same individual :fi.nish e the wh ole
piece of work nndertaken. There are 860 special schools for this bra nch
of in5-truction, and each elem~ntary school bas one or more work bop '
wh re all children exerci -e one or t wo hours daily in some bra nch of tb \
work for whicll they 11:we par ticular adaptability. Exhibition of their
work are al o given. Th e critici ms of older pupils, teachers, or friend
a!d th min t heir work. Th e object._. made are then ut ilized in th e cho l
r om or are ' Old. In Stockholm 331 hour a year are devoted to t lJi
la
f ork; at ··teborg,wherethereareal oregulariudu tri al cbool,
pupil d Yote 6 hour ~ w k, with 40 week in the y ar, t o h ·
ran h ·. (XVI U p. 25.) Tll e work i r gar l d more a an e<l ucatio
pr
b a t ndin
e ially toward a tr< de. At ·· te org, for
-x m1 l ,
tb ag f 1
r 1. ar t he hil lr n go into th
ork hor
a ta.ch d t he l
ntary ch ol. Tbe fir t year th y ar
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wood work (.carpentering, turning, and carving), ·on iron-work (at the
forge), in paper and card board (book-binding), in color (house-paint- '
ing), and in wicker.'work (basket-making). The second year the pupil
specifies what trade he wishes to pursue, and the apprenticeship las_ts until about the fourteenth year. (xxxvr, part 1, ,pp.11-16.) There is no program me, in any strict sense, after the first year. A master workman gives
the instruction to a dozen or more pupils grouped together, the exercises
giving opportunity for the handling of all tools peculiar to this class of
wor.k . ·(xxxvr, part 2, p. 53.) Every year those who havedisttnguished
themselves by their industry or their progress receive a suitable rewar.d
in tools suited to their trade. At the close of the three years the pupils
are so trained .that they immediately'receive pay from their employers.
The object of this instruction in elementary grades is to .exercise -.
manual skill, to fix the attention and awaken intelligence, to give habits
of order, to limit the construction to useful objects,.to develop strength,
and to present a progressive series, graduated ·according· to difficulties .
of execution. (xxxvr, part 2, p. 50.) The normal school, "Slojdlarare-'
seminarium," at Naas, which fits teachers for Slojd instruction, was'
estab1isheu in 1875, and for five years·its courses prepared teachers for
schools of a technical character. The' final examinations included theoretical studies, a practical test in lfoear drawing and shop work, and a
didactic examination in the school of practice. (xxxvr, part 1, pp.
20-25.) Since 1880 the course is modified, the theoretical course suppressed, and the instruction concentrated on manual work, with
instruction in drawing, writing, ciph~ring, etc. Since then, the school
is not limited to teachers merely, but it is open to all persons who have
received diplomas from the school and who desire to introduce industrial education in the schools where they are employed. .(xxxvr, part
1, pp. 20-25.) Lectures on pedagogy are given, and discussions take
place in regard to the histo~ical development of education and in rega~<l
to methods of manual training for primary grades. (xxxvn, p. 256.)
The temporary normal course lasts 6 weeks and a review takes place
the following year, covering 5 weeks. In general these two courses suffice for the preparation of teachers in the construction of the hundred
models of the series, if they continue the tool practice during the year
which intervenes between the two. (xxxvr, part 1, pp. 20-25.)
The basis of the instruction at normal schools is noticed under training of teachers, but, as a type of study in the higher seminaries, tbe
course of study in the " Hogre lararinnen seminarimn och den
darmed forenade normalskolan for flick or" (higher seminary for teachers ·
and the normal school for girls counectcd with it) is presented. In eight
normal classes and the three seminary divisions the stud ies are tlie history ofreligion, a comprehensive course in the Swedish, Danish, and Norwegian languages and literature with French, German, and English
additional, ancient and modern history, particularly in the Scandinavian
countrie. , ge.o graphy-both physical anu political-mathematics, natuED 89-14
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ral sciences, and natural history, with lectures in physiology, and practical instruction in pedagogy. Special classes for the preparation of
teachers of the "smaskolor" are found in the normal scho_ols for women,
(IV pp. 6....22.)
, In the secondary schools religion, Swedish and German languages,
mathematics, natural sciences, history, and geography, caligraphy and
drawing, singing, and gymnastics are taught in the three lower classes,
·and are continued to a certain extent in higher classes. But at the
commencement of the fourth class there is a division into classical and
scientific courses, the former having Latin as its basis; the latter,
mathematics and natural sciences. In the '' Reallinien "-so-calledEnglish is commenced in tlle fifth class; in the "Latin linien" pupils
have choice between Greek and English in the sixth class. Those who
choose Greek may, if desired, have instruction in the English classics
during the last· two years of ·the course. In both courses German Ian. .g uage and literature are taught to the end of the seventh year. Physic ,
and in the " ·Reallinien" chemistry, are included in the course durin g
the last four years, and philosophical propadentics, i. logic and anthropology, in the last two years. (XVI, p. 2838; IX, pp. 8-14; x, pp.37-40.)
· This course is varied somewhat in different schools. The French language is usually included, and iu-,the "Statens all manna laroverken for
gossar," which incln·de the Latin and .Heal schools of Upsala, Lund, and
Stockholm,- Hebrew is a part of the course of instruction. (n, p. 14.)
A preponderance of classical studies is especially noticeable in the e
schools, and in both elementary and secondary schools complaints in regard to the number of studies and of hours of study have brought about
investigations concerning the health and eyesight of school children,
which will be referred to farther on. (rx, pp. 8-14; x, pp. 31-40; xxvm,
pp. 1-16.)
Special attention is paid to gymnastic exercises, which, according to
Swedish methods, omit ropes, rings, parallel bars, etc., and simply present free and easy movement tending to produce suppleness and agility,
and to ~xercise all organs of the body. In connection with these are
the military exercises which tend especially to muscular development.
They are given to all the seven cla e for half an hour each day; the
fifth class has one hour 1 and the sixth and seventh clas es two hour
each· week in the use of arm . At the beginning anu. end of each school
year . a more extended course of training i given in drill, target hootin , and fiel<l manoou re for eight or t en weeks, to · the pupil of he
ixth and e enth cla e . The'' ymnastika Central In titut, or central in titut for g mna tic , founded l>r Henrik Ling, th in entor of
w di h g mna ic , i an e pecially uotewortby institutio . It cour e
i i thr
r m nt . 0 eto train officer to superint n fT'
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school, has been adopted in Germany, England, and other countr,ies.
1
(XVIII, pp. 16, 24; XXXVIII, p. 383.)
.
The technical elementary schools give both a theoretical and practical
Hlucation, comprising mathematics, linear and freehand ~lrawing, mod- _
elling, mechanics, mechanical technology, engineering, natural philoso- .,
phy, chemistry, botany, zoology, modern languages, bookkeeping, an<l
commerce~ l\1echanical trades are taught in free evening and Sunday
classes. (XXVI, pp. 184, 185 ; xxxvrn, pp. 383-387 ; xvnr, p. 51.) The
"Kongl. Tekniska Hogskola" in Stockholm, a higher type of technical
school, adds geology and topography, road and canal'co'n struction, mining, and smelting. (VIII, pp. 8-17.) The" Chalmerska Slojdskola," in
Goteborg, omits the mining branches. In some of these technical schools
there are divisions for art industries
which women · are admitted, a
regular theoretical course, and instruction in wood-carving, D?Odelling,
engraving, etc., being included. (xxxvnI, p. 381; xvnr, p. 50.)
The agricultural schools have a c<;mrse of study leading up to the
agricultural colleges, where the instruction comprises agricultural and
rural economy .,.w ith study of land laws, farm architectnre, diseases of
domestic animals, cattle raising, etc., in addition to such branches as
chemistry, natural philosophy, and practical mechanics; courses of
lectures, finely illustrnted, are also given by distinguished professors.
Among the many elementary and secondary schooJs there are' private
institutions, the course of study being such as to· entitle the .graduates
to admission to the universities. There are also a I.arge · number of
private professional and trade schools with courses of study similar to
the public secondary and slojd schools. (xxxvrn, pp. 331-387.)
For students who have successfully passed the examination at the
"elementar-skolor" (secondary schools) there are the universities at
Upsala and Lund which have complete theological, legal, medfoal, and
philosophical faculties. Each faculty confers three degrees of scholarship,'viz., the degree of candidate, of licentiate, and of cl,Jctor, and it is
stated that no man in Sweden can be a clergyman, a lawyer, or doctor
unless he has graduated at either Upsala or Lund. The student is free
to follow any course that he desire51, .and all instruction is gratuitous.
The academic year is <livided into two terms,.the one from September 1 to
December 15, and the other from January 15 to the first of June. (XLI,
p. 87.) Among the teachers are found training masters in music, drawing, gymnastics, and fencing, and in horsemanship at Upsala.
'\Vomen are admitted as students in the universities after passing the
regular examination; they are allowed to follow ·the studies of their
choice, an<l some are on the rolls as students of philosophy and medi.
.
cine. (XXVI, p. 195.)
Comprehensive courses of study for the professions are found in the
medico-su~gical institute, in the institute of pharmacy, in military and
naval chool , and in other higher grade schools. (xxxvrn, pp. 381300; xxvr, pp. H>3-1D5; XXII; p. 737; XVI, p. 2839.)

to
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VII.

SCHOOL MANAGEMENT .A.ND METHODS OF DISCIPLINE.

JJ!lethods.-The management of the school is left almost entirely to the
teacher, and ;tie is ftee to carry out his views in regard to gratling tl.(
studies, arranging class work, etc., providing he keeps witliin prescriueLl
limits for each course. His school is, however, subject to inspection
from time to time, and the general progress in the schools, ueeds of
reform, if any, are reporte<l by the inspectors to the consistory annua1ly,
and to the department of eccle~_iastical affairs and education every fifth
year. {XLI. p. '71.)
, Disciplinc.-The J>rincipal keeps ar class journal in which he notes
from- hour to hour the incidents of the day, the cases of corporail
punishment, neglect of duty, ·mistakes occurring, visits receirnd, etc.
This journal assists the teacher in exercising control over him self, and
aids in keeping up the discipline ~f the school. (xvm, pp. 16, 21, 23,
1
•

/

w~

.

Study and recitations.-The schools of Stockholm, mHler tbe direction and inspection of M"' Meyeroerg for twenty-fl.ye years, and which
serve as models for the whole ·country, have developed the following
methods, viz: / After forty-five minutes' work, teachers and pupils go
out into the court or school yard and remain ten minutes engaged in
exercises of different kinds. Fifteen minutes after the close of the lesson, invigorated by the change, they are back in well-aired rooms with
body and mind rested and ready for another lesson. No lesson la ts
more than focty -five minutes, and while the programme of studies is
very complete, overpressur~ is avoided by the aboYe arrangement. The
school commences at 8 o'clock, lasts till 1, and during that time one of
the recesses is extended to thirty minutes so that pupils ·and teachers
can take their lunch. This management is s~id to bring about admirable results; the physical and the mental being equall y in training at
the same time. (XVIII, pp. 18, 22.)
Promotion of pupils.-The promotion of pupils from class to clas take
place at the end of each year after an examination in presence of the
district director, two pastors of the neighborhood, se-veral of tho teacher , the inspector, parentR, and others. The examin a tion i a kind f
festal occasion, scl10olroom ' , blackboards, etc., being decorated for lie
occa ion. Tlrn work accomp1i bed by tile pupils i on exhibition, and
the teachers examine orally iu, the different branche . The whole X ·
amination bas a qua i-familiar air, the pupils and teacliers eeming
uite at a e. (xvm, p. 16.)
Formation of programm.es.-Tbe formation of programme i unkno"u
to date.
Vlll.- SCH0OL ORGANIZATIO ... .

Bui lrling an [p·o1incls. -Thc b ol Jaw pre crib
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with :fireplaces, and arranged with strict regard to the health of pupils,
As a - result of this
law the school buildings are large and well arranged with wide stai~:ways and well ventilated and well lighted class rooms, the light nsually~
coming from the left side. New school buildings have furnaces in the
cellar, ventilators,* separate buildings for gym uastic- exercises, cloaJ(
roqms for each class, suitable toilet arrangements, two work rooms
where the teachers correct class work, prepare their lessous, rest when
they are at liberty, and have lunch. Independent of these is tpe principal'~ room, where parents, teachers, and pupils are welcome morning 01: evening. The court-yards or play grounds for each sex are spa. cious, and sometimes there is an additional garden for women teachers.
In Stockholm the school ·buildings are of a high type of architecture
with vast covered galleries upon which open the class rooms. The
walls of these class rooms are wainscoted and adorned with_engravings· and }Jlaster casts. The seating capacity of each class room is for
thirty-six ,pupils, each pupil having a chair and t!tble. (XVIII, p. 11.)
Hours of school.-The hours of school are usually from .:fi. ve to six
a day, with intermissions of a few minutes between hours, but in
some , schools instruction is given in the forenoon only. (xxvr, p.
148; .xxv, pp. 11-12.)
Le,.ngtk of recesses.-The length of recesses varies; it may-be a few
mi~utes, :fifte~n minutes, or half an hour . . (XVIII, p. 18; xxv, pp.11-12;
xxvr, p.148.)
Holidays and vacations.-The vacations are of thre~ consecutive
months in Sweden, and the instruction genent,lly covers ejgbt school
months divided into two terms, but sometimes into three or four terms.
In a few schools instruction is given during nine or ten month s. (XXVI,
p. 14.8; XVIII, P: 18.)
.
Cornpulsor.u attendance.-Attebdance upon school is compulsory for
children who have attained their ninth year, and all who do not receive
instruction at home or in private schools must attend public schools. '
Tile instruction generally begins with the seventh and lasts till the fourteenth year. Children whose parents are 11ot able to keep them in
s chool during that period are aided by the authorities. (xxvr, p. 146;
xxv, p. 9.)
.•
.
School supply.-Tbe schools are well supplied with apparatus, and
every school has a library to which additions of books are made· each
term. There are also school museums with zoological, geological, and boand with necessary conveniences for instruction.

*The statements made in 1S83 by th e commission ap_po int~d to investigate the
h ygienic coudition of school buildings, sickness of children, near-sightedness, etc.,
iu<1icate that at that date the school rooms were not well aired or properly ventilated.
The v entilators were arranged so near the floor, the pupils co nld not sit near them;
the veutifation pipes were often filled with mortar, and t,he air becapie very impure ;
th~ carbonic acid in the air i ncre11sed from 0.67 befo re school to 2.3 11 parts in a thousand after one hour, even with windo ws ancl ventilators open before the commence.
ment of the session . (xxx1x, pp. 18 -205, 194-197.)
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tanical collections, and' the gymn'::tstic· hall ~ttached to each educational
institution
is fully equi'pped. (xixvm, p. 378.)
,
/

' JX.-SUPPLEMENT.ARY lNSTITU'.l'IONS.

,-

, .

':,.-

.Libraries mid.'. museunis-.-Sweden possesses libraries and_ museums
connected with most educational institutions, and in the higher grade
schools fine laboratories for chemical experiments are found. Tllere
are also public libraries in the various districts containing books of an
educational and scient.ific character, which are freely loaned to the
people 9f the district. Among the most noted libraries, which serve as
aids to learning,. are the Royal Library at Stockholm, the libraries con~ nected with the universities at Upsala and Lund, the library connected
with the Academy of Sciences at Goteborg, the polytechnic library, the
library connected with the Institut Carolin, that of the c~ntral bureau.
of statistics, and of the Academy of Fine Arts, History and .Archmology,
the collectioq.s varying in numbers from over 200,000 volu mes in the first
-mentioned library to about 15,000 in the last mentioned institution.
The museums which serve as aids to education are the national museum,
with/ sections for industrial and fine arts; the state historical muse-qm,
or "Ryks museum," which is rich in antiquities; the mu·seum of the
Swedish Society for Arts and Trade.s, "Svenska Slojdforenirigen,"
aiming to develop industries; the Scandinavian ethnographical
museum; and museums at Goteborg and U dcle~valla. (XXVI pp. 198,
203-210 ; xxxvm, ·vols. 1, 2.)
Societies-A large :rmmber of learned and scient.iiic societies may be
classed under this head, i.
the Swedish Academy, founded in 1786,
aiming to increase knowledge of the language and history of the coun- ·
try; the Academy of Sciences, "Vetenskaps Aka<lemien ;" the Academy of Literature, History, and Archreology, "Vittertets, Historia, och
Antiqvitet~ Akademien;" the Academy of Agriculture, "LandtbruksAkademien ; " the. Academy of Fine Arts, "Akademien for de Fria
Konsterna;" the Academy of Music, "Musikaliska Akademien;" and
the Academy of Military Sciences, "Krigsvetenskaps Akademfen,"
which aids progress in military science$; the Society for the Historical
Study.of Scandinavian Paleography, "Samfundet for Ut;gifvande af
Hand krifter roran<le Skandinaviens Hi' toria;" and many other societies· which promote the study of geology, anthropology, archreology,
medicine and pharmacy, llorticulture, pedagogy, etc. (xxvr, pp. 202-

e.,

203; XXVI, pp. 199-203; XL, pp. 96-97.)

Ano her societ , the '' Handarbetet- ann r," establi bed in 1 74,
encourao- and de elops home inda trie for women, e pecial1y from
the ar i ic ide, in truction being given in embroid ry, lace making,
and weavinrr. (xvrr, p. 53.) ·
chool sa ings banks.- a iog banks and po tal a ing banks are
thoroa gbl
t2. li hed in w den and ben fit a large cla of emp1oye ,
but h h r there are school sa ing banks is unknown to date.
(xv, sup.)
I
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Oharities.-Pnblic charities for the benefit of the working classes and
others are quite numerous. There are hospitals and societies, twenty
charitable institutions to help the ignorant and vicious, temperance·
societies, and in fact philan1Jhropic institutions too numerous,to mention. (xy, sup.)
Schools for special classes.-Among the schools for special classes is
the school for the deaf and dumb at Manilla, which was also open to the
blind until recently, but now the blind to the number of 400 are taught.
1
in sp·ecial institutions supported by the state. The instruction for
this class is both theoretical and practical, comprising preparatory and
primary courses, and special attention is paid to Slojd training.
Instrumental music and singing and trades suited to their condition
are also taught. There are eighteen schools for deaf mutes, four of
them state institutions, six established by communities, and the others
free schools with scholarships established by the government. A normal
department for teachers of this class is attached to the Manilla school.
The course of study is two years in duration, and pupils ~re taught by
the articulation method. (XVIII, pp. 29, 33, 37, 40.)
The Society for the Education of Idiots has established seventeen
schools for this class since 1866, all supported by the state, and with women
in charge. · The course of study covers object lessons, relig;ious instruction, reading, writing, dictation, singing, gymnastics, domestic economy,
and skilled handiwork ; for girls, spinning, weaving, lace-making, rug.
making, and knitting; for boys, work in the g_arden, cabinet-making,
wood-carving, and other suitable occupations. (XVIII, pp. 37, 40.)
Classed among the institutions for special classes are orphan asylums,
those under the auspices' of the Masonic fraternity and of the society
"Pro Patria" being especia1ly mentioned. .An' orphan asylum in Stockholm places its children in the country tQ be brought up among the
agricq.ltural classes. Special institutions for abandoned children are
not reportedin Sweden. (xxvr, p. 232, 161.)
1

X.-HISTORICAL STATEMENT.

The people's schools in Sweden, as in Germany, may be said to be a
creation of the Reformation, although prior to that there were cloister
schools taught by the Catholic priests, while mendicant friars wandered
about from place to place teaching the church commandments, but
omitting all instruction in reading and writing. During the sixteenth
century Catholicism was crowded out, and Protestantism took its place
as the religion of the country. The Protestant Kings, Gustavus Vasa,
Charles IX, and Gustavus Adolphus, vied with each other in trying to
educate the people, and it is stated that in 1637 there were few children
of the peasant class who were unable to read and write. In 1640 Queen
Christina, aided by her counsellors, established a school or pedagogie
in every city belonging to the Swedish Crown. · The lowest class was an

·
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, "A B O" class, but at a later date these schools were metamorphosed
-into the graqe of burgher schools. Forty-six years later King Charles
IX commanded his chaplains to see that all children were taught
to read, and by ecclesiastical law of 1686 promulgated an order that
no person · should marrr unless he could repeat Luther's catechism
and had partaken of the Lord's Supper. As a result of this law, the
peasantry endeavored to establish schools and called upon the government for aid through state subsidies. The government not having the
necessary funds at disposal, and the peasants being too poor to carry
on the schools themselves, t!ie ambulatory school was considered the
best substitute for the desired stationary school! and it was not
until a century and a half later that an organization of the schools
took place. The ambulatory school of that date is thus · described:
The teachers were ignorant and frequently unfitted for the position.
The schools were held in th~ peasants' huts, with the domestic affairs
carried on in the same room. The " master," as he was called, sat at
one end of the table with the '-'AB C" children near him on benches
without backs. The ol<ler pupils sat fartller away, with their books on
their laps, while only the few who were learning to reckon and to write
were allowed_to sit at the" master's" table. The text-books consisted
of the primer, the smaller and larger catechism, and singing books.
When any pupil was competent to read in these books he was supposed
to no longer require instruction. In 1786 efforts were made to improve
upon this class of schools, and governors of provinces and the church
consistory were called upon to establish regular schools, to build schoolhouses, to arrange for the payment of teachers, etc. But unfortunately
these plans failed of fruition, for during the eighteenth century not
m_o:re than 165 stationary scLools were established. The first earnest
efforts towards an improvement in educational matters were observed
iu 1820, when tlie consistory and clergy were ordered to examine into
the teacher's fitness for the position occupied, so that no persons bad
reputation should be allowed to instruct children. In 1824 a new order
e tablished schools according to the Bell-Lancaster system, and forbade any persons holdin g the position of sexton (who is the teacher in
rural di tricts) unless familiar with that system. The associations
e tabli bed at Stockholm and Goteborg for the extension of tliis monit rial 'Y tern aided in thi matter by the funds which they were able
t accumulat . Normal schools were established at Stockholm and
Luud for the pr paration of teach r , a greater uufformity in method of instruction was brought about, and the general deportment of
tea b r wa improved upon. Still the school was onl a private inti a i n, and be att ndance of ehil ren a left en1iirely to the par nt ,
o hat at that date the percentage of atteudanpe of pupil of school age
wa ery low.
f r 1 g b di cu
l ncational affair , tbe organiza ~ n f th cl1001
-11 , an<l a law was pa· ~ cl
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on June 18, 1842, which entirely reorganized the school system. As an
outcome of that law, the number of stationary schools increased from
165 in 1800 to,786 in 1842, and to 6,448 in 1883. This law was supereded by one of January 20, 1882, which retained, l.10wever, many
features of the original law. The laws being similar, the main points qf
tbat ·of 1882 are interpolated here. According to that law, every district in the city and every parish in the country was to have at least
one statiom.1Jry school with a trained teacher. Still, in case of a sparse \
population, several districts were allowed to' unite in the establishment
of such schools. Each school district was to have a school boar~, and
to pay for its own school buildings. All children of scl.tool age were to
be enrolled in the schools, and ~n the principal town of th~ bishopric
normal -schools were to be established . .
As will be observed, a special feature of the school system is the influence of the church over the school. While every district bas its
school board, the bo~rd is under the control of the church authorities,
and merely acts as executive for the consistory. The school inspectors
have a sort of counteracting influence, however, and act in a me·a sure
for the government. Yet, while the teacher is subordinate to the church
authorities, the church's controlling action is such that steady progress
in educational a:ffa,i rs is observed.
,
In 1858, by the addition of certain branches the " smaskolor '' were
made preparatory divisions of elementary grades, a.nd higher people's
schools were established at which the teachers were expected to have a
higher class of attainment, and the school was to be superior in character to any establish ed before. The government granted subsidies to
t he different districts to aid in the establishment of these schools.
In 1871 the schools, Stockholm excepted, had increased to 7,118, among
them 10 higher people's schools, 2,268 stationary schools, 1,164: am bulatory schools, and ~,676 smaskolor. The number of teachers' seminaries required by law of 1842 had diminished greatly during this
period, as a centralization of such instruction had been determined
upon. The above schools had increased in 1883 to 9,794, among them
13 higher peqple's schools, 6,448 stationary schools, and 3,346 ambula- .
tory schools. The number of pupils of school age was 716,025, a:ncl au
avera,ge of about 73 pupils of school age to each school is observed .
.According to school regulations every pupil must attend school, or be
properly ta ught at home, and children who are taugµt at home must
come to the scho-ol for yearly examination. Instruction is gratuitous,
but tlie parish has the libert,y, if additional funds are needed, of dema ndin g a small sum for each child who is not too poor to pay, though
thi demand is seldom made. Private schools are also under the supervis·on of th e regular board, so that there is perfect correspon<lence between public aud private instruction. (xxu, pp. 707-710; ;xxrir, pp.
53-54.)
Secondary schools also date from a very early p eriod, the instruction

J
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being , first giv~n in cloister. schools- and by monks. The secondary
. .schools were a creation of the Reformation, as were the lower school .
.A.n ecclesiastical decree of1571is looked upon as the first Swedish school
, law, unless papal letters of an .earlier period may be so called. Accord-,
ing to this law, each school had a schoolmaster, and if there were too
many pupils one of the ''hearers" aided him. HeJigion, Latin, Swedish
language, anu hymns were taught, but whoever desired to learn Greek
1
and Hebrew ·had to look ou:t for such instruction ,himself. Gustavus
Adolphus first estµ,blisheu gymnasia:, and in 1G49 Queen Ohristina, his
daughter, promulgated a decree wllich divided the schools into people's
schools and higher schools. The former had as course of study reading, writing, and the elements of arithmetic, religion, and Latin; the
latter were divided into the ethnological, the syntactic, the rhetorical,
and the logical classes. , The lower classes had class teachers ; the upper
class, in which. Latin was the language spoken, was taught by a rector
and assistant rector. The branches were Greek, rhetoric, logic, and
arithmetic; history a11d geography were not taught. The first germ of
the burgher school, the nrecursor of the Real school, was found at that
<late in the " ' writing classes," in which were taught catechism, read, ing, writing, the mother tongue, and arithmetic through the quartanos.
This was the oasis of the '·'trivial" 1 school, which is still- in .existence
to-day after two hundred years. The gymnasia, of that period bad four
classes with instruction in doctrinal theology, Hebrew, natural sciences,
mathematics, and the basis of the Swedish laws. History and geography
were taught later, but only verbally. A decree of Kin g Charles XI,
in 1693, added a fifth class to the gymnasia. Church history and moral
philosophy were added to the course, and while it was especially specified · that the trivial school was to fit for practical life, the gymnasia
was gradually verging towaro.s a church seminary. The consistory had
full control of these schools, and by law of 1724 no one except a resident of the church district coulu be appointed to a teacher's position.
, From that date to 1807 a more practical turn was given to the trivial
schools; physical training was attempted, physics, anthropology, history, geography, and bookkeeping were added to the course. The
school law of 1807 added Swedish statistics and modern languages
to the cour e jn the gymna~ia, changed the pedagogier of that period
into burgher schools, and planned to have a general course- of study
for the lower cla e of gymnasia, burgher. and trivial schools. (XXII,
pp. 718-721, vn, . pp. 1-17.) This plan was' oppo ed by the church
consi tory, and a comini sion was appointed in 1820 through whose
effort ne r gulation were made which brought out the di tinct u ·
divi ion of cla i al alld non-classical schools-or those which dealt
with he ol · la ic humani ie as apart from those which dealt wi h
tb tri ium, from which t he word trivial school is derived, inclod d the o i of grammar, rh toric, and logic; to-day the term is understood to
include h e ordinary branches required in practical life.
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the encyclopmdic realities; but this law failed to meet the requirements
of the Real and burgher schools, and again in 1828 another commission
was appointed to investigate the whole subjeot of education. New
methods were adopted which sanctioned greater freedom of instruction,
introduced optional branches, allowed each student to go to a higher
class whenever he showed fitness for such change, grouped all students
together in one large room where the teacher could go about from pupil
to pupil and suggest a~ to methods of study, brought about a state of
monitorial instruction, the farther advancf3d µelping those less so, ~nd
permitted the passing of graduation examinations for the universities .
with the classics omitted. The so-called new elementary schools," Nya
elementarskolor," of Stockholm were established on this principle.
Even this plan failed to satisfy the learned men of Sweden, and from
1828 to 1845 discussions took place in regard to a revision of methods by
which a reuniting of the higher classical schools and gymnasia was
accomplished. (xxn, pp. 721-723). On July 16, 184:9, a royal decree
united the writing classes (burgher schools) and trivial (or Real) schools
into an institution in which in"s truction was given i.a an branches
ta11ght in both; made the gymnasia preparatory schools for_the univf3rsity, and .created the "elcrnentar laroverken" which were the me;:tns
of greatly increas1ng attendance in the higher grades of schools and in
the universities; but this decree brought in a class of pupils unfitted
for the higher courses and unable to. keep up with them. (xxrv
p. 347.) The opposition of the consistory, the lack of system, and the
superficia l knowledge of too many studies were very perceptible at this
period of affairs, and in 1856 when the encyclopmclic methods of study
were at their height other a;ttempts were made to still improve upon
former euucational plans, but the new decrees only served to add
to the confusion, while those . of 1850 simply adher~d to the so-called
new methods, strengthened the study of the classics, and limited the
special studies. From that date gradual changes were .made until a
new law of November 1, 1878, was promulgated. This law still holds
good. But again in 1882 a new commission was appointed to remodel
the secondary grade of instruction. The results of the investigations
of this commission were presented· in. 1884:, but their antipathy to the
classics was so apparent as to awaken oppositioll. among the school
officials, and it is doubted whether the proposed reorganization will pe
carried out. One point specified by the commission was the removal
of the iecondary schools from the control of the ephor (bishop), and the
appointm'ent of a special higher school officer or council, to have direct
ch~rge of these schools. This officer was to deal directly with headquarters, and to relieve the ephor and school inspectors under his charge
in regard to all points appertaining to school organization, ti ours of study,
programmes, reports to higher school officers, etc. But so much opposition to this plan was engendered, that latest ad vices would indicate
its non-acceptance by the people. (vu, pp. 23, 137, 144:-160; xxrr, pp.
723-724.)
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Among other questions proposed by the commission were whether
students who had not pursued classical studies could be admitted to
university examinations, and whether the preparatory examination
were suitable for all university requirements, these queries bein11 an
outgrowth of discussions · concerning the prepon derance of Latin and
Greek in the secondary schools. ·The answers presented by the meml>ers of the different university faculties varied somewhat in character
but the deci.sion as a whole was in favor of more modern studies suite l to
the progressive move men ts of the times, and with. less Latin and Greek.
(vu, pp. 155-160; r, pp. ·236-238.) The medical faculty at Stockholm
considered the superabundance of L atin in the classical schools unnecessary and the studies in natural sciences and other branches foun d in
the Ueal schools better suited to requirements for physicians,and it wa
conceded that botany and zoology as well as chemistry and pby ics
were needed for the preliminary medical examination.
The school commis ion appointed by the Swedish Government in
1883-84 to inquire into t he organization of the higher grade schools al o
examined as to their hygienic conditions, the investigations covering
general health of school children, overpressure, and near-sighterlne ,
Tile commission examined 14,.722 boys and 3,246 girls and found that
13.5 per cent. of the boys were suffering from heaaaches, 34.4 per cent.
of bo,rs in the lowest classes of midd le schools were troubled with icklleSS, that the illness-curve (the results being given in diagrams and
tables of ratios and percentages) increased from 37 per cent. in the econd school year to 40 per cent. in the fourth year, as the burden
of work increases from class to class. This sickness-curve correspond
with the growth period of th e boys, or from the seventh to the thirteenth
year. In the Latiu schools, the sickness was about 50 per cent.; in th e
real schools, about 40 per cent .; in Stockholm the per cent. of sickne
was greater than the gener~l average throughout the Kingdom. The
percentage of near- sightedness rose from 6.1 per cent. in the lowc t
class of the second a ry grades to 37.3 per cent. in the highest Latin cla ,
(xxvm, pp. 1-16.)
In the girls' schools 61.7 per cent. were suffering from disorders, many
from constan t h adaches, 10 p er cent. from spinal complaint, and here
agaiu it was apr arent that a r eorganization of the school system wa
nece. ary, as the overpr~s ure of studies a ncl then mber of hour of
work en.a ed thi liability to illne . The regular gymna ial Rchedul
pr nte se en boar of work daily in tlle lower clas e , with an iner a to ele n r twel e hours in th e higher cla se , and thi lid
n t incl a de pri ate in traction or optional studies. A s the girl ' cboo
ar m lled on imilar plans to those for boy , t he can ·es of illue
ar ·a ily d t rrnin tl. ' mputn.tions as to the a erage time of o k
y
hools indicated that th amount of Hln
l
of h
, h w rk
lon g r han the averag wa 5.3 per cen . hi h r
of 11 c wh w rked a less number of hour . Tl.mt i , arnon

,
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the boys who - worked a shorter time than the average 50.8 per cent
were ill, wllile among those who worked more than the n,verage 56.1
per cent. were classed as sick. .A comparison between the higher grade
schools and elementary grades was not made, as the commission did not
take these lower schools into consideration. This was done in Den- ,
mark, however, in 188l, when the hygienic conditions there were investigated, and the results presen.ted by the Danish commission were
such as to indicate a similar percentage of siekness iu both clement~ry
and secondary grades. (xxvrn, pp. 1-16.)
Thereorga,nization brou ght about by the investigations of the Swedish
commission is to include the appointment of a school physician. He is
to visit each school once a month to consider hygienic conditions, to
measure and weigh the pupils at the beginning and end of the year so as
to report upon their growth, to examine as to nearsighterlnes~, etc. He
is also to be consul ted about school programmes and hours of study, ·so
that there will be less liability to over-pressure and consequent illness.
The teacher is expected to act as bis assistant, so far as daily watchfulness is concerned, and to consult with him in regard to po_ssible changes
of method. Since the publications of t hese investigations other educational reforms have been atteinptecl from year to year, all tending
towards improvement in methods and with the special ol~ect of shortening the number of hours of study. The present plan of reconstruction
seems to be to throw Greek, Latin, Hebrew, and Sanscrit out of the
intermediate schools and gymnasia, and place them in a §lpecial department of the university. (xxxrv, p. 10.) This is probably the result of
a suggestion to the Government made by the Swedish uni versity committee that the youngest students should receive instruction similar to
that given at the school; that the professor is personally to advise beginners how to plan and commence their university stll<lies; that he is
to ascertain by oral and written examinations whether the students follow his advice, and finally that none but those who pass an examination
are to be admitted to the higher classes, where scientific lectures by the
professors are the students' sole guide.* (xxv, p. ::12.)
1

1

* Th e latest progressive movement is~bat of the students oftbe Universt ty of Upsala,
who, in 1891! a re to :present a request to tbe King that instru ction in military administration and or~anization be given at that university. The course to cover military
history and strategy of defense in case Sweden is_ a,ttacked. Fifteen to twenty lessons a year to be ghen. (XL1 p. 628.)
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Establishment.-The establishment of public schools was brought
about by a decree -of April 10, 1858, which required rural districts to
establish stationary schools, and promised them governmental support. ·
The diet of 1863-'64 having voted necessary funds for promoting popular education, a decree of May 11, 1866, definitely organized elementary
instruction in Finland. According to this decree each town was to provide a sufficient number of elementary schools for all children bet·wcen
- • seven and fourte~n years of age, who were not being educated at home,
or in schools of a higher grade. Schools must.be established also for
pupils of-a more advanced age who were without earlier advantages.
According to this decree elementary schools wer~ to be divided into
lower and higher grades, the former for children bet.ween six and ten
years of age, the latter for those between ten and fourteen years. In
rural communes the earliest instruction ofcbildren is given in families,
but by this same decree the authorities are required to see that if such
. instruction is not given the children attend either a stationary or ambulatory school. (VI, pp. 47, 48; VII, pp. 459-461.)
Control.-The control of the school system is vested in a higher school
board-" Ofverstyrelsen for Skolvasendet"-,-at Helsingfors. This lJOa~d
is an adjunct of the Imperial Senate of Finland, and especially connected wit~ the administrative section of public . instruction and wor:
ship. An inspector in chief, appointed by the Czar, as suggested by
this higher council, acts as inspector of elementary and normal schools.
There are also local inspectors, provided for by law of 1869, in each governmental subdivision of Finland, and in each district, or commune, a
local board of education composed of from four to six members. (X,
p. 218; VII, pp. 464, 4.65.)
Maintenance.-The schools are maintained by both state and local
funds . . The state gives an annual subsidy for the payment of teachers,
providing the district constructs suitable school buildings and furnishes
the teacher with lodging and ground around it. Private schools also
receive state subsidies. The school budget contains subsidies for secondary, higher, professional, and special schools. (VI, p. 48; I, p. 161.)
Il.-ST.A.'.I.'ISTIOS.

Population, 2,270,912 (in 1887); enrollment in elementary schools,
62,893; ratio of ~nrollment to total population, 2 per cent. (XI, p. 846).
Elementary schools, pupils, and teachers.-There were 971 elementary
schools (fasta folkskolor) reported in 1887-'88 in Finland; teachers
(lararepersonal), 1,264; pupils in elementary and infant schools (barn_,
skolor), 62,893; boys, 34,113 ; girls, 28,780. (I, pp. 106,107).
Secondary schools, pupils, and teachers.-The secondary and professional
schools 1 (elementarskolor andrealskolor) iu 1887-'88 were 27 in number;
1
Finland, as well u.s Sweden, ·classes its secondary schools under the heading ElementarH:i,roverken. All schools mentioned in this paragraph are included under
that heacl.
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teach~rs, _172-; pupils, 1;051. The lyceuins (lyceer) were 28 iH number;
teachers, 432; . pupils 4,461. The 4 preparatory schools (forskolor) for
pupils desiring to enter the lyceums had 13 teachers and 159 pupil .
Classed under secondary schools are 52 institutions for girls, with 559
teachers ·and 4,057 pupils. There are also 5 industrial s~hools (indnstriskolor), with 87 teachers-and 255 pupils. (I, pp.100-117; VI, p. 51.)
Higher education.-The 4 normal schools (folkskollarare och rnrarinneseminarier) had ~5 teachers anq. 563 pupils. The '' Universitet i Helsingfors" had 90 professors and 1,703 students, 14 of . the_El women.
Classed under secondary and higher education are the following special
schools: The '' Polytekniska Institutet," with 31 professors and 132 stndents in, 1888-'89; 7 navigation schools (navigationsskolor), with 113
pupils; 6 commercial schools (handelsskolor), with 57 teachers and 297
pupils ; 31 Sunday schools for apprentices in 1886, with 111 teachers
and 2,111 pupils; 12 agricultural schools (laudtbrukslaroverken), with
44 teachers and 279 pupils; and 16 dairy schools (mejerilii overken),
with 4-1 teacher8 and 148 pupils in 1887-'88; trade schools (handtverkskolor), 12; pupils, 9G5; teachers, 68 in -1888-'89. ~I.1hen there are the
5 deaf and dumb schools (dofstumsskolor), with 22 teachers and 225
pupils; the 2 institutions for the blind (blindanstalter), with 11 teachers and 54: pupils; and the asylums for idiots (idiotanstalter), with 2
teachers and 9 pupils, which also report for tbe year 1888-'89. (I, pp.
95-118.; VI, p. 53.)
Length of school year.-This is not specified for the elementary school ,
but it is stated thatinstruction must be given at least 30 weeks and 30
hours a week during the year, in order that the higher elementary
schools may 1'eceive governmental aid. Secondary schools are kept
open from September 1 to December 20, and from January 14 to l\fay
31; the university from Septern ber 15 to December 15, and from January 15 to May l5. (X; ,p. 215; VII, pp. 466, 497.)
Ages of pupils.-According to decn~e of May 11, 1866, districts are
required to establish schools enough for all children between 7 and 14
years of age who are not receiving instruction either at home or in a
higher grade school. Still older pupils are required to have school facilities allowed them if their early education has been neglected .
in the lower grade elem ntary schools the age is 6 to 10 years ; in
the higher elementary'.grades from 10 to 14 year . (VI, p. 4.8; VII, p.
460.)

III.-FIN A.NOES.
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1'be amount voted by th e Diet in 1887 for elementary education was
$246,395, namely: For elementary schools in cities and rural districts,
$ 155,801; for teachers' seminaries fitting teachers for primary schools,
$75,960; for inspection of elementary schools·, $11,260; incidentals,
manual training, etc., $3,374. (VII, p. 461.)
The amount raised in the communes or districts is not-known to date.
The amoupt received from tuition fees is not known. Tuition fees 1 are,
however, requisite in secondary schools, the fees varying in amount
a0cording to the snbjeets of instruction. (X, p. 216.)
Expenditure.-The expenditures for tb.e year 1889 included the followlowing amounts: For the university and polytechnic school, $168,453;·
supervision of schools and for higher educational institutions, $466,264;
normal and public elementary schools, $254,670; professional schools,
$54,413; institutions for blind and deaf mutes, $17,518; incidentals,
$5,539; rental of buildings, $ 1:.3,803; reserve funds for elementary
schools, $77;200; agricultural and dairy schools, $57.,707. (I, pp.
161, 162.)
•
IV.-SUPERVISION AND .ADMINISTRATION.

State sipervision.-The "Ofverstyrelsen for Skolvasendet," or higher
council of education, at Helsingfors, has super ision of elementary,
secondary, and special schools. This board or council is an adjunct of
the imperial senate of Finland (administrative department), and of the
section of public instruction and ecclesiastical affairs. It regulates the
programmes for schools from the pecfagogical and technical side, and
attends to apportionment of school material, etc. Private schools subsidized by the state are under the super-vision of this central organiza.
tion. There is also an inspector in chief for elementary education and
normal scl10ols, who is appointed by the Czar at the suggestion of the
board or council. His duties as presiding officer of the central board
are to decide upon all questions appertaining · to elementary instruction. The University as reorganiz.e d by law of 1852 is under control of
the_academic authorities, consisting of the rector and 12 . professors;
in cases of special importance 32 professors are added to this .board.
Any project modifying its organization must be referred to the senate
and there receive imperial sanction ere it can be carried out. (VII,
pp. 462-464, 497, 498.)
Local su]Jervision.-A local inspector bascharge·of elementary schools
in each governmental subdivision or province. A council of education
1.rnR the immediate fospection of the communal schools. This .,council
is composed of 4 to G membjrs, who serve without pay. (VII, p. 464.)
The local supervision of secondary schools is in charge of a council
1
In 1873 it was stated tbat secondary schools, though public, were not free, the
tuition fees varying as ·above meutioned. Later legislation may have modified thia
statement.
ED. 89--15
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of state composed of 3 to 5 members appointed by the central or higher
council of education, the names of the appointees being suggested by
, the communal authorities. (VII, p. 465.)
V.:--TEACIIERS,

Preparation.-Teachers for the ele~e~tary grades receivetherequisite
preparation at the normal school in J yvaskyla (J yvaskyla seminarium),
which, founded' in 1863, has, with its two divisions for men aud for
women, the special object of preparing teachers for the districts where
Finnish is spoken. The normal school for women at Ekenas (Eken as
lararinne seminarium) established in 1871, and the normal for men
at Nykarleby (Nykarleby larare seminarium), established in 1873, prepare teachers for the Swedish-speaking population. There 'is also a
school with two divisions, the '' Sordavala Seminarium," which bas
16 teachers and 122 pupils. The schools have a four year~' course, the
last year being more particularly for practice.in the elementary schools
of higher and l~w.er grade, each seminary having such schools attached
to it. The n~rmals for women have each a kindergarten and infant
school, so that the pupils may early train themselves to fill positions in
such schools. The normals receive both boarding and day pupils, the
greater proportion being day pupils. The age at which pupils are
received· in the seminaries is eighteen years.
Many of the professors connected with city schools of elementary
grade ha.ve received a university education; the women teachers in
similar schools formerly attended pedagogical courses at Helsingfors.
(I, p. 105; VI, p. 48; VII, p. 461.)
Examinations.-There are examinations at the close of the normal
school course, the passing of which entitles the graduate to a certificate
of qualification to teach, but further information as to examinations and
licensing has not been obtained. (X, p. 215.)
A.ppointment.-The appointment of teachers is made by the highei;
courrcil of education. (X, p. 215.)
Tenure of office.-The tenure of office is for life, subject to removal
after trial by, the higher authorities. ' (X , p. 205.)
Salaries.-The salaries of teachers in district elementary scllools
average $154 for men, and $116 for women. This salary is paid by the
governmental authorities, and the district authorities add lodgings, containing at least two rooms and a kitchen, with ground for ardenin g,
and pasturage enough for a cow. Salaries 1 of teachers and profes or
in higher grade school not known to date. (VI, p. 49; VII, pp. 461, 46 ·)
1

Accor(\ing to a. statement made in 1873, after he first ten years' teaching, the

salary i increa ed 20 per cent. for 5 years, and 10 per cent. for each sub equent 5

yea.rs. The salaries of regular teachers in Real schools ranged at that date from 463
to $57 with lodging; in lyceums, from $540 to
7 with lodging; in girl1:1' schools
from -,i9 to $772 for m u, with lodging; and from 307 to $463 for women, wi h lodging. The prin~ipal of each school received from 7 to 193 additional compensa ion.
(X, pp. 215, 216.)
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Teachers' pensions.-No i nformation to date. 1
Tea,chers' institutes. 2- No mention is ma.de of ariy such meetings, but
the advanced educational movements noted in Finland would imply
that such conferences were held from time to time for the discussion of
educational questions.
VI.-O0URSES OF STUDY,

.

Kind·e rgarten.-Instrnction in the k indergarten not speqified, but
doubtless Frobel's methods are carried out. T.J:ie earliest ·teachings for
children are commenced at. home, or else they learn to read in ambulatory scho9ls, which move fro m district to district evei.'y 2 or -3 months.
(VI, p. 50.)

Elmnentary schools.-The cours.e in elementary sc;hools is 4; years;
divided into two parts of 2 years each. These form _the higher and
lower grade of elementary schools. The course of study is so arranged
that the two lower classes are complete in themselves; the higher classes '
simply continue the course and introduce new methods. The studi~s for
the higher elementary grades are religion, mother tongue, geography,
history, arithmetic, elements of plane and descriptive geometry, natural
sciences and_their applications, drawing, singing, gymnastics, manual
training for boys, and feminine handiwork for girls. In the lower elementary grades the same studies, omitting history, geography, geometry,
, . and natural sciences. Manual training is m1ade a specialty in elementary
grades, and occupies about 5 hours a week in each class. (VII, p. 462.)
The course of study in the industrial schools is either a continuation
that found in the element ary schools, or it is adapted to prepare students for special Schools. (VI, p. 51.)
·
Secondary schools.-The secondary schools form three groups, i.
lyceums with eight classes or years, with course of study leading di-.
rectly to universities or special schools; elementary ·schools for boys
with two, three, four, or five classes or years, the pro'gramme correspond- ,
ing to that of similar classes in the lyceum; elementary schools for girls
with five classes. P upils are admitted at 9 years of age in the boys'
schools, and 11 years of age in the girls' Rchools. Studies for these
grades are religion, Swedish, Finnish; Russian (in boys' schools); Ger- .

of

e.,

1 T eachers' pensions : In 1873 it was stated that ~eachers of elementary schools after
30 years' service were entitled to a retiring pension for life, equal to the Government
allowance for the last year's salary of the teacher. Teachers of secondary grades
w ho have tauhht 35 years, may retire with an annuity equal to the salary at that
date; after 30 years with three-quarters of his salary; and after 25 years with the
half; after20 years' service· with one-quarter salary; and if afflicted with incurable
disease at an earlier period, he is en titled also to a pension. Later information in
regard to this point js wanting. (X, p. 216.)
2 A teachers' association was organized in 1863 at Tavastehus, its central organization being in Helsing fors, however, with b~anches in several cities. Meetings were
~ eld once a month Regnlar conventions were called every 3 yea.rd for discussion of
educational matters. (X, p . 221.)

I
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man., French, English (in Real lyceums); the classics, history, geography,
botany, zoology, physics, mathematics, ' drawing, singing, gymnastics;
and in girls' schools feminine handiwork. (V, p. 466.)
Two normal lyceums (Swedish and Finnish) in Helsingfors serve as
practice schools for persons who intend-to become teachers in secondary
grades. -Two Swedish and Finnish continuation schools for girls in
Helsingf<1rs have each a 3 years' course of pedagogical study.
The seven schools for girls supported by the Grand Duchy comprise
in their courses of study !flOdern languages, whatever scientific branches
are required to give a solid education, and the pupils receive instruction in feminine handiwork. Private schools, most of them boardingscbools, prepare pupils for the secondary schools, or have courses similar to the public secondary grades. Among the private schools are six
lyceums, five Swedish,-and one Finnish, where boys and girls are educated together. · (VII, p. 466; VI, p. ·52.)
•Asa type of the course of study in commercial schools, that of the
'' Brahestads Borgareoch Handelsskola" is given. It includes Swedish,
Finnish, German, and English languages, Russian and French optional,
(these branches so taught as to cover grammatical construction, keeping of books, correspondence, etc.), mathematics, commercial bookkeeping (including double entry), physics and chemistry, national
e~onomy, geography and history, penmanship and gymnastics, through
a1l classes. (IV, pp. 23-28.)
.
Higher education.-Tbe course of study in normal schools prepares
teachers to be instructors in the primary grades; the studies are not
specified. The university has the four faculties : Theology, law, medicine, science and letters, including an historical philological section, and
n. physico-mathematical section. (I, p. 95.) Connected with this institution are anatomical au9 pathological institutes; chemical and pharmaceutical and physiological labor·a tories ; an astronomical observatory;
a gymnasium; kindergarten; library, museum of history, ethnograpb '
sculpture, etc. (VII, p. 497.)
Classed under special school', some of which are of secondary and
others of higher gra<le, is the polytechnic school ~, Polytekniska In titu tel," wllich in a 4 years' course prepares its students to be either
architects and builders or mechanical engineers, land surveyors, or a
"Kemi k Teknolog," (that i , to have knowledge of chemistry as applied
tobuildingmaterial u edincon truction) . Dnringthe:firstyear' cour e
th tadie are in common. The cour e in land surveying, however, i
only of_, r ar 'duration. (III, pp. 1-27, VII, p. 498.)
gTicultural In titute, which bear
Anotlt r t~clrnical choo1, th
h ame r ela ion to th fl.ft en agricultural choo1 that the uni ersity
tb
ndar.
1 , a a number of speciali t connecte
in all brnncb of agricul nre. The aim of
n r l lrnowle<l of agricnl t ur and o her
iu aiud au ,-i · in reganl to agricul tu.ral machines,
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to the cultivation of foreign plants, to form plans and estima,tes· for
reclaiming waste lands, etc. The course of stuuy may be inferred
from the following classification of the me~bers of the teaching force,
namely: One agricultural engineer, one governmental agr_onomist,
eight provincial agronomists, ten assistant agronomists, one e:k:pert
to give instruction in :flax-growing and :flax-scntching,. two teachers of dairy farming designated by the Government, and ·two by provincial authorities., eleven women teachers from the provinces to
teach dairying, two masters of forestry, one lecturer on arboricultnre,
six teachers of horticulture, two controllers of grain and seed, three
instructors in tlrn art of plowing, and one inspector of fisher_ies.
Courses uf popular lectures on agricultural subjects are also carried
on in remote divisions of the Grand Duchy. The Institute of Forestry,
by its course of study, also aids in instructing the people to make the most of nattue's gifts. It forms an all vanced course for the school of
forestry. (IX, pp. 50-G5.)
VlI.-SCHOOL M.A.N.A.GEMENT .A.ND METHODS OF DISCIPLINE.

The methods employed in teach!ng children in both_city and rural
schools follow the latest uevelopments in pedagogical science.
Corporal punishment is not employed; the teacher relies on the honor
of his pupils. , (IX, pp. 50-65.)
The pupils in elementary and secondary schools are examined annually for promotion. (X, p. 21G.)
Little is known in regard to methods of study and rec1tations, but it
is stated that most of the subjects are taught from the text-books and
orally, and that in the plan of studies five hours a week are devoted to
ins~ruction in manual training in each class of the elementary grades.
The methods of study and formation of programmes are determined,,
however, by a commission appointed by the higher council of edu'cation, this commission having authority to investigate as to the very
late~t improvements in pedagogical methods. Formerly boys and girls
were taught separately. Of late years coeducation has been attempted
in many schools, the first schools of this. kind being established in Helsingfors in 1883, and womeu are admitted to the university, as students.
(VII, p, 462; X, pp. 215...;216; V, pp. 70-80.)
VIII.-SCHOOL ORGANIZATION.

Buildings and grounds.-Information is wanting in regard to the general condition of school buildings aud the grounds, if any, around them.
But it is stated that in Helsingfors the school buildings are constructed
with vast corridors, spacious and well-ventilated class-rooms, lighted
by electricity, and large halls for gymn,astic exercises. The buildings
are supplied witll all necessary school material, and have extensive
playgrounds connected with them. (IX, pp. 50-65 .)
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' Hours of school.-The number of school hours a day is not specified, but, as has already been stated, at least thirty l10urs' in struction a
week must be givenjn the higher elementary grades in order to obtain
funds for school purposes from the state. (X, p. 215.)
Holidays and vacations.-Date of holidays and vacations in elementa;ry
grades not known; in secondary grades, the Christmas holidays-December 20 to ,January 14---and the vacation months of J une, July, and
.August are specified. -~ (VII, p. 466.)
Oompulsary attendance.-Attendance is compulsory for children between seven and fourteen years of age, earlier instruction being given
either in the family, or in the ambula t ory schools established in farmhouses in rural districts. Teachers of these schools, which move from
point to point every two or three months, are paid by the comm une, or
receive small fees from the children t aught. (VI, p. 48; VII, p. 461;
p. 214.)
School supply.-The regularly establislled city schools are reported as
well supplied ·with ap.p aratu~ and school material. (IX, pp. 50-G5.)

x,

JX.-SUPPLEME N'.l~RY INSTITUTIONS,

Libraries and museums.-AidR to intellectual growth are libraries
and' museums, either of a public character or connected with institutions in cities and in a number of rural districts. There are also reading rooms for special study connected with people's libraries in different
parts of Finland .. The largest library and the most important collections · are affiliated with the University of Helsingfors. These include
a library of 200,000 volumes, a small library of Russian literature, and
a chOice library of classical philology, an anatomical and zoological
museum, a cabinet of numiamatics, an ethnographical and historical
museum, a collection of mineralogical specimens, an art museum, and
a collection of armor and weapons of different periods.
The archives of Finland aid in the study of the country's history, as
they contain a collection of acts dating back to 1265, and a fai rly co mplete collection of F inland's administrative reports since 1531. (VI ,
pp. 56, 57, VII, p. 498-501. )
.Associations and societies.-Numerous societies and association are
repor ted in F inland, several of which have initiated movements to promote progress in scien ific, literary, and educational matters. The majority of these societies are under the direct influence of the university
(VI, p. 5 ). The Finnish scientific society (Finska Veten kaps Societet), founded in 183 , ha three - ection -phy ic and mat.hematics,
natural ciences, hi tory and philology. It "Acta Societati Scientiarnm F n icre," contain paper on divers subjects and biographical
not . Th9 c ntral meteorologicaI ob ervatory i under the direction
of th·
i
The ' ocieta Pro Fauna et Flora Fennica,' founded 1821, has a com·
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plete coliection of the country's fauna and fl.or~, as found by prominent
naturalists in annual excursions for such purpose. From 1848 to 1875,
a bulletin of this work was presented to the public; since 1876 the
"Acta Societatis pro Fauna et Flora Fennica" takes its place. (VII,
pp. 501-503.)
The Finland Archreological Society, established in 1870, bas united
its collections with t4e historical ethnographiGal collections.of the univ~rsity . .
The "Suomen-Muinaismusto-yhdistyksen aikakauskirja," published since 1874, is the organ of this society.
The historical society, founded in 1875, investigates histor~, archooology and cognate sciences, publishing- documents relating to such subjects. Two geographical societies -were established in 1888...::_tbe one ·
for general study, the other for the study of the geography of .Finland.
The society for the study of Finnish literature, founded in 1831, comprises three sections-philology, history, and 6.ne arts. Tile "Suome,"
or annual publication of this society appears in the Finnish tongue.
Its most notable collections consist of national songs and folklore.
In contradistinction .to this society is the one for the . study of Swedish
literature in Finland, which, established ~n 1855, publishes p,nnual reports of its investigations. (VII, pp. 501-503.)
The Society for Fine Arts, founded in 1846, for the purpose of art
study, owns at present, through gift and purchase, a collection of sculpture and paintings, which forms the basis of an annual exhibit of works
of art.
'
Tbe Society of Arts, as applied to industries, established in 1875, maintains a professional school at Helsingfors. There are also societies or ·
associations for promoting technical, horticuJtural, and agricultural
pursuits.
An imperial economic society for Finland, dating from 1797, aims
to promote progress in agriculture, dairy farmiug, etc. It publishes
annual reports and separate papers on similar subjects. A society
founded by the women of Finland in 1884 aims to ameliorate the
condition of women, and to give them opportunities for higher · education .(VII, pp. 501-503). Many other associatiohs work for the education of the oor or are engaged in philanthropic and religious. work.
One such society has opened a people's library, where books, journals, and reviews are at the disposal of the people, and it is stated
that" the workingmen come in thousands incautumri and winter to read
them." It also gives au annual subscri.l)tion to au . asylum for poor
children between 4 and 7 years of age, who are taught to read, write,
and mend. It supports a school of domestic economy for girls, and a
school for the children of the poorest classes, where they are given elementary instruction and are taught a trade, and are taken care of from
6 in the morning until 7 or 8 o'clock in the evening. It also helps sup. '
port a reformatory for children of criminal propensities.
1
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Schools for special classes.-Subordiuated to the central administra.
tion are t,~o institutes for the blind, one in Helsingfors and the other
in Kuopio; four schools for the deaf and dumb (Dofstumskolor), in
Abo, Borga, Kuopio, Jakobstad, and a private school for the deaf and
dumb at Hvittis. (VII, p. 465.)
The governmental schools for the deaf bad 205 pupils in 188~89, the
private school, -20 pupils. Expenditures by the state, $10,558; for the
-school at H vitti~, $434-;- The two institutions for the blind (Blindanstalter) had 54 pupils, and the·state expenditures were $7,684. (T, p.110.)
The course of study in these institutions extends from three'fo eight
years~ Information in regard to methods is wanting.
A private institute for the education of idiots, in Jakobstad, had nine
pupils-:Swecles-in that year (1888-89). To support this school $579
were r{}quired. (I, p. 110; VII, p. 465.)
-Public charities,-:-Iufotmation is wanting in regard to charities,
although the statements made above as to philanthropic effort indicate
that much is accomplished cby the people of Finland for the benefit of
all classes.
X.-HISTORICAL STATEMENT.

The school system of Finland is distinct from that of Russia, of which
Empire it is a granrl duchy. , It~ main features are similar to those of
Sweden, to which country it belonged until 1809. Prior to 1611 education was under the control of the monks, as in Sweden; after that date
the schools were subject to governmental regulations. (X, p. 213.)
In 1630 the first gymnasium was founded at Abo. In 1640 a university was established at Abo, but on account of loss of the buildings
by fire, it was removed to Helsingfors in 1827. According to its present constitution, decree of 1852, the government of the institution rests
with, the chancellor and consistorium. The Czar is really at the head
of the u ·;versity, but he is represented by one of the grand dukes. The
cons,istorium, composed of the rector and regular professors, attends
to the internal management of the university. (X, pp. 213,217; VIII,
p. 401.)

In 1649, 1693, and 1724 important school laws were pa sed, and in
1686 an edict of Charles XI, which is still in force, required the clergy
to hold an annual examination for the purpose of ascertaining whether
the children of Finland could read, and wheth.er they knew their catechi" m. That law led to the establishment of schools for the common
people, for it prohibited the marriage of parties who had not been confirmed, and could neither read nor pass an examination in regard to
the doctrin of the Lutheran Church.
In 17 0 the military school of Frederick ham wa e tablished, with
a three year '
or e and three years' preparatory dcpartmen ; the
,. graduat ' to enter a higher school or peci al ser ice. (X, pp. 213'...20.)
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In 1812 three n~vigation schools were created. The courses continue
from th·e middle of October to the middle of April. In 1837 agricultural
institutes are firiSt mentioned. (X, p. 220.) .
In °1843 a new school law was promulg~ted, which was modified by
acts of 1856, 1862, and 1864.
In 18-17 the polytechnic school at Helsingfors was established, but a
reorganization took place in 1872.
ln 1858, Apri119, a decree required rural communes to establi~b stationary schools, governmental aid being gum-anteed. From this year
datei:; the first school for <leaf mutes. (VII, p. 460; X, p. 220.)
In 1863 the first Teachers' Association was organized. · It held monthly
meetings, and its membership fee was $1.50 a year. (X, p. 221.)
,
A normal school for teachers was established in 1863-64, iD Jyvaskyla,
which had for its director Uno Oygmeus, the prganizer of primary instruct.ion in Finland. (X, p. 214.)
,
In 1863-64: the Government voted the necessary funds for carrying
on the public schools. (VII, p. 461.)
In 1865 a '' Folkskole-forordning" or school law was passed, which,
with modifications in 1869 and 1872, withdrew the higher public schools
from ecclesiastical supervision and controi, and instituted a system of
governmental supervision for all the schools of Finland. (X, p. 213.)
A decree of May 11, 1866, definitely organized elementary instruction
in Finland, each commune or district 1 being required to establish a sufficient number of schools for all children between seven and fourteen
years of age, or to see that they were instructed in reading, spelling,
, and the·catechism, either at home or in a,n ambulatory school. Governmental grants were to_be withheld if the eommunal authorities failed
to carry· out this decree. (VI, p. 48; VII, pp. 460-461; X, p. 2l4.)
This law ·also provided for three normal schools, the course to extend
through four years, the last one devoted to practice in mod.el schools
and kindergarten attached to the schools. During this year a school
for the blind was founded at Helsingfors; the one at Kuopio dates
from 1870.
A law of 1869 created a central board of education (Ofverstyrelsen
for Skolvasendet), consisting of a president and six meml>ers, two - of
whom were to be governmental officials, and the other four engaged in
educational or scientific work. One of the four members was to supervise 2 the com~on schools; the other · three the higher .schools.
1 Finland for purposes of civil administration is divided into ~ 11:i.ns ( circles or territ ori al divisions), which are again subdivided into 51 barader (distri cts for tax purposes), and aga in into 249 L u.nsmans (districts for other civil purposes); For ecclesiastical purposes the country is divided into 3 dioceses (Abo, Borga, Kuopio), which coni ai.n 485 parishes. (X, p. 210.)
i 'l.'he position of superviso r of com~on schools was h eld at·t1..tat date by R ev. Uno
Cygn reus, wh o was com mission ed by the Governm ent to v isit Sweden, Donmark, Germany, and S witzerla nd for t h e purpose of 1:,tudying their common-schopl systems,
p revaratory to ieorgaui ziu g t h e scl1001 sys tew of F iuLmu.
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In 1871 a normal school for the education of womei1 teachers was
eshtbli~hed in Ekenas; in 1873 a second normal, for male teachers, at
Nykarleby; in 1880 one at KJ~mola, near Sordavala, for both sexes.
(X, p. 213 ; VII, p. 460.) ..
_
An act Qf 1872 classifi~d the real schools, lyceums, and higher schools
for women under the heading" Elementarlaroverken;" the Real schools
· to receive .pupils from nine to twelve years of age, to continue their elementary education and prepare them for special schools ; the lyceums to
include all the old gym1:1asiums and higher elementary schools; the
schools for women to instruct in similar subjects to those of the Real
school, with bookkeeping omitted. These schools were under the supervision of the central administration, and although public they were
.·not fre~, except to those who were unable to pay fees. Tuition fees
varied according to stqdies pursued; in the lower classes of the Real
schools the fees were $2.50 a year; in the higher classes $5. In lyceums
and schools for girls $7.62 was considered a requisite amount for tuitio.n. -'(X, pp. 215-216.)
The university, according to the constitution of 1852, has the four faculties: theology, law, medicine, an<l philosophy, each faculty awarding
its own diplomas.
To enter the university students must pass a final examination at the
lyceums, and an exam'foation c'ornlucted by a committee of professors designated by the academic authorities. The student is required to enroll
himself in one of the four faculties, and in one of the six :, nations"
into which the students are divided. These nations-" Nylandska,"
Savolaks-Karelska, Tavastlandska, Westfinska, Wiborgska, Osterbotniska-indicate the subdivision of the duchy from which the students
come. Each "nation" supervises the morals of its members, and its
. disciplinary power even extends to the suspension of a refractory member from the university for a period not exceeding 2 years. (X, p. 218.)
The " nation" taxes its members for .necessary expenses for both
special and general purposes. A professor or" inspektor," designated
by the chancellor for a 3 years' period, stands at the head . of each
of these bodies. His aid is a vice president elected by the member
from among the graduates belonging to the nation. To obtain a
regular professorship in any given faculty, tbe candidate must hold
the degree of doctor in that faculty and write a thesis on the nbj ect
he i to teach. To obtain the degree of doctor he mu t be an 1\1. A.,
and ha e submitted to a second. examination. To be an extraordinary
profe sor, a doctor' degree anrl cviuence of learning and ability are
required. The enatu academicu requires ati factory credential
of candidates for the po ition of ocent or instructor. ( , p. 217.)
ny change f _univer it organizr1;tion or tatute -tho e of 1852
being ill in ogue-mu t e xamioed b the academic authoritie and
enate, and. h n r c i e imp ri 1 auction . ( , p. 497.)
A r g, r t cbnic, l educati , it i stated that numerous agricnl-
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tural schools, as w_ell as other special schools, have been opened s~nce
1863. Amon them dairy-farming schools, forestry schools, a groom's
school (for theoretical and practical instruction . in the breeding of
horses), a cattle-breeder's school, two schoqls of horticulture, and two
farrier's schools. There are also agricultural, chemi al, and seed stations in various parts of the country, where, for a nominal sum, the
peasants and farmers can have analyses made of the composition and
agricultural value of the soil, _e tc.• and can watch practical experiments
in gardening, forestry, and dairy farming.
·
The growth of education within the last 20 years may be inferred
from the fact that, according to a statement made by a late traveler1,
there are probably at the present moment not 5,000 persons in
the grand duchy unable to read and write, and a large percentage of
those who are inscribed in that category are not Finns. The ambulatory school i~ still indispensable, however, as a single parish is
sometimes scattered over a dozen islands, but the stationary elementary
school compares favorably with corresponding educational establishments in England and the United States. The teachings of the
university and the discoveries of the laboratory are also brought within
the reach of the humblest classes, while the peasants of the remotest
hamlets have their paper, and so keep up with the world's progress.
(IX, pp. 50-65.)
1 Article

in Fortnightly Review, January, 1891.

I

CHAPTER VIII.
EDUCATION IN SPAIN.

Spain, a constitutional monarchy; total area, 197,670 square miles;
total population, 17,550,24G, census of 1887. The country is divided
fnto forty-nine provinces, each of which administers its own affairs;
the provinces are subdivid~d into municipios (municipal districts).
STATISTICS OF PUPILS .A.ND TEACHERS.

The following tabulation presents the latest general educational statistics:
.

Dateoi 1 _ _ __Enrollment.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1 Attendance.
report.
Boys.
Girls..
Total.

Primarv schools:*
Public .•.•.....•.•.••.••••••.......•..•..•.
Private . ................................... .
01
te;hr~~-!l'Je~5c~~. • ~.:::: ::: : :: :::::: ::·.:::::::::::
Special schools c ............................... .

1885
1885
1889
1889
1889

886, 850
135, 479

665, 584
155, 270

1, 057, 277
:!23, 20i

a31 1··--·----·--

aa3u
15; 787 ... .... .... .
19, [>f:,3 ........... .

Expenditures.

Teachers.
Male.

1, 5ii2, 4il.l
200, HO .

Female.

'l'otal.

Salaries. In idental ,

"The term "-primary instruction " (instruccion primaria) has a more extended signifi catio~ in pain
than in the Unitetl States, including a.a it does, in a irreat measure, both elementary and b1 "l1 chool
instruction, as tho e t erms are commonly understood in this country. Itis classified into preparatory,
elem entary primary, anu superior primary instruction.
cTecbnical, art, and indu11trial schools,
a Pul>lir. a.utl private e tal>lisbmeuts.
b For public stal>lishments only.

GENERAL VIEW.

In the ab ence of full official information respecting education in
pain various ducational work and papers have been consulted £ r
g n r 1 1nformati n a to the condition and progre of the Span · h
make it evident that Spa.in, which everal cenchool y tem. Th
~36
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, t,uries ago reached its zenith in learning, and whose univ~rs.ity of Sala.man ca equaled the famous u11iversities of other nations, is at the
present time somewhat behind other civilized nations in respect to'
education.
A law of September, 1857, 1 provided for a system of .public primary
instruction, which if fully developed would bear excellent fruit; but the
practical application of this law has been sadly hindered and' retarded
by political disturbances and the resulting depletion of the treasury of ·
the Government.
·
The census of 1883 showed that 45 per cent. of the population above
seven years of a.ge were illiterates, a proportion surpasse~ only by Rus8ia, Roumania, Servia, Portugal, Bulgaria, and Turkey. This is a
sufficient proof that elementary education has not been widely diffused
among the people. The educational statistics show a fair supply of
teachers; for example, in 1880 there was 1 head teacher to every 120
children of school age (4-14), and illcluding assistants 1 teacher to every
102 of the popdation of school age. The inference is that the low condition of the people with respect to education comes largely fr~ their '
own indifference to the subject. In respect, however, ~o the diffusiGn of
education, Spain shows the same want of uniformity as is noticeable in
other countries, certain communities having attained a much higher
level of general intelligence than others.
·
Liberal and bioad-minded men, scientists, and philosophers have
worked faithfully for several years to advance the cause of ,p ublic instruction, and to call the attention of the state and the public to the
disheartening condition of education in .general.
Since 1881 several favomb1e changes · have been made by the Government relative to school buildings and th_e ir equipment, and higher
institutions have been established, so that the general prospects are more
promising than formerly; but the latest · results can not be shown as ·
yet.
Primary schools, how maintained.-Public and private primary schools
are mafotained either by religious corporations and associations., ~r by
commnnities, proviI?-ces, and the state.
The law of 1857 made primary instruction obligatory upon all chil- dren and gratuitous for those who .could not pay tuition fees; a law of
1868 extended this gratuity to all pupils. 2 • Parents are free to choose ·
whether their children shall be instructed in public orin private schools
or at home.
Secondary 'instr·u ction.-Every province is obliged under the law to
maintain one or two institutos (i.e., classical schools for secondary ins truction). Each of these institutos has in affiliation with it or under
tb.e superv-ision of its officers a number of local colegios.
1 See Schmid's Encyclopiidie des Erz iehungswesens; Buissou's Dictionnaire de pedagogie,
Tome I: CO'l'npilacion legislatira de instruccion publica, Torno I.
~ ee Bui!!sou's Dictio·n naire de pedagogie, Tome I, and Compilaoion legislativa de instruccio-n pubUca, Torno II.
'
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Universities.-There are ten universities partly supported by the
~tate. The fees largely cover the expenses of the universities. The
Government also supports numerous special schools.
DETAILED VIEW OF PRIM.A.RY INSTRUCTION.

A statistical work, R eseiia geografica y estadistica, prepared by Sr.
Ibanez, giving a detailed view of the operations of the .primary schools
. inl880, and a report 1 covering the year 1885 enable us to compare the
condition of education at the beginning and the encl of the half tle- cade.
· The number of pupils enrolled in 'public primary schools in 1880 was
1,442,577, in 1885 it was 1,552,434:, or an increase of 7½ per cent.
The enrollment in private primary schools, which in 1880 was 326,879,
had fallen to 290,749 in 1885, or a decline of 11 per cent. The enrollment in both public ancl private schools in 1885 was 1,843,183, as against
1,769,456 in 1880. The enrollment in.public primary schools in 1885 was
. equivalent to 9 per cent. of the population (census of 1887), while the
enrollment in private schools increased the number to 10 per cent. of
that population. The average attendance, public and private schools
included, does not show improvement , standing in 1880 at 73 per cent.
of the enrollment and in 1885 at 70 per cent.
Sr. Ibanez notes the good effects of the compulsory law up to 1880.
"This law,'~ he says," has accomplished remarkable ~esults. The census of 1860 and the census of 1877 show a difference in the number of
illiterates~ a difference in favor of the latter census. Of 100 inhabitants only 20 could read and write in 1800; in 1877 we find 25. Data
are wanting for carrying this comparison to 1885.
The relative number of _boys and girls enrolled in the two years
may be seen from the following:
1885.

1880.
J3oys.

- --

Girls.

J3oye.

Girl .

- - - - ---"--'---- -- - - ~ - - - l-- - - -- - --

Public schools ..•••••••••••.•••••..•..•.•••••....•••••.. __ ..
Private schools . ....••••• . ...•• . ••.••.••...•. _••••...•.... _..

848, 561
135,479

59,, 016
155, 270

886, 8110
106,319

665,584
116,885

The distribution by age in the public schools was as follows:
1860.
287, 757
705,276
449,544

1865.
2

I

211

74 , 185

5l6, 038

EXPENDI'.l'URES,

The expen e for primary in truction are borne by the municipal distric , the provinces, and the State.
·
pabr h in he BoLetin de ensenanza primaria, Montevideo. All the statistic
gi o i bi ar icl £ r he
a.r 1 - hav 1., n drawn from the above r por , all
relating to 1
from the work of Sr. Ibaii z. The comparative estimates :have been
made in this Office.
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State grants.-For the year 1879-80 the sum of $4,060,828 was in:
eluded in the general api)ropriation for education. It was distributed as
follows:
S~laries of teachers in$91,445
Infant schools .............. . ........ . .... . ........................ .
Schools for boys ......·..• . ... .. .... . ....•...•..... - - .. --.. - -.- - •. - - - .. 1,408,989
Schools for girls ............ . . ... .... . ..... .. ..............••.....•.. 762,225
Mixed schoohi ....... . ... . .......................... . ............... - 337,230
Schools for adults and Sunday schools . ............................. . . 42, 402_
Compensation agreed upon b etween t h e t eachers and the municipal coun305, ~97·
cils in lieu of residences .... ... ....................................... .
Total ...........••• . ••• •• ... .. . . •... : .. ·. . .....•.•................. $2, 947,988
Material-.Construction, maintenance of school buildings and houses for
teachers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • • • . . . 446, 495
School material and other expenditures ...... ·.... . . . . . • • • •• . . . • . . . . . . . . . .
639, 455
Expenses for local school counsellors and prizes for pupils . .. . . . .. . . . . . . .. • 26, 890
Total. •........ . .... .'. . ..... . .. ............ -- ~~...... : •...... ~--· .$1,J12, 840

Provincfal appropriations- For the same year (1879-80) the sum for
primary instruction included in the provincial appropriations amounted
to $339,850, i.
$275,762 for salaries and $64,088 for school material,
·
which sums were distributed as follows:

e.,

Salaries. Material.
Provincial juntas (board s) of public instruction ..•.......•......•••••.•...•......
~ir:~t~cll~~fsr}~r~y instruction ... . ... . . . ....•.................•. -- •... - ..•....
Male teachers .......... . . . . ..... .... .... .................................... .
Female teachers ............ . ... . . .. ............... .. ..... . .................. .
Schools for boys in provincial char itable institution s ..........•......... ·...... .• .
Schools tor girls in provincial charitable inst itutions .. .......................... .
Gradual increase of teachers' salaries in p ublic schools of the provinces ...•.....

$32, 7f7
23,813

_$5, 465
15,539

82,690

18,207

27, 7100

9,905
13,216

. 26,203

1,325

1,7f>5

81, 3t6

Total. . . • . . • • . . . . . . • • . . • • . . • . . . . . . . . • . . .. . . . • . . . • . . . • . . • • . • . • . . . . . . • • . . • • . . . $275, 762 • $64, 088
' - - - v - - ___,

$339,850

The.expenditures for the year 1885 amounted to $4:,909,(81, of which
$3,614,156 were paid for teachers' salaries and $1,295,325 for material•
.A.DMINISTR.A.THJN .A.ND SUPERVISION.

State authorities.-.According to the law of 1857 the highest educational authority is the minister of education and public works, etc.
(ministro .de 'fomento); under him there is a general director with a
council (consejo de instruccion publica). There is also at least one inspector for every province. These officers are appointed by the King
and are responsible to the minister. In 1885 they nuinhered fifty for
the inspection of primary schools, besides three general inspectors for
normal schools. 1
1 For completeregii-ter ofo ffi cials see 4.nuario e8tadtstico de instrucci6n publica, 1889,
pp. 3-21.
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, Local authoriUes.-Every province has a provincial board of education (junta), and every town its local boar<l, consisting of the principal
officers of the province or town, a priest, and at least two heads of
families.
In 1885 the loc'aljuntas for primary instruction comprised 50,000 persons, of whom 48,264 eoulcl read and write, 352 could r~acl but not
write, and 1,384 could neither read nor write.
/

TEACHERS OF PRIMARY SCHOOLS.

Appointment, number, and classijication.-From the report by Senor
Ibanez it appears that teachers of public schools are appointed by the ·
government; 'fhile teachers-of private schools are appointed by the local
juntas.
The number of teachers engaged in public primary schools in 1880
was 23,783 and in private schools 9,751, making a total force of 33,534.
At the beginning of 1885 the teaching force for the public primary
schools numbered 25,271 persons. At the earlier date there was l public primary school teacher for every 60 pupils enrolled, and for every
43 pupils in average attendance, while in 1885 there· was 1 teacher for
every 61 pupils enrolled and for every 41 in average attendance.
'rhe force reported for 1885 was composed as follows:
Male.

f:~!~i~~~~~ :::: :: :::: :: ::::::: ::::: :::::::: :: :::: :::: :::::::::: :::::::: :: :::: ::

15,842
917

Female.
7,390
1,022

\

Qu.alifications.-The decree of October 14, 1868, modifying the law of
June 2, 1868, permitted Spaniards not provided with diplomas to give
primary instruction, but the government has continued in a certain
measure to exact a diploma or at least a certificate of its public teachers. The law provides that teachers must be at least twenty years of
age and must give proof of good moral character. An idea of the guaranties actually offered by the teachers may be formed from the number
of teachers and assistant teachers who have nothing .to show but a
certificate of aptitude. These certificates are obtained by means of an
examination before the local juntas or before the board of counsellor
of the normal schools; that is to say, the certificates are obtained from
per on who do not understand anything about teaclling. In 1880, accor ing to Seiior Ibanez, 67 per cent. of the teachers of public cbool
l.Jad obtained diplomas, 23 per cent. had only certificates of aptitude, 9
p~r cent. had neither, while the status of a small proportion wa unkn w n. The intellectual le el of public school teachers is in general
hi b r nd their preparation more complete than i the case with pri a
·b l .t a b r . In th ame year, 18 O, of the private school peacb ero
r nt. bad diploma , 5 per cent. certificates of capacity, and 56
nt. n itber.
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The report . for 1885 classifies the teachers of public schools with
respect to diplomas as follows:
Ten tliousand two hundred and forty-six masters bad obtained diplomas,,i. e., were profesores titulares; 5,01.5 bad only certificates of aptitude; 581 had neither; · 7,070 female teachers had diplomas,' 143 certifi·
cates, and 121 neither one nor the other.
The proportion of teachers having diplomas increased slig~tly·from
1880 to 1885.
·
Salaries of teachers.-Teachers' salaries are very small and, owing to
the exbaustion of the Spanish treasury, are paid irregularly. They
.ranged in 1880 from $24 to $386 per annum.
In 1885, the distribution of teachers with respect to salaries was as
follows: One hundred and eighty received an annual remuneration
of $386; 1,450 received an annual remuneration of $212 to $328; 14,926
less than $193; 8,715 from $24 to $81.
Tra,ining of teachers.-Article 110 of the law of 1857 makes provision
for the establishment of a primary normal school for the training of
teachers in each-of the principal cities of · the provinces.
Nornial schools.-In 1885, 48 normal schools for men ~ere maintained; ,
20 in buildings specially devoted to the purpose and 20 in rented buildings; 7,467 candidates presented themselves for final examination,
some for national schools (ense1ianza oficial) and others for private
schools (ensefianza libre). Of this number 6,008 were approved; 4,320
for elementary grades, 1,438 for superior elementary schools, and 250
for normal elementary _scbools. Thirty-three normal schools were at
the same time supported for the training of female teachers; 8,896 candidates presented themselves for examination; 4,577 obtained certificates for elem(mta.ry schools; 2,574 obtained certificates for superior
primary schools ; total, 7,151.
Pensions.-Teachers of public schools are, by the law of 1857, entitled
to a pension, and this right extends to their widows and orphans. The
age for pensionin g is sixty years, exceptions being made in severe cases
of illness. All teachers of public primary schools are likewise entitled to a respectable dwelling house, large enough to accommodate
their families.
PRESCRIBED STUDIES .A.ND ORGANIZATION OF PRIM.A.RY SCHOOLS.

T he courses of studies in the elementary primary schools is substantia11y that ·prescribed by the law of 1857; it includes religion, scriptural
history, reading, writing, the elements of Spanish grammar, and the
rudiments of arithemetic. The superior primary course comprises the
elements of' geometry, of linear drawing and surveying, history and
geography, chemistry, and natural history.
Classification and distribution of schools.-In the category of public
schools are included. infant schools (escuelas de parvitlos), primary day
school for children of six to fourteen years of age, Sunday schools for
ED 89-16
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secnlar i ustruction (Sunday schools not in a sense of religious schools,
but ordinary schools held on Sunday for the accommodation of those
;/ who can not attend at other times), and adult classes.
The statistics of enrollment and attendance already given (p. 236) indude all the classes of schools; informa.tion as to their relative number
in 1885 is wanting; the showing for 1880, which is presumably not far
froni the actual state at the end of the half <l.ecade, is of value, as it
throws much light upon the conditi(1Us of school attendance.
The classification of schools in that year was as followij:
Pa.ulic.

Infant schools . ........... . .... . ..... . ..... . .... . ......... . .. .. ~.... .. . ...........
Sch ools for boys..... ............ .. ..... .. ..... . ...... . .. ..... ....... . . . .. .........
Schools for izirls....... . .................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Mixed schools.......... . ............... ... . ........ . .... . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .
Adult I\Chools .....•... . ..... ~ .... .. ....... ·-· .... . .... . .. . . . . ..... . . . . '. . . • . . . . . . . .

347
8, 613
0, 071
7, 151
890

Private.
468
l ,5ai
2,398

805
1,433

-----ti, 690
Total. ....• ........ . .... .. ... . ... .. .... . .. ... ... .. . ........... . .. . . ....... . 23, 132
~

These schools were cJ.istributed irregularly throughout Spain, the
number of inhabitants to a school varying greatly. In the province of
Alava there we·re 265 inhabitants to .each school district; in the province of Cadiz; 1,185. These numbers girn the extremes; the general
average in Spain at that date was 561. inhabitants for each school district. Between 1850 and 1880 the number of schools was almost doubled,
a resuft undoubtedly of the law of 1857. In the period 1871-80~ 5:828
schools were established, but only 2,132 were permanent.
In the institutions supported by the State education is free.
The union of public and ecclesiastic agencies in the work of elementary instruction is indicated by the following :
Statistics of public and private schools in charge of religious cm:vorations and divers a8BO·
ciations, October 30, 1880.
Schools in which gratu itous instruc tion is given . ...... .. ... ........... . . o
G80
Schools where fees a.re charged ... •. •.....•... . ... . .••• •. ..• •.....••• ••~ e1.-\
370
TeacherM belonging to the laity .............. . . •.• • •... . . • •. . . . . • .. .• •• ••• •
212
Teachers belonging to religious orders ...... . ....... ........ ...............
816
Assistant teachers belonging t o the laity ...... . • • • .. . . . • . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . .
672
Assistant teachers belonging to relip;ious or ders . . . . . . . .•• . . .• . • . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 790
Pupils paying. ..... .• . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • •• • . . . . • . . . . . . . . • .• . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . 29,673
Popi!s receiving free tuition ................ .. .... ....... . . . .. ............. 1:15, 390

Total . . ......•••. . .......•••....•.......•• ••• ••.. . •• . .• ••......••.. . 125, 063

Appropriations for the above schools.
From public fonds .. . ........ . .. . . . .............. .... ... .. ... . .....• : . . . . .
From r ligioo est:i.blisbments . . .. .. .• .•.......... .•• . ••• . . . .• . . ..••. • •...

119,203

Total . .. ...•.. . •............ ..... .... .. . .. .. ..... ..••• . .. . ...• . .. . .

The abo e number of chools includes 64 private institutions belon ·
ing to other <;1 nomination tllan the Catholic; 13 were Methodi t, 18
Evangelical, 7 Protestan , 10 resbyterian, and 16 unknown.
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Nearly all these schools were pay-schools, 14 were supported by the
contributions of the pupils, 2 by a society in London, 7 by other foreign
societies. As to the remainder, their sources of support are not reported.
These schools instructed 2,052 boys and 1,344 girls; their teaching
force, small in number; consisted of 1 niafe 'o r 1 female teacher for each
school; 4~ assistant teachers carry the total number of teachers to 106.
School buildings and material.-Official regulations are issued prescribing the minimum size and capacity of school-rooms, the modes of lighting and ventilation, and the equipments, as follows: .A. platform 2 feet
high and from 10 to 12 feet ·wide, with steps; a writing desk and arm; chair for the teacher; a crucifix and ' the portra~t of the ki11g; a w.:all
clock; two ,cases with shelves; two tables with chairs for the inspectors; six chairs for persons who visit. the· school; writing material;
desks for the children 24 to 30 inches high and 12 to 14 broad, 3 to 4
inches distant from the benches; the benches should be 14 to 16 inches
high and 6 inches wide. The table and bench form a single body with
14 inches mean length. The space between the walls and th.e first row
of benches is 6 feet. Blackboards, slates witq the number of the classes;
reference books and apparatus with which to teach arithmetic, maps, etc.,
are objects belonging to school-rooms according to the actual system.
A school-room holding 60 to 70 children should be 14 varas in length
and 9 in width, or 11 metres 70 centimetres by 7 metres 52 c~ntimetres.
The condition of the Spanish s~hools with respect to hygiene is unsatisfactory, and the necessity is felt of selecting localities which will better unite the conditions of health and .comfort required in school ·
buildings. The private schools are as unhealthy as the public schools.
In 1885 there were 1,375 public schools occupying buildings which were ·
the property of the respective loc·a lities; 10,184 school buildings were
mediocre or bad ; 8,210 dwellings, designed for residences of teachers,
were in a deplorable condition.
SECOND.ARY INSTRUCTION.

The chief establishments for secondary instruction are the provincial
institutos; -in affiliation with these are local colegios.
According to a regulation of May 22, 1859, the directors of the institutos are nominated by the King from among the incumbents of university

chairs, or if circumstances require, a director may be appointed from the
rank of doctors or licentiates of science, philosophy, and letters. In
some cases selection may be made of a person not having the specified
degrees, but of recognized qualification for the duties.
From the report of Senor Ibanez it appears that in 1878-70 the provinces had established 61 institutos (i. e., secondary classical schools),
which, with 356 colegios, made a total of 417 secondary establishments.
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The-official report for 1889 1 gives the number of institutos as 59, with
481 colegios, or a total of 540 secondary schools.
The pupils under secondary instruction at the two dates were distributed as follows :
'

-

1878-79 .

1888-89.

- -.- - "Following the courS!lB of thelnstitutos .......•...• . .•• ••.•.•••.••••••••••• .•••.••••••• .•••.•.....•••••.••.

Rec~!~t~~if~:t~~f~i~;~~ ~: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::: :::::: ::

12,734
14, WO
8,562
4,47fi

11, 337
17,484
4, 488

3, 022

Expenditures for secondary instruct·i on.--In 1878-79 the total expenditure for secondary instructi_on in public institutions was $:175,384:, · viz:
salaries, $416,677; ·material, $58,707. In 1888-89 the expenditure had
increased to $6M, 356.
Receipts.-Thereceipts, in addition to public appropriations, amounted
in the former year-to $208,436; in tlie latter to $333,177.
The following itemized statement for 1878-79 indicates the sources
'of income· other than public appropriations from which public secondary
institutions derive their support:
Schoolfees.... .. . ..••.. .... •. ...... ..•••• .•.. ...... ...••. .•••.. .•••••. .... $119, 9
Examination fees and fees for the diploma of baccalaureate ...... •. . • . . . .
27, 77!:l
Renps and other funds belonging to the several establishments .'...........
60,759
Total .• .: • • • • . • • • • . . • • • • . . • . . . . . • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . • . .

208, 436

Teachers of secondary schools.-The law of 1857 prescribed that all
teachers in secondary schools should be at least twenty-four years of age
and ·should hold the degree of Bachelor of Arts. The revolu tionary
government of 1868 required a competitive examination. 2
in 1880 the number of professors in. secondary institutions was 2,640;
888 taught in instit-uto3, 1,761 in private colleges.
Pensions.-The provision of the law relative to _pensions extends al o
to teachers of secondary schools.
Oourse of studies.-Secondary instruction consist s of two di tiuct
courses, i. e., a course of general study and a course of applied study
or practical course. The former is subdivided into two parts, the fir t
comprising religion, scriptural history, reading, writing, universal and
Spanish history, modern languages, Spanish and Latin grammar, composition, the rudiments of Greek, logic, psychology, and drawin g. The
econcl part comprises religion and morals, analysis, exposition of tex ,
and compo ition in the Latin and Spanish lan guages, elementary cour
of Greek, univer al and Spani h history, physics, chemistry, natural
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history, logic, and psychology; also modern languages . . These studies
prepare for the degree of' Bachelor of Arts.
The cour8e of applied studies comprises linear and object drawing,
mercantile arithmetic, and all branches connected with agriculture,
arts, trades, commerce, and navigation. In 1878-79 there were 69,325
pupils undergoing the ordinary and special examinations; 9,247 were
judged incompetent; 30,317 passable; 13,150 good; 9,184 remarkable;
7,427 superior; 659 prizes were distrib~1tecl, and 396 pupils were honora·
bly mentioned; 3,057 candidates received the diploma of bachelor.
The institutos offer the instruction which leads to the degree of bach·
elor, forming the preparation for university courses; a few institutos
add to their programme preparatory courses in commerce and industry.
"In order," says Sr. Ibanez,'' that Spain may be brought to the intel·
lectual level of other countries in Europe, it will be necessary to muJ.
tiply the institutos, to give a vigo1·ous scope to technical instruction,
to create everywhere schools of arts and trades. In this manner a
large number of young people who do not devote t~emselves to a university ca.reer will find a practical secondary . instruction, preparing
them to follow agricultural and commercial pursuits, arts, and industry;
i. e., all vocations which form the veritable force of nations.''
SUPERIOR INSTRUCTION.

Superior instruction is given in the universities and special schools.
The universities are ten iu number: each has a faculty 'of law; each
except Oviedo a faculty of medicine ; Madrid, Barcelona, Grenada and
Santiago have schools of pharmacy; Madrid, Barcelona, Grenada, Salamanca, Seville and Saragossa faculties of philosophy and letters.
In 1888-89 these ten universities had 9,737 students in the regular
courses and 573 special students; there were also 6,050 students fol.
lowing private university courses, or a total of 15,787 students in
courses of letters,' philosophy, law, etc., as against 16,874 in 1878-79.
The university faculties confer three degrees, viz: bachelor, licentiate, and doctor. The number conferred in 1878-79 was 2,257, of which
2,008 were licentiate degrees. Very few students take the cleg!ee of
doctor, the largest proportion being found among the students of science.
The number of students who continued their studies far enough to
receive the.higher degrees in the year specified was as follows:
Degrees co11Jen'ed 1878-79.
Faculties.
Philosophy ........ :.. . ......... . ..... .................................. . ...
Law . . . ..... .• .......•.•............... . ..............••..•...•••••... ~.....

Sciences ....... ....................................... ... ....... . ...... . ....
1rfe<lirine . ..... ...... .. . ... .. ..... ...... ... . .. . . . . .... .. ...... ••.... ...... ..
Phar 1nacy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . •• . . . . . . . . . . . .

Licentiates.
47
820
29
829

283

Doctors.
11
79
11
136
12

)
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· Expenditures.-The State appropriates a, sufficient sum to cover the
expenditures of the universities and special public schools, ,the receip ts
from fees being passed over to the public treasury. Three faculties
only make an exception to this rule, viz., the faculty of science and the
faculty of medicine at Salamanca and the faculty of medicine at Seville, which are supported by the juntas (i.e., provincial and local conn·
cils). The expenses of the uni,versities are in general much greater than
their receipts from fees. The universities of Madrid and Barcelona
appear to b~ the only exceptivns. The total expenditures for the ten
universities in the scholastic year 1878-79 was:
For salaries ...•.... ; ..••• : , . . . • . . . • • . . . • • • • • . • • . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . $442, 116
·l!'or material .....•..••••.•••••.........•• ·... •.. .. ...•.....• .•. ·.• •...•..•.
78:366
· T!)tal . . .. .... .. .......... .......... , ........ _... . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .

The corresponding total for 1888- 89 wa,s . . . . . • • • • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .

520,482
611,056

.Receipts.-The receipts consist of tuition fee~, examination fees, and
fees for diplomas. In 1878-79 the amounts from the first.named source
was $169,928; and from the last two, $327.308, or a total of $497,236.
These details are not given in the report for 1888-89, but the total
reached the sum of $372,219. On an average $40,000 are used every
year for the purchase _of scientifit material, scholarships, books, and
divers prizes for the pupils. This sum is taken from the university fees.
SPECIAL SCHOOLS.

Professional schools, i . e. technical, art, and trade schools, constitute
a noticeable feature of ~he public educational provision of Spain. These
schools are conducted in ·accordance with special decrees, prescribing
the courses of study and the conditions of admission and graduation.
The following statistics show the number of these schools and their
attendance as reported in 1888-89 :
Statistics of public special schools.
SCHOOL YEA.R 1888-89.

Schools.
Superior schools. of architecture ... ... ....... ........ ... .. ..................... .
Superior school of diplomacy ...... _......... _...... ____ ................ -..... ..
General preparatory school for engineers and architects .. . _..... _.• -..•••. -- - .
1
Wa~~~lJe~~iir!ci!1sfc
Spooia:l school of ~alnting, sculpture, and en 0 aving ..... ..................... ..
&Eenor commercial schools __ .... _............................ ! . . . _ ••••. __ . . . . .
C ool for mechanical engineers of Barcelona. ___ ... _........... _.......... __ ...
ltlntral chool of gym nastics .. ................................... ....... ... .. . .
~a~schools .. .••••.•..•• .••.••.•.•• ...•• ••.••....•••..•..••.

!~f~;~~;;::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

,

:Et:::~t:? :~~~

Number.
2

• 1
1
5
1
1
B
1
1

8

Students.

212
75
119
1, lt8
1, t74
190
~

1

35
788

0 0
••~ . ::: :·_ :: : :: ::: : ::: :: : : : : :::::: ::: : :: : : :: :: : : : : ::: : : : :: :

ch= of
0
nd
&hoola a~
~ades - -· • · : • · • · · • • - -· - -· · · · · · · · · · · · • • · · • • • · • · · · · · • • ·
lnduatrlal school of Alcoy . . ::: ::: : ::: : : : : : : :: : ::: : :: : : : : : : : : : : : :::::::: :: : : :: : :

4
10
1
8
1

ll5
II, 126
II, 047
2,566
4.2

Total . .... ................ ........... .......... .. ........................ .

48

19,583

:ne arts ....

~1

~rod1t~

t
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The income of the professional schools in 1888-89 was $41,464, and
their expenditures $127,305.
LIBRARIES.

· In concluding, it may be add~d that Spain possesses many popular
libraries; 678 of these establishments, containing 104:,909 works, or
114,075 volumes, were opened from 1869 to 1880. The Go_vernment has
also tried to instruct prisoners by means of libraries introduced in the
reformatory establishments; D,130 volumes are at present at the disposal of the prisoners.
'

,.

CHAPTER IX.
EDUCATION IN BRAZIL.

AUTHORITIES CONSULTED.

I. Relatorio do Ministerio dos Negocios do Imperio, 1874, pp. 1-36. Anexo A-B;
Law Schools, pp. 11, 12; pp. 62, 63.
II. Camara dos Depntados. No. 224, 1882. Riforma do Ensino Primaria, pp.
1-366.
Ill. Actos e pareces do Congresso do instrucc;ao, 1883, 24n Questa, pp. 26, 27,
IV. Annaes da Escola de Minas de Ouro Preto, p . 165.
V. Museu Escolar Nacional: Regulameuto, I; Statutos, II; pp. 1-7, 1-9.
VI. L'Instruction Publique en Bresil-Perez de Almeida, pp. 267; 845-850; 748794; 1098, 1056; 1020-1053; 514-520; 786, 810-814, 852-860, 645,646, 275,
803-807, 845-848, 971-973, XXIX-XXX, XXIV, 426, 750-752, 1006-1010, 3, 9-13,
22-45, 60-63, 96, 100-106, 132,_163-169, 177- 180, 185-190, 195-197, 229-239, 248,
314-317, 1056-1096.
VII. Buisson, Dictionnaire de Peda,gogie et d'lnstruction Prima.ire, vol. 1, Ire partie,
pp. 152, 278-9, 286.
VIII. Larousse, Dictionnaire Universel. Supplement 2, p. 657.
IX. E~cyc1opredia Britannica, v.: 4, Brazil, p. 238.
X. Brazil at the Centennial. Philadelphia, 1876, p. 164, 167, 201-206, 197.
XI. Interview with Senhor Borgos, of the Education Commission to the United
States in 1883, as reported in the Now Er:.gland Journal of Education, March
22, 1883, p. 183.
XII. Evang. Luth. Schulblatt, 1886, No. 1, pp. 45, 46.
XIII. Letter from Senhor Amaral-Valente, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary to the United States of America.
XIV. Statesman's Year Book, 1890, pp. 391,392, and 1889, pp. 573,574.
XV. Bulletin Administratif du Ministere do l'Instrnctiou Pub1ique, 10 mars, 1883,
pp. 540,541.
XVI. Allgemeine Deutsche Lehrerzeitung, March 2, 1890, p. 94.
XVII. Haydn's Dictionary of Dates, pp. 109, 110.
XVIII. Portu~n.l: Codigo administrativo annotaclo, 18G3.
XIX. Diccionario de legislacion y jurispruclencia, por Don Joaqnin-Escriche, 1847.
XX. Report oftbe U.S. Commissioner of Education, 1 83-'84, p. CCLIX,
XXI. Le Petit Journal, 2 avril, 1887. (Scrap Book, v.1, p. 113.)
The references in the following statement correspond in number to the foregoin g.

Brazil. Constitutional empire (republic1 in 1889-'!10): Area 3,209,87
uare mile ; population, 14,002,335 (18 ). Uapital, Rio de Janeiro·
population, 357,332 (in 18 5). Minister of Education (und r tb Re nb)i ), eneral Benjamin Con tant B . de Magalhaes.2 (XIII; XlV, pp.
301 02.)
i:s

1 Declared a republic Novemuer 15, 1 88.
'Death reported January 22, 1891.
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l.-GENERA.L FEATURES OF THE SCHOOL SYSTEM.

The system of public instruction in Brazil includes ·elementary ,1 secondary, and higher schools in Rio de Janeiro and throughout the ·provinces, the organization in Rio serving as model for the provinces.
(VI, p. 267; VII, pp. 2'.78-9, 152.)
Elementary schools are subdivided into two .grades, inferior and superior. The completion of the elementary course of study -leads to the
secondary grades, and these to the higher grades. Normal schools for
the training of teachers, professional schools for technical · and industrial education, and also special schools for the defective classes are
found. (VII, pp. 278-9.) Supplementary to these institutions, as aids
to intellectual growth, are school and public libraries and museums,
while numerous societies have as their object the establishment of
schools for the instructio11 of the masses in the ordinary school
branches and for certain industrial pursuits. (VI, pp. 8!5-850, 748794.) The present educational system is based upon the constitution
of1824, ,and upon laws of 1851 and 1854, although later decrees have
brought about modifications of those laws. Elementary instruction is
gratuitous. JVII, p. 278.)
.
Oontrol.-The schools are under the control of both state and local
authorities, the central administration at headquarters being a branch
of the Ministry of Postes and Telegraphs (Ministerio dos Negocios).
Since the establishment of the republic a minister of ~ducation is in
charge of educational affairs. As auxiliaries there are inspectors-general and a higher council of education. This central authority has control of elementary and secondary schools in the "Municipio N eutro"
(Rio de Janeiro and its environs), and of higher educatio·n throughout
the provinces. Each province bas charge of its elementary and secondary schools, the -provincial assembly arranging school affairs, except in the case of the higher institutions. (VII, pp. 152, 278; ·I, pp. 121 ; VIII, p. 267.)
The governor of the province fills the place of a provincial minister of
education. He is aided by superintendents,· inspectors, school committees, and local committees. (VII, p. 278.)
Maintenance.-The schools in the Federal District are maintained by
the Government, those in the provinces by the municipalities and provincial legislatures. Private schools are also under the supervision of
the authorities, and can only be opened by their consent. For a more
complete expose of the system, see under the different heads below.
(VII, p. 278; XIV, pp. 391, 392.)
Il,.:..._ST.A.TISTICS.

With a population of 14,002,335 (in 1888) and a school population
of 1,902,455 (in 1881) Brazil has only about 2 per cent. of its population
1
By decree of April 19, 187!J, each district -of the "Municipio Ncutro" (Rio ,and its
environs) was to have a kinderg:-rten.
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., in school (X-IV, pp .. 391-2), <lue in part to the dista,nce between schools
in poorly sett~ed districts and in part to a want of united effort on the
part of the.authorities in regard to school matters. (VI, pp.105G-1098.;
The number of c.h ildren registered (inscripgoes) in 1888-89 as receiving elementary i,nstruction (instrucyao pr1maria) in the Municipio Neutro and in the provinqes was 2GG,100 in -8,0G4 schools, but a careful
investigation of the tabulated statements from the different provinces
shows that this number includes pupils in asylums, apprenticeship
schools, schools est~blished by aid societies, evening schools, two agricultural s.chools, a farm school, etc. Separated from these institutions
the numbers read: Public elementary schools (escolas publicas), 6,530;
pupils, 207,973; priv~te schools (escolas particulares), 989; pupils,
29,846, The private schools include subsidized and non-subsidized
schools. The secondary and higher grades (escolas secundarias e superior) group,ed together present a total ·of 24,898 students in 138
schools. Included in this number are 25 normal schools (escolas normaes) with 3,544 pupils; the co~lege of Dom Pedro II, which is a sort
of faculty of letters, has 569 students; the 2 faculties of medicine (fac' uldade _de medicina) report 240 students (at the faculty in Rio), and
705 at Bahia; the 2 faculties of law (faculdade de direito) report 535
students at Sao Paulo (in 1884) and 858 at Recife; the polytechnic
(escola polytechnica) has 161 students, and the school of mines at Ouro
Preto (escola de min as de Ouro Preto) has 79 students. Included also
under the totals for secondary aud .higher education are military and
naval schools, theological schools, each diocese having a seminary for
theological instruction, lyceums, and schools established by various
societies. (VI, pp. 1020-1053; I, pp. 1-104 and .A.-B.)
The elementary school age is nominally from 6 to 15 years, but in
reality the lower -elementary grades are open to children of 5 years of
age, while an, extension of from 12 tq 18 years of age is accorded to
• the higher elementary grades. (VI, p. 278.-)
Coeducation is not allowed by law, the boys being taught by men
and the girls by women, but about the year 1885 Dom Pedro II established a number of schools where boys and girls recited together, but
outside of the recitation rooms they were kept apart. About 500 of
these schools are reported in 1888-89. (VI, pp. 520, 708-721, 10201053 ; VII, p. 2J8.)
lll.-FIN.A.NCES,

Income.-The chools are supported by taxes imposed by the cen ral
government, as voted by the Chamber of Deputies, seconded by local
taxation in each province. The government provides for the elementary and secondary schools of Rio and its environs, and for higher
education throughout the Republic. The provincial authoritie provide the funds for elementary and secondary school of the province
(XI, p. 183; IX, p. 238; XIV, p. 392). The amount voted for he
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schools vary in the different provinces as the authorities'· realize the
need of funds to carry out the plan of -gratuitous instruction impose~
by .the constitution, of providing free text-books, and of clo'tbfog .poor ·
children so that they can attend school. In high schools and collegesI
a fee is charged. The provincial and state funds amomited'to $5,639,255
in 1888. In 1887-88 the budget for Rio and en,virons was $305.,858.
(XIV, p. 574; VII, p. 278; XI, 183; VI, p.1054.)
Expenditures.-The expenditures for school purposes throughout
Brazil have averaged, according to tabulated statements, over $5,000,000
annually during the last 5 years, that- is from 1884 to 1889 (VI, p.
1054). The total expenditures for public fostruction in 1889 in the 20
provinces ·and the federal district, or Municipio Neutro (VII, p. 278),
which includes Rio and its environs, were $5,217,539 ;- the expenditures
by the government at the same date for elementary, secondary, and
higher instruction were $1,746,153, but this does not · include e.xpenditures for professional education in the military arsenals, for text-books
of a scientific character, and other similar expenses. The state
expenditures for· higher education throughout the Empire were
$405,234 in 1.889. The state and provincial appropriations for the
year 1890 were $5,310,841; government alone $1,913,383. The amounts
to be expended for teachers' wages, incidentals, etc., are not' specified.
(VI, pp. 1054-1056, tables.)
J

IV.-SUPERVISION ·AND ADMINISTRATION.

State.-Education is under state .and local supervision. An inspector-general1 of public instruction, who forms with hi.saids a division of
the'' ministerio dos negocios" has direct charge or' the schools in the
Municipio Neutro. This central administration, which has also a
governing influence over education .throughout the country, consists of
the inspector-general, and a higher council of stu~lie& composed of well
kno~n educators, four of its members being subject to election and
seventeen being persons delegated by the district authorities, eleven of
them from Rio alone (VII, pp. 152, 278). The inspector-general, who
fulfils the fun~tions of a minister of education, can neither be a professor nor a director of an institution. His duties are to have charge,'
either personally or through the members of the higher' council, or
through th8 delegates in the different provinces, of all education~! institutions of Brazil; to preside at the examinations of professors and
instructors and confer diplomas; to authorize the opening of schools
and revise classical text-books or to replac~ thein by others, if need be;
to combine the reports forwarded to him from the different provinces
with his own, and compare them w:ith ~is annual report of education in
the Municipio N eutro, so as to observe how far the s.chools of the federal
•

1 The newly appointed minister of education seems to bav.e taken the place of the
inspector:

'
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district have served as models for the schools of the provinces; ro so
organize public instruction at the capital that it may serve as s mod 1
for the provinces; to prepare regulations by which all schools are to
be governed and to formulate rules for the examination of professors
and assistant teacl1ers; to appoint teachers, and indicate when thoir
salaries shall be increased and when they shall be pensioned; to suggest the establishment of elementary schools, and to indicate when it
is advisable to extend tlie course in the college of Dom Pedro II by the
establishment of new chairs. (VI, pp. 266-270.)
The council of education, with the inspector-general as presiding
officer, has for its duties the investigation of the best methods and
systems of public instruction, the choice and revision of text-books,
discipline in private · and public schools, the form and programme for
examinations, etc. The council is consulted in regard to all subjects
appertaining to elementary and secondary instruction. (VI, p. 268.)
In the capital, elementary and secondary schools are under the direct
supervision of the minister. In the provinces he delegates his authorit.y
· to the head_of the provincial government. (VII~ p. 152.)
Local.---Each province has its provincial assembly, w;hich decides
questions appertaining to elementary and secondary education. The
gov.ernor of a 'province-there are twenty provinces-is in charge of
public instruction in that province. He js aided by superintendents or
general inspectors, while, as lecal officers, there are district school
committees and local committees, which usually have two teachers
"emeritus "-that is, those who have had twenty years' service a
teachers-connected with them (VII, pp. 278, 286). The superintendents visit annually all the schools in their division, and each one publishes an annual report. The district delegates visit the schools once ~
month, and report to the minister every three months (VH, p. 152).
The local school committee attends to the management of the school .
Private schools are also under the supervision of the school authoritie
and must submit to inspection as far as morality and hygiene are concerned. (VII, p. 278.)
V.-TE.A.OHERS.

Preparation.-Teacbers are prepared for the position which they deire to occupy either at the College of Dom Pedro II, or at the "E cola Normaes" (normal schools) in Rio and in the provinces (X, p. 1G4).
There are also pedagogical courses connected with several secondar
chools. (VII, p. 278.)
Examinations and licensing.-The diploma of the normal school, or of
the cour es in pedagogy in secondary schools, is a prerequisite for tb
a h r' po ition (VII, p. 2 6). If, however, the applicant be a col.
1 ge graduate a pecial license may be obtained. If he be a foreig n r
h mu t have a diploma from a university or pass an examination (XI,
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p. 183). A certificate is accorded after a certain number of years' service as assistant teacher in the lower elementary grades, if the theoretical and practical examination is passed, and this certificate is required
if an increase of salary is desired. The questions · for the examination
of teachers are determined each year by the Council of Studies (VII, p.
286). Candidates for the position of teacher must be at least twentyone years of age, and twenty-five years if the aspirant desires to -be-the
principal of a school. (X, p. 164; XII, pp. 45, 46.)
Appointment.-The GovernmeQ.t appoints teachers throughout the
country and they are chosen from the ·graduates of normal schools or
from the assistant teachers who have passed the requisite examinations
for assistant teachers in lo·wer-grade schools, receiving a diploma for the
same, and who have had at least three months' experience. After five
years' service a teacher may be app'Ointed for life. Changes in location
• are authorized by the provincial department of instruction. (VII, p.
279 ; XI, p. 183). .
In order to open a private school the teacher must be provided with a
certificate of morality and capacity. (VII, p. 278.)
SaZaries.-Teachers' .salaries are said to be the same for men and
I
women. If the third examination has been pa,ssed, teachers receive
about $33 ~ month salary; prior to that, as assistants, they get from $15
to $30 a month. (VII, pp. 278, 279, 286.) ·
Marked differences in salary are noticeable, however. The largest
cities pay at least $579 a year to a lower-grade teacher, and from $675
to $730 to elementary teachers of the higher grade. In the city of Rio
a higher_ grade of salary is reached, however. Free lodging and ground
around the house are also allowed. For each pupil who succeeds in
passing the examination, a certain premium is accorded to the teacher.
When the regulation number of 30 per class is exceeded, 33 cents a
month is accorded to the instructor for each boy added to the class
limit, and 50 cents a month for each additional girl. (VII, p. 279.)
Teachers' pe-nsions.-After ten years' service as a teacher, a pension is
accorded which is sufficient for the teacher to insure his life.· After ftf.
teen years' service the amount is augmented 25 per cent.; after twenty ,
years, he becomes a teacher "emeritus." (VII, p. 279.)
Teachers' inst·i tutes.-A decree establishing "conferencias pedagogicas"
(teachers' conferences) was promulgated in 1872, and as a result of this
decree, the first conferences were held in Rio in 1873. These gatherings seemed to be of great interest to teachers, and many pedagogical
q uestiom1 were discussed, among them, the subject of coeducation.
Over 500 of these conferences were reported in Brazil between the dates .
1872 and 1880. (VI, pp. 514--520, 852--860.)
In 1883 the" Congresso do Instruc~ao," held in Rio, brought together
the most prominent educators of the country. (VI, p. 785.)
This association was divided into two sections, the first taking up
questions appertaining to elementary, secondary, and professional education; the second section discussing higher education. The discus-
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sions covered reorganization, courses of study in different grades, normal training, technical branches, etc. Educational progress iu other
nations was-,brought before the as!3embly in the various papers pre-sented. An outgrowth of this congre~s was the '' Primiera Exposicyao
Pedagogica do Rio de Janeiro," held in 1884. This, the first pedagogical exhibit of thl3 country, was stated to be of incalculable benefit to
teachers, as by. means of it they were able to form some estimate of
progress in education .as realized in other countries. (III, pp. 17, 18;
VI, pp. 810-814.)
VI.-COURSES OF STUDY,

Tlfe grades of schools are, as stated above, the elementary,- which
with its two divisions corresponds with tlie primary a.nd grammar
grades of the United ~tates; the secondary, which corresponds with
the high and academic grades of the United States; and the schools
for higher education (XI, p. 183). Classed under elementary, on
account of the course of study, are a few normals and lyceums, the
remainder QOming under secondary or higher instruction. Also classed
under secondary instruction are asylums for those who have no one to
care for them, although not necessarily orphans (VII, p. 785), evening
schools for adults, and preparatory schools for apprentice boys d~siring
to enter tbe naval or military service (VI, pp. 1020-1053). The
schedule of studies for all elementary institutions includes.:
Lower grade prirnaries.
Portugues':l grammar.
Reading, writing.
Arithmetic, systems - of weights and
measures.
Religion, morals.
Sewing (in girls" schools).
(VII, 'Z78.)

Highe1· grade primaries.
(Additional branches.)

Geography, national history.
Applied arithmetic, geometry.
Natural history.
Sacred history and Christian doctrine.
Drawing, music, and gymnastics.
(VII, p. 278.)

By decree of April 19, 1879,1 the following branches were added for
the elementary schools in the "1\iunicipio Neutro," which, as before
stated, serve as a model for similar grades in the provinces:
Lower grade primaries.

Higher graclo prirnaries.

(Aduitional branches.)

(Additional brancbes.J

Algebra and geometry.
Lin ear dra.wiug.
Elements of physics, chcmi try and natElem nts of music.
ural history.
G moa tics.
Duti es of citizenship.
By decree of November 6, 1883, were addod:
Constitution of the Empire.
Th m ric ystem .
. Elements of agr iculture, horticulturo,
Elements f hi tory, and geography of
and of social economy (f6r boys).
Brazil.
Practice in certain tracl s.
(VI, p . 04. )
om tic economy (for girls).
( I, p. 64 .)
1
Y hi decreo a kindergarten was to be esta.bli hod in each district of the "Muni•
cipilJ' eutro."
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The secondary schools include. in their course of study Portuguese,
French, Englisl.J., and La tin lauguages; arithmetic, algebra, geometry,
and trigonometrJ ; geography, history, rhetoric, mental and moral philosophy {XI, p. ·183).
The College of Dom Pedro II, which occupies the highest rank among
secondary institutions, has a seven-years' course of study ~n two divisions leading to the degree of B. lit., and admitting to higher schools
without .other examin ation (XX, p. CCLIX ). Its course of study is as follows: Lang'uages, Latin , Greek, English, French, German, and Italian;
literature, Portuguese language and literature; rhetoric and poetry,
mental and moral philosophy ; history, genera( and national; geography, cosmograpby, and chorography of Brazil; arithmetic, algebra· to
equations of second degree, geometry, and trigonometry; natura1 sciences, physics, and chemistry ; drawing, music, dancing, and gymnastics. (VI, p. 275; X , p. 157.)
The normal schools vary in ch aracter, but, as in other countries, their
main objec·t is to prepare teachers for both city and rural schools. In
order that the normal students may be cognizant of tlie products of the
earth and of the ind ustries appertaining thereto, courses_in horticulture were established in some of the schools similar. to courses reported
in France, A ustria, and Germany (VI, pp. 743-744). The regular course
of study in the higher class normals in Brazil may be judged from a
proposed reorganization of the '' Escola Normal da Corte" at · Rio, as
suggested at the "Congresso do Instruc~ao" of 1883. The course,, to
cover four years, is as follows :
·
· Science and letters.

Course in arts.

Portug uese and F ren~h languages and
national literat ure.
Geography and history.
Mathemati cs t hrough elements of mechanics.
Moral and ciYic education.
Pedagogy and methods.
Astronomy and physics, chemistry and
elements of mineralogy.
Biology, with elements of botany and
zoology.
Sociology ; social and do mestic economy.

(.A.duitional branches.)

Drawing.
Caligraphy.
Music.
Gymnastics.
Sewing.
(III,

pp.

2G-27.)

This proposed reorganization must have been carried out in par t, as it
is stated t liat a decree of October 13, 1888, modified this plan to a certain
extent~ The course was to be limited t o tb reeyears. Thest ud'ies were to
include religio11, moral and ci vie education, with elements of political
Bconomy ; P ortuguese, elements of P ortug uese history and litera ture;
French; geograplly, particularly that of Brazil history, and above all
that of Brazil to the present. day; arit hmetic and elements of algebra ;.
bookkeeping for pupil tea chers ; geometry, elements of physics, chem-
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istry, botany, zoology, and g.eology, with the principal applications of
these sciences; writing, drawing, vocal music; manual training for
pupil teachers, and sewing for girls; gymnastics and m_ilitary exerci e .
UriticiSlllS of this change in the course of study were noticed, and it
may not have been carried out. · (VI, pp. 962-963.)
1
Classed under higher education are the two faculties of medicine at
Rio and Bahia, which with a six-years' curriculum cover medicine and
surgery, physics, chemistry, mineralogy, botany and zoology, gymecology, and pharmaceutics (IX, p. 239; X, p. 197). The two faculties of law
have each a five-years' course covering natural and administrative law ,
civil, public,1 Roman, ecclesiastical, constitutional, criminal, and commercial laws; also procedure before the courts, political economy, etc., (I, pp.
11, 12; XIX; XVIII). The polytechnic school, a development since1874
of the" Esco la Centrale," in which school were taught scientific branches
and military engineering, has undergone many transformations since
that period. In addition to its preparatory and general courses, it ha
a special three-years course for natural sciences, a similar one for
mathematics, one for engineers and geographers, one for civil engineers,
one for mining, and one for arts and industries. Its laboratories are
especially well equipped (IX, p. 239 ; XII, pp. 45, 46; VIII, p. 657).
The" Escola de Minas de Ouro Preto" includes in its elementary course
arithmetic, algebra, geometry, tdg·onometry, physics, chemistry, botany,
and zoology; in its higher course, physics, chemistry, mineralogy, mining, mechanics, descriptive geometry, analytical geometry, topography
and surveying, geology, assaying, metallurgy, applied mechanics, stere. otomy, and the securing excavations with timber (lV, p. 165). Thero
are courses of study in naval construction in the higher national school .
The higher branches of military science and engineering, wllich form rly
were taught in the c'e ntral college, are now a part of the polytechnic
course, and there are regular schools for military and naval science,
artillery practice, etc. (IX, p. 239.)
VII.-SCHOOL MANAGEMENT AND METHODS OF DISCIPLINE.

Methods andmanagement.-In regard to school management iti tated
that by a decree of November 6, 1883, enforced from January, 1 84-, the
following regulations were applied to the lower elementary cbool of
the" Municipio Neutro," which school , as mentioned above, are ruo<l 1
for the whole country. The principal is respon ible for tlle mauarrem n of the cbool. A teacher u ually has charge of about childr o
al hou, h 4 , and om time 50 boy or girl are under the charge of on
tea b r. If there are more than 50 pupil he mu t have an a ·i t nt·
if
re than 1 pupil , 2 a istant , and 3 assi tauts if there are 15
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pupil . ' The-principal must by his example inculcate habits of neat- ,
ness, morality, a~d good breeding. He must be at hi~ desk 15 minutes:
before school opens, and remain until th~ close of school. He must
maintain order and regularity in the class, and try to make himself beloved by h1s p·upils. He must be ever ready to furnish verbal or written information to the authorities in regard to schools, and permit
~ persons to visf t the classes, if no disturbance is · caused by it. ,, He
must report at·tbe end of each trimester as to the enrollm-e nt and, aver- age attendance. He must see that religious instruction 1 limits itself to
the Rign o{ the cross, tbe Lord's prayer, and the angelical salutation recited at the opening of the school for the lowest class; for the second
class, the ap'ostles' creed and a prayer to -the virgin are to be added';
for the ,higher _class, the ten commandments, and those of the church,
the works-of charity, and the seven sacraments. Added to this, moral
t~achings are to be inculcated mostly by example, and it considered .
tbe duty of the principal to thoroughly imbue his pupils with the loveof God, love of country, etc. (VI, pp. 803-807.)
'
Discipline.-A general statement in regard to management and'
methods 'throughoqt the country is as follows: Corporal punishment is ~< ~ r
'
positively forbidden in the schopls. (XI, p. 183 ; VII, p. 278.) If the .
teachers do not properly fulfill their functions they ,a re subject to censiue, suspension, dismissal, ail<l in extreme cases they are forbidden to·
tea_c h again . . (II, p. 366.)
·
. '
Promotion of pupils.-Promotions are made from elementary-to secondary schools through examinations given by the teachers; from ,the'
secondary to the higher grades on the basis of governmental examina- ~'
tions arranged.' by the minister of education, i.e., the inspector-general.
(XI, p. 183.)
Formation of school progra,mines.-Tbe formation of school pro- .
grammes is left to the principal, and no elementary schoof of _either
grade can be opened until the Government has been informed in regard
to the programme of studies. (X, p. 1G5.)
·,
Text-bQoks are provided by the department of public instruction, -and ,
the best text-books in use are translated -from French, German, and
_ English sources; stil1, any book may be adopted save those expressly
forbidden. (Xl, p. 183; X, p. 165.)

is

VIII.-SCHOOL ORG.ANIZATION.

Buildings and grounds.-Public edifices are constructed from the
plans and under the direction of national architects, and it is stated
that city schoolhouses are fairly well built. (VI, p. xxrv.) In the rural
districts an 'nferior class of builclings is reported. (XI, p. 183.) T~e
1 Sjnce the establishment of tbe Republic religious instruction iB omitted iQ the
state schools, and these religious exercises may possibly be omitted also, although
this is not distinctly stated. (XVI, p. 94,)
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size of rooms, seating of pupils, and conduct of schools have been di .
cuss-ed by those interested in bringing about educational reforms in
Brazil, but ~he_· decisiqns are not known to date. (II, pp. 336-340.)
Hol/jtrs of school-Holidays.-The hours for school are from 9 to 12
a. m., and 2 1Jo' 5 p. m., Monday to Saturday inclusive, except on national an4 religious ·h olidays. What these holidays are is not specified.
A month's va~ation in the schools at Christmas is reported, however.
{XI, p. 183.) ·
Oomp'#JJlsory attendance.-.A.ttendance is compulsory in the schools, and
in the larger cities where there are graded courses the law is carried
out to a certain extent. Most of the provincial councils have also voted
for-this measure, but · have be-en un; ble to enforce it. (VII, p. 278.)
No distinc~ion is'inade in schools as to color ; blacks and whites are
admitted on ~quaI terms. (Xl, p. 183.)
IX.-SUPPLEMENT.A.RY INSTI1'UTIONS.

1

Libraries a7id museums.-Among the institutions which serve as aid
to intellectual growth are the "Mm,en N acional" at Rio with its
ethnological, and ·paleontological collections, and the '' Bibliotheca Nacioriale," which possesses 170,631 volum es, 1,761 specimen s of Brazilian
flora, 30,000 engravings, 12,000 manuscripts, etc. (VI, p. 845.) There
are also many school and society libraries in Rio, and in the larger
citie 0f the provinces public libraries supported by the provincial authorities . . In addition there are libraries connected with the majority
of colleges and academies. Provincial museums, too, are quite numerous, many of them containing material especially valuable to those who
are carrying oh scientific or educational work. (XII, pp. 45, 46.) In
Rio the '' Museu Escolar N acional,"· est ablished in 1883, has, as its statutes indicate, five sections, viz : (1) Legislative, administrative, and
statistical documents relating to education. (2) Didactic and other
pedagogical works. (3) Plans for the construction of school building .
(4) Types of school furniture. (5) School furnishing and apparatu ,
models, geographical, scie·ntific, and technological collections, etc. ( ,
pp. 1-7, 1-9; VI, pp. 810-816.)
Societies.-Other aids to progress in education are educational and
scientific societie in Rio an l the provincial capitals. (VI,pp. xxrx, xxx.)
Among them are the '' Instituto Historico, Geografico e Ethnogra:fico
(Hi torical, Geographical, and Ethnological Iustitute) of Brazil; the
" abiuete Portnguez <le Lei tura," with over 70,000 volumes in i
librar ; he "Sociedade P ropaga<lora das Bella Art s" (Society fo'r
Ar ul ur ) with it school ; he ''Con ervatorio de Musica" (Conserva or f fo i ) ; the " o ieda e Amante da In trucc;ao ' ( ociety for
Pr m ting
ucation), w ich maintain several lem ntary chool
and an a ylam for rp an , anu ha courses in Fren b, Latin, tenography, linear clrawi g, mu ic, etc.; the '' Lyceu Litterario Portuguez,
I
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which has professional courses, and aims in every w.ay to develop
lair education. (VI, pp. 748, 760-768, 928-.-933; I, pp. 64-67.) There a:ve ~
' many other ·societies with a similar object in vie w, and also num·er-ous
lecture courses on scientific subj ects, for which a merely nominal foe is ,
charged. (XII, pp. 45, 46.)
School savings banks. ,- School savings banks were established by a
decree of April 19,1879, which called for suqh institutionsin each .s·cbool
district of Rio~ In t he province <;>f P-ernambuco a decre~ regulflting
public instruction instituted school savings banks as a'part of the regular school programme . . Tlle statute refers to them as " of great educa~
tional value," and as " of the ut most importance in- connection with
a thorough civic education." (Vl, pp. 645-646; XXL)
'
Schools for special classes.-As a means of e'ducating the special classes
there_are such schools as the " Instituto dos Surdos Mudos" (Ins,titu_te
for the Deaf and Dumb), which, founded in 1826, and suppo~ted by tlie
Government since 1868, has an elementary course of study, and gives
instruction in boot and shoe making, bookbinding, horticulture, and
fl.oriculture; the " Instituto dos Meninos 0 egos·" (Institute for the Blind),
with both elementary and secondar,v courses, and with complete instruction in vocal and instrumental music, harmony, rules of counterpoint
and instrumentation, typographical art, bookbinding, and piano-tuni'ng,
and for the girls needle-work; the asylums maintained by the '' Sociedade Portug ueza de Beneficencia ; " by t he " Sociedade S. Francisco de
Pa~la;" by the" Sociedade Amante de Instrucgao "-ali of'which have,
elementary courses and generally instruction. lead._ing to a trade. . Added
to these is the institute "Providencia," where the native population of
the provinces of Amazona and P ara is taught such trades as blacksmithing, carpentry, tailoring, t he mason's and lock~mith's trade,' etc.
They also receive instruction in the elementary branches, the rights ~of
citizenship, and Christian doctrine. (VI ,pp. 983-992, 846-847, 971-973,
1006-1010, 750-752 ; X, pp. 201-206; I, pp. 62-63.)
X.-HISTORIC.A.L STATEMENT.

The history of education in Brazil may be traced to the advent of the
J esuits from Por tugal, in 1549, and t he establishment of numerous
schools by t hat order in different parts of the country, durin g the period
precedin g the events which led to the expulsion of the Order in 1758-60. _
A schooi founded by one of the fathers at Sao Vicente may be said to
b.e the cradle of elementary instruction in Brazil. At the beginning of .
t he eighteenth century are noticed the first t races of official intervention~ ·
in regard t o the studies directed by the J es uits. The municipality cont rolled education until the first quarter of the present century. Since
then a tendency to wards centralizat ion is notice~ble. In 1730 fostruct- _
ors and professors were called "ministros de lettras," and were consulted by the highest authorities. Secondary studies·at an early date
I
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were found: only- in· .Episcopal seminaries, where arithmetic, algebra,
geom,~try, Latin,' Gree~, rhetoric, and philosophy were studied. For
higher br-anches ~tudents went to the University of Ooimbra, in Portngat. · :The 'seeularization of education in the early part of tlie eighteenth
'century b~ou~ht a;bout the so-called "Letters Patent," which aimed at
reorganizing the .stucJies of Latin, Greek, Hebrew, and rhetoric, and to
_.- bring _a bout -a: higher intellectual development. Royal letters of No, _vember 10, 1772, established a "literary subsidy" for the special maintenance of ,Primary schools. This was supplemented by a decree of
- - Oc,tober 17, 17M, -by which_ the municipal authorities w~re to use the
, amomJt ratsed by-such taxation for the payment of teachers and profes,sors. _A{!d again, on July 6, 1797, the subsidy was placed under the
-- control of the boards of finance of that period (VI, pp. _3, 9-13,.1 22-45,
58, ·60::...63). , In-1816 thts library subsidy was repealed; on March 16,
;t.8:!6, a director-gem~ral _of studies was created, and the municipal
· chambers ceased to -have a direct influence upon education. (VI, pp. 6063.). . ,
From 1808 to 1818 date many of the higher institutions of learning,
such as a naval academy in 1808; medical and surgical courses in 1809;
in -1812 a medical- and surgical board, which could confer the baccalaureaute and doctor's · degrees; in 1814 Rchools of agriculture and
botany and. a commercial school ; in 1813 the nucleus of a public
, .library at Rio, formed by the sending of 5_0 ,000 volumes from Lisbon;
in 1818 tlre Na,tional Museum at Rio was established. During this
same period elementary education was not neglected , and according to
the law of October 20, is23, at;1y citizen could open an elementary school
without having to pass an examination or obtain any license or authorization. Monitorial schools according to the Lancastrian system were
next attempted, and a ministerial decree of August 22, 1825, urged the
necessity of establishing such schools. (VI, pp. 9G, 100-106, 132,
163-167.) The next step was to formulate a law-October 15, 1827by which a sufficient nu-m ber of elementary schools for those desiring
to attend school were to be established in cities, towns, and populated
di trict . From the form ation of tbe coni:;titution in 1 24 to the law
of 1851 au<l 1854, which form the ba is of the presen t educational E\ '·
tern in Brazil, variou prorrre , ive efforts were made. In the province
the general council of education created elemeutary school for both
boy and girl and founded chairs for secondary instruction, which included the tudie of philo opby, rlietoric, geometry, French, and agriculture; faculti es of metliciue were created in 1832 to take the place
of the former COUJ'
in medicine (VI, pp . 177-186); reforms in the
con titu ion in 1 34 broogbt about a number of laws and decrees appertaining to duca ion, bnt t1J re was little plan or method in tb
arrangemen maue (VI, p. 191); t aeber ' warr
were iocrea ed io
Rio, but uita 1 training for teach rs b~ ru an of norma,l clJool etc.,
was no chroni l d ill a later date. (VI, pp. 193-195.) In 1836 a
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special' eontrol and inspection of elementary schools in the capital w:e_re
estabUsped, and a director of schools free from, municipal -s urveillance
was created. (VI, p. 196.) From i837 date the first attempts towar~s
a faculty of philosophy in the establishment of the _College of Dom Pedro II. (VI, pp. 2-~7-249.) In 1840 with the advent of Dom Pedro
, II up_on· the throne (XVII, p. 110), new constitution~l rBforrris wer_e effected . At tllat date Brazil had a populati~n of 6,000,000 inhabitants•
.A~ 2,500,000 of them were natives and slaves they formed no part of the
school population, but even then only about 1 seh_ool to 520 pupils was 1 ., :
reported. (VI, p. 229.) This lack of schools was so manifest .that in
1845 the Government was authorized to furnish funds for school buildirlgs and apparatus, and in 184:7 a commission wa~ appointed to visit
both _public and private schools-the Government's intervention in pri- '
vate·sclwols is here noticed for the first time. (VI, p. 233.) To the pees- ·_
ent day more attention had been given to secondary andhighereducation· "·.
than to the elementary grades, and a reorganization of elementary 1n- _struction was said to be absolutely essential. A vote of, the Oham ber Deputies, September 17, 1851, gave the ' Government full power to ~reorganize elementary education in the municipality of Rio de Janei_ro,
and thi&. act was supplemented· by a decree of February 17,·18.}4-, which
holds good to the present time. These decrees extended public instruction, exacted better training for teachers, required proofs of cap'acity_, ·
investigated the pay of teachers, ;regulated private instruction, appointed inspectors for the schools of the capjtal, and placed the orga!i- .ization of secondary instruction in charge of the provincial assemblies.
(YI, pp. 229-239.) - Prom 1854 on, general progressive moyements were
noted in schools of the provinces, and extraordinary efforts were made ,
by the Government to develop public instruction in all parts of the
pire. Evening schools were opened for adults and day workmen. - Meth~.-ods of iustruction in the c2.pital were improved upon; , additionalschools __:
were opened; new school buildings supplied with modern apparatus were
built; the best text-books adopted by the authorities were translated
from French, German, and English sources ; teacbers' salaries were increased; poor children were given suitable clothing so that th~y could ,
attend school, and even text-books were furnished them; large·sums of
higher instruction
money were voted annually by the Government
throughout the Empire, and for elementary and secondary instruction in
thecapitalanditsenvirons. (VI, _p p.1054-1056; XV,p.540; VII, p. 278.) ,.
With the abolition of slavery in 1871, special measures were taken to
educate all children born to that class. (VII, p. 278.) ProgreRs in -lligher
intellectual development was brought about by the fact that in Brazil, as
in other countries-Germany and Italy, for instance-many situatiop.s
under Government require proficiency in practical mathematics and natural history, and hence a taste for such studies was encouraged. The
ad vent of foreign engineers and naturalists also gave the people knowl-e<lge of late achievements in Europe in regard to mathematical ,a nd ei-
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peripiental scie,nces. HX, P.: 239.) The discussions before the Oamara.
~ / do~-D~pµtadt>s {Chamber or: D eputies) from year to year in regard to re- form of;'ele~entary education have b·r ou ght out many facts appertaining
to_edu~ationkl movemen~s in qther countries, and the result of these
combinetl effotts has beerr to canse marked progress in educational mat.
-t~rs'in Br azil within the last twenty years. (VI, pp. 1056-1096.)
·,. · :A_t~bulate-d statement of the amounts given for education in the prov·
foce,sand by the_state from 18'74:- 75 Oll; will exemplify this to a certain
_ ~itent; al,thougii' tlie lack of school statistics from year to year militates
-~ gairi$t a cleat' exposition ·of the gradua.l jncrease in school facilLties
--d~r1ng th~t period. , .
.
Tot~l app?·vp1 ia_U; 'lls Jar p1tblic~insfructiMi im tl!e provinces and in the " Mitnioipio Neutro,"
1

A

.

~

1874-75

1

...... . . . . . . ~ .

~• • •

• • • • • ••

1875-76 .•.. ••....... ~ ... , .. . .
18~6'-'1t • .. • .·..... , H • • ' • • • . . .
18'77"-'78 .. • . • • • • . • • • • • .. . . . .. .
187-8-79/ 1.: •. ; •.•••••••••• ~~ ••
187_9--80 .~ •• •• -. .• , .. .; • .. . • • • •
1880-81 ....... : • ... '• .....•..
1881-82 .....•..• : ............

$3,257,097
3,518, 715
3,819,376
3, 718, 740
3,558,523
3, 546, 886
4,046,227
4,243,671

1882-83 ............. ........
1883-84 ..•.• •• . • -·. . . . . . . . . .
1884-85 • •• • ....... .. •. •• • •••
1885-86 ••.........•. .. •.•. : .
1886-87 ·---········ ·········
1888 . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . . . .
1889 .•••...•.•...... .....••.
1890 ............... .........

$4,545,345
5,024, 178
5,228,572
5, 385; ,167
5,430,290
5,639,255
5,217,538
5,310,841

Appropriations 'by th e sta te for elementary, Beco11da1·y, crnd lt'iglm· inst?-uotion.'

1 .

,

\ 814-75 ..••.....••• •,........ $1,097, 017
1875-76 . . • ~ -~ . . .. ... . . .... . , . . l, }89, 672
1876-77 . .......... " ... ~ .'...... 1; 285, 543
1877~78 '• .. •• • •. • • • . . . . • . . . . . 1,302,686
187'8-79 ........ ~, .• . .. .. .• • .... 1,185,056
' 1879-80 ... _•• ~... . • . . . . . . . . . . 1, 241, 646
1880-81 .... .. ... ... .. . · -.... l, 375, 137
1'88-1-82 . •'•'•·· · . ,. • . . . . .. . . . . . . 1,377', 949

1882-83 .........••• . , .. : ....
1SSl3~84 . . . • . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . .
1884.-85 ................ : . . . . .
1885-86 .••••• .• •••.. ·.........
1886-87 . . . . . . . . . . •• . . . . . . . . .
1888 . . •••.. ~.... . . . • . . . . . . . .
1889 . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1890 .• ,. • • .. • . • . . . • . • . . . . . . . .

$1, 626,236
1, 62U, 333
1,779,257
1, 797, 39
1,774 , 009
1,730,699
1, 746, 1~3
1,913,383

_ lncon:i-plet~ re turns in 1874-75 for 18 out of the 20 provfoces gave
5,562 el'em~ntary schools, with 169,895 pupils. D ata fur the succeerling
ye'a rs ate not available, but in 18B9-90 this number had increased to
8,064: scho'ols, with 26'6,100 pupils. That is, in 16 years an increase of
'2,502 elementa'ry schools and of 96,205 pupils is observable, an d durin g
the same period the to tal appropriations for public instruction increased
$2,053,744, and the state ar)propriations $816,366. And yet it i tated
that the result of such exp~nditu.re is not especially satisfactory. The
cause of this is, the lack of deusity of population in many of the province ; the non.enforcement of laws pertaining to school attendance;
the indifference of parent in regard to the clucation of their clJildren,
and la tty, a lack of unity in school matter , a spirit of local priue dom·
iua ing th.at na ional pirit which vould bring about a c ntrali za ion
of ducational intere ts, and with that a, nn,tional ystem of education .

( I, pp. 5 ,9, 101 -10 6.)
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CHAPTER X.
NAME REGISTER. 1

!.--CHIEF STATE SCHOOL OFFICERS.

Name.

Address.

Official designation.

J. G. Harris ....... .• •• • . Montgomery, A.la ..... . State superintendent of E_3duca·

tion.
- .
Sheldon Jackson .... .... Sitka, Alaska ... ...... . General agent of education.
Supermtendent
of
public
inst:ruo•.
George W. Cheyney ..... Tombstone, Ariz ....•..
tion.
.
Josiah H. Shinn...... .. Little Ruck, Ark ..•••.. St~te 1mperintenclent of public
instruction.
J. W . Anderson...... . .. Sacramento, Cal ...•...
Do.
Do.
Na than B. Coy. ..... . . . . Denver, Colo ... . ...•...
C. D. Hine ......... ..... Hartford, Conn ....... . Secretary of State board of educa·
tion.
'
.A. N. Raub ............. Newark, Del. · ·--- ~... . President of Stat.e bofl,rd of educat ion.
W. B. Powell ...... ..... Wash ington, D. C ..... . Superintendent of Districtschools.
.A. J. Russell . . . . . . . •• . ... Tallahassee, P la .••••.. Stat,e superintendent of public instr uction-.
_
S. :6. B·rad well.... . . . • . . Atlanta, Ga .. ......... . State school commissioner.
John E. Harroun ...•... Boise City, Idaho ..... . Superintendent of public instrue- 1
tion.
,
Henry Raab··-~·· . ..... Spriugfield ,Ill .... ···;· State superintendent of
in struction. ·
H. D. Vorie's . .. . . . • •.. .. Iodin,nn,polis, Ind ...•..
Do.
Henry Sabin ........... Des Moines, Io wa ...•..
Do.
George W. Winans ...... Topeka, Kans ........ .
Do.
J. Desha Pickett ........ Frankfort, Ky ....•••..
Do.
W.H.Jack ...••..•• ~.- BatonRonge, L a .•, .. . State superintendent of education.
N. A. Luce .............. Augusta, Me .........' .. State superintendent of common
schools.
E. B. PretLyman . . . . . . . . Baltimore, Md ........ . State superintendent of public instruction.
J. W. Dickinson . ... ... . Boston, Mass ......... . Secretary of State board of ecluca. ,
tion.
Ferris S. Fitch . . . • . . . . . Lansing, Mich ........ . Sta,te superintendent of public instruction.
D. L . Kiehle .•...••..... St. Panl, Minn .. ...... .
D o.
J. R. Preston .-... •.. ... . Jackson, Miss ... . .... . State superintendent of education.
L. E. Wolfe ...... •.••.. . J efferson City, Mo .... . State superintendent ~f public
school s.
John Gannon . .......... Helena, Mont ......... . Sup r intendent of public jnstruction.
I

• 1

Including all changes reported to the Bureau up to May, 1891.

Address.

Official designation.

Lincoln, Nebr ...•••••. State superintendent of public
instruction.
Carson.City, Nev ••••..
Do.
Coocord,·N. H ........ .
Do.
Do.
,
Trenton, N. J ........•
Santa. Fe,..N. Mex ..•.•. Superintendent of public instl'Uction.
"''
A._S-. Draper._. •• .-~ .• : ••• ' Albany, N. Y ......... . State sup erintendent of . public
instruction.
S. M. Finger : .. ~--~- •••. Raleigh, N. C ___ ...._. ..
Do.
Jolin Ogden -~··· •••••••• Bisw.arck, N. Dak ...... Superintendent of public instruc1
•
tion.
Johh Hancock . .. ........ Columbus, Ohio ....... State commissioner of common
schools.
- ' E. B. McElroy ...•.••••• Salem, Oregon ••.•.•... State superintendent of public
in strnction.
D. ·J. Wal1er,jr .. : ••••. Harrisburg,Pa .... ....
Do.
,
'.I'. H. Stockwell ••••. . ... Prov idence, R. I .••.... · Commissioner ofpnblic schools.
W. D. ¥,ayfield .... ~ ... , Columbia, S. C .••••••. State su perintendent of education.
Cortez Salmon ...•.. - ~-- Pierre, S. Dak ••••••••. Superintendent of public inst ruction.
W. R ..Garrett ............ Nashville, Tenn . • • • . . . State su perintendent of public
schools.
ll. C. :Pritchett ....••... Austin, Tex........... St-ate superinteqdent of public
instruc tion.
J , S. Boreman . .•••...... Ogden, Utah ...••.•••. Commissioner of schools.
E. F. Palmer .•••••.••••. Waterbury, Vt ....•.... State supetintendent of public
in struction.
John E.-Massey •..•••.. Richmond, Va.........
Do.
.
R. B. Bryan ..•.•••..... Olympia, Wash ..••.... Superintendent of public instruction.
.
B. S. Morgan............ Charleston, W. Va..... State superintendent of free
schools.
0. E. Wells .'•...•••••.. . Madison, Wis.......... State superintendent of public
schools .
S. T. Farwell ••• • .• • ••. . Cheyenne, W yo........ Superint-e ndent of public instruction .
Orvis Ring '~--- .•••..••.
J. W, Patterson--- ~-- : ..
E. 0. Cha pman ....... .1.
A:m,ado Chavez··-·.· ··· ;.

NAME REGISTER.
SCHOOL SUPERIN'l'ENDENTS.
ALABAMA.

Anniston, - - - .
Birmingham, J. H. Phillips.
:E ufaula., Williai"n D. Jelks.
Gadsden, G. G. Joneg,
· Huntsville, S. J. Mayhew.
Lively, J. M. Osborn.
Mobile, E. R. Dickson.
Montgomery, C. L. Floyd.
Selma,, ,½Onis E. Jeffries.
Sheffield, John S. Long.
Tuskaloosa:. Carleton Mitchell.

;

-

ARIZONA.

Tombstone, F. N. Wolcott. 1
Tucson, W. W. Gillette.

Santa Rosa, Mrs. l!'. McG. M_artin.l
Stockton, W. R. L ;adbetter.
Vall ejo, J. M. Chase: ,
Visalia, C. J. Giddings.
, Woodland, George Banks,1
COLORADO,

Aspen, W. T. Eddingficld.
Colorado Springs, P. K. -Patti,5on.
Denver: Aaron Gove;District. No. 1, ;
_ Q. Greenlee, Di_§trict No:. 2; Charles V.
Parker, District No. 17.
,Fort Collins, Edward G. Lyle.
Leadville, W.W. Watters.
Pueblo: James S. McClnng, District
1; P. B. Search, District _N_o. 20.

ARKANSAS,

Eureka, C. S. Barnett.
Fort Smith, J. L. Holloway.
Helena, .J. Caldwell Davidson.
Hot Springs, G. A. Hays.
Little Rock, J. R. ~igbtsell.
Pine Bluff, Ruth McBl'idfl.
Texarkana, W. G. Cook.~
CALIF ORNIA.

.;

Alameda, D. J. S~llivan.
Chico, D. W. Braddock.
Eureka, l!'. H. Gi uso11. 3
Fresno, - - Heaton.
Los Angeles, W. M. Friesner.
Marysville,· H. H. 'l!'olsom.
Napa CU.y, F. G. Huskey. 1
Nevada City, William H. Wentworth.
Oakland, J. W. McClyruonds.
- Pasadena, ,Will S. Monroe.
Pomona, F. A. Mol yneaux .
Riverside, C. H. Keyes.
Sacramento, AllJert Ha.rt.
Salinas, A. D. Tenn ey.
San Diego, Eugene De Burn.
San Francisco, J ohn Swett.
San Jose, Fra nk P. Rm1sell.
Santa Ana, P. Manley.
Santa Barbara, Francis W. Cunrad.
Santa Clara, A.. L. Kellogg.
Santa Cruz, D. C. Clark .
1 Superintendent

of county schools.
County school examiner.
8 Principal.
,
,
4 Secretary of the school board of the town of
2

l)erby.

CONNECTICUT.

Ansonia, W. H. Angleton.
Birmingham, Ed ward· B. Gager.•
Bridgeport, Bugene Bouton.
Bristol, James F. Williams.
Dan}>ury, J.M. Smith.
Danielso'nville, Anthony Ames.
Greenw1ch, Myron L. Mason. 6
Hartford, William Waldo Hyde. 6
Manehester, Oliver B. Taylor. 6
Meriden, J. T. Pettee. 6
Middletown, W. B. Ferguson.
New Britain, J. N. Bartlett.
Now Haven, Virgil G. Curtis.
New London, Charles B. Jennings,6
Norwich, N. L. Bishop.
Rockvme, W. B. Foster.
South Norwalk, William C. Foote.
Stamford, Lewis R., Hurlbutt. 6
Tho mpsonville, E. H. Parkman. 7
Waterbury, M. S. Crosby.
Willimantic, F. H. Beede. 7
DELA.WARE.

New Castle, D. B. Jones.
Wilmington, David W. Harlan.
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA,

Washington: William B. Powell, sur;'e rintendent of public schools; G. F. T.Cook,
superintendent of colored schools.
Secretary of the board of school visitors.
Actin g school vi,.,itor.
1 Principal of the high school.

6
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City superintendents-Continued.
' FLORIDA.

Fernandina, Ephraim Harrison.1
Gainesville,' w ·. N. Sheats, 2
JaQksonville, Joel D. M~nia. 2 K(;)y ,West, C.'11, .. Kemp .2
Palatka,' Alexander Strauz. 2
Pe-nsacola, N. B. Cook. 2
Tallahas~ee, N. W. E ppes.2
Tampa, t. ·w. Buchholz. 3
GEORGIA,

Americus, A. J. M. l3izien.
Athens, Eugene C. Brnnson,
Atlanta, W. F . Slaton.
'Augusta, Lawton B. Evans.
Brunawick,.Edgar H. Orr.
, Columbus, W. H. Woodall.
Griffin, Bothwell Graham.
Macon, B. M. Zettler.
Milledgeville, R. N. Lamar. 2
Rome, B. Neely.
Savannah, W. H. Baker.
Thomasville, IC. T. MacLean. 2
IDAHO.

Boise City, Fred Lucca Squiers.
ILLINO!S,

Alton, R. A. lfaight.
Aurora, J. H. Freeman, District No. 5.
Beardstown, A. C. But,ler.
, Belleville, Henry Raub. 3
Belvidere: J.C. Zinser, North Belvidero.
J. 1G. Lu cas, South Belvider e.
'
Bloo mingtou, Mi. s Sa.raJ.1 E . Raymo nd.
Braidwood, F . M. Mublig.
Cairo, T. C. Clend n n .
Canton, C. M. Bardwell.
Carlinville, R. B . Anderson.
Centralia S. G. Burdick.
Champaign , M. Moore.
Chicago, G orge Jlo la d.
Collin ville, D . . Fage .
anville, . E . Latham.
e a ar, E. A. Ga truim.
. Wel1 tr.
P.

Elgin, H. F. Derr.
Evanston, Homer H. Kingsley,
Freeport, A. 0. Renpelt.
Galena, R. S. Hill.
Galesburg, William L. Steele.
Geneseo, S. A. Harrison.
Jacksonville, X. W. Davenport.
J oliet, D. H. Darling.
Kankakee, F . N. Tracy.
La Salle, L. A. 'fhomas.
Lincoln, Ambrose M. Miller,
Litchfield, Joel M . Bowlby.
Mattoon, B. F . Armitage.
Mendota, William Jenkins, Wost Siue.
Moli ne, W. H . Hatch .
Monmouth, James C. Burns.
Olney, 0. J. Bainum.
Ottawa, D.R. A. Thorp.
Paris, Alfred Harvey.
Pekin, James Kirk. 4
Peoria, Newton Charles Doug"!1crty.
Pe'ru, Fred W . Smedley.
Quincy, 'l'. W. Macfall.
Rock Island, S. S. Kemblo.
Rockford, P.R. Walker.
Springfield, J: H . Collins.
Sterling, Alfred Bayliss, District No. 3.
Streator, B. B. Lakin.
Waukegan, M. '\V. Marviu. 2
INDIANA.

Anderson, Jolm W. Carr.
Aurora, Robert W . Wood.
Brazil, Jobu C. Gregg.
Columbus, J. A. Carnagey.
Crawfordsville, T. N. Wellington.
Elkhart, D. W. Thomas.
Evansville, J. W . Layne.
Fort Wayne, John S. Irwin,
Frankfort, B. F. Moore.
Go. hen , William H. ims.
Groenca tle, Robert A. Ogg.
Grcensburgh, W . P . Shannon.
Huntington, Rol)ert I. Hamilton,
Indianapolis, L. H . Jon s.
J effel'Sonvillo, P. P . Shultz.
Kokomo, , heridan Cox.
La Fayette, Ed ward Ay res .
L a Por e, W. N. Ifailm ann .
L awrencehnrgh, W. H . Rucker.
L ban.on, David K. Goss.
e County suporintcnd nt; post-offico, Bloom·
in gdale.

' Rosignod; nnmo of successor not rcporlcd.

NAME REGIST~It
City snperintendents-Continued
INDIANA-continued.
Logansport, Anna V. La Rose.
Madison, F. D. Churchill.
Marion, :Johp. K. Walts.
Michfgan City; James C. Black.
Mount Vernon, H. P. Leavenworth .
Muncie, W.R. Snyder. ·
New Albany, J.B. Starr.
Peru, George G. Manning,
Richmond, 'Jusbin N. Study.
Seymour, William S. Wpod.
Shelbyville, J.C. Eagl e.
South Bend, ,James- 'nu Shane.
Terre Haute, William H. Wiley.
Valparaiso, William H. Banta.
Vincennes, Edward Taylor.
Washington, William F . Hoffman.

Emporia, - - - Reece. ,
Fort Scott, Guy P. Benton.
Hutchinson, H. C. Minnick.
,Independe,µce, S. M. Nees.
Ka:i;isas City, A. S. ,Olin.
Lawrence, Edward Stanley,
Leavenworth, J.E. Klock.
Marysville, A. C. Hancobk.
Newton, J. W. Cooper.
Osa,g e City, John A. McClain.
Ottawa, Frank P. Smith.
Parsons, Charles H. Hai ris.
' Pittsburgh, D. E. Pence.
.
-Salina, C . Y. Roop.
Topeka, John M. ;Bloss.
Wellington,.L. Tomlin.
Wichita, R. W. Stevenson.
Winfield, .J a mes H. I~ayes.
KENTUCKY.

IOWA,

Atlantic, J. J. Mc0onnell.L
Boone, George I. ~'1iller.
Burlingtop, R. McCay.
Cedar Rapids, J. F. Merrill.
Clinton, 0. P. Bo~twick.
Council Bluffs, H. W. Sawyer.
Creston, H. B. Larrabee.
Davenl>ort, J.B. Young.
Des Moines: Amos Hiatt, E ast Side; F.
B. Cooper, West Sid.e.
Dubuque, Thomas H ardie.2
Fort Dodge, F . C. Wildes.
Fort Madison, N. C. 'Camr,bell.
Iowa City, W. A. Willis.
Keokuk, W.W. Jami eson.
Le Mars, J. W. Love.
Lyons, H. E. Robbins.
Marshalltown, C. P. Rogers.
Mount Plea ant, F rederick A. Jack son.
Muscatine, ]?. M. Wi tte!'.
Oskaloosa, Or.ion C. Scott.
, Ottumwa, A. W. Stu art .
Sioux City, C. W. Dean.
Waterloo, F. J. Sessions, East Side.
JCA ' SAS ,

Abilene, Vf. D. Moulton
Arkansas City, Mrs. Lida S. Brady. 3
Atchison, Buel T. Davis.
Clay Centre, G. W. Kendrick.
El Dorado, W. H. F er t ich.
1 Resigned; name of successor not r epor ted.
2Secretary of the board of education.
1 County superintendent; postoffice, W infield,
Kana.

Ashland, J. G. Crabbe.
Bowling Green, W. B. Wylie.
Covington, John W . Hall.
Dayton, R. M. Mitchell.
F rankfol't, E. Whitesides. 4
Henderson, -Edward S. Clark.
Hopkinsville, Char] es II. Dietrich.
Lexington, l\f. A. C11ssidy.
Louisvill e, Ge0rge H. Tingley, jr.
Maysville, J. H . Kappes._ .
Mount Sterli i;ig, Mrs. W. l!'. Hibler. 5
Ne wport , J Qb.n Du rke.
,
Ow ensboron gli , A. C. Gooclwin.
Paducah, George 0 . McBroom.
Paris, Clarence L. Mart in. '
LOUISI A:NA.

Baton Rouge, George W. Buckner,li
New Orleans, ·warren Easton.
Shreveport, H. H . ~argrove.
MAIN E.

Auburn , W. W . S tetson.
Augusta, J. 0. ·w cbster.7 '
Bangor, Miss Ma ry E. Snow.
Bath, George E . Hughes.
Belfast, A. I. Brown.
Biddeford, Royal E. Gould.
Ca]ais, A. J. P adelford.
Ellsworth, R. M. Peck . .
L ewiston, Giles A. Stuart.
Ch airman of the school boari:.
P rincipal of tho high school.
G President of th parish school board.
7 Secretary and school Yisitor.
4
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- City supt;intcndents-Continued.
MAINE--_'c ontinued.
Portland, Orlando M'. Lord.
Rockland, Levi Turner, jr.
Saoo, Walter T. Goodale.
¥ARYLAND.

A~napolis, John C. Banno~.
' Baltimore, Henry,A. Wise.
Cumberland, H. G. Weimer. 1
Frederlck , Glenn H. Worthiugton. 2
Hagerstow:µ, P. A. Witmer. 2
MASSACHUSETTS.

Adams, Walter P. Beckwith.
AmeBbury, Frank Savage. 3
Attleborough, J. 0. 'riffany.
Bever)y, Wi1liam H. Lovett.•
Bost6n, Ed win P. Seaver. ~
Brockton, B. B; Russell.
Brookline, S. T. Dutton.
Cambridge, Francis Cogswell.
Chelsea, Eben H. Davis.
Chicopee, R.
Perkins.
Clinton, C. L. Hunt.
Danvers, A. P. Learoyd. 4
Dedham, 0. S. Williams.
'Everett, R . A. Rideout. 6
Fall River, William Connell.
Fitchburg, Joseph G. Edgerley.
}'ramingham, Frank S. Hotaling. 6
Gardner, Clara ,E. Howe. 3
Glou~ester, Freeman Putney.
Haverhill, Albert L. Bartlett.
Hol yoke, Ed win L. Kirtland.
Hyde Park, Richard M. Johnson. 4
L:iwrence, George E. Chickering.
Lowell, George F. Lawton.
Lynu, Orsa.mus B. Broce.
Mal<len, Charles A. Daniels.
Marblehead, Jolm B. Gifford.
Marlborough, H. R. Roth.
Medford, Ephraim Hunt.
Melrose, Guy C. Channell.
Milford, S. F . Blodgett.
Natick, G. D. Tower. 8
New Bedford, William E . Hatch.
Newburyport, William P. Lunt .•
Newt n, Jo pb C. J ones.
Nur th Adam, An on D. Miner.

H:

1 Secretary or cou o y board of eohool comrnis1ion rs.
1 Count
cbool exaruio r.
• Cb irinan of I.ho chool committee.

North Brookfield, L. Emerson Barnee.
Nort.harupton , Alvin :r'. Pease.
Peabody, Thomas Carroll. 3
Pittsfield, Thoma.a H. Day.
Plymouth, Charles Burton.
Quincy, G. I. Aldrich.
Salem, Alfred B. Brown. 4
Somerville, Cl arence E. Meleney.
Southbridge, John T. Clarke.
Spencer, F . L. Johnson.
Springfield, Thomas M. Balliet.
Stoneham, Sarah A. Lynde.
Taunton, G. C. fJapron.
Wal tham, Henry Whittemore.
Watertown, George R. Dwel}ey.
Westfield, G. H. Danforth.
Weymouth, [. M. Norcross.
Woburn, F. B. Richardson.
Worcester, Albert P. Marble.
MICHIGAN,

Adrian, George W. Walker.
Alpena, L . S. Norton.
Ann Arbor, Walter S. Perry.
Au Sable, W. A. Morse.
Battle Creek, E. M. Russell. 6
Bay City, J. W. Smith.
Big Rapids, S. W. Baker.
Cadillac, E. P. Church.
Cheboygan, W. C. Thompson.
Cold water, H . M. Slauson.
Detroit, W. E. Robinson.
Escanaba, Kirk Spoor.
!<,lint, D. Mackenzie.
Grand. Haven, E. L. Briggs.
Grant!. Rapids, W. W. Chalmers.
Ionia, W. D. Clizbe.
Iron Monn ta in, Mi ss F lora Wilber. 6
I shpem ing, Harlow Olcott.
Jacksou: Wesley Sears, District No. 1;
Charles 0. Hoyt, Di tdct No. 17.
Kalamazoo, Henry N. French .
Lake Linden , C. G. White.
Lan ing, Walter H. Cheever.
L udington, J. W . Miller.
Mani stee. Albert Jennings .
Marqnette, Anna M. ChaodJer.
Mar hall, Stuart McKibb n.
Menominee, J esse Hu bbard.
Monroe, W. H . Hc,ne,v .
fount Clemens, A. . Whitney.
'ocr eta.r.v of tho sch ool oomm'ttee.
of the hiJ!h chool.
• D coased; name of succes or not r uported.

4

6 Principal
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City _superintendents-Continued.
MICHIGAN-continued.

Muskegon, Gilman C. Fisher.
Negaunee, P. D. Davis. '
Niles, J. D. Schiller.
9wosso, J ..W. Simmons.
Pontiac, 0. C. Seelye.
Pbrt Huron, John A. Stewart.
Sagina:w: B. C. Thompson, West Saginaw; C. N. Kendall, East Saginaw.
West Bay City, J.E. Lemon.
Sault Ste. Marie, A. Murray.
Wyan<lotte, Martin L. Palmer.
Ypsi~ariti, R. W. Putnam.
MINNESOTA.

Anoka, M. A. Stone.
Braineril, E. K. Cheadle.
Crookston-, John Moore.
Duluth, Robert E. Denfeld.
Faribault, W.W. West.
Little Falls, Clara Kingsley. 1
Mankato, A. F. Bechdolt.
Minneapolis, John E. Bradley.
Red Wing, A. W. Rankin.
Rochester, E. Adams.
St. Cloud, S. S. Parr.
St. Paul, Charles B. Gilbert.
St. Peter, Edgar George.
Stillwater, Frank T. Wilson.
Winona, George E. Knepper.
MISSISSIPPI.

Columbus, J.M. Barrow.
Greenville, E. E ~Bass.
Jackson, J.C. Brooks.
Meridian, Andrew A. Kincannon.
Natehez, I. W. Henderson.
Vicksburg, Edmund W. Wright.
MISSOURI.

Boon.;ille, F. W. Ploger.
Brookfield, W. H. Brownlee. 2
Butler, J. F. Starr.
Cape Girardeau, T. E. Joyce.
Carrollton, W. D. I>obson.3
Carthage, J.M. White.
Cllillicothe, W.W. Griffith.
Clinton, Cllarles B. Reynolds,
Columbia, J. S. Stokes.
De Soto, J ohu B. Scott.
1
1

Principal of the high sohool.
Secretary of the school board.

Hannibal, Livingst'?n M~Oa.rtney.
Indepen'del)ce, William F. Bahlmann.
Jefferson,City, Ralph E. Oldham.
Joplin, R. D. Shannon. '
Kansas City, J.M. Gr~enwood.
Lexington, H. D. Demand. · , . Louisiana, R. B. D. Simonson.
Marshalr, T. E. Spencer.
Mary; ville, E. J. H. Beard.
Mexico, D. A. McMillan.
Moberly, W. D. Dous!)n.Nevada, W. J. Hawkins.
Rich Hill, J. C. Ryan.
~t. Charles, George W. Jones.
St. Joseph, Edward B. Neely.
St. Louis, Edward H. Lon~. Sedalia, A. J. Smith.
Springfield, J oua't han Fairbanks. ;,
'r~entou, ·J . L. Ripp'etoe.
Warrensburgh, B. F. Pettus.
Washington, F. M. Patterson.
MONTANA.

Butte City, J. R. Russell.
Helena, R. G. Young.
NEBRASKA, ,

Beatrice, C. G. Pearse.
Fremont, J. Alv-a Hornberger.
Grand Island·, Robert J. Barr.
Hastings, J.J3. Monlux.
Kearney, J. T. Morey.
Lincoln, Henry S. Jones.
Nebraska City, G.D. Ostrom.
Omaha, Henry _M. James.
Plattsmouth, :t!,. C. McClellan.
South Omaha, A. A. Munroe.
NEVADA.

Carson City, H. H. Howe.
Eureka, Peter Breen.
Gold Hill, R. C. Story.
Virginia City, J. Alexander Stephens.
NEW HAMPSHIRE.

Concord, L. J. Rundlett,
Dover, Cha.auto~ Folsom.
Keene, CharleH H. Douglass.
Manchester, William E. Buck.
Nashua, Fred Gowing.
Portsmouth, Cha~les H. Morss.
Rochester, Charles W. Brown.
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Binghamton, Marcus W. Scott.
Brockport, Arthur A. Johnson. 7 •
NEW J E RSEY.
Brooklyn, William H. Maxwell.
Atlantic City, C. E. -Morse.1
Buffalo, James F. Crooker.
· Bayonne, H.' W;_F. Jones.
Canandaigua, H. ·L. Taylor.
Bordentown, William Macfarland. 2
Catskill, Henry B. Coons.
Bridgeto'n, William-E. Cox.
Cohoes, William J. McClusky.
Burlington, Wilbur Watts. 2
College Point, Mary L. Lylefl. 2
Camden, Martin V. Bergen.
Corning, J . L. Miller.
Cortland, Frank Place.
East Orange, Vernon L , Davey.
Elizalrnth, J. Aug ustus Dix.
Dansville, F. J. Diamond.
Dunkirk, J. W. Babcock.
Gioucester City, J.C. Stinson.
I;Iackensack, Joht;1 Terhu'n e.3
Edgewater, 8 J. J. Kenney. 9
Elmira, E. J. Beardsl'ey.
Harrison, G.-0. Houghton. 4
Flushing, John Holley Clark. ,
Hoboken, David E. Rue. _
Jersey City, A9,dif}on B.-, Poland.
Fulton, B. G. Clapp.2
Geneva, W. H. Vrooman.
Kearney,5 G: C. Houghton. 4 '
' Gloversville, James A. E8tee.
Lambertville', Geo_rge Pierson.
Green Island, James Heatly.
Loug Branch, C, Gregory.
Haverstraw, L. 0. Markham. 2
Millville, E. C. Stokes .
Hoosick Falls, John E. Shull. 2
Montclair, Randall Spaulding.
Hornellsville, W.R. Prentice.
Morristown, W. L. R. Hav_:en.
Hudson, William S. Hallenbeck.
Mount Holly, Charles D. Raine.
Ilion, Judson I. Wood.
New Brunswick, E'llis
Apgar.
Ithaca, Luther C. Foster.
Newark, William N. Barringer.
'Jamaica, W . J. Ballard.~
Orange, Usher W. Cutts.
Jamestown, Rovillus R. Rogers.
Passaic, H. ·H. Hutton.
Johnsto wn, William S. Snyder.
Paterson, Orestes M. Brands.
Kingston, Charles M . Ryon.
Perth :Amboy, C. C. !Iommann. ,
Lansingburgh, Edward Wait.
Phillipsburgh, H. Budd Howell.
Little Falls, Edwin E . Ashley.
Plainfield, Rev. J . L. Hurlbut.
Lockport, Emmet Belknap.
Rahway, Elihu B. Silvers.
Long Island City, Sheldon J. Pardee.
Salem, Robert Gwynne, jr.
Trenton, B. C. Gregory. 1
Lyons, W. H. Kinney.
;tJnion,6 G. C. Houghton. 4
Malone, Sarah L. Perry.
Mat tea wan, S. K. Philli ps. 10
West Hoboken, G. C. Hougb.ton,4
Woodbury, William Milligan.I
Medina, Charles E. Allen.
Middletown, A. B. Wilb ur.
NEW MEXICO.
Mount Vernon, Jared Sandford. 11
New Brighton, J. J. Kenney.11
Santa F e, John P. Victory. ·
New Rochelle, Isaac E. Young.
NEW Y RJC.
New York, John Ja per.
Newburgh, R. V. K. Montfort .
Albany, Charles W . Cole.
Niagara Palls, N. L. Benham.
Albion, Freeman A. Greene.
Am terdam, J. W. Kimball, J ohn G. Ser- Norwich, Elbert W. Griffith .
Nyack, John A. Demarest,2
vis .
Ogclensburgh, Barney Whitney.
Auburn, Benjamin B. Snow.
Batavia., Jobn K nnedy .
01 an, A. B. Davi .
Bath , L. D. M'.iller.2
Oneida, w..Jennings. 2

City sii1Jeri-nte11dents-Continued.
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1

upervi in~ principal.
Principal,
•county sap ri.n t nd nt.
County aperintonden ; po toffic , Tiobokeo,

2

.... J,

'
•

nd mail to .: ewark, .J.
ndm U lo, e hawken.

•

Re. ignecl; name of ucc s. or not reported.
•Send mail to tnpl ton, N. Y .
0 chool commissioner; po t office, New Brighton,". Y .
10 Clerk to board of ducatioo,
1 1 chool com missioner.
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NEW

YORK-continu ed.

Oswego, E. J. I;fa,milton.
Owego, Ed win P. Reco11don.
Peekskill, John Millar, 1 A. D. Dunbar. 2
Penn Y:m, Hen~y White Callahan.
Plattsburgh, George J. McAndrew.
Port Chester, Arthur P. Thomas, 3
Poi:t Jervis, John M. Dolph.
Port Richmond, A. I. Sherman.
Poughkeepsie, Ed ward Burgess.
Rochester, S. A. Ellis.
Rome, M. J . Michael.
Saratoga Springs, E . N. Jo~es.
Saugerties, W. L. Scott. 3
SchenectadJ, S. B. Howe.
Seneca Falls, A. C. McLachlan.
-Sing Sing, J. Irving Gorton.
Syracuse, A. B. Blodgett.
Tarrytown, William T. Lockwood. 4
Tonawanda, Henry P ease. 3
Troy, David Beattie.
Utica, A. McMillan.
Waterloo, A. R. Serven. 3
Watertow.n, Frederick Seymour.
West Troy, James R. Main. 5
Whitehall, John H. Kelley.
Yonkers, C. E_. Gorton.
NORTH CAROLINA.

AsheviJle, Philander P. Claxton.
Charlotte, Alexander Graham.
Durham, Edwin W. Kennedy.
Fayetteville, B. C. Mciver,
Goldsborough, J. Y. Jo3·ner.
Greens borough, George A. Grimsley.
New Berne, John S. Long.
Raleigh, Edward P. Moses.
Reidsville, E. L. Hughes.
Salisbury, R. G. Kizer.
Wilmington, M. C. S. Noble.
Winston, John J. Blair.
NORTH DAKOTA.

Fargo, Darius Steward.
Grand Forks, C.H. Clemmer.
OHIO.

Akron, Elias Fr,aunfelter.
A1liance, Charl_es C. Davidson.
1 Principal

o.t Drum Hill school district.
Principal of Oaksiue school district.
a Principal.

2

Ashtabula, I. M. Clemmens.
Bellaire, Benjamin S. Jones.
Bellefontaine, Henry Whitworth.
1
Bucyrus, F. M. Hamilton.
Canton, James J. Burns.
Chillicothe, E. S. Cox,
Cincinnati, William H. Morgan.
Circl~ville, M. H. Lewis. _ ,
Cleveland, L. W. Day.
Columbus, J. A. Shawan .
Dayton, W. J. White.
Defiance, C. W. Butler.
Deht,vare, D'. 'E. Cowgill.
Delphos, E.W. Hastings.
East Liverpool, A. E . Gladding.
El,rria, Henry M. Parker.
Findlay, J. W. Zeller.
Fostoria-, H , L. Frank.
Fremont, W. W. Ross.
Galion, A. W. Lewis.
G~llipolis, J. B. Mohler.
Greenville, F . Gillum Cromer /
Hamilton, Alston Ellis.
Ironton, Milton J. pialler y.
.Jackson, J. E. Kinnison.
Kenton, 'E. P. Dean.
Lancaster, George W. Welsh.
Lima, J. M. Greenslado.
Mansfield, John Simpson.
Marietta, C. K. Wells.
Marion, Arthur Powell.
Martin's l?erry, J.E. Mannix.
Massillon, E. A. Jones.
Middletown, B. B. Harlan .
Mount Vernon, Lewis D. Bonebrake.
Nelsonville, F. S. Coultrap.
New Philadelphia, W. H. Ray.
Newark, J. C. Har,tzle:i:.
Niles, F. J. Roller.
Norwalk, William R. Comings.
Painesville, George W. Ready.
Piq_ua, C. W. Bennett.
Pomeroy, Morris B9wers.
Portsmouth, Thomas Vickers.
Salem, M. E~ Hard.
Sand usky, Charles C. Miller,
Sidney, M.A. Yarnell.
Springfield, A. E. Taylor.
Steubenville, Henry Ney Mertz.
Tiffin, J. H. Snyder.
Toledo, H. W. Compton.
Troy, C. L. Van Cleve.
Uhrichsville, R. Boyd Smith.
4 Secretary of the board of education.
6School commissioner.
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Harrisburg, L. 0. Foose.
Hazleton, David A. Harman·.
OHIO-continued.
Honesdale, George W. Twitmyer.
Urbana1 . A. C. Deu!:'1.
Huntingdon, L. S. Shimmell.
Van Wert, W ) I. Lilly.
Johnstown, T. B. Johnston.
Warren,.]'. L. Lasley.
Lancaster, R. K. Buehrle.
Washington d. ;EI., N. JI. Chaney.
L ebanon, Cyrus Boger.
We],lston t Timothy S. Hogan. ,
Lock Haven, John A. Robb.
Wooster, W. S. Eversole. McKeesport, Perry A. Rhanor.
·
Xenia, Edwin B. Cox.
Mahanoy, Frank Seward Miller.
Youngstown, F. Treudley. '
Mauch Chunk, James J. Bevan.
Zanesville, W. D. Lash.
Meadville, H. V. Hotchkiss.
-Mechanicsburgh, D. E. Kast. 1
OREGON,
Middletown, D. H. Bucher.
Monongahela, E.W. Dalby.
Albany, G. A. W alker.-.
Mount Carmel, William N. Lehman.
Astoria, v.-w. S°!J.ively.
Nanticoke, Clarence B. Miller.
East Portland, W. A. Wetze!l. 1
New' Brighton, J. Bur<lette Richey.
Portland, Miss Ella C. Sabio.. ,
New Castle, F. M. Bullock.
Salem, Mrs. Sarelia G. Grubbe.
Norristown, Joseph K. Gotwals.
PENNSYLVA.NIA,
Oil City, C. A. Babcock .
.Allegheny, John Morrow.
Philad elphia, Edward B_rooks.
Allentown, L. B. Landis.
Ph renixville, H. F. Leister.
Altoona, D. S. Keith.
Pittsburgh, George J. Luckey.
Asbland, William ·c. Estler. '
Pittston, Robert Shiel. 6
Beav;er 'F alls, J. M Reed.
Pl ymouth, -Grimes.4
Bellfonte, David M. Lieb.
Pottstown, W.W. Rupert.
Bethlehem, Thomas Farquhar.
Pottsville, B. F. Patterson.
Bloomsburg, T. H. Harkins.
Read ing, Samuel A. Baer.
Braddockr no superintendent.!l
Renovo, Charles B. kelly.
Bradford, C. J?· Bqgart. ,
St. Clair, G. W. Weiss.6
Bristol, Matilda S. Booz.
Scranton, George W. Phillips.
Bµtler, Ebenezer Mackey.
Shamokin, William F . Harpel.
Carbondale, J olm J. Forbes.
Sharon, J. W . Canon. ·
Carlisle, C. P. Humrich. 3
Shenandoah, L. A. Freeman.
Chambersburg, William H. Hockenberry. South Beth lehem, Owen R. Wilt.
Chester, Charles F. Foster.
Steelton, L. E . McGinnes.
Columbia, S. H. Roffman.
Sunbury, C. D. Oberdorf.•
ConnellsviUe, John S. Church ..
Susquehanna, C. 'r. Thorpe.
Cons"!loho,cken, J. K. Harley-.
Tamaqua, Robert T. Ditchburn.
Cory, A. D. Colegrove.
Titusville, R. M. Streeter.
Danville, W. D. teinl)acb .
Towanda, G. W . Ryan. 7
DuBois, C. T. Work. 4
Uniontown, J. S. David.
Donmore, L. R. Fowler.
Warren, A. B. Mi11er.
Easton, Willia.m , W. Cottingham; South Washin(Ttou, A. G. Braden.
Ea ton, . E . Shull.
West Ch ester, Addi on Jones.
Erie, H. C. Mi aim er.
Wilke Barre, J. Butler Woodward.
Franklin, . P. Kinsley.
Williamsµort, . Transeau.
GreenviU , John E . Morris.
York, Atreu Wanner.

City ·sup~l'intenden~s-Cqn tinuetl.

Supernsing principal.
County snporintentleot; post-office, chuylldll
Raven, P a.
1 County superintendent.

6
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NAME REGISTE}:t,
Greenville, C. A. Neville;
Houston, W. S. Sutton.
Laredo., II. G. _Dickinson:
Marshall, Chesley F. Adams.
Navasota, S.; lJ. Flake. ,.
Palestine, E. M. Pace.
Paris, D.R. Cully:
San AntonioJ J. E. Smith.
Sherman, W. L. Lemmon,
Texarkana, V. E. Buron. 2
' Tyler, ·p , V. Pennybacker.
Waco, Mrs. Willie D. House;

OitiJ superinjtndents-Continued.
RHODE ISLA...."'ID,

Bristol, J.P. ReyI\ol,ds.
Central Falls, Asa H. Nickerson.
East Providence, William W. Ellis.
Newport, Benjamin Baker,
Olneyville, Daniel W. Irons.
' Pawtucket, Henry M. Maxson.
Providence, Horace S. Tarbell.
Warren, Benjamin M. Bosworth.
Westerly, 0 ~ U. Whitford.
Woonsocket, F. E. McFee.

TJTAH,

SOUTH CAROLINA,

Charleston, Henry P. Archer.
Columbia, D. B. Johnson.
Gree-nville, William S. Morrison.
Spartanburgh C.H., David F. Houston.

Logan, W. H. Appe,rley.1
Ogden City, R. S'. Page.
P,rovo City, E. A. Wilson.!
Salt La~e City, J. F,, MillsJ?aug~.
VERMONT,

SOUTH DAKOTA.

Bane, Sherman E. Bishop. 3
Bennington, C. S. ,Davi~. 3 , •
Brattleboro, E. H. McLacblin. 3
Burlington, Henry 0. Wheeler. 3
Rutland, Edward L. T~n'.!ple.
St. Albans, F. H. Dewart. 3
St. Johnsbury, Belle F. Small. 3'

Deadwood, Alexander Strachan.
Pierre, Elmer C. Patterson.
Sioux Falls, J. K. Davis.
Yankton, J. D. Stay.
TENNESSEE ,

Chattanooga, H. D. Wyatt.
Clarksville, J. W. Grah am.
Columbia, T. B. Kelly.
Jackson, Thomas H. P aine.
Knoxville, Albert Ruth.
Men{phis, Charl es H. Collier,
Murfreesborougb, N. D. Overall.I
Nashville, Z. H. Brown,
Union City, Price Thomas.

VIRGINIA.

Alexandria, Richard L. Carne,
Danville, John A. Herudon. '
Frederickslrnrgh, E. M. Crutchfield,
Lynchbnrgh, E. C. Glass.
Manchester, D. L . Pulliam.
Norfolk, K. C. Murray.
r
Petersburgh, D. M. Brown.
Portsmouth, John C. Ashton,
Richmond, William F. Fox.
Roanoke, Rush U. Derr.
Staunton, W. W. Robertso~ .
Winchester, Maurice
Lynch.

TEXAS,

Austin, John ,B. Wi-nn.
Brenham, W. H. Flynne.
Brownsvj lle, J. F. Cummings.
Cleburne, S. M. N, Mars.
Corpus Christi, C. W. Crossley,
Corsican a, Charles T, Alexander.
Dallas, J. T. Hand.
Denison, N. So,merville.
Denton , E. F. Comegys.
El Paso, W. K. Savage.
Fort Wort h, James M. Carlisle,
Gainesville, C. A. Bryant.
Galveston, Oscar H. Cooper.
1

County superintendent.

ED
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WASHINGTON.

Seattle, Frank J. Ba.rnard.
Spokane Falls, D. Bemis~.
1'acoma, Franklin B. Gault.
Wa).la Walla, R. C. Kerr.
1

WEST VIRGINIA,

Chadeston, George S. Laidley.
Grafton, Ashby J. Wilkinson.
2

T reasurer.

3

Pri ncipal,
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1

Huntington, ·James M. Lee.
Martinsburgh,, .J. A. Cox.
Fark~rsburgh, W. M. Straus.
Wheeling, W. H. Anderson.
.'

-1

WISCONSIN.

Appleton~ I. N. Stewart.
Baraboo, I,, H. Clark.
Beaver Dam, James J. Dick.
B,eloit, W. S. Axtell.
· Be;rlin, N. M. Dodson.
Chippew11 Falls,. George S. P ark er.
Eau Cla,ire, M. S. frawley. 1
Fond-du Lac: L-N. Mitchell.
Fort Howard, C. W. Lomas.
- Green.Bay, John A. Hancock.
Janesville, F . W. Coo"iey.
Kenosha, D. A. Mahoney.
La Crosse, Albert Hardy,
•;,

1
2

Princip~.l.
,
County auperintendent.

Madison, William H. Bea.oh.
Manitowoc, C. E. Patzer. 2
Marinette, J. F. Powell.
Menasha, G. W. Dodge.
Menominee, Ida M. Johnson.
Merrill, Francis E. MathewR,
Milwaukee, William E. An1l crson.
Monroe, J. A. Mitchell.
Neenah, Robert Shiells .
Oconto, D. P. Moriar ty,
' Oshkosh, J. H. Merrill.
Portage, A. C. Kellogg.
Racine, H. G. Winslow.
Sheboygan, A. C. Prescott.
Stevens Point, H. A. Simonds.
Superior, G. G. WiUiams. 3
Watertown, C. F. Viebahn.
W aukesba, George H. Reed.
Wausau, Charles V. Bardeen.
White Water, M. Furlong.
WYOMING.

Cheyenne, James 0. Churchill.
8 County superintendent; post-office, West Superior, Wis.

PART II.
CHAPrrER XI.1
TEE INCEPTION AND THE PROGRESS OF THE .AMERlO.AN,
NORMAL-SC HOOL OURRIOTJLUJ\,t TO _1880.

INTRODUCTORY •

.For tho_ past three years the curriculum of the normal school has been -a ·s ub- '
ject that has received considerable attention at the ·annual• meeting of the National
Teachers' Assocjation. The intricate and delicate matter of ascertaining the character of the present curriculum is still in th~ir hands. It is the purpose of the follo \Ying
compila_tion to present the circumstances, so far as they are a m~tter of record, under
which the early curricula were established during the fo:urth and fifth decades of th~
present c, ntury, the ideas of those who made them, and the modifications th~y
underwent up to the date of 1880.
The period we are about to speak of is the second or so-called empirical st~ge of
Professor Payne's classification, as will appear from the followil).g statement taken
from the announcement of his course at the lJuiversity of Michigan in 1880:
"There are three w~ll-marked phases of thought with respect .t o fitness for te~ching:
'' 1 . . The earliest conception, and the one that is 't he most prominent ill the legal
requirements for obtaining- a, license to teach -is, that general scholarship constitutes
fitness for teaching.
f' 2. A. progressive phase of thought, marked by the est·ablishment of normal schools,
asserts that genera.I scholarship supplemented by a knowledge of specific methods,
constitutes fitness for teaching.
·
'' 3. The conception now gaining ground is that teaching should cease to be an ,
empirical art and should become a rational art; that the teacher should not only be
instructed in processes but should also be taught the body of doctrine that underlies
them and assures their validity. In other words, the art of teaching has outgrown
its empirical stage, aurl is now growing into its rational or scientific stage. This
phase of thought is indicated by the general movement, especially in the Northwes,t,
to make the science of education an established branch of universit,y instruction.
As this is one of the latest of the sciences, it has not yet been cast into articulate
form. In fac"t, it is now in process of formation."
It will be observed that Professor Payne speaks of these' as "phases of thought,''
not as actualities. .For_., indeed, much the larger portion of our teaching corps is
made µp of those who nave obtained their positions by merely passing an examination, and one may infer from the summary of President Gray at the meeting of the .
National Teachers' Association, in 1887, th11,t the expression "normal-school curriculum" has more than one meaning.
l)lfFF.REN.CE JJETWEEX NORYCAL AND OTHEUI PROFESSIONAL
SCHOOLS.
•

lt is not necessary to enter upon the discussion of the question what the science
and art of education is made up of, or even whether the ruain object of a normal
school should be to give instruction in that science and art. ' Bnt, as the question is
8 ometimes asked why normal 8chools do not teach the science and art of educati?n,
1 This and the three following chapters, relating to the general suuject of train in" of teachers, I.Jave
been prepared by Mr. Wellford Addis, specialist of the J1 1reau.
"'
1

. ·,
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__ - sin,.ce law,. medical, and ~heolo.gioal schools t~ach .the sciences of law; medicine, and
· -theology, it may be well t9 p'omt out a material difference between schools fot traiu1
ing per§ons for one of.the learned professions and normal schools, since it,ma,y explain
a-very vigorous demand 'about 1870 for better qualififld candidates for admission on
the part .of several normal school_principals.
' ·, The difference consists in the relat ion that the subj ect-matter of instruction in a.
la,~,or medical school Qn one side and the instruction in a normal school on the otb r
bear to the-subject-matter of instruction in an elementary school. There is no i mm edi_ate nonnectfou between , constructing a sentence and a legal document; but there
may be bnt an interv.-al of a few days between lea.ming a thing and teaching what
has just been acquired to another, especially if that other be a child. To increa e
,th~ preparatory course of study is to protract the day of graduation, and thns to insure that maturity which 'in other professions is required by law, and which goes for
good dea,}.l
,
'
1
'
In the effort to reorganize the Boston city normal school in 187,3, the professional
, charact!3r of the school seems to have been "suggested" by the mayor-who opp1;>sed
the. reorgauizatiop.-and quali_fiedly denied by the school committee 011 norm al
_ school~ in the foll9wing terms :
· '
, "The sugges~ion ('\Ometimes heard that this school has anything in common,. in its
legal basis, with a. medi·ca} school or a law school, can hardly have been made upon
reflection. A young man enters a law school for his own personal ends. He pursues his studies, pays his bills, graduates, hires an office, puts out a sign, and waits
for clients. His fees may be small or large; no one fixes his income and limits it by
rtile. He is not educated for the public service; he does not enter the puulic service. . No committee, actjng for the public interest, discharges him from his position
}ransfers him from one field to another as the public good may demand."

a

or

'

THE 'NEW PSYCHOLOGY •.A.ND OLD NECESSrrrnis.

, In the second paragraph of his Philosophy of Education, Rosenkranz speaks with
virulence of the resultsfl.owing from the impossibility of exactly defining education.
'! ' Since education," says he, "is capable of no such exact definitions of its principle
, and no such lpgical treatment as other sciences, the treatises written upon iL abound
_ in shallowness more than those of any other literature. Short-sight~dn ess and arrogance find in it a most congenial atmosphere, and uncritical methods and declamatory bombast ftou,.rish as nowhere else."
We therefore hasten to inquire if, since education as a science is incapable of exact
definition, the curriculum of the school where the science of education is taught can
be definitely fixecl.
It is true that Monsieur Greard assu-res us itt bis report on the schools of Paris thn.t
"pedago&'y is nothing more than the application of psychology to,education;" adding signincantly, "au appli9a'tion that, in elementary education, grows more delicate
.,. as the nature operated upon is less cultivatecl." 2 To much the same purpor~ Professor
Bain tells us that "the largest chapter in, the science of ed ucation must be the following out of all tbe psycholo~ical laws that bear directly or indirectly upon the
process of mental acqnirement; " 3 while Mr. Sully thinks he "may perhaps a ume
that modern pedagogics bas adopted th e idea that education is concerned, not simply
with instruction or in communicating knowledge, but with the training of faculty. " 4
Yet we take it the science of education, a'l written up by Professor Bai a in hi s work
Education as a Science, is not the same thing as the science of psychology, as written
up by Mr. Sully in bis Outlines of Psychology, with ·s pecial reference to the theory of
eclncation . We wou ld define Mr. Bain's work, after Chapter 5, as the science of tb
curric11lnm of the elementary school, and Mr. Sully's as th e science of the phenomena
of tbe human roincl in general.
.
But it.is immaterial, as far as relates to t1:te di tinguish ed agitators for l!orro a.l
cbools in the fourth decade of this century, whether psychology and educat1011 be
t,h 6 sn.roe or i ter sciences, or stand in the nr alatiou of mother and child; for educaLi nal psycbolo O'y is of modern growth . Nevertheles , the gentle m n who introdu c1 h normal ch0ol, th ugh ignorant of the p sychology of the eighth and nin th
d ad , had r~ v ry definite idea of what they wanted, which in all proba.bili y wa
far b t r than to have ha.d a mere knowled o-e of tu.at psychology.
It i on of the di tln"'ni bing qierits of tt~ German juriscon ult, Savio-ny, ba h
bow d h l_ cral in titu ion of a, country to be a part of tb life or the commun i y
and no a. tbrng to be pnt on or off at a, moment's notice. The adoption of he fonn

'
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,
of goveq1me11t that obtains in the United States bas riot saveq oth~r Republics of tliis
coutinent either from revolutions or dictators.
Let us pause for a moment so that we may bring before us the condition of education
h'alf a century ago. The name and character of Barnas' Sears, State snperiritendent,
college president, aud the educational genius of the Pea:body Fund, is wf:11 know~.
In one of those luminous articles that make the proceedrng,s of the A~ner1can_Inst1- tnte- of Instruction so interesting he speaks of the ' educational progress m the '
United States.during the last fifty years," s~ying:
1-1 But it is time to approach the close of this second period t1776~1~30 J and .to
speak of the s'chools as they were towards the year 1830. I will speak of them as I
knew them, for I was in them about 10 years as pupil and 6 winters as a teacher
during the :first quarter of the century. 1t 1t * _At the opening of tlie school (11su- ,
ally number ing from 80 to 100) in the morning, the first class, turning from their writing desks, which were the highest in the room and nearest the walls, was called up
to r ead in these words: 'Arise, manners, take your seats.' They the'n read in turn, PEOnou1;1~ini the words as monotonously as ~hey would in a, spelling lesson, in wh~t was
fannllarly calJed the 'school tone.' Th11!1 done by each member, the class agam going tlirough the 'manners' process, swing their feet , over the bench, face the wall,
and are ready for writing. In this exercise each pupil filled- hrs page \after the master's copy. Then follow ed the hour for ciphering, which, like the writing, required
much of the master's attention. In difficult cases he would consult :the manuscript
book w_bich la:Y in bis'desk and in which all the sums of the text-book were wrought
out, copied from tho book of some old schoolmaster. This process was repeated until
the lowest class was reached and the work of the forenoon ,:finished.
, "Half the session being thus ended, the whole process was r ~versed. The youngest child was called up again 'to say his letters,' a term which fitly described the performance. Next followed an exercise which required genius. '!'he task assigned was to mak~ syllables l>y repeating in sundry ways the names of the first two letters of
the alphabet, although there was no more connection between those names and the
syllables than there was between them and the moon. It reminds me of the story of
t,he monk who filed his teeth in order to speak Hebrew." 1
_
Under such circumstances, circumstances requiring great will power, perhaps, but · /,
little learni,ng on the part of the teacher, those extraordinary changes in the teach. ,·
ing force of which mention is made on page 322 could occur with impunity. One of
tl)e great virtues of the teacher was not to be "run out" by the older boys.
Now, the gentlemen who saw these evils also saw the remedy; and tlie normal
schoo_l was inaugnrnted . The human race, says, in substance, Governor Boutwell at
the ~pening of the Salem (Massachusetts) Normal School, may be divided into two
classes so that the description of each shall be this: One hits no ideal of a future different from ' the present, at most no clearer conception of a higher existence. · The
other class is conscious of the power of progress, is making continual advances, and
h as an ide~l,' such as, in its judgment, the present ouglit to be.
The agitators for normal schools were the radicals of those days. -Those who cling
to the methods they introduced are now looked upon in some quarters as very strong
conservatives, for in the mean time not- only a "new psychology," but a" riew education," bas arisen. Yet despite this advance in tl:ieory, as late as 1869 a committee
of the American Normal School Association in reporting upon a course of study says
"that the normal school is compelled by the necessitieJ, of its position in the system
to adjust itself to the condition and circumstances of the subordinate parts of that
system. It must ·let itself down so far as to be accessible by the average of those
who have received their preparation in the lower schools. Otherwise its rooms would
be tenantless and its occupation gone." What must have been the situation in 1840 !
But we should rather inquire why was the situation changed in 1880 ¥ '!'his will lead
us into conjecture, it is true, but not unprofitable conjecture, since it may stimulate
those who do know into putting their information under the public eye.
It was not until after the War of the Rebellion that city normal schools began to
~ot,rish. The normal school of Philadelphfa, it must be admitted, was estalilished
10 1848, yet we :find tlie principal, in a late report, urging that the pupils l-e given an
academic course of instruction before being admitted into the normal school: The
Boston Normal School was merely a girls' high school until its reorganization in 1872, /
and so on. Now the idea of the principal of the Philadelphia Normal School in all
probabi]Hy occurred to the authorities in every city system having a normal school
and a high school. Without the city big~ school the city normal school is but a hi~~
schoo l. We know, at le111t 1 that many high schools have a normal olass, usually,tne

a

1
• In the first,olume of his American Annals of Education the editor, William C. Woodbridge, pub111,bed an account of a" common school from 1801 to 1831, purporting to be from' a teacher.'" The article olos~s w~th_ the fo!lowing paragraph:
"Un~1J_ w1tlnn I!- few y_e ars no studies have b~n permitted in the da:v. school but spelling, reading,
an!1 "Wnt10g. Anthmet1cwas taught by a few mstructors one or two eveninla!:S in a week. But in _
spite of a roost determined opposition, arithmetic is now permitted in the day school and a few pupils
atudy geography."

,
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class of the fourth year. .B ut could the isolated or State normn,l school, drawin g it
pupils frorrf the rural districts, and these pupils appoin t ed by political person or
otherwise, a.ct as independently as the cities '? We th ink ·not. Whitt those chools
'can, now attempt i~ the way of exacting high requirements for admission it is not
OUT purpose to rnquire.
t
,
In all probability three conclusions will be reached by t he critical _reader of the
following page~. It will ·appear that the utility of the early normal school was ba ed
on the-- theory that the acquisition of knowledge is only a preliminary step to the
ability to impart it, and that the function of the normal school was to give the pupil
an opportunity to digest what he had elsewhere learned. It will aiso appear that in
·practice the function of the early normal school was, in the beginning, to te~iew :i.nd
perfect the elements of a common school education and the elements of science inclndrng a great deal, perhaps too much, of higher mathematics, but tb'a t the curricul um
eventually Fiilenecl out until it contained subjects which are not t1tught in the common schools, though properly appearing in an institution for classical secondary education,, And, finally, it will be very apparent that, whereas the theory of the normal
school required it to train its pupils to impart knowledge to unlettered persons in
the common schools, it was in the 'first terms of its course compelled to become a
common school itself and to teach the future teacher not only what he would be
called npon to teauh, but also to train him to impart the knowledge that in the
,pr()per iiens~ of the word he hardly knew himself. 'l'he theory of Mr. Dix and especially of Mr. Mann, seems very sound, and those who encouraged the drift of the ~ormal
school curriculum towards a high school curriculum have brought npon then uccessors the condition of affairs that in Prussia led to the interference of the state and
the Drei Preussischen Regulative of October, 1854. Their only exc~se can be that
the studies of the elementary school are by themselves immfficient to give the intellectual development that an elementary school teacher must have, and that to secure
not only this intellectual development but also maturity in years the State or isolate_d
normal school was compelled to model its ·program after that of an academy. This
explanation, however; is such a covert attack upon the program of the elementary
school, '' where," according to Mr. Mann, '' the mass of children must look for all the
aids of education they will ever enjoy,'' and so favorable to tha.t of the secondary
school, that its justification must rest upon the result of those still very unsettled
questions, what shall the common school teach? what the high school f
TIIE NAME "NORMAL."
/

The name normal schooJ came from France. The guid ing light o~ the innovator
wns, at least in New York, M. Cousin's once celebrated report or senes of reports on
public instruction in several states of Germany and particularly in Prussia.1
'fhe full work in French seems to have been read by the New York board of regent
in 1834, but the book was undoubtedly more widely read in a translation of th~ portion relating to Prussia, 2 of which one-half was given to the subject of." pnm~ry
· normal schools" ( a literal put inexact translation of ecoles norruales primatre.s, w b1cb
was tlle Gallic terni for the expressive name of Scbullobrer-Seminarien, by which
·
•
these schools were then anti are r:.ow known). 3
Thu our "school teacher ' seminaries" became known as normal (literally mo?el
or proper) schools-a school with a French name and a Prussian curriculum. ~ 1th
this brief preface we now turn to the tirst effort, inaugurated at public expense, to
provide our public schools with teachers.
P DLIC

ORMAL CLASSES IN NEW YORK.

THE NORMAL SCHOOL CURRICULUM:'
mies1 seve; ally in maintaining classes in their institution,; in wh ich pu"pils' wer~-to ·l1e
•
,
,
educated for teaching in the public scbools. 1
In presenting his report as cbairman:of the committee of the board of_ reg.~nts, to
which body the proposition of tho_ legislature _had bee1;1 r~ferred, Mr. Dix said that _
he and his collea()'ues were deeply impressed with the feelrng that the result of the
deliberation of the board would ameliorate the " l eading and acknowledged defect
' in out common school-the want of competent teachers;" for " the position is indisputable that without able a.ud well-trained teachers no system-of instruction -can be
considered complete.''
.
. ·
.
.
·
These sentiments have ever been mamtamed, and the question 1s "by what means
are.competent teachers to be provided 'l" vVe will, therefore, examine Mr. Pix~s report with this intent, premising that it is in a normal class or school that such work
is to be performed.
.
. ·
"In determining the course of study," says the report, '' the committee have thougb:t
it proper to designate as subjects to be -taught all which they deem indispensable to
be known by a first-rate teacher of a common school." These subjects were1. The English fa.nguage.

2. Writing and drawing.
3. A.rithmeti.c, mental and written, and bookkeeping.
4. (teographl and general history combined.
5. History o the United States.
6. Geotnetry, trigonometry, mensuration, and
surveymg. '

7. Natural philosophy.
8. Chemistry and mineralogy.
9. Constitution of the United States.
10. Select parts of t he revised statutes [of New
YorkJ and the duties of public officers.
11. Moral a n<! intellectual philosophy.
12. Principles of tea~hing., ,
·

After stating that no scholar Rhould be ,permitted to follow the normal course who .
had not passed the r egent's examination in the common-school studies, the committee
take up and discuss each of the above-named subjects ~eriatim.
.
'
·
In regard to English language the report says: "This branch constitutes the most
extensive and perhaps the most important field of instruction for a teacher. Unless
a teacher is thoroughly master of his own language h e can not be a competent
instructor." The language course of the Kinderhook Academy is cowmendecl, or, at
least, instanced, as showing what such a cou rse should be. This course was as follows:
1. Orthography. sounds of letters, rules for SJ?ell·

inir, sp·e llibg words of doubtful or various
01·thography. 2. Pronunciation.
3. ,.Etymology, prefixes, terminations, derivation
, and definitions, synonyms, inflections.
4. Syntax.
5. Prosody in -all parts.
6. Pronunciation, use of capitals, abbreviations.
7. Reading.

8. Composition, weekl.v exercises.-To:pics 'selected wi'th · r eference to t he busureas· of
t eaching.
9. E.s.temporaneous apeaking.-Subjects con·
n ected with the- business of teaching.
lO. Rhetoric.-So much of Blair's Rhetoric (Mills'
edition) as treats of language.
.
11. History of lanµ;uage as contained in' J'ohn·
son's and Walker's prefaces to their large
dictionaries.

As to writing and drawing, the second subj'ect for 1.)Upils of the no;mal school; it
vrns boldly maintained t,hat '' every pupil must l>e able, oefore lie leaves the institution, to write a good band. * * * For beginners, slates may. be used with great
advantage, as suggested in Taylor's Di strict School. * " * Drawing is only'to be
taught so far as it may be necessary. for the purpose of mapping."
In arithmetic Daboll's work was fo be thoroughly mastered and "mental arithmetic might be advantageously resorted to, ani:l, indeed, be •deemed indispensable as a
disciplin'e of the mind." In geometry, trigonometry, mens11rat1ori, and surveying, the
work should be practical, and the committee knew of no book that would answer this
purpose, those in use being too extensive. ·
To teach geography to the pupils of the class, maps and globes must be obtained; '
for even with their aid the pupils would have difficulty in acquirjng distinct conceptions of geographical facts.
·
1
.
"The laws ~hich should govern all men, both with respect to the investigation of
truth and to the discharge of the duties,resulting from the relations which fhey bear
to one another, and to the Author of their existence, should be familiar to every
teacher, particularly as his own moral character is subject to a perio ica.l examination by the inspectors." Abercrombie's treatise and the moral philosophy part of
Paley's Moral and Political Philosophy were rf;lcommended.
·
' This brings us to the discussion of the principles of teaching, a subjec.t that calls for"--· '
a. less summary mocle of treatment than the foregoing h!;lacls have either required or
have been given. The r eport reads:
.
,.
.,
/ ' In this branch, instruction must be thorough and copious. It must not be confined simply to the art of teaching or the most successful methods of ·communicatinoknowledge, but must embrace ah;o those rules of moral government which are as nee~
1

It may be well to observe that eight academies were selected in each of which a. normal class

to be formed.

It was not until 1844 that a State normal school was established.

was
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ea_sar:y for the .regulation of the conduct of the teacher as for the formation of the
- character of those who are comm'itted to his care .
"Although t.h is branch of instruction is mont ion ed last in the order of subject , it
-should in fact run through the whole course. All the other branche1:1 should be o
tau~ht as to· be subservient to the great object of creating a facilit,y for communi cating instr9ction tQ others. In teaching the principles of the art, it would be desirable
to make Hall's Lectures on: School Keeping · a text-book; and Abbott's Teacher,
Taylor's District School, and the Annals of Education should be used as read~g
books for the double purpose of improvement in reading the English l~nguage and
for becoming familiar with the most improved modes of instruction and the best
·
, rules of scho9l government., ,. ,. . ..
'' The pupils in the departments should be practiced in all that can devolve on a
teacher. It is of the first importance that they should be made, each in tnrn, to
condu·ct some,part of the recitations, to prepare p1:oper questions on the particular
1mnject of ,study, and to illustra.te it by explanations for the purpose of improving
their colloquial powers, and thus giving them a facility for explaining whatever
. . they may be i:equired to teach in the future office of im,trnctor. The tutor should
then go over the whole ground after them, pointing out their errors or defects, and
, giving them credit for whatever may appear to merit commendation. • * •
"It·has been customary in the examination of t eachers, with a view to determine
their qualifications, to ascertain only whether they possess a proper knowledge of the
subject in wbieh they are expected to give instruction. But although t]iis is in general the only object of inquirr, it is in fact a very erroneous criterion of their ability
to teach. 'l'he possession of knowledge does not necessarily carry with it the faculty
of communicating knowledge to others."
-Pausing to consider the purpor-t of the several paragraphs of the last quotation,
the first two would. seem to declare that the object of the instruction of the normal
school should he to instruct its pupils how to communicate knowledge and to mold
· the moral character of the children subsequently to be committed to their care, the
third that the intending teacher should be practiced in schoolroom procedure, and
the fourth that possession of knowledge is quite different from ability to impart it.
But in what does this ability consist, and does the committee consider it a heavenlforn gift or an acquirable one f As to the first the r eport continues:
"It is for thi& reason that the best methods of imparting instruction should be
made a subject of instruction to those who are preparing themselves for the business
of teaching. 'l'hey should know how to command the attention of their pupils, to
communicate the results of their own researches and experience in the manner best
calculated to make a lasting impression on the mind, to l ead their pupils into the
hab~t of examining for themselves. * ,. * At every step the mind should be
The pupils should be required to assign reasons
1 taught to rely upon its own powers.
-for every position assumed in their various studies." '' 'l'o almost every species of
instruction the inductive method -may be applied to great advan t~e, for nature herself teaches this.''
As-to the q11'estion of aequiring the ability of holding the attention, or of studying
it as a psychological phenomenon, the report does not speak, perhaps deeming that
the necessary information would be picked up by the intending teacher in an
empirical way from eelf-inspection when under instruction, or while in a model
school instructing others. Of the organization .of the school the report relates:
"In determining the proper organization of the departments, the committee have
fully considered the question whether the studies and recitations should be distinct
from the ordinary academic exercises [in the school of which each teacherJs training
class formed a department]; and although they are disposed to leave this in some
degree to the discretion of the academieH, yet they are decidedly of the opinion that
couveni~nce coincides with good policy in requiring that pupils who are in a cour e
of tra.inrng for teachers should be taught in connection with the other students. So
far _a~ mental dh1cipline is concerned, both claseE's of pupils require the same mode of
trnmmg, and to a certain extent the same studies will be pursued. Whenever the
peculiar duties of teachers are the subject of study ancl examination, separate recitations will bocome nece sary."
~be courise recom mende<l was of three years, and the board s of control of the acad~m1~s.were strongly 1_1rge<l to grant diplomas with th e utmost caution, since "a. sin~le
md~v1doal educa~ed rn one of tbe propo ed departments and going forth to teach wi th
a diplom a, ?nt without the r quisite moral aud intellectual qualifications, would do
m1:1c~ t? _bn.ng lbe wbol Rys om into disrepute." 'l'b e eight acad mi e selected for
ht 101J1~t1_ve w re Erasmus Rall, Montgomery, Kinderhook, Middlebury, St. Lawrence, 1' airfield, Ox.ford, and Canandaigua.
It ~o~ld b men ioned, however, before leaving the di on sion of this b ginning
of. traLOmg teach rs at public ex:p1mse hat in 1827 an act wa pa ed in compliance
~1th h rep aa. d ~
mmend ~tion f ev('ra.l of th governnr of h ta.te, adding
$150,000 to the capital of tbe literary fund for the oxpress purpose of promoting the
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education of teachers. But the only academies thatiad devoted the amounts rcc~ived
to the establishment of teachers' training classes were the last three ruent1?ned
abo,·e. Of the success attained by the St. Lawrence Academy clas~ the corum1ttee
speak in liigh terms. Almost all the public-school teachers of the vicinity bac~ heen
educated within its walls and the average salary of the teacher had risen from tlu_tty to
forty doll.a rs above the average that obtained before ~he sch??l µ,a~ been estabhshf d·, CURRICULUM OF THE FIRST PUBLIC NORM.lL SCHOOL,

On the lZtn of March, 18~8, the secretary of the Massachusetts ,boa-rd of education
-, notified the legislature of the State that "private munificence has placed conditionally at my Lhisldisposal the sum of $10,000 * * * to be disbursed unqer the directjon ?~ the bo_a,rd of education, in qualifying teachers of our publ_i~ sc¥oo~s.". The .
cond1t1on was tnat the State Bhouid contribute an equal amount. - The ag1tat10n: of
the question ha<!_ been commenced eleven years 1lefore.
,.,.~
.
The question liefore the board, when the State had accepted Mr. Dwight's "mum:frcence_," was, '; Should the board concentrate its ettorts and expebd its funds upon a
single schoo'l 1 Should it attempt to engraft a department ,for ,the qualification of
teachers, upon acad.emies in different parts of the State 1 Should it attempt t.o obtain the cooperat,ion of public-spirited individuals and establish private institutio.n s
in the center of convenient sections of the Commonwealth?" "If existing academies
were selected," says Mr. Mann, "and a new department · engrafitea upon them _this _
department .would be but a secondary interest in the school; the teachers would not /
be selected so much with referen ce to the incideutal, as to the principal object, and as
' the course of instruction, proper to qualify teachers, must 1j>e essentially dijferel!t
from a corumou academical course [compare the opinion of the Ne~ York ct)mm'ittee
above] it would be impossible for any preceptor duly to superintend both." In ltnother connec;tion be remarks on this subject: "The course 'of .studies commonly pursued at the institutions which are worthy t,o be called ac~demies consists rather in an
extenBion of knowledge into the higher departments of science ·than in reviewing and
thoroughly and critically mastering the rudiments or elementary branches of knowledge. Yet the latter is the first business of the normal pupil. * * * Pew intel=
lectual operations are more dissimilar than those of acquiring and imparting. The
art of imparting is the main portion of the normal pupil's qualification; - while acquisition, as our academies are generally conducted, is the main object of the-academical studeut." 1
The delib~rations and the smallness of the appropriation resulted in the esta-blishment of three schools in different parts of the State and that municipal" munificence "
was invoked, and invoked not in vain. To the honor of the Commonwealth seven towns .
[townships] responded, and many made generous offers with a view to_partaking in
the uenents. T_wo schools were immediately provided, that ·at Lexington an~ that at- ,
·
Bai:re, and a third about the same time at Plymouth.
Mr~ Mann, speaking of the term "normal school," says that France,,ba:ving copied
to some extent .the Prussian system, has ''borrowed the name" from that country, ·
"where schools for the qualification of teachers bave long be~n in successt'ul operation," and where "they are uni,ersally known by the epithet normal." "A normal
school," he continues, "signifies a school where the ruleB of practice arid the p1~inci1!_le8
of guidance and direction in the varions departmentB of education are taught. 'l'he name
is short, descriptive from its etymology, and in no danger of b~ing misunderstood or.
misapplied."
The curriculum of the schools thus established is given by Mr. Mann, secretary
of the board of education, as follows :
1. Orthography, Reading, Grammar, Composition and Rhetoric, Logic.
2. Writini, Drawing.
3. Arithmetic, Mental and Written, Algelna,
Geo!Iletry, Book-Keeping, Navigation, Su:r4 . G;oir~~y, Ancient and Modern, with Chro11ology; Statistics and General Hialiory.
5. Physiolo~y.
6. Mental Philosophy.

7. Music.
8. Constitution and History of Massachusetts ,
and of tl1e United States.
9. Natural Philo11ophy and Astronomy.
10. Natural History .
.
ll. T1:o;t~~W~!cfsf o~ic\iri!~1~:n~orality Com12. THE SCIENCE AND art of teaching, WITH REFEHEN CE T O ALL Tim ABOVE NAMED STUDIRB,

[We r eprodtHle the type of the origi;1:i,L J

1
•
"_Tb!s costly mistake of New York, 11 says the State superintendent of Connecticut, Mr. NoJthrop,
~n his l•~nrth Annual Report as secl'etary of the 1Joard of etlucation of that St.ate," did not prevent
its re;pPt1tion i.J1 Kentuck y and Ma.ine," and after a few lines, " The early failure of the experimont
both 1n Maine and Kentucky was no matter of stfrprise to the intelligent frientls of education. When
a normal depar t ment is a mere suffix to another institution, it must obviously lack that unity :md com'
pl ettm ss of JJlan :md those ;professional methods of trainin g which are essential to a trne normal
! Chool. *. * II * There remain in certain States a few feeble academies, whose turnitl circulars assume ' ·
they
resemble
the
thing
only
in name, and stint in performance as much
t he •· 11ormal prefix, whilo
as they excel in pxomise. 11
•
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candid ates-females 0nly at the Lexington school, both sexes at Barreniu~t ,h'ave att_aj_ned the age of 17 if males, 16 if females, and b:we passed an examination in orthogriq>hy, readili-g, writing, grammar, geography, and arithmetic. The
· - minimurp term. of study was fixed at one year. Mr. Mann does not give the reasons
for the adoption of each of the studies of the curriculum, but says in general" The most material point, in r egard to the normal scbools, relates to the course of
instruction to be therein ·pursued. The elements for a decis ion of this,quest,ion are
found in the existing wa:p.ts. of our community . We want im proved t eachers for the
common sc)lools, where -t lie mass of the children must look fo r all the aids of education
.they will ever enjoy * * * In establish1ng the regulations for the normal schools,
and the course pf studies to b~ pursued therein, the idea has not for a moment been
lo'st ,s ight of by the board [of education], that they are designed to improYe the eduCll(tion of the great bod;y of the people."
· Pausing to comment on the normal-school course as above outlined, it is a matter
of some' sutpri~e to find tlie subject of bookkeeping introduced here as in the New
York course. If it be maintained th at it was a practical featu re inasmuch as it was
on of the qualifications that make a clers: (we hear a g'r eat deal nowadays of the
propen~ity a pul;>lic-school course ghP-s to engage in clerical work), how is navigation
o,r surveying to be just ified, especially when it is considered that it was the great
body of the children that the norm al-school gr aduates were to teach Y
Touching the sex of tlie pupils, Mr. Mann maintains the superiority of the female
teacher over the male in teaching y,o ung chil dren, and he thinks the system of New
York, in which but one academy had a class for training female teachers, to be so
far faulty, and cla.ims that the Massachusetts board of education h ad acted wisely
"in appropriating their first normal school exclusively to the qualification of female
t~achers," a proof of its belief in ' ' the relative efficiency of the female sex in the
ministry of civilization and the val ue of female services in the education of the
young."
.
In the following year, 1840,-a majority of the committee on education which ha~
been directed by the Massachusetts house of representatives "to consider the exped1~ency of abolishing the' board of education and the normal schools," reported among
others the following conclusions :
"Another proj ect imitated from France and Prussia, and set on foot under the
superintenden ce of the board of education, is the establishment of normal scho~ls.
* * * Compa;ring the two normal schools already established with the a~ademies
and hi gh schools of the Commonwealth, they do not appear to your committee to
present any peculiar or distinguishing advantages. * * ,. It is insisted by the
board, however, that the art of teaching is a peculiar art, which is particularly and
exclusively t aught at normal schools ; but it appears to your committee t hat every
person who bas himself undergone a process of instruction must acquire, by t~at
ver..y prqcess, the art of. in structing others. This certainly will be the case with
every person of intelli gence ; if intelligence be wanting no system of instruction can
supp}y its place. An intelligent mechanic, who bas learned his trade, is compete~t,
by that very fact, to in struct others in it; and n6eds no normal school to tea.oh him
the art of teaching his appr entices. " * *
"Even if these schools di<l. furnish any peculiar and distingnishing advantages,
we have no adequate security that the teacl ,ers, thus taught at the public expen e,
will rem ain in the Commonwealth; and it seems hardly just that Massachusetts in
the pre ent state of her finances, should be called. upon to educate, at her own cost,
t eachers for t he rest of the Union .
'
"If it be true that the teachers of any of our district schools are insufficiently
9.ualified for the task, the difficulty originates, as it appears to your committee, not
JU any deticiency of the means of obtaining qualifications, but in insufficiency of
compensation * " * and the want of means or inclination to pay an adequa.te
salary is not a want which normal schools have any tendency to supply." [ Compare
this las.t assertion , however, with that made by the committ ee of the New York
Board of Regents respecting the influence exerted by the St. Lawrence school.]
We can not give _be ar ument of the majority as to the grave politicu.l evil · that
would arise were the proce sot' centralization inaugurated by the creation of a board
of education, public librari s, and the normal schools persisted in; pace and our
or tb reply of the minority farther than to say bat tboy treated
o ject forbid it.
he "imaginary evils'' of tb majority wilh quite as much pen tration as t h ir
oppon nt had cli. pl
din fa teniog on the weak points of the normal sohoo1 . Io
1 6 be cour _e of b Le in~ton school hen at W st Newton was given l>y th circular ancl regi l r for the p nod 1 39-1 6, the earliest annual document of the cbool
that this llico ha in its fi les, as follows :
,

Tb enter,

'l'iIE NORMAL SCHOOL CURRICUL U,}.f
JUNIORS,

' Mip~L,E-CLASr-continu~d.

8. Algebra-Colb'urn's, Davies", Sherwin's.
1. Orthography-Worcester's Dictionary, and
D. Geometry (plane, solid)-Thompson's Legenpromis9uous selections, Fowle's Common
dre.
'
· School Speller and Companion to Spelling
• 10. Grammar-De La9y's, ]'owle's, Wells's.
- Books.
' · ·
11.
Scripture
reading.
·
2. En1,rnciation 11ncl Reading-Russell's Ortho-pbonjV, the Normal Chart, ·Bumstead'& and 12. History-Willsou's U:qited States.
Fowle's Tables.
SENIORS,
3. Geography and map drawing-Fowle's and
-.
Morse's Geography, and various outline
1. Algebra-SJ;i.erwin's, Davies', Bourdon's.
maps.
2.
Geometry-Davies'.
.
4. ·w riting-National Writing Book.
3. Reading, and scripture· reading.
5. Ari.Jhm etic- Colburn's First Lessons and
4.
Orthography.
~Sequel, Greeuleaf's, etc.
5. Natural philosophy-Olmstead's.
6. Physiology-Corube's Cutt,er's.
6. Astronomy-Olmstead's.
7. Punctuation-Rules ftom Wells's Grammar
7. Rhetoric-Newman.
and examples.
8.
Constitution of th!¼ United States, Story's;
- · 8. Phonography ..
Sullivan's Political Class Book.
_
9. Drawing-lfowle's "Eye and Hand."
9. Bookkeepi_n~-Tbomas's or ·winchester's, also
by general lessons, and Conver's.
,
MIDDLE CLASS.
ro. Moral philosopily-W?,yland's, Combe's. :
li. Mental philosophy.
. l. Orthography.
2. Writing.
EX-SENIORS.
3._,-R eading.
'
4. Ancient geography and map drawing-WorSome of the fJregoing to?ether withcester's Ancient Geof{raphy.
]. '.J;rigonometry-Davies .
-,
5. ~rithmetic.
~ Selections from v a r i o u s
2. Surveyin~-Davies'.
6...- 1 Phonography. 5. authors.
· ·
3. Spherical Geometry-Davies'.
7, The Globes-Problems.
I

•

,

The pupils were tauiht vocal music, dr;twing, l;\nd coni!)Osition du_ring the ~ntire
year. Moral philosophy was given daily by the principal in familiar lectures. One
day of the week was devoted to practice in teaching-, "when the pupils choose their'
subject~, .and teach before the whole scb_ool." Written questions in various departments were occasionally given out.
A model school was connected with the school and use'd as a preparatory school to
the normal school classes. In this model or preparatory school the 'pupils of the
sen tor class of the normal school taught in rotation, under the supervision of the principal.'
,
,
Speaking of this school the Rev. S. J. May, the successor and biographer of !V(r.
Pierce, the first principal, says:
"As soon as practicable after opening the normal school~ Lexington, Mr. Pierce
instituted the model department, a school composed of the children of the neigp.borhood, just such as would be found in most of our country district schools. In that
he lead his pupils, by turns to apply and test for themselves the correctness and
the excellence of the principles of teaching which he was laboring to instill into
them. 'rbis was the most p ecnlia:r:- part of the institution. In the management of it
he evinced great adroitness, as well. as indomitable perseverence and untiring patience. - In that model department the future ~eac'hers under -his 1:mpervision .prac-'
ticed the best methods of governing and instr'n cting children, so that each one whe.µ ,
she left the normal school carried with her some expe1·ience in the conduct of a common school."
In .J 841, Mr. Pierce describes his method of training in the normal school or . department, properly so called, thus: "You [meaning the Hon.· Henry Barnard, then
superintendent of comnion schools of Connecticut and subsequently the _first United'
States Coll1missioner of Education] ask for a full acco,,unt of my manner of instruction
in the art of teaching. This is not easy to give. From what I say you may get some
idea of what I attempt and of the manner or it,1 'l'wo things f have aimed at especia1Jy in this school: (1) To teach thoroughly the principles of the several branches
studied, so that the pupils may have a clear and full understanding of them; (2) to
teach the pupils by my own example, as well as by precepts, the best way of teaching 1
the same things effectually to others. I have four different methods of recitation:
First, by question a.:.id answer; second, by conversation; third, by calling on one,
two, three, more or fewer, io give an analysis of the whole subj ect contained in the
lesson; and'. fourth, by requiring written analyses, in which the ideas of the ·author
are stated in the language of the pupiJ. * * * At all the recitations we have more
or less of discussion. " * * Sometimesi instead of reciting the lesson directly to
me, I ask them to ima<Tine themselves for tl.Je time acting in the capacity of te.achers.
" " " At many of our recHations more than half the time is spent ·with reference
to te~cbing I the art of teaching .' "
1 It may possibly be overcautious t o say that by this was not meant Pitman's or any other system
of stenog:rapby.
,
1 Mt. Pierce was not only tl10 bead t eacher bnt the only one for the fort.v -onepupils in attendance in
1841; the school opened with three. (Ma,y's .Memoir a.nd Boston Com. Sch. Journal, 1841.)
_
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The sessions of this school, of which there were two for each of tbe 5 school da:vs
of the week, continued from three to three and one-half hours. Out of school the
pupils were expected to devote two or "three hours of each day to studJ·.
JCf'tbe sixth annual report -(1843) of the Ma,ssachusetts State Board of Eduoa.tion
the following occurs: "The board would be far from intimating that all tbe pupil
_of the normal schools have given satisfaction to the districts in which they have been
employed. This would be a consummation rather devoutly to be wished than reason·
ably to be expected. For the purpose of <lissem inating as far as possible the ad van.
tages arising from these schools' amongst all the people of the St,ate, it bas been tlte
Qbject of the board rather to make a partial iruprovement in the minds of many pupils
than to perfect a few in the business of instruction. "
NORMAL SCHOOL OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK.

The normal classes of the academies of New York seem not to have been altogether
satisfactory, and by adt of May 7, 1844, the legislature provided for a State norma.l
sch_ool at Albanyt--iu conformity with a lengthy report reviewing the establishment
of schools on this and on the other side of the Atlantic, and, especially, the working of
.the schools in Massachnse,tts.. The school was placed under the control of an "executive committee,"one of whom was the superintondent of public instruction, who
said in his remarks on the opening of the school, December 18, 1844:
'' It is not expected that individuals will be received as members of this institution
who are not already acquainted with thpse departments of education which are usually taught ,in our schools. Their knowledge of all the elementary branches is here
to be reviewed and made perfect; and in addition to this they will be careful~y and
practically exerc,ised Jn the best modes of teaching all these branches. For this. P.ur·
pose arrangements are now in progress, although not yet completed, for prov1d1~g
tnodel classes of little children of the different ages and descriptions usually found m
our country schools. These classes will be taught by the pupils of this institution,
,under the supervision of the principal, from the learnini of the alphabet upwards
through all the grade1:1 of common=school education. "
*
..
-- "In addition to the ordinary branches of study pursued in our common schools, 1p is
intended that vocal music and drawing shall form a part of the course of instruct10!1
here to be communicated. Physiology also, so far as it embraces the science of VI·
tality and the faws to be observed in the preservation of health, will be taught."
The executive committee, in addition to the studies indicated above, added algebrai
geometry, 'surveyin·g, application of science to the arts, use of globes, intellectua
and moral philosophy, "and such other branches as the executive committee may
from time to time direct." Coeducation was practiced. In the earliest catalogue
this Office bas of this school (1845), the programme is given as follows:

,

,

Time..-

1

Teacher.

Class.

~

9 to 9:30 a. m ••••••.••. . .••... Chapel exercises, etc., in lecture room.

{I ~it~;:'.'.~~:~~;:;: : :):)):): : : :

Trigonometry and surveying ........•••....••• - Professor Perkins.
Mr. Clark.
Mr. Webb.
9:30 t-0 10:15 a~ •••••••
Mr. Eaton.
Mr. Bowen.
,,
F
Geography ..........• . ............• •...... ••. .. Miss Bance.
10:15 to 10:25 a. m •••••••••••• Intermission for general exercise.
Algebra .......••••........•.............•...... Professor Perkins.
Grammar-Tuesday :md Friday .............•.. Mr . .Dowen.
Reading-Tuesday aud Friday ............... . . Principal.
Grammar-Monday and Thursday ............. . Mr. Bowen.
10:25 to 11:10 a. m •••••. ~
History :i.nd reading, alternately ... .... . ....... . Mis. Ila.nee.
Mr. Webb.
Mr. Eaton.
LF
11:10 to 11:15 a. m .•.......... Jntermh!siou.
clence of government .•. .• •.... .............. . [r. Eaton.
Reading ........................... . . . . . ...... .. Mis llance.
.Al;ebra,-Monday, Tuesday, and Thnrsday ... . l:'rofcssor Perkins .
11:15 to 12 m•.•••.•.....
J oms D class iu lecture, natural pliilosopbyFrida:v.
Natura{ philosophy-daily ........•..... . . ... . . :Mr. Clark .
Elemental'y arithmetic ..........•........•••••. .Mr. W bl>.
Grammnr .... . . ...... .• ••.... .. ..... ______ . . ... . Mr. liowen.
lF
12 m. t-0 12:15 p. m •••••..•.•.• R ce .
Mr. Bowen.
B
Prof ssor PerkiDs.
Mr. lark.
C
12:!.Stolp.m .......... D
fr. W bl>.
:E
R ad log and orthography ..•..... . ......... ... . Mr. Eaton.
F
Readini .....••.. ; •.•••.••••••.••... ·•••·· •••·•· Miss Hance.

I!

1

g~:;;r.::by·:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
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r
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Class.
1 to 1:5 ~- m •....•............ Intermission.

!

Chemistry .......... ............................ .Mr. Clark.
Principal.
Mr. Bowen.
Mental arithmetic .... .•..... .. ........•.••. ..• . Miss Hance.
Elementary arithmetic .. ... . . . .•••.. .•.•••. •.. .. Mr. Webb.
Dis mission.

Human physiology.... ........... . ...... . • . . • . .
. .•••.. . ,f D J Grammar
l:5to):o0p.m
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... .....
.

,

1

E

F

1:50 to 2 p. Il;l· ••••.••.. . · ·· •••

Wednesday is devotrd to penmanship, composition, declamation, "su~lectures, '' lectures, and gen.
eral exercises.
·

Time.

Class.

3,to ~:30 p. m .••..••.. {

A
B
C

Teacher.

i Vocal music-Monday, Wednesday, Friday ...
5Drawing-Tuesday, Thursday, Saturday ..• . . .

Mr. Isley• .
Mr.Howard.
I

The experimental school was under the charge of "a permanent teacher," who
was aided by" two 'teachers' and two 'visitors' each week; it being understood that
the 'visitors' of the one week shall become the· ' teachers' for the next."
THE NORMAL SCHOOL- OF PHILADELPHIA,

We have spoken of the necessity when considering the question we have in hand,
of beginning with the action taken in New York, but ~y the fifth section of the act
of the 6th of March, 1818, for the education of children at pub~ic expense within the,
city and county of Philadelphia," the controllers of the pqblic sC'hools were ' : t<:> establish a model school to qu alify t eachers for section&.l schools in other parts of Pennsylvania." The lmilding andfornishing of this" model school" cost $4,938, t~e teachers' salaries, stationery, et c., $2,157, and furniture $862, as reported on the 31st of De- ~
cember, 18Hl; this was th e first schoolhouse erected. by the eity ·school authorities.
The ci,ty had adopted tb e Lancasterian or monitorial system, in which" l)ne teacher,
aided by monitors from amon~st his own pupils, was considered sufficient for th·e care ·
and government and instruction of 300 children." ·
,
In the eleventh annual report of the controllers (182D) we find that "several per;,
sons of b'oth s~xes have recently availed themselves of the privilege of acquiring a
knowledge of the Lancasterian plan of instruction by attending the model and other
schools, and some of the individuals thus qualified are candiclates for employment in
Pennsylvania;:, and that "the principal of the boys' model school has compiled an-_
epitome of geography especially adapted to seminaries of .mutual instruction.'-! In
1834, sixteenth annual report, an "experimental infant school was established in th13
building occupied by the model school, exhibiting " under the directions of its accomplished te-acher1 a constant and rapid improvement in the children, and at the same
time has furnished an admirable semiuary for the intitruction of infant-school teachers,
numbers of whom have regularly devoted their time to the acquirement of practical
skill in conducting th ese schools, and are believed in several instances now comp tent to take charge of similar establishments."
About 1836 a system of "infant schools" and another of "primary schools" having grown up by the side of the "monitorial schools," and a committee havfr.g
visited Boston and New York, the monitorial system began rapidly to decline, and au
effort, "an experiment" as the presiden:t of the board calls it, was made to supply
the place of "juvenile monit ors, often incompetent and always -indifferent to the improvement of their fellows" by well-qualified teachers, of whom a number shQuld
be of the gentler sex, that the "peculiar benefits to be derived from their presence• and influence" might be secured. The high school ostablisbed in the following
yea~ was for boys only; many of its graduates, however, became teachers.
In the twenty-fourth annuarl report (1842) "a plan for organizing a branch of the
high school for females and a school for fem,ale teachers, in the model school had
b_een discussed _during t~e year1 but nothing definite ~ad been determined on in relat10n to them." One of the tllree courses of the high school was the "classical
course for teachers and ot hers." In 1844 "Saturday classes, to consist of girls and
female teachers, ~onnected with the public schools, were formed. The following is
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principal of the high
I.
II.
III.
TV.

Reading of theEngli~h poets.
Rbetoricand composition.
Outlines of hii;tory.
Drawing.
IX. Algebra.

V. Penmanship.
VI. Hygiene.
VU. Uranography.
vrn. .A.rilhmetic.

This cour e was,to correct "tbe singular anomaly of intelligent and well-educated
young women, from the date of their appointment as primary teachers, actually
· retrograding, and becoming :finally disqualified for promotion by the time their age
and experience entitled them to it." On February 1, 1848, the city normal school
was established, with seven departments, under as many rnstructors, including the
principal, who had charge of the professional training. The names of the depart·-men ts and theirs-cope are thus given in the first semi-annual report ot the principal,
~ated Aug1,1st 29, 1848.
:{. Theory and Practice of Teaching.-Lectures on the principles of education, embracinir mental,
mora1, and physi cal education , and instruction in teacbiuir tlle elementary branches.
II. Departmen t of Mathematics.-Review of elementary aritllmetic, and instruction in higher
arithmetic, algebra, and elementary astronomy.
III. Departn.ent of Hi8tory.-Review of geography and history of the United States, and instruction in the hfatory of America, with th e co11temporaneous history of England.
IV. Department of ,Grammar.-Review of English grammar, and instruction in the elements of
composition and rhetoric.
V , Department of R eading.-Instruction in the art of reading, course of reading and analysis or
Enjl;lish words.
VI. Department of Drawing and Writing.
VII. Departm~nt of Mu&ic.

Practice in teaching ,and lectures on school government were to be added, and a.
cou;rse in chemistry, physics, and physiology. The session lasted five hours and four
recitations were had daily.
The theory' of the instruction is thus given by the principal :
"The style of recitation, mode of illustration, and perspicuity and precision of
language, have been made prominent objects of instruction ; and while care was
taken to familiarize the pupils with tbe branches reviewed, a thorough acquaintance .with the best means of rendering them intelligible, especially to dull minds or
weak capacities, was in sisted on. The members of the classes were them elves made
the subjects of practical illnstration of the'methods to be pur ued, by requiring all
who were found ignorant of the elements to return to first principles and mater
them before being allowed to enter upon a study requiring a knowledge of the e
principles; nor were any permitted to pass to a hi gher subject of study until their
perfect acquaintance with the lower branches was demonstrated by their exhibiting
. ability to comrnwnicate what they knew to the fellow members of their olassos."
The principal would maintain that ·' the real difforeuce between a normal school
and an ordinary school consists in learning to impart, as well as learning." He says:
"The difference between acquiring a knowledge of a branch for the purpose of teaching it, and studying merely for 1Jerso11al improvement, must be apparent to the mot
superficial observer; and if in a school a course of instruction is pursued adapted to
_ qualifying teachers, then he school is no longer an ordinary one, but becomes a normal ,school, and a twofold duty js imposed upon the pupils; :first to acquire a knowledge of the branches, and then to learn to communicate that knowledge to other .
The performance of the latter evidently involving loss of time and waste of effort to
all :s:cept tbo a who are pr paring themselves for teachers."
Tue school of practic was composed of a girls' grammar sohooJ, with 230 pupil
und r a£ male p incipal and an assi tant, anr;l a boys' secondary school, with 147 pupil ,
under a female principal and an a si tant. At leaRt three pupils of the normal cbool
w r
mployed at one time in teaobing in one of th se schools. It was the duty of
tbe r gula,r teachers to aid the novice 1.,y teaobing with her and for her. Befor placi u , a pupil in charge of a cla a the principal carefully in.formed her a to the par icolar
dalie connected with it instruction and management.
hould the pupil prove defi.ci nt, she was i hdrawn, and her subsequent instruction in the normal school
properly directed r removing h r deficiencies.
'IIIE 00,: ECTIOUT
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THE NORMAL -SCHOOL, CU:RRICu;r.uM.
The course of study at the beginning of the second year is given by the Go:rrnec~~
iic.ut School Journal (the earliest circular in our files is for 1855) as fol!ows:
JUNIOR CLASS.~Every term.-Readin1;, writing, spelling, English grammar, arithmetic, geography, United Statfls history, composition for
private inspection, and declamation in private.
During the six weeks' session, spring and fall,
this class attev,d a course of lectures on school
arrangements.
MIDDLE Or.Ass (consistin g of all who can bear
thorough examination in all the above branches).Every term.-General history, algebra, physiology, analysis of Eaglisaidioms, composition for
:i;?nblic criticism. Decbmation in public. Also,
first session, lectures on mental philosophy and
astronomy; second and third sessions, study of
globes ~nd lflctnres on the art of teaching; third
session, lectures on natural philosophy and
_botany. , ·

SENIOR CLASS (including those familia-r with
the studies of the other classes).-Every term.Rhetoric, geometr.v, daily public extempora,n1,1qus
discourses and~ebates, with public declamations
and essays, read by t~.e author weekly, and open
to criticism by the class. Also, fir,stsession, logic;
thhd session, lectures on chemistry, rnineral9gy'
and geology; and, fourth session, critical exai;n·
ination of one of the English classics. German,
Fren-0h, L atin, and Greek may be studied by
any desiring to do so witµout charge for tuition,
provided 'their attainments in branches r equired
by law warrant it in the view of the teacher.
, Singing and drawing are taught to all classe~
every ter~.
, /

Returning again to the fifth annual report of the State superintendent, frorn which
we have quoted the section of the organic law, we :find among other matter pertaining to the new school the following : "By means of the regular classes in the normal
school and in the schools of practice an opportunity will be offered to every member
of the school to review thoroughly any one or all of the ~lementary studies required
to be taught in the common schools of the Rtate, and to extend his attainments in
any of these studies, and such kindred branches as will facilitate his success as !l>
teacher in any grade of common schools." " * * In addition to the studies1 now
generally taught in our schools, it is proposed to give some practical instr.uction in ·
vocal music and physiology; and to those whose previous training or whose residence
at the institution will be long enough to allow of this extension of the oourse without abridging the time and the attention which are due to the elementary studies, a
general view of the principles of agricultural chemistry and of domestic economy will
be ·presented.
'
The manner in which these suujects were to be taught was told,in the following
·language: "Subjects will be taught. in the normal school rap1er than te~t-books;
~nd the manner in which the same suuject is treatPd by severnl of the best authors
will be compared and discussed, in order that the graduates may be prepared to de- cide on the ,comparative merits of school llooks, * ,. * and at the same time be
able to teach the sul>jects properly, even if pupils of the same class should study the_
subject iµ different books. ~ · .,. .,. In addition to familiar and practical suggestions
on particular points in the organization, instruction, a,nd discipline of schools, as occasion may call for the same in the daily routine of the in struction, lectures will be
given on the history of education and schools; · on the objects and principles of
public education in general, and of onr own system in particular; on the art of
teaching and its methods, and the appl ication of thes_e methods to ,each particular ·
study; on the theory of discipline and its practice; on the peculiarities of a district
school, as well as of other grades of schools; on the principles of school architecture ;
on legal position and relations of a teacher in our system of common schools1 and a · '•
variety of other topics."
MICHIGAN STATE NORMAL SOHOOL,

Michigan bas always been an educati~g State, and from the normal schools estab- ,
lished _in New England and in the Middle States we turn to tho region of ~he Great
Lakes.
· 1
We learn from the first· section of the act of 1849 establishing the school, "That a
State normal school be established, tho exclusive purposes of which shall be the instruction of persons, both male and female, in the art of teaching and in all the ,various branches that pertain to a good common school education; also, to give instructions in the mechanic arts, and in the arts of husbandry and agricultural chemistry, in the fun<lamen al laws of the United States, and in what regards the rights
and duties of citizens." By section 10 it is further provided, "Th~t any persorD- may
be admitted who shall pass a satisfactory examinat10n."
.
.ri:he State board of education, in the report for 1880, comments on the foregoing prov1s1ons thus:
,
"It will be seen that the above statement of the work of the normal seh0ol really
includes all the work originally planned for the branches of the un iversity. At the
time the normal school was projected the branches of the unlversit;v bad been permanently discontinued, and the high scboo]s of the State not definitely planned.
* * * There was, in fact, nothing in the way of public-school faciliti~s between
the district school and tho university. lf * * The normal school, therefore, as the
only State school of the same grade, was to be a teachers' t=1chool, a farmers' school,
an academy, all in one. In reality the academy hall but litt,l e more right to a place'

in a true normal school than _!iad,thefarmers' department. But for the time academic
instrnc,tion bad to be-furnishe<l there, because it was to be had nowhere else.
In 1857-513, the date of the earliest catalogue our files possess, the course of study
is given as follows :
,
.
,
CLAss£.-Arithmetic, ment.a1and writt_en; 1?eography, local antl descriptive; grammar, synthetroal spelling ;" reading; penmanship.
- CLASS C.-Arithmetic, 3lgebra begun; book'keeping ; natural philosophy ; grammar, analytical; vocal music. _:_
CLAss D.-.Algebra ; natural philosophy; botan~,
summer term; tho-rough bass, winter term; elocution ;-analysis of the alpha bet ; art of teaching.

CL.ABB E.-Geometry ; geology;' rhetoric ; praotice of teaching in the model school.
SENIOR CLABs.-Intellectnal philosophy aB ap plied to education; trigonometry and surveying;
chemistry.
NOTE,-Latin and German optional through·
out the coursb. The studies of each class occupy
at least one entire term.

~' ~As soon as the student has made sufficient progress," continues the circular for
1858-:59, "he i~ placed under a course of•instruction designed to puipare him for his
· future dti:tie-s a.s a teacher." This course, the only one which need detain ne, em,braced·
, 1. Specific,instruction to all classes fo the normal school, in the methods of teaching the various studies usually pursued in our schools.
2. Oral instruction on_a~hoolroom duties, given to the B and C classes.
3. .A. course of familiar lectures on the science and art of teaching, given to the D

cl~

-

4. Practice .in teaching in th~ model'school, by the E class.
"'
5.-,Instructio_n in the philosoJ>hy of education, given to the senior class.
CITY NORMAL SCHOOLS ESTAELISHED IN THE SIXTH DECADE

The normal schoO'). established in the city of Boston in 1852 was also for a-thorough
revie w of the studies taught in the grammar school~, and "instruction in the theo.ry
and "Practice of teaqhing and in the art of government." The city-normal school of
St. Louis was established in ob edience to the "idea " which was then" rapidly becoming r ~cognized all oyer our country where there are free schools, that teachers must
receive a professional training before they ,are pro erly fitted for their work." The
doctrine that" any person who bad only a partia knowledge of arithmetic, gramIllar; and geog.raphy, and cc,uld read any composition in the English language without stopping to spell the hard words', was capable of teaching a school," bad become
antiq,uated, and it was necessary to provide a course of" professional training as will
be,to them what the study of law, or medicine, or theology is totheir respecti:"epr?fessors." In Charleston, S. C., a normal school was provided for in 1858 to aul "m
carrying out a permanent and efficient plan of education," which the board of education found difficulty in inaugura-ting on account of a want of suitably qualified
teachers.
!n tbe Boston school tlie pupils were admitted after an examination from the
highest grammar grade, in St. Louis from the high school, and in. Charleston after
an examination in the common school studies. In Boston and St. Louis the course
was of two years, in Charleston of three.
'Tlie curriculum of the St. Louis school was as follows:

1

FIRST YEAR~
I

Fir,t a,nd ,econd qtuJh'ler, .

.Arithmetic, mental and written, and modes of
teaching.
Geography, topoizmpbical and political, with
the con struction of maps, _practice in drawing
tbem, and modes of t eacblng.
English grammar, with analysis and parsing of
Paradi e Lost, and modes of teaching.
Reading, includine: elocution, drill upon the e]e.
mentary sounds of the language, critical examinations of tbe s lections r ead, both in respect to the
~bought and tho expre1:1sion, with mode of teaching.

pelling, orii,l and written.

Third,

a,nd,

fowth qua,rter, .

Drawing and penmanship, with modea of teachinJ!.
Spelling, oral and written.
SECOND YEAR,

First a,nd 1econd, quarter,.
.Algebra., with modes of teaching.
Constitution and hi11tory of the United States.
Theory and art of t:iducation, by topics. .
History of otlocatlon, w ith educauona.l b1ograpbv, and practice in teaching. History of English language ancl literature.
Vocal music. and modes of toacbing.
Drawing and penmanship, with mode11 of teachin§pelling, oral and written.

Third and fourth quarter,.
Geometry, with modes of t acbing.
.
.A stronom y and physics, ~ith_moaos of te~ch1J?J?·
Tbeory and art of education, 1D con1Ject.1on ,nth
p, ycboton-y and moral philosophy and p racti e
teaching.
B~tory of Eoglieb langun.go and llteratur .
nivcrsn.l bi tory.
ocal music, and mode of t aching.
Drawinn- and p enman hip, witb modes of tocb·
in§pelling, oral and written.

THE NORMAL SCHOOL , CURRICULUM.

In addition t~ the above '' Orthosomic exercises, or- practical exerci~es for the developm'en't of the physical frame," were en~aged in durin g the whole course. " .under
the direc.tion of a gentleman who devotes h1s whole tirpe to the subject." -Gradua~es
of the high s<fuool and -others of equal attainments were given a di.ploma "at the
close of one year,provided their qualifications are deemed satiHfactoryi"
The course at Charleston was for thel<'IRST YEAR.

First term,-Reading. spelling, writing, drawing, arithmetic, grammar, phssiC'al geography,
history, French, music, aud composition.
Second term.-Orthoirraphy, writing, drawing,
:ffiUsic, htstory, French, compos"i tion and readmg continuecl; algebra, ancient geography, and
rhetoric.
~.ECOND YEAR ,

First term.-Ort,hography, writing, drawID,!?',
music, French, composition, readin g and algebra
continued ; physiology, and English literature.
Second term.-Or tJ10~raphy, writing, drawing,
, music, French, composition and reading con-

tinned ; arithmetic revi~w, geometry,
science, and Spanish.
'rHIRD :YEAR.

First te1·m.-Orthography, writing, drawing,
music, French, composition, reading, geometry,
and Spanish continued; arithmetic rev-iew, astronomy.
"
Second tcrm.-Orthography, writing, drawing,
music, composition, French and Spanish continue\!; intellectual and moral science. "
During each year instruction was 'g iven upon
the theory an d practice pf teachin g, lectures on ,
education and on the details of teaching. ' Practice was afforded in the common schools.

PENNSYLVANIA SYSTEM.

By the act of May 20, 1857, it was provided by the legislature of Pennsylvauia
"that when any number of citizens of this Sta,te, not less than 13, shall, as contributors or stockholders, erect and establish a school for the professional training of young'
men and women as teachers for the common schools o( the State,'' such school
- might become a State normal school under certain conditions, of which one was that
"each school shall have at least i:;ix professors o,f'liberal education and known ability
in their respective departments, namely': One of orthography, re-ading, and elocution; one of writing, drawing, and bookkeeping; one of arithmetic'and the higher
branches of mathematics; one of geography and history; one of grammar a!1d ,
English l iterature, and one of theory and practice of teach ing; together with such
tutors and assistants therein, and such professors of natural, mental, and moralscience, l anguages and literature, as the condition of the school and the number of
students may require." The first school working u nder this act appears to have Qeen
the school at Millersville, and in its circular for 1859-60 we :find the following among
severa,l o·ther courses of study (" Students with a fair knowledge of t.be bran'c hes o:fstudy required by law, to be taught in the common schoois" could enter and graduate from this course in three years. Those who did not need a review of the ele.
mentary branches could enter upon the studies of the second year"):
JUNIOR l l .l.R.
higher written arithmetic, higher grammar, vocal
music.
Firtt term.-Orthography and etymology, read- · Second term.-Higher gram mer, history of the
united
states, physiology, elements of algebra,
ing and elocution, writing and drawing, geogra~
phy r mental arithmetic, written arithmetic, gram- bookkeeping, theory of t eaching, vocal music.
mar.
Second term.-Orthograpby and etymology,
SENIOR YEAR,
r eading and elocution, writing and drawing, geography, mental arithmetic, written arithmetic,
First term.-.A.lgebra, elements of natural phigrammar.
losophy and astronomy, rhetoric, geometry (:five
books), theory of teaching~
~ITDDLE YEAR,
Second ter'l1't.-Geometry (completed) 'and plane
trigonometry, elem ents of chemistry or elements
I
F irst term.-Reading and elocution, drawing, of m11ntal philosophy, botany or zoology, pt'actice
physic 1 geography, higher mental arithmetic, of Teaching.
.

u The methods of teaching practiced in the school," says the circular, "are * * *
first, a thorough knowledge of the branches ofst,udy they-propose to teach; second, the
best me~hod~ o~ ~eaching thosfl branches; third, ability to instruct-to l ead the
yonng rumd JtHhc1011sly from the known t o the unknown . * If * Academies aud
colleges profess to disci pline mi ud and impart a knowledge of t he various oranches
of study, and in this respect t heir ouject and that of a normal school are similar·
\mt the, peculiar obj ec-t of t he latter class of educational institutions is to train person~
to be skillful i:7- inipart-ing instruction. * * * In all the classes a,nd throughout all
the teach1ug 1 1t 1s never lost sight of that the grand aim of t he institution is to t1·ain
teachers."
THE NORMAL UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS.

Tbe legiRlatm:e of Il1inois in 1858 provided for a normal nniversity "wllose _objects
~all _l> e tv qnaltfy teachera for the common school s of thi.s State by imparting instrnct1on 1u the art of t eaclling; in the brnnches of study which pertain to a common
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school education; in the elements of the natural sciences, including agricultural
chemistry, an!mal an<). vegetable physiology; in the fundamental laws of the United
States and of the State of Illinois in regard to the rights and duties of citizens; and
such other studies a~ the board of education may from time to time prescribe."
'l'he course of study of three years is thus outlined in the report of the first principal to the trustees: First, the thorough mastery of the element~ry or common school
branch~s, including 'teaching and drill exercises; second, of lectures on education
and educational systems, of the theory and practice of teaching, school discipline,
th~ school laws of Illinois, and physical education; third, of a course in the higher
English and mathematical studies and in th0 natural sciences, with lect ures; fourth,
- of so much of the Latin and German languages as shall be necessary to the full understaQding of our own.
"' In.his first rep9rt to the board Principal Hovey remarks: '' The organization of an
. insti~ution such as you have expected to be established, varying from any this ide
,- , of the Alleghanies, and in some respects from any beyond, was a work of sufficient
~ difficulty under favoring auspices. Some supposed it to be an aristocratic establishment got up to educate the children of the wealthy or the i11fluential; others
proclaimed it an experiment; while a few circulated the absurd rumor that ita
. object was the a$grandizement of individuals. if 1r * And what are your designs T
Clearly to establish such a1;1institution as the legislature had provided for. * " *
The legislature meant to create such an institution as should be fit to stand at the
head of the great common school interest of Illinois; and as the first step i t meant
to' relieve the State of the necessity of going beyond her own borders for carefully
trained teachers for her public schools of every grade. It meant to furnish a means
of keeping alive professional enthusiasm, of suggesting more excellent methods of instruction, and of improviu-g the course of study in the froe schools. * * if Unfortunately, for the pasli year a large amount of drill teaching has been requ ired, which
ought to have been done elsewhere, and it is quite probable that t his state of things
may continue for a serie~ of years. We can hardly expect to be released, from th_e
actual work of teaching the common branches until by the reflex infl'uenoe of the um-:yersity and other agencies now at work, the standard of elementary knowledge shall
· be raised in the source whence come,our students.''
MARYL'.A.ND NORMAL SCHOOL.

By the act of 1865, providing a "uniform system of free public schools for the
State of Maryland," a State normal scbool was established " for the instruction and
practice of teachers of public schools in the science of education and the art of teaching and the mode of governing schools." The course of instruction was clas ed
though not separated into two departments, academic and professi on al. "Although
the main object of the normal school is 'not to educate teachers in studies now required by law, but to receive such as are found competent in these studies, and to
train them in the best methods of teaching and conducting puulic school ,'" says
Principal Newell in bis first report, "yeti t bas been considered necessary under pre ent
circumstances to devote a com1iderable portion of time to academic instruction. . In
the preparatory and the junior class a rapid review is made of elementary stud1e .
if
if
if
The academic studies of the senior class for the present year will be algebra,
geometry, rhetoric, English literature, and the natural sciences. In all the cla
speoi~l attention is given to drawing, vocal music, and calisthenic , with a view of
enabling teachers to introduce these subjects into primary and grammar schools. '
As to the professional department of the course, Mr. Newell say : "While the o_utline of the course of imitruction corresponds at least in part with that of onr bestb1gh
schools, the purpose and aim of the high and the normal school are essentially ~ifferent. 1n the hi gh school the aim of the teacher is to communicate know le lge · JU the
normal school it is to cultivate the power of communica ting knowledge." if •
A soun~ elementary education is a. good preparation for the normal school; a thoron11h high school course is still b·e tter; and it is hoped that before long a high school
diploma or i ts equivalent will be necessary to secure admissio n to the State normal
school.
. "The subj ct_s embraced in the more strictly professional part of the ~our o a1; be
~1 torY: of public school and popular education; the phUosophy of mind, o _far a
1 fur1:1-1 he the foundation of duoa.tional theories; education as a po iti v c1 ~ce ·
t aching as an ar , me bod of instruction, classification, ~overnm n , and di ciphoe ·
the cbool law of Mar land in its relation to oitizenA teach r and sobo l offi c r · the
duti sand qnalifica ions of public school teacher1:1.'J
'
li rom her port of the pri.ncir al, published in the State report for 1 67-68, the
programme of tht1 norm:i..l school is thus given:

MONDAY

Clnss.

8:50 to 9.

9

to 9:30.

- - - - - - --1- -- - - - - - l

A (20 students) .. . ·1Opening exercises

B (22stndents) ·· ·· 1····<lo
C (24 students) ....... . do
D (26 students) ...... . do
D 1118 students) .. ... . do

A}."'])

FRIDAY.

10:40 to 12:40. ,

10:30, to 10:40.

9:30 to 10:30. '

1 to 1:50.

12:40,to 1.

1- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -1- - - - - - - - - -1-----,,----1-- - - -1- - - - - -

L ect.ure (EnL?;lish
language and lit•
erature).

············· 1··· ·do
.. .. •....•• ." •. .. . do
. . .. . .. . ... ... .. . ilo
•••••••.• •••.. .. . do

Recitations (geography, j R ecess and cal· I Spelling .. · 1 Writing.
arithmetic, grammar,
i s thenics.
examination on lee.
turee).
Do.
· · ········· 1····do ······ ······ · · ··· ·1 ···· do .................. . .. . do .... : :-: ..... do ...... .
Do.
. . .. . .. : ... . .. . do ..••••.• • •.•...•.. .•.. do .. ... •.• ...•.•..•.. . . . do ........... . do . .. : .. .
' Do.
...... • . . ...... do· ··· "·· · ·· · ······· ... . do .. . ... .. ..... .•.. . .. . . do . ..•..... Latin . . ... .
......•.••..... do .•••.•.........•.. R ecitations (algebra,ge... . . do .. .. ..... Chemistry, Ch e m is try.,
'
ometry, bookkeeping,
with ex.
with experi·
ment&.
theory of teaching).
__
perimenta.

L ecture (physi·
ology).

············· 1··· ·(10
. .• .. • ........•.. do
..••• .•. .••....• do
...... • : . .•.... . . do
·

R es t

TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY, AND THURSDAY.

Class.

8:50 to 9.

9 to 9:30.

A (20 students) .... 1 Opening exercises. I L ecture (Englis h

langnage and lit.
erature) .

B (S2 etndents) · ·· ·1· ·· ·do
C (N sturlents) ...... .. do
D {~6 students) . .. . ... . no
D 1 (18 students) .. . ... do

·· ·· ·········1···-do
. .••....•.•...... do
..•..••...•..... . do
..•.••• ~ · . ...... do

rn

9:30 to 9:40.

9:40 to 11:40. ,

11:40 to 12.

12 to 12:30.

12:30 to 1.

1 to 2.

Rest . .. .. ..... • . I R ecitation s {geography, I Recess and calisthenics.I Music •. .. : .• : I Reading ... Linear draw.
ing, ma p
arithmeti c, grammar,
examination on lee·
drawrng. ,
tm·es).
·
Do.
.do ...... .
. ... do ·..•••••..•..... do ...._..•••••• ······1··· ·do ....·.. ·-·········· ·1· ···d_o .••...
Do.
. . •. do •. .•..... •..•.. do ...•••.••••• • • • • u • • • • do .....••..•••.•••••... . do ..•....•.... do ...... .
Do.
.••. do .... ..•.. ...... do .....•.....•. ···~· .•• . do ..•.••..••••.••••• Latin ..•...... L atin ... . . .
. . . . do . . . • . . • • . . . Rr.cit-ations (algebra.ge- .. .do .• . • . . . ••••• •••••• Musio ... . ... .
L atin.
ometry, bookkeeping,
·
theory of teaching).

,

I

···1··

0

C
~
0
0

. ti
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WISCONSIN SYSTEM.

- Among the schoo1s established towards the c1ose of the Reven th decade was that at
ffatteville, Wis., the fhst of ,a system 9f State normal schools endowed with the proceeds deriv,ed from the sale of swamp and overflo wed lands, the syste,m being under a
boarcr of normal scho.91 regents. _ The law establi shing this system relates that "the
~xclusive .purpose of each [school] shall be the instruction and training of-persons,
both male itnd f~male, in t,be theory and art of teaching, and in all the various
bran9hes that pertain to _a good common school education; also to give instruction in
a;gricu1ture, chemistry, in the arts of husbandry, the mechanic -arts, the fundamental
laws of the United.States and of this State, and in what r egards the rights and duties
of citizens." ·
1
, Three courses of stndy were provided, (1) an institute course, (2) an elementary
course, and (3) an advanced courne. The institute course was "designed to meet
the want,s of those t eachers who, possessin g the necesrnry scholas-tic acquirement ,
· yet feel the need of profes8ional training." It consisted of a rapid review of elementary stndies ,and lectures on pedagog ica l subjects. The elementary course fi.t,ted
students '' to become teachers in the common schools" by drilling them in the studies
pursued in those scboolR, "experi.rr.ental lectures on methoill-1 of instruction and,
if prac.ticable, practice m model school.'' The advanced course "sbo11ld fit teachers
for the higher department of the graded schoolt:1." The students in the advanced
course were to_have "extended instruction in the model school." The course of study
was as follows:
PREP ARA-TORY COUUSE.

SECOND-YEAR COURSE-continued.

Mental and written arithmetic, grammar,orthography, etymolog_y, georaphy, reading, spelling.

Second term.-Higher algebra, Latin or German,

FIRST·YEAR COURSE.

'
Fi'T'st term.-Highor arithmetic, syntax, analysJs. geography, mapping, readin g, spelling,
theory, and art of teaching throughout this and
following terms.
Second term -Elementary algebra, composition.
pby:1iology, United States history.
Third term.-Elemeutary geometry, rhetoric~
1)hysical geography, constitution and science of
government.
SECOND-YEAR ('OURSR.

First term.-Rigll er arithmetic completed, criticism, natural philosophy, politicn.l economy,
theory and art of teaching throughout the
year.

zoology, general history.

.

·

Third term.-Righer algebra, LatlD' or German,

botany, mental philosophy.
THIRD-YEAR COURSJ

First term.-Geometry, Latin or German, chem-

istry, moral philosoph_,, educational history,
and practice in model school throughout the
year.
Second term.-Trigonometry and surveying,
English literature and science of language,
ch emistry, essayR.
Third wrm.-Astronomy, essays, geology.

In the report of the State superintendent for 1867 oocu two paragraphs of equal
jnterest, but of somewliat oppo ite tendencies. The superjntendent under the head of
"normal schools" speaks as follows:
''They may be well attended, the discipline may be excellent, and tbei~ teac~er
well qualified; classes may graduate with honor and the people may cherish _a JU t
pride in the attainments of those who have pursued their cour es of study; rn fact
they may be excellent coll ges, but if t,hey are not training schools for teachers [~be e
words are italicized in the original], and if eYerything else be not kept subordmat
to tbe specific object for which they were founded, the r esult will be disastrous not
only to these schools bnt to our whole educationa.l syst em."
'The board of visitors to the school at Platteville, in their report, published a a. part
_of the State report fOi' the same y ar, says: '' It may not be out of place to sa1 h~re
that inasmuch as few person who wil' enter the school will design to make teacbrng
tbe liusiuesa of their lifetime, the course of study and training, when fixed u~on,
sbonlrl be su-.:h a will a tbe sam time qnalify tbe student for the more immeclia.
duti of a teacheraod for tbe ordinary business avocations of life [these words are no
itali ized in be originalJ."
TilE RHODE ISLAND NORMAL SCHOOL.

THE NORMAL SCHOOL CURRICULUM. '
course should do more than give skill in the te~c'hin~ of aritb~ietic, geography, and
grammar; it should secure intellectual culture It the tim e allotted to a normal
conrse is too short to secure a high degree of professional skill ·or much intellectµal
culture it should at least awaken professional enthusias111 aud <levelop an abiding
desire for intellectµal/culture. That enthusiasm will perfect skill, and· that desire
will insure persistent intellectual growtlJ. .But culture of intellect' and skill in class
work is not alrthat is' needed. Every teacher should be a center of moral power.·
"'
A course of instruction should lead to a conscientious self-consecration to
the work of teaching, than which, viewed in its moral relations) there is no work.
'
. nobler, more sacrerl, or more worthy of uureserveil devotion."
The course was of 2 years, each apparently of two terms. Graduates of high
schools could :finish tlle course in a year. The curriculum was as follows:
First term.-(1) .Arithmetic, oral and written,
review ed;- (2)geometry begun; (:l) chemistr .v; (4)
grHmmar and analysis of the Engli sh language.
Second tcwm (J) .Arithmetic completed; algebra begun; (~) geometry completed, 2:eugrapby
and history be'gnn; (3) physiology and hygiene;
(-!) gramurar and analysis completeu; (5) lessons
once or twice a week in botany and zoolog_y.
Third term.-(l) Algebra completed, bookkeep·
ing; (2) geography and history completed; (J)
natuml philosoph J; (4) rhetoric and English lit- erature; (5) lessons once or twice a week in mineralogy and geology.
Fou1·th term.-(1) Astronomy ; (2) mental and
moral science, including the principles a,nd art of

reasoning; (3) theory and art of teaching, inoludinO' (a) principles auc1 methods of instrnctio1,1, (b)
school organization and govemment, (c) school
laws of Rhode lslancl ; (4) the constitntions ot
Rhude Island and the United Stt1tcs.
Drawing will be taught with special r eference
to its use in the common schools, and its practical application to inuustifal pursuiiis.
-.
Inf<trnction will be gi,en in the principles a r.d
practice of vocal mu ~ic and the best methods of
teaching the same.
,
Latin, Greek, ~~rench, German and other ad·
vanced studies may be pursued, but not to th_e
µegkct of the English course.

THE NEW HA.VEN PLAN.

In 1865 or 1866 the superintendent of the Ne·w Haven, Conn., school, Mr. Paxisb,
maugurated what was, as far as Wt kn0w, a new departure. He ·1eft out the acauemic and r atained the profession al features of tllc normal school. This-be was at first
disposed to call-and make in fact a" school of observation" for h;idividnals chosen
from the list of applicants for vositions lJecause of presumed qualificat_ions for their
future vocation. The instruction in the school called in l tl67 a '' trarnmg school"
was somewhat modified in that year, the ol>ject then being" to furnish them practi,ce ,
in teaching while learniug how to perform t he duties req_uired, unde~ the c:!Uperv:ision
of a cornpetept teacher, who shall be altle to correct th eir errors, pomt out the1r de fects, give advice, and render all needful assistance. Under her instruction they
learn how to organize a school, to classify t_b e pupils, and so order the daily exercise,
as to secure a complete systematic performance of all duties pertaining to the school.'
THE CITY TRAINING SCHOOL OF INDIANAPOLIS.

In 1867 the training school of Indianapolis was established with the object not "to
furui sh intellectual ability, sd10larship, or a natural aptitude to teach, but only to
use these as the necessa ry material upou which to do its work.'' To accomplish this
the school was organized ( we are usin g the report for-1869) with two departments, 'one
· for thoory and the othtr for the practice of teaching. In the first "the me~hod for
some special point in a course oflessonR is presented by rn ean,s of an illustrative lesson, given to a class of children by the principal. This is followed by a discussion of
the le8son for the purpose of fixing the plan in the mind8 of the pupil-teachers, and
of elucidating ,the principles upon which the plan is based. The clasR is then required
to prepare written exercises iu which each member presents her own method. for a ,
similar or succeeding point.
'' The ability of the class to put in practice the knowledge thus gained is tested by
requiring each member of the cla~s in turn to give a lesson to a class of children.
Suusequently the lesson so given is thoroughly criticised. The knowledge of principles thus gained is made more complete and compreh ensive by the study of textbooks on school economy and meutal science~ and readings from eJucational books,
perodicals, etc,"
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N]i!W YOilK CITY NORl\IAL COLLEGE .

TJ:i.e course of the New York City Normal ,College, established in 1870, is as follows:
FIRST YEAR

SECOND

YEAR-continued.

First te1·m.-Ancient history and anci1mt geog- vious studies, and regular exercises in spelling,
, raphy, Lat in commenced, Fi: ... nch and German etymol()gy, and composition are required of the
c';o!Ilmenced, al gebra commenced, geometry com- students of these grades. Music and drawin
m en ced, and n atural philosophy commenced.
are also taught to the students of the second year.
Second term.-Ancient bh,tor1' and ancient
geography continued, Latin . coiitinued, Freuch
'rHIRD YEAR.
and German coutinued, algebra. continued, and
_ natuqil philosophy continued .
First term.-Rh11toric, and English literature;
Lectures are given by the professoi:s of chemis- Latin, Frt-nch, and Germain, zoology, civil polity,
, try and ,natural science to the students in t,his algebra, 1Ieometry, and trigonometry.
gr:ide, al) d . music, drawing, penmanship, and
Chemistr.v, physics, mineralo.e:y, and physiolbookkeeping are taught in th e college. Written ogy are taught by means of lectures in the colspelling, wntiog from dictation , and impromptu lege. R e,i ews iire conducted with a view of
composition coni..titute a part of the r eq uirements developing the pow r to teach. Music, drawing,
for th e introductory students during the firs·t and compos1tion are also taught. ·
year. · , ,
Second term,.-Practice in the training school,
discussion ou the ruethod of instrnction, the critici srus from the training school forming the ha i
I
SECOND -YEAR.
of such discussion , object aud objective teaching
.Rirst term.- Modern history commenced, Latin, in theory and pt'a<'t.ice, intf\llect,ual philosophy,
German, and F r ench, geotootry, algebra, astron- Eugli sh literature, and essays.
Elementary branclies 'reviewed; lectures on
omy.
Second term.- Modern historv, rhetoric com· anatomy, physiology, hygiene, cbsmislry, physics,
and
school go,ernment, by the several profes~ors;
meoced, Latin, French, and Germau, geometry,
music and drawing taught in the college; spelling,
astronomy.
Englh,h
grammar, awl arithmetic, r eviewed and
Chemistry, physics, and ph,,·siology are taught
to the students in the college. Reviews of vre- discussed.

"'rhis programme of study," says the president, Mr. Hunter, "broad a,nd lilJeral
in i;ts scope and especjally adapted to develop the mental faculties, was constructed
with a view to create facility and accuracy of expression, so important to instrnotor ,
and to impart a,' correct knowledge of the principles which underlie profes ional
teachin g."
CURRICULUM OFFERED BY THE AMERICAN NORMAL SCilOOL ASSOCI ATION IN

1870.

The American Normal School A sociatiou, at its meeting in 1 69, bad appointed a
committee "to consider and report. upon tbe 1mbject of a couri-;e of stndy adaptecl to
norwal schools." The committeo r eported t bat '' the supreme funct,i on of every school"
was '' not merely to accornp Ii h a given c'o urse of sLncly, wb ich is too often made ~n
end unto itself, but to develop cl11.1,raoter; " * * and it mu st be cont s ed tba.t _th1
encl in a majorit,y of ca ses is not realized. The value of a, cnrric nlum depen~l , fir t,
· upon it adaptation to the special purpose for which it is designe l, and still mor
upon the manner in which iti8 handled." In the next place, say the committee," there
hi unqn estionably a choice of Rtudif!S to be regarded here. The stu<lies to be pur :ued
in qur training schools for el mentary teacher::, 0nght, in a, rnea nre, to be dct rm1ned
not so much by the branch es wh ich are, uut which ought to be, taught in the common
schools." " t. *
The standard the c nutiil tco would fix for admi sion to a normal school wa ( 1)
the ability to sp •11 correctly; (2) a free and legible handwriting; (3) the power to
read .fluently :wd to enunciate with distinctne s all ordinary wor<ls of the language;
( 4) tbe ability to parse and a.nalyze any common English scot nee; (5) the powe~ o
perform with facility all th proc . ses to percentage; (6) a knowledcre of_the leadrn
facts of m:~ hcmatical geocrra,ph,y ancl of tl.Je political geography of the Umted tat _;
(7) sati factory evi<leucu of o l1 moral cbaract t; (8) a sound, healthy booy. Th t.r
program was as follows:
FI.RST YEAR (2 TERMS EACII OF 20 WEEK ).
UUJE T.

SYLLABUS.

l•'iret term.
Engli h language . ....................... . P:irt11 of spoe h nud th ir propertie ; compo itiou, pars-

.

of culti · ting ohso1v),

inA", nnd analy is of Rentonces.
Proc •!ISO~ anrl principles from tbe beginnina: to percent n n; m otal pra u ; method of rapid al ulaLioo.
Tb,•on• and a.rt of p nmanship; free band drawio '·
nit •d, 'tates and Europe com pr hooshr ly tudjed; map
clnlwi11 .
~o-rphology of leaves, stems, roots; use of cbedules .
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FIRST YEAR

(2 TERMS EACH OF 20 WEEKS),.
SYLLABt:s-continued.

SUBJECTS-continued.

Firat term-Continued.
Physiology (12 weeks) to follow botany .. . General outlines of the subject; hygienic rules.
Theory and practice of teaching .. ....... . Observation and criticism of teaching exercises; fossons
in teaching Drimary reading and number classes:
,
Vocal and physical trai~ing . .....••..•.... Free calisthenic exercises; musical notation; reading
through key of C; simple.chorus practic<e.
·
Ethical instruction .............•.•........ Manners and' morals; formation of right habits;

Second term.
English grammar (comnleted) ..........•.. Analysis and pa.rsing; impromptu composition; brief
essays.
r
El&men_tary arithmetic (comple_ted) ...... . Percentage, ratio and proportion; roots, alligation,mensu- ,'
· ration, analyei11, mental proce~ees, commercial calcula,
tions, method11 of rapid calculation.
,
Drawing ...... ... ... ...• •.... ....••...•... Perspective; drawing of simple objects.
Botany (SI or 10 weeks) .....• . .. ...•... .... Cont,inued to analysis and classification of plants; use of
schedules continued.
··
Geography (completed) -...••••.... .• .•••.. Asia comprehensively; gene_ral review of world; map
construction ; methods of rapid delineation.
,
1Geometry .... -. ...... . ...............•..•.. Ge()metrical facts, lines, figu,res; ,dofinitions inferred.
ThMry :i,nd practice of teaching (continued) Lessons and criticism of methods in language; form 'and
place.
'
Book-keeping . : .........• , .••......••..••• Theory and practice in double entryaµd in business forws. ,
'Vocal and physical culture ..•.•• .. ...••.•. Reading and singing in all scales and keys; written exercises ; rhythmic exercises. '
SECOND YEAR

(2 TERMS EACH OF 20 WEElCS).

First term,.
Geogrll,phy (to follow reading\ . . • . . . . . . . . . Phenom ena of ocean and atmosphere;
t ronomy.
English lang uage ......•.....•.•. •••.•.... Vocal exercises; reading; elocution.
Algebra (10 weeks) ...••• ......•.•••.••• . . To quadratic equations.
Natural philosoph7. (20 weeks) ..•..••..... Transporta~ion ; chorus practice.
History of the Umted States ............. .
Science of government .•• .....••..•..•....
Chemistry, (follows algebra) .....••......•• Nomenclature; study of elements; experiment al practice
in laboratory.
Physical and vocal cinlture .•...•..•.•..•.• Calisthenic exercises; chorus practice. ·
Teory and practice of teaching .. ......... . Practico and criticism of ob_iect lessons; management and
methods with advanced classes.
econd term.
Chemistry (continued) ... . ........ ; · ..... . Elements and compounds; lectures; laboratory manipulation .
General ptinciples; field work; classification of specimens.
Demon11trations inferred frotn facts and princip1es.
Resumed and completed.
,
School organization, discipline, an~ management; school
laws; history of education.
,
Philosophy of educ:i,tion, including mental Nervous mechanism: The e'enses, sensation, .perception,
philosophy.
observation, memor_y, reason, imagination, etc.; principles and methods of training inferred from above.

G eology ............•...........• .• .. ......
Geometry (4 weeks) ... ... ........•.....•..
Physiology . . , .... . .. ....... . . ...•........
Theory and practice of teaching . ... . . ,, .. .

nm

ERA OF DISCON'l'ENT.

Havjng . conducted onr inquiry to tl10 close of tl.te Civil War, and to ti, time
when, as we shall see, much dissatisfaction began to apJ?ear with the work of the
normal school, we shall not swell the bulk of our article by following the great' dev eloprneut ofacademically inclined normal schools in the South subseq uent to the War
of th e Reb ellion, or those added to the category in th~ North ancl West. The stamp
that h ad been given the normal-school <lOtuse by a Pierce and developed by his successors u egan to want a llll}tnimous consent to its value and propriety, either from the
absence of a Pierce to conduct the work or from the absence of the crude condi:tions
that made academic work valuable to the generations for which they immediately
labored. Wh en t,he historian of education in the United States shall have arisen and
vindicated his claims, it will be shown, perhaps even by statistics, that an educational renaissan ce set in upon us after 1870 that was in some measure stimulated
by t he great lTiuropean activity in the same line. In the education of the people, we
' g3:v~ ~urope practice aud examples to a gr~at exteut; she imparted to us theory and
ont1C1sm.
It was al>rnit tha t epoch Lhat this Office wa.!! established, and in the following we
shall consult the pages of its reports in order to trace hurriedly the form in which the

'
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disco~tent 'Yith t~e work of_tbc norm:11 schools was here and there manifesting itself.
I1;1 do~ng this we u:itend neither to be exhaustive nor to anticipate the snppositive
h1stor1an of educatrnn to whom we have just alluded.
, 'I'o give an illustration M the professional basis attempted, and in some instances
attained, during the eighth decade, we insert the argument of the principal of the
normal school of St. Ilouis, made in 1880. It will be rememl.iered that this school was
perhaps the first (" perJrn-ps," as it is ever dangerous to use unq ualifi.edly this ordinal
adjective) to take its pupils from the high school. Mr. Soldan says :
~
"The reason wh,v a revie:-.v and extension of the study of the common branches
should form part of the professional training of the normal school may be stated as
follows;
~
'' :i.. The applicants to the sch.ool, as a rule, left the grammar school four years before resorting to the normal school (beiu g high-school graduates), and it may be reasonably"Supposed that, no matter how thor:>ughly they acquired the knowledge of
common-school studies four years ago, they need a review to refresh their memories.
"2. The teacher should not simply know as much of the gram mar-schoo!studies as
a child knows-who has passed through a common school, but more; for she is to teach
them to others. A mere review of g rammar-school work is hardly sufficient to give
the amount of knowledge necessary in -or<leT to teach it to others. An extension of
the wotk ih the .common branches beyond the limits of the grammar-school couneis
essential for the teacher, wh ile it is not equally necessary for the general pursuits of
"'
life. * * *
- " 3. The study of methods of teaching, in order to be practically useful, should be
-carried on at the beginning, in close connection with the subject-matter that is to be
taught. In other words, it is well enongh to let t he pupils study how to teach
geography according to the general principles of the science and of child nature, but
it is not less necessary that the special topics should be studied in connection with
applied methods of teaching; the pupil should learn, for instance, how tho form of
the earth or the change of seasons may be taught to a class. The normal-school
pupil, as a part of her training, should review and continue grammar-scbo_ol work.
And she looks npon it from the standpoint of the teacher and t,ries to discover the
best way of presenting the matter t o a class of children . Her rec itation is a teaching
exercise; she presents the subject she has studieo and illustrates it as if she were to
teach her classmates. Grammar-school work reviewt1d in this way is professional
work and is essential to the training of efficient teachers."
In 1870 we find the principal of the Farmin~ton Normal School saying, "Although
the -normar school in theory is a place for protessional training-for teaching tea~he-rs
how to teach-the facts do not fully sustain t.he theory. We spend half of our time,
or more, in teaching what should be known as a condition of entering. By one year
devoted to training in methods of instruction, to mental science in its application to
teaching, to tbe study of modes of school organization and educational history, to
practice in model scho<;>ls, etc., with classes fitly prepared for such work, we could
accomplish more of real normal work tban now can be accomplished in our whole
course. We oug ht not to l'>e forced to spend our time, as is often tbe case now, in
teaching the rudiments of arithmetic, geography, and grammar."
.
Iu the thirty fourth annual report of the Massachusetts Board of E ducation, their
secretary says that classes in the voluntary course of two additional years had
been formed in each normal school of Massachusetts, the pupils being chiefly "form r
gradnates who have learned from their experience in teaching the vah1e of a. more
advanced scholarship." He continues thus: "As is well known to the board, I have
from the beginning been an earnest advocate of this bi ghor course, as otie means of
meeting the rapidly growing demand for teachers of a thorough normal t raining, and
also of a grade of cholarship superior t o that which the normal schools ha<l hitherto
been able to gi . It is a well-known fact that it i to-day impossible to supply the
dem and for female teach ers of this O'tade."
• The ~o.cal buard of management of the Buffalo, N. Y., school was consicl rin the
propo 1t1on '' to provide a department in which those who are suitably prepared and
are willing to pn.y for tnition may pro. ecute a cour o of advanced study similar to
that pur ued in oar coll ges, xcept that it i to embrace instruction in the theory
and prnctic of teachin and to be cooclucted throuahout on normal principle ."
~o xtaod tbe _normal course th committee thoucrht ~ould destroy its usefulnes
but few would have the time and means to por ue the
for the many, ma much
add d portion.
1n 1 7l tbe tate op rintendent of P no . lvania, Mr. Wicker ham , sugge te
tba. ' b , andar for admi ion be greatly levated, o that the in traction of the
grammar ch 1 ne d_ n~t be r p a.ted after nt ring the normal chool;" and th
m n ·b_o l_ rom1 100 r of Ohio nrcres bat "academic in trnction, except u h
. rua·· e 10 1~ ntally ·v n in he illn tration of methods, honld be di p n d
wi th that t e c1ence of duca.tion and th art o · teaching may receive exclu ive
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attention." Principal Phelps, of the Winona Normal School, in his-r~pot't for 1872.observes: " ·Ou.t: common schools have hitherto been and niany of them still are in a
weak and inefficient state. The quality of 'the work done i~ thet:Q. is very poor~ and.
' as the great bulk of the students entering the normal schools must come :(rorh the_se
people's colleges it is obvious that a large majority of.them must _com~ very_ poorly,
prepa.red. In fact, there is so much vague, loose, and rnaccurate tea,chrng still done ~
in our elementa-ry schools that at least nineteen-twentiettls of those who enter the
normal schools must go back to first principles, learn those subjects of which th~y
ar e ignorant, and unlearn that which they have learned amiss. ~ot only are they ,. ,
ign orant of the very beginning of the common school studies, but they hav~ no power
of expressing what they do know."
·_
Again, Priuci,pal Beard, of the South Missonri State Normal .School, observes: '
" Something is evidently wrong in our common school system of edu.cation. The '
~ajo1·ity of students entering our school we find know more -of arithmetic than
they know of all the other sciences taken together. -i. * • The (lesign of the normal school therefore should be to remedy these irregularities in the common scµools."
In the report of the secretary of the State Board of Ed1,1c;iation of._Mas.sachusetts, ,
that-officer says: "I have attended the examination of the applicai;its for thenorma·i-schoole and have at such timee severally made a very careful and o-ritical examination and analysis of the results presented in the papers of the applicants. , An
analysis made of one of these examinations is, I think, a fair-specimen of all of the'm ,
The average age of the .(8 examined was 18 years· and 9 months. Twenty-one of the'37 . _~..
ladies examined were graduates or had been members for some time of high schools~
5 ,of ac-ademies, and 11 of grammar schools; 9 of them had taught school for a -period.,,
varying from 12 to 143 weeks. The questions were not abgve the avei,:age of those ,
proposed to candidates for admission to our high schools. There shguld--have been
an average of at least 80 per cent. of correct answers. Only 4., however, had this
average, and only 11 had 70 and upward; 18 had less than 60 per cent. To attain
even this result their reading had to be taken into account, for which they were
marked much h~gher than for their written papers. Witb this the general average
of correctness for .all who were examined was 62 per cent.; without it, 59. Yet only {
4 of the 48 -_were r ejected.
~
''An examination of the papers of these applicants shows that in too.many cases tlie ·
writers were allowed to take np the higher branches of study in high schools a-tld
academics before they had thoroughly 11Jastered the simple elementary branches,
-yv hich are the corner stone of a good etl ucatioh. The papers of many were very faulty .
m reRpect to the correct u1-e of language, the construction of sentences, the use of
capitaHett~rs, and spelling."
•
'' The great value of these schools," says the State superintendent of ·west Virginia in 1872, "is the facility they afford for a higher grade of education than can
be ·secured in the schools of inferior rank. ,. * ,. Our normal schools are valuable
as higher academies."
_
In 1874 the State superintendent of Maine, Mr. Johnson, after proposing a norm.al
course of t.hree years for the schools of Maine, one preparatory and probationary and
two properly normal, says: "The studies should be nearly as now appear in the
c5mrse of study. ,. ,. * In some future till\e we may be able to imitate the Vienna
auangement and establish a pedagogium-a normal school of normal schools-in
..which shall be r eceived from the several sub-schools those students desirous of making
further advancement."
In 1872 the Boston Normal School, which had become a mere high school for girls,_
was separated from the Boston High School and, in 1874-'75, erected ipto an institution'
having for its first ''regulation" the followin~:
• '
"'.J'he Boston Normal School is established for the purpose of furnishing an opportumty for such young women as wjsh to become teachers, a thorough course of distinct professional instruction, and to fit themselves for teachers in the public schools
of Boston."
·
To enter, the candidate must be proficient.in the studies of the high schools of Boston and have attained the age of 17. The course was of one year and embraced
the following studies :
1. MeDtal and moral science and logic.

2. H1story and principles of education, school
m1rnagement, antl methods of instruction.
3. Physiology and hygiene.
4c. Ph.vsice and natural history with reference to
objective teaching.
5. Stui:1.v- of language; its history, acquisition,
and analysis.
·

6. GrammaT school studies wHh reference to·
teaching.
·
7. Drawing and its use as a means of illustration
in teaching and vocal music.
8. Observation an<l 11ractice in primary and grammar .schools.
'

Commentjng on this curriculum the committee on normal schools observes that th·e
requirements for admission were not high and " it is hoped that many will exceed them; that th ey will tak~ a fourth or even fifth year of general Rtµdy," so that
those who enter the school will be p1·epared "for a year of close aud professional
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study." In_18_76 the city superintend~nt, speaking of the school established in 1852,
aayi, ~hat ~' it 1s . ~ardly an exaggeration to say tha,t during almost the whole period
that lias elapsed srnce the establishment of the school the arrangements and provisions
for giving. the requhdte nbrmal training to female teachers for our public schools
hav_e o_een insufficient :ind unsatisfa~torr." . S~eaking of t~e ?ew sch~ol the sa~e
autnonty says: "Its course ·of tramrng 1s but one year, but 1t is exclusively prof es, - sional. The four great pedagogical branches-psychology, physiology, ethics, and
logic-are .here judiciously !;iandled."
_ In 1875 the deputy superintendent of Pennsylvania, Mr. Curry, after a thorough exa.mination of the normal schools of that State, says (remarking, however, that in some
, schools the candida~es were quite up to the requiremen ts for graduation in the ele. mentary course), ".But in o_thers the course bas been practically abridged byrestrictting tbe study of some of the branches to the contents of sup erficial text-books, too
meager to furnish more than a fragmentary knowledge of principles involved."
1In lt\76 the superintendent of public inst ruction of New York began to attack most
determinedly the academical features of the eigh t normal schools of New York. He
says in his re.port for 1876 (dated H:177): "For myself I am free to say that 1 would greatly
prefer to have our normal schools what they profess t o be-instit,ution,s simply and
solely Jor the trai:ni ug of teachers for the common schools of the State. They ought
to be mainly schools where those in attendance should be taught how to tP-ach, having r easonably fair understanding of what to tea1·b. The yo ung person who is appointed a' pupil in a State normal school is required to possess a good English education. As I understand ,it, the function of the normal scllool is to tea,c h tbis young
person bow to impart successfully to - others the knowledge which he or she may
possess, bow to gover.-n a school, how to win the confidence of pup ils, and how to instruct them to obtain from books knowledge of an order far higher than that which
tbe teacher possesses. It ought not to be ex pected that t he State should, in a few
localities, support high schools and colleges."
The bold mo"e of the State superintendent to improve t he State normal schools was
simultan~o1:1s with another on the part of the governor suggesting the expediency of
abolishin g them. On Ju:µe 11, 1877, the superintendent discontinued the ~cademic
departm ents in the normal schools, but the l egislature in 1878 r equested him to revoke his order.
In l ti77 tlie principal of the State Normal 8chool at Ypsilanti, Miob., remarks
that the admission of16 graduates from hi gh schools was a ''ne w feat ure" that
promised much good to the normal school, as it would insure that, tho e -who thus
obtained adt1.1ission were more qualified to follow th e course. The work of the school
was divided into two departments, one called' scholaRtic or academic au d the other
profes ional. " Such is the lew condition of common school instrnction in the tate,"
says the principal, '' that a considerable portion of. the in st ruction is to impart knowledge and dis<;i ipline; but as these are required for a definite purpose, our ruethods of
instruction are directed to that end." * * * "Profess ional instruction, however,
sl;Jould be the peculiar feature of the work of a normal school, and it is the constant
effort of the faculty to make this feature more and more prominent every year. '' The
same tendency towards a more professional status is quite as observable in the school
of Minn esota about this time.
'
In 1 713 t he board of visitors of the Michigan State Normal School, aft ran examination on two different occasions, spoke thus in regard to tbat institntion : .
"A to th e general qnestion of normal instr nction, your committee recognizes t~e
di.ffl culty of finding a satisfactory solution. '!'be first object of the norm al S?hool 1_s,
a he nn,me irnplie , instruction in the art of teaching. It i , however, in v1table 1_n
~ho 1nes~nt condition of th'ings that this hould be supplemented by pu rely aoact ro10
10 ~rnct1on, a nd the tendency ha always been to gi,·e what seemed to ma ny pereon
a d1 proportion at e share and attention to what Ahoold be in strictn
only ulJordinat . 'I bi e med to us to be the ca eat Yp ilan ti. At the time of ou r visit tb r e, our
opinion was sub tant ially that of the vi ·itors of last year, that 1he normal school
wa!I more like an xcellcnt aca,lemy, with some excellent in 'true ion O'iv o in P da.goai and he sci nc of ed ucation, than a normal school prop r. ft ft ft "With ~he
gr wth of the cbool sy tern , with tbe incr a e i n the nnmber of c,raded and high
cho Is, the nee ity of academic instruction in the uormal ch ool become les im·
p ra iv , nod th di propor ionate time and attention b stowed upon it more oJfenah· ."
.,,
.r:i:b" i ·i r hen p ak of the r eorganization tlrnt had been mad ince t~eir la t
v, 1
l o k morA clo ly in to certai u matt rs, con cermng which complarnt s bad
b n m 11 ' and ootinu th us :
' W
in r ly hope tba th reqnir ment for aclmi io;:;, a e forth in h pro·
P ' ·tu , m, Y no b a all low r d. The ca tch-a11 common chool cou e of tb p t
7 ~·cnr w11b it 1 , t,ndard fr ()nirem nta ita diploma. aud its ·on tan l ining r 11 f '~adna 'ha: b n the l,a,ne of the norma.i school. We ea.rn s ly
fo etter thin g~ in the future ."
1

NORMAL ~CHOOL ,

CURRICULUM..

as

·. In the report of the visitors for ~he following,year (all new men
compared ~itl)
their immediate predecessors), the following opinion is ~x'pressed:
,
,
"WTth the new building, it was fitting there should be this new life. We believe
the normal school is doing a good work-work that mnst,necessarily render our sc hools ,
more efficient-; yet the .maximum has not 1.Jeen r eached. Much remains to be done.
before it takes its rightful position in the educational system of the State."
The changes referred to are noticed in our Annual Report for 1878, a t pag~ 123-;
-those particularly applicable in this connection are, (1) the di visiou of the normal
course proper , into common school , hi~ber English, and language course-a fj.tting
teachers respectively for the lower and higher grades in the State common and grade!!
schools; (2) higher requirements of .admission; and (3) professiou_al instruction.
The remarks of the superintendent of the Boston schools on the question of the
normal school, then much agitated in Boston,,are given in our Report for 1879 at page·.,
lxxviii, and it is not thought necessary to repeat them here. Secretary ,Dickinso.n, of
the Massachusetts Board of Education, says under date of ,January, 1880: ," A teach- ,
er's seminary should have for its special object the training of t,eachers to teach . ., ·
T:his iucludes a thol'oogh study of the philosophy of teaching, and a discussion of a
- course of studies embrncing an elementary and scie ntific course. It incl'udes also as
much practice as possible in teaching in experimeutal schools, the topics of the
course of s-tudies ruade out, and to such pupils as will study the ,same top ics in the /
pn blic schools, and lastly a study of the best ,methods of school organization and
school government. If the normal schools are to be confined pretty dosely to their
legitimate work, the standard for adm ission to their classes m~st be raised. "
1

CHAIRS OF PEDAGOGICS,

;_·'

Towards the close of the eighth decade two terms not before in common use began to
appear with considerable frequency, pedagogics and didactjcs, both used it seems as ,
dijfe1·ept names for the same thing, the science, or the scie 11 ce and art of teaching.
But one of tbe_m was au old term in the University of Iowa, where the degree of
bachelor of didactics was offered in 1870 to those who would complete au "advanced
course'' for one year and teach for two years successfully . . This advanced conrs'e may
~e consi<le~ed as a purely professional one, an<l finally in 1873 became a "chair,," havrng tbe des1gu to prepare teachers for advanced schools; "h enc.e" says the catalogue,
"only those aca,demi cal seniors who inten d to become teachers and special students,
'who may become qualified to be classed with them, will be allowed to p·ursue hor- ·
ma! stn<lies." In um; a '' college of normal instruction" was open_ed in the u µive rsity and granted the '' academic normal d,egree of baehel.or in pedagogics" to those ,
graduates of one of the fonr aca<lemical cour8es who took also one semester of hi.gher ,
pedagogics; bot it is the Chair of the Science and Art of Teachiug in 1879 in the
Univetsity of Michigan that will best enable u1,to show t,he stage of advancement
tha,t the pedagogical public had aUainecl to as regards educa,pion as a science.
The obj ect .contemplated in establish jng this chair, says Professor Payne, who occupied it, ,was :'to fit students for the hi ghe r positions in the pnblic school service,"
"a natural fnuctio.u of the university as tbe bead of onr [the Michi g an] ~ystem of.
public instruction;" "to give a more general diffusion to educatio nal doctrines," which
involves buman intere. ·tsof the hi~h est order; "topromotethestudyo feducat ional
science;" "to t'each the history of educat,ion," '' to promote the transformation of
teaching- from an occupation to a profession," for'' the very basis of professional activity is in an articulate body of doctrine."
'
·
The courses were as follows:
1. :b,irst semester: Practical, embracing school supervision, grading, courses .of
st udy, examinations, the art of instructing and governing, school architectLue, school
hygiene, school law, etc.
2. Second semester : Historical, philosophical, and critical, embracing the history ,
of education, the comparison and criticism of the 1:1 ystems of <li ffere ut countries, tbe
outlines of e,lucational science, the science of t eaching, a critical discussion of theorie1:1 and we1hods.
The first course was evidently iutonded to cover the dut ies of a superi-oteuclent.
The second conr e may be illust rated by the following topics, which were a pa,rt of it :
Analy is aucl synthesis as related to metho,l, acq uisi tion, the office of books in educafaon, empirical hw of conduct; Comeuius; the comprehensive nature of educatio;n as
a liberal study, plastic thoory of development theory; the two factors in primary in- ·
struction, art of interpretation, etc.
PEDAGOGY AND SCHOOL GOVERNMENT I ' THE EUROPEAN TRAINING SCHOOLS lWR
'l'l~ACJ:Hrns.

It is weJl known in informed circles that an educational revolution has occurred in
France during the last decaue; bnt it was no t a bliuu, unreasonable revolution
based on vil6 ue theories, but one carried forward i:n a scientific, patriotic spirit. The
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educational revolutioni~ts to whom we refer saw how powerless they would be with- ·-out trai~e~ te~chers, anu· as eal'ly as January, 1881. the commis-sion charged wi th
· preparatwu of 'a progr~mrne for th'e normal schools for men and women, establi11hed
or abont, to be establisbed; began to solicit from forei g n lands snch information as
would enable them to know what other countrie8 ha<l done in the same direction.
These reqnests were made a matter of state, and the diplomatic agents of the Republic collected and forwarded the information, which has since been ·p ut in print,
and to which we are under obligation for the following matter,-mattet· which we
· have intr6dnced not only as ail appendix that .will complete our review of the American nprmal schqol curriculum, but also that the reader may u1:1e it as the French
commission u.s ed it.
· ·
, The-arrangement is simple. Under each country will be given the character of
_the purely pedagogical :course and then, in tabular form, the position that it occu> ptes in the curriculum of the school.
The manner in which the other subjects of the
curriculum, such-as history, geography, etc., are taught present no particular claims
, for translation; but it is to be regretted that the method by which the severa.l countries provide for the instruction of their future teachers in the mother tongue is not
germane to the subject-matter of this paper.
FRANCE.
MEN.

First yeM-General princip les of. education. -Physical education: General hygiene
plays and exel'cises of the child, gymnastics. Education of the sense by observation.
·
"Intellectual" education: Ideas upon the intellectual faculties, their development
at different ages, their culture and their application to the ~iffe~ent _kinds of koo~le<lge; role of the memory, of the judgment, of reason, of 11uagmat1on; method, its
/ <l.itferent procedures, analysis and syntbe;iis, induction and ded11ction. Moral e_d ucation: Will, the liberty of man [free-will f] studied in the child; moral consmenc~,
responsil.lilLty and duty; relation of duties and rights; culture of the cbi l~'s se°:s1bility; modification of character and formation of habits; natural di vers1ty of mstincts and characters.
Second y ear-_The school (education and instruction in common).-Schools: Kinderi:~arteu; the prirpary, elementary, and higher school; continuation (complementa1re)
schools.
Buildings and furniture; appliances for instruction; colBuildings and fittino-s:
0
•
lections; libraries.
•Pedn.gogical organization: C~assification of students; programmes; use of t_ime;
register (j ournal de classe). Fot·ms of teaching, intui tion, object teaching (ense1gnement par !'as pect), interrogating, oral exercises, correction of pupils' work, school
promenades (promenades scolaires). , Study upon the particular procedures applicable to the tcacllio~ of each part of the programme.
Examination: Certificate of primary studies, composition.
Discipline : Rewards, punishment, emulation, self-respect in the child h. personal
activity of the t eacher, the conditions of his authority, his relations wit the students and their families .
Thi!·d yeal'-Htstol'y of pedagogy and school management. -Revision, theoretical and
pra~t1cal, of the subjects studied du ing the first two years.
·
. .
His tory of peda.o-oo-y: Di tioguished educationists and their doctrinee; analysis of
the more important work.
Legi latioo and adroini tration of school affairs: Laws, decrees, r egulations, admini t.rative circt1lars.
rganiza.tion of normal schools ai:id the con (litions of admission.
Elementary school : Different kinds of public schools; creation and support of
co1;11mnn ~l schools; mixed schools, as to sex:, as to religious belief; admission of
~htldren in th e school ; gratuitous educat ion; construction of school buildings; board10~ place a,nnex. d to public chool ; higher elementary schools; na tional scholar·
sbtp (boar_ !:1); account of the public 1:1cbools; communal and departmental f!-C·
coon . r lat10 to the elementary in truction; school reo-ister
; private schools takrng
0
th _p lac of public chools; private chools.
Ktnder arten Their relation to the elementary classes; their history; their special
governm n ~
chool a.id :
pular libraries of the school and other popnla.r libraries; courses for
adnl t\od_appr 11tic ; public lectur rs a.ncl cour es; school museums; school fund
cho 1 avin b nk ; hop for manual work; gymoast.ics.
.
on ·l : T . _ch rs ao l t~ ir a i tan ts in ou blic and private schools; ~ppointm n~ ·. l 1 al p .' 1 n · prot 1:n ?':"l dutie · ten year eogagemen ; pay;_ p os1on; au!h n~, . a It b d for up r v1 10 and directing elementary in truction; pedagogical hi.> t1
p~da gica.l conferencea.

'

Place of pedagogy in. the official French programme.
[Hours per we~k.
Order
on prpgr.i,mme

J
Men.

Subject of study.

Women.

Fir11t Second Thirel
year. .. year. :year.

First_ Secoud
year .
year.

year.

----IL ·

R eqniring prep:J,ratory study :
• Moral aud ci vii instruction ... ......•...
J;>edagogy and schuol management .....
French language and literature ...... ; •.
Histor.v . . . ..•................••••••....
IV
v- .Geography ..••..•••••.••..•.....••...•.
Arithmetic .... . ......•••.•.... : .••.. .., .
·v1
Geometry ....... . ......•...•..••..•• . •.
VII
Physics (VII for women) .. .......•.....1
VIII,
Chemistry (VIII for women) .......... •
IX ,
Natural sciences (IX !'or women) ..•..•.
X
A griculture and horticulture ..........
XI
Dome:,tic economy and hygiene (X for
women) . --... -..... -.... --... --...
I
II
III

......

.. XI
XII
XIII

XIV

Total. ........•••... .•... ..... • ...••..
Not r equiring preparatory study:
Writing ..... , ................•...•..••.
Sewing .. ........•... .• •...•......••.••. .
Drawing ........•••••.••...••......•..
Singing and music ....•••..••.•••..•• • ••

2
1
7
4
1

2
1

a½ ·
a½
1
0

'2
1

~

1
3
2
.2
1
1
2

a½

1
1

1
1

.t
3
1
3
3

6

5

4

3
1
3
0 .

bl½

1
3
0

2

o·

1
2
1

0
1
0

.a½ '

'o
1

bl½
0

a½

1

0

0

0

20

23

22

17

17

3
0
4

; 0
4

0
0

1
3
4

2

2

3
3
4
2

4
_2

1
1• '4
' 3
- 1
3

1
1'
0

0

1

)·

a½

2

- - - - - -- - - - - - -

rn,i;~;;e:;~~;~::;;::::::::::: : =: 1~;1f~ =·:.I-,':.
Agriculturaland"manual''labor......
Botanizing and gardening . . ............
Optional: Modern languaies........ .•. • . .

4

0
•2

4

0
2

4
0
2

0
2
2

O

2
2

O

2'
2·

ti On~ hour during one semester.
b Two hours during one semester; one hour during the other.

THE HIGHER NORMAL SCHOOLS {ECOLE NORMALE SUPERIEURE D'INSTl'.l'UTRICES) OF FRANCE.

Under date of July 13, 1880, the minister of pnblic instruction and tine arts mad'e . - /
the following report to the President of the French Republic:
"Mr. PRESIDENT: The law of the 9th of August, 1879, imposes the duty on each . r
d epartment to provide, within four years, a normal school for women who desire to
prepare themselves for teaching; while the decree of the 5th .of June last bas es ·ab- ·
lished an examination for the pMsons who are to become directors or professors of
these schools, which requires special knowledge on the part of candidates for these
positions.
,
'' The Government is thus placed under the necessity of providing in a com para- ~
tively short time a, n urnerous personnel that is to fulfill conditions as to a,ptitude more
difficult than those which have obtained in the past .• Under these conditions the Government is concerned to find the means of making head way against the difficulties of
the situation.
·
'' Excluding the idea of individual preparation (which would be very insufficient), ,
different measures have been proposed. Some would create a normal course in each i
academy ;1 others would establish a fourth year of study to the existing course of the
normal schools. But it is not possible to see the results of these two combinations.
Moreover, the putting them in practice presents diffic1'llties.
.
,: The educational press has proposed that a beginning be made by-ci::eating a higher
efomen tary normal school ( ecole norm ale prima.ire superieure ), and a bill for the estab] ishment of a high school of pedagogy for women bas been presented. Without waiting for th e lagislatm,:e to pass upon this bill and without intending to prejudge as to
the tinal character of the projected est,ablishment, it &eems to me necessarr to take
1
The University of France is composed of seventeen "academies." These academies are not buildings, but educational jurisdictions. The departm ent~ are subdivisions of the academy.
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· those ste:ps duvi,ng the current year which if not taken will make it v ery difficult to
provide a _p~rsonnel sufficiently well prepared for the normal schools which are about
1to b'e opened."
The same da,y the President 9f the Republic signed the decree establishin,g the school,
which is now known as the Ecole Norm ale Superieure d 1Institutrices, Fontenay-aux/
·
Rose1,.'
On the 30th of December, 1882, the followin g order was issued "relative to the conditions of admission to the higher elementary normal school for women at Fontenayaux-Roses 1':
•
.ART. 1 .. An examination for admission to the higher elementary school for women
_at Fontenay-aux-Roses is held every year during Ju ,y.
ART, 2. To /enable the canaidate to compete, she must be unmarried or a widow,
• and not less than-:.:0 years and not more than 25 years of age at the date of Octqber
1 of the. year in which she presents herself for examination. Sbe must have made engagement for 10 years as pro'vided in the decree of the 29th of July, l tl81, 1 and must be
provided with a higher bwvet 2 or a co11eg1e diploma (dipl6me de bachelier) 3• Finally,
tp pro{luce a physician's certificate, stating her ability to perform the duties of a
.teacher. .
,
ART_., 3. ModifLcations of the age limits may be made by the minister of public insti:11ction npon the motion of the rector of an academy.
.
ART. 4. Appltcl:\itions [inscriptions] are received, in the departmeots, at the office
of the·in pector; at Paris, at the department of public instruction. The list is closed
15 days~before the examination comes off. With the applica tion for examination each
applicant gives her age and place of birth, mentions her diplomas, and gives a sketch
of the duties she bas performed in public or private schools. The minister of pu blic
instruction makes up the list of those who are to be examined .
ART. fi. No applicant is admitted to compete more than three times.
ART. 6. The examination for admission comprehends written tests, which are elimin ating (that is to sa.y, eliminating those whq are least fitted to survive,) and oral
tests.
.
ART. 7. The written examinations are held at the principal town of the department
w here,the application has been made. The papers are placed under the charge of the
inspector of the academy, or, in bis absence, of a substitute approved by the rector.
The written examination is composed of three compositions:
1. For the candidate for the sect-ion of letters :
(1) A composition having for its subject-matter a tale, a letter, a literary analysis,
-the discussion of a maxim, the development of a rule of grammar, etc.
(2) A composition upon a subject selected from the history of .Fmnce, which may
be a.ccompanied by geographical qnestions.
<_3) A composition upon a pedagogical subject.
2. For the candidate for the section of sci ence:
(1) A composition upon a mathematical subject.
(2) A composition upon a subject pertaining to physics, chemistry, and natural
science.
(3) A composition µpon a pedagogical snbj~ct.
The pedagogical composition ma,y be common to the candidates for both sections.
1'he time a llowed for each composition is 3 hours.
The subjects of composit10n are selected by the minister of public instruction upon
the motion of the examination committee and addressed to the inspectors of the
, academy und er seal, to be opened in tbe pre cnce of the candidates.
.
,
The compositions are, immediately after each examination, addressed to the mmister of public instruction by the inspector of the academy, with an account of the
proceeding .
ART, ti. The written omposHions n;re corrected at P aris by a commission namecl
each year by the minister.
The candidates who are found worthy of a.c}mission are called to Pari to undergo
the oral examination.

THE NORMAL SCHOOL
,

(

ART. 9. The oral examination consists of interrogations, r eadings, correcti-ohs of
scholl:!,rs' work, exposition of a topic orally after a short time for preparation, etc. ·,
The school for men of the same kind, at St. Cloud, was established by th~ high - .
council of public instruction, by the followrng order:
{\.RT. 1. The studies of the higher normal school of elementary jnstruction at St, ,ClQnd comprise the matters tanght in the elementary normal schools.
~
ART. 2. The school r eceives boarders and day scholars, but the number of boa,rders is fixed at 40.
~
A;RT. 3. The students are divided in two sections-the section of sciences and that
of letters. The courses of psyeholorry, and of morals, civics and political economy,
and contemporaneous history, school legislation and administration are commo_n to
the pupils of the. section of letters and to those of the section of iscience. There
shall be establishe.d a spepial course of composition and of French literature for the
students of the seution of scieQce.
ART. 4. The director and the professors constitute the school council, which is convened antl presided over by the director. The director pronounces upon the ability
of 'the first-year students to pass into the second-ye.a r course, makes up the list of
boo}rs that the students use, and in general directs the course . the, instruction shall
pursue.
'
.
ART. 5. The examination for admission occurs annually, between the <lates of Sep'
tember 15 and Octouer 15.
ART. 6. In or.d er to participate the candidatesMust be at least 20 years of age and not more than 25 at the elate of Octo.ber,. 1 of
the year they present themselves for examination.
Must have entered into the 10-year engagement to teach.
Must ha:.ve obtained a brevet superieur, a dipll}me de bachelier es ']ettres ou es
sciences, or a dipl6me de uachelier de l'enseignement secondaire special. In addition
they must nave a certificate of a physician as to their ability to teach ..
ART. 7. The conditions as to age are modified by the minister of public ~nstruction
.on the proposition of the r ector of an acarlemy.
,
ART. 8. Applications [for admission] are received (in the departments, at the office ,
of the inspector ; at P :uis, at the office of the minister of p~ blic instruction) 15 days
at latest l>efo re the opening.of the examination. With his request tbe candidate for - ,.
wards the time and place of his birth, his diploma, and an account of the services h,e
has performed as a teacher. The minister makes up the list of those who are to be
admitted to the examination.
·
ART. 9. No candidate is permitted to enter an examination more than three tim,es.
ART. 10. The examjnation for admission consists of wr.itten and oral tests. The
written examination is held at the principal place of the department, under the supervision of the inspector, or, in bis absence, of a· delegate appro ved by the rector. The
examination consists of three compositions, as .follows:
.
1. For the candidates of the sect ion of letters.
,
t
(1) A F rench composition (having for its subject ma.tter a tale, a letter, a literary
analysis, th-0 discussion of a maxim, the development of a rule of grammar, etc.).
(2) A composition upon a subject selected from th.e history of France, which may
be accompanied hy geographical questions.
(:3) A compc.,sition upon a pedagogical subject.
2. l!"or the candidates of the section of sciences:
(1) A composition upon a mathematical subject.
(2) A composition upon the subjects of physics, of chemistry, and of natural science.
(3) A composition upon a pedagogical subject.
The pedagogic~l composition may be common to both classes of candidates. 1he
duration of each of the aµove compositions is three hours.
.
The subj ects are selecte~l by t he minister upon the motion' of the commission, an'cl ~
are sent uuder seal to the inspectorsi who open them in presence of the candidates.
Immediately after the examination the inspectors send them to the minister, and
render an account of the proceedings. ·
ART. 11. The compositions are corrected at Paris by a commission which is appointed each year l>y the minister. Those candidates who are deemed worthy of
admission are called t o Paris to submit to an oral examination.
·
ART. U . The oral examinaition consists of interrogations, readings, correction of
pnpH's work, and exposition of a fact after a short time for preparatiou_.
'l'be c9urse of study at school at Fontenay-aux-Roses is given in Buisson's Dictionary of Pedagogy, as follows:
Psy.cbology' and 1110rals appli ed to pedagogy, history and criticism 'of ped3igogical
d~c~nn es and methotls, grammar, history of langnage, Prench compos~tion and
cr1t1cat reading of classic works ancient literature, French literature of tho sixteenth
an~ s v nteenth ceuturie1:1, French li terature of tlte eighteenth an<l nineteenth centurieR, ancient history, history of Ji ranee, and generail history (up to the eighteenth
century), history of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, arithmetic and elem_e n-
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.tary g~·o ~et:ry, phy;~ics ~nd chemistry, natural history, geography, elements of cartography and.exercises, orgimization of classes and elocutionary studies, inspection
of .school1;1, ideas of political economy, twhool legislation, hygiene, elements of a,c.
, . '-counts, English language and literature, German language and literature, drawin",
, ,, ,singing, gymnastics, lessyns on cutting and, fitting.
"'
PRUSSIA,

. Thi1-g, class (two hoiws weekly).-The students receive the eRsential ideas connected
with tne ,histvry of education and teaching in the shape of biographical and histor·
ical nar:i;ati0n (recits), in which the rgore important epochs, the lives of the more impor·
tant 'men, and the most interesting _a nd far.reaching reform s accomplished in popular
_e ducation are told. As a complement to these narratives, the attention of the pupil
is directed to the principal works in the literature of peclagogy, especially those of
the ,time .of tlie R eformation. These readingA a re selected in such a way as to give
an occasion for the development of some pedagogical prine1ple.
Second c7as's (two hours,weekly).-General science of education an<l teaching. Teach. 'ing; ,its fo~; educating by teaching. Notions of logic and psychology. ,
. . First' class (two hour1< weekly).-Sp ecial science of teaching (methodolo~y). Fune·
. , t.ions of the teacher, school ma nagement. "Ulterior" develop ment and complemen·
tary culture of the teacher. The r egulations r el ative to e1ementary instruction in
/ . vigor in th e district -" <here the pupils are to teach are especially taught to tpem.
'
In addition to the two h<;mrs devoted by the class to this subject an hour each week
ls given to a conference h eld b y the director of the practice school [sometimes known
as a model school] with the pupils, in whrnh he communicates to them the impres·
h ave recei ved while observing their work in tile
sions-t.hat he Ol' other instructors
1
pr~cpice school. '
Place of pedagogy in the official Prussian p1·ogramme.
[Hours per week.]
Third Second First
clasa. class. class.

Oblii:t\~f:~t;::::: ::::::: ~::: ::::: :: : ::: ~: :::: ::: : ::·:::: :: : :: : :::: :: : : : :
German .....................•-.. . .... ... ....... .. ... ..... . . . ..... .. .. . .... .
History . ....•..•••...•..••..•......... . .. .. ....... . ............. . .•....•.
Arithmetic ......................................... .... . ... .... ... ..... . ,
Geometry .... .............. ......... .................................... .
Natural history, physics, and ch emistry ................ ........... .. . ... .

[j4tIEH\ll///!?\HlH\?(2E
Total .•..' ..•.•........•..•..••..•.••.••..••••.•. . .• . ..••• •••••• ••• •.. ...

El ective branches:
French, English, or Latin ............... .

2

2

4

4

5
2
8

5

8

2

2

4
2

4

2

2
5

2
2
1
2
5

85

84

2
2

3
2
2
2
1
(a.)

2
1
1
0
2

3

- - --- --19

- - - - - -a

1

a, Instruction in geometry is given during the hour devoted

to arithmetic.

SCHOOLS PREP ARATO.RY TO PRUSSIAN NORMAL SCHOOLS,

These schools are, in gener a l, private establishments. The~e is no uniform official
pl an of studies elaborated by the state d partment of public instruction, bot the
branches of stud ie are determined by th e official programm for a dmission to t he
normal cbool of th e 15th of October, 1872. These branches arereligion, G rm an,
aritlime ic, lementary g ometry, eograpby, history, physical and natural scienc
(~ntarkande), p nmanship: drawin g, music, gynrnastics.
1 h tudy of a foreign lang uage i optional. 1 he study of pedagogy is 1 ft for be
n rmal cbool prop r. The l ngth of the cour of tudy in private e tablishment is
not n ce arily uniform; in the state scb<,ol it is fix d at two years.
BAVARIA ,
FOR MEN.

THE NORMAL SCHOOL CURRICULUM.
Second course.-History of pedagogy and of methodology; pedagogical pd°nci ples,
biographicar sketches, school discipline, followed by th£hmethod in the different branches 'of teaching. Continuation of the practicalexerc_ises in the pr'a ctice school.
Brief review of the laws and orders in force concerning elementary in.s truction. If
the circumstances permit, some ideas are given to the pupils as -to the method of
teaching the dea,f and the blind.
,
The lessons of special methodology and• the practical exercises are distribute(l
among the different professors, each having the branches which he is emplo.red to
teach. On this account there is an understanding between the :professors of 'the
normal school arnl the teachers in charge of the practice school so that the_work of
the nor mal school pupils disturb as lit,tle as possible the course of study of the prac'-.:,
J ice ~chool and tnus enable them to be truly model schools. ,
'·
1roR WOMEN.

First co-iwse.-General , principles of psychology and of lqgic as a preparation- for ,
pedagogical studies, science of education and of teaching, participation in the ex- .,.
ercises of tlie practice school.
.
Second course.-School discipline and special Ir)ethods, short history-~f pedagogy
anumethodology, rapid review (coup d'reil) of -the school laws of Bavari a, ideas of
scb:oo! hygiene, participation in the exercises of the practice schools.
Plqce, of pedagogy in the official Bava1·ian prog1·annne, ,
FOR MEN.
[Hours per week.l
l;'repar· Nor mal school.
atory
school
course
First Second
of
year.
three year.
yea,r s.

;,.

- - 3
6
4
2
2
2

~:~!~::::::: ::: ::::::::::: :::: ::: ::::::: :: ::: :: ::::::: :::: :: ::::::::: :::::::

A1ithm~tic "and mathematics" .....• .•... . .••. . ..• •. ••. •.• ••.. .... . ... .. .. . .
Geography . . •. . . ,. . ... . •. . . ... . ....•••••.....• ....• . .. •• •.•..•. •. . •••..• •••••

~~\~:Ii i;i~t~~y:::::::::::::: ::::::: :: :::::: :: ::::::::::::·:::::::::::::::: :::

rw~~ii:;!~~·
c·~: :::::::::::: ::::: ::: ::::::: :: :::::::: ::-::: ::: ::::::::::::::~
P edagogy ... -... .• ••• • .••..••• •.. ••.•.. . ••• . •.•...• . •. • . ... -... . ..... . -- . .• •.

0

0
0
2
2
6
0
0

P enmanship, ... •. . .. ,. •. ..•.••••••••••. .• •• •• . •••••.. •. • .. ... •.....•. . . ··· - . .

LiJ;~:~~;;:~;;.;~~~::~~~::;;:;;:;:):::\:)):;:))iii~i
Tot.al, .•. . .. . . •.. ............ --·· •.• ••••..... , .... . .•.. . . .• .. . . •. • .. . . ..

. 29

___ - -,

3

3
~4
3
1 2

4

3
1
2
2
"2
0
5

0
2
6
0
0
30

FOR WOMEN.
[Hours per week.]
Prepar atory school.

Religion .- · . . .....• . . •. . . ....•...••..•. ··- . •..... --· . •.. . . . ..
German .• -....••.. . .••..•.•....••••.. _,. .. ...... . ,. . .. ...•.

i~i~i1;:~~ge:,t:~~~':; : :i::::~!(::\):;:\i:;::;i!::!:
Natural and physical science.- · ... , ..... ·-·- __ ··-· .. ...... .

/ i;;~~~~~.::::::::::::·::::::::::::::::::::::::::-:::: ::::::
Music:

Normal school • . ,

First Second Third
year. year.
year.

First
year.

2
5
4

2
5
3
3
1

2
5
3~
3
l

2
3

3

2
5
4

4
2
2
2
0
l•
2

2
5
4
4
2
'2
2
0
1
2

4

2
2
2
0
1
2

[;~~re:~'."\'.;);:;;::::::::;:;:)\;~):;:;;::::: - - - ---Total. .. . .....•••.......•.. ·-········· · ··············· ·

ED

89--20

2
l
2
2

2
1
2

2

2
1
2
2

31

31

31

Second
year.

2

6

7,

0
2

2

0

2
l
2

2

- ·-- -· :u

-

2
1
2
2
39-
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The course to ho followed during the week as to the practice exercisos is qetermined bl)7 a confereuce of the professors of the normal school, the teach~rs of the
}Jractice sclrnol, and t.he pupils of the first class. 1'he teachers of the prac~1ce school
must, in addition, in the conferences with the pupils of the normal school m m:i,tters
relating to the practice school, make themselves understood upon the partwular
needs of each of their classes and upon those of their pupils.
Place of pedagogy in the programrne of the Harnburg City Teachers' Seminary for Men.
fHours per week.]

- - - - - - - - - - -- - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - -

~:~if.l~~e;~1'.~is;; ::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::: :: :::::::::::::: ::::: :::

Third Second First
class.
class. class.
--- -----•5
4
0
0
2
4
3
3

Religion .....................•.•......•...............•..........•....•....•..
German ................•.............•.....•.•.............•.••••.....•..•••.
EDglish ........................................................ . ........... .
Frflnch ..... ....................................... ............... ........... .
.Arithmetic and algebra _.. ... ... .... ... ....... .................. .......... .
Geometry anrl matuematicalgeography . .............. .................... ... .
Botany and Zoology ......••......•.... , ..................................... .
Physica .................................................................... .
Ghemistcy and mineralogy .................................................. .
History ....•.........•.••.................................•................•.
Geography ................. ................................................. .
Penman!lhip ................................................................. .
GymnaRtics .................................... ............................. .
Drawing .................................................................... .
Piano and organ . ......................................... .................. . .

~~~i~g- ::::::::::::::: ::::: :::::: ::::::::::::: :::: ::: ::::::: ::::: :::::: ::::::
Total. .••.......•..................... : ..•••...............•••.••.••.•..

3

2
2
2
0
3
2

1
2
2

1
;..

2
2

0

2

4
3
3
2

8
2
3

2
2
0

2

2

2

0

0

0
3

2

2

2

2
0
2

1
1
2
1

2
1
1
2

1

-36,- 36-35

AUSTRIA,
MEN.

Students of the first year class do not receive iustrnction in pedagogy.
Second year (three hours a week).-Scieucfl of education in genera 1. This instruction
forms a general introduction t,o the science of education, treating of the end: the
,means, the principles, the meth,,ds, .as well as of person1,1 ancL institutions. .A.tten·
tion is alim given to the education of weak-minded children. The essential princi·
pleA of J)Rychology are taught in connection with the several parts of the foregoing
instruction.
·
Thi1·d year (five liou.rs).--First semester (three hourA a week): Scie-nce of teaching
in general. In introducing the science of teaching the logical rolat10ns which are the
most readily apprehended are taught by means of examples taken from the experience
of the pnpils. Tue programme comprehends, in adrlition, the methods, forms, and
means of teaching, the principles of educative teaching, as well as that wbicb concercs ~he persons who receive :rnd give instruction and the-places where it is given.
Dnrmg the second semester (two hours a week) special methods are tanght. The
branches of the elementary school are passed in review. The usual books are used, and
the best means of teaching and the best books treating of methods and elementary
irnitrnction in<lica,terl.
_Prac~icalexercis~s: The students of the third year are present during the lessons
p:1Ven ID the practice school, one hour a week durino- the first semester, two hours
during the second. They commence with the lowest"'class of the practice school and
pas~ Auc~essively throngh the sevflral grades of instruction. .A.A far as possible, espec1_ally 10 the beginning, the n?rmal pupils are brought together in a class room and
are mstrocted to observe attentively a,nd to note clown their observations.
Each pupil must write out a i:;hort, statement of each lesson at which be bas been
present. These statementi:; are criticised in a weekly cooferen~e of one hour, the
director of the normal school presiding, the professor of pedago~y, the regular teach·
ers of the })ractice school, and, in the second semester, the profes::ior of special meth·
odology a iRting.
I!1 the se~ood er!lest~r tho normal school pupils may be called upon to take an
a.ct1ve part 1u tea hrng rn the practice school.
Fourth ye~r.-History of ducation and instruction, hiographies of disting~i bed
educators, important epochs in educatiou, the most far-reaching reforms m the
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domain of popular instruction. The pupils are informed as to the principal peda- 1100'ical works, and as to the historical development of the .Austrian elementary
~chool. Laws and regulations of elementary instruction in Austria (two hours).
Practical exercises: These exercises form the continuation of the lessons on-methods in the elementary school received in the third year, and complete a special
course of methods in each branch, given by each of the several professors simultaneously with the lessons upon that branch. The exercises comprehend(a) A preparatory conference.
(b) The lesson given by the normal pupils in the practice school.
( c) The criticism of these lessons.
In the preparatory conference, which is held under the presidency of,the director,
with the assistance of the professors of special methodology and the regular teachers
of the practice school, the plan of work for each week is fixed iu advance. The object
is to occupy t4_e 1argest number possitlle at the same time and to afford to each student an opportunity to employ himself practically during the course of tJie year in
each ·branch and each grade. As far as possible each student should have the opportunity of p,rolonging, at least in one subject, his exercises, for a certain time. The
normal pupils may be required to prepare themselves. for their practical exercise by
writing them out,shonld it be thought necessary.
The essays in teaching made by the normal school pupils occur in groups under
the direction of the teachers of the practic school, who c_o rnmunicate subsequently,
to the normal school pupils, the result of their observation of this practice work
(three hours a week).
_
Each week certain essays at tea.chi ng are made in the presence of all the pupils of
the normal school under the presidency of the director, who is assisted by th_e professor of methods of the branch taught and by the teacher of that branch in the
school (two hours a week).
These essays at teaching become the object of a conference at the close of each
week, in which the normal school p11pils take part as well as the members of the faculty who are interested (i. e., whose subjects are involved). In this conference the
more important events that have happened during the week in the institution are
discussed in order to habituate the pupils to think npon questions of administration
and education and to familiarize them with the duties of a teacher. (Two hours a
week are given to the preparatory conferences and "conferences de critique.")
When circumstances permit, the normal pupils visit the elementary schools of the
locality accompanied by their professors.
,
.
·
In every grade of study, private reading is an auxiliary to the course. In order to
accomplish this the students should have at command appropriate works on general
pedagogy, did.tctics,and.special methods. To insure that such works have been carefully read the students should be called upon to render au account thereof either by
word of month or in writing.
WOMEN,

l'he text of the plan of studies is the same, as far as pedagogy is concerned, as for
men, except the following paragraph.
~
In the normal schools for women to which is annexed a kindergarten, the pupils
of the third anll fourth year employ a portion of the time devoted to practical exercises, to the exercises of the same kind in the kindergarten.

Place of pedagogy in the official programme of .Austria.
FOR MEN.
LHours· per week.]
Studies.

Fi~st Second Third Fourth
, year. year . year. year.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ' - -! - --

~ii:~ii~~::;:);::):::):::::::::::::;)::::::::::):::::: i
Historyandconstitntionallaw . ,, .. -··········--···-················
Mathematics and geometrical drawing .................. _...........
Natural history--·····-······-······--·········......................

- - - - - - - --

f

2

i i

5

2
4

3

2

2

2

2

1

2

2

1

1

2

2

~I~~'.iF\t\lUiiii)l\II!\I()//1 l i ; !
Gy1onastics _................... _................................. _. .
Total._····························-······················-····

- -281_29 ·- ~ ~
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Place of pedagogy in the o_tfi,cial pro.171·dnime of Austria-Continued.
FOR WOMEN.
(Hours per week.]
First
year.

Studies.
Reliµ:ion ... .. ......... ... ------ ....................•.................
~odtt!~ig~g~e: :::: :: : ::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: ::::::::: ::::: :::: ::
Geography ..•...............••.........•........ __ , ......•..•.......
History ................ •....... ......... .. ..•.•...•..••...........•..
Arithmatic and elementairy geometry .......•.••......•... ....••..•..
Natural history . ..... ..•. ............ . ............••.................
Physical sciences ... .....•............. . .. ....................•••....

i¥;I€:!I~:t~~-:: ~~~~:: : ~: ~~::~~~~~)~~~~~~ ~~~ ~~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~ ~~ ~ ~i~~~~~
Gymnastics .. .....•. •......•...............................•.........

Total, ............... .

2
0

4
2
2
4
2
2

Second Third Fourth
year.
year.
year.

--- --- - 2
3
4
2
2

3
2
2

5

l

l
9

4

4

2

l
l
1
1

2
2
2
3
0

1

, 0

2
2

2
2
2

2

2

1

28

28

2
2

--27

2

2

2

0
1
2
2

-~ - - - -1
26

BERN.
ME~.

Lower class.-In tbi.s class one or two hours a week are gi veu to the several questions rela.tive to the physical and mental developmeut of the irdividual, :w~ to
public and private education, by taking as a point of dep,irture the observations
made in the family and ln the school by tbe students themselves, in order to awaken
in them a propensity to observe psycboloi:pcal and pedagogical facts, and thus to prepare them for tile systematic instruction rn pedagogy that comes later on.
Intermediate class.-Psychology (three hours a week): The instruction in psyohology has the object to given. clear conception of the organism anrl the evolution. of
the sub,iectiv-e mind (l'esprit subjective) from the lower degrees of the soul's activity
to the realization of intellectuality. It comprehends:
(a) The evolution of the soul to intellectuality (l'esprit).
(b) The faculties of• the mind (l'esprit).
(c) The particular characteristics of the mind.
Higher cla~s.-General pedagogy (three hours a week): 'rhe instruction in genera.I
pedagogy has t,h e obje.ct to give the student scientific ideas upon education in general, in order to permit him to study pedagogical works unaided, and to form an exact
and complete idea. of the end, as well as the ways and means of education in the
elementary school. It treats:
(a) Oftbe essence of education.
(b) Or the elements of education.
(c) Of the work of education.
Practical pedagogy (three hours a week): Practical pedagogy is essentially th
science of school organization in the widest sense of the word . By it the pupil learns
to recognize, on one 9ide, the relation of the elementary school to domestic education
and to the other establishments for popular education; on the other side be learns
the task which tbe public school has to accomplish, the means of accomplishing it,
and the hi torical development of our system of public instruction.
The instruction comprehends the following divisions:
.
(a) The family and the school : The relation between domestic eel ucation aud public
education1 eu.ncational establishments in their organic totality, the primary school,
its definition, it end, its means of activity.
(b) Education in the primary scllool: Discipline and in truction in the elementary
school, the organization of elementary instruction in rrenernl and the proper method
to follow in teaching each branch in particular.
(c) The principal facts of the history of pedagogy, especially in what concerns the
elementary school.
. Con?urrently with the instruction in practical pedagogy, exercises in methods 3:re
given 10 the practice chool which are criticised in the conferences which the pupils
have as a cla s with the teacher of the practice school.
'l'he pupils of the middle an<l highest classes are present, turn about, either one
alone or two together, at the lessons in the practice school. This occurs twice '.1' year
a.nil lusts a week for each time. While the student so detailed is present m the
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practice school he is under the control of the regular teacher of that school, who,
however, gives him a certain amount of freedom, reporting at the end of the week as
to the pupil's conduct. The pupil on bis part keeps a journal in which he notes the
lessons and other duties of the different classes of the practice school and his observations.
.
Towards the end of the school year all the students of the highest class are present
for sotne d::tys during the lessons in the practice school or schools of the neighborhood, receiVibg on these occasions supplet:nentary instruction in school-keeping.

Place of.pedagogy in the ojficiat p1·og1·anime of the Canton of Berh, Stvitzerlanil,
FOR MEN.
[Hours per week. l
Third Second
class. class,

First
class.

~:ri:~i1t:::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

G~rman ........................................ ........ .a-"'··· ....... _.,_:. . • ........ ~ •.
French .................... :.. ............................... ··" ................ ~ .. ~-~ .... . ....... .

Mathematics:
.Arithmetic ......•.......••.•••.•••.....•.•..••.•••.•••.•••••.....•.•.....
Geometi'y ...... .. .... .......•.......•.••. ......... , .. , ............. ..... .
Sciences:
·

g;~~:;~~~ft:7: : :: :: : ;:\: :: : :: :;: :::/: : ::)!:::~:: ;i?!il~~-::::: :::::::: :: :::~::::::: ~:: :: :::::::::::::::: :: :::::::: :: ::::::
ffi~;1;::::::;:;: :!:::::;;::;;;:::;::::::):\::i)\:::\;:\:::;:i
Musrn:

~

FOR WOMEN'.
[Hours per week.J

'

Ifirst Second- Third Foutth
semes- semes- setnes- senlester.
ter.
ter,
tei-.

::~1jf~~~:::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::~:::: :::::::::::::: :

:

3
2
2
2

3
2
2
3

~;~~~o: ogy and practical exercises .....•.... , . . . . .. .. • • . • . . • • • . . . .

3

3

I•

:6

:s

3
2
2
2

3
2
0
3

2

2

2

1

3

2

3

2

2
3
3

2
8

1.5

3
i.5

4
3
3

2
2
6

2
3
0

2
2
3
1
2

3
6

i

2
3
6

- - - - - - - - - --....I

44. 5

45,5

47

50

ITALY.

· Th~ object of ~he norJl?al school being to educate persons so as to render theUJ expery m the_ art of _educat101;1-, the most important study is pedagogy-, which has eclucat10n ~or 1ts particular obJect. The professors of the other studies have it in hand
to furmsh the normal pupil with the information which is necessary to train the
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minrl, and indirectly to train these normal pupils to impart this inform~tion to_ their
future pupils in the elementary school; but the professor of pedagogy s ~uty 1s not
only to teach his pupils the maxims of the science of education, but esp~mally to_ be
their guide and master in the art of methodically communicating the mfor~at10n
acquired. But general maxims and rules of method are the products of particular
observations and of experience, and without actual experiments the stud_ents a~e
neither able to comprehend them nor to appreciate the results. It follo_ws from this
that pedagogy should be taught according to a plan rigorously expenmental, and
that practice ought not only to form the base but the crown.
.
Practice consists in part of the remembrance of personal experience, m part of the
observations that have been made while teaching, and :finally, in part, of the comm~nioations that have been received from another. The memories of personal experience contribute to produce the effect desired if all the professcirs of the scb.o?l, each
working to do his part towards the gradual development of the pupil's mmd, ~re
careful to conform to the maxims of general pedagogy and to the rules of special
method taught by the professor of pedagogy. The observation of another has no
practical value, at least so far as can be ascertained by experiment, for th~ pm:pose
of producing real educational results. It, therefore, follows that the principal !ounclation of practice is the observations that one makes while teaching. On tb1s account the practical exercises in the school are of so much importance. While offering the material for observation and an occasion to apply abstract theory,.. they serve
to form and to perfect professional ability which assumes that the pupil has the necessary talent for the work.
Having thus determined the role of the professor of pedagogy, it remains to summarily indicate the programme that he should follow.
(The students of the first course do not receive lessons in pedagogy.)
Second course.-De:fi.nition of education and instrnction. 'l'hefamily and the school.
Ideas as to the development ofthefacultiesofthe human mind. Manner in which the
development ought to accord with t,he acquisition of knowledge. The activity of the
intelligence in particular. Method, its principles, character, and means, general results
that it should produce. The form of instruction. The school in general, place of the
elementary school in the organization of public instruction. Studies and programme
of elementary instruction. Special methods for teaching each of the subjects of the
programme in the different classes of primary schools. Pedagogical organization of
infant schools. Organization of an elementary Rchool, as to matters of study, as to
persons and the division of time.
Pedagogy: The intellectual development of man; character of each stage of this
development. Foundation and directing principles of education. Laws and means
of action of education. Dnties and role of the e<lucator. Habits. Education in its
different relations with the several ages of man. Forms of education: Home, school,
individual, collective [social Y]. Laws and special means which should regulate the
development of the faculties of each order. Physical, intellectual, resthetic, and
moral education.
Third course.-The matters taught in an elementary way in the preceding course
are reviewed in this in a more thorough and methodical way.
Necessity for the education of man. Definition of education. Possibilitie8 and
limits of education. Duration of [the period of] education. Pedagogy, its origin,
auxiliary, sciences. The subject of education. The end of education. The method
of education. The forms (persons and institutions) of educatiou.
Elements of the history of education. Education amon<Y non-Christian peoples,
among C~ris~ian. pe~ples, Middle A.ge1,, Renaissance, moder~ times. Special details
upon It:i,han rnst1tut10ns aud methods, and upon the great educators of Italy.
Practical exercises: (1) Upon each subjer,t taught in the elementary achoo], each
l)rofessor giving to bis class oral or written lessons as an exercise in methods.
{2) 'fhe students give once a week a lesson iu the model school under the direction
of the p~ofcssor of pedagogy and the professor of the branch which is being taught.
Aft_er this practical exercise the normal pupils' cla smates criticise the manner in
w_h1ch the lesson has been given and the professor of pedagogy gives judgment on the
different remarks that have been made .
. (3) The students are present at the lessons of the model school, and the time ass1goerl to each exercjse is so divided that the normal students of the .first two courses
shall be ahle to be present during all the lesso11s in the lower practice cbool cla se ,
and those of the third course during the lessons given to the biO'her practice school
classes.
b
. T_he norm.al school pupils who have not yet commenced tbe study of pedagorry are
hm1te<.l to 11 tening or employed as monitors in the lower classes. When they have
reached tb~ study of special methodology, they give essay lessons upon each branch
o~ the curriculum, under the direction of the regular teacher of the prac1ice school.
Fmally, they prepare, under thi direction of the regular teacher of the model school,
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the subjects for the different written exercises that are given to the practice-schot>l
pupils.
k · h
Every week the normal school pupils make up a report in which th~y spea oft: e
observations they have made as well as of th~ work theY: have clone while emplo~ed m
the practice school. The professor of pedagog~ exam1_n~s these reports before the
class, and takes pains to develop among his pupils a spirit of reflection and observation, and to form in them a pedagogicaljudgment.
Official progra·mme of the class prepamtory to the normal schools for women in Italy.
Subjects (]ower section).
Italian ........•••.•.......•.•....•••.••...
History and geography, .....•............
Practical arithmetic and •'metric" decimal system .••...•..........•...........

~;1mn:i~~itt::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Needlework ••••..•.••••.••.••••.••.•••••.

Hours
weekly.

Hours
weekly.

Subjects (upper section).

10
3

Italian ...·.........••.........•••..•...••.
History and geography .................•
Practical arithmetic and II metric" decimal syst.em .. -· ......... ""· ........•••..

4. 5
3
2

4.5

27

B

a
3

a

i~~~~If1Y::::::::::::::::::~:.::::::::

2

3
2
3

~~~i~:~:::: ::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::
Needlework .••..........••...•..........

28

Pl,ice of pedagogy in the. official programme of Italy.
[Hours per week. l
First Second Third
_course. course. course.
Notions of rights an<l duties ........•...••••.•••••.•...•..•.•.••••..•.........
Language and literature of Italy .•••••.....•..•••.•.•••.....•.•.••...•....•..

ridll!ir;;::i~~::li:ii~~~i:::::::::::::::i:::::~::: ::::::::::::::::::::::
Seances in the model school...... . . • . . . . . . • . • • • . . . . . • . • • . . . . . • • . • . . . . . . . . • •.
Arithmetic, bookkeeping, and geometry ........•.•...........••.••.•...••••.
Natural history, notions of physics, chemistry, and hygiene ........•.• ··-··

(Tu\~:~~;::::::::;\::::):\::\;ii::)):::;:\:::);:~;\\;::;;;::;):
"Practical agronomie" (for men) ..••••.•••..••••.•...•••.•.••..•.•...••.....
Needlework (for women) .................................................... .

2

1

1

6
3
0

6

4. 5
3
3
1. 5
7. 5
1. 5
3
3
0

3

3

0

1. 5

1. 5

3

4.5

3
1. 5
3
3
2

1. 5
4. 5

3
2
2

1

1
1

3
3

2
2

2

33

33

32

2

BELGIUM.
FIRST YEAR,

I. Education in general.-Purpose and importance of" education. Mission of the elementary teacher. Essential qualities of the teacher, physical, intellectual (i.e., wellbalanced mind, scholarship, accurate use oflanguage), moral. Object of pedagogy,
its divisions. Necessity of pedagogical studies.
II. Physical education.-Observation. As the programme of the normal school comprehends spooial courses upon anatomy, physiology, and hygiene, as well as a welldeveloped instruction of gymnastics, the professor of pedagogj' confines himself to the
exposition of the following_points :
.
(1) The object and importance of physical education. Physical education should
be based upon the nature of the child. Necessity for the teacher to study bur.nan
anatomy and physiology.
(2) Importance of general hygiene and of school hygiene.
(3) Gymnastics; their object and advantages. Exercises proper to an elementary
school. Apparatus, methods, order, and discipline. Child-.plays. Necessity of an
active supervision during the time of play, responsibility of the teacher.
SECOND YEAR.

III. Elements of psychology-

..
(A) Consciousness; the ego; psychological facts of consciousness; physical facts,
iutellectual facts, facts of the will; relation of psychological facts and physiological
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facts. Distinction betWC'Cn tl10 three great faculties Of the mind-the feelings, the Ull·
<ler ta.nc1ing, and the will.
..
(Bl The facts of willing and of the feelings in their lower foru1s (s~n.s1t1ve facts).
Physical activity: Movement, instincts, bodily habits. Physical scninh1l1 ty _: Ple~sure
and pain, internal sensations, external sensations; the senses, interpretation of sansations, illusious; needs and appetites [of life n,
·
(C) Faculties of intellectual and moral life. The understanding: Ext~rnal .per9eption and the conscience, attenti9n. Memory and association of ideas, 1magmat1on.
Abstraction and generalization. Judgment and reasoning. The reason .. The th~ory
of certitnde, ideas upon scientific method deductive and inductive. Family 3:ffect1on,
l:!ocial affoction, love of country, re!!thetic and religious sentiments. Analysis of the
acts of tlle will, free will and responsibility, habit.
.
IV. Methodology of intellectual education.-Object of the ed11cation of the m1.nd.
Education of the semies. Observation and other exercises. Kindergarten exercises
Ways of causing the child to be attentive. Cultivation of tbe judgment and _of th_e
reasoning power. The cultivation of memory (association of ideas), and of the 1mag1nation.
General methodology: Method follows from the study of psychology and is based
upon the laws of mental evolution. Foundation of a good method of elementary
instruction insisting -on the following points:
The instruction should be based as far as possible upon sensible intuition. It should
provoke constantly the mental activity of t,he pupil and be a veritable gymnastic of
the senses and faculties. It is not only necessary that the child should see, observe,
analyze, compare, and judge, it is also necessary that he invent and create. Intellectual work should correspond to the stage of the development of the faculties and
not be causerl to impede physical development. 'fhe child should be accustomed to
express simply but correctly his own observations and judgments. Nothing should
be left to the me:nory that has not been seized by the intelligence. It is necessary to
teach things, not words. It is necessary to go from the simple to the complex, from
the concrete to the abstract, when speaking of what is not familiar,.to the child. It
is ueces ary to awaken in the child a lively interest for the object of the lesson. It
is necessary to go slowly, to return frequently to the simpler ideas, to make numerous applications and frequent repetitions, but to vary the exercise, to give "a hundred aspects" t_o what the cJ1ild has learned. It is necessary that education and
instny,tion should go hand in h::iud; for all the branches that are .taught should concur in giving the pupil a general culture and prepare him to continue alone the
further work of educating himself.
The different general procedures of method: Analysis, synthesis, observation, experimentation, induction, deduction, forms of teaching, modes of teaching, exercises
of the elementary pupil, repetition, examination.
Special methodology: Theoretical and practical exposition of the method that
should be followed in teaching each of the branches of the official programme for
elementary schools.
V. Discipline.-Some practical lessons upon the system of discipline adopted in the
practice school in order to prepare the normal pupils of the second year to teach in
that school.
VI. Pmctical exercises.-The students are present in the school of application, one
hour weekly ( thronghou t the year) while the professor of methodology, a,nd the teachers of ~be practice school give leseons. The students witness the teaching exercises of
the third-year students, and summarize their observations and hand them. to the professor of methodology. During the last session the stuuents arc more intimately
connected with the e]':ercises of the practice school.
TIUilD YEAR.

VII. M~1·al cd1ication, its object and i~npm·tance.-Habits and exa,m~le. Tendencies
sources of our action. General means of favorin(J'0 the tendencies which are good and
of breaking up those which are bad.
VIII. LEsthetic education. " " *
IX: Na~ural educa~ion.-Means of developing patriotism, antl of preserving and
ameltoratmg the nat10nal character.
X. Object ancl importance of discipline.-Basis of a good discipline; emulation;
rewards and punishments.
' ~I.. Orga11iza~ion of the elementary school.-Di.fferent kinds of elementary schools,
b_nildt~gs, furmture, etc. Rules and regulations, classifying, programmes, preparat1011 of l ssons, etc., kindergartens. Courses for adults.
XII. History of pedaoogy in modern Umes.-Montaigne, Comenius, Locke, Fenelon,
Rou . au, Pestalozzi, Frrobel, principal contemporaneous author . Bibliography of
pedagogy.
XIII. Practice,-The pupil8 n.re present at the model lessons given by tho profc or
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of methodology and by the teachers, in the practice school. Once a week there are
didactic exercises which consist of (1) a lesson given by a normal-school pupil in the
presence of his classmates; (2) criticism of such work; (3) the ·synopsis, by one or
more students designated for the purpose, of the discus,sion thus evoked.
The teaching exercises take place under the direction of the pl'ofessor of pedagogy,
the director of the normal school, the professor of the branch in which a lesson is
being given, and the teachers of the practice school. The subject to be taught is
selected two days in advance and is prepared by all the norma1-school pupils.
He
who is to give the lesson is designated by lot on the morning of the day on which
the lesson is to be given. Before a student may teach a second time each of his
classmates shall have had a turn.
The exercises of the practice school are regulated in such a way that each student has an opportunity to give six half-hour lessons each week. Tho bulletins,
successively sent to each normal·school pupil, form a series embracing every branch
of the curriculum. Each student is taught to direct a class of two a,ncl even of thre~
divisions. The students are required to prepare the lessons and to submit them to
the examination of the teacher in charge of the practice.school division to whose
pupils the lesson is to be given. The professor of methodology ef,i:amines the students'
note.books containing these lessons of preparation once a month. Each student corrects, under the supervision of a teacher, a certain amount of the practice-school pupils' work which they have done under his teaching. FOURTH YEAR.

I. Psyohology.-Revision and development of the teachiug of t,he second year.
II. Methodolo,qy.-Revision of the more important parts of methodology with special
applicat1ion to the programme· of the higher primary schools.
III. .History of peclagogy.-Summary of the history of pedagogy from the sixteenth
century to the present aucl critical exposition of the, principal systetns of Pdncation:
Bacon (Novum Organum), Rabelais, Montaigne (De l'instruction des enfants), '1'he
Jesuits, The Oratory and the Jausenists, Locke, Comenius, Fenelon (De l'education
cles filles), Rollin (Traite des etu<les), Jean-Jacques.Rousseau (£mile), Basedow and
the philanthropists, Pestalozzi ( Wie Gertrud ihre Kinder lehrt; Lienhard und Gertrud, Pere Girard (Coun1 de langue maternelle), Dies-terweg, Froebel, Herbert Spencer
(Education, intellectual~ moral, and physical), Alexander Bain (The Science of Education), Pedagogical bibliography.
IV. Practice of instnwtion.-Teaching followed by criticism once a week. Practfoal
exercises i~ the school of application.
Place of pedagogy in the official p1·ogramnie of Belgium.
FOR MEN.

LHours per week.]
First Second Third
yea;.
year. year.

Finishing
class,
fourth
year.

------------·-----'---------'-- - ·---------Pedagogy ......................................................... .
Morals, i.e., conduct (savoir vivre) .......................... ·- ...•.

gil~ltit\}\::+?!!CH:i!?+i~I:i:.

Natural sciences, hygiene, and notions of agriculture and of horti·
culture ................................... , ...........•• , ......••.
Notions of constitutional and commercial law and of s,ocial econ·
omy ..~............... . ..........••.......•.....•••.....•...•••••
P enmanship and bookkeeping ................................... ..

it.¥t~ti;)Jl;C/LiiiiiiiiHi?iiiH\?
Total .....................•................••••.••...•.••••..

1
1

a3
1

5
4
2

5
4

a3
1
4
4
2
1

3

1
1
3

3

3

2

0
1
2

1
1
2

1
0
1
1
b2
1
1

1

2
3
2

2

2

b2
2
2

3

- -32- - · -c27- - - c26
33

a Time giYen to "didactic exercises" incl11ded.
b Inh~~~~~ion, and at least twice during the week, gymnastics are ginu durjng recess (two half.
e Not including the time devotod to practice in the model school,
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Place of peclagogy in the official prograinme of Belgium-Con tinned.
FOR WOllEN.
[ Hours por weok. l

~~~8:i

First
year.

Second Third
sear. year. scbool.(a)

- - - - - - -- - -- - - - - - - - - -- - - - --1 - - - - - - - - - ---1
1

Pedairo_gy and method~logy ..•...•......•••••.....•.•.•.•...•..... .
Morals-couduct (savoir v1vrel .............................. .. . . . .
Mother tougue .....•. , ............................................ .
A foreign language ..•.••.•••••.............•••............ .. ..... .
History ........................................................... .

b3

l
5

4

0

4
1
1
3
3
0

l

1

2

2
2

4
2

1

~~~t:J~Jcs:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
:: ::::::::::::::::::
Natural science, h_ giene, and notion~ of domestic economy .. ...... .

3

1

1

4
2
]

2
2
1
0

2

4
2

b2
4
1

bl
3
1

32

33

c27

c27

2

b2

Total ....................................................... .

2
1
4
4
2
1

1

2
1
0
2
1
bl
3
1

2

1

Notions of organfoln.wi! ............................................
Penmanship and bookkee~ing ................................... .
Drawing .......................................................... .
Music ............................................................ .
Gymnastics ..•••...•......•.......•............................... '.
Needlework .....•...................•..••••........................
Recommended reading ........................................... .

b3

5

]

l

a Litero.11y a J1igher element~ry (primaire) normal school.
b See note a of preceding table.
c See note c of preceding tal.Jle.

·

Place of pedagogy in the official programme of Holland
SCHOOLS OF THE SECOND RA.NK.
[Hours per week.J
First
class.
Dutch ... ........................................................... .

f~~~:: rf~~~7:::\::::)i) !i::i:ii):ii)::ii:!!):::I
A.ritbmotic ........ . ................ . ............................... .

Needlewo1k (for women) . ................................ ..... ..... .
Total ......................................................... .

1

1

2

2

1

1

3
1
1
2
0
2
1

0

0

2

4
2

~!~!:'r~'t~h~e·t-~~~ _-_-_-_-_-.:·:::. ·::.".".".".". ·::.::·..... :·.....:·. ·_-_-_-_ ·_-_:::: . :::::::·...

Second Third Fourth
class. clas!!. class.

2
2

4
2
1
2

2

2

2

16

15

14

4

3
1
1
2
0

3

1
2
2
0

2
1
2
2

- - ---- - - 15

SCHOOLS OF THE FIRST RANK.
Dutch .............. ~ ............................................... .

i i!~[~i;~;:/HH=:H/HH~:+:H\\:
If~~E\LUUH!UirnlH\H\HitI/H;
,

4
2

2
2
1

2

1
2

1

2
1

2

0

2
2
2
2
2
2

2
1
0
2
0
2
2

2

2

2

2
2
2

l

---- -Total . .......... .. .......... ..... .................. ... ........ .
22
23
22

23

CANADA.

We take the following information from the papers read at the '' Internati_o,1al
Congre s of Educator ," at New Orleam1, in Febrnary, 1 85. From the paper entitled
"The normal schools a.ad their work in Ont,ario," by School Inspector Joseph H.
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Smith we obtain the C\lrriculu -·11 of the two normal schools of that province·; from
the "Coantv model school system of the provmce of Ontario," by J. -J. Tilley, in,.
spector of county· model schools, we obtain the programme of the Ontario County
model schools-.
NORMAL SCHOOLS.

1. F,ducation.-In this subject a course oLeighty lectures is given;embracing the
history of education, the science of education, the principles and practice of teaching,
school organization, and school management.
'
2. English langua.ge and literature.-The study of these suli~ects consists in t];ie
critical reading of one of the plays of Shakespeare or the work of some oth~r standard
author, together wit.h a course of twenty lectures upon words and the.Ir uses: the
proper construction of sentences, and the correct use of language, and the beauties
and defect::! of style as found in the writings of standar:d authors.
3. Hygiene.-In this subject a cnurse of twenty lectures is given on the preservation
of health, the air we breath, the food we eat, the clothing we wear, the fluids we dri1!-k, .
and the physical and mental exercise necessary' for the highest development of man.
4. Che1nistry.-'l'bi.rty lectures on elementary chemistry are given, illustrated by
simple
experiments. The objects are (1) to make the experiment understood, (2) to · ,
1
have the students explain it, (3) to cause the st,udent to reason on natural phenomena, and ( 4) to enable the student to repeat the experiment when a teacher. 'l'here
is laboratory work under supervision of a science master.
~
5. Botany,_:_This subject is made as practical as possible by the examination _of
specimens collected from time to time, and consists of a course of twenty lectures, embracing the chemistry and histology of plant life, the structure of fl.owering plants, and the general classification of plants.
,
6. Zoiilo,qy.-.A. general outline of this subject is gi ve_n in a course of twenty leqtures. _
7. Phy_sics.-'l'he course in this subject consists_ of a series of t)lirty lectures upon
heat, light, and electricity. In this, as in chemistry, great importance is attached
to the explanation of the physical phenomena of daily life.
8. Drawing.-'fhis subject is taught by a specialist, who gives a c'Ourse of forty lessons, in which designing, model drawing, free-hand, perspective, constructive drawing, !'lcientific perspective, and practical geometry are taught.
9. Music.-'l'his subject is also taught by a specialist, and consists of a course of
forty lessons, in which the scales and their various transpositions are taught, combined with. the singing of songs in two, three, and four parts.
10. Calisthenics.-The course in this @ubject consists of a series of calisthenic exercises, nuder the direct supervision of a competent drill master. .
11. Military drill.-The exercises in this subject are taught similarly to those , in
calisthenics and by the same person.
rn. Methods of inst?-uction .-.A. course of 115 lectures in which the following subjects
are reviewed with the object of illustrating the best methods of teaching them, viz-:
Language lt,issons, grammar, composition, spelling, reading, writing, arithmetic,
algebra, Euclid and mensuration, history, geography, and object lessons.
13. Practical teaching.-During the early; part of each session the students, accompanied by the normal school masters, are required to visit the model school and observe
the methods of teaching the different subjects, as practically illustrated by the teachers in the mo9el school. · They are also required to observe the methods adopted for
securing attention and interesting the pupils in their work. After sufficient opportunies have been given to the students of witnessing the manner in which the different subjects are taught in the model schools, they are called upon to teach before •
each other in the normal school, under the guidance and supervision of the masters,
and to criticise each other's teaching in a friendly way.
.
14. School law.~Under th)s head is given a knowledge of the eleme°:tary principles
of l~w and of theu appltcatwn under the Rt.atnt~ of trustees, teachers, rnspectors, etc.
Fmally they are required to take charge of classes in the model school, under the
supervision of the teachers, and are expected to teach at least three times in each
departmeut of the model school.
There are two sessions of the two normal schools in eacb year. The .prst opens in
January and closes in June, the second opens in Angnst and closes in December.
Candidates for admission arH required to comply with the tollowing conditions, viz:
To be native uoro or naturalized subjects of Her Majesty ; to have passed the prescribed examination for second-class non-professional certificates; to bold a thirdclass professional certificate or its equivalent; to have taught successfully for at
least one year as certified to by the public school inspectbr in whose inspectorate the
teaclling was done; to give satisfactory evidence of good moral character at the time
of making application; and, if females, to be not less than eighteen years of age
and, if males, nineteen.
· v'/
'
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Course of. study.

1. P1·inciples of education.-Scbool organization, management, and discipline,
.
methods of iostrnction, and practice in teaching.
2. Physiology and hygiene.-(a) Laws of health, temperance, cleanlmess; hours for
study, rest, recreation, and sleep. (b) Heating and ventilation of the school-room.
(c) Functions of the brain, eye, stomach, heart, and lungs.
3. Music drawing and calisthenics.
.
4. Sohool law.-A knowledge of school law, so far as it reln,tes to the duties of
teachers and pupils.
.
.
5. Review of non-professional worlc.-The teachers in training 11,re required to rev_iew
and supplement their knowledge of the principal subjects of the public scbool curriculum, such as composition, spelling, arithmetic, and literature. · For this purpose the
principal gives a few exercises on tbe5e subjects during the term, and by oral and
written examination tests the student's knowledge of matter as well as of methods
of instl'uction.
.
Managem ent.
Fit•stsection of te1·m (two weeks ).-(1) Teaching by the principal: For tbe first two weeks
of the ,session the principal teaches in the separate room provi~ed for tbis purpose those
subjects with which he intends the students subsequently to begin. Iri teaching a
class as above the principal first bys before the students the plan of the lesson and
illustrates this plan by his teaching. He.also requires the students to take notes of
his methods and these are discussed in the criticism botJr. In t:)lis way about ten
lectures, combined with illustrative teaching, are given on the best methods of
teaching some of the primary subjects. During this time the students are not required
to visit the different departments of the school for observation, as it is beli~ved that
no one can observe intelligently or with profit until he has some idea of the object to
be attained by the teacher.
(2) The students having noted and discussed the methods as outlined by the principal and having observed the practice of these methods are now themselves prepared
to begin to teach. They are therefore next required to tea(}h classe,s in the separate
room, under the guidance of the principal, and subject to the criticism of theirfellow
students aftell the conclusion of the lesson.
(:3) Observation: 'l'he principal next prepares the students for taking observation
in the different rooms se't apart for model school purposes, their attention being
specially called to the matter of the lesson, to the method of presenting it, and to
the class.
Second section of tenn (three weeks).-(1) Observation and class teaching in the separa~e r?om in (a) observing class teaching by the principal, (b) class teaching before the
prrnc1pal and their fellow students, ( c) criticisms.
(2) Observations in the diffe1·ent divisions: During the second half of the day the
stud~nts are engaged in obi:1'8rving teaching by the assistants in the different rooms
and m ~akiog notes. These notes are afterwards given to the principal and discussed m the separate room. The assistant teachers are required to explain to the
studer~ts the pt'.rpos_e and the plan of the lesson before they begin to teach, to call
attt>n_t10n to_ porn ts m the progress of the lesson, and to summarize at the close.
Third seotw_n of term (seven treeka).-Tt'aching by students in the divisions: The
stn~ents havmg seen the principal teach a numl''clr of subjects, having taught tbe
subJects themselves under the direction of the principal, having observed bow clas es
are taught by the assi~tants, and having some idea of the matter and method of l:L
lesson, are now able to take charge of classes in the subjects already illustrated. The
a si8tant teachers are required to take notes of the work done by the students and to
report t~e. ~met~ the principal. Students when assigned to a room remain l:li week
in o~o d_1vu11_on. The average number of lessons taught by each student during tbe
ses 1011 1s thirty.
l[ourth section of ternt (one week).-Reviaw and examination: Students are not reqmred to do any school work during the last ~eek of the term.

CHAPTER XII.
Tl:IE TEACHING- ]'ORCE OF NEW ENGLAND
1888. 1

PURPOSE .A.ND CONDITIONS OF THE STUDY.

In.no other manner can statistics be used to greater advantage than by employing
them in the spirit of the '' historical method." Especially valuable is this method
when applied to the study of educational affairs. Had statistics of the teaching
force been given by all or by a majority of the States of the Union some conclusions
of a definite nature might have been drawn from comparing State with State, but
such a comparison of synchronous facts is far different from comparing the present
condition of a State with its record at times past-from comparing it with itself.
Prom the fullness of their statistics, the New England States have been selected
as best adapted to the purposes of 1;he historical view of the condition of the teachiµg
force that we are about to undertake. It must not be supposed, however, that the
statistics o.f the six New England States are uniform or complete; quite the contrary.
But such as they are we shall attempt to use them to show the movement in the past
and the present condition of the teaching body in each of the several States of the
section under review: (1) As to the annual changes that occur; (2) the proportion
of men to women; (3) the average wages paid; and finally, and mo&t important for
the purpose of this chapter, ( 4) the numbel' of inexperienced p.ersons that enter upon
teaching, and the educational attainments of the teaching force, as far as those
attainments are indicated by the place of education.
In selecting a period at which a beginning shall be made in prosecuting this und-ertaking, that has been chosen which saw the termination of the War of the Rebellion.
The call to a,rms "Q.ndoubtedly caused many vacancies in the teaching corps. Monsieur F. Buisson, president of the French educational commission to the Centennial
Exhibition at Philadelphia, observes in his report on elementary instruction in the
country in 1876:
"In the Umted States the teaching corps is made up of a large number of females,
to whom classes containing boys of every age are frequently iutrusted. Th~ superiority Qf the female element of the teaching body over the male in point of numbers
dates from the war of secession, the original cause being the voluntary enrollment
of all tbe young men who were teaching, as soldiers."
_
In 186.2 the superintendent of Ohio estimates that 5,000 teachers in that State had
entered the Northern army. One can surmise without fear of contradiction that the
case was not otherwise in the South. 2
One of tile most annoying tasks of the statistician, though one in which he would
seem to take particular deltght frorn the freqnency with which he discusses the matter, is the imperfection of his statistics. Without dwelling then on this subje0t, we
will mention two points that shoL1ld be rem0mbered. First, in obtaining the ratios of
Tabulation G we have given, wherever it was possible, the relation which the number of teachers necessary to supply the schools bear!!! to the different teachers employed during the year. Were every "necessary place" filled and were there no
mutual exchange of schools, and no promotions, this figure wonld be of more value
than it is, as indicating the changes that have occurred during th~ year, to 13a,y
nothing of new schools and departments established during the interval elapsing be1 See not<', p 275.
2 ~n the fourth annual report of the superintendent of public instruction of Kansas, we :find the fo~ ·
lowmg:
'.' :-,~hool te~che_rs arc -proverbially patriotic. No class have been more reac!y to do for thek conn try,
IllmOJR has furnished for the A.rm_y 3,000 tcacberR. A..mong these was Pl'ofessor Hovey of the State
Normal School. With him enlisted nearly a r egiment of his own pupils. Ob.i,, sent 5,000; nearly
half of her male teachers. lfow York sent from the schoolroom to tile battlefield, 3,000 of her teachers."
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tween the beginning and closing of the school year. Second, as the '' number of
teachers necessary to supply the schools" has not been giYen in the case of Maine,
New Hampshire, Vermont,and Connecticut, we have been obliged to use thenumber
of "public schools" or "departments" instead of the '' number of teachers required"
L>y the system.
!.-SOCIAL CONDITIONS.

Preparatory to canvassing the statistics of Tabulation L (p. 328) we will anticipate
and illustrate one of its indications. It is evident that the columns of that table for
:Massachusetts, Connecticut, and Rhode Island show much more favorably /for t~ose
States, considered either individually or collectively tban similar columns f, ,r Mame,
New Hampshire, and Vermont show for those States whether taken also individually
or collectively. This suggests an inquiry as to tlle social conditions of the. tw_o
sections thu~ marked off by the figures, and first of all as to the geographteal distribution of the population of the two groups. The following tables will show how far
apart they are in this respect and in others.
DISTRIBUTION OF THE INHABITANTS OF THE NEW ENGLAND STATES, THEIR OCCU•
PATION, AND WEALTH.
TABULATION

A.-Density of population of the New England States.
)870.

1880.

Group I:
Sq.m. Sq.m.
20. 9
21. 7
Maine ............ ·-··························-········· ••••.•..• a ••••••••

1889 a

Sq.m.

~:;vm:r::r~~~~~:::: :: ::: ::::::::: :::: ::::::: ::::: :: :::: :::::: ::::::::::::

3'5. 3
36.1

38. 5
36.4

21. 5
40.9
36.5

Gro~a;;~bnsetts .......................................................... .
Connecticut ..•.•..•.•••.••••• ··-··· ............................ ·····- .•..
Rhode Island ................................. ·-·····-·· •••••• ···-·· ••.•..

181.2
110.9
200.3

221. R
128. 5
254.9

249. 7
140. 5
29L 7

a Estimated.

As this is somewhat vague, inasmuch as in Maine, for example, the population is

concentrated in the southern part of the State as in Massachnsetts it is the eastern,
the following table is presented. It should be considered in connection with the foregoing one.
TABULATION

B.-Peroentage of population in New England States in cities of 4,000 and
ovet. 1
1870.

1880.

Per ct. Peret.

~=~::t~.~~~:: :::::: :::::::::: :::: :::::: :::: :::::: :: :::::::: ::: :: :::::::: :: :::

24
26
15

26
30
16

~~::~t~~~t~~~:::::::: :: ::: :: :::::::: ::: ::::::: :::: :: :::: :::::: ::: :: :::::::: :: :::

69
52
74

76
60
85

GroAfafde ....................................... ·-·······················-···-·······
Group II:

Rbod11 Island .................................................................... .

The indications of the first of these tabulations is corroborated by those of the
~ond; althongh the villages of 1,000 to 4,000 have not been inclu<led. It is very
e_v1dent that the New England States may be separated into t-wo groups, when con1der d as to the density of their population. An examination of lithoO'raph map 27,
Vol. I, of the laHt censna show1:1 that the population of Vermont, .Maine (southern
part), and New Hampshire are quite evenly distributed over those States, while
Ma · achnsetts an<l Rhode I land have comparatively many centers of concentration
of pop~lation. Connecticut is evenly divided into a rural an,1 urban society.
Hav10g found the distribution of population to vary so widely in the two groups
of ,'ti te , our next inqniry is to ascertain what the industrial character of the popuJation of ach group is; for it is well known that manufactures flouri h in New
Eng]and.
s

1
Tl.J s pPr<'entagc. have be1>n computed on tho fil{Ul"l''I givrn on p. 416 et seq. of Vol. I, of the Cen·
sas of 1880, and not on those contained m the table on p. xxx of that volume. '
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TABULATION

C.-Population ten years of age and over in New England e,mployed in nian•
ufactnring and mining industries and in agricultiire.
,

Group I.
New Hampshire.

Maine.
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1870. ·••·•••••••••••••· 13
1880 .••••••••••.••••••. 14
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16
9

36

10

21

31,

26

1

5- 31

23

9

22

32

16

30

5

35

27

'
As in the previous tables, these States wore plainly divisible into two groups when
considered as to geographical distribution of their respective population, so, too, in the
case of the population employed in manufacture and mining and ·in agriculture may
they be placed in two groups, each group being made up of the same States as before. It appears from the figures that about 30 per cent. of the population -over ten
years of age are engaged in one of the two occupations which may be said to hav~ the
object of supplying the necessities of life-food and clothing. In Group I these occupations have very nearly an equal following; in Group II no such equality appears.
If the statistics for 1870 be compared with those of 1880, wo find that the two groups
show very much.the same thing, a tendency away from agriculture and towards industries of an artisan cast. It will also be noticed, though the fact is well known
perha,ps, that the States of Group II have received the largest increase to their population; and even New Hampshire, which is almost 011 a par with Connecticut as to
manufactures, far surpasses her sisters of Group I in respect to the increment to her
population during tbe decade.
·
• Bearin~ in mind that a factory is a nucleus of a town, the preceding tabulations
are corrooorated by this.
It is not the people, however, who, immediately at least, support the schools, but ·
the taxable property. Let us then compare the capital invested in manufac~nres .
with t.be value of the farms. It is known that the valuation per capita of New
England far exceeded that of any other section of the Union in 1880" It is necessary
to ascertain if the States of this section differed among themselves as to the character
of money values in the two particulars of manufacture and agricultpre.
TABULATION

D.-Capitalinvested in manufactures and 1,alue of farms, live stock,and im,
plernents in New Englancl for the year 11;80.

,

Capital
invested in
manufactures.

Value of
farm and
all acces.
sories.

Gron-p I:
Per capita. Per capita.
Maine .••......•••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••.•••.•..••••..
$77
$191

~:;:u!:~~~~~:~~ :: :::: :::: :::::: :::::: :::::: ::::::: :::::::::: ::: ::: ::: :::

-

Groua;;~chusetts .•••••.•••.•••..••••..••..•..•..•••.•.••..••...•...•......•.
Connecticut .....•.•••.•.•••.•.••...•.••.•••.•..•..••.•.••••.......•....•.
Rhode Island .....••.•••...•...••••..•...•••••...•..•.....••.•••...•..•.•.

147
70

256
394

170
103
273

92
217
105

I

Disregarding Connecticut, it is evic1ent that the other States of Group II have much
more invested in manufactures than in agriculture. But the difference between Connecticut and the other Stat.es of Group lI is not nearly so great as that between the
two groups. In Group I agricultural values are far in excess. Conuecticut and New
ED

89-21

/
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Hampshire require a word of separate comment. In TabulA.tfon C it is. ob~ervable
that the percentage of persons engaged in manufacture in New Hampshire 1s much
larger than the same percentage for the other S~ates ?f Group _I; while in the case of
Connecticut the percentage of persons engaged m agriculture ~s much lar~er t~an the
other States of Group II. In the tabulation under corn~iderat10n the cap1t,al m Connecticut fovested in manufacture is larger per capita than ~n Massa~h1;1setts, and
the value of farms, etc. per capita is larger than that of Mame, anq. 1t 1s doubtfnl
whether Connecticut belongs to Group I or II. Perhaps it would be more proper ~o
consider it as a State in which· urban and rural life are equally well represented; m
fact, a State, frum an etlucationist's standpoint, worthy of study as a type.
II.-P.ROirESSIONAL CONDITIONS.

In the six communities thus circumstanced as to geographical distribution, occupatiop., and finances at the epoch of the censuses of 1870 and 1880, the phenomena
represented in the following tables occurred during the eighth and ninth decades:
CHA.l.~GES IN THE TEACHING FORCE • .
TABUL~TION

G.-Nurnber of different teachers employed to each ~00 places for them.
Based on nnmber neces·
sary to supply the schooJs.

Year.

\

,d

d

"iii

~

.
-

1866 ............................ ..
1867 ..•••• •••••••••· ····•• ··-·· ...
1868 ..•••.••••••• • •• •• .•• • •• •r· •••
1869 .••••..••••••••• ·••••• ·•••••• ·
1870 .••••• •••••• .••.•••••• ••••••• ·
1871. .•..•.••• ·•••••
1872 ••••.•.•••••.••••• ·••• •• ••••··
1873 ...•••••••••••••••..•.. ••···· ·
1874 .••.••••••••.•••.•.. -- •••••• :.
1875 .••..••••••.••• ••• •••••• ··•••·
1876 ..•••••••• ·-····-······- ···· ..
1877 .••.•••.•••••••••••• •••·•••••·
1878 ....••••••.•••••.••. ········- ·
1879 .••••••••••••..•.••••••••••.•.
1880 ..•..••..••••• ····- ···········
1881. .••••••••.•••••••••••••••.••.
1882 .••. ·--- ••••••••.••......•••••
1883 ..••.••••••••••••.•.•..• - ••••.
1884 .•
1885 .••••••••••• •••••• .••••• ···-··
18 6 . •.••••••••••.•••• •••••••••·• ·
1887 .•••.•••• • ···-·· ·••••• ···-·· ..

--------·--··

1888 .. .... ....•....•..............

...<O

~
,Cl

0

~
~

~

(*)
(*)
(*}
(")
(*}
(')
(*)
(*)
(*)
(*)
(*)
(*J
(*)
(*)

117
123
118
119
119
ll6
117
1141
· 116

Based on number of schoolrooms.

A

cil

H

Cl)

't:1
0
.!:l

~

--(*)
(*)
(*)
(')

(*)
(*)
(*)
(*)

127
128
125
130
127
124
126
121
]23
122
126
123
122
121
121

0

:21
0

159
159
153
152
152
149
149
147
152
149
147
H6
145
143
142
141
14]
139
142
135

"'I
133
132

<D
A

·a

~

(*)
(*}
(')

(*)
(*)
(*)
(*}
(*)
(*)
(*)
(*)
(*)
(*}
(*)
(*)
(* )

157
158
156
157
156
159
158

~
0
'..3
0
Cl)

A
A

0

0

149
151
139
138
147
147
14.5
143
141
139
141 ·
136
134
132
131
131
131
124
1~5
123
125
121
122

~

~

8

cil

.,.;

ll:
Cl)

...8

~

A

0

Cl)

z

~

(*}
(*)
(*)
(*)
(*)

(*)
(k)
(*)
(*)
(*)

Hi
156
1,63
152
147
147
138
142
141
137
135
136
131
131
130
126
l,23
133

173
168
156
159

...........
173
170

------··
174
167
173
173
169
167
161i
]6j

165
157

-~

A

0

~

~

158
165
163
159
]65
157
159
165
152
152
135
150
146
144

us

140
142
149
1'3
143
140
140
140

*No statistics .

. Had the number of sch?olrooms under the charge of a single teacher been given,

it would have added materially to the value of the foregoing tabulation. Had the number of teachers and of supetvisors not in charge of a schoolroom been given the value
of ~he table would have been still further enhanced. If to these had been' added the
assistants (teachers) to teac~ers in charge of a single school and the assistants (teachers) to teache~s or to SUJ?erv1sors not in charge of a single school, the table, if we are
not greatly m1st~ken, might have been made to show, with all desirable accuracy, the
~umber of teachrng pl~~es _to be_ filled. Until some general attempt i~ made by tho_ e
m whose hands the mtt1at1ve hes to obtain complete statistics, the statistician will
be compelled to guess, to patch, and to do the best under the circumstance!!.
Bnt th~ugh the reader m~y acquiesce in the propriety of dismi sing thus ummarily
the qnest1?n of heterogeneity, it would be inexcusable not to point out which of the
two m amngs that the statistics we present are capable of conveying is the true
one. In the case of MassachllSetts, for instance, the "number of teach~rs required
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by the public schools 11 (Report 1885-:-86) wa'sB,275, the '' number ?f p~rsons employed
as teachers in tbe public schools durrng the year II was 9,670. It 1s ev1den_t that thes~
:figures are for the period beginnin~ with the. :first.da;y: o.f the ~nnual sess10n 18~5-:86
and ending with the last. And tlns fact we 1magme 1s what 1s ·told by the statisfacs
we have just given in the table. '£hey show tlie change during .the sohool yearbut
say nothing about the change in the personnel be-twee~ the last day or week of t,he
prec.eding school year and the :first day or week of the school year under consideration.
Suppose we were to consider every place in a system of public schools to have- be- .
come vacant before the first day of a new school year. Then we might ask, '~How
many of last year's teachers have ueen reemployed T" and if this inquiry could be answered we would be able to come to a conclusion as. to t,he permanence of the forcJ:)
as shown by the proportion that one year bas of the teachers- of the precedipg year.
This would be a far more accurate way of estimating peri;naneucy than the rather rough.
and ready process of comparing the number of places with the nnmher of different
teachers employed during the year as we have done- t<;> show the ohanges occurrin~
during the year. There will be an opportunity to investigate t~e changes that,occur .
from session to session when speaking of the "summer and wmter session" of the
New England States.
.
· We thought at one time that the Rhode Island report-very iul1 and e_n couraging
on the points under consideration-made the distinction expressed in the foregoing
paragraph. That report gives the "number of changes in teachers from report <;>f ·
last year.'' But in turning to page 96 of the report for 1883 we find that "nearly onethird of the whole number ( of teachers) in the State have·~hanged their loc~tion d·uring the year," the one-third being·the 346 "changes in teachers from report of last ,
year." "If we drop out of our calculation," the school commissioner continues, -" the
towns where the town system prevails, we find that nearly one-half of the teachers ,i n the remaining towns where the district system holds, are changed during the year.''
Subject to correction, then, let us take the actual number of changes occurring in
Rhode Island and place the ratio they bear to the nm;nber of teachers necessary to
supply the schools, by the side of the Rhode Island column of Tabulation G, which ,
also is estimated on the number necessary to supply the schools.
'

Per cent. of-changes,

Year.
Actual.
1881 •••••••••••• •••••• ••••••.••••• • •••••••••••••••••••••.·•• •••••• •••••••••••••••
18132 __ •• ' ..................... . ... . ....., ....................................... .
1~83 •..•.••••••••.•••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••.••.•• , ••.•
1884 .•.•••.•••••.••.• , •••••••••••••••...•••••••••••••••••••••..• : ..••••••.••.. :
1885 .••••• •••••• ····--··· ··--········· ••.• •·••••••• ..••.•••.•••••••.•.....••...
1886 .•••••.•••••••• ,. •••••.•••••••.•••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••.•• -- ••••.••••.•
1887 ••••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•
1888 .......................................................................... .
'

Estimated.

37
36
37
41
38
36
34
33

21

23

22
26
23
22
21

2i
'

We would attribute' the discrepancy between the two columns to the omissions we
have mentioued in discussing Tabulation G.
·
The division into two groups which has been justifi'ed in the foregoing is still possible in the table under discussion. In Massachusetts, Connecticut, and Rhode Island
the number of teachers employed to each one hundred places is much nearer and
lower than in the other three States of the geographical section under consideration,
although New Hampshire is much near~r the southern group than the north~rn.
But Connecticut is computed on the basis of school-rooms or departments as are the
computations for all the New England States except Massachusetts and-Rhode Island.
It must not be forgotten that there are two bases oi calculation in 'I'.abulation G,
and that it is far more adapted to permit the comparison of the figures for the different years in the same State than the figures for the same year of the different States.
The statistics' of Ohio have been introduced to compare with those of Massachusetts and Rhode Island, while the statistics of Wisconsin serve the same purpose for
New Hampshire, Connecticut, and Vermont. Wisconsin is preeminently an .a gricultural State, and in 1880 Ohio was undoubtedly in the same categorv1 over half of her
population "having an occupatton," being on farms.
•
.
It i~ not necessary to say that the number of different tea.chers to a place is rapidly
· growmg less. Massachusetts leads in this respect; but it must be borp,e in mind
that the num~e~ of school-rooms .has been used in the cas~ of Connecticut, though
undoubtedly 1t 1s too small; for rn 1874, 1878, and 1881, penods for which the "number required to t each the schools" is at band, there were ouly 136, 127, aind _121
teachers to each hundred places. If the diminishing tendency shown by these figures
1

'
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b.as been maintained Connecticut would perhaps be on an eqn::i,litywith Massachusetts
in respect to the relation which the diff"'reut number of teachers bears to the number
required to teach the schools.
·
.
If the basis of calculation for Vermont may be trusted, the tal>le shows _but _little
sign of advancement for that State. As we have before remarked, an ~xa1~unat~on of
lithograph map 27 of the last census shows Vermont to ba,~e a pop11lat10n ~-imost
witnout those centers of concentration which are comparanvely numerous ID the
southern part of New Hampshire and of Maine, the other less densely ,populated
States of New England.
,.,
SUMMER AND WINTER SESSIONS OF NEW ENGLAND.

To the st.ndent.of the political institutions of New England who ha~ failed to d_is·
tinO',dsh between a New En(l'land "town" and "a collection of houses,- 1 the peculiar
ph;'aseology in this respect ~fthe States oftbat section would be misleadi1;1g; no less
misleading to the uninitiated is their use of the term "school year," as used m the past.
Everv twelve •months saw two or more i;chool terms in these States, and it is doubtful whether their II annual report/' which covers the period called a school year. in
other sections of the Unjon; is not more properly to be viewed as representing to all mtents aud purposes what is covered by the so-called biennial report of several St.ates,
and whether in trying to treat t,he statistics of two terms as the statistics of a smgle
contfouous period, tl\ings have been put together in these annual reports which should
have been kept apart. In two States, however, this has not been done; these are
Maine and Connecticut, whose statistics therefore will enable us to-ex:amine i-nto the
change that has taken place at t,he date when one consecutive school period is ended
by the vacation that intervenes before the beginning of another period of -school.
In Tabulation G we have compared the different number of teachers with the
.places for them. We will now compare the number of different women employed as
teachers during each ~erm wit,h the whole number of different persons-men and
womep-employre.d durrng that term.
TABULATION

H.-Women in the winter and the snnuner teaching corps of Connecticut.
1871.

Womimin~intrr tel\chiryg C01'pS ••••• , _ , , ••••• ;fJ•••••••••••••••··
Summer teach mg corps ...•••... • .........•..•.....•••• .
Te11oher11 (both sexes) ot' winter coni,s employed•kiuring:,
summer .••..•.•.•••••••.••••• , ....•.••.••.•••.••.•!. ••..•..

18715.

1881.

1888.

1886.

Per ct. Per ct. P.Jr ct. Per ct. Peret.
M

71

71

92

88

76
87

82
88

89

59

G7

77

82

86

11:l

For.Maine the ~umber of teachers employed dnring the summer as well as during
the wmter terr:u 1e not at hand. But it is possible to find the relation which the number of women rn the summer corps bears to the number of women in the,, winter corps.
TABULATION

I.-Wornen in the winter and the sunimer teaching corps of Main,.
1871.

WomPn ininter teacbi!lg corp11 .•.•••.•••••••••••.•.... per cent ,.
ummer teachmg corps ........•••........... . .••. <lo .••.
For every1.00 women in ,vinter there were women in summer.

f

55
97
174

1876.

1881.

1886.

52
96
182

{;2
94

65
92
167

1888.

- - - - - - - - - --193

71
94
121

It is qu~te obse~vable that in Connecticut the number of men employed is steadily
retrograding, whil~ ~he continuity of service if:l still more rapidly advan cin~.
The conver11e- of this 1s shown by the Htatistics of Mainfl. There we find that until
lately the percentage o~ womeu in the winter corps has been quite uniform, while
th~ number of women m the snmrner corps ha~ been equully uniform and nearly
twice aR l~rge as the number employed in winter. It must ue remembered in the
case of Mam~ that this is the minim nm change that occ11rre1l during the year, it does
not necessarily follow because there is a fern ale teacher in a school for the winter term,
and a fe~ale teacher ju the same school for tho summer term, tbat this statistically one
teacher HI the same woman.
These fact,s while helping out the ebowinoof Tabulation G lead us to inquire what
O
,
has been the
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PROPORTION OF WOMEN IN THE TEACHING CORPS.

Not only did the calendar year in New England see two disti~ct scholastic periods,
but each period saw a, scholastic revolution, a sort of educat10nal soruer~auW. In
winter the larger pupils attended school and were taught by young men; , m summe.c.
ihe little children attended and were taught by young -yvomen. 'l'he change, as f~r
as it was a change in sex, is readily seen from the followmg percentages of women m
~ach corps for 1858 :
·winter. Summer.

i~It~iir?\~:: ~ ~;);: ;;::;;:)):i:::::!i:~;:~):;!::::::::::~:::: ~: !! il
"Previous to twenty years ago," says the State superintendent of Maine }n 1878, in
discussing the change in the character of the attendance at the schools, "1t was th,e
almost universal practice~ in the country districts at least, for young men and _women
to attend school [in winter] till their majority; now they are rarely found m them
after they are sixteen or seventeen years of age. Of this change * * ,. the following figures give conclusive eYidence:
Avera~e annual number of scholars in State forFive yea~s, in~luding and following 1850, for winter ....................................... 14y, ~~~
1874-78, tor winter ................................................ , •••...•.•••...•..•• · · · · ~ ~
Decrease for'winter ............ ..........................' .• ~ ........ :~••.• ~..............

-15,531
--

~~:::~ :~~~~r: ~mt1t~:::::::::::: :::::: :::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::,::::::::: m: m
Increase for summer .•••1:

.......................................................

.. ~'\

J"

•~ /

t'!'I

!!o .......-1,
467
u
..

'' One of the most frequent causes for the change of teachers," s~1the Stat~~uperintendent of Maine in 1866, "is.to be found in the long·cherished 1dea that there
must be a male teacher for the winter and a female teacher for the suwmet This
idea doubtless originated in the olden days of onr New England life, when the education of the females bad received but little attention and wht>n needlework aud knitting were deemed indispensable qualifications to be acquired in the schoolroom, and
the literary attainments of the mistress were not expected to go much beyond the
ability to manage the little pupils iu reading (for the larger ones were not expected
to be present) and hear them read and spell."
Tbe Rev. Birdsey G. Northrop, in 1863, while agent of the Massacbnsetts Board
Education, 1:1peaks incidentally of this matter tlp,;t~: "In chemii;try, in the arts and agriculture, experiments, however ,eJ,Cpensi.ve, are ofoeron:ecessary ana useful. Penl"llvering trials and repe\1ted failures usually precede, and si,metimes suggest ~ftluable
inventions. But of all experimenting, the most needles!!, costly, and frnitle~s, aud
yet the most common, is the practice of placing a new hand at the wheel, annrially
or even twice a yea,r, in our scbool houses. ,. * ,. And yet not a few prudeutial
agents in our districts, from mere whim, or pique, or more often from nepotism,
practice a system of change in teachers which introduces confusion, wa_ste, weakness, discouragement, and often retrogression, in the place of system, economy, efficiency, and progress. * * * There are still towns which retain the old system of
semian ual changes, male teachers in the winter and female in the summer, and
even each successive summer and winter, i!l some towns, the same teachers are seldom
reemployed. In snch places I find the schools in the lowest conclition, with no uniform methods, or well.arranged plan consistently o.nd persistently sustained. ~ * * ,
It often requires nearly a term to initiate ·a new teacher into the policy of the school
committee who officially direct his course. * * * It bas long been a conceded point
among successful teachers that a second term in the same school is worth at least ['.to
the pupil] one-third more than the first. The schoolroom is the most nnfortnnate
place for those experiments which 'rotation in office,' must. here involve-entailing
a dead loss of more than 30 per cent. of the expenditures made for the schools. * * *
Many towns seem, from precedent, to take it for granted that there is a necessity
for male teacher.sin the winter, and therefore of semiannual changes, as they can
not afford to continue males in the summer. This was formerly the general practice
throughout the State." 2
1, _

of

1 Speaking of the "Duration of Schools," the superintendont of Vermont in bis report for 1867 says:
"Taking all these facts together, thon, it will appc:t.r that in a lar~e provortion of the schools the
pre,q,lent custom mnst be to secm·A the services of a teacher to sustain a school for two and one.balf
mo~1tbs, and then at t~.10 close of that term to allow a vncation of three an<l one.half months, after
which another teacher If! engaged and a school supporter! for another term of two and one-half months
to which succeeds another vacation of three and on11-half mw:iths."
'
2
In an account iriven of a "common !'!chool from 18Jl to 183't," by" a teacher," ir. the OctQ.ber 1831
numb r of the American Annals of E<lacation, we tind it recorded that "male teachers liav~ hee1~
uniformly employed [for the school] iu winter and females in summer. The in11truct.ors have uswilly
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We have shown both by figures and expert testimony that not very long ago the
New England States had a summer and a winter teaching co-~p~, the first almost
entirely composed of young women, the other allout equally d1v1ded betwee1;1 ~he
sexes. It is known that, for the country at large, the female el em~n t has been gamrng
on the male, and we shall now attempt to ascertain how far this fa~t holds for New
England, reproducing in a parallel column for two States m T~bulat10n J, t~e ~esults
obtained in Tabulation G. 'fhis should show for these two States 3:ny cornc1dence
of increase of permanency in service as compared with the increase m the number
of women in the teaching corps.
TABULATIO:N"

J.-Ratio of women employed during the year to whole number of different
persons employed during same period. ,

IFor winter session.

For school year.
Massachusetts.
Year.

Rho<le Island.

Number
Number
New
of differof differConnectiPercent- ent p er- Percent- ent per- Hamp- Vermont. Maine.
cut.
shire.
age of sous em- age of sons emwomen. ployed to women. ployed to
overy l00
everyl00
places.
places.
- - - - - - ---- ---- ------Percent. Percent. Percent. Percent.

---

1866 .••••••••••••••.
1867 ••••••.••..••••.
1868 .••••••••••••••.
1869 ................
1870 ................
1871 ................
1872 ................
1873 ........ .,.......

187-i ...... ......... .
1875 ................
1876 .••••••••..•..•.
1877 ••••••••••.••••.
1871! .••.•••.••••••••
1879 .••.••••••••••••
1880 ................
1881 .••••• ·•••••••••
1882 ...... •••••• ....
1883 ................

1884 ................
1885 . ••••• ···--·-· ••
1886 ...... ••••••·••·
1887 ................
1888 •••••••••••••••.

88
89
87
87
87
87
88
88
88
87
86
87
87
80
87
87
88
89
89
89
89

............ ... ........... . ....... ....
............. ·-·- .... -. - . .............
............... .............. .. ........... .
............ ................ .. ............
............ ... ............ ..............

• . . . . . . . . . 1,

8!}

117
123
118
119
]19
117
117
11 4

90

110

75
77
85
80
82
81
81
81
81
80
84
84
84
85
85
87
80
87

127
127
125
130
127
124
125
121
123
122
126
123
122
121
121

86
87
84
82
84
85
85
86
87
86
85
83
83
82
83
84
87
87
87

88
88
87
90

Si
84
85
85
85
85
83
83
82
83
S5
85
87
87
87
88
87
88

53
52
53
53
53
55
M
55
55
56
52
51
51
50
51
52
55
59
02
62
65
66
70

71
72
71

71
70
71

71
72
73
73
71
72
72
72
73
76
78
80
81

82
82
83
84

Where the distinction between the winter teaching corps and those employed in
summer has been continued down to recent years as in Maine and Connecticut, the
work of the investigator is probably reliable. But fa the other New England
States, as this distinction was discontinued, as far as the annual reports show at
various dates before 1870, the statistics are not above question. In Connecticut, for
inMtance, in 1865 the male teachers formed 31 per cent. of the winter corps, but only
5 per cent. of the summer corps; yet by adding the number of male teachers employed in summer to the number employed in winter it will be found that the men
formed 20 per cent. of t,ho two corps. Taking 1880, 28 per cent. of the winter corps of
the same State were men, but of the summer corps only 14 per cent. To add the two
corps and .compute tl.10 percentage of men on that base is to bring out strongly the
weak point of ~n average.
. .
Under such circumstances comment on the tablo is some\vhat hazardous, yet 1t 1s
pla~n enough that ~be per cont. of women has been increasing in Rhode Island,
Marne, and Conl)ect1cut. In the late comprehensive report of the secretary of tb.e
tat~ Board of Education of Connecticut the principal of the normal school of Connecticut notes that about 1 83 an extraordinary increase occurred in the enrollment
of~hat school whic_h he admits he can not explain. It is noticeable that just before
th1s dato Tabulat10n J shows a. rapid advanco for Connecticut in the numher of
been ch.uig1 d every 11~ o_o, bat sometimes they have be n continued two succes11ive enmmel'!I or
wlIJtc·re. ~ s~rong praJnd1cc has alwaJd xistE!d against em1>loyi11g the same instructoi: more than
once or twice m the samedh,trict. This prPjudice has yiel<lcll in on instance so far that an instructor
who had t u ht two successive winters twenty-fi.ve year before wa employed another sea on. I
have not 1, en able to Mcertain the exact number of different instructors who bave been enga ed in
the school dnr.ing the la:it thirt,Y year ; but. I distinctly recollect thirty-seven. Many of them, both
males and females, were from au.teen to eighteen years of age, and a few over twenty-one.

tttE TEACHING FORCE OF NEW ENGLAND.
~on:teb employed, an<;I that this was preceded by a perfod of slight d.epression, 8: period
covering the "hard tlmes" that marked the last half of the se~enties. In Mame the
same phenomena appears, and also, though to a less extent, m Rhode Island, New
Hampshire, and Vermont.
,
·
Had we extended our inquiry into the elements of the teaching of New' Eog~nd
back for 20 years the constantly increasing proportion ,of women in the winter corps
would have been shown still more clearly. In Massachusetts, for instance, 76 per
cent. of the different teachers employed in the public schools were females as early
as 1858. Statistics of the two coeducating normal schools of this State confirm the
tendency of the teaching corps to become femininized, as is shown by the following ,
statistics.
Women in the two Massacliu,setts Normal Schools admitting both sexes.
Bridge- · West·
water.
field.

Year.

Per cent. Per cent.
• 1858 ..••••.•.. ,. • • • • • . • • • . . . . . . . • • . . • • • • . • • • • • . • . . . . . . . . • • • • • . • • . • • . • • • • • . . .. . . • . . • .
1859 ............................................................................ ~..
1860 .••......•...•....••.......•. •.. . ••• ..•..••..............••... .. .•...........• ,
1861. ••••••..•.....•• ··•·•• .••••. ..•.... .. . .••••• .. . . ....... .•. .••... .•.... ..... •. .
1862 .•••.••......•... : .•.•...... ...... ...........•....•... ·••···•··· ....... ········
1863 .••••.. ,..... .... .. . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . .. . . ... .• . ..... .•.... ...•....... ... . • .. ...•..
1864. ······•• ·• •·· • •··••··•···•··
····•• ••·•···•······•···•······•·•···• ·•·····••····
1865.......................
........................................................

64

62
51
52
56
67
74
76
73

1866 .•.•..• ~··········· ...................... ······ ..... .. . ..... ......... .... ......
1867............. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • .. . . . . . . • . ... , •........••••.... , .... : . . . . . . . .
1868............................................................................... .

72

76

' 73
73
77
75
77
85
8,i

87
92
8~
90

And the following table will show how Massaclrnsetts stands in this respect, with
her sister States.
, ·
TABULATION

K.-Slwwing the ratio of women enrolled in New England Normal Schools
to whole enrollment. 1
Maine.

New
Hamp·
shire.

Vormoi.t.
I

1874 .. .................................. .
1876 . . ·~· ... ·- ..... -- ................... .

1876 .................................... .
1677 .•.•.••..•.....•.•..••.••••••........
1878 . .... . . ............................. .
1879 ..................... ·- .... ., ..•.. ...
1880 .••••••.••••••••••••••••••••••• ·•·••·
1881-....... .......... ....... .......... . .
1882 .................................... .

1884 ......................... . ...... . ... .

fs~:<;:. ,
,

t

Per cent. Per cent. Per cent. Pe1· cent. Per cent. Per cent.
63

70 ,
63
63
56
58

68

72

64
71

74
86

68
67
70

73

65
66

94

73
66

65
73

96

80

1885-. ............. ....................... .

82

1886 ..••.••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••.•..
1887 ... ...................... .......•....
1888 ...........•.. •.... ....... ...........

74
74
78

1

c~~~t~~. Co~~tcti,

91
87
83
91
92
91
91
87

87
86
89
89
87

90
90

••AU•••93

98

92
95
95
96
95

95
76

90

92

76

99
100

76

93
93
93

79

.

95
94,

92
92
91
94

97
98
99
99

Based on annual reports to the Bureau of Education.

When it is remembered what a determined advocate of women for teachers the
first secretary of the Massachusetts Board of Education was and that in all probability it was through his determined attitude that the first nohnal school-that originally at Le:21:ington-was devoted to the training of women for teaching, comment
on the large percentage of women in the teaching corps of Massachusetts would seem
to be unnecessary, provided always that the figures obtained by .iumpin~ the statistics of the winter and summer sessions may 1.Je trusted. The secretary of the Massachusetts Board of Education, however, w:tino corroborating the high percentage of
women in the teaching corps, claims in 1875 that it is an increase that is due to tlJe
civil war, the cause assigned by the French commission to the Centennial in their report to the minister of public instruction. The secretary says:
"The demand for young men during the war of the rebellion and the higher rewards for labor of all kinds after it, <lid much to change the old custom [of change
of teachers for winter and summer]. * * * The school committees of some of the
towns, from motives of economy, and on account of the difficulty of procuring male
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teachers as well, cautiously entered upon the plan of hiring teachers for l9nger periods,
The results were, unexpectedly to many, satisfactory, and other towns followed the
lead, until the custom bid fair to become universal."
In an earlier report (the thirty-second) he says:
.
"It is probably true that the willingness of women to accept Iow~r wag~s has mci uced school committees to engage their services more exclusively, but _it by no
means follows that the standard of true education is not as high now as m former
times." 'l'he apology for employing w.omen would not be necessary now~days, but
the" willingness of women to accept lower wages" brings us to the very important
question of
SALARIES,

In whatever way the synchroneity of increase in the number of women employed
to teach in the public schools and the permanence of their personnel may be related.
it is improbable that the relation is one of cause and effect. We believe that in no
State are married wom~n employed as teachers, nor have we any statistics that go
to show that female teachers have ceased to marry. In their forty-seventh report,
the Massachusetts Board of Education touch upon this subject in the following terms:
"In our public schools the corps of teachers is subject to rapid changes .. , A very
large per cent. of our teachers are young women, and many of these after a fair time
of service leave school to become heads of families."
And yet i.t iit in Massachusetts that the propaganda for female teachers was first
begun apd whose force was the most rapidly changed. If it be contended that
between the ages of beginning school teaching and married life there elapses a period
which, in comparison with the temporary character of the service of men who engage
in teaching, may be called long, it most be admitted that there may be truth in the
contention; but it will oe observed that the board speak of the "rapid changes"
tnat take place in the teaching corps. How far the law, if demanding mental maturity and more years on the part of the teacher, would abridge this period of, service,
must be left to a future occasion, bow far a fairer salary might induce the teacher to
postpono her wedding day is a complicated problem, to solve which we find ourselves
unequal.
Brit it is quite possible, indeed, that the pay which is too meager to hold men may
be, in the case of women, an inducement to remain. Assuming such to be the case,
as the Massachusetts authorities just quoted have, we are then obliged to look to the
small pay as . the rea-1 cause of the increase of the female element of 'the teaching
corps. In the following table the average salaries paid by the New England States
since 1866 are laid before the reader.
'l'ABULATION
'

Year.
Malel!.

---1866 .•••.
1867 .••. .
1868 •••··
1869 ·••··
1870 .•• . .'
1871 .••..
1872 .•...
1873 .••..
1 74 .....
1875 .• _ •
1876 .••..
1877 .••..
1878 .••. .
1879 .•••.
1 0 ··-··
1881 .••.•
1882 ··•··
1883 .•••.
1884 .....
18 ·5 .••. •
1 86 .••..
1 7 · ·-··

1888 .....

L.-The average monthly salar'!/{iof teachers i"" New England.

Maine.

New Hampshire.

Dura·
tion of
Females. winter
,, se11sion.

Males.

Females.

Vermont.

Dura·
tion of
session.

Males.

Females.

Dura·
tion of
81lSSiOn.

"'

Board.
$28:20
28. 78
29. 50
30. i-i
32. 26
32. i4
33.17
34. 28
36.17
36. 96
35. 45
8'.!. 76
32. 63
-29. 55
25.57
28. 23
29.59
;ll.87
32. 59
82.07
34.15
33. 2
3'. 36

Day,.

$10.16
10. 8{
11. 76
12.16
12. Si
13. 7?.

U.-iO
16.16
16. 20
17.16
17. 04
16. 56
15. 92
15. 32
14. 28
14. 52
14. 60
15. 36
16. l!S
16.84
16. 68
16. 56
16. 92

50
50

52
52
56
55
55
58
58
59
61
61
61
64
63
61
62
61
59
59
50
62

...........

$32. 88
33. 09
34.64
36. 09
36. 59
36. 95
37. 56
40. 7R
44. 87
42. 61
41. 93
3 . 37
37.12
31. 09
3{.12
32. 03
36. 45
38. 27
38. 41
39. 21
40.22
41.03
«. 32

Daya.
$17. 62
18.44
19. 78
20. 71
21.62
22.03
24. 33
23. St
24. 00
25. 54
25.7'1,

2~. 71
24. 26
2'.!. 83
22. 23
2L 77
22. 36
22. 67
· 23.14
23. 20
23. 56
24.46
24. 93

93
9!1
84
91
~5
70
90
lOli

100
100
!)4
02
97
102
105
97
96
08
100
100
102
112
115

Daya.

........... ............ ·-·-······
. -. --. -... ······-· ... ··········
............
........... .............
~

a$38. 80
a,36. 30
a38. 40
a37. 20
a41. 10
a39. 00
37.U
34. 52
30. 44
29. 12
27. 84
29. 76
30. 52
32.48
34. 32
31. 56
34. 00
33. 80
8'i.20

aComputud by the statititiciau in charge of State systems.

a.1124. -to ·••••• 100
116
a22. 90
119
a24. 20
118
a23. 40
112
a25. 90
122
a24. 60
121
22.4,8,
122
2L 56
12{
20. 00
126
10. 04
126
17.44
lU
16. 84
127
18. 24.
131
19.32
127
20. 04
126
21. 28
136
22. 00
139
20.88
137
20. P2

I

I
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TABULATION

L.-The average monthly salary of teachers in New England-Continued.

Year.

Males.

Females.

Dura·
tion of
sesaion.

Females.

Males.

Dura·
tion of
session.

I

Females.

Males.

---- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Days.
1866 .••..
1867 •••..
1868 ••••.
1869 .••.•
1870 .••.•
1871 ••••.
1872 ·• ••·
1873 ••••.
1874 •••..
1875 .••.•
1876 .....
1877 .•••.
1878 •••. .
1879 .....
1880 .••••
1881 •••••
1882 .••••
1883 ••••.
1884 .••..
1885 .••..
1886 .••. .
1887 .,•••.
1888 •••..

$59. 53
66. 92
72. 93
72. 04
77.44
76.«
85. 09
93. 65
94-. 33
88. 37
84. 78
S'2. 22
75. 64
67.44
67. 54
85.54
102. 90
103. 33
108. 02
120. 72
lll.23
116. 85
119. 34

159
162
163
164
166
169
168
168
168
177
176
,175
176
175
177
178
178
179
180
18<l
172
178
169

$24. 36
26.44
27. 84
'.!8. 81
30. 92
31.67
32. 39
34.13
34. 34
35.35
35. 25
34. 20
33. 04
33. 50
30. 59
38. 49
34. 32
41. 90
44.18
43.85
43.97
44. 93
44.48

$45. 21
52. o5

Days.

II

$23.14
24. 91
26. 93
29.16
31.29
32.60
34. 09
36.05
36. 67
37. 35
37.16
36. 20
36. 50
35. 27
35,42
35. 37
35. 94
36. 52
37. 21
37. 64
37. 97
38. 50
38.52

~i: ~! I

63.10
66.56
67. 01
69. 03
71. 48
70. 05
67.43
64. 55
61. 03
57.19
56. 43
60. 69
63. 44
67. 36
69.17
69. 16
69. 89
68. 82
73. 50

-

Rhode Island.

Connect.icut.

Massachusetts.

165
165
163
162
169
172
173
174
176
176
178
178
179
179
179
180
180
179
180
178,
180
180
179

'

Dura·
tion of
session.·

Days.

. --- ..... -- ··········
·--··-·-·· ........
.....
---------·
...
.,. .......... ............ ··········
·-----·--·
----$38.
- -. -- . ------· ···
-----·---17 0
$73. 60
60
64, 70 I
77. 80 I
75. 72
83.65
85.18
81. 49
80. 69
75. 00
73. 84
70. 24
76. 00
77.44
77. 93
79.95
80. 21
70.85
82. 67
85. 99

•r,

3·!. 00
40. 80
41. 97
43.86
46.17
46. 73
45. 91
45.85
42. 37
42.99
41.89
43.53
43.30
43. 33
43. 71
43. 85
44. 38
44.,40

-

'I

,I
1

"ct

,~ul -t>

·

17 0
17'2
17 9
17 9
17 8
180
181
182
182
184
186
184
184
184
186
190
190
191

Of the 365 days of which the year is composed, 180 to 200 _are, or ought to be, scholastic facts to the pupil; while 365 are economical facts to the professional teacher.
It is somewhat difficult to compute with exactness the salary annually received by
the teacher when the average salary is given for a "mont,h" and the average duration of session is given in "days." Assuming, however, that the term "day8" means
school days, of which there are five to the week, and that a '' month" means four
weeks of five school days each, it is evident that the average teacher receives his
monthly salary for an a~tual service in school of twenty days, and for one day one- ,
twentieth of the same.
Applying this hypothesis to the figures as given for Maine it will be found that in
1866 the amount of money earned: "da,ily during the\l!0O'days of session, winter and
summer, would, if distributed among 36fi days, be equi va,lent to 39 cents, in the case
of men, for each day of the calendar year, and in the case of women 14 cents; excluding board jn both cases for the period the schools were in session and the board 'OI
the two weekly holidays of Saturday and Sunday. In Massachusetts, the best paymaster the teacher has, the teacher in 1866 received on an average $1.30 in the case
of men, for each of 365 days, and in the case of women 53 cents, but in 1888 $2.7fi in
the case of men, and $1.01 in the case of women. The following tabulation will
bring this out strongly:
TABULATION
,

M.-.A.verage "annual salary" of New · England teachers reduced ' to a per
dieni on the ba!lis of 365 days to the year.

-

I

1870.

Men.

1874.

1880.

I

1885.

..

Wo-· M
Wo- Men.
men. _::_
IJ?6~ ..,

Women.

Men.

$0.17
. 25
. 35

$0. 51 1' $0. 23
. 61
. 34
63
39

Women .

----

I

Group I:
M.11,ine ..............•... $0.44
New Hampshire .••..•• .
.43
Vermont ....•••.••..•..
. 56
Group II:
Massachnsetts .......... 1. 76
Connecticut ..•..••..••. 1. 46
Rhode Island ..••••..••. 1.71

1888.

Women.~ Men.

$0. 38
.49
• 48

$0. 21
. 32
• 30

$0.47
.54
.54

$Ci. 23
. 32
• 37

$0.53
70
70

$0. 26
. • 39
.39

1. 64
I.:l8
1. 77

. 74
. 87
1. 08

3. 04
1. 70

1.11
• 92
1.11

2. 76
1. 80
2. 25

1.03
• 94
1.16

I

. 70
• 72
. 90

2.17
l. 72
2.05

. 79
• 88
1.08

2. 04

Now salaries, of the kind shown in the table, rcmder teaching as a profession impossible. A profession that is not continuous or that does not afford its pra.ctitrioners
large p1ofit for occasional service, i.:, scar0ely to be looked upon as a. profession. 1t
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ls true these "a"era,,o monthly salaries" are means between wide extremes., but it
is e'].nally true that the mean or average salary is above that actually received by
the majo1·ity of teachers. If it be urged that the teacher has much of the year to
work at something else such a propofiition would seem to say that the teacher should
have either two vocations or a vocation and an avocation.
As the women in tl10 teachi og corps are steadily gaining on the men :fn States where
they have not lonO' formed 80 to 90 per cent. of the teaching force, and as married
women are disqualified iu practice as teachers, the,question a.rises vrhet_her the.fema~e
teacher follows her calling as a vocation or as a means of support·unt1l her do'?estic
engagements relie~e her of the necessity of working for herself. The p:i;:obabihty, of
course, is that teaching in the great majority of cases is engaged in as a temporary
expedient. Were the age of the teacher and the duration of her serviQe recorded and
'
.
published this probability might become a mathematical certainty.
. Comparing the figures of tabul11ition M with the salaries given in mannfaoturmg
establishments up to the date of the last United States census, we :find in-the case of
women that the teachers of Rhode Island and the women weavers of Fitchburg,
Mass., and Dover, Me., receive about the same, and it will be noted that Rhode
Islaud bas stood in the past ahead even of Massachusetts, in respect to the pay of
women teachers. Common laborers of cotton and woolen mills receive frortl $1 to
$1.25 or more for each of 6 days of work, which when reduced to the basis of
365 days o! ex:istonce,in the year would be 86 cents to $1.07. It must be reme~b~red
that we are not cons1dering the amount of work done to ea.rh the means of h vmg,
the object of a profossion, but the remuneration derived from the discharge of professional duties, in order to support life during 365 days. Though the work of the
woolen mill is neither heavy or hard, so say their superintendents, tht1 qperatives
work 10 hours. We are not sure bnt the professional teacher works quite as long
during the day, if not for so many days.
In bringing this statistical analysis to au end, we can not forbear to still further
ask the attention of the reader to one of its indications. Beginning with 1876 or
18i7 a decline in the average salary of both men and women began reaching its
ultimate in 1880. This is shown far better by 'fabulation L than by Tabuln,tion M, in
which the longer duration of the session in 1880 compensates in so:me cases for the
decrease in the average monthly pay.
Although convinced that this is an excellent illustration of the remark made on n.
previous page that school affairs ebl> and flow with public economy we doubted the
a.d~isability of discussing the point with the statistics of only a single section of the
Union before us, to say nothing of the intrinsic difficultie of the attempt. In
examining the records 0£ the Peabody education fund for the matter used in compiling the work presented m Chapter XIII, we were fortunate enough to find the
a~en~ of the Peabody fund ~aying for the Southern States and Supe:intendent
D1ckmson for Massachusetts Just what w~ should have liked to have sa1d for New
England. It almost seems as if Dr. Sears bad written a commentary on this indication of our table. In his twelfth report (October 2, 1878) he observes:
"The year just brought to a close has been one of unusual pecuniary embarrassment
to all the schools of the South. While every branch of the department of education
bas been affected by it, that relating to the employment of teachers and ]?Ublic officers
has suffered most. Che pening the labo:rs of tLe men on whom the vitality of the
system depends is a more dangerous experiment than is o-enerally supposed. With·
out calling in question the necessity of reducing public e°xpenses, our n'.l.ost considerate educators have sometimes felt that, in discriminatinO' a,O'ainst the schools, the
public authorities have seemed to prefer immediate material prosperity to the future
well-being of society."
In his _report dated Ja~uary, 1879, Secretary Dickinson, of Massachusetts, ~xpresaes him elf thus on this topic: ' 1 'rhe econornical spirit that has taken posse s10n
of the _people h_a~ led them to reduce appropriations for the schools, and in some ca es
to their great JDJury. Not only has the time of the schools, in many towns, been
short ncd and tbe salaries of th teachers been cut Jlown, but in many cases new and
cheaper teachers have been substituted for those of experience and skill. This change
:Will be likely to inflict an immediate injmy upon the schools by the employment of
rn~erior t acher. , an(! it will }1ave a tendency to produce a permanent one by di cour·
a.gm the best talent from ever enterinO' the profession."
.An e~amination of Tabulation I, sho~·s a change that appears to follow, that i as
:f: r as th cl_ t . and t atist ics show, closely on the increase in pay that bogan after
~he dopre ·. ion m l 80. Althoug h h ardly noticeable in Massachusetts, the increa e
m the P rcc•ntage of ·omen ii the tcachmg corps of New Euglancl is d cided after
1 81 or 1 2, and con t inuous.
It i not t ~e. provin?~ of thi chapter to explain these facts; our purpo e here ha
Le n to e btlJ1 t _c_ond1t1on rath r t han lO explain thorn, and we 110w turn to our
sphere-the traming of persona for teach rs and tho training of teachers.

THE TEACHING FORCE OF NEW ENGLAND.
Ill.-SUPPLY AND DEMAND,
BEGINNERS,

•

In theforegoing we have attempted to show, after .briefly noting several social
characteristics of the New E ngland States, the condition of their teaching force
since 1866 or 1870 as to the change that has annually occurred in the personnel, it,s
"average salary," and the proportion of women in it. We have made no attempt to
disguise the incompleteness of our figures and have refraiined from argument, contenting ourselves with collating and analyzing. In brief, our object has been to
place before the reader as best we can, the change that has annually occurred in the
teaching force and two phenomena that may be supposed to influence it.
But a new teacher is no:t necessa ·ily a person unexperienced in the art of1teaching
and thus '' changes in the t eachjng force'-' and "beginners in teaching" do not
mean the same thing exactl .
gent Northrop, of Massachusetts, and other high
educational officials complain of the evils resulting from annually or semiannually
placing a new teacher over the same school, although this new teacher _may have
gained experience in other cbools. But if the new teacher be not only new to the
particular school she i.s auout to teach, but also new to her busines11, the e-v-ils of
beginning are intensifi d for she is in every sense a beginner. It is the purpose of
the normal sch ol to minimize the evil by training persons in the theory and practice
of teaching who sho,11 11 the vacancies in the corps, which, from an ideal point -of
view, are causecl by the natural increase of schools or of the departments of schools,
and by death, superannuation, or dismissal.
The question arises whether a graduate of a norm~l school should be considered a
beginn6r. This question is answered in the affirr.native by the State achoo! commissioner of Rhode Island. And we shall follqw him in his classification ; for in his
reports since 1881 the character of the teaching force has been most thoroughly presented. .
·
TABULATION

N.-The proportion of inexperienced persone annually taken into the teac1iing
corps.
Ratio of beginners to different teachers in- '
Year.

Maine.

New
Hamp·
shire.

. ,-.
t· RI
Vermont. vonnec l·
1ode
cut.
Island.

__________________, _____ - -- - - - - - - - - -

J.111

1866 .••••••••••• ·•••••···•·••··••••··••••••••·••••·
1867 . • • • • • • • . • • • • • • . • • • • • . • • • . • . • • • . • . • • • . • • • • • • • • .
1868 ... ............................ ................
1869 •••...••••.•• ; • • . . • . . • • . .. . . . • . • • • • • • • • • . . . . . . .
1870 .. •. •••• •• .•••.• .••••• .••••• ••.•.• ... .. .. ..•...
1871 . • • . • • • • . . • . • • • • • . • • . . . • . • • • • • • . • • . . • • • • • . • • • . .
1872 •••••• ••••••••••••. •• • • • • • • . • • • . . • •• • • • • • • •• • • .
1873 •••••.••..•.. ·••••• •••••••••••• ••••••.. .. .. ••• .
1874 ..••. .•••.•. .•. ................................
1875 . . • • • • . • • . • . • • . . . • • • . • . • • . • • • • • • . • . • • • . . • . . . . . .
1876 . . • • • • • • . • • • • . • • . . • • . • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . • • .
1877. ••••••.• •. . • • • .• • • . ••• •• ••• • . • . •• • • • . •• • •• . . . .
1878. •••·••·•·••••• •• •••• .•••••. ••. . . •• .• • .. ••.•• •.
1879 .••.• •••••• •.• .•• ...•.. ••• . .••• •• .••• .• • •.• . . • .
1880 ··························'· ····· · ··············
1881 ..•••••.••••••••..••....••.••• .. •.•••..•••...•.
1882 . . • • • . . • . . • • . • . • • • • . • • • • . • • . . • • • • • . . • . . • • • • . • . .

1883...............................................

mL ::: :::::: :::::::::: :::::: :::::::::::::: ::::::

1886 ..••. ·•••· ... . . .. . •• •.• •. . • . .. . • . • ••. .••. ••••••
1€87 · ·•••·••·•••······••· •• •••• ............ .••..••.
1888 ··••·•••·•••·•····••··•••••·•••··•·•••··•·· .••.

'

Per cenk Per cent. .Per cent. Per cent. Per cent.
........•. ··· · ·•···• .••••••...
.•• • •. . • . . . . , • . . . • . .
3:3
..•. : ..... ....••.••.
34
. • •. . •. . . .
16
31
. . • . .•.•..
16
32
. .. , • . . • . .
17
22
. • • • ••••••
16
21
.•• • •• . • . .
17
19
.•••••••..
17
19
.. •. . . . ••.
18
. ••••• •. •.
18
. •• •• • . • • .
17
. ••. ..•. •.
17
. . •. .•.•..
16
.••••...•.
17
··•·•••···
15 ..• \ ..•.••
20
16

16

}~
]5

15
16

16 .... , .....

i~

15
16
14

21
20
,22
20
19
18
17
18
16
16
]5
14
14

14
12
13
14
14
14
11
12
ll
11

7
10
10
:flt
9
9
10
g

0'?-t~icle of Now England, four States present the number of beginners, but their
statistics have not been included in the tabulation as the discussion of their statistics
must be postponed to another occasion. Regarding Vermont, it may be said that
the percentages from ltl67 to and including 1870 seem due to some process of enuJUerating teachers or beginners different from that usod after 1870.
,,, In Connecticut down to 1877 the percentages shrink rapidly, but after that down
to 1885 they fluctuate, indeed, yet within narrow limits. With 18e5 the lowest ~ercentage is reached and is maintained in the following years. The decrease in Mame
New Hampshire, and Rhode Island has been small.
·
'
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Horace Mann says in one of l1is educational addresses, "I lin,ve hearrl that distinguished surgeon, Dr. J.C. Wa,r reu of Bost on, relate the following anecdote which
nappened to him in London. Being invited to witne1:,s a veTy difficult operatiou upon
the human eye, by a celebraited English oculist, he was so struck 1?Y the. skill ~nd
science which were exhibited by the operator, that be sought a pn vate mterview
with him to inquire by what means be had become so accomplished a master of his
art. 'Sir,' sai<l the oculist, 'I spoiled a hatful of eyes to lea-rn it. '"
It might be readily assumed that the public, which exhibits such apprehension
when children are instructed in a "practice school" by a novice of the normal school
proper, though working under skilled direction, would be still more apprehensive a.q
to the results of the activity of a novice with no supervision at all, and that public
authorities would, in view of public sentiment, provide for the training of efficient
teachers to supply the annual vacancies. In poiut of fact, whether due t,o public sentiment or to common sense, training schools for this purpose have been established in
every State with but few exceptions. But the supply of normal graduates even if
- equal to the demand for them is certainly not equal to the number of beginners.
Before showing this by the tabulation which follows, we beo- to quote as to this
subject of supply and demand from an address read before the State Teachers' Association of New Hampshire which though not written by the St.ate superintendent of
that State was printed by that officer as a part of bis "official" report for 1800. Testimony from other New England and outside of New England States could be found
to substantiate the author's observation.
"I once knew a prudential committee of good standing in the community to commence their duties with subs~antially the following resolutions:
"' Whereas, the previous committee ran the school so many weeks for so many
dollars; and whereas we are smar~er than they"' Resolved, That we will have more weeks of school for less money.
" 'Resolt,ed, Secondly, that the wages of the teachers be reduced; thirdly, that t he
former experienced teachers may retain their situations if t,hey choose, at the redu ced
prices; but if'they leave, we can :find enough more who will be glad to occupy their
places.'
"Some of the teachers remained, others fl • fl left, and at the close of the year
the committee reported a handsome surplus in the treasury and were triumphantly
reelected. ,. " •
"We are tol<l that we must learn that the law of supply and demand appli es to
teachers as well as to other commodities. We do not object,, if quality is to be duly
regarded. • • • A good article of commerce, una,ppreciated, is withdrawn fro111
market, and its manufacture stopped. May the public complain if a similar result
obtain with teachers Y
lo,
"We do complain of that condition of things which compels the teacher, who has
spent years of time and hundreds of dollars at college or normal school, to give his
or her services for one-half or two-thirds of a just equivalent because some inexperienced and uneducated boy or girl can afford, and is willing, to keep the school at
even a less price. There are undoubtedly more persons who would like to reploni h
their scanty purses by a brief reign in the district schoolhouse the ensuing wi nter
than there will be schools in the State; but were none but well qualified iustructors
to be engaged for our schools this coming winter, many a pile of wood would be unburned, many a schoolhouse unoccupied save by the wind and 1:mows that sweep over
our hills, many a district treasury unexhausted, and many a committee reelected."
'' The State," says the State superintendeut of M!liine, from a somewhat different
~f not antagonistic point of view, "has established a public school system, " • •
imposes tll.xn.tion for school purposes, requires the ex penditure anu ually of the mon eys
~hus raised, but bas signally neglected to provide for any sufficient agency in securmg that body of school-room workers by whom alone the Tesults aimed for can be
fully attained." Though in a subsequent report, which discusses things as they
were over ten years ago, not as they are now, it will be remembered, he contin ue
~hus: "Nearly 100 pqpils graduated from the two normal schools of the State dnrrng the past year. Why, then, no greater increase in th e number in the school· f
ome of the recent graduates can not find oosi tions since th~ <Treat reduction in wage
made by so1:1e [school] agents during the past season. Agifnts have in many ca_
refu ed to give these graduates t:our dollars per week, and have hired girl1:1 _of ixteen for three dollars, who were mcompetent and whose influence on the pupils was
bad so far as intellectual growth is concerned.!: Thirty-four.of the graduates of our
normal schools have gone out of the State to take positions as teachers in other
ta.tea. They have each taught more than two years in the schools of the State,
•
fl
•
but the schools will feel their loss."
The board of trustees of the State normal school of Rhode Island, consulting their
1
Teacbing aa a prof &ion, by E. E. W est gate, principal of b!~b school Lebanon.
1
," Too much disposition to save 121 cents," says a Massachusetts school c~mmitteeman,

eareasticall;.
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'
experience as to the obstacles opposed to the progress ~f their school as a professiona-i
b:istitution, claim that' .· . .
.
• .
"A more particular and very influential reason f~r th~s rnd1fference of h1gh~s~hool
graduates to the advantages of professiona! trainmg, 1s that/.schoo; autl;orities of
towns havin(T hia-h schools have not seen 1t to be worth then· while to give any
decided pref~ren~e in their selection of teachers to normal school- graduates, but ·
have been content to take candidates immediately from the high school."
TABULATION

O.-"Beginners" and noi·mal school graduates cO'rnpa~ed, as related to the
number of different teachers take,n as a common basis.
Maine.

Year. ·

Begin- l Graduners.
ates.a

_ _,::._:_
·'J _ _ _ _ _ _ _- J - - - -1- - -

New Hampshire.
Begin:
ners.

Graduates.b

Rhode Island.

Connecticut.
Beginners.

Graduates.c

Beginners.

Graduates.

- - - --a- - -f- - - -f----\----1----

Per cent. Per.cent. Per cent. Per cent. Per cent. Per cent. Per cent. Per cent.

liiiiiliiiii liiiii liiiil :: iiiiili ii ~!ii i ::::::ii: ::::::=='
mt::::::::::::~::::i::::: ::::::::::::::::::I ti

1879 ............................... ·-- ~------ ---······
1880 ......•...•.....•.••....... ·...... . . • . . . . . .
188L....................... . .... .... . ........
lh82 .......••....•••........
20
1
1883........................
16
18S4.. .. • . •••••• .••••• .•....
14
1
15
J
-1885 .• •••. ···-· ...•.• ••.•..
]886 ......•.. ····•···· ......
15
1
1887 .••. •. .•.. .. • •• ••• .•. . . .
15
2
16
2
1888- •• • . . .•. . • . . .• • . • . . . . . .

(J

16
17
15
16
16
15
16
15
16
14

i

: :~11 ::: :~::i

rH

(d)

.3

. 1_

I

5

14
12
13
14
14
14
11
12
11
11

l
1
1
1
L
1
1
1
1
2

2

:~i: :~~:;:ttl
i

,·
:J

10
10
11
9
9
10

2
2
2
,2

9

a Does not include two city schools nor the Madawaska institute. The graduates of the Portland
city school number 87 since its organization in 1878,
,
b Does not include graduates of Manchester school, numbering 82 since organization-in 1869.
c This column does not include the graduates of the Welch training school of New Haven, numbering l~l since_o5g:1nization in 1869.
,-{vr "'
:1
n-r· ..
·
•
d Reorga.mzat1on.
:,

In considering the above table (0) the intelligence of tb,e reador is immediately
challenged by the word "graduate," which is the title of one of 1.Jie two columns for
each St~te. It will immediately occur to him that the normal course of two or three
years, like courses of several years in other institutions, is subject to a diminishing
proceas that leaves about half of the pupils who entered three years before to gradu&te. And from this he will be led to consider whether it is quite accurate to place ·
the two columns of the table in juxtaposition, since the graduates do not represent
the number having received some training for teaching.
To such douuts it may be replied that the coum) of three years would not have
been organized had it not been deemed essential for the preparation of the pupil for
his vocation, and that ariy pupil possessing before entering the school a portion of
the knowledge taught in it would infallibly possess what was taught in the first two
years rather-rthan the knowledge inculcated in the last and graduating year. Indeed,
it is very obvious that more may 1':>e said against the column of graduates from the
other side. All the graduates do not teach.
The increase in the percentage of graduates in the case of Maine and of Connecticut
is to be ascribed more to the diminution in the number of different- teachers employed than to auy extra efforts to supply the va,cancies that annually occur with trained persons; it being understood, of course, that the number of different persons ' ,. employed as teachers is used as the divisor and the number of graduate as the dividend in obtaining the percentages of the ta.\),1e.
.
In England, where the vast majority of teachers are men, the "waste" in the
teaching force is computed to be abont 6 per cent.; if the beginners be taken as indicating the "waste" in tho New England corps it will almost double and treble
the annual loss in England. It is bnt too apparent how inadequate the present num-,
ber of normal schools are to meet the demands-from a theoretical standpoint-upon
them.
~
So important jg the relation between the number of beginners and the number of
gradt°ates from the normal schools, that we present the matter in another form. In
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1888 the normal schools, in response to an inquiry ';118 to t~e whole nu1;Ilber . of. the~
graduate , furni hed this Bureau with the information which appears rn part m the
third column of the following table:
.
Graduates Ratio of
.Begmners of State and all the grad·

State.

~ the teach· city normal uates to the
mg force
schools
beginners

from 188~ to since open·
1888.
ing.

Maine . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
New Hampshire....................................... . ..........

5, 093

2, 514
Vermont .............•...................•...•.... . , ... . ................... .
Massachusetts .......•...........•.............. . ......................•.. - . Connecticut......................................................
2,075
613
Rhode Island ..•..•..•.••••.......•.........•••................•. . .

during 5
years.

Per cent.
28
1,582
17
417
1,970 ············

8, 100 · ••••.••.•••.
809
42
430
70

Thus it appears that for every one hundred graduates t~e normal scbools had sent
forth from their halls since they were opened to students down to 1888 there were
during the five years 1884 to 1888 thirty beginners employed.
Speaking on the subject of tho annual need of trained persons to teach the schools
the superintendent of Maine observes in bis 1877 report:
"The,achools of Maine need to-day qualified trained teachers. This is the greatest
want. * * * There are 6,000 teachers in the schools of the State. The average
time of service is four years. Fifteen hundred teachers are needee!, each year. M~re
than 1,000 were employed for the :first time last year. They were m part y~ung g1_rls
from fourteen to seventeen1 but with little knowledge of. elementary studies; with
absolutely no knowledge ot the principles or methods of good teaching. Another
part of the thousand were young men or boys in preparation for college or a profession, with some slight smattering of Latin, but with no real knowledge of the elementary studies and not the shadow of knowledge, of either the nature of the subjects on which they were supposed to work, or the proper methods of such work. A
third class is composed of young men or boys, who unable to succeed in any other
business have sought refuge from starvation in the schools. A few of the thousands
are trained teachers, young men and young women, who with an appreciation of the
responsibility and importance of the work have sought by reaclinr, by study, in the
professional school or elsewhere, to fit themselves for their work.'
.
Dr. Sears, X·SUperintendent of Massachusetts and ex-president of Brown University, in his twelfth report to the trustees of the Peabody Education fund speaks
quite pointedly as to the necessity of professional training, saying:
"The objection has been made to normal schools, that knowledge is what the
teacher needs, and that our literary institutions furnish it best. This is only half
of what the teacher needs, and much the easier half. You will find twenty who have
this qualification, where you find one wlw knows how to teach and govern. This
ass~rtion is made not from a theoretical point of view, but from experience and observation. I was for some years connected with the public schools of Massachusetts.
School boards who had formerly employed college graduates, but more recently graduates of the State normal schools, could not be induced to appoint as a teacher a.
young man just from college, without a normal training. This is 'the more remarkable as the members of the board were themselves generally college graduates. It
was found by trial that a knowledge of what is commonly tauo-ht in learned schools
is not all that the teacher needs. He must know how to ento~ into the bidden r~
e ses of the youthful mind, aud from that point work outward and upward."
. "'fhe more I visit schools and observe their methods and results," says Ex-Supermtendent Northrop, of Connecticut, while State agent of Massachusetts, "the
stronger is my conviction of the necessity and usefulness of normal schools. My
ob ervations in the schools and among the people assure me that our Massaohuse~ts
normal schools bavo widoly diffnsed better ideas of education and awakened mcreased popular interest in the cause of public instruction. They have greatly elevat th s~andard of qualification for teaching, both among teachers and in the
popnlar e bmate. The normal graduates as a general fact have shown greater thoroughness a,n<l skill in teaching, more system in arrangement of studies and in the
pro rramm of daily duties, more enthusiasm in their work aud devotion to the profi•ssion." , (As quoted by the State superintendent of Maine in 1867.)
"The good infln noe of the normal schools," says the Forty-seventh Massachusett
Report, "in cr~a~ing a_ correct public sentiment with reference to popular education,
and to ~he adrmm rat10~ of the choo}s in all their forms of work, can hardly be
overe tima.t ·<l. The revival of the school spirit and the reform of our metboa of
echo l teachi~g both owe their origin to influences produced by the normal school.
"Great pain have been taken to collect information concerning the success of
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normal teachers. The returns prove what reason would predict, that· there is the
same difference between trained ana untrained teachers as there is between the.
trained and untrained in all other occupations and professions."
DO THE GRADUATES TEACH?

The number of graduates from the normai schools falling so far short of the (theoretically speaking) demand for them we are bl'ought to a difficult inquiry which
bas on several occasions caused legislative investigations, 1that is to say, Do the graduates teach T
Beginning with the year 1874 theforins of inquiry s~nt out ey thi('l Office contained
the following requests: "Number of graduates for the year" and" Number of these
teaching."
,
In Tabulation P we have compiled the answers made by the priucipalsof State and
city normal schools to these inquiries. We will not trouble the reader with the precautions taken to prevent error except so far as t_o assure him that, in •the case of
Maine for example, the 93 per cent. who engaged in teaching in ]874 are 93 per cent.
of the persons who were in institutio:t;is which are represented in both columns. For
suppose ar school reports its graduates and ne~lects to report the number of them who
engage in teaching, as frequently happens~ tne per cent. of persons.teaching would
then be 0. The absence of statistics for 18tl3 is caused by a change in the date of our
report.
·
.
A woid, however, as to the propriety of finding what per cent. the graduates are of
the whole enrolment at the school. It may be said that the attendance from year to
year of several schools of differep.t kirn1s and sizes is not a const,ant quantity; and
this being admitted it may be futther claimed that t_he averages are meaningless. If,
however, it be considered that the expression "65 per cent. enrolled as applied to a ,
system of schools" is the usual way of telling that 35 per cent. of the school population were not enrolled it will be readily recognized that when we say in the
table that 9 per cent. have graduated, we imply that 91 per cent. have not, presumably, .finished their studies, and if in the next year only 6 per cent. graduate and the
next 10 and so on, we may arrive at an approximately close idea of the per cent.
that graduates by running the eye down the column.
Connecticut had one State normal school from 1850 to 1888. Confining our attention
to the series of years embraced by the table we find that 22 per.cent. of the enrolment of this school from 1874 to 1888 wel'.e graduated, according to the figures given
in the State superintendent's report for 188o-'89. Perhaps the best way to show that
about a fifth of those who enter upon a course at a nor_!Xlal school remain to graduate,
as Tabulation P seems to show, is to quote from the results of the very elaborate investigation prosecuted by President Gray of the St. Cloud Normal School, acting for
the committee appointed by the National Educational Association, a report that has
arrived too recently to enable its r esults to be u~ed here except incidentally. ' The
question asked of fol'ty-nine normal schools, eight of which are city schools, was
"What per cent. of your students enrolled in the pedagogical course graduates?"
"In eighteen [State] schools which seemed to have understood. the question alike
the answers average 20 per cent. In addition to these, city training schools give an
average of 95 per cent., though in these schools the enrolment is sometimes as low
as six pupils."
TABULATION P.-Ratio of graduates of New England normal schools to whole enrolment
and the percentages of these graduates that engaged in teaching.
New
Hampshire.

Maine.

Massac busetts.

Vtrmont.

Connecticut. Rh~ue Island.

NumNumNumNumNumof Gracl- ber of GradGrad- berof
Grad- ber
Grad- berof Grad- berof
these uates.
these uates.
these
these uates.
uates. tthese
uates.
eachteachteach- uates.
teachteachmg.
ing.
ing.
ing.
ing.
--- - -- -- - - -- - - '
, ---- - - -- Peret. Peret. Peret. Peret. Peret. Peret. Per ct. Peret. Peret. Peret. Peret.
86
22
1874 .••.••.•••
81
24
9
03
24
22
90
93
28
1875 .••.••••••
1876 ..........
1877 .•••••••••
1878 .••••••••.
1!!79 .••.••••••
1880 ..••••.• ,.
1881. ....••••.
1882 •••••..••.
1884 •••••••.•.
1885 •••••••••.
1886 ..........
1887 •••••••••.
1888 ••_ •.••••.

6
10
14
15
20
29
26
18
21
19
15
20
19

94
91
00
·,4
87
93
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93
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84

.........
...........
...........
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21
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............
16
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The figures of the table would appear to verify the claim that about 95 per cent. of
the pupils who graduate teaeh, especially if it be remembered that the information
was given by the principals of the schools represented in the table six or eight months
afrer the day of grad nation.
But bow long <lo they teach Y "In France," says the French education commission
to the Centenmal Exposition,1 "a person enters upon the career of teaching with the
view of.creating for himself a stable and permanent position. Those who abandon
it before obtaining their retiring pension are the exception. i. i. i. It is altogether
different in the United Stat_es. The profession of teaching seems to be a sort of stopping place where the young woman waits for an establishment suited to her tastes,
and the young man for a more lucrative position. For many young people, this transitory profession simply furnishes the means of continuing their studies. Few male
teachers remain more than :five years in the service; aud if the lady teachers remain
longer, it is not to be forgotten that marriage is usually the end of their desires, an<l
that, once married, they almost always resign their positions."
"The whole number of graduates from the opening in 1871 to the present writing,
December, 187tl, is 2(11," says· the superintendent of Rhode Island. "Upwards of~5
per cent. of these have tanght since graduation. One hundred and thirty of the number graduated are now teaching and have been teaching, many of them continuously,
since their separation from the school on having completed their course. Though it
has been the policy of Providence and Newport to employ as teachers the gradnates
of their respective high schools, and though vacancies occur in less porportion in
cities than elsewhere, yet twenty graduates of this school have received permanent
appointments in the city of Providence; six have received appointments in the
schools of Newport; ten have taught or are now tea'ching in high schoolt3, and eight
have been employed as teachers in normal schools."
In New Hampshire it was found that "the stuJents have the character of teachers
before entering the school, that they continue to teach with increased interest in the
work after leaving it, that the graduates have already returned to the State (third
year of school's existence) one week of teaching to one and one-third weeks' instruction received in the school, and from their present address we are assured that the
school has already sent nearly one hundred active and educated teachers into different parts of the State, and that at least 100 more students not graduated are occasionally thus employed within the limits of New Hampshire."
'' About 95 per cent. of normal graduates teach after leaving the normal schools,
and on the average about five years," says the secretary of the Massacb,usetts Board
of Education. Over 90 per cent. teach in Massachusetts. These teachers scattered
over the Commonwealth have done much towards introducing improved methods of
teaching and towards recommending the public schools to public favor. The quality
of primary teaching bas rapidly improved during the last few years. There is now
a growing inclination to place the best trained teachers over the primary schools.
These things are largely due to the effect normal school6 have produced through
their graduates in leading superintendents and school committees to magnify the
importance of primary instruction."
THE NON-GRADUATES.

The question as to what becomes of the pupils at the normal schools, that do not
graduate is an important one in a double sense; for it may be asked, since they form
by far the largest part of the attendance during a series of years, wliat return do
they render the State by teaching in its schools, while, if they do engage in teaching,
what is the value of their services for the advancement of the schools they teach, and,
indirectly, for the advancement of the reputation of the normal schools from which
they came.
AB to the value of the performances in the public ochools of the non-graduates to
tho reputation of the normal schools they have attended, several very plain statement are to be found in the State reports of the New England States, several of
which are now reproduced.
In 1 77 the board of trustees of the Rhode Island Normal School eay: "In the
interests both of the normal school and of the town schools of the State, the trustees
would call attention to the fact that to have been for a time a pupil of the normal
chool is not nece arily to have received its diploma, or to have become qualified a
a tca~her. Wh n school au Lhorities are asked to engage the services of persons oomm ndmg tbem elves ou the ground of having been for a time a pupil of the normal
school, but who have not received its diploma, it would be well to bear in mind tb.at
nch a profes io.n mar b e, in fact, a confe sion of incompetency. • f' • As a resu lt
of the sev ro wmnowmg process to which the school is subjected, preparatory to the
1

We find that Ex- uperintendent Northrop has quoted this extract in his report for 1879, P• 51.
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entrance of classes upon the senior year, a considerable number of pupils fail to
complete the school course." In a report several years later the principal of the
normal schools says that, while making a tour of the State, he found many of these
non-o-raduates teaching in rural schools.
w% find complaint made of the injury the poor work of the non-graduate was
doing to the school both in Maine and Massachusetts. In the twenty-sixth annual
report of the board of education of the latter State occurs the following:
"The board desire to make two observations to school committees. First, to those
whose duty it is to employ teachers for their schools. Not infrequently individuals
present themselves claiming to be qualified for the business ' of teaching, and, to
strengthen the claim, state that they have been members of a normal school. They
are employed and miserably fail in their work. The truth in many cases is that the
individuals may have been connected with a normal school for a brief period, and
have been found so unpromising as candidates for the vocation of teacher that they
have been advised to break off their connection with the institution; or they may '
have left voluntarily after so brief a connection that the school bas not h~d time to
develop the capacity or fitness of the person for teaching. In either case the reputation of the school suffers. Judged by such results the normal school is condemued."
IV.-PROFESSION ALITY,

We have now i11 turn inquired into (1) the social ·conditions of the. people from
whom the New England teacher comes, and who are the raison cl'etre of the wealth
by which he is supported; (~) the conditions under which the New England teaching
body as a professional corps lal.Jors as to change, sex, a.ml pay; aud (3) the anmrnl
demand for persons training for the business of teaching and the attempts made to
meet that demand by the establishment of normal schoolf'. We now enter upon the very delicate and immensely more difficult task of inquiring hurriedly as to the amount
of information and mental training the New England teacher brings to his task.
In quoting from the rnports of the New England. superintendents, as we shall in
the sequel, we incur one danger especially. Froude, in his Life of Carlyle, tells -us
that that idealist, though a severe critic of the poet Byron, was very apt to fall into
a Carlylean mood when others less gifted than himself took the same liberty. The
State superintendent may be perfectly unconcerned about his constituents knowing
how things as they are ditfer from what they ought to be, but he may also be extremely
unwilling that his statements be compared with statements made by others who have
not bis idea of what things ought to be.
.
If ~ny section of this country can sustain with credit an examination of its school
affairs that _flection is the one under review, and if in any section there bas been less of
that fatal optimism which, without making the worse appear the better reason, makes
what is bad far less bad than it really is, that section is New England. If, then, in
the following excerpts the reader should find statements which be has not seen in
the reports of his own section he will be good enough not to draw a comparison until
an investigation of his own geographical division of the country, carried on in the
spirit of the New England superintendent, has convinced him that such a comparison will not turn out to be odious .
.Against trusting the statements contained in the quotations it may be urged that
,,, the fury of propaganda uot infrequently causes the writer to say "more than he..really
meant." To rectify this amiable weakness requires that qualitative analysis called ~
" reading between the lines, ''which it would be presumption in us to make. Any theory
of an educational nature or any criticism of such a theory that a superintendent may
favor the public with we might venture to criticise, but his statements as to facts
connected with the adminis~ration of his system must ind~ed be facts for us.
LITERARY ATTAINMENTS OF THE TEACHING CORPS OF THE NEW ENGLAND STATES,
AS GIVEN IN THE STATE REPORTS, 1865-85.

,,

1h the State report of Maine for 1875, the superintendent remarks that:
"Public school teaching is not sufilcieut.ly attractive, nor, as a general thing, sufficiently _rewarde9-,. to induce the b~st talent to spend time and money in obtaining a
p~of~ss1onal tmmmg for the service. Indeed, that class of young people who are
willing to become common school teachers are, as a rule, unable to provide for themselves such train.i ng. It is clear that the State supports its normal schools and its
public schools for the accomplishment of the same ends.
·
"The normal schools of this, as the uormal schools of other New En()'land States /
have a more direct effect upon the country schools than upon the scbool:of the cities'.
Having gained_ what th_ey ca1,1 from schools in their o,,,n vici11ity, young mfln and
women possessmg physwal vigor and mental force aud courngo, aucl intent upon
teaching, find their way, often in spite of ~erious obstacles, to 1.110 normal schools
• • • Soon after graduation most of the1l! fl.pd itf'Qr t.µ~ir ad mu ta 9o to te?,clq1~ttf
~~-~
-
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their homes. The country school, though small ancl its w:_ork ~ften ve!y ~aborious,
because necessarily ungraded, gives a freer field for the application of prmc1ples than
the city school.
"The majority of those persons ,Yho wish to avail themselves of the advantages of
normal instruction, that they may become teachers, are of a class that ~an not affor:d
to do so unless the opportunities for it are easy of access and ~onvement to t~eir
homes. The number of pupils that attend the scLooJs at Farmrngton and Castme
from the counties where they are located, and the large proportion of that number
coming ll-,:)m the towns where the schools are located, attest to this fact."
In the reuort of the general agent of the Massachusetts Board of Education, for
1873-74, that officer' speaks of" teachers' need of improvement," in the following convincing fashion :
''Ina recent visit to one of the wealthy towns in Essex County, I asked the chairman of the school committee, who for more than 30 years has taken an active intelligent interest in its schools, whernin the present schools of his town differed from
those of 30 years ago. 'In almost every rnspect,' he said, ' t.here has been an improvement " * * and we pay our teachers better wages.' 'And has there been,'
I asked, 'a corresponding improvement in the teachers i are they better qualified
for their work now than in former years, and are the results of their teaching more
satisfactory,, 'We have had,' he replied, 'for many years quite a number of very
excellonli teachers, who have come to us with all the preparation for the~r work
which the normal antl high sqbools and academies could give them, though m some
instances even the normal graduates have utterly failed of success; but we have had
many poor teachers, who just frofn the grammar or district school, could pass a tolerably good examination in the common branches of study, yet bad no idea of any
methods of teaching or of the proper work of the school room. On tbe whole, I do
not think there has been a ·corresponding improvement in this respect.'
" What is true of this school is equally true of numerous other towns similarly
situated. Excellent and often very costly school buildings have been erected and
thoroughly equipped; schools have been graded; courses of study, carefully and
wisely mat~red, have been prepared, and not infrequently all this has been of little
avail tbr~ugh lack of that which is more important than either, or all of them combined, thoroughly qualified teachers. And if this is so in such towns as these, presenting so many inducements to attract the best teachers, ancl yet :finding so many
not properly qualified for their work, how must it be with numerous other towns iH
the State which can offer only greatly inferior wages and so get greatly inferior
teachers f
Quoting the Maine report for 1880, it appears that" There are few, I think, at all familiar with the condition and wants of our schools
who will not agree to the assertion that the great need of all of them, and of the primary and ungraded schools especially, is better teaching. Few, if any, will enter a
demurrer to the stronger assertion, that the great majority of our teachers do not know
enough of what they teach, nor know definitely enough what they do know. Fewer
still will refuse to subscribe to the statement that full three-fourths of the six to
seven thousand common school teachers of the State are wholly or largely without
that professional knowledge, gained from systematic professional training or from
professional study and ~xporiment guided thereby, which is essentfal to anything
like the work we have a right to expect and demand in our schools. They are, the
great mass of them, blind <~xperimontors or servile imitators of others, mechanically
plodding in old and time-worn ruts."
"The majority of rural :\nd ungraded schools are a failure when judged by a fair
standard," says the committee appointed by the Teachers' Association of Vermont in
1880._ '.' Teachers who are graduates from these schools of inexperience only, d~grade
pubhc mstruction, squander public funJs, and debauoh public opinion. Vermont
has had too much of this already ; otherwise there had been no need of this report.
~early every argument for the existence of the common school is an argument for it
1mJ_)rovement. How can this be better done than by improving its chief factor-it
chief officer-its teacher 7 Can this be done efficiently in any school that does not hold
such work as one of its promineut objects¥" (Published by the State superintendent
as a part of his ann nal report for 18 0, p. 23.)
In the tate report of ... Tew Hampshire for 18 2 it is said that,, The scholarship of many of our tcac:hers is too limited and inaccurnte, and they
lack t~e power to in truct according to tho approved practice of thd best educator .
There is among them a fatal want of knowledge of the laws of mind growth and the
n~tural order of studies. Not infrequently they confound silence with order, and
~1 take mental stagnation for mental digestion. With such drawbacks thepby ical,
mt~llectual: and moral faculties of children can not be so disciplined and informed as
to fit them to do their hest in the industries and responsibilities of after life."
"A good school without a good teacher is an impossible thing . .The most <11·
:,;ect way, therefore, to improve the schools of the State is to improve its teacher ,11
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In their annual report for 1885-'86 the Connecticut Board ~f Eduaation make the
followin()' observations regarding the system supervised by the;n:
..
"We ~ake our statement with a full sense of its gravity and of the concern which
it will excite in all thoucrhtful
minds,
but
we
find
the
fact
to
lie,
and
we must state
0
it as we tiJ1d it, that the common-school system of this State is in a most unsatisfactory condition. * * *
"III. 'fhere is too little really .first-rate teaching in onr schools, and too much that
is very, very poor.
'
•
"1. The teachers do not know enough.-It is a great mistake to snr>pose that a common-school teacher does not need to know much. It is impossible for any teacher to
have too large a reserve fond of general information and of well orderecl knowledge.
,. " * But many teachers have no genera] information art all. They are not familiar even with the common-school branches they are undertaking to teach. This is
manifested by au inspection of schools·, and also by the results
the State examinations of teachers. The answers given to questions about common-school studies by
some persons who are at present teaching m the schools of Connecticut reveal au
ignorance which in a t eacher is appalling to ,contemphite. * "' " Of th~ 406, who ~
have so far undertaken the examination, only 70 haye passed wen enough to receive
a certificate.
·
H 2. These teachers have not sufficiently well-trained and disc-iplined minds.-There is
much education of faculty which can only come to scholars through daily contact
with a clear orderly mind. The loss to the children of the Sta,te in missi:qg the influences, which fairly lucid and logical ways of thought and expression in the teachers
would exert upon the scholars, is greater th1:_1,n most people realize. Not a few teachers
are too young and unmature. Some are not over sixte~n years old. , Many others are
not well educated. " " " The trouble with many teachers is that theg never had
any education at all, except what they have picked up in their ow.n poor district
school, where bad methods -are perpetuated from generation to generation.
.
"3, The teachers do not know how to teach, nor (4) what to teach, nor (5) how. to
organize and manage a school."
Secretary Hine, of Connecticut, in his re.p ort on the results obtained by the examination of the schools of New London County, 1889, speaks of the condition of the
teaching force in the followrng terms:
'' Many of the teachers are very young. Presumably boys and girls at sixteen are
not old enough to be intrusted with the training and discipline of children~ .,. " *
Their education is often entirely inadequate. They advance from the highest class
of the district school to the teachers' desk. They may have attended an academy for
a term or two in the winter, but the astonishing ignora.nce which can exist after
attendance upon a high school does not make such attendance satisfactory evidence
of education suffi cient for a teacher."
Observe how these gentlemen emphasize the fact that the great majority of the
teachers of the schools come immediately from the very schools whose elevation is
the purpose of the State normal school. It is frequently affirmed that to have been
well taught is th best way of learning to teach others. Assuming that there . is a
certain force in this claim still it rests wholly' on the-ground that the teacher who,has
completed his education in the public schools has been well taught, a proposition that
is belied l>y the experience of the normal schools, as has been shown in the preceding
chapter. For even in Massachusetts, where every township of 500 inhabitants must
maintain a high school, and many with fewer 'i nhabitantsdo maintain one, and where
population is denser than in any other State of the Union, with the exception of Rhode
Island, only about 50 per cent. of the pupils admitted to the normal schools have
graduated from a high school. In States less favorable to -secondary education the
percentage must be much lower. Twenty-ei~ht State schools that reported to the
committee of the National Educational Association put the per cent. at 12¾, the city
schools replying 100 per cent., as might be expected. Even in M:assachusett& and
Rhode Island about one-fourth of the pupils are the children of farmers; in agricultural States the per cent. is much larger. But this bas been tonched on in the
preceding chapter.
However the difficulty noted in that chapter is not one that has been peculiar to
America. "The problem which has had to be solved in modern times," says Mr. C.
C. Perry, in a recent report on German training colleges, "is how to graft the sp·ecific
training of schoolmasters, snch as is provided by training colleges (normal schools)
on the general elementary school course so as to form one connected whole. The
question as to the best means of effecting this particufar object has been discussed in
Germany during the last fifty or sixty years." 1
At first, continues Mr. Perry in substance, intending normal pupils-a considerable
-portion of whom come from the elementary country schools-received privat~ instruction from schoolmasters to whom they were assistants. This, of course, ubt an-

of

J German Training Schools and Colleges in the work bearing the title '' Germam Elemontarv Educa,
tion," by C. C. Perry.
·
•
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swering, preparatory schools (Praparenden-Schulen) were instituted in Prussia and
other states. Though they were private schools they were usually connected with
the normal school. In Bavaria in 1857, however, the Government divided each administrative district into eight or twelve school districts iu ea.ch of which a schoolmaster or clergyman was especially commissiorted to prepare pupils for the normal
schools. Prussia, on the other hand, placed the preparatory training of such pupils
in the bands of private instructors especially appointed by the Goverument, the nu mber of pupils for each being limited to three. This very much resembles the pu pilteachersystem that obtains in England to-day. But the folly ·of permitting inexperienced boys fourteen or :fifteen years old to teach aml of supposing that after having
done his own day's work the master would devote himself with "ge1stiger Euergie"
to the instruction of his assistants for two hours more was soon recognized, and in
l d72 the systematic organization of prep:i:ratory training schools i11 Prnssia began.
But "tbe question whether the instruction which intervenes between the elementary
school and a normal school ought to be more of a special or general na tnre is one of
those about which there has been most doubt." The progrnmme of tlie Prussia n
course has been given on p. 304 and that of Bavaria on p. 305. Mr. Perry gives the
statistics-which it appears are somewhat difficult to obtain for Prussia-of nine
schools, as follows :

Day or
boarding.

Location.

<ti
...

<l)

.c:l
<.)
<11

<l)

E-,

Aurich ........•....... Day ........
Delitzscb .....•..••.... Boarding ...
Day .•......
i~~:i~r:.:::::: :: : : : : : : .... do .......
Mark11teft ............. .... do ..••...
Kulmbach ..•.•.•...... .... do.·-····
Regens burg . ..... . .... .... do .......
Strasburg.Neudorf .... Boarding .. .

3
13
5
5
5
5
4
3

Aver.
age
nurnbP.r
ofpu.

fa~i

three
years.

'

d

,,;
~

't:l

A

::s

rn

~.i
State aid to poor scholars . Sebool
fees.

..:S<.)

~:3
...

....0

<11

z0

60
100
42
75
60
71
45
48

<l)

p,;
2

3
2
3
3
3
3
2

60 pupils, each $38 .........
In n,11, about $300 .•••••..•.
$32 each . ..................
Jn all, $1,250 . .•••••.••••• ,.
35 pnpils, each $18 ••••••••.
In all, $1. 000 . .•••••. _• . •••.
Jn all, $'365 ....•.•.•••••..•.
20 to 25 pupils, $80 ••••••.•.

$15. 00
18. 00
9. 00

Free.
Free.
Free.
Free.
Free.

1874
1875
1875
1866
1866
] 866
1886
1872

MISCELLANEOUS STATISTICS GOING TO SHOW THE PROFESSIONAL CHARACTER OF
THF.l NEW ENGLAND TEA.CHING l!'ORCE.

"Vf e hear a ~ood deal =:tbout th~ difficulties that heredity places in the way of educat1~g the ch~ld as fnrn1shed by its parents to the educator; the same fatality accompames e~ucat1ona.l rep?rts; the type once fixed is handed clown from superintendent
to snperrntendent modified, but scarcely to the extent of being called a change. In
the New England States several items of interest in connection with the service or
professional character of tho teaching force appear which it is proposed to giv-e by
States:
MAINE.

Year.

1800 .• .••••.••.••..•.....•••••••• ··-···
V:!70 ...•.••...•.•••••••.•••••.•••••.•..
1871. . .•.•..•••••.••••• ••.••..•••• • •.•.
18;2 . .••.••..••••••••••.•.•.•••••..••.•
187:l .. •.•••.••••. ··••••·••••• . ..•••.•• .
187-l ..• .••• . .•. . .•... . ••••. ··•·•· .•••..
18;s . . •.. . ••. .• • . ....•.....•• . ••...•••.
1!!76 ..• ..••.••..••••• ·•••···••••· ••••••
1 , 7 .. ..........•...... . .. .. ...... . ··-·
1878 . •••••••••••.•.•..• _• ..•. •••••••••.

Gra1luate~
of normal
schools
omplo_yed.

Year.

:i.36
10:l
26!
270

1870 ....•.•.•••••. -·······-···········
18b0 . ... . .....••••••.•.••..•...••.....
18bl. . . . . .... . .••...•..••.............
]882 . •...•.••.••.••..•••••..••••.•...•

Graduates
of normal
schools
employed.
385
415
457
fi::2
GOl
5, 7
5,!l
;.r.-;

l!i !!iL~~! )))~~~~~~~~ ~~ ~~~~~~);
;114

1~8 7 • •.••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••
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Year.

TeachTown
ing;;an1e (ships]
Teachers school employtwo or
h1g
from
nom1nl
nwru
teanhers
· from
schools. succeli·
normal
siYe
terms. schools.

H!fiS ...•••• ••••••••..• •.•••••.
1869 .....•..••.•..............
]870 .•.••• ·······-·· ·•···· ..•.
1871. ••...•..••••••....•....•.
18i2 ..•........•......••••..•.
1873 ..••.•.....••.•..••.••....
18i4 ..• ........................
1875. ••. •••••• .•••..
b 237
18i6.......... .••••.
2:16
1877. .. • • • . . • . . •• • • .
295
1878. ...••. .• . .•. . ..
396

623
9G5
!):Jl

a 8G2
1,108
1,135
1,262
1,189
1,125
1, l'.l7
1,279

115
12G
153

Year:

1879 ...•.•••....•..
1880. ···••···••· ••.
1881. ............. .
1882 ..•..•......••.
1883 .••..... ...•...
1884 ...•..•..•.•...
1885 .•••••.••...•·•.
1886 .•••...•.•...•.
1887 ........••...•.
1888 • ....••••••....

Town
Teach·
ingsame [ships]
bmploy.
T<'achers school
in.g
two or
from
tenchers
more
normal
from
schools. BUCCCS·
normal
sive
schools.
terms.
-------376
377
345
3i8
318
342
346
365
329
363

1,220
1,378
1,483
1,436
1,421
1,539
1,558
1,609
1,425
1,582

151
153
147
153
136
148
146
i42
154
150

a ComputP.d by this office from (probably) incomplete retnrns.
,
b In 1875 this number representetl those who" hall attended a normal school;" in 18i6 in one place the
236 is given as those "from a norwal school" and in another as tho3e who" had attended a normal

school."

VERMONT.

Year.

Teacl1ers l Teaclier.~
who hall havingatgrac1uated t1mdeu a
from a Vermont
normnl uormal
school.
school.

1872 .••••..••••••••.....••.•.. ··•·••••••
46
1873.................... . •. • . . . . . . . . . • . .
37'5
1874... ..•.. ..•. .• . ••. .• . .. • . . . •• . •.••.•
393
1875 .••.••.......•..•••••..••...•.....•..••••..•..
1876 .••.••.•••••.....•.•.......••.••.••...........
1877................ .......••. .. .. ....•.
434
1878. ••• •• • • • • • • .• .• •• . . • . . . . . . ••. • • . . • .
461
1879. ....••••• ..•... .•.. ••.•.. . ... .•••••
446
1880........ •.. ••. . ... . • .. . • . . . . . . .•••••
542

Year.

Teachers
who had
graduated
from a
normJtl
school.

1881. .••.••......•..... ··••· ..•••••..•.
1882 .••..••.........•. ) •..••..•••••....
1883 ......••...•..••..••••••..••••• · •..
1884 .•••.•.•.•••.••..•••...•....•....•.
1885 .•••••.•• .... ... .-.. . .•...
369
1886...... .•.•.• ..•. .. .•••••.
407
18:37. .• • • • • •• ••• . • . . . • . . . . . . .
380
404
1888. ·•·•••••• ••••••·••··•••·

Teachers ·
having at·
tended a
Ve;rmont
normal
school.
576
593
598
521
556
554
587
554

MASSACHUSETTS.
Number
of teach·
ers who
have
gra1luated
from
normal
schools.

Number
of teach·
ers wj:io
]iave atteuded
a normal
school.

Year.

1873 ..•..••..••......•....•....••.•••••.
1874 ...... ••••••······••••·••· .•.••.•••.
1875 ..••••.••••.••.....••.•••. ·••••••••·
]876 •••••• •••••..••.•..........•..•..•..
1877 ...... ···"·· .......•••......•...•...
1878 .......•.•......• : •...•... ·•···• •••.
1870 .....•...• ·••·••··•··• ......•.......
1880 .••••• .•••.• .••. ... •• . . •• .
1,911

l, 634
1, 674
1,792
], 280
1, 1'98
3,060
a 3,198
2,228

1881 .••••••.•••••. '. .•.•.•.••.
1882 .. •·•·••· ••••....••••.•..
1883 ...•.••••••.••.••.••.•••.
1884 .••.•.•.••.•.•.•..••..••.
1885 .••••••.•••.• •••••• .••••.
1886 ..••..••••• •••••·•••··•··
1887 ..•.•••.•••.•.......••••.

Year.

Number
of teach·
ers who
have
graduated
from
normal
schools.
2,037
2,155
2,240
2,392
2,420
2,533

Number
of teach-ers who
have at. ·
tended
a.normal
school.

2,416
2,681
2. 744
2; 866
3,003
3,134

a The langual,!e to which the~e nnswers were matle runs "Number of teachers who have attended the
[Massachusetts n norwal schuols.
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RHODE I::iLA.~D.

I

.

Ri1t10 of
R.ttio of nnmber ednormal
ucate<l
gra_<l 1.rntes IaL common
to chtlerent
school
teachers. to different
I teaehers.

I

Year.

Per cent.
1881 ...•.•.•••••....••..... · ..• · ...... · · · •.•.• • · · · · • · ·
]882 .•••••.•.•.• ··•··••·•· ···•······ .. . •••.••• .•.... ..
1883 ...•.•.•••••.•••••.•...... : . .....•. · • • - • - · · • · · · • · ·
1881 . •••••.•••....••.•.•••••..•...• •.•••.•.. .••. •.•...
1885 .• •..•.•••..• ••••••..•........•.••••••..••••......
1886 ...•.•.••...•..•••••••••••..•..••.. . .... .. · ••.. · •.
1887 . •••.•••••••...... .••• ••.•••••••....•...••.••...• .
1888 .••••...••.•....... •••• •.•••••.••••.....• •.••.....

21. 4
23. 7
25. 2
25.4
27. 7
25. 6
26.3
28.2

. Per cent.
13. 0
14. 2
13. 7
13. 9
13. 7
13.1
12.4
10. 8

. f Ratio of
Ratio O number ed·
number e<l- ucated
ucated at academy
at ~olleg~ or or high
umvers1ty school to
to different different
teachers. teachers.
Per cent .
3. 8
4. 5

4.1
4. 5
4. 9
4.4
5. 4
5. 3

Per cent.
61.7
57. 6
57. 0
56.2
55. 7
56. 9
55. 9
55. 7

TfIJ:t~ TEACHERS' SALARY IN EUROPE .

In "a preliminary note" to the work 'teom which we have taken the matter here
given as to the pay of teachers in foreign parts, Mr. Eruest Pelletier, assistant chief
of the bureau immediately attached to the French ministry of public instruction and
fine arts, speaks as follows of the sources from which his information bad been
obtained:
"The present compilation has been forme(l by the courtesy of the representati_v~s
of France abroad and her diplom'atic and consular agents, through whom the or1gtnal documents have been obtained. Many heads of departments, notably Monsieur
Germain, director of primary instruction in Belgium; Signor Ri vern, chief of primary
instruction in Italy, and others, have had the courtesy to lend their assistance in
consummating the work."
GERl\IANY.

In Germany the condition of ::.ffairs is very similar to that in the United States; each
state of the Empire, as each of our States, fixes the pay of its teachers and the manner
of appointing them. The ordet given in the work from which we have obtained our
information is that follow~d here in presenting it in the form of an abstract.
PlWSRI.A.

The average salary of a position held by a man or woman teacher (high schools for
boys and girls excepted) h1 874 marks ($213.50) in the country and 1,365 marks
($341.25) in the city, giving an aYerage for the whole country of 1,032 ($258). Ifto
this average salarythe:werage appropriation allowed by the state, according to length
of service, rank, etc., be added, the total average amount received by the school master or mistress will be found to be %4 marks ($238.50) for a position in a country
school aud 1,398 marks ($349.50) in the cities; au average of 1,098 marks ($294.50)
for the kingdom. '£here is a, pension system.
11.AV.AIUA.

The minimum salary of the teacher is as follows:
In communes of more than 10,000 inhabitants 500 florins ($215); of 2,500 to 10,000,450
florins ($130); below 2,500, ~50 florins ($150.50). In 1874 the poor pay of the teachers
~f th~ smaller con:in:iun cs was 1'etterecl. In the communes having fewer than 2,500
mh~b1tant the mm1m11m saln.ry was fixed at 450 florins ($19:3.50), and, in communes
havmg 2,500 to 10,000 inhal,itants, 500 florins ($215). This increase is to be made at
the expense of the State. After ten years of service the teacher becomes entitled to
an increa.-.o of. 22.50, which is uouhlecl for every additional five years he teaches. I tis
the rule that the teacher in communes of fewer than 2,500 inhabitants has the use of a
hon'!e a lap1, cl to the needs of a family, in addition to hia salary.
'£h e wmimum fignro are al ways exceeded, either throngh grants by the commune
or by th_e _district funcl (Kreis(oncl) or 'by grants by the State. In the greater number
f the c1ttes the actual pay of tho teachers is doul,le that given above. There is a
pension system.
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SAXO~Y.

The minimnm pay of teachers of t,be elementary schools is as follows:
Places of 10,000 or few inhabitants, 280 tbalers ($:HO); of more than 10,000, 300
tbalers ($225).
In addition the teacher is lodged, and encouraged by an expectation of increased
remmrnra.tion, which moves on the following scale, :
Districts ofYears of ser,ice.

Fewer
than 5,000.

After five years ............................•.........•.•... - . - ... · · ·
After ten years ............................................... - . ·. • • ·
After fifteen years ................... .. ................. -· ..... -· - - After twenty years . ....... .....•.............................. ··.···
After twenty-five years ................................... -....... -.

5,000 to
10,000.

IMore
than
10,000.

$232

$247

$278

255

2i>5

278

323
360

315
353
390

300
323

398

428

LC

Teachers of schools, of which the average attendance ( e.ffectif moyen) does not ·
exceed 40 students, receh·e at each period an augmentation of $7.r>O. When the
commune lacks the moans to meet these charges, the State assumes them. There is
a pension.
,
ATJSTRIA-HUNGAilY.

Without stopping to give the pay of the other and smaller members of the German ,,,
Empire, we turn to the great Austro-Hungarian Empire, noted for its heterogenious
population. We will content ourselves with giving thri figures for Lower Austria
(German), for Bohemia (Czech ), andf6r Hungary (l\faygar).
LOWF.R AUS'l'RIA.

All regular teachers are paid tbe following salary as a minimtJm: ·
In school!, oftheFi rst class ........•.••.....•...•....•..............•......•.......................•......•.. : . $3GO
Second class...... . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 315
Tbird class_ ......... _....................... .-..................... ........................... 270

When ~he school is taught by several teachers, the head of the school receives a
sn-p plementary amount of;
In schools of tbeFirst class ...............•............ _............ , • . . • • . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $90
Second class ..............•.. , ..... _...............•..•.....••. _...... . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . 45
Third class . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 23

The women are placed upon an equality with men in regard to salary. There is an
in<'rease of $23 every five years until the conclusion of tbe twentieth year of service. There is a pension.
·
BOHEMIA.

'l'he pay of regular teachers is:
In schools of the-

r~~~~t~i!~~: :: ::::::: :::::: ::: :: ::: :::::: ::: ::: :::::::::: :: ::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::

$~~g

Tbircl class ....••...............•...•. ··~- ••.•...•......•............... ,..................... 225
Fourth class.................................................................................. 180

The head of a school taught by several teachers receives a supplementary sum as
in Lower Austria. There is no <liscrimination as to pay between the sexes. The
five-years increase is 10 per cent. of the pay.
HUNG.ARY.

The pay of a regular teacher of an elementary school is $135; in addition to this a ·
house and garden are provid ed. When local financial affairs demand it, a part of the·
salary is paid in produce. The aumentation for continuity of service is 10 per cent.
of the pay. There is a pension.
BELGIUM:.

The salary of the teacher is fixed by the communal council, with the approbation of
the permanent committee (deputation) but ma,y be appealed to the King. 'l'his salary
must not be lower than $200 for assistant teachers a,nd $240 for teachers. The teacher
is eutitle<l in addition to a habitation. Every teacher who ha~ not been disciplined
has a right to an increase of pay as .follows:
.A.t the encl of-

.

ifR:{~lr~;;:: ::::::::: :::::::::: :::: :~:::::::::::::::::::::::;::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::r$ig
Twenty years . . . • . . • • • • • . . . . .. . . • . . • • . . . • . . • • • . • • • • • . • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • .. .. • • • • • .. . • • • • • . • • • . • • • 120
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The expenses of primary instruction aro borno Ly the communes, assisted under
certa.in circumstances by the province arnl the State. Them is a pension. Tho following table is fully explained by tLe heading:

Salaries of elementary school teachers in Belgfom during 1881.
Teachers (not inclucling "assistant
teachers."
Female.

Male.

Classification by salary.

Ratio to
whole
body.

A ,erage Ratio to I Average
salary.
whole
salary.
body.

- - - - - - - - - --------------1---- - - - - - - - - - - -

380

400 .....•..............................•..••.........

400
450

450 .••• ••.•••. •••••••.•• •.•••••••••••.••••.•••••••••
600 .. .•••.••..••.••••••.••••••••..•....•••••..• •.•••.

Per cent.

Per cent.

$200 to $220 .•••...•••••••.••..••••••••••••.••••.••..•••••.••.
220
:! 1l0 . .....•..•••••.•••••.••••••••.••••••... ..•••.•.••
240
260 ........•.••••••••.•••...•.•.•.••..••...•. . ••..••.
260
280 .•• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••••.•• ...........
280
300 . .•..•••••••.••..•••••.••.•••..••. ••• .••••••••••••
300
320 .••••...•..••.•....•.•••••.••..•••••....•••..••••.
320
3!0 .•• ..•••••.••..••.•••..••..••••..•••.. •••••• ....••
340
360 . .....••••••.....•••••...•.....•••.•.••.....•••...
360
380 .•••.••...•.••••.•.•••••.••.••.••..••..••..•••.••.

$!319
240
2:'i3
271
292
311
330
352
369

. :!;j

15. 5G
9. 20

8. 09
8. 74

8. 8!)

8.43
7. 87
G.4l
4. 39
14. 97
4. 45
2. 75

000 an<l over .......••......••.....•............• ~ ..•.....•• ,

.... i1: 05. . . -...$~40

890
442

Average . ....••..••.•.. •••..•••...•.....•• .•. .••.........••......

8. 67
10. 3G
9. 72
10. 08
8. RO
7. 89
5. 78
4. 86

544

11. f:4
4. 09

726

1. 27

253
273
293
312
331

353
371

394
450
549
714
332
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SWITZERLAND.

The heacls of the following columns explain sufficiently w.ell the figures of the
table. An attempt to give an acconnt of Switzerlall(l as one whole is met by the difficulty we luwe in presenting a similar account of the United States; it is impossible to
place the information before the reader in a few words. We, therefore, present the
table of salaries only.

Salary of teachers.
Average salary inTeachers.
Money and advantages.

Cash.

Cantons.
Men.

Women.

Men.

Women.

Zurich .......•........ ............... --------;;;;---53- - ; ; - ; ;
Dern . . • . . . . • . . . . . . • . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . l, l 68
733
250
186
Lucerne..............................
263
42
250
240
Uri...................... ............ .
26
26
99
62
Schwyz . . . . . . . . •. . • . •. . . • .•• ••. . . . . . .
54
66
107
92
Unterwalden:
Upper ..... .....••..... •..........
10
28
164
82
Lower . ... .........••............ .
10
26
130
Glarls .....• .••• ......... ..••••.......
86
317
Zair .. ....•..••••...•••••.••..••.....
32
31
221
77
242
159
181
114
Frl~yn~~:~.:: ::: : : : ::: : : : :: ::: : :: : :: : : :
211
10
239
230
Basel:
m
22
611
307
131
1
233
280

....... ~~ .1

scJj~[fJii~::: :::::::::::: :: :::: :: ::

ApprIJzell:
Outer Rhoilos . . . . . • . . •. . . . • . . . . . .
11111 r Rb oil es . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . .
t, Galle.............................
Gri:ions . . . . . . . . .•... .. . ...••. .••....
Aargnn........ .. . ...... ..••.• ....... .

~ PJ~7,A~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

v~r~i~·:::.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Men. / Women.

$4451~-;;
277
257
105

205
178
130
322

83

622

307

10

326

233

l
7
16
55

317
1i0

360

304

121
23!

195

m
~~~

Ntmcb:\lcl.. ... ... ...•...... ... ... . . . .
Genuva . . . . • • . •• . . . . • . • • • . • . . . • . . . . . .

131

For the whole country.........

G, 840

28i

ig~

m
247
111

8G

I

2, 52G

385
407
261

I

370
127
2:J9

3:~

2~:

208
263

387
437

164

2 i

S!l

155
179

25c

234

9G
~l!J

2~~

139

555
2' 9

214

m

90

324

85

~~

255

151

290

217

2

3~i

233

316
138

]31

249

322

138

101
17
452
396
479

200

98
74

224

28!)
332

75

206
245
71
107

206
257

10!)

2!11

Both.

~~~

364

176
310
133
2H

~~

32,j

209
245

271

180

253

3~!)
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ITALY,

As to the salary of the teachers the schools are divide~ iuto mban and rural, eac?
class being subdivided into three. 'l'he minimum salaries were as follows:
First
class.

I Seeond

Tbfrd
class. ~

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - : - - -1- -Urban scbools:
Righel' ......•.........•••••.••..•••••....•...•..••......••...... • •.....•.
Lower .................••..•..•...............•••••.••.....•..•.......••.
Rural schools:
Higher ......••...•..•••.•.••.•...•..••.•.••.•...••..... ········••········
Lower .................................................................. .

-$~40
180

$200
lUO

- 160
130

140
110

J20 100

The above figures were reduced a third for women, and a half for the underteachers, male and female, while in 1876 all grades ,of salaries were increased oneteuth. There is a pension.
SPAIN.

There is no discrimination between the sexes.
In commtines o~-

.

The salaries are:

•

;
1 5

J~~tJi ~I~f~~~i.i'.t!!!tXHU!!H!!!!i)!!!!H/'.H\H\I\\\]

In addition to the.above, the teacher receives from each pupil who is able to pay
'it, an aruount whose monthly average is inElementary schools for-

Cents. _,,

~?!i!::::::::::::::::::::::::::·.::::::::::::::::::::~::::::·.·_:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Mixed schools . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • • • • . . . • • . • . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . • • . . • • • • • . •• • • • . • . . • • •

u
8

The teacher is furnished with a suitable lodging for -himself or herself and family.
There is an arrangement by which the salary of the teacher is augmented,
PORTUGAL.

The minimum salary for teachers of elementary schools is, in the country, $112; in
cities, $131; and in the large cit.ies, $ 168. In addition to this the teacher is provided
with a lodging. 'l'here is a pension.
HOLLAND,

Every male teacher receives a fixed salary which may not be less than $294 fo1· the
head of a school; $252 for masters having the rank of "chief teacher," who must preside over a school having more than 4 instructors; and $16S for tbe other masters.
In adJition the head of a school is lodged anu, if possible, provided with a garden.
There is a pension.
,
DENMARK,

At Copenhagen the salary of the teacher is for the firi!t year about $284; at the end·
of four years of service this pay is raised to $364; and at the end of- tour years more,
to $446. In the other cities and in the countr.v the law of March 81 1856, has consi<lerably bettered the pecuniary condition of the teacher. Their pay is made up of
a fixed annual sum, a certain number of liushels of wheat, the value of which they
receive in money according to the current price, a lodging, and in the country a field
aud a deterruine<l quantity of forage and fuel. The sum total of these constitutes a
r evenue that is rarely less than $224, and sometimes exceeds $448 or $504; in the average, however, it is between $284 and $392. It shonld be added that tbe annual
"supplements" to the salary vary from $14 to $28. The salary of the women teachers
is in general almost a third less than that of the men. There is a pension. ·
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NORWAY,

The la.w of Jllly 12, 184~, fixes the minimum salary in cities at $168, besides lodging and fire for teach.er and family. The law of Ma~· 22, 1869, has modified this but
littie. In the cities of the six dioceses of the country the following figures show the
average pay for 1 i8 for rnen anu women :
t

Men.

Cities.

Christiania . _-· .. _... _. _.......... _.. ___ ... _. __ ... _........ _.. _..•.•... _.... ___ ... _.
Hamar .....•.......... ·..... -:-....... ··········-·········-···· · ·-······-·-·· · ·-· ..... .
Trondhjem._ .... · --··-·--·.·-· ...... -··--·-··---·· ...... ···-···---··.--·····-··- -·· ·

~~i:fi~~f.~~·:·: ·:::: ·:·:·:·:·:::·::~·:::·::::: ::::·:·:·::::::::::::::::::·: :·:::::::::::::::::::·

$481
21:l0
382
392
483
336

Women.
$211

168
176
224
232
252

I

In the country every school district should provide the teacher with a house, with
a garden and other land sufficient to support two cows. The salary of the teachers,
whether men or women, as well as the under teacher, is "supplemented by a grant
of 56 cents a week from the public treasure. If the minim nm salary fixed for each
week by the <listrict is $2.24 for men and $1.40 for women, they receive weekly about
56 cents more [in addition to the 56 cents named above] from pul>lic funds, and after
five sears of service, 84 cents for men and 56 cents for ·women . .
SWEJ)EX.

The teacher of an elementn,ry school, whether in city or country, should receive
~nnualls: not less than $140, besides lodging, fire, a gardeu,.and food for a cow. There

1s a pension.

GREECE.

Teachers of. the fir t class (in tOWJ?-S) receivecl $~8 a month; of the second class, $20,
and of the thml clas8, $16. The directors of the elementary schools of Athens, of
Syra, of Patras, anu of Corfu receive $:36 a month. There is a pension.

CHAPT1ER XIII. ·
PROFESSIONAL WORK IN THE NORMAL SCHOOLS OF THE
UNITED STATES. 1

THE RELATION OF THE OBJECT OF EDU.CATION 'TO Tlil~ NORl\:IAL·SCHOOL CURRICULUM,

It is frequently asserted that as law schoo1s teach law and medical schools medicine, normal schools should teach pedagogy. But the lawyer-the graduate of the
law school-does not carefully instruct his client as to the mysteries of a cont.ract
or a tort, nor the physician his patient in therapeutics or symptomatology; for the
object of the one is to present bis case in its most favorable light and of the other
to restore his patient to health. Thus both use their art to effect its object; that object becoming more generally effected, certainly so ·in the ca.se of medicine, as a science
/
is developed from the practice of the art.
Now, if an inquirins mind were to ask, "What object does the science and art of
teaching propose to 1tselff" it may be that different ages and different nations
would give different answers. Because it is a "chief project of that old deluder
Satan to keep men from the knowledge of the Scriptures,'' said the Puritans, adding;
"to the end that learnin'g may not be buried in the grave of our.forefathers." 2 Because '' the very life-spring of the Reformation was reading the Bible by the laity," 3
said Luther and his brother reformers in Germany. Because a boy knowing how to
read "might read his Bible and learn to fear God and be ashamed and afraid to do
wrong," said Knox and others who established the parish schools of Scotland. -1 Because
it is necessary to make "little boys and girls into free men," says the French Republic in its year III (1794). 5 Because it is necessary to develop the threefold nature of the child, says the Nineteenth Century, etc.
It is quite fair tQ conclude from the foregoing that illiteracy was, in the days ot
the Reformation, the evil that was to be guarded against, and tbat then the production
of free men or the harmonious development of the threefold nature of the child would
take care of itself. Under such circumstances the sQience and art of teaching wag a
very ::?imple matter indeed, though somewhat above the capacity of a modern grave7
digger or bell ringer. But this simplicity is turned into the highest complexity when,
in order to effect the pupil's harmonious development, it bas become the teacher's
duty not only to teach tbe child to read, but in addition to contend with heredity,
with bad borne influences, and insufficient food and c1othing, for it necessitates the
teacher's own harmonious development as a many-sided genius in the first place.
To give the requisite pedagogical training, certain stndies have been introcluced in
our schools for training teachers which go by the generic name of
PUOI<ESSIONA.L STUDIES.

The conditions as to time and place under which these studies are pursued is set
forth in the tables and analyses that immediately follow, but as an introduction to
them it is ad vi sable to dwell briefly on the study of psychology, since it is claimed
that psychology is the basis of the science of education.
·
We all know of Monsieur Compayre, whose History of P.e·dagogy has been translated and annotated for us by Professor Payne. In a late work on "Psychology
1 See note, p. 275.
Massachusetts School Code of 1647. See also act of 16!2.
~ationl!-1.Eclucat~on by Max Mii;Uor. By ~he S3:xon code of 1580 the gravedigger or tho boll ringer
had m acld1t1on to his duty of toaclung tho children rn a Sunday school, tlJe daily duty of instmcting
them to read. The text-books were the Lutheran Catechism, a little book of Psalms, Soiomon'sProverbs'
and the New Testament.
'
4
Education: An address delivered to the students at St. Andrew's College, March 19 1869 by James
Anthony Froucle.
'
'
6
Decretrelatif a la constitution des 6coles primaires, by tho National Convention, Chap. I, art. 1.
7
3
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applied to Education," M. Compayre opens his treatise, a schoolbook, in the followiug terms:
"Why should the study of psycholoO'y, formerly the privilege of clas1dcal secondary institutions, have been recently introduced into our elementary instruction-into
the programmes of our normal schools f Why, also, has it been even more recen tly
inscribed to some degree upon the programme of special instruction f "and he proceeds
to answer hi!'! inquiry in this fashion.:.
.
"Tbe first and the most useful of all the sciences is that which is condensed in this
simple maxim, 'Know yourself.' To know yourself is truly the key to all the moral
sciences. To know yourself is to know all men. It is to grasp the principles upon
which rest all the knowledge that relates to moral nature and humanity. History
would be only a succession of incoherent facts, an enigmatic procession of uncomprebenrled personages for him who has not learned in the school of psychology to unravel
the interior motives, ideas, feelings, and passions whic-.h set man in m9tion. How
may one pretend to direct forces of whose nature one is ignorant 'l"
Two questions seem to offer in connection with psychology as a study capable of
giving the ability mentioned in the foregoing quotation. In the first place, will textbook µ~ycpology suffice f and in the second place, what is the conne.ction between _the
practical psychology or experience of the practice or model school and the theoretical
psychology of the class room f
On the first of these doubts M. Compayre speaks as follows:
"It is too frequently forgotten that a difference exists between the scientific study
of psychology and the teaching of its elements. Psychology, properly so called, conisidere<l as a science, the object of profound research of philosophy, is one thing;. qu~te
another school psychology-the psychology of the class room. Long ago this distinction wns made for easier sciences; hiistory, for example. We do not confound_ an
historian and a professor of history; a book of profound erudition, as Henri Martm's
Histoi.re de France, and the manuals that are usually placed in the hands of students.
Authors of treatises on psychology are not always conscious of the wisdom of making
this distinction. Their works are pretentious, even to the extent of being scientific,
rather than works of a popular natnre and for general education. The professor of
psychology especially considers, then, that a choice is to be made between useless facts
and encumbering details and those truly useful which offer a practical interest while
their simp1iuity and their clearness make them accessible to immature minds."
Bnt should the practical exercises of the practice school wholly precede the study
of psychology of the class room, or wholly follow it, or go hand in band with it f
If, in conformity with the usage in American norma,l schools, we conclude that the
last is the best method, can a text-book, such as M. Compayre advocates, be made
subseryient to such method f It would seem that much depends upon the teacher,
who should be, it seems to us, a passed master in the scientific-the real-psycholo~y
that M. Compa.yre claims is inappropriate in the class room. Without pursuing the
ideafnrther it may again be said that it has been remarked by another learned p~dagogue and Frenchll!an, M. Gren.rd, that the application of psychology to education
becomes more delicate the more ignorant the elementary pupil who is under instruction; from which it follows that the normal student should be well grounded in psychology before attempting to teach ir. the practice school.
By the side of psychology stand the '' science of education,'' "methodA," "sc~ool
management," and, mo t favored of, all the so-ca lied "history of education," which,
however, is usually uotbiug more than a chronologically arranged resume of the
theories of education helcl by practical or unpractical thinkers. The historical facts
that Germany has a professional corps of t eachers and that we have not, may be
ascribable to the influence of the theories of a Pest,alozzi or a Basedow in Germany
and of. the mouitorial system in America; but these theories are not the history of
educat10n, but apossil>leexplanationofthese liistorical facts.
It is not so easy to define sharply the difference between the "science of education" and psychology, especially "educational psychology." It was not at all surprising to have a principal of a Wisconsin normal school say that the first four
beaus of the qnalitativo tables tliat follow were ambigt1ous. It is because they are o
ambiguous, &nd yot so mncb. talked alJout as thouirh they were not, that has cau ed
us to co1npile the tables. Other than their completeness they contain nothing new.
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NORTH ATLANTIC DIVISION.
Ilistory of education.
Name r,f school.

1.

Maine:
Eastern State Normal SchooL ....................•••..
.:itate Normal ancl Training School. ...••............
New Hampshire:
State Normal School. ......•••••...•..
Vermont:
State Normal School, Johuson ............... .
State Normal School, Rantlolph .......•..............•

Science of education.

School management
and methods.

Psychology.

Hours ·weeks
13:ours I \Veeks
Hours Weeks
Hours ,veeks
during
in
Pnpils. during i in
Pupils . during
in
Pupils. during
in
Pupils.
week. course.
week. 1 course.
week. course.
week. course.

I

,

-- -a1
-6 · ,,- -10- ·11. -. .1.2- 1:1I2
4
ii
s 9
- - - - - - - - · - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ---- ---12
25

36
20

3. 5

12

3

38
18

3. 5

3

60

3

18

4

20

27

4

20

27

4

5
3. 75

5

10

20

15

3. 75

40

31
60

3. 75

3. 5

5

10
20

80
94

31
21

4

12
13

36
30

4

20

l. ... ... .

3. 5

5

20

3. 75

20

·i ·........

30
(a)

M~S~~feu~J;~al School, B~id~e:ater .... : ............................. .· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ,- .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . · :
20
30
State Normal School, Framrn ham.............................. . . . . . .
3
:!0
30
5
20
25
5
20 1
2.:,
5
(Yes.)
State N1>rmal School, Salem .. .........................................
(Yef>.)
(Yes.)
(Yes.)
rn
State. Normal School, Westfield.......................................
5
19
39
5
10
·39
5
10
39
5
39
40
StateNormalSchool,,Vorcester ..............•...... ~............ . .. . 1 2
20 1 , 42 1 3
20 1
42 1 . 3
20
bO
42
2
1
1
1
Rhode Island:
(b)
State Normal School. ....••...•.............
24
(b)
io
20
5
35
Covnecticut:
Normal Training School
20
106
20
3
20
20
106
3
106
3
106
3
Now York:
State Normal Scl,ool, Albany ..............•........•.........•.......................
59
1--·5····
·····10·
·····51·
--·s····
·····.io·
12
State~ormal and Tra~n~ng Schoo!, Buffalo.~.........................
5
10
59
5
59
State Normal and Tram mg School, Cortlal1(l.... ..•... ..•..•. ... ..•••.
1
20
20
5
~o ... . .. . . 5
20
5
(cl)
State Norn· al arn1 Training School, Fredonia ................ .,.. . • .. .. , (c)
5
46
100
~~
State Normal and Training Scho<.11, Geuesoo ...•........... : 0 •• • • • • • • • •
5
10
10
83
85
5
-i15
State Normal Schoool. New Paltz ............•.............. : .••• ~ .. : .
1
20
20
15 '
15
5
._
20
15
25
20
60
5
State Normal School, Oneonta . ......... . ................. '. ..........
5
10
12
5
10
12
5
20
12
20
12
5
State Normal and Training School, Oswego-: ..........•••.... :........
4
6
51
4
17
51
5
40
73 , 4
17
51
State No1·mal and Training School, Potsdam .••••...•..• !.............
5
10
48
5
20 .
48
5
10
5
20
ainclucled in colmnn 7. ,..
b History of education, science of education and school management and methods taught as ''pedagogy." Statistics given 1n colum:i-is 2-4,
.
c Principal Palmer returns this as 25. Not wishing to tronbfo him a second time, we have taken the precaution to give the answer in a foot.note, though it ill not improb.
able thaL the question did not convoy to him the meaning intended.
'
·
·
d "Psychology equals science of education."
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History of educi).tion.
Name of school.

New Jerse:v:
State Normal School. ..................................... ., ......... .
:Pen u!l_ylvania:
State Normal School, Bloomsburg .•.•••...................
Stl\te Normal Schooi, California. ..
St:i.to Normal School, Clarion .....•
State Normal School, Kntztown ...................................... .
State Normal School, Lock Ha,en
State Normal School, ltlami:field ..................................... ,.
S tate Normal School, ·w est Chester ........................_.......... .

I

I

I

Psychology.

I

I

!(our'! Weeks
Hours I Weeks
Hours Weeks
II011rs Weeks
during
in
Pnpils. j d1}_ring
in
Pupils. j during
in
Pupils. -d.l}ring
in j Pupils.
week. course.
week. course.
week. course.
. w!}ek. co1u3e,

- - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - -- - - - - - - - -1

1

School manag~ent
and methods.

Science of education.

.,

I

2

l---1---1---1---1---1---1----1---1---,---

3

:,

4

I

I

6

7

I

I

s

1_ 9

I

1.0

I

1 :a_

I

12

I

1.3
trj

5

19

5
5

14

3. 75

12
30

5

4 '
3.5
3. 7f>

16
1(j

42
14

17
59
36
8

67
44
97
28

5 ,
5
5
3. 75
3
4

8. 5

18
42
28
28
42
2l
-42

17

10

59
36
150

5
5
3. 75
3

97

2
3. 75

-·-----44

-------- -------- --------

4

38
42
14

H
42
42
4"

100
80
300
45

-------14-0
200

·------- ·-------

5
5
5
3. 75
5
4
3. 5
3. 75

38
28
28
28
30
18
28
28

70
59
100
8
67
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97
28
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Name of school.

. in I Years
. prepare
. teach under directionPupils
coursein Pupils
Pupils
science of science sketches of
and
ar~ of oftea~h.and art l~ssons
contain- Their
. fellow . Elemen-\
Length
.
teachrng.
mg
of ex-in chet1cal
Top~calor
cateing.
and questions
answers.
pupils.
rnry <?lasses of T'Imes a Weekf!
in · ercise
method
children.
week.
course. teaching.
useu.

I

-----------------------1----1
l.

14

I

I

I

1 - - -- - - 1 - - - - - - - - - - -

15

l.,.

16

lS

1 - - - - 1 -- - - - -1 - - - - - - - - - - -

20

19

22

21.

1 - - - 1 - - -- 1- - - - -- -

Maine:
Minutes.
25
Topical.
4
Eastern StatoNor~al .S<?hool _____ ....... _~. _.••••• _.... _......... . ····- ... ·,-·· ......... _... ................ . _........... .
40
20
al
St:tteNormaland Irammg School..................... 1
205 1
2 Yes-······-··· 1 Yes·-········· 1 Yes.- ...... .
New Hn.mE_shire:
20
89
2 I Yes ...... - .... \ Yes . .......... \ Yes_ .. -· ... .
8
State Normal School .......•.••..•.••• -···············Topical.
Vermont:
State Normal School, Johnson._. __ -·· ..........•• -·-· __
6'.l Topical mostly.
107
1 No .. _... __ .. __ Yes_ . _......•. , Yes ...... _.. ,
5
30
102
Both.
State Normal School, Randolph.··- ......•. : ... -.. ····-·
2 Xo .... -- ····-· Yes-·······--· Yes.··-·-··· .... ··--·- ....... .
Massachusetts:
State Normal School, Bridgewater.
232
Yes·-·--·-···
Yes.
Both.
Stato Normal School, Framingham
154
1
1
292
8tate Normal School, Salem ..........•...•....... ·····~ ..•• - .
State Normal School, \Yestfielcl. _•............ -· ....... .
167
2 Occasionally .. Yes ...... _.... To limited
5
eo
40 Iloth.
extent.
,
State Normal School, \Yorcester .•.... ··- ....•...... _...
245
2 No .•...•...... No .....•.
No-·-·-·····
·
4
20 A.llday_ Both.
llhoclC\ Island:
State Normal School.._ .... _.••...••.••••••••..•....... _
-··· .......•.. Both.
3 Yes_ .......••. Yes .. - .. ·····- No .... ·····- ·-········
170
Connecticut:
320 .
Normal Training School
1 I No ..•......... \ No .........•.. \ Yes ....·.....
5
20 All day.
New York:
State Normal School, Albany ... _. __ . __ . ___ ............ .
(i0 Both.
446
20
2 \No ...... -..... 1 Alittle ...... . Yes ........ . b5and 10
State Normal and Training School, Buffalo ....... : .. .. .
2'..!7
(i0-120 Both.
40
5
1 8ometimes_ ... No ... ·-······· YPS •••.••• .
State Normal and Training Scl1ool, Co1·tland- ......••...
424
45 Both.
5
40
1 Yes._ .. ··-···- Yes.·-·-··_ ... Yes_ .....•..
State :t:formal and Training School, Fredonia ... _....... .
210
4 Yes ___ ....... : Occasionally .. Yes ........ .
45 Both.
cO
5
State Nor~al aJ;Jtl Training School, Geueseo -··· ...... .
486"-I
1 Yes...... . . . . . Yes. __ .. _..... Yes·-····1·-·
40
30 Large 1 y cate·
rn
cbetical.
State Normal School, New Paltz
125
10
40
40 Botb.
1 I Y es -···-····· ·1 Yes.·-·····--· Yes-······-·
State Nonnal School, Oneonta __ . ____ . _.....
40
93
Yes- ....... .
5-10
ED Both.
State Normal ancl Training School, Oswego.
28'1
20-30 U a t e c b e ti cal
Yes ........ .
5
20
chiefly .. .
State Normal ancl Training School, Potsdam ..•.•..•••..
466
30-45 Topical ch1etly.
40
5
1 Yes ..,...... _..-, Yes- ..•....... , Yf'.s. ·-···:··
New Jersey:
State Normal School. ..........................•••.•••••
257
5-10
60
4.0 Topical mainly.
2 Yes .•... : ..... Yes-·- · ·· =···· Yes.- ...... .

I

I

I

451

·-·-··-···1 ··- .......... ········-· ·····--· ·-·-·· ·--·

~ i~~~~:~~~: .~:: i~~. ~~~~~~:::::

:··-'1

I

ii Kii~~i~~~i1'j:: 01i;~i~~~iis::
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a Besides "£-xercises before the class."
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'
Years in
oi;epare
Pt1pils iu course Pupils
sketches of
sciencP> of science lessons
containand art of ao.d art ing questions
teaching. oft.eachand
answers.
ing . .

: sime of school,

.l

14

.Pcnns,rlvauia:
St,nto Norrnal School, Bloomsburg . _..••••...••••...•••.
St.ate Normal School, California .••••..........•••••.. .. , ,
State Normal School, Clnrion ....••....••••••....••.....
State Normal School, Kutztown ........... . .. ...........
State Normal School, Lock Haven .••••.•••..••••••.. _..
State Normal School, Mansfield ... .....•••.•..••.•...•..
State Normal School, We<otCh&ster ..••.....•.•..•••.••.

-

l.5

16

: bpi_ls teach under directionElemena
Their fo: \ow tary
classes of Times
pupilt ;.
week.
childrnn.

' l.7

I

l.S

l.9

L ength Topical or 011:teof exmethod
Weeks ercise
in chetical
in
used.
teaching.
course.

20

2~

21.

t=:1

191
432
350
317
161
250
320

2 No .•.•.•.••... Yes ......•.... Yes .........
1 ------ ·······--· No .•••• ; : •.... Yes ......•..
2 Yes . ...•.••••. Yes ........•.. Yes ........
Yes ..•...•..
2 ··••··•••••••••· ..................
2 Yes ..•....••.. No . ....•...•.. Yes ..••.....
3 Yes .•..•...... Yes ..•........ Yes . .....••.
3 No .••••• •,;··· No .••..••.••.. Yes . ..•..•..

5
5
5
5
5
5
5

42
42
21-32
21
21
21
40

45
45
90
45
45
40
30

Both.
Both.
Both.
Both.
Botb.
Both.
MainlY. topicJ.l.
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ANALYSIS OF THE FOREGOL"W TABLE,

Twenty-nine institutions are represented in the foregojng table which deals with the
schools of the so-called North Atlantic Division-a geographical rather than a sectional distinction. Two schools-the third and fourth estaulished in the country at
public charge-do not report for columns 2-13.
Of the 29 schools 27 have instrnctfon in the history of education. Of the 27 reporting that they t.each the subject 25 ~eport the time a week devoted to it; in 11
instances this is 5 hours, in 8 cases 4 hours. Twentysthree of the 25 schools reporting
times a week devoted to the study report the weeks in course; in 10 instances-the weeks
in the course aro 19 or 20, in 6 instances 10 or 12 weeks. Twenty-three schools report
the nnmber of pupils in the course of history of education, and also the "pupils in
the science aud· art of teaching." It appears from a comparison of the totals of thes-e
two itoms that 17 per cent. of the pupils in the science and art of teaching (Col. 14)
in the institutions reporting are in tbe course of the history of education (Col. 4).
If we compare these figures with those obtained by the committee on methods in
normal schools of the National Association of Teachers we shall find that of 74 schools
reporting "44" says President Gray (i.e., the committee) "report 'history of education' as a part of the course of study; the average time in months is 3¼." Counting
4 weeks to a month this average in terms of weeks would be 13. 'fhe st~tistics for
the North Atlantic Division show about the same average as the :results of President
Gray's inquiry in May, 1887.
In obtaining the numerical relation which the pupils in each "professional'' subject bear to the whole number of pupils in the "professional" course of science and
art of teaching (column 14), it is very apparent that a great deal depends on what is
included in column 14. If all the students in the general professional course are also
in each or any one of the professional subjects of hist,o ry of education, science of education, etc., it js very evident that the ratio of the pupilsin each subject will bt:> 100
per cent., that is to say, 100 to the 100 of the students in the professional class or
department. But if only a half or a third of the students in the professional department (column 14) are pursuing any one of the prof~ssional subjects, it is equally
evident that 50 or 66 per cent. are not in that study. vVe do not suppose that the
reader is unacquainted with these elementary principies that we mention them; all
we desire is to call attention to the importance of column 14, for averages are
treacherous when the elements from which they have been produced are not fully
recognized.
Passing now to the study of" science of education, ." we find that 23 schools report
the time devoted to the study during the week-in 12 instance~. 5 hours; in 7, 4
hours; in 4, 3 hours. All of the 23 schools reporting time a week also report the
weeks in course-in 11 instances it is about 20 .weeks, in 4 it is 10 weeks, in 5 it is
about 40 weeks. Twenty-one schools report pupils in course of ,cscience of education," ( columns 5, 6, 7,) and :.tlso those in the general course "of science and art of
teaching." ( column 14 ). A comparison of the aggregates of these two items shows
that 22 per cent. of the general course are pursuing the specific .study of the science of
education.
Of the 74 schools of President Gray's report "34 include 'science or philosophy of
education' wi t,li an average of 3¼ months,'' that is to say, 13 or 14 weeks. The figures
of onr table, if added and averaged, are far above this. It is usel'ess to draw comparisons until our tables have been given the critical examination by the public they
should be subject to in order to render them perfect by correcting the errors that
statistical tables are particularly liable to conceal~the putting under the same head
things which only in part or not at all belong there. This error arises from each correspondent giving bis own meaning to our questions; his figures we have, his interpretation of our inquiries we do not have.
C'olumns 8, 9, and 10 deal with the subject of school management and methods.
It is a question if this is not in reality two subjects. However this may be 24 schools
have given the time devoted to it, though in all probability it sorely puzzled some
principals to oblige us with an answer. Of these 24 schools, 10 devote 5 hours a week
to the imbject, 6 schools 4 hours, and 4 schools 3 hours. Twenty-one of these twentyfour schools report the weeks in the course-in 10 instances, abont 20 weeks, in five,
t~om_lO to 14 weeks, ~n 7 jnstances about 40 weeks. Comparing the aggregate ofpup1lt1 m the course of school management and method ( columns 8-10) with the aggregate in the general course of science and art of teaching (column 14) as we have
done before we find tha,t 37 per cent. of the pupils in the general course of science
and art of teaching in 19 schools are also in the course of school management and
meth od in those 19 schools.
In turning to Professor Gray's report for light on this dark jnterrogat,ory we find
that,. ''This question [ School Methods] taken in connection with the one askiug for
the_het of subjects vy-onl<l change the import of the :figures in a fow c,ases. In nearly
all mstances the su bJects are the common-school b1·anches, but a fow schools evidently
ED 89-23
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cover all their professional work, includin g history and science of education, school
economy and discipline, psychology, and eyen practice teaching by this tei:m. * " *
In some cases the time taken in other professional ,-vork is evidently in:t?luded. In
others, the reply is 'all of the time,' showing that the only teaching in methods is
that by example, or example strengthened by incidental allusions to underlying
principles. One school reports' all the time that is needed.' The time given varies
all the way from 2 to 20 months. The average of the 57 schools replying' appears to
be very close to 6 months, one recitation daily. It is to be observed, however, that
this time includes in many cases so much of that given to mental science as to reduce the time allowed for methods to perhaps 6 months."
Turning again to the table it appears that the average of 8 months is too high for
the North Atlantic Divisfon, for, excluding the course, of 80 weeks at Fredonia the
avera.ge for the division is about 25 weeks, and with those 80 weeks only 27. It
would appear that it is perfectly proper to place the average at 6 months.
We have now arrived at the study of psychology. Twenty-five schools report the
time devoted to the subject-in 14 cases 5 hours, in 9 cases 4 hours. The same 25
schools report the weeks in the course; in 11 cases ahout 20 weeks;· in 5 cases from
10 to 13 weeks; in 6 cases 28 or 30 weeks. Twenty schools report both as to the number of pupils in psychology (column 13), and as to the number in t,he general course
of science and art of teaching ( column 14). A comparison of the aggregate of these
items shows 22 per cent. of the students in the general course to be also in the special
course of psychology.
"It is to be observed, however," says President Gray" that this time [the 8 months
given to methods] included in many cases so much of that giv-en to mental science
[another name for psychology] as to reduce tbe time allowed for methods to perhaps
an average of 6 months [24 weeks]. ... * * But a somewhat careful study of all
the answers returned convinces me that it is possible to reach a fairly intelligent
idea upon the points covered. Out of the 74 schools returning answers, 59 included
mental science in their courses, though in a large number of cases without the use
of any text-book. The time varies from 4 weeks to 'all the time' as reported from
1 school. The average of 58 schools is very close to 4¼ months [18 weeks] one lesson
daily." Our average for this division of the Union falls a little above 21 weeks with
4 or 5 lessons daily.
.
The affirmative response to the inquiry "Do the pupils prepare sketches of lessons
containing formal questions and presumptive answers" ·has been somow,hat of a surprise. Of 26 replies only7 are in the negative/ and 4 not positively in the affirmative;
in the cities the answers are unanimously ' Yes," as we shall find. Professor Gray
remarks in 1887 "A few of the schools appear to require a formal sketch of the lesson
by pupils in the practice and method classes, focluding full written questions and
answers; but most schools require nothing beyond such written work as properly
accompanies any recitation-a general statement of subject-matter and plan-leaving
the adaptation to the inspiration of the moment."
Twenty-seven institutions report the number of years in the course of science of art
of teachiug ( column 15 )-in 8 cases it is of 1 year, in 14 cases of 2 years, in 3 cases of 3
years. .A.s President Gray's report deals entirely with the curriculurns pursued by the
74 normal schools whose replies are the basis of his generalizations, we can derive
no assistance from his work in the way of verifying or correcting our own in this
and the remaining heads of tl.Je table.
~h.e unanimity in England, Frauct-, Germany, in a word, the world over, in the
op1~11on that a practice or model school is a necessary adjunct, either actually or to
~11 mtents and purposes, of a training school for teachers is borne out by the responses
m c_olumn 18, and needs no elaboration. But the times a week, or even the times
durrng the day that the exercise occurs is quite another matter. The difficulty is to
connect the statistics of eolumn 19, with those of 21, especially in those cases where
the teaching is done in "periods." Pive undoubtedly is the number of times that
~he practical exercise occurs during the week while the course undoubtedly is, speaklDg generally, either 20 or 40 weoks in duration.
·
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State Normal School. .......................•.••.•.....
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Southern Illinois State University ................... .
State Normal Unfrorsity
Miclli~an:
State Normal School. ............•.••..................
vViscooAin:
State Normal School, Milwaukee ..................... .
State Normal School, Oshkosh ........................ .
Sta.le Normal School, P.l at~eville .....•.................
State Normal School, ,vh1tewater ...•••...............
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Stn.tt' Normal School, Mankato .....• ...-••...............
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ANALYSIS OF TllE FOREGOING TA~LE.

In the West, including the Upper Missiesippi Valley and the. Paci~c Slope uncler
that term, we have reports from :l5 schools. Of these 22 report quite folly on the
subject now under consideration.
Of tho 22 reportiuO'0 the time given weekly to the history of education, 13 devote 5
hours a week to the subject and 6, 4 hours. Twenty-one of these 22 schools report as
to the length of the course on the subject 1 6 reporting a course, of. 1~ or. 20 weeks, 7 a
a course of 10 or 12 weeks and 6 a course of 15 to 17 weeks. fh1s 1s Just about the
average found by Prcside~t Gray on examining the _replies of 4~ selected ~chools, t~at
is to say, about 13 or 14 weeks, as we have noted m commentmg on tne prececlmg
table.
,
Of the 23 schools reporting the time given to the science of education, 13_devote 5
hours a, week to the sub]ect and 7, 4 hnurs. Twenty-two schools report the length
of the cour~e on this subject; 8 reporting a course of 18 or 20 weeks, 9 a course varying from 10 to 13. This, too, is but slightly above PreRident Gray's avernge.
Twenty-two schools report the time given weekly. to "school management and
• and methods," 16 reporting 5 hours a, week, 4 reporting 4. hours. The length of the
course in 21 of these 22 schools varies greatly, in 4 cases it is 20 weeks, in 4 it is 10,
12, or 13, in 3 it is 24 or 26, in one it goes ~s high as 70, and i:1 another falls as low as
5. If column 9 be summed up and the aggregate divided by the number of schools
represented therein the result would be 27 weeks, which m?.y be called an a;verage,
though not a "type.''
·
We are arrived now at the last of the theoretical subjects-psychology. Twentythree institutions report the time given weekly to this subject-16 schools give 5 hours,
6, 4 houvs. The same schools report the weeks in the course, 6 of them a course of 18
or 20 weeks, 5 a course of 10, 12 or 13 weeks, and 5 a conrso of 30 weeks. The average
(22 weeks) is somewhat above that obtained by President Gray after careful study,
to wit, 18 weeks.
Eighteen schools report both for column 4 and column 14. Comparing the aggregates of the pupils of these schools in these colurnna we find that 12 per cent. of the
pupils in the department of the science and art of teaching are pursuing the study
of history of education. Comparing in the same way the 20 schools reporting in
columns 7 and 14, we find 16 per cent. of the pupils of column 14 pursuing the
special course of science of education, and 32 per cent. of the studenh of column 14 appear in column 10 (18 schools reporting), and 20 per cent. in column 13, 18 schools
again reporting in both columns. It will be at once !'Pen that these percentages are
far below those of Table 1, with the exception of psychology, which is but two points
behind.
The course of science and art of teaching is rather longer in the We3t than in tlie
East. 'fhree schools have a course of 1 year, 6 a course of 2 years, 7 a course of 3
years, and 3 a coursf' ot 4 yea.re; to say nothing of the alternative courses of 2 or 3, or
2 or 4 years, of w bi ch th ere are several.
'rhe same unanimic,y as to the ':"alue of t];ie practice or model school (which is implied from its general adoption) prevails in this section as in the East. Ao-ain we
find tbat the practice in this school occurs daily, and again the same, or rather ~ore
difficulty in connecting columns, 18 and 21. More than half (12) of the course~ have
40 or ne~rly 40 weeks, one-third (7) have a course of 20 weeks
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3.-Theorelical and practical professional wo,·k in the public rio1"mal schools of the Southern States.
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SOUTH ATLANTIC DIVISION.
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2
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SOUTH CE~TR.AL DIVJSI0:-1.

Tcnnes!\ee:
4 1
14
20
14
Peal>ody Normal College . ........................................... ·
41
20
Al:l.b.1ma :
State Normal School, Floren re.. ..... .................. .... ......... .
5
12
32
5
12
32
~tate Colon•d Norma.I nucl Jmlustlial School . . . .. . . . . . . .•. . .. . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . ..................... .
SrnteNormalSchool..Jackl<otrnlle..... ...... ...... ..................
5
4Q
7 ................ 1• • • • • • • •
.Alabama Nc,rnrnl Colli>ge fol' Gh-1s ................................... ~
(Yes.)
(Yes.)
StateNorm11lSubool, Troy............................................
5
60
67
. ~us_kep;ee N onnal Industrial Institute .............................................................................. .
M1Rs1ss1pp1:
State Normal School. .................................................
5
10
8
(No.)
Louh1iaoa:
:::itato Normal School. .......................
5
12
6
2
281
11
Texas:
8am Tiouston State Normal School ........... •••n••••··· .••... .. . . . . . . .. .. . .
10
60 . ... . • • .
40
200
Arlrnusns:
]jnmcb Normal College . .•. . . . .. .... . .. . . . . .... .•.••. .••. .. ....... .•.
5
52
45
5
52
45

t=j
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.......

0

~
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00
00

00
I

00
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TABLE

3.-Theoretica,Z and practical professional work in the public normal schools of the Southern StciteB.

Name of school.

1

Yenrs in Pupils pre·
Papilsin course
Pupils teach, under direct.ion&of pare sketches
science science
of lessons 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - and art and art
containing
EJAmcnt·
T. "
W k .
of teach· of teach· que;,tions
fellow ary
classes of ime~ a
ce. s m
and Their
ing.
pupils.
children.
week.
course.
ing.
answers.

-«-1~1

16

I

1·- -.-,.---!

SOUTH A'fLA.NTIC DIVISION.

Ma.rylnnd:
321
3 I No ..••.•.... !
State Normal School ......•.••••.
Virginia:
tirnte Normal School, Farm,ille. ... . . . . . . ....••. .•. . .. .
21
1 I Ye.s .... 1 . . . ·1
Hampton Normal and Agricnltnral Institute ......... . ...••.....
1 .Y es........
1 No .••....••.
Virginia Normal and Coll<-'giate Institute..............
29
Coll<'ge of ·william and Mary..........................
80
3 Yes ..•••••..
,vest Virginia:
3 Yes ..••••...
State Normal School, Fairmont.........................
State Normal School, Glenville.........................
i1
3 No ..•..•..•.
State Normal School, Huntin~ton .......••....•.............•.••..•••••....
State Normal School, West Liberty........ .. ........ .•••••.••.
1
South Carolina:
51
Winthrop Training School.
Yes ..•••••.. I
Florida:
82
State Normal College (for whites) . ........•............
State Normal College {for colored) ....••.

lS

19

20

Length Topical or cate.
of exer. chetical
method
ciRe in
used.
teaching.

'-::I
t:,:l

21

2~

.Minutes.
Yes ....••...•. I Not much .. 1. . . . . . . . . . 1•••••••••. 1. . . . . . . . . . I Both.
Yes ........... , Yes ........ .
Yes ...•.••.... Yes ..... , .. .
Yes ...••.•.... Yes ........ .
Yes . ..•.•.... . 1 Yes ........ .

3
34

5

4
11
2
2 .......••.

20-15
40
180
10-30

40
4 .••..•.•..
! No
Sometimes .... l No .•...•.••.
14
45
........... .
5
.Y~~::::: ::::::! N~:::::::.:::1::::::: :::1· .... ··i2 ·1···· .. ·4s.

751

Yes ...••...... I Yes .......•.

Topical.
130th.

Both.
Mainly catecbetical.
Both .
Catechetical.
.Both.
Both.

l

No ..••••.••.••••••.••..•.•.•..•..••••••••.
,
Yes.........
5
12
451
Yes.........
5
·
40
b 60
Yes . ........
5
24
35
Yes.:...••.. Indefinite .... , . . . . . .• • . . . . . . .
Yes.........
5
0-13
60-120

~

0

~
~

z0

~

• • • • • • • • •

~

I • .. • • • • ., • • •

............

>
t-t

Both.
Both.
Both.
Both.
Both.

0

Topical.

rn

20

2

6

56

20-60

Both.

2

Yes ..••..•.. Yes .••••••.•.. , ............. .

2

40

60

Both.

55

2

No ••••.••••• Yes ..••••_•••• ~1• • • • • • • • • • • • • •

5 ••••••••••

30-40

Both.

1

b Time varies from one hour to several.

5

38

60

00

0
~

0

t-t

270

2

>
t-t

~

Yes ..••• • .•••. '
·
Yes .... ~ •..•..
Yes ..••.......
Yes .......••..
Occasionally..
Yes ...••...•..

Yes ..•••••.. Yes ..••. ·"·· •. , Yes •.••..••.
,
Yes ..•.•.•.. No .••••.•••••• Yes ...••.••.

76

~

-- 0z

z
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SOUTH CENTRAL DIVISION,

:l\Iis~::i~~~rmal School...................................
Louisiana:
State Normal School...................................
Texas:
Sam Houston St.ate Normal School . ...•••••••• ~ •••••••• ,
.Arkansas:
Bl'anchNormalCollege................................

1-tj
t_,i:j
00
00

~

36

2

i l_~~~::::::::f~~: :::::::::J -~~::: ::::::J.......:. \. ......~:.\ ....:~~~.I Both.

Tennessee :
280
4 No .•••••••• .
J:'eabody Normal College ........•.••..•..•• : ...••::. .....
Alabama:
State Normal School, Florence.........................
170
3 Yes ...•.....
State Colored Kormal and Industrial School...........
154
3 ..•.••.••••••.
StateNormalSchool,.Jacksonville .........•..•••••.•..
31
3 No .•••••.••.
Alabama Normal College for Girls . . •• . . • . . . • . • . • • . . . • .
4.2
2, 4 . • • • • • • • • . • • • .
StateNormalSchool,Troy .. :. .........................
155
3,5 Yes ....••...
Tuskegee Normal Industrial Institute ..••..•••••••••.• .•.•••.• : . •••••..•...•••••.••..••.

0
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Twenty-three institntions report in. Table 3, 12 from tho South Atlantic and 11
from the South Central Division. Of these only half report very folly. 'rhirteen
report the time a week given to the history of education (5 schools evidently do not
have the sulJject), in 8 instances 5 hours, the others varying from 1 to 4. Twelve of
the same scliools report the weeks in course; in 8 instances 10 to 14 weeks, in 2 inst~Lnces 20 weeks. The 40-weeks' course of the Jackson ville (Ala.) school, and the still
longer one of the Branch Normal College of Arkansas, lJringing the "average" length
of course consic.leralJly above the "average" of President Gray's 44 schools for the
country at large; but if these two be omitted the "average" will fall a week or two
bolow his estimate.
Thirteen schools report time a week given to the science of education; 6 schools
give 5 hours to it, 4 schools 2 hours. Twelve of these report the weeks in the course;
in 6 cases 12 to 14 weeks, in 2 cases 20 weeks. Averaging the column the result is
much above President Gray's averarre of 3½ months (14 weeks), but taken the type
as represented by 6 schools the results arrived at are about the same as obtained by
hlm.
.
Thirteen schools report the time a week given to school management and methods,
of which 6 report that 5 hours are given to the subject and 3 report that 2 hours are
given to it. 'l'welve of these 13 schools report the weeks in the course; 4 report 11
to 14 weeks, 3 schools re-port about 20 weeks, 3 schools above 36 weeks. President
Gray found the average of 58 schools to be 24 weeks.
Fourteeu schools report the time they give a week to psychology; in 9 instances
5 hours, in 3 instances 2 hours. Six of the 14 schools have courses from 10 to 15
weeks, 3 from 26 to 28 weeks, and 3 have a course of 40 weeks. President Gray's
average is 4½ months (18 weeks); the column's contents if averaged gives 23.
The 12 schools reporting both in columns 4 and 14 have 23 per cent. of their pupils
who am in the science and art of teaching department (column 14), pursuing the subject of history of education. Comparing the numerical contents of columns 7 and 14,
under the same conditions, we find that 43 per cent. of the pupils in the science and
art of teaching department (column 14) are pursuing the study of science of education. PerforJDing the same opern,tion with columns 10 and 14, we find that 67 per
cent. of the pupils in the science and art of teaching department pursue the study of
methods and school management; while a comparison of columns 13 and 14 shows
40 per cent. of the pupils in column 14 to be in the course of psychology. It will be
noticed that these ratios are comparaiive1y high.
Twenty-two schools report the numuer of years in conrse-6 report a course of 1
year, 5 a course of 2 years, 7 a course of 3 years, 3 a course of 4 years; 2 report an
alternative course, one of 2 or 4, the other of 3 or 5 years.
We miss in column 18 the continuity of affirmatives that is the striking feature of
tho same column in the other tabulations of this series. Nor does the exercise of
teacl_iing seem to occur daily in the great majority of instances. though this remark
applies to the South Atlantic rather than to the South Central Division. The weeks
·n course vary greatly ..

TABLE

4.-Theoretical and practical professional w01·k in the pitblic normal schools of cities.
History of education.

Name of scllool.

l.
North Atlantic Division:
Portland,Me .............•.•••....................•..........•..•...
Manchester, N. H ............... .
:Fall River, :Mass ......... ......... .. .. .. ... .
HaYerhill, 1'rfass ................••.•...••......• -.................... .
Lawrence, 11,Iass .••..............••......••.
New Haven, Conn ...................................•................
Newark, N . .r ...•............ ,. ........... .
.Alliany,N. Y ..••............••...•........•..
l3rookl)·n, N. Y .......•.•••
New York, NY ...•••.. •.• .
SyracuHe, N. Y ...........•.....•......•.............
Philadelphia, Pa ....................... ...............•.•..............
Reading, Pa ....•..••.......••......••........•...........•...........
South Atlantic Division:
"\Va11hington, D. C. (for colored) . ....•..... .. .......... ...... ........•.
Sou1h Uentral Division:
.
Bil'mingbam, Ala ...• •.
North Central Division,
Cinciru1ati, Ohio ..... .
Cleveland, Ohio ...... .
Dayton, Obio ..•.••
Indianapolis, Ind
Madison, 1Vis ....•..••..•••••.•.••...•.••.•.••..••....••......••..••.
Minneapolis, Minn .........................•.........•••..............
St. Paul, Minn .••..•.••••..........•..
St. Louis, Mo ......... .
Des Moines, Iowa
Sioux Cit_r, Iowa ........••........

School management
and methods.

Science of education.

Psychology.

Hour11 Weeks
Hours "\Veeks
Hours 1Weeks
Hours Weeks
in
Pupils. during
in
in !Pupils.
during
in
Pupils. during
P11pils. during
week. course.
week. course.
week. course.
week. course.

,,

- - - - - - ·- - - - - - 2

3

5
31
5
Yes.
1
4

4

12
9
0

10
8
8

11

20
10

18
31
........... · -- ----· . .. ......
(No)
5
50
10
40
280
1
I (No)
229
5
43 I
(Yes)

I

I

20

5

---

--- --- --- --- --10
ii
6
s
9
-----5
3¾
3
0
6
4
1
Yes.
5

2
3

5

34
8
8

0
8
10
40
10
40
20
43
(Yes)
20

40

12
9
0
0
18
31
42
26
50
1.280
40
22\l
40

12½
3¾
l

39
12
20

Yes.
4,
4

1

7½

5
2
'10

5
I

20
10
40
32
10
40
20
4.8
(Yes)

l.1

I~

- i.2

12
0
13
Si
18 ·--·--··
Yes.
6
4
18
l
31
42
5
26
2½
5
50
280
3
40
5
229-.
5

!

1-tl

3G

3

36

oi

0
12

w.
w.
H
0

]2
20
80
10
10
4.0
20
43
(Yes)

18

>
t-1

81
42
24
50
280
20
229
40

·····--· ............6

5

20

40 I

5

20

4

36

9!

3

36

9

5
22
5-10

40
40
40

5

15
20
12

85
109
23

I

I

\ I ~~ I 1i~ ,····~·-l·····~~-1 ··--~~.I
....:.. ···--~~-1----.~~- ..... ~!. ·-~~~~~- ...
(Briefly)

5 (1{icide2tl.V)
30
5 l
20
48
5
12
8
········ !
40 .••.•••.

i

a In connection wHh history of education and school management and methods.

(Yes)

(a)5
5
5

1···(;,)--·1
40
12
(Yes)

23 ......•. j •.. I ••••.
(Yes)
37
5
--1
30
4.8
8
5
36
(Yes)

3~
10~
23

1· .....
37·
<li° ··---~~·1'·····~~-8

I

½
4J

z

~

0

~

~
H ·

z
z0

~

~

>
t-1 ·
UJ

0

(Briefly)

i 1--··-ir I
5

1-rj
trj

0
24

I

2

l!d

0

36
(Yes)

37

80
58
8

-------------~-------b Incluued in science of education.

p:1·

0
0
t-1

r,.:i·
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4.-Theoretical and practical professional wo,·k in the public 11ornial schools of cities-Continued.

~

I

.
Years in
.Pupils pre.
Pupils teach, under directionP up1ls in cow·se of pare sketches ,-- - - - - - , - -- - - ---,----,-- - - Length of
science science of ~e~sons con·
exercise in
Name of school.
and •(t•fland a,tof "-mmg 4""·
nnfr frulowEl,menta,y Tim.. Wiek, teoohing,
teachmg. teaching. tio~!,:~~ an.
pur,ils.
c~t~id~e~~
a week. co~~se.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - l - - -l - - - 1 - - - ---1- - - - - - 1 - - - -- -1
l--r---1---1
21
19
20
1!'!1
1.5
16
14
.11'
----------------------1----1----1------+-~---'--~------i---North Atlantic Division:
.Minutes.
Portland, Me .......••...
12
2
Yes ..• . . ...... , Yes . ..•..••••. , Yes . .......... . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . .
llI auchester. N. Il .... . .
45
Yes ...•....... Yes . .. . ...••• . Yrs...........
5
37
13
1
:Full Rivor, Mass
10
3 1
15
18
1½ Yes ........•.. Yes ...•....... Yes........... 1

I

JTnyerbill, Mass . .. . .. . . . . ... . . . . • • . . . . . . . •. • • • . . . . . . . . .
Lawrence, Mass.... .. ......... ..... . . ........... .. .....
1\ ow H:iYen, Conn............ . ............... . ..... .. ..
Newark,N. ;J............................... .. .. .. .... ..

13

S.n·acuse, N, Y. ... ..... ... ...........•...•... ..........
Philadelphia, Pa.......................................

40
230

Readmg,Pa .....••...•.
South Atlantic Division:
·washin)!ton, D. C. (for colored) ...•..
South Central Division:
Hirming:llam, Ala . ••.....••
North Centrnl Division:
Cincinnati, Ohio .....•.......••......•.............•....
CleYeland, Ohio ....•...• •..........•.•.••••.••...•.....
Dayton, Ohio .... ...... ..... .•••••...... .• ....•..••.....
Indin.napoli~, Ind ....•..........••
llfadison, Wis .. .......•..........
Minneapolis, Minn .... .••..... •..
St. Paul, l\linn . ........ .. ........••..••...•..•..........
St. Louis, Mo .....••..•
Des Moines, Iowa
Sioux City, Iowa .• •.....•......•..•..... ·..•...••••••••.

32

2

I Yes ..•...••••. , No .•........•. l Yes . .....•.•• .

6

40

1 . Yes.. ......... Yes ...•...•.. . Yes.....••.....

5

17

1

85

1½
1
1

18
3;

42

t~;\ftK~:~;::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~::: ....... ~~.
109
23
30
41
37
33
110
8

25

1½ Sometimes .... , Yes ..••....... Yes...........
5
1½ Yes...... .... . Yes ........... Yes . .... ~.....
5
1
Yes . ....• . ... . Yes........... Yes. ..........
5
2 .......••....••....•.....•...... Yes...........
4
1
Yes ..•• ••... . . Yes ...•....... Yes...........
5
1
Yes .. ....... .. No ....••...............•..............
2
Yes .. ....•.... No ............ Yes....... . ...
2
1
Yes .....•..... Yes ... ... ..... Yes....... ....
5
1
Yes ..•.. .. .... Yes . ..... •. .•. Yes. ....... . ..
5

I

· · · .. 20 · · ••••· io~ao ·
Varies ....
12 Halfday ..
30 .••••..•....
10

13

20
43

30-45
20-40

I Varies ....
10-30

30

I Yes
.. ......... l Occasionally .. l Yes ..•.•••.•..
Yes ..... .. . .. Yes .......•... Y!'s ..••••.....
Sometimes .... YeR ....... . ... Yes ..••.•.....
Yes .......•...
Yes ...........
Occasionally . .
Yes ......•....
Yes ..••..•••..

Not often .... .
Yes .........•.
Yes...........
No ..•..••.....
No .....••...•.

-----

22
Both.
Topical.
Mostly cat e.
chetical.
Mostly topical.
Topical.
Both.
Topical.
Bot.h.
Both.
Both.
Both.
La1·gely catechetical.
Maiuly topical.

I 60 to all day\ .Both.

t.:t.l
t;

q

a

l>1-:3
H

0

z
~
t:,,j

""o
0
~

....1-3
~

Yes . .•••••.... ! Yes ......••••. ! Yes ...•••. .• ..

······T ·y~~::::::::::: ·o·~~~~i~~~iij:: ·cic'~~~i~~;iij::
1
1
1
1
1

15-25

Topi.cal or
catechetical
method used.

Both.
1

1

2
5

5-15

50
4
40

120
or 30 .. ·1Both.
AU day... Both.
Varies .... Both.

:::::::: :::::::: ::::::::::::

Yes...........
5
20 60andmore
Yes...........
5
12 ........... .
. . . .. . . . . . . . . •. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . ......•... .
Yes...........
5
20
20
Yes ..••••..••......... .' ••.......•••.•••••.

Both.
Both.
Both.
Chiefly topical.
Both.
Both.

oc

00

00
I

00

;:>

PROFESSIONAL WORK IN NORMAL SCHOOLS.
ANALYSIS

OF

THE

FOREGOL.'W

TADLE • .,

If any schools for the training ofteach_ers in this country ought to d~se~v~ the name
of professional it is the class known as city normal schools. A system of city schools
is an educational unit, having its own chi~f, ?Oard, and syst_em of government. ~aturally when the need of trained teachers for 1ts schools begrns to be fe~t as retardmg
the growth of tµe schools such a system exerts its 3:nthority to supply the need, and
it is equally natural that the upper class of the high school should be looked to for
the material of which to make teachers, aud that, :finally, a normal school should be
the result of the attempt to train high school pupils for teaching.
In t,he main, one of two reasons bas been specially urged as validating the establishment of city training schools or classes, one based on the inadeq_u acy of the Sta~e
normal schools to supply the city's wants, the other on the a~sert10n that there 1s
something sui generis in each city system of schools that makes 1t n?cessary for each
to nrovide its teachers in its owil. way; for, to quote a western snpermtendent, "Who
can teach a svstem better than one who has been taught by it f" The la.st reason
seeming to in.clicate either that each city bad a, science and art of education of its
own, or that the administra.tion of its school affair8 was so complex as to seriously
i11terfore with the llJCtivity of the uninitiated teacher when she became a part of its
edncational machinery.
However legitimate the claim may be that each city·has an educational individnalit,y of its owu, there can be no doubt that considerable individuality is shown in
the manner in which the practical part of the tr::J,ining of the intending teacher is
rloue. This individuality as to methods of practical instruction embarrasses this
Office somewhat in treating of the class. To illustrate, let us take the ·course at
Rochester, N. Y., as described on page 399 of our,report for 1885-'~7; the course is of
40 weeks, but " the class meets for one hour each week to discuss the topic assigned
the previous week," while forpra,ctice '' all substitutes and temporary assistants are
taken from the training class." Turning now to page 417 of our 1887-'88 report we find
under the caption ''Georgia" that Superintendent Slatou, of Atlanta, has assured us
that_'' there are, strictly speaking, no normal schools in Atlanta or iu the 8tate of
Georgia. We have a meeting every week to discuss methods, etc., and this is known
as a 'teachers normal class.'" Now, the ~nly practical difference that exists between
the Rochester and the Atlanta school or class seems to be that at the Northern city
persons who are not yet teachers are trained for the duties of a teacher and at the
Southern cit,y persons who are teachers are trained for their duties; a distinction
that approaches the vanishing point when it is remembered that the practice that
Rochester girl receives is when she acts as a substitute or assistant teacher and that
tlie Atlanta girl is employed in the same duties, only in her own right. Again, take
the Welch school, of New Haven, where one-half of the year" the training class
forms no part of the teaching force, but during the latter half the young ladies in
training go into the class rooms to take their share in the actual work of the school."
How to ascertain, without a very voluminous correspondence, the distinctions that
exist among city normal schools or classes and the number, character, length, and attendance of teachers' institutes are questions that are as difficult to solve as their
solution is necessary to the accuracy and COQ1.pleteness of the portion of the Commissioner's report that deals with the training of teachers.
We have 25 city normal schools in Table 4. With two exceptions they all present
statistics. Of the 16 giving the hours during the week devoted to the history of
education, 9 devote 5 hours and 2 devote 4 hours to uhe subject. Of these 16, 5 report a course of 20 weeks, 5 a course of 10 to 12 weeks, 3 a course of about 40 weeks,
~ a course as low as 8 weeks.
. Seventeen Sl:lhools report the hours a week given to the science of education; in 9
rnstances 5 honrs, in ~ instances 4 hours, and in. 3 instances 3 hours. Sixteen of these
schools report the times a week and the weeks in course; in 3 instances 20 weeks, in
3 instances 10 to 12 weeks, 3 instances 8 weeks, ancl in 5 instances about 40 weeks.
Nineteen scb'ools report the hours a week devoted to school manao-ement and
methods; iu 6 instances f> hours, in 4 instances 4 hours, the other inst~nces beinomostly above these "centers." Of these same '19 schools 18 report the weeks in th:
course; in 4 instances 20 week!'1, in 3 instanc~s 10 to 12 weeks, in 9 instances about
40 weeks, in 2 instances about 28 or 32 weeks.
'
Eighteen schools report the time give'n to psychology; in 11 instances 5 hours a •
week, in 2 instances 4 hours, in 3 instances 3 hours. Seventeen of these schools report the weeks in course; 5 schools report 20 weeks, 4 schools 10 to 12 weeks, 2, 14 or
15 weeks, 4 schools about 40 weeks, 1 school 80 weeks, and 1 school 24 weeks.
Com_par\ng the contents of column 4 with. tha,t of column 14 (excluding schools not
reportrng m lJo~,h), 83 percent. o~ the students of ~6 schools or professional departments
of scl1_00Js are rn the study of h1story of education, 87 per cent. of 19 schools are in
th e science of education, 98 per cent. in school management and methods, and 89 per
cent. of20 schools are in psychology.
E_very school ~as pr~ctic.e teaching and, with but several exceptions, teaching to
their fellow-pupils. 1·he first, of course, was to be expected, the latter not. The
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character and relation of the teaching of the pupil in his own class _room to that he
does in the practice school is not indicated by the table; yet the method seems to be
no favorite with the principals as far as the replies received by Presi<lent Gray go
to show.
Of tlie 18 schools reporting the number of times a week the exercise occurs only 4
report less than 5 times, and 1 of the 4 has the exercise 4 times.
SYNOPSIS OF TIIE FOREGOING ANALYSES,

Confining our attention to colt1mns 4, 7, 10, 13, and 14 of this series of tables and
to-the institutions that report, either negatively or affirmatively, in all these columns,
and comparing the aggregate of column 14 with each of the others, we find that of
the pupils in tlie science and art of teaching (column 14) there are:
In the course ofEast. I West. South. Cities.
- - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1-- - -!' - - - - - - - - -

History of edt1cation (column 4) ....•......•.............. percent ..
Science of e(lucation (colurnn 7) .••••••.•••••.•••••.••••••••••• do ... .
Methods and school m:.nagement (column 10) ..•.............. do . . . .

ti:!~t~~~l ~~~1~:~:;~~ti-;g:: ·.: ·. ·.:::::·.·_·.-. ·.:::::·::::::::: :: ·.~~--.- .- .-

70
77

20

11
17
3L

39
66

17
18

41

87

11

:20

7

In attempting to give an idea of the difference between the sections of the Union
as to the hours a week devoted to these four subjects, n,nd the length of the course,
we experience more difficulty. We shall assume that for the length of course there
are three typical centers, as it were, about which the number of weeks iu the cour e
seem to couceutrate. These centers are 10 to L4 weeks, 18 to 20 weeks, from 36 to 40
weeks. For the time gi·vcn to each subject during the week we shall adopt two
centers, 2 to 3 and 4 to 5.
Number of Schools that give in theEast.
Hours a
week.

Weeks.

~
~

4

4
5

,2

a

19
19

4
5
5

16
23

g

~

~

~

~

.3
To history of education .......... . ... .
To science of education .............. .
To methods and school management ..
'l'o psychology ......... ...........•...

West.
Hours a,
week.

10
11
10
11

.s

.e'°

cv:i
~

~

cN

1
G
7
1

a

:.!
2
1

10
20
20
:.!~

Weeks.

g1~
z

~

.s

.B

~

~

~

1
9

a6
8

4
5

4
6

I

Number of Schools that give in theSouth.
Ilours a
week.

To history of education .... .
Toscicnc of education ..... ::::::::::
To methods and school management ..
Top ·ychology ...•....... , ..........••

·w eeks.

3

9

4

8

8
G

5

6

4

4

10

6

a ~Tot including six 1nstancos of from 15 to 17 weoks.

Cities.
Ilours a
week.

2
2

2
1
b

2
2

5

a

2

4
1
3

ll
11
10
13

Weeks.

6
b6
3

6

5

;I

Eight w eks in 3 instances included.

THEORETICAL AND PRACTICAL TRAINING OF TEACHERS IN GERMA....'iY,

. It i gon~rally known, _we bcli~ve, that the several European Government , e P •
c~alJr,i the l! rench, from tw:e to time send representati vos abroad- to st0;dy the ~due_ ·
tioua yst~m of other nation and even to dwell at their place of 111struct1011 Ill
.or<l_ r to ga._1~- a m~re accurate knowledge of foreign manners aud cu torn , a proce
which a b_r1l.iant, I+ rr.ncl1 Pclnca, ional writer ha.s compared to tryiuo- to see iu tbe dar_
\V~ :A.m r1cans au,l our relatives ou the other side of the Atlantic are le active 1D
this way, the matter being lef~ almost entirely to private enterprise.
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"\Ye art~ unable to eay that Mr. Perry, an assistant master at Elon College, w'a s in
tbe employ of the British Government w11ile residing ' at the German trainiIJg college at Weiinar, or that he resided at Weimar and traveled through Germany for the
purpose of making the report which he presented to the "Royal (English) Commis- /
sion ou the Education Acts." Nevertheless, in looking around for statistics of German schools to compare with those we have presented, it was w·th some pleasure
that we found in Mr. Perry's recent work on German training schools and colleges those
which follow. It will be remembered that in Germany school programmes n,re made
by the Government.
'
TABLE

5.-Theoretical training of students in the training colleges of six sta!es of the
German Em.pire.
.

Class I.

State.

,,;

ti,
;..

rh
p

;..
0

;..

p

Clasa..II.

~

~

~

Class III,

0

0

;r:j

'

~

Prnss;,i, .....•...... History of education
and instruction;
prh1cipal works in
education.
Bavaria..--· ____ •• _.

2

--···---·------··-····-· .. .

'

Sax,,ny ...•••....•. Eleinents of psychol. a!I.
ogy and logic; spe·
cial method.
Baden ..•...•.•... . ............................. ...

General theory of ed.
ncation and instruc·
tion; eleineJtts of
tsychology and

ogw.

'

General theory of eel. a4
ucaition andinstruc.
tiou; physiolog_v,
psychology, ancl dis·
cipline.
Continuation -of fore· a5
going; the· theory
of instruction.
General theory of in. 2
struction; ·anthro.
pology; biography
of educationists. .
'

2

General tlieory of ed·
ucation and instruc.
tion; elements of
physiology and psy.
chology.

3

Weimar ........... Psychology ....... .•.. 2

General theory of in·
struction ; special
method and trlal
lessons.

3

Hesse.Dal'mstaclt .. Rudiments and theory
of education; gen.
eral history of in·
struction and edu.
cation; literature
of education.

-

,

History of education
and method; special
method.

a5

General theory of eel·
ucation; history of
eclu.cation.
General theory of ed·
llcation; elements
of pH_ychology and
logic ; history a11d
literature of educa.
tion; special met bod
by teacher of · each
Auhject.
Repetition of previous
matter; illust,ra.
tion of clifficult
questions through
psycholog_y ; 1 o g i c
ancl moral pl.tiloso.
phy; special
method}!,
,
General theory and
history of educa·
ti.on.

...

-

a Combined with trial lessons in practice school.
TABLE

a

Special method ..•.•••

2

3

2

2

"

6.-l'he practical training of students in foU1·teen Geiman train'ir1g colleges.
ti,

~
<!>

r:::!

Practice school
in:;truction.

'c...
0

~

.::,

§l

z

~

Trial lessons.

0)

·i:;

P.oo

..=l

0

Dura.
tion of
Weekly Hours <!><lJ Num.
her
'""' weekly.
each
total of p er stu. ,.:,~A
hours. dent.
lesson.
0~

~:3

-···--- - - -

~~k~!tt~f
e·:::: ~~
Dre~den ......... 20-24

10-12

20

54,

27
28

78

17
2G
16

104

4-G
4-7

~

P.o,

,...A

Weimar.........
18
Eisenach . .. .. . ..
20
84
Ranover ........
30
W arendorf .. . . . .
30 ....... .
Berlin ........................ .

Lobau........ .. .
Easlingen . . . . • . .
Ni:irtingen ......
Gotba...........
Rildburghausec.
.Altenburg.......

~

~ I::

~

Loclftion .

....
...·~

~

~

'"~

..c:
Q
~

o;,

H

.s~

fo'

:e.g

~-~ ~
~.µ

~

o A"'

:5...,;
~-..<

4-1'C~

.sen ~

.o~

.$

;..

µ
0

~

Scripture trial
lessons.

~"'"'
o P.

~~~

<!>

s.~.g
.-.,.c:l
~

Num. Dura·
bcr
tion of
We1Jkly. each.

~t::S

- - - - - - - - - - - - -· ------.
3

2

Minutes
3.0

Minutes

3
10-12
5-6
1
60
2
45
··~i1"" ·2·~;~j; .......
7
14 ..... 5. --····2· ...... (;()
all 4 each ..................... ..
all
6-11 ..... ................. .
all 2 each

l, ~ .....
4-7
1 ........ ........
6-10
8--12
1 .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
6- 10 ...... ........ .. .•.. ..
4
5 .. . . . . . .
6-8
5-6 ······ ... ........... ................ ::::::: ...... i ......
2-4
2
3 ... ... ~ ...•... ~~
3
2-6
1
(b)
3, 4 . .. . . .. .
3-4 ............... .
5-7
a
2
25-30
3
83
3
1
30
6-10
2-3
30-45 .. . . • . . . .. . .. . . . . . . • .
2-4
15-30
3-6

a In winter.

60.

45

·-- ··;4· ""i5~30· """"z" .... 26.

b Occasionally,
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TABLE

7.-Practice BclioolB of thirteen Gertnan t1·aining collegeB (normal Bchool.8).
6

f

ai

.:i.o
.... 0

Nnmber of children.

....
0

Number of
teachers.

o.::l

Location.

'"'"
(t)<tl

'a-~

~

..

Total.

2
1

100
87
220
151
116
17~

Boys.

Girls.

Situation Yearof
of practice fonndaschool.
tion.

---------,-1-- - - - - - - - - - ___ ,__:________ ,------1--We:mar·-··············
Eisenach...............
Hanover...............
"\Vare:;ilorf .....• ......
Brau11>1berg. .•. . . . .. . . .
E<'kemfiirde ...........
Drestleu . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Lob'lu ........•........
J~11i.lingen..............
Niirtiugen.... .. . . . . . . .
Gotha...... .......•....
llildlrnrgbansen . . . . • . .
Altenburg . . . . . . • . •• . . .

a Girls.
bBo~s.
'!'ABLE 8.-ParentB

College at.

1
1
2

1
c1

1
l
1
1
1
1

137
9:i

10!

64
36
!l7

36
51
123

151
116

i:rn

42

105
46
104

32
49

94
206
117

206
4!)

63

120

60

60

114;

~!
4

2 ordinarii a . • • . . . College . . . 1871-'72
1 ordinarius ........... do . . ••. 1851

6 .••. (lo· ..•.••••••••.•••• do .......... •••
3 .••. do .•...•........••. do . . . . . 1882
3 2 college teachers ..••. do . . . . . 1879
4 1 ordinarius . ........•. do . . • . . 1874
5 1Ocollege teachers . ..•. do - . . . . 1874,
4 College teachers ....•. do .. ... 1875
3 1 orrlinarius d .••.. ..•. do .•. • . 1868
3 ·-· -do .........••...••. do..... 1784
4 2 ordinarii .........•.. do . . • • . l'i'84
3 1 or<linarius ........... do .. ... 1836
3 .••• do ..•••••••.••..••. do . . . . . 1806

c This is a mid<lle or secondary school.
d And an assistant.

of BtudentB and their social status infoutteen Gm·man training collegu.
Vocation of parents.

Weimar .......•.... Clerg~nan, teacher. artisan, farmer.
Eisenn.ch .....•..... Fonr farm or s, !J artis'tns, 1 chemiflt, 2 teachers, 1 day laborer, etc.
Hanover ....••.... . Mason, carpenter, tailor, telegraph messenger, blacksmith, workman, pointsman,
pipemaker.
'\Vnrenrlorf...•..... Three teacliers, 8 da~, laborers, 14 small farmers, 8 artisans, 2 shopkeepers.
Rraunslrnrg ....... . Small faz:mers. nrtisans. teachers, and small officials.
Eckern forde ....•.. Teachers, officials, artisans, peasants.
.
.
Dresden ..•......... Shopkeepers and mercantile class, teachers, official, most of them resrdenL ID
Drns<len.
Loban ....••........ Five weavers, 9 artisans, 3 officials, l t eacher, 2 farmers.
Altdorf ...•....•... Mitson, tailor, peasant, butcher, farmer, shoemaker, ropemaker, ,teacher, day
laborer.
E~sliniren .....••... PeaAants, vine·dresser, artisans, teael10rs, noncommisRioned officer.
Niirtingen ....... . Seve11 teachers. 4 bootmakers, 3 peasants,~ manufactory inspectors, 1 baker, 1
innkeeper, 1 shopkeeper, 1 milor, anrl 1 mi,1sionnry.
Gotba .••..•.•••..• . Two tenchHS, 2 Rm all otlfoials, 8 artisans, 5 farmers.
IIildburgbansen .. . 'J eacherA, artisans, peasants.
Altenburg ........ . Clergyman, teachers, small officials, peasants, day laborer.

CHAPTER XIV.
THE "NEW PLAN" OF THE TRUSTEES OF THE PEABODY FUND, IN 1878. 1
In following the rise and development of the normal-school curriculum in Chapter
X we n6ither spoke of the course of study in the South nor went beyond 1880, when
it was said that "the conception" was gaining ground, that teaching should cease to be
an empirical art and should become a rational art; that t,he teacher should not only
be instructed in processes, but should also be taught the body of doctrine that underlies them and assures their validity." To-day we find one of the pioneers of that
movement, the author of the remark we have just quoted, at the head of an institution which is "a normal college for all the Southern States,'' a,nd from which teachers
have been and will continue to be returned to their native States to carry out the
benevolent purpose for which Mr. Peabody founded the education fund known by his
name.
Yet it is not to show the condition of normal training in the South, either before or
after 1880, that attention is called to the inception of the idea that the purpose of the
Peabody Fund could best be carried out by training teachers. Our object is to bring out
the manner in which a body of gentlemen, selected from among the most distinguished
men in the country, with, perhaps by, the advice of al). eminent educator, abandoned
their original method of advancing the purpose of their trust and devoted their
otherwise insignificant resources to the preparation of teachers to supply the schools
rather than assisting to supply schools to the people. Not that that original method
was at all faulty or should originally have been subordinate to th~ other, but because
the determination to use the income of the fond for the preparatfon of te2chers, a
determination arrived at after twelve years of pioneer experience, shows that the
eminent men composing the board of trustees were convinced that the cheapest and
sure~t way to advance a system of public schools as soon as it-.has arrived at a, certain
rudimentary stage of development, is to provide it with qualified teachers. We
have endeavored to show how this was the idea of Mr. Dix and the New York University board of regents, of Mr. Mann and his colleagues of the newly created State
board of Massachusetts; and to emphasize aud illustrate it we shall briefly follow
"the new departure," iu 1878, of the Peabody Fund trus.tees. The herculean work
of establishing, we are tempted to say introducing, public schools into the wardevastated States during the first twelve years of the trustees' activity does not pertain to the subject matter of this section of the Report.
Under date of February 7, 1867, Mr. Peabody addressed a letter, creating a trust, to
the Hon. Robert C. Winthrop, of Massachusetts, and oth~rs, of which the quoted
matter that immediately follows is a material part:
"With my advancing years my attachment to my native land has but become more
devoted. My hope and faith in its successful and glorious future have grown brighter
and stronger; and now, looking forwarrl beyond my stay on earth, as may be permitted, to one who has passed the limit of three-score and ten years, I see our country,
united and prosperous, emerging from the clouds which still surround her, taking a
higher rank among the nations, and becoming richer and more powerful than ever
before.
"But to make her prosperity more than superficial, her moral and intellectual development should keep pace with her material growth, and in those portions of our
nation to which I have referred [ those which had suffered from the destructive ravages, and the not less disastrous consequences of civil war] the urgent and pressing
physical needs of an almost impoverished people must for some years preclude them
from making, by unaided effort, such advances in education, and such progress in the
diffusion of knowledge among all classes as every lover of his country must earnestly
desire."
On March 15, 1867, Mr. Winthrop received from President Sears, of Brown University, whom Mr. Winthrop had consulted as he himself bad been consulted by Mr.
Peabody as early as 1866, a letter of advice as to the manner of or·ganizing the work
incident to the application of the income of the fund. In this letter the following
para.graphs occur, marked respectiv6ly 2 and 5.
J
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"2. As to plans and methods much is to be created. We have nothing exactly like
what is to be undertaken. There are no examp1es before you. There has been no
experience directly in this line of action. :Mnch must come by time and actual trial.
Principles may be laid down, but there must be room for variation in details.
''5. Of course e,_tfective schools, tha,p shall be permanent, is the great desideratum.
This js not only the best thing for the young, but they furuish to the people at large
the strongest argument in favor of popular education. Let good schools, springing
up on the soil, growing out of the wants of the people, and meeting those wants, be
sprinkled all over the South, as examples, and be made the nuclei for others, and let
them be established and controlled as far as possible by the people tlrnmselves, and
they will in time grow into State systemo. Besides the direct aid in the support of
such scbools, which would no doubt be the first work to be done, there are various
indirect ways of reaching the same end. Normal schools, especially for training female teachers for the primary schools; higher education given in the form of scholarships to a limited number of young men who would obligate themselves to teach for
as long a period, at least, as that during which they received aid, or to refund the
money; encouragement to teachers' associations by giving them $50 or $100 to pay
for the lectures at their meetings; aid to the editors or publisbers,of journals of education for the benefit of teachers, these might be some of the indireG-t methods to be
usec1."
At the first busiuess meeting, March 20, 1867, Mr. Peabody having expressed the
wish that the fund be used in such a way "as would, for the present, give an education to the greatest number of young children," Bishop Mcllvaine, for the committee
of investigation and inquiry, reported that "for the present the promotion of primary or common-school education, by such means or agencies as uow exist or may
need to bo created, be the leading object of the board in the use of the fund placed
at its disposal.
''That in aid of the above design, and as promotive of the same, the board will
have in view the furtherance of normal-school education for the preparation of
teachers, as well by the endowment of scholarships in existing Southern institutions
as by the establishing of normal schools and the aiding of such normal schools as
may now be in operation in the Southern and Southwestern States, including such
measures as may be feasible, and as experience shall dictate to be expedient, for the
promotion of euucation in the application of science to the industrial pursuits of
human life."
·
One would think from the tenor of this report, which WM adopted unanimously,
that normal training was the great object of the trustees from ~he very beginning.
The test of this wiJl be a, comparison of· the sums devoted to the training of teachers
and to fostering public schools. In making this comparisou, the form in which the
agent of the fund made bis financial statements until 1873 obliges us to consult our
convenience and to begin with the distribution for that year, the date at which the
amount distributed was larger than it had been before or has been since.
Of the amount uistributod tbero went to-

Instita-1

For the yenr ending in-

Normal
schools
ancl institutes.

Public
schools.

Per cent.

J>er cent.

1873 ······· .................. ·········· ..
1874 ············ ........................ .

r,
6

1 875 ·••·•··········•·•·•·········· ...... .
1876. ····••··••···•··•••· ....•••••.......
1877 ......•...•. .. . ·••• · .•...•...•.•..•. .
187 ·•···••·•• ..•. ·····••· ...• . ·····•····
1R79 .•...........•...........•.•.........

9
13

89
85

tionsdesig. Euucanate<l as tionaljoor"semi·
nary,"
nals and
"acnde,
. 0th e~
my,,, or mmor aids.
''school."

Per cent.
4
8
0
3
3

77
80
74.
68
60
18
10

2
1
0
1

25

2

27
12

1

Ii! 0 .................................... .
1881 .................................... .
1 82 ... .... . ······ ..•......•.. _. . ...... .
18 3 ...•..•..••..••..•.•.•............•..
1884 . ......... ···••· .... ·•·•·• ..•........
l& 5 .... · ··•·· .••....•.• ···•·· .......... .
1 6 ......... ·········· · ··· · ............ .
1 7 .....•...............................
1888 · ··························· ····· ... .

18
2i
35
73
0
72
7l
b7
01
80
81
85

0
1-t
bl!)
15

0
0
0

Agrrrcg te . ...................... .

44

61

8

0
0

Amount

Per cent.

$135,840
15'.?, 5:!5

1

1

97,
99, 1·
:?. !!4J
77, ~~
'i4,

5
4
5
4
5
9
3
1
1
0. 5

!'iJ,i-

a:iO.s,.:;

80,334

0

__ r1
2

dis·

tribu teu.

I

a From Febrnnry 1 to October 1.
b N enrly 6 per cent. of this a. special approp1fation for earthquake-shaken Charleston.

71, 1;·
;;o, 5
·1, i .
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PLAN OF THE PEABODY FUND TRUSTEES.

•

Comparing the columns of the foregoing table with those of Tabulatio_n L, pag6 328,
a difference is at oqce observed. The changes of the table under review want , the
rhythm that distinguish those of Tabulation L. We would attribute this to the difference between a system organized and ~n motion and the organizing and putting a system in motion by bearing help where it would do the most good.
Another phenomenon is the fluct?-ation of the percent~~ea for the a~ounts. appropriated to public schools. Even w1tho°:t th~ percenta~es of t~e next fo_llowrng column, which properly should be added to 1t, this column for public 1:3chools 1s extremely ·
large at the date of 1873, being 89 (really 93) per cent. of the whole amount distributed. But by October, 1881, it has fallen to 10 per cent., only to jump to 25 per cent. the
following year, and again to sink, in a year or two, t6 9 per cent., and again to jump
to 14 per cent. in the following year. Strange to say, each epoch of large or enlarged
appropriation to foster schools is marked by the , adv~nt _of ~ new a¥ent. As Dr.
Sears observes, "Much [i. e., the better methods of d1stributmg the rncome] must
come by actual trial i '' and we find him co-nstantly increasing the proportion of the
income of the trust to normal schools and institutes until his death in July, 1880. Dr.
Curry assumed charge on February 1, 1881, and in his report covering the year ending
September 30, 1882, we chronicled an enlarged appropriation for the public schools
and a dimiuished appropriation for the training of teachers. In the report for the year ending September 30, 1885, made by Dr. Uurry just ~efore leaving the country
to assume the duties of our minister to t.lpain, the appropriation for normal schools
had risen to the extraordinary height of 91 per cent. of the amount distributed, and
the appropriation for the public schools had sunk to 9 per cent. Under Dr. Green
9, rise again occurred in the column containing the percentages of the amount appro-,
priated to public schoois and a corresponding fall in the percentage granted for training of teachers. With one exception, however, we note also, that an increase in the
percentage granted to public schools is also accompanied by an increase in the amount
distributed.
Whether these facts show that each agent in turn as he became personally experienced iu the administration of his duties .saw the advantage and necessity of
training teachers in preference to fostering schools, or whether the facts be mere
coincidenceti, is a question best solved by the distinguished gentlemen themselves,
but that the table shows that a very decided departure was begun in 1876 and culminated in 1800, there can be no doubt. The table speaks for itself ie. its domain of
figures. We will let the chairman of the board of trustees, their general agent, and _
the president of their normal college, explain this phenomenon. shown by the statistics,
and first as to the reality of the fact shown by the table.
In his address at the seventeenth meeting of the board of trustees of the Peabody
fund, Mr. Winthrop said:
"Having employed our means mainly during the last twelve years since our organization in the more general interest of common SGhool education and having thus
accomplished our primary purpose, in awakening the attention of the Southern :States
to that subject, and in exhibiting model schools in many of their cities and towns,
as examples and incentives, we may feel safe, as Dr. Sears suggests, in leaving that
part of our work in the hands of the people to whom it is a matter of such immediate
and vital concern,"
In a letter dated April 28 1879, Dr. Sears observes, "On the whole it now looks as
if we should ca::ry out our new plan-the improvement of teachers as successfully as
we did ou:i: first-the establishment of schools." '' The trustees *
* havinofor some twelve years devoted their income to the establishing and fostering publi~
schools in the Southern States," says Dr. Stearns, president of the Peabody Normal
College, "in the year 1876 [8 ?] determined upon a new departure, which should contemplate the gradual withdrawal of aid from the schools, uow generally able to sustain themselves, and the application of a much larger proportion of their income to
encourage and assist in the education and training of persons to take the charge and
instruction of them."
As experience has thus corroborated our statistics we turn to consider the reason
for this'' new departure."
"Of the two grand objects," say.3 Dr. Sears in his thirteenth report (1879)1, "which
thi~ hoard _bas from t~10 begin_ning had in view * * ;. the primary one, has been
so far a.ttamed that 1t may, 111 great part be safely left in the hands of the people
and Ollr cliief attention henceforth be given to the latter [the traiuiuo- of teachers]:
i,
"
The existence of the school system being established as a part of the poli0y '
jf

1
Dr. Sears is quoted by t~e convention of the Vermont Teachers' Association, appointed to investigate normal schools. as saymg:
"If th.;re is any one thing_est~blish~d by expe~iment, it _is tI;at in all great enterprises, Rurpassing _
the power of one man, comlnnat1ou of effort, stnct orgamzat10n superinteJJdence and the employment (!f spccia~ists to d~ special_ work, cousti_tut,e the great law of' economy. * ~
We venture the
assertion that m the O(IJOJOn ot competent JtulgeR, no school mon(1y in Europe or Amel'ica has been
Ijlore advanta~eously expended than that paid for normal schoo1I!"
•

*
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of eve~y State, fts active supporters are now considering by what means they can
best elevate the tone of instruction. It is a pleasing fact that 1 at the very time
that this l)oard turns its attention to the improvement of tho education given i n the
pnblic schools, a widespead opinion is simultaneously springing up that the greatest
want now existing in the several States is that of well-trained teachers." One
would infer from the language used by Dr. Sears that the public a,n(l the board had
independently arrived at the same conclusion. Says Mr. Winthrop in October, 1883:
"Through the wise and efficient exertions of Dr. Sears we had succeeded, even beyond our expectations, in awakening an intelligent and earnest interest in education
in almost all those States for whose benefit the trust is administered. • • * But
here we were met also by the ascertainment of a great want which our work had developed and without the supply of which all further efforts would have been comparatively fruitless. That want was the want of accomplished and capable teachers."
"Then was felt," says Dr. Stearns, president of the Nashville (now Peabody) Normal College, "as never before, the necessity for well-instructed, carefully-trained,
earnest, and faithful persons to manage and to take the charge of them [the pu blic
schools]. It was accordingly proposed by the Peabody trustees after a few years to
devote henceforth a considerable portion of the money at their disposal to assist in
the establishment of one or more normal or training schoolt1.''
'' The instruction of the board," says Dr. Curry in his first report (1881), "to apply
the greater portion of the income of the fond hereafter to the education of teachers
for the public schools has met with general and decided approval. Our chief educa tional want is better teaching."
As any effect may be looked upon as the result of an indefinite series of causes, so
may it be viewed as a cause of an indefinite series of effects. We can trace the series
of events that lead the trustees to devote their income to the training of teacher s
hack to the ideas, not less patriotic than philanthropic, of Mr. Peabody which caused
him to create his '' trust." But the effects of the "new plan" of the trustees have
only completed their first stage, and yet a great normal college, ultimately in all
probability to be magnificently endowed as ''a special permanent monument of Mr.
Peabody'~ bounty," has arisen-" The Normal Hchool for the whole South."
"There are but few,'' says Burke in his Present Discontents, "who are capable
of comparing and digesting what passes before their eyes at different times and occasions, so as to form the whole into a distinct syst em. Bnt in books everything is
settled for them without the exertion of any considerable diligence or sagacity."
Thus admonished of the difficulties of foretelling the greatness of the Peabody College,
we take leave of the three volumes of printed reports from which we have drawn t;he
figures and upon which we have ba1:1ed the foregoing remark13.

CHAPTER XV.
COURSE OF STUDY IN PUBLIC ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS OF
CITIES. 1

What the Elementary School Is-The Quantity of Elementa1·y Inst-nwtion-Character of Elemen~ary
Training-General Remarks-Reading-.A.rit~i-metic-G·r amrna:-Geography and History-~7!-bJecti
Oomparatively New to the Oourse-Natural Science-GP._neral History-Geometry-Algebra-Civil Government-Amount of Instruction and Number of Hours Devo_tedto the Severa! Branches (Table 1)-;-Pe:·
centage of Total 'l'ime Occ~ipied by Each Branch of Instriiction ( Table 2)-Time Allotted to Reading in
the Several Grades (Table 3)-To Spelling (1.'able 4)-To lVriting (Table 5)-To Drawing (Table 6)-.7'o .
Music (Table 7)-To '· Language Lessons,', and to '' English Grammar" (Tcible 8)-To History (Table~)To Geography (Table 10)-To Arithmetic (:l'able 11)-To Physical Culture (Table 121-To Instruction,
Principa_lly Oral, in Morals and Manners, in Oivil Government, and in Natural Science, includin,g
Physiology (Table 13).
INTRODUCTION.

What the elementa1·y school i8.-ln reviewing the entire course of man's existeuce,
differences iu his powers at successive periods become apparent. These differences
are so great that it is customary to divide the term of life into epochs or stages.
The Jines of <lemarkation between these epochs are variously placed by different writers,
but all agree in assigning to the beginning of the period of puberty a peculiar significance as marking a uew era in life. Psychologists also recognize this point and
indicate it as the beginning of. a new period of mental activity-i. e., the stage of
judging or reasoning.
Now, since it is essential that the studies pursued at any particular time shall be
suited to the mental advancement of the student, the course of study should be so
constructed that, when the pnpil begins to think as a man, and to reason as a man,
he shall be led into fields of effort different from those with which he has- previously
heen familiar. New subjects should be introduced which require, in a greater degree,
the exercise of his reasoning faculties. A new order of proceeding and exposition
should be adopted in instructing him.
To accomplish this most satisfactorily, the pupil is at this point transferred from
the elementary school, which he has hitherto attended, to another department of the
school system, called the high school, whose organization is especially adapted to the
new methods of instruction, and whose discipline is suited to his increased capacity
for self-command. The question of convenience in school management alao enters
into the separation of the higher department from the lower, just as in the division
of elementary schools into primary, intermediate, and grammar schools in many of
the larger cities; but the difference between the elementary school and the high
school is a real one, based npon psychological causes that are recognized, or are sup-,.
posed to be recognized, in the arrangement of every course of study.
If it be required, therefore, to give a definition of the place of the American eleme.ntary school in the scheme of education, it may be said that in it is given that instruction which precedeR the assumption of the studies proper for the stage of reasoning.
In practice the studies first taken up when this stage is supposed to be reached are
chosen fr~m the following: Algebra., geometry, physics, chemistry, general history,
and a for01gn language, ancient or modern.
The quantit.lJ of elementary inst1·uction.-It is a well-establisbeu fact that the mind
grows by the proper exercise of its faculties. Without such exercise those faculties
do not develop as rapidly as they might, anil the probability of attaining the highest
mental development is lessened in proportion to the time and opportunities lost.
On the other band, even greater danger may be apprehended from unwisely overcrowding the youthful mind and subjecting it to tasks too great for its strengt,h.
Hence it is important that careful attention should be given to t,h e quantity of
study of each kind which a child is required to do. He should not be kept upon the
1 This

paper was prepared by Mr. J. C. Boykin, specialist of the Bureau in city school systems.
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simpler studies of the elementary school longer than is necessary to prepare him
for those of the high school, nor should his mind be taxed with the severer studies
before his capacity is fully equal to the task.
It is still an open question as to what is the quantity of elementary study which
will furnish ·the proper training without loss of time, and yet without overcrowding.
Eight years is the time indicated in a majority of cases, but an examination of the
tables presented herewith discloses wide divergences from this time. Without descending further into details than to note the number of years, it appears that there
are courses which cover 5, 6, 7, 7½, 8, 9, and 10 years respectively. These courses all
have a common object in view, i. e., the high school, with its characteristic methods
and studies. Now, the study of algebra, which is the best test of high school instruction, requires the exercise of the same faculties, whether it is taken up in the sixth
school year or m the eloventh. 'l'hen, if the opinion be correct that thi.s branch with
the others previously named represents the proper studies for a certain stage of mental advancement, it follows either that the pupils are prematurely forced in one case,
or else that they lose several valuable years in the other.
It is not within the purpose of these remarks to set forth the advantages of either
a long or a short elementary course, bnt they are intended principally to indicate the
pnrpose and value of the subjoined tables, and to direct attention to many other variations, equally as radical, which are disclosed, in the hope that a general discussion.
of the points of difference may be productive of mutual benefit.
CHARACTER OF ELEMENTARY TRAINING.

In the previous paragraphs elementary instruction bas been mentioned only in
connection with its function of aiding in the development of the mind to the point
at which a new epoch begins. But this is only a part of what the training given
during this period must accomplish: for in common with all instruction it must also
have in view the equipment of the pupil with facts useful for the present and profitable in the future years of bis life.
Amer..ican writers on edncation have generally been iuclined in the past to take the
view of instruction, including _of course that given in the elementary schools, which
subordinates the acquisition of knowledge for its own sake to the discipline of the
mind.
The position taken by James Currie in his "Principles aud Practice of Common
School Education" coincides with the opinions which a few years ago almost uni versally prevailed in this country, and as an excellent presentation of this view one
paragraph iu this book is worthy of reproduction in full. His belief is that "On
its intellectual side the school shoultl seek to develop the powers of mind, so that the
pupil may have the full use of them in after llfe. This consideration should determine the whole -work of the school. Present knowledge is not given for its own
sake, or with a view to future professional occupation, but that tile pupil who ha
~one_through the process of acquiring it, may gain therefrom the power of acqniring
fot himself as much more as he neeJs and the disposition to do so. And according to
the degree in which it tends to give this power is any l>rtmch of knowledge a suitable
or an unsuita,ble instrument for school purposes. The school has a general, not a
special, design; it doe not consider how much of this subject or of that will be
r~quired to fit the pupil for such and such a position, but how it can best discipli1;1e
his mmd. The elevation of character implied in the attainment of this end will
l>et_ter prepare him for the position he may be called on to occupy than any r.ccu~ulat10?- of knowledge presented to him from its apparent exclusive adaptation to 1t
requirements."
llut recent years have given evidences of a departure from this position, and the
Spe~cerian doctr!ne "that the acquirement of those classes of faots which are m_o
useful for rogulatrng cond,rnt involves a mental exercise best fitted for strengthenm"'
the f~cu!ties," is now widely :1cccpted as true so far as it relates to elementary stud~,
both m 1t direct and inverse application. Consequently, the writers of to-day ma_mfe~t a strong de ire to bring the subjects of school instruction more nearly in a ltne
with the immediate demands of n.ctual life. Evidences are numerous that theutterances and beliefs have had their effect upon the courses of instruction. uch
evi~ences may be found in tho abbreviation of the study of arithmetic; in the rc~egat_10!1 of ~he sci~nce of gr~mmar to the highe t grades; in the_ popular~ty of ~anu _l
tramLOO'; rn the mtrodnct10n of supplemeutarv readin<Y with information as 1t primary object; in the legal requirements relating to the study of physiolo y and
hygiene; _in the appeara.uce in many courses of study of "civics," bookkeeping. and
otlier ubJects supposed to have a direct bearin<Y upon the pupil's life and conduct.
The disproportionate growth of the lower st~atum of our educational system nod
th_e nece sity it brought for a more rounded elementary training had much to do
with this change of belief, if it was not the direct cause.

.
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When the number of those who attended school was limited in a large measure topersons who anticipated a full course of study extending through the elementary and
secondar;y- school, the college, and the !1-niversity, each department wa:s pra?tical~y a
preparation for that which followed. £he elementary school had for its chief obJect
the development of the faculties to the point of ability to pursue the studies of thesecondary school. The secondary school _was simply a prel'!aratory depa~tment for
the college, while the co1lege _m erely contmued the work of culture, and 1t was not
until the university was reached that a beginning was made toward direct and
avowed preparation for the work of life.
For those who are destined to pursue the entire curriculum this is still the
approved regimen.
·
It would be a needless waste of time to give any attention to the elements of algebra, geometry, civil government, and general history, or more than a modicum of instruct-ion. in natural science in the elelllentary schools if all the pupils are expectecJ to
study these things in a thorough, scienti6c manner in a higher institution. Bntthis
is not now the case. The public schools are filled with those whose attend an co is to
cease at an early period, and the pupils who complete the entire course of instructitm
are too few to influence the shaping of that portion of the course which all purs~e.
About 84 per cent. of the children receive no formal instruction save what is given
them in the elementary schools ; they must be informed of facts necessary to right
living while there is yet an opportunity.
Even if it be granted that the acquisition of such information is not "best fittec:1
for strengthening the faculties," and that it would not "be utterly contrary to the
beautiful economy of nature if one kind of culture were needed for the gaining of information and another kind for a mental gymnastic," the time which the great
majority give to school work is too short to dwell upon the recognized disciplinary
studies to the exclusion or neglect of the information-giving subjects.
Social s-cience, natural science, general history, algebra, and geometry are :riot, it is
true, properly "information subjects" as they are taugb t in the higher schools, for the
mental drill they give is such that their disciplinary value is even greater than their '
value in imparting knowledge. But the pupils in elementary grades are not ready
for the deeper processes· of thought involved in the :proper study of these su_bjects,
although a knowledge of their practieal teachings is essential. Therefore it becomes
necessary to divest these subjects of higher study of their dense garb of intricate
reasoning, and to present the useful facts they teach clothed onl_y in a thin garment
of explanation which may be easily penetrated by the understanding of the elementary pupil.
.
Thus it is intended that the practical lessons of the advanced and highiy discip- 1
linary studies shall be learned by the child who proceeds no· further in the curriculum than the grammar school, and that his training, though less thorough, shall
be nearly as well rounded as that received by the high school or th.e ~ollege graduate.
Mr. J. G. Fitchadmirablyexpressesthisprinciplein his" L~ctureson Teaching" thns:
"The course should be rounded and complete as far as it goes, on the supposition
tpat, except in the case of schools which are preparing for the u.niversity, there is
~1ttle or no chance that the time of formal school instruction _w ill be prolonged. It
1s by losing sight of this that we often commit the grave mistake of conducting the
~chool education of a boy on too pretentious a plan and on the assumption that he
1s to ruake a long stay at school. And the incomplete frustum of a higher course is
not of the same value as the whole of .a scheme of instruction which from the first
has a less ambitiom~ aim.7'
· With so much in regard to the general plan of the present elementary co~rse we
m~y proceed to the consideration of the effects of the changed purposes upon its deta1ls.. In this connection it is better to treat the -several subjects accordiog to the
relat1ve importance assigned to them ra,ther than by consi<lering the &ctual time devoted to each. In this way we may more satisfactorily,judge the character of each
course, both specifically and comparatively .
. For this purpose twenty-nine courses have been selected, representing all the sections of the country and all the di:lforent :r,·eriods of time covered, and the relative
amount of time devoted 1.o every subject in each course has been determined. In
Table 2 m~y be found the result. Let us ha:re remind the student of this table, in a
parenthet1c~l way, that the time which it is necessary t) give to a subject is not al:ways commensurate with its importance. For example, an importa:Q.t trutl..J iu phys-_
~olog;y:, giv_jng the_pnpils a k~1owledge of ~is duty to pimi;clf, or in sociology, show- ·
mp; him lns relat1on1S to 1-oc1ety, may bo rnculcated m ~ very short; time compared
with that needed to instill a p1·inciple no moi·e essential in mathematics or grammar. Such a table as this is most valuable in showing changes or difierence.s in the
several coursesi
'
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READING.I

Prominent among the changes that recent years have brought in the_ educ:3-tional
:field is the development of reading. From the partly mechanical exercise of mvolving OIJ.ly the oral interpretatfon of the written or printed word, the subject has grown
until it embraces instructitrn in almost every subject within the range of the child's
understanding.
,
To the design of teacbi ng mere1y how to read is now added the broad purpose of
teaching what to read and how to utilize the fruits of reading. Thus the pupil is not
- only led into the domain of literature, but geography, history, and natural science
all contribute to the store of facts acquired through" reading."
With a few exceptions, like Macon, Ga., where the statement is made that'' the average teacher can not do more than te!1ch tl>e children to get the thought from the
printed page," and where a special teacher is wanted to teach pupils to "read entertainingly," the orator-ical feature of the subject is considered of secondary import;wce at most. Mr. George Howland, in his report for 1887-88 as superintendent of the
Chicago schools, says:
· "Above the primary grades the supplemental reading should be of such a character,
I think, as to make reading a means and not an end. Reading should now be for culture, for information, for broadening and deepening the knowledge and thonght of the
pupil rather than for cultivating oratory, so called, one of t,he most useless, if nor. the
most pernicious, exercises of the schoolroom." And this is the view which generally
prevails.
·
·rhe Chicago course of study assigns 30.9 per cent. of the whole time in school to
reading. In addition to Appleton's series of five readers, Longfellow's Evangeline,
Hawthorne's Wonder Book, Part II, and Whittier's Snow Bound, ~hich are regular
text-_books, the following are furnished by the Board of Educ~tion as supplementary
readrng:
FOR PRIMARY GRADES.

'

First grade.-Sheldon's First Reader, Barnes' First Reader, Swinton's First Reader,
Harpers' First Reader, First Reader of Students' Series .
. Second grade.-Stickney's First Reader) Harper's Second Reader, Seaside and WaysH1e, No. 1, Cats and Dogs (Johonnot), The Book of Folk Stories.
Third grade.-Stickney's Second Reader, Harper's Third Reader, Feathers and Fur
(.Johonnot), The Book of Fables.
Fourth grade.-Andersen's l!'airy Tales, First Series, Hooker's Book of Nature, Part
I, Scribners: Geographical Reader, Dodge's Stories of American History.
T_he books of Lhe first, second, and third grades are supplied in .sets of twenty
copies, and for the fourth grade in sets of thirty copies.
FOR GRAMMAR GRADES.

r

Fifth grade.-Hooker's Book of Nature, Part II, Monroe's Stories of .American History.
Sixth grade-Hooker's Book of Nature, Part III, Heroic Deeds (Johonnot).
Seventh grade.-Scudder's History of the United States, Eggleston's Hh,tory of the
United States, Boys of '76.
!J)ighth grade.-Stone's History of England, Montgomery's Leading Facts of English
History (Ginn & Co.), Building the Nation (Coffin).
"Tlle liooks for the fifth and sixth grades are furnished in sets c;>fthirty copies; those
for ~he seventh g~ad_e in sets of ten copies; those for t,he eighth grade in sets of fifteen
copies, except Bmldrng of the Nation, of which five copies are furnished."
In ~Yew Yoi~lc City the plan of instruction in reading has recent1y 2 been modified, _so
that 1t;1-1ow covers almost as wide a range as in Chicago. Suitable books on h1 tory, lnogra:phy, travel, ~escriptive geog,:aphy, fiction, and poetry have largely ta~en
the pface of the old readrng book, which, according to Mr. John Jasper, the supermteodent, "is usually a miscellaneous crollection of short and unrelated fragment ,
many of which awaken no interest on t,h e part of pupils in t,hese days of an abundance of interesting books for the young."
~o fnrt~er emphasize the use of reading as a developer of the facultie~ and a mean
of imparting useful knowledge "sHent rea,ding by the pupils and the reproduction of
the thou_ghts read, in their own words, have beon practiced with very creditable
results'' m New ~ork and in many other cities of the country.
.
In _Bo1Jton ~~e time devoted to the entire subject of language, includi'ng readm 17,
spelh_ng, writi~g, language lessons, and grammar, is 47.7 per cent. of the whole.
Read mg occupies a large part of this, but its proportion to the total time is less than
'See Tables 1, 2, and

a.
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in either ChicaO'O or New York. The list of books read, however, is even larger 1 and
is less supple1rnfuted by what is called the "circulating;-library p_lan."
.
This idea is pecnliar to Boston and is worthy of partrnular~notrne. It can not be
better described than by quoting the following from School Document No. 20, 1888 :''Tbe object of the plan is not only to aid pupils to cultivate _a taste for go~d anil
wholesome readi1w but by furnishing them with gopcl books fo;r home rea,dmg to
provide additionaf~aterial for their work in composition and the study of English
literature.
"Sets of suitable books will be purchased, each set consisting of sixty books.
"Each set will be put up in a strong, well-made box with handles; the boxes ~o
be made for the purpose, each set exactly fitting its box ; the division to which it
bl3longs and the kind of books it contains to be marked upon each box.
"A report card, upon which the principal shall note the Qondition of book when
received, will accompany each set. The principal of the school shall receive the books, ,,
note on the report their condition, and see to the distribution in the classes.
, "The sets of books in each division will form a circulating library for that division,
to be moved from school to school at stated periods by the regular supply team. The
transfer of boxes will take place during the months of December and March." z
The following are the titles of the books supplied:
Zigzag Journeys in Europe, Zigzag Journeys in the Orient, Scudder's Boston Town,
Drake's The Making of New England, Towle's Pizarro, Towle's Vasco da Gama,
'l'owle's Magellan, Fairy Land of Science, Hawthorne's True Stories, Higgin~on's
Young Folks, Book of Explorers, Scott's Ivanhoe, Longfellow's Evangeline, Little
:Folks in Feathers and J<~ur, What Mr. Darwin Saw in his Voyage around the WorldiR
the Ship Beagle, Muloch's A Noble Life, M. E. Dodge's Hans Brinker, Lambert's Robinson Crusoe, Lamb's Tales from Shakespeare, Abbott's Jonas.on a Parm in Summer,
Smile's Robert Dick, Geologist and Botanist, Eyes Right, Al0ott's Little Men, Alcott's
Little Women, Stoddard's Dab Kinzer, Scott's Kenilworth, Tom Brown's School Days
at Rugby, Abbott's Mary Queen of Scots, Abbott's Charles I, Taylor's Boys of Other
Countries, How Marjory Helped, Little People in Asia, Gilman's Magna Charta Stories,
Overbead,_Yonge's Lances of Linwood, Memory Gems, Geographical Pl~ys, Ten Boys"
Who Lived on the Road from Long Ago till Now, Scott's Tales of a Grandfather,
Hayes's Cast Away in the Cold, Sharp Eyes and other Papers, Lessons on Practical
Subjects, Stories of Mother Nature, Play Days, Jackanapes, Children's Stories of
American Progress, Little Lord Fauntleroy.
·
This list is for the grammar schools only. For the primaries and ungraded schools
the books supplied are princjpally first and second readers of other series than those
adopted as regular text books and as "permanent supplementary reading" books.
The New Haven, Conn., Indianapoli-8, Ind., Baltimo1·e, Md., St. Louis, Mo., and Brooklyn, N. Y., courses also assign a large proportion of the time to reading, and in all of
them the purpose of obtaining information is no less conspicuous than that of cultk
vating a good literary taste, and entirely overshadows the aim of securing distinctness of articulation and accuracy of oral reading, which is for the most part the work
of the lowest grades.
1

The list of '' permanent supplementary reading" books is as follows:
PRIMARY SCHOOLS.

Eaoy Steps for Little Feet; Popular Tales (first and second series); Pnrker nnd Marvel's Supple· '
montary Reading (first book); Tweed's Graded Supplementary Reading; Modern Series Primary
Rea.ding, Part I; An Illustrated Primer (D. C. Heath & Co.). ·
•
GRAMMAR SCHOOLS.

Olafis VI.-Seven Little Sisters, Each and All, Hooker's Child's Book of Nature~ Our World, No.

1, Poetry for Children.
Glass V.-Stories of American History, Guyot's Introduction to Geography, Hooker's Child'~ Book
·
of Natnre, Poetry for Childr.en, Robinso'n Crnsoe.
Class lV,-The Wonder Book, Tan!{lewood Tales, Stories in Mythologv, Hooker's Cbilcl's Book of
Naturer Poetry for Uhildren, Nature's Book, Robinson Crusoe.
· .,
Ola,s IlI.-Hooker's Child's Book of Nature, American Poems, with Biographical Sketches and
Notes.
·
Olass lf.-Selections from American Authors, American Poems.
Ola.as I.-Selections from American Authors, Early England, Harper's Half-hour Series (Nos. 6 and
14), American Poems, Green's Readings from English History, Phillips' Historical Reade.rs (Nos. 1,
2, 3, 4).
class.-Six Stories from the Arabian Nights, Holm~s's and Longfellow's Leaflets, Book of Golden

n!~¾.

These books are supplied in sets of sixty copif'ls each, one set being sufficient for these class-rooms.
~tis intended to discuss the subject of school libraries with considerable fullness in the next Edu- ,
cational Reportr and for that reason no mention is made here of the uses in connection with the study
of reading to which school libraries are put in many other cities.
2
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Ar:ITID!ETIC. 1

Ne~t to tho development of reading, the changes in the study of- arithmetic are
most significant in indicating the tendency of the time.
. . .
Arithmetic has long been considered the ideal, if not the prin_cipal, d1sc1pl_rnary
study. Its place in the old course was second to none. Its exercises we_re des1g1;1ed
less to directly assist the pupil in the avocations of life than to call out h1s !easom7:1g
faculties, to cultivate liabits of accurate thonght, and to train his powers of analysis.
These conditions are gradually changing. The belief is gaining ground tha~ p~oblems haiving more or less adaptability to tho business of life, furnish as muc~ 1I!s1~ht
into arithmetical logic aA the elementary pupil has time to gain; that tha_ d1_sm_Plme
and information furnished by other subjects are more valuable than the d1sc1plme ?f
those portions of arithmetic which convey no information likely to be profitable m
the daily affairs of the average man.
.
Less time proportionally is given to arithmetic in Chicago than in any other 01ty
in the country, only ~.3 per cent. being there devoted to that study; while in Boston,
notwithstanding the wide attention attracted to the ''simplification" of the subject
and the reduction of the time devoted to it, it still apparently occt1pies one-sixth ~f
the whole time. 'l'he school committee of Boston did not take as advanced a position in 1887 when they struck from the required course '' the mensuration of the
trapezoid and of the trapezium, of the prism, pyramid, cone, and sphere; compound
interest, cube root and its applications ; equation of payments_. exchanges, similar
surfaces, metric system 1 compound proportion, and compound partnership," as did
Superintendent Howland in 1886, when he made the following a part of his annual
report:
"In the higher grades, too, many subjects ha'1'e been introduced that are no part
of arithmetic, in any true sense, as gold investments, United States bonds, insurance,
banking, etc., which no child or man but the specialist will ever need. What b!lsiness man ever resorts to the least common multiple or the greatest common divisor,
topics upon which our pupils spend so much time which should be given to the nse
and the logic of numbers, * * *
"We are surely but slowly getting away from the so-called arithmetical analysis,
which consists of a mere riddle of words to the young pupils, giving no knowledge,
no intelligence, no reasoning power.
"Much of thifi old analysis aud. definition had no other result than that of confusing and confounding the pupil, and deadening his interest in the study and practical
application of numbers."
Mr. Howland is not yet satisfied that arithmetic bas found its proper place in the
Chicago course, and he would evidently be content to see the time even further reduced, for in his report for 1887-'88 be says:
"It has long seemed to me that in the city the eager heart mnst grow hungry over
the dry fruits of 3 or 4 years in geogmphy, a year and a half in United States history,
and 8 years in arithmetic, with so little that interests or concerns them in their daily
life or contributes to success or real intelligence.
"Why could not a c0nrse be provided fa addition to the usual branches of the grammar grades to vitalize their wo1·k and awaken their observing and thinking powers T
}'01; instance, in the fifth grade once or twicA a week place physics-matter, gravitation,
we1gh_t,_friction, force, J?Ower, Jnertia; _in the sixth, light, heat, sound; in the seventh,
electr1c1ty and magnetism, with chemistry and geology in the eighth. * * *
"Perhaps better than twice a week would be to omit arithmetic c,r geography for
a term."
Taking into consideration the small proportion of time already allotted to arithmetic ~n Chicago, Mr. Ho'Yland goes much further than the gre~t majority of _the
P:Ofes81on genern.11~·-certamly no other superintendent has expressed such radical
v~ews. as those quote_d._ But, nev~rtheless, changes appear everywhere in ~he _gener~l
di~ecti~n of empbas1z_10~ th_e "little that interests or concerns the pupils m tbeu
daily life," and of elunmatrng all those parts which "no child or man but the
specialist will over need."
GrtAl\!l\IA.R,ll

ra.mmar also shows the effects of the demand for a closer application of school
tu die to the du tie of life. Many whose school attendance has not yet ended becra.n
t)ie forma~ study of t_he structnro of language jn the earliest years of their school
ltfe. Parsing, analy 1:3, declension, conjugation, etc., or what is frequently alluded
to in late reports as '' technical grammar," but a few years ago ,vere encountered by
the pupil after 2 or 3 years of study at most. Statements recently received by this
office show that at the present time, out of 69 of the principal cities, in bnt 2 (Mobile,
1 See

Tables J, 2, and 11.

2

See Tables 1, 2, and 8.
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Ala., and Utica, N. Y.) is the study of grammar begun as early as the third year,
and in 1 of them Mobile, the entire elementary course covers but 5 years. In
only~ cities (San'Francisco, Cal., and Baltimote, Md .. ) is i~ begun ,as early a~ the
fourth year. In 14 cities it is begun in the fifth year, rn 27 m the sixth year, m 20
in the seventll! in 6 in the eighth, and iu 1 city, Burlington, Vt., not uutil the ninth
year.
_
Table 8 shows these facts so far as 29 of the most important-cities are concerned, it
having been found impracticable to include all the c~ties in the mor~ dQtailed table.
'fhis postponement of the study of grammar' as a science does not imply _the a~andonment for that time of all study of language, but rather a cb:wge which brrngs
the art of grammar into ~Teater prominence, for, as parsing, declension, conjugation,
analysis, etc,, ard pushecL further up in the conrse, their place is taken by "conversation exercises" and" language lessons." In making such changes the reasons assio-ned never refer to the general value of " technic:,1,l" grammar as a disciplinary
st~dy, and rarely to the inability of young children to study it with mental profit.
It is conceded that the science of grammar as a means of culture has a value pecul- ,
iarly its own, since it is the only 8tudy of the elementary school th-at deals not with
the subject-matter, but with the form of thought, and hence the only subject that
t,akes the pupil into the sphere of abstract thought. BL1t in the admitted fact that
the formation of habits of correct speech is not dependent upon a knowledge of rules
and definitions relative .to the constructions of language and their mutnal dependence is found the justification for the lessened weight attached to such study.
As Fitch exuresses it :
.
"The practical art of using the language in speech or writing with good taste and
correctness -If * * is prouably best, to be attained by talking to the pupil, by takin~ care he hears little l)Ut good English, by correcting him when he is wrong, by
making him read the best authors, by practicing him munh in writing, and when he'
makes a mif,take by requiring him to write the sentencn again without one. It will
certainly not be attained by setting him to learn Murray's, or, indeed, any other
.
grammar." 1
'l'he art is the .thing directly useful; th~ science, has no obvious relation to practical
affairs. The ability to speak and write correctly is not only desirable but essential
in every walk of life ; the technical rules of etymologJ and Ryntax are almost vamlesspe1' se. Therefore, ·in accordance with t'he movement whose progress is here recorded, the art, i. e., the practical, increases in importance in the course of study-,
while the science, i. e., the disciplinary, decreases in the same proportion.
GEOGRAPHY AND HISTORY. 2

In relation to geography and history it may be said that wltile in their treatment
t-heyhave undergone important changes, those changes have resulted from the adoption of more intelligent methods of teaching rather than from any change in the general purposes of instructions.
·
Essentially" information subjects," they ha-v-e always been taugllt with that end
principally in view. That they were encumbered with useless details that drew the
mind ofth1, pupil from important general facts and ruling principles was due, not to
a belief that such teaching was the more effective discipline of the mind, bnt to a less
intelligent comprehension of what information best serves the pupil., Such changes
being the result of greater efficiency on the part of the teachers are naturally followed
by a clearer understanding and a more rational know ledge of the SLlbjects on the part
of the pupils. They further save the time previously frittered away for the acquirement of more advanced knowledge and, consequently, if no diminutioD. of time accompanies the adoption of better methods, a wider acquaintance with the subject
taught may be expected. In the caise of geography and history no tendency is apparent to materially alter the time apportioned and there seems to be nothing to justify
a belief that the time now devoted to these subjects is either considerably more or /
considerably less than at any recent period.
The inference, therefore, is that at the end of the elementary course the pupil of
to-d~y knows more that is worth knowing of geography and history than did the
pupil of any past period. But whether the increased efficiency of the instruction in
these branches changes tbe direc.t ion of the resultant of all the forces brought to
bear upon the pupil's mind is a question which depends upon whether the improvement in the teaching of the other subjects has progressed in the same ratio. Speaking generally, it is safe to say that the ability to distinguish between the essentials
and ~he non-essentials in the accomplishment of a definite aim is displayed in no one
particular branch more than in another and that in this respect the improvement in
teaching has been uniform in all subjects.
1

Fitch's Lectures on 'l'eaching.

2 See

Table 1. 2, 9, and 10.
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Hence the conclusion follows that the effects of the instruction in geography and
history are relatively not greater in the course of to-day than in tne old co~rse, and
that the general bent of the mind is not influenced by either of these subJects any
more in the new education than it was in the old.
The same applies equally to spelling and to writi~g, which ar~ purely instrumen~ary
branches, and in nearly as great a degree to drawrng and music, the representatives
of msthetics in elementary schools. The ends in view in the teaching of all these
branches remain what they have been since they were brought into 1i,he curriculu?1·
More time, however, is given to drawing than formerly and somewhat more to musw,
but there has been no material change in this respect in the other snbjects. 1
SUBJECTS COMPARATIVELY NEW TO THE COURSE,

Having described the effects of changed conditions and beliefs upon tJie older
bra.ucbes of instruction it is now in order to consider the new subjects which these
conditions have caused to be brought into the elementary course. Of these t~e natural sciences and civil government are now most generally taught. General history,
algebra, geometry, and the several branches of manuaJ training have not yet been
extensively introduced, although each of them finds favor in the eyes of many o~ the
foremost American educators, and it is probable that n~ither subject has attamed
its full degree of popularity.
German, l!.,rench, and Spanish appear in some of the elementary courses, but th~y
do not belong to the same category with the studies just named, for it can not be said
that tbl:} object of such instruction is to give roundness and completeness to the character of the ti~aining. This teaching is given only in those cities in which there is_a
consiflerahle foreign element who demand instruction in their own language, and 1s
based on local and administrative rather than on general and pedagogical grounds,
for reasons of the latter class apply to immigrants only, and -not to the great body of
the pupils.
Manual training represents the extreme application of the principle which demands
tbat ea.ch course shall be complete in itself as far as it goes and shall impart knowledge capable of being applied in everyday life. While instruction in natural science,
civil government, etc., seeks to add symmetry to the attainments and to make the
pupil a more complete man by anticipating the high school and the college, manual
training goes further, and by anticipating the apprenticeship or the technical school
would contribute to the acquirements necessary to the complete workrnan. This subject, however, was fully discussed in the Report of 1887-88, and further reference to
it here is unnecessary.
NATURAL SCIENCE,

'l'he time shown by Tables 1, 2, and 13 to be devoted to natural science does not convey a correct idea of the importance of that branch of instruction in the course of study.
T~e firrures represent in the main only the time occupied by those oral lessons given
with the sol~.object of imparting such information, but equally as important as these
a~e th~ readrno- lessons and the conversation exercises in which the subjects read or
discussed are taken from the sciences. These exercises have not the study of science
for their direct object, and the acqnisition of scientific facts is an incidental aim
only .. In. classifying them, therefore, they are considered as belonging to the instructio~ m those subjects that furnish tbe primary reason for their existence.
A pupil can not be taught to r~ad understandingly unless something is provided
w~ichi worthy of being understood; nor can a profit.able language lesson be conducte_d
w1thont a subject of conversation worthy of the dress of language with which it 1s
clothed.
·
In_reading the subjects are largely scientific through desio-n, as already explained,
but m the con~ersation exe~cises or language lessons by a ~ort of natural s~lec_tion
tbe matters which are most hkely to suggest themselves are those which are 111c1dentally valuable in conveyin~ information in tho domain of the sciences. What better
me:ins,. e. o-.,. could a teacner adopt to draw her pupils into an unrestrained converat10n I? wluch sb.e may have a favorable opportunity for criticising their forms of
expres I?u, than an ~nfo1mal talk upon some familiar animal, bird, or flower Y
No sat1 factory estimate can be made of the extent of the instruction given in ele~ nt,ary cience in this indirect way, bnt it undoubtedly plays an important part
m th sum total of knowledge which the pupil receives during the course. We
may, however, mor accurately judge the amount of in!itruction which is given by
m ans of t~e regular "oral lessons)/ for which nearly all the courses provide.
.
In Wa81nngton, D. 0 ., science-teaching occupies a larger proportion of time than m
any other of the twenty-nine cities selected, nearly one-tenth the time being o filled.
1 See

Tables 1, 2, 4, 51 6, and 7,
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In the two lowest <rrades the time for science is equally divided betwe-en the observation of plants, the gbservation of animals, and physi?logy. T~e last _named.branch is ·
studied continuously throughout the course, especrnl attention berng pard to the
conditions of health. '' The pherwmena of vapor in its different forms and effects"
are studied in connection with geography in the third year, and in the fourth the
same subject includes a study of" the phenomena of contour, its causes and effects,_
or elementary physical geography' and geology." Physics is tak,en up more formally ~,
in the seventh year, its study embr;wing the following:
'
·
'' 1. Matter and its properties: (a) Divisibility of matter-:-molecule. (b) Porosity.
(c) Density. (d) Phenomena of attraction-gravitation, cohesion, adhesion; Constitution of matter; three states of matter-solid, liquid, and gaseous.
"2. Heat: (a) Ways of producing heat--by mechl;!nical force, by chemical force.
( b) Effects of heat in matter-expansion, solids, liquids, and gases; change of stateliquefaction, evaporation. ( c) Communication of heat-conduction, solids; convect-ion-liquids and gases; radiation. (d) Effects of heat in nature- dew, fogs and
mists, clouds, rains, and winds.
,
"3. Sounds: (a) Nature of sound-vibration; a vibrating body always the odgin
of sound; sound waves. (b) Transmission of sound-thro9gh solids, liquids, and
gases; velocity of transmission. (c) Pitch of sounds. (d) Intensity of sounds."
The San Francisco course also devotes considerable time to el'ementary science,
physiology and hygiene receiving particular atten,tion. In the schools of ,Galiforniai
practical entomology. a brauch of science having a peculiar bearing upon the.industries of that State, is taught in accordance with the provisions ofa State law. Especial reference is had to insects injurious to crops and fruits.
In Boston, too, natural science receives its due share of attention. In the first three
years of. the course simple conversational exercises are pr.ovided for, in which lessons
are given' on the human body, familiar plants, animals, and the phenomer;ia of nature.
In the grammar schools, these exercises are continued with a wider scope for the first
two years; in the next or sixth year of school, hygfene and the common metals, minerals, and rocks receive attention ; in the seventh and eighth the work is confined to physiology and hygiene; in tlie ninth, the common facts of physics are taught by
observation and experiment.
In Cindnnati in the first four years of school the .oral lessons relate principally to
the human bod y and to the color, size, form, action, and uses of familiar objects, includ- /
ing plants, animals, flowers, fruits, grains, etc. - In the fift,h and sixth years the les- .,
, sons ~re more descriptive in their character, and are based upon such well known
objects as dew, rain, snow, bail, frost, ice, fog, clouds, the sun, the moon, rivers1
mountains, countries, etc. In the sixth year one lesson a week is given in elementary
physics. The inst.ruction covers " (a) matter, its properties, three states; ( b) air, its
composition, properties, weight, and pressure; (c) effects of beat on air, winds, land,
and sea breezes, cyclones, etc.; (d) air rendered impure by breathing, ventilation: (e)
water, its composition, properties, specific gravity, floating bodies, pres'sure; (f)
three states of water (solid, liquid, vapor), effects of heat on water,_steam, specific
gravity of ice; (g) formation of vapor in the atmosphere-fog, clouds, rain, hail,,
snow, dew, and frost." Physiology is studied more minutely in the seventh year
than in the previous grades, especial reference being had as usual to the conditions
of health.
·
In !ndianapolis the work outlined for the first three years in plants, animals, arrd
physiology is more than usually comprehensive. In the fourth year the woTk in composition is closely related to the study of entomology, butterflies and moths being particularly the subjects of investigation. Ornithology is the only branch of natural
science studied in the fifth and sixth years, and, like entomology in the fourth
grade, it Js studied in connection with language. Physiology is taken up the eighth
and studied from a text-book.
In_ St Paul, also,. the work in science occupies a large place in the course of study,
rece1vmg nearly~ per cent. of the whole time. All instrqction in this line given in
the first two years is in .connection with language. In the third year herbivorous
animals are studied in the .first quarter, carnivorous animals· are in the second, and
other orders of animals in the third; in the last quarter zoology is ,d ropped and
botany is taken up, especial attention being given to trees. In tlie fourth year the
study of plants i1s continued in the first quarter, giving wa.y to ornitholo<rv
in the
0
secono. ; birds and fishes receive attention in the third quarter, and in tb fourth
bot,any is again stuqied, this time more particularly in relation to flowers. Inve,rteln·at~s, tbe h~bits and use_s _of animals, the distribution of herbivora, rodents, birds,
reptiles, and fishes by fam1l1es, and plants useful to man for food, clothing, or shelter,
/ are respectiv_ely studies of the t:leveral quarters of t,he fifth year. In the sixth year
~ocks ~nd mm~r,als, atmospheric pbe1Jomena, water, and ethnology are the subjects
mvest1gated. lhe earth, forms and properties of m:'lttter, heat, and the mechanical
powers are studied in the seventh.
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'l'he '' spiral course" arranged for the $t. Louis schools by Dr. Vy. T. Harris during
•
•
his superintendency should be mentioned. Its plan is thus described: 1
"The course should be sketched in such a way as to make several complete circuits
during the eight years of the district school course. The lowest one shou_ld seize
certain striking features in each department, making a strong impression and
silently determining the mind to reflection and observation in the domain of
natural science. 'l'be second course must travel round in the same path, but more
~ystematical1y an_d in detail. The tbir~ one, still deepening and ~eneralizing_ the
ideas of the pupil, would make the effects permanent. · 1'hree courses were fixed
upon for this reason. The 8 years of the district school course thus allowed 3
years each to be given to the first and second course and 2 years for the third. Inasmuch as the subjects were taken up with a considerable degree of scientific strictness
in the high school, the course of study.in natural sciences would now exte.nd from the
commencement in the primary schools to the last year of the high school. A pupil
coming into any grade in the schools and remaining 3 years would known something
of each of the great departments of nature.'' 2
1From "How to Teach Natural Science in the Public Schools," by William T. Harris, LL. D,
2 The details of the course were as follows :
_
FIRST YEAR OR GRADE.
PLANTS, OR OUTLINES OF BOTANY.

First quarter.-Flowers, their structure, color, perfume, habit, and shapes. Inasmuch as the pupils
of this grade enter school in the early fall or spring, their first quarter's work can be illustrated
directly from the garden.
Second quarter.-Leaves, fruit, seeds; shape, uses, sap, decay.
Third quc.rter.-Bads, roots, their pl.lrpose; stalks and trunks, bark of plants, wood.
Fourth quarter.-Citculation of sap; what is made from sap; sleep of plants, etc.; review of topics
of the year.
_
SECOND GRADE OR YEA.R.
ANIMALS, OR OUTLrn'ES OF ZOOLOGY AND PHYSIOLOGY.

Firat quarter.-Blood, what it makes; how it is made; the ground, what comes from it as food for

animals; stomach and teeth; circulation of the blood.
Second quarter.-Breathing; brain and nerves; use of the senses; 1-1eeing; protection of the eyes;
hearing; smell; taste; touch; the bones ; muscles.
Third quarter.-Brains and nerves in animals compared with those in tnan; limbs of animals and
their uses; the hand in man, and its substitutes in animals; what instruments and tools animals posseRS for attack ancl defense.
Fourth quarter.-Wings and ±ins; clothing of man and animals; wherein man is superior to animals;
fatelligenoe of animals; sleep, its uses; death, what it is; review of topics for the Jear.
THIRD GR.ADE OR YEAR.
ELEMENTS OF PUYSICAL NATURE.

First quarter.-Air; wind; flying and swimming compared; pressure of the air; pumps; barometer;
air pumps; pop-guns; gases distinguished from liquids; guni.,owder,
Second quarter.-Balloons; bubbles; heated air; chimneys; draft and ventil::i.tion; uses of water;
water level; attraction in solids and liquids.
Third quarter.-Water in the afr, clouds, snow, frost, ancl ice; heat and cold; communication or conduction of ht:at; effects of heat; steam; light; color; electricity; magnetism.
Fourth quarter.-Gravitation; motion of the earth; friction; review of the year's work.
FOURTH YEAR OR GRADE.
BOT.ANY MORE SYSTEMATICALLY STUDIED,

Firat quarter.-Modes of studying parts of plan~s; leaf, stem, inllorescence, flower, root, seed, woody
plants, 1ruit, illustrated by familiar examples.
Second quarcer.-Tbe difference in species of trees, thAir habits, place of ~rowth, and use-to man:
pir.e,,fedar, willo,;", ?a~, ,beerb, m:q~le, ~alnut, hickory, sycamore, ash, poplar, bll'ch (what "deciduous"
anrl . evergr en s1go1fy), magnolia, hve-oak, honey-locust, banyan, laurel, mosses. Th~rd qu~rter.-Food plants: (1) ·w heat, barley, oats, rye, Indian corn, rice; (2) potatoes, yams, beet
~n~1ps, oruOf!S, beans, pl'as; (3) apples, peache.:1, peard, plums, cherries, oranges. bananas, lemons, breadfrrut, dates, ~me-apples, fig , grap s; (4) sago, tapioca, sugar-cane, cocoanut palm (its various uses);
(5) p pper, cmnamon, cloves. nutmeg, vanilla; (0) tea, coffee, cocoa., mate; (7) Iri~h moss.
Fovrt~ q•1ar0r.-Pla~ts useful in the arts: (1) Indil!'o, Jo~woou; (2) olivo (oil), flaxseed (oil), p)ne,
t~rp ntine, rosm, tar· (3) caoutcbou_c, 1,tutta percha. Medicmal plants and stimulants: arsapanlla,
cmubona (qnmln ), aloe, tobacco, opmm, rhubarb. Plants valuable for clothing: Cotton, flax, hemp.
FIFTH YEA.R OR GRADE.
ZOOLOGY, rnYSIOLOGY, AND HYGIENE.

First qua1Ur.- lassification of animals, their differences anu reseroblo.nces.
I. Vertebrates: (A) Mammals-(a) orana;-outanz, monkey; (b) boar, cat, dog, lion, panther, tiger,
cougar, wolf, leopard; (c) kaugaroo, opos~um; (d) beaver, squirrel, mt, mouse; (e) sloth, ant-eater;

1.
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GENERAL HISTORY. 1

General history 'aL<;o receives more attenti?n ~ha~ the ~cco~panying tables indicate, since much of the supplementary re3:dmg JS of an _h1st?r1cal _nature. No th?roughly systematized course, such as those JUSt des~nbedm _smen?e, 1s_repor:ted to exist
in any of the larger cities, however, and all the mstruct10.n gtven 1s mc1dental and
fracrmentary. Camclen N. J., where Barnes's General History is us.ed as a t~xt book
in the eighth-year, ancl .Atlanta, Ga .., and WUrnington, Del.J wh~re the History o_f England is formally studied in the highest _grade, may be cons1~e~ed as exceptions to
this statement to the extent of sueµ teachmg.
(/) elephant, rhinoceros, hippopotamus, horse, ho_g; (g) camel, llama, camelopard, deer, goat, ox, sheep;
(h) whale, dolphin, walrus, porpoise, seal. (B) B1rds-(a) vulture,,eagl~. hawk, owl i (b) parrot, wo~dpecker, cuckoo, toucan; (c) lark, robin, s~allow, sparrow-, mockwg-lnrd; (~) domestic ~owl, quail,
pigeon, peacock, turkey, partridge; (e} ostrwh, st?rk, crane, duck, ~wan, pen~mn, goose, P';llwan ..
Second quarter.-Class1fication of animals . contrnucd: (C) Rept1les-(a) 11,zard, crocodile, alligator;
(I>) toad, frog, turtle; (c) rattlesnake, boa-constricto1;, python 1 cobra. (DJ Fishes-pike, salmon, cod,
mackerel, shad, shark, fl.yingfish, catfish, trout,. herrrng, sardme. ·
JI. Molluscs: Oyster, clam, pearl-oyster, snail. .
Ill. Articulates: Lobster, crawfish; worm, spider, insect (honey bee, silk-worm, cochineal, . fly,
wasp, butterfly; etc.)
IV. Radiates: Corals, animalcules.
Third quarter.-Pbysiology and hygit:mc: (1) Bones (preservation of the teeth); (2) ,skin (its membranes, pores, perspiration, cleanlines_s); (3) flesh (fat, muscles, •tendons); (4) circulati?n of blood
(,eins, arteries, the heart); (5) breathrng (lungs, effect on the blood}; (8) voluntary and mvoluntary
motion effect of exercise; (9) sleep, disease, death; (10) proper· and improper hygienic habits {eat•
ing, drinking, sleeping, exercise, bathing, sitting in a draft of air, tight lacing, cramping the lungs
breathing pure air, keeping the feet warm and head cool, etc.}.
SIXTH YEAR OR GR.A.DE.
PHYSICS AND .ASTRONOMY.

First quarter.-Physi~s (1) Gravitation and pressure (weight, pump, barometer, pendulum) ; (2)
cohesion (glue, paste, mortar, cement, etc.); (3) capillary attraction (lamp-wick, sap, sponge, sugar
etc.); (4) mechanical powers (lever, pulley, inclined plane, wedge and screw, friction.)
Second quarter.-Physics, continued: (5) Heat {sun, combustion, friction, effect on bodiea, steam,
thermometer, conduction, clothing, cooking, otc.); (6) light (sources, reflection, looking-glass refraction, spectacles, microscope, prism, telescope, effect on growing bodies, photograph); (7) ~lee~
tricity (lightning, sealing-wax experiments, etc.) i (8) magnetism (mariner's compass, horseshoe magnet, telegraph).
·
Third quarter.-Astronomy: (1) Stars (some idea of size and distance). (2) Solar system: (a) Sun
(sonrces of light and heat, its size, spots}; (b) planets {their relative distances from the sun)-Vc,nus
and Jupiter, morning and evening stars. Saturn and his rings; (c} satellites or moons (number of
them).
~
Fourth quarter.-Astronomy, continued: (a} Comets; (e) orbits or paths (of planets, n:oons, and
comets); (/) eclipses (of sun, of moon); ([]) seasons; (/!) phases of moon.
SEVENTH YEAR O.R GRADE.
OUTLINES OF PIIYSIC.A.L GEOGRAPHY.

First quarter.-Geology : Structure of land; form of continents, is1ands, mountains and valleys
plateaus, p1ai!rn, volcanoes, ancl earthquakes.
Second quarter.-Tbe water: Springs, rivers, lakes, the ocean, tides, waves, winds, currents-relation to commerce and climate.
Third quarter.-Meteorology: The atmosphere; temperature; the win els; moisture of the atmosphere; dew; fogs; rain; snow and hail; climate; electrical and optical phenomena of the atmosphere.
Fourth qua1·ter.-Organic life: botany; zoology; ethnography; relation of plants, animals and ,
·
'
men to their place of abode.
EIGHTH YEAR OR GRADE.
OUTLINES OF NATURAL PIJILOSOPHY (OR PHYSICS) AS ILLUS'l'liATED IN FAMILIAR OBJECTS.

Fi1:stquarte:r,-Mat~er and its pr_(Jperties: Force; m?lecnlarforces; gravitation and weight; specific
gravity; motion; action and reactwn; compound motion.
Second quarter.-Machinery; friction; strength of materials; use of materials in construction.
hydrostatics and capillary attraction; hydraulics ; pneumatics ; acoustics. .
'
. Thj,rd qttarter,-H';)at ~nd its sources ; communication and effect; steam engine ; warming and ventilation; meteorological rnstruments-thermometer, barometer, h)'grf)meter, rain gau.,.o anemometer.
classes of clouds; classes of winds; meteors and ai:irolites ; aurora borealis; halos ; circulat;on of watef
through the process of evaporation; cloud8, rain, springs, rivers, ocean'!, etc.
Fourth quarter.-Light: Sources; reflection; pri1.,II1atic spectrum ; stmcture of the eye, optical
inst,r uments-telescope, microscope, elo.; electricity; magnetism; electro-magnetism; teltigr'aph,
1 See Tables 1 and 2,
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GEOMETRY, 1

Geometry is taugl)t in Ba,Itimore, Md., New York City, Memphis, Tenn., and Belleville, Ill., forming a part of the instruction of the highest grade in each place. In
Baltimore the .tir:-t, second, and fourth books are studied, but by the boys only. Davies's Geometry and Trigonometry is the text-book used, and nothing appears to indica,te that the subject is not taught in the manner usual in high schools. Indeed, it is
a question whei;her the boys in the eighth year of the Baltimore school~ may be properly c1,msi<lered as elementary pupils, for, in ad dition to this work in geometry, they
:;tudy algebra through quadratic equations and physics "to acoustics."
In New York City the instruction is more elementary and less formal in character,
only the fundamental theorems and problems being taught.
In Memphis, Tenn., the course of study shows that the first book of geometry _is taken
np in the ninth year, and therefore whatever is taught of the subject in the eighth
year must be of a simple and preparatory character.
'
In Belle,;ille, Ill., the following is prescribed:
"(A) Geometrical concepts developed by means of object lessons, description of
geometrical bodies, cube, prism, pyramid, cone, globe, tetrahedron, octahedron, dodekabedron, icosahedron; plane surfaces bounded by straight and curved lines; angles
and lines; easy constructions; development of geometrical forms by motion of poi nt,
li;.e, and surface. (B) Plane geometry to the theorem of Pythagoras. (C) Plane
geometry completed and solid geometry, including the sphere."
ALGEBRA, 1

Algebra is taught more generally than geometry, and finds a place in the conrse of
nine of the cities in our table, namely: San Francisco, Cal.; Washington, D. C. ;
Belleville, Ill. ; Peoria, Ill. : Baltimore, Md.; Camden, N. J. ; Brooklyn, N. Y.; Utica,
N. Y.; and Memphis, Tenn. It is also an optional study in New York City in t,he highest grade. In all these cities, except Baltimore, the instruction in arlgebra is confi ned
to the eighth year, but in Baltimore it is begun in the boys' schools in the sixth year
and continued through the rest of the course. The girls, however, do not begin the
study till the eighth year. The boys take up addition, subtraction, multiplicat ion,
and division in the sixth year; factoring, greatest common divisor, least com mon
ruultiple, fractions, and simple equations in the seventh; involution, evolution, anu
quadratics in the eighth. The girls are taught the four fundamental rules iu the
eighth year.
In Brooklyn the instruction in algebra embrac.e s a comparison of algebraic notatiou,
with that of arithmetic, the fundamental rules, factoring, greatest common divisor,
least common multiple, and fractions in the first half year; and a review of the same
and simple equations through three unknown quantities in the second half. In regard to the work of the first half year it is said: "The work in a]o-ebra prescribed t r
this grade may be properly termed literal arithmetic. The pupil's knowledge of arithmetic should be utilized in teaching the algebra, and the study of algebra should girn
him a clearer idea of the principles underlying the operations in arithmetic."
The work in Washington is substantially the same as in Brooklyn, save that the
pupil is carried no further than equations involving one unknown g_uantity. In
B elleville the instruction is more comprehensiv e, covering as much ground as in Baltimore, though probably not so thoroughly, for it is given in only one year. Involution, evolution, radicals, equations of the second degree, and progressions appear in
tlle course prnscribed. The extent and manner of the teaching of al~ebra in Camden
N. J., does not appear in the course of study. Brook's Algebra is the text-book n ed.
Clark's Algebra in t he hands of the teacher is u sed as a book of reference in a
1''ran oisco; one oral lesson per week. is given. The printed courses of study for the
schools of Utica, N. Y., and of Peoria! Ill., contn.in no reference to al gebra in the elementary grades; written statements show that it is tan<Yht twenty weeks in the former
city and twelve in the latter, receiving two and one-h~lf hours per week in each case.
CIVIL GOVERNMENT, 1

Civ~l _go"."ernmen t is~ sepa_rat~ branch of instruction in twenty-two of the eighty-

~w? c1t1 e m ';I'able 1; it_ p nn?1ples are taught in many more-nearly all, perbaps--

u~crdentally 10 connect10n with history, geography , or like science and gener~l
h istory, as a part of the supplementary reading. The object of such instruction
cl_ecl ar d to ~e bett er preparation for the duties of citizenship. In its usual applicat10n t he sul>J ect embraces only the nature and forms of government, and th e pro1 See

T blea 1 and 2.

1 Bee

Tables 1, 2, and 13.

COURSE OF STUDY IN CITY SCHOOLS.
visions of the Cbnstitution of the United States, and that of the pupils' own State;
but the study may be, and sometimes is, so broadened th,at it not only covers the
clements of political science, but also trenches upon the domafo of ethics. Several
excellent text-books have been prepared but they are not extensively used except as
books of reference, the instruction being chiefly oral-frequently in accordance with
a geueral plan or a syllabus prepared by the superintendent. One of the best of
these syllabuses is that which appears in the Manual of the Course of Inskuction in
the grammar department of the Philadelphia public schools. 1 The instruction in that cit,y is given in one year only, the eighth, and follows the topical method throughout. No text-book is used, but each pupil bas constant access to the Declaration of
Independence, the' Constitution of the United States, and the Articles of the State
Constitution.
Appended to the syllabus, in addition to the usual instructions relating to the
teaching of the subject, are Cl) a list of special terms of frequent occurrence, (2) a
list of eminent men connected with the history of tlte Constitution, (!3) a cbronolog-ical table relating to the adoption of the ameudments, ( 4) a table of parallelisms between the Coustitntion and the Articles of Confederation, and (5) a list of books of
refer ... nce recommended for the use of the teachers of the subject. In the last list
appear: Andrew's Manual of the Constitution of the United States, Stern;s Constitutional Hi.story and Political Development of the United Sliates, Miss Dawes's How
We .Are Governed, Alton's Among the Law-Makers, F iske's American Polit.foal 1deas,
Scott's Development of Constitutional Liberty in the Eng·lish Colonies of America, ,,
Frothingham's Rise of the Republic of the United States,Greene's Historical View of
1

The main points of this syllabus are as follows:
NATURE AND FORMS 01~ GOVERNMENT,

I. Government: What is meant b.v the term; social nature of man; necessity of civil government;
what is meant by tbe cons ti tu tion of a nation; what a law is.
Il. Different forms of government: (1) Monarchical; (2) aristocratic; (3) democratic; (4) republican;
combinatiorni of clifferent forms.
COLO ..-IAL GOVERNMENT,

I. Political organizations of the colonies: Three forms of colonial government: (1) Provincia:l
(royal) ; (2) proprietary ; (3) charLer.
II. Di!I'el'ences produced by these forms of government; FJuperiority of political institutions resultmg from the charter form of government; town system of New England a pure democracy;
a local legislature, with one brancb elected by the people, common to all three forms.
FIRST ATTEMPTS OF THE COLO~IES AT UNION.

I.
Il.
Ill.
IV.

Absence of political connection between the colonies.
The first Continental Congress, 1774; necessity of association; steps taken.
ThesecondContinentalCongresfl, 1775: (1) Duration; (2) measuresalopted.
The Declaration ofindependencc, .July 4, 1776. Its contents and object.
ARTICLES OF CONFEDERATION.

I. Difficulties of carr:ving on the Revolution resulting from the absence of union between the States•
necessity for a general government.
•
II. The .Articles of Confederation ; principal features.
CONSTITUTION 01,· THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,

r.

Circnmst!l'ncE<s whieh led to the adoption of the Constitution; (1) defects of the .Articles of Conthe States
federat10u; (2) functions performed by the Articles of Confetleration in accustomino0
to ass~ciated ac\ion, and in leadin_g to· .. a more perfect union."
IL Convent10n of .dele_gates for the purpof!e of "revisin" the .Articles of ConfederatioIJ "etc.· diftorent plans suggested; discussion of these; :final co~pletion of the Constitution. '
'
III. Constitution of the United States of .America adopted to go into effect wb.on ratifiod ·by nine
States; order in which the States acted.
[V. Preamble of the Constitution.
BRANCHES 01<' 'l'HE UNITED STATES GOVERNMFlNT.-(1)

Legislative; (2) Executivo; (3) .Judicial.

Legislative branch.
I. Ve8ted in Cont?rese, consisting of (1) HonRe of Rrpresontativo11. (2) Senate.
IL House of Representatins: (1) Composi1,iou. \'.l ) Powers: (a,) Legislative-concurrent exclusive.
(b) impeachment; (o) elc>cti,'3-otlicers, President of the Uni.tecl Stat-es.
'
'
Ill. Senate:. (_l) ComP.osit~ou. (2) Pr~si<ling officer .. (3) Po_wers: (a,) Le~islative; (b) executiveappo1ntmcnts, treaties; {c) elective-officers, V1cePres1d1:mt of the United States; (d) judicial.
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the American Revolution, Curtis's History of the Constitution, Bancroft's, Hildreth's,
and Schouler's histories of the United States, and Story's Commentaries' on the Constitution.
·
The use of a syllabus of this kind by an intelligent teacher willing to follow the
suggestions tha·t accompany it must result in such effective teaching that text-book
instruction would seem dull and insipid by contrast. What ·good office could a
formal text-book perform for a teacher familiar with all the literature named Y
Mr. R. ·w. Stephenson, in his report for 1887-88, as supflrintendent of public instruction of Columbus, Ohio, very thoroughly discussed the importance of training
for citizenship, laying particular stress upon the cultivation of the virtues of obedience to rightful authority, integrity, industry, and patriotism. He would have inst1 uction also in the forms and methods of government, but he believes that lihe
possesi;ion of the virtues named is more necessary to the citizen ·than a mere knowledge of any particular system of laws. He therefore urges that the teachers aim
particularly at the inculcation of these desirable qualities in order that their pupils
may be the better as citizens.
In regard to this view, it may be said that the instruction recommended is only
what is commonly called "moral training," with a special and rather limited application, i. e., the good of the state.
There is no difference of opinion in regard to the duty of the school to foster and cultivate all the virtues, but there is a difference of practice in regard to the incorporation of such training with the study of political science. The latter, as it is generally
taught, aims merely at giving tho pupil a knowledge of the manner in which the
country is governed, bow its officers are chosen, and what relation he himself bears to
the conduct of public affairs.
The cultivation of patriotism is, of course, nn eud in whose accomplis4ment the
study of our government is expected to aid, but that moral training which leads to
habits of obedience and industry and integrity of character is presupposed. The
moral man will be moral in the exercise of his privileges and in the discharge of his
duties as a citizen; therefore, in most courses we find that general morality is constantly inculcated, but that no special attention is paid to political morality as separate from morality in all other walks of life.
IV. Lawn1aking: Methods; orders; resolutions; votes.

. V. Powers granted to Congress.

VI. Powers denied to Congress.
VII. Powers denied to the several States.

Executive branch.

I. Ir. whom executive power is vested; term of office, salary, oath.
II. Eligibility.
·
III. How elected: (1) B'y electors; (2) by House of Representatives.
IV. How l'emovable.
V. P?wers a~d duties of ~r.es~~ent: (1) Military; (2) civil.
VI. Vice President: (1) Ehg1b1lity, term, oath; (2) how elected; (3) powers and duties.
Judicial brancli,.
I. Whore vested: (1) Stip:emo Court. (2) Inferior conrts: (a) Circuit; (b) district.
II. Judges: (1) How appo10ted; (2) term of office, salary, oath· (3) how removable.
UL Juri dictivn: (1) Lunitation; (2) original; (3) appellate.
'
RELATIO,:S IlETWEEN THE STATES AND THE l•'EDEltAL GOVER~MENT,

I. Public acts, records, and judicial proceedings of States.
II. State citizenship .
Fugitives from (1) justice, (2) service.
IV. Formation and admission of new States (Tllrritories).
V. Guaranty and protection to the States.

m.

MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS.

I.

IL
III.
IV.
V.

VI.

opremacy of the Constitntion.
Guarantee of personal rights.
.Abolition of elaver.v. 1
Enfranchisement of nei,-o citizens.
Validity of the public debt.
Ilow may ille Constitution bo amended.
COXSTITUTION OF TUE COllM.ONWEALTU 01•' PENNSYLV.AMA..

I. Historical notes.
IL General analysis.
m. Analogies between the Federal and the State government.

COURSE OF STUDY IN CITY SCHOOLS.
As to the time for beginning, we find that in Denv;er, W_a shington, D~tro1t, East
Saginaw, Minneapolis1 Camden, Brooklyn, Milwaukee, and Philadelphia,, only the
pupils of the eighth-year class are permitted to pursue the study. In San Francisco,
Cal., Atchison, Kans,, Lynn, Mass., and Salt Lake City, Utah, two years are given to
the subject. In Quincy, Ill., West Des Moines, Iowa, Baltimore, Md., Lawrence, ,
Mass., and Jersey City, N. J., three years. In Wichita, Kans., and New Orleans, La.,
four years.
The t_ime per week varies from a half hour in San Francisoo, New Orleans, and Baltimore, to 3¼ .hours iu Detroit aud 3¼ hours in Milwaukee. As a rule, thetime ·per
week is short where the number of weeks is great and. vice versa, so that the total
time given to the subj ect is remarkably uniform.

.
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dljnman aocl Frrnch aro tu<li din tho fonr cosmopolitan schools.
e <; rman iR or,tion:il. It is studied by50 por cent. of the pupils .
.f Bi tots of En.irlarnl.
·
g ttcntion is paid to moral11 ;m,l manners" during the whole time."
h 'l'aught in connection with reading.

COURSE OF STUDY IN CITY SCHOOLS.
the several branches in the public elementary schools of certain cities.
Lessons, principally
oral, in-
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(i) Taught in connection with history.
(k) This does not include the language lessons given in connection with reading during the first
two years in school.
(l) Wood-working is taught ten weeks in a vacation school.
(m) The work~ science is included in the language lessons in the first three years .
. (n) _Instru_c~,1on in morals, natural science, and calisthenics is given in all the grades, but no de.finite
time 1s specified.
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45
46
47

Kansas City ........•....
St. Joseph ..•.•••.••.....
St. Louis .....••..••.....

4.8

Bntte City .............•.

I

413

100
100

325

MISSISSIPPI.

lllSSOl' RI.

I

,..., I

MONTANA.

1,620

797

I

580

700

... L,,1' ,,.i
0

a Taught incidentally.
·
b In tbe English-Gernuln schools the English branchos receive two-thirds of the time and German
one-third.
c This refers to the entire subject of language, embracing reading, spelling, writing, language lessons, and grammar.
d Includes time devoted to physiology and hniene.
t Though the course covers 9 years, the apportionment of time is r eported for 8 years only.
/ The entire subject is reviewed in the 9th year.
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branche8

i1i

the publio elementary schools of certa.i n cities-Continued.

,, .
Lessons, principally
oral, in-

Arithmetic.
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14 l.'i rn H' lS 19 20 21. 22 23 24 2,'i 26 21'
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- -- - - - -- - - - -

f:-1

· 1, 170
1,080
852

0

414

270

216

--aao· .. isa· -i<i~ · ·i11 ·

-Cl

0

Q)

(l)

306
612
63 108 ·••·· ·--· ...•.. ······· ·••·· ---·· ; ---· 21
...... ---·- . ....................................... . 22
288
240 144
23
279 ..•........ 135

1,152 ••••••.•.••. ····- ·--- _ ······ 30 : ..••...•................ ·. . ... .
'550 ·••·· . ---- .•••. 24
1, 134
.
326 . . . . . (a)
(a)
(a)
• • .. . • • . . . • • . .
. •••.•••••• -- • • 25
1,120 ""iiso·
240 120 .••••. 160 ····· ......•....•....•••••. ··••· -~--- ·•••·. 26

--·so· ""so· ·2so·

720

180

l65

210

Hi5

144

144

1,560

680

400

200

280

590

50

144 • • • . .

72 . . • . . . • • • . . • • • . . • • • • • • . • • . . . • • . • • • • • . 27

250

60

145

390

120 . ••• .

(b)

- ••• - ••••. - - - . · 28
I•
1;•

1, 310 . . • . . . . • • • . . . . • . . . • • • .

,:~g -- 260 - ................

1

360 . . • . . . •••.. d680 . • • . . . • • • . • • • • . . • • . . . • • • • • . . . • . • . • • . . • • • . • 20 .
360
120 .•••..••...••...••.•...•••.••...••...•••. :~

g~ ......

2,068
693 ··112· ··10· ·524· ··ii1a·
660
180
90 250
250
1,180
1,640 /743 f 197 /100 /400 180
1, 010
539
24 t 115 115
539
1,473
833
160 mo 320
140
1, 824 1, 332
82
82 h328
103
1,030 .•..•. ..•.. . ..•.. .••.• .....•

163
117
200
289
80
266

··224· ···o· ::::: ::::: ::::: ::::: ::::::: ::::: ::::: :::::
117
g60

'154
40
281
(710)

32
30 .•.... -·· ..••....•.•. - .••.•. ~--. - ••.• 33
•••...••. _ .•••..••...••...•••••.••••.••••..••.• 34
96
90 . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . • • . • . . . • • . . 35
211 _... _ .••... __ . . ••....••.•..••• 233 ..•.• 36
37
····- ::::: ::::: ::::: ::::: :::::::
a8
117

·soo· ·soo· :::::

33 . • . . . . . . . . . 20 .••...••................•...••••.•••• 39
('i)
100
30 . • • . . . • • . . . . . . . (j) . . . . . . . • • . . .. • . 40
120
100 ···· ·· ..•.. ·••·· ...... .... ··• · · ·••·•·· ·•••· .......... 41

823
907
1,383

390
607

200
160

50
120

183
120

173

838
522

420
231

07
03

78
76

234
152

260
126

185
342

146

144

1, 891

770

551

285

285

67

76

200

_38 . • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • 44

'l.7

87

(l)

160
267

2, 02': 1,260

40

90

637

80

59 .•... .••.. .••.. ••••••. ..•.. 78
. .• . . • •• . . . . . .. . . . . . k418 . ••.. 190

42 '
43

(Z)
(Z)
(Z) •••••••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••••• 45
50 . •. . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . . . • . . . • • . . . •• • •• . . . • . . . • • . . . • • • . 46
~03
67
30 .• -· ..•••...•....• . ..••• -·. . . • . . . . • . . . • . • . 47

(m)

50

(i)

. ., ......................... '8

uTangltt whenever proper occasions present themselves.
hBookkee.Ping is taught 41 hours in the 9th year. This is not included in the timf' reported above.
i Taught mcidentallv at all times.
j Ger.mau is taught 3'.200 hours in about one-fifth of the schools of the city.
k German is optional.
Z Oral lessons and calisthenics occupy 152 hours.
m Taught with reading.

j
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5,907
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7,798
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NEW HAMPSHIRE,

0

Manchester .••...•••..••.

(d3, 532)

d522

.....

270

540

NEW JERSEY.

51
52
53

54

Camden: ...•••••••••.••••. 8
Elizabeth .•••••••••••.••. 10
Jersey City .............. 8
Paterson .....••.••..••••. 8

{ 210105I 252 }

147

462

460
173
126

340
161
378

438
4il

600
307
160
507
560
320
130
95
200 ll, 620
373
63
560
500
467
340
156
3L2
600
780

680
470
340
65

150
180
260
127
03

~50
320
liOO
371
600

240
300
78
160

640
437
380
317
100
650
680
1,000
527
500

315

222

234

105

279

380

320

620

300

365

365

768

28L

600
53;3

527
487

537
410

4:lO
187

333
333

42 e5 , 867

1,197

40 /9, 620
40 7, 2::!5
4;! 7, 4i6

1,840 J, 020
389
1,621
641
2,121

7,960
6,384
(i, 920
2,875
3, 87a
6,620
8, lWO
7,011
4,914
7,370

l, 340
990
1,440
520

8
8
8

40
40
40
39
40
40
40
40
311
40

8

36

5,577

816

8
8

40

9,760
8,149

1,360

980

400

1, 786

517

471

5,490 Bl, 083
6,741
957

t207
840

.......

540

787
588

500

NEW YORK.

55 Albany ..•...•...••••.•.. 9
56 .A.ul.Ju1·n ...•••.•••••.••.. . 8
57 lirookl,yn ..•..•••.••..... i8
58 lluft'a.lo ................... 8
59 New Yorkk .•••.••.....•• 7i
60 Rucbetiter .•••.•.•••••.•.. 9
61 Rome . ••.••••.••......••. 8
(j·2

63

~~~~~~~::::: :::::::: ::::

04

Utica ....................

5

Grand Forks ...•..•••••••

940
940
5:.!0
358

........ .......

]18

NORTE! DAKOTA.

omo.

8
9

Cincinnati! .•••....•..•...
Cleveland . .•..•...•......
Columbus .••.•••..••.....
'folodo ...................

0

Portland ..•..••••••••••••

6
7

8
8

38
40
40

8

36

6,126

1,584

666

576

342

270

342

8

40

5,855

933

603

500

320

400

567

9

39

6,285

760

527

517

r:~6

6!0

445}

160
220

2!10
760

180

216

504

200

100

480

1

OREGON.

PENNSYLVANIA.

1

Wilkes :Barre ............
RHODE ISLAND.

2

Providence ..............

}I
{ 1so(390)
I 390

{ 5g~:(2 1-2)••. }1 1561

326

. a Grum mar is tangbt in the sixth, seventh, and eighth grades, occupying a p<» tion of the time as·

e1i:ned tu lnnguaj!;e lessomt.
b In add\tion to tl11s, hiatory is tau~ht all through tbe cause in readin,2; l essoni,.
•
c A portion of the" lauga.a~e hour 'each woek 1s 1,riveo to tlii:11rnhject.
.
. d I u tlle t.wo lowest gratlcs language i:1 ta.ugh t chie1ly in connection with reauing. Time so occupied
18 r port d m column 2.
e Fortr.two hour:1 ar.e /;!it·en to paper folding and clay modelling.
f One hunc1r d and sixty hours arn gi, •n to paper folding and clay modelling.
.
g '.ITwu hlll:1dred a~d t\ven~y-soven hour~ in the eighth year :ire given to a general review.
~'.-. o act ume for~netruc.t1ou; taught with enry exercise.
.
.
~ I Ile cours~ nom~ually c_ov~r.i 7½ yea.rs, but, nearly all the children requii·e 8 years for its completion.
J At the option of the prmc1pals.
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branches in tlle public elementary schools of ce1·tain cities-Continued ......
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oral, in-
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287 g320
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65
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............ ..... ...... . ...... --···
120 180 160
400
(i:{3 .. ....... ...... . .......
254 136 130
390
300 ........... ........ ......
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1,300
1,148

700
940
960
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105

171
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...........
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320
40
23-!
200

(q)
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156
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·---- ···-- .......

---···

300
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320

(480)
20 • • • . • . • • . • • • • • • . • • . . 2,640 . . • . . ••••• . • • • . 66
133 , .•••••.••...••••.•••. .:.···, .•••. rl,360 ..••••••••••••. 57
68
133 ••• • • • 147 . ••.•.••... - - ........... - •. ....
69
80
267
(u) • • • • . • • • • • . •• • • • • • . . . • • . • (v)

(u)

(u)

52

b1f0>130}

::122 .•••.••••.. - - •..••.. ·•••••. - ••• - .•••..•••. 65

360

240 .••..

1, 110 {

52

. • • • • • . 120 100 . . • . .
. • • • • • • . • • . . . . • . . . • . .. 53
·••••• •.••....•.•.••.. 54
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:iO 57
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(q)
(q)
(q) .•• . . ••••· .•..•••••••• ·••·· .•••..••.. 61
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. ..... ---·· ................... ------- .................... 03
200 . •••• • ••. . 50 .••••.••.•••••••. - •••..••..••••. 64

1,200

150

••••••... •,• ........... !il

(h) ••••• ·••·• ·:.--· .••...••••••••••. ••••· ·•••• .....
403
160
(h)
160
40 120 .••. - J ••••• - • - - ••• - - - . • - - • • • • - ..
20
317 .••.. ··•·· .••..
05 .•.••. ··•·· ............... ·••·•
(n1 . • • . • (o) -. • ... . • ••• • • • . . p267 . • • . .
60 ..•..
(rn)
··-·- ............ .
413 . ......... ----- --··· ......

893
1,480

577

(160)

160
160
(jJ

63 .•••. 21
42
42
42
108
240
' •....••. ' . • • • . . • • • .
240
113 190
45 • • • . . • • • . . • • • • .
147
420 ••••••.•••..•••..••...••...•••.

274
100
267

1,252

350

156

84
180
560

..... .....

-\···· ....... --··· ............
(u)

.•••..•...••••.. - - ..

------0

\

••. . .••...••.. 70

100

75

450

140

200

130

260

195

138 . • • • • . . • • . . . • • . . . • • . • . • • ... . • • . . . • • • • • . . • • ..

0

160

71

59 . • • . . 72
1

kTheJ!e figures represfmt the minimum time to be devoted to each subject. Principals are at liborty
to distribute the remaininp; time a'I they see fit.
l This also includes reading, spelling, and grammar.
m Tang ht by principals in general lectures to the assembled schools; these lectures are _delivered
~~~

.

.

n Ta,ught in connection with the general instrnction and discipline.

o1':tugbtin connection with history.
pGerman is optional.
q Two hundred and eighty hours are given to oral instruction during the course.
rCl.iildren of German parentage receive 289 hours more.
s1ncludes oral spelling.
t Wtitten !lpelling only.
uincidentaUy tauirht.
11 In the tirnt 4 grades of 30 schools instruction is given in reading, writing, and spelling in German for 8 hours a week.
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SOUTH CAROLINA.

73

Charleston . . . . . . . . . . . • • .

8

40

7, 8!0

980

980

990

990

480

960

460

460

380

8

40

5, 627

600

367

510

503

0

807

80

200

200

8

36

4, 895

708

330

687

126

336

640

90 .••..

8

36

6,170

1,062

534

450

648 ..•. .

8

40

7,040

J, 280

680 1,040

620

320

9

39

6; 453

1,021

775

442

369

527

7

36

5,742 ·1, 080

630

630

8

40

G, 6!38

1,280

647

580

560

320

8 . 40

8,079

1,168

708

616

604

432

8

4,312

633

633

413

304

253

SOUTH DAKOTA.

74

Deadwood . . . . . . • . . . . . . . .
TENNESSEE.

75

Memphis . • • • •• . • • . . • . . • •

76

Austin .•• • .• . .. . . . . •• • . .

77

Salt Lake City ...........

78

Burlington ..•.....•••..•.

79

Richmond ..•..••.....•.•

80

Seattle .•••••••.•••..•••..

81

Milwaukee ..............

82

Cheyenne .••.••••••.••••.

351

TEXAS.

{9( 0) /

120

750

640

200

240

280

270

195

195

768

360

324

270

558

533

240

107

607

(868)

204

488

5071285

95

3-l8

UTAH.

YERMO~T.

VIBGINI.A.

.. ... .....

WASHINGTO~.

WISCO~SIN.

WYOMING.

38

a Incidental in all grades.
b In connection with language.

COURSE OF STUDY IN CITY SCHOOLS.
branches in the public elernentary schools of certain cities-Continued.
Lessons, principally
oral, in-

Arithmetic.
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1, 020

650

200

170 . • • . . . • • • . . . • • . . . • • • • • 140 . . • • . . • • . . . • • .. . • • . . . • • • • . . . • • • . • • • • . . . • • . 73

880

620

100

40

120

600

500

815

815

2io

160

100

225

80

880

······· .......... ·•··· 74

201 • • • • . • • • . . 150

mo' . . . . . .. . . . . . . . •. . . . . . . . . . . .
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1~

76

l,356 .•••••.••••...•• . ·••· ·

126

620 .•• , • • ... .. • . • • . . . .. . .

400

160

220

130 . • • • • • 261 . • • • . . • • . . . • • . . . • • . . . . . . .. . . . • . . . ••• ~ . . • . . 78

1, 285

792

126

278

84

1,890 1,080

270

270

270

167

87

88

487

200

56 ...... 168

820

160

1
. . . . . . . ..

40

(a)

(b)

:

.....

80 . • • . . • • • . . . . . . . . .. • • . . • • • . . • • • . . • • • . 77 .

-.- . -........ . ........ ,. .................. - . -.. ·-- ................ 267

. . . .. . . . . . . . .

......... --- ........ 70

. • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • . . . .•• • • . . • •• . . . • . . . . • • . 80

'
1, 258 . . • • • • . • • • • • . . . . . . • • . .

583

253

85

40

205

488

108 .. .. • •

89

(c)

127 . • • • • . 101

61 . . • . . • • • . . . . • . .

(d)

992 . • • . . : • • • . . • • • • 81

. • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • ••• • • • • • • 82

c " Daily, as often as necessary."

d Taught orally, but no definite time is specified.
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2.-Perccntage of the total time occupied by each Brauch of Insi?'uction in the public elementm-y schools of cc1·tain cities.
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2

3
4
5
6

7

8
9
lo
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
2:!.
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

20
1.7.

Per ct.

Per ct. Per ct. Per ct. Per ct. Per ct. Per ct. Peret. Per ct. Pe1·ct. Per ct. Pe1· ct. Per ct. Per ct.

Mobile, Ala.........................
18. l-<
16. 5
7. 5
7.5 ....... . ...... - ·
9. 7
4. 8
San .l!'raooisco, Cnl........... .. . . . .
17. 7
5. 6
4. 9
2. !)
4. 9
5. 5
12. 9
5. 5
DenVN' (Dh;trict No. 1), Colo.......
13. 7
10. 3
8. 8
6. 5
6. 5
8. 1
4. 8
2.4
Nflw Haven, Conn..................
24. 2
4. 6
6. 7
~8
~2
~5
~6
3:7
Wnshin~ton, D. C...... .... .. . .....
13. 9
5. 7
5. 7
-'/,!)
5.6
10.4
3.1
4.8
.Atlanta, Ga........................
13. 7
17. 9
13. 2
6. 3
6. 6
0. 6
7. 0
l. 4
:Macon, Ga.........................
11. 2
13. 6
9. 0 . • . . . . . .
9. 0
14. 0
2. 2
4. 5
Uhica_go, Ill _.........•.. .....·•..•..
30. 9
6.1
7. 0
&7
~6
&5
&4
2. 8
Indiannpoli11. Ind...................
20. 5
10. 6
10. 8
8.7
9.1
12.7
2.1
1. 8
Lonisvillo, Ky......................
16. 7
9. 9
8. 1
9. 6
6. 4
13. 3
5. 2
4. 8
Now Orle:ms, Lo.....................
14. 8
14. 8
9. 8
a3
o
&3
a2
3. 3
Ilaltimort>, Mu......................
21. 7
4. 7
4.. 2
4. 0
3. 2
9. 6
4. 2
2. ll
Bo1,ton,:J\Iui;s ............ ................. . ...... .. -·····-·
6. 8
4. 6
j47. 7 ....... .
4. 3
Detroit, Mich . . . . . • • . . . • . . • •. ••. • . .
13. 2
11. 2
9. 9
9. 0
9. 5
8. 1
6. 5
2.1
Minneapolis, Minn.................
17. O
7. 2
7. 2
7. 2
7. 2
lJ. 3
2. 2
3. 1
St. Pnul, :J\lmn................ ••• . ..
16. 9
8. 3
6. 6
12. 1
8. 7
7. 5
2. 9
3. 5
Vickslrnr~. Mil's . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . .
19. 9
5. 8
5. 1
1. 4
0. 6
8. 2
5. 5
5.3
Kan Aas City, Mo . . . . . . • . . . . . . .• • • . .
(32. 1)
7. 9
4. 1
4. 1
(13. 7)
3.5
f;t.Lonis, M:> ......................
25.0
10.3
7.7
1. 7
6. 5
5. 2
4. 1
4. l
Elizabeth,N.J" ......••...•........ •
19.1
10.6
9.8
&O
~l
~6
~8
3. 5
.A.lbany, N. Y. .•••.• ••••.•. .. • .. . •• .
16. 8
11. 8
7. O
4. 6
3. 8·
7. 6
8. 6
l. 9
Brooklyn, N. Y ......• ...••.•.....
20.8
7.5
10.7
4. 6
4. 6
8. 1
4. 9
3. 8
New York, N. Y . .......... . ..................... _
15. 5
4.7
5.2
(041.6)
2.5
Cincinnati, Ollio.. •. •••. •. . . .••..•..
14. o
10.1
4.1
3. 8
3. 3
6. 3 I
3. 1 , ....... .
Proviclcnce, R. I. ................... {
_ 2
12.1
_ }
2.5
12
6 2
8. 4
8. 2 {
Charleston, S. C. •... .•. .••.. .. .....
12. 5
12. 5
12. 6
12. 6
6. 1
12. 3
5. 9
5.9
Memphis, Tenn . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . .. . .
14. 5
6. 7
14. 0
2, 6
6, !)
13, l
l, 8 I• •• • • • • .
Richmond, Va......................
18. 8
11. 0
11. 0 ·••··· ·- ·••· ·· ..
4. 7
6.3
5. 6
Milwauke&, Wis....................
14.5 1
8.8
7.6
7. 5
5. 3
(10. 8)
2.5

I

l

aAlgebrn, 0. 7; sewi11g, 4.2.

b German studied by half the pupil'!.

9.tl:!..... }

10. 0

19. 5

8. 9

H.O

7.1

15. 5

7. 9
li. l
5. 6
0. 7

18. 0

4. 9
6. 2

5. 2
8. 2
6. 3
6. 8

14. 8

22. 6
24. 3
9.3
16. 6
16. 7
16. 4
l!)_ 5
lU. 6

8.6

17. 2

6. 0

6.0
11. 0

15. 5
12. 3
30. 9

7. 6
8. 9

24. 5

5.2
8. 0
5. 5
2. 7

6. 5
5. 2

4. 8
7. 2
9. 7

6.0

c Sewing, 1.7; cooking or wood-working, 1.1.

19. 3
21. 0
22. !)

24. 6
26. 2

13.4
18. 6

3.0
1. 3
7.9
6. 5
0. 6
4.4

2.6
9. 5
2. O
5. 5
/2. 0
l!O. 9

..•.... .
.•. .. . . .
1. 1
......•.
.... ....
.••..•• .

.•• .. .
c2.8
0. 7
d5. 3
. • •. • ••.
el. 4
····-·· . --· · · -........
g7.4
.••••• __ .•.••.••

H··--u- .... ff ···-r~r:i~:i·
•. 6
3. 6
4. 9
2. 9
l.]

(Z2. 5)

8.6 ......... .•. ... . ······ -·
0. 7 . .. . . . . . .
0. 4 ...... .
G. 1
2. 7
1. 1
kl. 3
7. 9 . . . . . . . . . • • • • • . .
k!. 4
1. 8
3. 3 ............... .
..... , ...••••••..•••••••

3. 4
2. 9
0. 9
1. 9
2. 5
2. 5
2.0
5.1 ...•....
.• • .. • • .
2. 6 • • • • • • • .
..•. .. .. .• .... .. .. ••• • •.
3.2
(5.1)
3. 1
2. 2 . • • .. • • .

13. 0 ........
16. 7
4. 6
32. !)
15. 5

Per ct. Per ct.

5. 7 -······· -·-···- ..••...
8. 6 . • • • • • ..
0. 7
a4. 9
5. 2 . • • . • • . .
o. 9
b8. !l

.•••••.........
.•••••. _ m3 4
····-··- ...... -·
O. 6
n1. 7
. . ••....
kl. 6
···•···· g27.1
.•• • • • • .
kO. 9

1.8 ..•..... ·-······ ······1. ti
4. 2 • • • • • • ..
p6. 2

i5:o· .... i4- :::::::: .... o:s· ··uiia·

100
100
JOO
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
JOO
100

100
JOO
100

]00
11:0
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

d .Algebra, 1.4; woocl-workine: or ~ewi11,g-, 2.2; cooking,

e Gen(•rnl lii1:1tor_y. fDoes uot include instruction given in con:uection with rE'ading. !J German. h The work in srfrnce in the fin;t !-ix grnde>1 is iudnd(?ll in Jnngun~o
l1·~11nn1<. i Algeur.i, 4.8; goon,etry,
1.5. j This rl'fots to tho entiro 1111l>jeot, of lnugnn11e, ombrncing l'endini, spl:lllin;r, writi11ir, lnnirua~n Ie:-1" 0llM, OJ.Hl gn,mnun·. k ~owi11!!,·
11
1 ·•oral lr RKon11 nrnl <'1tliMthcnit•fl; 11hys iolol!_y is tnni:ht in eonnection with reading. m Sewing or carpcnity and wooll -cnrYiug, 1.7; clay nml pnpor niodolhng-, 1.7. n A l~ubrn. o ' l'hlM l11duuo11 rolullng uucl s11 ul1iug also. p Algobrn, 3.1; geometry, 3.1.
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3.-Tinw allotterl to

READING

in the several grades of the pu.blic elementary schools of certain cities.
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year.

First year, !Secondyear.j Third year.
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0
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.0

8

~
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~
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~
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~
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z

0~

~~

6
7

8
9
10
11
12
13
14

15
16

17
18
19
20
21
22

23
24

25
26
27

28
29

~~

~~
~h

oo

•m

~

~

$..,;,
~~

~~

;;.;

t+-1~

6

7

2½
8¼
4.½
~¾
9

~
5

2½
0

40
40
38
40
38
40
38
40
40
42
36
40

3¼

5

2½

7
10
lOJi
5
6

7
6

b5
5
2½
5

4l}

6
5

l-lir

9¼

4½
5½
3¾
8¼
5
5

2½

8

40
40
38
40
38
40
38
40
40
42
3G
40

40
30
38
38
36
40
40
40
40

2½
5
3}

5¼

10

11
5
5
7

40
39
40
36

6
b5

36

5

4.0

4½

3¾
2¾

4

~h

0~

4

l¼

8¾

4½

2½
2½
7½

3/i5
2½

6

40
3!)

38

38
36
40
40
40
40
40
· 39'
40
:-;6
3G
40

21.

3!

2½

4~
10
5{
6

5

5½

S
9
- ---

~
~

5

"11~)

u
~
u
~
u
a~

w
~

40

w

38
~

w

~
~
~
~

6

~

3}

3t
~

30
40
M

5

30

~

~

~

~
~
~

4¼

40

2½
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~

4

~

(a)

(a)

(a)
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~,g
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p

Sevonth
year.
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Eig:hth
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oo

oo

t.:
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C+-t~
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~~

Sp.
'ai
'sp.
p
p
p

Ninth year.jTenth year.
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s~
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p
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1
2
3
4
a
6
7
t-- - - - - - -- -- - - - - - - 1 - -1 - -1- - - - - - , -l'\[obilr, Ala ............................ .
San Francisco, Ca.I .......•.•••••.••......
Dt' n,er (District No. 1), Colo ............ .
Now Ha,·eu, Conn .... .....••
'\Vn~hiu:rton, D. C ••.•........
Atlanta, Ga ..•...
Macon, Ga ... .......... ... ... .
Chicago, Ill .. . .. ... ..
Ldianapolia, Ind ...... .
l ouisville, Ky .. ......... .
New Orleaui;,, La, ...•..•.•••..•..........
.Baltimore, Mu ........................... .
Boston, Ma1:1i,. b ....••..........•.••.......
Detroit, Mich ............. : ............. .
Minne11polis, Minn ..•. ......•. .......... .
St..Pa11i,Mi1111 .. ... .. •••••.. : .•..•........
Vicksburg, Miss ......................... .
Kansas City, Mo. b .... ...••••••.•........
St. Louis, .Mo ............................ .
Elizabeth, N. J .......................... .
Albany, N. Y .............••.....••..•....
Brooki.n1,Y. Y .. ; ................ , ...... .
NewY01k,N.Yc ........ ..
Cinci1rnati, Oltio ..... ...•.• .
Provid1 nee, R. I. .......... . ............. .
Charleston. S. U .••••.
Memphis, Tenn ......................... .
niclimonil, Va . .......................... .
Milwaukee, Wis ........ ....... ~ ........ : .

t.+-,~

1
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~~
~ ~
~~
~~
~~
p. 'sp. 's~ E;:;. 'a~ 'sp. 's.~ 'sp. 'sA 'sp.
p
p
p
=
p
p
p
p

, -- - - - - -- - - - - - - , - -,-- 1
,2
3
4
5

oo

~

~,; _g~ ~s.: _g~
~~ ~t :.-f
~~

Fifth ye:ir. j Sixth year.

6½

2i"2"
4

2½

5
5
2
<)

M

n

w

w

3½
3½

3¼

5
4

lio

40

9,
-Ji

2½

3
2

2¼

9
5
G
4

5

4ft

38

~

M

5½

llir

5

w

~

~
~

40
40

12

40 .••••.
40
3

~

w

:U

5
3

38 , .•....
40
6½
2-,\
40

2½

4¼

1.0

5

2

2½
4¼
6
5
5
4
4

13

14

15

.16

17

2
2}

40

2½

40

1-~

38

2½

40

40
38

2

40

4i

40

2¾

38
40

1!

38
40

2½

38
4.0
38
40

40
40

6

4'2
30
40
40
40
39
38
38
36
40
40
40
40

2
2

40
40
42
36

4½

40

5
2~
2

40
40
30

4

3½

38
38

5
5
5

3G
40
40

2½
3¼

1½

2;1!!

2'!

2½
2½

4.0
40

2

2½
6

2i,,
1½
2

3¼
1¼
2

5
3
3

2½
2½

40

6

4C

3¼

3..

40

3

40

2½

4.0

2

:19

20

4)

;~
o...,
.....

"'"(1)

Q.la,
.Oi:,.

8

~

21

1 ·•••• • 1······1······1 •••••

a All the timo given to reading is included in the table of "language lessons," 011 page 402,

specified in tho first three grades.
,
b Includea spelling.
.
c Tllo time to be given to reading is not rop_prted apart from the general subject of language.
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3½
3½

40
20
40
36
36
40

2~

2i

2½

2

3.1.
3a

40
3!)

40
36
36
40

2

2½

2

]½

3½

2½

40
39
40
36
36
40

~

t;:)
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trj

.-3

~
~

!I +tt\Jt

1-<l

39

1-1

40

...

38
40
40
40
40

l½

3½

40 ······1·····

..... ...... .... .. ;.... .
.•••• . .•••. ....... !•••••
··•·•· ............ !.... .

I · • · • ..

4
2

···40:.1· ···4· 1····46
40

40

1······1······1······1· .. ··
211 40 1:::::r:::r::::1:::::
2ilt

39
2½
39 .••••••••••
40 .:•• ..•....•.••••.•••••• ,
36 .••••..••••..• • ••..••••

1½

l½

~

U1

• .. • - - - I • • • - • • I • • • \_ • • I • • .. • - • I • .. • • •

40
39
40
36
36
40

0

0

0
?.8

42
1-r\
3G
2
40
2½
40
3½
40 , ...•..
30
2
38
1
3i!
:_.~ i ...

l.S

"'

.!4

and tbe appottionmeut betwee11 the branches of the general subject is not

'

See '',language lessons," page 402.
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4.-Ti1ne allotted to

SPELLING
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in the set·eral grades of tke ptiblic elmnentary schools of certain cities.
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First year.
oo
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City.
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t*
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~
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~~
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.Fourth
year.

Third year.
~

0
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~

Cll.

1
~~El~
f:J
; ..: ]~ ; ,.; ],i,l ~,; ..d.i,i
.._....,
0
0
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(I)
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a,
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'"'

;~ L
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p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
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CHAPTER XVI.
MANUAL AND INDUSTRIAL TRAINING.I

I.

A name; says Hobbes, is a word taken at random to serve as a mark, which, ~ein_g
spoken to another, will cause the hearer to know what thought the speaker had m his
mind when he spoke. From time to time attempts have been made to define the
meaning of the term manual training, but it is not improbable that the definitions
proposed are mO're calculated to provoke than to remove doubt as to what is meant
by that term.
.
_
.
The New Jersey Council of Education would define '' manual training as ttaining
in thought expression by other means than gesture and verbal language in such a
carefully graded course of study as shall also provide adequate training for the judgment and the executive faculty."
But this definition would seem to claim that manual training, being a method of
expression by other means than gesture and verbal language, is a means of expressing ideas by something analogous to the ancient picture writing.of primeval times,
from which the discovery of the phonetic alphabet by the Phoo!!iciaw~ has long freed
the civilizations of Europe. 2
On the other hand, if manual training be merely drawing dis~uised under another
name, it is difficult to understand either why it should be callea. new 3 or why such a
strong protest should be made against it; certainly drawing has no enemies in pedagogical circles. Drawing, or representation, as it is sometimes called, and "const"ruction,"-which is merely representation in three dimensions-have wonderful
power as a means of communicating the ideas of an originator or inventor to hif! fellow men. It is in this way that the real artist, the architect, or the discoverer of a
mechanical device declares his ideas to the world; and it may not be too bold to say
that the application to industry of the generalizations of the practice of the artist is
what is known as industrial drawing so much in vogue now, which is quite distinct>
however, from mechanical drawin~ or drawings for the guidance of the makers of
machinery. But painting, architecture, industrial and mechanical drawin~ are very
generally recognized as valuable, which does not happen to be the case witn manual
training.
In the last annual report of this Bureau considerable attention was 1>iven to the
subject of manual training. The Office found itself in the singular position of having
collected quite an array of statistics of a movement the philosophy of which as far
as pedagogical features were involved it did not understand. The publications of
superintendents of systems by whom statistics had been furnished were examined for
light, but in vain, for there seemed no body of pedagogical principles t,hat was common to all or even a majority. There remained no way out of the dilemma but to
study the question and to lay the results and the statistjcs before the public, content~ng ourselves with stating and comparing rather than d,iscussing what had been
said upon the subject. The results of that study, had we ventured to express a personal view on the subject, would have been conceived in the following terms:
"Manual training ls (-claimed to be) traiuing of the judgment and executive
faculty in a, course of study in which d11awing and the essential common school
studies have also been very carefully provided for."
In a very luminous description of drawing as an art of expression, in which the
1 This paper bas been prepared by Mr. Wellford Addis, specialist of the Bureau. A more particular
treatment of the subject was made by him in laet year 111 Report.
2
See History of Ancient Art, by Perrot and Cbipiez, vol. 2, p, 375 of English edition, for a highly interesting commentary on the ideographic characters of Egypt, China, and Chaldea. The best summary or the results of modern research is Lenormant's ''Introduction" to his" Essai sur la. propagation de !'alphabet l)henicien dans l'ancien monde."
8 See note A at end of this chapter.
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peculiar conditions under which drawing is an indispensable _aic1 to verbal lanQ'Uage
is bown, Professor Woodward, of the Bt. Louis Manual '!'mining School, observe :
"Next to the ability to think deepl.y and clearly is the power of giving clear and fnH
expression to oar thoughts."
lt is, indeed, necessary to have thought before ~ou can clearly and fully expres it.
But the way, ~be modus vivendi of thinking deeply, considered purely as a method or
apstract quality, is that teachable 1" The University of Oxford seems to think o;
for we are told by the principal and vice-chancellor of the University of Edinl.Juro-b, 1
that the English university during the present century "has made a renewed tu<ly
of Aristotle one of its chief instruments of edncation, and with success, as waste tifled to by the late Dr. Aru'Jlcl, of Rugby." But why Aristotle? Because, as Sir A..
Grant says, "Aristotle's great knowledge of human nature, exhaust,ive classification,
and clear methods of disentangling a question aud dealing with what is essen tial in
it, render many of his works an excellent curriculum for training young men, and
fitt.iog tlrcm for all the superior bu&iness of life." And then our author goes on to
account for this by saying that there is "a certain dynamical impnlse to be derived
from Aristotle independent of all his results and conclusions" and iinally defines the
Aristotelian element in thought and knowledg£1 as '' analytic insight," which" arises
ont of concentration of the mind upon the subject in han<l, ruarshaling together
all the facts and opinions upon it and dwelling· on these, and scrntiuizing aud comparing them till a light flashes on the whole subject. Such is the procedure which
may be learned from Aristotle."
Is such the procedure that is learned by attendance on a course of manual training T
TRAINING OF THE EXECUTIVE FACULTY.

Two terms that have been used to characterize the object of manual training challenge attention; these are, "the traiuing of the executive faculty," and the giving
of" capacities for useful action." How to distingnish between ihese objects and how
to qistinguish both from the object of the course in humanities-tho lijierae hnmaoiores of the Jesuits,-is at once such an intricate, invidious, and important task that
it must be left to those who are conscious that they have thoroughly mastered the
question in its several features.
But as we have not had the fortune to find an exposition of manual training
principles which, being made by an opponent, has commanded ihe respect of the
advocates of those principles, nor a statement of those principles which, being made
by a friend, has not been thought weak and visionary, if not worse, by the opposite
pai:ty, it may be permitted us to step a little beyond our sphere of analysis and uafrat1ve and to ofter tentatively a few ideas as to what tile expressions training of
"~xecuti_ve faculty" and training in "capacities for useful action" really mean. In
do!ng this we shall endeavor to keep coustantly before us, not the inquiry" How does
~his new theory compare with other and established theories f" bu~ "Is the work,
Judged by itself and with regard only to the ideal which the worker had in his mind,
good or bad T" If we .shall avoid a1ty serious errors in puriming such all undertak ing.
the happy fact is to bo imputed to the simplicity of our mode of conducting it; if ·e
ar~ palpably wrong, our errors may serve as a starting point for the many di .. tingu1shed friends of manual training to leave somewhat va.gne genera1itieo 1u1d to
expound their principles by telling Jess what the puulic i:;chools do not do and more
what their principles are good for. It is known that the 'J'1anual training cnmp is not
made np _of hom?geneous elements, and that tbe Hannibal th:it is holding them
~ogether 1s the widespread dissatisfacLion with the curriculum of the public sch<'o
1n wbo_le or in part. But, first, what is the oxocntive faculty?
In ~1 much-lauded aud qnoted description of Coleritlge, Carlyle su.ys:
"ll1s talk, alas! was distinguished like himself by irresolution, it disliked to be
troubled_ with condition , abstinences, definite fulfilments; loved to wander at its o~n
weet will, * " * and yon were bitterly reminded of Hazlitt's account of 1t.
'~xc llent talker, very, if yon let him start from no promises and come to no conclus10n."'
Thi certainly is not what is meant by "executive powor" nor is it in any trne
s _n a" capacity for useful action." Indeed, the extract is u~ed by Dr. Carpenter iu
b_i _Mental P ychology as au illustration of the difference between "automatic ac1v1ty and mental direction," and Monsieur Ribot in his monograph on the "Di ea~e
of ~Ila Wi1l," introduces it iu the chapter on the" J;1pairment of voluntary attention;
to 11lu, trat the condition even of a great mind wlion it "lacks the power of direction." "Thus we shall see," be continues, "a perfect contrast between thought and

wiJl."

..ot only has Monsi ur Ribot devoted a chapter to the impairment of ihe attention
,

1

,Es,my ~n la t di.ti on of_ EncyclopPclia Britannica on Aristotle, by Sir AleXB.nder Grant, author

The Ethics of An11totle, illustrated with not.es and et1sayt1."
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in his mono~raph on the wi11, but ~e has devote~ an~~.ber monograph t? the su ?ject of ,attention itself, the work appearing by sect,10ns m the ~evlfe Philosor?h1que, of
which M. Ribot is editor. The object of the monograph IJemg "to establish and to
justify the proposition that there are two very distinct forms of attention-one spontaneous or natnral 1 the other voluntar,v or artificinl.
,
/
"The volnutary or artificial attention," he says, "is a product of art, of education,
of force of habit ( entrainemeut), of discipline. It is grafted upon spontaneous _or
natural atteut ion, in which it finds its conditions of existence, as the graft draws its
nourishment from the trunk in which it has been inserted. In spontaneous attention the object [attenf1ed to] acts by its own intrinsic power; iii voluntary attention the subject acts through extrinsic, that is.to sa,y, snperadded po,wers [ on the object]. In the latter case the end is no more a ma,tter of chanc,e or circumstances, it
is willed, chosen, accepted, or at least submitted to, but it still remains for the subject to adjust itself to that end; in a word, to find the proper means of maintaining
the attention. Thus this state of voluntary attention is· ever accompanied by some
feeling of effort."
Now we have hf'ard of this feeling of effort before. In 1880 Prof. William James
published nu article on t,he subject which is stanifard. Within a Jear or two be has
also written an article for a popular monthly under the title "What the will effects,"
in which he Rays" In the volition of consent tlie idea which ser,rcs as motive or temptation is sufficient of itself to engender action if no other · idea stands :ln the wa-y. But there
remains a volition of e:ffol't, which seems a widely different thing. Often the idea
which serves as our motive or reason for action seems too weak to produce action
unless aided by another force. Of this force we seem conscious in the effort of will
which we have to make whenever we-do a difficult thing. This seems the act of the
will par excPllence." An<l a few pages further on be says, when spQaking of what
happens when we exert our will, "We simply fill our miud with an idea, which but
for onr effort would Alip away."
But will our heredity let us do this? Heredity, that B:rnquo-like ghost, that ever
intrudes its repulsive presence at our educational banquets of infinite possibilities for
the intellectnal development of our own generation-our efforts to hurry up evolution by ignoring it. Bnt neither teacher nor preacher cares for heredity, as may be
conclusively shQwn by the celebrated Drei Preussischen Reg;nlative of 1854, '' by
which," says Lindner, of tbe University of Prague, "the politico-religious party of
Prussia, react,ing on the agitation of 1848 and not content with restoring the,outward condHions of things, desired to possess- themselves of tho public intellect, and
censequently invade<l the sphere of the Church and School." "In the place of the
theoretical," says he briefly, '' the regnlatfons would have the practical; instead of
the abstract, the concrete; instead of the individual, the historical; instead o£religions toleration, n. creed; instead of empty principles for intellectual development,
the facts given in State, Chnrch, and :Family." As the twig is bent so is the tree
inclinef1, said in substance the gentlemen who drew these regulations, which after
all is only a, way of putting Newton's firs.t law of motion to use in sociology.
·
If, then, the mind be set in motion in the right direction its vis inertire will keep it
moving in that direction, and if tbe direction is in the way of learning to rlo by doing, it
will . 11ot deAire to lapse in to idleness after the idea has been thoroughly inculcated
in the school. If the child has learned to apply himself to his school tasks he will
be, it may be snpposed, better able to overcome the feeling of effort nocessary to apply
himself to m~king a place for himself h1 the world. In all probability this is what
the writer of a very recent and complimented book on education und heredity calls
"suggestion." "
"The well-known effects of nervous sugge1ition" says this psychologist, "operate
upon the feelings, t,he intelligence, and the will. It is possible to suggest sensations,
ideas, and volitions; in fact, as Sbakespere says, to enable one without discomfort to
vYallow naked in December snow,
By thinking on fantastic summer's heat.

"The state of the child immediately after its birth," our author continues, "is more
or less comparable to that of a person hypnotized. There is the same absence of ideas
t~e same do111i~ation of a _sin gle passive idea. More than this, all children are hypno:
trnable and easily bypno trnable. In short, they are particularly open to suggostion
an_d to anto -_sugg~stion. All that_ the c?il~ comes to know is ~hen a suggestion, and
this suggest100 gives place to habit, wluch 1s 0:1pable of endnrmg throughout life as
we see the lasting effects prodnced by nurses frightening Uieir charges/'
'
Mousienr Guyan wonld fight hereditary habit (instinct) by snp:gestion. Perhaps
even the pure manual trainingist would fight the repulsion exhibited by youth
* Education ot Mredite, etudo eociologiquo par M. Guyan. l3ibliothequfl. de Philosophie Con(;emporaine. Paris, 1889.
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toward systematic exertion (whether hereditary or acquired under the baleful inflnences of the course of study in the public schools) by teaching them in their very
school tasks to exert themselves physically according to a method .
Barring the usual extravagance, engendered in all probabil ity by carrying on the
propaganda of manual training-boomiug it, as we Americans say,~the conscientious
critic of the new theory for "training the executive faculty" must admit that great
stress has been laid by tbe advocates of manual training on their student's having a
definite and-even to the childish mind-a comprehensible end in view when performing his manual taaks; and that tangible materia-11;3 are given him to attain t hat
end in performing the task. Now, if there is any virtue in the pedagogic maxim from
the aimple to the complex, and that maxim is convertible into the realization of an
idea of a complex whole by the assemblage of simple and tangible parts (a child with
his building blocks, for instance), the theory of manual training would have one
pedagogic leg to stand upon, at least. If this idea of a whole, - that is to say, t he
idea to be realized,-is one which requires not too great a call on childish imagination (we hear a great de:11 about "pussy/' etc., in the first reader), and when completed its realization is sufficiently concrete to reward the child by enabling him to
recognize the result of his industry, we think that in theory manual training would
have another leg to stand on. If this course can be graded, as suggested by Superintendent Draper in the sequel, as school readers are graded, the growing intelligence
of the child can be constantly accomrnodat eu and his hands occupied in working out
his ideas, thereby gaining dexterity and becoming obedient to bis will.
But what is his will to be made obedient to durin~ this course in which (in theory)
he is taught to impress himself on matter and in w.nich be ma,y find out by instruction, what many finu out for themselves, that h e can impress himself on matter and
even on his weaker fellow-men (Aristotelized Oxford graduates for instance)! ' 'We
do not neglect the humanities," say the manual trainingists in response. "Our manual training (high) schools are good secondary schools," says Director Woodward of
St. Louis.
Our using the foregoing quotations like so many chessmen may remind the learned
reader of the story told of Zeno, the found er of the Stoic school of philosophy, who
after bavjni successively enrolled himself a~ a disciple of the different philosophers
of Athens, but before formulating his own theory, presented himself as a pupil to
Polemo, who responded, "I am no stranger to your Pbrenician arts, Zeno." Bnt our
purpose must not be misunderstood. It js not that we may cull out a theory for
manual training that we have spoken so frequently between quotation mark , but
because we desire to represent pro tempore on what scientific principles a manual
trainingist might possibly base his theory; and we shall be more than plea.sed if,
in our suppositive argument we have not suggested to him Laocoon's remark about
the Grecian horse at Troy : '' Quicquid id est , timeo Danaos et dona ferentes."
CAPACITIES FOR USEFUL ACTION.

But does Lord Armstrong's taking term, "capacities for useful action." 1 cover the
same thing as the'' executive facultyY" It would certainly seem so if the attention i·
confined to the exprer,sion wherein, speaking of his commercial republic of 13,000
men and boys, he says, "I can affirm with confidence that; had I acted npon the principle of choosing men for their knowledge rather than their ability, I should ba,e
been surrounded by an incomparably less efficient staff than that which now govern
the Elswick Works."
Yet he means somet,hin~ more than this, for'' not only should the mind be trained
to habits of thourrbt, and in quickness and accuracy of perception, but the band, t he
eye, and the ear lilionld all participate in training exercises calculated to make the.:ee
organs more available as instruments of mind." He thinks that if the thie£-tra.inerc:m
cau e the hand of his pupil to acquire such d'3xterity as to enable it to empty your pockets without your knowing it, that honesty should have the benefit of tbe same acquirable deftness of execution. But Lord Armstrong bas no more thought of advoc:.tin ~
the teaching of a trade in the public schools when urging the training for oapacit ie
for u eful action than he would have, under any possible combination of affair.. , o
ad vocating a kindergarten like th at conducted by the amiable Mr. Fagin, the socalled "Jew" in .Mr. Dickens's novel of Oliver Twist. .
"If," he says, "if in cultivating the hand's mobility, precision, and delicacr of
touch, the ability to use simple tools were acquired, it would be advantageou in an\"
line of life that might ultimately be adopted; * * * but to attempt to teach children pecial trade · and processes of manufacture would, I conceive, be a mi take.'
Thnt:1 there appears to be something more palpa.blv utilitarian in thi training for
capacities for useful action-the training of the han'd and eye of the manual traio1 For

all this see pag

833 to 837 of the report of the :Bureau's for 1887-8, chapter XI,
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rngists-than the training of'" the executive faculty." It would .se-em that capacities
for useful action stand in the same relation to the main object of manual training as
the counting-house value of arithmetic stands to arithmetic as the science of nul'l).bers and all that that abstract science implies as an jnstrurnent of menta,l development. In both cases, unfortunately, there is a popular tendeniy to view the i:q.cidental as tl:.e main feature.
Such we venture to think is what is meant by the executive faculty which is rto be
trained and by the training for capacity for useful action or training of the agents of
the miud to be the mind's very obedient and humble servants.
ANOTHER DEFINITION O;F MANUAL TRAINING,

The complaint of Shakespeare's Richard that, after all his exertions, there was still
another Richmond in the field, must be echoed by him who would keep the run of
manual trai ning arguments.
In May, 1887, the legislature of Pennsylvania provided for the appointment of a
commission of five, who held their first meeting in December, 1887, and have within
a few days published their very comprehensive report. 1 Of this report the third anP,
fourth pages call for the best attention we can give them. 'l'he discussion of the
meaning of the term manual training on those pages opens thus:
,
"It is, perhaps, desirable to indicate the sense in which the term industri~l educa.:: '
tion is here used. In recent discussions the terms 'technical education,' 'scientific
education,'' in-dustrial education,' 'manual training,' etc., frequently occur; and it is
doubtful whether a clear distinction as to the field they cover is always held in mind
by those using them. It is, perhaps, impossible that such a distinction may be.
made in a way to meet the approval of all educators, but the view lWOn which the
commission has proceeded, which has given direction and coloring to all its investigations, and which has embodied itself in the conclusions presented in this report, ..
may be stated substantially as follows:
"Scientific education [the physical, including chemical, and the m;:i,thematical
sciences and their application to industry?] may be reg!:l,rded in one view as almost
exclusively theoretical; in another, as almost exclusively practical; this being the
familiar distinction between pure and applied science. But since no branch of science
can be effectively taught, except as to its theory, without the aids of the laboratory
and the actual manipulation of materials and apparatus, all scientific instruction
comes to have, almost of necessity, a semitecbnical cast [such, for instance, as the
civil engineering 01~ chemist11y course in a college?] If carried one step further and
conducted with reference to its general applications to industry [as in the Shef: ,
field Scientific School of Yale 1], it becomes a general technical instruction; if
applied to specific industries [a European weaving or an American agricultural
schooUJ, it becomes a special technical or technological instruction."
Technical instruction, then is, say the commission, the teaching of science with
specific reference to its industrial applications, 11nd, as a term, is almost universally ~
applied to the higher ranges of such instruction, while industrial instruction "may
properly be con'?idered applicable to the lower ranges. Then taking up the term
manual training, they discuss it thus:
·
"Manual training, in the strict i:,ense of the term, would mean simply the training
of the hand, but as currently used with reference to education the words indicate
such employment of the hand as will at the same time train the eye to accuracy and
the mind to attention. The scientific element, or the teaching of science pure and
simple, is not necessarily involved in the expres&ion. As, however, pure sci~nce can
scarcely be taught without looking somewhat towards its applications, so manual
training can not be made an effective educational process, except by constant reference to the broad foundation in the mathematical, physical, and natural sciences upon
which it rests."
Tile commission, therefore, deem that the term "industrial education" "involves both
the idea of manual training with reference to its industrial applications, and the idea
of educational or intellectual training, which, with reference to industries, must be ·
la~gely_ on the s~ientific side_;" a~d they understand th~ tern_1 and use ~t as meaning
primarily education; educat10n with reference to practical life, but still education;
" the trai9ing of the hand, the eye, and the brain to work in unison; the training of
1 The arnonnt of information contained in this report is unprecedented. No other volnme has so exhausted the field of technical instruction. In our last r eport chap. xy, the propaganda, the curriculum , and the statiBtics of mannal training as we underBtand the term, were treatl'd for the first time
seriom1ly. But the commission have not attempted to digest but have contented themselves with
arranging (by 8tates) the very complete information their diligence procured.
If the reader desires to put himself into possession of the facts and theories on the subject of manual
and indnstrial training, he should secure not only the two works already spoken of, but also Uonsu l
Schoenhof's recent report on "'l'echnical Educa•ion in France," publisb ed by the State Departmonti
at Washington, and Circular No. 2, i889, of this nureau.
·
0
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the whole child in such a way that bis inward powers may act o:ffectivelytbron,..b
in trnments upon bis external surroundings, and receive from them accurate" an
informing impressions." The commission does not wish to appear a a. critic, mncn.
less as an opponent of the public schools, "but the widespread introduction of, ientific knowledge and scientific ruethods into all the inuustrial proce es of the day
makes it necessary that the great mass of our children ,vho leave the school a th;
aO'e
of fourteen or sixteen, if they are not to be hunched nnprepa,red into an unknown
0
w orld, must acquire such training in the public scllool as will give them at lea some elementary_Jrnowledge of the facts and the forces with which tl.tPy will be
brought face to face as R.oon as the doors of t-he schoolhouse shall close npon them : ·
for, says one of "our frienrlliest and most j udicions critics: 'Too large a cla. of
young people in America, of both sexes, are seeking pnrtmits not requiring manual
labor.'"
All this is quite in a1ine with Mr. Herbert 8pencer's plan of education, and it certainly is not ''training" as opposed to. "knowledge." And as Lord ArmstronO' in
bis "Cry for Useless Knowledge," says that workshops and factories where act~al
business is carried on are the proper schools for the learning of trn.c1es and industrie
so it may be said that the place for learning the facts and. forces of tho world with
which tbe child is brought face to face is in the school of the ~orld, not in the public
school, thongh it may be perfectly legitimate to use the pnl>lic school to give the
child the capacities for useful action w 1.tich ~o l>y tbe name of ind us try, patience, au l
determination to meet the facts and forces ot the unkuown world when he is launched
into it-if public or any other school life can. While Professor Woodward and
others, therefore, claim that manual training can give these or other equally e rntial
qn{11ities, their arguments and facts will receive an fotelligent and a sympathetic
consideration that must command their respect, though our neutrality in the propaganda may not meet with their entire approval.
Speculating upon these matters we have examined careful1y the information that is
annually arriving, to see whether manual training in theory is drifting toward ir.dustrial or technolo~ical education, or is filling ao imputed lacuna, in the development of the child left by the usual literary course of the schools. The attempt is
difficult under any circumstances, but the difficulties are intensified when an attemp
is made to balance the record year by year. It rcq nires historical retrospect to strike
such a balance.
THE MA...~UAL-TRAINING COURSE SHOULD BE A GRADRD COURSE, !\.ND 11' IS NECESSARY TU

BEGIN AT THE LOWER END 01<'.lT,

Under the head of '' industrial instruction" the State snperintendent of New York
remarks that the experiences of all lands are beiug eagerly h1qnired after and pn
forward as aids to a satisfactory conclusion, and that natnrally wide difference of
opinion, even in the opinion of persons best qualified to judge, are being rle,e oped. Extravagant assertion and intemperate argument ('1re frequently advance
to sustain criticism and snggestioris which lack a more sub8tantial foundation. Yeall this arouses a spirit of inquiry and creates a movement toward a higher plant> and
in more practical Jirections. There is a sentiment abroad that insists that the tim
of the schools shall not be wasted in nonessentials, and that the school cour. e fro n
kiD<1ergarteu to university shall be an interdepeu<lent and weJl.coor<linated whole.
"Besides this there is a most decided and determined movement in the direction f
practical affairs and everyday employments. Kindergarten work, moldinrT in cla . .
modeling in sand, studying the forms of objects and delineating those form npou
paper, the cultivation of tlle industrial and decorative arts, and tbe use of mechau •
tools have come to be recognized as things which stand in a progre~sive relation. !11
to each other, as work which cultivates boys and girls more broadly aud compfotel~wbich assists rather than interferes with their pnrely liternry and mathematical education, and which consequectly has a legitimate place in the curriculum of the
school."
It is believed) bowever, Mr. Draper continues, that this practical course will ha
a telling influence on the school work of the future more speet1ily if the futilit\"' f
commencing at the wrong encl is recognized. With characteristic impetuo ity th
is too much tendency to jump at conclusions. "To put carpenter' tool uven norl r
the direction of a practical carpenter into the hands of a boy who hns not bad bi. o
serving and perceptive faculties barpened, and , hose band has not been tritined dexterity by the earlier processe1:1 in the indu strial course, is not very nnlike tryio o
tea.ch him history before be can read underst,anclingly. The time will be wa ted. I
will not make him a carpenter, for time and facilities are not l'qnal to it. lt will o promoto his intellectu~l education, for it will haye no fououation to rest upon,'

MANUAL AND INDUSTRIAL ' TRAINING.
NO DISTINCTION POSSIBLE IN Nll:W YORK CITY BETWEEN PEDAGOGIC BRANCHES AND
MANUAL-TRAINING BRANCHES.
'

In our last Report, at page 859, it was only possible to give a meager account of
the introduction of manual training into the public schools of the city of New York.
The report of the city superintendent had not yet arrived, nor did it arrive unLil
October,' 188!:J. Using this report we find the following interesting information whicli
would have added very materially to the remarks of our last Report and supplemented the New York course of study given on pages 853-856 of the su.me volume.
"This highly interesting method of instruction," says the city superintendent, '' has
been pursued in twenty schools and departments during the last year L1888]. Tbo
total number of pupils in these schools and departments is about 10,000, and steadily~
carefoEy, and encouragingly have these children worked iP: the co(irse mapped out
by the board of education. Owing to the shortness of the period during which the
experiment has been tried, it would be unwise to express a definite opinion in regard
to the future of manual training. From present appearances, however, it is certain
that the children have a love for it and their parents have a keen appreciation of its
advantages. * * ;, All the branches of this course of study are thriving, and there
is an important point-all the branches, separation of them being impossible. People
who dream of pedagogic branches and manual-training branches in tlie same departmentas separate and unrelated things have not yet grasped the subject. Tbe manttal 9f
this course of study has been so arranged that all the branches of education are interwoven in such a manner as to make a distinction impossible. Manual training does
not mean merely the training of the hand; it means the training of our every
faculty."
THE COMMUNITY NEEDS TO BE EDUCATED OUT OF THE ABSURD IDEA. THAT T;IIE
PUBLIC SCHOOLS CAN BE MADE SHOPS FOR TEACHING TRADES.

The superintendent of Paterson, N. J., in his last report speaks of, the false v;iew of
manual training taken by the public.
,
.,.
"The scope of the work proposed in manual training was such as to lead, I think,
to an overestimate of the result possible when the conditions under which our
schools labor are taken into consideration. Many people supposed "that we were to
forthwith begin the teaching of trades-carpentering, blacksmithing, brass-working,
etc., for the boys, and for the girls dress-making, bread-making, ~nd many other
of the accomplishments desirable in the female sex. It should be understood that
manual training in its intended application to our schools 'does not embrace the teaching of a trade, and moreover that a single year is not sufficient to show our
elaborate application of the manual-training feature in public education. Difficulties are to be met and overcome in adjusting the ordinary work of th~ school to the,
new conditions imposed by the incorporation of manual instruction. , The community
needs to be educated to such an extent in the ethics of the 'new departure' as to
create a bond of sympathy. Once let it be demonstrated that the boys and girls of
our schools not only need not sacrifice the traditional studies of the schools, but that ,
manual training gives a zest to them-is not only manual but also intellectual in its
outcome-and we shall be enabled to take further steps in finding time and place for
its pursuit. We have accomplished quite as much as ought to haYe been expected
with the means at our command. It may be deemed unfortunate that the heFalding
of its introduction, to the limited extent that has been possible with us, should excite
such exaggerated anticipations. We shall eventually adjust our con~itious to meet
all reasonable demands of manual instruction. Its incorporation in the work of the
schools has enlisted the best thought of eminent educators, and time and experiment ,
will render the verdict. We have merely made a. beginning." ·
A DOUBT ON PECUNIARY GROUNDS.

The question as to the good resulting from an education in manual training in addition to the present course of study is open to argument, says the president of the
Hoboken Board of Education, where manual training has been tried 3 years. .One of
the principal objections against it seems to be that it will divert attention from a
course of study which is developing the child's natural faculties. The enthusiasm
of the pupils for the work be is inclined to attribute to its novelty. He adds, howC\'er, that the board of trustees of the industrial education of New Jersey report
that the system of manual training is working harmoniously and effectively, and
claim that it will soon be regarded as an indispensable adjuJct of our public-school
sy stem. "This, however, is a matter which, with its costs and relative good, is as
yet an unknown quantity."
~
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MECIIANIC-ARTS SCHOOL" ON TllE ST. LOUIS 'I'YP]] OF A. M:ANU.AL·TR,u.n.-G
SCHOOL.

The remarks of the superintendent of Boston in his report for 1889 are intere tin •,
to say the least, though, as far as he has expressed himself, not in accord with the
notes struck for manual training as an intellectual discipline. He would specialize
the work.
On the 14th of February the school committee received a communication from the
city council conveying the request that the school committee would" consider and
1eport on the expediency of establishing a system of manual training in connection
with the public schools of the city." The superintendent urges the committee to
respond by declaring it "expedient, as the best beginning in t.he establishment of a
"ystem of manual training, that one thoroughl,v equipped mechanic-arts high school
be ~stablished," a proposition urged by him in his report for 1883, when the school of
mechanic arts in the Massachusetts Institute of Technology and the St. Louis ~fanual Training School were the "only two schools of the kind in the whole country,''
though now '' such schools have been established in Baltimore, Philadelphia, Cleveland, Toledo, and other cities."
The body of experience, therefore, to which appeal may be made in illustrating
the advantages of manual trninin-g as a branch of public instruction, being so considerable, the superintendent confidently refers to it as substantiating the following
conclusions which we take the liberty of giving in a summarized form:
1. That a school on the St. Louis plan resnlrs in a high degree of mechanical intelligence, a good degree of general mechanical skill, "an<l. a well-marked development
in the power of independent thinking."
·
2. H takes hold on a l~rge class of boys who are not touched or not so thoroughly
touclrnd hy the current methods in the older high schools.
3. That it relieves the -pressure on the high school and attracts those that never
enter them.
4. That its work is interesting to the boy, its bearing being recognized, ancl '' brings
their execut.ive-powers into productive activity."
5. That it is up to a certain point an excellent and improved form of apprenticeship.
6. That it is a preparatory school for technological schools.
7-10. That the inatruction is popul:lr, capable of being given to classes in a school,
and therefore of being made a part of the public-school system of a large city, and
finally that its cost is in kee{)ing with the cost of any other high schooL
The school should be called a high school to mark its place in the public-school
system and its relation to the grammar schools. It should be called a mechanic-aru
school to mark its special aim and the characteristic aim of its course of instruction.
THE RESULTS OF MANUAL TRAINING NOT TO BE LOOKED FOR lN THE OBJECT MADE1
BUT IN THE FORMATION OF CIIARACTER.

"That bodily training must be associated closely with mcntai training in the production of the useful men and women of the future, I am more than ever firmly convinced," says the superintendent of Jamestown, N. Y., where manual training w
introduced in 18i7. ''1 believe that even in tho immature stage in which we are
now observing manual work, if we will look for results, not in the objects made by
the hand, but in the character of the youthful worker, we shall be able to see sirrn
of tho best results. And with this, the only true spirit and purpose of the indu trial
education in view, I would .earnestly impress upon the board the necessity for the
better material support of a department which all have acknowledged i,o be vitally
essential."
lIAND WORK, AS A MEANS OF MENTAL DEVELOPMENT, A. SUCCESS.

ln 1 83, says the school committee of Brookline, Mass., an industrial vocation of
carpe.utry school was established in Brookline, in deference "to what seemed to be a
growrng public demand." It was an experiment to answer the question, Would boy
of gra!Dmar-school age have the physical and mental maturity to profit by such instruction 'I Six experimental years convinced the committee·" that the teachin of
band work a a laboratory exorcise, and as a means of mental development, had bee
succes ~ul." An experimental course for girls in sewing and cooking was al o ucce fol. Fmally, wlien the pupil of one school were transferred to a new one in whic
provision had been made for "industrial education," a new programme wa e t bli h d by which all pupils twelve years of age and over should have "six hour
band studies per week," and to the others four hours a week out of the twentv-fh· .
"'I he aim. in the hand studies bas not been to produce the largest manual re ulL. b
to determine the best methods for making this work the most effective as an intelle
tual discipline.''
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GROUNDS ON WHICH MANUAL TRAINING HAS BEEN INTRODUCED IN INDIAN,fPOLIS,
I

Speaking of th~ imI?ortant step' taken. during _t?e year i_n preparing the way for a
course of instruction m manual education, the city sup_ermtendent . says tl_iat much
discussion has been had in recent years among those rnterested directly_ m e_ducational work over tlie question of the place and value of manual educatJOJJ _rn the
school curriculum and stUl the question seems somewhat unsettled, even m the ,
minds of those wh~ have criven most time to its. consideration. The grounds .upon
which the superintendent based his recommendation may be_briefly ~tatcd a_s follows:
1. It is believed th!l,t such stud.y will have a general tendency to grve pupils a practical turn or habit of thought, and to direct, _in a ?.ommon-sense w_ay, their a~tention
to the possibilities that are al ways open to mtelltgent workers m mechanical and
industrial pursuits. * * *
2. It is believed that snch course of instruction will develop the executive power
of the pupil and thereby make him a more capable worker in any kind of work in
which he may aftetwards engage.
3, 4. It will serve as physical training and as an outlet fo~ '' some o~ the natutal
sense of power to do which the average boy possesses, and which by ordmary sphool
work is repressed rather than cultivated."
. .
5. The discipline, though not distinctively better than- that now gh;en by the
schools, is different from it, and stands as its necessary complement.
THE CHILD'S EXECUTIVE FACULTY HAS BE,EN TRAINED.
I

The· superintendent of the schools of Minneapolis, ln disoussing the question of
manual training, observes that tbe experif'nce of his sJstem in the matter of incorporating manual training into the regular public-school work '' bas probab-ly been
larger than that of any other large city,:' and discusses the vaJ!10 of the work in these
terms:
"A little piece of work produced by a boy who hall been three mont4,s in the manual -training department was brought to my desk one day. It consisted of three pieces
of hard wood mortiseu. and locked togethe11 with great dexterity and exactness. I
was told that it would do credit to a skilled workman. Now, what had this youth
learned during his three mouths in the workshop, [The superintendent then enumenttes the knowledge and skill attained.] But far more important than these visjb]e results is the influence upon a boy's habits of thought and fundamental traits
of character. This youth has not substituted manual training for mental training.
He has added the education .of the band and at the same time given direction and
a new force to his mental activities. His ju<lgment a:µ_d his executive facul_ty have
found a new field and a new motive for action."
.
,
THE EDUCATIVE VALUE OF COOKERY.

During th~ year 1838-89 the board of education of Milwaukee adopted the exp!3riment nntil tlien conducted by the ladies of the Milwaukee Cooking School Association. These ladies had obtained from the board the use of a room -in the seventh
district school in which to conduct a serie8 of lessons in practical cooking.
"At the beginning of the present school year the work was given a new hnp~tus
under circnwstances still more favorable and encouraging. Sufficient time has
elapsed during tbis term to enable me [the superintendent] to ·speak emphatically in
behalf of this department of education. . . A ,isit' to the puulic school kitchen·
during any one of the lessons will convey to the patient observer abundant proof
that the work is valuaLle in two aspects. It is educational as well as useful. It is
in fact manual training for girls. As the fundamental part of this art includes all
those g1meral phenomena relating to combustion, to the atmosphere, the effectf! of
ben.t upon water, it may be easily seen that the course of instruction is, in one respect, good training in scientific demonstration. Of course much of the demons-tra.:
tion is empirical and many things have to be ·taken for granted; but aside from this
there are abundant opportunities for the cultivation of the obser;ving faculties in the
application of physics and chemistry in cooking.
'
ONE HUNDRED AND TE.N MATERNAL VIEWS ON COOKING AS A PUBLIC SCHOOL STUDY.

As cooking is one of the branches of manual training for females, and as it is frequently urged that manual training should be introduced to satisfy the public demand,
it is peculiarly appropriate that (as was recently done in New Haven, Conn., after one
course of lebsons bad been given) a note of inquiry should be se1;1t t,o the mother of .
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each pupil requesting an opinion as to results. Replies were received in the cMe of
New Haven from upwards of one hundred and ten persons, as follows:
Question 1. - What degree of interest bas your daughter shown in these lessons 1
One hundred replie~ indicate a high degree of interest; 7 reply that no interest was taken ; 2 speak
doubtfully. The usual answer was, "great interest," "remarkable interest," "unusual interest,"
etc. One answers ' ' 100 per cent." Another '' an interest that w'ill last a lifetime."
Question 2.-Has she shown a new interest in household duties at home 1
Ninet., -two ans wared in the affirmative; 14 answered in the negative; 1 said her daughter was int.erestecl only in the cooking.
Question 3.-What estimate do you place upon such teaching in respect to its educational value!
Ninety-eight 11peak emphatically ih its favor; 7 are in doubt.
Qu estion 4.- Would you recQ_mmend making such a course of lessons a regulai; part of the common
school course 1
Ninety-two would favor it-many of the&e urge it strongly; 4 would make it an optional branch ; 11
are not in favor of it.

II.
In certain countries of the East where the sempiternal heat is apt to ripen uncleanliness into pestilence daily ablutions have become a part of the religious ceremonies
of the people. In colder climates where one-half of the year is spent in preparing
for the necessities of the other the value of manual labor in some form i8 universally
recognized and insisted upon. The English premier recently said that the .firsinecessity of man is to live and bis first duty is to work.
The idea that children should be taught to labor is by no means _new on this side of
the Atlantic. In 1642 the general court of Massachusetts, after ordaining that the
children of the colony should be taught to read, further provided "that all parents
and masters do breed and bring up their children and apprentices in some honest
lawful calling, labor, or employment, or some other trade profitable for themselves
and the commonwealth, if they will not nor can not train them up in learning to fit
them for higher employments."
By this law the literary and industrial training of the child was imposed on the
head of the family. Another law was passed in 1647, however, enjoining the establishment of schools, from which it may be inferred, as Mr. Philbrick justly remarks,
that the function of schoolmaster was not being performed by the head of the family
upon whom the earlier law had imposed it as a duty. In our day the apprenticeship
system is said to be a thing of the past, and it seemB that there are many who maintain that the parent who has already been relieved by the public of the burden
of educating his child should also be relieved of the burden of seeing that the child
be taught a vocation now that an age of machinery has tl;l,ken from him the ancien
recourse of " binding the child out."
Although those who advocate the use of the public schools as apprentice shops are
by far the most numerous, there is another party who, observing the effect of truant, protoctive, and even reform schools on waifs and petty rogues, would seem t-0
view the whole body of children in the public schools as such unfortunates and, applying the industrial ptinciple of the various classes of institutions we have 11amed to the
public schools, would correct the evil effect, as they say, of a course of study in them b,
teacbin~ the pupil a trade. There seem to be others still who, seeing how unevenly
wealth 1s divided, would make the matter of educating the poor a sort of compensating charge on the rich.
·
~mong school men there are many who favor industrial training because they
tlunk that the teaching of a trade will det,ain the pupil in the school since the usual
motive for leaving has thus been removed.
MANUAL LABOR MOVEMENT OF

1830,

~y ~830 _the nois_c of Fellenberg's experiment at Hofwyl had caused quite an active
ag1_tat10n rn _America for manual labor as an adjunct, a very essential adjunct as w •
claimed, of literary work in an educational institution. The first notice (as far as we
are aware) of the w~rk at Hofwyl was the account published by Professor Gri com
of the New York High School, who visited F ellenberg's institution in 1818 or 1 1 .
But the ]_)rincipal source of information seems to have been a series of letters in the
Annals of ~<location for 1830 and 183 1, written by the editor, W. C. Woodbrid"e
who had resided at Hofwyl at different times for" nine months."
~nder the circ~mstances it may be quite appropriate to speak of the Hofwyl experiment. _Tn domg this we can not attempt to draw from Hamm's biography o
~elle~berg1m ~er~an, ~ut will simply tran1:1la.te a portion of the article "Fellenber_"
m Bmsson s D1ct1onnaire de Pedagoofo which is much better and more to the
than the articles we have seen in oth~r pedao-orrical
encyclopredias:
0
"1. Fellenberg founde~ (1804) in the :fl.rat pl~ce .1 practical school of agrico.1 u
and of work for the poor m order to prepare a, generation of workmen at once strange
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and more adroit, more hardened to work, and more disciplined in their conduct than
was at that time customary among day wor,kmen.:
.· .
- .
,
''2. 'fhree years later, in 1807, he created tb~ h1g?-er mst1tute_ of a~ron?my fo~ the
scientific training of young persons whose bnsmess it would be m aft~r -hfe to direct
agricultural operations. 'l'he su perabu_ndaneti of s~u~en ts, mos~ly fore1gners:and fullgrown men, obliged Fellenber~ to restrict th~ ad_m1s~10n t_o pup~ls :who had been edu-,
cated at Hofwyl. Almost all the analogous mst1tut10ns rn Switzerland and Europe ,
owe tb-eir origin to Fellenberg's experiment.
·
.
"3. In 1808 he opened at Hofwyl a course for elemen~ary school teac~e'rs.
"4. A school which completed the school ·fou:µded m 1804 and which has been
mentioned under 1 above.
.
,
.
. ,
. ,,
"5. When his older sons had arnved at an age proper for classical rnstruct10n
(!'instruction classique) he joined with them several young people of wealth (gens
d'elite) chosen from among the students of the institution and confi<led them all to
excelle;t professors. Thus was formed the celebrated higher schoo_l of scientific education, where subsequently so many princes and grand seignors learned to exchange
an easy life and egoism for the pleasures of the mind, of knowing, and of_affectionate
liberality.
'
"6. To furnish to the citizen class the intellectual resources proper for an ~ndust:dal ar commercial career, he organized a Realschule upon which · he proposed to
graft a normal school.
·
"1. An institution for girls.
"8. An infant school.
"9. An in<l.ustrial or professional school for agriculture." In crossing ~he ocean European ideas seem to suffer a sea-change into something if
not exactly rich still quite strange. Fellenberg's' idea was seized upon here as the
means of preparing ministers for the gospel by the clergy, as a substitute for gymnastics by the hygienists; as practical by those who believe that '~ the first duty
of man is to work." "It furnished exercise adapted to,interest the mind." "Its moral ~
effect would be peculiarly happy." "It would promote habits of industry, independence of character, and originality." "It would be adapted to render permanent all the
manlier features of character and to afford facilities to the student in acquiring
a knowledge of human uature." '' It wGuld increase the wealth of the country and
tend to do away with those absurd distiuctions in society which make the occupation of an individual the standard of his worth and would also render permanent
our republican institutions." 2
As far as we know, and we make no pretense to have ransacked librades and odd
corners for information, the first school of the literary and manual labor kind was the
~Maine Wesleyan Seminary located at Readfield. 3 About 18;,tO Mr. Elihu Robinson,
together with Mr. Luther Sampson, of Readfield, '' formed the design of an institution in which manual labor should be united with study. "This plan was communicated to a few of their friends, and of the friends of literature, who soon became
deeply interested in the project from the following considerations: That many of
our most worthy young men through poverty were deprived of the ad vantages of an
education; that many of those who were favored with those advantages, for want of
proper motives to industry, became the abject subjects of idleness and dissipation;
' and that mauy others, who seemed the special favorites of genius, for want of some
regular systematic exercise, were doomed to find an early grave. The system, which
had for its object to remedy these evils, became fully matured as early as the year
1824, and went into successful operation in the spring of 1825. With the lit.erary
establishment there wat'I connected a farm of 140 acres on which are employed [the
principal is writing at the date of 1830] twelve or :fifteen students. There was soon ,
erected a mechanical shop in which there are employed about thirty-five students.
To furnish the means of labor in both these departments there has already been invested capital to the amount of about $3,000. The principal branches carried on in
our mechanical department are chairmaking, cabinetwork, turning, sashmaking,
toolmaking, coopering, and blockmaking. The shoemaking business was pur1;11ed
till it was found to be decidedly unfavorable to the health of those employed."
-_
The next institution-the Oneida Institute of Science and Industry 4-was opened in
1827 and incorporated by the board of regents of the University of New York in 1829.
"The course of instruction,'' says the Rev. Mr. Gale, a teacher in the institution,
"given here is the same as that pursued in the best academies and high schools in
1

See note B to tbis chapter.

·

.J. First rel).Ort of tbe Society for Promoting Manual Labor in Literary Institutions, by Weld, 1833.
8 Letter from the principal given in the paruphh,t possessed l>.v the library of tilis Office entitled "The

· importance of uniting manual training labor with intellectual attainments in a prep'arat,ion for tile
ministry." A discour~e-preached at the request of the Episcopal Education Society ·o f Pennsylvania.
b,r Stephen H. Tyng, A. M., rector of St. Paul's Chnroh, PilUadelohia, 18l0, p. 20.
4
Proooeclings of a meeting helcl at tile Masonic Hall on the subject of manual labor in connection
with literary institutions, J'une 15, 1831, p. 5,
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our country. A great part of the students are preparing for the higher cla e- a•
college, others for a theological seminary. The peculiarity of this institution i the
system of exercise adopt~d. This consists of manual labor 3 hours each day, in he
garden, on the farm, or in a mechanic's shop, working in wood; and the labor is
under such supervision and control as to make it at the same time a system of exercise and a means of support to the student. " * * 'l'he system of exercise is popular. * " * It was thought by many that young men pursuing study would no
labor, and that parents would not be willing to send their sons to such an institution.
Experience with us has shown that neither of these is true. Five hundred applications more than could be received were make to us last year, and in the same proportion have they been made the present year, although paius have been taken to inform the public that the institute is full. Many of these have been from the besti
families both in the country and city. So strongly are oµr students attached to thi
system, that were the offer of gratuitous support at other [that is, by nonmanual
labor institutions¥] made few would accept it." 'l'he gentleman then speaks of i
effect" in reducing expenses," in" preserving health,'' in ''securing good habits,'' and
of how "fav9rable it is to piety,'' but we may not follow his line of argument. At
the date of 1832 there were at least 8 schools of this kind in operation in New England, the Middle States, and the West.
It is very evident that the ideas of the time were too coarse to have the conception
of" manual training" as now advocated. On the other hand, as com_,Pared with a trade
school whose funcuion is to educat/3 for a special kind of work, the manual labor
movement of 1830 was, to a great extent, workrng to pay the expenses of an education,
at least to reduce those expenses.
In the West instruction in agriculture was added by the legislati:!res to their normal
universities established during the fifties. But the great impetus was given by the
Congressional l~nd grant of 1862 to aid in the establishment of colleges of agriculture aU(;l mechanic arts, all of which has been too well canvassed in the past t-0
.
need discussion here. 1
THE PHILOSOPIIY OF MANUAL LABOR IN SCHOOLS FOR TilE SPECIAL CLASSE •

The first institution-with singular impropriety called an "asylum "-estahlLbed
in the western world for the education of the special class of persons whom nature
disease, or accident bas deprived of one of the faculties usually possessed by man
was the "American Asylum at Hartford for the Education and Instruction of the
Deaf and Dumb."
In turning over the time-stained leaves of the early reports of the directors of thi
school we find that the fourth contains so full an account of the motives that induced them to introduc~ manual labor into their scho9l, thus establishing a precedent, that it may not be amiss to dwell upon it.
The school was established in 1817, and in 1820 we find the directers sayinrr tha·
from the situation of the school in the heart of the city, '' it bas hitherto been de ·
titute of those accommodations for horticultural and mechanical employments which
it has always been the wish and intention of the directors to provide. For whil
they feel the high responsibility which is laid upon them of providing for the imp_rov~ment of the pupils m useful human knowleclge, and above all for their in truct10n m the way of salvation, they are convinced that this knowledge will take th
deepest root, and this instruction make the most lasting impression in the mind o
those who are preserved, when out of school, from absolute indolence on the one
h_and and from an excess of recreation on the other, by some manual labor proport10ned always, both in kind and degree, to the ability of the individual who i
perform it and to the wishes of his parents or friends. Such labor sllould con i~nte an essential part of all" judicious systems of education for youth, and pre-emmeotl~ so when they are assembled together in considerable numbers in la~e
esta:blishments. It forms those habitA of energetic industry and that state of ou~
bodily health, and that check upon irregularity and idleness which are the founda 10
of all correct mo~al inst,ruction and discipline. Besides, labor of the hands, in
_e
form or other, will probably afford ·to many of the pupils the only means of th
fut,ue support after leaving the asylnm."
With these views the directors purchased seven acres of land and were ereotin~
?apaci?08 and convenient building of brick." "Here "continues the report, "it i.
mtent10n of the directors to introduce such hortic~ltural and mechanical emp
ments among the pupils, under suitable rccTulations, adapted to the peculiar itua ·
and pro pects of individnals as will fu~ni:sb all with some useful and he
eX; rcise out of school hours, and those who are poor with such bu.bit ot ind1dry
will enable them to be in the way of procuring a future livelihood. To what ext
1

See note C to this chapter.
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these employments may be carried, bow much they may, at a future time, contribute
to the support of fodigent pupils at the asylum, a,ud bow far the complete knowledge
of some useful art or trade may be imparted, whil(} the intellectual [the italics are
ours] and religious instruction is going on, are eubjects on which the directors do
not foel able at present to ~ecide." ~n the eighth repirt, we come upon a familiar
expression,'' "preparation for th~ a0t1ve ~luties of llfe.
The shops ~ave_ been c9~pleted "at a considerable pecumary sacrifice ~n ,the part of the mst1tut10n.'~ This
was made however . " in hopes that the way might thus be prepared for meetrng the
wishes of tl1e public ~nd of the f?'ien~s of the deaf and dwn~b [the it:1lics are ours] w_ith
re<Yard to this very interesting and important part of their education and preparation
fo~ the active duties of life."
·
·
Now it would be interesting to know what idea the directors and the public bad in
those da)'sof a" preparation for the activ_e duties of life." This ~ould_ be shown by
the instruction they provided for the pupil. Fortunately for our mqmry the report
contains several "specim'ens of original composition" by the pupils; one of which is
'' a description of the workshops of the asylum," and althoug~ this falls between a
letter from Marcus Tullius Cicero to a '' friend in Greece," and another from Napoleon
Bonaparte from his retirement at St. Helena to "Maria ~ouisa, his wife,'' the description of the workshops contains internal evidence of genuineness not possessed·by the
other two. This original compositiqn runs a.A follows:
"The two workshops, which are northwest of the asylum, are about 200 feet from,
it. 'fhey are built of brick. I think that they are both about forty by sixteen. They
have oue story and a garret. When strangers and visitors come to those ehops, th.ey
are, Ith ink, interested to see things which are .made by the male pupils. _The ca~inetmaker, who can speak and hear, saw in the newsp_aper last February that the directors of the American Asylnm wished to have a suitable person to oversee the workshops ancl to instruct several pupils who wished to be cabinetmakers. He came here
this month a.nd is employed to overlook and aid in business. Six male pupil& in the
left shop make uew family furniture to sell in the city. 'A cooper in that same shop
makes barrels, pails, tubs, aud keelers [a shallow tub]. A deaf and dumb mature
gentlemen, who is from Maine, is a very skillful and ingenious blacksmith and cutler
in the right-hand shop. Having made a great many new blades from cast steel, he
p-uts them in the old handles. One blade costs fifteen cents, and the people are very
much astonished to see that it is very cheap. His apprentices are employed to learn
the business of a blacksmith and cutler. A deaf and dumb shoemaker, who was from
the State of New York, makes elegant shoes for the ladies from morocco, kid, prunello, seal, and Denmark satin ."
In 1827 we are told that increased attention is being bestowed upon the mechanical
department of the institution, most of the pupils having employed four or five hours
daily in learning a trade. Experience, however, had by that time fully demonstrated
that such work could not be made to pay for its expenses
Turning now to the institutions for the blind w<-i find the trustees of the Pe1·kin-s
Institution in their t,hird annual report (1835) speaking of .the department' of "rue~
chan ical labor or handieraft work" as follows:
;' None of the articles have yet been brought into the public market; nor was it perhaps desirable, for the pupils have by no meap.s attained that degree of s-ki.11 of
which they are capable. " " " The advantages to be derived from these occupations are not, however, merely in the product of the labor, but in the tact and confidence which are acquired by the exercise of the physical powers. Indeed, the same
may be said of intellectual pursuits; the learner comes to feel and know bis powers,
and whether he used them or not, has always the confident feeling ofa 'well-appointed
roan.'''
In regard to the industrial departments of institutions for the blind it need only
be said that tb.e loss of sight has greatly circumscribed the number of mechanical
employments in which they can engage with profit. Music is, where there is no
positive inaptitude, highly adapted to them as a trade. This instruction was put
npon a thoroughly scientific or technological basis in the Perkins Institution about
1859.

The present condition of tbe industrial departments in schools for the §pecial classes
bas been so fully dealt with ou pages 787-790 of our 1886-87 Report, and on pages
912-9:ll of the Report for 1887-88, that the subject may now be dismissed with this
reference, for our object is to show the different phases of the man~al-la.bor theory,
not the statistics of the schools having the manual-labor feature.
TRADE OR HANDICRAFT SCIIOOLS.

The trade school pure and simple is not yet an American institution. It is true,
a1:1 has been already noted, that with the establishment of special schools for the deaf,
blind, and juvenile delinquents, trade teaching in a humble way was made a part
~of the instruction given in such schools, but beyond this and the manual-labor move-
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ment of the third decade of the century, no general efforts were made to pro.ide
technical schools until the great movement inangurated by the act for the establi hment of colleges of agriculture a,nd the mechanic artl::l in 1862, a movement inten ifie
by the iotroduction of drawing into the schools of Massachusetts, and the stimulating effect of the industrial exhibition at the Centennial by merely showing what had
been done in the fadustrial line in Europe. The act of 186~~ reads a~ follows:
"The leading object shall be * * * to teach such branches of learning as are
related to agriculture and the mechanic arts in such manner as the legislatures of the
States maiy respectively prescribe, in order to promote the liberal and practical education of the industrial classes in the several pursuits and professions of life."
It is not necessary to discuss the manner in which the provisions of this act have
been carried out, but it is eminently proper to call attention to the judgments of two
investigators who have visited this country in behalf of their respective Governments, as to our neglect of lower technical or trade teaching-. In 1883, Mr. William
Mather, in reporting to the Royal (English) Commission on Technical Education, remarks that the class of young people of each sex who se~k employment which doeM not
require manual labor is far too large in America, and thinks that this is especially
undesirable in a new and unexplored country where nature is waiting for willing
and skilled hancls. 1
In his report on ''Public Instruction at the World's Exposition at New Orlean ,"
Monsieur Buisson observes:
"Notwithstanding her resources, America has not yet developed her system of
State schools, elementary, secondary, or higher, so much in the line of technical and
manual instruction as in the literary and intellectual way." 2
On the other hand it has been remarked-the writer viewing the matter of unskilled labdr in its relations to skilled work rather than the aversion to labor-that
"in Amerioa there are entirely too many people living djrectly 'ott· the land-more
than a due proportion of agdculturists, considerin~ the producing power of the land
and the increased use of machinery. Hence there 1s a continual pressure of the agricultural population upon the mechanic and manufacturing trades. .,. * * This
tendency to jncrease the number of artisans constantly works against the efforts of
skilled labor to increase wages." 3
Now it is a very interesting question to determine whether there is a demand for
trade schools for these untrained persons, in which they could be professionally
trained as an apprentice was trained to become a journeyman; and also whether
establishing trade schools would remove the prejudice agaiust manual labor which is
more frequently attributed to public-school education than to an infirmity of human
nature or to the American motto of "Excelsior." But it is manifest, that it is a question that can not be discussed here.
We have repeatedly referred, in our reports, to the New York Trade Schools, but
beside this institution . and that at the Pratt Institute of Brooklyn we know of no
otber real trade school in the country except it be the weaving school of the Philadelphia School of Design. The lately establisb,ed Rindge School of Cam bridge, Mas . ,
we have not heard from, and the Williamson School has not yet gotten under way,
nor the Towne School of Mary land, nor the Drexel School. The Miller Manual Labor
Scllool and the McDonogh School, however, classed with the manual-training schools.
may he looked upon as trade schools.
The. condition of this subject in Europe has been well portrayed by the Royal
(English) Commission, whose conclusions were published in extenso in our report for
18 2-83, and aiain in Circular of Information No. 3, 1885, as an appendix to the late
P~of. Charles v. 'rhompson's review of the English report. In addition, the avidity
with wbich the French have lately developed the idea of national industrial instruction is we~l shown by the monograph on the subject by Consul Schoenhof, publi h d
by_the Umted States State Department, entitled "Industrial Education in France.'
It 1s, therefore, not necessary to crowd this sketch with quoted or translated matter.
MORALITY AND M.A...~UAL LAilOR .

. In the aut~~n of 1865 the ReY. Charles F. Barnard, representing a" regular meetmg of the mm1sters at large" of Boston, who had found themselves impelled by a
sens of their responsibilities to call the attention of the public authorities to '' exp_osed and neglected little children," petitioned the city government to give its attention to five cla ses of children:
1. Juvenile criminals.
2. Reggars, vagabonds, and petty thieves.
3. Truants from school.
~ Report of Ro~:i,l ComID:ission 0? Tecbnfoal Education, p. 47, of Mr. Mather's report in vol 2.
~ai:,po1t sur ,l'rnstrn~tlon publique a; l'expoaition universelle de la Nouvelle-OrMans presentll 1
le mm1sh'_e de l'~o1:1truct1on pul,Jiqne, p. 180.
2
The Right of Prop£>rty anu the Ownership of Land, 1,y W. T. Harris, LL. n., p. 26.
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4. Children under five years of age.
.
5. Children over nine years of age who have le~t, or bee_n t1tke~ _from--the pubho
schools, to aid in the support of themselves o_r their respective famil:es ..
The reading public, the ed ucati~g pa_i:t ?f 1t at least,. need n~t be rem1~ded of the
discussion concernfoo- the connection of 1lhteracy and crune, actively earned on some
ten or fifteen years ago. In the Bureau's Reports for 1871, 1872, a1;1-d 1874, are articles on the relation of crime and illiteracy (which we would suggest IS not synonymous
with ignorance but merely indicates the a_psence of one and perhaps_ the most powerful means of removing ig norance) ; while in 1881 a pamph_let wa~ is.sued ~mder ~he
title ''Education and Crime." •It is not necessary to enter rnto this d1scusston, ·which
still survives, nor is the object of the earlier articl~s. apropos to the purpose. of this.
The writer of one of those articles, however, se1zmg upon Quetelet's dellverance
that "society prepares the crime which the criminal commits," proclaims its trnth
and argues thence the necessity for universal education "because education 1s a
force restraining vice and crime." Now, to insure universal education, th~t is to say,
to prevent illiteracy, compulsion has been found necessary; and compuls10n, ":'hen a
social mandate, is useless unless provided with a puniishment for noncompliance.
Those against whom thit:1 sanction may be enforced are ca11ed truants, and to apply
tlie sanction officers are appointed called truant officers.
.
But whatever may be the value of the "philosophic statistician's" impeachµieut of
society as an accomplice before the fact in the child's guilt, it was the unanimous
opinion of the truant officers of Boston that, in the great majority of cases, truancy
was caused by drunkenness e>f the truant's parentE-s. !t, may be inferred from this
that, as in England, the parents of such children are of a low, uneducated class of
persons'; in a word, the class which furnishes the beggars and pilferers also' furnishes
the truants, and in either case the decensus Averni offers no impedimeuts in the s1ia.pe
of early moral associations to the feet of the youthful traveler of this unfortuuate
class when once he is well started on this easily traveled road.
_
Alt.hough the principle be admitted that iUiteracy breeds crime, ·p articularly beastly
· crime, yet it is, from a theoretical standpoint, very easy to suppose that an other.,·
wise respectable parent might "permit so much ,,barbarism" as to allow the child to
grow up illiterate. This would be an extremely grave offense in posse, so to speak,
though a very minor one from a, purely legal standpoint in esse, for the absence of the
child from a school does not necessarily mean his enforced presence. at a jail in after
days. This kind of truancy, then, may be looked upon from the staudpoint of the
immediate present as a very mild offense, if an offense at all, on the part ef the child.
But when the child is homeless or a wanderer, eking out his subsistence by associating with every description of villany or moving in localities where such associations may be formed, the possibility of criminality has become something that the law ·
may take cognizance of. The connection between crime and vagaboudism is more
immediate than between crime and neglect of the parent to have his ·child taught the
elements of learning. Should the child have escaped the truant officer or the polic~ruan and become a juvenile offender, that is to say, a petty thief, or worse, he may
indeed be considered as a criminal; but as one entitled to consideration, on account,
as Monsieur Quetelet might say, of society having '' prepared the crin;ie that he has
committed;" because, as others might prefer to say, he has not had the associations that would give him proper moral ideas. Such are the classes to which the correcting influences of care, education, and regular hours spent in manual labor are applied.
Whether statistics can support such extraordinary statements as" Society prepares
the crimes that the criminal commits," and whether by "crirnel' the ninth century
meant the same thing as the nineteenth, is not germane to the far more modest purpose
of this sketch; but it is highly essential to its object that the statistics it presents
should embrace an area sufficiently large to give those statistics value. ' We think ,
that the island of Great Britain affords such statistics, for not only is it separated
from the rest of Europe l.)y language and geoo-raphical position, but, above all other
European nations, it has the most continuously, comprehensi ely, and determinedly
and, we may add, successfully attacked the source from which its juvenile criminal
class has been fed. It is sometimes said that the English workman is the more unruly than the workmen of other nationalities; if this be true for the workman it may
be assumed that it is true of the children of the lower orders of Englishmen. The
English experiment, then, has been made under the very worst conditions.
In 1854 reform schools were established for the correction of juvenile lawbreakers,
and to supply the means of reducing the attendance at these institutions '' industr1al.
schools " were established in 1857, and the relation of the two defined in 1866.
In the following table some comparisons have been attempted, the purpose of
which a mere inspection of the beadings will show, to say nothing of the remarks
wbfoh follow the table by way of bringing out its value. To keep our article within
bounds, we shall confine our attention to England and Wales.

,
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.

Absolute figures.

Ratios-

Male adults
Boys
~oys sen~ to u~~c;to u~~c~lto
sentenced. uo d er 16 mtlu stnal columns column
sentenced. tichools.
1 and 2_
2_

Year co,ered.

'
JS61 ••••••••••••.•.••••••• • • •· • • • · •••••••• •• •
1862 .....• ·•••••·••••• ..•...•..••..••. ••·•••.
1863 ·••••• .•...•.•••••.••.•••..••. ·•••·•••••.
1864 .••••••...••.•••••.••••• •••·••••·••······
1865 ..•••• •••••••••••• .••.•••.. •··•••·••••••·
1866 .•••••••••••• ·.••••.•••••.••••• •••••• .•...
1867 •••••••••••••.•.••..•..••..•, ••••..•.•••.
1868 •.•••••••••••••••. •••••• ••••.••••••••••..
1869 .•••••••••••.••••• •••••••••••••••·••••••.
JP70 .•.••..•• : ••.••••..•. ••• · •· ••• · • •·•••• •• ·
1871 ........................................ .
1872 ·••••••••• •••.•••..••..••...•..••......•.
1873 .•••••••••••.••••••.....••..••.....••••••
1874. .••••••••......•.... : .................. ..
1875 ••••••••.•••..••..••..•••••.••.•••.••••••
1876 ........................................ .
1877 ...........••.•••.••......•••.•••.••..••.
1878. ·•···••·•·•·•••·· .•..••. ·••·••••·••· .•..
1879. ·•·•··•·•••·•·•··••·····•••••••• .••••••.
1880 ........................................ .
1881 ..•••.••••••••••••••••••••••.••••••••.••.

3

1.
12,on
85,031
87,832
85,047
~5, 265
83,321
88,620
97,636
JCS, 195
107,621
100,010
94, 785
99,883
102,808
106,368
116, 735
117,899
b 61,884
118,363
115,038
124,657

7,373
7,084
7,208
7,536
8,350
8, 0!)9
8,285
8,702
8,956
8,619
7,821
8,070
8,062
7,870,
6,319
6,232
6,611
b 3,848
5,937
4,786
4,688

210
255
280
245
373
543
1,019
1,146
1,258
1,281
1,527
1,620
1,991
1,731
1,687
1,868
2,200
2, 20-1
2,546
2,605
2,918

4

~

Per cent. Per cent.
0
a3
8
8
8

4,

0

4

9
9
8

7
12
13
14
15
20

8

8
8
8
7
7
6
5
5
b6
5
4

4

3

20
25

22
27
30
33
43
54
62

4

a 'rhe val~e of these percentages depends on whether the figures of column 8 a-:-e included in col·
umn 2.
b For six months (,)nly.

The candid reader will readily admit that if the whole population of England
increased during the period of time covered by the table, the population nuder sixteen would form the same per cent. of the whole population in h:S81 as it did in 1861.
The population under sixteen, then, forming the same per cent. of the whole population year after year, it should furnish the same per cent. of the whole number of
persons sentenced year after year, and it is therefore perfectly legitimate to compare
the per cent. of the population under sixteen sentenced in 1861 with that of any
subsequent year. Let us apply this to the three categories of statistics before u ,
thus for every 100 persons of each category ·u 1861 there were in-·
Sentenced to
Sentenced.
industrial
.A.clnlts. Boys. school (boys) .

,.----'""'---1805 .•••••...•••..•••• ·••••·••••••···•·• .••••.•••••• ··•·••••••·••··•••••
]k70 ....... :........ ••••••.••. ••.... .•.•.• ••••.. •••••. ..................
1875 .. . . . . . . . . • . . . •• . .••••••• •. . • •. .•.•••.... .•. • . . •..••• .••••...•.....
1880 • .. ...••• .... .• .••• •. .•• . •. . • •. . •. . . . . .•. .. . . • . ... . .• . . . . . • • . ••••••

117
148
14H
158

113
117
P6
65

178
610
804

I, 2

Jt is very plain that the nnmber of adults sentenced have increased 58 per cent.
while the boys under sixteen sentenced have decreased 35 per cent., or recurring to
column 5 of the large table, which says the same thing in another way, the boys under
sixteen sentenced were 9 per cent. of the whole body of men and boys committed in
1 61 and only 4 per cent. in 1881. But during this time the increase in the attendance
at indu trial Eichools has been 1,140 per cent. It is true that the education act of
1 71 bas a decided tendency to increase the number sent to the industrial schools but
we have the testimony of the assistant inspector of reformatory and industrial school
that practically the same class of children were sent to the industrial school as truan
by the enforcement of the act ::ts has bad before attended them. It must al.so be
statecl that in the number of children contained in column 2 may be included the numb r criven in column 3; even if such be the case the percentages of column 5 are of
value ina much as the industrial schools are reserved for vagrant and neglected ch1ldre~ 1~nd~r fonrteen: which would go to :;how improvement in the character of the
crumnaltty.
Vie are inclined to think, however, that the number of children given in column
3 i not on uin d in column 4. If snch is the case the connection between an
"indn trial ' or preventative school for every young children and the shrinkage in
youthful criminality is pretty closely established by the figures. Nor are tb fi~ur
un up port ,1. "All seem to agree," says Lord Norton, who has been conversant with
th. e cbool for _a uuml>e~ of year , "that the utterly vicious and criminal cla. ~f
children, tho fruit of national neglect [the reader will be reminded of Quetelet s
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dictum] which called first for reformatories no longer exists as a class, and jndividually t)l~re are fewer and fewer such cb_ildren in anY: locality; so that ~ cal~ of them
from all reformatories would not furmsh enough for separate treatment m two or
three schools." In a word, the experience of England seems to show that if you can.
pick up the vagabond and beggar at an ·early age and instruct him in an "industrial
school you have cut off the supply of half-grown but thorough-going scoundrels." 1
On the adult population of law-breakers it seems to have exerted no effe.ct; perhaps
when Elmira-like .reformatories for men shall have become general these pgures, too,
will decline/1
Now an es_sential, some would say the essential, feature of the industrial and of the
reform school is manual labor, especially the learning of a trade.
"For," says
Superintendent Brockway of the great Elmira, N. Y., reformatory for men under
thirty, "no reform atory system is complete tliat does not train eauh subject for a
specitic industry for which he has a natural adaptation, and actually induct him into
it, maintaining supervisory control long enough to insure a good degree of permanence and success. .,. * .,. There is a most intimate connection between the conduct of reformed criminals and the readiness with which they can suita/Jly support
themselves."
·
As Mr. Brockway is talking about reformed criminals his remarks may be thought
irrelevant to juvenile delinquents and vagabonds; but it would not ,be difficult to
fill our pages with quotations going to show that a trade is very intimately connected
with permanent respectability.
Yet, as the statistics for England and Wales have been used, we shoulu refer to
them alone. The Royal (English) Commission in their report of 1884 use the follow•
ing language: 3
"Both in reformatory and in ·irrdustrial schools an essenlial foature. of the work is
the industrial training. The trade or occupation to which children are put should
be suited to their age and physical strengt}J.; it should be adapted to the main purpose of developing their industrial faculties and training them to industrious habits,
and should be such as to give the individual boy or girl the means of earning a livelihood at as early an age as possible. It is not absolutely essential that the trade
should be one which the child will afterwards pursue, although this is very des1rable.
If the occupation taught and the skill and habits acquired enable him to compete on
equal terms in the labor market with others, and to earn an honest lfrelihood, the
main object has been attained."
Perhaps this subject rnay best be closed by g-iviug the testimony of Col. William
. Inglis, inspector of certified reformatories and industrial schools, when examined by
the commission:
Que&tion 462. How long have you held your office1 •
Answer. Six years.
Question 656. Wbat are the tra.dcs which are generally taugb t in reformatory schools 1
Answer. Tuey are very various; agri<!ultural training is one of the best for a reformator_y, 4 and we
find it in nearly all of them whose situation permits it; Lhen there are slloernaking and tailoring shops
in nearly all schools; besides those there are carpentry, joiaering, bookbinding, basket making, and
cask making at one place. You will find them all in the report on eac l, school, which mentions what
industrial occupations are carried on there. In the report which is befor'o me, I find that the Stoke
Farm Reformatory has a large farm, and market gard1ening is largely carried on, and it has effeqtive
tailors' and 1:1hoemakers' ishops also. Wood chopping is a great ernploymout for the smaller boys, and •
firewood making, and in some places they make Ja1·ge quantities of match boxes; in fact there are a
great variety of trades.
Question 657. I see that in your evidence on the former occasion you rather suggested that it takes
two or three :rears to learn some of the trades taught in those schools; what tra,le is there within,
your experience of w bich a know ledge would be sufficiently attaineu in 1 hree years 1
Answer. Not a complete knowledge but sufficient knowledge to iret boys employment on leaving
the school arn,l for them to get enough money to keep thBmselV\JS, I do not mean to say as much as a
practiced workman when they leave the school, but at all eventt:1· they know as much as an apprentice
in his second or third year would kno'I!'.
Question 658. ln that ca:ie when he left the school a boy woultl be fit for an advancou position in an
apprenticcsl,lip rather than obtaining hi5 own livin!Ji by the trade1
·
,
i!~tiio~~~itaJ~~u t~0
;;:hezhe:· *e is to follow such a t;rade as carpentry or joiners;
. Q11estion 60.J.. So that practically we are left without any Teliable evidence as to tho ad\'"antages derived by the boys from this smattering of a trade which is taught them in these schools 1

tb!:!-;~r;,

f~:R~r

1 Though speaking or Lon'1on ooly, Mr. Buxton, cl1airma.n of the school board. of that city observes,
"_Since 1870, 7,566 children * * * have been 11ont to industrial schools. The convictions for juvemlo offences are now only half what they were in 1870. '.fhe obvio1is connection between these ficrures
justifies me in putting them together."
"'
2 See U.S. Ed. Rept. 1886-87, pp. 857-858.
3 The ~ommission ~as made. up of fourteen mem bars, as follows: Henry Austin Baron Aberdare,
Jo_bn \V1lham Earl_ot Dalhousie, Charles l3ow.ver Baron Norton, the honorable Edward Stanhope, Sir
M1cbael Edward Hicks-Beach, bart., the honorable Uharles Owen O'Conor, Sir Ugbtred James Jra.y8huttlewort.h, baft,, David La Toucbe Colthurst, esq., George Woodyatt-Hastings, esq., Francia
Ren~y Nowlanrl Glassop, esq., Charles Dalrymple, esq., .Henry Broadhurst, esq., William Ewart, esq.,
Wilham Egerton Rul>bard, jr., eaq. Three of the members were barristers-at-law and one late a, lieutenant-colonel in the army; the majority were men of State.
4 See Note B to this chapter.
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Answer. T get what I consider reliable evidence from most of the schools, and it shows that a great
number of boys who are put out to trades are doing well and earninir their livln11:; each manager will
briug you bis books and will tell you that, and I am satisfied that generally they are doing well.
Question 665. But so far as you know there is no tabulated information upon that point in your
annual report 1
.Answer. None whatever; it would be impossible.
Question 673. But it would be clearly better, would it not, in your opinion, that a boy should be a
thorough master of something rat her than a jack-of-all-trades with no sufficient knowledge of any l
- Answer. The great thing iu the training of our boy1, is to give them hauits of industry and habits
of using their hands and aTms. It does not l'O much matter what trade the_v are taught so long as they
are tanght to work. When they go out they can go on with the work that they have been tau~bt in
the school, or they can tum to some other so.rt of work. '.l.'hey do not get habits of idleness m the
school.

NOTE .A.
On the "third of Brumaire" of its" Year IV" (October 24, 1795), the French Revolntion passed a bill
which, itissaid, was its '' capital work in the matter ofinstruction, the synthesis of all its previous doings
and projects, its scholastic testament as it were." This bill provided for central schools, whose course
of study was to be divided into three sections. Commenting on this course Monsieur A. Dnruy, in
bis" L'instruction publifl_ue et la revolution" (p. '217), observes:
'' What is immedi.ately noticeable in this new organization of what we now call secondary instruction is the importance accorded by the legislator to certain branches of study. '.At the threshold of
the edifice,' to use the words of Lakanal, 'is drawing, drawing which had been considered until then
only as related to painting, but which, as related to the perfectment of the senses, accustoms the eye
to seize with vigor the traits of naturfl, and is so to say the geometry of the eye as music is that of the
ear.' 1
"The influence of Condillac and the sensnalistic school," continues M. Duruy, "is very manifest
here. Indeed, if the ideas come from the senses, it follows that studies ought to comruence by the
recognition (connaissance) and the reproduction of sensible objects. If the view of an old oak produces
in us the idea of force, the sight of a swallow that of movement and lightness, what better exercise could
be devised for children than to have them copy swallows and oaks 1 What better, .not only for educating their eye aud hand, but still more and especially to put them in a condition to exercise their
judgment 1 The teaching an art or a trade as in 'Emile' is no more the only question. Entirely
different and basecl on another philosophy is the pedagogy of Lakanal and Daunou. The legislators
of the Year IV had pretensions to build upon foundations that were entirely new and according to the
rational method, that is to say by commencing at the commencement. This is why they placed drawing in the first section of their programme, and why they devote so largo a spaee to it in the course.
The idea was not devoid of merit."

NOTE B.
"The Rational Agriculture," said Fellenburg, "which will proceed from Hofwyl and penetrate
not only every district of Switzerland but of the whole civilized world, is tbe instrument for the
physical and moral regeneration of mankind." Upon the basis of an improved agriculture be would
banish mechanical study1'rom the school by giving it properly traiued teachers whu were able to unite
the work of the common people with the work of the common school. In the general scientific in
etitution which he established in 1808 the p:ipils were taught to honor agriculture as the primiti\"e
vocation of man (Urberuf), and as the only sure foundation for the prosperity of domestic and national
affairs. .Agriculture, thus ennobled, in addition to holding out a helping hand to the poverty stricken,
wonld cause the wretched and outcast to detest a life of evil, and would restore them to a condition of
manly self-conciousness, courage, and ~trength.

NOTE O.
As there is no intention to write the history of this movement on this occasion, the list of work.a
possessed by the library of the Bureau on the subject i8 given, in order that those who may wish to
Jnvestigate the subject may know what we have:
The Importance of Uniting Manual Labor with Intellectual .Attainments in a preparation for the
Ministry, by Stephen H. Tyng, A. M., Pbilaclelphia, 1830; with an .Appendix Containing .Answers to
Series of Inquiries Propounded to Six Manual Labor Institutions by the Editors of the Quarterly
Journal of the .American Education Society. l'roceedings of a Meeting Held at Masonic Hall on the
Subj ct of Manual Labor in Connection with Literary Institutions, June 15, 1831, together with some
Particulars Respecting tho Oneida. Inat:tute at Whitesboro, N. Y., New York, 1831. Report of a
Committee on Industrial Schools; read at a Stated Meeting of the Working Men'R Republican .A
ciation of Cheater County, January 7, 1832. First Roport of the Society for Promoting Manual Labor
in Literary In titutions, by T. D. Weld, N. Y., 1832. Societies for Promoting Manual Labor in Lit.:rary Institutions (third edttion), by M[athewJ. C(arey]., Philadelphia, March 14, 1834.
1 Lakanal,

Rapport sur Jes ecoles centrales.

CHAPTER XVII..
RELIGIOUS INSTRUCTION IN PUBLIC-SCHOOLS.

I. Present inter.est in ·the subject of religioy,s i7!struction_ in public sch~o~s.-II. (A) Special inqui:JJ issued
by the O(Jice respecting law and practice.in this matter in States and cities; (B) Substance of_ r_eplies.-I_II.
Religious and moral training in put,lic elementa:Y schools, England_a,nd Wales: ,(A) Conditions ejf~ct~ng
elementary education at the passage of the ed·ucation act; (B) Analysis of report of the Royal Oommusio 11,
relative to religious and moral instructio7!-: (1) Summary of !eturns maq,e to.the commission; _(2) An- .
alysis of returns made by school "f?oa'l'ds in r~sponse to Parliam~n_tary_ inquir!{; (~) Oral testimony ;
(4) Summary of evidence respecting the quality and value of religt0t1,S instruction in board and, voluntary schools; (5) Moral training; (6) Propoi;itions advanced by advocates of purely secular instruction; 1
(7) Mr. Mundella-on Sabbath-Rchool attendance; (8) Conclusions and recommendations of the commis- .
sion: (a) Ma,iority report; (b) Minority report.-IV. Extracts from addresses made at the public conference on the report of the commission.-V. Status of religious instruction in leading countries of
Europe and in certain British colonies, as shown by returns to the commission.-VI. 1.'able sho'Witng
the distribution of school boards making specified provision for religious inst1·uction.
1.-PRESENT INTEREST IN THE SUBJECT.

The question of religious instruction in public schools, always one of deep interest, _.
has been brought into special prominence during the past two years by several
events. It occupied an important place in the discussions before two succes~ive annual meetings of the National Educational Association, viz, at Nashville, Tenn.,
July, 1889, 1 and again at St. Paul, Minn., July, 1890. 2 The addresses on this subject
excited much attention at the time and were widely copied and commentea. upon in
the public press.
,
In February, 1889, the Senate Committee on Education and Labor devoted portions
of two sessions, viz, February 15 and 22, to hearings upon a proposed amendment to
the Constitution respecting establishments of religion and free public schools. 3 (!'he
, proposal emanated from a meeting of citizens in Philadelphia, its purpose being to
~ ingraft upon the Constitution of the United States principles formally expressed in
the constitutions or laws of many of the individual States. 'l'he amendment su"\Jmitted enjoined upon each State absolute neutrality in respect to religion and the exclusion of all schools, institutions, etc., where any sectarian doctrines, tenets, ceremo-·
nials, etc., are taught or inculcated from any participation in fonds raised by taxation.
The memorial of the citizens of Philadelphia was supported by delegates from ,t he
National Reform Association and from the Americ~n branch of the Evangelical Alliance
and by individual citizens, and was accompanied also by a petition to the same ,effect
bearing the signatures of above three thousand citizens of Massachusetts. '£he report
of the hearings has been in great demand.
.
Although the immediate purpose of the memorialists was not accomplished, the
movement , which they represented has given rise to a permanent organization of
national extent, i. e., the National League for the Protection of American In~itutions,
incorporated December 24, 1889. The objects of this league are to '' secure constitutional' and legislative safeguards for the protection of' the common scbool syst~m and
other American institutions, and to promote public inst.ruction in harmony with such
institutions, and to prevent all sectarian or denominational appropriations of public
funds." It advocates an amendment to the Constitution 4 as the most efficient pieasure
•
for the accomplishment of these objects.
1See proceedings of the National Educatlonal Association for 1889; addresses of Cardinal Gibbons,
Bishop Keane, Edwin D. Mead, and Hon . .John .Jay.
2
Proceedi_ni;s of tho National Educational .Association for 1890 ; address of Archbishop Irel:tnd.
3
See Religion and Schools-Notes of hearings before !,he Committ,e e on Education and Labor
United States Senate, February 15 and 22, 1889.
'
4
The a~enclment pro_p?sed by the. L_e'."gue is as follows_: "No State slrnll _pass any law respecting
an estabhshm,ent of rehg1~u, or proh1b1tmg the free exercrne thereof, or use its property or credit, or
any !11?nt1y ra1scd by t:1-x~t1on, or autho~·ize eitb_er to be used fo1· tho purpose of founding, maintaining,
or a~dmg by n,pp~opriat10n,. payment, f~r s~rv1_ces, OXJ?enses, or otherwise, any clrnrcb, religipus denomrnat1on or religious society, or any mst1tut10n, llOmety, or undortaking whioh is wholly or in part
under seutarian or ecclosiaetical control."
-
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The synod of New York ofthePre8byterian Church in the United States of America.
appointed a special committee in 1885 to consider the best means of" opposing the
attitude of indifference to religion which appears both in public school manuals and
in the educational systems ofreformatories.'' 1 1'his committee has been diligently at
work collecting evidence bearing upon the subjects of its investigations and has
annually reported the results of its labors to the synod.
The agitation over the compulsory school laws of Illinois and Wisconsin was more
or less involved in this same qu estion of religious instruction and has served to increase interest in the subject outside of the States immedia.tely affected. The feeling
bas been intensified. by the decision of the supreme court of Wisconsin, March 18, 1 90,
• relative to the Teading of the Bible in public schools. The decision was Tendered in
'' the Edgerton Bible case,'' the history of the case being briefly as follows: "Two of
tbe teachers in on~ of the district schools of the city of Edgerton were in the habit
ofreaaing selections from the King James version of the Bible at the opening of the
daiiysessions of the school. To this practice objection was made by the parents of some
of the children who attended the school. The school board declining to order the discontinuance of the reading of the Scriptures, the complaining parents applied to the circuit court of Rock County for a mandamus to compel them to do so. The grounds
on which the application w~s made will appear sufficiently hereafter.
An alternative writ of mandamus was granted by the court, and to this the school
board made return conceding the facts of the reading as alleged, specifying particularly the passages that bad been read and objected to, denying the illegality of such
reading, and maintaining their right and duty to permit the teachers to continue the
practice.
,
.
To this answer and return the petitioners interposed a general demurrer. This
demurrer was overruled by the court, Judge Bennett delivering an elaborate and
learned opinion sustaining the school board. From this decision an appeal was taken
to the supreme court, which overruled the decision, sustained the demurrer, and ordered a peremptory writ of mandamus to issne as originally applied for." 2
In the opinion of the State snperiutendent, Hon. J.B. Thayer, this decision virtually
"declares the reading of tho Bi"ole in pnblic schoois to be l;lectarian instruction, to be
an act of worship, and a practice of uniting the functions of church and state, and
therefore contrary to the inhibitions of the constitution of the State upon those
points.m
As a consequence of the lively interest awakened by these various events, many
inquiries have been addressed to this Office touching the principles and policies recognized and 'fostered in States and cities in respect to religious instruction and observances in public schools. In particular, many of the correspondents have sought
information as to adjustments which might have been made at auy time between
denominational organizations and public-school authorities, with a view to giving
the former the privileges of the scuool room for the conduct of religious exercises.
In order that the Office might fully meet these requests, a letter of inquiry was
addressed to leading school officials covering the main points of interest. The replies
give a very clear understanding of the treatment of religious instruction in general
in out schools, and of the pnblic opinion which prompts and sustains such action.
The letter and essential portions of the replies are appended to this statement. 4
It seems also desirable jn this connection to present as clearly as possible the status
of this question iu foreign countries, and more especia,l ly in England, whose policy
is frequently cited as a worthy example for our own imitation.
A minute investign,tion was m~de into the conduct of r13ligions exercises by the royal
commission appoin led in 1886 to investigate the operations of the elementary education
acts. The portion of their report bearing upon this subject gives a very clear in i ht
into the practical workings of the Englil:!h policy and presents, iu the form of majority
ancl minority reports, n, full discussion of the subject considered from opposite standpoint . Incidentally the report shows also the practical difficulties in the way of
making public school!! the ageocio of r eligioua instruction. It forms, therefore, an
important contribution to the stock of information and opinions upon the subject.
As it was very generally asserted in England that the compoi.ition oftbe commi ion
fa·1·ored a fuller presentation of the cleri cal than of the secular view of the subject
it ha seemed de irable to accompauy tl.10 epitome of the portion of their report con.
sidered with extracts from addresses made at a public conference held at Exeter Hall
immediately after the document was i sued. These addresses supply whatever may
be wanting to a complete view of the situation.
1 ee r ports of the committ e on reliirion and pnblic education presented to the synod of.~
York of the l're byteriao Church in the United States of America, at its meetings in Auburn, 1 ,
and in Pougbkeepsi , 1 80.
2
ea. review of the decision of the supreme court of Wisconsin in the Edgerton Dible case, by W .
.A. c.A.tee, DD., of Ma<lison, Wis.
3
np rint~ndent's letter in pamphlet entitlecl "Decision of the supreme court of the State of
• e
W1 con in relatmg to the rt1ading of the Bible in public schools."
'See pp. 431-438.

RELIGIOUS INST~UCTION 'IN PUB:yIC SCHOOLS.
The practical results of the deliberations of the commission were embodied in the
education code of 1890. This code left the religious question where it was. Since
that document was issued, however, the movement in favor of a uniform system of
board schools has made decided advance. This movement is intimate1y related to
the question of religious instruction.
/
The "voluntary schools" of En~land a.re a~mo~t wilihot~t ~xcepti?n.denominatio;11al1
schools in which avowedly the chief end m view 1s the religious trammg of the child.
These ;chools are not under public control, although they receive grants from the pU:blic treasnry. 'l'be success of the measures now pending would bring all elementary
schools sharing in the public funds to the basis of the pre_s~nt. board. schools. . - .
In dealing with the board schools the Government mamtams strict neutrality m
respect to religion and adheres firmly to the principle that public cop.trol should be
ins'3parable from the application of public funds.
,
In adr1ition to the information relative to England, the report of the commissioners
comprised replies to inquiries addressed to foreign countrfos. The portion of these
returns relating to religious instruction is included in th~ following pages. ,
IL-CIRCULAR LETTER WITH SUBSTANCE OF REPLIES,
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
BUREAU OF. EDUCATION,
DEAR

Washington, D. C., Augu8t, 13, 1890.
Sm: The universal interest att1:1,ching to the questions at issue between_

secular and denominational free schools has created ademand for detailed information as to practical efforts at compromise which may have b~en made in this country
at any time between the parish-school and the public-school authorities.
Iu ord.er that this Office may be prepared to answer inquiries I desire to secure all
possible information on the subject. Will you kindly aid me as far as you may be
able by replying to the following questions, not excluding other items if such occur
to you f
' •
,
•
Can you recall in your State or elsewhere in this count_ry examples of adjustments
between public aud parochial school authorities'involving division of the public-school
funds, the rental of buildings belonging to 'the Roman Catholic and other churches,
with special conditions as to teachers or exercises therein, or arrangements for reli- .,
gious instruction f If so, the place and date of such, liheii' duration and effects.
Would such adjustments be illegal in your State?
What reports of their operations have been made f
Thanking you for any attention you can give to this rffquest,
, I am, very respectfully, yours, ·
·
WM. T. HARRIS,
Go1nrnissione1·.
,
[From Hon. Solo~on Palmer, State Superintendent of Education, Alabama, August 13, 1890.)

No examples within my knowledge. Our State constitution prohibits any publicschool funds from being given to any sectarian or denominational school.
,,
[From llon. E. 0. Ohapman, State Superintendent of Public Instruction, New Jersey, ,A1tgust 18, .1890.)

Replying to the inquiries in your tjrcular letter just received, I have to say that I
recall no effort in this Stato to secure a portion of the public-school funds for the use
of parochial schools, except occasional arguments by church papers and leaders.
I may add, that in my opinion any such effort would certainly fail to obtain its
Object as it would be opposed by all the friends of our public-school system.
[From Hon. J. W. Dickinson, Secretary State Board of Education, Massachusetts, August 18, 1890.)

No adjustment between parochial ancl public school authorities bas ever been
mane in Massachusetts, nor would such adjustment be legal. ,
We hope t~ keep our public schools free from sectarian or political influences, confining their attention to those school exercises which have a tendency to make good
ci1 izeus in the best sense of that term.
I b~lieve such adjustments as those to which yo_u refer have been made in Poughkeepsie, N. Y., at Rochester, and some other pla,ces m that State; I do not know with ,
what success.
I do not know but that the acts of the regents in New York have made adjustments
throughout the State.
If I~can learn anything more on the subject I will comm~nicate the information,
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[From Hon. A. S . Dr(tper, Slate Superintendent Public Instruction, New York, August 18, 1890. ]

I have no official knowledge of any movement in this direction in any part of tbi
State, except that some three years since the board of education at Suspension Bridrre,
0
in this State, entered into an agreement by the terms of which it-assumed charge of
a parish school, p~·eviously maintained by a Catholic church, and agreed to maintain
said school and to k eep continually employed therein three persons of the class or
order commonly called sisters of charity, of said denomination. The matter reached
the department upon appeal, and it was held that such agreement was illegal and
void. The board of e(lucation referred to then in fact assumed charge of the parish
school, and in fact did employ such persons, dismissing some of them and employi11g
others of the same class in the mean time. Residents of the district objected to th.is
proceeding and again brought the matter before the department upon an appeal from
the refusal of the board of education to discontinue the arrangement. It was then
held that while it was the duty of the board of education to provide ample school
accommodations for all children in the district, and while it was not improper for
the board to rent a building belonging to a Catholic church at Suspension Bridge,
even at a nominal rental, for the purpose of maintaining a public school in such
lrnilding, yet when it did do these things it must maintain a school which was in all
regards a public sct,ool, and which conformed in all its circumstances and proceedings to the common-school system of the State. It was also held that the board of
edncati.on in that instance had discriminated in favor of a particular class of persons
within a specitied religious denomination, and that such discrimination was unlawful. It was also held that the wearing of a dit:itinguishing dress or garb, such as
is commonly worn by the class of persons referred to, amounted to a sectarian in:flueuce, as did also the custom which had the1·e grown up of addressing these persons as
Sister ;\,fary, Sister Martha, etc.
The board of education was directed to require such teachers to discontinue such
distinguishing garb and to cause the pupils and others in the school to address them
by their family names with the prefix of Mrs. or Miss, as the case might be. The
opinion of the superintendent upon the appeal ]ast mentioned will be found in the
annual report of this department for 1888, at page 854, etc.
I may rema1·k that this determination led the church which had previously maintained the parish school referred to, to resume charge of it~ and its relations to t he
board of education at once ceased.
Further than this I have no official knowledge of any movement in the direction
suggested by your inquiry.
[From Hon. J. Desha Pickett, State Superintendent Public lnstruction, Kentucky, August 18, le90.]

The common-school law of Kentucky does not warrant in a,ny manner or in any
mea ure the division of school funds between a common school of the State and a.
<lcnomination al school of any faith or order-Jewish, Protestant, or Roman Catholic.
Sundry cases have occurred in communities exclusively Roman Catholic, but even
then such schools have been required to be taught as common schools, in which, as
such, during school hours no sectarian or denominational doctrines can be taught.
The great principle of this Commonwealth is that her common i,chools must l>e
common in every regard ; no union or compromise in any degree ·between the tate
and any church in any form or in any feature of it.
[From Hon. George B. Lane, State Supe1·intendent Public Instruction, Nebraska, August 19, 1890. ]

Under the constitution and laws of Nebraska no compromise or adjustment could
be made. In fact we have never had any of the troubles reported in other places.
[From H on. N. A.. Luce, State Superintendent Public Instruction, Maine, August 19, 1890.]

There u.re only four or five parochial schools in Maine at this time, and the movement towards th eir establishment has little force.
Any arrangement for divisions of school moneys between parochial and public
chools or for payment of tuition in parochial schools would be illegal under our
laws. Public-school moneys cau be expended only in scb.ools wholly controlled by
public .authorities.
[From H on. D. L. Kiehle, State'Superintendent Publi c Instruction, Minnesota, A.ugu.at 19, 1890.)

There has never beetl a division of school funds in this State between the public and
parochial sch ool s.
Such a division would be illegal. The State constitution strictly prohibits it.

RELIGIOUS INSTRUCTION IN PUBLIC' SCHOOLS.
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[Prom Hon. T. B. Stockwell, OommisBioner Public Schools, Rhode Island, August 19, 1890.]

No snch instances as those specified, or any other so far as I know, have ever occurred
in this State. Accordingly, the question has never been brought before our courts for
a decision in that form.
It bas been decided that public-school proper~y can not' be used for any religious
purposes if a single taxpayer objects tberet,o.
_
·
I have heard of instances of cooperation in Connecticut and New York, but do not
recall others.
[From Hon. John Gannon, State Superintendent PuWic Instruction, Montana, Aiigust 21, 1890.]

No instance in which buildings wore rented with special conditions as to teachers,
or exercises therein, or arrangements for religious instruction.
Such an agreement would be illegal in Montana.
[.From Hon. J. R. Preston, State Superintendent Public Instritction, llfississippi, .August 22, 1890.J

The only instance of adjustrue11t that I am aware of in this State happened while
I was superintendent of the Water Valley public schools. The .Catholic children
attended the public schools, and the priest was allowed to give them one hour's instruction in religion twice a week in a class room after school. The priest and I both
left at the end of the year and the place was abandoned.
[From Hon. R. B. Bryan, Stale Superintendent Public Initruction, Washington, August 23, 1890.J

I do not recall any instance of a compromise between parochial and public sehools,
outside of New Mexico, where it was reported to me when there some years ago that
the practice of appropriating the common-school funds to the s.upport of Catholic
schools was very common, in fact, almost universal. Any arrangement of that kind
would be illegal and uuconstit,utioual, aud the attempt would raise one universal
howl of condemnation.
'
[From Hon. J. L. M. Gurry, .A.gent Peahody Education Fund, Virginia, A1igust 24, 1890.]

In Virginia there is no example of adjustment between public and parochial
schools, involving a division of school funds. Such an adjustment would not be in
accordance with our public-school system. In my judgment it would be highly detrimental and unjust and involve pro tanto a hateful connection between a chureh or
sect aud tbe State. However plausible such a division of school funds may be made
to appear, it involves the overthrow of our free schools.
/
[From Hon. John Hancock, State CommisBio·,ier of Common School:!, Columbus, Ohio, August 23, 1890.J

I have no knowledge of any attempt at such an adjustment, and if there had been
an a.ttempt of the kind, I think I should have been informed of it. Any such adjustment would be illegal in our State.
[.From Hon. S. M. Finger, State superintendent public instruction, North Carolina,]

I beg to inform you that in this State there have not at any time been any adjustmentr; between the public and parochial school authorities involving a division of
t!J.e public school funds. I do not anticipate any trouble on this subject in this State.
[From Hon. Henry Sabin, State superintendent public instruction, Iowa, August 25, 1890.J

There are no schools in Iowa in which any adjustments between secular and denominational free schools have been made, as far as known at this office.
No arrangements would be legal in this State which did not give the boards of
directors full and complete control of the school and school buildings. In other
words, the school would have to be, in every sense, a public school, in order to be
entitled to a proportionate share of public monsy.
The following extracts from the Iowa school law, section 1764 (c) (d) were inclosed:
"(c) The diversion of the school fond in any form or to any extent for the support
of sectarian or private schools is inadmissible and clearly in violation of our laws.
'' (d) Public money 1,hall not be appropriated, given, or loaned by the corporate
anthorities, supervisors, or trustees of any county, township, city or town, or nmnicipal organization of this State, to, or ju favor of, auy jnstitution, school, association,
or object, which is under ecclesiastical or sectarian management or control." (Section 552, Code.)
ED
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I Fr01n Hon. J. W. Winans, State superintendent public instruction, Kansas, August 25, 1 90. J

I can not now recall fo this State examples of adjustments between public and
parochial school authorities inYolving division of the public school fund and ren tal
of build iugs belonging to Roman Catholic and other churches. As I understand the
law of this State, there is no provision for such an adjustment.
[From Dr. A. D. Mayo, August 26, 1890.]

As far as I am informed, tbe State of Georgia alone has a provision in its school
la.ws by which all classes of private or parochial schools may for the time be regarded
as free common schools by the authorities passing over to them the public school funrl ,
on condition that while they last the school shall be free. Under this arrangement,
I found Roman Catholic parochial schools in Savannah included in the public ystem and was informed that the same was true in Augusta.
In the open country this practice, I am told, is so common that in some districts
all the schools are of this sort. The leading educators of the State regard this as one ·
cause of the low edncational condition of Georgia. The temptation to subsidize a
private or denominational school already on the ground for a few months, leaving uch
children as desire to remain members of it on the expiration of the term, is held to
be a leac.ling cause of the neglect and the unwillingness of the legislature to appropriate money or impose tp,xes. * * *
I find a similar practice preYailingto some extent in all Southern State!!, iucountry
districts and the smaller villages. The practice is illegal, and, especially in Texas,
has been discouraged by the State autliorities. I do not think it is looked upon anywhere as a, permanent condition, but ae the best that can be done in communitieR in
the transition period. * * *
[From Hon. J. W. Patterson, State superintendent public instriiction, New Hampshire, August 27, 1890. l

I do not recall any case of attelnpted adjustments between public and parochial
school authorities involving a division of the public-school funds. In this State a
<.li vision of school funds rait:ied hy taxation for the support of parochial schools would
be jmpossible, as there is a constitutional provision which would prevent it.
As this subject was mooted ju some of the States, the constitutional convention of
New Hampshirh, in 1876, adopted an amendment, which was accepted lly the people,
as follows: "No money raised by taxation shall ever be granted or applied for the
use of the schools or institutions of any religious sect or denomination." So you ee
such a thing in this State would be impossible. It is a question whether or no
article VI of the bill of rights in the constitution of New Hampshire as original!
drawn would have allowe{I. such a division if the above amendment had never been
made.
I have never known the school authorities of any town or city of this State to rent
buildings belonging to the Roman Catholic or other churches. 'I did hear, afow yea
since, that the school authorities in one of onr cities did rent to the Catholic , for
school purposes, a school building not then in use, as the establishment of a parochial
school had vacated it.
Roman Catholic young ladies are educated in our normal school and employed in
our public schools as teachers without any question as to their religions predi lections, and it has given no offense whatever. Such teachers, in many instances, have
to my knowledge, been _quite popular.
[.h'rom Hon. John E. Massey , State auperintendent public inati·uction, Virginia, August 30, lE!)O.J

I do not recall in this State any examples of adjustments between public ~nd p rocbial scl10ol authorities involving the questions yon submit. Any such adjn tmcn
would be illegal rn this tate.
So far as I am informed, the lines are quite distinctly drawn by authorities of loc~
parochial choola, but not in such a manner as to bring about any conflict at h1
time.
[From Hon E. B. McElroy, State wperintendent public in,truction, Oregon, Attgu1t 23, 1890.]

I am pleased to report to you that we have bad no difficulty whatever in thi r
spect in Oregon, so far. In many of our towns and cities Catl101ic cbihlreu a t
tbe public school . In brief, there has been no report of difficulty in this line ent
me, so far, from any -part of our tate .
.A.gain, there have been no Catholic schools or private parochial school. th~t h v:
had undel' their management public fuuds, so far as reported to me.
o tar
know they are all separate anc.l distinct schools, independent private schools. T

RELIGIOUS INSTRUCTION IN PUBLIC SCHOOLS.
Catholics have several academies and one college in this State. The public-school
laws of this State would not, in my opinion, permit the union of c4urch and State in
this way; that is to sayi neither the p~blic-schoo~ law nor p~blic opinion would
permit the Catholic church to u,se public moueys m any way m the advancement
and support of their immediate parochial schools. No complaints under this hea,d
have come to me from any quarter of the State.
,
',

,

[From Hon. N. E : Slaughter, State superi~tendent public instruction, Wyoming, September 5, 1890.)

I have never known any such arrangements to be made or a'ttempted.
[From Hon. A. J. Ruasell, State superintendent public instruction, Florida, September ~. lSPO.J

ReplyinO' to your circular letter touching denominational. schools an_d the publicschool system, we have fortunately had but little experience of any kind.
.
In St. Augustine, where the na.tive population is largely Roman Catholic, and there
is present the ubiquitous consent, the question arose; upon consideration of the case,
and providing that a large number of youth most needing enlightenment would no~ attend the public schools, it wa~ suggested to the local school authorities that the sisters
be employed to teach public school No. 1! employed just as other teachers were employed, subject to the same examination, the same contact, the same regulations, and
to be required to use the same books adopted by the public-school board for use in
the public schools; this was acceded to, and everythiug has been smooth since. " * "
The constitution of the State forbids the appropriation of any part of the permanent or available school fond to be used for the supp_o rt of any s_ectarian schoot.
[F1-om Hon. John I. Stewart, deputy State superintendent public instruction, Pennsylvania, A.11gust 18,
1890, l

There isno adjustment whatever between the publfc-school authorities of Pennsylvania and the parochial schools, and can not be µnder the provisions of the State
constitution and laws governing the operation of the public-snhool system.
Letter contained the following inclosures:
Constitution of1873, Article X, Education:
·
"SECTION 2. No money raised for the support of the public schools of the Commonwealth shall be appropriated to or used for the support of any sectarian school."

DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION,

Harrisbiirg, October 1, 1888.
R~v. I. N. HAYS, D. D., I. H. BALDWIN, Esq.:
,
DEAR Srns: As a committee representing quite a large uody of the citizens of Pittsburgh, you have asked this department to give its official construction 'Jf the law
governing school directors in the purchase,· holding, and disposal of school property.
The request is grounded upon what you regard a violation of law by a. board, of
directors within the Pittsburgh school district, who, as alle~ed, have rented 9r leased
a public school-building for the use of a pri rnte and parochial school.
. ·
This department can see no reason why it should not make official answer; and
the (]_uestion rai sed is of such fundamental importance that we feel constrained to
send our construction of the law to the directors referred to as well as to yourselves.
The constitution of the Common wealth ( Article X, sections 1-2) declares that "the
general assembly shall provide for the maintenance and support of a thorough and
efficient system of public schools, wherein all the children of the Commonwealth, above
the age of six years, may be educated, and .shall appropriate at least one million dollars each year for tha.t purpose," and that "no money raised for the support of the
public schools of the Commonwealth shall be appropriated to or used for the support
of any sectarian school." Under these wise and imperative declarations of the constitution our public school system is carried forward and must be maintained.
·
In establishing the pul>lic school system, the maintenance and support of which
the present constitution thus makes imperative, the general assembly by act approved
May 8, A. D. 1854, section 18, provides "that the several school districts within this
Commonwealth shall have capacity as bodies corporate * * * to purchase and
bold Stich real and personal property as may be necessary for the establishment and
support of the schools, and the same to sell, alien, and dispose of when it shall no
longer be necessary for the purposes aforesaid."
.
·
It is plain from this oection, without farther citation, that school houses and
grounds are held by boards of directors as corporate bodies in trust for the use of the
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public schools; that is, for schools established and maintained by the public fund,
under the autho1c:ity of the constitution and laws, not for private or parochial schools,
bnt for statutory schools.
Beyond the limits of such trust directors have no right- to go. All diversion of
school ptoperty to other uses not purely incidental is clearly unauthorized andillega.L
It certainly is a plain principle of law that corporate pruperty must be used solely
for corporate purposes. Otherwise, all the school property of the Commonwealth
might by a simple vote of directors be devoted to any purpose they saw fit.
In the syllabus of a deci sion rendered by Hon. George W. Mcilvaine, chief justice
of the supreme court of Ohio (35 Ohio, f. 143), it is held, first, that "boards of education are invested with the title to the property of their respective districts in trn.st
for the use of public schools, and the appropriation of such property to any other
use is unauthorized," and, second, "that a lea~e of a public s_!}hoolbouse for the purpose of having a private or select school taught therein for a term of weeks is in
violation of the trnsr,, and such use of the schoolhouse may be restrained at the suit
of a resident taxpayer of the district."
In rendering the decision, this able judge says: "The questions in this case relate
solely to the power of a board of education to appropriate the public . schoolhouse of
its district to private uses, or, indeed, to any use other than public schools." After
citing the Ohio enactment for the reorganization and maintenance .of common schools,
which defines the powers and capacities of school directors in language almost the
exact parallel of our enactment above quoted, he says: "By virtue of these sections,
all public schoolhouses are vested in the boards of education in trust for the use of
the public, or common schools, and the appropriation of them to any other use is
unauthorjzed and illegal."
In the case submitted to us it is stated that the board of directors have rented or
leased a public school buildin'g for the use of a parochial · school, where the peculiar
dogmas and usages of a particular church are promulgated and taught, or where only
a: certain distinct class of children are admitted. In this case, granting the statement of facts, there is not only an unauthorized violation of trust, but a seeming
indifference to what is explicitly forbidden by the constitution of the Commonwealth
itself.
A school is not sectarian because taught by a minister, or priest, or a,ny church official.
- But a school' controlled or managed in the interest of any particular church organization, upholding its peculiar confession and ecclesiastical- practices, and used for
any class of pupils, exclusive of others, is certainly sectarian. It does not, in any
sense, belong to our system of public schools. On the contrary, no money raised for
the support of the public schools can be used for its support, without a direct violation of the constitution. Were school directors permitted to lease our public school
property thus, at their own will, for the use of parochial schools, the ecclesiastical
convictions of the directors could turn our public schools into as many different kinds of
church schools as there are different denominations in the Commonwealth. The point
is too plain to require any further explanation.
Some may be ,wHling to grant that directors can allow school buildings to be used,
out of school hours, for such in cidental purpose as singing schools, debating societies,
etc., without justifying an injunction of restraint, although there has been a decision in Connecticut, by a divided court, even against this (see 27 Connecticut, f. 499),
yet here, the school building, as alleged, is used, not incideBtally, but exclusively
for a purpose not contemplated in the law and forbidden, as regards statutory schools,
by. the constitutiou itself. The very fact that the school building is rented, or lea. ed,
ot granted for the temporary use of a school is sufficient evidence that its essential,
corporate use is perverted; for public schools do neithar lease, nor rent, nor ask for
the temporary use of that very property which, by public tax, h:;i.s been purchased
and is to be held in trust for their permanent use alone.

E. E.

HIGBEE,

Superintendent of Public Instruction.
[From Hon. J. H. Rice, State superintendent of education, South Owrolina, October 4, 1890.)

I <lo not know of any adjm;tments l,etween public and parochial school authorities
involving a division of the pnulic school fonds. The State constitution prohibit the
appropriation of any funds raised by taxation to purposes of sectarian education.
[From, Hm. Frrmk M. Smith, Slate superintendent public instruction, Tenne1111ee, October 14, 1890.]

In this Staf1e no compromise has ever been made. The Roman Catholics have their
schools, but they do not receive any of the benefits of the public school fund oft
State because they will not sen cl their children to the :public schools, and tha,t is the
ouly way to compromi e the ruatt~r.

RELIGIOUS INSTRUCTION IN P~BLIC SCHOOLS.
[From Hon.

:r.

S. Boreman, State comryissioner of scho;ls,)Jtah, October 30, 1890.]

Throughout this Territory it has been, I am inform-cu, a common practice until
within a very recent period for the -public schools to be ~onducted very mu(?h as
Mormon church schools. This practice has passed, or is r~pidly passing away.. I do ·
not think that it is now practiced, although a case or two ha~ been_ reported_ to me,
and I am now investiO'atinO' the same. This whole proceedmg of conductrn·g the
public schools as church schools was, of course, -i n violation of law a~d contrary ~o
the genius of our Government. No other church has been connected with the public
schools in this Territory.
[From Hon. W. J. Olapp, . State superintendent public instruction, Dakota, November

}O,

1890.]

Religfous teaching can not be well given in our public schools. T,he various and
anta:gonistic ideas of parents and guardians, and consequently the children, upon
matter and form of religion would lead to harm, it seems to me, if any form of
,
religion is attempted to be taught in the free public schools.
Our State is new and cities small. So far as I can learn, in but one city has any
attempt been made to support denominational schools with public funds. In the city
of Wahpeton one school board by resolution, for about t-wen ty months paid the Roman
Catholic parochial s<.J:iool in the way of tuition at the rate of $250 per-annum . . This
amount was paid against the protest of many of the citizens. The scheme pro~ed
unpop'ular, and now all classes of citizens are much better pleased with the present
system, which carefully excludes everything in the way of religious instruction, and
-teaches only, in addition to the usual -branches, good morals, a love and respect for
one another and for the common country.
'
The folfowing account of what has become widely known as the Poughkeepsie plan
is from a statement made by George E. Cramer, President of the Board of Education,
Poughkeepsie, N. Y.
·
,
·
.,
"About seventeen years ago, the Board of Education of Poughkeepsie assumed
conti-ol of two large parochial schools which for several years had been mairrtained at
its own expense by t,he St. Peter's Catholic Church of this city, in buildings owned
and erected by that church for school purposes. ,
" The _conditions upon which the board accepted these schools were substantially
and in brief as follows, viz:
.. ·
"The board to lease from the church the school buildings at t:tJ_e nominal rent of $1
per annum, keep them in repair, pay insurance, cost of peating, teachers' salaries and
other expenses of maintaining the schools, and conduct them in the same manner as
the other schools of the city under its supervision; the church reserving the privileg~-;
of using the building for its own purposes outside of school hours, but no religious
instruction to be given during said school hours.
'
"The course of studies, text-books, appointment of teachers, and general conduct
and control of the schools to be entirely under the jurisdiction of the board, and the
members of the board and its officers and agents to be allowed free access to the buildings during school hours. This arrangement is still in operation."
Hon. B. M. Zettler, superintendent of public schools, Macon, Ga., says :
"The second year of our school system the Roman Catholics petitioned our board to
elect two teachers, Sisters of Mercy or members of the Roman Catholic Church, as public school teachers, and allow them to occupy a building furn is bed by members of that
Church, and also to permit children of that congregation from all parts of the city, with. out regard to school-district lines, to attend the school thus provided for. 'l'he application was granted, and the same arrangement has continued to this date. 'l'he same
books are used in this school as in the others, and the school has the same daily sessions as the others."
The following additional cases are reported from Georgia :
"The school board of Augusta," as appears from the report of the city superintendent, "simply appoints Catholic teachers to certain school buildings for which the city
pays-no rent. ~ome of the teachers belong to the order of Sisters of Mercy, and in
consideration of their veiled seclusion they were, at the special request of the commissioner, excused from attendance on the normal clas& by the trustees of the wards
in which their schools are situated. This the trustees bad a perfect right to do under
the rules of the board. Others of these teachers belong to the order known as Christian Brothers. They do attend the normal class."
The plan of union between Roman Catholics and the city schools in Savannah is
as follows:
"1. The Catholic schools shall be received under control of the Board of Education.
"2. Teachers in the Catholic schooJs shall bA in all cases members of the Catholic
Church, but to be subject to examination and appointment by the Board of Education.
'' ~1. The text-books used in these schools shall be the same as are used in the other
public schools, except books on hi.story, geography, and reading books.
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"4. These schools shall be opened with reading the Scriptures and the Lord's
Prayer. Such versions of Scripture may be used as the teacher may prefer.
"'5. The school building shall be under the control of the Board of Education.
"6. The trustees of the Catholic school buildings shall have power to withdraw
them from the Board of Education at the end of any school year whenever they are
dissatisfied with the arrangement, provided that they shall give 3 months' notice of
such withdrawal.
"7. In case of imch withdrawal the Board of Education may remove all apparatus,
books, movable fixtures, and furniture which they may have furnished for these
schools.
"!:l. The Board of Education shall have full control of the discipline, instruction
and general management of these schools the same as of the other schools under
their care, including also the length of sessions, the arrangement of school, courses
pf study, work and duties, and all the interests of the schools.
"9. The teachers of these schools will be expected to attend the meetings of the
' normal class the same as teachers of other public schools. They will give respectful
attention to the suggestions and instructions of the superintendent, and are expected
to exert themselves to carry out his views in the management and instruction of
their schools.
"10. The holidays shall be such as are usually given in Catholic schools."
The superintendent of public instruction, Hon. W. H. Baker, s•ays:
"This arrangement was made just after the war, when it was absolutely necessary
to have unity of action to preserve our public school system. It has worked very
harmoniously and 'to the satisfaction of all parties.7'

~

l!I.-RELIGlOCS AND MORAL TRAINING IN PUBLIC ELE.l\:IENTARY SCHOOLS, ENGLA.2\"'D
AND WALES.
'

A royal commission was appointed by Queen Victoria in 1886 to inquire into the
working of the English elementary education act~. This measure was,necessitated
by complications growing out of peculiar features impressed upon the system of education at the outset. Some account of the origin of t,he system js therefore necessary
to au understanding of the work of the commission. This is especially true of that
part of its work relating to religious and moral instruction.
Prior to 1870 the education of the English masses was left to private enterprise or
religious zeal. 1 Two societies, founded early in the century, had endeavored, each in
its own way, to give organization and character to the work. The British and
Foreign School Society-i was due to the labors of Joseph Lancaster, although it was
formed directly by the efforts of Joseph I!'ox and William Allen. The purpose of this
society was to make provision for the "nonsectarian elementary instruction of the
cbilqren of the poor." The society grew rapidly, and in 1812 had become essentially
a public movement.
' The National Society~ for promoting the education of the poor in the principles of
tho established church owed its origin to the efforts of lJr. Bell. It was founded in
1811 and incorporated in 1817. The connection of this society with the established
church gave it from the outset the advantage of a powerful and far-reacbin~ organization, and its growth was exceedingly i-a,pid and vigorous. The scale on which the e
societies conducted their work and their laudable rivalry had the effect of arousing
public interest, and it soon became evMent that private funds alone would not suffice to. ove!come ignorance in the realm. In 18:33 a pnblic grant of $100,000_w_as
voted m aid of the work of elementary education. 'l'he fund was to be admm1 tered by the treasury,· and was to be strictly limited to the building of schoolhou e .
A:Pplications were to be indorsed by the National Society or by the British and Foreign School Society, but in no case was the grant to exceed half the cost of the
b_uild~ngs. In 1839 the grant was raised to £30,000 ($150,000), and its administr~
t10n rntrusted to a committee of the privy council-i. e., the committee of council
on education [appointed April 10, 1839].
.
In the same year the principle of State supervision as an inseparable a.ccompamment of State aid was established. In 1846 the application of the grant wa extended, appropriations being a1lowed under certain conditions for teachers' salarie
and for the services and training of pupil teachers who were employed in the school
of_ the two great societies; the next year the gra:ct was raised to $500,000. In
1 .:>3 grants were allowed in respect of schools in small rural districts and unincorpo1:at~d towns which could show a certain fixed number in attendance, and in 1 5o
a 1m1lar measure was extended to urban schools; in 1860, under the direction of Ir.
Robert Lowe, the many minutes which bad been issued were combined into a code
1
, ee. report of Duke of N ewcaatle'a Commission (1858), vol. 1, part I, chap. I; Final Report of Ro
Comm1ss1on. (1886), pat't 1, chap. I.
·
2
or detailed information re peciing these societies see " The Elementary School CouLest in E.n •
land," by Francia Adams, chap. II.
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generally known as the" original cod~''; i~.1862 a revi~e~ code 1 was i,ss?e~ by ~hich
t,he system of aid was essentially modified, the most rad1ca1 change bemg th~ rntro_dnction of tlrn policy of payment upon results.
.
.
. ·
These successive measures were an index of the growmg and deepenmg agitation of the public mind with respect to the education of t~e ruas~es. 'l'he operations '
of the national society, stimulated and extende?- b~ the a1d rec~1ved fro(n the state,
roused to action all the forces opposed to the drffus10n of sectarian doctrmcs at public expense. At the same time the failure of volt1Q.tary agenci,es, when operating under the most favorable conditions, to 'J)rovide anything like the acco!I!modation demanded made it evident that no instrumentality short of the Government itself was
adequate for a. work that concer_ned every member of the b~cly f!Oli~ic.
. ,
In 1869 the" National Education League" was founded m B1rmmgl1am, w1tn tho .
avowed object of securing the education of every chHd in England and Wales. 'rhe
measures proposed by the league for the accomplishment of this purpose were as
follows:
(1) Local authorities to be compelled · by law to see that sufficient school .a ccommodation is provided for every child in their district; (2) the cost of founding and
maintaining such schools as might be required to be provided out ot the local rates
supplemented by government grants;· (3) all schools aided by local rates to be under
the management of the local authorities and subject to G,overnment inspeoti'on; ( 4) all ,
schools aided by local rates to be unsectarian; (5) to all schools aided by local rates
admission free; (6) school accommodation provided, the State or local authorities
to have power to compel the attendance of children of suitable age not otherwise
receiving education. 2
'
·
,
Iu other words, the league proposed a system of non-sectarian, gratuitous, compulsory education. The majority of English statesmen were not prepared to support so
radical a scheme, but regarded with more favor the proposition fon:nally put forth by
the "National Education Union" to secure the primary · education of every child by ,
judiciously supplementing the exist.ing denominational syste:rµ. These two opposite ,
propo1!als came into collision in the celebrated debate of 1870 over the bill introduced
by Mr. W. E. Forster "to provide for public elementary education in England and
vVales." This debate was one of the most spirited, determined, and r~markable contest.s of opinion and policies that is. to be found in the history of educational legisln,tion, and but for the honest intention of the opposing parties to end the shameful
neglect of the young which had µecome so dark a blot upon the national :g_onor, no
compromise could have been effected.
In view, however, of the fact that upwards of 1,500,0003 children of the working
classes between the ages of 6 and 12 years were destitute of all provision for instruction or were at the hazard of schools worse than none, diffeTences of opinion were
wa.i ved or inodified, a.nd the amended bill became an act through the united efforts
of the advocates of opposite policies.
'l'he intent of the act was to provide for the elementary education of all the children of the country. For the accomplishment of this purpose the country was
divided in.to school-board districts, within which the school boards were to be elected._
The boards were authorized to claim or levy rates for the ' maintenance of public
elementary schools, and the Goyernment . assumed the right to order the election
of boards wherever the rate-payers ignored or evaded the law. At the same time
schools established by private agencies (i. e. 1 voluntary schools) were ::i,dmitted to
share in the Government grant upon tbe same terms as board schools, provided
that t~eir managers fulfilled certain specified conditipns. 4 'rhe p.olicy of the Government m respect to voluntary schools remained substantially the same as before the
passage of the act. The new departure was the assumrtion on the part of the Government of the right and the obligation to see to it that &nfficient school accommodation was provided for the whole population, and the policy of making the rates
contributory to the board schools, i. e., the schools established by public initiative.
Above 12,000 voluntary schools or departments, with accommodations for neatly
2,000,000 children, were receiving Government aid at the time of the _passage' of the
act.~
. These were largely denominational schools and, ,almost without exception; schools
in which religious instruction formed an important part of the training; hence it will
readily be seen that, while the conflicting opinions had been waived in order that
an education act might be passed, the religious question became a vital issue in
the framing of the act.
In the settlement of the question the Government carefully aYoidecl comrnittin_g
itself, directly at least, to the promotion of sectarian instruction, and with equal_
1 See teport of the committee of council on education, 1861-62, pp. XV-XLI V .
2
See The Elementary School Contest in England, by Francis Adams, chapter V; p. 107.
a See r eport of debate, speech of W. E. Forster on moving the liill.
4
See e<;]u~ation act (England and Wales), 1870; also statement of English educational system, report
of comm1ss1oner, p. 79.
6 See :»el)ort of committee of council of education, 1869-70, p. XI.
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care endeavored i.o guard against interference with the religious scruples or convictions of the people. The former purpose is seen in the restriction of the Government
examination to secular subjects and general discipline and the apportionment of the
grant on the results of this e:x'Cl,mination, and the latter purpose in the section of the
act 1 dealing directly with the matter of religious instruction, which is as follows:
"Every elementary school which is conducted in accordance with the following
regulations shall be a public elementary school within the meaning of this act; and
every pubiic elementary school shall be conducted in accordance with the following
regulatfons (a copy of which regulations shall be conspicuously put up in every such
school), namely:
•
"(1) It shall not be required, as a condition of any child being admitted into or
continuing in the school, that he shall attend or abstain from attending any Sunday
school or any place of religious worship, or that he shall attend any religious observance or any instruction in religious subjects in the school or elsewhere, from whic_b
observance or iustruction he may be withdrawn by his parent, or that he shall, if
withdrawn .by his parent, attend the school on any day exclusively set apart for
religious observance by the religious body to which l1is parent belongs.
"(2) The time or times during which · any religious observance is practised or
instruction in religious subjects is given at any meeting of the school shall be either
, at tbe beginning or at the end, or at the beginning and the end of such meeting, and
shall be inserted in a time-table to be approved by the education department, and to
be kept permanently and conspicuously affixed in every schoolroom; and any scholar
may be withdrawn by his parent from such observance or instruction without forfeiting any of the other benefits of the school.
'' (3) The school shall be open at all times to the inspection of any of Her Majesty's
inspectors, so, however, that it shall be no part of the duties of such inspector to
inquire into any instruction in religious subjects given at such school, or to examine
any scholar therein in religious knowledge, or in any religious subject or book.
"(4) The school shall be conducted in accordance with the conditions required to
be fulfilled by an elementary school in order to obtain an annual Parliamentary grant."
'fhis section, commonly known as the "conscience clause," is equally binding
upon board and voluntary schools. It will be noticed that it does not exclude sectarian teaching, but simply provides for the withdrawal of children from such instrnctio.n if the parents so desire.
Under the act of 1876 it was made the duty of local authorities "to report to the
education department any infraction of this conscience clause in any elementary
school within tb.eir district which may come to their knowledge, and also to forward
to the education department any complaint which they may receive of the infraction of those provisions."
Board schools were bound also by the fourteenth section of the act, which prohibits
in them "the teaching of any religious catechism or religious formulary which is
distinctive of any particular denomination."
In view of these explicit and judicious provisions it is a significant fact that the disturbances, which made the commission of 1886 an imperative necessity, grew largely
out of the religious difficulty, or perhaps we should s~LY out of the conflicting interests of board and denominational schools, or of their respective advocates.
'fhe importance which the commissioners attach to the matter of religious and
mora,l instruction is indicated in the following declaration of their views:~
Irnpo1·tance of the subject.-" Having been commissioned by your m3\jesty," they say,
'' to inquire into the working of the elementary education acts, we should fail in our
duty did_ ~e not review the religious and moral effect of the present system, and of
~he prov1s1ons made by law for enabling and controlling religious as well as secular
rnstrnction. While the whole commission is animated by one and the same desire to
~ecure for the children in the public elementary schools the best and most thorough
ms.truction in secular subjects suitable to their years and in harmony with the reqmrements of their futur~ life, it is also unanimously of opinion that their religious
and moral training is a matter of still higher importance alike to the children , the
parents, and the nation, though the views of its members differ as to the method
w~e~eby this object of supreme moment should be attained." 'l'hese differences of
?Plllion as to means entertained by men who were agreed in respect to the supreme
importance of religious instruction were radical, as will be shown by the majority
and minority reports.
Method of the investigation.-Tbe investigations of the commission were pursued by
the or~l examination of witnesseR and by printed inquiries. Among the latter ~er
(1) a c~cular addr~ssed to the managers of a1J voluntary schools and to all school
boards m ten counties, 3 selected as typical; (2) a circular addressed to head teachers
1 Sectic,n

7, act 1870.
p. ll2.
s l!1~ R .port, p. 1_13. These _ci~culare covered all tbe feat-urea o_f the system. The inquiries rela 'n
tor hg1ous lllStruchon can be mfon,:d from the rnmmary of replios.
:z .E'inal report,

RELIGIOUS INSTRUCTION IN PUBLIC SCHOOLS.
in twelve districts.1 In the replies to the first-named inq°:iry 3,759 voluntary schools,
were represented. The information which they afforded _with re·s pect to the status of
religious instruction is thus summarized by tho comm1ss1oners.
SUMMARY OF RETURNS MADE TO THE COM:l\USSION.

In the return from managers of voluntary schools and from. school boards in 10
counties, the managers of the voluntary schools state respectrng these voluntary
schools that:
~
1. In 102 sphools, or less than 3 per cent. of the number answering, no religious instruction ii:; given.
2. In 1,261 schools (33 per cent. of all the answers) religious teaching is encroached
upon (i.
suspended or abridged) before the Government inspection, in most cases
slightly.
3. In 3,618 schools the religious teaching is given by the teachers, and in 2,07!.J of
these (55 per cent. of all the answers) it is also given ·by other persons (clergy or
ladies).
4. In ~86 schools (8 per cent.) the registers of attendance are marked before religious
teaching and observances.
,
'
In 2,295 schools the registers of attendance are marked after 1·eligious teaching
and observances.
In 443 schools the registers of attendance are marked both before and afte~.
The returns from 381 school boards in the same counties show that:
1. Thirty.three boards give no religious teaching in their schools.
2. In the schools of 103 boards (or 30 per cent. of boards which make returns) re·
ligious teaching is encroached unon before the Government inspection, in most caReB
slightly.
•
3. In the schools of 358 boards the teachers give the religious teaching, and in the
schools of 43 of the above boards some other persons also give it.
4. In the schools of 11 boards the registers are marked before tlle religious teach·
ing and observances.
In the schools of 318 boards after.
In the schools of 37 boards both before and after.
In 1;he returns from the head teachers of all schools, both voluntary and board, in 12
counties or populous urban districts it is stated that:
1. In 320 departments (i. e., schools or sections each having its own head teacher)
or 9 per cent. of all that sent in replies, no religious teaching is given.
2. In 1,013, or 32 per cent., religious teaching is abridged to a slight extent (except
in York West Riding, where it is reported that" one.half the time is encroached upon
in many cases") before the Government inspection.
·
3. In 3,220 cle-partments the teachers give the religious teaching, and in 1,602 of
these other persons ( chiefly clergy or ladies) also give it.
·
4. In 281 departments the registers. are marked before the religious teaching or
observances; in 21 344 after, and in 741 both before and after.
'l'hese summaries give a pretty clear insight into the relation between religious in·
strucLion and the schools. They indicate that it is a general feature, and is in many
cases the means by which the influence of the clergy is brought to bear directly upon
the minds of the young.
With respect to the working of the conscience clause, 2 the commissioners say:
"Our returns may be held to show its operation throughout the whole country, as
the counties and districts to which our questions were sent are sufficiently numerou~
and typical to enable us to argue fairly from them as to the country at large. Tile
managers of voluntary schools in the undermentioned counties report as follows:

e.,

#

Schools in
which some
children am
habituaUy
absentfrom
religions
teaching.
:Berks ........................................................... .
Devon .......••.••.. •.• •••••..•..•••.• ..•......•.•.•••....•.......
Durset .. . .................................................... . .. .
Durham ......................................................... .
Glouce&ter ...................................................... .
Kant .......... ···········~·-·· .................................. .
Lanoal'.ter ...........•.••..... ··-··· ............................ ..
Leicester ......•. , ...............................~ ............... .
Linc6lm1hi1·e . ........•.••••.. •• ..... ...•. •....•.. . .•.••.•••..•.•.
Staffordshire ..........••..••••• .••......•.•. •M• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
1 Final

Re~ort, :pp.114, 120.

2 For

Percent.
age of total
number of
voluntary
schools.

6
31

2.64,
7.83

11

.J..36

24
13
33
61

6.87

11

3. 02
7. 06
· 3.90
3. 68
2. 20

(j

1.13

g

Number ,·
of children
withdrawn
from ex·
amination
in reliiiOllS
teaching.

te:i::t of conscience clause, see p. 440.

18
814
106
159
33
152
682
72
76
205
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"And the teachers of all schools to which our circulars were addressed report as
follows:
Departments I ""Tu b
!
in which
.,_~ m er ?
some children children vnthare babitu. draW? fr?m
ally absent ~xai:nr~:1;tion
from religious ID :teh~ous
teaching.
teaching.
York, West Riding .••.....•.••....•........•..........•••••••.........•..
Chelsea ....................... .................................... ........ .
Greenwich ..•• ••....••.•••.•..• ..•.•••••. .••.•..••.•.......•••••• ••.•••.•.
Southwark .......•••.•..........•.•...................•.••••••.•••....••..
Bedfordshil'e .•........................•.•.•..•.••......••.........•••• -- •.
Glamorgan .•..•..•.......•...........••••.................•..••.......•••.
Snssex ..•.•..•••••..•..•.•••..••...............•••.........••.•.....•...•.
Wiltshire ..•...•.••.......................•.•.••.••..............•.•••....

~~ri~~:~d·
.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-. :: :: ~:::::: ::: :::: ::::: ::::::~:::~:: :::: ::~:::::::::
WestHam ............ ................................... ...... , ....•....
~

Warwickshire .....•.•.•.•••••..........•................••...•........ . ...

55
1
16
20
12
5
2

18
11
6
4
8

34

306
24
19
5

15
11
68

83
3

1
38
108

"These figures apply, first, to the number of schools in w bich 'children are daily
withdrawn by their parents from rebgious teaching, and, secondly; to the same or
other schools in which, there being an annual examination into the results of religious teaching, the children are withdrawn from such an examination by their parents; and they clearly prove tl)at the conscience clause is practically operative all
over the country in the most different classes and districts of the population."
It may be added that it is also quite evident that the instances in •which parents
avail themselves of the privilege of withdrawing children are not numerous. This
fact however, as will subsequently appear, is not :necessarily a proof of satisfaction
with tbe existing arrangement
DETAILED VIEW OF RELIGIOUS INSTRUCTION IN BOARD SCIIOOLS.

Tbe school boards of England, established originally as a machinery for overcoming
the deficiency in school accommodation, have done vastly more than this. In the
communities where they have been elected they have developed the exercise of
private judgment and the power of combined action among men formerly inapt for
general affairs; consequently the status of these boards in respeot to religioas training gives a much better insight into the real attitu<le of mind which Englishmen bold
in this respect than the corresponding action of voluntary schools.
.
This important difference ha,s been clearly recognized by the Government, and from
time to time, parliamentary inquiries have been instituted for the purpose of ascertaining the exact provisions made by school boards for religious instruction. The
last of these was a return of 1888, which was published as an apl?endi:x: to the final
report of the commission. This material is a complete index to the action of the
boards in the matter under consideration; it affords illustrations of almost every conceivable method of treating religious instruction in schools maintained for pnrpose
of secular training, and suggests, by the mere completeness ofpresentatidn, the difficulties that beset the eucleavor to employ one agency for the twofold w_ork. Incidentally also it reveals the conception of r eligious training entertained by the pronounced advocates of clerical schoohi. The material is therefore of interest wbere,er
the subject of religious vs. secular instruction is discussed, for which reason it is here
presented somewhat in detail.1
The questions comprised in the parliamentary inquiry were as follows:
1. Is any religious teaching or religious observance practiced or given in the schools
of the board f
'
2. A1·e any hymns or prayers used 1
3. ls the Bible read ( with or without comment thereon
4. State the time (if any) allotte.d to -each subject.
5. Give the syllabus of religious instruction.
6. Give the rules (if any) for annual examination in religious knowledge.
7. A copy of the regulation of the board, in pursuance of which the religious observances and instruction are carried out, should be furnished.
8. If no formal regulation has beon passed, state the pract.ico of the schools under
the board.

n

1
Ji'~r th_e distri~ntion of boards emp'oying auy one of the ovei-al courses of action witl..t respec
rehg1ous rnstruct1on allowable under the act, or purs'.lod in violation of the act, see tnble appended o
this article, p. 463.

RELIGIOUS INSTRUCTION IN PUBLtc SCE:OOLS.
The general status of the boards with respect to the subject of inquiry may be seen
from the following summary:
Total number of boards, Enj!:lnnd and Wa!Aa. ------· -·· ---: ··-·-· ----···--·----·--···--·- -···- --· 2, 2~5
Number of boards under which no schools bad been organized------·····-··---··-····---------· , 14
Number makin" no provi!:lion for religious exercises .. - -· --· --- . - - ..... ·- ··-·-- ---- -- --··-- ---- ·91
Number usinn- liymns and prayers, but no Bil>le reading .. -· - . - -- - - -- ---- ·- ·--·-· -···· - -·· •• ..... 101
Number adopting tbe system of Bible reading wit~out _note or ?o:rnme:11t- --·- ·; -···-·. ·-·. - - .. - - . 304
Number framing or adopting schemes of undenommat10na,l rehg10us mstruction _____ _---··- -· -· 1, 506
Number allowing denominationa.l teaching under !!pecial agreement ...... --- ... --·-··. - - .. --- --,
55
Number in whose schools denominational instruction had been given in violation of the law. - . .
34

The 91 boards that made no provision for religious exercises were distributed in 18
·
connties. 1
The remaining boards, forming a very large proportion, of the 96 per cent. of the
whole number maintaining schools, fall into three categories with respect to religious
exercises, namely: (1) Those that have prayers and hymns, one or both, without Bible
reading. (2) Those that have adopted Bible reading without note or comment. ' (3)
·
Those that have framed or adopted schemes of religous in.Rtruction.
In the first category, viz, those that use hymns or prayers but no Bible reading,
there are 101-school boards, distributed in 32 c6unties.
BIBLE READING WITHOUT NOTE OR COMMENT.

The plan of Bible reading without note or comment is due to the action of the National Education League.
The regulat,i ons with respect to religious instruction in the act of 1870 not being in
accord~.nce with the programme of the league, that associatiob sought to accommodate
itself to the situation by the adoption of the formula, "Bible reading without note
or comment," and this was the system accepted in the boards generally on which
adherents of the league had a majority. Birmingham, the headquarters of the league
and a great center of liberal thought, would naturally have been expected to follow
the same course. The plan was not, however, adopted by the first Bi~ingham
board, "for t,he reason that the denominational party secured a majority of seats
on that board, and a regular system of undenominational religious instruction was
agreed upon. On thesecond Birmingham board, at the end ofthefirsttriennialterm,
the advanced party secured a majority of seats; bnt by this time the Birmingham advanced education party had, after much consideration, abandoned the scheme of Bible
teaching without note or comment, and adopted the plan of secular instruction only
provided by the school boards, with arrangements for separate religious teaching and
observ:tnces, by voluntary agency and not ·uy the board's teachers, in the time:_set
apart in the time tables. This scheme was forth with introduced into the Birmingham
board schools in the second triennial term and carried on for some years. But in the
Birmingham triennial election of 1879 a difference of opinion wa:s made manifest
among the supporters of the Liberal candidates on the question of the board's policy
in the matter of religious instruction, which ended in a compromise, by which the
sclieme of Bible reading without note or comment was conceded. From that time to
the present a scheme of Bible rnading without note or comment has been in operation in the Birmingham board schools. Attempts have been made from time to time
by the religious instruction party to get a limited amount of Scriptnral explanation
introduced but these d:forts have not prevailed.m
The following are the regulations under which the plan is carried out in Birmingha.m.
1. The Bible shall be read daily, without note or comment, by the head teacher for
a quarter of an hour each day.
1
, 2. 'l'he portion to be read shall be suitable to the capacity of the children, and shall
be selected by the head teacher, who shall at the close.of each reading make a record
of th~ portion rea,;l in a book to be provided for the purpose.
,
:3. The time for such reading shall be between 9:30 and 9:45 a. m., except in the
case of schools in which religious instruction is being given under the regulations of
the board dated December 31, 1873, when the time shall be between 4:15 and 4:30
p. m. on the days when such religious instruction is given, and between 9:30 and
9:45 a. m. on all other days.
,
4. Whenever a pa.rent or guardian shall notify to tho bead teacher bis desire that
his child be withdrawn from attendance at the reading of the Bible, snch child shall
recei_ve secular instruction in a separate class room during the time set apart for the
readmg.
_1 In the a:bsence of regulation, the schools under some of th ese boards have at some time praoticed
Bible readmg, or ~raver , or hymn singing. Eight of tho counties referred to containing 21 of the
echool boards, arem "\Vales. ::iee table, p._ 463.
'
2 See School Board Chronicle, Vol. XLII, No. 976, p. 431.
,
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15. Facilities will be afforded for the giving of religious instruction by voluntary
agency in the school buildings belonging to tho board to children attending the
board schools.
16. In every case the wish of the parents or guardians shall determine whether a.
child shall receive religious instruction, and whether a child shall receive any specific religious instruction that may be provided.
17 . .A.ny persons proposing to give religious instruction shall be required to pay to
the board a rent for the use of the buildings proportionate to the number of children
to whom the religious instruction is given and the time occupied in giving the in,.
struction.
18. The opportunity for giving religious instruction shall be given on Tuesday and
Friday morning in every week.
19. 'fhe schools shall open under the manugement of the board three-quarters of
an hour later when let for religious teaching than on other day8.
20. Any future application for the use of the school buildings for the giving of religious instructions, in accordance with these regulations, shall oe referred to the
school management committee for them to report to the board, with the understanding that these application may be made either(1) By the committee of any similar society representing one or mare of the religious communities of the town ; or
(2) By the ministers of religion in charge of congregations in the town; or
(3) By any person willing to give religious instruction, when the application is sostamed by the signatures of the parents of at least twenty children in regular attendance at one of the departments of any board school.
(4) Whenever a parent or guardian shall notify to the head teacher his desire that
his child shall be withdrawn from attendance at the reading of the Bible, such shall
receive secular instruction in a separate class-room during the time set a.parb for the
reading.
MORAL LESSONS.

21. Moral instruction shall:be definitoly provided for in the ti me-table of each school.
22. 'fwo moral lessons a week, of half an hour each, shall be given to all the children in the boys' and girls' schools, and an entry of these lessons shall be made on the
time-table. In the infants' schools the number and length of the lessons may be arranged by the head mistress.
23. 'l'he series should inclucle·such subjects as obedience to parent, honesty, truthfulness, industry, temperance, courage;. kindness, perservance, frugality, and thrift,
government of temper, courtesy, unseltlshness, and kindred moral duties.
24. The lessons should be of a conversational character, and should be largely enforced by illustrations drawn from daily life.
The eichool boards of three large towns besides Birmingham, viz, Oldham, Huddersfield, and Swansea (Borough), have adopted Bible reading wHhout note or comment, and the same plan is also followecl by 390 smaller boards distributed through
48 counties. Ii should be observed, however, that in 93 per cent. of these boards the
Bible reading is accompanied with prayers or hymns or with both. In many ca es
the Lord's prayer only is allowed.
·
p ARTICULAR

ScnEMES AND REGULATIONS FO!t UNDENOMJNA'flONAL RELIGIOUS lNSTRUCTIOl(.

Of the 2,090 boards that make provision to some extent for religious exerci e ,
1,506, or 72 per cent. are found in tbe category of those that have framed or adopted

schemes of undenominational religious instruction.
The diversity of provision in these is so great that little idea of the character and
extent of the instruction can be formed with out some aca uaintance- with the details
of the schemes.
For tho purpose of affording a clearer view of the situation a few typical schemes
are here presented .1
THE ,LONDON SCHOOL BOAUD SCHEME.

1:he ~ondon sch?ol b~ard has elaborated a very full syllabus of Bible instruction
w~1ch 1s followed rn all 1ts schools occupying from half to three-quarters of an honr
da.1ly. The following is the portion applicable to elementary scholars as arranged
for 1 . Explicit directions as to the carrying om; of the scheme are issued for the
teacbera and the results of the instruction are tested by annual and biennial examinations.
1
lo the selection and arrangement of this matter free use bas be n made of a sumroarv of tbi
tion of the report of the commission in the School Board Chronicle, Vol XLII, No. 976, pp. '21-44 •
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instruotion.-The teachers are desired -~o make the lessons as practical as.
,
possible and not to give attention to unnecessary details.
If the school year ends with any one of the last six months of the year ending 31st
of December, teachers may1 at their own option, present the ~hildren at the written
examination in Scripture knowledge in the standards1 to wh;ich they belong -at the
close of the school year. Head teachers of infan_t ~chools must dra~ up a syllabus of
lessons for children below standard 1 and submit 1t to the board rnspector when he
visits the school.
Genel'al

Standard 1.

Learn the Ten Commandments, Exodus XX, 1-17
tthe substance only will be required) ; the Lord's
Prayer, St. Matthew, V:I, 0-13.
Simple lessons-from the life of Joseph.
Leading facts in the life of Christ told in simple
language.
St.a ndard 2.

Repeat the Ten Commandments and the Lord's
Pr:iyer.
Learn St.Matthew, V, 1-12,and St.Matthew, XXII,
35-40.
Simple outline of the life of Moses.
Simple outline of the facts and simple lessons
from the life of Christ.

Luke, up to chapter IX, 17; St. ,John, up to '
chapter VII, viz, to third passover, with lessons from the followi-ng parables: The Spwer,
the. Mustarcl Seed, the Wheat and Tares, the
Pearl of Great Price.
Brief accounts of Bethlehelt), Nazareth,
Gallilee, Bethany, and Jerusalem.
Standard 5.

Memory·wo,rk, portion learned in standard4, (St.
John, XIV, 15-81).
Learn Ephesians, VJ, 1-18.
Lessons from the _books of Samuel and Kings,
with special reference to the lives of. Samuel '
Saul, David, and Solomon.
The life of Christ, contintrnd (second part) from
third passover to end of Gospt'ls.
Acts of the Apostles, first two chapters.

Standard 3.

Memory work. as in standards 1 and 2.
Learn Psalm XXIII.
Les~ons from the lives of Samuel and David.
Fuller outline of the life of Christ, with lesson~
drawn from the following parables: Tbe Two
Debtors, the Good Samaritan, the Prodigal Son,
the Merciless Servant, the Lost Sheep, the
Pharisee and the Publican.
Standard 4.

Memory work, as in standard 8.
Learn St. John, XIV, 15-81.
Lessons from the Pentateuch, with special refer.
ence to the lives of Abraham, Isaac, Jacob,
Joseph, and Moses, with the practical lessons
to be derived therefrom , together with the
teaching of the law of Moses with refPrence to
the "poor," "stranger," "fatherless," "widow," "bond-servant," "parents," and "children."
The life of Christ (first part) as gathered from the
Go!'lpels of, St. Matthew up to chapter XIV, 36,
inclusive ; St. Mark, up to chapter VI, 56; St.

Standard 6.

Memory work. portiop learned in standard 5
(Ephesians, VI. 1-18).
,
·
_
Learn Isaiah, :LUI, and EpbeAians, IV, 25-82.
L'e ssons from the lives of Elijah and Daniel;
causes which led to the captivity and return,
with the effect on the national life and character of the children of Israel.
Recapitulation of the life of Christ, together with
an account of his discourses as given in St. J olm,
c:!iapters III, VI, 1-40, and X; Acts of the
.A.po~tles to chapter V,III.
Standard 7.

Memory work, portion learned in standard 6
(Isaiah, ;r,rrr, and Ephesians, IV, 26-82).
Learn I Corinthians, XIII.
,
Recapitulation of the subjects in the Old Testament set out in the prectding standarde.
Recapitulation of the life of Christ, as in standard 6.
.Acts of the.Apostles, with spe6ial reference to the
life and missionary Journeys of St. l'aul.

Essential portions of the London school board's scheme and syllabus have been
adopted by 101 boards located,_in 35 different counties.
PROVISIO~S OF THE· MANCHESTER BOARD.

The Manchester board provides for Bible reading with a system of graded instruction under the following regulations:
·
1. From 9 to 9:50 a. m. aucl from 2 to 2:10 p. m. shall be occupied with singing,
prayer, and religious instruction, and 10 minutes at the close of the afternoon teaching shall be devoted to i,;inging and p:rn,yer.
2. The hymns and forms of prayer used in the schools of the board shall be taken
exclusively from tbe anthorized hymn book.
The religious instrnction shall consist of a gradnated course of t~aching, to oe
carried Qn by means of oral instruction, passages of Scripture committed to memorv,
and suitable exercises in reading <Ar writing.
.
· •
4. When any children are withdrawn from religious instrnction provision shall
be made for their instruction in sectllar subjects during the time of sucll religious
teaching.
An examination in religions knowledge is held in each school by the board's
inepector of schools in the middle of the scllool year, on a day set apart for that
purpose.
1 The

obligatory subjects of elementary instrnction are arranged in seven standards intended. for
a standard therefore corresponds to a grade iu our own schools,

one ytiar eacn i
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The following is t.~ e syllabus of instruction as arraogi>,d for elementary scholars;
Scripture instru~tion.

To learn by heart.

Six specified hymns in the Group !.--Creation, fall,
flood, life of Jo,seph,
board hymn book, and
David slaying Goliath,
three moral songs.
call of Samuel, birth of
The Alphabet of Texts, the
Christ, visits of shepth
utsco~~,!~~Ju:1~n1. e
herds and wise men,
Christ's death.
Morning arnl evening prayer.
Infants •.•.... ~
Group IL-Same as group
I, and Cain and Abel,
Abraham offering up
I
Isaac, early life of Moses,
life of Daniel, Christ's
resurrection, three miracles, and thrc~ parables.
( The Lord's Prayer and the Outline of the Book of Examples from Holy
Genesis, with a more exScripturp, <'f the obTen Commandments; at
act knowledge of t-he lire
servance or breach
least forty- verses from
of (a) Abraham, (b) Jacob,
the following passages :
oft be Ten Commandor (c) Joseph.
ments.
St. Matthew, V. 1- 12 ; VI,
24-34; VII, 7-H; xr, 28- Outline of St. Matthew's
Gospel, with a special
30; XlX, 13 and 14;
S1£nd!lltlI.. .. .
knowledge of th e bi1th,
XXII, 37-40; XXVlil,
death, and resurrection
18-20. St. Luke, r, 46-55,
aud 68-79; II. 20-32. St.
of Christ, ancl of six miracles and six parables.
John, III, 16; IV, 24;
XI, 25, 26; XIV, 1-3.
Six hymns.
Morning and evening praye}',
The Lord'& Prayer and 'l'en Outline of the Book of Exo- Proof of the Ten Commandments, bytexts,
dus, with an exact knowlCommandment!!, four of
edge of the life of Moses.
the following Psalms: 1,
.from the New Testa4, 8, 15, 10, 23, 25, 32, 34, Outline of St. Mark's and
ment.
5l, 8!, 91, 103, 10-!, 107, ll9
St. Luko's Gospt1ls in
alternate years, with ac(any section, at the discur ate knowledge of the
. c1·etion of the teacher),
III.
121, 130, 139, 147, and four
miracles and parables reparaliles from the Gospel
corded in them.
of St. Luke.
•
Six hymns.
·
Morning and evening prayer.
The Lord's Prayer and Ten Outline of Old Testament The petitions of the
Commantlments, and six
history, and each year
Lord's Prayer exemof the above Psalms; and
plified by other pasStandatds IV,
t~~ks~f . }~es h
St.Joun, XV, or I Corinsages of Holy ScripV, VI, VII,
Judges, Samuel I and II,
thians, XIII, or Epheture.
and.Ex.VII.
sians, VI.
Kings I and II, with special reference to the biogSix h.vmnR.
Morning and evening prayer.
raphies contained in them.
Outline of New Testament
history, and each year
one of the following portions of Holy Scripture:
The Gos-pal of St. John,
Acts, X[H, and Acts,
XIV-XX VIII.

r

I ~f
I

l

j

Stand,Til,II~dl

I
l

lI

!~ow~~a

E sential portions of the Manchester scheme have been adopted by twenty-one
boards Jocated in thirteen different counties.
The following aro the regnlation1:1 for religious instruction under the Liverpool
board:
"Prayers and hymns shall be used, and the Bible read daily, and there shall be
given from the latter, by the responsible teacher or teachers ( other than pupil teachers) ofthe school, such explanations and instruction in the principles of religion and
morality as are snitPcl to the capaoities of the children. Provided, always:
(a) That in the selection of the prayers and hy runs ( which shall be made from bo?k
approved by the board), and in explanations and instruction from the Bible (wh1eh
shall be in accordance with the syllabus issued by the board) the provisions of the
lemeotary education act, 1 70, especially in sections 7 and 14,1 sbaU be atrictly observed, both in letter and spirit, viz, that no attempt be made to attach children to,
or to detach them from, any particular denomination.
(b) '_i;hat ~he ant:t10rized version of tbe Bil,Je be mied; but that when the Roman
Cat~olt~ ch1ldr~n rn the scl1ool are sufficiently numerous to form a class, they shall
receive mstruct10n from the Doua.i version of the Bible.
1 See

_p.440.
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(c) That, in regard to any particula.r school, the boar~ shall con.sider and dete~mine
upon any application by managers who may show special ca?se for the exempt10n of
the school from the operation of this regulation in whole or m ~art.
During the time of religious teaching or observances, ~ny children who~e parents
object, under the conscience clause ( elementary educu~10n act, 1870, sec hon 7), to
their attendin<T such teachinO' or observances, may be w1 thheld from the school:
(a) If the object of withholding them be that they may receive religious instruction
at the same time in some other place; 01·
(b) If the school be so arranged that they can not receive secular instruq_tion in a
separate room ; or
,
( o) If the religious instruction or observances immediately precede the closing of
the school.
All children who attend a school during th~ time at which religious teaching or
ob&ervances take place, and are withdra·wn from such teaching or observances,
shall recei-ve during that time secular instruction in a separate room.
While any religious observance or i11struction is going on in a board school, none
qf the scholars or teachers shall be employed in any other mn.nner in th-0 same room.
In every school tile period for religious observances and Bible instruction in the
morning must terminate befoi:e 9:45._
An official examination of the scholars in each school, in secular and religious subjects, the examination in the latter to be subject to the same conditions and restric- ·
tions as apply to religious instruction, and to be conducted within the time set apart ,
for such religious instruction, shall be held by the board's inspecto,rs as soon as possible after the expiration of eight months of the school year.
At least four days before the date fixed for any such examination, notice of i,t shall
be sent to the managers by the board; and a copy of the inspector's report shall be
forwarded to them as soon as practicable after the examination has been held.
The syllabus comprises a general three years' course in reading and instruction, and
tests for memory work, with separate syllabus for infants. Here is a sample from the
infant instruction for the "lowest school sectidn: ''
(a) Easy.eonversation lessons and very simple hymns on:
(1) God as the ·maker of all natural things, the snn, moon, plants, animals, etc.
(2) The difference between God's making ( creating) and man's making, sllowing
man's need of tools and materials for his work.
(3) God as our Father in Heaven, loving, all-powerful; and a11-knowing (hymn 46). ( 4) Prayer to so great and kil}d a Father a privilege never to be missed.
1
(b) Repetition of some short prayer, hymn, or text by heart.
(c) Easy conversation lessons about some of the Scripture prints illustrating incidents in the life of Christ, e. g., His birth and childllood, His constant labor of doing
good, His love of little children, etc.
The Hartlepool Boanl, Durhj:l,m County, while following the London scheme, agrees
with the Liverpool Board in providing that Roman Catholic pupil.s numbering,ten or
more shall be instructed from the Douai version of the Bible.
DIOCESAN SYLLABUSES.

Many school boards adopt the syllabus of some one or other of the Church dioceses.
Thus in Cornwall nineteen boards follow the "Truro Diocesan Religious Instruction Syllabus," and in Devonshire thirty boards follow the "Exeter Diocesan Syllabus."
·
In all these cases an examination is conducted by the diocesan inspector.
In a few instances where a diocesan syllabus is used some nonconformist member of
the school board is a~sociated with the diocesan' inspector in the work of examination.
These syllabuses, or, at least, the parts adopted by scliool boards, are strictly un<lenominational.
llO,\RD SCHOOLS AND DE~OMINATIONAL TEACilIXG.

The third year of the operj:l,tion of the education act of 18i0 in certain rural districts in Cambridgeshire and elsewhere, the practice was introduced of transferring
Church of England sc!iools to school boards under a special agreement whereby the
church managers retamed the use of the school rooms, before or before and after
secular instruction, for carrying on denominational religions instruction without the
assi taur.e of the board's teacLers. This practice bas extended very cousideralJly
over some parts of the country and comprises now fifty-five boards in twenty-five
counties,
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THE CHURCH CATECHISM AND OTHER UNLAWFUL INSTRUCTION IN BOARD CHOO LS.

In the returns to the education department thirty-four school boards located in
seventeen different counties were found to have been giving instruction in the church
catechism contrary to the provi sions of the act of Parliament.
ln every case except one Bible reading with comment was also practiced.
Upon receiving these returns of illegal practices, the lords of the committee of the
privy council addressed the following letter to each of these thirty-four school boards:
'' EDUCATION DEPARTMENT, September 20, 1
"SIR: I am directed to return the inclosed schedule to circular 277, from which it
appears that the church cat echism is tau ~ht in the school belonging to your board.
'' Before presenting this return to Parliament, I am directed to call your attention
to the fourteenth section of the elementary education act, 1870, and to request that
you will furnish my lords at your earliest convenience wit,h an explanation as to the
apparent inconsistency in the practice of your board with the provisions contained
in paragraphs 1 and 2 of that section for undenominational teaching in school board
schools.
"I am to request you to return the schedule with your reply.
" I have, etc.,
"G. MILLER,
"or F. C. HODGSO..T
."1
Their lordships report that "the majority of the boards immediately amendecl their
practice," but the replies from nine boards were" unsatisfactory."
Another letter was thereupon dispatched to t hese boards in the following terms:

.

"EDUCATION DEPARTMENT, November 27, 18 .
"Sm: Adverting to your letter of the - - , I am directed to state that if any
part of the church catechism except the Lord's Prayer, 'ren Commandments, and the
Apostles' Creed is t8',ught in a board school duri ng school hours, my lords will no t be
able to recognize the school as a public elementary school.
'' I am to request that your board will pass and communicate to the department
some formal regulation in conformity with the above direction with respect to the
religious instruction to be given in their schools.
"I have, etc.,
"F. C. HODGSON." 1
To this letter there is no answer on record in the blue book.
The oral testimony present ed before the commissioners roust not be overlooked in
the examination of their report. They were in session altoget,her 146 days, 9n of
which were devoted to hearing witness~s. The information thus elicited is foun d in
detail in three large volumes, of which the religious question occupies no small part.
The examination bore not only upon the nature and method of the instruction bu
more particularly upon its value. The summ ary of this testimony increases our a·quaintance with the actual state and mode of the instruction, and at the same time
gives us the opinions of many witnesses and the impression which the commissione
themselves received from the r epresentations of the men and women w horn they interrogated.
They have this testimony particularly in mind in giving their :final impression
to the nature and value of the religious instruction actually given in all public
elementary schools. Upon this subject they say: z
"First, as regards voluntary schools, a comprehensive answer drawn from official
records can be given only in the case of t hose Church of En~lancl schools which ar
visited annua,lly by the diocesan inspectors. l!~rom the volume issued by the National
Society, in which their reports are collected, a v ery favorable opinion would b
gathered, on the whole, of tlle quality of that instruction in the m:ijority of Church
of England schools reported on. Several wi t nesses, of wide experience, have li kewi e
been examined by us as to the nature of t he religious teaching given in the eacbool .
They entirely repudiate the idea which h as been sometimes put forward, that it consi ted commonly of committin g to memory church formularies wit hout explanati n.
I t is usual, it appear , for t he diocesan inspector at bis visit to suggest a s~· llabu. o
in t ruction for t he ensuing y •ar, on which the next examination of the next y r
will be held, the part of Cl'i pture selected for study or committal to memory bein_
each as seem be t to lend t hem elves t o tlie instruction of children in their fa ith an
duty. In a large proportion of schools, t oo, Prebendary Roe (a diocesan iu.pccto
with wide educational exp rience) t en s us th at religions teaching is sometbin urn h
1 , ee Appendix to ]'inal Report,
2 :D'w al Report, p p. 115-ll9.
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better and beyond mere head knowl~dge. Ar_chde_acon Barb~r, who. has. b.ad long
experience of the sam~ ~ind _in the diocese of ~xford, gave 1~ as bis ?pm101;1 th~t
relio'ious and moral trammg m church schools _1s as good as it was before 1870, -m
spit~ of the tendency to cr.owd it out. Of 3,759 v?h~nta~y schoo~s, the. managers 2f
which sent replies t,o our circular A3, 3,622 gave rehg10us mstruct1011 daily, and 2,9,6
were examined in relicdous teaching, in most cases by a diocesan inspector. The
general inference we df'aw fr?m the.v~riou~ source~ of ~nfor1!1ation open to us .-is 'tbat
in the class of schools in whrnb rebg1ous rnstruct1on 1s obligatory un,d er their trust
deeds, the religious instruction is quite as good as it was .b~fore th~ pas~ing ?f the
education act of 1870, if not a good deal better; and that 1t 1s effective, mtelhgent, .
and practical. The systems of diocesan inspection wliich have been instituted,-both
for Church of England and Roman Catholic schools since the passing of Mr. Forster's
act, 1 appear to have resulted ju more attention .being given to _religious t~aching than·
before. From the :first, the Wesleyan Conference, through its ?(,nnex10nal edu~ation committee, and its locally responsible circuit quarterly meetmgs and day-school
committees, bas made religious instruction and training the indispensable basis of
ed:.JCation in its day schools. We have warnings from the teachers in our evidence
that there is some danger lest the system of special. and sep~rate relig~o';ls inspe_c_t~on
ruay lead to a mechanical treatment of sacred su_bJects, while the rellg10us trarnrngwhich influences and elevates lifo and character may become subordinate to formal
and technical instruction. But in the face of mnch evidence giv~n both by managers
and teachers to the value and acceptability of these annual examjnations, we do not
attach n\uch weight to this theoretical objection.
"On the whole we are of opinion that greatly as the estima;te of the value of the
religious instruction given in board schools varies with the standpoint from which it
is regarded by various witnm;ses, there is good ground for concluding that where care
is bestowed on its organization and suffi.dent time is a1lowed for imparting it, it is of a
nature to affect the conscience and influence the conduct of the children of whose
daily training it forms a part. In many of the board schools the teachers accompany
systematic Bible readings with appropriate comments and explanations; in others
the scriptural instruction is restricted by limitations not imposed by the. act itself,
such as that the Bible be read without note or comment, which, we think, must
greatly lessen its value. .,. * *
"The need for annual inspection of religious instruction in board schools, corresponding to that made by the dioces13,n inspectors in church schools, in presence especially of the strong competition to which religious instruction is exposed by the
restriction of Government exa1nination to secular subjects, has been recognized in
evidence before us by the representatives of many important school boards ; and we
gather that a movement is extending itself for securing that an annual examination
should be held with a view to test the efficiency of the scriptural instruction. · In the '
case of such important school boards as those of Leeds, Liverpool, Salford, and Bris_tol, the witnesses who spoke for them informed us that an annual examiuation was
already held in their schools on the subject of religious instruction prescribed by their
respective boards, and was generally conducted by the board's inspectors. In London,
we learn from the chairman (Mr. Diggle) that the school board, not satjsfied with the
examination of representative scholars for the Peek prizes, have recently instructed
their inspectors 2 to examine throughout all the schools they visit in Scripture ·knowledge; and we were informed that the report to the board on the state of Scripture
knowledge in any school would affect the futllre prospects .of a teacher. It does n6t
appear that the terms of section 76 of the education act of 1870, which limits the right
to set apart two days in each year for a religious inspection to those schools which
are not supported by rates, is found to prev~nt a similar inspection in hoard schools.
We think that the same facilities for inspection should be given by law to school
boards as are allowed under the act of 1~70 to the managers of voluntaTy schools."
MORAL TRAINL.'l'G.

As to the distinction which thev make between re11gions and moral traininot.he commissioners' report is not vei·y clear. In th~ir inquiries the two expressiog~
were genera.Uy associated and it was left to the witnesses to make such discriminatiooP. as they chose. Iu general, they also avoided making the distinction.
In thejr summary and evidence, however, the commissioners indicate in some
measure their conceptjon of the scope and nature of moral as distino-nished from religious training, as will be seen by the following extracts relatino- t~ this division of
the sub,iect :3
°
1 I. e., the act of 1870.
2
•
These, it should bo noted, are not the Governme,nt inspectors, but officials appoint,ed by the board
itself.
8 Final Report, pp.126, 127.
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"Of the moral training at present given in public elementary schools we may here
record that of those who have observed this training in action, one witness before us
spoke of the moral influence exercised in schools as being enormous. Canon Warburton, though he thinks the tendency of the act of 1870 was to diminish attention given
to moral training, yet expressed himself as much struck with the usefulness of the
moral lessons given in board schools. Several of the inspectors attribute this influence
almost more to the personal character and example of the teacher than to any direct
moral teaching, and though Mr. Stewart spoke of the moral tone in large town schools
as deteriorated, in smalJer schools and especially in those in the country, be saw no such
falling off. As regards the returns we have received to a question in our circulars, i . e.,
'Do parents desire moral training , ' 93 per cent. of voluntary managers, 79 per cent. of
school boards, 98 per cent. of teachers answer yes. * * ,.
''As to the moral trainfog given in the schools, the opportunities permitted to Her
Majesty's inspectors of inquiring into the efficiency of moral training have been under
the existing arrangements necessarily limited. But under the bead of discipline they
are required, as we have explained more fully elsewhere, by a paragraph in the code
to ascertain that reasonable care is taken by the managers anu teachers to bring up
the children in habits of punctuality, of good manners and language, of cleanliness and
neatnesss, and also to impress upon the children the importance of cheerful obedience
to duty, of consideration and respect for others, of honor and truthfulness in word and
act.l 'rhe fortunes of this justly valaed clause have been various, as w~ have before
explained, and we have made inquiry from many witnesses as to the steps taken by
inspectors to carry out the duties thus laid upon them, and we do not find that they
are in the habit of doing more than observe and record any indications of the moral
tone of the school that may present themselves during their examinations, which must
necessarily be but an imperfect test of the pains taken at other times with the moral
training. We agree with Mr. Sharpe that it would make a material difference in the
working of schools if this clause were abolished, since it serves to remind those who
conduct schools of the importance attached by tbe state to that moral instruction
and training which can not be effectively gauged by examination and might otherwise be neglected for branches of teaching which affect the grant. The opportunity
given by visits without n<~tice is.utilized by many inspectors, though less frequently
than is desirable, for the purpose of assuring themselves that the moral tone of the
schools so far it as it is reflected in habits of personal cleanliness, propriety oflanguage,
and a decent use of the school premises is satisfactory. 'l'he article, .therefore, is not
to be regar_ded as a dead letter.
''We are strongly of opinion that much greater support should be given by the state
to the normal element of training in our schoolsJ almost the only reference to such
matters, as far as the state is concerned, being that under the head of discipline in the
code to which we have already alluded, and which, being only introduced in 18i6,
bas already, as we have shown, been once withdrawn by the department, in 188'2,
and may be removed in any year. We recommend, therefore, that general fundamental
and fixed instructions sho1,1ld be laid down as to moral training, making it an essential condition of the efficiency of a public elementary school that it should be held
to comprise such matters as instruction in duty and reverence to parents, honor and
truthfulness in word and act, honesty, purity, teru:perance, consideration and respect
for others, obedience, cleanliness, good manners, duty to country, the discouragement
of bad language and the like.
.
"And as we have found with regret that in recent years this branch of the inspector's duty has not received the attention it deserveu, we therefore think it neces ary
to make it a distinct recommendation that jt should be considered the :first duty of
Iler :Majesty's inspectors to inquire into and report upon the moral training and condition of the scboolci under the various beads set forth above and to impress upon
the managers, teachers, and children the primary importance of this essential element
of all education."
·
PROPOSITIONS ADVANCED BY ADVOCATES OF PURELY SECULAR INSTRUCTIO-·.

The principal witnesses who advocated before the commission the e:x:clusion of religious teaching from all public elementary schools, naturally proposed to supply this
teac~ing by other, and as they think, better means.
With respect to these propositions the commissioners observe : !i
"Two alternate plans have been laid before us by the limited number of witne who have pr?posed to remove religfous instruction from the recognized programme of
a~hool teacbmg. The plan of religious teaching which they appear to favor most i
simply to leave the matter to the zeal of the various denominations acting throo h
Sunday-schools and other voluntary agencies. The other proposal is to organize a
~ S~e in this connection ~tatemont of English educational systein 1 COlllmissioners' report, p. 90.

Final Rop., pp. 124, 12.,,
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system of religious instruction on the Rchool premises, ~ob~ g;i ven daily by volunteers,
either before or after school hours. Both proposals, 1t will be seen, rest o,u the assumption that the children now ?ompelled by law ~o attend th~ school for a certain
number of hours daily would be rnduce..d by persuasion voluntarily to attend at other
times for the sake of this supplementary instruction. Dr. Crosskey, the chief advocate of these views, was closely pressed as to the proba~)ility of this assumption:being
realized, but he failed to satisfy us that there was reasonable ground for believing
that out of school hours the voluntary attendance of children could be counted on to
receive the religious teaching which is on all hands ' admitted to Le necessary fot
them. * * *
"Evidence has been la:cl before us showing that, at least in large towns, many day
scholars are not in regular attendance at any Sunday-school, and among the absentees
a large proportion will naturally belong to the neglected classes. On these it is espe- _
cially desirable that religious influences should be brought to bear, and yet, if no
other provision be made for their religions instruction during the week, t,h ~y will
practically go witholl-t it. In support of this branch of his scheme,-Dr. Crosskey could
only exJ>ress his belief that 75 ,per c_ent. of the children in Birmingham ~oard S?hools
attended some Sunday-school, leavmg one-quarter of the whole unprov1d·ed with religious instruction from this source. According to the evidence of a1~other member of
that board, 4 years ago there were as many as 25,000 day scholars in Birmingham
alone not attendin"g Sunday-school, though many of these may haye been infants too
young to attend."
·
In connection with this statement on the part of the commissioners it is interesting
to recall certain public utterances made at different times by Mr. Mundella. When
that gentleman was vice-president of the committee of council on education, and virtual head of the education department, he was_ eiectecl al.!30 to serve 1 year as
president of the Sunday-school union. ·while uniting the•two offices in his own person he made an a;ddress at Glasgow in which he is reported as saying: "The result of
my inquiries is this, that just a8 we increase the number on the rolls of our day
schools we are increasing the number on the rolfs of our Sunday-schools. In the
great town1 that I represent we have compulsion in vigorous operation. I say that
in the burgh that I represent, although we have clone everything that we possibly ·
could to bring the children into the day school, a careful and accurate computation of
• the number on the roll of the Sunday-school shows that there is a larger number attending the Sabbath-schools than there is attending the ' day schools, and I
have been told that it is the same in this city of Glasgow. That is surely a hopeful
feature for the moral and religious aspect of education. It means that the children
that go to Sunday-school go instructed, with the facts of history and the knowledge '
of religion in their minds. They go with their minds receptive and prepared to receive religious impressions. They do not require to be taught with the d'rudgery
which I experienced as a Sunday-school teacher, when I had to teach lads. as big as
myself to put three or four letters together. They are open and receptive, and1 the
work is easier for th:e teacher."
.
,.
· 1
In a speech made m August, 1889, m the House of Commons, rn the course ofa debafo
upon a proposition to increase the education budget for 1888-89, Mr. Mundella .e xpressed the belief that there was more and better religious teaching to-day than at anv
time during this century. There was, according to him, an irreligious England nearly
a century ago, when Joseph Lancaster began to teach children to read and spell texts;
but now the.;re were 4,600,000 children under instruction, and almost every child was
receiving good, solid, religious instruction. A clergyman of the Church of England,
a member of the school board committee, had written ~ letter to him stating that the
religious instruction of the school board in London was at least eq al to and in most
cases better than the religious instrnction of the voluntary schools; and that was
the case throng:iiout the country. There were, in proportion to the population, 40
per cent. more m Sunday-schools than there were in 1851, and the number on the
re~ister was 5,200,000, or 500,000 more than on the register of day schools.
The weig}lt that should be attached to Mr. Munclella's testimony may be inferred
from the fact that he was originally appointed upon the commission whose report is
before us, but resigned his seat at the beginning of the sittings on account of the
pressure of other official duties.
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE COMMISSIONERS.

The deliberations of the commissioners resulted as was to have been anticipated,
fo a majority and a minority report.
The principal conclusions and recommendations of the majority respecting religions and moral instruction are here presented.
1
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-,

"W:hile we desire," they say, "to secure for the childr~n in the public elementary
schools the best and most thorough instmct ion in s.e cular subjects suitable to their
years, and in harmony with the requirements of their future life, we are also nn an.i·
mously of the opinion that their reli~ious and moral training is a matter of still
hirrher impor~ance alike to the children, the parents, and the nat10u . That t here
ca~1 be no doubt from the statement of the witnesses, whether favo·r able or host ile to
te:whing religion in day schools, and from the testimony afforded by the action of
both school boards ancl ,oluntary schools, as to the opinion of t,he country generally
on the su.bj ect of religions and moral training in clay schools, ancl that :.i.ll the evi.
deuce is pmctically nua Dimous as tq the desire of the parents for the religious and
moral training of their children.
_
"That to secubl'ize elementary education would be a _violation of the wishes of
parents, whose views in such a matter are, we think, entitled to the first consider ation .
.
"That the only safe foundation on which to construct a theory of morals, or to
secure big,b moral condu.ct,is the religion which our Lord Jesus Christ has taught the
world. Tllat as we look to the Bible for instruction concerning1norals, and take its
words for the declaration of what is morality, so we look to the san;ie inspired so urce
for the Sf nctions b,Y_w11ich 'men may bo ~ed to practice what is there taught, au d for
instruction concernrng the helps by which they may be enabled to do what they
have learnetl to be right.
"That the evidence does not warrant the conclusion that religious and moral
training can be amply provided otherwise than through the medium of elementar y
schools.
_ "'rhat, in the case of a <!onsiderab1e number of children, if they do not receive
religions instruction and training from the teachers in the pn blic eleme.utary schools,
they will receive none, and. that this would be a matter of the gravest concern to the
state.
"That a11 ,r egisters should be marked before the religious teaching and observ.
·ances begin, scrupulous care being taken, in accordance with the lotter and spirit uf
the education acts, to provide for the case of children whose parents object to such
teaching and observances.
"That it is of the highest importance that the teachers who are charged with the
moral training of the scholars shoulcl continue to take part in the religionR inst.r ue.
tion, and that any separation of the teacher from the r eligious teaching of tile school
would be injurious to the moral and secular training of the scholars.
"That we can not recommend the plan which bas heeu snggested of religious in·
struction to Le given by vo1nutary teachers on the school premises out of school
homs. That such a plan would be no efficient substitt1te for the existing system of
utilizing the school s taff and the hours of school attendance for this purpose, a system which bas taken deep root in the country and appears to give general satisfac.
tion to the parents.
·
"That the state can not be constructively regarded as endowing religious eclncation, when, under the conditions of the act of 1870, it pays annnal grants in aid of
voluntary local effort for secnlar instruction in schools in which religious instruc-tion forms part of the programme.
"That the fourteenth section of the act of 1870, which forbids any denominational
catechism or formulary to be taught in board schuols, merel.v provided for perfect
11eutrality among Christian denominations. It does not exclude from the school
ins truction in the religion of nature, that is, the existence of God and of natural moral.
Hy, which, apart from belief in the existence of God, can not be intelligibly t aught
or nu,lerstood.
" 'flwt the conscience clause is stra.ngely mi sconstrued when it is understood to
'pr vent the possibility of any allusion to religious snbjects during the ordinary
honrs of instrnction,' or to preclude a teacher from 'IJringiug the sanction of the
Chr istian r eli gion to b ear' on ariy moral offense, such as lying, which requires atten·
tion llurin~ t hese hours.
" Tlrn,t inas much as parents are compelled to send their children to schoo1, it is jn
al.11 desirnlJl e thnt, as far as possible, they should be enabled to send them to a school
sn ita.hle to their reli g ious convictions or preferences.
· " TJ1 a t in r;cbools of a denominat ional character, to which parents are compelled
t o end th eir children, the p arents have a rig ht to require an operative conscience
c lau e, and t llat care be t ak en that the children shall not suffer in any way in con
()_uence of their taking a dvantage of the conscience clause.
" 'l'b ~t t he abs n~e of a ny s ubs tantiated case of complaint, and the general drift of
t he evi d nee, con vince us that the conscience clause is carefully observed both by
t eachers and managers.
" That we recognize, nevertheless, the importance of removing, if possible, anr
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snspicjon of unfair play or undue influence in
clause from the minds of those who entertain such 1mpress10ns; and any f:i.uther pre·
cautions which might tend in that directio~, with_out compromisiug still higher interests, are deserving of the most careful cons1derat10n.
.. .
.
.
.
.
"That, greatly as the estimate of th~ value of th~ re~rg~ons m.~truct1on g~ven m
board schools varies with the standpomt from which 1t 1s regarded, there 1s good
ground for concluding that where care is b_estowe_d 01;1 t~1e_ organization of f;il~ch
instruction, and sufficient time is allowed for 1mpart111g 1t, 1t 1s of a n~ture t_o :ifle~t
the comciencc and influence the conduct of the children of whose d:uly tramrng it
for.ms a part.
. .
. .
.
'
"That it is much to be hoped that the rehg10us and moral trammg mall elemen_tary schools may be raised to the high standard which h:ts been already reached m
manv of them.
·
"That exactly the .same facilities to hold annual examinations of their schools in
religious knowledge 1:1hould be given bylaw to school boards as are now allowed under
section 76 of the act of 1870 to the managers of voluntary schools.
"That increased support should be given by the. state to the moral elemen_t of
training in our schools, almost the only I"eference to the importance of S';JC~ rn_at~ers
made uv the State beino- that which js made in the code under the bead of d1sc1plme.
"That general fu.ndtmental and fixed instructions to Her Majesty's inspectors
should bfllaid down as to moral training,. making it an essen 'al condition of the efficiency of a public elementary school that its teaching should comprise such matters
as instruction in duty and reverence to parents, honor and truthfulness iu word and
act, honesty, consideration and respect for others, obedience, cleanliuess, good manners, purity, temperance, duty to country, the discouragement of bad language, add
the like.
"That it should be the first duty of Her Majesty's inspectors to 1nqufre into and
report upon the moral training and condition of the schools under the various heads
set forth and to impress upon the managers, teachers, and children th.e primary, irnportance of this essential element of all education."
·
This report bears the following signatures, subject to certain reservat,ions on the
part of those whose names are starred. None of these reservations, however, related
directly to the subject .here considered.
Cross ( chairman).
Henry Edward Card. Manning.*
Norfolk.
Harrow by.
Beauchamp.
F. Londin.
Norton.
Frances R. Sandford.
B.F. Smith.

James H. Rigg.
Robert Gregory.
Thomas D. C. Morse.
Charles H. Alderson.
John G. Tal\Jot.
S. G. Rathbone.
F. Cavendish, Secretary.
June 27, 1888.

MINORITY REPORT •

. The differences_ of opinion between the minority and the majority of t)le commiss10ners were radical and related as much to the '' general tone and argument of t.be
report as to its summary of conclusions." Hence the signatures of the minority to
the r~l~?rt of the majority _would ha~e conveyed a false impressioD; of their po~ition,
even 1t _important reservat10ns bad been noted. They emphasize rn particular their
utt~r d1sagre~~ent with the m~jority in respect to the matter ?f religious traiuing.
While rccogwzmg "that the formation of the character of chtlclren attendino- ele·
mentarr schools is of permaneut importance alike to the children, the parents~ and
~he nat1?n," they_expr~ss thb fear "~hat th~ r~commendations, regarding religious
rnstruct10n contamed m the report of the :na.Jonty would leau. to a renewal of bitter
disputes and rivalries which were, and are, happily subsiding. , These · differences
alone," they say, "even in the absence of any others, compel us to set forth our conclusions in this report.
With respect to the recommendations of their colleagnes, they say: "Hav1.ng
regard t? the g!eat diversities of opinion arnon~ 0!1r countrymen ?n religious subjects,
~nd ha~mg serious_ clo~bts whether moral trammg cau be satisfactorily tested by
mspect10n or exammat1on, we do not believe that the recommendations contained in
thi~ portion of the report of our colleagues would promote the object which we
desire.
"We reco_gnize that for the great mass of the people of this country, religious and
moral tea?hrng are most intimately connected, and that, in their judgment, the value
a_nd effect1ven~ss of the latter depend, to a very great extent, upon religious sanct10ns: We thmk that t~e present libert:f of religious teaching, recognized by the
law for local managort:1, 1s an ample security that so long as the prevalent opinion
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of 1he country remains unchanged, the education of the children and the formation
of their character will be based upon those principles which are dear to the ma of
the people.
'' Bearing in mind the fact that, in only 8 per cent. of tLe voluntary schools
answering our cirpular were the registers :finally closed before. the religious teaching
and observances, and that about the same proportion appeared in the returns from
head teachers, we dissent from the proposal that the present liberty of managers
should be interfered with by requiring them :finally to close all registe:r;s before the
reli 0o-ious teaching and observances. At the same time, ·in the interest of discipline
a11d puuctuality, we should be glad to see any regulations introduced which wonld
not be exposed to the charge of indirectly enforcing that attendance on religion
teaching which should be voluntary; we therefore recommend that, where there is
but one room and one_ teacher, attendance be not compulsory till after the time of
religious teaching, but where there is more than one teacher and a class-room, that
children withdrawn from religious teaching, be given secular instruction in a separate room.
"We dissent from the statement that the fourteenth section of the act of 1870
merely provided for perfect neutrality among Christian denominations. Jews, free
thinkers: and any other persons who refuse to intrust the religious teaching of their
children to others, are all equally entitled, both under section 14 and under section 7,
to a perfect exemption rom any instruction in religious subjects a,t any time while
the school is open .•
"We think that the evidence shows that tbe moral teaching under our present
school system has been mdst valuable, and this is given throughout the whole school
time largely by the personal influence of the teacher, and is not confined to specific
religious teaching, but can also be given through secular illustrations.
"While we attach the very greatest importance to the moral ele.ment in our
national education, we differ from our colleagues in their recommenilation that it is
to the state we should look for increased support to the moral element of training in
our schools. We would rather look to the local interest taken a,nd to the influence
that mauagers and parents can bring to bear on the conduct of the school, together
with the personal character of the teacher for maintaining that high moral standard
among the scholars which it is the object of the state to secure. While we approve
of the present requirement that the managers shall satisfy the inspector tlJat all
reasonable care is taken in the moral training of the children, we think it would be
a misfortune if in any way the duty of fully ascertaining the moral conduct of the
school were transferred to the inspector from the managers. The inspector can notice
manifest faults of conduc1!_, but he can not really estimate the full value of the higher
moral influences that are tound pervading a thoroughly good school.
"While we insist upon moral teaching and belie,e that more systematic moral
teaching, if given with earnestness, would have a very valuable influence on the
characters of the scholars, we think that any systematic inspection of morals by Her
Majesty's inspector, such as is suggested in the chapter on the parliamentary grant,
would not only be of no value, but would, where the local managers and teachers did
not themselves feel the importance of moral influences, be of positive injury as leading to hypocritical and mechanical teaching of that which must come from a free
expression of conscientious conviction." 1
The signatures to the minority report are as follows:

I Thomas
Sydney Buxton.
Edmund Heller.

E. Lyulph Shinley.
Joh:q Lubbock.
B. Samuelson.
R. W. Dale.

Henry Richard.
George Shipton.

EXTRACTS FROM ADDRESSES DELIVERED AT A PUBLIC CONFERENCE ON TRE REPORT
OF THE ROYAL CONFERENCE, EXETER HALL, LONDON, NOVEMBER 20 A~TD 21,

1888. 2

Extract from the address of the Right Hon. J. Stansfeld, M. P.:
''There were," the speaker said, "2,478 parishes in school-board district , and there
were 9,6 pari hes outside school-board districts, and containing practically only
ch?rch school . Was this to be accepted as the permanent ruie and condition of
tbrng f No. The church school party argued that it hart their conscience as much
to ha.~ board schools which did not teach creeds paid for out of the rates and tax
to which they contributed as it hurt the consciences of nonconformists to be oblirred
t~ :pay for church schools. There was, however, no parallel between those two cru; ,
If churchmen were not atisfied with the religions teachinCT in board schools let them
supplement tho ·e schools with their own. The remedy _w as in their own hands. Wha
1
2

See Final Report, 1888, pp. 244, 245.
AB reported in the Nonconformist and Independent.
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· did they exist for Y They spoke of the conscience clause as a sufficient defense for nonconformists, but at that very moment they were endeavoring to undermine it. * *
' (Non conformists knew from experience that the conscience clause was no sufficient
protection. He should regard it as a social and political offense to force him, a djssenter, to send his child to a church school, one of the objects of which was to buttress up the Established Church."
·
From address of Mr. A. H. D. Acland, M. P.:
One of his dwn constituents in a pit village had sent him a letter, in which he sai-d:
"The school board has greatly improved the tone of workingmen. The workingmen bad begun to think for themselves. At the last school-board election there were
nine candidates-one gentleman, three farmers, and :gve workingmen, and four
workingmen got in and one farmer." In contrast to that he would refer to the parish in which he himself lived in North Wales. There were l,tiOO people in that parish, and a very big church, with perhaps an average congregation of 25 or 30. Out
of the 1,600 at least 1,500 were nonconformists. There were two schools there, and
the sole management of them was in the hands of the clergy. 'l'he result was that
the schoois were starved in a way which was perfectly scandalous. He remembered
the old dame schools, and he never saw any elementary schools more like those than
the school which was within a very short distance of bis own house. There were µien
in that parish perfectly competent and most anxious to take part in the arra,ngements
for the education of the children. but they were poor people and could not raise a
school of their own. In another parish, not far distant, a great struggle was going
on. For several years they got on very well, because the clergyman was a sensible
man, but his successor said "I will double the fees for nonconformist children."
Then the poor.farmers and labor~rs set about getting a school of their own, and they
were determined to have one un<ler the control of the majority of the people. The
position of Wales in this matter was very grave. Not only were the people bearing
the expense of maintaining a multitude of chapels throughout the land, but if they
were to have any effective control over the education of their children they must
pay for the education too. In many country parislles the great harmonium question
was more important than that of education. Before all things it was thought neces->
sary that the teacher should be a good player on the harmonium. An ius1)ector saia
to him the other day, "The teacher of this school is almost utterly untit to cnrry it
on. I have been to the clergyman about it, but he said·, 'He- has just got bis old
mother come to live with him, and that_will make it impossible to remove him.'"
When it was remembered what was at stake in tbis matter, such consi<lerations
ought not to be allowt\d for a single 1,DOment to stand in the way. Harmoniums and
old mothers were all very well, but the education of the cou11try was of much more
importance. They could not afford now anything which would drag education backwards. 'fhe questions of improved buildings, trained teachers, higher elementary
and secondary education were now vital matters. Their motto must be efficiency
everywhere and progrnss wherever we could obtain it.
Rev. Mr. Goddard, of Keswick, stated that in that town the number of children on
the school roH was 630, of whom 360 attended nonconformist Sun<lay-schools, and
yet there was not a single day-school there in which -qnsectarian education could be
obtained. •
Extract from speech of Mr. T. Snape, of Liverpool:
',
Commenting upon the recommendation of the royal commiss ion to the effect that,·
inasmuch as parents were compelled to send their children to sclwo1, they ought to
be enabled to send them to a school that was suitable to their religious convictions
or preferences. Mr. Snape said: "That might be ·a very satisfact,ory view to the
majority who were interested in Church of England schools, which alone existed in
some 10,000 parishes of the country; but if it were followed out to its logical conclusion it meant that those who had no faith in some of the teaching given in those
schools had a rjght also to have a school jn accordance with their ideas of true edu·
cation and r eligion. In those 10,000 parishes the children of all nonconformists
were compelled to attend Church of England schools1 many of them being ignorant
of the power which the conscience clause gave them, or unwilling, for fear of obloquy,
to take advantage of it. The religious instruction consisted largely of the doctrines
of the church catechism, and children who never had godfathers or godmothers were
taught to say that their godfathers and godmothers gave them their names in baptism, and that in baptism they were made' members of Christ und inheritors of the
Kjngdom of Heaven.' Many of them held such doctrines to be pernicious and untrue,
and they ought not to be called upon to submit to such instruction being continued."
· From paper presented by Rev. Dr. Crosskey, of Birmingham i
"If the principle of representative government has to be alive- in England, the
time must come sooner or later when every school in receipt of public money during
its ordinary secular hours must be nuder public control. What was called the de·
nominational system was not in any way capable of satisfying the educational ·wants
of the people, and no part of the :population should be doomed to an inferior educa-
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tion in order to support any ecclesiastical party. Sir William Hart-lJyke had declared that next session the Government will have proposals to make. 'lhe state of
our educational institutions was such that any proposal made must inevitably ext ad
or retard the develorment of the school-board system. If proposals were made for
improvements, the plea of denominationalists would be that they had no money,
and they woulu ask for increased fnnds. Experts knew perfectly well how voluntary
schools could be nourished and sustained e11tirely apa.rt from throwing them on the
rates. The disclaimers of the Government did not touch the heart of the matter.
In throwing over the claim to put these schools on the rates tbey were simply throwing Jonah to the whale in order to lighten the ship; bnt mo&t indubitably they <lid
not say that they were the friends of schools mana.ged by the people in the people's
interest, Nothing but a definite and distinct policy would sa.ve the rea.l cause of
education at this crisis."
l!'rom address of Rev. Hugh Price Hughes, M.A.:
"No denomination, except the Church of England, had introduced n.ny sectarian
religious difficulty in connection with euucation, but the Church of England had
never yielded a single point to religious freedom in the schools dnriug all this century, except at the point of the bayonet. Even now this boastecl conscience clause
was a dead letter iu the rural districts, except where thert, waH a school l>oard and a.
vigila.ut public opinion to protect the _poor. fo 1886 there were 108 boroughs, 73 nrl>au
sauitary districts, a11d over 10,000 parishes, out of a total of nearly 15,000 parishes,
without a school board or a board school, and in all those places the children were
forced into sectarian schools. Ten milli1.1n people were wi tbont the protection ofscllool
boards. 'l'hc scctal'ian schools into which they were forced were the private property
of the clergymen, and the rate-payers had no control whatever over them. The parish priest di<l what he likeu there, and yet those very schools received nearly 2
millions of public money every year, and they now had the modesty to ask for 2
millions more. By a grim joke they were called 'voluntary schools.' He did not call
them so, for be was not going to tell a lie to please anybody. Out of a total of 7 millions spent this year in education, the voluntary contribution amounted to only
£744,000. The main and constant object of the excellent clerical gentlemen who
carried on what they called voluntary schools w;:t,s not to educate the people, but to
benefit their own sect. This ancient country bad, at the present moment, the most
inefficient educational system in Europe, and the most unsuitable buildings for school
pnrposes. Some of those places were dark and unhealthy and had tile or sto11e floors.
In one of theoe place8, w:e were told, the rough unplastered interior resembled a stable more than a school room. English people allowed the children of the poor to be
driven into a &table in deference to sectarianism. There were hundreds of country
schools in which they taught only the three R's, and a little needlework to the girls.
'!'here was no history, no geography, and no science. The peasantry of England were
being sacriticed on the altar of sectarianism and bigotry. .Another irupeachruent to
be brought against the voluntary system was that it provided most inefficient teachers.
Many of the head teachers could not even pass the ent.rnnce examination of the trainiug colleges. The children were encouraged to leave the schools after they had passed
the fourth stan<lar<l.. It was a monstrou8 thing that country magistrates aud people
of that sort should have any option whatever as to the standard which children were
to pass before leaving the school. .According to the testimony of the recent Blue
Book, the fees in the voluntary schools were arbitrarily raised in the fourth and upper
standards in order to drive away the children.
"There were 4,359 sectarian schools with uncertified bead teachers. * * • The
sec~arian teachen1 were wretchedly paid. There were 11,0W head teachers belonging
to the wealthy Church of England who received in 1886 only between £40 and £5U
a year each; and yet they were the educational Gibeonites-the hewers of wood and
drawers of water for the parish priest. If voluntary school education wa to be
made efficient, it must not be subordinated to the ambitious designs of a proselyting
sect,, but it must be controlled by men whose highest aim was eiliciency. At present, in a majority of parishes, the day school could be used, and in many wa us d,
~ an i1;1strurnent to stamp out nonco11formity. People living-in towns had very little
idea of what wa1:1 going on in that direction in country parishes. He would ca.ll a
liis nr t witnes8 Dean Gott, the former vicar of Leeds. He wrote: 'I hold the political dissenter as an enemy of God and his oonntry.' 'fhus the late Samuel :Morley
anJ the late ir William Mc.Arthur, a11d he believed that he might say the pre en
lord mayor of London, were all enemie8 of their country. Was a clergyman who
h kl such an opinion as that fit to have the uncontrolled management of the education of th poor f 'l'he rector of a village near Basingstoke had recently a erted in
a pastoral letter that men would be a ked on the Day of Judgment whether they h d
att oded church or chapel, and be added: 1 Political dissent is hateful to me, and I
believe thaL it i hateful to the .Almighty.' Such men as these had at the pr n
mom ·nt the uncontrolled edncation of thousands of non~onformists. He had no
quarrel with them if he would leave them alone. He would let them teach, if they
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lih.e1l, that-0very man who entered a Methodist chapel commit.ted a sin a.gainst God,
but they 1aust uot teach it in tp.e name of Englantl, and they, must not teach it witl.J.
the.·money o.f the country."
EXTRACTS FROM THE l<'OREIGN RrnTURNS MADE TO THE Co:vrMISSION SHOWING WHAT
IS DONE IN ELEME NTARY SCHOOLS IN THE MATTElt OF Rl~LIGIOU~ l.NSTRUCTION
AND MOitAL TRAINING IN SOME OF- THE LEADING COUNTRIES OF EUROPE AND IN
CERTAIN BRITISH COLON IES.

The following were tlle questi'ons pertaining to religious fostruction embodied in
the form issued for for eign countries. .For convenience of reference the original
numbering is preserved:
.
,
;
'
Question 16. Do the schools of the state give religious as well a'S secular instruction? And, if so, of wha:t nature? By whom is it given?
·
Question 17. If not, are the school-houses used out of school hours for religious
instruction?
Question 18. Is any provision made for the moral training of tlle children in the
sebools by the ordinary t eachers in the ordinary school hours'? If so, state what rneaus
are taken to secure it.
,
·
Question 19. Is the religious instJ,:nction obligatory on all the scJ10lars? If not,
what provision is made for the religious instruction of the 1ninority f
.
Question 20. Are the teachers in the schools exclusively lay¥

'

RETURNS,
AUSTRIA,

16. They do; and the religions instruction is under the supervision of the church
authoritie_s of the various confessions. In places where no clergyman is available to
give regular religious instruction the secular teacher can be-char'ged (with the consent of the church authority) with the instruction in religion of the scholars of bis
own creed according to the directions of the school inspector. If any church or religious body fails to provide for the instruction of its members, the provincial schooL
aut,hority takes whatever steps are necessary.
'
18. The primary schools proYide "moral and religious" as well as secular instruction.
19. Yes. As to the re1igiom1 instruction of the minority, its ·own church authorities
mmit provide for it. 'rhe parents must also secure domestic religious instruction.
20. Any Austrian subj ect may become a teacher; consequently non-laymen are not
excluded.
BAYAitIA.

16. Religious education forms part of the curriculum, and is given by the parish
priest.
17. No.
18. Yes; the teachers are bound to look aftei· the moral training as well as the
edn_ca ti~n of pupils, and the teachtirs must support the parents in the bringing up of
th, ·u cbtldren.
19. Yes.
~O. As a gen eral rule all are lay. }.<jxception: Convent schools; smail parishes,
where th e parish priest is also teacher.
BELGIUM.

16. 'l'be communes can inscribe religious and moral instruction at the head of the
curriculum of all O[ of some of their elementary sc}iools. This fostrnction is given
at the comn;iencement or at the end of the school hours; chHdren, at the request of
th eir parents, are bxem pted from attending such instruction.
In many schools the (Catholic) catechism. is taught and sacred history. Generally
speaking the teachers give the instruction in religion under the control of the
clergy.
·
17. No.
18. Generally speaking, moral training is united to the religious teaching. At the ·
sam e tim e, in various subj ects, such as reading, mother-tongue history, the teacher
docs not lose sight of moral education, nor does he do so during the play hours.
HJ. Religious instruction is not obligatory; the following guarantees are provided
by the law for the rights of the minority:
_(ct) In t_he ca<ie of a commune in which twenty heads of famili es having children
of school :.gc ask that their children should be exempted from ai,sistiug ~t religious
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In each of these clrnpters on social mora1it.y, the attention of the scholar shall be
called, without entering into metaphysical discu~H1ons, to1. Tho difference between clut,y and interest, even when tboy seem to be blended
toget,her; that is to say, the imperative and di),Jin teresteu chn.racter of duty.
2. The uistinctiou between the written law and the moral law. The first fixes a.
ruaximum of requirements which society impo1,1es upon all its members uncler fear of
certain prescribed punishments; the second imposes upou every man in the secret of
bis own conscience, a duty which no outward authority constrains him to fulfill, bot
which he can not omit without feeling himself culpable towards him::mlf and towards
God.
HOLLAND.

.

16. No. As regards this subject, see articles 22 and 33 of the law.
17. For that object, in the year 1885, in 298 communes, 620 school premises were
rn,ed by teachers of religion.
18. The answer to this question is contained iu Articles 22 and 133 of the law.
19. No.
~O. Yes; that is to say, they must not wear the distinctive garb of their order; but
ecclesiastics are not excluded, as they are in France, for example.
HUNGARY.

16. Yes, according to the denomination, the members of the latter providing for it.
17. It forms part of the regular curriculum, combined with religious instruction,
both being given during school hours, but separately, according to religious persua.sion.
18. Yes.
19. Not those who instruct in religion.
20. Practically, not.
·
ITALY.

I

16. Religious instruction is only given in cases where it is specially requested, and
then out of school hours.
·
18. One of the courses of instraction is that of "rights and duties," and in this
tho teachers are chiefly taken up with moral education, although moral education is
not forgotten in other branches, as especially those of language and history.
.
19. It is obligatory for no one beyond the limits of the Catechism and Holy Scripture. (See answer to question No. 16.)
20. Of 40,000 teachers only 4,0uO belong to the regular or secular clergy: The
remainder are all laymen.
PRUSSIA.

16. In all the elementary schools the religious instruction is compulsory, as well as
the other branches of instruction. The reUgious instruction is given, according to
the section8 14-21 of the "Genoral Regulations" by the teachers, exceptionally by
clergymen and by special teachers of religion.
17. The schoolhouses are sometimes used out of school hours for religious instruction, but that is of no consequence at all, nor is it an interior connection w:ith the
elementary s9hools.
18. Here we can only point out that the Prussian elementary school in principle
not 0Ji1ly aims at instruction, but as much also at the moral training of the children.
'fhe plan and the practice of fostruction are regulated from this point of view. The
ordinary teachers take care of the moral training of the children at all hours.
19. Yes. Also for the reli1dous instruction of· the minority provisions are made,
partially at the expense of the state. For this purpose means are regularly granted
by the Government.
20. Yes.
SAXONY.

16. Roligious instruction is given in Protestant schools by the master, in Catholic
school by priest.
1.. . l!'alls under "reli~ious" instruction as "ThE\ory of Morals and Duty."
.
19. Y s; but a minority of Catholic scholars would be taught by a local Uathohc
pde t if such is available.
20. Prot stauts; yes.
BERNE.

lfi. Yes.
. The re!igion_ instruction i given by the teacher or by a mini. ter of religion : but
m the. Catholic schools the Prote tant children, and in the Protestant cbools the
C.:i.thohcs, are exempted from attendance. There are also exceptions for the Jew .
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17. By permission of the school board the buildings may be used out of school hours
for religious instruction or other purposes.
.
.
.'
18. By the school law of 1870 the orc~inary teachers are bound to provide for tb'.e
moral training of the children by all or<lmftry means.
,
19. See No. 16. It is left to the parents.
20. No; but persons belonging to "religious orders" are excluded.
GENEVA.

16. No.
17. No.
G
18. They are brought up t,o believe in republicanism as the only true form of ov-

. ernment · other moral training is left to the parents.
19. Th~re is no relicrious instruction in the schools. The st~te gives a certnin sum
yearly to the corporation of" Pasteurs," call~d the "Consistoire," w:ho give religious
instruction to their children sent them by their parents. The sum gtven by the state
is 6,000 francs (£240).
'
20. Yes.

I .

QUEBEC.

16. Yes. In the Roman Catholic schools the catechism of that church is taugl1 t as
a re(l'ular school subject. In Protestant schools Scripture history and.the Gospels are

taught, and the schools are opened with .Bible reading and prayer. The religious in. struction is given by the regular teachers.
17. No.
18. Teachers are required to give lessons upon the subject of good morals as a regular part of the course of study.
·
,
19. The great majority of the schools of the province are distinctly Roman Cathohc
or Prot~stant. !n the case of ~i~ed schools reli~iou_s instruction is ~iven in accordance with the v1ews of the maJonty, and the mrnonty are exempt from attendance
at that hour.
~~ONTARIO.

16. The law provides that pupils shall be allowed to receive such religious instructions as their parents or guardians desire, according to any general regulations provided for the organization, government, and discipline of public schools.
18. Tho following are the departmental regulatious on this subject:
Moral and 1·eligio1.1s instructfon.-No course of nioral instruction is prescril,>cd. The
-teacher is expected, however, by his personal example, as well a8 by tho e~erciAe of
his authority and by instruction, to imbue every pupil with respect for those moral
obligations which underlie a well-formed character. Respect for those iu antl10rity
and for the aged, courtesy, true manliness, reverence, truthfnJness, honesty, etc., caµ
best be inculcated as the occasion arises for referring to them. 'fhe religions exercises of the school should be conducted without haste. and ·w ith the utmost reverence
and <le~orurn.
,19. The law enacts that no person shall require any pupil in any public school to
read or study in or from any religions book, or to join any exercise of devotion or religion objected to by his or her parents or guardians.
20. Yes; but not necessarily so.
PRINCE

16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

EnwARD

lE!LAND.

Only secular.
No.
No special provision.
No provision is made for religious instruction.
Yes.
MANITOBA,

16. Schools under the m:mag-ement of the Protestant section of the bonrd. of education are required to ba,Ye Bilile reading daily, and are opened aud closed with
prayer. The ten commandments :rnd the Lord's prn.yer nre also taught but there is
no (lrnominational religions teachi11g-. Schools under the manacreruent 'of the Catholic section of the l>oar<l have a foll system of religious teaching by the teachers under
direction of tbe church authorities.
17. No; except that in rural school districts schoolhouses are frequently used on
Snnday for church and Sunday-school purposes.
1 . Moral teaclling is preHcri bed as a subjoct of iustrnction by oral lessons in Protestant schools, and is included in the religious instruction given jn Catholic schools.

,

:
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The means taken to secure it are (1) in strict requirements as to character from
persons applying for a license to teach, a:µd (2) by efficient inspection.
19. All primary schools in the province being Protestant and Catholic, the requirements stated in question 16 are found practicable and do not require the provision of
special rules for a minority.
20. In the Protestant schools, yes; in the Catholic, no.
QUEENSLAND.

16. No.
17. Applications from ministers of religion or "other persons desirous of giving

religious instruction to the children in the school buildings out of school hours must
be made to the minister," and are favorably entertained by him. This permission is
not very generally availed of.
.
18. No special provision is made for the moral training of children in the schools by
the ordinary teachers in the ordinary school hours,· but the moral training of the
cbiluren is regarded as part of the ordinary duties o every teacher.
rn. No religious instruction is obligatory on any scholar.
20. '' Ministers of religion and persons acting as local preachers or Bible readers
can not hold appointments as teachers."
SOUTH AUSTRALIA.

lfl. No.
17. Very seldom.

lo. The regulations require every teacher "to train his pupils in habits of cleanliness, industry, punctuality, obedience, truthfulness, honesty, and consideration for
others."
·
19. Special moral .tessons are given weekly.
20. In the government, schools they are so, but not in private establishments.
TASMANIA.

16. Ministers of religion are allowed to instruct children of their several denominations during stated periods, half an hour in morning and half an hour in afternoon.
17. Schoolhouses may, with the permission of the board of advice, be used for Sunday-school teaching.
18. Bible history is taught, and the readers in use inculcate morality.
rn. Children are not obliged to attend while ministers of religion of other denominations than their own are engaged in teaching. The system in vogue does not provide for dogmatic teaching of any; it i8 secular.
20. Yes.
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CHAPTER XVII (A).
CO-EDUCATION OF THE SEXES.
SUBSTANCE OF AN ADDRESS DELIVERED BY P. Voss BEFORE THE SIXTH SCANDINAVIAN SCHOOL CONFERENCE IN COPENHAGEN, AUGUST, 18!:10.

In bis introduction the speaker made humorous referencsi to tlte "squinting pedagogues" of the eighteenth century, as ·he called them, or pedagogues who did not
look at a thing from the st.andpoiut of the laws of nature and of life, but according
to artificial cut-and-dried theories. The practical and progressive ideas of the eighteenth century did not harmonize, he said, with the pedagogical ideas with which that
generation was penetrated.
In the judgment of the speaker, the means of escaping the tendency to narrow
views are observa1ion and experience.
With re~ard to co-education, Dr. Voss said that probably he was chosen to introduce the subject 011 account of the larger expE:'rionce of Norwegian educators in this
matter. But as 1bat country's own experience is only of short duration, he fountl
himself obliged to lead his hearers over the ocean to the great Republic of tlie Westi
and eastward to Finland, which nations for some time have followed the same road
as the Norwegians.
To my knowledge, he said, co-education as a makeshift in public schools with
slender resources has-been practiced in all European centers of civilization ever since
schools existed, or at least from the moment when nations became conscious that
women have a right to education as well as men. Starting from this historical beginning the question arises: Is co-education also admissible iu the higher schools, or
do their more complicated courses of study, differing according to the future positions
and vocations of students, offer decisive obstacles to co-education 1
.At present, be said, I will treat in particular of the elementary schools, i.e., schools
for children up to 15 to 16 years of age, that period when interior and exterior circum tances, al:! a rule, naturally prompt the youth to think of his futnre career, bis
means of livelihood, and consequently of the great import.ance of directing his school
etlucatiou to a definite end. It would be useles8 to enter particularly upon the question
of the proper status of co-education in universities and gymnasia, in normal school ,
in a word, in all classes of higher institution s, which as a general rule are tle igued
to be for males or females alone (" separate" schools). As soon as the condition
and facts which determine the place of co-education in the public schools are made
sufficiently clear, the pedagogical probl em will be solved iu its most important part.
It is principally from the elementary schools, or as we say in Norway, the middle
schools (rn'iddelskoler ) that we Norsemen have gained our experjence.
The number of higher schools, middle schools, and gymnasia, in Norway, where
co-education in a greater or less extent bas been tried up to the present time may be
put down at forty. In about thirty middle schools (with mixed schools belongin cr
thereto) the practice has been fully carried out. The number of pupils in tl.Je~e
schools ranges from 40 or 50 up to 250. In general the male sex fumisbes the majority
of pupil , but little by little this excess is diminishing. In the largest school known
to me, i.e., SandeJ]ord's middle school, I found an almost equal distribution; in one
clas the boys predominated, but iu another the girls. In a few of these schools
originally a kind of lower burgher schools, co-education was introduced at their fir
establi lmient, about twenty years ago; but in most of them co-education has been
actually practiced only five or six years.
Co-education in middle schools received the approbation of the antborities first
aft r a preliminary debate in tho Storthing (legislative body) in the pring of 1 4,
whi h was occasioned by a request from the commercial city Br vik, for a public
ontribution to a communal middle school for boys and girls. That, 1,roke the i_ce.
.A few y a.rs later ad partmental circular opened alsct tho gymnasia for female pop1 ,
and th xa.mple of Brevik found many followers. Under the :fi.uancial pres. ure of
th <l cade 1 70 0 nnm rous midclle schools were estahlislrncl, both in cities and in
th conntry, which in the following straitened year ,veig-hed hard upon t,he c?mmllllal bn<lget . For sev ra.l of these schools co-education with its gren.t econounc
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adv11utages offered the only security from fiuancial 'ruin. That the highe_r school
education ha,s become so deeply rooted in as it is among our population is essentially '
due to co-education.
We should also notice how coeducation, step by step, has gained- Lts w~y. This
system was tlrst, cautiously introduced in the small lower classes; to these in time
were added the lowest middle classes; and after an i~terval tqe 11:irls, on account of
their standiuo-, received admittauce to the graduatmg c,lasses, and finally people
came to the c~nclusion tliat coeducation would be the most practical and satisfactory system. Only in a few communities, which for a longer period have had wellequipped girls' schools, the matter is so arranged that these schools transfer the girls
who want to take the higher courses to the highest boys' schools or to the next highest classes. While in this manner some schools stopped half way, o:u the other hand
no retrograde steps have been taken. Coeducation, where it has once found entrance, has steadily gained ground. I am in posscSflion of statements, the speaker
continued, from the leading men of our mixed schools, and I wiU take advantage
of this opportunity to give hearty tbanks for the full, clear, and suggestive answers
sent to me. The statements therein also refer to p11blic feeling both against and for '
the system. It is repeatedly mentioned that coeducation has met with doubt and
opposition. But at present it appears to me that dissatisfaction has subsided; nowhere do people wish a change; on the contrary, lively expressions of satisfaction·
frequently occur.
It is easily understood and is emphai;ically expressed in many of the statements
that economical interests carry special weight in the eyes of the treasurers in fav-or .
of coeducation. Apart from a few theorists it was doubtless everywhere at first . . _
on account of economy that a general eentiment was aroused in favor of ~ixed
schools. Parents preferred to have their children iustructeu together, instead of ha.v=ing only one part, the boys, taught, or of having them instructed separately at twofold expense. Some add that they prefer this system instead of having their children inefficiently instructed. The mixed school .renders it possible to make a more '
complete grading. A generation ago it was thought natural in all public schools of
our cities that the boys and girls should be separated as soon as the number of . the
pupils was latge enough to support two schools.
, A reaction has been brought about in many places, and more weight is attached to
classifying the pupils according to ability and age t,han to sex. ln this manner several
of our schools have been reunited, and I have <;mly heard of favorable results.
The questions I have presented · to my Norwegian colleagues can be cpnJensed as _
follows:
.
·
1. How do the mixed schools affect the health of the girls?
2. How does coeducation accord with the programmes and methods of study'/
3. What influence h:ois it npon morality in school?
Or, in other words, what iit thought of coeducation judged from the standpoint of
the school's triple duty as a physical, intellectual, and ethical training school.
!.-EFFECT OF MIXED SCIIOOLS UPON THE HEALTH OF '.fHE GIRLS.

-

Thanks to the investigations of Prof. Axel Key and of the Danish commission
on hygiene, relative to the sanitary conditio11s of the school population, which have
attracted attention even outside of the Scaudinavian countries, we are better ac.:
quainted with the sanitary condition of Swedish and Danish schools than of those of
any other country. As to Norway, we have no data to present, but it is supposed
that t,he conditions are analogous to those in the neighboring countries. From the
reports of the Swedish and Danish investigations mentioned it is evident that the
sanitary state of the school population is not good, is worse in the schools for girls
than in the school8 for boys; and worst in the higher schools for girls in Sweden. The percentage of ill health, which in the total number of boys' schools in Pen mark
amounts to 29 per cent., rises iu the Latin schools to 32, in teachers' seminaries in
Sweden to 39; and finally, in the thirty-five higher girls' schools wh_ich were investigated, the en·o rmous proportion of 61 per cent. is found (shortsi~htedness not included). Both the Danish school committees assert that the perce_ntages of ill health
stated represent the mi.nimum number. If we schoolmen now refer to expert physicians iu order to find out bow far the school is at fault with regard to this precarious
condition, we shall be left in t,he dark. They mention a number of h;ygienic disadvanta.ges, as insufficient light and air, inadequate heating apparatus, school material,
etc.; too long scho\lJl hours with too short recesses; objectionable distribution oflessons
whh too many studies at home; insufficient hygienic control by the schooJ authorities; the teachers' lack of hJgienic physiological education, etc. But, a.ltbough
these evils are bad enough and should impress all who are connected with schools,
the physicians seem to agree that'' the factors of sickliness are generally of a most
complicated nature, so that it is impossible to isolate them from each other, and that
every atternpt to prove that the children's sickliness depenus, e. g., on the longer or
ED
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shorter school hours, must be condemned." (Statement of the Swedish school committee for girls.)
The Alsace-Lorraine hygienic commission in its report of 1883 attributed the sad
sanitary condition of young people principally to the existing social conditions; the
sedentary life and impracticable dresses of girls; the influence of exciting literature
upon the nervous system, public dancing, light theatrical plays, etc. And the Swed' jsb, school committee-further specifies hereditary tendencies, abuse of alcohol, etc.
Professor Key says, "Schools are as we want them to be;" and he explains with
regard to girls, "It js the extra housework which pro~uces overexertion, there
where the burden is already lrnavy." 'l'he Swedish girls' school committee sympathizes in this with Professor Key. Tho following remarks are worthy of notice:
"According tot.he Danish school com!fiission,_in the Danh1h school~ for ' girls the
daily study hours are longer than with us (m Sweden), the vacat10ns are much
shorter, gymnastics are on a low level, and there are no regular lunch hours; the
school grounds are usually 11ot as well located as in our oountry-a natural consequence of the lower school fees in Denmark. But in spite of these unfavorable conditions, the sanitation in t,he Danish schools for girls is 22 per cent. better than in
the Swedish."
Thus, although we know very little of the actual effect the schools in general have
upon the health of the children, one thing is certain, the health of school girls is on an
average worse than that of boys. It is evident that girls' schools have had less attention paid to their hygienic arrangements than those for boys, and they are even in
our day tveatecl as of secondary consequence by the state. Physical training has
only slowly gained its way. Grown-up persons, the educated~one-sidcd educatedand learned people have measured the child with their own measure and have made
the erudition of the mind, which in many respects would have been a natural object
of their own wishes, the only aim of early school edqcation. The education of boys
in and outside of the school is fortunately improving. The boys take the lead and
the girls follow at a di stance.
·
Many expressions of fresh child life, which for centuries were ,permitted to boys,
hav.e not been considered decorous for girls. A recently published work by..- Pinloche,
a French writer, relating to Basedow and philanthropy, furnishes a retrospective
-view of the school affairs of the sixteenth and seventeenth centur)es which is anything but inspiring. Only think, in a regulation of a gymnu.sium in Eisenaoh, 1676,
we read: The boys are forbidden to bathe and wash in cold water '' because it is a
very dangerous thing to do." They shall refrain frorn skating on the ice, from snowballing, from ball games. Paragraphs upon paragraphs follow, beginning with the
significant words of that time, "astineant," '' fngiant," etc. These paragraphs have
long since been struck out of tbe school regulations for boys, but they were retained
for girls in Scandinavia until late in 011r century; and as antediluvian ~s it may
,11ppear to many, nevertheless it ·is certain tha,t education in school and honse still
otters in many instances to the weaker sex Hamlet's \vords to Oplielia.: !' Frailty,
thy name is woman."
If woman is frail by nature and education, we are so much the less entitled t-0
pnsh from us the favorable means by which to improve her health by offering her
when a child the opportunity to play with the boys, to take walks with them, to
engage in skating and sleighing parties, woou a11 1l field excursions. A frail boy will
always improve in company with stronger boys and under proper cMe. Why should
this not be the case with the sex that has been named the '' weaker Y'1 But a true
fellowship between children, which in our days consists chiefly in their school interests, requires school companionship, school partnership, coeducation.
But we meet with the objection that what we gain in one respect through coeducation, we lof<e in another. The foebler strength of girls will not permit them without overexertion to bear the same amount of work as the boys; the girl's brain will
not be able to assimilate the same amount of learning as that of the boy, or if so, i
will be at the expense of her physical development, which with respect to women
requires many peculiar considerations.
In this way. many people find an obstacle to coeuucation . Unfortunately, we
schoolmen are not, as we shoulrl bo, physiologists, and professional physiologist are
not as a rule pedagogues; a,ud, as scieutil1ts so often disagree, it is bard fora layman
to form a proper jnJ.gment. The information I received from several learned and
experienced physicians ca.n bo comrensed as follows: Up to twelve years of age al
agree that the mixed school can not endanger tho healtli of the girls; after twel.e
years many physician express themselves doubtful, but think it justifiable to procee<l tentatively, keeping the ears open to the voice of experience in whatever d:rectiou its utterance may tend. Some physicians declare decidedly that from the
-physi cal standpoint no objection can l>e raised against the same studies for girls
tho e laid clowu for boys, provided that the girls are brought undar the same favorable hygienic conditiou as the boys. '' If you ca,n provitle the girls with the
physical exercises ao the boys, there will be no clanger," I heard one physician s y.
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Another physician said," Do away ~ith the corset and that wil~ more.than counterbalance the difference in lessons." With regard to the Norwegian mixed schools, the
school committees have tried to forestall every danger and have made arrangements
by which the work in mathematics is somewhat reduced for girls, the division of
middle-school exa.rninations is transferred to an earlier school grade, and finally the
course for girls in the highest class of the middle schools may last two years. 'l'hese
measures permit "at the critical age" both a shortening of daiiy school hours and a
decrease of the general home studies, leaving some spare time for household work.
The arrangement bas of course disadvantages; a two, yearsl course in which a class
of girls is associated in turn with two difterent classes of boys is not a perfect system of coeducation.
But let us looli around in other parts of the world. In severalSt.:1,tes of the United
States coeducation has for generations been practiced, though not without opposition. The physical capacity of the female sex has especially been a burning question.
It is well known that American physicians in medical journals have ascribed a poor
standino- to American women of the better classes, as wives and mothers. One
especially, the late Dr. Clarke, of Boston, in a manner that attracted attention on
this side of the oceall, attributed this evil to coeducation, and prophesied as a consequence thereof a general dPgeneration of the female sex. I followed the movement
as far as was in my power at such a distance, and in the year 1884 I furnished in
Vo1· Ungd01n an account of some contemporary documents, eRpecially of a complete
official report of the spread of coeducation in the United States with the prevailing
opinion on that subject. The report was preparerl by the Commissioner of Education
in Washington, Hon. John Eaton, partly on account of repeated requests for informa:tion from Europe. Mr. Eaton's investigation comprised more than three hundred
large and small cities of the Union, and furnished on the whole remarkable testimony
in favor of mixed schools. The following sentence expressed the general sentiment
of the time: "We are created male and female; all the impulses and activities of
nature enforce coeducation; if we rnust live together we must be educated to that end;
to educate separately is an attempt to change the natural order of human economy."
This information from America contributed to a certain degree to the-advancement
of coeducation in Europe. From the same report, however, it appears that the system met with considerablA opposition in the West, an opposition which in the eyes
of some people received a certain official stamp two years later (i. e., 1885), by a publication of the Bureau of Education. This publication was a circular by Mr. Phii- ,
brick, who for one generation had a great influence upon education in Boston. Mr.
Philbrick's writing is an earnest and distingui1Shed work, the testimony of an experienced schoolman, who regarded the school system of his country more critically than
Americans usually do; it treats more of other subjects, however, and speaks of coeducation only occasionally and somewl.Jat critically, as if it were less appreciated in
.America tban formerly. "Coeducation makes it harder"-this is in short his conclusion-" to remedy the reigning overpressure in the schools and it prevents 'specialization' of schools." Mr. Philbrick is no partisan of the movement which at
present is called "mixed schools." Commissioner Eaton introduces Mr. Philbric]fs
circular with many complimentary words, but at the same time he takes care to make
it plain that the Bureau by publishing this work does not indorse all the opinions
expressed therein. A.s nevertheless the people in Norway and of late the Swedish ·
girls' school committee hav.o constrned Mr. Philbrick's writing as an official retreat
from the standpoint regarding coeducation which th~ Bureau of Education commended in its publication of 1~83, I consider it opportune to-day, with reference to
the conception of Mr. Phil brick's writing as it bas been understood in the Scandinavian countries, to take as a guide in our discussion the recent authentic statement
from the Bureau itself. The explicit answer of June 17, this year, from the Bureau,
has been prepared by the present Commi1Ssioner, Dr. W. T. Harris. It states his
thorough personal experience of both syst~ms, i. e., the mixed school and the separate
school; be enters upon the essential features of the questio:b. and sets fortb, forcibly and
decisively, in the ligh~ of experiencet tho acknowledged advantages of coeducation.
This important document will be published in Vor Ungdom (Our Young People).
At present I confine myself to the following extract:
'
"I think the ovei:whelming majorit.v of all persons engaged in education in the
United States are in favor of coeducation. With regard to Mr. Philbrick's judgment
on the subject of coeducation, I think that he stood almost alone among our ablest
writers on edncatiou in his opinion. The Boston schools under his charge educatecl.
tµe 6exes separately. It may be that his experience iu that city had undue influence
on his opiuiou . .A.tpre1,1eut, with thef'xtension of the city limits, sothatnewsuburbs
bavo been taken in, there are now in Boston very many primary and grammar schools
(pupils from 10 to 14 years of a,ge) aml also secondary schools (so-called high schools)
now in Boston which have coeducation. The prophecies of Dr. Clarke, of Boston, to
the effect that c\0-education wonhl prove injurious to the health of women, have not
been fulfilled. A very active society of graduates from universities educating women
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* * tr- the Association of Collegiate Alumnre, have collected the statistics on
this point y1roving that the health of women engaged in higher cu ncation ;s as good
as that of rneu .77
The .Finland er, Rev. K. T. Broberg-, as is well known, walks in the same path, as
may be seen from his lakttagelser uncll!'I· en pedagogisk resa i Nord Arner-ika \Observations
Dn1·in<• a P0dagogica l Jouru ey in North America), He1singfors, 18b9. These obsenations ~!so irupres& us with the idea that coeducation has found steady appreciation
and application in those sections of America where people formerly were opposed to
it. Other statelllents whicli I have received co11fo·m this view. Among others, a
Norw~gian lady, MisA Bentzen, who, aided by a puulic grant, is studying the American school system, especially the mixed schools, 1,tates that. coeducation has everyw llere in America fouud a foothold. If this is the case, the Americans mast be convinced tliat coeducation does not threaten physical degenera:t.ion in the female sex,
and it appears probable tllat the mixed school can be arranged in a manner to meet
the demands ot' th..e time as well as the separate school. It is a very different quest.ion whether or not schools, as Lbey at present are estaulished in Europe, in Denruark 7
Swede-n, Finland, and Norway, could satisfy these demands.
Il.-COURSES OF STUDY IN MIXED SCHOOLS.

In -the second division of his address, Dr. Voss dwells upon the ideas formerly prevailing in Germany with regard to the weaker sex, and their inadequate school educati.on. He cites Fichte's gallant remark: "Man has to make hllnself rational, while
woman by nature is rational." This, observes Mr. Voss, is beautifully said, but probably all women will resent such gallantry if tbe price, spiritually speaking, is to live
a life upon half rations. He refers to his observations made in home and foreign
schools for Loth sexes.
Teacl1ers of mixed schools in Norway all agree that girls are fully able to follow the
same courses as boJ·s. A ten yea.rd' experieuce at universities in England, America,
the Scandi rnvian countries, ~nd elsewhere confirms t;he fact that women can pursue
all branches of ou_r higher intellectual culture. He referred to Miss Helene Lanfe's
work, Die Frauenbildung (Berlin), and to Strack's article " Gesohleohtertrt'nnung' in
Schroid's Eucyclopmdia. As to the German school system, so often held forth as an
example and which keeps the timid from entering on the path of reforru, much good
can be said of it. Steadfastly, without change in the system, and with full and harmonious development, the German school bas worked itself up to its pres1~nt high
standing, from the time of the reformers. At all times it present8 a very fine scientific airu, and often a noble conception of the 1,chool's high vocation. No other country has developed such a.n admirable technique iu instruction. In each individual
domain all other collntries have learnt from the Gerruan pedagogues. - But the
school's rernarkable speci,tlization is dearly purchased by Us isolation, etc.
Ill.-lNFLUENCE OF COEDUCATION UPON MORALITY.

The speaker foen returns to the question, "What in:flnence has coeducation upon
morality~" The Sw:edisli girls' school committee proposed to make a trial of mixed
schools for children up to fifteen years of a.ge, in thirt,y-five smaller cities, where girls
otherwise hardly woulcl have a <;hauce of receiving higher education. This plan was
opposed in Stockholm io ltt89 by a predominant majority oftbe Dornlcapitler (coosi t.ory
or council of clergy), a it appear:'!, from fearoftl1e moral influence of mixed school.
In opposition to tlie nomkapitler's authority, Mr. Voss cites an extrnct from Scbmid's
EHcycloproclia, written by G. lJa.uer, who recommends coeducation.
Mr. Vo~s obsorvP:-i ibal i;rnall nations have sometimes their advantages. In the
Prusi:;i:w public scb ouls thel'o are on an average 77 pupils in a class, sometimes even
100; in t.lie hi ghot· dMme,, from 50 to 60 children . lu the Sc:tnilinavian countriethe maximum is :.m, wltich 11111t1ber seldo111 is reached. All sc.ruples, therefore, a o
too crowded classes iu our , 'caudinavian schools do not exist and can not form an
argument against c ,erl neat ion.
l<'rom the Prussian Rllme province, whore public schools are divide,1 into ee,en
racto , Mr. Vofis continueR, I have received private inforn1ations tbrongh the. chMl
1:mperin.ten lent and district school inspector, stating that experience nrove tJ1e l>en<·fieial iuflnence of coeducation on morality in scbool11. The obstacles to coeducaticm in Germnuy a.re (1) the study of Latin for children of 9 years of a~e, "fr m
, •hich ab urdity,': aflds the writer, '' may Goel protect our little gfrlti;" a,nd (:2) ti.ta·
wom~n are not authorized to teach in the higher grades of school3 for girls.
The :..n wets to inquiries made in Norway as to morality in mixed school ha¥e
lik~wi e been rnry ati8factory. A tendency to flirtation has been noticed, but in
v ry inuocont manner, aucl it di appears in proportion as coeducation is completely
int.roduced. Sometimes it is said the girls keep to themselves and don't wish to ha
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anything to do with the "disagreeable boys/' but as a rule t~e relation between
boys and the girls develops naturally as bet.ween brot,~ers and su,t~rs.
_
Similar conditions are noticeable in Amcnca, accordmg to M. Buisson, Paul Janet,
General Eaton.
Coeducation is introduced at Helsingfors, in Finl~lil(J, a city wi,t~ 601000 inhabitants. Professor Gustafson, of Helsingfors, emphasizes t~e benefi~ral mfluence of
coeducation upon boys and girls, the boys become less selfish, the ·girls more truthful and natural.
·
With regard to discipline great satisfaction is expresscil in Finlan~, that the
teachers' corps includes both men and women. A good woman teacher 1s fully able
to manage boys.
The attention aud zeal of children are increasi;:ig through coeducation. There is
less strain upon girls in the mixed schools than in separate schools 3iml they become
used to a rational system of studying.
_I

lV.-COEDUCATION IN HIGHER INSTITUTIONS.

Hitherto in his a<ldre1,s Mr. Voss has ,confined himself to the (}lem~ntary schools_.
With respect to schools for advanced students, gymnasia, etc., he says briefly: If t,he
pedagogical views which I have expres11ed -contain truths, t~eir applicatton wilt also
be practicable for the higher grades. 'fhe chief q uesti<m is: Do we geutlemen de~ire
to oppose obstacles to women who are anxious to stncly? Or do we entertain the
narrow klea that a little scientific knowledge can make bad wives and mothers of
our Janghters 7 Is it not the desire for scientific truth whjch, wit.bout stopping at
difficulties and hindrances, but with impetuous impnlse cornitantly, acquires new provinces for hnmau knowle<lge, in unity with the general feelings of nmnkirnl, with the
spirit of solidarity, which has use for all energies and will make nll jrnrtakers in the
work, troubles, anJ r ewa rd of the struggle? And should one-half of mankind be left
' outside or only be admitted by a back door! Who does not feel the impossibility of
maintaining sncb a Yiew f Let us with faith in the emancipating powe1· of truth
throw open the chief gateway to all who knock
,
,
·
Practically we have here in the North already solvea this question by admitting
women to the university studies. This we do not repent. It is certainly foolish to
deny her admittance to the school course whi.,ch prepares for these studies. In Norway · the fact has been acknowledged that the competent female pnpils who
entered this road-though they were small in number-have been a pride to the
gymnasia.
There is a; country called France, more notorious for its radicalism than any other
country. How and where haA it educated it.s daughters? Hidden in cloisters as in
no other civilized country. At present the French people are tryin~ to rid themselves of this system, and a sigh of grief goes throucrh the discnssrnns over the ~
separating wall which the former educational syAtem h~ raised between the beliefs,
ideas, and habits of the two sexes. The princlpal idea can be expressed in brief:The unity of the family requires identity of edu_c ation for men and women. L'unite
de lafainille and l'identite de l'education are bywords. Or as Gambett:1 ex.p resses himself: In order to make hearts beat together souls must be hrough t together. It
applied perhaps to more countries than France, when a politician who is anything
but radical, Count de Mun, recently called out in the Clramber of Deputies: "It. is
the dissolution of the family which is the misfortune of our age," or when ,Jnles
Simon (in .Arbeiderslcen) complains: "Communities have establhibecl schoolr, for tl!e
children, asylums for the old, lmt they have forgotten one thing: tbe beitrt,lt for the
family. They have considered all the necessities of the bod;r, but tbe heart ,they
have forgotten." Perhaps the school, the much divid, id primary school, bas ~ trespassed against '' the hearth of the home." When we look aro'l.m<l. in our family circle, we hardly can keep off the thought that every time we cliviJe the primary
school, we cut out a piece from the life and conscience of the nation. We find an
cxpr~ssion for the innermost thought of coeducation in the words with which Er_:nest
Legonve, eighty years of age, concludes a book which he furnishes ,·' i'ith the pretty
1,itle The History of my House: "All my ambition, all my longings have bten to
est.aulish within these walls a pitrt of that which has engraved itself deepest into
my heart. I mean the feeling which constitutes the principal interest of my life,
which has sustained me in all my troubles, spurred me in all my works, consoled me
in all my afilictious, upheld me in all my despondency, and which has increased my
pleasures : love for 1ny family."
'

i
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CHAPTER XVIII.
COMPULSORY ATTENDANCE LAWS IN THE UNITED
STATES.
WITH .AN APPENDIX UPON COl\IPULSORY EDUCATION LEGISLATION IN .PRUSSIA.,

Twent,y-seven States and Territories of the Union have at the present time1 compulsory attendance laws in operation. These vary considerably in their character and in
the degree to which they attain the end for which they were enacted.
In the following pages the text of several of these laws is given, together with authoritative statements of any facts relating to the opemtion of the same, and if inoperative the reasons therefor-whether any known defect in the law itself, or the lack or
public sentiment demanding its strict enforcement, or both combined, as is more likely
to be the case. A brief historical resume is also given for several States, in which the
course of compulsory legislation in the past has been traced; this jg notably the case
with Massachusetts, which was the pioneer State in this'matter, and in which a determination to make the law effective has resulted in frequent amendment, The defect.s
or deficiencies of the law in its earlier forms are pointed out, as well as the various
steps which were taken to bring it to its present state of efficiency. The record of the
experience of Massachusetts is a most valuable one for the guidance of those who are
engaged in inaugurating or perfecting measures of an analogous character.
In the two States, viz, Massachusetts and Connecticut, in which the laws ba,e been
the most effective (though not the most elaborate or intricate), a tendency may be noticed toward two distinct types or systems: In Massachusetts, though the law is in it
terms obligatory upon ull towns, the system is practically a local-option one, and is administered by the towns. In Connecticut, on the other hand, a more centralized sy tem has been developed, in which the State executes the law through its own agents,
with the cooperation of the local authorities. It would seem that the latter method is
the more genera1ly effective.
.
In addition to the States and Territories included in the following list, Maryland
Texas, and Arizona have had compulsory-attendance laws on their statute books, but
have repealed them or suffered them to lapse. In nearly every other State the subject
has been discnssed, and in some, notably Pennsylvania, Indiana2, and Iowa, bills ba~e
been introdnced which have failed for the time beincr to become laws.
The_principle of compulsory education is steadily gaining ground. Steps in advance
are being taken here and there all along the line, Since 1886 no less than sixteen
States and Territories have either enacted laws for the first time or have made their
former laws more stringent. The arguments and discussions of thirty years or more
have been gradua.lly sil~ncing opposition, and public sentiment is slowly crystallizin_
in the direction of requiring by law all parents to provide a cer'tain minimum of school
instruction for their children. 'l'his tendency is unmistakable.
The following table shows the dates at which the several States and Territories first
1
2

This chapter has been revised as far as practicable to March, 1891.
A. comp1;1Is~ry at~nda_nce bill has again failed (1891) to pass the Indiana legislature, having hid

a. large maJor1ty a&-amst 1t
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enacted compulsory-attendance laws of universal application, excluding the early laws
of Massachusetts and Connecticut:
Year.

State.

State.

Year.

,,
l\Iassach usetts ............................................. ..
District of Col urubia ................................. ..
Vermont .................................. .................... .
New Hampshire .......................................... .
l\Iichigan a ............................... ................... .

6:~!~~li~~~ ~.:·.::::::::::::::::·::::.:·:::.:::.:·::::.:·:.::::~:

New Mexico ...... .......................................... .
Nevada .............. .................................. ........ .
New York .............................. '.............. , ....... .
Kansas ..................................... . ,................. .
California ...... .. ......................... .. ......... ......... .
Maine .... . .................................................... ..
New Jersey ............................................. ..... .

1852
1864
1867
1871
]871
1871
1872
1872
1873
1874
1874
1874
1875
1875

a No law from 1881 to 1883.

,vyomi.ng ... ............ ............ ............ ....... ..

~I~~~~~;~·::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Rhode Island .......................................... .
Illinois ......... .. ......................................... .
D ako ta ............................................... , ......
Montana ..................... ., ........... ... ............ .
lVIinnesota, .............................................. .

Nebraska ............................................... ..
Idaho ........................................................ .
Colorado ................................................. .
Oregon ....................... ................ ............ .

Utah ..........................................,............. .

1876
1877
1879
1883
1883
1883
1883
1885
1887
1887
1889
1889
1890

b No law from 1873 to 1877.

An attempt was made in this connection to compile statistics showing the effect of
compulsory laws upon school attendance, but without success. The proportion of children affected by a compulsory-attendance law is so small, and the other influences tending to increase or decrease school attendance are so varied and far-reaching that the
effect of compulsory laws may be and generally is completely masked. It is shown
elsewhere in this Report (Chap. I) that the percentage of public school attendance in the
North has been continuously decreasing during the period compulsory legisl~tion has
been taking shape, the effect of such laws having been completel.Y neutralized by the
continuous action of other agencies. M:r. Giles Potter, agent of the Connecticut Stl_:l,te
Board, says upon this subject:
"When we look for results of compulsory school laws in the statistics of the State, it
should be remembered that the entire percentage of the number of children affected by
such laws is not large. 'rhe great majority of children who attend school are sent without any thought of law. They would go just as regularly if no such laws had ever been
enacted. If this were not so t bese laws could not be enforced in any case. In any given
year a larger percentage of children may be kept from school by a contagious disease or
an inclement season than the entire percentage affected by the law, and hence its fafluence, so far as shown by statistics, be wholly lost sight of:" 1

MASSACHUSETTS.
The subject of universal education engaged the attention of the general court of Mas•
sachusetts from the time of its earliest settlement. As far back as 1642 the selectmen
of every town were required to '' have a vigilant eye over their brethren and neighbor's,
to see that none of them shall suffer so much barbarism in any of their families as not
to endeavor to teach, by themselves and others, their children and apprentices so much
learning as may enable them perfectly to read the English tongue, and a knowledge of
the capital laws," upon penalty of 20 shillings for each neglect therein.
Later it was made the duty of resident ministers of the gospel, the selectmen, and the
school committees to exert their best endeavors that tte youth of their towns should
regularly attend the schools established for their instruction·.
For nearly 200 years, however, the Massachusetts "system of free schools was sustained directly by the people, without special care or direct aid 'from the government.
The people were then homoge neous; the sentiment in favor of free schools was univer~al; deficiencies in the schools, when they existed, were often supplied by instruction
m the family; and if there was little completeness of system or perfection of detail, yet
the results were w6rthy of all praise." 2
. But with the coming in of a foreign and a manufacturing population, the concentrat10n of wealth, and the more marked division of the people into sects and classes, it was
found that the public schools were losing their efficiency and the ~ystem itself its vitality. This alarmed patriotic and intelligent men, and gave rise in 1834 to the provision
for a school fund, and to the establishment in 1837 of the
1

Conn. Sch. ·Rep., 1889, p. 3£i.

2

20 l\Iass. Rep. (1855-56), p. 5.
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A new era then opened. The State board and its secretaries gave tlieir attention to
perfecting the public-school system, improving schools and school buildings, and especial ly to raising the standard of the teaching force. A.s a part of this movement, provisions for increasing school attendance were devised, which finally led up, through the
truant law of 1850, to the compulsory-attendance act of 1852. 1
This law (of1852) was the first of a series of enactments by State legislatures prescribing compulsory attendance, and furnished a model on which the earlier laws of other
States were based; it was a practical embodiment of the principle that it is the right
and duty of the St<,1te, for it.sown safety and advantage, Lo intervene and compel the
parent to accord to his child, as a fundamental right, so much of education as shall fit
him to be a citizen of a free state. As this law is an important landmark in American
educational history, it is here reproduced verbatim, including amendments to 1859.
THE FIRST MASSACHUSETTS LAW.

SEorION 1. Every person having under bis control a child between the ages of eight and fourteen

years shall annually during the continuance of llis control seud such child to some public school
in the city or town in which he resides at least tw~l ve weeks, if the public schools ol' such city or
town so Joni:; contlnue, six weeks of which time shall be consecutive; and for every neglec t of
such duty the party offending shall forfeit to the use of such city or town a snm not exceeding
twenty dollars; but if it appears upon the inquiry of the truant officers or school committee of any
city or town, or upon the trial of any prosecution, that the party so neglecting was not able. by
reason of poverty, to send such child t-0 school, or to furnish him with the means of education, or
that such child has been otherwise furnished with the means of education for a like period of ti me,
or has already acquired the branches of learning tau~ht in the public schools, or that his bodily
or mental condition has been snch as to prevent his attendance at school or application to study
for the period required the penalty before mentioned shall not be incurred.
SEC. 2. '.rhe truant officers and the school committees of the several cities and towns shall inquire
into all cases of neglect of the duty prescribed in the preceding :.ectlon, and ascertain from the
persons neglecting the rt:iasons, if any, therefor; and shall forth with give notice of all violationfl,
with the reasons, to the treasurer ot' the city or town; and if such treasurer willfully neglects or
-refuses to prosecute any person liable to the penalty provided for in tho preceding section, he shall
forfeit the sum of twenty dollars. 2

This law of 1852 apparently attracted little attention. In fact, it is not mentioned
at all, or i&. barely referred to, in the State reports unt,il 1860. On the contrary, the
RP,v. Barnas Sears says in 1855, while enumerating the various expedients resorted to
to diminish irregularity of attendance: "In many towns rules have been .established by
the school committee excluding from the school those whose absences exceed a certain
amount," 3 a measure looking rather to compulsory absence than to compulsory attendance. Supt. Geo. S. Boutwell published the law in full in the twenty-fourth report
(1 59~60), but without any information as to what extent it was enforced.
How little advance the idea of enforced attendance bad made at tbat period may be
gathered from the following remarks of Rev. B. G. Northrop, agent of the board, in
1861: "In those cases where parents, without good reason, deprive their children of
the advantages of education, some coercion like that contemp1ated in the general statutes may properly he employed, although compulsion should be used with caution and
onl1 as a last resort in those comparatively rare cases where all other means have failed.
* * * The exi tence of such a law, when sanctioned and sustained by a public stntiment alive to the importance of the subject, will add weight and authority to personal
persuasions.'' ._
Early truant fa,ws. -The evils of truancy had previously been the sn bject of many valu nble cliscossions on the part of Mr. Mann and hie successors, who bad urged all pos ·ible effortg for its suppression. In response thereto laws were passed in 1850 and seYeral
years following which were finally consolidated (al)out 18511) into a general statute.
'l hi statute gave to cities and towns authority to make all needful provisions '' concerning habitual truants 6 and children not attending school, or without any regular and
lawful occupn,tion, or growin~ up in ignorance, between the ages of five and sixteen
years." 'l'owns availing themselves of thi':! permission were required to appoint truant
offir~rs, wbo alone should make complaints and carry into execution judgments; truants
conv1eted under it might he fined, or sent to an institution of instruction or reformation, or provided with a situation for work. 6
1
An 11ct had previ_ously passed, in 1842, in addition to an act of 1830, providing that no
should be mp Joyed 10 any manufacturing establishment more than ten hours a day, if aid
be unrler twelve y ars ol nge.
2
opicd from 24 Ins . Rep. (1859-60), p. 131.
1 19 .Ma s . Kep. (1854-55) , p. 53.
4
2-5 la . Rep. (l 6lHH), p. 125.
1
" Tr?ai:icy," any_ ,:uperinten~t-nt Boutwell in 1~6, "is not absence from
cbool merely;
volv m its comm1 ton deception and falsehoo<l. and is usually produced bvor connected
offen
es,
and
even
crimes
oi
a
Ongrant
cho.racter."
(20 Mass. Rep., p. 53.}
·
1 2J Mass. Rep. (1 59-60), p, 136.
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The legislature of 1862 passed anew truant act, changing the_law in two important,p~rticulars: First, tlie two classes of offenses, truancy and ab_sentee1sm, were m?r~ clearly distinguished and defined than before; and second, tha_t w h1ch _was onl~ perm1ss1ble and optional in the former act was made an absolute reqmrement m the latter. In effect, what
was formerlv a law giving permission to towns to "make provisions" now -became
a pronounce·d and mandatory truant law. "Each city and t~wn," t~e new act reads,
" &!tall rnake all needful provisions and arrangements concernmg habitual truants and
also concerning children wandering about in the streets or public places of any city
or town, having no lawful occupation or bnsi1;1ess, not attending school._~1;1d growi ~J~·UP
in ignorance, between the ages of se,en and sIXteen years.'' The remammg prov1s10ns .
of the previous law were left substantially unchanged. 1
The justices .o f the police court of Boston found this act defective, inasmuch as it did
not expressly determine who should have jurisdiction ander it. ' 'ro remedy this, an
additional act was passed in 1863 providing that either of the justices of the po!i,ce conx;t
of the city of Boston, and any judge or justice of any police court, and any trial justice
in the State, shall have jurisdiction within their respective counties. 2
An obstacle in the way of the truant law.-Tbe most serious difficulty in the way of a
successfnl execution of the truant law was found to be in the disposition to be made of
the offender~. '' It is obvious," says Supt. White, "that children should be confined '
where they can enjoy the privileges which they are punished for neglecting, and where
they shall be removed trom all contact with the vicious. Unless this can be secured
the Jaw will fail of its highest usefulness, and prove an injury rather than a blessing." ·
It was recommended that there should be a distinct establishment for the purpose in
which mam1al and mental" labor" should be combined. Most of the cities-and large
towns, in fact, ha<l within a reasonable distance institutions where arrangements could
be made to that end. Where such places did not exist, it was suggested .that the towns
should associate together, or else the counties, for the purpose ot establishing them.
Further defect.s of the truant law.-The Boston school committee complain the following yearr (1864) that the powers of the school board in the matter of trua'n cy have been
unwisely restricted, and assert that the truant officers are a part of school, not of criminal machinery, and should therefore be entirely under the control ot· the school boa.rd . .
"They owe to the school board no accountability, receive from it none of their power;
and are under no obligations to inform it what may be done or what may be left undone.''
In 1866, four years after the passage of the revised truant act, only 98 cities and towns
out of a total of 335 bad chosen truant officers in obedience to law. In these cities and
towns the law wa:S enforced to a greater or less extent. But as there was no penalty annexed to the failure to appoint truant officers the requirement was ")argeiy iguored."
The compulsory attendance law almost a dead letter-Bcasons for its failure. -Coming back
to the compulsory-attendance law proper (of 1852) it may be ~aid that it was completely
ignored for about two decaaes in the reports of the State board and its secretaries, except as quoted (\bove. Apparently, public opinion was not yet ripe for such a measu re
and no attempt was made to enforce it. For instance, in 1869 the truant commissioner
of Lowell reported that out of 717 cases of truancy investigated there were fonnd 447·
ca-ses of absence with permission of parents. "I have labored bard," said the commissioner, '· to impress on the.miDds of this class of parents the vital necessity of constant
attendance of their children while members of our schools." But it does not appear
that he or anyone else had resort in any case to sterner meagures when '' all other means''
had failed. General Oliver, the State constable, says, a short time ·after, regarding the
~nforcement of the compulsory law, "nobody looks after it," "nobody thinks of obeymg the school laws," and "most people are ignorant that there is any such law."
Superintendent White took up the subject in 1870, after so Jong a silence, and .proceeded to state the reasons of failure and inaugurate a new departure: "I am fuJly conyinced, he sa,ys, "after many years of observation and inquiry: that the several enact- ·
ments relating to this matter [absenteeism] are ill adapted to their purpose, discordant,
and incapable of execution, and therefore :ueed a careful and thorough revision, tow hich
ample time.and thought should be given. I therefore re.s pectfully ~ecommend that the
present legislature be requested to pass a resolve directing the board of education or
such other competent body as may be deemed proper to take into consideration alJ
1
26 Mass. Rep. (1861-62), pp, 52-3. In l\farcb, 1862, a valuable report on Truancy and Compul sory
EducaLion in the city of Boston was mli\de by Supt. J. D. Philbrick, glvini;r an account of ihe progress of opinion on this subject, the act of the city, with the necessary by-laws and forms of l egal
procedure, the statements of the truant officers as to the pvactlcal working and effects uf th e law,
and closing: with a summary of the results ot the operation of the Jaw in Boston. The Stn,t e superintendent (Joseph White) assert8 that ''this document is exhaustive of th e 8Ubject and valuable for
general use, " and th9,t "its possession would be an important assistance to any town which prop osits earnestly to execute the law."
·
1 27 Mass. Hep. {1862-63), p. 80.
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existing laws relating to school attendance, truancy, absenteeism, and the employment
of children in manufacturing establishments,1 and inquire what alterations and amendments are needed to combine said enactments into a uniform, consistent, and efficient
code adapted to the present views and wants oftbe public."
Compulsory attendance act of 1873.-This recommendation was renewed by the State
boarl in 1872. The outcome of the efforts made in this direction was the act of 1873.
This act cut short the period of enforced attendance two years, changing it from 8-14
to .8-12; but the annual period of such attendance was extended from 12 to 20 weeks. 2
The most decided improvement, however, was in the mode of enforcement; by the act
of 1852 town treasurers were subjected to a penalty of $W for willful neglect or refusal
to prosecute under it, ·'a most ingeniously contrived method of how not to do it;" "of
course this functionary would not find time for so disagreeable service; of course his refusal or neglect would uot be willful, even in a legal sense, and thus the matter would
end." The ne'Y law required that prosecution for infractions of it-should be marle by
the tritant officers, "when so directed by the school committee." The responsibility
was no longer divided between two parties-one to make inquiry and. report, and another to prosecute, but r.csted solely with the school committee, where it properly belonged.
·
,
It was provided that no objection should be made by the school commiLtee to attend. ance on any private school on account of the religious teaching in it. 3
Effect of the old law.-" The law [ of 1852] was an honor to the Commonwealth, as furnishing a high standard and rule of duty; and although but partially enforced, it has,
nevertheless, in its practical working, been the source of incalculable good to the Commonwealth.'' (Superintendent White.)
Improvements in the truant law.-The same year (1873) , and as a part of the same
movement, the truant laws were reconstructed and consolidated. Towns and cities
were now required to provide suitable places for the "confinement, discipline, and instructipn" of truant children. The provision, "alike impracticable and absurd, for
attempting to punish the truant child by a fine," was omitted, and only his confinement in a place of instruction provided for. '' The law is not a penal one, but reformatory rather. The truant or absentee is not a criminal, and should not be treated as
one. -:+ * . ·:+ His confinement for t,he purposes of control and instruction should not
be with the criminal classes."
Another marked improvement was the transferring from the several cities and towns
themselves to the school committees thereof the duty of appointing and fixing the compensation of truant officers ; and ·second, in making tbose officers the agents of said
committees, in enforcing the provisions of the act, an<l of the by-laws adopted under it.
"The duties and responsibilities of the town and of the school committee, under this
law, are separate and distinct-of the former, to adopt the necessary by-laws, to provide a place for the confinement and instruction of the perscms convicte(l under them;
of the latter, to appoint proper persons as truant officers, and to superintend and di.rect
them in the discharge of their duties,,,.
County commissioners were required, at the instance of three or more cities or towns
in any county, to establi&h at convenient places truant schools, other than the jail or
house of correction. 4
The truant officers bad now become a part of the school system, and were appointed
by the school committees; yet, the school committees did not proceed to obey the provisions of the truant law with much more alacrity than the town authorities bad done:
there was still lacking any penalty for failure to take action. In 1875, out of 341
towns in the State, truant officers bad been appointed in 130 only. 5 In these the truant
law was tolerably well enforced, as a general rul~, and the evils of absenteeism greatly
diminished. Cambridge, after trying a truant officer, '' thought that for various reasons
it would be better to have this officer more immedinte]y connected with the police department, and four day policemen were appointed to act as truant officers."
·
A new instrwnentality needed.-Superintendent John D. Philbrick, of Boston, called
attention in 1875 to what must be an e3:;ential feature ofan effective compulsory law. He
said: "In a large city it is extremely difficult to execute the law respecting tbe non1
The legislation of previous years reguln.ting the employment of children in manufacturinl?' e
tablishment , etc., was consolidated in a general statute about 18,':i!l. (24 l\Iass. Rep., p. 135.) Tb.
statute was superseded lJy the act of 1 66 (30 Ib., 67-8), ancl this in turn by the act of L67 {31 Jb.,
47-8), in each of which important change!' were made. 'l'hese different laws had no general onccessary conformity, in regard to age of children concerned, number of weeks of enforced schoo inf., or mode of enforcement, with either the compulsory attendance or the truant laws.
The ensuing yeai· (1874) this fell.tu re of the law was altered, the age being changed again to
from eight to fourteen years, ns before, and the twenty weeks of attendance being divided imo
two consecutive tem1s of ten weeks each. {88 l\lass. Uep., p. 183.)
• 'ol Mass. Rep. (1872-7:.), pp. 136-9.
• Ibid., pp. 131-5.
639 Mass.Rep. (1874-,5), p,124.
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attendance of ,children between eight and twelve years of age without the aid of some
new instrumentality. The truant officers have no m~ans of knowing the wherea_hou~s
of those nonattendants who are not found wandering about the streets and public
squares. What is needed is a register of the names, ages, and residences of all children of the prescribed school age. Such a register is found necessary wherever compulsory education is fully carried out."
.
.
,,
The State superintendent intimated the ensuii;ig year, 1t may be ~upposed for the
purpose of meeting this objection, that the annual school census suppli_ed the necessary
means fQr compiling registers of the character indicated by Mr. Philbrick. The school
census law required the names and ages of the children to be taken, and each teacher
should be supplied with a list of those under his or her jurisdiction.
Employment of school children ·at labor.-It has been stated that new compulsory
attendance and truant laws were enacted in 1873. An act regulating the emplo_yment
of children was introduced at the same session of the legislature, but failed to pass then
as well as at the two succeeding sessions. In 1876, however, success was attained, and
the trio of laws designed to secure the attendance of childrep at school was cornpl~ted.
'l'he new law embraced children iu mercantile as well as in manufact)lriug and mechanical establishments. '' 1.'his was done in view of the rapidly increasing numbers of
small children who were withdrawn from the schools and /gathered in the modern retail stores of immense proportions, as errand boys, casli boys, etc."
,
The act embraced all children betweeu ten and fourteen, children under ten not being
permitted to be employed at all. The term of attendance-twenty weeks-also conformed to that of the compulsory-attendance law.
By the former law, owners, agents, managers, etc., of the establishments mentioned
in the bill were subjected to a penalty of $50 for knowingly violating the same. The
"word knowingly completely nullified" that act and in the present one was omitted.
The execution of the act was given to the truant officers, under the so~ direction of
the school committees, who were thus '' made responsible in the last resort 1or the
salutary working of the law."
Tlie legal mri,cfiiner.lJ C.'.) lnp/ete.-Superiuten(,].ent White, in recapitulating, asserts that
the two acts of 187:1, the employment act of 1876, and a new provision "which devolves
upon the school committees the duty of nia.king the enumeration of all persons between
the ages of five and fifteen years in their respective cities and towns, constitute a consistent code, and place in the hands of said coqimittees, so far as legal enactments can
well do it, an effective machinery, easily worked, for securing the highe~t possible rate
of Rttendance upon the public schools." 1
The law regulating the employment of children was subsequently amended! in the ·
direction of fixing more completely the responsibility of employers. ·
In 1878 it was provided that their sbare of the income of the school fund should be
withheld from towns not complying with the laws relating to truancy. Thus a p~nalty
for nonenforcement was now for the :first time applied, and in 1879 the law was reported
to be "enforced" by the school committees of 214 towns.
REPORT OF GEORGE A. WALTON, 1886,

Pract-ical results of the trio of laws.-George A. Walton, agent of the State board, in
1886 made a detailed report on "School Attendance and Truancy," 2 chiefly relating to
the enforcement of the truant law. Of the compulsory-attendance law proper and the
employment law, he sayR: "There is one provision in our compulsory laws which is almost entirely inoperative; it is the section which imposes a fine upon the parent for
neglecting to send bis child to school for twenty weeks each year. Instances of such
neglect are· common. We ofben hear of them, but seldom of the parents paying the
penalty.
1 Near the close of his term of office, Superintendent ,vhite formulated the grounds of the right
of the State to enact compulsory education laws, as follows:
First. Because It is the indefeasible right of eve1·y child to secure that measure of education and
training which will fit him to enjoy the privileges and to perform ueefullyto his fellows and honorably to himself tbe duties and offices of citizenship; and if this right be withheld by parents or
guardians, it is the duty of the State, as the guardian in the last resort of all, to interpose and secure to the child this great right.
·
Second. Since it is the first duty of the Commonwealth to guard its organic life, and maintain its
hi2"hest efficiency for the sake of those great ends for which it exist!! at ail; and since by .c ommon c,msent it is agreed that the univeriml education of the people is a neceseary condition of such
life, It follows inevitably that it is both the right and the duty to insist, with an outstretched arm if
need be, upon the education of the whole people.
Third. It is a manifest injustice to take from the pockets of all the taxpayers, w)J.etber bavin~
children to be benefited or not, large sums of money for erecting schoolhouses, and opening schools
sufficient for the instruction of the whole number of children in the Commonwealth, under the
sufficient plea that the public weal demands it, and then to allow these houses to stand te11antless .
or ha.If filled, and these privileges to be wasted, as the indifference, the blindness, or wickednesso!
parents or guardians shall dictate. (37 l\'.Iass. Rep., p.144.)
1 00Maes. Rep. (1885-'86) pp.163-185,
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"In general, the mannfactnri~g, mechanical, and mercantile establishments are in
hearty sympath_y and readily cooperate with tbe officers appointed to enforce the laws
relaLin~ to the employment of children. We are fortunate in the otlice1s whose duty it
is to inspect these estalJlishments and to make cumplaints and prosecut-e violations of
the laws."
With regard to truants inquiries were made and responses were received from fortyfive cities and town5 as to compliance with the truant Jaws. Of these, twenty-seven
reported unconditionally that the laws were enforced; others reported their enforceme:::it .
iu varying degrees. The re,;ult as a whole indicated 1nuch effective work done to suppress t,ruancy, yet there w:is considerable truancy that for various reasons went uncontrolled and unchecked. 'rhe agent goes on to state:
"Where there are no snperintendents whose whole business it is to lo<>k after the
schools the enforcement of the laws is dependent upon school committees. The danger
to some towps of losini their share of the income of the school fund induces a formal
compliance with the laws, so that now, with a few exceptions; the committees declare
in their annual returns that the statutes concerning truancy are complied with. But
the agents of the board find radical defects in the provisions made and often extreme
laxity in the enforcement of the statutes applicable to truants and absentees from school.
Sometimes we learn incidentally of cases of truancy, and not infrequently, either in this
way or through the committee, we hear of whole families of children whose schooling
is being neglected.
.
.
"Many committees are alert in secLuing constant and punctual attendance of all the
children in town. From the answers of some we are led to more than half suspect that
an acknowledgment of existing truancy is felt by the committees to be crimin'liiing themselves. Sometimes when we ask if the town has adopted by-laws relating to truancy,
and if these make all needful provisions for the restraint and instruction of truant
children, we are met with the response, 'We have no truants, so no provisions are
needful.'
• ·
,
'' 'rhere is much absenteeism for trifling c9.uses, which is by the consent or requirement of the parents. In many towns there are districts in which are known to exist
neglected children who are growing up in ignorance and without parental control. The
truant officer is a harmless body in some or these districtss he does not want to make
enemies among bis neighbors, and therefore does nothing. The arm of the school committee is paralyzed by the same prudent regard for comfort. · Committees in some towns
of considerable population, on applying for permi,-sion to assign a certain truant school
as the place to· which their truant children may be committed, have given assurance
that there wi.11 be no truants sent. This shows either insensibility to the beneficent
provisions of the law or a foreknowle<lge which is somewhat remarkable. * * *
"With all the obst:i.c1es to a strict enforcement of the laws, it is safe to assume that
their provisions are not properly enforced if fewer than one arrest a year is made to
every 4,000 in habitants; and probably, were the laws more strictly enforced, there would
be one to every 3, OUO or even 2,000.
·
"The one county in the State which bas a truant school bas received all her truants
convicted within the county from five municipalities, not one from the remaining seventeen; yet these contain one-fifth of the school population. Is it probable that with a
proper enforcement of the Jaws not one truant child could be found in these seventeen
towns? No one can doubt that diligent search would discover many."
"Difficulties attending the enforcement of the law8. -The enforcement of the laws relating to attendance requires vigilance, and is sometimes attended with difficulties. Pittsfield, for ex:ample, adopts by-laws which designate as habitual truants 'fort he pnrpo e
of the e by-laws' any pupil who absents himself for three or more days without excru-e.
Being submitted to the judge of the superior court for bis approval, the by-laws me
rejected on the ground that it is not competent for the town to state what coDstitutes a
truant. So Pittsfield waits till another town meeting. Some infor)Dality discovered
in the hy-laws of North Adame leaves her in the s~me predicament. Instances have
occurreu in which the school committee have secureil the adoption hy the town of a code
of by-laws; the tate Primary Schoo-I, the State Reform School, the house of a citizen
of the town, a certain school therein, the almshouse, or the lockup is named as the place
for the disc:ipline and instruction of truants. These by-laws must have the approval of
the judge of the proper court or arrests can not be made under them. With such places
of assignment as some of those named, no juclie can deliberately approve them. Her.;
the matter rest.still another annual town meetin~, o:- perhaps altogether, till the town
i a.wakened by finding that through neglect she has forfeited her .share of the school
fund.

"The town of Brookline ac:;signs the 'HomP, of the Angel Guardian' as the place for
tbe confinement and instruction of her truants; but her by-laws le;t\te it to t,he opf
of the parent to allow the child to be committed-a proper provision, since the insti·
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tution is man::t~eu :ind controlled by a particular religious denomination, but a provision which leaves the town with no absoiute coQtrol of her truants. She can not be
said to have made all 'needful provisions' concerning this class of persons.
"In the town of - - - the rnling of the judge is that no truant can be committed to
the place named in the b_y-bws of the town, the truant school at Lowell, except by the
consent of the parent. Here the intent of the law and th~ purpose of th~ town are iP1. peded by a judicial opinion. Irrel,l;ular attendance, which leads ~o trua:ncy, results
from the neO']ect or overindulgence of parents; too many of these will be m -desperate
straits befor':i they will choose for their chil:lren wholesome restraint rather than the
liberty of the street.
''A.superintendent of one of our cities writes: 'If you could send us a judge who
would be a little firmer in dealing with the few who need severer treatment than we
find necessary in most ca,ges, you would make us entirely happy.'
'' Fall River, with her ample means for following up truants, would gladly incl tide in
her supervision the parochial schools; but their teachers fail to report to the officers, and
the truants from these schools are reached qnly as they are found on~the ~treeti::i.
·
"The superintendent of Northampton says: 'The means .e mployed for euforcing tlie '
laws are the appointment of two truant officers, who look uµ all cas·es of truancy reported to them, and return th~ truants to the schools as far as they are able without
entering a formal complaint against them to the district court. Complaint3 have been
entered in some instances, but we find such a course worse than useless, as the magistrate refuses to commit truants to our lockup, which is the only place provided by our
city for their restraint, discipline, and instruction.'
·
"The enforcement of the laws depends largely upon the jurl_qe having jurisdiction. If
he deems the by-laws to be inadequate in any respect he may refuse to convict. Right
and justice are served by having it so. But every facility should be given for the execution of the laws so far as their fundamental purpose, the moral reform of the children, is concerned. * -x- *
"Holyoke has in the last year met with a serious obstacle to the· hi:therto efficient
work of her truant officers; this is in the decision of the judge to the effect that the
truant can not be arrested without a warrant and not until the individual case has •
been passed upon by the school committee and the arrest ordered. The opinion of the
juJge is sustained by that of the city solicitor. 1
'' No such conclusion has been reached elsewhere, and it is a -common, if not universal,
practice in other places for the officer finding upon the atreet a boy unable to giv:e a
satisfactory excuse for being out of school and presumably a truant to take him to his
home or to the school, and only good is known to have resulted from the practice. The
consciousness that he is liable to be promptly arrested while in the act•blunts the appetite of the truant for the indulgence.
_
"Truant schools.-The absence of suitable places for their confinement is a great hindrance to successfully dealing with idle and vicious boys. .
"There bas been a popular distrust, not always well founded, I am happy t() say, of
our State reform school. A. boy expelled from the public school is kept from the reform
school for fear, bad as he is, to send him would make him worse. The same feehno·
is
0
•
entertained regar<ling the almshouse and the 'lockup.'
''By statute all cities and towns are required to provide themselves wfth suitable
places for the restraint, discipline, and instruction of truant chil<lren.
_
"Lawrence early estahlished for herself an industrial school to which are committed
this class of persons. Sqe seems to be the only city or town in the State that has literally complied with the statutes. Others have virtually met the required conditions
by misigning ~)Jis or some other suitable institution as the place for committing their
truants. * -, , -i.
''The superintendent of schools of Fall River says: 'Onr ordinance designates our
almshouse as the place of confinement, etc., for truants. We have a good schoolroom
on the premises, and the teacher teaches both the truants antl the ·-pauper chil<lren
together. The school is a good one of its kind, but the surroundings are not wb::i.t they
should be.'
"The superintendent at Brockton says: 'Three [truants] have been sent to the alms- house, and several more would have been sentenced if we had had a proper pbce.'
"The truant sohool of New Bedford is attached to the al ms house. 'The institution '
says the superintendent, 'is by no means what it ought to be, but tbe fear of it stops
truancy amon~ the boys. We have no place to which to send truant o-irls or with the _
fear of which to frighten mothers into keeping their daugh ters steadily at 'school.'
·
"Many of the towns have assigned the almshouse as the pl:tce for tile commitment of
lf t:.uauts; n_,ope, I believe, without a !.a:hadowy sense of the inadequacy of the pro1

See p. 4.84, note 2.
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vision; indeed, in most towns, I suspect tpe provision is only in name. One such school
for reform which· I have seen, if I may judge from a single visit, itself stands much in
need of reforming.
"Sometimes the by-laws adopted by tlrn towns name places for the confinement of
their truants without asking consent of the proper authorities. One set recently brought
to my notice named the State Primary School at Monson; the authorities of this school
do not grant the privilege. Hampden County bas a truant school. A charge of $10 is
made to .every town outside of the county for the privilege of assigning this truant school
as the place for the discipline of the truants from such town. Several towns have been
granted the privilege; but as I learned at a recent visit to the school, only three have ever
paid the charge. The towns which have not paid are not entitled to send, and so have
not provided a plaee for their truants.
.
"A law passed in 1873 provided that, on petition of three or more cities ortownsin any
connty, the county commissioners shall establish a truant school for the county. An act
of 1881 provided that the commissioners of certain counties, and an act of 1884, that
the commissioners of two, three, or four contiguous counties shall. on petitfon as before,
establish a union truant,school. Tho.ugh in several counties petitions have been presentecl from a sufficient number of towns to meet the conditions of the law, these have
not been so numerous as to compel the commissioners to obey the law, except in one
county. Compliance was prompt in Hampden; this county has had a well-ordered county
truant school for six years in the city of Springfield.
·
'' Some expense attends the arrest and conviction of truants. If committed to a truant
school the town is chargeable with their support. By statute the maximum char~e
, against any municipality for the SU!)port of its truants in a county
truant school is $2
1
for each per, week. In eome towns 1 it is said the expense is a drawback t,o the enforcement of the law. Can it be that the means which might transform many a prospective
criminal into a self-respecting and respectable member of society, placed in one scale of
the balance does not outweigh a few dollars placed in the other?
"Thus from imperfections, real or ima~inecl in the laws, from wrong interpretations oi
them, from the inefficiency in their a,dministration by reason of poorly paid and incompetent officers, and the indifference, ignorance, and cupidity of parents and people, and
• especially from the want of suitable places for the instruction of this cla~s of our chil·
dren, there exists a large amount of truancy and unnecessary absence from school
throughout the S~ate.
"How can the laws oe made more effective ?-What can be done to secure a better en·
forcement of existing laws? The laws look primarily for their enforcement to the
sobool committees. No more important duty is imposed upon the committees than that
of securing regular school attendance. They are required to have made, once each year,
a list ,of all the children of school age in town, with the age of each; in large towns and
cities the name of the street where the child lives should be recorded. This list should
. be compared with the names in the teachers' registers. The whereabouts of the absentees should be dtscovered and personal effort should be made by the committee to
secure punctual and constant attendance of all who are absent without excuse on account
of age, occupation, or previous attendance for the required time.
'' Parents often need a personal appeal from the school committee. One of my cor·
respondents, in reply to the question, ' What better means can be provided for controlling truancy?' replied, 'A new set of parents.' ·some parents wink at, excuse, and
assume the responsibility for their children's unnecessary absence. This should be
met by kindly but emphatic rebuke. They should be made to see that direct practical
results follow to themselves and their children from the discipline and instruction of
the schools. If a child is incorrigible and refuses to accept school privileges at his own
door, the parent should he led willingly to in trust to the proper authorities the training of the child for a brief time in a good school away. In some of our cities parents
have learned that tho officers of the law are acting the part of true friends to their cbil<fren when they secure their committal to a good truant school.
"A most important duty of the committee is to present to the towns for their adoption a coile of by-laws fully complying with the statutes concerninf)' truants, includin
all neces. ary provisions for their full and prompt enforcement. H~ving secnred their
adoption, it is the duty of the committee to see that the provisions are enforced regard·
l~ o~ all else h~1t the interes_t of the children and the community. There are intimations 1_n t~e ea~her p~lft of tb1_s report_ that these duties are not uniformly so discharged.
Labonng m this spmt, committees will no t connive at the fraudulent statements of parents r~gardin~ their children's age, their owo or the children's condition; nor wil
they blindly make such statements to excuse their own or the town's neglect .
"All_ nece sary provisions relating to truant children inclnde, first, a suitable place
for thetr confinement, discipline, and instrucLion. It should not be a. house of eorrection or reformatory, or any place with which is associated the'idea of criminality. Ii
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should not be a noorhouse snctgestive of insanity, infirmity, shiftlessness, and imbecility. Truant children are'unf~rtunate in th~i~ constitution or in their surrou1;1d~ngs;
they are often bright, and almost always sensitive; they are wayward, but not cnmmal;
they are someti~es more 'sinned against than sinning;' they are to be' reclaimed by'
beinO' trained to habits of cleanliness, regularity, and self-respect. After their brief ab~ ,
senc: from society they must not be restored to it with a stigma upon them. -~hey
have too often come from poor, bad, wicked homes. . What they need is the influences
which p~rvade the well-ordered Christian family. The institution, whatever it is, to
which they are sent should be small, not containing much over thirty, including the
inmates, a teacher, a skilled mechanic, and the superintendent and his wife, or a matron,
who should be virtually father and mother to the children.
'
''Connected with the institution should be a fewacres of lana easy of cultivation; no
walls need surround it. There should be also a workshop and a school. The truant
can often work easier than he can study. Here, under competent directors, work and
study will alternate. - 'rhe children will learn to ·use tools; they will read good books
and be taught the elements of a good education~ At the table, in the sitting or ,reading .
room, and in their plays, under the eye of a sympathizing friend and guardian, they
will practice the amenities of social life. The school should be furnished with a teacher
who canand will find in every child some good motive to which toappeal; ateacherw·h o
can eliminate the bad by augmenting the good; a teacher who by tact and i,ympatby,
and a sincere desire for lii.s welfare, will become an object of personal inter-est tQ the
child. * * *
"Nurnber of truant schools needed.-A rough estimi:i,te, based upon the fact that about
one commitment may be anticipated for a population Qf 4,000 people, shows that the
several counties should make provision for truants as follows:
County.

Tr~ants.

Berkshire .................................. , ............ .

17

. !::ii~~~:·:::.:::·::::::.:::::.:_::.:::.:.:::::.:.:.:.::.:.:.::.::::::::

12

9

Worcester .................................. " .....•..... .
Middlesex ............................................. ...
Essex ............... ,....................................... .

26
57
80

61

County.
Suffolk .............................................. .
Norfolk .... , .......... ;............................... .
Bristol ................................................. .
Plymouth ................................ ;......... .
Barnstable ................ , .......................... :
Dukes .................................................. .
, Nant4cket ........................................... .

Truants.
97
24•
35
. 17

7
1
1

/

"If 3,000 should be taken as the average population for one truant, the number of
truants to be provided for would be' proportionately , increased. If proper provisions
were made and due vigilance ..-:-ere exercised in enforcing 'the laws for compulsory at•
tendance, probably the number of arrests would considerably exceed the above estimates.
It can be seen from this what the number of truant schools for the whole State should be, what counties could unite to maintain one, and what countie~ would require one or
more.
.
.
,
"It is .well known that in every town there are children attending school who are ·
disobedient and difficult to control. Such nonconforming pupils, while they annoy the
teacher and interrupt the good order of the school, do not profit by their attendance.
Whipping, if it were effective, is too unpopular to be a common resort for discipline;
such pupils have sometimes to be dismissed from the school and turned into the street.
It has been proposed to so amend our truant laws that on complaint of the school com::
mittee such pupils shall be sent for short periods of time to trnant schools; 1 the fear of .
being sent would have a restraining influence. The class of children· for which such an
amendment would provide, though very small, is one that causes a great deal of trouble.
If such amendme nt should be made, it would necessitate still larger accommodations in
the truant schools.
'' Truant officers.-Another duty which the town by-laws devolve upon the school committees is to appoint truant officers and fix their salaries. These officers should be discreet persons, having executive ability combined with a kindly spirit and an elevated
character. They must know how 'to manage truants and their parents also.
"' The importance of the services of these officers,' says Superintendent Cogs.well, 'is
not to be judged by the number of truants brought before the court, or even by the
number of cases of truancy which have occurred during the year, but rather by the
number of children now in our schools, who, but for the watchful care and peraonal influence of these faithful officers, would be wandering about the streets, exposed to the
dangers and temptations of a vagrant life. They are helpful to parents as well as to
tea~hers, and have gained the respect and confidence of both.'
'
0
-SuperintendentEdgerliy, of Fitchburg, says: 'Their work does not oonsist in arresUng
1 This

provision has now been incorporated in the law. Seep. 484, sec.10.
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SEC. 2. For the purposes of the preceding- section, school committees shall approve a private
school only when the teacbing in all the studies required by 111.w is in the English language, and
when they are satisfied that such teaehing· equals in thoroug·hness and efficiency the teaching in
the public schools in the same locality, and that equal progress is made by the pupils therein in
the studies required by law, with that made during the same time in the public schools; but they
shall not refuse to approve a private school on account of the religious teaching therein.

[Duty of truant officers and committees.]
SEC. 8. The truant officers and the school committee of the se~eral cities and towns shall vigi-

lantly inquire into all cases of neglect of the duty prescribed in section one, and ascertain the reasons, if any, therefor; and snch trµant officers, or any of them, shall, when sef directed by the
school committee, prosecute, in the name of the city or town, any person liable to the penalty provided for in said section. Police, district, and municipal courts, trial justices, and juqges of the
probate court shall have jurisdiction within their respective counties of the offenses described in
section one.
·

The act regulating the employment of children-The law regarding truancy.
The following law relative to the employment of children forms chapter 348 of the
acts of 1888, and is a substitute for sections 1 t~ 6, chapter 48, of tl;le public statutes.
It is much more stringent in some of its provisions than former laws. It is followed
by those sections ofcbapter 48 now in force relating to truancy, etc.
(No child under thirteen to be employed.]
1. No child under thirteen years of age shall be employed at any time in any factory, workshop,
or mercantile establishment. No such child shall be employed in any indoor work, performed for

wages or other :iompensation, t-o whomsoever payable, during the hours when the public school
<)f the city or town in w!Jich he resides are in session, or shall be employed in any manner during
such hours unless during the year nex t preceding: such employment be has atte11ded school for at
least twent,y weeks as required by law.
[When children under fourteen may be employed.]

2. No child under fourteen years of age shall be employed in imy manner before the hour of six
o'clock in the morning or after the hour of seven o'clock: in the evening. No such child shall be
employed in any factory, workshop, or mercantile establishment, except durini. the vacation of
the public schools in the city or town where he resides, unless the person or corporation employing him procures and keeps on file a certificate and employment ticket. for such cWld as prescribed
by section four of this act, and no such child shall be employed in any indoor work, performed for
wages or other compensation, to whomsoever payable, during the hours when the public schools
of such city or town are in session, unless as aforesaid, or shall be employed in any manner durin
such hours unless during the year next preceding such employment he has attended school for aL
least twenty weeks as required by law; and such employment shall not continue in any case beyond the time when such certificate expires. 'l'he chief of the district police, wHh the approval of
the governor, shall have authority to designate any kind or kinds of employment in factories
workshops, or mercantile establishments as injurious to the health of children under fourteen
years of age employed therein, and after one week's written notice from the said chief to the employer or his superintendent, overseer, or other agent of such designation, no such child shall be
employed in any such kind or kinds of employment in any factory, workship, or mercantile establishment.
[When children under sixteen may be employed.]
3. No child under sixteen years of age shall be employed in any factory, workshop, or mercantile establishment unless the person or corporation employing him procures and keeps on file the
certificate required in the case of such child by the following section, and also keeps on file a full
and complete list of such children employed therein.
[Form of certificates.]
4. The certificate of a child under fourteen years of age shall not be signed until he present to
· the perl!on authorized to sign the same an employment ticket, as hereinafter prescribed, duly filled
out and signed. The certificate and the employment ticket shall be separately printed, and ball
be in the following forms respectively, and the blanks thereiu shall be tilled out and signed as indicated by the words in brackets:
Employment ticket, law of 1888.-When [name of.child], height [feet and inches], complexion f.af.;:
or dark), hair [color], presents o. certificate duly &igned, I intend to employ [him or herj.
[Signature of intending employer or agent.]
[To wn or nity and date.)
·
. Age nnd schooling_ certificate, law of 1888.-This certifies that I am the [father, mother, or gua ·
1anJ of (name of cl~1ldj, and tl;tat [he or she l was born at [name of town or city), in the county of
(name of county, 1f known), and State for county] of [name], on the rday and year of birth],
1s now [number of years and months] oid.
ignature of father, mother, 01· guardian.]
Town or city and date.]
'rhen person~lly app~ared before. me the aboye-named [I)ame of person signing] and made
that th~ foregoing certificate by [him or her'] signed is true to the best of [his or her] knowle
and beh~f. I h_ereb y approve_tbe foregoing_ cerLificate of [name of child), height [feet and inc .
complexion [fair or dark 1, hair [color1, havmg no sufficient reason to doubt that (he or he ·
the age therem certified .
ignature ?f persons authorized to sign with official character or authority.)
Town or city and date.]
n ca e the age of the child is under fourteen, the certificate shall continue as follow a er
~ord "certified:" And I hereby certify that he or she can read at !sight and can wri'te 1
simple sentences in the English language, and that [he or she] has attende'd the Lname] pub
•

f
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privateJ day school according to law for [number of weeks which must be at least twe,nty) weeks
dur~g the yeR.r next preceding this date, and tha~ the last twenty weeks of such att.endance began [date]. This certificate expir~s [date,_one Yt;ar late1: than above date].
.
.
[Sig!lature of the person authorized to sign, with official character or authont)"'].
If attendance has been at a private school, also signature of a teacher of such school, followed.
by words certifying to school attendance.
·
.
.
. ,
.
[To,'fn or city and date.]
In case a child caa not read and wnte as above stat-ed, the following may be substituted for the
clause beginning "and Iherebr certify" through to and including the.word '_'language," "and I
hereby certify that [he or she] 1s a regu~ar a~tendant at the [nameJ.pubhc evemng school;'' but. in
such case the certificate shall only contmue.m force for as long a time as attendance of such child
at such evening school is indorsed weekly during the session of such evening school, not exceeding tbe length of the public ~chool year minus twent,y weeks, in place of it~tendance ~t day school
as now provided by law, with a statement from a teacher thereof cert1tymg that his attendance
continues re<>'ular. If attendance has been at a half-time school, forty weel1ts of such attendance
must be certified to instead of twenty. The foregoing certificate must be filled out in duplicate,
and one copy thereof shall be kept on file by the school committee. Any explanatory matter may
be printed with such certificate in the discretion of ~he school committee or superintendent of
schools.
[Who shall sig11 certific~tes.J _ •
5. In cities and towns having a superintendent of schools said certificate shall be signed only by
such superintendent, or by some person authorized by him in writing. ln other cities and towns
it shall be signed by some member or members of the school committee aµthorized by vote thereof:
Provicled, however, That no member of a school committee, or other person authorized as aforesaid,
shall have authority to sign such certificate for any child then in, or about to enter, his own em-·
ployroent, or the employment of a firm of which he is a member, or of a corporation of which he
is an officer or employe. The person signing the certificate shall have authority to a~ministel' t4e
oath provided for therein, but no fee shall be charged therefor. Such oath 1Tiay also be administered by any .justice of the peace.
[Who may sign certificates of age.~
·6. The certiticate as to the birthplace and age of a chilu shall be signed by his father if living and
a resident 6f the same city or town; if not, by his mother; or if his mother is not living, or if living, is not a resident of the same city'or town, by his guardian; if a child has n'o father, mothel', or
guardian living in the same city or town, his own signature to the certificate may be accepted by
the person authorized to approve the same.

f Provisions as to correct age.]
7. No child who has been continuously a resident of a city 0r town since reaching the age of thirteen
years shall be entitled to receive a certificate that he has reached the age of fourteen unless or until he has attended school according to law in such city or town for at least twenty weeks since
reaching the age of thirteen, unless ex:empted by law from such attendance. Before signing the
approval of the certificate of age of a child the person authorized to sign the same shall refer to the
last school census taken under the provisions of sectipn three of chapter forty-six of the public
statutes, and if the name of such child is found thereon, and there is a material difference between
his age a11 given therein and a;, given by his parent or guardian in the certificate, allowing for lapse of time, or if such child plainly appears to be of materially less age than that so given, then such
certificate shall not be signed until a copy of the certificate of birth cir of .baptism of such child, or
a copy of the register of its birth with a town or city .clerk, has been produced, or other satisfactory
evidence furnished that such child is of the age stated in the certificate.
[Duties of truant officers and factory inspectors. l
8. The truant officer may, when so authorized si.nd required by vote of the school committee,visit -·
the factories, workshops, and mercantile establishruents in their several cities and towns and ascertain whether any children under the age of fourteen are employed therein contrary to the provisions of this act, and they shall report any cases of such illegal employment to the school committee and to the chief of the district pol ice or the inspector of factories for the district. '£he inspectors
of factories and the truan·t officers when authorized as aforesaid may demand the names of all
children under sixteen years of age employed in such factories, workshops, and mercantile establishments, and may require that the certificates and lists of such children provided for in this act
shall be produced for their inspection. Such truant officers shall inquire into the employment,
otherwise than in such factorie~, workshops, and mercantile establishments, of children under the
age of fourteen years during the hours when the public schools are in session, and may require
that the aforesaid certificates of all children under sixteen shall be produced for their inspection;
and any such officer, or any inspector of factories, may bring a prosecut'ion against ~ person or
corporation em.ploying any such child, otherwise than as aforesaid, during the hours when the public
schools are in session contra ry to the provisions of this act, if such employment still continues one
week after written notice from such officer or inspector that such prosecution will be brought, or
if n;iore than one such.written notice, whether relating to the same child or to any other child, has
been given to such employer by a truant officer or inspector of factories at any time within one
year.
[Duties of parents, guardians, and employers. l
9. Every parent or guardian of a child under fourteen years of age who permits any employment of such child contrary to the provisions of this act, and every owner, su-perintendent, o:r overseer of any factory, works hop, or mercantile e tablishment who emf)loys or permits to be employed therein any child contrary to the provisio11s of this act, and any other person who employs
any child. contrary to the provisions of this act, shall for every such offense forfeit not less than
twenty nor more than fifty dollars, for the use of the public schools of the city or town. Every parent, guardian, or p erson authorized to sign the certificate prescribed by section four of this act, who
certifies to any materially fal;;e statement therein shall be punished by fine not exceeding fifty
dollars, or by imprisonment not exceeding thlrty days, or by both such fine and imprisonment. A.
failure to produce to a truant officer or inspector of factories the certificate required by the pro-
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visions of this act shall be prima faQie evidence of the illegal employment of' the child whose certificate is not produced.
10. The expressions ''factory" and "workshop" used in this act shall have the meanings defined
for them respectively by chapter one hundred and three of the acts of the year one thousand eight
hundred and eighty-seven.
11. Within one month of the passage of this act the chief of the district police shall ca.use a print-ed
copy thereof to be transmitted to the school committee of every city and town in the Commonwealth.
12. Sections one to six inclusive of chapter forty-eight of the public statutes, chapter two hundred
and twenty-four of the acts of the year eighteen hundred and eighty-three, chapter two hundred
and twenty-two of the acts of the year eighteen hundred and eighty-five, and section one of cbapter
four b undred and thirty-three of the acts of the year eighteen hundred and eighty-seven are hereby
repealed.
·
lil. This a.ot shall take effect on the first day of July in the year one thousand eight hundred and
eighty-eight.
Approved May 17, 1888.
[Penalty for employing children under fourteen who can not read and write.)

7. E,ery owner, superintendent, or overseer in any such establishment who employs, or
permits to be employed therein, a child under fourteen yea.rs of age who can not read and write
while the public schools in th~ city or town where such chilctlives are in session, and every parent
or guardian who permits such employment shall for every such offence forfeit not less than twenty
nor more than fifty dollars, for the use of the public schools of such city or town.
[Sections 8 and 9 relate to the employment of children in circuses, shows, etc.]
SEC.

[Truant children and absentees from school.]
SEO. 10. Eacl'I. town shall make all n.e edful provisions n,nd arrangements concerning habitual

truautsand children between seven and fifteen years of age who may be found wandering about
in the streets or public places therein, hii.ving no lawful occupation or business, :not attending
school, and growing up in ignorance, and such children as persistently violate the4"easonable rules and
regulations of the common schools; and shall make such by-laws as shall be most conducive to the
welfare of such children, and to the good order of such town; and shall provide suitable places
for the confinement, discipline, and instruction of such children. Such by-laws may be approved
by the judge of the probate court of the county,as well as in the manner provided for the approval
of other by-laws by section twenty-one of chapter twenty-seven." 1
[School committee to appoint truant officers.]
SEC. 11. The school committee of each town shall appoint and fix the compensation of two or
more suitable persons, to be designated tr11ant officers, who shall, under the direction of said committee, inquire into all cases arising under such by-laws, and shall alone be authorized, in case of
violation thereof, to make complaint and carry into execution tho judgment thereon; and who
may serve all legal processes issued by the courts in pursuance of such by-laws or of Aections t~n
to sixteen inclusive, but who shall not be entitled to receive any fees for such service. 2

[Truants may be committed for two years.]
SEC. 12. Any minor convicted under a by-law made under section ten of being an habitual truant

or of wandering about in the streets and p11blic places of a city or town, having no lawful employment or business. not attending school, and growing · up in ignorance, or of persi.~tentlv vi.olating
I.he rules and regulations of the common school11, shall be committed to any institution of instruction or suitable situation provided for the purpose, under the authority of said section or by-law, for
a term not exceeding two years.
1 FORM OF BY-LAWS.

This form of by-laws has been approved by the board of education, and is given here simply as
a suitable form to be adopted by the towns:
By-laws.
ARTICLE 1. The town of - - hereby avails itself of the several provisions of the statutes of this
Commonwealth, now in force, relating to habitual truants and absentees from school, and in pursuance of authority conferred thereby, adopts the following by-laws:
ART. 2. All children between the ages of seven and fifteen years, residing in said town, and who
ma.y be found wandering a.bout in the streets or public places of said town, having no lawful occupation or bu11iness, not attending school, a.nd growing up in ignorance, shall be committed to - for confinement, instruction, and discipline.
ART. 3. Two or more truant oflicers shall be appointed annually, whose dut'f it shall be to inquire
into all the violations of the truant laws and of the law relating to compulsory education, and to
do all the acts required of them by the laws of the Commonwealth.
ART. 4. It shall be tlre duty of every truant officer, previous to making any complaint under tb
la.we, to notify the truant 01· absentee, from school, also his pa.rent or guardian, of the offence committed and of the penalty therefor; and it the truant officer can obtain satisfactory pledges for the
restraint and reformation of the child he may, at his discretion, forbear to prosecute, so long as uch
pledg s are faithfully kept.
ART. 5. It shall be t:he duty of the school committee, the teacher11 of the public schools, and the
ciUzens generally, to a.id the truant officers as far as posRible in the discharge of their duties.
A RT. 6. It shall be the duty of the truant officers to keep a full record of all their official ac_ an
make an annual report thereof to the school committee, who shall publish the same with tbeu o
report.
A&T. 7. Nothing in the e by-laws shall be so construed as to alter or impair the obligation a
duty oftea.chers to enforce punctuality and regularity of attendance, and to preserve good or
and discipline.
2
n act ofl 9 authorized truant officers, under the direction of school committees, toapprehe .
and take to school without warrant all truants found wanderin~ about in the streets and pu
places.
.
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[Jurisdiction,]
SEC. 13. Police, district, or municipal courts, trial'just1ces, al\§ j!Jdge~ olpr~bate courts shall ha vet
jurisdiction within their respective counties of the offences described m sections ten and t~elve. , ,
[County truant schools.]
SEC. 14. If three or more towns in any county so require, t~e county commis~i<:mers shall establish at the expense of the county, at convenient places ther~m, oth~r than t_he Jail _or house of'. correction, truant schools for the confinement, discipline, and mstruct1~n of mmo~ c_h1ldren convicted
under the provisions of sections ten and twelve; and shall make smtable prov1s1ons for t~e gov- ,
ernment and control, and for the appointment of pro_Per teachers ~nd officers _thereof; but if tbree
or more cities or towns in each of two or three contiguous counties so reqmre, the county commissioners of such counties shall, at the expense of the same, esta~lish at a convenient place t~e~ein
a union truant school, to be organized and controlled by the chauruan of the county comm1ss10ners of such counties, io the manner provided for the go_v~rnme_nt and control of county t~ua~1t
schools by county commissioners; and any county so. umtmg with another county or ?ounties m
the support of a union truant school shall not be required to support a truant school of its own. .
[What places of confinement towns may assign.1 ·
SEC. 15. A town may assign any such truant school, or, with the assent of the _St~te. bo~rd of_ health,
lunacy, and charity, the State primary school as t~ie place of confi_nement, d1sc1phne, and !nstruction of children so convictetl, and shall pay for then· support therem such sum, not exceedrng two
dollars a week for each child, as the county commissioners or the trustees of the State primary and
reform schools, respectively, shall determine. ·
[How children committed may be discharged.]
SEC. 16, Children so committed may, upon satisfactory proof of amendment, or for other sufficient
cause, be discharged from the State primary school by said State board, and from other places of
confinement by the judge or justice who committed ,them.
1
fReports relative to compliance with truant law.]
SEC, 17. The school committees of the several towns shall annually report to the secretary of the
board of' educa~ion whether their towns have made the provisions required by law relating to truants and absentees from school.1

Prnctical effects of the cltild-labor statute.-Superintendent E. P. Seaver, of Boston, says
(March, 1881:)): "The work of investigating the cases of children whose parents apply
for certificates, explaining to them the requirements of the law, filling out, dupl_icating, and indexing the certificates granted takes one person nearly the whole working
time. * * *
,
"It is, perhaps, too early to make observations on the practical effects of the new statute.
Already proposals to amend it have been made in the legislature. But it should have
a fair and thorough trial by steady enforcement for at least a year. S'ome of the difficulties incident to the change from the- old law to the new may be expected to disappear in time and the good effects to show themselves more distinctly. The very ~rked
improvement in school attendance among children thirteBn and fourteen years old,
shown by the statistics, is probably due in part to the new law.
•" Still I feel impelled to say that this new law is a very hard law to enforce. No
man who has not a heart of stone can listen to the pitiful tales of distress1 seeing the
little wages of a thirteen-year-old child are all that stand between a bereaved family
and starvation, without ardently wishing he had the power to mitigate the stern dictates of the law. The temptation to break tqe laws of men and rely for justification
on the higher Jaw is very strong-may become overpowering if the legislature does not
soon provide some way of relief in cases of dire need.
_
'
"On the other hand, the amount of falsehood, chicanery, and fraud attempted amQng
certain classes of employers, parents, and children in relation to the employment cer~ificates, is sµch as to perplex: the most astute and dishearten the most humane administrator of the law."
Between·l, 700 aud 1,800 certificates of age and schooling had been issued in Boston
since the new statute went into .force. A large number had been refused.
'
From Chicopee (Superintende,nt R. H. Perkins) comes the report: '' ParentaJ indifference, together with the dei;nand for child labor, and the not too strict regard paid by many
employers to the employment laws, make the duties of these (truant) officers, as well as
1 Penaltyforemploying truants.-Chapter 71 of the acts of 1885 provides that whoever, after notice
from a truant\o.fficer to refrain from so doing, offers a reward for service to any child, in consequence
of which reward such child is induced unlawfully to absent himsdffrom school, or whoever, after
notice as a foresaid, in any manner entices or induces any chitd to truancy, or whoever knowingly
employs or harbors any unlawful absentee from school, or truant, shall forfeit not less than twenty
nor more than fifty dollars to the use of the public schools of the city or town in which said offence
occurs, to be recovered by complaiht.
(NoTE.-No one is authorized t o prosecute in order to enforce this provision of the l1~w. In order
to test the matter a certain truant officer of Boston made complaints in two aggravated cases; the
judge refused to entertain them on the ground that the truant officer had no legal authority to make
them.-Rep. Sup't. Bost. Sch., 1888,, p. 11.)

'
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those of the superintendent, at times somewhat difficult and unpleasant. 'l'he officers
report but two ca~es of illegal employment; the superintendent has observed many
more, yet no prosecutions have been ordered.·"
Supt. William Connell, of Fall River: "The labors of the truant officers are not to be
meas-urecl by the number of truants returned to school or brought before the court for
trial, but rather by the larger number of waywardly inclined children kept in the schools
by their influence and daily visits. 11
Under date of January 27, 1890, State Supt. J. W. Dickinson writes to th.is Office as
follows: "'l'he compulsory law operates well, and is generally obeyed. 'l'he employment law is quite thoroughly enforced. 'l'here is not much temptation in rural districts
to break these laws, so not so much stringency is required to enforce them as in cities."
Considerable difficulty is experienced by school authorities in procuring suitable places
for the confinement and education of habitual truants and incorrigibl_es'. In Boston
truants are still sentenced to the House of Reformation for Juvenile Offenders, a crim' inal institution, notwithstanding the efforts of the school board to have a truant, or
"parental,'' school established. Magistrates are reluctant to commit ordinary truants
to an institution of this character. In Fall River truants are sent to the almshouse,
where there is no school. Superintendent Connell, of that city, considers it an outrage
upon defenseless pauper children "when truants, often the vilest boys in the city, are
sent there to he their associates, and tq exert upon them their contaminating and de
basing influence."
The county commissioners of Essex County have neglected t.o establish a truant school,
though doub_le the number of cities and towns required by law have repeatedly petitioned
to that effect. Four counties, Berkshire, Hampden, Hampshire, arid Norfolk, have complied with the law and are supporting county truant schools.
A. W. Edson, agent of the Massachus~tts State Board of Education for Hampden and
Worcester Counties, reports to the board December 31, 1889: "The law requires school
committees to appoint and fix the compensation of two or more suitable persons as truant
officers, whose duty it shall be to attend ·to all cases of truancy. In most towns, not in
aB, such officers are appointed. In a few cases these men are active, and, as well ag
they are able, do their duty in enforcing regular attendance in the public schools. Of
course they can do little where there is no place to which to send habitual truants. In
most towns; owing to the fact that there is no truant school, to the small compensation
allowed, to the fear of offending neighbors and friends, or to the indifference of the committee, the officers do practically nothing, and the la,w is a dead letter."
4

CONNECTICUT.
Enrly legislation.-The first code oflaws of the Connecticut colony, adopted 1650, conained a provision for obligatory education which was a literal transcript of the Massa·
bu etts law of 1642, already given. A fine of twenty shillings was imposed "for each
neglect." Selectmen of towns, after suitable admonition had failed, were required to
take the children of negligent parents and bind them out with persons who would look
after their education. Parents were also required to instruct their children in religion.
These provisions, more or less modified, have remained in force to the preeent day,
and aro incorporated in the revision of 1888, some of the ancient phraseology being still
retained.
The code of the New Ifaven colony, completed in 1655, contained 15imilar requirements
and penal ties.
It seems that some parents and masters failed to comply with these lawe, for in 1690
an additional order was made by the court, which observed in the preamble that'' there are
many persons unable to read the English tongue, and uncapahle to read the holy word
of God."
In the revision of 1 05 the penalty of twenty shillings was given as $3.34; in 1 21
t?is fine for neglect di appears from the statute, though,contumacious parents were till
liable to have their children taken from under their care, as before. In this shape the
law was of little or no effect as a general compulsory measure, the severity of the penalty being such that public opinion would not sanction the enforcement of jt except in
v ry extreme cases. 1
In 1 21 the requirement concerning religious instruction alsodisappeared, it beingr&p1aced by arithmetic, and in 1 49 English grammar and geography were added.
Io 1 rn the proprietors of manufacturing establishments were compelled to see th.at the
children in their employ were taught to read, write, and cipher and that due attention
was paid to their morals. To secure observance of this law, the selectmen of tow
1

Conn. Sch. Rep., 1864, p. 18; lb., 1886, p. 40,
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we~e. constituted boards of visitors to ascertain annually the facts of the case and report
an_y neglect to the next county court. 1
Dr. Rarnard said in 1840, of this law: "It is a dead letter in nearly if not every town
in the ~tate. I kn~w not of a single instance where the board of visitation authorized.
by the act has been organiz2d. ''
·
Emplo.vment act of 1842. -The act of 1842 forbade, under a penalty of twenty-five dollars for each violation, the employment of children under fifteen years of age unl.ess they
bad been instru,cted in school at least; three months of the twelve preceding. State
Superintendent D. C. Gilmim remarked of yhis law in 1866: "It has been found ve,y
difficult to enforce this law. In many cases the proprie.tors or agents of manufacturing
establishments would willingly see the provisions of the statute sustained, but they are·
well aware that the law is not obeyed through the SMte, and ai'e apprehensive that they
shall lose bothparentsand children as operati~es if they re luse the latter work. -l<· * *
I am confident that if a law can be devised which public opinion will sustain and which
the magistrates and school visitors throughout the State will be likely to enforce, the large
manufacturing corporations will cooperate. * * ~- It may be sttid that the present
law is go.od enough. But it is not enforced; it iB uot likely to -be. Nobody assumes
the responsibility of seeing that its requirements are obeyed.'' 2 ' ' Prosecutions are unheard of for the violations of the law.". ''Public opinion does not cry out for the execution of the law." 3
,
· Trncint act of 1865.--Iu 1865 there was enacted a truant iaw, based on the then existing MMsachtlsetts truant law, which had been gradually gathering shape since 1850.
New employment law (1869).-The defects-of the employment act of 1842 Jed to the
enactment of a new law in 1869, which differed from the former one in.several importa.nt
particulars, viz: (1) The age of children forbtdden to be ~in ployed Without three months~
schooling the preceding year, was changed from fifteen to fourteen years. {2) Under
the law of 1842, only manufacturers, agents, and superintendents could be prosecuted;
under that of 1869, all employers were liable to prosecution. (3) The penalty for each
offense was ra.ised from twenty to one hundred dollars. (4) The act of 1842 charges
scboQl visitors with e:itamining into the execution of the law; and reporting violations of
it; that of 1869 requires in addition, State attorneys and grand juries to cooperate, and,
what wa-s the mo::,t important change in providing for the enforcement of the law. it authorized the State board of education to '' appoint some one of its members, or some
other suitable person, an agent for that purpose." This a.2:ent was to be at all t.imtis
subject to the direction and control of the board. Previously, the enforcement of the
employment laws had been left entirely with the local authoritiesi and "very little
was accomplished."
·
An act to put discharged children to school. -The employment law of 1869 took children
out of the factories, but it did not send them ·to school. This was effected by a law of
1871, requiring parents, guardians, and others to send to school children who had been
discharged from employment for the purpose of attending school, on penalty of five
dollars for every week of noncompliance.
"'I'he only objection made to this law, within my knowledge," said State Supecintendent Northrop, 1 ' is its limitation to the parents and guardians of those children who
a1·e hirecl out. 'l'hey ask, • While we are justly required to send our children to school,
why are the parents of children unemployed, it may be the idle 8.nd vicious, excused?'
This has the look of class legislation. Make this law impartial and universal "in its
obligation, and you remove the only real objection as yet urged against it."
During the year 1871 Dr. Northrop made a foreign tour, during which be e:x:n.mined
the operation of the compulsory laws of several European countries. On his return h.e
incorporated the results of his observations with other matter in a report on "Obligatory Education,>' which attracted wide attention, and stimulated action in other States
us well as Connecticut. A portion of his argument is quoted farther on.
The compnlsory system fully estciblished in 1872.~The :final step suggested by Superin*
tendent NorLhrop was taken the following year (1872). The law of 1871 was made applicable to all ch1ldren, whet,her employed or not; at the same time the employment and
truant acts were incorporated with it, and the whole revised. The system of legislation
'requiring universal education in Connecticut, in its modern form, da.tes from this year.
The law as originally proposed contained a provision to the effect that parents whose
"'pecuniary condition was such as to render the attendance of their .c hildren inexpecli~nt or impracticable" should be exempt frotn its requirements. But 'on motion of
a leading member of the house tbis provision was unanimously stricken out, thus committing the State to the position that poverty should be n9 bar to education. Public
charity must supply the wants of dependent parents when necessary.
2

1 Conn. Sch. Rep., 1853, p , 147.
3Lbid., 1867, p. 85.
Conn, Sch. Rep., 18G6, pp. 82-3.
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The law ha.s been amended in several important particulars since 1872, and now reads
as follows:
THE PRESENT CONNECTICUT LAW REGARDING THE INSTRUCTION AND EMPLOYl\ll2-T
OF CHILDREN.

f Taken from the Laws of Connecticut Relating to Education, of which it forms Chapter III.]

!

Sn:c. 21. Children to be educated.-All parents and those who have the care of children shall bring
them up in some honest and lawful calling or employment, and instruct them _or cau~e them to b "
instr.uctcd in reading, spelling, writing, English gra mmar, geography, and anthmet1c; .
Parents and guardians mti~t send children to school.-And every varent or other person haVIng control of any child over eight and under sixteen years of age, whose physical or mental condition is
not such as to render its instruction inexpedient or impracticable, sl!all cause such child to attend a public day school regularly during the hours and terms while the public schools in the d istrict wherein such child res ides are in session, or,to else \Vhere receiva thorough instruction during
said hours and terms in the studies taught in said public schools.
_
But children under thirteen year.s of age who h:we attended school twenty-four weeks of the
preceding twelve months, and children b etween thirteen and fourteen who have at-tended school
twelve weeks of the preceding twelve months, and children over foui:teen years of age, shall not
be subject to the requirements of this section while lawfully employed to labor at home or elsewhere.
But this section shall not be construed to exempt any child who is enrolled as a member of a
school from any rule concerning irregularity of attendance which bas been enacted or may be enacted by the town school committee, board of visitors, or board of education having control of the
school.
.
SEC. 22. Penalty.-Eifch week's failure on the part of any person to comply with the provisions
of the pr~cedi~g section shall be a distinct offense, punishable with a fine not exceeding five dollars .
.Excuses.-Said penalty shall not be incurred when 1t appears that the child is destitute of clothing suitable for attending school, and the parent or person having control of such child is unable
to p1·ovide such clothing, or its mental or physical condition is such .as to render its instruction
inexpedient or impracticable.
Co1nplciint.-All offenses concerning the same child. shall be charged in separate counts, joined
in one complaint. When a complaint contains more than one count the court may give senleace
on one or more counts and suspend sentence on the remaining counts.
Procedure.-If at the end of twelve weeks from the date of th~ sentence it shall appear that the
child concerned has attended school regularly during ·that time, then judgment on such remaining
counts shall not be executed.
SEC. 23. Attendcince at privale schools, when sufficient.-A.ttendance of children at a school other
than a public school sha11 not be regarded as compliance with the provisions of the _laws of the
State requiring parents and other persons havinll control of children to cause them to attend
school, unless the teachers or persons having control of such school shall keep a register of attendance in form and manner prescribed by the :::!tate board of education for the public schools, which
register shall at all times during school hours be open to the inspection of the sec1·etal"y and agents
of the State board of education, and shall make such reports and returns concerning the school
under their charge to the secretary of the State board of education as are required from the school
visitors concerning the public schools, except that no report concerning expenses shall be required; and it shall be the duty of the secretary of the State board of education to furnish to the
teachers or persons having charge of any school, on their request, s11ch registers and blanks for
returns asmay·be necessat·y for compliance with the provisions of this section.
SEC. 24. Employmen t of chiidren wnder thirteen.-No child under thirteen yea.rs of age shall be
employed in any mechanical, mercantile, or manufacturing establishment.
SEO. 25. Penalty.-Any person, acting for himself, or as agent in any way whatever of any mechanical, mercantile, or manufacturing establishment, who shall employ 01· authorize or permit to
be employed in such establishment any child, in violation of tb.e preceding· section, shall be fined
not more than sixty dollars, and every week of such illegal employment shall be a distinct offe nse,
provided that no person shall be punished under this section for the employment of any child
when at the time of such employment the employer shall demand and thereafter during such employment keep on file the certllicate of any town clerk, or of the teacher of the,school where such
child last attended, stating that such child is more than thirteen years of age, or a like certifica te
of the parent or guardian of such child in such cases only where there is no record of the child's
age in the office of the town clerk, and such child has not attended school in this State. An y
parent or guardian who shall sign any certificate that his child or ward is more than thirteen years
of age when in fact such child or ward is under thirteen years of age shall be fined not more than
sixty dollars.
'Eo. 26. Employment of child under fonrtem, who has not attended legal time.-N o child under fourteen years of age who has resided in the United States nine months, shall be employed to labo r,
unless such child sha.11 have atte nded a day school in which instrucOon has been regularly a nd
thoroughly given in the branches of education required in the public schools during at least twelve
weeks, or sixty full school days of the twelve months next preceding any month in which such
child shall be so employed, nor unless six weeks at least of this attendn.nce have been consecutive. .A.ny person who shall employ a child contrary to the provisions of this section shall be fin ed
not more than sixty dollars .
. E C. 27. Oertificat_e of school attendance.-It shall be the duty of every parent, or other person having control of a child und er fourteen yea.rs of age, to furnish the employer of such child a certificate signed by the teacher, school visitor, or committee of the school which the child attended,
showing that t!1e child h a s attended school as required by the precedin~ section. The employer
of any_ su?h _ch1I~ shall r equire such certificate, !!hall keep it at his place of business duriog the tim~
the chtld 1s m his employm e i:t, and sha.ll show the sA.me when demanded, during the usual bw 1ne hours, to any school visitor of the town where the child is employed, or to the &ecretary or
agent of the tate board of education. Said certificate shall be evidence that the child has attended
school as the law require .
• E • 28. Pen ally for fa lse statemenl.-Anyparentor any person having control of a child, wbo,with
inte nt to evade the_provi!!lons of this cha pter, i:!hall make any false statement concerning the a,::-e oi
such child, ot· tb e time such chlld bas resided in the United States, or shA.11 instruct such child to
make o.ny su?h faiae statement, shall be fined not more than seven dollars, or be imprisoned no,
more than thirty cL'.lys,
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SEC. 29. Inspection ofJact_ories by sclio_o~ visi~ors.-The sc?ool visitors in ~ery t?wn shall, one~ o!
more in every year, examme into the,situat1on of"~~e ch1ldre~ employed 1n all its manufacturm ..
establishments and ascertain whether all the provisions of this chapter are duly observed and report all violations thereof to one C,f the grand jurors of the town. .
SEC. 30. Selectmen may bind oiit neglected r,hildren.-The selectmen m every to~~ sl1al_l insp":ct the
conduct of the heads of families, and if they find any w!J.o neglect th~ educat10n ?f the chi_lqren
under their care, may admonish them to attend to their duty; and _if they con.tmue n~gh~·ent,
whereby the children grow rude, stubborn, and unruly, they shall, with the_ advice of a Justice of
the peace take such children from those who have the charge of them, a~d _bir;id them out to some
proper m~ster or to some charitable institution or society incorp?rat_ed in this State-for the care and
instruction of such children, males till twenty-one and female~ till eighteen years of age, that they
may be properly educated and brought up in some law.Cul c~llmg.
.
SEc. 31. Town regulations respecting truants and vagrant chii~ren.-Each city and town may make
regulations concerning habitual truants from scho~l, and childre_n between the ages o~ seven and
sixteen yearR wandering about its streets or pubhc places, havmg no lawfu! occupat10~, nor attending school, and growing up in ignoranc':'; and s~?h by-~~ws a~so respectmg such children_ as
shall conduce to their welfare ,and to public-order, 1mposmg smt!!:ble penalt1~s, no~ exceedmg
twenty dollars for any one breach thereof; but no such town by-laws shall be vahd unt1t approved
by the superior court in any county.
,,
SEC. 32, Truant offecers.-Every town, and the ma;ror and aldermen of every city having such bylaws, shall annually appoint three or more persons, who alone shall be authorized to prosecute_for
violations thereof. All warrants issued upon such prosecutions shall be returnable before any JUS·
tice of the peace or judge of the city or police court of the town or city.
SEC. 33. Tl'uants, arrest of.-'.rhe police in any city, and bailiffs, constables, sheriffs, and deputy
sheriffs in their respective precincts, shall arrest all boys between eight and s~xteen years of age
who habitually wander or loiter about the streets or public places or anywhere beyond the proper
control of their parents or guardians during the usual school hours of the· school term; and may
stop any boy under sixteen years of age during such hours and ascertain whether he is a truant
from school; and if he be, shall send him to such school.
.
, ,,
SEC. 31. Truants may be committed to reform school, when.-Any boy arrested the third time under
the provisions of the preceding section, if not immediately returned to school, shall be taken before the judge of the criminal or police court or any justice of the peace in the city, borough, or
town where such arrest is made; and if ,it shall appear that such, boy has no lawful occupation, or
is not attending school, or is growing up in habits of idleness or immorality, or is an habitual truant,'
he may be committed to any institution of instruction or correction or house of reformation in satd
city, borough, or town for not more than three years, or, with ,t he approval of the selectmen, to
the State reform school.
·
SEC. 35. Fees of truant o.ffecers.-Officers other than policemen of cities shall receive for making
the arrests required by the two preceding sections, such fees, not exceeding the fees allowed by
law for making other arrests, as may be .tllowed by the selectmen of the town in which such arrests are made; but unless a warrant was issued by a judge of the criminal or police court, or l)y
a justice of the peace, the officer shall, before receiving his fees, present ta the selectmen of the
town a written statement showing the name of each boy arrested, the day on which the arrest was
made, anrl if the boy was returned to school, the name or number of the school to which he was
so returned.
SEO. 36. Warrant and hea1·vng.-In all cases arisinir under the provisions of the three preceding ,
sections, a proper warrant shall be issued by the judge of the criminal court of the city, o::: by a justice of the peace in the borough or town where such arrest is made; and the father, if living, or
if not,, the mother or guardian of such boy, shall be notified, if such parent or guardian can be found,
of the day and time of hearing. '.rhe fees of the judge or justice shall be two dollars for_sµch bear.
ing; and all expenses shall be paid by the city, borough, or town in and forwhichheexercisessuch .
jurisdiction.
SEc. 37. Suspending judgment.-After the hearing in any such case, such judge or justice of the
peace may, at his discretion, indefinitely suspend the rendition of judgment. '
SEC. 38. Appointment of district committee or janitor as speciat constables.-The selectmen of any
town may appoint committees of school districts and janitors of school buildings, and .other persons on nomination by the school visitors of t,he town or board of education of an incorporated
school district, specinl constab]es. Said constables shall have power in the fown in which they reside, and fo adjoining towns when offenders have escaped thither, to arrest for truancy and other
causes narµ ed in section 33, and for disturbance of schools and school meetings and damage to ,
school property, and to serve criminal process in all such cases.
,
SEC. 39. Vagrant girls may be committed to industr·i al school.-Upon the request of the parent or
guar_dian of any girl between eight and sixteen years o( age, a warrao.t may be issued for her arrest m the same manner and on the same conditions as is provided in S-'Ctions 34.- 37 with respect
to boys; and thereupon the same proceedings may be had as are above provided, except that-said
girls may pe committed to the Connecticut Industrial School for Girls.
ANALYSIS OF THE REQUIREMENTS OF THE CONNECTICUT LAW RELATING TO TE:E INSTRUCTION AND EMPLOYMENT OF CHILDREN. 1

I. - Who may attend.-"Schools shall be open to all children over four yeai:s of age in
the respective districts without discrimination on account of race or color." But children under five may be excluded "whenever in their (the school visitors') judgment
the interest of the school will be thereby promoted."
''Children" would probably comprise legal infants. ·w hether this be so or not, there
is no legal ground f.lr rejecting from schools persons over sixteen. Boards of visitors
may make rules relating to such matters.
'
II. Who must attend.-'' Every parent or other person having control of any child over
eight and under sixteen years of age shall cause such child to attend.'' ·
The persons who must attend, unless legally excused, are all children over eight and
under sixteen years of age. This is the limit of compulsory schooling in the State.
1

From Conn. Sch, Doc., No. VI, 1888.
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III. Possible attendances.-"Public schools shall be maintained for at least thirty-six
weeks in each year1 in every school district in which the number of persons between
four and sixteen years of age at the last preceding enumeration was one hundred or
more; and for at least thirty weeks in every district in which the numbet of p~rsons
benween said ages was twenty-four ot more; and for at least twenty-four weeks m the
other districts" (sec. 40). ·
"School committees shall see that good public schools of the different grades are
maintained in the various parts of the town, for not less than the same length of time
as would be required had no such consolidation been made" (sec. 129).
IV. How long and when children must attend.-Parents must cause their children to
attend * * *
(a) "Regularly 11 (sec. 21).
·
(P) "During the hours and terms while l)ublic schools in the distrtct wherein such
child resides are in session" · (seo, 21 ).
Instruction at home and attendance at private school are recognized excuses for nonattendance in public schools as stated below; but this instruction at hotne o:rJn a private
school must be:
(a) During the hours (sec. 21).
lb) During the terms (sec. 21 ).
.
.
.
(c) And in the studies taught in the public schools (sec, 21).
There should be no misunderstanding with regard to these requirements. Insttucti<J11 elsewhere thn.n ifi ~ public school ca'ri not be a cDver for no instruction, or for such
instruction as the caprice or convenience of parents or others may determine. Without
question instruction must be in the English language.
.
Parents can illCUr the penalty of section 22 only for imch weeks as the schools a'te i:n
session.
·
·
The prescribed studies are mentioned in tl;te first pttragrat>h of section 21 and in section 40.
·
V, Reco_qni~ed ewcuses,-The excuses recognized under the law are:
.
1. Thorough instruction elsewhere during the hours and terms of the public schools
and in the studies taught in the public schools (sec. 21).
1his would admit:
(a) Instruction at home.
(b) Instruction in private schools. Pritate schools; however, must conform to the
requirements of section 23, or attendance will not be regarded as compliance with the
:Provisions of section 21.
·
2. Such physical or mental condition as renders instruction inexpedient or impracticable (sections 21, 22).
3, Destitution of clothing and inability of parents to provide the same. The burden
of proving such destitution and inability is upon the parent (section 22).
4. The most important recognized excuse for nonattendartce is employment, The law
on this subject may be summarized as follows:
(a) All over fourteen may be employed.
(b) Children between thirteen and fourteen may be employed if they have attended
school 60 days within the. preceding 12 :tbonths (section 21 ).
(c) Children under thirte~'n atld over eight may be employed if they have attended
120 clays within the previous school year (section .21).
.
But cbildren under thirteen can :not be employed in mechanical, manufacturing, or
mercantile establishments at any time.
8late administration of 1.lie law,~There werefo 1888 four agents of the State board of
education charged with executing the provisions of the law relating to the attendance
a!1d mP.loyment. The local authorities cooperate with these, bu~ seldom take the initiaIn very few towns are any steps taken by local authorities to enforce the law.m
tive.
"In three out of fifty towns local authorities have acted. " 2 On the other hand, State
A~ent Giles Potter says: 3 '' While in some towns the local authorities have done nothing toward enforcing these compulsory laws; the number of towns where notice is taken of
failure of children to attend school, and in which efforts are made by school officer by
mea~s o_f notices a)ld personal admonitions 1 is increasfog. More towns and districts are
appomtmg truant officers, and aid is constantly solicited from agents of the State board.
This local influence and cooperation should be encouraged in every community or the
laws can not therein be effectively enforced. I therefore deprecate any legislation and
any measu,:es which seem to relieve towns of responsibility concerning this matter of
attendance or any other matter affecting the schools."
To what deurce enforcerl.-Hon. Charles D. Hine, secretary of the State boarcT, write to
the bureau a follows (January 2 , 1890) : "In general the law is more effective in rum!
1
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districts than in cities, because (a) there are fewer cases compared with-the whole number of pupils; (b) they are easier to get at.
,
.
.
.
'' The method pursued in case of the rural districts is to have a whole county thor~
oughly canvassed. Every family which has chilg._ren is noted, an,d the _attendance or
nonattendance ·recorded by the agent. All cases of nonattendance are investigated, and
children are brought to school. Thereafter families that have been or are likely to be
delinquent are inquired about by letter, and if .they are not sending their children to
school an agent is sent. Sometimes it is necessary to keep the record for a month ~r two,
and then send the agent upon a round of visits.
.
"The difficulty is in compelling regular attendance. Onr law_requires -120 days at~
tendance. Schools must now be fo session 150 days. We find difficulty in compelling
children to attend the extra 30 days above the co-inpulsory limit. There is a little confusion in the law as to whether 120 or 60 days attendance is required, but the courts
are with us on the question, and we have no difficulty in compelling 120 days up to the
age of thirteen.
"The per cent. of attenda11ce as compared with the enumeration in this State does
not run much above 53. This seems to be a small showing for our compulsory system,
but it is really a remarkably good showing. Parents are not under legal obligatinD; to
send their children until they are eight, and they can put them to work between th,ir~
teen and fourteen for all except 120 days. Between these . ages of eight and thirteen
we secure almost entire conformity to the law. Between thirteen and fourteen we are
not so successful. After fourteen we have considerable difficulty in compelling even
those not employed to attend school.
"'.the system has the support of the people of the State. The general assembly
gives the board all the means it asks for enforcement, a,nd the board regards the enforcement as on the whole satisfactory. · '.rhis is not saying that it can not be more exactly
enforced, but that there are comparatively few cases of violatioh within t'.4e ,compulsory
ages.''
·
The Connecticut school report, 1889, gives the following details regarding the enforcement of the attendance laws by the State agents:
·
. •
'l'owns vlsited, ..................................................... .................................................................... :....

59

Absent under legal excuses:
.
, ~1ental or physical disability ............................................................................................. ,

125

~i~o~, 1~~!1\~~:::·:::::;:::::·:.::·.:·::::·:::.:·:::::.;·::::::.:::·:::::.'::.~·.·::·.:·::.:·.·.·:::::.:·:.'.::··:;:::::::.:·;::::.;·:::.'.:·:::::::::

213

Total. ............................................................................................... ,.... , .. ,................. ., ... _., ..

412

~::f1iefs ~1:~~~~.~~.~.~~~~~~:~~::::::::::::::::::::::.·:::.::::.·.·::::::.·.·.'::::::.·.·::::::::::::::::::.·::.7::::::.·.·:::.:·:.·.·.·.·:::;:::::; l, ~i~
1

Absent illegally, negllgence 1 etc ............................. , ............... .......................................... ,..........
Absent illegally, at work ................................................................................... ,.......................
Sent

74

4!J9

145

~--=··,

i~~~~~·i:::::.' :'.: .'.':.':.' .: ::::::::::: ::::'. '.'.: .':.'.'.'.'.' ·.~:.:::·::::.'.'.'::·::.'.':.:'.·:::.'.'.'::.'::: ·::.'.·.·::::.'.·::.·::;.'.'.'::::::;:;::::.:::::::::: ~i!

Prosecutions (parents) ...... .'.. .......................... ................................ ,., ................................. , •. :....- ~
Prosecutions (employers) ...................................................... ,, ................................................... ;1

-·-·- ·

Total.................. ................................................................................ ...............................
Truants .......................................................................... ,.................... ... ................................... io.
Sent Lo reform school ....... ., ................ ... .. ,.~ .... i,, ..•••••••••••••.••••••• , ., •• , t_,,, ,. , ..
Sent to industrial schooL ..... ............ ,.................................... ,... ............ ...... ...... .......... .. .. ...........
i • ••••• . • • . • • • • • , • • • • • • , • • • • • • • , , . .

33

15

11
l

Cases of parents being fined or impril,oned for not1complfance With the provisions of
the law relating to compulsory attendance, pure and simple, are of frequent occurrence.
It is believed that Connecticut is the only State where such :fine or imprisor.iment has
ever been enforced.
·
·
Unceasing actimty in enforcenient.-The Connecticut law owes its efficacy in great meas~
ure to the unremitting persistency with which it has been enforced. It bas been the
settled policy of the State board to allow delinquents no rest in so far as its agents Muld
reach them. The practice of making,
• A scarecrow oftihe law,
Setting it up to fear the bh-ds of prey,
~ till custom make it
Their perch, artd not their terror-

has been replaced by one of energetic enforce!'.tHmt. Especial emphasis is laid upoll
this poi.n~ in the repo~t of the b?ard for 1878, which says (p. 6): ''Unceasing vigilance
and o.ct1v1ty are re,1mred to resist the strong tehdency among the juvenile population
towards slipping back into idleness and truancy. -i<· ,~ *' The work of one year will
never answer for the next. Efforts to restrain truancy may not be relaxed for so much
as a single term without engendering evils which can never be wholly eradic~ted."

,-
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~fora] suasion 'and arguments have been resorted to to enforce the law whenever they
would -effect the purpose in hand, as they generally do. But the determination has been
.firm to enforce the penalties of the law in cases of stubborn resistance. Examples are
made of offenders which have an incalculably wholesome though silent influence for good.
In 1889 twenty-six prosecutions of parents and seven of. employers for noncompliance
are recorded; seven hundred and sixty-four children illegally absent were sent to school.
Tlie rights of children.'-In the Connecticut system parents and employers are punished for nonattendance of children, not the children themselves. The children are the
parties sinned against. · It is considered the duty of the State to prot.ect children from
the neglect or rapaciousness of parents and employers, and to secure to them their rights,
both o-nt of regard for its own welfare and as a measure of abstract justice. This theory
is well defined, and the practice of the authorities has been conducted in strict a,ccordance with it. "Three years' observation of the child-labor law and execution of its
provisions," says Secretary Hine," supply abundant evidence of its benefits to children.
This is the only view this department can consider. The greed of parents is restrained,
tlie rights of parents are respected by employers."
The general subject of the relations of parents to their children is thus discussed:
"1'herearremany parents who assert what they call their rights of governance. Such
think it unjust that they must send their children to school, and thus los~ the profit of
their labor. Others, timid about interfering with the relation of parent and c]:i.ild, prefer that the child should suffer abuse and deprivation rather than disturb the principle
of parental control.
''There is no necessity for confusion or hesitation here. ·That parents may have the
governance of their children is not an unalterable principle upon which unchangeable
laws are based. It is onl,v a proposition based upon extensive experience and embodying the general conviction that parents, inspired by instinctive love, will treat their children wisely and humanely. There is a strong probability that they will so treat them.
This presumption of good will yield to a certainty of evil. When it is certain that a
parent is injuring his child a point is reached where society says his action is not reasonable, and the law says it is not lawful. It may be unreasonable long before it is
, unlawful, but it is merely a question of degree when the legal limit is overstepped.
'' Responsibility for the education of the child is placed upon the parent. It is admitted that the parent may and ought to understand what is the best education for his
own children. But at the point of no education or of limited education resulting in
mental starvation, the law undertakes to make the parent do his duty. If in the exercise of his judgment and right of control the parent gives no education he has overstepped the reasonable limit of control and transgressed the positive enactment. He is
now compelled to do what he ought to do.
.
"Similarly there is no principle which confers upon a parent the right to cause his
child to work for gain or for the support of the family. It is [not] supposed that the
labor which the parent compels the child to perform will result in good to the child. If
the mind or body of the child is · injured by work in any industry, the limit of reason
is again overstepped, and the law compels the parent to refrain from doing what he
ought not to do. Both in depriving the child of education and in causing him to spend
his early years in labor the parent is not conforming to what the experieMe and convictions of society regard as right. He is not acting in a reasonable manner, and the
law says he is not acting in a lawful manner. ·
"The enactments relating to attendance and employment have restrained and miti~ted in many cases the harshness of parental control. If they have accomplished nothing more their operation has been beneficent. " 1
1he emplo.mnent law does not work hardship.-Mr. Giles Potter, agent of the board,
wrote in 18 3: "The law very wisely does not make the pecuniary condition of the
parent an excuse for depriving a child of opportunity to attend school. Towns have
in such cases furnished assistance which otherwise would not have been required. I
have myself presented requests in behalf of unfortunate families for such aid. The applications were cheerfully met, and I have never known towns or selectmen complain
tbat such demands were unreasonable. * * * The number of such families and the
amounts req aired are so small that it can not be said that pauperism is thereby increased;
e~entuall~ ~he families, by the education of their children, are made less dependent,
smce families whose children attend school regularly earn more in the course of the
year than ~ho e who bring up th eir children in ignorance."
The replies of the selectmen of six large manufacturing towns, when interrogated by
Mr. Potter on this su~ject, were substantially in accordance with the above. 2
If the enforced depriving parents of the proceeds of their children's labor "were attended with bard hip to many, or even to few, there would be room to question the
1
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humanity of the law, however much its justice might be ad,mitted. The cases of hardship do not frequentl.Y come to light, and when they a~e fo~nd are easily r emed_iable
without resorting to 'child labor.' It must be borne rn mrnd that the law applies to
children of tender years, whose right it is to have scho.olinir. , If the misfortune or shiftlessness of parents has resulted in poverty, shall the burden of this fall upon young
.
'
children?'' 1
Objections to compulsory education answered.-In 1872 Hon. B. G. Northrop, then secretary of the State board, replied as follows to·certain arguments thn,t had been adduced
against the compulsocy law: 2
"1. Such a law would create a new crime. I reply, it ought, to. To bring up children in ignorance is a crime and should be treated as such. As the most prolific source
of criminality, it should be under the ban oflegal condemnation and the rtiRtraint of legal
punishment. All modern civilization and legislation has made new crimes. Barbarism
recognizes but few. To employ children in factories who are under 10 years of age, or
who have not attended school, or to employ minors under 18 years of age more than 12
hours a day, is each a new crime.
"2. It interferes with the liberty of parents. I reply again, it ought to, when they
are incapacitated by vice or other causes for the performance of essential duties as pa.'rents. Many other laws limit personal liberty. The requisition to serve on juries, or to '
aid the sheriff in arresting criminals, or _the exactions of military service in the hour of
the country's need, these and many other laws do this. If the law may prohibit the
owner from practicing cruelty upon his horse or ox it may restrain the parent from
dwarfing the mind and debasing the character of his child. I( the state ma_y imprison
and punish juvenile criminals it may remove the causes of their crime and its consequences of loss, injury, and shame. The child has rights which not even a parent may
violate. He may not rob his child of the sacred right of a good education. The law
would justly punish a parent for starving his child, and more mischief is done by starving the mind than by famishing the body. 'I'.he right of a parent to his children is
founded on his ability and disposition to supply their wants of body and mind. W.Jien
a parent is disqualified by intemperance, crnelty, or insanity, ·society justly assumes the
control of the children. In ancient Greece the law gave almost unlimited authority to
the father over his offspring. The same is true in some semi barbarous nations now. In
all Christian lands the rights of the parents are held to imply certain correlative duties,
and the duty to educate is as positive as to feed and clothe. Neglected children, when
not orphans in fact, are virtually such, their parents ignoring their duties and thus forfeiting their rights as parents. The state should protect the helpless, · and especially /.
these, its defenseless wards, who otherwise will be vicious as well as weak.
"3. It arrogates new power to the governmen·t . So do all quarantine and hygienic
regulations and laws for the abatement of nuisances. Now ignorance is noxious as the
. most offensive nuisance a11d more destructive than bodily contagions. Self-protection
is a fundamental law of society.
_
"4. It is un-American and unadapted to our free institutions. To p~t the question
in the most oftensi ve form, it may be asked, 'Would you have policemen drag your children to school?' I answer, 'Yes, if it will prevent his dragging them to jail a few years
hence.' But this Jaw in our land would invoke no 'dragging,' and no police espionage,
or inquisitorial searches. With the annual enumerations and the school reo-isters in
hand and the aid of the teachers and others most conversant with each distri~t, school
officers could easily learn w:ho are the absentees."
'
0

NEW YORK.
In 1866 the assembly of NewYorkadopted a resolution callino- upon the State sunerintendent of public instruction for information respecting the ~ompulsory-attendance
laws of other States and of foreign countries. In obedience thereto, State Superintendent Victor M. Rice submitted a carefully prepared report in which his opinion as _to
compulsory school attendance was summed up in the following_ language: '' I doubt the
expediency of laws compelling parents and guardians to send their children and wards
of a proper school age to the public schools, or to provide education for them at home
or at private schools, until the persuasive power of good teachers, commodious and comfortable schoolhouses, and free schools shall have been tried, and tried in vain."
No further action was taken with regard to compulsory education until 1871 when a
bill for that purpose was introduced into the assembly. State Superintendent Abram
B. Weaver, in his report of that year, discussed the whole rn~ject with much care and
strongly oppo~ed the proposition to make education compulsory, principally o~ the
ground that 1t was at variance with the principles of free institutions. '' The citizens
1 Conn.
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of a free state," he remarked, "must learn to take care of themselves in the matter of
edbcatioo as in other respects if they would remain their own masters.'' The bill failed
to become a Jaw.
The question continued to be extensively discussed, however, and an act was finally
passed, May 11, 1874, which, with the amendments of 1876, is the law in force at the
present day. The following is the t ext of the law:
. NEW YORK COMP U LSORY E DUCATION LAW.

[Passed May 11, 1874.]

AN ACT to secure to childre n the be nfi,ts of elementary educatiou.
SECTION L All parents and those who have the care of children shall instruct them, or cause
them to be instructed, in spelling; reading, writing, Eng1ish grammar, geography, and arithmetic.
And every parent, guardian, or other person having control and charge of any child between the
ages of eight and fourteen yea.rs shall cause such child to attend some public or privl!cte day sch ool
at least fourteen weeks in each year, eight weeks at least of which attendance shall be consecutive,
or to be instructed reg:ula,rly at home at least fourteen weeks in each year in spelling, reading,
writin~, English grammar. g-eography, and arithmetic, unless the physical or mental condition of
the cluld is s uch as to render such attendance or instruction inexpedient or impracticable.
S E C. 2. No child under the age of fourteen years shall be employed by any person to labor in
any business whatever during the school hours of any school day of the school term of the public
school in the school district or the city where such child is, unless such child shall have atte nded
some public or private day school where instruction was given by a, teacher qualified to instruct
in spelling, reading, writfng, geography, English grammar, and arithmetic, or shall have been regularly instructed at home in said branches by some person qualified to instruct in the same, at least
fourteen weeks of the fifty-two weeks next preceding any and every year in which such child shall
be employed, and shall. at the time of such employment, deliver to the employer a certificate in
writing, signed by the teacher or a 1;1chool trustee of the district or of a school, and countersigned
by such officer as the board of education or public instruction, by whatever name it may be k nown
in any city, incorporated village or town, shall designate, certifying to such attendance or instru ction; and any person who shall employ any child contrary to the provisions of this section sha1 l,
for each offense, forfeit and pay a penalty of fifty dollars to the treasurer or chief fiscal officer of
the city, or superv~sor of the town in which such offense shall occur; the said sum or pen a lty ,
when so paid to be added to the public school money of the sehool district in which the _offe nse
occurred.
SEC. 8, It shall be the duty of the trustee or trustees of every school district, or public school, or
union school, or of officers appointed for that purpose by the board of education or public inst ruction, by whatever name it may be known, in every town and city, in the month of September an d
of February in each year, and at such other times as may be deemed necessary, to examine into
the situation of the children employed in all manufacturing and other establishments in s uch
school district where children are employed; and in case any town or city is not divided i nto
school districts, it shall for the purposes of the examination provided for in this section be divided
by the school authorities thereof into districts, and the sa id trustees or other officers as aforesaid
notified of their ;respective districts on or before the first day of January of each year; and the said
trustee or trustees, or other officers as aforesaid, shall ascertain whether all the provisions of this
act are duly observed, and repor,t all violations thereof to the treasurer or chief fiscal officer of said
city, or supervisor ·of said town. On such examination the proprietor, superintendent, or manager
of said establishment shall, on demand, exhibit to said examining trustee, or other officer as aforesaid1 a correct list of all children between the ages of eight and fourteen years employed in sa id
estaolishment, with the a.aid certificates of attendance on school or of instruction.
SEO. 4. Every parent, guardian, or other person having control and charge of any child between
the ages of eight and fourteen years, who has been temporarily discharged from employment in
any bul!liness, in order to be afforded an opportunity to receive instruction or schooling, shall send
such child to some public or private school, or shall cause such child to be regularly instructed a
aforesaid at home for the period for which such child may have been so discharged, to the extent
of at least fourteen weeks in all in each year, unless the physical or mental condition of the child
is such as to render such an attendance or instruction inexpedient or impracticable.
SEC. 5. The trustee or trustees of any school district or public school, or the president of a ny
union school, or such officer as the board of education of said city, incorporated village, or to wn
may designate, is hereby authorized and empowered to see that sections one, two, three, four. and
five of this a ct are enforced, and to report in writing all violations thereof to the .tr~asurer or chief
fiscal officer of his city, or to the supervisor of his town; any person who shall violate any provision of ections one, three, and four of this act shall, on written notice of such violation from one
of the sch ool oflicers above named, forfeit, for the first offense, and pay to the treas urer or chief
fiscal office t· of the city, or to the supervisor of the town in which he resides, or such offense ha
occurred, the sum of one dollar, and, after such first offense, shall, for each succeeding offense in
the sanle y ear, forfeit and pay to the treasurer of said city or supervisor of i;iaid town, the sum or
fiv e dollars for each and every week, not exceeding thirteen weeks in one year, during which he,
arter writte n notice from said school officer, shall have failed to comply with any of said pro vi ion ;
the said pena lties, 'when paid, to be added to the public school money of said school d :strict in
which the offense occurred.
fSection 6 provides for text-books for poor children.]
~c. 7. In ca e any person having the control of any child between the ages of eight and fourteen
year. is unable to induce said child to attend school for the said fourteen weeks in each year, and
sh a ll so tate in writing to said trustee, or said other officers appointed by the board of educat ion
or public ins ~ruction by whatever name it may be known, the said child shall, from and after the
d a te and de ltvery to said trustee, or other officar as aforesaid, of said statement in writing, be
deemed a nd dealt with as an habitual truant, and said person shall be relieved of all penaltie
incurred for said year after said date, under sections one, four, and five of this act, as to such child .
. E C. 8. '.J'he board of education or public instruction, hy whatever name it may be called, in uch
city and incorporated village, and the trustees of the school districts and union school in each tow n,
by an affirm a tive vote of a majority of said trustees, at a meeting or meetings to be called for th··
purpose, on te n da y s' noti ce in writing to ea ch trnstee, said notice to be given by the town clerk,
are for each of the ir re ·pectiv1> citie and towns h ereby authorized and empowered and directed,
on or before t he first day of January, eighteen hundred and seventy-seven, to make all needful
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provi8fons, arrangements, rules and reguiationsconcerning habitual trua1;1ts,and children between
said ages of eight and fourteen years of age, who may be found wandermg about the streets or
public places of such city or town ~uring the school hours of the s<;ihool day of the ~erm of ~he_public school of said city or town, havmg no lawful occupat10n, or busmess,. and growrng_ up 1~ ~gnorance; and sai.d provisions, arrangements, rules and _regulations shall be such as shall,_ 1n their_Jup.gment be most con<lucive to the welfare of such children, and to the good order of su,ch Clty or
town; and shall provide suitable places fo: the dis~ipline and ~nstruc~i_o n an_d confinement_, when
necessary of such children 1 and may require the aid of the police of _c ities or mcorporated villages,
and const~bles of towns to enforce their!.'<aid rules and regulations; provided, however, that such
provisions, arrangements, rules and regulations ~ball ~<?t go i9-to ~ffe?t, as_laws for said several cities
and towns, until they shall have been approved, 1n writmg, !:>ya_J 11~t1ce of the supreme court for the
judicial district in which said city, incorporate_d v~llag_e, or town is s1t?ated; and, when so approv~d,
he shall file the same with the clerk of the said city, mcorporated v1,llage,,or town, who shall prmt
the same, and furnish ten copies thereof to each trustee of each school district, or public or uniol}
school of said city, incorporated village, or town. The sai~ tru_s tee shall k~ep one copy thereof
posted in a cone'picuous place in or up?n each S?ho<?l-house m his ?~rnrge durmg the school t_e rms
each year, In like manner the same m each city, mcorp'orated village, or town may be amenued
or revised within six months after the passage of .t his act, and tl;ereafter annually as the trustee
or trustees of any school district or public school, or the president of any union school, or the board
of !:)ducation or public instruction, or by whatever name it µiay be known, in any city, incorporated village, or town, may determine,
·
SEC. 9. Justices of the peace, civil justices, and police justices shall have jurisdiction, with in their
respective towns and cities, of all offenses and all actions for penalties or fines described in this
act, or that may be described in said provisions, arrangements, rules arrd regul!j,tions authorized
by section eight of this act. All actions for fines and penalties under this act shall be brought in
the nam.e of the treasurer or chief fiscal officer of the city or supervisor of the town to whom the
same is payable, but shall be brought by and under the direction of the said trustee·or trustees, or
said officer designated by the board of education.
SEC. 10. Two weeks' attendance at a half-time or evening school shall, for all purposes of.this act,
be counted as one week at a day school.
SEc.11. This act shall take effect on the first day of January, eighteen hundred and seventy-five.

The position of Superintendent Gilmour.-Hon. Neilgpmour, thethenStatesuperintendent, while not considering the act-unconstitutional, expressed his conviction that the system should not have been introduced into New York until after some years of careful
preparation; in his view ample school accommodations should have been provided, the·
quality of the instruction improved, and provision made for the care ,of truants and .vagrants, before having had recourse to any compulsory measures. "I am also deciged~y
of the opinion," he went on to sa,v, ''that if we can, under a voluntary system, closely
approximate the results which we aim,to reach by the enactment of a compulsory law,
it will be better not to have such a law upon our statute books." He expressed his
determination, however, to.render all possible assistance in enforcing the law, notwithstanding a nun;iber of defects which were pointed out.
.
The law after four years' trial.-In 1878 Superintendent Gilmour called upon the city
superintendents of schools for special reports, showing what had been ·accomplished
under the compulsory law, '.' These reports," he says, '' show that no practical results ,
have been secured. With the exception of two or three cities no steps have been· taken
to the carrying out of the pr~visions of this law; and where steps have been taken
hardly any satisfactory results have been secured. , The manner in which this law has
been received by the public is in marked contrast with the law in reference to industrial
drawing. The act in reference to compulsory education is practically a dead letter, and
it must be materially amended before it can be enfo,rced.
"Statistics in reference to this law have also been required * * '" from local officers in foe rural districts. '* ·* -K· The reports generally indicate that the law in its
present form is not and can not be enforced.''
WhJJ not enforced in cities,· what the reports. sav.-Albany: No direct steps taken; no
compulsion necessary; educational advantages are appreciated so highly that the board
·
is embarrassed only in providing sufficient school-room to supply the demand.
Elmira: The school board bas done all it can, but the city authorities refuse to make
necessary appropriation. Lawyers think the law a cumbrous, awkward thing to exe~
cute. A reform school or ungraded school for irregular attendants greatly needed. ,
Poughkeepsie: Substantially nothing done. Only a small number of the children
coming under the provisions of the law are not in school.
.
·
Brooklyn: In 1876 five attendance agents and a superintendent ofattenda;nce of high
character were a_ppointed under rules of the city board of education. Thes~ agents
notified the proprietors of all the large manufactories ·of the terms of the law with the
fo1lowing resuUs: (1) Large numbers of juvenile employes were thereupon discbar<Yed
and the streets were filled with cbildten '' whose precocious sa 6acity was constantlye:iercised to elude the vigilance of the agents." (2) Many of the children were members
of families in which the rigid exclusion from work '' of every member below tbe age of
fourteen was a verdict of death by starvation or subsistence by cp.arity." (3) '' A third
result of enforced attendance of unwilling pupils upon our public schools was more important in its effect on the discipline, morals, and efficiency of instruction in them than
had been anticipated, and unhappily that result was the reverse of beneficial. * * *
The effect of their forced obtrusion upon many of the classes was not less disastrous to
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the discipline a.nd morals of the pupils in them than to the equanimity and efficiency of
the in tructor. In consequence of their long neglect of the subjects of study it was
found necessary to place these unfortunate youths in the same classes witlf pupils scarcely
more than one2J1alf their age to whom the contagion of their vices was doubly infectious
from the infl nence of their superior strength and greater yeara, '' etc.
"It was such evils as these which affected the,iudgments of the members of this board
in establishing some mode of accomplishing the designs of the law without the attendant
evils of its late enforcement."
From September, 1876, to July, 1878, the attendance agents were employed entirely as
truant officers, the same as bad been the case for 12 years prior to the passage of the
compulsory law.
In Odober, 1878, two attendance schools were established for the instruction of children
of confirmed truant habits. These were designed to relieve the public schools from the
burden of the djscipline of such children and materially increase the efficiency of tuition
for the more regular attendants upon them.
The city superintendent, in closing his report, says in general terms with regard t.o
the compnlsory law:
.
"Its extent of utility, however, ought not to be measured by the number of delinquents whose tendency has subjected them to arreeit by the attendance agents, as the
wholesome fear of such discipline bas doubtless deterred many others from committing
the same offense.
'' The modified system adopted by this board during the last year (1878) effected
nearly all that could be judiciously performed for arresting truancy, and wl}en supplemented by tihe establishment of special truant schools I belie,e the act ;wm aecomplish
all that is practicable in compulsory attendance upon the public schools."
New York: "The compulsory education clauses of the law have been only partially
enforced. * * -:s- The superintendent of truancy reports that be has found only 303
cllildren between the ages of 8 and 14 who are employed in stores, factories, etc., of
whom fully oue-half are entitled to certificates of attendance. He, however, says: 'I
desire to know what course I shall pursue in regard to those who are the children of
very poor parents, whose wages are of the greatest importance to assist in the support of
their parents and other members of the famil_y during the rigors of winter. A notice to
their etnployerR will discharge the whole of them into the street, making a fresh supply
of recruits for the beggar and pauper class.' In other words, he reports that the law
can not be enforced without such distressing consequences to parents as be shrinks from
being the means of producing, even though the duties of his office would seem imperatively to require this to be done.
'' From all the facts presented it would appear that very little has been accomplished
this year in the effort to carry into effect the provisions of the law. But I do not think
the community, or the school system, has suffered therefrom, as I deem_the law in its
general scope unnecessary and in many respects impracticable ."
Lockport: No effort made to enforce the provisions of the law, the prospects of success being insufficient to warrant the labor anrl expense involved.
/
Syracuse: A census was taken; only a few children, eight to fourteen, were found to
be non-attendants, so action was deemed unnecessary. The superinpendent fears the
act may have the effect of limiting to fourteen weeks the attendance of many. poor children who would have attended longer, and does not feel certain "that any good can be
secured to the cause of education by legislation compelling attendance at the public
schools.''
Newburg: Nothini done.
Oswego: Nothing done except to publish the act.
Long Island City: Nothing done.
Ogden~burg:_ Nothing done. ''The law is not adapted to the condition of the citizen
and his nghts ma free country like ours. School men should have a voice in making
school law in order to qiake it practicable."
chenectady: Nothing accomplished .
.After fourteen years of trial.-State Superintendent A. S. Draper, in his second report,
d~ted Janua1·y 17, 1888, stated _that the attendance on the schools did not keep pace
with the growth of the population, and attributed this result to th.e circumstance that
noth · g practical bad ever been done in the State by way of compelling attendance upon
the school
"To ?e. sure," he says, '' we have a compulsory education law upon onr
tatute books, but 1t 1s ~ compulsory law which does not compel. It has never been
~i.c~ed ~nder to any conS1~erable extent, ancl this being so after fourteen years of trial,
1t is fall' to presume that 1t never will be. 1 In my opinion there are good reasons why
0

1In writing to the Bnrea.u under date of January 27, 1890, Superintendent Draper says of the
eta.tu~e of 1 74: ·•rt has never been opora.ted effectually, unles<i in two or three large cities, wber
~11~ _c1_rcuinstance~ were ~~trcme. and where they have facilities through other legialatioa for
ut1fumg some of its prov1e1ons.''
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it bas never accomplished what was desired of it. In th~ first place Jt reqtti.r~s D?,e1;Ubers
of boards of education to look after and apprehend delmquent chJldren, and 1t 1s,unreasonable to expect that officials elected only to manage the schools and who serve
without pay will devote the necessary time or tha~ they will engage i°: work which
should devolve upon a policeman or constable or some other officer specially charged
with and paid for such service. Again, the penalties pwvided in the act run mainly
against children, and no people will be swift to enforce penalties against children for
delinquency not amounting ·to crime, for which they are not so propei:.ly answerable as
are their parents or guardians. rrhe penalties in the act which go again~t parents are
mere fines, so inconsiderable as to be ridiculous, and the machinet.V provided for collecting them is too cumbersome and expensive to be commonly made use of. Moreover the
act requires that children under fourteen years of age should attend for at least fourteen.
weeks in the year. Attendance for so small a part of the year is hardly of enough importance to justify any serious effort to insure it. Again, the law does not require
communities to act in the matter, nor does it provide any adequate school facilities for
the accommodation of delinquents if brought in."
_
The present law insufficient.-In another connection Superintendent Draper· says of the
statute of 1874: "This measure, now known as chapter 421 of the laws of 1874, was
materially amended in 1876, and constitutes the present compulsory-education law of
this State. It has never availed much. In the light of experience we are able to see
that its theories were not altogether sound, that its processes were ill-conceived, that
its remedies were inadequate, and that, above all, it made no suitable provision for its
own enforcement. -x- * * Only in two or three larger cities where circumstances
have been extreme, where local officers have been interested and possessed of back-bone,
and where, jn consequence of other legislation, they have had authority and means to
enforce some of the provisions of this statute, have any r~sults worth mentioning flowed
from it. Yet these two or three large eities serve an excellent purpose in pointing out
the course. necessary to be pursueq. in order to be successful in g:athering the children of
indifferent and dissolute parents into the schools."
. '
P1·inciples to be embodied in any ejfecti1_1e statute.-" There is no longer any necessity for
moving blindly in the matter. The State can now act more intelligently than it did in
1874, and effectually meet the difficulty if it undertakes to do so. Public experience,
at home and abroad, since that time, has been such as to point out clearly the particular steps which need to be taken to make certain of general success.in the undertaking.
* * * I think that experience hae shown that any statute which will be effective
must at least embody the following principles:
"1. The law must specify the ages between which and months of the year within
which all children must be in some school, either pu hlic or private, of suitable character,
unless excused therefrom for sufficient reasons by official authority.
· ·
'' 2. Parents and guardians must be made responsible,for sending children to school,
.and must be punished sufficiently to insure compliance with the requirements of the
statute.
·
"3. Special institutions must be provided for thoroughly vicious and incorrigible
cases which can not safely be received into the ordinary schools.
"4. The law ~ust set up the machinery for securing and keeping continuously a perfect census of children of school age in each city or district, and it must provide and
pay officers to look up and account for each child, and to execute all the provisions of
the statute.
·
'' Whiie the friends of popular education will be justified in vigorously seeking the
~nactmen~ of a_ m~asure which does something more than toy wiJ;h this important subJect, and rn re!usrng to accept any measure which does not give promise of operatinoeffectually, it is to be hoped that no controversy will be permitted over nonessential
deta~ls. Th~i:e _is no room for any serious differences as to details among people who
admit the prrnciple that the State should see to it that children within specified aO'es
should be sent to a suitable school, and who are either experienced themselves or :re
familiar with the experience of others in trying to enforce this principle. It seems to
me that, at this late day, the opinions of people who deny this principle are entitled to
~ut little consideration, and that a principle so important, both to individual and public
mterests, should not be jeopardized through the lack of aquaintance with what may
be necessary to enforce it. ''
. Action ?f tl~e council of superintendents.-Certain occurrences in 1887 had aroused pubhe at~entloo m the ~atter of_ school aLtendance, and the State council of city and village
s~penntehdents, which met m November of that year, adopted the following resolut10ns:
·
1
'' .Resolve1, 'rhat it is the sense of the council that the existin g laws of° a compulsory
nature are ma general way sufficient for the accomplishment of the purposes intended.
ED
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'' That the weakness of the la,w lies in its failure to fix specific obligations for its enforcement with sufficient certainty to secure individual responsibility therefor.
"That the important need is some place of detention free from semblance of a penal
institution for the temporary detention of delinquents under the law. Industrial schools
under State or local aubhority should be established in sufficient numbers to meet this
requirement of the law.
'' That every community should be rigidly req tlired ttl furnish suffioieut school accommodations for the entire school population.
"That the law, if it does not warrant the appointment of truant officers, should be so
amended as to provide for such appointments, with a provision for adeq_uate compensa""
tio'rrfor such officers, and such officers should be required in all cities and important
village communities.''
A committee composed of competent and expel'ienced members of the council was appointed to draft a general bill covering the whole subject of compulsory education, and
submit the same to the State superintendent.
A bill embodying th'3 necessary provisit>i;is was accordingly drawn up attd introduced
into the assembly in 18881 but failed to pass. The ensuing year it was reintroduced in a.
modified form and passed both housefl, but failed to become :it la\V through w:i.nt of ap·
proval of the governor.
The pNJposed l.aw. -The bill, as it finally came to the governoi\ uontained the following pl'ovisi0!ils: 1
1. All children between the ages of sevetl and eleven years shall attend some school,
either public or private, or be instructed at home dating the entire tirue in each year
between the 1st day of October and tile 1st day of Jllne that the public schools of the
city or distridt in which they reside may be in session.
2. Children between eleven and fourteen years of age must attend school for at least
fourtee11 consecutive weeks in each year; children betweeu th~ ages of eleven and sixteen years1 when not regularly engaged itl some useful en1ploytnent 1 must attctld school
when the public schools are in session. The existing law provides that Violatiohs against
its provisions shall be punishable by fines not exdeedin~ sixty-six dollats in any one
year, recoverable by civil process. But ib happens that the great majority of the violators of the law are persons for whom a citril process bas no terrors, and hence the law
may be and is broken with irnpuhity. The proposed Jaw, however, makes violationa
of its provisions a mi detneanor pnnishable by fine or ittlprisonmetlt, or both. The
penalty for the first conviction is one dollar or one day'i:J imprisonment, and for each
subsequent conviction, not exceeding thirteen in any .one year, the penalty is five dollars or five days' imprisonment, or both. If a patent shall make a written statement
of his inability to illduce or compel his child to attertd school, then. the parent shall
thereafter, for' the period of one year, b~ relieved from the penalties prescribed in the
act, and the child shall be deemed and dealt with as an habitual trllf:tnt, aed as such
shall, upon conviction, be committed to some suitable r~ilirlnatoi'y institution for jave-nile delinquents already existing, or to the one for the establishment of which tha bill
provides in subsequent sedtions. Requisite ruuchinory is pr<'Vided for carrying the law
into effect, In rural districts the trustees are charged with its execution, aud constables a.re required to aitl therein by notifying parents, mttking arrests under the law, and
placing nonattendant and truant Clhildren in school. In cities and villages boards of
education are charged with this duty 1 and are required to appoint attendance ofilcets
and _to see that the law is faithfully and properly enforced. Failure so to do is made
pumshable by withholding frotn the delinquent district or ~ity its sbare of the public
money until such tillltl as the law is complied with. Citie:1 of two b-undred and fifty
thou and inhabitants or over must within five ye:1rs, antl ull obher places must within
two years, provide adequate and suitable aocommodatious for tt11 .children of school
age residing within their respedth-e limits who may desire ot be required to attend
school. Failure to comply with this prorision will wotk a withholdi11g of the public
money a above.
'' r~· a parent should prefor to place his child itl a privttte or parochbl school rather
than m_ a pu!Jlic school he may do so, sulJject to the requirement that it shnll be
sch~ol 10 which at lea ·t the elementary branches of reading, spelling, writing, :iri hmet1c, wamnrnr, o.nd geogrn.phy are taught in the English language. 'The design e idently IS that all onr youth should be instructed in the national tongue; that a.Ii ?5
eha}l no~ he permitted to perpetuate foreign prejudices and foreign ha.bits of tbou~llt 1_n
their c~llclreu throu~h clinging to the use oft~ foreign language.' If the in~tructi u 1
to be gtven at home it m t be by a teacher duly qualified to t each under UI!! law o.
the •'tate or approved by a school commissioner or a, city superintendent of school
''The final sections of the bill provide for the e·tabli liment of a 8ta.te school !or in1This ,mmmary of the es ential featt1res of the bill i!:I taken from a paper by Superintendeo
N. Jones, of Saratoga Spdngs.
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corrigible children to which truants convicted under the acb may be committed. No
person convicted or accused of a crime or misdemeanor not described in the act shall
be committed to this school, the purpos~ being to avoid giving to it, so far as possi_ble,
a penal character, so that those who have been discharged therefrom shall carry with
them as little of stigma and discrrace as may be. The authorities of this institution are
required to report to the State s~1p erintendent of public instruction annually such facts
as be ma_y require relating to the conduct and management thereof."
'
.
The bill originally contained a clause requiting all teachers of private schools tb sub- .
m.it to the same examination as do teachers of the public schools. This was stricken _
out in its passage through the legislature, since "in order to get the bill before the ex•
ecuti ve the parochial schools must be conciliated,'' says Superintendent Jones. '' They
must be satisfied that the terms of the bill would not be an infringement upon their
educational plans.''
Objections of the governot·.-Governor Hill, without passing judgmenL on the general
intent and purpose of the measure, found some provisions in it that led him to think
that 'the interests of the public w<>tild be better $ubserved by postpoI?,ing the bill for
revision by the next legislature. .l:iis most serious objections were- made against the
proposed State school for incorrigible children as being an institution of ' an essentially
criminal character and not adapted to the purpose for which it was intended. He suggested that -the proper provision fot truant schools might better be made by the local
authorities than by the State at large. The bill accordingly failed to become a law.
T!te compulsory law enforced in the city of New Yorlc-si,qnfjican , police statistics.-Supt. '
John Jasper, oftbe New York city schools, reports as follows (1889-90):
·,
'' The city of New York is fortunate in the possession of an ,efficiently organiz(Jd truancy department, with a corps of twelve agents. For this reason the cotnpulscry-education act is not, as is asserted of many other places. a del:td letter.
'' The records of the department show that the total number of visits made by the
agents to homes, schools, stores, etc., was 34,105; that the total number of cases fully
investig:ated and closed was 16,526, and that the whole number of cases of truants '
found and returned to school was 3,590. In the reports of truant.;; the same child may
be given more than once; the actual number of different truants averages, year by'
year, about half the whole number of cases report,ed. The number of nonattendants
found and placed in school was 1,254.
" The benefici::tl e ffects of the enforcement of this law are shown most clearly by the
po1ice statistics, from which can be seen the remarkable decrea'Se in the arrests of juvenile offenders, notwithst~tnding the ver.v large increase in population during the last
twenty years.
'' If the law could be so amended that all unemployed children of school age found
loite1:ing in the streets or other public plac~s, should be obliged to attend school, a further improvement would be effected.
"To throw the clearest light possible on this subject and to furnish an 'opject lesson '
that may encourage other localities to a systematic enforcetnent of the truancy la,w I
submit the following table:
'
Table obtciined from the records of the police deprirtment, city of New York, showing tlte number of child1·en between eight a,ncl fourteen yecin of aye, arrested for jlve .11ears preceding
tlte enactment of the law, cmdfor the last five years, together with the caitse of arrest.
Cause of arrest.

1870.

1871.

1872. .

187~.

1874.

Total.

- - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - • l ~ - ~ c l - - - - - - ·-- -·- -~-- _ __
'.rtuancy .... .'......... ......................... , ..... ,. ............... ,. ....
103
Vagt·ancy ................. ,. ........... ,......... ,..... .................. ..
21:&
Disorderly conduct,.................. ....... .... .......... .... .... ...
30\J
V1olating-cit,y ordinance.........................................
17
Assault.and battery............................................... ....
:!3
Malicious mischief ......... .. ........ ,... ............................
11
Into:x:icat10n,....... ...... .................. ...... ......... ........... ....
32
Felonious assault .. , ........................................... ~ ............... ..
Petty l arceny............... ... ... ... ..... ......... ..... ......... ......
216
Larceny from the person .. .... ......... ... ........................
5
Gr and larceny........ ...................................................
28
1
{
Suspi cious persous ...... ...... ... ...... ...... ...... ..................
28
Held for furihet· examinl\t.ion ................. .. ,........ ......
11'/
,1\.11 other causes .. ..... .,................. ...... .............. .........
25

~~~ii::: ..':::::::.:·.::·.-.·. .-:.-:.:·. . . . .:. . ::·.·.·:::. :::.·:::::::.·::·.-.. . . . .::::::::
Total.................................................. ......... ......

71
257

rn7

12
1~
4
21
1

Hl8

13!)
Hl

21G
16

181
3
20

91)

81

493

l!Jl

999
1, 0(i7

194
(l(>

10

24

6

3

]5
13
11
•4

218

22

10

2

284

252

14

23

23
12

25

26
35
33
5
21
351

331

33

31

226

a

14

354
3

'.?ti
7

17
268
22

12
22
l!)

5
2!)

114
92
,IO

103
14
1,195
80

132
107
21
109
1,424
114

-1,141
- -1,194
--- -1,260
- -1,245
- - -6,106
1,253
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Table obtai~ed from the records of the police department, city of New York, etc.-Cont'd.
Oause' of arrest.

1885.

1886.

1887.

1888.

188 9.

Total.

-------------------- --- --- --- ------ --Truancy ........................ .... ......... ...... ...... .................

28

ii~~r~~~iy"~~~d~~t·:::::::::::·::.::::::::::·.:::::::·.:::::::·:::.::::::
1:664
Violating city ordinauce ...... ............. ......................

31

2i~41

47

35

I~~

1~~

1155

74

Assault and battery.................................................
11
12
11
Malicious mischief ........... , ......... ""'..........................
6
16
6
4
Intoxication ............,.................................................
9
12
10
4
Feionlous assault ........................... ...........................
3
4
2
3
Petty larceny............. ..............................................
92
89
117
80
Larceny from the person .. .... ...... ........ . . ..... .........
6
2
3
1
Insanity .............................................................................................. ~ .................. ..
Grand larceny...........................................................
17
12
15
9
Burglary..... ..............................................................
25
20
23
33

17
35
137
36
7
9
7
3
45
6
1
3
6

2~ 204lg 176lg 1511i 21011
3
5
2
3
-----------f
- --1644
535
Total. ................ .............................................. ..
703
761
712

.:isb:i~rl1;~
..p~;;~·1;·~·.-:.·::::.:·:.·:::::.:·::::::.::::·::::::::::::::::·:::::
Held for further examination...................................

189

All other causes........................................................

158
:f77
758
270
52
41
42

15
Ll
18
l
56
109
19
73
930
13
3,355

Brooklyn.-In his report to the State snperintendent, City Supt. William H. Maxwell, of Brooklyn, gives the following t:1hle, exhibiting the work performed dnring the
past year, under his direcLion, by the attendance officers in enforcing the compulsoryeducation law, as compared with the year 188H:
Statement sh.owing the worlc of the Brooklyn at~endance bureau from November 1, 1889, to
November 1, 1890.
Year endingNovem-

Novem- Increase. Decrease.

berl,1890. berl,1889

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --1---- ---~ - - - - - - - Number of visits made...........................................................
Number of cases investigated...............................................
Number of oases reinvestigated............................................
Total .............................................................................. ..
Childrenkeptat home by parents ...................................................
kept a.t home by sickness ................................................
kept at h ome by poverty............................................ .....
tauc:htat home...... ........... ...................... .........................
mentally or physically disqualified...............................
transftirred from one snhool to another...........................
under eight or over fourteen years of age........................
withdrawn from school:
Jefttbecity.............. ......................... ...........................
gone to work .. ............... ........................ ............ .........
whose residence could not be fo :md...... ...... ...... .. .............
found to be truants and returned to school.....................
founrl to be truants and committed to attendance schools.
found to be truants and committed to Truant Home by
parents through agent..................................................
found to b,e nonattendants and placed in school ............
found to be nonattendants and committed to Truant
Home by parents through agent...................................
found employed in compli a nce with compulsory act.....
found employed contrary 1,o compulsory act and placed

;o:~

36,223"
29,579
6,644
- - - .:::.====,1====!=====
5,843
5,826
17
2,537
2,342
195
8,380

8, 168

212

1,792
1,066
430

1,813
1,074
420

10

3
5

196
349
141
106

244

2,666

182
68

1,058
10
32

21
2

5

15 ......
17,7
253

l!J

10

96

126
15
81
25
291 ...............
47
2,549
117 ...... N.., ,.•.,
216
3-1
102 .......... :....
3-1
974
84 ............. ..

12
2
32 ............................ -

0
~'. :: :::::::::: :::: :::::::::::::: ::::: ::::::::: :: ::::::::

:::::j--8-,·-3-:-1---8-,-1:-:-1---2-1_2_ _ __

"It is ometbing," Superintendent Maxwell says, "to have rescued 1,068wai.f1 from
the treets o~ a. great cit:y; it is something to have returned 2,666 truants to their regular cbools; it_ 1s somethmg to have placed 250 boys, apparently incorrigible, in choo where t~ey will have a chance for reformation; but all this is very small compared wi
what might be done, had we a compulsory Jaw such as that outlined in your last annual report."

'
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RHODE ISLAND.
School attendance was not requi.red of all childre]!! by law in Rhode Island until
1883, though for nearly thirty years previous provisions relative to the employmen~ of

school children, and authorizing the enactment of local ?rdma~ces for th~_ ~uppr~ss10n
of truancy, and the appointment of officers for the special d~t~es appertammg to these _
matters, had been borne upon the statute books• . These prov1s10ns, however, bad been
entirely inoperative, for various reasons. 1
A studv of the results of the census of J.880 revealed to the people of Rhod-e Island
the fact that that State had the largest proportion of illiterates above_ten years of age
of any State in the North, there being 11.2 per cent. in Rhode Island, aga\nst an average of 5.~ per cent. for all the other Northern.States. . Being place~ between two States
where the laws compelled employers and parenti:l to educate the children, Rhode !s.land
served as an open and inviting field for parents who sought to escape these cond1t_10ns,
and thus attracted an illiterate foreign element. ,A full knowledge of the magrntude
of tb,is evil quickly led to efforts to countera.ct it. · "Alre!:l!~! dif(ere~t loc~J.i:ies have
begun to move in the matter," wrote State Supt. Thoma~ B. Stockwell!n !882, and seek
for means of self-protection, so far as they can be provided under ex1stmg law~. The
citv of Newport has already passed a truant ordinance, and several of the towns are
considering the question. The public sentiment of the ~State is rapidly changing in
reference to such legislation.''
.·
'
This movement culminated in the passage of the compulsory-attendance law of 1883,
in which were incorporated also provisions relating to the employment of school chi\dren and truancy. This law was revised in 1887, the principal changes being, (1) the
imposition of a penalty upon cities and towns for noncompliance (section 15), (2) the . ,
giving of jµrisdiction to the district courts of the State instead of to the justice conrts of
the towns, and (3) the extension of the field of forbidden labor to mercantile establishments agd telegraph and telephone companies. '.rhe law of 1887 accordingly r~ads
as follows:
ACT OF

1887 IN RELATION TO TRUANT 0HILDREN AND OF THE ATTENDANCE OF 0HILDRlllN IN THE
PUBLIC SCHOOLS.

-

Every person having under his control a child between the ages of seven and fifteen years
shall annually cause such child to attend for at least twelve weeks,six at least of which shall l!e consecutive, some public day school in the· town or city in which such-child resides, and for every neglect of such duty the per,mn so offending shall be fined not exceeding twenty dollars; but if such
child shall have attended for a like period of time a private day school, approved by the school
committee of such town or the superintendent of public schools of such city, or if such child shall ·
have been otherwise furnished for a like period of time with the means of education, or shall have
already acquired the elementary branches oflearning taught in the public schools, or if his. physical or mental condition was such as to render auchattendance inexpedient or impracticable, or has
been excused by the school committee of the town in which such child resides, then such penalty
shall not be incurred.
SEC. 2. For the purposes of the preceding section such school committees or such superintendent
of public schools shall approve a private school only when the teaching therein is in the English
language and when they are satisfied that such teaching is thorough and efficient, but they shall
not refuse to approve a private school on account of the religious teaching therein.
SEC. 3. The town council of each town, and the board of aldermen of each city, shall annually appoint one or more special constables, and fix their compensation, who shall be truant officers and
who shall, un~r the direction of the school committee, inquire into all cases arising under the provisions of this act or under any ordinances made in pursuance thereof by the town or city by which
such officers were appointed, and shall alone be authorized in case of violation of any of the provisions of this act, or of any such ordinances, to make complaint therefor; they shall also serve all
legal processes issued in pursuance of this act or of any such ordinances1 but shall not be entitled
to receive any fees for such service: Provided, however, That in case 01 the commitment of any
person under the provisions of any section of this act, or of any ordinance made in pursuance
thereof, or for default of payment of any fine and costs impo·s ed thereunder, such officer shall be
entitled to the regular fees allowed by law for similar service.
SEc. 4. The truant officers and the school committees of the several towns and cities sha.11 inquire into all cases of neglect of the duty prescribed in section 1 of this act, within their respective
towns and cities, and ascertain the reasons, if any, therefor, and such truant officers or any of them
shall, when so dirt>cted by the school committee, prosecute any person liable to the penalty provided for in said section 1.
SEC. 5. No child under ten years of age shall be employed in any manufacturing, mechanical, or
mercantile establishment, or by any telegraph or telephone company in this State, during the
time that the public schools of the town or city In which said child r:na.y reside are in session, and
any parent or guardian who permits such employments shall for every such ofl:ence be fined not
exceeding twenty dollars.
SEc. 6. No child between the ages of ten and fifteen years shall be so employed except during
the vacations of the public schools of the town or district in which such child resides, unless duri1Jg the twelve months next preceding such employment he shall have attended school as provided
for in section 1 of this act, or shall have already acquired the elementary branches of learning
taught in the public schools, or shall have been excused by t11e schocl committee of the town in
which such child resides, nor shall such employment continue unless such child shall attend schoo
SECTION 1.

1 R.

I. Sch. Rep., 1882, p, 118; 1883, pp. 10 and 116,
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above provided each year, or until he shall have acquired the elementary branches of learning
taught in the public schools, and no chil<l shall be so employed who does not present a certificate
made by or under the direction of said school committee of his compliance with the requirements
of this section.
SEC. 7. Evei-y owner, superintendent, or overseer of any establishment or company named in
section 15 of this act shall require and keep on file a certificate of the place and date of birth of every
child under fifteen years of age employed therein, as nearly accurate as may be, so long as such
chik' is so employed, which certificate shall also state, in the case of a child under fifteen years of
age, the amount of his school attendance during the year next preceding such employment. The
certificat(ls herein mentioned shall be signed by a member of the school committee of the town or
city where such attendance was had, or by !;,Ome one authorized by such committee, and the form
of said certificate shall be furnished by the secretary of the State board of education.
SEC. 8. Every owner, superintendent, or overseer of any such establishment or company who
employs or permits to be employed any child in violation of either of the two next preceding sectious, and every parent or guardian who permits such employment shall be fined not exceeding
twenty dollars.
SEc. 9. The truant officers shall at least once In every school tern1 and as often as the school committee require, visit the establi~hments described in section 5 of this act, in their respective towns
and cities, and ascertain whether the provisions of the four next preceding sectjons hereof are dul.Y
observed, and report all violations thereof to the school committee.
SEC. 10. The truant officers shall demand the names of the children under fifteen years of
age employed in such establishments or company in their respective towns and cities, and shall
require the certificates of age and school at1 endance prescribed in section 7 of this act to be produced for tbeirinspection, and a refusal to produce such certificates shall be punished by a fine not
exceeding ten dollars.
SEC. 11. Every owner, superintendent, or overseer of any such establishment or company who
employs or permits to be employed therein a child under fifteen years of age who cannot write his
name, age, and place of residence legibly, while the public schools in the town or, city where such
child lives are in session, shall for every such offence be fined not exceeding twenty dollars.
SEC. 12. The town council of each town and city council of each city shall make all needful provisions and arrangements concerning habitual truants and children who may be found wandering
about in tbe streets or public places therein, having no lawful occupation or business, not attending school and growing· up in Ignorance, and shall make such ordinances p,s will be most conducive to the welfare of such children and to the good order of such town or city, and shall designate
or provide suitable places fo1· the cohfinement, discipline, and instruction of such children.
SEO. 13. Every minor convicted under an ordinance made under the provisions of section 12 of
this act of being an habitual truant or of wandering about the streets and public places of a town
or city or of having no lawful employment or business or of not attendfng school and of growing
up in ignorance shall be committed to any institution of instruction or suitable place designated
or provided for the purpose under the authority of said section 12 for a period not exceeding two
years.
SEC. 14. Children so committed may on satisfactory proof of amendment or for other sufficient
cause be discharged from sucl) institution or place by the court which committed them.
SEC. 15. The school committee of the several towns and cities shall annually report to the State
board of education whether their towns or cities have made the provisions required by this act, and
in case the town council of any town or the board of aldermen and city councJl of any city shall
in any year refuse or neglect to comply with the p'rovisions of section 3 and section 12 of !,his act
or of either of them after having been duly notified by the commissioner of public schools, fifty per
cent. of the money apportioned to such city or town from the State for s9hool purposes shall be
withheld until the provisions of said section 3 and section 12 of this act shall have been complied
with.
SEC. 16. All fines under the provisions of this act shall inure and be applied to the ;iupport of the
public schools of the town or city where the offence was committed.
SEC. 17. '£he district courts of the State shall have jurisdiction in their respective districts of all
cases arising under this act and all ordinances passed in conformity with this act.
S11:C. 18. No officer complaining under any of the provisions of this act or under the provisions
of any ordinance that may be passed in pursuance hereof, shall be required to give surety for co ts,
and such ofticer shall not in anywise become liable for any costs that may accrue on such complaints.
SEC. 19. [Repealing clause.]

Under the old law.-Before the introduction (in 1887) of the penalty clause of section
15, cities and towns were only liable to be "reported," annually by the local school
committees to the State Board for noncompliance with the law, so that it was virtually
a local-option law; yet even under those circumstances a truant ordinance had been
enacted in every town and at least one truant officer appointed. The machinery for
carrying the law into effect therefore existed before the passage of' the revised law. But
in some places it was almost, if not quite, worthless, for the lack of any suitable provision
for the compensation of the truantofficer. 1 The enforcement of the law had also to gi,e
way hereand there to political exigencies. In Providence it was i anored. The real reason.
however, for its not being completely enforced throughout the State was summed up by
the. tate superintendent in one word-indifference. The people had not become sufficiently aroused.
Under the law of 1887.-The new law (of 1887) differs from that of 1883 only as previously noted. It is being enforced with increasing rigor, principally as the result of
the development of a more healthy public sentiment in its favor, The statistics of it.s
enforcement, as gathered by Superintendent Stockwell, "are very encouraging, not because they show a perfect attendance, or one that we should be satisfied with, but
because they reveal a steady and general movement toward the attainment of that end.
This is the best kind of evidence that the principles of the compulsory law are bein~
1

R. I. Sch. Rep., 1887, p. 126.
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more and more fully recognized, their logical deductious accepted, and the necessary
efforts made to carry them out. ,f- -X· *
"While the law is enforced in very different degrees in different localities, still it _is
coming to be a recoO'nized factor in nearly every town. '£here are but six towns that
do not report some ~ork done under tbe law, and in most of those towns it is probable
that there was really no occasion for the services of a truant officer. .In the rural Sl:lC·
tions of the State there is seldom any demand for its interference; the fact that there is
such an officer, ready to act if the necessity arises, is usually all the fo_rc~ requir'e d.
"Attention is particularly called to the very small n1,1mber of conv1ct1ons of truants
reported. 'While a great many cases of tmanc_y are reported as having been inves~igated,
it has been found necessary, in order to secure attendance of the great Qody of these
truants, to send to the reform school but eleven. This show~ what has always been
claimed, that the great mass of truants would at once yield to th~ orders of the truant
officers rather than take a term at the reform school; that, pr;:tct1cally, only the hardened offenders against not only the school laws but other laws also would need such
treatment." 1
And in writing to the Bnrean Superintendent Stockwell says (January 27, 1890):
"Our experience show.s that locality does not make so much difference in the ,matter of
enforcement as the disposition or interest of the authorities. Providence has so far been
a conspicuous illustration of' how not to do it,' while the other cities -have done excellent work. Pawtucket, with a school population of 5,285, brought into her schools
during the year every child who was amenable to the law, or was not exempt under its
provisions.
.
"Some of the country towns have made ver_y thorough work, while others have done
very little. _ Of course there is much less demand for such a law in the country, so far ,
as quantity is concerned, but there are cases which need it fully as much as any in the
cities.
1 • Wit.h us the enforcement is a matter of growth.
Each year shows ao. advance in
popular sentiment and an improvement in attendance."
A more centralized system desired.-The State Board of Education, in the following recommendation, look to the adoption of something resembling the Connecticut
syslem: "We think that it would be c9nducive to a better enforcement of the truant
law if the truant officers could be n,ppointed by the Stat_e Board of Education or by
some central authority. By the present law the officers are restricted in the honest
discharge of their duties. Appointed by the party ·in power, they have a strong inclination to serve their friends and cater to their interests. In many towns their com•
pensation is not enough to support them." 2

KANSAS.
The Kansas legislature passed a compulsory attendance law in 1874, which was almost a literal transcript of the not,ed Michigan law of 181/1, and which has come down
to the present time unaltered, save in the addition of a provision two years later (1876)
relating to malicious prosecution, which forms section 106. The law is as follows:
KANSAS LAW-1874. '

SEC. 103. Children shnll attend .school.-That every parent, guardian, or other person in the State of
:Kansas, having control of any child or children between the ages of eight and fourteen years, shall
be required to send such child or children to a public school or private school, taught by a competent inst,ructor, for a period of at lenl!t twelve weeks in each year, six weeks of which time shall be
consecutive, unless such child or children are excused from such attendance by the board of the
school district, or the board of education of the city in which such p arent, guardian, or person having control resides, upon its being shown .to their 11atisfaction that such parent or guardian was not
able by reason of poverty to clothe s uch child properly; or that such child's bodily or mental condition hae been such as to prevent his attendance at school or application to study for the period
required; or that such child or children are taught at home in such branches as are usually taught
in the public school!!, subject to the same examin,ation as other pupils of the district or city in
which the child resides; or that he has already acquired the ordinary branches required by law;
or that there ls no school taught within two miles by the nearest traveled road.
SEC. 104, Pennl/Jy for violatioii of this act.-Any parent, guardian, or other person failing to comply
wit!: Lbe provisions of this net shall upon conviction be dee•ned guilty of a misdemeanor, and
fined in a sum not less than five nor more than ten dollars for the first offense, nor less than ten
nor more thn.n twenty for the second and every s ubsequent offense, Said action shall be prosecuted
in the no.me of the State of Kansas before any court of competent jurisdiction; and all fines so collected shall be paid into the county trea11ury for the support of common schools.
S.e:c, 105. Duty of school o,(ftcers; penalty.-Itsball be the duty of any school director or president of
the board of education to inquire into all cases of neglect of the duty prescribed in this act, and ascertain from the person neglecting the reason, if any, therefor, and shall forthwith proceed to secure
the prosecution of any offense occurring under this act; anc1 any director or president neglecting
1 R.

I. Sch. Rep., 1889, pp.111 and 112.

2 Ibid,

1888, p. 15.
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to secure such prosecution for such offense within lien days after a written notice has been ser.-ed
on him by 9,ny ta,xpayer in said district or city, unless the person ,-o complftined of shall be excused by the district or city board of education for reasons h~reinbefore sLated, shall be deemed
guilty of a misdemeanor, and liable to a tine of not less than twenty nor more than fifty dollars,
which fine shall be prosecuted for and in tile name of the State of Kansas; and such J.lne, when
collected, shall be paid into the county treasury as in section 2 of this act.
SEC. 106. Malicious prosecuUon.-That upon the trial of any offense, as charged herein, if upon
such trial it shall be determined that such prosecution wits malicious, then the costs in such case
shall be adjudged against the complainant, and eollected al! fines in other cases.

The only State superintendent who bas referred to this law in bis report, previous to
1890, i~ the Hon. John Fraser, who in rn76 called upon county superintendents to report upon the operation of it in their respective counties. In response forty-four replies
were received, 70 per cent. of which reported the law either as "inoperative," "deficient," or a •· dead letter," while 30 per cent. report it as having had so far some effect
in increasing attendance.
The principal and almost the only reason given for non-enforcement related to the
means provided forsecuringa prosecution: ''Noone wishes to inform,..on-his neighbor. ''
"In~ividuals are not sufficiently interested in their neighbors' affairs to be willing to
incur their displeasure by complaining of them." " There are few persons, com parati vely, that possess sufficient educational enthmiiasm to incur a neighbor's displeasure
by attempt,ing the enforcement of the law."
'
~
Subsequent to 1876 the law ceases to be mentioned in the State school reports, as already
stated. In response to an inquiry by this Bureau, the newly-appointed State superintendent, Hon. Geo. vV. Winans, says (January 28, 1890): "As there are so many ways
in which the law may be evaded, I can not say that it has so far been any great suc-

cess."

ILLINOIS.
The lC(;W of 1883. -Compn]sory education legislation in Illinois dates from 1883. The
law approved June 23 of that year required all persons· having control of children between the ages of eight and fourteen years to send them to a private or public school not
less than twelve weeks in each school year, unless such children were excused from attending school by the local school board. It was provided that,a child migb t be excused
(1) on account of unsuitable mental or bodily condition; (2) if he had been taught in a
private school or at home in such branches as are ordinarily taught in primary or other
schools; (3) if he had already acquired the branches of learning ordinarily taught in
public schools, or (4) if no school had been taught within two miles of his residence
during the school year.
Persons having control of children and not complying with the law were subject to a
fine of from fl. ve to twenty dollars. Members of school boards were required to bring
snit within twenty days after service of notice by any taxpayer that the law bad been
violated, and were made liable to be sued by any taxpayer and fined ten dollars if they
neglected to do so.
'l.'he law a failure.-'I'his law failed to accomplish the purpose for which it was enacted.
Hon. Richard Edwards, the State superintendent, writes to the Bureau regarding it:
'' ItF! phraseology was such as to make it easy of evasion. That law appeared to produce absolutely no effect. It may be said that the people gave it no attention." And
elsewhere he says: "It is doubtful whether this law has caused an increase in the
attendance upon our schools of one hundred pupils."
The law now in force-In 1889 a new law was enacted, and a more stringent one, especially in its provisions concerning the instruction that may be considered equivalent
to public-school instruction. 'fhis law ( the '' Force act") reads as follows: .
A.N A.CT concerning the education of children.
Be it enaclecl by the people of the Slate of nlinois, repre11enled in the general assembly: That every
person having under his control a chiid between the ages of seven and fourteen years shall annually cau e such child to attend for at least sixteen week!5, at least eight weeks of which attendance
shall be consecutive, some public day school in the city, town, or district in which he re ides,
which.time shall commence with the beginning of the first term of the school year, or as o
thereafter as due notice shall be served upon the person having such control of bi~ duty under th"
act. li'or every neglect of such duty the p erson offending shall forfeit to the use of the pub!i
scl1ools of such city or district a 11um not le!5s than one nor more than twentv dollars. and ball
slnnd com mitt _d un~il ~ueh fine and costs of ~ult a.re paid. But if the person.80 ne2"lectine- "h
show to the sat1sfn.ct1on of the boitrd of e<lucat1on orof directors that e.uch child has attended for s
like period ot time a private day school, approved by the board of education or directorso(J.heci y.
tmv:o, or di~trict lo which. uch cbild resides, or that in!5Lruotlon has otherwise been given tor a like
period of tune to sue~ cbtld ln the branches commonly taug-ht in the public school; o~ that ~ch
child bas already ~cqu1 r ed the branches of learn mg taught In the public school,, onhat hls pby _ 1
or ment~l cond1t_1on, as declared by a competent physician, is such as to render such attendao_ce
inexpedient and 1mpracticable, then such penalty shall not be incurred. Such fine shall be p 1
when collected, to the school treasurer of such city or township, to be accounted for by him e.s o
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school money raised for school purooses. Bt1t n~ school ~hall be r_egard~~_as a s~hool (!-nd~r this
act unless there shall be t,aught therein in theEn gltsh language read mg, wr1tmg, ar1thmet1c, history
of the United States, and geo~raphy.
SEC. 2. It shall be the duty of the board of education in every city and the board of school directors in every school district to appoint one or more truant officers, whose dut:yit sho.ll be carefully
t,o inquire concerning all supposed viola_tion~ of this act, and to enter complamt2;1-gairnst all persons
who shall appear to be guilty of such v1olat1on. It shall ~lso be the duty of said otlicer to ar~~st
children of a school-going age who habitually haunt public places and have no lawful occupat1o;n,
and also truant children who absent ther.r:selves from school without Leave, and to place them 1n
charge of the teacher having charge of the public school which the said children are by law entitled to attend. And it sha.11 be the duty of said teacher to assign said children to the proper classes,
and to instruct them in such studies as they are fitted to pt;trsue. Said truant- officers shall have
such compensation for services 1·endered, under this act, as shall be determined by the board of education or the board of directors appointing such officer, which compensation shall be paid from
the distributable school fund.
SEC. 3. Any person having control of a child who with intent to evade the proylslons of this act
shall make a willfnl false statement concerning the age of such child, or the time such ·child has
attended school, shall, for such offense, forfeit a sum of not less than three dollars nor more than
twenty dollars for the use of the public schools of such city_or district. ·
SEC. 4. Prosecutions under this act shall be instituted and ca1:ried on by the authorities of such
boar.ds and be brought in the name of the people of the State of Illinois for the use of the sqhool
fund of said city or township.
'
$EC. 5. Police, municipal courts, justices of the peace, and judges of the county court shall, have
jurisdiction within their respective counties of the offenses described in this act.
SEC. 6. "An act to secure to all children the benefit of an elementary educatfon," approved June
23, 1883, in force July l, 1883, is hereby repealed.
Approved May 24, 1889,

Concerning this law Superintendent Edwards writes (January 27, 18Q0): "I do not
regard the act as in all respects perfect, but it is found in practice to have many excellent points. There has been some opposition to it among the friends of parochial
schools, especially those in which some foreign langrrage is the vehicle of communication. Some of them propose that instead of requirin~ the specified subjects, reading,
writing, arithmetic, history of the , United States, and geography, to be taught in the
English language, it be required that English shall be taught to ever.v pupil during two
, or three hours each day. The whole subject is under consideration by the friends of
the law, and it is impossible now to tell whu.t the result will be.
"But the law has already accomplished very gFeat good.
the city of Chicago
thousands of children have been brought into the schools th1·ough its agency. The
same thing is also true in other towns and cities of the State. The educational sentiment of the State required "the passage of some such law, and there has been a praiseworthy effort to execute it thoroughly but humanely. Complaints have come from two
or three places of harshness on the part of school authorities. But these complaints
have in some instances been exaggerated.
"From the great majority of towns and school districts, however, the testimony is
that the law is working admirably, and that it is not used for any purpose of perse~ution.
'' One excellent result of the enacting of this law has been thfl very general discussion
of t.he subject of compulsory education. * * ,~ It has been everywhere thoroughly
discussed, and the indicatious are that throughout this State its friends are very largely
in the majority."
Superintendent Edwards further says in hiq report1 that the compulsory school bill
was hronght forward by t.he consent of men- of all parties; it passed the senate unanimously and in the house only six: votes were recorded against it. 'i It is preposterous,''
he sa.ys, "to claim that the legislature should, with such unanimity, enact a measure
intended to infringe upon the liberties of any reputable class of citizens. 'rhe claim
that this law doesso was au afterthought.
"The compulsory education law is right in principle. The State taxes the citizen for
the support of the public schools because universal education is necessary to the preservation of the State and of the institutions of civilization. This tax every property
holder is compelied to pay. He has no choice. Now, if the State has thi8 right to take
by authority the citizen's property, has not the citizen the right to demand that the
purpose for which this property is taken shall be carried out? And that purpose is the
education of all the children in the State. It is, therefore, the imperative dut,y of the
State to do all it can to enforce the accomplishing of this purpose. To fail in this would
be, on the p3rt of the ~tate, an exercise of bad faith toward its tax-paying citizens.
"The present compulsory education law does not interfere with the rights of parents
or with individual liherty any more than any other wholC'some law. If a parent should
beat his child unreasonably, or should starve him, or should otherwise maltreat him,
t~e law steps in to protect the child. But to deprive a child of education, to cripple
h1m for life by a lack of knowledge and of proper schooling, is a worse outrage than any
of these, because it injures the child in bis noblest attributes, disagles him where he

In
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ought to be strongest and best. The compulsory educational law is no more tyrannical
than the law prohibiting teacliers and school officers from dealing in school books, or
the law requiring teachers to pass an examination and hold certificates.
'' Much misapprehension arises from a failure to note the thing aimed at in this compulsory law. If the law provided that children should be compelled to learn certain dogmas, to accept certain beliefs, whether in religion or politics or social science, it might be
reasonably objected to as restricting the liberty of the individual. But the compul ion
is not of this nature. The compulsory education law merely compels the recognition
of the rights of children to an amount of intelligence that will enable them to make useful and successful citizens, to secure their own happiness and to do good in the 'World.
The compulsion that dictates the belief of a man is a trammel upon his mental freedom;
but the compulsion that prevents one human being from keeping another human being
in ignomnce, really promotes an enlargement of individual liberty. If the present compulsory education law is executed in a right spirit, the amount of individual freedom
in the State of Illinois will be immensely enlarged by its agency.
"Education protects those who profit by it against the greed of selfish power and also
against the cajolery of the demagogue. The object of the compulsory education law is to
enlarge in this State the number of persons who are really self-directive, who are really
masters of themselves and of their circumstances-who do not derive their opinions from
cliques and parties, but from their own thinking. To say that it is an interference with
the freedom of the citizen, therefore, is emphatically to misrepresent it. * * *
"The compulsory education law does not necessarily interfere with the parochial or
other private schools. In the enactment of it tliere was no intention of such interference. It specially provides that attendance at such schools shall be accepted in lieu of
attendance upon the public schools. It was decided by t,he circuit court in Effingham
County that the fact of such attendance, where it could be proved, must be accepted by
the board of directors. In other words, the authority conferred by the Jaw upon the
board of directors does not empower them to ignore the facts in the case, and of their
own mere whim to refuse to recognize a private echool. This is in exact agreement with
the intention of the friends of the law at the time of its enactment. And the statistics
of the year show, conclusively, thF,it no such injury to private schools has resulted from
the execution of the law. On the contrary, it seems to have helped them. * '0 *
'' In general, we find that the resulte of the enactment of this law have been in all respects excellent. In the city of Chicago during the last year, some 10,000children ha,e
been brought into the schools by means of it, and of these 1,500 have '.:>een placed in
parochial schools. Taking the statistics of the public schools in the entire State, we
have a gain in the enrollment for the year ending June, 1890, over the preceding year
of 16,454. The increase in the enrollment of pupils in the public schools during the
last year is 20 per cent. of all the increase during the last ten years. That is, the increase for the la~t year is just double the average increase. Considering the character
of the last winter, the muddy roads, and the prevalence of epidemics, this is a remarkable showing. * * *
"The number of cases in which the penalty has been inJlicted is exceedingly small.
In this State there were, in 1888, 11,532 school districts. It may reasonably be submitted that the proportionate number of prosecutions is much smaller than it would be
found to be in the execution of almost any other law. In the city of Chicago not a single
suit bas been brought. The same is true of the city of Springfield and of other citie .
The instructions that have been given from this office have urged the avoidance, as far
as possible, of the inflicting of penalties. Officers have been advised to explain the law
to those who had been negligent of their duty, and thus by friendly appeals to induce
them to deal justly by their children, In almost every instance such appeals have been
B'llccessful. And if captious opposition to the law should cease and persons of humane
feelings and good sense should be appointed as truant officers, an imruense amount c-f
good might be done in the State with substantiallv no friction at all.''
Amendments proposed to the Illinois law.-It will be useful to note that tbeState superintendent has recommended to omit the req uiremeut that each child should attend school
in the city, town, or district in wlticlt he resides; also to consider any private school '· in
which the branches of learning required by this law are taught" as equivalent to a public school, in. tead of merely providing that such private school should be approved by
the public school board. 1
1 Ill. Sch. Rep., 1888-'90, p. LXXXIX.
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Lmv of1879,_:..This law, which took effect September 1, 1879, was the initial step in
the direction of compulsory education in Wisconsin. As amended in 1882, it required
persons having control of children between seven and fifteen years of a~e to _send them
to a public or private school at least twelve weeks each year. Any child might be exempted from atten.ding, (1) if incapacitated in mind or body, as shown by physician's certificate; (2) if histimeorlahor were essential to the support of an indigent parent, brother,
or sister; (3) if he were otherwise being furnished with the means -of education for a
like period of time; or (4) had already acquired a fair knowledge of the branche~ of learning ordinarily taught in the common schools; or (5) resided more than two miles from
the public school of his district.
.
School boards were to meet annually, on the first Monday of September, to hear reasons for the nonattendance of children at the public schools; a list was to be made of all
children residing in the district who had not attended school during the preceding year,
and a note opposite the name of each child on such list was to indicate ,whether the child
was exempt from attendance, and, if so, for what cause.
.
Persons having control of children and failing to comply with the terms of the law
were subject to a fine of from five to thirty dollars, to be collected by the director or
president of the school board, and if such officer, on notice of violation of law served
by any qualified elector or taxpayer, failed to prosecute the offender, he himself became liable to a fine of from ten to twenty dollars, in an action instituted by any person
feeling aggrieved.
Immediate effect of the law.-The succeeding year witnessed a considerable increa~e in
public school attendance. "Undeniably," says the State superinten~ent ju 1880, " ,this
result is chiefly due to the operation of the compulsory education law. * "'" * It is
true that all portions of the State have not regarded the law with equal favor; and it
can not be questioned but that many sections bave utterly neglected to secure th'e benefits which the bw is intended to provide. But it is very evident. that, by the efforts of
some county superintendents, teachers, and school boards, the measure has been rendered
quite effective in several localities. It will be found that the duty imposed upon the
director of any school districb or the president of the board of education 'to prosecute offenses under this law' does not meet all the necessities of the case. These officers are
inclined, from the nature of their positions, to avoid or' neglect such prosecutions. The
qualified electors or taxpayers in a district shrink from complaining before these officers
of the neglect of their neighbors in requiring the children to attend school the specified
time each year. We shall lie compelled to follow the example of other communities,
* * * and provide for the appointment of a police force, or special agents.''
Its siib.~equentfailure.-In the years succeeding 1880 no action worthy of note appears
to have been taken under the law of 1879. Whatever good it had done at first had been
chiefly in an indirect_or moral way under the stimulus' of a general discussion of the
subject, rather than to any summary proceedings taken. Would-be transgressors were re- ·
strained from violating the law through the mere apprehension of being subjected to its
penalties. As the law, however, was not invoked against offenders, they soon ceased to
regulate their conduct with reference to it. State Superintendent Graham said, in 1886,
"But little attention is paid to the law so far as I have discovered. The little use that
iS made of it, however, is to make it the occasion of annoyance of school officers or of
persons against whom there is prE\judice or apimosity. , If the law is to remainr school•
officers should be relieved of the duty of commencing actions upon the written notice of
any voter or taxpayer in the district that some person has violated the law, under liability of fine for failure to prosecute. There does not appear to be good reason why the
aggrieved voter or taxpayer should not make his complaint directl.v to the magistrate,
as in other cases of violation of statutes." And a county superintendent remarked, 1888,
"Since the time that the public scbool law has authorized any legal voter of the district
to prosecute offenses against said law, no attempt has been made to enforce the same."
7 he law of 1889, known as the ''Bennett lrtw. ''-In order to make .more effective provision
for the elementary education of all children, the Legislature of 1889 enacted what is
known as the "Bennett law," the text of which is here presented. "Although there
may be some question whether this act entirely repeals the law of 1879, it is generally
understood that such is the effect of the enactment of this ).aw."
A~ ACT concerning the education and employment of children.

The people of the Stale of Wisconsin, represented in Senate and Assembly, do enact as follows: Every
parent or other person havin~ u_ncler his control a child between the ag-es of seven and fourteen
year!:!, shall annuaHy can<ie such child to attend some public or private day school in the city, town,
or district in which he resides for a period not less than twelve weeks in each yea.1·, which number
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of weeks shall be fixed prior to the first day of September in each yea¥ by the 6oard of education
or the boa I'd of directors of the city, town, or district, and for a portion or portions thereof to be o
fixed by such boards, the attendance shall be consecutive, and s uch boards shall, at least teu dayprior to the beginning of such period, publish the time or times of attendance in such manner as

snch boards shall direct; provided, that such board shall not fix such compulsory period at more
tha n twenty-four weeks in each year.
SEC. 2. For every n eg lect of such duty the person having such control and so often ding shall forfeit to the use of the public schools of such city, town, or district a sum not less than three d ollars
($3) nor more than twenty dollars ($20); and failure for each week or portion of a week on the part
of any such person to comply with the provisions of this ac t , shall con~titute a distinct offense:
Provided, That any s uch child shall be excused from attend11nce at school required by this act l,y
the board of education or school directors of the city, tow n, or district in which such child resid e ,
upon Its being shown to their satisfaction that the person so neglecting is not able to send such
child to school, or that ins truction has otherwise been given for a like period of ti m e to such child
in the el e mentary branches commonly taught in the public schools, or that such child has alreac.y
acquired such elementary branches of learning, or that his physical or mental condition is such as
to render attendance inexpedient or impracticable; and in all cases where such child shall be so
excused the penalty herein provided shall not be incurred.
SEC. 3. Any person having control of a child who, with iutent to evade the provisions of this a.ct,
shall make a willful false statement concerning the age of such child, or the time such child has attended school, shall, fQr such offense, forfeit a sum of not le11s than three dollars ($3) nor more than
twenty dollars ($20), for tile use of the public schools of such city, town, or district.
SEC. 4. Five days prior to the beginning of any prosecution under this act such board shall cause
a written notice to be personally served upon such person having contr6l of ~-ny such child, of his
duty under this act, and of his default in failing to comply with the provisions hereof, and if, upon
the hearing of such prosecution, it shall appear to the satisfaction of the court that before or af. er
the receipt of such notice such person has caused such child to attend a school as l)rovided in this
act in go9d faith and with intent to continue such attendance, then the penalty provided by this
act shall not be incurred.
SEO. 5. No school shall be regarded as a school under this act unless there shall be taught therein,
as part of the elementary education of children, reading, writing, arithmetic, and United States
history, in the English language.
SEC. G. Prosecutions under this act shall only be instituted and carried on by the authority of
such boards, and shall be brought in the name of said boards, and all fines and penalties, when
collected, s1'lall be paid to the school treasurer of such city, town, ot· district, or other officer entitled to receive school moneys, the same to be held and accounted for as c,ther school moneys received for school purpose111.
Sicc. 7. Jurisdiction to enforce the penalties herein described in this act is hereby conferred on
justices of the peace and police magistrates within their respective counties.
SEC. 8. Any child between the age of nine and fourteen years, who without leave and against the
will of his parent, guardian, or other person having the right to control such child, habitually absents himself from the school to which he is sent, or directed to be sent, and is beyond the control
of his parent or guardian or other p erson having the right to control such child in that regard, and
wanders or loiters in streets, alleys, or other public places, shall be deemed a truant child, and on
such t,ruancy being alleged and proved, such truant child shall be adjudged a dependent child in
like manner as is now provided by law for the adjudication of dependent children, and on being
so adjudged dependent may be committed in.like manner for such time not exceeding two years,
as the judge or court; having the jurisdiction of the matter may determine. Any child so committed mn.y upon proof of amendment or for other sufficient cauf'!e shown upon a bearing of tbe
case, be discharged by such judge or court at any time, but such child shall not be so confined after
the age of fourteen years, nor shall he be bound or apprenticed nor placed out of any school k>
which he shall be committed. Officers appointed by the board of education or boa.rd of school
directors sh a ll have power and authority to taken, tnrnt child found on the Atreets, n.lleys, or other
public pin,ces during school hours to such school conveniently loca ted to the home of such child
as may be designated and r equested by such parent, guardian, or other person having the rig ht to
control auch child, and such officer shall ascertain from such parent, gual'dian, or o ther person
havin~ Lhe right to control snch child, the school which be desires such child shall attend ; or in
case of r efusal to designate and request by the parent, guardian, or other p e rson having the righ
to control such child, or in case such child has no parent, guardian, or other person in control,
then to the public school situated in the district where such child lives, or to such public school as
such board may direct.
SEO. 9. No child under thirteen years of age shall be employed or allowed to work by any person, company1 firm, or corporation at labor or service in any shop, factory, mine, store, place of
ma.n11facture, business, or amusement, except as hereinafter provided.
SEC. JO. The judge of the county court in the county where the child resid es and is to be employed or to work, ma.y, by order of record, grant a permit to any child over ten years to he exempt and in s ~ch county from the o peration of this act as to such employment, and to such exten_,
an~ for such t11ne and on such t erms as may be named in such permit, on its being shown to h sat1 fnctl_on that such child can read n.nd write the Tongllsh language , and that it is fit and proper.
cons1~lermg the lack ofmeftns of s upport of the family of which such child is a member, that.'
pernnt should be g ranted, and such permit may be rescinded by any such judge on written not ce
to such child or to any person havingcontro1 of or employing such child. S uch permit mu t ·IA'e
the age, place of residedce, and the amount of school attendance prior to the granting of ucli
permit. A rec~>r<i of suc!1 perm\ts to be kept in such court. The court may, when the busine~~ of
the court reqmres, appo1nt a suito.ble person to hear and report on a ll applications for the Is na ce
nnd, rccision of permits, a ncl may, on hearing such reports, grant or r e ruse such application.
uc,1 person to be pnid a reasonable compensation by the connty, to be fi x.eel by the county b~ard.
Such per,;on shall be 11,n officer of the court and removable by an order of the court a t any time.
No charge or fee. hall be required in any matter under this section.
EO. 11. No child shall be so employed or work who does notpreeent such permit, and ever;
pe_rson before ~mployin~ or permitting such child Lo so labor or be at service shall requi,-e and r
tam sue~ permit, an<! shall keeo the same, together with a correct list of all children so employed
p osted ma conspic'..lous manner in tho place of employment, and shall show such li t,on dema ,
to any school officer or teacher or police officer.
• EC. l~. Any person,compa.~y,or c01·poratlon who employs or permits to be employed or to wo
an_y child In vlolaUon of th1si a.ct, nnc! any person having the control of any su ch child who pe m1ts such employment or work, , hall for every offense forfeit a sum of not Jes tban ten doll
(,.~U), nor m re tlrn.n fifty clol_lars (~50), for the uee of the public chools of. uc_b. city, town , or d trict, anc.l every day of such illegal employment shall constitute a distinct offense.
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sxc. 13. Any person having control of or in his employ a ch~ld who, with.the inte·1!t to evade _the
provisions of this act shall make a false statement concern mg the age of such child or the time
such child bas attended school, or shall instruct such child o make any false statement:., shall, for
such offense forfeit a sum of not le!3S than ten do\lar~ ($10), nor more than fifty dollars ($50), for the
use of the public schools of such city, town, or d1sLr1ct.

Hou. J. B. Thayer, the present State sup~rint~ndent, in October, 1~89, sent to the .
various city and county snperintendents an rnqmry as to extent to wl:uch the Bennett
law was being enforced. The replies, he notifies the _Burel;Lu, "indicat~~ that boards of
education in cities had, at that date, generally complied with the prov1s10ns of the law,
and that school boards in rural districts had generally neglected to act.
'-'A very pronounced opposition to the law," he continues, "has been manifested by
certain religious denominations interested in the maintenance of private or parochial
schools in which instruction is given in a foreign language only. A portion of the German pr'ess of tha State is making a vigorous opposition to the law, and is de~anding of
the next legislature its repeal. * * * The newspapers of the State, m general,
have taken a very lively interest in the discussion of this statute, and it is attracting
very general public attention."
Superintendent T,'iayer's circular. -In January, 1890, State Superintende·n t Thayer
issued to school boards the following circular, explaining the provisions of the Bennett
law, and defining clearly the right of the State under that law regarding the education
of its children:
"The 1irst duty imposed upon school boards by this law is that o( determining, by
formal action at a regularly convened meeting of the board, by the adoption of a rule
or resolution, the number of weeks which every child between the ages of seven and
fourteen years shall attend some public or private school dniing the current school year.
"This period can not be fixed at less than twelve, nor more than twenty-four weeks
in one year. For a portion or for portions of the time thus fixed the attendance must
be consecutive, and b::,ards are to designate in the resolution or rule adopted the time
or times of such consecutive attendance. Ten days prior to the commencement of this
time or these · times of consecutive attendance, the board is required to give public
notice of the time thus fixed by publishing the fact in such manner as they may prescribe. * * *
"The provision that the compulsory period and the number of weeks of consecutive ,
attendance shall be fixed pr10r to the first day of September in each year, is directory
only. Where the board has neglected to fix this number of weeks, as the law directs,
that may still be done, provided the public school will be in session a sufficient number
of weeks before the close of the school year to render such action by the board pract,icable. It is hoped that no board will neglect or refuse compliance with the law in this
respect.
"The second duty imposed upon school boards b;y this act is that of carefully considering the excuses, on the part of parents and guardians, for real or apparent noncompliance with the law. The law does not presume that every parent or guardian can or will
avail himself of the public school as a means of education for his children or wards, and
it therefore wisely and judiciously recognizes the right of choice in ·means, and the
rigorous exactions of necessity, growing out of conditions either of parent and guardian,
or of the ehild of the prescribed age. The excuses for noncompliance which must be
accepted by the board are four in number, and briefly stated are as follows: (a) Pecu niary or physical inability of parent or guardian. (b) Equivalent instruction, otherwise
given, in time and in kind. (c) Proficiency of the child in elementary branches. (d)
Physical or mental disability of the child.
"It will be observed that two of these reasons justifying noncompliance with the law
relate to the parent or guardian, and two relate to the pupil. Of the latter couplet little
or nothing need be said. If the facts exist, it will be a simple and easy matter to satisf'.y
any reasonable board, that a child has a ph,1sical or mental defect which inhibits attendance upon any school, or that ill health equally calls for exemptian from attentlance.
"With persons having no desire to evade the law, or to avoid the natural obligations
and responsibilities imposed by parental relations, or those arising from the relations
of a self-imposed trust or legal guardianship, there will also be no difficulty in presenting sat,:.sfactory evidence to the board, that the pecuniar_y situation, or distance from
the scho<:>l, or claims of the famil_y upon the services of the child, torm a valid exc11se
for nonattendance, or that the alleged recusant is availing himself or herself of the
option which the law proffers, and is providing throu gh some other public or private
school, or other means, equivalent instructions, both in amount and in kind. In extent,
the instruction must not be less than that prescribed by the rule adopted by the board.
In subjects, tbeinstrnction must include reading, writing, arithmetic, and UnitedStates
history, in the English language, as provided in the fifth section of the act in question.
No school, public or private1 and no instruction in the family or by private tutors should
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be recognized as sufficient which does not include instruction in these subjects in this
form. School or family ot other forms of instrttction claimed as equivalent may include
any otbef oranches of knowledge, and this will be no objection if the enumerated studies,
in English, are not omitted.
'' By this analysis of the duties of school boards, under this law, it will be readily
seen that there is no attempt or purpose to ostracize, antagonize, or in any manner or
degree to interfere with parochial or any other form of private schools.
''The law has due regard for the rights of conscience, and holds parents alone responsible, and requir~s of tb.em only that they provide for their,cb.ildren, somehow and somewhere, that secular education whicll the state deems necessary for its own prosperity,
and for the welfare of its citizens, Parents, guardians, -and othei;s who may elect otuer
means than the public school of the district in which they reside, for the education of
children under their charge or control, when summoned by the school board of their
district must · show sufficient reasons for nonattendance of their children upon the public school. In hearing excuses of parents, guardians, and others, boards should act iairly,
judiciously, and without prejudice, and seek to iiecure the cooperation of all parents in
awaking a public sentiment in favor of the end which the law contemplates. lt must
be borne in mind that compulsory enactments are supplementary only to the persuasive
statutes which characterize the great body of laws upon which the school sy::item of
Wisconsi.n is founded.
"rrhe thing that is a,ntagonized by this law is the practice of allo~ing children of this
State of proper school age to pass that period of life without acqui)'ing a minimum of
education in tlie elementary branches; without acquiring the ability to think in the
language of the country, to express themselves intelligibly in that language, orally, in
writing, and in business forms; and without becoming familiar with the essential features of United States history. rro this end, through this stamte, the Btate bas invoked
the active energy of all school officers to save the future citizens, reared within the Commonwealth, from the irreparable loss and disadvantage whicll will follow neglect or
cupidity, in depriving children of their rightful heritage.
".A.11 classes of citizens concede the right of t,J..1e Sbate to supervise and control the education of children where parents or guardians neglect or refuse to make suitable and
adequate provision for snch educat,ion, and to compel attendance of children, and provision for such attend ance on the.part of parents and others having charge of children
of school age. Nobody j usti.6.es that penuriousness or neglect which can only result in
planting blight, illiteracy, and hopeless disadvantage for ail time in the very bud of a
human lifo. The degree and the form of compulsion herein e.xero1sed PY the State is
inJinitesimal when compared with that employed by parental anthority to secure ade.,. quate eduiJation of children. This law is directed chiefly to those responsible for the
care and education of children who are devoid of the impulsfls and instincts of pure
parental affection, and who disregard wholly the injunct10nsaod directions ot the church
and other social and benevolent organizations. '.to rescue the victims ot this thoughtlessness, indifference, and cupidity is the main object of this legislation.
"Incidental1y, and in conclusion, it may be said that the provision of,this law prescribing a standard by which to measure a school, in its claim to be a public school, is
an admirable feature which sboulc.i strongly commend it to every school board. .A.t last
we have given to us, in statutory form, a statement of the very least which a school
may do and claim to be a public school suitably and adequately providing for the edution of children aml entitled to the ad van tagr~s of State aid arising from that claim.''
Ought i11telligence to be i'J'I, Engli h ?-Isaac Thomas, in the Yale H.eview: '' The 1unda·
mental reason for compu1 ory educational laws bas usnally been considered to be to
protect the State from the evi Is of illiteracy. Whether they h ave done so i:i not now
the question. 'fhis can be done, in part at least, by increas ing the intelligence of the
people .. It has us ually been thought suilicient; th erefore, to frame compulsory law ~o
as to b'.mg about, if possible, this result. But Ree Lion ii ve, of the Bennett law, ays
the child must not only be intelligent but must have intelligence in .Engii b, i. e., he
may be never so intelligent, may have good mastery of reauing , writrng, arithmetic.
and United.' 'tate~ ?istory in any other language under the sun, yet if' he have n ot his
~now ledge _m En.,hsh he is liable to the penalties prescribed by this Jaw. .A.b urdity
rn 11lawmakmQ: could hardly go farther! ·* ·X- *
With man~ of ~ur legislator., both national and State, the panacea for ills in the
State, _real and 1_magmary, is a law. No matter about natural forces at work cu 1in0
these 11_1 as ;rapidly as ought to be expected in such a heterogeneous mass as ex· ·t in
the mt~d ~at s, no matt.er whether the law can be enforced or not 1 nor, if enforced
whether it ~v11l help or harm, the cry is for a law, and a law we get! If this were on y
the end of it! H~t e_very law pa secl and not enforced is a degradation of all law nd
breeds co?tempt for 1~, and ~,·ery attempt to contravene, hy bw or otherwi e, n tu
forces which are working l'eforms, slowly perhaps, but sureJy, puts olf by just so much
the day of reform.''
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The 1mrpose and scope of the Wisconsi~ l~;»--"-Chicag~ N~w~: Neither the !3e13:nett
act of Wisconsin nor the Force act of I1lmo1s, upon Whwli 1t 1s based, at1thot1zes the
State to ltty a fi11ger upon a private school or any othet private property. +hey do,
however assume that the State bas the right to direct the education of the childMn of
its citize~s so far as elementary insttuction is coticerned, and they provide that every
person having control of a child betwe~n the ages of 7 Mid 14 ~ea1:s _sh/ill _send it t~a scho,ol for a, certain number of weeks m every year-12 weeks 1n W1sco.t1sm and 16
in Illinois-where it shall be taught, ir.i the English language, reading, writing, arithmetic, United States history, and geography. If it cllin receive this education in a private
or parochial school, well and good; if not, it must be se~t to a J?Ublic school. Where~n
is this au atten1pt on the part of the State to lay ha11ds on the pr1 v~te schools? Wherem
is it an attempt to say what shall or shall not be taught in them 't The private and
parochial schools may, if they choose, conduct, their lessons in Persian, ·Chinese 1 or any
other language, and they may exclude reading, writing, arithmetic, Uni't?d States history, and geography from their stt1dies. The law does not seek to restm:lt ot c6lnpel
them. And parents may send their children to these schools for 40 weeks in the year
in Wisconsin or 36 in Illinois; But for 12 weeks in the former State or 16 weeks in the
latter the little ones must be afforded opportunities to o!Jtain the statutory instruction.
Does anybody consider this unreasonable? If so, it must be because he denies the
right of the State to enforce a compulsory-education law of any kind.
...
The Liithera11 Synod of lJlissouri, Ohio, and other States1 on compulsory education in Wisconsin-1. Ry the Jaw of nature, as well as by divine command, parents are entitled and
in duty bound to provide for the education of their children.
.
2. It is therefore the ri~ht and the duty bf all patei1t13 to select such schools for the
education of their children as they are convinced will best promote the welfare of their
children.
,
3. In case parents neglect their duty the State is justified in compelliug them, hy ap- propriate legislation, to the discharge of their duty.
4. If~ howe\tet, the State aesumes the riiht to educaM; unless for such cause 1 it is an
infringement of the naturl:il rights of parents.
'
5. The conduct of the tltate in such case isj futthermore 1 unconstitutiohal, as the Constitutions both of the United States and the State of Wisconsin proclaim liberty of conscience and religibh, which liberty is set aside not only by forcing upon any one that
which oppm:ies his religion or is in conflict with his conscience, but also when a person
is hampered in any manner in '' the free exeroise,of r eligion'' and ''rights of consciellce, ''
provided he ·doe8 not act in open violation of law and morality.
6. In view of the foregoing declarations we :.tre compelled to combat with all lawful
means in the courts such encroachments, and at the polls to withhold our vote from
every candidate and party not publicly pledgin~ themselves to do all in their power to
bring about a repeal of the obnoxious sections ofsalcl (Bennett) law,
7. To avoid al misunderstanding we declare that we consider our public-scbooi system
a political necessity, and that we arc willing to support it in the foture as we have in
the past. We are also convi nced that by opposing said. schoo1 laws, we do not only contend for our inherent rights, but also best l?romote the true welfare of our free country.
We finally declare most emphatically that 1t bas al waj's been and ever shall be our aim
to provide in our parochial schools for the best instruction in the English language.
Shovld oe trftfor tlw grca-t law of ndtural selection to adjust.-1'he School Journal: It is
very plain that a mistake has been made by the people of Illinois and Wisconsin by
insisting that the English language only must be taught in all their schools. It it well
to keep in mind that voters can be easily infiuen:;ed; but with difficulty driven. Foreigners are attached to the language and literature of fatherland, and will insist that
their children must learn it thoroughly. No one can say that it is not right. In this
city [New York] several daily papers publish editions in the German language, because
there are rnat1y who will read no other. It would be foolish to enact a law compelling these papers to print their issues only in English, for it is certain that it could not he
enforced. 'l'he common sense of the community would not stand it. What we want is
education in sotne language, it matters little what.
The English is to-day, and is to be, the language of Arn.erica, and if all the Geto:iabs
i:? the world s_hou~d come _to this country in a body it would not change her predestit1at10n. Fot a time m certam States it may seem as though Germ.an was taking the country, but it is not and never can. Educators should let these mit1or matters work otit
their own solution, inst as they have in certain parts of Pennsylvania, where for many
years the ,'' Pennsylvania Dutch'' ha'i been spoken almost to the exclusion of English.
The Pennsylvanians have been too wise toattempttocottlpel these people to use oothifit7
but Englic,h, but in the absence of any law the English 'is rapidly' impplantitlg th:
:w.ixture, which is :qeither Geru:ian nor Eo~lish. It would be well if no langua~e wa~
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spoken in th1s country but the English, but since this can not be, nothing will be gained
by going to law or the legislature about it. There are some things that mast be left
for the great law of natural se1ection to adjust, and the use of a foreign tongue in onr
schools is one of them.
Position of the depa,rtment of superintendence.-The following resolution was adopted by
the department of superintendence of the National Educational Association at its Philadelphia meeting (February, 1891). It will be observed that while the necessity of an
acquaintance witn the English language is upheld that distinguished body did not commit itself to an approval of the extreme principles of the Wisconsin law;
in our fr.ee Republic the State is merely the expression of the people's will, and not an ex ternal
governmental force; !j,nd taxes are levied on property for the.support of schools, because universal
edupation is indispensable to the perpetuity of the State. Education, therefore, including an acquaintance with our national language, becomes the rightful inheritance of every child. It is the
right and the duty of the Stale 110t only to provide for this education, but also io insist that no child
shall be deprived of that priceless heritage. The proper exerciae of this right does not restrict the
freedom of parents in the education of their children exoevt in the narrow limits of this necessary
purpose.

Repeal of the Bennett law.-The State legislature, in the spring of 1891, repealed the
Bennett law by a very large majority (89 to 14 in the lower house). A new compulsory attendan~e law, which received the support of both political parties, was soon
after passed and was approved April 6. In this law the provision that the required
instruction should be in the English language does not appear.

DISTRICT OF COL UMBI.A.
A law was enacted by Congress and approved June 25, 1864, of which the following is
the substance:
Every person in the District of Colnmbia having under his or her control a child between the
ages of six and fourteen years shall annually send such child to eome public school in the part of
the District in which he or she shall reside at lef\st twelve weeks, !'lix of which shall be consecutive,
and for every neglect of said duty the offender shall forfeit to the use of thae part of the District in
which he or she shall reside, not exceeding twenty dollars: Provided, That if the party was not
able, for any canse, to send such child to school, or the child has attended any other school for a.
like p eriod, or was not fit to attend school by reason of bodily or mental infirmity, the penalty shall
not l;>e enforced . 'l'he trus tees may make such arrangements for the purpose of ascertain ing
whether any children within the above ages are not attending· the public schools as they shall deem
best for the purpose of enforcing their attendance and the penalty prescribed.

This law has been a dead letter. It was asserted by Mr. W. C. Dodge in the
Washington Post (February 21, 1890), that in 1887 the then District Commissioners did
not know of the existence of such a law; and even if they did, it could not be enforced
for want of buildings. ''It is not the need of a compulsory law. but of more schools,
for of course it would be absurd to :fine people for not sending their children to school
when there are no schools for them.''
The Report of the Commissioner of Education for 1875 (p. 483) says: "The statu te
has been a dead letter from the date of its enactment to the present hour, as during all
this time the voluntary attendance has been in excess of the accommodations afforded
by the school's.''
In 1 86, 12,08D out of a total enrollment of 32,336 were restricted to one-half day
attenchnce for want of school rooms. In 1889, 6,000 children were still limit.ed to halrd:iy schools. 1
Superintendent W . B. Powell snggests the appointment of trnant officers to ascertain
what children do not attend school and why they do not attend, to t]?e end that the
benefits of the schools may reach all for whom they are designed. 2

VERMONT.
The law requiring all children between eight and fourteen years of age to attend schoo
was fir t enacted in 1867; in 1870 it wasamen11ed so as to prescribe more particularly the
proceedin s for enforcin<Y it. This law was said by the late State superintendent, Hon.
Justus Dartt, to have been "obsolete and inoperative, and has been so for year~, if indeed it was ever effective. " 3 One f;:.i,tal defect is that it "does not designate the person
to execute it."
·
In 1
the ~aw was re1:1odelerl and made much more stringent; among other changes
tbeannual obhgatory per10d was extended from twelve to twenty weeks, and illiterate;
1

Rep. Board Trustees, 1888-89. pp. 9 and IO.
.
1886-88, p. 6.

2 lhid., p. 25.
3 Yt. Suh. Rep.,
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children under fourteen were made entirely ineligible for employment while the public
school.~ were in session. A weak, it may be said a fatally weak, feature of the present
law is the provision under which the initiation of proceedings is virtually made to depend upon the complaint of three voters. All e_xperie?ce goes to s?ow, t~at the c~mplaints of voters or taxpayers have never yet set m mot10n the machmery for enforcrng
a ~ompulsory law. The following is a summary of the law:
Every person having control of a child ot good health 'and sound mind between eight and fourteen years of age must send it to a public school at least twenty weeks each year, unless it is other- '
wise educated for that period or has completed-the required branches of the common schools.
No child between ten and fourteen years of age may be employed in a mill or factory unless it
attended a public school twenty weeks during the prece5ling year and deposited with the ow1;1eror superintendent of the mill or factory a cerLificate to that effect, signed by the teacher, which
certificate must be shown to the supervisor of schools, upon his demand, and any other information given as to the employment of children. After July 1, 188(.1, no one may employ a child under
fourteen who can not read and write, bnt is capable of such instruction, during the session of its
school. Any one not complying with the above regulations forfeits not less than ten dollars nor
more than fifty dollaTs, one-half to g·o to the complainant and the other half to the town in which
the child resides. Any one having a grand list of over eight dollars, who allows his child to remain
from school in violation of the above provisions, becomes liable to the district for a sum equal to
the amount diAtributed to such district for the attendance of a pupil for the same period, which
amount may be recovered at any time within three years afte1· the close of that s.:ihool year.
The truant oilicer, OT a member of the prudential committee, or any officer authorized to make
arrests in the town, may arrest, and, upon written application -of three votei:.s in the district, must
arrest, any child not attending school as required, and is to give written notice to the parent or '
person having control of th~ child that it must attend school regularly. If such person then fails
to send the child regularly during the remainder of the term, without good reason for the failure,
he is to be arrested and taken wit-h the child before a justice, and if convicted is fined not less than
teu dollars nor more than twenty dollars, which goes to the benefit of the schools of the town. '£he
prosecution may be conducted like criminal prosecutions, and an appeal may be had to the county
court.
Any person authorized to make the arrests, but who refuses or neglects to do so after application
bas been made to him as provided, is fined not more . than one hundred dollars. A justice of the
peace has concurrent jurisdiction with the county court under this section.

The report for 1890 of State Superintendent Palmer says (p. 314) that out of 38,000
children between eight and fourteen years of age 2,600 have not attended any school at
all during the year, and that of those actually enrolled it is believed a large number failed
to attend the statutory period of'twenty weeks. "The laws against truancy should
be repealed or rigidly enforced," since one of the chief objects of education is to train
the child into a willing obedience to good laws, and here is a permanent obj~ct-lesson
in law-breaking kept constantly before the eyes of all the scholars.
The following amendments to the schoollaw are recommended:
l. That the district clerk shall furnish the teacher on the first day of the first term of
the school year a list of all children between :five and eighteen in the district, with the
age of each.
,
2. That it shall be the duty of the teacher from time to time, to carefully examine
the list and uotify the truant officer of any violation of the truant laws. '
:t That the sheriff:~ or constable, or policeman, may act as truant officer.
4. That if the truant officer fails to act the teacher shall notify the supervisor.

NEW HAMPSHIRE.
A compulsory education law was passed in 1871, 1 ot the same generalcbaracterasthe
Michigam law passed the same year. A trnant law had been on the statute book for
about twenty years previous.
'
The law relating to compulsory attendance, truancy, and the employment of school
children to labor, as it stood in 1886, may be sur.nma1;ized as followa:
. '£he school boards of the several towns and cities are authorized to elect and fix the compens!J,t1cn oftruant·officers whose duty it is to enforce all lawful regulations to require the attendance at
school of truants and children between the ages of six and sixteen not having any reg·ular and lawful occupa~ion. Any to"'.n may mak:e by-laws to 9omI?el sucll children to attend school, and may
impose a fi_ne not exceedmg- ten dollars for e11c l1 v1olaL1on thereo f. A11y offender agaiust such bylaws may, mstead of such fine, be sentenced to the reform school for a term not exceeding one year·
but he may give bond tot-he town in the penal sum of twenty-five dollars that he will faithfully
1tttend school durin~ the next term,and the C\H~rt may thereupon remit such fint1 npon -payment
o_f the co, LB. No child under ten years of age 2 1s to be employed by any manufacturing corporation; and any agent, superintenc!ent, or overseer, in 11,ny corpor,ttion, who willfully employs or
permits to be employed, any chi ld in violation of this act becomes subject ton. fine of not less than
twenty dollars no1· more than oue hundred dollars, one-half to go to the complainant and the other
half to the county.
No child under sixteen is to be employed in any manufacturing establishment unless he has attended school at least twelve weeks during the preceding year, and no child under sixteen is to be
employed, except in vacation of the school, who can not write legibly and read fluently in readers
1

See N. H. Sch. Rep., 1872, p. 37.
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of the grade usually classed as third readers. No child under fourteen is to be employed as aforesaid unless he has attended school at least six months during the preceding year, or during the
who lo time the school was kept; and no child under twelve is to be so employed unless he has att.ended the school of his district the whole time it was kept during the preceding year. A.ny person employing in a manufacturing establishment any child under sixteen, without having acertificate from the school committee or such persons as they may designate, that such child has attended school as above required, is liable to a fine of not exceeding twenty dollars for each offonse.
Every person having charge of any child between eight and fourteen years of age, and residin~
in a district in which a public school is annually taught for twelve weeks or more within two mile
of his residence, ruust;_require such child to attend such school for at least twelve weeks each year,
six weeks of which are to be consecutive, unless s uch child is excused from attendance by the
school committee on account of its physical or mental condition or because it has been instructed
elsewhere for a like period. Any person violating this provision is to forfeit ten dollars for the
first offense and twenty dollars for each subsequent one.
•
School committees and boards of education, respectively, are to sue for all penalties incurred
and institute prosecutions for all violations of the above provisions, and, upon failure so to do, forfeit twenty dc,llars for each neglect.

No information can be obtained that the compulso1y clauses of the above law have
been enforced. The state reports of recent years contain scarcely a reference to the matter. Superintendent Folsom, of Dover, says: "I have never heard of a case of a suit
of this kind in this State. -x- * * I have had reason to believe that there have been,
and are n0Vi7, many children in this city whose parents are liable to the penalties prescribed by section 18, though no legal complaint has ever been made to me." 1
This has been the uniform experience in those States where the school authorities
have been obliged to depend upon information furnished by some taxpayer, or interested or aggrieved party, before taking action. .
With regard to the employment laws, Superintendent Folsom sa.ys: "I find an impression quite prevalent that these laws are a dead letter with the employers of children in this city. Whether or not this impression is correct, I have no meads of knowing officially, as no taxpayer has e-ver made written complaint, and -the law gives no
authority for an investigat ion."
'
The circumstance that numbers of children in Dover and other towns having attended
school the required time apply for and receive certificates authorizing their employment
to labor, is sufficient evidence that the law is of some effect.
It is stated that the law is especially defective in rrot providing for furnishing school
authorities with lists of school population, giving age of each child, and in not requiring employers to keep a list of children employed, and to keep on file the certificates
entitiing them to the privilege of employment, such lists and certificates to be open to
inspection at all times; inspectors should also be appointed, local and State, whose duty
it shall be to examine all manu facturing establishments several times yearly and to investigate and prosecute all violations of the laws.
everal towns nave availed themselves of the authority granted by law to enact an
ordinance and enforce the provisions of the law relating to truancy.

MICHIGAN. '
A compulsory education law was enacted in Michigan in 1871, of which the Kansas
law of 1 74, still on the statute book of that State (seep. 503), and the present law of
Minnesota, Montana, anu in part Colorado, are an almost literal counterpart. It failed
for the same reason that the Kansas law has failed; i.e., "it was made everybody's business to see that it was enforced, and consequently it was not enforced at all. m Thi~
law was repealed in the revision of' 1881. It was a great step in advance at the time i
made its first appearance, and was widely quoted aud discussed as such.
In 1883 a new compulsory attendance law was passed, which, as amended in 1 5, is
t~e one now _in operation. Other laws have also been enacted relating to employmen
of school children and truancy, the whole forming an inter-related system. It will be
obser~ed that s~ction 5 of Chapter XX provides no penalty for noncompliance with section
1, wh1_c~ contarns the compulsory requirem ent; and by the repealing of' the sections o
tbe_ongmal la~that provided for the appointmentoftruantoffi.cers, "the dutyofinsti~utm~ proce~dmgs to enforce ~he provisions of the act in cities or villages of over 5 00
mbab1tants 1splaced [by section 6] upon certain officers who have no legal existence. ·
"T~ere_areother marked defects and incorn,istencies," says State Superintendent£
brook m bis report of 18 9, '' that combine to render the enforcement of this law imprac ·cable. The act should either be repealed or made effective by barmonizino- conflictin_
sec_tion_s, providing ~uitable penalties, and designating definitely whose duty it shall be
to mst1tute proceedings against persons violating its provisions."
__::

_________________________
1
D~ver
2

(N. R.) Sch. Rep., 1887, p. 22.
1\Iich. Sch. Rep., 1881, p. 277. See also the discussion on pp, 278-279.
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COMPULSORY ATTENDANCE-MICHIGAN.
:MICHIGAN LAW RELATING TO 001\IPULSORY ED1JC.A.TION.
CHAPTER

XX.l-AcT No. 144, LAWS

OF

1883, AS AMENDED BY ~CT No. 108, LAWS OF 1885.

COMPULSORY EDUCATION OF CHI;LDRE;N,

(~ 180) SECTION I. Duty of parents and guardians to send children to school.-The people of the Slate
of Micl;igan enact, '.rhat every parent, guardian, c:ir other person i;11- the State of Michigan having
control and charo-e of any child or children between the ages of eight and fou:cteen years, shall be.,
required to send~uch child or children to a public school for a P!'lriod of at lea~t foui: months,in, each ,
school year, commencing on the first_ Monday of Septem_ber m the year e~ghteen p.undT~d and
eighty-three at least six weeks ofwluch shall be consecutive, unl.esssuch child or children are ex~
cused from such attendance bv the board of the school district in which such parents or g_uardians
reside upon its bieing shown to their satisfaction that his bodily or mental condition has been such
as to p~·event his attendance at school or application to study for the period required, or that such
child or children are taug ht in a private school or at home in such branclles as are usually taught in primary schools or h a ve already acquired the ordinary branches of learning tauglft in publicschools: Provided, In case a public school shall not be taught for four gionths during the ;Year
within two miles, by the nearest traveled road, of the residence of ·any person within the school
district, he shall not be liable to the provisions of this act.
'
(el81.) SEC. 2. Children can not be 'e mployed to labor in certain cases.-No child under the age of
fourteen years shall be employed by any per!lon, company, or corporation, to' labor in any business, unless such child shall have attended some public or private day school where instruction
was given by a teacher qualified to instruct in such branche~ as are 4suall:l;' taug_ht in prhna;ry
schools, at least four months of the twelve months next p1-ecedmg,the month m which such child
shall be so employed: Provicled, That a certificate from the director of the school district in which
such child shall have attended school shall be evidence ofa compliance with the provisions of this
act.
182.) SEc. 8. Children unemployed to atlend school.-Every parent, guardian, or other person having charge or control of any child from eight to fourteen years of age, who has been temporarily
discharged from any business or employment, shall send such child to some public or private day
school for the period for which such child shall have been discharged, unless such child shall have
been excused from such attendance by the board of the school district, for reasons as stated in section one hereof.
(el83.) SEC. 4. D'istrict board tofiirnish text-books.-It shall be the duty of the-school district board
of each district of the State to purchase and furnish, at the expense of the district, such text-books
as may in the judgment of sa id board he necessary for the use of children whose parents are not
able to furnish the same, the expense of such books to be levied in like manner aitother district
taxes.
,
(2184.) SEC. 5. Penalty for noncompliance with foregoing sections.-In case any parent, guardian, or
other person shall fail to comply with the provisions of sections two, three, or four of this act, such
parent, guardian, or othe1· p erson shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and shall, 011 conviction, be liable to a fine of not less than five dollars nor more than ten dollars for the first offense,
and of not less than ten dollar~ for each subsequent. offense.
(e 185.) SEC. 6. Truant officers empowered to institute proceedings.-It shall be duty of the officers detailed or appointed unde r the provisions of this act to assist in the enforcement thereof, to institute, or cause to be instituted, proceedings against any pa1·ent, guarJ.ian, or other person, having
legal charge and control of any child, or any person. company, or corporation,'yiolating any of
the provisions of sections one, two, three, four, and five of this act; and in school districts •and
cities, and villages of less than five thousand inhabitants, it shall be th'C duty of the school bpard
to institute, or cause to be instituted, such proceedings.
(z 186.) SEC. 7. Proceedvngs m ay be had against officers of corporations. - '\Vhen any of the provisions
of this act are violated by a corporation, proceedings may be hall against any of the officers or
agents of said corporation, who in any way participate in or are cognizant of suci1 violation ,by
the corporation of which they are the officers or agents., and said officers or agents shall be subject
to the sanie penalties as individuals similarly offending.

(e

Chapter XXI of the General School Laws provides for the compulsory reformatory
education of juvenile disorderly persons. It authorizes the school boards of cities, villages, and townships maintaining a graded school to establish one or more ungraded
schools, and to require the attendance thereat of, (1) habitual truants; (2) incorrigibly
turbulent, disobedient, or insubordinate pupils; and (3) unemployed children, not enrolled in the public schools, frequenting the streets. The appointment of truant officers is provided for; and parents refusing to send children to a reformatory school after
being duly warned are made subject to a fine of from ten to twenty-five dollars.
As regards the enforcement of compulsory education in Michigan, State Superintendent Joseph Estabrook writes {January 2~, 1890): "No information is gathered on the
subject by this department. We have learned incidentallJ of a strict enforcement of
the l~w in some of the cities, but very little, if any, attention is paid to it in the country districts.''
The Detroit ungraded school.- In conformity with the provisions of Chapter XXI, an
ungraded school bas been established in Detroit for the "compulsory reformatory education of juvenile disorderly persons." This school in 1886 enrolled 372 different pupils
of whom 136 we~e voluntary. City Superintendent J. M. B. Sill says that the la~
under which it is operated is defective, and that there is difficulty in holding boys whom
the school is designed for without the consent of their parents. "Bnt, even una.ei' these
discouraging circumstances, the school established bas been a most useful institution.
* * * It has already greatly diminished the number of ai:rests of boys for criminal .
1 Act No. 144, Session Laws of 1888, consisted of thil·teen sections. Act No. 108 Sessidn Laws of
1885, repealedaections 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, and 11, leaving but seven sections in force. s'ections 6 and 7 of
the above chapter are numbered 12 and 13 in the act as passed at the legislative session of 1883.
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acts, and has freed the other public schools from the injurious presence of many pupils
whose influence was dangerous to good order and g()od morals, giving them at the same
time the advantage of proper restraint and needed instruction." 1
Grand Rapids un_qraded sclwol.-Of this school Superintendent F. M. Kendall says
(18, 9): "The attendance of the ungraded school has been larger this year than formerly, notwithstanding every effort has been made to return boys to the schools from
which they c,1me, as soon as their deportment and regularity of attendance would permit. Most of the members of the school are c0nfirmed truants, or are boys who e presence in a well-ordered school is a source of harm to the other pupils and a daily burden
to the teacher. Many of them are resting under the suspended sentence of the court
for criminal acts and for truancy, and a number have been Rent to tihe reform school
during the year.
"And yet a good oroportion of boys who have been compelled t'o attend this f'Chool
have returned to their own schools and have given no furt,her trouble.. I regard. the ung1;aded school as au important factor in our educational system. Not t.he ]east good
which it does is to stand as a warning to boys whose conduct might otherwise be much
worse than it is.'' 2

W .ASHINGTON.
A compulsory-education law was enacted in 1871 requiring parents, guardian!'!, etc.,
to send children eight to sixteen years of age to school at least three months of each year,
upon penalty of $100 for each case of failure, provided "no good reason can be shown
for the failure." This law was repealed in 1873.
In 1877 a section was again introduced into the sch0ol la.w requiring attendance at
school of all children from eight to sixteen years in places of more than 400 inhabitants
for six months each year. There was no penalty for noncompliance attached nor proviston for enforcement.
In 1883 the law of 1871 was reenacted, except that it was made to include children
between eight and eighteen years. By some oversight the word "parents" was omitted,
so as to leave it virtually applicable only to orphans.
All the above laws were inoperative.
In 1890 the present law was enacted, of which the sections providing for compulsory
education read as follows:
All parents, guardians, and other persons in this State having, or who may hereafter have, immediate custody of any child or chiluren between tl1e ages of eight and fifteen years, shall send the
1mme to school at least three months iu each year said child or e;hildren ruay remain under their
supervision.
Any person mentioned in the preceding sections who sha.11 fail or refuse to comply with the provisions of said sections shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon convicti on thereof
shall he fined in any sum not less than ten dollars or more than twenty-five dollars, and the tine
so collected sllall be paid into the school fund of the district.
·

Regarding the Washington law State Supt. R. B. Brian writes: "The law bas ne'\"'er
been enforced, and there seems to be no disposition on the part of the public to attempt
the enforcement of it. My judgment is, that in so far as the rural districts are concerned, it will be a dead letter for years to come.''

NEVADA.
A compulsory law which is still in force was passed in 1873, containing the following
requirements:
Every pa.rent or other person having control of a child between eight and fourteen shall end i
to a public school for sixteen weeks each year , eight of which must be consecutive. unless excused
by tbo school trusteeM 011 aeconnt of tho bodilv or mental condition of the child or because it ha1
been in trncted cl ewhere.
ttbe end of four school months the trustees aro directed to proceed
to collect the pen1dt_y from any one violating this act. Penalty for the flr1;;t offense, $50 to $100; for
each subseq ue11 t offense, ,.100 to $200.

ta,te Snpt. W. C. Dovey says of this law in a letter to the Bureau dated Februar,
lJ, 1 90: '' !be law, from the beginning, was a dead letter. The statute for com puisory education wa enacted to meet a con1lition in our towns and cities. It i sel·
dom needed io rur~l distric~. the chiluren generally finding employment on the farm
and are ager to quit ~ork f~r the easier tasks of the schoolhouse; bat in our mini n_
townsrc,ior UOJS are Idle OWlllg to the restrictions of labor unions, which prevent the
from learma•r trades or entering the mines. Such boys are generally averse to goina
school, a.ud here the compulsory law is needed to be enforced.
"'
1

Detroit ch. Rep., 1886, p. III.

2

tlrand Rapids Sch. Rep., 1889, p. 66.
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CALIFORNIA.
An act was passed in 1874 to the following effect:
E;ery parent or,other person having- charge of any child between eight and fourteen year~ of
age must send it to a public school for two-thirds of the pub~icschool term, tw~lye weeks of ~h1ch
must be consecutive, unless excused on account of the bodily or mental cond1t10n of the child, or
the poverty or sickness of its parents, or unless it has been instructed elsewhere. Penalty for
violating this act, twenty dollars and co&ts for the first offense; for ~ach subseque!1to.ffense, twenty
dollars to fifty dollars and costs. The clerk of the board of ed~cat10n or oft.he distrwt trustees, on
complaint of anv teache1· or taxpayer, must prosecute all offenses under this act or be liable to a
fine of twenty dollars to fifty dollars. All deaf, dumb, and blind children must be sent f~r five
years to the institution provided for such per,3ons, u,nless excused for the reasons before mentioned.
PenaHies same as before.

This act is stiil in force. The reports of the State superintendents have called attention
to the circumstance from time to time that it is a dead letter in nearly all parts of the
StatE.. "This is occasioned," says Supt. Ira G. Hoitt, in 1888, '' partly by the fact
that some towns and cities have not sufficient school accommodations for all those
who apply for admission 1 and partly from the indifference and negligence of parents and
guardians.''
It bas been recommended to amend the law so as to meet those cases in wh1ch_parents
claim to be too poor to send their children _to school. "The law enacted to enforce the
educational rights of children so effectually guards against any encroachment upon the
rights of parents, that it utterly fails to accomplish the purpose for which it was__enacted. "1

MAINE.
Towns were authorized to make by-laws against truancy in 1850. In 1875, in addi.,
tion, an act was passed requiring the attendance at school, either public or private, of
every child between the ages of nine and fifteen years for at least twelve weeks in each
year, unless excused from such attendance by the school officers of the town for physical
or mental disability, or because of living more than a mile ano. a half by the shortest
traveled road from any school, or having been taught at home. Parents, etc., were
fined five dollars for noncompliance, and boys neglecting or refusing to attend forfeited
the same. 'l'he duty of enforcing this act was imposed upon school committees and
supervisors.
"I am not aware," said State Superintendent Luce, in 1887, "that the provisions of
this act were ever anywhere enforced. I know that its enforcement was generally found
to be impracticable whenever any supervisor who sought to enforce it in some aggravated
case of absenteeism came to the q_ uestion of ways and means."
·
In view of the defective character of this law the legislature of 1887 enacted a substitute requiring every person having under his control a child between eight and fifteen
years of aii;e to send it to a public school sixteen weeks each year, divided as far as possible into two terms of eight weeks each, unless it has been instructed elsewhere or
lahors under some bodily or mental disability. Anyone not complying is to-forfeit not
more than twenty-five dollars. Cities and towns are required to elect truant officers,
who are to enforce this law. Any city or town or truant officer neglecting this requirement is to forfeit from ten to fifty dollars. Any boy between ten and .fifteen years of
age found wandering about the streets during school hours is to be committed to the
State reform school, bnt if satisfactory pledges are obtained from him or the· person Lav- "
ing him in charge that in the future he will conform to the requirements he shall not be
prosecuted so long as the pledges are faithfully kept.
Regarding this law Superintendent Luce writes (January 28, 1890): "As to its efficien~y iu securing the ends desired, the result depends largely upon the activity and
efficiency of truant officers, and this upon .the countenance and interest of the communities of tbe towns of the State. In many cities and towns tbe increase of averao-e
attenctance has been marked; in otbere little change bas been discernible. The passa~e
pf the law has been to9 recent to decide upon the actual or prospective results to be
secured by its general enforcement. Some amendments will probably result from the
general enforcement of its provisions."
1 Rep. Com.

Ed., 1875, p. 29.
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NEW JERSEY.
The original law of 1875 was susperseded in 1885 J:>y one of which the following
is an abstract:
Every parent or other person having charge of any child between seven and twelve years of age
must send itto a public day school for twenty weeks each year, eight of which must be consecutive,
unless such child has been excused by the school board on account of its bodily or mental condition or has been instructed elsewhere. Every parent or other person ha,<ing charge of any child
between twelve and sixteen years of age who has been discharged from employment in order that
it might receive instruction at school must send it to school for the period for which it was discharged. Any person not complying with these requirements becomes liable to a fine of not less
than ten dollars for the first offense, nor more than twenty-five dollars for each subsequent offense,
or to impris0nment from one to three months. No child under fifteen may be employed by any
person or company unless it has attended school for twelve weeks during the preceding twel">e
months, nor unle>1s such child or the person having charge ofit has complied with the act limiting
the hours of labor of children. All children between the ages of seven and lifteen who habitually
wande.r about the streets, having no lawful occupation, or who are incorrigible while attending
school, are to be deemed juvenile disorderly persons. One or more members of the police force
in cities, and in other places constables, are appointed truant officers to enforce this act. Any child
that can not be made to attend school by its parent or the person having charge of it may be sent
to a juvenile reformatory, unless said child ia under nine years of age. Two weeks' attendance a.t
an evening school is to be regarded as equivalent to one week's attendance at a day school.

It does not appear that this law has ever been enforced. In the cities it is practically a dead-letter, and must continue to be so until the cities build schoolhouses to accommodate their increasing populations. 1 ·
City Superintendent Wm. Barringer, of Newark, says2 (1889) of the compulsory school
law: "We are now enforcing this law with excellent success. A complete set of books and
blanks have been prepared for use by superintendent, principals; and truant officers. A
large number of cases of truancy and street vagrancy have been dealt with. M:ost of
them are now jn regular attendance at school. A number of them were sent to the city
home at Verona. The law has also been enforced in the evening schools with gratifying results. I am satisfie~ that two or three years' persistent effort will practically remove truancy and vagrancy from our city. The employment of children under age in
our factories and shops is also receiving careful attention."

WYOMING4
Compulsory education was nominally provided for in Wyoming as early as 1876, when
the attendance of all children between the ages of seven and twenty years was made obligatory for at least three months of each year. Any parent, etc., having children in
charge betwee,n the a~es of seven and sixteen years not complying with this obligation
was liable to a fine of twenty-five dollars for each offense. 3 In the revision of 1887 the
law provides in brief as follows:
It is made the duty of all parents and other persons having children under their control between
the ages of six and twenty-one Lo send them to school three months each year, unless excused by
the district board for special reasons. Any pare nt or oth er person having- control of any child between seven and sixteen years of age who shall fail to comply wiLh this requirement may be punished
by a fine not exceeding twenty-five dollars for each oftense, and it is made the di1ty of sheriff:'! and
constables to report the names of all children found loitering about the streets and thoroughfare.,
and complaint shall be mnde against them by the county superiniendent of schools before some
justice of the peace.

"When this law was :first passed," writes Territorial Superintendent John Slaughter
(January 30, 1890), "a strong effort was made in Cheyenne and in some other towns to
enforce it. At present it seems to be almost (ifnot·quite) a dead leLter.
"The law does not seem to be applicable to the rural districts, mainly on account of
their large size, many of them being from ten to fifty miles long, and nearly as wide.
No general effort was ever made in the Cl)untry to enforce the law.
"I. am uncompromisingly in ~arnr of compulsory education ."

OIIIO .
.A. compulsory educaLion law was enacted in Ohio in 1877. The original bill" to -ecure to children the benefits of an elementary education" was so amended during i p_assage thr?ugh the le~islature "as to render the act virtually inoperative." A portion was stricken out, so as to leave no provision for the prosecution of any o.ffen e. The
clerk of any board of education was supposed to enforce the law but he could do no bing except when a written notice was served by some member of the board or some person who felt aggrieved, '' and then he may do all he can, which is simply notbincr. ·•
1 N.

2

J. ch. Rep., 1 !37, p. 35.
Ibid., 18 9, p. 100.

3 Rep.
4 Ohio

Com. Ed., 1877, p. 296.
Sch. Rep., 1877, p,104.
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This law remained on the statute book_ until 1889, wheu a more complete law was
passed, which, as amended in 1890, is in substance as follows:
, I'
Every parent or other person having control of any clfild ?etw:ee~ eight and f<?urteen years ?f
a"'e must send it to school for twenty weeks each year m city districts, and for sixteen weeks In
special, village, and township districts, unless excused on account of the physical or mental condition of such child or because it has been instructed at home. All parents or other personR having control of children bet~een eight and six~een years of age,n<_)t eng~ged in anr r~gular employment are required to send them to school durmg the full term 1t 1s cont1n11ed. Any parent or other
person failing to comply with these requirements _is liable to be punisl;rnd by a fi~e of'not less than
five doliars nor more than twenty dollars. But 1f the parent or othe1· person 1s unable to cause
the child or children to attend school, thev may be sent to the juvenile reformatory. No person
or company is to employ any child under fourteen who has not attended school_ as, required, or has
not completed the usual primary and grammar grades; a fine of fifty dollars 1s imposed for any
violation of this provision. All children over fourteen and under sixteen who can not read and
write must attend school one·hiilf of each day, or an evening school, or be instructed privatcJy
until he or she shall be able to read and write; any person or company employing such a child,
who i~ not receiving the instruction required, is made liable to a fine of fifty dollars, unless provision has been made for its instruction . Every parent or other person having conkol of any child
under sixteen who has been discharged from business in order to receive instruction must _s end
such child to school until it becomes able to read and write, or be liable to fine or imprisonment.
Truant officers are required to be appointed to enforce the above provisions.

Comments on the law.-Referring to this law, Hon. John Hancock, State school commissioner, writes (Jauuary 30, 1890): "It has gone into operation so recently that I am
unable to speak with definiteness as to results. I can say, however, that we have favorable reports of its workings from all parts of the State. Of course the greatest benefits
to be (lerived from the execution of the law will be in the cities and towns, especially
those largely engaged in manufacturing. But I see no reason why the law sh9uld not
work equally well in the country districts. We deem the enactment of the law a great
step in educational progress in our State."
An inquiry as to result and defects.-The following circular to school superintendents
of cities and towns of Ohio was sent out by the State school commissioner May 29, 1890:
GENTLEMEN: As you are fully aware, the compulsory-education law is · one of the highest moment to our .people. I am therefore anxious to learn with some definiteness how it is working in
the different sections of the State. I shall be greatly obliged to you, then, if you will give me information on the following points:
1. What have been the results of the enforcement of the law in your own field of labor?
2. ·what is the feeling of the community towards the law?
3. If any opposition has manifested itself against the law, what is the source of that opp)sition?
4. In the execution of the law. what weaknesses, if any, have been developed?
5. \-Vhat remedies for tJ.J.ese weaknesses can you suggest?
Any information or suggestions not cal led for by the above questions will be thankfully received.
Very respectfully, yours,
JOHN HANCOCK,

Commissioner.

'l'he answers to this inquiry are thus summed up by Mr. Hancock: 1
"To this circular answers were returned from ninety-four superintendents, one clerk
of a board of education, and one truant officer. In thirteen of the ninety-six localities
represented, it was reported that no action to carry out the law had been taken by their
respective boards of education.
"1. Of the eighty-three localities distributed throughout the State wherein the boards
of education have taken action by the appointment of a truant officer, it was reported
from fifty-seven that the enforcement of the law was satisfactory-in most the statement
was made in very strong terms; from six that the rnsults were but partially satisfactory; from seven that they were so happily situated as not to require the jntervention
of a compulsory law, as all youth of the proper age were already in school; from two
that the results were unsatisfactory; and hy the remainder no answer was given to this
question. In the two districts reporting unsatisfactory results, the fault was not attributed to the law itself, but to the way in which it was attempted to be enforced. Of
the localities reporting satisfactory results, it is stated that there has been a considerabl~
increase in the school attendance-in some, that everybod,y dne at school had been
brought in; that the attendance had been more regular; and in many placei;i that the
law had cau ed the establishment of night schools, an important addition to the eclucational facilities afforded bv a town.
'' 2. Of the answers macle to the second question, seventy-five report their communities favorable to the law, one unfavorable, and seven as not having formerl any opinion.
Such a unanimity in favor of a law touching so many persons in its provisions is exceerlingly rare. It indicates on the part of the peopl~ a deep-seated determination that
hereafter no child in Ohio shall grow up without receiving a, fair common-school educa,tion.
"3. In answer to the third question, thirty-two localities report that thflre was no
1 Ohio

Sch. Rep., 1889-90, pp. 8-13.
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oppo ition to the law from any quarter. What oppo3ition there was in other places is
variously .stated as coming from the lawless and criminal classes; from the idle and
shiftless; from those who take no interest in the education of their children, or care
nothing for them but to get work out of them; and, of course, from those who have felt
the penalties of the law. Besides these, there have beet'l. complaints from a few localities that the enforcement of the law costs too much, and particularly that the trouble
and expense sending a boy to the reformatory are too great. Again, it is asserted that
some opposition to the law has been aroused by the lack of wisdom shown by some of
the truant officers in enforcing the law, though, as a rule, these officers have shown
themselves intelligent, prudent, and faithful in the discharge of their delicate and difficult duties. In one or two instances objection to the law has come from the authorities
of parochial schools, though in most ca:ses, so far as my knowledge extends, these authorities have yielded assent to the law, and have availed themselves of its provisions
to gather in from the street the truants belonging to their schools. That the law is liberal towards this class of schools can not be successfully denied. It makes no attempt
to force any man's conscience. If the child is only in school, whether it be in a public,
a parochial, or a private school, the law is satisfied. It declares no preference between
classes of schools. It says the child must be educated; where it shall be educated is left
to the free election of the parent.
"Some manufacturers have opposed the law because to be compelled to substitute the
labor of adults or of older youth for that of children nuder fourteen enhances the cost
of their wares, and thus, as they put it, takes money out of their pockets by bringing
them in direct competition with goods produced in States that have no such restricti ve
law. But it must be said that such objectors among the employers of youth are fow,
anu that the great body of them acknowledge the wisdom of' the law and cheerfully
comply with its requirements.
"4. When the an:swers to this question were written, it is evident that most of the
superintendents had not had an opportunity of seeing the amendments made to tile law
last winter. Among the weaknesses of the law named by a large number of the writer ,
are (1) that the age of fourteen is too low a limit for school at ten dance; and (2) that
children of the ages named in the law should he compelled to go to school the whole
time the schools are in session instead of a part of it, particularly where they are not
engaged in some regular employment. Thede two weaknesses, however, have been removed substantially by amendments. That amendment which enforces attendance for
tbe whole time the schools are in session, upon all youth between ages of eignt and sixteen years not engaged in some regular employment, is a noble measure, scarcely less
beneocent than the original law itself.
''Other weaknesses noted in the reports are: (1) The general objection that the law in
many points is too indefinite in its terms, in consequence leaving school authoritie in
doubt as to their duties; and, more specifically, (2) that truancy is not defined with adequate distinctness; (3) that it is not made sufficiently certain whose duty it is to provide decent clothing for the children whose parents are unable to do so; (4) uncertainty
as to who is to pay co:1ts of suit; (5) a like uncertainty as to whose duty it is to briner
suit to recov~r the fin es imposed for neglect of duty under section 13 of the act; (6) no
compul ory law for feeble-minded children; (7) the act seems to conflict with the Jaw
for uspeosion and ex:pulsion of pupils from school; (8) that in village districts the truant
officer is required to report to the clerk of the board of education instead of to the superintendent of schools.
'' 5. In an_ wer to the fifth question the following sugl?:estiona have been offered: ( 1)
That the duttes of prosecuting attorneys in connection with the law shall be more clearly
d'3fined; (2) that as the parents prnsecnted under the law are generally persons from
wh~m a fine C'.3-n not be collected, proces against habitual truants should in all case he.
agarnst the cluld and not the parents orob.;,blv this is the intent of the law as it now
taf!ds]; (3) the law should provide
a fuucl for the relief of indigent children: 4J
the relief of thi class of children should be imposed on boards of education in:itead o
on townsbip trn tees; (6) truant officers should he empowered to arrest on sight truan
loiterincr ab ut the treets during school hours.
·' The information presented above comes from cities towns and vlllacres. In the
township di trict the execution of the law has been far f~·om univer al. The board o
education from a. larcre portion of these districts have been slow to act. though a e,ere
penalty i impo eel for a failure to do so. While it is true that the· citie and town:
ill, from the nature of things, derive the greatest benefit from the law till in alm
every ubdistrict_ will be found pareats greatly indifferent to the educati~n of their cbilclreu, and ,vb will need the coercion of the law to briner them to a realizincr sen e o
their duty. I would therefore recommend that the duty of brincrincr
action to reco\·er
0
the fines impo ed under sect_ion 13 of the law bee pecially placed upon the pro ecuti_nattorney of the county. This would compel all parties to whvm tlie law assigns dutI

r
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,,to he performed to act, and _the enforcement of the law would ~qon become uni~eFSJll,
'l'he execution of the act in the large cities has been impaired to a considerable extent
by tbe fact that in none of them has more than one tru~nt officer been appointed, However as the beneficial effects of the law shall more and more reveal themselves, we may
exp~ct boards to adopt a more and more liberal policy on this point.
.
"Knowing that Cleveland has maintained for some years -separate schools for special
classes of pupils, I addressed a letter of inquiry to Ho~. L. W. Day, superint~ndent ~f
the schools of that city, as to the workings of these,separate schools. I here msert his
answer, believing it may prove suggestive to boards of education in 9ther cities in connection with the compulsory la,w. He says:
For a number of years we have maintained three separate schools-requiring the services of five
teachers-known as "ungraded schools," or·~ boys' scl).ools," as they are now officially termed.
'1'9 these schools we have assigned pupils whose presence in t~e regul_a r school~·oom p1:oved unnecessarily disorganizing, or who on account of truancy, offensive personal habits, perinstent defiauce of authority, etc., require an undue amount of attention. These schools are taught by gen- ·
tlemcn who are supposed to be strong disciplin11rians, as well as excellent teachers. '.rhe c101;1rse
of study is the same as that pur,med in the regular schools, and the general rules and regulat10ns
of the sehools apply to their management. Corporal punishment is allowed in these schoels, but ,
not elsewhere.
· ,
·
The enforcement of the compulsory law brings in many neglected children-waifs without fri~nds
or homes, or belonging to homes that are worse than none. For such pupils-pupils who need to
go through a sort of cleansing anti toning process-these schools are just the thing. Boys familiar
with the street and its ways feel better in a sc.liool for boys than tJ:i.ey would in a school composed
of both sexes; at least it is better that many of these should be thus assigned. We are making a vigorous push in the enforcement of the law, but with only one truant officer
many cases slip through our fingers.
·
·,
vVe have but little trouble in enforcing the law so far as the pupils of the public .schools are concerne<l, but there are many who enter no school whom we find it difficult to reach. We are encfoavoring to armnge matters so tq.at we shall have the cooperation and active .aid of_the police of
the city. With this help we shall soon make it unsafe for pupils in the street during school hours.
vVe have established no special schools in consequence of the compulsory law, but as occasion requires we make excellent use of the schools referred to above.

"In my visits to institutes, to county teachers' associations, and to other educational
meetings, I have hkeu occasion to call attention to the importance of this law, and to
explain·its provisions and the proper methods of procedurA under it to th© best of my
ability. All the information as to public feeling I could gather at these meetings, as
well as by conversation with prominent citizens in the various callings of life, has been in
entire harmony with the written statements of the superintendents of schools in reply
to the questions propounded in my circular.
,
.
'' Considering, th en, that the law was new to all to whom its enforcement was com- ·
miUed, and that some of its provisions were not altogether plain, as well as' the further
facts that the hw was to go int,o effect in the middle of the schoo~ yea'i" ( which proved
a great embarrassment in its execution), and that the schools had 1been working under
it but half a year, the favorable results obtained are foll of encouragement for tlie fa.
ture, when the principle of enforced attendance will be applied under the Jaw greatly
strengthened and improved in other respects than those already named, and by officers
of larger experience. If public sentiment shall in the future stand as :firmly for the law
as it now does, we have a right to expect that in the course of two or three years nearly
all, the friction now incident to its enforcement will have disappeared, and that we shall
gather the full fruits of its wise proYisions. ''

DAKOTA.
The Dakota law, :first enacted in 1883 and amended in 1887, contains the following
provisions: 1
Every parent or other person having control of any child, between the ages of ten and fourteen
year,i is required to send such child to a public school twelve weeks in en,ch year, six of which shall
be consecutive. unless such child be excused on account of bodily or menta.l infirmity, or has been
ins tructed elsewhere, or has already completed the public-school branches. The director of the
s ubdistrict i8 .instructed to ascertain if the1·e are any children not attending school as required; al'.ld,
if so, he must direct that t.hey be sent to school. If such children are not then sent to school he is
to m:i.ke complaint before some justice of the peace, and the parent or person having them in charge
is liable to a tine of not less than t en dollars not· more than twentv-five dollars. If the director fail
to make s uch complaint, he becomes liable to the same penalty as that provided for the parent or
person having the child in charge.

'l'he Territorial board, in their report for 1888, called attention to the fact that the proportion of school children enrolled had fallen off during the year from 83 to 81 per cent.;
and they go on to state: "This means that a small'3r per cent. of the children of the Territory are enrolled in the public schools, and, taken in connection with the fact that we
1 This law will probably be revised in the new school laws of the States of North and South Da•
kota.

,,
/
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have a compulsory clause in our school law, it is all the more remarkable. The conclusion is not, however, that the compulsory law is entirely a dead letter. We know of
some cases it ha;; reached quite effectively; but, as a rule, the compulsory clause is not
enforced. But the above statements show that, while a smaller proportion of the children attend our schools, those who are enrolled attend more regularly, there having been
a gain of 1 per cent. in this regard over 1887. It does seem that more than 81 per cent.
of the children of the school age ought to be brought into the schools. The compulsory
education clause has certainly no-t accomplished all that its supporters expected of it. If
the State must support schools, it certainly has the right to compel attendance. It is a
very common error among the people that schools are supported for the benefit of individuals, and that an education is of advantage to the child or parent only, and that it is
no business of the State if the child, or his parents for him, decline to accept the school
advantages offered. This is not only absurd, but wrong. The whole idea of the public
school is compulsory. A system that would simply permit the establishment and maintenance of a school would be no system at all. rrhe State has the right to compel the
support of schools, and the-further right to compel attendance. * -K· *
"We would respectfully advise tha~ our compulsory clause be not only retained but
be made more effective. In its present shape it is too cumbersome, and burdened with
too many qualifications, and is too difficult of application. We are convinced that the
compulsory age should be extended from ten to fourteen years.-:.to seven to fifteen years,
and the term of attendance extended from twelve to sixteen weeks per year. The only
excuse for nonattendance should be bodily or mental infirmity, attendance at some
private school for the same length of time, or too great a distance froni the nearest schoolhouse. Local school officers who receive no compensation should not be charged wi_th
the execution of the law. Such a provision, if enforced, would be a most fert-ile source
of neighborhood qnarrels, of which the number is large enough. This regulati.on is a
police regulation, and there. should be some officers in each county required to execute
the law. If the compulsor.Y law were properly amended, .there are many indicat~ons
that it could be used to bring many of the delinquent children into the schools.''

MONT.AN.A.
The Montana law, enacted in 1883, is virtually identical with the Kansas law of 1874,
already given on page 503. The only change calling for notice is ihe introduction in the
second section of the alternative penalty of thirty days' impri"mnment in the county jail
for the second and each subsequent offense on the part of parents, etc.
With reference to this law State Superintendent John Gannon wi-ites (February 1,
1890): "It stands to-day a dead letter upon the statute book. There bas not been a
single conviction under it to my knowledge; and as to its efficiency in rural districts,
as compared with cities, wonld state that it has never been enforced in either."

MINNESOTA.
Minnesota aclopted compulsory education in 1885. A Jaw was enacted that year which
'also is a literal transcript of the present Kansas law (of 1874), given on page 503, except
that the compulsory age is made eight to sixteen instead of eight to fourteen, and the
penalties imposed on parents and guardians for noncompliance are ten to twenty-five
dollars for the first offense, anrl twenty-five to fifty .dollars for each subsequent offense,
in tead of as in the Kansas law.
rrhe following statement made jn 1836 by State Superintendent Kiehle r egarding the
enforcement of this law he says is practicall,y true to-day (18h0):
"I am not able to report any substantial aid gained from the law on compulsory
education. Several sup riuteudent. ha.ve undertaken to enforce it, but the results have
not been permanent. The reasons of failure have been:
''1. Defects in the law. It very properly allows children to be educated in other than
the public schools, yet leaves the conditions so indefinite that there is not the le t
guaranty that the children are receiving the equivalent of a common school education.
Wba~e~erelse is req1;1ired 1 every school which is to be recognized by the law should certify
that it 1S conducted Ill the English language, and that instruction is given in the branch ~
ofa commo~ chool educntiou,viz: reading, writing, arithmetic, grammar, and thegeo raphy and history of the United States.
"2. The difficulty inherent in this method of improving the people. The more chi dreu th~re are ~n a_ny gi_veu di. trict who do not attend school, the more probable it i ~hat
no one 10 the district will take the trouble, or endure the odium necessary to the enforcement of the law. There should be a truant officer in the city and a constable in e
country, whose duty it would be to attend to the enforcement ~f the la.w."

COMPULSORY ATTENDANCE-NEBRASKA.

NEBRASKA.
School attendanc~ was not made compulsory until 1887, when the following law was
enacted:
SECTION 1. That it shall be u:1lawful for any parent or gua.rdian, living in the State of Nebrask~,
to neglect or refuse to cause or compel any one person, or J?Cr.; ons, who are, or may be under tµe~r
control as their children or wards, to attend and com,ply with the rul~s of some one o~ more-p~bhc
or private school, or schools, for a term of twelve weeks or more, durmg each succes;nve _year from
the time said children or wards are eio·ht years old until they are fourteen years old 1nclus1ve,
unless they may be p;evented by illnes~, poverty, inability, or by reason of alre:i-dy being proficient from attending such public or private school or schools: And provided, That m such case they
shal1°be excused by the bon,rd of educat!on of the school district in which said child1'en or wards
may live at the time of such failure to attend such public or private school or schools.
SEC. 2. That any person or persons violating this act shall be subject to a firie of not less than
ten dollars nor more than fifty dollars for each and every off'epse. Said tine shall be impo,sed by _
any court of justice having jurisdiction on sufficient evidence of the same, being furnis hed by two
or more credible witnesses, and all fines so collected shall be placed in the general school fund the
same as oth~r fines and penalties.

Regarding this law Hon. Geo. B. Lane, State superintendent; writes as follows (February 12, 1890): "The compulsory law of this State was passed in the spring of 1887.
Before that time no accurate statistics were, kept of pupils between eight and fourteen
years of age. Since this date an actual enumeration of such children and their attendance at school have been made. The following facts show the effect of the law in this
State: The total enumeration of all school children in the State for the years 1886-87
was 279,550, of this number 194,661 were enrolled in the public schools; this gives 69.6
per cent. of all children of school age enrolled in the schools. In 1887-88 the total
enumeration of school children was 298,006. The total public school -attendance was·
215,889, giving 72.1 per cent. enrolled in the schoo]s. This same year the records show
138,325 children in the State between eight and fourteen years old; and 112,074 enrolled in the public schools, giving 80.8 per cent. of those between e~ht and f°Qurteen
enrolled in the public_scbools. This was the first year after the passage of the compulsory law. For the year 1888-89 the tot.al enuI!leration was 316,805, and 232,344
were enrolled in the schools, giving 73.3 per cent. of the total school population enrolled in the schools. During the same year there were 143,208 children between eight
and fourteen years old in the State with 119,932 enrolled in the schools, giving 83. 7
per cent. of all the children between eight and fourteen enrolled in the schools. I am
reasonably assured that the school year 1889-90 will show as good or even a better record.
"In the matter of the efficiency of compulsory education in this State, I will say,
from my experience, it is of more real service here in the West than in the East. While
there has been an increase here in aLtendanGe, there has been at the same time an increase in efficiency in instruction and in the len-gth of school. This is especially shown
in the fact that most of our countr_y schools ba,e adopted a regular course of study, and
the average school term in the State was increased five days lll,st year.
"I am of the opinion that education, social and moral elevation, is not a :field to be
improved by legal enactments and prescription. Personal freedom has long been a cry
of our people and individual liberty bas beru1 nurtured by the very forms of our government.. But then, rational order, personal freedom, and individual liberty are secured
only by general intelligence and wisdom. Here, then, comes the conflict. The law
can not (as a Jaw, a prescriptive rule of action) be enforced. It is against the fundamental principles of our natures, as well as the expressed will of our people. But the
real value of such a law is in the general environments given in favor of education. The
true function of such legislation, in my opinion, is nqt to d-irect officially in the social affairs
or edi1cation of the indimdual, but rathc1· to cooperate with ancl encourage all to receive the
ben<'flts of the school. The child is taught to think, to act, and to do for himself. This is
the spirit of our institutions, and by this self~activity he becomes self-governing.
"Again, the very nature of education, as well as the entire ethical being of man, is
cast and fostered in the exercise of freedom. Freedom of the will and free moral agency
have long since been conceded to the individual. A person's education is not only an
act of his mental powers, but to accomplish what the law attempts, it must be a free act
of the person. The execution of the law wonld make it otherwise than a free act of
the individual.
"My general impression is, that here in Nebraska tbe law has resulted in just what
the local school authorities desired to make of it. In quite a n,nmher of counties, iµ
which there wer..e active county superintendents and others who had a real interest in
education, the subject has been discussed and the people encouraged so much as t.ohave
every child between eight and fourteen years of age in school. 'l'he same is true in regard to the cities. In certain cities every child between eight and fourteen has been
brought into the schools.
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"My opinion then of the subject is simply this: I am not in favor of any rigid enforcement of the law. It can not be of much service if enforced by external authority.
I aru in favor of the law as far as it can be carried out by means of supervision, encouragement, and moral support. All school officers, from the State to the district officers.
teachers, and all engaged or connected with the school system, should have the matter
at heart: In this wuy it may be made a complete sucecs::;,"

ID.AHO.
The following is a brief summary of the law enacted in 1887:
Every p11.re11t, guardian, or other person having control of a,ny child between eight and fonrteen
years of age is required to send such child to a public school twelYe weeks each year, eight of
which must ue consecutive, unless such child bi excused on u.ccount of its bodily or mental condition, or is being instructed elsewhere, orhascompleted the ordinary branches of the publicschools,
or <locs not live within t,wo miles of a public school, or is compelled to l1tbor for the support of its
pare11ts. Auy pareut -or other person not complying with Uiis provision is ma .. e lirLble to a fine
of from five dollars to twenty dollars tor the tirst offense, and from ten dollar.-; to finy dollars tor
each subsequent one, besides the cost of collection. All tines to be p1tid into the county treasury
for Lhe benefit of the district collecting them.
If at the expiration of the first three months of the school year it shall appear to the trustees
that any parent or other person has not complied with this provision, they shall cause. demand to
be made upon such person for the penalty provided, and, if it is not paid in five days, they are to
proccod to collect it in any court having jurisdiction. Notices of these requirements must be
posteu in pul.>lic places each year.

JJ;[fect of the law.-Territorial Superintendent Charles C. Stevenson says of this law
( February 13, 1890): '' It isdelective. Its iutentions are good, but in a new country like
this, where many settlements are badly scattered, it is well-nigh impossible to enforce
its provisions. The law was passed, like many other enactments, under a suspension
of the rules and with a hurrah.
"From some schooldistticts I have received very favorable reports regarding enforcement, but the opposite is the case from the majority. My impression is that if there is
any difference at all, the rural districts lead tbe cities and towns as lio efficiency. In
the towns there are more attractions for both sexes, wl11le in the rural districts the
sole difficulty is found in the necessity to keep the children at home to a~sist in tbe
manual labor of the farm. I have found it to be the case that in the towns the ten<lency •
of parents is to shield their children and provide them with excuses for truancy (for
many absences can be distinguished under no other name), while in the rural districts
the parentR are extremely desirous of giving their children the most of the limited
schoolin~ furnished them. My sympathies a.re with the country schools; and in my
opinion surer foundations for good education and useful men and women are laid in the
rural schools of t,hree or four months' duration, than in the well-equipped and splendidJy-endowed institutious of the cities."

NEW MEXICO.
School attendance was made compulsory in New Mexico at least as early as 1 i0. 1
As the public-school system at that date had not been developed to any considerable
extent, in some places there being a very general opposition to it, there can be no doubt
that compulsion existed only in name.
Other compulsory-education laws were passed in suhsequen£ years, but were apparently never enforced. In 1887 a law was enacted which was so defective in wordinrr
that lt '' did not compel anything or anybody." The school act approved February 121
1891, contains the following provisions, being the law now in force:
The school directors of the various districts in this Territory are hereby empowered and required
to compel par_ent , guardians, or other persons having the control. care, or direction of children,
when uch _children <lo not attend some private school, to send such children und er their cootro
t<? the JJUbhc sch~ol for ntleastthree months in each year, except when such children hall he under
e1gh~ or nbo':'e s1~tee.. yea.rs of age, ~r of such physical disability as to unfit them for the labor
requ1r_ed, which d1sab1hty sha\l be certified to by some regular practicingpbysicinn. Anyparco,
guardian, or other p rson having the control of children who shall fail or refuse to send s11chch1ldren to chool as required by this act, s lmll he puni hed upon conviction the:-eof by a fine of no
less t):lan on e dollar. nor more than twenty-five dollars, or by imprisonment for not more than ten
day many county Jail : Provide<l,, That such chool directors Rhnl l have served written notice upon
ai_d parents, gua~dians, or other petsons having the en.re and control of said children that ,u h
cl_11ldr n are not rn_11ttendance at the publi? school or any other cbool as required by 11\W: Pr1;1Cled- furthe7:, That if such parenL or guardian is not able l.,y reason of poverty to buy book ·"
aLy such child, n shall be the duty of the school boa.rd of the proper district, upon tbe facts be1n
1 Rep.

Com. Eel, 1870, p. 327.
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shown to their satisfaction, to furnish the n_ecessary books and pay for t~e same out of the sc_ho?l
fund of such district by warrants drawn as 1n other cases; or that there 1s no scbool taught w1tl11n
two miles of the place of reside nce of such child by tile nearest established road.
All fines so collected from Lhe vi9lation of this section shall be paid into the county treasury and
placed to the credit of the school district in which the offense occurred. 1
_

COLORADO.
Compulsory education in Colorado dates only from 1889.
is as follows:

The law enacted that year

AN ACT to secure to children the benefit of elementary equcation.

Be it enn,cted by the General Assembly of the State of Colorado, '(hat it shall be unlawful for any person, persons, or corporation to employ any child under the age of fourteen years to labor in any
business whatever during the school hours of any school day, of the school t.erm uf the public
school, in the school distric t where such child is, unless such child shall have attended some public
or private day school where instruction was :,~iven by a teftcher qualified to instruct in those
branches required to be tau~ht in the public school of the State of Colorado, or shall have been
reo·ularly instrncted at home in such branches, by some pers6u qualified to instruct in the same, at
le~st twelve weeks in each year, eight weeks at least of 'which shall be conse uut.ive, and shall, at
the time of such employment, deliver to the employer a cerLificftte in writing, signed by t,he teacher,
certifying to such attendftnce or instruction; and any person, persons, or eorporation who sball
employ ftny child contrary to the provisions of this section shall, upon conviction, be deemed guilty
of a misdemeanor, and fined in a sum not less than twenty-five (25) dollars nor more than fifty (50)
dollars; and 9,ll fines so collected shall be paid into the county treftsury, and placed to the credit of
the school district in which the offem,e occurs.
SEC. 2. Every parent or guardian, or other person in the_State of Colorado, having control of any
child or children between the ages of eight (8) and fourteen (14) shall be required to send such child
or children to a public school, or private school taught by a competent instructor, for a period of
Rt least twelve (12) weeks in each .year, at least eight weeks of which time shall be consecut~ve,
unless such child or children are excused from such ftttendance by the board of the school district
in which such parent, guardian, or person having coutrol resides. upon its being shown to their
sa.tisf.tction thftt such child's bodily or mentftl 'condition has been such as to prevent attendance at
school, or application to study foi:..the period required: Provided, 'I'hat if such parent or guardian
is not able. by re1tson of poverty, to properly clothe any such child, it shall be the duty of the school
board of the proper district, upon the fact being shown to their satisfaction, to furnish the necessary clothing and pay for the same out of the school fund of such district, by warrant drawn as in
othercftses, or that such child or children are taught at home in such branches as are usually t-aught
in the public schools, subject to the same examinatio11 as other pupils of the district in which the
ohild resides; or that there is no school taught within two miles by the nearest traveled road.
'
Sxc. 3. Any parent, gu,u-dian, or other person failing to comply with the provisions of sect-ion
two of this act shall, upon co ndction, be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor. and fined in a sum not
less than five nor more than twenty-live doll:us for each offense; and all tines so collected shall be
paid into the county treasury and placed to the credit of the school district in which the offense
occurs.
SEC. 4. It shall be the duty of any school director of the district to inquire into all cases of neg·lect
of the duty pi.-escribed in this act, and ascertain from the person neglecting the reason, if any,
therefor; and he shall forthwith proceed to securn the prosecution of any offense occurring under
this act; and any director neglecting to secure snch prosecution for such offense, within ten days
after a written notice l\as been served on him by any taxpay,er in said district, unles~ the person
so complained of shall be excused by the district board of education for the reasons herein before
stated, shall, upon conviction, he deemed guilty of ft misdemeanor, and fined in a, BUJll not less tlrnn
ten nor more than fifty dollars; and such fine, whellcollected,shallbepftidintothecountytreasur:r
and placed to the credit of the Achoo! district in which the offense occurs. All actions for offenses
committed under this act shn,ll be prnsecuted for in the natne of the State of Colorado.
SEC. 5. That upon the trial of any offense as chargE:'d herein, before any court of competent jurisdiction, ifit shall be d etermined that such prosecution was malicious, then the costs in such case
shall be adjudg·ed against the complainftnt and collected as fines in other cases.
·
SEC. 6. Two weeks' attendance, at half time or night school, shall be considered within the meaning of the article equivalent to an attendance of one week at a day school.

Sections 2, 3, and 4 of this law are based on the Michigan law of 1871, which was
copied by a number of State.s, and which has generally been incapable 01 enforcement.

OREGON.
The following law dates from February 25, 1889 =
Every parent, guardian or other person in this State having control or charge of n, child or chil·
dren between the ages of eight and fourteen years shall be required to send such child or children
to a public school for a period of ftt least twelve weeks in every school year, of which at least eight
wee ks 5Chool [shall] be con15ecutive, unless the bodily or mental condition of such child or child;en
has been such as to prevent his ot· her or their attendance at school or applicat-ion to f'tndy for the
p eriod requiretl, or unlees s uch child or children are taught in a private school or at home in such
brn.nches as are usually taught in primary schools or have already acquired the or<l inary branches
of lcan~ing taught in the public schools: Provided, In case a public school shall not be taught for
the penod of twelve weeks, or any part thereof during the year, within two miles by the nearest
traveled ro~~ of the residen ce of any person within the school district, he or she shall not be liable
to the prov1s1ons of thts act.
1

N.Mex.Sch.La.w, 1891, sec,42.
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Any parent, guardian or other person having control or charge of any child or children failing
to com]5ly with the provisions of this act shall be liable to a fine of not less than five dollars nor
more than twenty-five dollars for Lhe first offense, nor lees than twenty-five dollars nor more than
fifty dol)ars for the second and each subsequent oftense, besides the cost of the prosecution.
It shall be the dut,y of the directors a[ld clerk of each school district to make diligent effort to
see that this law is enforced in their respecLive districts.
Justices of the peac.e shall have concurrentjurisuiction with the circuit court in all prosecutions
under this act.

UTAH.
The most recent compulsory•attenflance law is that of Vtah, approved March 13, ·1890,
which reads as follows:
SEC. 130. Time 1·equired-1Vhen pupils may be excusecl.-Every parent, guardian, or other person
havingoontrol of any child between ten &nd fourteen years of age, shall be required to send such
child to a public, district, or private school in the district, i:1 whicl1 he resides, at Least sixteen
weeks in each school year.after the 30th day of June, 189-, ten weeks of which shall be consecutive: Provided, That l!inch parent, guardian, or other person having control of any child shall be
excused from such duties by the school board of the district or the hoard of education of the city,
as the case may be, whenever-it shall be shown to their satisfaction that one of the following
reasons exists:
,
First. That such child is taug-ht at home in the branches provided by law and for the same length
of time as children are required by law to be tau~h tin the district schools.
Second. That such chilc.l has a lready acquired the branches of learning taught in the district
schools.
'I'hird . That such child is in such physical or mental condition (which may be certified by a competent physician if required by the board) as to render such attendn.nce inexpedient or impracticalile. 1f no such school is taught the requisite length of time within two and one-half miles of the
resid ence of such cbild by the nearest road such atteud&nce shall not be enforced .
Fourth. That such child is attending some public, district, or private school.
Fifth. That the services of such child are necessary to the support of a widowed mother or an
invalid father.
SEC. 1/H. Penally f or re.fusing to send child lo school.-Any such parent, guardian, or other person
having control of any cfiiltl between ten and fourteen years of age, who willfully fails to comply
witlt the req uirements of the l ast preceding section, sh&ll be guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon
conviction thereof, be fined not more th an ten dollR.rs for the first offense, and for the second and
every subsequent offense, not more than tl:.irty dollars and costs in each case, such fine shall be
paid into the distl'ict school fund.
SEC, 132. Neglect of lli,ty.-Tt shall be the duty of the pres ident of the bonrd of education of any
city and of the chairman of the school trustees of any district, within Lheir respective j urisdiclion,
to inquire into all cases of neglect of duty prescribed in this act.
VARIOUS OBSERVATIONS AND OPINIONS.

Unnecessary to ar,qur, aboi&t the power of the State.-State Superintendent A. S. Draper,
of New York : It is worse than futile to assume that all persons charged with the care
of children will send them to school. The great majority will. But unfortunately
some parents are idlers, drunkards, or criminal themselves. In every large community
there are mar:iy children without parental care of any kind. 'l'here are also children
who are uocontroUable who might be saved to society by a strong hand and firm di cipline, but who in the n,usence of these will become outcasts and criminals. It seems
unnece~ary to argue that the State has the power to provide .for these exceptional cases,
and that there is great propriety in its doing so, 'l'he rigllts of the helpless child to
rensonahle care and the elements of an education on the one hand and the interests of
society on the other are both in jeopardy and can be protected and promoted only by
public action. Moreover, a !!Overument which provides a free public-school system for
its ow11 safety is necessarily bound to see to it that all children who are not otherwi e
provide<l for are brought within the influences of that system if it would make sure ol
re ults which will justify its precedence.
, 'u,nmary punishment for the p r1rent.-Supt,. W. II. Maxwell, of Brooklyn, N. Y.: There
is a larrre and, I regret to say, a constantly increasing class of parents, eitbP,r too neglig~nt or too lepraved to give their children an education. TheRe people we are now
powerless to reach. A law which does not provide summary punishment for the paren
who neglect this duty, all-important both to the State and to the individual, is unworthy of this age and country.
1~if' c·ompul.~ory term should be eJ;tenderl; ihf' continuation schools (Fortbildun_qsschulen ) of
Oenna117;.-Richard T. Ely, in the Century Magazine: Compulsory education laws should
everywhere be pa sed n.nd cnforcecl n. in other civilized countries. Education is a righ
of a _child, ~he right to exi teuce carrying with it the r~ght to an opportunity for an unfolchng _of its powers, and if parents fail to do their duty it only remains for the St te
to tep m and protect the child. This is a more sacred duty even than the protection
of property, for property is but a means to an end: namely, the welfare of man. It·
no_ an interference with the ri hts of t,be parent, but a protection of the rights of tho
child. Compulsory education should continue in ordinary schools until the age of four·
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teen, and be followed by continuation evening classes for three y·ears, as in parts of
Switzerland anu Germany, where they have aJmost annihilated pauperism. Instructive are these remarks quoted from Mr. Satlluel Smith, M: P., who has made a stndy of
common schools on the continent of Europe. The quotations are taken from au article
which appeared in the London Times. Speaking ot Germany, he says:
.
"There is no such thing as au uneducated class; there a~·e no such things, speaking
broadly, as neglected and uncared-for children. ·* -x- * The great defect of our system (that is, the Engiish system) * * * is that it stops just at the time when real
education begins. It allows a child to leave school at an' age when its learning is soon
forgotten and its discipline effaced. It is hardly too much to say that the two years'
additional training the German child receives in the elementary school doubles its
chances in life as compared with the English child. * * * The Germans are rapidly
developing a system of evening continuation classes which carry on education for two or
three years longer. In Saxony the bo,vs who leave the primary school, if they do not go to
the higher schools, must attend for three years lon~er-say until they are seventeencontinuation classes for at least firn hours per week, but teaclring is provided for them
and they are encouraged to attend twelve hours per week. So complete is this ~ystem
that even the waiters at the hotels up to the age of seventeen attend afternoon classes,
and are taught one or two foreign languages. *. -x- -x- I must state as an undoubted
fact that in Germany and Switzerland, and I believe in some other continental countries, the opinion is ripening into a conviction that the education, even of the ,poorest
classe~, should be continued in some form or other to the age of sixteen or seventeen.
They find that wherever this is adopt~d it gives an enormous advantage to the people
in the competition of life, and, aborn all, trains them to habits of industry and mental
application. I believe that it is owing to this system of thorough education that Germany has almost extinguished the pauper and semipauper class, which is the bane and
disgrace of our country. * -:s- -x- Indeed, I have not seen since I left home a single
case of a ragged or begging child. * * * No coun tr,y has ever suffered more from the
abuse of individual liberty than England has done. 0 wing to this overstrained idea,
we did not get compulsory education until long after the advanced nations of the Continent. * * * Wherever the Germans and English are coming into competition upon
equal terms the Germans are beating us. ·X· * * We, up to lately, resented all state
interference, and so exaggerated the doctrines of freedom as almost to glory in our
abuses."
Private effort never has and never can carry forward universal education. Private
gifts for educational purposes in the United States may amount to six or seven millions .
of dollars-a large part of it, as the president of Cornell has shown, misapplied and
wasted-whereas the very inadequate expenditure of New York State alone is some sixteen millions a year. It is safe to say that we should spend three times what we do on
our schools. Means for this can be secured by husbanding our resourci;1s, cutting off
needless expenditures, and improving our system of taxation.
Compulsory education not the remedy in 11.fissouri.-State Superintendent W. E. Coleman: Compulsory education is another question that is receiving considerable attention
and eliciting much discussion. It is the opposite extreme to the laxity, carelessness,
and indifference so prevalent in too many communities relative to regularity of attendance of the children in the public schools of said communities. But the question naturally arises, is a compulsory law the proper remedy? In my humble judgment, it is
not. There are now sixteen States that have legislated upon this subject, but in not
one of them is the law enforced. Why is there room or occasion for such a demand?
Where does the complaint of nonattendance come from? Is the cause found in dis-tricts that have good schools. that employ experienced teachers and pay. fair wages? Or
is it found in districts in which just the reverse is the case? My experience has been
that in the districts characterized by liberality toward their schools, nonat_tendance iH
reduced to the minimum, and in such communities there is no demand for a compulsory law. The demand for such a law comes from those districts in which the schools
are of the least value, the teachers employed are unworth_v the position they occupy,
the school term just as short and the taxes as low as the law will permit. Compulsory
education is not the remedy in Missonri; what we most need to make our schools efficient are more active and energetic school officers, better qualified teachers, longer school
terms, better salaries and goon, wholesome, efficient county supervision. * · ·:+ *
Advocates of this compulsory theory rush to hasty conclusions in making up their
verdict, and thereh.v endeavor to sustain their ground hy the flimsiest argument imaginable; in fact, by figures that are perfectly absurd. .For instance, they say, "Look
here, take the enumeration and enrollment and compare them, and behold the mighty
army of childi'en that are growing up in absolute ignorance in the State." Consider
this argument a minute and see the fallacy.
The enumeration for the State last May was 865,364, while the actual enrollment re-
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ported to this office for last year, many districts making no ;eport, wa!'l 611,541; from
these ficrures the advocates of compulsory laws claim that "there are 253,8:23 children
in Miss~uri who are actually growing up in ignorance as dense as that in the jungle
of Africa."
If this be true, the situation is actually deplorable. But is it true? No, not one
word of t.ruth in the statement. Let these parties answer the followiug questions:
Of those enumerated last May, over six and t-went_y years of age, how .many of this
253,823 belong to each of the following classes :
1. Married?
2. Teaching in this State?
3. Gi;aduates of reputable schools?
4. Attending private, State, and denominational scbools?
5. Have completed the common-school course and arc now out at work in the various
vocations of life?
6. Over six, but their parents consider them too young to go to school?
, 7. Have a fair knowledge of the common school branches?
8. Idiots, lunatics, imbeciles, feeble, blind, deaf, and demented?
9. A part of the children of families attend school one year and the others the next?
10. The number of others that any compulsory law would necessarily exempt from
attendance?
· Please fill out the8e items and subtract the result from 253,823, and see how many
are actually growing up in ignorance. They- will :find they have a problem they can
not solve; and furthermore, if they are honest, they will never again undertake to prove
the necessity for compulsory education by such consummate sophistry.

COMPULSORY EDUCATION IN PRUSSIA.
/

A HISTORICAL REVIEW. 1

[From Das gesammte Volksschulwesen im preussischen Staate (1886) and Das VolksschuJwesen in
Preussen.]

Two hundred years had passed Rince Luther, in his fam.o us open letter to the magistrates of cities, urged the establishment of day schools, and appealed to the duty of
Christians, in behalf of the training of t,be young, to make the establishment and support
of schools a governmental affair. One hundred years bad passed since, for the first time,
it was convincingly demonstrated in sci1mt,ific form that every human being receives
from his Creator not only the capability of being educated, bnt also the right to be educated and trained; that thongh man is created in the image of God, the child possesses
only the possibility of that image, and that in order to fulfill its destiny it must be educated and instructed, hence also the paramount duty of the community or state to
provide for general education of the youth; and in the year 1713 King Frederick William I of Prussia took a very decisive step by ordering, on the 24th of October, 1713,
the drawin~-up of instructions, mandatory in natnre, which pr9ved to he the embryo
of German compulsory-attendance laws. On the 28th of September, 1717, the king issued
the first law concerning compnlaory attendance, which reads as follows:
"We, by the grace of God, Frederick William, King in Prussia, margrave of Brandenburg, archchamberla.in, and grand elector of the Holy Roman Empire, bave
noticed with displeasure a thing about which inspectors and preachers raise complaint,
namely that parents, especially in the country, prove negligent in sending their children
to school, in consequence of which negligence the poor youth are kept in gross ignorance
as concerns reading, writing, and ciphering, as well as that which concerns the weal
and salvation of their souls. Hence, to counteract this destructive evil at once, we ha,e
resolved with grace to issue this our general edict, and to order earnestly that hereafter
wbere'Ver there a.re schools in the place the parents shall be obliged, under severe penalty, to end their children to school. The tuition fee is fixed at two threepence (zwei
Dreier) per week for every child. School is to be attended daily in winter, bu~ in ummer at least twice a week, when the parents need their children at home and on the
farm, so that what has been learned in winter shall not be forgotten in summer. Inc: where parents have not the means to pay this much, the fee is to be paid from the community's funds. ,Ve also earnestly command preachers, especially iu the country, to
bold 'catcchizn.tions' with their congregations on Sunday afternoons.
lBy L. R. Klemm, specialist of the Bureau in foreign school systems.
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·'This is to be followed and obeyed because given by our will and command. It is
to be published in the customary places, and the school officers are-called u~on to wa~chits execution and report the names of delinquents, so that they may be pumshed, which
will be done with our cognizance.
"Given at Berlin, on the 28th day of September, 1717.
'' Upon His Royal Majesty's Most Gracious Special Command.
''Von Dohn ho ff, Ilgen, Von Blaspiel, Von Plotho. ''
,
This cabinet order received several modifications which defined it better in a subsequent order, dated September 29, 1739. This order (at that time a law, because Prussia
was an absolute monarchy) was the beginning of a series of laws for compulsory school
attendance, but its main features remained the stock upon which all subsequent changes
were grafted. The various provisions and subsequent orders, among which that of July
30, 1736, was the most remarkable, were all special orders referring to separate pr~vinces. The la5t one mentioned is known in the history of the Prussian schools by its
title, Prfocip,:a Regulativa. It was the first attempt at regulating the school system of
a province and lifted it above local whims and interference.
In 1763 (August 12) the General Oounlr.1J School Regnlations were issued by Frederick
the Great, who was farsighted enough to see that ignorance is the greatest crime of
omission in any state. Frederick's efforts in behalf of public education were less successful than they deserved to have been, because he had not a sufficient number of welltrained teachers. Although he tried to supply the demand by placing military petty
officers who were mustered out after the Seven Years' War in the schools as teachers, his
whole school system remained incomplete.
The regulations he issued provided for compulsory education throughout the Kingdom, uniting the best features of the various provincial orders then in_exi,tence. , They
specify the length of school-going age, to wit, between five and tnirteen; state the
amount of tuition foes to be paid, namely, in winter six pence weekly for ever.v child
until it can read, nine pence after it can read and until it bas acquired the art of writing, but twelve pence (1 groschen) as soon as it' can cipher. In summer, two-thirds of
the winter fees (n11,mely, four, six, or eight pence, respectively) are to be paid. If at any
place a higher tuition fee has been agreed upon between teacher and parents, these regulations shall uot interfere with the arrangement.
The regulations further provide for indigent pupils and throw the burden of the cost
of their education upon the church or the village poor fun cl. But the King explicitly
states that in the eyes of the teacher all children shall be equal, in so far as he must expect to be paid by all, or for all, in order that he may treat them alike with diligence and
faithfulness. The regulations also make minute provisions for punishing willful and
intentional absence from school, for controlling the registers of population, and other
items concerning the internal affairs of the school. ,
King Frederick in these regulatione erected a monument for himself, for they were
of abiding historical'significance, being the first school law which dealt with every phase
of popular education-course of study, supervision, teachers, statistics, finances, management, organization, etc. They created no little stir in other European countrie~,
where attempts were made to imitat,e his example, notably in Italy. Many of these
regulations are, in modified form, still it1 force in Prussia, though a number of provinc~al
special orders have been issued.
In 1794 the Allgemeine Lctnd-Recht (the General Code) was adopted, which conta~ned
two paragraphs (including scarcely more than forty items) devoted to school affairs.
We quote four items:
"ART. 29. Where there ara no irreducible funds for the maintenance of common
school~, the expenses for the support of the teachers are to be defrayed by the inhabitants of the place (townj, regardless of whether they have children or not.
"ART. 34. Also the erection and keeping of buildings for school purposes and teachers'
dwellings is regarded a duty of ·the civil communities, therefore the expenses must be
borne by all the inhabitants alike.
"ART. 43. Every inhabitant (Einwohner) who can not provide his children with the
necessary instruction at home is obliged to send them to school after they have completed the fifth year of life.
"ART. 46. The instruction in school must be continued until the child is found to
possess the knowledge necessary to every rational being. The clergyman of the district determines this."
The years immediately following the issuance of the Lan(l-Recht were not favorah_le_ to the development of the lower schools. The period of nonaction during which
Mm1ster of State Woellner tried to check the school system in its growth by bis reactionary regulations of December 16, 179-l, was only transitory and of short duration. King
Frederick William III, from the :first moment of his reign, directed his attention to the
P:omotion of the people's best interest, and concluded that in improvin~ the scu.ools lle
aided the people and strengthened hia Government.
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Then canie the tetrible time of degradation of Prussia by Napoleon the First. The
Prussian state mves its rejuvenation to the wise counsel of sttch niM as Ministers Stein
and Hardenberg, Professor Fichte, ahd such military ruenas Gneisenauand Scharnhorst,
and to the.m, primarily, may be attributed the vigorous execution of the compulsoryattendance laws in force in the various parts of the Kingdom. Th~ entire state was
reorganized, as is seec fro bi this:
/ ,
On June 1, July 27, 1808, and oh September 14, 1811, laws were issued which freed
tli~ peasants of thl:i last obligations that had arisen from ancient feudal laws. A law,
~ssuM November 19, 1808, gave self-government to the cities; another, issued June 26,
H311, cteated s~hool boartls in cities (comruittees of the city colitlcils) 1 and defitied their
furictioris; still atlother, issuetl October 28, 1812, established supervisorJ" authorities in
tlie country for elementary schools• .
Shortly after the Napol~t1nic wars; the secondaty schools were~etitg!lr11ized and gr-anted
privileges. .A. lliw of Octdbet 23, 1817, transferred the functions bf the former school
coasisttJry, ctjhsistiiig of clefo:ymen, to the provincial school councils, which were specially created and considered the reptesentatives of the rtiyal Govei:nment in schodl matters. Finally, on Nov~rhber 3, 1817, a department of edilc_a tion was created under the
title elf" Depaftmetit of Wotsliip, Pdblic Insttuctidh, antl Medical Affairs." Thus in a
few years the governmental macliinery of Frederick ·thi' Great; that had become antiquated, was swept away, and a new strutlttire put up which was more in hattndny with
the tithes and the spirit of the age of the French RevtHutidn. The schdt>ls liad tlirEJugh
timely legislation 15ecome a state institution, tlie first df its kind in modern history.
The schools, though poorly equipped at first, and ofterl hampered 1::ly want of funds, did
niore tdward rejti\rerlating the state than any other ag~ncy, save, pethaps1 tlie army.
From 1817, the ehtite school system of Prussia has been untler the sbpervision and
management bf tile l\Iinisbef of ;Edhcatidn (as his lengthy title is abbr~viatea).
The difficulties in the wi1y of making the system homogeneous were greater thltn is
coriitnonly ktiown:. Most of the component parts of the Prdssiah state were acquired
by the crown at different times, and all liad separate rights secured tly iiiviola9le treaties.
In some parts of the Kingdoru the "Colle Napt>leon" was in force; some had provincial
coaes; some parts; notably those tliat were added by· the Cohgress of Vienna, h::td no
school s.vstems. The cabinet order of May 14, 1825, attetrtpted to regulate some of the
existibg inequalities by ordering that the rules laid dowh in .the Land-.Rtcht for
school attendance be extended over all newly acquired territbry. This wi:ts felt to be a
harsh measure, notrt.bly in Rhenish Prussia, where the CtJtle Napoleon was in fotce. But
how heMssairy thttt measure was fa seen from a single fact, to wit : In the year 1824
the goverrtmental dist.tictbf A.ix-la-Ch::tpelle bad 66; 611 children of scliodl age (5-14 years);
df these were enrolled in school 34,140; hence 32,471 children were kept dutJ of school,
and many of them were employed in workshops and factories. In 1826 the minister
hiid a census taken of school tbildren thus employed, and in Sb~e governfuental districts, such as Dusseldort, Elberfeld, Crefeld, and Cologne, frotn 2,000 to 3,000 children
were found etnployetl in factories.
SltJwly the work progressed, ahd the children were drawn into school without making the compulsory-attendance law onerous. State a11d cbnimunities, as well as private
benevolence, united in enabling indigent ·patentR to dispense with nbe setvices of their
children, so that they might be sent to school. When in the year 184£1, in consequence
of the vibletit agitation of the pbt)ularly styled "He\l'olution of 1848," the _v arious
Kittgs and Princes of Gerruany granted constitutions td the peop1e, making the states
constitutional monarchies, the idea of compulsory attendance in school had been so universally accepted that it found expression in the constitutibns.
The Prussian constitution, sigae.d abu sworn to by King Frederick Williattl IV, January 31, 1850, con laitletl these articles:
"ART. 20. Science and the teaching of science ate free .
."ART. 21. Fdr tbeeduc,ttionof theyoungpublicschoolsshall be established and maintarned. Parents and guardians mnst not leave their children or wards without that instructidn ~bich is prescril1ed fot the public school.
''ART. 22. To give instrnctiou and toestahlishschools is allowed to every one who can
prove to the state authorities moral, scientific, and technic:al capacity.
''ART. 23. All public and pti vate educational institutions a.re under the supervision of
the state authorities. Teachers of public schools have the rirrhts
and duties of officers
0
of tbe state.
"ART. 25. T~e mean~ for establisbiri~, maintaining, ancl extendin~ the public- cbool
s~etetn a.re fUrh1sl1ed by the comtnunities, and only ib ca. es of inability the stat-e furmshes tbe mtans." [Ndte: The state in 11-<87 bore 18 per cent. of the c.ost of maintaining the publicelementaryscbools, and about :3! per cent.of that of tbesecondaryscbools..]
'' Right'! ait:quired b_y ()rivate ~rants in behalf of education shall be inviolate. The ta e
guaranties public-school teachers a fixed income. Instruction in the public schools is
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free of charge." [This remained a good intenti?n until Oct?ber 1! !888, when a law
was passed enabling all communities, who so desired, _to abolish t1;11t,1on fees.]
"ART. 26. A special school law regulates all ~duca~10na,I_effort~ ~n the state.
"ART. 112. * * * and till t,he law mentioned lll article 26 1s passed, the former
legal status, so far as it does not conflict with the constitution, ~hall remain in_fo~~e."
[Note: lt is significant that at present, forty years after th~ ado:Qt,1~n of the const1tunon,
thi!J general school law has not been pas3ed yet: Laws which l?artiallycover the g,~ou~d
have been adopted, but substantially the publlc school~ are still governed by the Mm- ,
ister of Educational, Ecclesiastical, and Medical Affairs."]
.
Since 1850 all the other states bf Germany havEl adopted compulsory attendance at
school and entered into treaties with Prussia, so thl:l.t children living near the boundaries ~ay attend thfl nearest school. In the summer of 1890 the Prussian Diet passed
a new compuisory-attendarice iaw which is intended to do away with the many different provincial re()'ulations in force. It reads as follows:
,,-1. Every child within the.Kingdom of Prussia must follow the course of instruction
laid down for the elementary (so-called public or people's) schools.
.
"'2. Compulsory attendance begins with the t'erm of admission following the completed sixth year of life. Children who complete tJJ;eir sixth year within tliree-months
after this term may be admitted upon application of parents or guardians, provided they
have the necessary bodily .and mental maturity,
'' 3. Compulsory attendance ends with the close of the schpol term fol1owing the
completed fourteenth year of life. Dismissal froni the duty of attending school i:nust
take place twice a year.
.
.
"4. Thecommencementof compulsory attendance niay, for local qa~ses, be postponed
for a year by the supervising authority, and even for a longer period of time in individual cases, such as insufficient physical or mental development,
.
·
"5. Attendance upon religious instruction can only be enforced with regard to those
children whose parents belon~ to the religion the dogmas of which arre taught during
school hours.
"6. Children wh5 are taught at any other public or_ptivate school, an~ the teaching
ait which is considered by the aut_h orities to be equivalent to that at the ele~entary
schools, are ~xempted from attendance at element3:ryschools. When this is not the ca!:!e
the inspectors have the right to enforce the attendance at the public schools.
"7. Children staying away from school for no valid reason may be forced to attend
by the proper authorities.
·
"8. The parents or guardians or employers must take care that the children attend
school regularly.
"9. The school inspectors must inspect the rolls of attendance, and ~ive notice to the
police of the district in cases of unjustified absence from school.
"10. For absence from school without valid reasons, the persons mentioned in clause
8 shall be fined for each day of nonattendance from 10 pennies to 1 mark (2½ cents to 25
cents), or, where the fine is not immediately paid, with imprisonment of from three
hours to one day. Instead of imprisonment, the persons convicted may ·work for the
same number of hours for the benefit of the community, each according to his aptitudes.
"11. Employers allowing children to work during school hours, whether at the request of their foreman or their workmen, shall be fined from 1 to 150 marks (25 cents
to $37.50), or be imprisoned for, at most, fifteen days, unless the case falls within the
terms of the factory law, and a severe punishment be inflicted.
"12. The punishment shall be enforced in accordance with the law of April, 1883
on the infraction of police decree. The judge may inflict p9nishment on several per:
sons at the sa~e time, and notice of it may be given by a public functionary by word of
mouth. Imprisonment for nonpayment of the fine may be resorted to before application for payment has been made, if the insolvency of the accused has been proved at law.
~11 fines paid for violating the compulsory-school attendance regulations are to be turned
mto the school funds, minus the cost of judicial process.
"13: This law_ is to go into effect on the 1st day of October, 1890. The Minister of
Worship, Educat10n and Medical Affairs, the Minister of the Interior and the Minister of
Justice shall take the necessary steps towards its execution."
,

CHAPTER XIX.
STA.TE TEXT-BOOK LAWS AND SYSTEMS.

The following synopsis of State laws relating to text-books has in most cases b een
brought down to l\fay, 1891. Only the most general features of the different Jaws h ave
been conRidered, the provisions relatin~ to free text-books for indigent children and
those forbidding the use of sectarian tex t-books, which are common to nearly all the
States and do not call for special mention, being omitted; the same has been the case
with special provisions relating to cities.
Considerable use h as been made of the valuable material upon this subject gathered
by Hon. Oscar H. Cooper, State superintendeut of Texas, and published in the Seventh
Biennial Texas School Report (1888-90), pp. x xvn-XLIV.
There has been of late a widespread agitation in favor of cheaper text-books. T he
number of bills introduced in the legistures of the various States to effect this object
has been unprecedented-in one case at least four. The&e bills have generally been
drawn up with a view to give the State control of contracts and prices, sometimes of
selection or publication, systems much favored by legislators, though strongly oppose d
by most school officials and the educational press. Such bills as have become laws are
noticed in this chapter.
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Tabular exhibit of certain features of Btate text-book l(tws and views of State superintendents.
State,

Upon whom iR devolved by State
Jaw t-he select.ior, of text-books.*
(" I.Soard," without qualification, denotes the school l>oard, whatever
may be its official designation.)

,vhom does the State law require to contract with publishers or dealers?

Provisions of the State law regarding free text-boClks to all
public school pupils.

System preferred by State superintendent.

2.

3.

4.

5.

:t.

'(fl

t-3

NORTH ATLANTIC DIVISION.

I>-

Mfl.ine ..................................... ! Town boards ...................................... ! Town boards .......................... ! All towns required to furnish I The present system the only solution
free books (l889).
, oft he whole problem. (N'.A.. Luce.)
.. 1..... do ......................................... 1 The present system the best.
(J. ,v.
New Hampshire ..................... j..... d? .................................................. 1.................................. ..
Patterson.)
Vermont ................................. ! County boards .................................... ! County· boards .................... . Towns and districts authorized Free books. (E. l<'. Palmer.)
to furnish free books.
1 1
The present system the true one. (J.
W. Dickinson.)
..
....-:.·.-.-.·.·.-• .-.-...
'The lVIassachusetts plan. (T. B.Stockbooks).
well.)
Connecticut ............................ Town boards. (State board may di- ................................................ T0wns authorized to furnish
rect but never has.)
free books.
New York ......... ..................... District meetings (by a three.fourths !.......................................:.. ...... (Several cities have adopted
vote) and city boards.
I
free books).
New Jersey ............................. District boards, in connection with ................................................ (Some cities and distl'icts fur- •·
the county superintendent.
nish free books).
Pennsylvania......................... . Town boards, in consultation with .................................. .-. ............. District boards authorized to Free books found satisfactory and
teachers.
furnish free books.
growing in favor. (J. T. Steward.)
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SOUTH ATLANTIC DIVISION.

Delaware ................................ 1 S tate b_?ards .. ....................................... .................. :.. ........................ 1 A~is~}~~~ti ~~iuN~~1t fur0
1
Maryland ................................. 1 County
hoards ................................................................................. County boards authorized to
·
furnish free books.
District of Columbia ............... ! District board .................................... l ...................................... .
•••
Free books are furnished the
1
I
I
SlX
.. - ..
· 10we
•
r grades.
Virginia ................................... State board (according to construe- ....... ., ..........................................................................................
tion by present superintendent of
the State Jaw).
West Virginia. ........................ 1 Books prescribed hy State law ......... State superintendent ...............................................................
Nor_th Caroliu_a ....................... State board ............ : ............................~ ................................................................................... , ............

I

South Carolina .......... ., ............ County boards, frdn1 State book list..............,............... .................... ..................................................

Free books.
Local control.

j

·

,

, ,

t-3

.

(J.E. l\Iassey.)

t_,rj
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"'

1

present system for selecting.'
(J.S.Hook.)
* This determines in general the extent to which uniformity is carried. In many States cities are exempt from the requirements of lhe general law. It should be
borne in mind that "districts" are often,(as in Mic4igan, J:owa, etc.) coincident with townshi?s and sometimes embrace a still larger extent of territory.
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(W. B. Powell.)

\
The present system. (B. S. Morgan.)
The p-r esentsystem, and againstfre-3
books. (S. M .' Finger.)
Present arrangcn1ent works ,vell.
(J. H. Rice.)
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District or county selee:tion and free
books. (A. N . .Haub.)
Free books, (M.A. Newell.)
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Tal>u?ar exhibit of cedainfeafares of Stat-e-text-book laws and views of State superintendents-Continued.
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State.

1.

Upon whom is devolveil by State
111w the selection of text-books?
(" Board," without qualification, denotes the school bo11,rd, whatever
may be its official designation~)

Whom does the State law re·
quire to con tract with publishers or dealers?

..

public school pupils.

3, .

,.,.

\

I Provisions
of the State law re,garding free text-books to all

Sys-tem preferred by State superintendent.

5.

4.

SOUTlI CENTR.\L DIVISION.

Kentucl.--y .............................. ." County superintendents (from lists ............................... .-................
prepared by State board).
Tennessee .. ....... ...................... District boards. unde1· suggestion of ............................................ .
county superintendents.
,
Alabama. ........................... ..... No law (localcontrol)' .... .. .......................... : ....................................... ,................................................... 1 Ei·ther State o-r county unifoi=ity.
(S. Palmer.)
.Mississippi ....................... ...... County committees of teachers ......... County superintendents ........ , ........................................ .
1
0
~~~i.~. :.~::·:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Free books sup-plied by district. (0 .
H. Coope r.)
·
County adoption and free books. (W.
0
~:::::~· · ............ ·· ...... ·· ·· ...... ,. D~!~°Je~b~rtai~~~;1!f~~e~~i°e
.1 ·................................ ···............ ,............................................ ······· I E. Thompson.)
1
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NORTil CENTRAL DIVISION.

~

Ohio ....................................... / District boarus .................. ................. / State school-book board ....... l ····· .............................................. I Local co11trol; int·line d to opµose
free book.son theoretic11,l grolmds.
(J. Hancock.)

~-~~·t·~~~.~~.~:·.-.-.-. : : : :: ::: :: : ::......... .....................

{rit~~~:. .-::.-.-.-.-.-:::::::::::::::::::::::::::Ii~t~i~r~~~~:d~· : ·.-.: ::·.:·.:·.::::::::::::::::::::::j .

Michigan ...... - ............................. do ................................................. District boards (when free
books are adopted).

1

All districts required to vote
oneeou free books, nnd may
vote annuaHy thereafter.
All districts required to vote
annually on free books.

Wisconsin .............................. 1 District boards (a vote of the district 1................................ .
is required to make any change •f
book!'!.
Minnesota. .......................... ·-· 1 State commission .............................. , Gov.e.r.no.r. secretary of state, , ............................................ _...-.. ,
and "8.~torne¥-genernl.
.
.
Iowa........................................ District or county boards .......................................... ............................... , .., ......................... .............. :
·
?tlissouri ................................. , State te:xt-book commission ............. J, State commission ................ .
North Dl'lkota. ......................... District boa1·ds ............ " .... , ............... : ........................................'. .......

,I ·· ·· ·.. ··· ··· ··· ···· ··· ··..................................

I····· .. ····· ............................... ..
t;:i~t;..l:~·q~i.;:~<l..t~· f~~;~~· ·

Sou th Dnkota. ..................... · ...
j ...... ······ ....... •···• ........................ J. A 11 dis
Nobr1u1k1\ ................................ District boards .................................. , ................................. ...............
ish free books (L891).

Free ·books.

(J. Estabrook.)

Free bo.o k.s ill.rnished by districts.
(D. L. Kiehle.)
Local control, with power to furnish
free books. (H. Sabin.)
Local control. (W. E. Coleman.)
Local boards to furnish free books
(W. J. CJap.p ..)
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00
00
00
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00
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Kansas·····'"·-························' District
boards-or county text-book, ...................................... - ... ····1·············· .. ·····••m.... •·-·················j .Against State uniformity, and inboards in counties so voting.
.
clined to favor free books. (G. ,v.
WESTEBN DIVISION.

.

Winans.)

l\lontA.?a ................................. , Book:s prescribed by State law .......... , Secretary of state .................. ,.....................:-. ..........'".................. 1 State uniformity. (J. Gannon.)
Wyom1no- .................................. , ...................................................................................................... ..
Colorauo ......... ........................ District boards ............................ ·-··· ............................................... Districts authorized to furnish Free books owned by the districts.
(L. S. Cornell.)
free books.
New Mexico ........................... 1............................................. ................... , ........................................... ......... ................. ....... .... ..
Arizona ............................................... .................................................... , ............................................................................................. .

~~~da
...................................
Idaho ............................... , ......

Stato board ........................................ ...... ...... ...................... ................................................................ \ The present system..
Co unty superintende nts with con- County superintenden tsand 1......................................... ........ .
currence of county commissioners.
commissioners authorized
to con tract.

(W. C. Dovey.)

~!~~~.~~~~:::::::::::::::::: ::::::::1 ~:;:
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county superintendents .............. :-: ..
California. ................................ Books compiled under direction of Printed by Stite prin:ter....... j..................._ ............................ ! Free text-book>:!; protectiori from
book-rings; State publication not
'
State board ..................................... .
a success. (I. G.Hoitt.)
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ALABAMA. ,
Alabama ha6 no law upon the subject of text-books, no statutory prdvision by which
uniformity may be enforced and secured. "The result is," sa.vs Superintendent Palmer. "that every teacher is left free to select his own text-books, and where teachers
change localities as often as they do in this State, the consequence is a continual change
of text-books, to the annoyance and unnecessary expense of patrons. So frequent have
been the demands for a change of text-books in many counties that the teachers and
school officers have voluntarily adopted a series of text-books, agreeing to use them exclusively for a definite period, but for the want of some authority in the law to enforce
such agreements, it amounts to very little advantage. The mere fact, however, that
such efforts have been voluntarily made shows that there is just cause of complaint.
The further fact also, that in all the cities and separate school districts where the local
boards of education can control this subject, they have found it desirable to have a uniformity of books, which they enforce by regulations applying to the schools under their
control, is persuasive that some such authority should be given to the school authorities
of the counties . . I have heard general complaint upon this subject by parents throughout the State, and I am convinced that some authority of law should be given whereby
uniformity of text-books may be secured in counties, if not for the entire State.
"I believe that by judicious legislation upon this subject, hundreds of thousands of
dollars now svent on account of the constant change of text-books, might be saved to
parents each year. Not only does this frequent change of text-books entail needless
and irritating expense upon the patrons, but results in filling the schools with ltll kinds
and editions of text-books, so that proper classification is impossible. Such legislation
would enable the school officers to keep out of the public schools such text-books as are
not in accord with our institutions, or are not calculated to inculcate the true theory of
government and of the civil war. Without some authority of law this can not legally be
done.
/
'
'' I would suggest that the most feasible plan for securing this desirable object [ county
uI}iformity] would he a bill constituting county commissioners or boards of revenue
commission to adopt a series of school books for use in our public schools. I say county
commissioners or boards of revenue, because they are already officers of the State, chosen
by the people because of their fidelity and fitness for the important duties already in~
trusted to them. The county superintendent of education should be a member of this
text-book commission." 1

a

ARKANSAS.
Ditty of tlie State superintendent.-The State superintendent "shall prepare, for the
benefit of the common schools of the State, a list of text-books on orthography, reading
in English, mental and written arithmetic, penmanship, English grammar, modern
geography and history of the United States, as are best adapted to the wants of the
learner, and as have been prepared with reference to the most philosophical methods
o.f teaching those branches, and shall recommend the said text-books to teachers and
to directors throughout the State." 2
District uniformity.- ''The directors of each school distriet in this State shall adopt
and cause to be used in the public schools, in their respective districts, one series of
text-books in each branch or science taught in the public schools of their respective
di tricts, and no change in these books shall be made for a period of three years, unless
it be by a petition of a majority of the voters of the district desiring the change." 3
"Any person whose duty it is to execute this section, and who fails to do so, becomes
liable to a fine of from ten to fifty dollars." 4
Objections to the law,-Stat-,e Superintendent W. E. Thompson states that "in this
State we have district adoption. 'l'he adoption must be made by the board of directors
in each district from the list of books recommended by the State superintendent. This
law, in my opinion, fails in every particular. It can not give even county uniformity.
An?th~r objection is, the board is composed of ignorant men in many instances, wbo~re
eas1ly mflueoced by book a~ents to make changes. I favor county adoption from a l~t
of bo~ks recommended by a State board or State superintendent. I have given th1
question much study, and my opinion is that county adoption and free books is the
only solution of all the evils." 5
1 Ala.. Sch. Rep., 18 9-90, pp. 17-19.
'Ark. ch.Law,1889,sec.6167.
a 7t.h Bi. Tex. Sch. Rep., p. XXVII.

R Ibid.,
4 Ibid.,

'

sec. 6216.
sec. 6240.
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CALIFORNIA.
Constitutional provil5ion.-An amendment to tbe State constitution, adopted November
4 1884 made it the duty of the State board-uf education to compile or cause to be com-

piled a 'uniform series of text-books, to be used in all th~ schools of ~he Stat~i and authorized the board to bave them printed by the State prmter and sold to pup11s at cost,
the books to continue in use not less t.b an foul' years. 1
Legi., lation.-The acts of February 26, 1885, and March 15, 1887, provided for the
compilation of thirteen text-books, by ''well qualified p~rsons," under the direc~ion of
the :::ltate Loard and the printing of them by the Stat~ prmter. T~e board was directed
to copyright them. When any book of the State series was comp1lec!_ and adopted an
order was to be issued requiring its use in all the schools, such order not to take effect
until the expiration of one year from time of completion of the electrotype plates.
.
According to the amendment of 18£7, books may be ordered from the State supermtendent by county superintendents, clerks of district school boards, and principals of
State normal schools, all orders being accompanied with cash for the cost price at Sacramento and expense of transportation. Retail dealers are also permitted to order books
upon making an affidavit not to sell them at a price exceeding that fixed by the State
board, etc.
County school boards were directed to provide a revolving fund. Appropriations
from the State treasury were made for compiling the books, for the purchase of machinery and other material needed in their manufacture, and for paying the wages of compositors, binders, etc. 2
Resnlts.-State Superintendent Ira G:- Hoitt, gives the following account of the results
of the operation of the law up to July, 1890.3
State text-books.

It is now six years since our constitution was amended, making it the duty-of the
State board of education to compile a series of text-books for use ill' the schools of the
State.
The experiment was unique, and has:neen attempted by no other State. The books
were to continue in use not less than four years.- This time will shortly have expired
as regards the 1·eaders, which were ready for distribution in December, 1886, and the
continuance of the scheme will be determined by the future actions of the legislature
and of the various county boards in reference to a change.
It school officers and the legislature shall decide to discontinue the use of the State
books the experiment will have proved a costly one.
The ruembers of the State board of education, who have had in charge the compilation of this series, have done their very best, under the provisions of the law, to make
successful books.
It is not to be denied that, in our isolation from tbe great literary and trade centers,
this has sometimes been a task shadowed with many obstacles.
The changes in the board that have occurred from time to time, the widely scattered
residences, and the heavy duties already devolved upon each member of the boa.rd and
upon those employed to compile the books, have all been obstacles·in the way of a speedier
completion of the work.
As was to be expected, the opposition from various sources has been strong and unceasing. But whether the system is continued or changed it does not alter the fact that
the people should be protected in some legislative way from the extortion of book rings.
In just what form this protection can best be given is difficult to determine. To my
mind the free text-book sytem offers a full solution of the problem. -l<· * *
Californ~a bas appropriated $:n5,000 for the manufacturing plant and for the first
50,000 copies of each book, and also $35,000 for pu_rposes of compilation.
Since 1885, $255,054.42 have been expended for labor alone, and $:25,644.20 for purposes of compilation, and $234,886. 48 have been received from sales for the same length
Clf time, ending June :10, 1890.
A certain proportion of the receipts is expected to pay for the plant in twelve vears
but the total receipts form a revolving fund used by the State printer for manufactur;
of all editions after the first fifty thousand.
The advantages of State pnblication are that it has relieved county boards of education fro:n the solicitation of book agents; that it has reduced the prices of the books
from former rates, and that the money spent therefor has been retained in our own
State.
1

Cal.Scb.Law,1888,p.98.

'Ibid., pp. 55-61.

a Cal. Sch. Rep., 1890, pp. 37-42.
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The disadvantages claimed Me: First, that it costs the State more to manufacture the
books than it would cost a private publishing house. This is true, because the State
pays its employes a higher rate of wages and requires only eight hours ·oi daily service;
second, the lack of aU ~Olllpetition in the authorship; third, the intrustin.g of th~ work of
supervision to a board whose members are already burdepecl vvith dµtie1:1 anp. which is
·subject to frequent changes. for instance, five ch~nges hav~ taken pla,ce iu the meµiber::;hip of the State board of education in the last tllree itnd a h~lf ye~rs; only one member of the board inaugurating the work now remaiqs 1 * -ll" *
.

How prices are .fixc(J,.
The following rules, which were at first adopted by the board for determining the cost
of a book at Sacramento, have been continued in use:
1. Divide the cost of preparing the plates of a given book, including compoiiition, engraving
and elect,ro1yping, by estimated supply of that book for twelve years.
2. Divide the share of tbti post of q~e p\ant chargeable to a given boQk by the estimated supply
for twelve years.
8. Divide three-fifths of the cost of co~pilation by the estim!j,ted supply for four years.
4. Di dde the cost Qf the press work, paper, and binding of a gfren edition by the number of that
edHion µrjnted.
5. Take the sum of th e preceding quotients and add one cent per copy for revision of text and
one cent per copy for revision of plates.
,
·

To illustratEl the i3<ppl\catioa of these ruJes, the items in the cost of the Third Reaqer,
a book of 512 pages, are htire given:
Plates ..................................... $3,502.44, a1; reported by superintendent pf.printing.
20 per cent. of plant.................. 7, 3u0. 00, as reported by superintendent of printing.
TotRl... ............................. 10,802. 44+300, 000 (estimated supply for twelve years) ............ to. 033
Compilation............................. 1, 531. 00
.
,
.
Three-fifths.............. .. ..............
908. 00+100, 000 (estimated supply for four years).................
. 01
Edition, cost............................. 9,614. 60+ 20,000 (number of edition)...................................... . 48

!~~ I~; ::;!:i~~ if ~i!;~~::: :::::: ·::::::::::::.

1
.--::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::;::::::::~::::::::. ::::,.::::::.'::::: :::::::::.::::

Cost of book.................................................................... ..................................................

:
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As!lt1Q1ing postagti to be the cost of distribution, the retail price becoµies 66 cents,
lt will be seen that the course pursued insures a fµll return to thr, tr(311sury of the
' State of all money appropriijted tlie,efrom and expen¢led, and proviqe!;\ for 13qrh revision
from time to time as may be necessary.

Comparison of present and former prices.
The following iitatement of present and former prices is given without comment.
The prices are in all cases retail prices:
I.
State R eaders, complete in three books (948 pages) .................................................................... ,,1. 25
State Speller and Word Analysig (192 pages).............................................................................. .30

11ifL~Tu~i~Jiifrj~}ifif:fti:: :::::::::::::i:::::::i::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::i:::::::: :;
4.50

II.
Correspoudin11: books formerly usei].:
:c~~ITey'~ Read ir~, five-book series, cheapest in former use (1,088 pages) ..............................
F~'ii , sA~eh1ers \ 1 d pages)................. .............................................................................. .........
K\mei]c,Jwo books, cheapeRt in former use (4.98 pages) . ........,................................ ...
H~et . ~
d ammars. two books, cheapest in former use.............................................
E{s one~
m e
h11;tes, u\form in price (320 to 400 pages) ..........................................·........
emen ry 0 eograp 1es, um orm in price (82 to 120 pages)......................................................

Rs/&

gg1\s 8

$2.50
.30
1.0-5
1. 25
1.25

.75

7.10

ProviBion for completing tlte series, and fat· revision.

In firing.t~e pric~s of the books issued, as has been seen, th~ board bas provided for
a..sel~-sustamrng .s~nes, and for relieving the general fund from further drafts for comp11~tion and rev1s1oa. Of the '35,000 appropriated to the use of the board, there remamed on hand July 1, 1890, $9,335.80. In addition to this su111, all that is needed
to enable the board to complete successfully the work of further compilation and revision
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is the use, from the proceeds of sales, of the one cent per copy which bas been added to
•
the price of each book for that purpose.
Process of distribution.

The act of1887, providing for the distribution of books through private dealers, has
proved effect.ive, and in most respects 'satisfaetory. '
,
The only friction arising ba~ been m consequence of the prohibition to sell books to
be sold again. This prohibition was imposed to prevent books. getting into the hands
of dealers-not bound to sell at the price fixed by the board. In my .i sdgmen t the prohibiti'on should be removed if at the same time the selling of books by aµy one above
the retail price fixed by the board is made a misdemeanor and punishable as· such upon
conviction.
Public satisjµ,ction.
Fqr four years the schei:ne ~as had a fair and impartial trial. Every aid to its successful issuf3 which tp.is office could suggest or render pas been given. Ten hooks in ~11
have been pµblished during; this time, aud three more yet remain to qe issued, .two. of
which are nearly completed. So far as my obimrvation goes, the favor with wbich the
series hits peen received has been v:ery much th~ saw13 a;i thf!t accorded to the books of
private publishers. Many of the teachers throughout the St~te look Qpoq the seri~s
with very general favor, while others have been less propounced ip their comm~nd11tton
and some. hav~ expressed severe and ::i,dverse ~riticisrns. In the expressioQs of preference and criticism there is not much uniformity, some teac\:lers preferring one book of
the series and some another. Nearly all agree that the readers are poorly graded, that
they sq.oqld be revised, and at least one if not two more books should be added to th~
series.
· My conversations wit]l teachers 3inp. superintendents in various parts of the State lead
me to the conclusion that with a few exceptions the books of the State series·are giv'ipg
as fair general satisfaction as the books previously in use. The mechanical work, at
first bitterly complained of, is now generally conceded to be good. The character of
thi13 work may easily make a difference Qf 2fi tQ 50 per cent. in the working life of sqch
books.
The State publication of text-books in California bas undoubtediy been one factor in
caiusing tbe pq blishers of school pQoks geqera,lly to reduce their prices, and . there is not
now so gre!lit it difference between the prices of our Stat,eseries and those of private publishers; it would even be possible for the State to purchase school books µow !lt wholes11,le for less prices than it costs to maµufactur~ them at the State offic13, ~s may be seen
by the following lists of prf!~ent prices at which books are now sold:

lliiillflif

1

Ii

i~i i:('.~:1:ii i ~:!/;!iili!IJ! I;~Ir!Ii!~i::/;Iii:f;!::If
1

Total. ..................... , ...................................................................... , .................................. 4.66

1

l!!!flill\lt!i!!J!i\:/i::!il!!(tIIIi'.~iii!liliii1:IIi!!il!!!:I!ii!!:IIj!t!II!!!lii
Total ....................................... - ........... , ................................. .............................. 1............ ,. 4. ~O

These ar~ retail prices, and were the State to purchase in large quantities a discount
from these figures of 33 per cent. could probably be obtained.
As Stich an arrangement would entail an amendment to the constitution, it is not
likely to be done very soon.
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The following-is taken from a letter of Mr. J. D. Young, State printer, dated Novem•
ber 25, 1890:
"As to the contents of the books I do not pretend to judge critically, but with the
mechanical work I have something to do, and I know that in l)rinting and binding,
quality of cloth, leather, and board, our books are equal to any issued, while the paper
is superior to most; for instance, we have been paying for that we used three-tenths of
a cent more per pound than the price for which we could get the article used by the
Appletons. We pay our compositors twenty-seven dollars per week; bookbinders and
pressmen, twenty-four dollars per week; employ no apprentices, work but eight hours
per day, and yet sell the school books at a great reduction from the price previously
charged by those engaged in the publishing business, and make a prgfit on each book
which is held to pay, at the expiration of the twelve years the series is to run, the cost
of plant, compilation, and manufacture of plates.
· "The books seem to give good satisfaction as a whole. Some people say that · a certain book is not equal in its compilation t,o others they have seen, and other people allege that tbe same book is excellent, but another one, pronounced superior by the first
lot or critics, is not what it should be. It is probably the same with the books issued
by private publishers."
The foregoing would seem to be competent testimony as to t,he mechanical quality of
the California State school books.
Later views of the State Superintendent.-It will be seen by the following circular letter,
dated December 26, 1890, that Superintendent Hoitt has finally reached the conclnsion
that State publication of text-books is unsuccessful:
DEAR Sm: In reply to your late inquiry concerning the publication of scnool text-books by the
State of California, I have bad so many inquiries from your own and other States, that I have concluded to make a ~eneral statement in regard to the principa1 results of our experiment in State
publication of text-books.
For over fqur years this plan has had a fa'ir and impartial trial in our State. I came into office
a. believer in the project, and every aid which I could give to its successful issue has been freely
rendered thronghout my administration.
But now, in the light of my experience, I must ackn9wledge that the results have not met my
expectR.tions.
ln the first place, the expense has been great, over $400,000 having been appropriated thus far
for the compilation of the series and the manufacture of the first 50,000 copies of each book. Ten
books have so far been issued and three more are yet to come to complete a full series as required
by our law.
Whatever may be the advanta2"es claimed for State publication by believers in a paternal plan
of government, the result of the expe~·iment in our Statto shows that it costs the State more t-0
J:J?anufa?ture the t_>0oks than it would cost a private publi shi ng house, for obvious reRsons. Besides this there ism a State series a lack of sponianeity and competition in authorship.
·when the State board employs an author or compiler it must accept and pay for his:work whether
it is suitable or not. And the supervision and compilation of the series of schoolbooks by a State
Board whose membership is subject to frequent changes and who are already burdened with other
duties, is attended with difficulties.
·
While our State board has been zealous and done the best it could in making a State series, I
:egret that its efforts have not met the requirements of the schools or the expectations of our leadmg educators, as shown by the following resolution adopted at the Biennial Convention of California l'lchool superintendents, held December 2 and 3 1890:
"Resolved, '!'hat while certain of the State text.books, notably the' Primary Language Lessons '
and the 'Elementary Geography.' have met the approval of the public school teachers of the State,
we desire to record our severe criticism and disapproval of others of the State series, and expre
our judgment t!ia.t their t!J.orough revision by competent authors, so as to adapt them to the wants
of the schools, 1s 1mperat1ve, and should be entered upon at once."
In the light of our experience, after four years of trial, I am therefore compelled, with person!l-1
relucll\nce, to acknowledge to the comparative want of success in our California experiment ID
mnking and publishing schoolbooks.
T~~ing into consideration the large appropriations made, and the further constant outlays for
rev1s1ons, new plates, etc., the "lame number of books can be purchased in the open market at
wholegal e prices for less than it co~t'i the State to manufacture them.
I 11,111 therefore constrained to admit that I would not advise any other State to enter upon the
publication of school books.
Very truly, yours,
IRA G. Horrr,
Supel'intc1ident of Public Instruction.

COLORADO.
District chool boards are authorized and required to "fix the kind of text-books to
be n<1ed; provided, that but one kind of text- book of the same grade or branee. of study
shall be used in the same department of a school, and that after the adoption of any
book, it ball not be changed in le s than four years, unless th~ price thereof shall be
unwarrantably advanced, or the mechanical quality lowered, or the supply stopped. m
Also to" furni h free text-books for the use of all pupils, when authorized to do so by
a majority vote of the district, as expressed at any regular or special meeting." 2
1 Colo.

Sch. Law, 1889, sec, 51, &ee-0nd,

2

Ibid., ninth.
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Comments of State Stiperintendent L. S. Cornell.-" Tbe 'last legislature ~mended the
school law so as to permit school districts to~purchase and o"'.'n ~he ~ext-books for th_e
use of all the children in the schools. Quite a number of districts 111 the State have
already availed themselves of this provisio~, a1:1d3:re well pleaseq ~ith the results. In
my opinion free text-books owned ,by the district 1s the only solut10n of the text-book
probiem. The anxiety to have all the schools of the county or the State use i;_he same
books ceases when each district owns its own books."

CONNEC''.rICUT.
The provisions of the Connecticut law relatin~ to text-books are as follows:
•
Aidhority of State board.-"Tbe board [of education] may direct what hooks shall be
used in all its schools, but shall not direct any book to be changed oftener than once in
:five years." 2
Physiology and hygiene.-" The State board of ~ducation shall prescribe the text-books
to be used in teaching physiology and hygiene as required by law, and shall prepare or ,
cause to be prepared a text-book, and if desirable, charts for such teaching, which textbooks and charts shall be furnished to towns and school districts for the use of scholars
_
,
in the public schools needing the same free of expense." 3
Changes of text-books.-" No [town] board of school visitors or school committee i;;hall
change any text-book used in its public schools except by a two-thirds vote of all the
members of the board or committee, notice of such intended change having been previously given at a meeting of said board at least one week previous to such change." 4
Free text-books permitted.-''Any town at its annual town meeting may direct its sch<>ol
visitors or board of education or town committee to purchase, at the expense of said town,
the text-books and other school' supplies used in the public schools of said town, and
said text-books and supplies shall be loaned to the pupils of said public schools free of
charge, subiect to such rules and regulations as the school visitors or the board of edu,
cation or town committee may prescribe." 5
The secretary of the State board, Hon. Charles D. Hine, replied to the inquiries of
Superintendent Cooper as follows:
"I. The only system ever tded in this State is that of committing the selection of
text-books to town boards. This bas never been abandoned.
"II. 'l'he system above named is now in operation. The State boarrl ·of ed11cation,
however, has by law the power to regulate the selection of text-books. It never has
exercised this power.
The present system doubtless meets with public approval, because efforts to overthrow
it have never met with substantial encouragement.
"III. I can not tell you what system is best, because I am not acquainted with many.
"IV. In 1886 the State prescribed a text-book in physiology, and not only prescribed the book but authorized the pu hlication by the State board of education. A small textbook was prepared by the board and has been widely circulated in the State. The board,
however, bas never insisted that this book was exclusive, and has never interfered with
instruction in other books. ·
"V. If your inquiries relate to the question whether text-books should be fu~nished
by town or State, I am not prepared to give you a full opinion upon this subject. In our
State free text-books would be of advantage in some places and of no advantage in others.
My belief, however, is that the expense of text- books to the people would he very mu,ch
decreased, as it ought to be, by the purchase ot books by the local authorities and supplying them at cost to families. Tbe objection, of conrse, is that it permits abuse· yet
there is no good thing which can not be perverted to improper ends.'' 6
'

DELAWARE.
The following statement regarding the Delaware system was prepared by President
A. N. Raub, of the State Board of Education, for Rtate Superintendent Co_Qper, ofTexas: 7
'' I. The State purchased the bo0ks and furnished to local dealers as ~depositaries, to
w_hom they allowed 10 per cent. for handling. Result, some dealers failed, some were
d1s~onest, and many of the books became shelf-worn; and add to all this expenses of
freight, etc., and the loss to the State became a very serious one. The plan was abandoned two years ago.
'
'' II. Pupils now purchase their books at the stores as they would purchase any other
merchandise. Tbis plan of course allows merchants to fix their own prices. Under the
1
2

Colo. Sch. Rep., 1886-88, p. 20.
Conn. Sch. Law, Ed. 1888, sec. 5,

3Ibid., Bee. 9.
• Ibid. , sec. 65.

5 Ibid.,
6

sec. 48.

7th Bi. Tex. Sch. Rep., pp. XXVII-VIII.
p. XXIX.

1 Ibid.,

- I
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former plan the prices were fixed by contract with the publishers. B~oks are adopted
every :fi.ve years by the State Board of Education.
'' III. Iri my opinion the best plab. is to allow local districts, or at most counties, ta
select their own series ~f books, and have the State authorize the purchase of these
books by the local school boards, just as they would purchase any other supplies, and
furbish tlte use of tliem free to the pupil. When I began teaching in 1857 in the county
o,f Lancaster, Pennsylvania, I found this plan pursued in the township ih which !taught.
It is still continued in the same township, and there has never been a particle of objection urged against it.
"Under this system the right of individual pupils to purchase and keep their own
books has ·always been conceded, but even these prefer to purchase of the school board,
because the advance on first cost is verJ slight. If ~ach dist,rict purchases and holds its
own books, giving free use of the same to its pupils, the question of either State or county
uniformity is a lliatter of little consequence." 1

DISTRICT OF

do:t UMDIA.

The board of schoo1 trustees deLermines the text-books to be used in the pubiic scliools.
Supt. W. B. Powell adduces the following considerations in favor of free tex,t-books:
''A.ccording to the rules of the board, text- books are now loaned to the children whose
parents reque~t the same. This re.guest, however, is to be accompanied by a declaration that he who makes it is unable to furnish the iext-l;>ooks for his children. Many
worthy persons, unfortunately situated, naturally dislike to make such statement or
declaration. For this reason there is no doubt t,hat inany children are detained from
school for weeks or months at a time, and that others are wholly deprived of the privileges of school.
·
. 1
"It were folly to say that this need not be so. The condition exist~; the children
are not in school. They should be. Their education is demanded by the interests of
the community.
.
"A.gain, many children are wit,hdrawn from school befqre they would be if their
parents were able to furnish i)le books required bJ th,eir advancement and pr<;>motion.
A. large number of children, therefore, get only a modicum of <td.ucation. The interests
of the State demand a broader learning and a more tho1ough disciplining than these
children get.
,. ,
"A.gain, there is much waste to the communit_y at large in the purchase of text-books
by individuals, as many of these books are used but for a short time, and being of little
or no value as library books, are destroyed or thrown aside.
''To prevent this unnecessary outlay and, what is infinitely more important to the
State, to insure a desirable minimum education of every child, I believe the State should
furnish the text-books as well as the instruction. ·X- * ~" The American community is more interested to-day in having every child benefited
by its schools than it is in having the character of its schools.improved. Not how high
shall we take our schools nor how broad shall we make our courses of instruction, but
how may every child be reached and be made a safer and better member of the community, is the problem to be solved. A.ny movement or instrumentality that reaches
down and uplifts will give value to the school system and compensation to the taxpayer. " 2

GEORGIA.
"The county board of education shall prescribe, from time to time, what text-books
and books of reference shall be used in the common schools of the county: Pro1,'ided
That the Bible shall not be excluded from the common or public schools of the State:
And provided further, That when such text-books are prescribed, they shall not be
ch~nged for five years thereafter, except by a tbree-fourtb3 vote of all the board: And
p1·oviaed further, That the county boards shall not be permitted to introduce into the
schools any text or misdellatJeous book of a sectarian or sectional charactei:;. No teacher
shall receive pay for any pupil who is allowed to use any other than the prescribed
text-books. b 3
1
Since the above was put in type, inform1ttion has been received by the Bureau of the enac·ment of a law, to lake effect the tirHt Saturday of April, 1891. requiring the school hoards of each
school district to furnish text-books free to all pupils. The books are to be paid for out of e
funds appropriated by the 'latP.
2
D. C. 'ch: Rep., 1
~9, pp. 25-6. Congress, at Hs session of 1890--91, made an appropriation •o
supply Lhe six lower grade of the public schools of the District of Columbia with free text-books.
This 1tction en<:ourltered considerable opposition.
1 Ga. Sch. Law, l 9. sec. 23.
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State Supt. James S, Hook says oftb.e law: "I.believe _thit our syst7m,for"se~ectin_g ,
text-books to be used in the schools, and :which has obtarned for several years m this
State is the verybest known to me. We have no law of the Stateprescril;iing uniform
text-books throuO'hout the whole State. Section 23 of bur schMl law is all the provis'ion which the legislature of Georgia has tl:ilis far deeme~ it proper to make. It work~
well thus far, and is a special advahtage to those counties where many _of tlf'e _patrons
l:\re poor, and frequent changes of text-books would_ b~ a gr.e1:1-t h~~i.l~h_ip upon t~~_m.
The restrictions placed upon the board in that section are w1seJ Ju,drnrnus, and work
well.'' 1

lD.AHO.
Count.v superintendents, with the colicu~rerlce of at least two couilty commissioners
in each county, are required to adopt uniform text-books for the schools of the eounty;
such books not to be chan()'ed
for fotu years. They must invite proposals_from publishers,
0
accompanied by samples of all books offered, with a suitable guaranty as to maintaining quality ltnd pri~e. Superintendents and comttiissioners are authorized to make such
terms and conditions with the publishers as they mas deem best for the interest of the
counties concerned. 2
_
·
.
,
' The school boards of independent districts are authorized to select the text-books to
be used. 'fhey are not to be changed in less than three years, uhless the price is unwarrantably advanced, quality lowered, or supply stopped. 3
.
''A Iiuinber of changes in text-books w~re made in niariy counties early in 1890, nearly
all of them being satisfactory, so that little fatilt can 116w be found with the books in _
use and which can not be changed until 1894. This provision is a wi~ one. ".:.;...State
Supt. Charles C. Stevenson. 4

ILLINOIS,
District boards of directors determine the text-books to be used in their respecli.;e ~.is: '
tricts, and are required to enforce uniformity. Books are not to be changed oftener than
on_ce in four years. 5
·
Every child buys his own book whenever he can. This method, says State Superintendent Edwards, "has some merits, but also some defects. It is difficult 'to say what
method is the very best for supplying the pupils in our schools with books. The method
by which each local board purchases the books for the school under its control and loans
them to pupils has many advocates." 6
·

INDIA.NA.
The Indiana act of March, 1889, t!onstituted the State · board of education a board of
coh:ithissioners for the purpose of selecting or procutitig th€! compilation of a series of textbooks in spelling, reading, arithmetic, geography, Engiish grammar, physiology, history
of the United States, and a graded series of writing hooks. The text-books selected by
this board are to be equal in every re~pect to certain specified _text-books in gerlera1 use.
The board is directed to advertise in Indiana, and in the cities of New York, Philadelphia, Cincinnati, Chicago, and St. Louis, for proposals: First, from publi!3hersof school text-books for furnishing books for a term of five years, each btlok being bid for separately; second, from authors of school text-hooks, who have manuscripts of books not
published, for prices at which they will sell their m:-innscript and copyright; third, from
persons who are willing to undertake the compilation of a book or series of books, giving the prire at which they are willing to undertake such compilation. Bids from publishers i11ust be accompariied by- a bond for $.50, 000 to ii;uatauty their fulfillihg theit contract; and every bid must be accompanied b_yan affidavit. that the bidder is not, directly
or indirectly, connected with au.v other publisher who is also bidding under the same
advertisement, and is not a party to any compact, syndicate, or other scheme, whereby
the benefits of competition are denied to the pe6ple of Indiana.
.
,
The hoard is to ma.ke a full, complete, and thorough examination of all proposals, and
ascertain which it would be for the ail vantage of the State to accept. But no book shall
be accepted, or manuscript of a book, which shall be solrt to patrons at a price exceeding the following, including cost of transportation and delivery .to the several county
superintendents:
1 7th

Bl. Tex. Sch. Rep., p. XXX.
'!dit. Sch. Law, 1887, sec. 651, eleventh.
8
Ibid., sec. 735.

4 Ida. Sch. Rep., J8q8-89, p. 5.
6111s. Scli. La w, 1889, Art. V., Rec.26.
6 7th Bi,_Tt)x. Sch. Rep., p, XXXL
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lJfinimum prices for Indiana text-bo-0ks.
Cents.

i~:~t\~!3i~~.::·::::::::::::::::::·::::::::::::::::::::::: 15~g

Second reader......... ...•.•............................•
Third reader........... ........................... ..........
Fourth reader.............................................
Fifth render.......... ......................................
Arithmetic (intermediate) ..........................
Arithmetic (complete) ................................

25
30
40
35
45

Oenu.
Geography (elementary)........... ..................
Geography (complete).. ..... ................... .....
Grammar (elementary)..............................
Grammar (complete).................. .................
Physiology ......... ......... ................. ...............
History of the United StatE:s.......................
Copy books, each ............ ........................ ...

30

75
25
40
35
50

5

If, upon examination of the proposals, the board is of the opinion that such books
can be furnished cheaper to patrons by causin.g to be published the manuscript of any
or all of the books, they shall advertise for propo-;als for publishing the same. It shall
be stipulated in the contract with any successful bidder that he shall pay the compensation due to the author or owner of the manuscript, as agr~ed upon by the board; also,
that the State of Indiana shall not be liable for any books, but that the contractors shall
receive their pay and compensation solely from the proceeds of the sale Qf books.
As soon as any contract for furnishing text-books shall have been entered into, the
governor is to issue his proclamation accordingly; school trustees shall then, within
thirty days, certify to county superintendents the number of books needed for the public schools of their disricts; county superintendents make requisition upon the State superintendent, and the latter upon the contractor, for all books needed; the contractor
must ship the books required direct to the county superintendents within ninety days.
School trustees receive the books from the county superintendents, and furnish them on
demand to school patrons or school children at the prices fixed upon in the cont-ract, for
cash only.
,.
Pupils of private schools, or any children between six and twenty-one years of age, or
their parents, guardians, or teachers, have the right to purchase the books, at the same
prices, of the county superintendents.
The law also provides for the reports to be made by trustees and county superintendents, the bonds to be given by them, the mode of transmitting proceeds of sales of textbooks, etc.
Any trustee directly or indirectly demanding or receiving any money for any books
in excess of the contract price shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and shall be subject to fine of not less than ten nor more than one hundred dollars, and imprisonment in
the county jail not exceeding sixty days.

IOWA.
Law of1890.-The following law relating to text-books

js

to take effect July 4, 1890:

SECTION 1. The board of directors of each and every dist,rict township and independent distrid
in the State of Iowa is hereby authorized and empowered to adopt tex:6-books for the tenching of
all branches that are now or may hereafter be authorized to be taught in the public schools of the
tate, and to contract for and buy said books and any and all other necessary school supplie at
said contract prices, and to sell the same to the pupils of their respective districts at cost, and said
money so received shall be returned to the contingent fund; that the books and ,rnpplies which
are purchased under the provisions of this section shall be under the charge of the president of
each board of directors; that he shall care therefor and r eceive all moneys for books sold, and he
hall be responsible for all such books and moneys, and be shall give a bond in the s um of five hundred dollars with sureties to be approved by the county board of supervisors to insure the faithful
performance of such duties.
EC. 2. All the books and other supplies, purchased. under the provisions of this act, shall be paid
for out of the contingent fund, and the board of directors shall an nu ally certify to the board of
tmpervisors the additional amount necPssary to levy for the contingent fund of said district to pay
for such books and supp!ies. Butsuchadditional amount shall not exceed in any one year the um
of one dollar for each pupil residing in the district township or independent school district, and
the amount so levied shall be paid out on warrants drawn for the payment of books and supplie
only, but the district shall contract no debt for that purpose.
EC. 3. In the purchn ing of text-books it shall be the duty of the board of directors or the county
board of education to t·, ke into consideration the books t,hen in use in the re pective district • and
they mn.y buy such additional number of said books as may from time to time become necessary
to supply their schools, and they may arrange on equitable terms for exchange of books in use for
new book11 adopted.
Sr. . 4. If at any time the -publishers of such books as shall have been adopted by any board of
directors or county board of education sh11.ll neglect or refuse to furnish such books when ordered
by said board in accordance with the provisions of this ant, at the very JowMt price, either conlrsc
or whole ale, that such books are furnished any other district or State board, or were furni. hed to
any other di. trict or. tate board in the year 1889, then said board of directors or county board of
education may, and it is hereby made their duty to bring- suit upon the bond given them by be
contracting publisher.
SE . 5. B~fore purchru ing text-books under the providons of this act it shall be the duty of the
bo r~ of d1recto!s or county board of education to advertise by publishing a notice for three co ·
~cut17e week:" in one. or ~ore new _papers published in the county; said notice shall tate l e
time up to which all b111Ls will be received, the classes and 2"rades for which text-books and otb
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necessary supplies are to be bought, and the app~oximate quantity_ need~d; and s11:id board s~all
award the contract for said text-books and suppll_es to an~· re~pons1ble. bidder q_r bidder~ offermg
suitable text-books and supplies, at the lowest pri~es, takmg mto cons1derat1q_n t~e quality of material used illustrations binding and all other thmgs that go to make np a desuable text-book,
and may, t~ the end that they may be fully advised, cons1dt the county superintenden~; or, in case
ot city independent districts, with city superintendent or other C?lllpetent pcrsans? with reference
to the selection of text-books: Provided, That the board may reJect any and all bids or any part
thereof and readvertise therefor as above povided. ,
SI<JC. 6. It shall be unlawful for any board of directors, or county board of education, except as
provided in section 4, to displace or change any text-book t~1at _has been regularly adopted and
introduced under the provisions of this act, befo~e ~he expiration of five years from ~he date ?f
such adoption, unless authorized to do so b_y a maJ<?nty of th_e. electors present ai:d votmg !1-t their
regular annual meeting in March, due notice of said proposition t? change or_displace said textbooks having been included in the notice for the said regular meetmg.
SEC. 7. Any person or firm desiring to furnish books or supplies under this act, in any county,
shall, at or before the time of filing his _bid. hereunder, ~epos~t in _the <?~ce of the county auditor
samples of all text-books included in th1~ bid, accompame_d with hsts g1~m.g the lowest whol~sale
and contract price for the same. And said samples and hsts shall remain m the county auditor's
office, and shall be delivered by him to his success'?r in office; _and sh.all be kept by him in such
safe and convenient manner as to b~ open at all time,s to the inspection of such school officers,
school patrons, and school teachers as may desire to examine the same, :;i,nd compare them with
others, for the purpose of use in tbe public schools, The boa~d of directors and county board of
education mentioned shall require of any person or persons with whom they contract for furnishing- any books or supplies to enter into a good and sufficient bond in such sum and with such conditions and sureties as may be required by such board of directors or county board of education
for the faithful performance of any such contract.
.
SEC. 8. When a petition shall have been signed by one-half the school directors in any county,
and the same shall have been filed in the office of the county superintendent of said county, at least
thirty days before the annual school elections in March, aslcing for a uniform series of text-books
in the county, then the said county superintendent shall notify the county auditor and the board
of supervisors of such petition. Such notice shall be in writing and shall be served or delivered
as soon as possible, and within fifteen days after the filing of the petitions provided for herein the
board of education, provided fo,: in section 9, shall meet and provide for the submission of the
question of county uniformity.
SEC. 9. The county superintendent, the county a-uditor, and the county board of supervisors shall
constitute a board of education, whose duty it shall be to arrange for a. vote by the electors at the
annual meeting in March, for or against county uniformity of school text-books under such rules
and regulations as F.<aid board of education may determine. Should a majority of the electors
voting at such electioll', favor a uniform s~ries of text-books for use in said county, then the county
board of education shall meet and select the school text-books for the entire county, and contract
for t.l1e same under such rules and regulations as the said board of ed uca.tion may adopt. When a
list has been so selected, they shall be used by all the public schools of said districts, and the board of
education may arrange for such depositories as they may <leem best, and may pay for said school
books out of the county funds and sell them to the school districts at the same price as provided
for in section 1 of this act, a.nd the money received from said sales shall be returned to the county
funds by said board of education monthly. The boards of school officers, who a.re made the judges
of the school meetings, shall certify to the board of supervisors the full returns of the votes cast
at said meetings the next day after the holding of said meetings, who shall, at their next ree;_ular
meet.ing, proceed to canvass said votes and declare the result.
SEo.10. The countysuperint.endent ihall, in a.11 cases, be chairman of the county board of education, and the county auditor shall be the secretary, and a full and complete record sha.U be kept of
their proceedings in a book kept for that purpose in the office of the county superintendent. A ,
list of text-books so selected, with their contract prices, shall be reported to the State superintendent with the regular annual report of the county superintendei1t.
SEC. 11. It shall be unlawful for any school director, teacher, or member of the county board of
education to act as agent for any school text-books or school supplies during such term of office or
employment, and any school director, officer, teacher, or member of the county board of education
who shall act as agent or dealer in school text-books or school ;supplies, during the term of such
office or employment, shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and shall upon conviction thereof
be fined not less than ten dollars nor more than one hundred dollars, and pay the costs of prosecuooti~.
.
i3Ec. 1~. The provisions of sections 8, 9, and 10 of this act shall not apply to sehoo~s located within
cities or towns, nor shall the electors of said cities or towns vote upon the question of county uniformity, but nothing herein shall be so construed as to prevent such schools in said cities and towns
from adopting and buying the books adopted by the county board of education at the prices fixed
bl' them, if by a vote of the electors they shall so decide.
SEC. 13. All acts or parts of acts in conflict with the provisions of this act are hereby repealed,

Tlte Farmers' Alliance and the Iowa law.

The following is taken from the report of the Iowa State secretary of the Farmers'
Alliance:
' ' Many of the legislative demands made by the Alliance at its last annual meeting
have been enacted into laws. A joint rate bill ba,'3 been '. passed, and also a bill relating
to sc_hoo~ text-book~ which has already been productive of much good. After maturely
cons1dermg the various plans for school-book legislation, it would seem to be the part
of wisdom that the kind of instrnction to be given to the children of the State and the
selec;tion of the text-books by means of which it is to be imparted should be keot where
they can be carefully guarded by parents and the school officers who are'in closest contact with_ the ~chool interests. The new law does this, and at th~ same time bas effected
large savrngs m the cost of text-books. As to the extent in the reduction in price, I
quote my ow~ town, Moulton, whereJ by contracting under the new school law, we have
eft~cted ~ savmg to the con~umer of nearly 50 per cent. In Keosauqua; a town in the
ne1ghbormg county, thesavmg to the consumer is 55 per cent. as compared with former
ED
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:prices. Tho instances are given as examples of results such as more than 100 towns in
Iowa acting under the new law can show. The simplicity of the plan in the law for
securing county uniformity, combin ed with the purchase plan, furnishes a feasible
method of carrying out the popular Alliance principle of cooperation, the books for the
entire county being thus bought in a bulk, and the advantages _a rising from such purchase being distributed among the users of the books. If we are true to our own interests, we can save hundreds of thousands of dollars in this State by availing ourselves of
the cooperative power given µs by this law, enacted, as I have said, largely owing to
our efforts at the last legislature."

KA.NS.AS.
County uniformity-Law of 1885.-Whenever a majority of the districts of a county
indicate at their annual meetings their desire for county uniformity of text-hooks, the
county superintendent is to call for one delegate from each township and eity of the
third class, such delegates to be chosen by the local -school boards and organized into a
county text-book board. It is made t,he duty of this board to prescribe the text-books
to be used in all the public schools of the county, and whim once adopted they are not
to be changed for five years. Such books are the only legal text-books for the county,
and school boards are required to adopt them. Cities of the first and second classes are
exempt from these provisions, unless the school board of any such city votes to conform
to them, in which case it is to be represented on the text-book board. Guarantees as
to price, quality, and permanence of supply for :five years are to be exacted from the
publisher of every book before prescribing it. 1
Pendliy.-A member of a school board violating the law is subject to fine or impris~
onment, or both; any teacher violating the law is liable to imtne(Hate dismissal. 2
Re8ult of the law.-ln 1890 over 40 counties out of a total of 106 bad availed themselves of t,he above law regarding county uniformity; 6 counties had readopted it for
another 5 years. "The plan, where it has been followed, seems to have been quite satisfactory. It is claimed that under this law there has been a saving of from · 25 to 30
per cent. in the cost of school books.'' 3
State Superinteude:1t Winans is opposed to State uniiormity, and believes that the
adoption of it would work great injury to the cause of education. "My reasons," be
says, ''and I am not alone in my belief; are as follows : State uniformity would be certain
to increase an already present tendency to routine in the work of the schools. No single
set of te:J1:t-books would meet the requirements of so many different communities as there
are in our State. State uniformity would necessitate the loss of all book8 now in use."
He is also opposed to State publication and recommends free text•books. 4

KENTUCKY.
The State board of education is required, "from this time, to select and recommend
suitable lists of text-books for all thecommon schools of the State1 from which
lists the county superintendents of the various counties shall adopt the books to be
used in their respective counties, which books shall not be changed oftener than once
every five years: Provided, however, That in any district where a list of text-books has
been adopted and is now in use, no change in t ext,-books shall be made in such district
in a less time than five years from the time that list was adopted or until the books are
worn out." 5

* * *

LOUISIANA.
SMe text-books.-" The State board [of education] shall strictly enforce a uniformi ty
of text-books in all the public schools, and shall adopt a Hst thereof, which shall remain
unchanged for four years after such adoption. For satisfactory reasons shown to said
board, it may change said list or adopt a list generally preforred by teachers and parents
in certain localities, maintaining as far as possible a uniformity of text-books and without placing parents and guardians to further expense. The adoption of su.::h list and
apparatus shall be by contract to the lowest bidder, subject to the change aforesaid, and
to the best advantage as to cost to pupils." 6
Operation of the law.-State Superintendent Jos. A. Breaux reports that "in compli·
ance with section 3 of the school law, the State board of education adopted a. list of
1 Kans. ch, ta.w, 1889, secs. 82-90.
2 I/rid, sec, 91.
•Kans.Sch. Rep., 1889-'90, p.175.

4 I/Jid, pp, 176-178,
6 Ky, Sch.
1886.
6 Act of 1888, sec. 3.

Law,

Art. IV, sec.5,
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books to be used in the public schools. Contracts were entered in.to with publishing
houses, and stipulations were made to have the books sold at the lowest maif,rnt
prices.
"The retail prices are as low as the retail prices of school books in any St~te of the
Union. 1'bese prices are stamped on the books. The .publish,ers have obligaterl them·
selves (in the contra-ct providing a penalty for noncompliance) to sell them at the
stamped prices.
"The board endeavored to secure uniformity in text-books on terms the most advantageous to the patrons of the schools. To date, so far, the scheme to secure uni•
formity in the use of books at reduced prices has proven satisfactory to those upo1n-vhom
devolve the expenses of purchasing them. " 1
Prices of Louisiana State text-books.
Book.

ExRt ·1
chan,ge.
e ai ·

- ·- - - - McGuffey's Primer ........... , ...... ...... ....... ,r.. .,, ....... , ............ . ............ . ........................ ..
$0.10
·
Speller .... ................ .............................................................................. .
. IO
First Reader ............................................... ... .................................... ..
.18
Second Reader ...................................................................... .............. .
.25
'.rhird Reader ...................................................................................... ..
.30
Fourth Reader ....................................................................... ............. .
.45
Fifth Reader .................................... ... ............. ........ : ........................... .
Sixth Reader ................................ ................................... ..................... .
.50
Eclectic Drawing Books:
Nos. I, 2, and 3 .... ...................................... .................................... ........ .. each ................ .
Nos. 4 and 5........... , ............................................... ..................................... do ................. ..
Nos. 6, 7, 8, and 9 ........ ......... .... ............... ... ............................................... do .. ............... ..

: 1l~~~f1~i~~1ls!~~l\i~~:~:;iii~~:::::::::::::·:::::.·:::·::::::::::·:·:·:•:•:•:::·:::.-::·::. .:.: ~. . :.~.~~::~~:~'.:

:~8

Intermediate Geography (SLate edition) ...................................: ............ ,
. 70
Reed & Kellogg's Graded Lessons in English ...... ... ............... .....................', ....................... ..

~£~~1ifi]!:}Cfftr:IDII/.U<i_{\I()\:!ii:III\I)\: :++:
Paul Bert's First Steps in Scientific Knowledge ..................................... ~ ....................... jo·

$0.15
.20
. 20
.30
.45
.()0
.75
.85
.10
.15
.20
.05
.'40
.55
1. 20
.40
.60
1.00
.90
.50
.54
1. 20
.70
.55
. 00

.60

1.00

.20
.85

.~o

.60
.05
.10

::

.48
1.13
.30
.48
.48
. 90
1.14
1. 50
10.80
. 83

Hymn and Tune Boo~ for Fe_inale V?ices ................................................ ............ ..
The follo~ln~ ~ere ~;:o!0~e1d~l';1 1xed Vo10e!! ...................................................... ........ .
Long's Language Exercise :

.48

.72
.72

.20
.20
.30
.25

L:xl

1. 25
1. 20
l.20
1.20
1.20
1.20
1.. 20
l,iO
1jLa..

Sch. Rep., 1888-'89, p. 3,
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Prices of LoU'·mana State text-books-Continued.
i

Book.

,.

ExReta.iL
chan~e.

Chardenal's First French Book ................................ ,...............................................
$0. 40
Second Course ..................................................................... ~ ...... , ........
. 40
Advanced Course .............................................................. ........... :......
. 60
Sn per's French Reader ................................................ ,.............. ,............. ...... ...... ...
. 50
Gildcrsleeve's Latin Primer ...... ... .................. ,........................................................
.50
Render ................................................................... Y ............... , .50
. G rammar................................................................................
.65
Exercise Book ........................... .............. ,............................
.50
Nicholson's Elementary Algebra ....................................................................................... .
Y,' entworth's Plane Geometry ............................................ .................................................. .
Plane and Solid Geometry .............................................................................. .
Complete Algebra ......................................................................................... .
Worcester's Comprehensive Dictionary.......................................... .......... ..... ......
.88
Academic Dictionary...........................................................................
. 94

,

$0. 70
.70
1.00
.85
. 7,5
.75
1.00
.75
1.00
. 90
1.50
1. 68
1.50
1. 68

The State board of education, at a meeting held June 24 and 25, 1889, resolved that
it should be obligatory on all public-schoofpupils to use none other than the books
adopted, and it was made the duty of parish superintendents and the New Orleans city
superintendent to "enforce the introduction and use of said books absolutely." 1

MAINE.
Free text-books.-The following act was passed in 1889, to take effec-t August 1, 1890:
"Towns shall provide schoolbooks for the use of the pupils in their public schools
at the expense of said town; and all moneys raised and appropriated for that purpose
shall be assessed like other moneys.
'' School committees shall make such rules and regulations, not repugnant to law, as
they deem proper for the distribution and preservation of schoolbooks and appliances
,
furnished at the expense of the t,own. '' 2
.As to uniformity, etc.-Among the duties of superintending school committees of towns
are the following: They shall "select a unitorm system of text-books, d.ue,notice of which
shall be given; any text-book thus introduced shall not be changed for five years unless
by a vote of the town; any person violating this provision shall forfeit not exceeding
$500, to be recovered in an action of debt by any school officer or person ag~rieved. And
when said committee have made such selection of schoolbooks they shall contract. under section 8, with the publishers for the purchase and delivery thereof, and make such
rules as they deem effectual for their preservation and return.'' 3
State Superintendent N. A. Luce says of the Maine law: '' The plan, it seems to me, is
the only solution of the whole problem, giving uniformity so far as necessary, and yet
securing to the people all the benefits of constant competition, securing prompt and full
supply, and reducini expenses to the minimum." 4
Oircular of the State superintendent.
The following circular, containing advice and suggestions as to putting the new system into operation, has been issued by State Superintendent Luce:
STATE OF MAINE, EDUCATIONAL DEPART!IBNT,

School com,m,ittee or supervisor o f - - - - :

.A:uuusta - 1890.

The law relating to the selection and supply of school texte.books in this State.
under which you are to take action during the current year, is substantially as follows:
'.ro)Vn! shall, on and after Au{lust 1, 1890, provide schoolbooks for the use of the pupils in their
public schools, a.t the expense of said towns; and all moneys raised and appropriated for that
purpose shall beasses."ed like other moneys.
_
School committees shall select a. uni form system of text-books, due notice of which shall be gfren;
any text-book: thus introduced shall not be changed for five years unless by vote of the town; any
person viola.ting this provision sba.11 forfeit not exceeding $500, to be recovered in an action of d.ebt
by any school o!iicer or person aggrieved. And when said committee have made such selection
of schoolbooks, they sha.11 contract with the publishers for the purchase and delivery thereof.
They sh9:ll ma.ke such rules and regulations, not repu2"nant to law, as they deem proper, for the
distribution and preserva.tionof schoolbooks and appliances furnished at the expense of the town.
When a. pupil in the p1lblic school loses, destroys or unnecessarily injures any such schoolbook
or ~pplia.nce .furnished such pupil. at the expe.nse of said town, his parent or gua.r?ian sh_Rll. be
notified, and 1f the loss or damage 1s not made good to the satisfaction of such committee " . hm s
GENTLEMEN:

1 La.

oh. Rep., 1888-89, p. 156.

, Me. Sch. La.w. ed.1880, secs. 8 and 9, p. 6.

a I bid., sec. 87, IV. pp. 30-31.
'7th Bi. Tex. Sch. Rep., p. XXXI.
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reasonable time, they shall report the case to the assessors, who sha~l include in the next town t_ax
jof the delinquent parent or guardian the value of the book or a_ppllance so lost, destroyed, or mured, to be assessed and collected as other town taxes.
Your town having made appropriations for the cl;l,rrying of this la:V into effect, it becomes your
duty to take such action as its provisions require. You are to determme what books are to be used
in your schools; to purchase the supply needed for the current school year; to contract _for the
future furnishing of such as may be needed from year to year; to make _rul_es and re~ulat10ns for
their distribution to the schools, and for their care and preservation while m the bands o"[ pupils
and durin~ vacations. To assist you, if I may, in this work, permit me to offer the followmg sug1
gestions:
l. As to the selection of books.-That provision of law by which changes ln text-books can not be
made oftener than once in fl ve years without vote of the town was not amended-or repealed by
the act of 1889 requiring towns to furnish books at public expense. Hence, unlees your town at its
!al!; meeting voted to authorize you to make changes, you can do so only in <?ase of series _of books
which have been used in town five years or more. Your first step, then, 1s to determine what
changee can be made, and what, if any, it is desirable to make. Changes, howev_er, shoi~ld not be
made save for very strong reasons. If the books in use in any branch of study are fairly- satisfactory,
they should be retained in use for awhile at least. '.rhe. reasson for retaining are twofold: (1) That
pupils desiring to do so may be able to use their own books without being compelled to purchase
new ones-the law does not compel any pupil to use books furnished by the town, but does compel
the town to supply all who wish to be supplied; (2) that books now in the hands of pupils, which
are in good condition, may be purchased and made part of the town's supply.
If changes are deemed necessary the new book,1 should be selected with much care. The points
to be considered in selecting are, (1) excellence of text and-adaptation to the en_ds of instruction;
(2) mechanical qualities-whether firmly bound, of strong paper, and well printed; (3) price at
which they will be furnished both for first introduction and for a series of years. In the first of
these particulars you will find less\l"eal difference between the later published books than publisher~' agents will try to make you believe. In the second you wi!l find qu~te a _difference, and
that difference should be given considerable weight. Somewhat of diff.erence rn prI?e, too, will b@
found, and.!)f course should be given due consideration . . A..s between s~veral series of re11,der.r,
spellers, arithmetics, and geographies which could be named, mechamcal make-up and pril~e
should govern in selection.
_
In _order to _make selections as above, you should apply direct to publish~rs or their _agents for
spemmen copies of the books you desire to introduce, and for terms at which they will furrnsh
them for first introduction and for continued supply. If you. shall consider it of any assistance to
you, I shall be prepared in a few weeks to send you, on application, a list of books in the common
school branches, which I would advise you to examine before looking further.
The books to be selected are, as a rule, to be uniform throughout, the to'wn. Such is the letter of
t~e law. But in one case the spirit of the law may be observed, and yet its letter sacrificed to a
higher good than that intended to be subserved by it9 literal observance. Wherever practicable it
will be well to have two or more series of readers in use at the same time, taking care that there
shall be uniformity in classes. By rotation of use from term to term or year to year, pupils will,
b;r tJ:iis µIan, hR.ve a larger amount of fresh reading matter than in case only one series be used.
For mstance, Harper's may be used this term in one-half the schooLo;i and Butler's in the other, and
next term they can be changed about. The expense by this plan will be no more than if only one
series were used, as it will be necessary to purchase of each series only half enough to supply all
the schools.
2. As to purchasing.-Having learned direct from publishers the prices at which they will sell
you their books, bot.h those which you propose to retain in use and those which you propose to introduce, before yuu will be prepared to make purchaseil you will need to know very nearly how
many books of each grade and sort you will be required to supply your schools. This you can ascertain with sufficient _accuracy by requiring the teachers in your summer terms to fu_rnish you lists
of the number required in their several schools.
As already intimated books in the possession of pupils, which are of the kinds you propose to
have used, should be brought up and made a part of the town's stock. Ouly suc)l, however, as are
in excellent condition-as are sound, whole and clean-should be so purchased. You may assume,
as the basis of price to be paid for these. that books, except of the lowest grades, which have been
carefully used 11. year, are worth four-fifths as much as you will have to pay publishers for new ones
of the same kind. One having been used two years would be worth two-fifths the pri._ce of a new
one. So, also, books int.he hands of the local dealer, if there be one, which are of the sort to be
used, should be purchased at t.hesame price as you would have to pay publishers for them. Whatever number11.dditional, a,fter making these p1.a-chases, is necessary to complete the needed supply,
should be ordered direct from the publishers.
When newly introduced books are to be purchased, before purchase is made the publishers should
be required to enter into a contract fixing the price at which further supplies are to be furnished
for a period of years, and giving- assurance that the mechanical quality of the books will be maintained.
3. As to preparation for use.-The books having been purchased, before they are ready for distribution to schools and pupils, they are to be labeled and numbered. On the inside of the cover
should be pasted n. label similar to that herewith sent, on which should be printed general rules for
CA.re of the books while in pupils' hands, etc., A.nd also the number of each book. These numbers
should run from one up to the number of books of each grade owned by the town. For instance,
if200 primary arithmetics are owned, and 150 advanced, the primaries would be numbered from 1
to 200 inclusive, and the advance from 1 to 150. '.roese labels can be procured at a, very moderate
cost by applying to Burleigh and Flynt, State Printers, Augusta, or they can be printed at any local
office.
4. As to distribution to schools and care d.urino vacations.-In these regards methods In towns having no districts, and in those having the di,trict system, will differ somewhat. In the former it
will be for the supervisor or committee to see that the necessary supply of books is at the schoolhouse in posi,ession of the teacher, and ready for use the first morning of the term. In every schoolhouse should be a proper case or closet in which they can be stored under lock and key d nring
vacations, and when not in use. Such receptacles are practicable when the town owns the schooihouses, and they are under the charge and control of the committee or some responsible pl),rtv by
them selected. Under the.district system it will in many cases be impracticable to have proper receptacles in which to store the books during vacations, and in all such cases they should be deposited at some central place of safety under the immediate control of the committee or their agent.
In 1rnch cnses the school district agent should be held responsible for seeing· that the necessary supply iR at the schoolhouse at the proper time, and also for the transportation of them, at the close
of terms. to the ~entrnl depositor;v. This is one of the matters to govern which committees are
to make regulations.
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5. As to di~lribution to pitpils and care during use.-Here tbo teacher's responsibilliy come in.
He iEJ to fl.Ct as tho ag'-'o.t of the committee in seeing that every pupil i.~ promptly furni~hed with
proper books; that they are properly cared for .while in use; that they are promptly returned a.t
the close of the term, except in cnses where pupilR are given, by the corn mil tee, special permission co retiiin d11ring vacat!on; and that the COUl!)'.littee !L~e.i11for01ed of all damage.to and ~o~'I of
books, for which pftyroent ts to be exac~ed under the prov1s10ns Qfthe law. 'J'o this resµons1b1lity
the teacher should be strictl y held, and should not be paid for services until forrnQ.l a11d satisfa.C?
tory aocountof all books placed in his possession has been rendered. 'ro this end, be should be
rcqufrcd at close of term to make a return 1;1howing what books were put iuto his hands at the beginning of or during the term; what ones were used by each pupil; what were returne? in good
condition, and whl\t were dam.aged or lost. A blank for 11uch return, in the form of a supplementary register, is in prepara.tion, and wHl be furnisbed like other register blanks. Tlle keeping and
return of such snpplementary re;d.,;ter will be as much a prerequisite to the obtaining of pay as is
the keeping and return of the register of iittendance, etc.
.
6. As to n~les and 1'egiilations.-Beside the regulations r elating to· the distributing of books to the
several schools. and the care of the,n during the vac,ations, the character of which will depend, a.s
indi< ,:ited above. upon local con<;litions, there are to b e maC\e certain general rules, touching the
cnre of hooks~ bile in pupils' hand~, their return. at close of terms, etc. In addition to such special rnle1;1 in this regard, as may se~m needed by local conditions, l suggest the following:
1 •reachers shu,11, once in two weeks at least, inspect or cause to be inspected, all books in the
hanrls of pupils, and note their condition. ·
2. By permission of the teacher, any pnpil may take books to his home for purposes of study.
s. A,ll hooks are to be returned by pupils at the close of each term, unless special written permisRlon to retain has been granted by the committee,
·,
4. Any scholar losing or matedally injuring a book: must replace it at once, otherwise iyi value
will be collected from his parent or guardian in the manner provided by law.
5, Any writing in, marking upon, or otherwise defacing of 11, book:, will be considered a material
injury for which such book must be replaced or pa.id for.
Very truly yours,
N. A. LUOE,
State Superintendent of Common Schools.

MARYLAND.
The text-book system of Maryland is thus outlined by State Superin_tendent M. A.
~ewell: 1
11
I. At the beginning of the State school system (1885-6-7) the State board of education adopted uniform text-books for the State, contracted for them, paid for them,
distributed them t.o the several county school boards, and received from these boards
the cost of the books and the expense of distribution. The county school boards distributed the books to the several schools and received payment from the pupils, with the
exception of the indigent.
"II. This system was convenient and economical, but very unpopular.
"III. On a change of political supremacy in 1888, the adoption and purchase of textbooks and mode of distribution was left to the county school boards, who were at liberty -to sell the books, rent them at a rate 1;1ot exceeding one dollar a term (three months),
or make them fne. The books must be uniform throughout the county and be free
from sectional or religious bias. ''
DR. NEWELL ON FREE TEXT-BOOKS.
[Read l>ofore the Joint State Teachers' Association of West Virginia and Maryland, July 1888.1

Why should not the books needed in our commo~ school~ be free to the pupils? We
hn.ve kee schoolhouses, free teachers, free stoves, free fuel, free desks, free blackboards,
freo wall maps; why not also free schoolhooks? There was a time when none of these
thing. were free, and some were nonexistent. The teacher was paid so much a week
and "hoarded around." The writer bas seen, when he wns a boy, a band of urchins
trooping to the schoolhouse, each with his contribution to the fuel of the day under bis
arm. He bas also in his capacity of teacher had a pupil eome to him with bis desk carried hehiud hiru by a colored man, because "such was the old custom," as bis father
xp1niucd. Now all is free except the schoolbooks, and that tax: remains as one of the
relic~ of hnrharism.
Rut whv should schoolbooks be free?
1. Becau. e otberwi!le the schools are not really free. If any money consideration i
neces ary to the enjoyment of school privileges, the name "free school" is a mockery.
:!, Be1·ause the co-;t of books keep some children out of school, and these perbap the
verv •hilrlron who need scbool in~ tbe most. The parents a.re too poor to buy book.sand
too proud to he willing to have their children enter as paupers.
3. Beca.use the I ook tax: introduces invidious class distinctions. Some children pay
for t_heir hooks· others are clasRed aR "indigent" and do not, pay.- Here is a line of eparn.t1on that sbonld not be tolerated in any American school. The pupils should mee
in .·chool on ~he s~me level, as they will afterwards do at the polls when they come to
exerci~e tbe right of snffrage .
·
1 7th

Bi. Tex. Sch. Rep., p. XXXIV.
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4. Because the work of the school can not be carried on promptly ·and effici@tly unless books can be furnished by the teacher on the day they are needed. A teacher wishes
to begin a class in grammar. He tells them to hring tbe proper text-book on the next
Monday. Monday come'3, and only three pupils ou~ of -twelve have the book. ~he
opening is postponed till the next day. Next day hrrngs four b?oks, an_d the opening
is postponed till ne.xt week. Next week see~ half the class furms):ied with books, and
the teacher debates with himself whether to give up the class, or to go on with one-half
the members, or to give them another week to procure books. This is no fancy sketch,
but a photogranh from the life.
5. Because the want of free text,books enables parents to nullify a law of the State.
In most of the States a law h~s been passed requiring "temperance physiology" to be
taught in all public schools, "with the use of text-books as other branches are taught."
But a parent by simply refusing or neglecting to purchase the text-book can virtually
repeal the law-so tar as his child is concerned-and set at naught the will of the ma- ·
jority of his fellow citizens, expressed under constitutional forms.
6. Because free books are on thew hole the cheapest. The State can buy at a much lower
raite than a private individual. Nearly one-half of the present money expended on books
might be saved b_y buying at wholesale; and the additional State tax would -hardly be
felt by the majority of those who patronize the schools.
·
7. Because those communities that have tried the experiment of" free books" areperfectly satisfied and could not be induced to return to the old plan,
8. Because the arguments used against free books are the very same as have been
urged, and are urged, against free schools. "People do not value property wha_!i they
have not paid for." If I had a valuable horse given me by a friend, should I value him
the less because be cost me nothing·? Do we think the less of a broad and smooth highway, hec:_:i.use there is no tollgate on it?
, '
Lastly, because free books would add 10 per cent. to the number of scholars, and 25
per cent. to the efficiency of the schools.

MASSACHUSETTS.
Free text-books.-Chapter 103 of the acts of 1884 provides that the school committee
of every city and town shall purchase, at the expense of such city and ,town, text-books
and, other school supplies used in the public schools; and said text-books and supplies
shall be loaned to the pu pils of said public schools free of charge, subject to such rules
and regulations as to care and custody as the school committee may prescribe,
'£he advantages of the free tex:t-book system are:
1. Economy in time and money. Under the present system the scliools may be supplied, on the first day of the term, with all necessary means of study . . This prevents
the long delays that were formerly experienced in organizing the classes, and enables
tlie teacher to make a better classification of his school. Experience bas proved that
the expense of books and supplies, by the new method of purchase, is reduced nearly
one-half.
2. .The new system furnisbes a good occasion for training the children to take good
care of those things not their own, but which they are allowed to use.
3. It seems, by the returns, to have increased the attendance upon-the schools more
than 10 per cent.
4. The public schools of the State are now literally free schools, offering to all, on the
same free terms, the advantages of a good public-school education.
Before the act of 18".:l4 was passed, since 1873, sixteen towns in the State bad voluntarily adopted the free text-book system. In all cases the most satisfactory results
followed. 1
·
Changes of scltoolboolcs.-A change may be made in the schoolbooks used in the public schools in a town hy a vote of two-thirds of the whole school committee thereof at
a meeting of said committee, notice of such intended change having been given at a
previous meeting. 2
Impn1'tant results of the Massachusetts free text-book law.-Massachusetts State board of
education: The legislature of 1873 passed a permissive act granting authority to the
cities and towns by ordinance or vote to s11pply the public schools with aU necessary
text-books, which were to be the property of the towns, and to be lent to the pupils under
such regulations as the school committees ma,y make. A number of towns availed themselves of the privilege~ granted by the act. The results were so important &nd satisfactory that in 1884 an act was passerl which provided that tl).e Rchool committee of every
city and town shall purchase, at the expense of such city or town, tex.t-books and other
school supplies used in the public schools, to be loaned to the pupils free of charge.
1

Mass. Sell. Law, witli Annotations, Ed. 1888, pp. 41-2.

'Ibid..

"
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From the returns it appears that the law is producing important resnltsjn reducing the
cost of books, in enabling the schools to organize on the first day of the term, in incre8:5ing the attendance upon the schools, in furnishing a good occasion for teachers to tram
their pupil3 to habits of neatness and order, and in making the public schools literally
free schools. * * *
The expenditure for books and supplies, under the free text-book law, increases the
aggregate e:x:penses returned by the towns. This item amounts for the year to $427,155.56.
Though this largely increases the pnblic tax, it entirely relieves individuals of what for- merly proved to many a heavy burden; and whi1e -it contemplates a more abundant
supply to the individual, it makes a large saving to the puMic as a whole.

MICHIGAN.

L

District school boards prescribe the text-books to be used; those once adopted are not
to be changed within five years except by a majority of the qualified district voters. 1
Free text-books.-An act of 1889 required each di'3trict to vote at the next annual
meeting after its passage upon the question of furnishing free text-books to all publicschool pupils, the district school board being required to give ample notice that such
vote was to be taken. In every district in which the vote was in favor thereof the
school board was required to adopt a list of text-books, uniform throughout __the district; to contract with some dealer or publisher to furnish theril to thei board at a price·
not greater than the net wholesale price of such books, and to loan them to pupils free
of charge.
Any district having once adopted or rejected free text-books may take further action
on the matter at any subsequent meeting.
School districts in cities under special charters are exempt from the provisions of the
act. But the school boards of $UCb districts may submit the question of free text-books
to the voters thereof. 2
Provision is made for levying a tax in those districts which adopt free text-books to
_m eet the additional expense.
1
The_ act "requires the director of any district adopting free text-books," says State
3
Supermtendent Estabrook, "to note the fact on his annual report to this office. An examination of these reports reveals the astonishing fact that 520 districts voted for free textbooks at their last annual school meeting. When it is remembered that but two years
' ~~o the measure had such weak· support that it was impossible to bring it to a vote in
either branch of the legislature, the fact that more than 500 districts should adopt the
plan at the first opportunity certainly indicates that it has been gaining friends rapidly.
One good result is reasonably certain to follow this action, and that is uniformity of
text-books in many districts that have previously been cursed with the evil of diversity."

M:.INNESOT.A.
[The following brief synopsis of the Minnesota State text-book la~ and remarks upon
its operation are given by State Superintendent Kiehle: 4]
Th~ or~giua.l law was approved February 23, 1877, and the contract with Mr. D. D.
Mernll signed March 14, 1877. The first selection and introduction of books was made
by the commission August 25, 1877. The law applied to all districts, excepting special
districts as named in the bill, and independent districts under the ruling of the attorneygeneral.
The leading featnres of the bill were:
1. The contract "for and during the period of fifteen years from and after the time
wbeD: the hooks to be furnished in pursuance of the provisions of the contract shall be
first mtroduced into the public schools of this State."
2. The ~xing of a s~a~darcl of quality and a maximum price.
3. Namrng a comml8s10n to select the series.
4. Making district clerks depositaries for the sale of books to pupils and accounting
_
'
for the sales to county auditor.
5. The payment of all orders for books made upon the State contractor out of the
tate treasury the a~ou1;1ts to be charged to the respective counties from which the
orders came, the counties 10 tum charging back to the several districts.
6._ New books to ~e added as necessary, and revision made every five years in the discretion of the supermtendent of public instr\1.ction.
!Mich. Sch. Law, 1889, sec.42.
lbid., scci,,20G-21L

8 1\'.Iich.Sch.Rep., 1889, p.19.
4 Sixth .Minn. Bi. Scb.Rep.,pp.17-22.
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7. The law to be executed by school districts under penalty of a forfeiture of school
moneys p:lyable to the district,s.
The administration of the law through district clerks having proved cumbersome,
wasteful, and inefficient, in 1883 the law was amended providing for county agents to be
appointed by the boards of county commissioners. The county superintendent has been
required to make requisition for the entire county, and distribute supplies among the
depositories. The agent has sold books to pupils, and received a com mission of 8 ,per
cent. on all sales. Thi~ form of the law has continued and is still in force. * * -J<·
In the administration of the law it appeared from tlie first that the educational interests of the youth had been partially sacrificed to a spirit of false economy, and textbooks in most important branches had been placed upon the list that were unfit, and
that were justly condemned by the good teachers of the State. For several years the
children and teachers of our common schools had no relief. A merely technical revision
of words and sentences would in no wise help the matter. The defeats were radical in
matter and method. The alternative presented itself w.tlether these books should be
allowed to remain in the schools the entire fifteen years-two generations of corrimonschool life-or the law be given a more liberal interpreta-tion in the interest of education,
and the o1d books revised out by entirely rewriting them.
·
After a careful consideration and a full conference with the county superintendents
the latter course was adopted. This has given the State, with the ex:ception of a single
book or two, a good and serviceable series. In the operation of the law during these
years the following results and characteristics have appeared:
1. The selling price of books has been very" appreciably reduced. This statement is
to be taken together with the facts that (l·) gratuitous or unpaid service is rendered by
the State department of education, the county superintendents, and county auditors;
(2) a commission of 8 per cent. is paid by the county to the selling agent, and (3) a loss
by the counties of various amounts of books superseded by the revision or for other
reasons unspld.
2. There have been whatever advantages come from uniformity in counties and . the
State, except that special and independent districts being exempted from the operation
of the law, pupils of the country coming to these schools are obliged to purchase new
books as before.
3. 'l'he indefiniteness of the law as to revision, the addition of new books, and the
prices which should be paid for them have made it difficult to decide what course would
best satisty the State, and therefore have given opportunity for a difference in judgment
as to the proper course to pursue.
4. The duty required of the county superintendent to make requisition for the supply
of books for the schools has been difficult and embarrassing. The law requires him to
make an annual estimate and a single requisition for the entire county. It soon appeared that the superintendent had not tl1e necessary data_for a safe estimate, and many
large and unwise orders were made at great expense to counties. , Then followed the
opposite extreme of making requisitions as agents gave notice of books needed. This resulted in multitudes of small orders on successive weeks and even days from the same
superintendent. It increased the labor of the department beyond the ability of the
clerical force provided, and greatly increased the cost of books in the added freight and
expressage of the small parcels.
Upon this the superintendents were requested to limit the number of their requisitions
as much as possible, so that experience seems to have established the rule of quarterly
or bimonthly requisitions. But while the county superintendent feels bound to provide
books for the schools, he is su~ject to criticism by those who look only after the financial
interests of the county for making, as they thio,k, unnecessary orders for books.
5. The administration of the law has been embarrassed by reason of a feeling, more or
less prevalent, that the State has by its authority taken from the individual communities
and teachers the privilege of selecting their own text-books. I think this feeling was
aggravated by the unsatisfactory character of the books first placed on the list, and with
the revision to an acceptable series this feeling has not been wholly dispelled .
. An~ now for t~e f~ture, this ?eing a financial as well as an educational problem, I consider 1t wholly w1thm the provmce of the people who pay for schoolbooks to devise from
th_e financial standpoint their own best way to furnish them, with this kept clearly in
mmd, that the end for which all this expense is incurred is the education of our youth,
and therefore that no scheme should be considered which forbids teachers and youth
the use of as good books as the market affords.
Assuming that the present contract will terminate in 1892, it will devolve upon the
coming legislature to make proper regulations for a supply of good text-books at fair
prices after the expiration of the present contract. The im?.erative need of some kind
of Sta:te re~ulation ~n the supply of com°:lon-school books is: (1) Because of the large
pecuniary mterests mvolved, the expense 1n the State being about $200,000 annually;
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(2) Tho!:le who pay for the books never select them. From the nature of the case, this
devolves upon persons who have, or are presumed to have, expert skill, viz, teache!s,
superintendents, and school boards. (3) These large quantities of books must be distributed among the individual consumers, scattered over bills and prairies, to the remotest corners of the State.
As a resultof these three conditions, competition for patronage is great, and the strong~
est influences possible are brought to bear upon those in authority to make changes that
often are not necessary and to no one's permanent advantage but the party getting the
patronage. Besides this, there is the additional expense of distribution through the
usual channels of trade.
This is rather a financial than an educational problem. Good books are abundant. The
teachers of our youth are only interested in this, that the State make provision for the
supply of its children from the list of good and approved books, and not, by its- limitation of prices, compel them to use inferior hooks.
Ours is a State public-school system. The State provides in part for the cost of instruction of its youth, and directs how the remaining expense shall be equally distributed.
It confers upon Jocal boards all the authority they exercise for the management of their
local affairs. It is certainly as important that the Slate should exercise all necessary
authority for the proper supply in so important a matter as text-books for the use of its
schools.
•
The plans which have been adopted are various, each of which serves a purpose. Of
these I mention the following:
.
.
1. The supply of books by the State, as in Minnesota, California, and Indiana.
2. The selection of books by the districts in open market, and the purchase by pupils,
provided that no change of books be made in leas than three or five years.
3. The purchase of books by the district in open market, and the sale or rental of
them to pupils. This plan is confined to individual districts, usually cities, and institutions.
~-. The purchase of books by the district and the use of them as a part of the necessary apparatus of the school. This is known as the "free text-book system," and ba.<1
been adopted by the States of Massacbsetts and New Hampshire, and is made optional to
districts in Wisconsin and a few other States.
I am still of the opinion, as presented in my report of 1886, that no method so entirely
meets the demands of both financial and educational interests as that of "free textbook11."
From' the financial side, purchases are made direct from the publishers and at lowest
rates. The experience of other States and of many cities has been that the cost per pupil is reduced to about forty cents, so that the average cost to a district of fifty pupils
would average about twenty dollars annually.
From the educational side there appear the following advantages:
1. There is absolute uniformity for the district, which is all' the uniformity that is
necessary, the books being a part of the apparatus of the school.
2. The books are ready for all the pupils at the opening of the school. This is a great
gain. It is no uncommon thing for days and even weeks of the short term of a country
school to be made al:nost useless because children have no books.
3. By this plan pupils can be put into classes best suited to them.
4. The attendance is much increased. It is not uncommon for parents of large bnt
poor families to keep their children at home because they do not feel able to equip them
with the necessarv books.
~n the executio~ of this plan provision must be made by which teachers will be held
st~1ctly re. ponsible to the district for the care of books, and ex~t reports made by district officers of the condition and cost of the text-book library.
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Minnesota prices for text-books.

The prices prescribed by law to b·e ~aid for text-book are as :follows: 1
Not- to

IexceedSpeller ................................................................................ ., ................................ .
First Reader ......................... ............................................. . , ................................ ..

~l~~~ ~{ !~!t!~~::::: ::·.:·.::: :·.:·.·.·.::::·: .·.·.·.: :·.·.·.·: ·.:. ::·:.·::.: ::·::.·.:·.:::·:::·.·.·.:::·:::::.:::·::.·::.::::·:.·:::.·:::::::::

Fourth H.eader .................... ................................................................................ .
First Grammar ......................................................... , .......................................... .
Practical Grammar ........... .......................... , .......................................... ............ ..
First A.rith111etic ............................................................................. ., .................. .
Second Aritho1etic ............................................................................................... .
Third Arithmetic ............................................................................................, ... .
First Geography ................ ................ . .. ............................................................ .
Second Geography ............ ....... ..... ..................... .................................................. .
Bo6k of History .................. ............................................................................. ····:·

~0.15
.10
.20
.30
.40
.25
.50
.12
.25
.50
.50
.80
.60

Present
price.
$0.25
.20
.45
.60
.90
.60

1.00
.25
.40
.94
.80
1.50
1.50

Two free text-book bills were before the Minnesota legislature in 1891. '
MISSISSIPPI.
I

County im(forl'nity.-An act approved February 22; 1890, requires each county school
board to appoint every :filth year a committee of teachers ofrecognized ability, who are
to select a uniform series of text-books for the county. Thes~ committees are to obtain
from the leading schoolbook publishers samples of their text-books and price lists for
exchange, introduction, and permanent supply, and from these select one text-book for
each branch required by law to be taught in the public schools. The books so selected
must be used in the public schools of the county for :five years from the date of their
adoption. The list adopted for each county must be published in some newspaper fourconsecutive weeks. The county superintendent is required to enter into written contract with the publishers. It is made unlawful to give instruction in any branch to a
pupil who is not supplied with the proper text-books in that branch.
In town ·.-In towns which are separate school districts it is made incumbent on the
local school board to adopt for each town a uniform series of text-books, to be con tinned
in use four years, and to contract fot the sar;ne with the publishers.
Text-book/! in hi8tory.-The State superintendent, governor, and attorney general are
constituted a committee to examine and recommend text-books in United States history, to the end that such may be ex:cl uded from the public schools, as are '' biased, prejudiced, and unfair," or '' that suppr~ss lull, free, and candid presentations of questions
and principles Ltpon which the A.meric,1,n people have been honestly divided, and in -tbe
maintenance of which they have acted according to the promptings of courage and
honor. " 2

MISSOURI.
There is no State law relatin~ to text-books. The adoption and change of books are
left entire! v with the local school boards. '
Various ·bills have been introduced into the General Assembly providing for State
control of text-books, or a commission to prepare, publish, and distribute text-books,
and sell them at the actual cost. State Superintendent W. E. Coleman is strongly opposed to any such action. He says that '' this is simply a craze that is going through the
States and is detstined to rebound with tremendous force in a few years, and that to the
detriment of the schools of thti State that tries it." "State ad91ltion of text-l1ooks is
simply a gigantic monopoly susceptible of jobs, fraud, and corruption. No State will
tolerate such a law tor a decade." 3
[, ioce the above was written information has been received of the enactment of a
text-book law by the Missouri legislature. This law "provides for a school text-book
commission of four, to be appointed by the governor. The State superintendent is ex
officio a member of the commis ion. It is made the ctuty of this text-hook commission
to contract for text-books in the common branches to st1pply the schools of the State for
a term of fl ve years. In ca-,e of failure to contract the commission is empowered to com1 Minn. Buh. f.,aw, 1887, p. 103.
1 A cti1 of Ft>b. 22, 1800.
Miss . 8ch.
1 Mo. Sch. Rep., 1889, pp.17-21.

Law, 1890, pp. 82-4.
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pile or have compiled text· books in the common branches and contract ~or the publi~
tion of the same, to be supplied to the schools at cost; and under no circumstances IS
the 8tate to become liable !or any expenses beyond those of t,he salaries of the members
of the commission. The publishing houses that secure the contract are obliged to establish depots of distribution in all cities of the State containing a population of 10,000
and over. All dealers in these books are required to secure written authority from
the county com mi8siouer, and to pledge themselves to furnish the books to patrons at
not to exceed 10 per cent. profit on the contract price. No dealer is permitted to sell
any other book than the one contracted for by tbe commission after September, 1891,
and no school is permitted to use any other books after September 1, 1892." 1]

MONTANA.

a

Statetext-boo.1c3.-An act approved March 5, 1889, prescribed speciO.ed series of textbooks for exclusive use in the schools of Montana for six vcars. The act was not to
take effect until the publishers of the books named had filed their bonds to observe
certain conditions a'l to the supply of books to dealers and school boaDds, especially for
introduction and exchange during the first year of the operation of the law, to maintain certain. named prices and standard of excellence, and to. provide a special map and
text relating to Montana in the geography adopted. Provision was made for posting
the authorized prices in each school room, and county superintendents were to keep
themselv~s informed as to whether the prices were actually maintained. ~
.A.riy district noncomplying with the law forfeits one-fourth of its county school fund .
.A.11 school officers and teachers are charged with the execution of the law. 2
Opinion of State Superintendent John Gannon: '' I believe in a uniform series of books
for use in the State, as children are continually changing residence, and expense of books
for use in public schools is reduced to a minimum. * * * Onr, present series meets
as a whole with popular approval." 3
The text.books specified in the Montana law, with the prices thereof, are as follows:
IntroExd uction change
price.
price.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __;___II--- - - - ~ - Retail
price.

Titles.

McGuffey's Revised Eclectic FirsL Reader .............................................. .
Second Reader ........................................... .
Third Reader ........................ ....... .............. .
Fourth Reader .............. ............................. .
Fifth Reader ............................... ............... .
Swinton•s Word Book ............................................................................... .
Fish's Arithmetic:
·
No. l. .................................................................................................. ..
No.2 ...... .......................................... ......... :........ ................................. .
Barnes' Elementary Geography ..................... . .............. .................... ... .
Complete Geography .......... ..................................................... ..
Sho1·t Study in English, part first ......................................... ........ .
Short Study in English, part second ............................................ .
1
1

$0.20
.35
.50
.60
. 85
.25

$0.17
.30
. 42
.50
~ 72
.18

$0.10
.18

.35
.70

.30
.60
.35
.80
.30
.40

.15
.30

Barnes' Primary History, United ::!tates ... ................................ .............. .

. 70

.60
. 30.50
1.00

.08
.06

. 75

::::::,·B~!rii6~t!:~~ iJ~i~ ;t&~!~·.-.·::::.·:::::·::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

1. 35
.35
. 45
.80
1. 20

i!~f{;~Wf~~:I~ii{it:1ii~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::·~::::::·:·:·:·:·::::::::::::::::::::::;::::::

. 35
. 60
1.20

E,l:;~~~i~b~:~!$.r~i::7:.:::::::i::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::·;;;;:;;;::
Lovell's ir:l~~~~~y~:~ng :ii~s ............................................................ .

.10
.08
.65
.60
.15
.50

Spencerian Copy Books:

.

g

p . e ............................................................. .

.65
.80

. 25

.30
• 45

.10

.25

.60
.15
.25

AO

.60
.30
.15
.30
.65

:~i 1::::::::::::::

.10 ........... .
.40 .... ......... .

NEBRASKA.
State Superintendent Lane _writes ~s follows of the former law: 8 ' ' The only law that
we ever had and the one now 1u use _gives very general satisfaction. Its provisions allow
each and every local board to select the books to be used in the chools under their cbarcre
a~d t~ purchase book in job lots and furnish the same free of co t to pupils. Thescboold1stnct voters hold an annual school meeting in June, at which time they elect local
3

7thBi. Tex. Sch. Rep., p. XXXV.
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school officers and vote upon the amount of tax they will levy upon them'lel ves for the
purpose ofpu~chasing books and supplies for the schools. , When no levy ~s noted at!·he
annual district meeting for books, etc., then the board eau not quy books for the pupils,
but each pupil must provide for himself. I t]link this plan is the. best of all wans in
vo2:ue."
fn 1886, out of 4,667 districts, 432 'purchased text-b~oks; in 1888, out of 5,664 dis•
tricts 713 purchased text-books.
The new Z<iw; free books compulsory upon all school boards.-By an act which takes effect
Auo-ust 1, 1891, all district boards are required to purchase all the text-books and suppli; necessary for tbeir_schools, and ~o loan them to _public scho?l pu1->ils free of charge;
they are further authorized to enter mto contract with the pubhshers of such books, for
a term of years not exceeding five, under the usual ''lowest price" limitation. The
contract must be made directly with those publishers only who file bonds with the State
superintendent. 1
Nebraska is thus the fifth State to adopt compulsory free text-books, the other four
being Ma_ssachusetts, Maine, New Hampshire, and Delaware.

NEVADA.
The following statement is made by State Superintendent W. C. Dovey:,2
"The law of -Nevada provides that the State board of education shall adopt a UJili•
form series of text-books for all the public schools in tbe State, to be changed not oftener
than once in four years. * * * I think ours the best system, for the following
reasons:
"l. Greater uniformity in tbe work throughout the State., ,
. '' 2. Easier adaptation of one course of stud_y in the several counties.
,
.
'} 3. It minimizes the injurious effects of the transfer of pupils from district to dis•
trict and from lower-grade schools 1,o high school~, etc.
"4. It tends to raise the stand.ard of education by establishing gr~ater uniformity
in grades and promotions, and brings the common schools into closer relationship to the
nigher institutions of learning.
'' 5. It tends to facilitate unity and harmony of State, county, and city supervision
as members of one system.
"6. It is a great aid to teachers, especially those of limited experience, who often
mnst change districts or count,ies.
"7. It is a measure of economy to parents and pupils in the less frequent purchase
of new books.
'' 8. It prevents the annoyance and confusion resulting from the frequent changes in
text-books that may be made by local boards.
'' 9. It protects parents, teachers, and school boards against the incessant ann:>yances
of book agents and publishing firms.
.
"10. It gives greater confidence to the public and all interested in education.
"11. It shields school boards from the temptatiol). to commit fraud, removes doubt
and suspicion from their action, and restrains the fickle or fraudulent teacher who :finds
all new books superior to the old ones, if flattered or feed by the agent.
"12. Better terms can be made with publishing houses for supplying a whole State'
for four years than can be by districts for an uncertain period.
"The argument that State boards may be dishonest or ignorant can be made with
equal force against local boards, with a reasonable certainty that this danger is equally
liable to be multiplied in proportion to the number of local boards in the State."
The law applies only to "text-books in the principal studies pursued in the public
schools, to wit, spelling, reading, grammar, arithmetic, geography, and physiology.'"1

NEW HAMPSHIRE.
Free text-boolcs.-The folJowing act was approved July 30, 18891 to take effect January
1, 1890: "The school committee of every city and town sh:i,11 purchase, at the expepse
of such city or town, text-books and other supplies used in the public schools; and said
tex~-books and supplies shall be _loaned to the pupils of said public schools free of charge,
subJec_t to such ~ules and r~gulat1ons ~s to care and custody as the school committee may
prescribe: Promded, That rn purchasrng the first supply of text-books under this act the
school committee may effect a change in the text-books previously and then in ·use upon
any subject.
·
1 N.
2

W. Jour. of Ed .. May , 1 91, p. 270.

7th Bi. Tex. Sch. Rep,, p. XXXVI.

8 Nev.

Sch. Law, 1889, Art. I, sec. 5.
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'' Pupils snpplied with text-books at the time of the passage of this.act shall not be
supplied with similar books by the committee until needed." 1
,,
.
Regarding this law State Superintendent J. W. Patterson Ss¼JS: Tb1s1 I have no
doubt, 1s the bestsyster::-..for supplying text-hooks to our public schools. * * * Books
can be furnished under the free text-book law at one-sixth less than when bought at
retail by parents." 2
Change of text-book.-Any text-book or series of text-books in ilse in any school shall
be continued in use for a period of five years from the date of its introduction; no more
than one book or series of books may be changed annually. 3

NEW JERSEY.
School district boards of trustees are directed, in connection with the county superintendent to orescribe a uniforn series of text-books to be used in the school. or schools
under their charge. They must require all children to be furnished with suitable books,
as a condition of membership in the school. 4
Text-books are furnished iree in 179 out of 1,379 country districts, and in 20 out of
30 cities; 1,258 country districts have uniform text-books, and lil no uniio.rmity. 6

NEW YORK.

I

Text-books, how designated.-The school authorities of cities, villages, and unfon freeschool districts ai::e required to adop., and designate text-books to be used in the schools
under their charge. In other districts text- books are designated by a two-thirds vote
of the voters at a schooi meeting. 0
•
Change of text-books.-No change of any book so adopted shall be made for five years,
except by a vote of three-fourths of the local board of education, or of the district
meeting. 7
Several of the cities of the Stat~ have adopted the free text-book system. State Superint~ndent A. S. Draper says tllat '' so far as this system has been tried, the expression of
sentiment seems to be strongly in its favor." 8
Superintendent Charles W. Cole, of Albany, in recommending free te:x:t-books for tbat
city, calls attentiOJl to the following Rpecial advant;ages offered by them:
"The purchase of all books l>.v the local anthonties would tend to the use of the very
best books only. Under the present system members of boards of control very naturally
hesitate to order any change in text-books which would involve a considerable expense
to the parents, and very otten au inferior book is kept in use almost entirely from the
reluctance of bo.u:ds to create this additional tax upon those ·who must purchase the
books. If the books were free, purchases could be made without direct tax upon anybody, and as a result the latest and most approved books and editions would be ~.!ways
in use.
"The plan of furnishing all needed books would also enable the board to enlarge the
scope of the text-book work, by 1urnishing different series of readers and simila,r books
for use in all the grades. The importance of this plan bas been felt for many years, but
bas not been carried into execution because the board did not feel it could ask the parents to buy so many different books, and it would have been difficult to convince the
local aulihorities of the necessity of providing these books at public expense." 9

NORTH CAROLINA.
The law.-"Tbe State board of education shall recommend a series of texlrbook to
be used in the public school for a term of three years, and until otherwise ordered:
Provided, The county board of education shall take care that changes from book now
in use to those recommended do not work great inconvenience or expense to paren ,
guardian , or pupil : Provided further, No sectarian or political books shall be u ed in
the public . chool : Provided al.~o, The prices of the books recommended be fixed by the
State board of education for the whole term for which they shall be used. 'Ho
"The books recotnmended by the State board of education, in accordance with ection
2530, shall 6e n ed in all public schools of the State, and the State board of education
1
Na hua (N. R) 011. Rep., 1880, pp. 14-15.
2
7th Bl. Tex. ch. R•p., XXXVI.
:N. TI. , oh. Law, ed . 18 Ii, ( 'hap. V, secs. 12, 13, p. G7.
N. J. ob . Law, ed.1887, pp.17, JS.
6 \ J. ·ch. Rep., 1888-~, pp. 73, 75.

6

1

N. Y. Soll. Law, Ed . 1889, p. 146.
Ibid., p.147.

8 7th Bien. Tex. Sch. Rep. p. XXXVII.
9 N . Y. Sch. Rep., 1891, p. 412.

10N.O.Soh.La.w,

1889,sec.2539.
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shall have discretion to recommend more than one 1:1eries on such, subjects as they may
deem it desirable. m
'
.
·
2
The contract prices of the books now (1889) prescribed for use are as fo11 ow,s:

f:.~~tt~Ff;f?//:\}{(}/~i/t\ELI/Ei}iiiC]

Holme,l\i~~:!;1t:f

New Historv of the United States.................................................................................. 1.00
Maury's Elementary.Geography ...... .. ................ .........:········:··:·• .. ·•·· .. ···········"· .. ········•"·········· .. • .60
Revised Manual of l}eography;North Carolina ed1tlo~ ............................................. 1.28
Sanford's Prhnary Ar,alytical Arithrnetic.: ......................................
20
Intermediate Analytical Arithmetic.......................... ................................................. · 36
Coml'non School Analytical Arithmetic ............................................ •::••••"•"••••·••••••
.64

i··············............................. ·
0

1

::::::;if?Iilliltl;:;:1;;:;;11:1liiiiil~Iil!ff~:::;;:iii!li!fii!i;iiilil!il!l/il!:il
Harvey's Revised Elemeritfl.ry Gramma,r arid Composition ... ,.. ,..................... _........................ .45
Harvey'1 Revieed English Grammar ......... ...... ,............ ,............................................................. • 70
Eclectic (Elementary) Copy Books, .......................................................................... perdozen... . 80
Eclectic Copy Books ........................................... , ......., .................................................... do...... 1. 08
Goodi'ich'~ Child's History of the United ~!ates ....... ......... ...... ............... .................................... . 60
Stephen's History of the United States .: ..................... ,.............................. ,........ ............ ........... 1. 08

i:~~ti;;~~: s~~t,~:r1~r·::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~::::::::::::::::::::·.:·::.:·.:::·:::.::::::::::::~::::: :~g
i~~~a~ir i~~l~~ru~r::t~of~ ~h~;~·::. ·:::.:: ·.:::::::: :::::: ::::·.: ·.:::::'.:~::·.::: :::::· ::: :::·::.:·:.::::::::::::~~~d~~~ ::: 1: gg
:Page's
1

llarper'• New Gtaded Copy Books:

'l'heo1•y and Practice
'.reachihg ..................... .'.............................................................. 1.00
Steele's Abl'idlfed Physiology .. ,... ........ , ............................................. , ............. ,.. ......... ............... • 50
James' Southern Selections .. .......... ............................................................ , ... ,.... ....................... 1.10

~~~:~·~:1!~i~~l!ft;~~1:1£i~;;tt~?:::.:_:'.::::::-::·::·:•:•:,::·::·:·:·::·:·:::::·:•:•:•:::·:·:·:·:·::·:·:::·::·.··::·:·:·:·:·:::··.::.:::~:':i·~.;.·~~:·:·:·: 1: ~

State Suoerintendent S. M. Finger discusses the question as follo'\ys: 8 ." The books
recommended by the State board of education, whi(lh are required by llitatute to be used
in all the public schools of the State, are now largely used in the country schools. The
histories, geographies, and arithmetics are almost exclusively used, and the others are
:tapidly going in 1 so that the State is almost uniformed,' and much money is saved the
children by the use of these books.
.
"More than one-half of our list in '\Talue is published by the University Publishing.
Company, and about one-fourth (the arithmetics) b.Y the J. B. Lippin~ott Company.
These books are all of Southern authorship, as are also our North Carolina histories, published by A. Williams & Co., and our United States histories. These are all good
,
books, and free from anything objectionable to our people.
'' One of the mogtserious questions thl.\t confronts the South is the character of school- ,
books. The book houses are ma.king a great fight over the introduction of books, some
of them going so far as to make combinations, or syndicate~, or trusts, and to offer to
swap even for all old books, and, indirectl.Y, if not directly, to use money to .control the
judgment and action of school boards and teachers. If our Southern people are. wise
they will look carefully after the books that are put into the hands of their children.
"So far as the distribution of the books is concerned, our l~w contemplates that each
child shall own his books. I believe this is better tha.11 any other plan that can be
adopted. The possession of a book causes t,he child to take better care of it, and really
to take more interest in studying it than he wo~ld if it were lent to him by the school
committee for the term, or distributed daily in the schoolroom from a common stock.
Besides, there are other objections to the promiscuous use of books by different children,
c~mnected with their health and cleanliness.
'' It might be well for the statute to allow committees to doMte books in the elementary branches to a few children that, in their judgment, are not able to purchase them,
but I would go no further.''
·
1 N. C. Sch. Law, 1889, p. 48 (act of 1889).
8 N. C, Sch. Rep., 1889-90, pp. xxv-vl.
2 Ibict., pp. 58-9.
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NORTH DAKOTA.
The Territorial law authorized district boards, "if they deem it advisable, to purchase
class a,nd text-hooks and stationery and other necessary articles required by pupil s in
their school work, and soll and rent them to the pupils in the schools under their control and management."
This provision was omitted from the new State law, so that it is doubtful whether it is
in force. State Superintendent W. J. Clapp recommends that it be reenacted aud
discretion given to school boards to furnish free text-books. 1
A bill is before the legislature (1891) providing for a State contract with publishers
for a uniform series of text-books, t-0 be furnished free to pupils by districts.

OHIO.
Views of tlie State scliool commissionei- .-Hon. John Hancock, State school commissioner,
under gate of March 24, 1890, and previous to the enactment of the law given below,
wrote as follows to State Superintendent Cooper, of Texas:
"We have never had but one system of school text-books in Ohio. The question of
what text-books shall be used in the schools of the State is left exclusivelv to the school
ho:irc13 of the several districts. The pupils obtain these books from bo~ok· dealers, or
from the boards, which are authorized to purchase from the publishers direct and sell
to the pupils at cost. Until quite recently this plan seems to have meh the wishes of
the people, barring a chronic grumbling as to price. Within a few years many bills
have been introduced into our legislature to involve the State toa greater or less degree
in publishing text-books or purchasing and selling them, or both,. But such bills have
not as yet succeeded in gettinp: themselves ·made into Jaws. Our whole school system
is based on the autonomy of the distri'ct, and any scheme that undertakes to take from
the district boarn t-he choice of text-books to be used in the schools of that board will
be sure to meet with decided opposition.
'' I do not know that there is any better system than our own in our country. If
that were to be abandoned I suspect that free hooks, to be selected by the local school
boards and distributed under their direction, would come nearer meeting the views of
tbe people than any other, though I do not think they are ready for such a step yet.
"There are now four different bills involving State control, to a degree at least, over
this text-book matter in the legislature. What will be the outcome of it no one can
say.
'' As you may infer, I now believe in leaving the whole question to the school boards;
but I am study in~ the question of free books. I have as yet a theory of social science
that stands vorystubbornlyagaiust m.v yielding to this pfan. I believe the State should
do nothing for the citizen that he. can do for himself. The opposite theory, as I look at
the mq,tter, tends toward the patriarchal system of government and socialism, to which
I am opposed." 2
17te new Ohio law.-The following is a synopsis of the Ohio law, passed April 28, 1890:
The governor of Ohio, State school commissioner, supervisor of public printing, and
two other per~ons to be appointed by the governor, are constituted the •' Schoolbook
Boa,rd." This board is to fix: a maximum price at which each of the text-books now in
use and each new text-book may be sold to district boards of education by publishers,
said price not to '' exceed O per cent. of the present lowest price thereof, at which uch
book is now sold by tbe publishers thereof to dealers."
Publi hers are to be invit;ed to submit proposals for furnishinO' these text-books for
period of five years, the prices not to exceed those so fixed by the board. If these offer,
are found by the board to be satisfactory they are to accept them and enter ihto contract with the proposers accordingly.
The .'tate comm1 . ioner is then to furnish each board of education throughout the
State with a _list_ containiD:" tho name of each text-book contracted for, publisher price.
etc. Each lh'tnct board ts to determine what text-books from the list it shall adopt,
such books not to be changed for fi. ve years witbont a three-fourths vote of all the members. All branc~es ar to he 1.augbt in the English language. Boards of education are
to ord~r books chrecl, from puhli her, and make arrangements for their distribution
to pupil , the x ense of . uch di;itribution not to exceed 10 per cent. of the co t rice:
and the books are to be sold to pupils at the price paid the publisher and not exceedin(J'
1 ls~

Bi. N. Da.k. ·ch. Rop., p. 31.

3 7th

lli. Tex. Sch. Rep., p.XXXVIIL
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10 per cent. thereof added. It is the duty of. boards to se~ure books below: the maximum price if possible. They may C?ntract wit~ local retail de~lers- to furmsh books at
prices specified, such dealers becommg responsible to the pubhshers for all books purchased b.v them.
.
.
.
.
In case no satisfactory proposals are submitted by publishers on the basis designated
the board is to adver~ise for proposals to be received not later than six months after the
passage of the act as follows:
. .
First. From publishers of schoolbooks for furmshrng books fo: five years und~r the
same price limitations as before. Each bid was to be accompamed by a bond m the
sum of $10,000 to secure the bidder's entering into a contract if his bid should be successful.
Second. From authors of schoolbooks for their manuscripts and copyright.
Third. From persons who are willing to undertake the compilation of a book or books,
,
or series of books, giving prices for the same with details.
The board is then to report to the adjourned session of the general assembly their
bids, together with a statement of nnmber and kinds of books necessary to supply the
schools of the State, itemized cost of printing them, etc:..

Report of the Ohio Schoolbook board to the general assembly.
From a report of the schoolbook board, made Jannary 20, 1891, it appears that in
compliance with the foregoing law the "State commissioner of common schools sent
out, May 1, 1890, a request to schoolbook publishers for copies of all the books published by them used in the public schools of the State, aud that these copies be accompanied by a statement of the lowest wholesale price. of the same. Thirty-seven publishing finus comµlied with this req_nest. All these firms expressed a willingness to
bid under the provisions of the law on the condition that the ma.ximum limitation of
price fixed by the law was to be under3tood as meaning 80 per cent. of the lowest wholesale list price."
After consulting with the attorney-general and members of the legislative committees on common schools, the board came to the decision thaitit was "authorized by the
act to contract for schoolbooks at 80 per cent. of the low~st price at which the book is
sold to dealers by the publishers, and not 80 per cent. of the lowest price at which the
book is listed to the dealers by the publishers."
•
"As it was not possible to ascertain the lowest price for which a book may sometimes
be sold to a particular dealer in the State, the hoard agreed that a deduction uf 16} per
cent. from the publishers' wholesale list prices wottld fairly represent the net prices to
dealers, thus req_uiring an aggregate reduction of 33} per cent. from publishers' wholesale prices. This, of course, fixed the maximum limitation at which the board could
receive bids at 66} per cent. of the publishers' list prices. The publishers who had submitted books were immediately notified of this action, and, with a single exception,
they respectfully declined to bid, on the ground, as stated by them'3elves, that with
such a reduction in price they could not maintain the quality and excellence of their
several publications and afford themsei ves a reasonable profit in their business."
Such proposals ao; were received were not accepted by the board. It accordingly be- '
came incumbent on them, under the terms of the law, to advertise for proposals umler
the same re1trictions as to price as before. But it was apparent to the board that the
matter was now in tha,t respect "in precisely the same condition it was in when bids
were called for the first time, and as publishers would be require4, in addition to their
bidding under the old price limitation, to give bonds to accompany their bids under
most uncertain conditions, it was concluded by the board that it would be useless, and
an unnecessary expense, to advertise, asking bids from them a second time. And in
'view of the fact that a report was to be made to the general assembly the board did
not consider it advisable to invite proposals from authors in regard- to manuscripts or
copyrights for the reason that such propositions could only be tentative and could not,
before the meeting of the legislature, secure any practical results."
After narrating the results of State publication in California the report goes on to say:
"In the adoption of schoolbooks two things should be considered-cheapness and'
excellence. All will agree that the latter should never be sacrificed to the former, for it
is greatly more important that a book should be good than that it should be cheap. Of
course the two qualities should be combined as far as practicable. But the question
remains whether State authorship and State pnblication is the best way of securing such
a union. A good text-book is a thing of growth. The wisest of men have again and
again made serions mista.kes in their efforts to make text-books, even in their own
special ties, and their productions have fallen stillborn from the press. The final test
of a text book is its use in the schoolroom. To purchase the manuscript 0£ a book
with the unavoidable uncertainty as to what its practical merits may prove to be, adopt
ED
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it as the text-book for the whole State, and compel school authorities to u.se it in their
schools exclusively for a series of year:3, whether they like it or not, or whether it proves a
success or not, seems neither in conformity with the spirit of our institutions nor with
the best interests of popular education. Local self-government is the underlying principle of all the Rcbool legislation of our State. Great and varied powers are placed in
the hands of our local board8 of education and with entire safety from abuse, as such
boards are directly responsible to the people who elect them. We are confident, therefore, that no law will be acceptable to these boards that takes from them all voice in
the selection of the text-books to be used in their respective schools; and this for the
reason that books well adapted to the wants of one community may b~ far from the
best for a community differently situated."
The board estimates in detail the cost of a, pew and complete outfit of books in the
common branches on the basis of furnishing them to pupils at 20 per cent. discount
from publishers' wholesale list prices with 10 per c;ent. added for expense of carriage
and distribution. The total foots up to $1,023,330.
''The whole number of pupils enrolled in the schools last year was 797,439. Of these,
36,492 were enrolled in the high schools, lewing the enrollment in the elementary
schools 760,947. It will be seen, therefore, that the average cost per pupil in these elementary schools for a new and complete outfit of books would be $1.35.
'' If we add to the books mentioned those used in the high schools, we may assume
that we will be within the mark in saying that the schoolbooks in the hands of the
youth of the State have cost, at the retail prices paid for them, $1,250,000. Any law
or plan, therefore, which would necessitate a complete change of schoolbooks throughout the State and would displace satisfactory books to the above amount wonld require
about a million dollars' worth of books to replace them, thus entailing an aggregate expense upon the people of over $2,000,000 in a single year. In the advocacy of a law
involving such a change legislators will of course take into consideration whether, in
supplying schoolbooks under its provisions, even for a long term of years, the saving
would counterbalance the direct and immediate loss.
"Of course when a complete outfit of books is once in the hands of pupils these books
are not all renewed each year-probably on the average not one-third of them. According to the statement of the supply agent for the St. Louis public schools the oost of
books purchased hy the pupils enrolled in the elementary schools of that city for the
year ending July 1, 1890, was a triile over :{7 cents per pupil. From this statement of
facts we think we shall be warranted in saying that upon the price standard taken for
our estimates (80 per cent. of the publishers' wholesale list prices) the average cost a
year per pupil in the elementary schools will come within 40 cents, or a little over
$300,000 a year for all the pupils in that class of schools."
'' Tlte timeforcarrying the law into execution.-So radical were the changes contemplated by the law as to the adoption, purchase, and distribution of schoolbooks, that the
time given in which to make these changes was totally inadequate for the purpose. If
satisfactory bids bad been received by the board, it would not have been possible to have
bad the adopted books placed in the hands of pupils at the opening of the schools in
September. And as it would work disastrously to the interests of the schools to introduce new text-books at any other time than the beginning of the school year, another
year should have been given for carrying out the objects of the law.
"Tlte limitation for bidding.-The experience of the board indicates that the maximum
limitation of price for schoolbooks as fixed by the law was too low. If that limitation
had been 80 per cent. of the lowest wholesale list price, the board ha.d assurance every
schoolbook firm in the country was prepared to bid. But, as has already been stated,
when this limit was brou~bt down to 33.½per cent. below the wholesale list price, thee
firms, with the one exception, declined to bid.
"Suggcsiions.-No other State than ours has includeil. hi~h schooltext-books within its
plan for_ securing cheap schoolbooks. Auch a high order of talent is essential to the
production of this etas of books, and comparatively so few of them :ire used, that it has
heretofore been deemed wise to leave their adoption to the uure, tricted choice of boards
of e~u?<'\tion. _.3?t if Obi? should deem it well to depart from thb universalprecede~tand 1 tis the op1mon of this board that some limitation of price is desirable-it might
be well to consider wheth~r, fo fixing this limitation of price on high-school books, it
should not be somewhat higher than on the text-books in the common brancbe .
".An~ if the general assembly should determine to continue the plan sought to be
earned mto effect b}'.' the la": of la.:;t winter's session, it is further uggested, whether,
for the sake ?f clefimtene ~, 1t v:'ould not he better that the bid'l by pub Ii hers should~
based ~n thetr whole ale 11 ·t prices, which can always be readily known by the public.
"It 14, also suggested whether, if the schoolbook boo.rd should fail to obtain ati f: cti?ry bids on a full series of books, the hoard should not be empowered to submit partial
lists to boards of education for adoption.
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"Notbwitbstandin()' the boa.rd has found it impossible, for reasons set forth in this
report, toca.rry into e~ecution the provisions of the scho?lbool~ law, it is be~ieved t~is
law bas not been altogether without value. We are convrnced it ~1as been an mfl~ent1:i,l
agency iu enabling the people to procure schoolboo~s at a cons1derabl~ reduction. m
price, many pubiishers now a,greeing to contract with boar~s of .ectu~~t1ou to furmsh
these books at a reduction of 20 per cent. below wholesale list prices.
Report of the Ohio State printer.

The schoolbook board assigned to Mr. L. Hirsch, supervisor of public printing,
the ''duty of estimating the cost of tjie schoolbooks nicessary to supply all the pupils
enrolled in the elementary schools of t,he State." Mr, Hirsch's report is as follows:

Text-books.

Estimated cost.
Number re- Per
quired. copy. Total.

- - - - - - - - -- - , - - - -- - - - - - - - , - - - - - - -- - - Text-books:
Spelling Boc,k .. ....... ..... ................................................. ........... ........... .
First Reader .......................... .................. ............................................ .
Second Reader ......... ........................ :: .................................................. .
'l'hird Reader .................. .. .......................... : ......................................... .
Fourth Reader .................... ......... .. .............. ,...... ................. ,................. .

[l!~t ~~~~:~·:::::::::::::::::::::::::::.-:::::::.·.·:.·:::::. :·:.·:::::.:·.: :::::· ::: :::·::.:: ::::::.: :::::::

Arithmetic:
First Book ............................. ...................... ................................... ..... .
8econd Book ........................................................................................ ..
Geography:
l!'irst Book .............. ............................................................................. .
Second Book ................................... .......................... , .......................... .
Grammar:
First Book ............................................................. :............. ···•·· .......... ..
Second Book ................................... .................................................... ..
Physiology:
First Book ......................................................................................... ..
Second Book .........................................................................~ .............. .
United States 1-listory ......................................... ............ .................. ....... ..

----

Cents.
600,000
175,000
150,000
125,000
100,000
90,000
50,000

10
16½
25
80
40
50

$54,000
17, 5.00
25,000
3l,250
30,000
36,000
25,00U

300,000
30,000

15
30

45,000
90,000

175,000
175,000

35
70

61,251)
122,500

60,000
165,000

25
40

15. 000
66,000

50,000
180,000
130,000

25
40
60

12,500
72,000
78,000

9

Total. .................................. .........................................._.. ...... ...... ...... ...... ....... ...........

783,000

Exclusive of the co3t of author.;hip, compilation, and illustrative desic:ns.
In making the foregoing statement of the_cost of publishing a certain number of school textbooks equa.l in kind and quality to those adopted as a standard of comparison and calculation , I
have endeavored to make conservative and reasonable estimates. In doing this it, is proper to
understand that the manufacture of schoolbooks is a separate and distinct branch of the publishing business, and involves many special processes and details, the exact cost of which it is difficult
to obtain and calculate.
It is comparatively easy to estimate the ordinary mechanical cost of making a schoolbook, including such items as presswork, materials, 1o1,nd binding. But these are really not the most important or expensive factors in correctly estimating the total cost of publishing any given number
of schoolbooks. It is the preparatory work before a sini;:;le copy of a schoolbook can be printed
that requires the lar.;est ,>Utlay of time and money as well as the most skill and expe ri ence. When
the manuscript of a schoolbook proposed for publication has been duly prepared and arranged,
the matter must be set up in t,ype, and the type used in the composition of a ,;choolbook must be
especially cast for that purpose, as it must represent the diacritical marks and technical signs or
characters required in teaching. And schoolbooks as now made are embellished with copious
illustrations, and histories and geographies must contain full and acc;,urate maps~ These must all
be drawn by competent artists or expert cartol1,'raphers, and after certain processes mu~t be engraved by other skilled artists. All this work requires pecuJiar talent atld skill and constitutes a
large part of the expense of making schonlbooks. 'l'he composition and preparatory work for
prinling a schoolbook requires the most carefu l and painstaking proofreading·, and often whole
pages must be recast. This editorial supervision and proofreading is no small item of expense.
A.fter the text of a schoolbook is set up. its pages of composed and corrected type are then electrotyped. '.rheseelectrotypeplates must bein duplicate, called" pattern plates" and" runnlngplates,"
and five or more distinct plates, called" color plates," are required for printing maps. 'l'hese plates
roust continually be kept in good condition and be frequently renewed, it being considered desir•
able to renew the plates of any 11choolbook after printing l00,000 copies.
After the work of preparing plates of the text, maps, and illustrations of a schoolbook, it is then
ready to be printed. 'l'he printing of a schoolbook, especially those containing- illustrations and
maps, requires skilled labor and particular care. Maps must be run through the press as many
times as there are col'ors to be printed in the map. When the printed sheets come frol.ll the prf'sS
they pass through several different stages or processes, each one requiring separAte manipulation
by the hands of skilled labor. Indeed, it is labor, professional, skilled, and artistic. and not the
materials or mechanical processes which constitutes the largest part of the cost of publishing schoolbooks.
In view of those facts, which I have found in my experience and from my investigation of the
subject during the pa~t year to be trne, I have endeavored to make safe and reasonable estimates
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of what it would probably cost the Sta~e to D?anufacture a ~iven.number of text-bookl!I for th~ sup.ply of the schools of this State. In d~mg this l have exammed into the results of the ~xper!ment
of California in m aking- and publishmg schoolbooks, and have found, by reference to official re•
ports, that the State printer of that State made estimates for publishing schoolbooks as follows ;
Cents.
Speller ................. ,.............................................................. .......................................................... 8½
First Reader ......................................................................................................,............ ............... 9¼
Second Reader.. .......... ...... ............... ..... ...... .... .................. ............................................ ............... 18
Third Reader................................................................................. .............. ...... ...... ..................... 24¼
Arithmetic ..................... ........................................................................................ :....................... 28¾
Gl'ammar ..................................................................................................................... ,. . ............ 20¼
History .......................................................................................................................... " ............... 29½
On the basis of these est,imates, made to the !egislature in 1883, that State was ied to engage in
the e,xperiment of publishing schoolbooks. At first only a speller and three readers were published, and as the booki. were required, by the provisions of the law, to be sold at the cost price,
such prices were fixed as follows:
Cents.
20
15
30
4(J

~y:J!~ea<ler ..................... ... ..................... .......... .. .'....................................................................... .
Second Reader .......................................................................................................................... ..
Third Reader ............................................................................................................................ ..

But even these prices were found not sufficient to cover the cost of their manufacture. In 1888
the State printer, in his official report to the governor. s,iys: "After a few w eeks' work upon the
text-books I became satisfied that the price at which they were being sold was much less than
their cost of manufacture, etc." Afterwards the following prices were established by the State
board as cost prices for furnishing the books at the State printing- house:
Cents.
25

i~:Jii~~d~;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.:::::::::::::·::::·.::::::::.:::::·:.:::::::::::::·:::.:·::::.:·.::::::::::::·.::::::::::::::::::
Second Reader ................................ ................ ............................................................................. .

15
33

Third Reader ... ..... ................... ............................. ..................................................................... ...
Primary Nu1nber Lessons ......................................................................................................... .
Advanced A.rithmetic ................., ................................................................................................. .
Lessons in Language .................................................. .......... ...... ............................................ ..

54
20

42
25

42
50

~fe~!~t~:;a:o~\~pi1;;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::·:.:::::::::::::::::::::::·.:::·.:·.::::::::·.::::::::::::·:.:::::::::::::
United States I-Iistory ................................................................................................................... .

70

It must be re1~embered that these are actual cost prices for manufacturing the books by the State,
and that California had the advantage of a large printing establishment and plant to begin with.
At the same schedule of prices it would cost over $ l.000,000 to simply manufaoture enough books
to supply the schools of Ohio with the first outfit. But to the net or manufacturing cost of the
California State books as given an additional sum is added or charged for distrib-uting and handling the books, which makes the prices to the schools and school patrons as follows: •
Text-books.

Speller ... .................................................................................... ........................... .
First Read r ....................... ...................... ....................... ..................................... .
econd Reader ........................ ............................................................................ ..
Third Reader ................. .................................................................................. ..
Primary umber Lessons .................................................................................. ..
Advanced Arithmetic ............................................ ............................................. .
Lessons in Languag·e ..................... ...................................................................... .
English Grammar ...... .................................... ..- ................. ....................... ......... .
ElementR-ry Geography ........................................................................................ ..
United, ·tates History ........................................................................................... .

Cents.
31
20
41
66
25

50
30
50
60
82

Cents.
;io

20
40
65
25
50
30
50
60
82

The~e price!'!, which I have compiled from officialsources, show the actual cost of manufacturing
schoolbooks by State patronage 3:nd machinery, under favorable conditions, and demonstrates that
books of a better grade c~nd quality can be furnished by private publishers at less cost. I am free
to . at that t~is i~ my deliberate conclusion, and while I have at your request made the foregoing
estimate , 1 w1 h 1t un<lerstood that I do not recommend that the State should undertake the bu in cs ~f ma.king sc:hoolbooks, believing that it is W!'onir. in principle and would prove a failure in
practice,
·
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Estimate of cost of schoolbooks at Oal·ifornia prices.

-

Number
required. Cost. Amount ..

Text-books.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ - - ; - - - - - - ~ - - 1- - - - - - - Cents.
Speller ............................................................................. '. ........................ .
F irst Reader ........................................................ · ............. · .................... ..
Second and Third Readers ..................................................................... ..
Fourth, Fifth, and Sixth Headers .................. ...........\ ............................. ..
Arithmetic:
First Book ................................... ....................................................... ..
Second Book .......................................... .................. ·.............. ·......... ..
Grammar :
First Book ................................................... ................. ....................... .
Second Book ...................................................._.................................... .
United States History ............................................................................... ..
Geography:

§~~~tn~ B~k:.·:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.':::::::::::::::::::::::::~:.:::::::::::
0

Physiology:
First Book* .............. ,............................................. ,........................... .
Second Book* .......... .......................... ... ........................... , .................. .

600,000
175, uoo
276,000
240,009

25
15
33
54

$156, 00026, 250
!JO, 750
129,600

300,000
300,000

20
42

60,000
126,000

60,000 ,,
165,000
130,000

25
42
70

15,000
69, 3GO
, 91,000

]75, 000
175,000

50
70

87,500
122,500

50,000
180,000

25
40

12,500
72,000

Total. ............. ...................... .............................................................. .. ............. .., .. .. .... I, 052, 400
*Estimated at Ohio prices.
Respectfully submitted.

/

L. HIRSCH.

OREGON.

The-State superintendent is required every sixth year, under the direction of the Sta~e
board of educ'.ltion, to procure proposals from the publishers of text-hooks, and submit
a list of such boo'ks, with their prices, to State examiners and county superintendents
for their votes. The books or series of books in each branch receiving a majority of all
the votes must be adopted for all the public schools of tq.e State for a period of six years.
Publishers of the books selected must file bond to fulfill agreement!'!, and must place a
card in each schoolhouse showing the prices of books.
•
.
.
Any district failing to introduce the authorized St.ate books forfeits its propor:t10n of
the school fund. School boards of districts having a school population of 1,000 or more,
however, are authorized to select books for the high school only.
Provision is made for taking a special vote when any book or series in use is supplied at an unreasonably high price, or is found to be excelled by more recent publications, or for any good or sufficient cause. 1
1
State Superintendent E. B. McElroy says: "This system is satisfactory to the public
generally, so far as I know. My opinion is that county\ uniformity would perhaps meet
all demands best. " 2

PENNSYLVANIA.
Adoption of text-boolcs.-The school board of each district (i.e., in general of each
township; borough, 9r city) is required to select annually, in consultation with the
teachers, a serieR of text-books in the different branches to be taught during the ensuing
school year. 3 A ma:iority vote of the whole board is necessary to decide upon any series
of books. 4 No book or series of books may be changed oftener than once in three
years.,;
Free text-boolc9 authorized. -School boards are permitted to purchase text-books out of
the public funds and furnish them free to pupils. 6 "This plan is entirely satisfactory
where it has been adopted, and is growing in favor throughout the State," writes Deputy
State Superintendent John I. Stewart. 7
I

1 Oreg,

Sch. Law, 1889, pp. 9-11.
7th Bi. Tex. Sch. Rep., p. XXXVIII.
3 P:i. Sch.Law,ed.1890, LXXXVI,p.60.
'Ibid., LI, p. 32.
2

6
LXXXIX, p. 61.
6 Ib·i d., LXXXVH, p. 61.
7 7th Bi. 'l'ex, Sch. Rep.,

Ibid.,

p. XXXIX.,
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RHODE ISLAND.
Te:ct-books, how supplied.-District trustees shall see that scholars are i;>roperly supplied
with books by parents or guardians; and in case they are not so s~pplied trustees shall
provide them out of the di!!trict school funds and make out a tax bill for the cost thereof
against the parents who have neglected to f~rnish them. 1
•
Uniformity.-The State commissioner is directed to "recommend and brmg about, as
far as practicable, a uniformity of text-books in the schools of all the towns." 2
Changes.-Changes may be made in the schoolbooks of any town by a vote of twothirds of the whole school committee (in Providence a majority). No change may be
made in any text-book, however, oftener than once in three years, unless by consent of
the (State) board of education. 3
Woonsocket and Bristol furnish text-books free to pupils.
State School Commissioner Thomas B. Stockwell writes of the text-book system of
Rhode Island as follows:
"Rhode Island has never had but one sy~tem, that is that of compelling the pupils
or their parents to furnish their own books, save in cases of extreme inability, when the
town or district is authorized to supply them. The decision as to what text-books
shall be used is wholly in the hands of each town or city school committee or school
board.
'' So far as the determination of what books shall be used, I do not know but that the
plan works as well as any that could be devised. The only demand I find that really
exists among the people is .tor a uniform series of text-books for the whole State; but
the only reason ever given is that when famHies move from one town to another they
need not be compelled to buy new sets of books. Seldom, if ever, do I hear any complaint about the books as such.
'' I am in most hearty accord with the Massachusetts plan of having each town and
city determine jts own books and then furnish them free to the pupils. On the first
point, I believe that competition will make and will keep very nearly all the books
equal in :inerit; at least the differences between books of nearly the same age are seldom
great enough to make much difference in their value. What one lacks in one direction
it is very apt to possess in another. I have never seen the 'best' book yet in any line.
I believe such a plan le3,ves the business in the shape least likely to give rise to jobbery
and hostile criticism, and most likely to furnish the schools at all times with the most
valuable and desirable books.
"The second point provides the factor in securing the child's education that is too
often wantinO', and that often prevents its acquisition. It is the 'missing link' 1n the
system. Wheu you have provided schoolhouses, desks, blackboards, and teachers, all
you need to complete the equipment is the books, and then you can go ahead.
'' I have watched the development of this question during the past fifteen years, and I
am very clear that no system of State uniformity or even county uniformity by contract
for a term of years or State publication is of advantage. Somebody undoubtedly gets
rich harvests out of such schemes, but the schools are not the fortunate parties.""

SOUTII CAROLINA.
Tlie law.-The State superintendent "shall secure, by and with the advice of the State
board of examiners, uniformity in the use of text-books throughout the free public
schools of the State, and shall forbid the use of sectarian or partisan books and instruction in said chools." 5 The tate board of examiners is authorized "to prescribe and
to enforce, as far as practicable, the use of a uniform series of text-books in the free
pu~lic scbo_ols, except in the city of Charleston: Provided, That the State board of e:canuners shall not have power, without permission of the General Assembly of the tate,
to change a text-book within :five years from the date of its adoption." a
Operation of the Zaw.-According to State Superintendent James H. Rice, inaletterto
State. uperintendent Cooper, of Texas, "the State board of examiners adopts a uniform eries of text-books for use in the public schools. For ten years from the establi hmeot of the board a multiple list of books was adopted, and the teaehers were
allowed to select therefrom books for use in their schools. This plan was found to
work badly, for the reason that whenever there was a change of teachers a correspondinn
change of book wa inevitabie, thus putting parents to great and unnece ary expen .
At the la t adoption, therefore, a change was made, and the plan set forth in the in..
1
2

R. I. Sch. Law, ed.1 2, chap. 55,secs.3, 4.
Ibid., chap. 48, ec. 4.
chap.56, sec. 22.

1lbid.,

4
7th Bl. Tex. Sch. Rep., pp. X.XXIX-XL.
'S. C. Sch. Law, 1889, sec. 987.
'Ibid., sec. 996.
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closed circular [the resolution given below J was adopted.
found to work well.'' 1
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This arrangement has been

A resolution by the State board of examiners to secure uniformity and prevent needless changes in the
use of text-books in the public schools of South Carolina. 2
Resolved, That the peculiar condition of affairs in this State, by reason of which, not only in each
county, but in each SC'hool district, there are teachers and pupils ,of differen~ c.las~es and races,
possessing different capacities to teach, learn, and purchase books, 1t would be rnJur1ous-to educa•
tional interests to adopt a, single Est of text-books for the State.
.
That in order to secure flexibility in the system, and to meet the varying wants of the schools,
and at' the same time to prevent frequent changes in text-bo_oks in a school, which impose vexatlo~s and unnecessa~·y expense upon parents, the State board of examiners hereby adopts the
following rules and regulations to govern the use of text~books in the public schools of th_e State:
The list of text-books to be adopted by the State board for use in the public schools shall be
elective in character.
On or before Thursday, October 25, 1888, the county board of examiners in each county sh.all,
from said State list, adopt a single series for use in the public schools of theh- respective counties,
provided that upon application from the teacher and trustees of any school, within thirty days
after said county adoption, or thirty days afte1· t,he establishment of any new school, on good and
sufficient reasons being shown, the county board may allow the substitution in said school of any'
other book on the same subject from the list adopted by the State board.
A series once adopted shall not be changed dul'ing the period of adoption by the State board
without permission from the said board. This shall not, however, prevent the use in schools where
the same may be needed, by and with the consent of the county board of examiners, of two series
of readers on the State list to be used alternately, or of proper supplemental readin,g. The series
adopted shall be put ln force according to the commencement of the schools, not later than the fall
of 1889.
All resolutions by the county board of examiners pertaining: to the adoption of text-books shall
be recorded by the county school commissioner in a book kept by him for the purpose, and copies
of the same forwarded by him, within thirty days, to the office of the State superintendent of
education.
·
Any teacher who. while receiving public-school funds, uses text-books in the course of study
prescribed for public schooJ:.i that are not on the State list, shall forfeit his pay from the publicschool fund for the time he used the m. Any teacher may refuse to teach any pupil who is not supplied with the text-books prescribed for said school. Pupils passing from one school to another
must conform to the Hst adopted for the latter.
The trustees, or, in their default, the county board of examiners, shall enforce these provisions.
The county school commissioners shall withhold approval of pay certificate of any teacher not conforming thereto; and the teacher persisting in violating the same shall be deprived of his certificate
of qualification.
It is advisable that there be adopted, ag far as possible, the same books for schools of the same
class and grade within the county, in order to secure, as far as. practicable, count.y uniformity.
It shall be the duJy of the county school commissioner to report to the State board any attempt
on the pa.rt of any publishing house, whose books are on the State list, to induce any change from
the list regularly adopted for any school.
As these provisions are in the interest of economy, parents are requested to cooperate in securing their enforcement.
·

TENNESSEE.
County supe1:intendents are required to keep themselves "informed as to the merits
of text-books and to suggest to the district directors such changes as may from time to
time be advisable, with a view to securing uniformity in the course of study throughout the county, when it can be done without increased expense to the parent." 3

TEXAS.

In the absence of any statutory provisions regulating text-books, State Superintendent
Cooper has instructed school trustees as follows:
'' It is the right and duty of each board of trustees to prescribe the text-books which
shall be used in the district dr community u:nder their control. This duty requires
much care. When books have been adopted they should not be changed without strong
and evident reasons for change. Trustees have the right to exclude from the schools all
books not prescribed by them for use in the schools."
Under these instructions, trustees have been called together in county meetings in
several counties and have adopted books for the county, pledging themselves to ratify
in their several boards the action of the county convention of trustees. So far as the
State superintendent has been able to ascertain: this course has given excellent satisfaction.4
Mr. Cooper sums up his examination of the question as follows:
"A careful study of this text-book question leads me to the conclusion that its final
solution will be free text-books, that is to say, the school authorities of each school district will be authorized or required to purchase the books from the district school funds
1 7th Bi. Tex. Sch. Rep., p. XL,
1 6. C. Sch. Law, 1889, p. 83-4.

r

8 '1'enn. Sch. Law,
4 6Lh Bi, '£ex. Sch,

1889, sec. 9.
Rep., p. 23,
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and furnish them to the children free of cost. The argument for free text-books is unanswerable. It has been tersely and conclusively stated by Mr. Wickersb,.mas follows:
'To make a school free you must make all free that belongs to it. To the school belongs the house, the furniture, a teacher to impart instruction, and suitable apparatus
to aid him in the task. In the same category must be placed text-books, for they are
the necessary tools with which the teacher works. A free school, therefore, implies free
text-books as well as a free schoolhouse, free school furniture and apparatus, and free
1"1ition. From the standpoint of a free-school system, no line can be drawn that will
place text-books on one side to be purchased by private individuals, and all else belonging to the school on the other, to be bought and paid for by the public. The pupil needs
a book with which to prepare his lessons about as much as he does a seat to sit upon or
a map or blackboard to aid him in his studies. The principle upon which free-school
systems are based absolutely demands free text-books. The logic of the case is without
a break.'
''Texas is not yet ready, however, for a general law providing free text-books. A
permissive law authorizing city school boards and t.he school boards of districts that levy
local taxes and are supplied with adequate schoolhouse facilities to provide text-books
from the public fund~ is practicable. Beginnings have been made in this direction by
several cities in this State without any law. Houston furnishes supplementary readers
for all grades where they are used, itlnd many cities furnish school supplies of various
kinds.
"The best law that could be passed at present in this State would be one requiring
district school boards to adopt books for a period of not less than three years, and authorizing school boards of districts that levy local taxes to buy books to belong to the
district and be supplied to the children according to their needs. A. law of this kind
will offer no obstruction to the inevitable transition to the free text-book or library system, which is superior in economy and efficiency to any other system." 1

VERMO~T.
County unifotmity.-County boards of education are required to make a selection of
text-books, "one book of a grade in each study,'' every .fifth year. The use of any other
text-books in the studies prescribed by law is prohibited. County boards must enter
into contract with the publishers of the books selected, while the chairmen of such
boards are directed to arran_ge with one or more persons in each town to keep for sale
the authorized text-books, who shall receive on the sale thereof not more t!ian the freight
and express charges and 10 per cent. advance uvon the contract price. 2
Books on physiology, etc.-'l'ext-books on physiology and hygiene must be furnished to
all pupils at the expense of the State until July 1, 1895, 3
Free text-books autho1·ized.-Any town or district may purchase and hold text-books
for use in its schools, if it so votes in a meeting warned for that purpose. 4
Views of the superintendent.-Btate Superintendent E. F. Palmer is of the opinion that
text-books should be furnished free, and that the State should assume the entire expense
of supplying them, as long as there is no State tax. '' Equal taxation, economy, the
highest success of the schools, and experience of other communities all concur in demanding not only free schoolhouses, but free text-books for the children of the State.
The reason for insi~ting that the State, instead of the towns or school districts, should
furnish the text-books is that it would tend to a more perfect equalization of taxe .
"Jtwonld be more convenient for the towns to furnish the text-books, and would be
preferable, if a State school tax is imposed by the legislature, as recommended in another part of this report. 6
Some districts are refusrng or neglecting to use the new books, but as there is no penalty attachecl to using prohibited books, the superintendent does not see how the courts
coulu impose forfeiture of wages or of school funds.

VIRGINIA.
TlieZai,.-"Uniformityoftext-hooks

* * *

shall beprovidedforonsomegradaal

y tem by the board of education.' 11~
R(gufotion of the , late boa!'d of cdur.ation.-County school hoards are required to elect
text-ho k from a li-;t prescribed hy the tate hoard, hut are forbidden to adopt more than

one book of the same grade in any branch (which gives county uniformity).
1

7th Bi. T x. ch. Rep., pp. XLTII-XLIY.
, chap. 10, secs.,171-:5, p. 30.

: Vt. , '<.:h. Law, ed. 1
Ib id., cc. 178.

Provision

4Jl,icl., sec. 186.
6 Vt.
ch. R p., 1889-90, pp. 312-13.
6 Va. ell. Law, 1883, sec. 114.
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is made for an advisory committee of teachers in each countY: to reco~mend books to
the county board for adoption. The State board contr~cts with pu1?llshers to s~p~ly
the books for 4 years, and the county boards arrange with the publishers for their mtroduction at contract prices.
As soon as any county board has determined upon the b~oks to be used for ate~~ of
4 years, due public notice is to be given of the names, pr~c~s, and mode ?f obtamrng
the books, and of the regulations of the State board requmng every pupil to be supplied with the proper books before admission into any public school. 1
In cities.-City school boards are authorized by law to adopt other text-books than
those contained in the State lists for schools a.hove the primary grade; and the sc)lool
boards of".Richmond, Petersburg, and Norfolk may adopt other text-books for primary
schools with the consent of the State board. 2
New construction of the lmc.-The recently appointed State superintendent, Hon. John
E. Massey, discusses the subject as follows: 3 "The school law of Virginia provides for
the adoption of text-books by the State board of education, and bas been construed by
some of my predecessors to authorize an open list of two or mo~·e series in each department, leaving it for county boards to select from books adopted by the State board at
their own discretion, and providing only for a county uniformity in one of the adopted series, and that system is at present in operation. · My own decision, however, is that the
law requirt::s the one book list, and I think our board will adopt the one book list an'd
enforce its use, because it is clearly, in my judgment, the meaning of the law. * * *
"I am a firm believer in home rule and government by the people, and when legislation bas provided them the adoption of a uniform series of text- books by the unit organization, leaving it for local boards to contract for the best books on the best terms,
the legislature bas accomplished its full mission in this respect. ·* * *
·
"So far as my knowledge extends, education is most progressive, teachers are most
enthusiastic, and the people most generally satisfied where there is flexibility and freedom in the selection of text-books. I would not therefore advocate State uniformity,
but I would advocate county and local uniformity. I would not advocate State contract, but I would advocate local contract, and would throw the door wideopen for free competition to all."

WASHINGTON.
Slate serie~· of tcxt-books.-1'he State board of education is empowered to adopt a uniform series of text-bookG for use in all thecommon schoolsincludingthegradedschools.
Before making any adoption, the State superintendent is required to advertise for proposals, the advertisements naming all the kinds of books tor the supply of which proposals are invited, and stating also the exchange, wholesale, and retail prices that are to
be maintained. The exchange price is not to exceed two-fifths of the contract reta.il
price of the books in use. The books adopted are not to be changed within five years. 4
Any district using other than the State books forfeits one-fourth of its State school apportionment. 5 Boards of education in ciliies of more than 10,000 inhabitants may prescribe text-books in addition to the State series. 6
'
'I'he law requiring uniform text-books throughout Washington has been in force for
many years. State Superintendent R. B. Br.van states that it" has given v~ry general satisfaction, so much ::io that our legislature, which has just adjourned, readopted it as a part
of our State code. * * ·* I think no better system could be adopted for our use
than the one referred to. We are new; there is much immigration and changing from
p1ace to place, and will be for some years, so that State uniformity is certainly desirable. 7

WEST VIRGINIA.
A certain specified series of text-books, uniform throughout the State, was adopted
by act of legislature in J 870. A few changes have since been made. 8
In 1879 an act was passed regnlating the prices of the text-books. This act made it
the duty of the State superintendent to contract with the publishers of the State textbooks that the books should be sold to the pupils and patrons of the schools at a special
retail price, not to exceed the lowest wholesale price at any time, and to any State, firm,
or person; and that they should be furnished to dealers at rn i per cent. discount from
such special retail price. The contract retail price of each book was to be printed on
1
2

Va. Sch.Law, 1888,secs. 401-413.

Ibid., sec. 339.

1 7th

Bi. Tex. Sch. Rep., p. XL.
'Wash.Sch. Law, 1890, sec.8.

5

Ibid., sec. 23.
Act J.VIch. 26, 1890, sec.19.
7th B i. Tex.Sch. Rep., p.XLIT.
8
W. Va. 8cll. Law, 1887, sec. 58, gives amended list.
6
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the outside of it, and price lists were to be posted in each schoolhouse a.nd at each place
where books were sold. Any dealer charging more than the contract price became subject to a fine. District school boards are authorized, by an amendment ot 1885, to purchase and keep on hand a supply of books for sale to patrons and pupils. 1
State Superintendent B. S. Morgan remarks upon the law as follows: 2 ' ' We have never
known any other·system of supplying the schools with class books than what is understood
as State adoption and uniformity. This system has been modified to this ex:tent, that a
number of our largest towns which have been allowed the privilege of selecting their
own schoolbooks, for which the State makes the contract with the publish~rs. Since
1 79 the State has by law contracted through the State superintendent for all public
schoolbooks, and fixed the maximum prices at which these books shall be purchased
from the publisher and sold bytheretaildealerstothepeoplethroughoutthe.State. This
system gives our people uniform books at a uniform price.
"This system just described is at the J>resent time in operation in this State, and in
my judgment gives very reasonable satisfaction. The obstacles in the way of making
- it entirely satisfactory are that in remote sections of the State the per cent. of profit to
retail dealers does not offer sufficient inducement to handle the books, and so the people
do not always find a convenient supply at hand. Wh'.:m these obstacles are removed
and some other changes made, I believe our system will render altnost entire satisfaction.
"I am not prepared to say just what is the best system pursued in the United States,
as I am not familiar with the plans adopted in all the other States. The essentiah1 to
be aimed at in any system are, first, the best books; second, the lowest price at which
they can be supplied to the people; third, a system by which the people can obtain
these books with the least trouble and inconvenience.
"It seems to me that State adoption and uniformity, thus offering a large basiness
to publisheril, should secure the minimum price for books. I believe the best method
of distributing the books is by means of the retail merchants of t,he towns and country. I also think the State should regulate the retail prices to the people.''
And the State superintendent further says in his own report: 3 ' ' The present contract
for supplying schoolbooks to be used in the public schools of this State will expire in
1890. Having taken special pains to inquire into the different plans in practice in other
States, and in cities, for supplying books to patrons and pupils, I am convinced that no
one with which I am familiar is more advantageous and economical for the people, and
better calculated to secure protection from all imposition by way of excessive charges.
I therefore most ea'rnestly urge its continuance. Should merchants fail or refuse to
keep on hand a sufficient supply of books for the schools in their vicinity, on account
of the rate of profit allowed, as has perhaps occurred in a few cases, and which has
been urged as an objection to the law, boards of education are empowered by law to
purchase and keep on hand in the office of the secretary of the board a supply of
~choolbooks for the pupils of the district. This law will prevent any failure in securrng the necessary supply of schoolbooks, and very convenientl.v supplements the present plan of securing schoolbooks.
"As to the schoolbooks now adopted for use in the public schools of the State, they are
among the best published, and, so far as I am informed, are giving very general satisfaction. Great care should be used in the selection of text-books, but when good books
have once been adopted and introduced into the schools it is very unwise to make frequent changes, not only on account of the confusion produced in the schools, but also
on account of the great and needless expense to patrons and pupils. It should also be
understood that it is far more difficult and exoensive to eftect a change of schoolbooks
in country schools than in city schools. I see no need for any change of schoolbooks
adopted and now in use in this State."
(!pposition of the governor to renewal of the contract.-Governor E.W. Wilson sent to the
leg1 latu~e January 28,_18~0, a special message protesting against a renewal of the contract which was to expire m 1890. He commended favorably the new Indiana law (see
1
W. VI\. Sch. Law, 1887, pp. 52- 55.
2
7th Bi. Tex. Sch. Rep., p. X LII.
1

W. Va.. Sch. Rep., 1887-88, pp.10-20.
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p. 543), and compared the contract prices in West Virginia with the maximum prices
established by the Indiana law, as follows:
I d"
West
n iana. Virginia.

Book.
First Reader ............................................ ............ .. ........................................... ..
Second Reader .................. .. .............................................................................. ..
Third Reader .............................. .............. .... .. ................. ..................................... .
Fourth Reader ..................... ........ ...................................................................... ..
Fifth Reader., ......................................................... ,....................................... ... t ..
Elementary Geography ..... .. ... ...... ...... ............ .. ................................................. .
Complete Geogr1tphy ................................. ........................................................ ..
Copy Books, each ......... .. .. ,. ........... ...... ...... ,........ 1 ............................................... ..
Elementary Arithmetic ................. ..................................................................... .
Complete Arithmetic ..................................................... ............ .:, .....,. ........... ...... ..

$0.10

$0.17

.15
.25
.30
.40
.30
. 75
.05

.30
.42
.50
• 72
.54
1.20
(*)
.15
.2,5
.50

.35
.45

~

*No contract.

"Here then [he went on to say] is the fact that we are paying over 35 per cent. more
for the books named than the State of Indiana is paying for books of a like character,
as good in every way as ours; and we are assured by the manager of the Indiana house
that the same books can be furnished to us at the same prices.
"I have secured a complete set of the Indiana books for your examination and comparison with those now in use iu this State, and they amount to a demonstration of the
extortion that has been practiced upon our people under cover of an unwise law which
compels the exclusive use of a particular series of books, and annihilates all competition.
"If the legislature fail to act in this matter at the pres~nt session then the State
superintendent of free schools wiil be compelled to enter into a five-year contract for
the books named in section 58 [of the school law]. * * *
"Is it possible for the law to subserve the interests of monopoly more completely?
Can such laws be justified upon any principle or reason whatever? I have no special
series of books to recommend. The law should not name the books. Let there be a
competent commission appointed who shall adv-ertise and receive proposals from publishers, authors, and others, and, when the proposals are all in, if satisfactory books be
presented, select and adopt a series for this State, within maximum prices to be fixed
by the statute. * ·* *
''No argument, no sophistry can justify a continuance of the present obnoxious, oppressive mon9polistic laws which, unwittingly, have been fastened upon the people, and
which compel them to pay from 35 to 50 per cent. more for schoolbooks than they are
reasonably worth.''
It appears that the schoolbook contract was finally renewed for one year from 1890, 1

WISCONSIN.
District boards determine text-books to be used, and must keep a ·list thereof posted
in the schoolhouse. When once adopted they are not to be changed for three years, and
not then unless authorized by a vote of the district at a regular meeting; notice that the
question of a change of t ext-books will be submitted must be embodied in the calf for
the meeting. In cities analogous provisions are in force, any change of text-books being
subject to the approval of the common council or board of aldermen. 2
Any district may by vote authorize its school bo'ard "to purchase books, and loan
them to pupils for a stipulated rental per month, term, or year, or sell them to pupils at
cost or more, or furnish them for use without charge." 3
Pree text-book8.-A law of 1887 requires every school district to vote, at each annual
mee~ing after its passage, upon the question of providing free text-books for pupils, and
lcvymg a tax to meet the expense. 4
1 W. Va. Sch. Rep., 1888-!lO, p . 23.
1 W.is•.Sch. Law, 1890, secs. 440,

3

1514.

lbid .• v. 32, and sec, 430, 13.

4 loid.,

p. 32.
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FURTHER OPINIONS ON THE 'rEXT-BOOK QUESTION.

Thesol11,tion of the text-book problem.-Superintendent L. S. Cornell, of Colorado: The
-solution of this problem, I believe, will be found in free text-books owned by the local
boa>:ds. When this plan has been adopted the question of uniformity is no longer discussed. Its advantages are that it secures absolute uniformity within the school, that
it opens the doors of the school to the very poor, and that it is the most. economical
method of supplying the children,with books.
It secures uniformity. Whenever it is decided that a certain kind of book is nooded, a
sufficient supply for the whole school is purchased. There i& no waiting until parents
find it convenient or can afford to buy. All are equally well supplied, rich and poor
aJike. Many a child now remains out of school undl late in the term, or does not attend at all, because his parents really can not afford to purchase the necessary books, or
think that they can not. With books supplied, the school becomes indeed tree.
Tt is the most econornica1. The books are bought in large quantities at wholesale or
publishers' prices. Each book is used again and again until it is worn out. It is the
general testimony that books owned by the school are better cared for and last longer
than those belonging to the pupils. If hooks are adopted for a term of three or four
years many of them would last through the entire time instead of being laid aside or
destroyed after a few weeks' service, as is often the case when they are owned by the
indi vid nals.
Again, this plan gives a free field to private enterprise and competition. If an educator has written a book that he regards as superior to those in use, and has found a
publisher, he has every opportunity to secure its adoption and have it tested. 01· if a
publisher is enterprising he can make his books artistic and attractive in appearance,
assured that he wiJl be rewarded by larger sales. This freedom of competition will insure progreasively better and cheaper books.
I would insist, then, on these three things: First. That the !:selection of text-books
should be left entirely in the hands of the local authorities. Second. 'That when a book
is once adopted it should not be changed in less than three or four years. Third. That
the books should be owned by the school and furnished free of expense to all pupils.
Free text-booki! not a charity.-Superintendent Thomas Tash, of Portland, Me.: The
objection has been raised that the State may as well relieve parents by requiring towns
and cities to furnish the clothing of school children as to furnish text-books in the schools.
One making this objection deserves to have lived among the ancient Spartans, where
the ob,iection conld hardly have been raised. Such an objecter evidently looks upon
the free school as a magnificent charity, and not as a political necessity. Text-books are
a necessity to common-school education wbich the State, for her own preservation and
welfare, bas undertaken to supply; clothing is a neceasity to the individual's physical
welfare, over which the State has not yet assumed full control.
The State imposes upon municipalities the duty of raising taxes to defray the expenses
of procuring lot , erectivg and repairing schoolhouses, providing school furniture and
fuel, and furnishing suitable instruction. The right and wisdom of the St.ate thus to
provide for the education of her citizens is beyond question; it is, therefore, not only a
proper but a wise economy to add to these expenditures all that is essential to render
her schools in a high degree effective. If the furnishing of the desks -of schoolhouses
with suitable text-books will largely increase the efficiency of the schools, while it
diminishes their cost to parents far more than is its expense to the public, it becomes
a public good, and may, with great propriety, be done. The text-books may as.properly be supplied to the school as the fuel or the desks even.
A thread which should not ue seured.-Superintendent R. W. Stevel}son, of Columbus,
Ohio: The principle underlying free text-books is wrong and must result in evil. The
government is the best which gives the people the power and opportunity to do the
mo t for themseh·es. There can be no cooperation without co-interest; to be interested in anythi112 tbe person must have a share that bas a value-that it costs something
to secure-even in education. There are therefore limitations beyond whicb the tate,
for its own safety, should not go. The State which supplies those wants of its people
that by common industry and enconomy they can supply for themselves· encourages
idlene. sand depend nee.
The _wisdom of the , tate's expenditure of money for education depends upon the good
that will result therefrom. The people are less inclined to pay for teaching-power than
for text-hooks. The , tate should therefore increase its expenditures for teachingtalent and q11ali.6.cation_ , and put upon the shoulders of the people the burden of tex&hooks. * ·X- * But 1s the offer of free text-books a proper incentive to secure a larger
attendance?
I not the effori which a poor boy is compelled to put forth to equip himself for school
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as good training as be will get in the school its~lf? Working and savi~g t~ be able_to
purchase his text-books, accompanied by thefeelm~?f absolute owne~ship, will ~e qmte
as valuable in the formation of character as anytbmg the school will do for him. It
may be said there are other things by which the boy may learn this lesson; yes, but
none binds him as closely to his school and impresses him so deeply with the feeling that
he has a part t.o perform. It often happens that a parent who has been at the expense
of purchasing text-books will insist upon his child attending school for this reason alone.
It will not be amiss to inquire into the_cost of schoolbooks and supplies to ascertain
definitely if possible the actual burdens their purchase imposes. The course of study
in city systems of schools below the high school embraces a, -period of about eight years.
In the city with which I am most familiar, text-books and supplies are purchased by
the pupils of retail dealers. The average annual cost per capita for four years, primary
grades, is $1.27; for four years, grammar grades, $4.08; or for eie;ht years, primary and
grammar, an average-cost, per annum for each pupil of $2.67½. This includes the following items: Text-books-6 different readers, 2 grammars, 2 arithmetics, 3 geographies, 3 music readers, 1 United States history, 1 science primer, 10 copy books, 12 drawing-books, 6 blank composition-books. Supplies-2 slates and pencils, lead pencils
and pens, penholders, sponges, erasers, drawing instruments, metric ruler, and drawing
and copy book covers . The whole expense to the pupil for the eight years' course is
$21.40. Should text-books and supplies be purchased by boards of education at wholesale and not retail dealers, the cost per pupil for eight years' course would be $16.05, or
$5.35 less, which would be an average cost per year for each pupil of $2. Should boards
of education purchase the supplies, and require the pupils to purchase their text-books,
the co~t per pupil for eight years would be $12. 77. At the highest prices the burden is
not heavy for even a day laborer. The expense for the entire school course for eight
years is but a little more than the amount necessary to keep a healthy boy in shoes one
year. It is barely large enough to remind the parent that he has some share in the education of his child. In many cases it is the only thread that holds the parents and the schools
together. This should not be severed. It is quite natural for people to'interest themselves in nothing unless initthey have a money interest. The only advantage that I can
see that would come out of a system of free, text- books is t,hat it would stop for a time
the mouths of grumblers. The same people will demand rriore. Take the children
of some people 1 clothe, feed, shelter, and educate them, and they will still grumble.
Every step taken, b.v legislation or otherwise, to lighten the responsibility of the people
in tlfe education of their children weakens the system and lessens interest in thesr.hools.
On the contrary, every dollar spent by the State for greater teaching ability and b~tter
scholarship will strengthen the system of public education.
Objections to free text-books.-State Superintendent E. E. Higbee, of Ptmnsylvania:
Some, assured that a uniformity of text-books can never render teaching less vague and
more consistent, as it has no power to render unifo1m either teachers or communities,
but on the contrary serves only to make school work more mechanical and rout'inish
and less individual and free, yet willing to take into account the element of expense,
have thought it best that the children of the schools should be supplied with books by
the directors free of all cost, which would obviate all expense growing out of change of
rnsidence from school to school, and at the same time ,keep the school work free from
the dangers and temptations of a uniformity determined by authority external to the
directors and teachers themselves. Even this -course, which has the full sanction of
Massachusetts, and is allowed in Pennsylvania, has many serious objections. It weakens with parents, it is felt, that sense of responsibility for the culture of their children
so necessary to an intelligent family life; it carries away from the household library
the en.deared treasures of well-conned childhood books; it dulls the feeli]'Jg of ownen,hip
upon the part of the children themselves, which is felt ethically to have great eduea• ·
tional value; it gives countenance to a neglect of the higher intellectual enterprise of
the people, who, by bein~ challenged to give only bread-and-butter support to their
children, become indifferent to anything beyond; and it dulls sympathy with that wholesome American habit of business, which rightly allows to individuals and families and
subordinate munici palities the utmost swing for free impulse and activit.v.
Attended with excellent results.-Dover (N. H.) school board: The introduction of free
text-books into our schools, as recommeuded in our report of one year ago, has been attended with excellent results. The difficulties which many feared would attend the
free supply of books have not been realized; they are well cared for by the pupils generally, and the teachers express the opinion that the books are preserved in better con·
dition than they would be were they owned by the children.
Has well repaid all ext,·a work and e:i:pen.~e.-Report of one year's experience of free textbooks in Acworth, N. IL: The superi ntendent has taken entire charge of the text-books
requiring each teacher to keep fi complete list of all the books furnished and the name~
of the pupils using them, aud to see that none were lost or destroyed. While the care
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of the text-books bas greatly increased the du ties of your superintendent, it bas well repaid all extra. work and expense in the greater ease with which a perfect uniformity of
books has been maintained, and the fact that every pupil has bad all the books needed,
while under the former custom one book would frequently be expected to meet the requirements of two or three pupils in the same family. The entire expense for the books
the past year bas been only $131.50.
'
Has silenced opposition.-Superintendent E. N. Jones, of Saratoga Springs, N. Y.: The
operation oftbe free text-book system,-which went info effect at the beginning of the year
covered by this report, appears to have silenced whatever opposition to it there may
have existed at the time of its adoption. There is every indication that the ad vantages ·
claimed for it by its advo,cates are being realized. There is no doubt that the marked
increase in attendance during the past year is one of its beneficent results.
Effect of text-books on the eyesight.-:Superintendent Henry Sabin, of Iowa: In the preparation of text-books great care should be taken to relieve from undue exertion the eyes of
those using them. It is said by those who have investigated thesubjectthatdefectiveeyesight is on the increase among our youth. It is unquestionably true that poor paper,
bad impressions, broken and worn-out type, and fine print in our books have had much
to do with injuring the sight of school children. The paper used in our schoolbooks
should be thick and :firm in its texture, so as not to be transparent; it should be white,
furming a -sharp contrast with the black letters, and without any gloss to dazzle the
eye~. The ink is a matter of importance. The type should be of a proper size and form
so as to give a perfect impression, and the general arrangement of the page should be
such as to render each letter and word legible without any conscious effort of the eye.
The eyesight of the child is his most precious heritage; more precious even to the children of the poor than to those of the wealthy, as its use is one of the means by which
tbey are to obtain a livelihood. A text-book which is not made in accordance with the
latest scientific discoveries, calculated to preserve and strengthen this sense, should not
be allowed in the school room. Such mechanical perfection is not the result of accident.
To produce it requires expenditure of money, scientific research, and the employment
of skilled labor.
'The Zima to uniformity.-Superintendent R. W. Stevenson, of Columbus, Ohio: Pf..
uniformity of text-book's wit-bin certain limitation is desirable. It is perhaps well for
a system of schools under one board of education and one superintendent to have uniformity of text-books, but the instruction will be broader and better in many subjects
without uniformity.- For example, a class in history of the United States, or general
history, or io geography, will do. better work if every member of the class has a book
by a different author. From an educational standpoint, State uniformity is clearly
against progress. I do not know that this scheme has a friend among prominent educational men anywhere, east or west; and yet it would be one of the resulti9 of the State
going into the publishing business.. The difference of conditions between the country
schools and the city schools would not be considered. No opportunities would be
offered for the profession to improve its own method of instruction. The selection of
text-books for the State would be necessarily put into the bands of a commission appointed by the legislature or the governor. The people would have no recourse, no appeal from its decision or contracts. The publishers of the books adopted would have a
general monopoly, and if the prices were low it would 1:,e easy, to make the quality of
paper and binding to correspond • . The adoption would have to be for a·long period, and
the saving io expense to the people on this account would be lost in the improvement
of methods as suggested by the most recent text-books. No one would dare say that a
commission made up of even scholarly men, and men of experience as educators, would
equal in their combined wisdom and knowledge the local boards of education which
come direct from the people. The scheme is contrary to the genius of our republican
form of government. The uniformity of tex.t-books if desirable at all should be to the
unit of the school system of any State. If the unit is the township, uniformity iu the
tex.t-books should be limited to the township; if the county, then the county should
be the limit.
A. visionary and impracticable scheme,-Superintendent R. W. Stevenson, of Columbus
Ohio: But is it possible for a State to produce a text-book for schools,' without competition, of equally as good quality an,i as cheap as individual publishers with competition,
subject to the te ts of scholars and educators rather than politicians? Is it possible for a
hired commission to produce text-book!'! as acceptable to the progressive teacher as book
would be that come from authors whose knowledge and experience have given them
cfear notions of what text-books should be? Is it advantageous to a tate to shut out
all text-books not only notpnrcha ed within its domain, but to limit their production to a
commission the te. t of who e 4.ualifications is personal and political favor with the
powers that he . 'I be teacher who has an ambition and an inspiration to write a textbook is generally a good teacher or believes himself to be such. He should have the
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opportanity given him to gratify this ambition, which he can not have unless he goes _
to another State more liberal, where m'.lchiue books would not be tolerated. No soheme
that has been devised for cheapening the co.3t of text-books is so impracticable and visionary as the one which proposes th e preparation and publication of text-books by the
State.
State control of text-books.-Superiutendent A. P. Marble, of Worcester, Mass: These
attempts at State interference with, that which does not belong to the State have not
been sur>cessful. Naturally they have created evils greater than those which they are
intended to cure. They are contrary to the genius of our institutions; for these_ institutions recognize the people as the source of power, and not some central authority, as
in Hussia.
State decree is usurpation; it abridges unnecessarily the natural right of a co?Imunity
to secure in its own way the results which the State may properly demand; 1t almost
inevitably breeds corruption. State contract, the next step towards Russia, is a further
usurpation; it perverts the function of the State from ~overnment to business, from
ma.kin~ laws for the general good to se1ling schoolbooks, with a purpose, by no mean~ ac- ,,
complished with any certainty, of saving a few cents yearly to the individual citizen.
These two having failed to secure what they aimed at-and quite naturally they fail,
hecause the State is assuming au incompatible function-a third r~medy is proposed in
State publication.
An American familiar with his country's history, itnd with the development of our
institutions, finds it necessary to reconstruct his idea of what a State is, aud to attach
to it new and unusual functions, before-he can contemplate the idea of a State's making
schoolbooks. Such a work is in harmony with the imperialism of Russia, but is utterly
foreign to American democracy. A paternal government, which undertakes to regulate
everything about the lives of its subjects, may make the schoolbooks which they use, and
even prescribe the medicine which they shall take when sick. Our Government was
founded on the theory that every man can take care of himself, and that he bas the right
to select his own pills when he is sick; and for making schoolbooks the S,tate has not
the ~ecessary machinery any more than for making poetry.
Uniformity recommended in Idaho.-Superintendent C. C. Stevenson: A .s eries. of textbooks having been once adopted by the board of county commissioners and county
superintendent, must remain in us'e and are not subject to change for four years. No
two counties in the Territory have the same books in use, and some are using inferior
works for the reason that the county commissioners were not qualified to make such
selections. It would be much better if we had the same provision now in operation in
many of the States-of one universal system for the whole Territory.
Some fact8 aboiit text-books. -St ate Superintendent W. E. Colem"an, of Missouri: The
question of schoolbook legislation has been agitated to considerable extent in recent
years, and numerous bills introduced into the last three General Assemblies for the
purpose of settling this vexed problem. There appears to be a general belief that
something is radically wrong; that schoolbooks cost too much money, and that too
many changes are made in text-books, thereby entailing unnecessary cost to the patrons
of the public schools. No doubt this is true; but, granting this to be so, what is the
remedy? In this matter, as in many others, the tendency is to go from one extreme to
another, therefore men have rushed to the conclusion that the only remedy is in legislation; that the State should enact a Jaw, appoint a commission to prepare, publish,
and distribute the text-books and sell them at actual cost. This sounds verv well to
talk about, but how would it work? * * *
~
Facts are stubborn things to deal with in a case like this, but a few are here given
for the benefit of those who are clamoring for legislation upon this subject.
1. Why are these changes made in text-books?
Answer. For the following reasons: School boards have been too careless, rieglige:ot,
or cowardly to comply with the law and execute its provisions. While the law provides that the school board, in any given district, shall fix the grade of the school, prescribe the course of studv, and designate the text-books to be used, the board bas simply
turned the whole matter over to the new teacher-for new teachers cause most of this
tr~uble-a~d this new teacher, desiring to teach the books he studied in .school (not
berng qualified to teach those already in the school), immediately inaugurates a war on
the books now in use in said district, and ,sets to work to have a change made; the board
simply does nothin.g, t?e change is made, throwing out better books than are put iu,
and general confus10n 1s the result. All this could have been remedied by the board
doing_its duty by adopting the books to be used and requiring the teacher to use them,
allowmu no cban~e except when necessarv, and then making the chan,re "by order of
the board." * * *
·
,.,
·
2. Why do schoolbooks cost, such enormous prices?
Answer. The regular prices of schoolbooks, while perhaps too high, are not enormous,
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if judcrment is exercised in purchasing them, as is manifested in buying other articles of
neces i ty. The retail dealers sell these books for 20, 30, and 40 per cent. more than the
advertised retail price as gJ~en by the publishers. * * ·*
3. Can these evils be remedied by our present law?
Answer. They can, most undoubtedly, and all that is required to remove all the friction and secure books at reasonable figures, is for the board to execute the law faithfully,
as follows:
Let the board, "by order of the board:"
(a) Pass upon and adopt the rules and regulations to govern the school.
(b) Outline the course of study to be pursued in the school.
(c) Adopt the books to be usetl and allow no others used except for supplementary
work.
( d) Change books only when they can be superseded by better ones; and then the
change should be effected through the publishers of the books to be used at the exchange
or introductory prices.
.
.
'
.
(e) When individuals desire to purchase they can order dnect from the publishers ancl
save 20 or :10 per cent., or the secretary or clerk of the board can order books fora-whole
class at the wholesale prices.
(f) Allow no teacher to adopt or change a text-book.
By following the law as laid down in the foregoing suggestion unnece§sary changes
will be averted and the cost of schoolbooks, to any district, greatly reduced. *• * *
• What does tate adoption mean? It has been tried in Ca1ifQrnia, Minnesota, and
Indiana, therefore 'the question can be answered with some degree of accuracy:
1. It will require ti ve years for the State to prepare, publish, distribute, and place these
books in the public schools of the State.
2. It will necessitate the loss of all the books now in use, for they must be displaced
in order to introduce the State books; this will necessitate an expenditure of one and a
half million dollers to be paid out directly by the patrons of the public scp.ools.
3. It is a hazardous bnsiness to in trust the preparation of text-books to any four or
:five men the legislature may designate. What guaranty have you that the books will
be as good as those now in use or that they will be furnished at any less cost than you
now have to pay?
Eegulationctndcontrol of schoolbooks.-Superintendent J. M. Greenwood, .of Kansas City
schools (writing in Febru:1ry, 18D 1): Since the systems of public-school in_struction are not
at all uniform in the various States of the Union, it is evident at the outset that no one
law will be found best for each one of the States. It is also evident that the law will
be best which brings directly to the people at their homes the books which they desire
at the lowest possible cost, and that some degree of uniformity is necessary in order that
books may be used in the sch0olroom with the greatest economy of time. Uniformity
of school hooks is and should be dependent upon a uniform course of study, and should,
therefore, be controlled by the local officers, who have charge of the business affairs of
the schoolroom, such as employment of teachers, the regulation of school Ilours, the
faying; down of a course of study, and the providing of standards for examination. In
some States this control is vested in the district, in others in the township, and in a few
in the county. In no State in tile Union has the entire State been placed under the
control of one board with respect to all these particulars. The only grou nd for State
or county uniformity ha'3 been to provide for the people who move from one locality to
another. This is legislating for the minority at the expense of the m3:jority. The
nnmber who move in any given year constitute much less than 1 per cent~ of the population. A law based upon such gr6und is manifestly indefensible, and no other ground
bas ever been urged that is worthy of consideration. * * *
.A. few States.have contracted for series of books for the whole State. These A.re Minnesota, Indiana, West Virginia, Virginia, Louisiana, and perhaps some others. In two
of these tates the expense of distribution is borne by 1mbl ic taxation. and the nominal
cost of books to the pupils is reduced by such taxation. That is, the pupil pay a certain proportion of the cost and the taxpayer beare the rest; and when the taxpayers
proportion is added to the prices paid by pupils it is easily demonstrated that the aggre ate cost of text-books is considerably more than the prices paid where no such la.w
exi . This i the Indiana plan, and in the past year the total expense of text-books
for that, tate has been 10 per cent. larger than it ever was in previous years, and only
two-fifths of books are yet supplied under contract. No scheme of Str\te contract ha
e er prevailed continnously in any given State without giving rise to scandals, abuse,
and discontent.
Another objection to a State uniformity plan as governed by State contract is found in
the fact hn.t since no uniformity exists naturally, any establishment of uniformity inolved th throwing away of the v::ist accumulation of schooibooks in the ba.n<ls oft, e
people. It has been calculated and certifled by the official people of legislative com-
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mittees that the total supply in any given State is more t~an five times the_ Sltpply
purchM_ed ann~al_ly. In order to gi~e an~ real saving, therefore, by the estabhshment
ofuniformitv 1t 1s necessary that this savrng shall be more than 50 per cent. of present
cost. Tbis is ~anifestly impossible. It is desirable, therefore, in any law, that the people
shall be enabled to save the books already in use, represented in each State by/ a sum
of money which may roughly estimated by multiplying the pupils enrolled by two, as
the amount of books in each pupil's hands is estimated at two dollars. It must be
remembered that the a.veraii:e annual supply purchased by each pupil -h as been ascertained to be less than forty cents (see report to Ohio Legislature, February, 1891). In
order to produce the least expense, a law must therefore provide for local control, and, ·
if necessa,ry ,_for local contract, by the public authorities in ~acb Iocality. B;y local control, they can retain the use of the book~ alre_ady adop~ed, 1f thlS seel?s desirable. By
contract, they can obtain from any publisher m the Umtf:d States theu supply of_books
at precisely the same rates given to any State contractrng for the same; that 1s, the
smallest school district can contract on as favorable terms as the largest State in the
Union. Each commuuity having selected its hooks and made a contract, if such seems
desirable, should then have the option either to supply the 15ooks by direct handling,
or by transfer of the contract to a local bookseller under limitatfons as to selling price;
and it should be made the iluty of the local authorities to see that these prices are not
exceeded. If it is thought best by local authorities to furnish the books by' public
taxation and to loan· them to pupil~, this authority should he given only by vote of the
people in the locality. The American people should always be free to determine their
own taxation. This method of supply by public taxation has been miscalled 1rhe "free
book system," and great claims have been made for this method as being cheaper than
anv other. This claim has been sustained only by an absolute misrepresentation of the
average expense of purchase in the open market. It has proven that under the. djrect
purchase plan the expense bas bei?n less than forty cents per pupil; whereas in the case
of Springfield, Mass., a year ago it reached eighty cents per pupil by the "free book
plan~" being twice the average cost per year under the usual conditions of demand and
suppl_y. A recent article in the Nebraska State Journal, February 11, 18Ul, pertinently
states:
"The objections to furnishing schooll;>0oks free are, :first, that it will result in extravagance and wastefulness, as it is not human nature to take good care of property that
costs the user nothing; second, that. it discourages independence and individuality. It
is a step in the wrong direction. The best results to humanity are secured by laws that
presume that every citizen is normally capable of supporting himself and provi9ing for
his family, and that interposes public charity only when the individual fails through
illness, misfortune, or congenital worthlessness to measure up to the common standard
of efficiency. The aggregate cost of education is reduced by our public free-school system, and at the same time the opportunity is made very nearly 'universal. But there
is no more economv in the proposition for the State to furnish text-books for the scholars than there would be in the State furnishing them the clothes in which, to appear.
Tbe blessing that costs nothing is not the one most highly appreciated."
The ideal law with respect to school supplies is the one that brings the purchaser and
producer nearest to one another, and prohibits unnecessary changes oftener than once
in fi_ve years.. The.least possible intervention of official meddling, public taxation, or
o~c1al handlmg will be found cheapest. The more open the competition, the better
will be the results.
The Ame_i:ican peol;lle 3'.re capable of self-government, and this principle of self~overnm~nt ~s as_ efficient m loc_al gove:nment as in larger organizations. The people
m each d1stnct, m e~ch township, and m each county are as capable of deciding what
th~y _want as _a:e theu representatives when assembled in State or in Congress. Under
ex1stmg cond1t10ns, as before s~ated, the smallest school district can purchase as cheaply
as the larger one, and there seems to be no good reason whatever for the enactment of
any la~ loo_king to the purchase _under contract for St.ate or county supplies on the plea
of a s3:vrng m expense: At no time and under no circumstances will it be possible to
establ!s~ a monopoly 1!1 the supply of schoolbooks, except by direct act of legislation,
contrac.tmg for one series for~ ~tate and, excludinl,! all others. If all the publishers in
the ITmt~d S~ates were t? beJomed to:day, new ones would rise up to-morrow to :fight
tbe comlnnation. Arnencan people will not submit to any continuous domination fr-o m
~~nopolies, and th_e schoolbook P?,blishers are folly aware of this fact. Open compe·
t1t1on, a fr~e appeal ~ the people m each community, a fair examination of qualities,
ancl a candid companson of prices are what every honest schoolbook publisher desires.
Whereve~ the matter of contract o~ adoption has been removed far from the people interested_ it bas be~n _found that pnce alone becomes the ruling element, and quality or
adaptat_1on to use 1s 1gno~ed. ~c~oolbooks, g~o_d, bad, or indifferent, cheap or dear, can
be obta111ed by any localtty des1nng them at fair prices without the necessity of a moED
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CALIFOI:KIA.

Boards of education in cities have power, "when directed by a vote of t.heir [city
district, to build schoolhouses or to purchase or sell school lo.ts." (Sch. Law, ed.1 ... - ,
sec. 1617, fifth.)
COLORADO.

Boards of school directors in districts containing a school population of more than
350 exercise certain powers given the electors of districts of les:; than 350. (Sch. Law,
ed. 1889 sec . 41.) 'fhis includes power'' to fix the site for each schoolhouse," and to
order such tax on taxable property of the district as they shall deem sufficient for purchasing sites and building schoolhouses, etc. (Sec. 63.) Count.v commissioners mo t
levy tax:, and the amounts collected are held subject to the order of school board.
(Sec. 67.)
CONNECTICUT.

A schoolhouse site may be fixed or changed only by a two-thirds vote of a district
meeting. (Sch., Law, ed. 1888, sec. 117.)
·
,
"No new schoolhouse shall be bnil t except according to a plan approved by the board
of scliool visitors [ or town school committee] and by the building committee of such
district; nor at an expense excee~ing the sum which the district may appropriate therefor." (Secs. 116, 129.)
Towns may constitute themselves a single district. (Sec. 124.)
DELAWARE.

,.,

District school committees have power "to determine the site, lease or purchase the
necessary ground, and build or procure a suitable house'' for the district. (Sch. Law,
ed. 1881, Art. IX, 1.) "To receive and collect all money belonging to, appropriated,
or resolved to be raised for the district, and to apply the same justly." (lb., 4.)
A tax for a schoo1house can only be levied by vote of a district meeting. If it exceeds $500, special authority must be obtained from the State legislature. (Art. VI.
The districts of eighteen cities, towns, or villages have been conSQlidated and incorporated by special acts of the legi's1ature. (Art. V.)
Wilminqton.-The board of education "shall have control and authority over all the
pu hlic schools," and "shall increase the number," etc.: "a.ad do all acts necessary for
establishing ancl maintaining said schools as they shall deem judicious and expedient.1'
"They shall have no banking power." (Act Feb. 24, 1871, sec. 4.)
The city council shall ev·e ry year "determine according to a computation to be laid
before them by said board the sum neces!iary to be raised'' for the above purposes. (lb.,
sec. 6.)
·
In 1877 a committee of the board reported that the city council had "uniformly refu. ed" to "appropriate the amounts asked for,'' with one or two exceptions, though
the city solicitor gave it as his opinion that the demand was legal.
(Several acts affecting Wilmington have since been passed.)
FLORIDA.

Connty boards of puhlic instruction are authorized and directed "to select and provide a sjte for each schoolhouse -~ -:i- ·* Jn the villages or cities;" and "to do whatever they may judge expedient with regard to purchasing or renting school site and
premises; constructing, etc., schoolhouses," etc. (Sch. Law, ed. 1885, sec. 20,jifthand
sixth.)

·

County boards have charge and management of com mon-Rchool moneys. (lb., second. )
Their tax estimates for 1881 and 1882 were not to exceed four mills on the dollar, and
were subject to the approval of the county commissioners. (Act March 7, 1881.)
GEORGIA.

County boards of education locate schools (act of 1887, sec. 20); have power
purchase sites and build schoolhouses; they may provide for same "eith~r by labor on
the part of the citizens of the subdistrict to be served or by a tax on their property, may be hereafter provided." (lb. , sec. 21.)
Nearly or quite all important citi es and towns are governed by special laws, for instance:
~tlanta.-Mayor and council areempowerecl to maintain, regulate, etc., schools, Ci
ordinance confers on board of education "control of the whole subject of public schoo

POWERS OF CITY - SCHOOL BOARDS.
in the city," specifying among others the power ''to contract, lease, or p~rchase buildiu<YS for schoolhouses." (Ordinance 1819, sec. 471.) Board treasurer receives and pays
out all money,from whatever source derived. (Sec. 474.) Mayor and council determine
tax rate and appropriations of money. (Sec. 480.)
Augusta (fonnspart of the Richmond C01,1,nty school system).-State law invests <:Ol1nty
board of' education with all power to control, le.1se, sell, or convey s0hoolhouse sites or
other school property as they may deem best. ( Act of 1872, sec. 3.) "County board
of education shall control the financial department of the public-school system .'' (Sec. 5.)
They shall levy, by a two-thirds vote of all m embers, '' such tax as they may dee_m nec~ssary for public-school p.irposes," which must be collected and pla9ed to their cred1y,.
(Sec. 16.)
·
Macon (part of Bibb County system).-County board of educati911 has essentially the
same powers as those given above for Richmond County, except that their tax levy must
be approved by county commissioners.
,
.
Savannah (part of Chatham County system).-County board of educatioij have authority
to purchase real estate and provide schoolhouses. (Acts of March 21 and December 18,
1866.) They have control of all school funds of the State and county or appropriated by
the city council of Savannah, and expen.cl the same at their discretion. ( lb.)
ILLINOIS.

Boards of education of districts having a population of over 1,000 and less than
100,000, and not governed by a special act, have power .'' to buy or, lease sites for schoolhouses, with the necessary grounds: Provided, It shall not be lawful for such board of
education to purchase or locate a schoolhouse site, or to purchase, build, or move a '
schoolhouse," unless authorized by a vote of the dist,rict, (Sch. Law of 1889, Art. V,
sec. 10, fifth.)
Boar_ds 6f education of cities having a population exceeding 100,000 "have power,
with the concurrence of the city council," "to erect-or purchase buildings suitable for
schoolhouses/' "to buy or lease sites fot· schoolhouses.'' (lb., sec. 21.)
Each township·is a sc:1001 district. (Ib., Art. III, sec.1.) Incorporated cities and villages, not under special acts, are parts of the school townships in which they are situated, and subject to all the above. (lb., Art. VI, sec. 1.)
General law regarding special di-;tricts.-ln all cities in which, by the provisions of
any general or special l,aw heretofore passed, ,t he members of the common council have
been made ex o_f!icio school directors, such ex o,{Jicio school boards are superseded by distinctive boards of education, which have '·all rights, po_wers, and duties h_eretofore exercised by and devolved upon the members of the city council" as ex officio school directors.
They certify annually to the city council the ''amount of money required to be raised by
taxation lor school purposes" (subject to the restrictions of the general school laws as
to amount), uud the city council is required to levy and collect it. (Law of 1879,
amended 1889.)
INDIANA.

"Before the school trustees of any incorporated town or city in this State shaJl pur.;
chase any ground for school purposes, or enter into any contract for the building of any
school building or buildings, they shall file a statement with the trustees of such incorporated town, or common council of such city, showing the necessity of such purchase
of ground, or the erection of such building or buildings," together with an estimate of
the cost of land and buildings; and they are not to make µny purchase or enter into any
contract until such action is approved by said town trmitees or common council. (Sch.
Law, ed. 1889, sec. 449 i.)
In all cities having a popul ation of 30,000 or more by the census of 1870 the board
of school commissioners is authorized to purchase grounds and construct school buildings; also ''to levy all taxes for the support of the schools within such city," not exc:eeding 25 cents on $100 for sites, buildings, and supplies, anato disburse through their
treasurer all school moneys; also to issue bonds, not exceeding $100,000 in the ag(Yre:.
gate. Indianapolis is the only -city with its schools organized under these provisi~ns.
(Ib., sec. 4460.)
IOWA.

Cities, towns, anll villages of not less than 200 inhabitants may be constituted indeJ?endent districts. (Sch. Law, ed. 1888, sec. 1800.) Such a district "may have as many
schools," and be subdivided into wards or other subdivisions, as the school board may
deem proper, and shall be governed by the Jaws regulating district townships so far as
applicable (sec. 1806), which would :fix the law as follows:
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The power· to vote taxes for sites and school buildings belongs exclusively to the·
electors ofa district townsbi'p or iodependent district. (Sec. 1717, 3, and sec. 1807 (a).)
The s~hool board makes '' all contracts, purchases, payments, and sales to carry out any
vote of the district, but before erecting any schoolhouse they shall consult with the
county superintendent as to the most approved plan of such building." (Sec. 1723. }
KANSAS.

In all cities of over 15,000 inhabitants boards of education "exercise the sole control
over the public schools and school property" (Sch. Law, . ed. 1889, eec. 154 and sec.
181); determine annually, within the legal limits, the amount of taxes necessary to be
raised, including for the payment of school bonds, which tax must be collected by the
county treasurer and is subject to the order of the school board (see'. 164); may sell property by a, two-thirds vote of all the members (sec. 168); and, by a two-thirds vote, may
issue bonds for purchasing sites or building houses up to $160,000 outstanding at one
time. lSec. 174.)
·
.
In all cities ·of from 2,000 to 15,000 inhabitants boards of education have the same
powers as in those of over 15,000 inhabitants, except as regards the conveyance of property and issue of bonds. Any proposed issue of bonds must be submitted to a vote of
the qualified electors. (Secs. 197, 205,211, 214.)
Incorporated cities of from 250 to 2,000 inhabitants are governed by the general laws
relating to district schools, orto union or graded schools. (Sec. 221 ). These provide as followa: "The district board shall purchase or lease such a site for a schoolhouse as shall
have been designated by _the voters at a district meeting in the corporate name thereof,
and shall build, hire, or purchase such schoolhouse as the voters of the district in a district meeting shall have agreed upon out of the funds provided for that purpose, and
make sale of any schoolhouse site or other property of the district, and if necessary, execute a conveyance of the same in the name of their office, when lawfully directed by
the voters of such district at any regu1ar or special meeting, and Rhall carry into effect
all lawful orders of the district." lSec. 75.) The district by vote levies taxes and issues bonds.
·
KENTUCKY.

A city or town that maintains an adequate system of common schools is deemed one
district and is withdrawn from the control of the county superintendent; otherwi e it is
subject to the general law. (Sch. Law, ed. 1886, Art. VII, sec. 6.) The school trustees
of such a district may "take land, by purchase or donation, for the purpose of erecting
thereon a schoolhouse, provide for and secure the erection of the same;" "they may
change the location of the schoolhouse, sell or dispose of the old site and use the proceeds thereof towards procuring a new one." (Art. VIII, sec. 6.) JJistrict board may
order a tax for purchasing a site or building a schoolhouse. (Sec. 7. J
The following are examples of cities under special laws or charters:
Oovington.-School board bas "full and exclusive control of all the school property
and school money and funds ''(Charter, sec. 289); has '' all the power and authority heretofore conferred upon the city council in reference to common schools or school property." (Sec. 295.) No money can be drawn from the school fund unless appropriated
by school board. (Sec. 299.) School board may borrow money for building and i sue
its bonds. (Sec. 310.) City council shall levy and collect such taxes as school board
may require. (Sec. 315.)
New_port.-Control and management of school property is vested in tbe board of. education.. The bo~rd may purchase and dispose of real estate, tl!e board of councilmen
concurring therern. (Charter, sec. 11.) General Laws, chapter 710 (1882), authorizes
a special tax of 5 cents on $100 until 1893, to be paid over to and used bv city boa.rd of
education for building new schoolhouses.
LOUISI.AN A.

Parish (county) boards of school directors may receive land by purchase, and provide
for and secure the erection of schoolhouses, and determine their location. (Act of 1
,
sec. 7.) They may, by a two-thirds vote of the whole board, change the location of a
scbo?lhouse! ~ell _the old site, and purchase a new one with the proceeds. (lb.) ~~o
special prov1s10n 1s made for taxes for school sites or buildings.
The f?rego~ng applies to ~11 parishes, including the pari b of Orleans, as no special
powers m this respect are given to its board of directors, or building fund provided fen.
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MAINE.
•

I

School districts and towns which have abolished the district system at any legal meet- .
ing may raise money for purchasing school sites and &ecting bu_ild_ings, and may determine where schoolhouses shall be located. Tbe plan for the bmldmg so voted must be
approved by theschool committee. (Sch. Law, ed.1889, secs. 48, ~6.) N~ s_chool money
may bs paid out of a town treasury except upon the order of its mumc1pal officers.
(Sec. 17.)
MARYLAND.

Boards of county school commissioners are reg uired to select and purchase sites (Chap.
VI, secs. 1 and 2, Sch. Laws, ed 1 1877), and .to build schoolhouses. (Chap. IV, sec. 4.)
Every schoolhouse must be built and furnished according to the plans of the county
school board. (Chap, VI. sec. 5). This board has authority to prescribe to the county
commissioners the tax to be levied for the maintenance of schools, but no tax for building is specifically provided for. ( Chap. IV, sec. 5.)
.
In Baltimore the mayor and city council have full power in school matters, and are
authorized to levy and collect · taxes to meet all school expenses. They may delegate
to the school board only '' supervisory powers and control." (Chap. XVI.)
MASSACHUSETTS,

"A. town, at ai meeting legally calleu for the purpose may determine the location of
its schoolhouses, and adopt all necessary measures to purchase and procure land for the
accommodation thereof." (Sch. Law, ed. 1888, sec. 47.) ,This applies to cities, unless
otherwise provided in their charters. (Sec. 51.)
MICHIGAN.

The qualified voters in any school district have power to designate by a two-thi°rds
vote, schoolhouse sites and change the same when necessary. '' When no site can be
established by such inhabitants as aforesaid," the township school inspectors shall determine the site. (Sch. Law, ed. 1889, sec. 27, Fourth, aud sec. 89.)
'
The voters, as above, also have power "to direct the purchasing or leasing of a site
or sites lawfully determined upon; the building, hiring, or purchasing of a schoolhouse
or houses," etc. (lb., f!lifth.) Also to vote such tu ·as they may deem sufficient for
purchasing sites or building within specified limits. (lb., Sixtlt.) The district school
board is to purchase sites and construct buildings when lawfully directed by the qualified voters. (Sec. 35.)
The above applies to graded school districts. . (Chap. X. J
MINNESOTA.

The board of education of any city or town organized as an independent district, and
not under a special law, has power, '' when authorized by a vote ot the distriet to purchase or erect one or more schoolhouses and purchase sites for the same." (Sch. Law,
ed. 1887, sec. 150, Third.)
The district school board may call a m0eting of the voters for passin~ upon this question, and upon the amount of money to be raised for a site and building. (Sec. 148.) .
MISSISSIPPI.

"A. city or town constituting a separate school district shall have power to levy and
collect a tax for the erection or repair of its school lmildings." (Sch. Law, ed. 1890,
sec. 47.)
MISSOURI.

Boards of education of cities and towns organized as single school districts when the
demands of the district require more than one public school building tberein are
required, '' as soon as sufficient funds have been provided therefor," to select and 'procure sites a~d erect suitable buildings thereon. The board may sell school property no
longer required for use, and must place the proceeds to the credit of the building fond.
(Sch. Law, ed. 188D, sec. 8088 .)
·
"The boavd has n~ power to purchase site and erect a building thereon until the people have voted sufficient funds therefor. -i1- * * The board can not select the first
Bchool site, no: can it change the same; these two acts must be voted by the people.n
(lb., Instructions on p. 72.)
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In single school districts, of the character referred to, that have a population exceeding 5,000 ancl not excc0ding 100,000, the school board has full power, by a two-thirds
vote of all its members, "to locate and direct and authorize the purcha e of site for
schoolhouses, libraries, and school.offices, and by a like vote to direct and authorize the
sale of any real estate or other property belong;ing to such school districts. (Sec. 099.)
>-'>t. Louis.-The board of education has power to purchase and hold property, real
and per onal, nnd has charge and control of a,11 public-s<ihool property. tAct of 1 33.)
It bas authority to determine annually the rate of school tax, not to exceed one-half of
1 per cent. for all purposes; and the county collector is required to collect the same,
the proceeds being paid over to the school board. (Act of 181:i5.)
NEBRASKA,

Each "incorporated metropolitan city" constitutes one school district. (Sch. Law,
ed. 18~9, Sub. XV, sec. 1.) Its board of education is required to report annually to
the .city council an estimate of the amount required for the support of the schools, purchase of sites, erection of buildings, etc., and the city council is required to levy and
collect the same. If, however, the estimate calls for an E::xpenditure for sites and buildings greater than $25,000 in any one calendar year, the question must be submitted to
a vote of the electors, in which they will v,ote on a. specified site or sites and ()Ost. (Sec.
25.) The aggregate local tax is limited to 2 per cent. (Sec. 26.) The proceeds of all
public-school taxes are subject to the order of the school board. (Sec. 27.) Any issue
of bonds must be submitted to a vote of the electors. (Sec. 28.) School property may
l>e sold by a two-thirds vote of the school board. (Sec. 23.)
NEV.A.DA.

Each town or incorporated city cons ti tu tes but one school district. (Sch. Law, ed.18 9,
Art. VII, sec. l.) It is made the duty of any board of district trustees, "when directed by a vote of their district, to build, purchase, or hire schoolhouses;" they may
convey by deed any schoolhoase or site directed by the district to be sold. All plans
for schoolhouses must be appro\'ed by county superintendent. (Art. V, sec. 2. )
NEW HAMPSHIRE.

School districts have power at any legal meeting to raise money for purchasing sites
and building schoolhouses. (Sch. Law, ed. 1886, Chap. IV, sec. 1.) They "may decide upon the location of their schoolhouses, by vote or by a committee appointed for
that purpose, and purchase or procure land for the same, and may ehoo e committees
with power to carr,y their votes into effect." ('Sec. 2.) '.rhe school boants, therefore,
have no original authority iu the matter, though an appeal lies to them as to location of
site. (Sec. 4.) In case of nouagreemeut of the district upon location, it may be referred to school board. (Sec. q.) A final appeal may be made to county commissioners. (Sec. 6.)
NEW JERSEY.

The corporate authorities of any city, upon request by the board of education, are
empowered to purchase lands and erect schoolhouses thereon, from time to time, as the
increase of population in the city may aemand, provided that the expense in any one
instanr.e shall not exceed $40,000, or that the annual expenditure for public impro,ements is not limiteu by city charter; also to issue temporary loan bonds and levy taxes
to raise the necessary funds. (Act March 31, 1882.)
overning bod,y of city may mortiage school property to build schoolhouse , if
deemed uece ary and expedient by school board to provide additional accommodation_,
Inc, e the title to lands on which public-school buildings are now erected is ve ted by
law in the school board, such board and not the governini hocly of city shall ha,e
power to borrow money and secure loau by mortgage. Not more than one school building may be erected in any one year under this act. (Act, same date.)
Cities, through their governing bodie3, may issue bonds to raise funds for school sites
and buildings. In cities, however, having a board in control of the public schools other
than the common council, "the purchase of land, erection, furnishing, and fitting np o
a schoolhouse or &choolbouses with the money so borrowed shall be made in the ame
manner as heretofore provided by law for the city borrowing money by virtue of this
act." (Act A.pril 20, 18 7.)
The following are in tances of special laws:
In ltll:zabe~h the board of education prepares estimates, including amounts required fo
purcb_asmg site~ and building. , which the city council is reqnired to rai e by tax and ap' propnate, or ra1Se by sale of bo::ids. But if the city council deem the estimate excessive
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they may refer it to a joint commission. All school moneys shall be expended by the
board of education. It has power to purchase real estate for school puri~oses and erect
buildings thereon. (Act approved 1878.)
Jersey City.-Board of education may purchase a site in name of ma_yor and aldermen,
and erect neces11ary buildinge, according to boa.rd's plans; the. board are forbidden ~o
enter into contracts for these purposes requiring the payment of more than $20,000 m
one year, which may be increaseq. to $30,000 by authority of board o_f aldermen. The
board of aldermen are required to appropriate from time to time such sums as are required by school board for the fulfillment of their contract, to be subject to thei~ draft.
NEW YORK,

Boards of education of incorporated villages and cities can not have tax levied for pur- ,
chasing school sites and erecting buildings but by the approval anq consent of the corporate authorities, thou_!!h the corporate authorities have no power to refuse to rai.se the
sums declared by the board of education to be necessary for teachers' salaries and contingent expenses. (Sch. Law, ed. 1889, Title 9, secs. 8 and 9.)
NORTH CAROLIN A.

District sc~ool committees are empowered to purchase sites for schoolhouses and erect
buildings thereon. The purchase of a site is subject to the approval of the county board
of education. (Sch. Law, ed. 1889, sec. 2583 and note.)
NORTH DAKOTA.

Boards of education of cities and incorporated towns organized as special school districts (except cities governed by special acts) are empowered to purchase and sell school
lots and to build schoolhouses as they may deem proper. (Sch. Law, ed, 1890, sec. 181,
Fourth and Fifth.) Said boards are required to levy annually a tax for the support of
schools, including any expenditures allowed by law, and not exceeding thirty mills on
the dollar, which tax the treasurer of the county is required to collect and pay over to the
treasurer of the school board. (Sec. 185.) ,A school board can issue bonds only when
authorized by a vote of the electors. (Sec. 200.)

Omo.
Tb,e board of education of any district (including cit.v districts) is empowered to build
the necessary schoolhouses and purchase the sites therefor. (Sch. Law, ed. 1889, sec.
3987.)
.
Each board is required to estimate annually, within a certain maximum, the amount
of funds necessary for school purposes, including for sites and buildings, and the county
treaimrer is required to collect it and pay it over to the treasurer of the district. (Secs.
3958-60.) The latter may pay it out only on the order of the school board. (Sec. 4047.)
In all districts, except city districts having more than 10,000 inhabitants, the question of levying for sites or buildings a greater tax than that authorized by law, tor a
period of years, must be submitted to a vote of the electors. If the vote is in favor of
the levy the school board may anticipate · the money to be raised by it by an issue of
bo~ds, (.Secs. 3991-93.)
In city districts of over 10,000 ano. less than 250,000 inhabitants school boards are
authorized to issue bonds in anticipation of income from taxes to be levied, the issue
in any year not exceeding in the aggregate a tax rate of 2 mills. (Sec. 3994.)
OREGON.

Cities and incorporated towns containing 10,000 inhabitants are constituted one school
districi( (Sch. Law, ed. 1889, sec. 76.)
It is made the duty of school boards of such districts ''to.lease and build schoolhouses, to buy and lease lands for school purposes," and _to sell school property not
needed. (Sec. 82, Sixth.)
The school board of such district is "authorized to contract an indebtedness for the
district for school purposes," at no time exceeding in the aggregate $100,000. (Sec. 90.)
The power to levy taxes and make appropriations for schools resides in district meetings. (Sec. 41.) •' Districts can not levy a tax for any purpose unless the notice calling the meeting states this to be the object." (Sec. 45.) 'l'axes are assessed and col- ·
lected by school boards, and the proceeds can not be paid out without their order.
(Secs. 62-4 and 37, Fifteenth.) These are general provisions, apJ)licable to all districts.
(See sec. 94.)
-
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PENNSYLVANIA.

In cities where the school property has been vested in the.board of school controllers,
such board is invested with all the powers and duties of school-district directors. (Sch.
Law, ed. 1890, III.) They are accordingly required to procure suitable lots of ground
and erect, purchase, or rent suitable building for schoolhouses. (LII, LIX.) "The
board is not bound, by a. vote of the citizens of the district. on a question of location. "
(Sec. 81.) '.rhey are also required to levy, within the legal limiis, assess, collect, and
disburse all taxes rendered necessary to perform the foregoing duties. (III, CV, et seq.)
They are authorized to borrow money up to a certain amount for sites or buildings and
issue bonds therefor. (LXVII, et seq.)
In cities where the school property has not been vested in the board of school controllers, the boards of school-ward directors have the above powers and duties. (III.)
Under an act of 1889 cities of less than 100,000 inhabitants thereafter incorporated
were constituted one school dfatrict, the school board having powers and duties as
above. (CLIX.)
RHODE ' ISLAND.

''The school committee shalllocate all schoolhouses, and shall not abandon or change
the location of any without good cause." tSch. Law, 1882, chap. 56, sec. 4.)
The power to purchase lots and build schoolhouses resides in the school districts,
''provided, that the erection and repairs of the schoolhouse shall be made according to
the plans approved by the school committee or, on appeal, by the commissioner of public schools."
SOUTH CAROLIN A.

District boards of trustees have power and are required to provide suitable schoolhouses, "so as best to promote the educational interests" of their districts. (Sch. Law,
ed. 1889, sec. 1012, First.)
·
Local taxes, however, can not be levied under the general law, but by a vote of the
taxpayers. ( Act of 1888, sec. 2. )
School funds, including those raised by city separate school districts, are disbursed
by the county treasurer on the order of the district school trustees. (Sec. 1023, and
act of 1888, sec. 2. )
Charleston and certain other cities are under special laws.
TENNESSEE.

The board of mayor and aldermen of any municipal corporation "may procure a suitable school house or houses, either by erection or purchase." 'l'he board of education is
only given authority to manage and control the schools, employ teachers, etc. (.A.ct of
1885.)
·
TEXAS,

/

In such cities as have voted to assume exclusive control of their schools, and to plaee
this control in charge of a board of school trustees, such board has the same power, control, etc., as has the council or hoard of aldermen in those cities in which said council or
aldermen have been in vested with the control. (Sch. Law, ed. 1889, Chap. XV, secs.
3 and 7 .) This includes the power to purchase building sites and construct schoolhouses.
(Sec. 13.)
School trustees in cities which have not voted to assume exclusive control of their
schools appear to be subject to the general law relating to school-district trustees, which
requires them to determine at what points schools shall be located, but gives them no
powers aB t? purchasing sites or building. (Chap. X, sec. 7.)
In every rncorporated town and city, whether it has assumed exclusive control over
it.a schools or ~o~, the aut~ority to issue bonds for building purposes, and to levy a tax
to pay the prmc1pal and mterest thereof, resides in the city or town council. (Chap.
XV, I, sec. 31.)
·
VERMONT.

In any town und~r the district system the school districts, by vote of the electors,
select schoolhouse sites, or the selectmen of the town in case of nonagreement. ( h.
La.w,ed.1
, sec. . 24 -9.) Thedistrictspurchasesitesand buildscboolhouses,which
they may do tbroo~h committees appointed for that purpose. (Secs. 245-6.)
In towns under the town y tern the "town shall provide and maintain suitable schoolhouses, and the location, construction, and sale of the same shall be under the control
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of the board of school directors." (Sec. 138.) This does not apply to a graded-s~ho?l
district incorporated by act of legislature, unless the voter's thereof elect to come w1thm
the town system. (Sec. 139.)
VIRGINIA.

Boards of school trustees in cities of 10 000 inhabitants and upwards are charged with
the location and construction of schoolhouses. (Sch. Law, ed. 1883, sec. 33t,.) City
councils (except in Richmond) have no power to withhold the s1;1m~ deem~d nec~ss~ry
b,y school boards for the maintenance and growth of schools w1thm specified hmits.
(Sec. 340.)
·
,
WASHINGTON.

It does not appear that boards of education in cities <}f 10,000 inhabitants or more
have any authority in the matter under consideration other than that given to all district boards of directors, which is, " to build or remove echoolhouses, purchase or sell.
lots or other real estate, when directed by a vote of the district so to do.'' (Sch. Law,
ed. 1890, sec. 26·, fifth.)
·
County commissioners, in their annual levy, are required to levy and collect the
amount estimated by the school board of any city of 10,000 people or over as required
for purchase of Rites, erectiot1 of school buildings, and payment of interest and principal
of school bonds. (Act of Mar. 26, 1890, sec. ~O.)
The school moneys of such city are to be paid out only. on the order of the school
board. (lb., sec. 15.)
WEST VIRGINIA.

District boards of education are authorized to purchase sites and build schoolhouses.
If unable to agree on a location, the county superintendent decides. (Sch. Law, ed.
1883, sec. 34.) No schoolhouse can be erected unless the plan thereof is approved by
county superintendent. (Sec. 35.) Boards of education are required to levy annually
a, tax for providing schoolhouses and grounds, paying existing indebtedness, etc., unless
the district votes '' against school levy.'' The proceeds of this tax form the '' building
fund." (Secs. 2 and 38.)
Wheeling.-Governed by a, special law. Board of education has same powers as above,
and further, is not restricted by an appeal to county superintendent or by a vote on
school levy.
WISCONSIN,

School-district voters, at a legal meeting, have power to designate schoolhouse sites
and vote taxes for purchasing sites and building schoolhouses. (Sch. Law, 1890, sec.
430.)
"'£he district board, in their corporate name, shall purchase or lease such a site for a
schoolhouse as shall have been desiii;nated by the district, and shall build, hire, or purchase a schoolhouse out of the funds provided for that. purpose.''
The district board may be required to build a schoolhouse according to plans and
specifications furnished by the district. (Pp. 59-60.)
The school boards of cities not under special laws are subject to the above. (Sec. 515.)
Among the cities under special laws are the foUowing:
Chippewa Falls.-Board of education lay before city council estimate of cost of site and
building and plan of building. Ci by council are required to raise a tax for same unless
there is a two-thirds vote against it. When such tax has been levied or authorized the
board of education tnust enter into the necessary contract.
La s~~ss~.-School board submit~ plans and estimates to city council, which body
shall, If It deem best," have the site purchased by the school board a;nd buildings constructed by and under the direction of board of public works.
lJiadism.-School board has power to purchase sites; also to erect schoolhouses thereon
as they may deem advisable.
The common council are required to raise the amounts necessary for the same (not
exceeding $5,000 annually in 1870) when duly certified to them by the school board.
lJfilwaukee.-'~he common council shall erect buildings and purchase lots. (Sec. 3 of
cbarter.) No lot may be purchased nor schoolhouse erected "without an ordinance or
resolution July passed by the common council.'' (Sec. 4.)
Oshkosh.-Same as Madison, except that no site may be purchased without the approval of the common council.

CHAPTE'R XXI.
DISCUSSIONS OF EDUCATIONAL QUESTIONS, CHIEFLY BY
SCHOOL OFFIOIALS.
I. Oivics Instmction.-II. Country Schools.-III. Education.-IV. Education as Related to Crime.V. Evening Schools.-VI. High Schools.-'VII. Physical Tr·aining.-VIIL Private and Parochial
Schools.-IX. Public Sclioo_ls.~X. Religious and llfor·al Traininr,.-XI. Revenue and Taxation.-Xll.
School Hygiene.-XIII. Science TeacMng.-XIV. Sex in Edlication.-XV. Siiper·vis-ion.-XVI. Township System.
CIVIC INSTRUCTION.

The teacher and political morality.-Superintendent W. C.,Jiewitt, Union City, Mich.:
Excepting the comfort which comes to one from knowing something of the Constitution
as unrelated knowledge, the study of civil government as commonly pursued affords no
new field of information and no completer rounding oft be facu: ties than is given by its
sister subjects, history and geography. It is true that the grammatical study of the
clauses of the Constitution, together with those questions which are based upon it,
develop a kind .of sharpness which, while it lasts, justifies the causes of its existence.
Yet its influence is but temporary, and long before the period of the franchise comes
time has destroyed all traces of the constitutional gymnastics. A boy might better viewthe Constitution through the dim mists of a curious ignorance rather tban, knowing it
closer, to be repulsed by the irksomeness of its unmeaning details. If the Constitution
is to be made an inspiration the teacher must possess that generous scholarship which
will enable him to choose the materials of instruction with j udp:ment; he is not teaching a completed growth, a dead law, but an instrument in which is contained the wisdom of his race. M.any clauses of the Constitution are rich in history, others are made
sacred by Lbe blood of sacrifice, and through all there is a progressive national conscience.
Year after year we have the discussions, ad nauseam, of ·' How to teach history,;' •' How
to teach arithmetic. r, And on the hypothesis of a poorly educated body of teachers
these questions always will be asked, always unanswered.
It, now, the majority of teachers were men and women of culture, four-fifths of all
the drivel of'' how" would disappear. The question usually is, ' 'How shall incompete~ce teach?" It should be, "Shall incompetence teach at all?"
Any improvement in teaching that does not look for a higher scholarship hi the
teacher can be only temporary in its effects. The teacher in civil government, then,
must know something of the great works of Kent, Curtis, and Story; if he would understand the constitutional growth of his country, he must know something of Von Holst;
and because the Gonstitution, studied out of relation with the past, is almost meaningless, he must read some such work as Lieber's Civil Liberty. . Just as in history the
text-book is only one of the factors of successful instruction, so in civil government
biography, history, and law must all unite in supplementing the work of the recitation. But if it be said that it is idle to expect such preparation on the i;art of the
teacher, then civil government, otherwise taught, is filling no want in the educational
system of to-day, and the 3,000 school districts [in Michigan] where it is not taught are
philosophically correct in keeping it from their courses of study. In most schools we
find ~ubjects best taught which are fixed in their nature and call upon the teacher for
b_ut little more knowledge than from the pupil, while su~jects that are progressive are
ei,ther not taught at all or only indifferently. We find many a man teaching for the
rest of bis life branches of study on work done in the prehistoric times of bis life. But
civil government is one of the branches of study that can not be taught successfully on
any such foundation. * "' *
' In n.ny correct system of civic instruction knowledge must form the basis, yet knowledge alone i8 not sufficient. The welfare of the State demands kinetic, not potential
energy. This entiment is shown in the sin~ing of patriotic songs, the increased publi·
cation of patriotic literature, and the hoisting of the flag upon the schoofbouses of the
tate. However much man may differ as to the interpretation of that term '' patriotism, ' 1 all must agree that it does not consist entirely in feeling, but finds its best ex588
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pression in action. A man may thrill with the music of the Star ~pangle~ Ban!1~r and
remain a clod forever afterward; a boy may be moved by the swellmg per10ds of liberty
and union and show himself unworthy of liberty when left in a room without his
teacher. Many pupils associate patriotism with some form of physical prowess; and
indeed they have cause, for our patriotic literature is full of saber strokes and sulphur
smoke. It is here that the teacher can show that patriotism is not for the battlefj.eld
only, but that it lies in being a useful and high-mind~d member of the commonwealth.
The pupil may never shoulder a musket, but by learmng a useful trade he may add to
the credit of his community; he may not adorn the legislative halls, "th' applause of
listenino- senates to command," but by a -careful and conscientious study of his civil
rights, he may set the example of duty just as inspirjng _as the d?-ty of the tente_d field.
His influence may be small, but it can go through a life, and 1t may shame vice and
exalt virtue. * * *
·
Born as man is, with the poison of fallibility in his veins, and surrounded on all sides
by influences that check the growth of mind, it is not strange men find the fight against
public wrong hard, and are tempted to give up their independence. But,-not only is
eternal vigilance the price of liberty, but intellectual vigilance is the price of manhood.
And the pupil should be taught, through all his school course, to feel that he has not
well acted, unless it is in the light of the fullest knowledge and for the .hie:hest purposes.
He should be taught that the world is full of solemn questions that are to be settled
only through the intelligence and integrity of such men as himself. . And from his
school he should receive such knowledge as will cause him to view his public a,ci§ with
as mnch solicitude as the duties of his private station. It is here that the educated
teacher finds work, not only in teaching the philosophy of the past and the practical
duties of the present, but in founding both on the rock of a conscious integrity.
The school is but one of the influences that lead toward a higher morality, but the
possibilities of the educated teacher may well cause us all to question anew our fitness
for the work. If this is done in the spirit of the broadest patriotism there will be no
need to ask if civil government is of value as a ·study, but men, seeing its fruits, will ,.
crown it with a diadem of imperial worth.
-

Value of clµ,ssic American literature.-Horace E. Scudder: I have not cared to divide
my argument; to show the power of hnmane literature in enlarging and enriching the
common-school sytem, and then to demonstrate that American literature is the most
fit instrument to this end. I have preferred to postulate what is inescapable, that
American literature of some sort our schools will have, and I call you away ftom the
cheap, commonplace, fragmentary American literature of our school text-books, which
have solongdone disservice, to the inspiriting, noble, luminous, and large-hearted American literature which waits admission at the doors of our schoolh9uses. The volume of
this literature is not very great, and it i.s lessened for practical purpoRes by parts which
are inappropriate for school use; but it would not be difficult to replace the volume of
reading matter offered in the reading books above the grades of the elementary by an
equal volumeofAmericanclassicliterature,aud thegain would been'ormous. If, according
to the common practice in our schools, the child were reading over and over and over
again the great literature which he would never forget in place of the little lite_rature
which he will never remember, how immeasurable would be the difference in the furnishing of his mind.
,
Nor do I fear that such a course would breed a narrow and parochial Americanism.
On the contrary, it would destroy a vulgar pride in country, help the young to see humanity from the heights on which the masters of song have dwelt, and open the mind
to the more hospitable entertainment of the best literature of every clime a,nd age. I am,
convinced that there is no surer way to introduce the best English literature into our
schools than to give the place of honor to America,n literature. In the order of nature,
the youth must be a citizen of his own country before he can become naturalized in the
world. We recognize this in our geographv and history; we may wisely recognize it
also in our reading.
.

Patriotism shoiild be inculcated.-Superintendent HenrySabin, of Iowa: It is especially
nece~sary tha~ patriotism, love of our native land, should be inculcated. The flag should
be displayed lll every schoolroom, and children should be taught what it si~nifies. The
singing of national songs and the recitation of patriotic pieces should be encouraged.
To a;ssign the public schools a place in the observance of Independence Day or of Memorial Day, has a tendency to keep the deeds and sacrifices of their fathers alive in the
hearts of the children. The growth and resources of this country, the history of the
past, and the possibilities of the future, should be so impressed upon the child that he
may be proud to say: '' I am to be an Americau citizen.''
Shoulrl permeate all the wM·k of the teacher.- W. E. Sheldon: It may not be necessary to
make any special change in or addition to the school curriculum to secure t,he teaching
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of what is essential to enlightened citizenship. The essence of this kind of instruction
should permeate all the work of the teacher. The facts and principles of good citizenship should be so presented as to become the life, the soul of the school. The pupil
should absorb the love of country as freely as he breathes in the pure air. It should
surround him in the teaching atmosphere of the school.

II. -COUNTRY SCHOOLS.
Trained teachers needed especially in country Rchools.-Superintendent Henry Sabin, of
I6wa: The trained teacher who thoroughly understands her vocation, who is fruitful in
expedients to interest children and arouse their ambition, is needed in the country school
more even than she is in the city school. . In the country district the school depends very
largely upon the teacher; she is subject to but little supervision; she is not often brought
in contact with other teachers, and in her little domain she reigns almost supreme. Outside of and beyond their daily lessons, her .influence over her pupils ought to make itself
felt for their good. In hiring a person to take charge of a school in an isolated country
district the personal character, the skill, the training, and theed ucation of the applicant,
should be considered as of first importance, and the matter of wages per month should
be so adjusted as to obtain the services of a teacher fitted for that important position.
Here, as elsewhere, "money should not be weighed againet the welfare of the child."
No better place to educate a child in tlie common branches.-P. A. Latta, Allegan County
(Mich.) superintendent: We hear much in these days about the poor quality of instruction in the rural diRtrict schools. In fact, there is a tendency to belittle the important
work they do, I think that much .o f this opinion arises from a lack of knowledge of the
quality of work that these schools actually accomplish. During the last year while
visiting the rural schools I have observed some excellent school work.
Almost invariably, where the conditions are favorable to good school work, I have found
effective and faithful teaching. I ani convinced from long observation of the work of
both gradel'l and rural schools that the average rural school-teacher is as efficient as the
average graded school-teacher.
·
In the work of the rural school-teacher there is lees that is perfunctory, less of routine,
more flexibility in the classifications and more adaptation of the instruction to the individual needs of the pupils. These considerations lead me to believe that there is no
better place, under proper conditions, with the necessary appliances, to educate a child
in all the common branches and some of the higher English than a good rural district
school, when conducted by a skilled teacher.
Obstacles to the success of country schools.-State Superintendent W. E. Coleman, of Missouri: 'l'he country schools constitute the great educational force in any Stater if they are
well conducted, the results am good all along the line; if they are poor the pupils suffer
thereby throughout life, for there is certain work which i'f not done in early childhood
is never satisfactorily accomplished. Among these schools can be found some as noble,
true, and grand men and women as ever as1,umed the responsibility of teaching children;
and their labor will tell for good in the communities in which t,h ey teach, in the lives
of those instructed and in the State at large. What a glorious thing it would be if all
our schools were of this order, but such is not the case. Do you ask "Why are they
, not all thus?" The answer is not, difficult; but how to remedy the existing evils is a
question of far greater moment and thou_gh answered will be harder to execute. Hundreds and thousands of the children of Missouri have been starved, educationally, on acaccount of the penuriousness of patrons and school boards that they elect. A good school
begets a good, wholesome influence in the community, favorable to education; this in
turn, is met by liberality on the part of the patrons, and they freely and cheerfully vote
for along term of school and fair wages; the result is just what might be expected; true,
active, energetic men are chosen to control the school interests of the district; wellqualified teachers are employed; the school district soon becomes noted for its liberality,
thrift, and influence. There are several factors that enter into the successful prosecution of this work, viz: the public, the county superintendent, the board, the parents,
and the teacher. Each of these occupies a prominent position, and is an important
factor that can not be ignored in endeavoring to have a well-regulated school. There
is no use laying the blame on the teacher, when the board has employed a young, inexperienced boy or girl, at the enormous salary of twenty-five or thirty dollars per
month for four or five months, and expect the same results as are secured in a district
ju which an experienced teacher is engaged for eight or njne months at a salary of filty
or sixty dollars per moo th. Neither is the fault altogether that of the board, for the
people have not furnished the money nor voted the time that is necessary to secure the
re ults clesired; therefore, the board has to take a cheap teacher for a short term, and
the supply is equal to the demand; the result is failure.
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Course of study for ungraded schools in Germany.-:-John T. Prince, agent of the Massachusetts board of education: The elementary schools of Germany ,are required to give
instruction in religion, including Bible and church history and the catechism; geometry,
elementary science, ancient history and gymnastics-all or which are seldom or never
systematically taught in corresponding schools of this country. The course in arithmetic does not embrace so many subjects as with us, and there·is less of the geography
of foreign countries and more of home geography than is given in our schools. In other
respects there is not much difference in the subjects required to be taught in the elementary schools of the two nountries; always remembering that with us the requirements
concerning subjects of instruction here are not al ways observed.
In mixed or what are called one-class schools, in which are pupils of all ages, two plans
ofclassilication prevail, neither of which resembles our classification of such schools.
By one plan, the older pupils, or those from ten to fourteen years of age, constitute a
single class, and are sepa'rated in some studies into two or three isections. These pupils
attend school four hours each forenoon, except Wednesdays and Saturdays, when they
attend two hours. The younger pupils constitute another class, divided al~o into two
or three grouvs or sections . .These attend afternoons three hours daily, except Wednes·
days and Saturdays, when they attend two hours in the morning. The recitation
period, as in the graded school, is about fifty min,utes in length; and, when the class.is
separated into sections, each division is given somewhat different work to do, although
all are supposed to be reciting during the period. By this arrangement there are about
eighteen recitations a week with the older pupils, and twelve with the younger. In a
school of this kind near Leipsic the following daily programme was followed:
Morning.
Monday.

Hour.

Wednesday. Thursday.

Tuesday.

Friday.

Saturday.

'

First... ......... ........ Catechism .. Bible stories History. :..... Catechism ... Bible history and
andexplaexplananations.
tion.
Second ............... Language
ttndreading.

German Arithmetic
sentences, and geometry.
etc.

German
and writing.

.

'.

··············•······

II. Reading and
writing,

Re,ading
and writing.

/

German ...... Singing.

Third .................. Arithmetic .. Geography .. II. Observa- Arithmetic .. Drawing .....
tion 1 essons,home
geography
and singing.
Fourth ................. Writing ......

Physics.

·····················

JI. Numhers.

~

II. Reading
and writing.

Afternoon.

First.. ............. ,.. Biblestories Biblestories ...... ;.............. Biblestories Observation
lessons and
home geography .

.

Second ........ ....... R e ad in g
and writing.

Reading
and writing.

Reading
and writing.

Reading
and writing.

Third." ................................... Numbers .............................................. Numbers ... .

From this programme it appears that the older pupils have 18 recitations a week of
w~ich 6 ~re in language (including reading, writing, and language or grammar) 3' in
arithmet~c and geom~try, ~ i~ religion (Bi~le history, catechism, etc:), 1 each in 'geography, history, drawrng, smgmg, and physics. The younger pupils have 14 recitations
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a week of which 6 are in reading and writing, 3 are in numbers, 3 in Bible stories, and
2 in ob;ermtion lessons and home geography, giving a short time one day to singing.
Such an order of recitations would hardly be tolerated in the schools of many of our
rural neio-hborhoods,
where it is thought that a teacher is seriously neglecting his duty
0
who fails to hear every pupil recite in every branch of the curriculum at least once a
day.
The seconc1 plan of classification for country schools is to divide the enJ;ire school into
three sections in most subjects, a class in each subject reciting about fifty minutes, as in
all other schools.
Both of these plans of classification are in strong contrast to the classification of our
uno-raded
schools, by which there are frequently more classes heard in a day than there
0
are pupils, and but five or ten minutes given to each recitation. Some modification of
our present custom in the direction of the last-named plan would be an improvement.
Consolidation of ungraded schools.-George H. Martin, agent of Massachusetts board
of education: The majority of these [ungraded] schools are not furnishing the cblldren
with the education which the times demand. Nor can they do so. There can not be a
good school without a good teacher, and these schools can not attract and bold good
teachers. The isolation, the difficulty of finding boarding placeR, the smallness of the
schools, affording little stimulus to the ambitious and little scope to the enterpri ing,
the dullness and backwardness of many of the pupils, the lack of intelligent and sympathetic interest on the part of parents, the prying and captious spirit which pervades
many of the districts-these, singly or combined, repel the very class of teachers who
only could improve the schools. ,~ ·X· *
More money for higher salaries would buy better services for some of these schools;
but many of them are now the most expensive luxuries which the Stitte indulges in.
In some the cost per child is from thirty to fifty dollars a year, and many of the towns
are now raising as much money as they can afford. Superintendents could make these
schools better. Some of them they might even make good, but the improvement would
be at an expenditure of time entirely unnecessary. For the State to give more money
to the toW1..1s, under existing conditions, is to put it into a bag with holes.
More effective. than any of these measures, because striking at the root of the evils,
would be consolidation of schools. Even in the larger towns, with their only partiallygraded schools, there is a waste of energy by scattering it. The attempt in-such towns
to maintain several schools of the same grade at no great distance from each other
means low salaries for all the teachers and frequent changes. In one of these towns,
in each of four grammar schools having male teachers, there have been five principals
in the las~ six year . There are but nine male teachers in the county who were teaching in their present schools on my previous visit. Consolidation of schools would allow
closer grading, would secure a much more effective division of labor, ano would make
it po sible to employ a man competent enough, and to retain him long enough to become identified with the community and to exert an enduring influence through the
continuity of his services. ·* * *
The consolidation of schools means building commodious ;;;cboolhouses, centrally located, and carrying to them the children from the more remote parts of the town. Many
of the e children arll now walkin,g one or two miles to school, and they are away from
home during the whole day. If carried to a central school they would be away from
home no longer, and would be much less exposed in going and returning . . Many children would have little further to wa.lk to a central school than they now l1ave to the
di trict school which they are forced to attend.
·
Wherever the experiment bas heen judiciously tried of unitino- the small schoola it
ha been attended with gratifying success. The town of Concordbbas tried the experiment on a more generous scale, having gradually consolidated all its schools in two
buil~lings, one in_ the central part of the town and one in West Concord. The plan w ~
so w1 e an1 so w1sely executed and the results have been so gratifying as to make the
town a second time historic .
. o new legislat~on is needed to make the plan practicable everywhere. The hirrh
e t1roate of education and the earnest purpose to furnish the best, which have helped to
~ake ou~ ~cbools as l{Ood as they have been, must be looked to to adapt them to exLtmg concht1on . Enlightened public eipirit may be depended on to devise ways an
means to 1?Ut every boy and girl of school age into a good school, under a good te~her.
Ill.-EDUCATION.

Olwractcr i9 the thing sought.-Journal of Education: For a child to read and writefl nentl;y, P ll ~nd ciphe~ correct!!, know all the bays, capes, and rivers ot' the world, wil
not m·ure h!s pro:penty, ~app1ne. s, or peace of mind. The cbool is responsible /ori~tellectual d1 c1plrne * * ·* not for the sake of such discipline, but for it.s effect
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domestic social in<lustrial, and professional life. Nor are these the real enas in view _
in educat1on. Thev are hut inci.dr.ntal to higher ends. Character is the thing soughtcharacter in its broadest, highest phases, character upon which a man can ~)an_k in time
and eternity. The school must do all its work in such a way as to develop rnc1dentally,
but effectually, all the essential negative and positive virtues. It must be easier for
a boy from the schools to be sober, industr~ous._ ho_n_est, upright, virtuous, than it
would have been otherwise. The tenrlency m b1s life must be away 1rom personal
abuse, social demoralization, physical neglect, idleness, and political vagabondism. It
must help him ·to endure hardship, acquire patience, cultivate hope, attain peace of
mind and buoyancy of spirit. We d0 not teach disripli_n~ for its own sake, but for tho
results of discipline in everyday life, in every sphere of life.

Tlte pi·i?ne cii1n of instruction.-Matthew Arnold: The aim and office of instruction,
sav many people is to fit a man to get on in the world. It is not this, and the modern
spirit morn and 1~ore discovers it not to be this. This is, at best,, but a secondary aim
of instructiqn. Its prime, direct aim is to enable a man to know himself an_d the
world. Such knowledge is the only sure basis for action, and such basis it is_the true
aim and office of instruction to supply.
Tlw very corner stone of an eclucation.--.Tobn Stuart Mi11: The very corner ston,e of an
education intenrled to form great minds must he the 'recognition ot' the principle that
the object is to eall forth the greatest quantity Qf intellectual power, and to inspire the
intensest love of truth; and this without a particle of regard to the results to w bich the
exercise of that power may lead, even though it should conduct the pupii to results
diametrically opposite to those of his teachers.
Infinitely ahove all othAr inflitence8.-.James S. Barrell: But infinitely above all ot,her
influences combined for the moral training of children in school jg the personali Ly of the
teacher_ Conscionsly or unconsciously be must influence them for good or for evil.
That in!!uence is probably always greater than we suppose. Who of us can not to-clay
recall some teacher of our childhood whose memory is fragrant with-all that is bel:l,utiful, good, and trne?
The 1not-i1;es which sltou1d be rtppea,lerl fo.--Dr. Larkin Dunton: We must begin with the
child as we find him, a pretty selfish little lump of humanity. We must bear jn mind,
too, that to be of use to others he must become a man of wisdom and power; hence, he
must at once be made active. Hence, an appeal must be made at first to such motives
as will move him to the doing of what he ought to do. His curiosity is to be aroused,
bis love of the wonderful and the strange is to be excited, bis desire to be ,md do like
others is to be stirred, and if neeil be his fears are to be appealed to. In a word, he is
to be made to practice the virtues of civilized life from the start. · Among the most important of these virtues which the school should strive to inculcate are regularity, punctuality, silence, indqstry, benevolence, a nd obedience. Let the pupil's moral training
begin with the practice of these and similar virtues. . Secure this by the use of the high- '
est available motives, but secure the practice of these virtues.
If they are constantly observed the very observance will create a tendency of the
mind to continue the practice. If, now, this tendency js reinforced by the presence of
higher motives the necessity of the lower motives will be corre5pondingly diminished.
Hence. the need of awakening the higher motives. This can only be done by imparting
such knowledge of the effects of conduct as alone has the power of quickening the conscience. And here we may learn much from the young mother. Would i::be make her
child feel the power of moral obligation to refrain from a course of conduct, she shows
him the bad effects of the same. This is the universal law. A knowledge of right or
wrong jn conduct is gained through t,be perception oftbe effects of conduct.
'l'he true method of giving moral trai ning, then, as I see it, is to secure the right conduct of the child through the use of such motives as he can be ruade to feel; then to replace lower motives with higher as fast as the habit of doing the right and the development of higher motives will allow, until, finally, the supreme,· the all-controlling motive
of the pupil is the power of the sense of duty arising from an enlightened intellect.
Obedience, immediate and absolute ?- Superintendent George Howland, of Chicago: Ina
well-ordered school the disdpline should make a small demand on the teacher's time or
strength; should not be, as the same writer states, '' the most painful part of the teacher's
work," hnt kindly, loving, winning. What more pleasing than to observe with watchful care the daily development of the mind, the will, the character? "Obedience immediate ancl absolute?" For the soldier on the battle's eage, yes; but for the ~hild
with bis instincts of self hood, his budding reason, bis untrained will, and his :intuitions
of fre edom, the thin~ is unreasonable, absurd, and impossible. Which of us can at all
times control his will or command his attention to a dull discourse1 a stupid book or
'
an no interesting recital?
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Prompt and cheerful compliance I admit, but" immediate and absolute "-the words
savor of the drillmaster, the martinet, the tyrant, the despot, rather than of the teacher
and ~uide of youth, and are destructive of all true education and worthy development.
The sum of the virtues which schools sltould·implant.-C. B. Gilbert, of St. Paul: It has
been held from time immemorial that obedience, i'mplicit and unquestioning, is the
first and most important virtue to be implanted in the minds of the young as the foundation of all other virtues. This is largely held, and is made the basis of our systems
of discipline, so called, whereas I hope to show that it is really their bane. Obedience
is not only not the highest of virtues; it is not a virtue at all. A virtue is essential,
and is always a virtue. Obedience may be, and often is, a vice. It is the foe to progress, the secret of persecution, the bulwark of priestcraft and imperialism. 1t is safe to
say that out of uqwise obedience to human authority and its unwise enforcement have
grown more evils than the disobedience of all the rebels of history has begun to cause.
The former is thefatl\er of lies and hypocrisy; the latter of intolerance) oppresaion, persecution. I do not deny the usefulness nor even the necessity of obedience. Society
must e~act it, schools must have it, not because it is virtuous, pqt because it is expedient. But it roust be dethroned from its lofty place in our schools, as -it has already been
in our American social and political system. Indeed, in schools it will usually take
care of itself. Nothing needs be said about it, and very little thought about it. .As
with the laws of nature, children will soon find out all that is of fmportance in it. When
necessary it should be enforced, but it should be seldom necessary. Teachers need not
tremble at the thought as tbouirh about to lose their authority. Such a treatment of
the matter will not cause anarchy, but order; will not render students disobedient, but
more than ever obedient. We need not be afraid of truth; it never yet destroyed a good.
Young people in school are very hard to hoodwink. Moral distinctions that puzzle theologians are often quite clear to them, not because of their superior wisdom, of course,
but because of their freedom from sophistry and the power of tradition. Ordinarily,
the boy or iirl in school, as much as his elder in society, has a perfect right to know the
reaso:µ for commands to which be :prnst submit; and the wise teacher, while not brooking insolence, will yet recognize the right and will not provoke to wrath tor the sake
of proving authority. More than that, the proper development of the child '-s character
requires that he sho11ld know some reason for his conduct as soon as he is able to comprehend, and should base his actions upon this as a motive rather than upon the will of
another.
This is not Russia, b11t free America; and if our schools are to make citizens capable
of perpetuating free institutions they must inculcate something higher than a spirit of
obedience, something broader than all mere expedients.
The first, then, for us to seek to in the child is sell-control for wise ends, subordination
of bis passions and his actions, not to the will of another, but to his own, and this for
good ends clearly understoou. It involves two elements, wisdom and power, the former
to be gained somewhat by precept, but more by experience in a proper environment,
the latter to be acquired wholly by exercise. For the wise man whose motives are
noble and whose self is under the control of bis will , law is unnecessa,ry. Law, in the
sense of restraint, is for would-be criminals. We need citizens who need no law. Law
is also necessar;v for the ignorant, including children, as a guide and a tea{)her during
development.
To this end laws should be as simple as possible and of such a natur~ that tbev will
never he felt or consciously obeyed after the ruoral sense is sufficiently developea" to be
in itself a guide to right action. It is a wise provision of nature that a law not evidently for the good of those subject to it irritates the mind. This should be taken into
con ideration in the management of the young.
There is still a higher virtue than self-control essential to the perfect man and perfect
oitizen-selJ'.-sacri:fice. This is simply an outgrowth of the former, and is merely a control of self for the good of the community. This sacrifice of the one to the ~ood of the
~any is, ~nd must be toa limited degree, enforced by the State; but thus enforced it
18 not a vutne and offers no bright outlook except as it indicates a majority of elfsacrificin~ citizens sufficiently ~arge to control the self-seeking minority. Control of
self for the goneral good, particularly and practically known as nublic spirit, is the
highest virtue of the citizen, and is developed "not under law lmfunder grace."
TheHe two principles, which are really one, constitute the sum of the virtues which
schools bould implant and cultivate in the youth. Do our public schools make uch
men?. My _answer would be, only partially. While perfect success may not be looked
for, still I feel confident that a much higher degree could be reached under a more enlight oed ystem, a system more nearly in con :onance with the social and politicnl ~ya,rus in vogue in this country.
.
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The ethical must not be neglected.-Dr. W. T. Harris: Of the :five classes into-which the
world of knowledgtJ may be divided, three tower above all others: man as a body, man
as a soul, and nature or the world of things. Irr the study of nature students sho~ld /
know two great lines, organic and inorg~nie. The study of man s~ould. b~ made with
respect to psychological relations, and with the p•~rpose o[ developmg his rntellect~al,
ethical, and resthetical sides. No matter what may be said to the contrary, the ethical
must not be neglticted. The theory that a knowledge of the means of self-preserv:ation
1s the most imoortant is fallacious. It is not so necessary that a man should live as
that he should iive in accordance with ethical law. Even the civil law considers this
the correct view. In other words, that which deals with man as a soul is more important than that which looks upon him as an organic being.
The equable development of the whole human being. -Jerome Allen: No man will dare to
say that the equable development of the whole human being is not, the ~randest work in
whioh any person can engage, and no one will dare to denY. that in th~ development of
this man-soul, body, and mind-there must come in forces to make qu1ek and accurate
the action of all the senses, and bring to its highest development the hearing, the see·
ing, the smelling, the taste, and the feeling, so that the man may receive and give impressions· both accurately and rapidly, and that the thinking machine within us may
work up the objects of sense-perception into highest objects of thought-production.
An examination of the " lwrmonious development " definition of education; what education
is.-Dr. W. T. Harris: It has been fashionable in educational treatises since the days of
Pestalozzi to define the province of education as '' the full and harmonious development
of all our faculties.'' This is, however, a survival of Rousseauism, and like all survivals
from that source is very dangerous. It is of first importl'l,nce to consider this definition
in the light of psychology.
At first glance we see that it makes no discrimination among the faculties them.selves;
all have a right, each has a right to cultivation, and the only limitation of this cultivation is found in the word "harmony." What the harmony should ,be is not said. It ·
is implied, however, that the harmony once reached, there would be a perfect human
being. Harmony implies a sort of balance, and that there is no faculty of the soul which
may be developed supremely, no faculty like that of divine charity, for example, which
should be supreme.
Again, this definition ignores the great distinction:between our higher and lower faculties, between our faculties that are means to ends above them and those faculties
which are ends in themselves. Sound psychology, for example, looks upon ethical insight as higher, than insight into what is useful as a means to an end. The adaptation
of means to ends-the use of physical strength, industry, eating and drinking, any sort
of bodily training, is subordinate to the question of the end for which it is used-moral
purposes being esteemed higher. Moral faculty is ·s upreme as regards all such things,
and is not a coordinate factor.
JEsthetic faculty, taste for the beautiful, is not regarded as coordinate with moral faculty by any people since the Greeks or before the Greeks. Gracefulness was the supreme end of lite and esteemed to be even higher than morality in Hellenic art. It was
in the Greek thought that this notion of harmony arose as a symbol of perfection. For
in Greek art alone the physical and psychical are in perfect balance; not so in Christian
art, and far otherwise in the Christian religion; for Christianity teaches that food,
drink, raiment, or creature comforts of all sorts, yea, life itself is infinitely beneath
consideration when weighed a.gainst the spiritual service of humanity. Bodily health
and vigor, sound digestion, good sleep, keen sense-perception, are all good if rightly
used or subordinated to higher faculties; but to speak of them as forming a harmony
with the higher is placing the soul and body on the same plane, and this is a fundamental ·
error in educational psychology.
.
In the third place, the definition ignores the distinction between man as an individual
and _man aa a social whole, the State, the civil communit.v, the church, the family. It
fancies man the individual to be something complete in himself and without re~ation
to society-just as we can speak of a clock or any piece of mechanism as complete when
all its parts are present and properly adjusted. Man has two selves; one his natural
self as a puny individual, and another his higher self embodied in institutions. This is .
the worst, defect in the definition, because it leads the thought of "the educator away
from the essential idea of education, which is this: Education is the preparation of the
individual for reciprocal union with society; the preparation of the individual so that
he can help his fellow-men and in return receive and appropriate their help.
The •(harmony" definition is abstract; this definition is concrete. An abs~ract definition is liahle to misinterpretation; the concrete one is not. Reciprocal help of social
whole and individual in the first place implies both 'special and general education. To
help one's fellows one must get skill in some useful occupation. This may be in any
realm of human labor, physical or intellectual. But to be able to receive the hel:p of
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one's fellow-men implies general edncation, the capacity to receive and appropriate the
help of institutions-the spiritual help of the race in science, art, literature, and moral
and religious ideas, as well as in the matter of creature comfort. The world market yields
to the individual man for his day's labor a share in the productions of the world; necessary food, clothing, and shelter, luxuries, amusements, churches, libr[Lries, lectures, newspapers, and books. The prudent man buys wisdom and developes his lower faculties
only to the extent that they are means to this higher end of acquiring wisdom and dispensing it to others.
Thesipremestfolly.-Samuel B. Capen: The highest bodilydevelopment;isthat which
cares for each and every part in its proper proportion. If a single organ is omitted the
whole bocly suffers. Going one step higher, we consider it supreme folly to care for the
body and neglect the mind; to train that which is only animal at the expense of the intellectual. But the supremest folly must ever be that which, caring for the body and
mind both, neglects that which is spiritual and eternal.
What human life and experienceare made up of-Horatio Stebbins: There is, it seems
to me, some confusion, and in provincial minds some conceit, about what is called exact knowledge; and the nature of the evidence with which we have to deal in the
different departments of study is often exaggerated. The area of "certainty," as it iscalled, is surely much smaller than some people think; and human life and experience
are not made up of the demonstrable, the exact, aud the definite, but of judgments,
opinions, probabilities, presumptions. "We walk by faith and not by sight" is as
profound philosophy as it is pure reiigion. Life is more poetic than mathematics; the
apprehended plays a larger part than the comprehended; and if we bad nothing but
understanding we should und~rstand very little. Scieuce means right knowledge of
what is; and it comes in many ways, The ma.thematics must ever hold a high rank in
human studies as an instrument o.f the mind. As a training they are limited to one
kind and one degree of evidence. They have no part in forming the judgment. Those
who are ignorant of the real nature of mathematics think them to .be the key of all
reasoning, the p<::rfection of training. But they no mor:e teach reasnning in the common
every-day sense than riding in the cars over Siskiyou Mountains teaches the miner to
thread the forest on·a mule.
·
Not knowledge merely.-Horatio Stebbins: We count a man educated in proportion to
the exactness, breadth, and nobleness of his ideas. ,vhat is needed to elevate, refine,
and give power to man's nature is not that he shall be an encyclopedia, but that he
should have great ideas based on knowledg~ and thought. Studies and thought inspire
the mind if they are brought into relation with a mind that responds to their touch.
A knowledqe of th; child-mind at work wanted.. -W. S. Jackman: Perhaps the mo~t
grievous lack of young teachers is practical know ledge of the cpild-mind at work. This
knowledge can be gained only by systematic observation and careful study of the child
itself. Memory serves the teacher but poorly in recalling the effects, adverse or otherwise, that lessons and objects made upon him in childhood. His training bas hitherto
been largely a theoretically professional one. The child's mind has been dcecribed in
the text-books, and its peculiarities jotted down as so many shoals and reefs upon the
teacher's chart. Stuffed with the psychology of old minds and impre3Sed with the dignity of his profession, the luckless teacher has too often entered the schoolroom in the
unfortunate condition of having '' put away childish things.'' In the inevitable and distressing conflict between bis methods wrought out in the study and the child's mind
instinct with nature, it too frequently occurs that the child and not the methods is
tbou~ht to need revision. Every child in the practice school must be an object lesson
in psychology for the teacher.
The teaching of p s_ycholo,qy a.s to the aim in education.-Nicholas Murray Butler: Onr
endowments are qualitatively alike, quantitatively different. No perfect human mind
is without the power to know, to feel, and to will, but no two minds have these power
in equal degree. Mathematics takes four elements and proves conclusively that th e
number of their permutation~ and combinations is ]imifed . Each one of them can be
determined. Nature's methods are far different. The four influences of the ori 0 'inal
capacity, hereditary tendency, natural environment, and social environment combine
to form countless millions of minds, no two alike. We may be born free and eqn l
before the law, but we arc not born free and equal mentally. Each has his own talen
and each bis own corresponding duties and responsibilities. That each is accountable fir
his abilities and for no more and no less than his abilities the parable of the talen
illustrates. He who bacl five taients was not required to return the product of ten, no
,vas he who had two pun· ·bed because he r eturaed less than he who had five. Ea
w~ accountable for hi8 own. And this is the teaching of psychology, and of ethi
through p.:1ychology, as to the aim in education. It is the best, alike for alJ: and yet
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no two the same. We are not to envy others, not to despair because we can not reach
their level. Our proportionate ideal is within reach of each of ~1s.
When we are hearing so much of the power of reason and n~md, _and when ~he one
goal of perfect knowledge and absolute command over nature 1s hemg emphasized by
some philosophers as that which is to be reached by all m_en alike, it were well to remember that there are limits to what the mind can accomphsh. It were well to recall the
fact that in the eighteenth century the extreme_claims made for -the reason resulte~ in
exposing the whole fabric of knowledge to the bitter attack of the most thorough~orng
skepticism that the world has ever seen, and that in consequence the most.powerful thmker
of modern times made it his chief aim to demonstrate, not the power, but-the weakness
of human reason; for in this way could he perform the greatest service alike to philo~ophy and to science. Amiel, whose mysticism is remarkable for its subtle psycb_ol_og1cal analysis and its profound philosophic insight, emphasizes the moral and rehg1ous
aspects of this truth in his Journal In time (p. 83). These are his words:
''We must learn to look upon life as an apprenticeship to a progressive renunciation, a
perpetual diminution of our pretentious, our hopes, our powers, and our liberty. The
circle grows narrower and narrower; we begin with being eager to learn everything, to
see everything, to tame and conquer everything, and in all directions we reach our
limit, nonplus ultra. Fortune, glory, love, power, wealth, happiness, long life, all these
blessings which have been possessed by other men seem at first promised and acc~ssible to
us, and then we have to· put away one dream after another, to makeourselvessmall and
humbte, to submit to feel ourselves limited, feeble, dependent, ignorant, and poor, and to throw ourselves upon God for all, recognizing our own worthlessness and that we have
no right to anything. It is in this nothingness that we recover somet'hing of life; the
divine spark is there at the bottom of it. Resignation comes to.us, and, in believing
love, we reconquer the true greatness."
·
fVliat rnan is wise ?-Huntington Smith: Wisdom does not consist in the ability to heap
up facts, although our school instructors seem to think it does. Wisdom is concerned
with something far higher than facts; it is concerned with the true, the eternal, the unchanging relations of things. 'l'be man who has grasped a few of the elementary truths
of existence and governed his life in accordance with them is wise, even if he can not
read a line of Latin or solve a problem in algebra or work out a sum in the rule of
three.

The real object of school education.-New York Evening Pqst: The history of educatiQn
in this country for the past fift.v years has been a history of crazes-the method craze,
the o~ject-lesson craze, the illustration craze, the "memory-gem " craze, the civics
craze-calling upon chUdren of eight to ten for information as to custom-houses, postoffices, city councils, governors, and legislators-the story-telling craze, the phonics
craze, the word-method craze, the drawing and music craze, besides the craze for letters ·
and business forms, picture !i!tudy, and physics. Now arrives manual training. Happy
is the community where those in charge of the schools have maintained their clear judgment above all these fluctuation~, shiftings, and tinkerings, and have kept in view the
real object of school education, "to give a knowledge of self, to promote morality and
refinement through the teaching of discipline and self-control, and to lead the pupils to
see that the highest and only permanent content is to be obtained, not in the valleys of
Sense, but by continual striving toward the high peaks of Reason."
Why new ideas do not take root.-Felix Ellarka, in the Journal of Pedagogy: What was
it that killed object lessons? What was it that led the kindergarten movement into
the quicksands of quackery? What was it that led so many excellent educational ideas
to so early and ignoble a death. the death of failure in'indifference? Take any one of
those ''crazes'' so skillfully enumerated by the Post-is not every one of those failures
directly attributable to one and the same cause, want of teachers prepared to take hold
of new ideas, prepared to test them in the testing crucible of pedagogical principles, :Rrcpared to use them with discretion? American life is wanting in that repose which is
absolutely necessary for the sound development of the teacher's practice in strict accordance with principles. "Was sie gestern gelernt, woHen sie heute schon lehren. Ach
was haben die Lente fuer ein kurzes Gedaerm ! " ( What they learned only vesterday
tb~y intend to teach to-day. Oh, what a short alimentary canal these peopie have ! )
said Goethe, and he may be credited with knowing what he said. Had he lived in the
last decacle of the nineteenth century he would ha,ve substituted ''never" for "onTy
yesterday." -l:· * *
Look toward New York. With the stroke of the pen it was decreed to introduce
manual training into the public schools of a city that bas over three thousand teachers.
I am morally certain that the recording angel wept a silent te:.u when he recorded this
outrage. Did the teachers of New York know anything of manual training? The average New York teacher knew no more about it than did my dog Bowser. Had they a
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preparation for what they were to undertake? It was not supposed that they had, unless
God 2:ave it to them in their sleep. Yet the powers that be "introduced manual training.'' No wonder it is fast becoming a craze. It is the natural sequence of intrusting
a new departure to persons unfit for the task. Catch words and a few tricks are sufficient
for the purpose of deception, and they are used. * * *
Understand me right: I am not preaching against them (these "crazes"), but calling
a halt to having them handled by untrained, unskilled, unprepared, and inexperienced,
hence irresponsible and even unscrupulous persons, calling themselves t~achers and going
by that name on the pay roll. That is the cause. The effect is, has been, and ever will be,
that new methods such as mentioned above and old principles conceived and born into
the world ages ago by master minds, are run down and into the ground. * * *
It won't do to copy our cousins across the water, the Germans, in everything they do;
hut notice how deliberately, how carefully, how cautiously they introduce new ideas,
new devices, new methods, by first training a generation of teachers up to them. Garfield's metaphor of the Democratic graveyard of dead an0- buried issues has its mate in
the garden bed of the American school in which every bud is pulled open, and when the
sun rises·aqd io. the fullness of noontide looks down upon it, there is nothing to see but
withered and shriveled-up flowers.
The proper educatfon ofto-day.-C. M. Woodward: The proper education of to-day is a
preparation for tbe duties and responsibilities of life. Our students must therefore come
out of school with the elements of high character, with a vigorous, healthy body and
mind, able to put both hand and brain to work, to enter readily into sympathetic cooperation with the institutions of their country and time. Practical accomplishments
are essential to a good education, though they are· not the whole of it. While training
to the full the faculties of the individual, including his mechanical powers, and fitting
him to act his part as a citizen, a home-builder, and a bread-winner, we must not fail
to set high value on the finest products of tha human mind and to give fair introduction
to the great fields of art and philosophy.
·
The ideal early ed-ucation can be cond-ucted in the f am'ily alone. ·-William Chauncey Langdon in the Century: For real education is the development of distinct personalities, the
fitting each one severally for his or her own life's work. 'l'his is not a result to be effected by contract or in the aggregate. In the family alone, and by or on the immediate
responsibility of those parents by whom were imposed upon each child from before its
birth the -physical, mental, and spiritual conditions on which all true after-education
muRt be based, can an ideal early education be conducted. If, then, in practice it pass
into other hands-into those of _the nursery governess, the school-teacher, or the college-it is and it can be only because of the inability, at some stage of the advance, of
those individual parents or of that family for its best further discharge. The actual
agent, whoever he may be-even though it be the State assuming, for reasons of public
policy, the partial discharge of a responsibility which would otherwise go undischargedcan be regarded only as the representative deputy or the substitute for the family.
Development of genius by educalion.-Prof. J. R. Buchanan in the Arena: And bas this
godlike element [genius] anything to do with education, and with schoolhouses or
universities, which in the past have ever barred their doors and even their windows
against it? Can these doors be unbarred and the old temples of memory and conservatism be made nurseries of the divine element which is latent in all human souls? It
would be wrong to doubt, for it seems to us an axiomatic truth that there is no element in man which is not capable of culture and development. As genius is the power
that relies upon itst!lf and explorea the unknown in fearless independence, the first thing
to be done in its culture is to commence the exercise of self-reliance and acquisition of
knowledge by the independent power of the pupil. Let him begin as if on the assumption that be is a born genius and must live the life of original, self-reliant manhood,
competent to live alone and to lead. It is not proposed to pamper egotism by asserting
the superiority of the juvenile pupil to his comrades and seniors, but to put him to work
upon the problems which others have mastered and let him realize the modesty which
is produced by the presence of apparently insurmountable obstacles and impenetrable
mysteries, which he must resolutely attack and conquer, because they have long since
been conquered by human energy, and he, as a human being, must not shrink from doing
what others have done, learning what others have learned, and contributing his own fair
share of labor in enlarging the world's stock of knowledge. He should not be fed with
kn~wledge when he can gather knowledge for himself, nor guided along any road which
he 1s competent to explore by the use of his own faculties. In his very infancy he must
be made an independent observer and encouraged to learn, understand, a.nd describe
everything going on around him by questioning him so critically that if his ob erration:
is incomplete or inaccurate he will be stimulateu to make it complete and perfect. Interrogation is the chief agency of intellectual education, for its function is to compel
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thought, and it was wisely ,<;elected by Socrates for that, p1;1rpose. From infa1;\CY to
manhood it should ever be present as the driving and compellrng power-compelling to
observe, compelling to investigate, compelling to reason, and compelling to remember.
j}fen wanted, not mere scholars; the work of general education must be effected -early.-

President Timothy Dwight in the Forum: The evil to be greatly apprehended, by reason of the tendencies of opinion in the popular mind of late, is, as it seems to me, that
we shall bring forward a generation of imperfectly educated specialists in this country.
I mean by this expression-which I use in the less restricted rather than the more restricted sense-not specialists who are half trained in their own particular department,
but specialists who are imperfectly educated as men. No result within the limts of
admitted progress beyond the time of the fathers is, in:my judgment, more to be deprecated than this. Indeed it may be doubted whether, in every sense, such a result
could properly be regarded as progress at all. Tbe fathers had at least a wide outlook
as far as their field of vision reached. Thev believed in men, not mere workers in the
great human workshop. They· believed in ·individual inen, full grown and matured in
their whole manhood, and not in mere scholars or practitioners in some one section of
life or knowledge, ' whose mental culture should be limit,ed to that one section. Men
are what we need in this country, not lawyers, or physicians, or ministers, but menmen who, whatever may be their profession, are more than their profession; men who;
whatever may be the exten,,t of their kno.yledge in their own peculiar science, know
much that is beyond their science arid see the glory of all knowing and of all truth.
Education, according to the true view of it, is like religion. It seeks the individual
that it may bestow upon him, in himself, the fullness of its blessing. It strives to per- ·
feet the world in its own sphere by making perfect the individuals who form the world.
It desires and tries, th-erefore, regarding this as its first and foremost work, to give completeness t;, each one 1rhom it approaches.
But this work of developing the individual on all sides must, in ·the sphere of which
we are now speaking, be largely done in the early season. The necessities laid upon us in
the subsequent years bring limitations with them,and wemust gain our general education,
in great measure, at the beginning because of the particular demands of the life afterward. In the consecrated period of the school and college course-consecrated to studies
which work simply to the end of mental growth and of preparation fpr intelligent manhood-the forces must be set in motion which ~ill keep the wider thought and wider
education alive through all the narrowing influences of thP. future and its special occupations and duties. These forces are the knowledge of the wide-extended field, acquisitions large enough to make secure the possession of the knowledge, and an ardor that
can not be quenched. This period which is consecrated to the more general education,
does not end, according to the view, of many among us, and, I may say, according to
my own view, until an age later than that of which I am now speaking [ eighteen years].
It does not in the opinion of any wise educator in the lines of the hi~her education, as I
suppose, end before this age. We all may unite, therefore, in the thought that the
progress which I have indicated should be in the line of an open-minded, large-minded,.
rapid, enthusiastic movement of the intellectual powers until the youth is,eighteen, and
that what he should know then is what, by means of the best teaching and the best opportunities, be-can: know at that age in all the various departments. ·X· *
If I am
asked, therefore, what a boy who has the best chances ought to know at eighteen, my
answer is-of course, bearin!?; in minµ the limitations which my thought and the nature
of the case suggests-be should know everything. This is the richness of the blessing
which education has to give, and which it may give-the richest of all the blessings
which our human life knows or can know, except that of the personal uni.on of the soul
with God.

*

By education we go out beyond ourselves.~Dr. W. T. Harris: As natural beings, as
animals, we live but do not know our living. Only as educated beings do we live a
conscious life in the high sense of the word. Only by education do we go out beyond
ourselves as mere individuals and enter into our heritage of the life of the race.
The uneducated consciousness of the mere animal does not enable him to take up the
experience of bis fellow animals and appropriate its lessons in the form of moral and
scientific ideas. Only to a small extent does he avail himself of the lives of others.
Only the species lives on while the individual metamorphosis of life and death takes
place. But the animal capable of education can go beyond bis individual experience
and avail himself of the lives of all. For the educated there is vicarious experience.
He may live ov:er in himself the lives of all others as well as his own life. I~ fact, each
lives for all ancl all liv6 for each on the plane of educated being. On this plane the individual may be said to ascend into the species, and we can no longer say of him what
we say of the mere animal-the species lives and the individual dies. For individual immortality belongs to the being that can think ideas, because ideas embody
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the life experience of the race and make possitle this vicarious life of each in all. The
religious mystery of vicarious atonement, is, we may see, adumbrated in the deepeSt
.fact of our spiritual existence. The mistakes and errors of each and every man as well
as his achievements and successes all go into the common fund of experience of the race
and are converted into.ideas that govern our lives through education. The human race
lives and dies for the in<.lividual man. All the observation of tlie facts of the -uuiverse,
all thinking into the causes of those facts, by this process is revdered available for each
man. He may rei.inforce his feeble individual might by the aggregate feeling and seeing and thinking of all men now livi:ng and all that h11,ve lived.
IV.-EDUC.ATION .AS RELATED TO CRIME.

Tiie maldng of a successful rogite.-The Churchman: It is noteworthy, though it is perfectly natural, that ahsconding clerks and other defaulters are mostly men who have received such learning as they possess from the public schools. That the public schools
do turn out a large number of smart men is indisputable, but their neglect of moral
teaching and training, which is confessed by their best friends, makes them quite as
likely to turn out smart rogues as competeut citizen!!. * -x- * It is greatly to be
feared that the indirect effect of the metbodd of teaching in our schools is distinctly and
unequivocally immoral. In nearly all secular schools the one thing whicli is always
kept before the mind of the scholar is the indispensable necessity of getting on. The
stimulus of emulation is constantly applied. Y~ar after year children are impressed
with the thought that the first duty of life is to get ahead ofother people. Why should
o.ne wonder that the practical outcome of many years of such training should prove to
be disastrous to morality? Teach a child that succe~s in getting on is the supreme object of all his efforts; teach him little or nothing of the conditions pf right success; practically jgoore duty as the guide of every step in life, and then why should you wonder
if the result of your fine system of education proved to be the making of a successful (or
unsuccessful) rogue i'
Probity without school education.-E. Sartorius, a German resident of Mexico: Every
one who has lived in Mexico for any length of time and has been in contact wil hall
classes ought to bear testimony that the people in general are good, acute, dexterous,
laborfous, ingenious, and disposed to any improvement. Wilen it be considered how
little has been done or is doing to give them an adequate moral and intellectual education, we cau not avoid being surprised at the good fund of probity that prevails amongst
all classes. I have lived for many years among the Indians and mixed race, and never
have I enjoyed greater security in my person aucl in my property and interests than
during the period referred to. What could not be <lone in Enrope is practiced in Mexico without any fear, and that is, to trust to a poor and barefooted day laborer large
sums of money, to be carried by him alone a distance of many leagues, 2.nd it never
occurs that tb'e wretched Indian commits a breach of confidence. Such a vice is, up to
the present, an exception.
Something more tlnn intelligence required.-President L. R. Fiske, of Albion (Micb.)
College: That intelligence is not an adequate bar to crime must be apparent to every
oue. Th~ great criminals are mostly persons of a high grade of intelligence. Technical
or professional knowledge often supplies the very conditions of crime. It is the skillful
bauk clerk or cashier tbat absconds. It is the man who has the greatest knowledge of
the means of snccessfnl gambling who takes it .up as a profession. The burglar takeau vantage of knowledge which the ordinary citizen does not possess to make his way
~nto bis neiµ;hbo~'s dwelling or bank or other place of business for pillage. Indeed , i
1t not true th;'.3.t m all ages intelligence bas been the a,,-enue and inspiration of crime?
Men of super10r mental powers, due perhaps largely to greater intelligence than others
posses<.,, have been the foaders in the criminal movements of succes-ive ages. Ambition
jg sure to fill the heart of that man who is consGious of unusual intellectual capabilities,
and tllis ambition links itself with selfishness and the result is that for personal ends
right.c, are trampled under foot, and crimes, not only againstiudividuals but against nations and even humanity itself~crimes whose breadth and blackness words can not portray-are committed. Is he a murderer who kills a man on the street that be may
gt;t his purse, a?-d. that military chieftain who, in order to satisfy his ambition, organizes
an army, leads it mto battle, slays his thous::i.nds, breaks up iunumemble homes. o,erth:ows gov~rnroents, trampling under his feet the rights of ::ill who come in his way, _i
tb1s man simply a hero, not a murderer, not a traitor to humanity? The leader- 10
crime are_ the me? who, ~y virtue of intelligence and distinguished mento.l power , ha Ye
thrown ell. order rnto society and roost widely carried havoc and rnin wherever they have
~one. The rn.ce needs to be intelligent, bntsomething more is required t~ prevent crime
and insure general respect for human rights.
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Give a man both knowledge and slcill.-President Edwiu Willits, of Michigan Agricultural College: The regulation specific [for the prevention of crime] i-; to cultivate the
moral sense, to su1'plement intellectual with moral training in our pu l.llic sc?ools. Undenfably this suggestion has great force, but does not cover the whole ground .. ~hose
who have had much to do with criminal character have noted that but few cnmmals
are destitute of moral knowledge. As a rule they. know they have done wrong. Many
have bad careful moral and religious training; they have "memorized tu.e 'l'en Commandments·" they can conduct a theological controversy with skill :;i,nd acumen.
Some are re~lly reiigious to a degree that almost disarms suspicion of hypocrisy. Conditions have been adverse, so that the moral sense has not been developed, ~r ~he stress
of temptation has been more than they could bear. Our worst class of cnmrnals are
not heathens. Moral training, therefore, will~not, be the sole remedy. Somehow the
conditions must be changed. * -ic- *
.
It is a mistaken idea that ]earning a trade is not education, that the ability to work
at some useful occupation does not enter into and compose an essential part of a man's
intelligence. You remember what Ruskin says: "A boy can not learn to make a straightshaving off a plank or drive a fine curve without faltering, or to lay a brick level in the
mortar without learning a multitude of other matters which lip of man could never
teach him.''
A man that can shoe a horse well knows more than the man holding tb,e bridle.
Skill is intelligence applied, and applied intelligence counts for more in the world than
stores of knowledge unapplied. Give a man bot,h knowledge and skill and you have a
well-rounded intelligence; these, with a moral and religions training, will do much to
keep him outside the prison walls, outside the criminal'class.
Give the city boy something to do, systematic daily labor, and take him off the sidewalk, and you may diminish your prisons one-half. Give him something that requires
skill and knowledge, full intelligence. Busy fingers rarely steal.· Sin of all kind is
the product, generally, of the un9ccnpied mind and heart and band of man. If St.
,. Anthony had washed himself at least once a week, had discarded his hair shirt, and
turned his cell into a workshop, be would have seen no devils to fight. The best way
to cool off. a passion or control an appetite is to sidetrack "it into some laudable industry.
V.-EVENING SCHOOLS.

The remedy for irre_r;nl£irity n.f atlendance.-Hon. Thos. B. Stockwell, State school commissioner of Rhode Island: The actual attendance on evening schools for this last yea,r
has been only 35.5 per cent. of the enrollment, a little more than half of the percentage
in the day schools.
·
Some of the reasons for this condition of affairs are not difficult to determine. First ·
of all is the fact that thew bole matter is a purely voluntary one on the part of the pupil.
Anot_her reason is to be found in the too common lack of proper supervision from the very
opcmng of the term. 'rhe poor quality of much of the teaching doubtless has a good deal
to do with the breaking up of many schools. Other minor causes, varying with localities,
will suggest themselves to the reader's mind.
The-remedy is li}robably to be found along several lines; there is no one cure for all of
the evils. 'fo begin with, the first registration should be conducted more upon the
theory of securing suitable pupils rather than large numbers. It should he the general
practice to discourage the entrance of any who do not give evid~nce of both a desire and
the ability to attend regularly throughout the course.
Then the work shoulcl be carefu,lly laid out and adapted to the special needs of the
pupils to be taught with the object of doing the most possible in the least time. Make
theµrogrammea~trac~ivein Lheopportunities which it offers. Lastly, put the best teachers
that can be obtarned rnto the schools; teachers who can make the different subjects to
be !aught clear and intelligible; those who have some personal power and influence
which they can use to hold the pnpil when he begins to lose his first zest for the work.
The experience of several schools in different parts of the State shows that this personal
element must enter into the evening school even more largely than into the day school
if even fairly good results are to be secured.
! would not ~e understood at all as questioning the value of the evening schools as a,
whole, for I believe they are a necessary feature of our system and must be extended
and enlarged in their scope, in some localities at least. But I do feel that in our pi-esent
manner o~ conductin,z them we are making but little progress, and that in conse-quence
we are guilty of negligence.
,
VI.-HIGH SCHOOLS.

Ilighe-r eclttcation of the rural population.-The committee on education of the National
Council of Education recently macle an investigati"on of the opportunities and induce-
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men ts offered the rural population of this country for securing the ad vantages of higher
education. The evidence collected by them is summed up as follows:
I. The State systems are still very generally partial and chaotic.
II. For all secondary education the mass of the rural population is generally dependent upon chance or the favor of some city.
III. With few exceptions no opportunities or-inducements worthy of the name in the
way of secondary or higher education are offered the rural population.
.
IV. Where efforts in the way of systematic secondary education have been reported
as made, outside of cities and towns, but are not and can not be considered as even fairly
successful, it is because1. They are too limited as to territory, population, and resources; or,
2. The organization is not sufficiently close and complete, there being too much irregularity in the work of the lower schools; or,
3. The people of the rural districts have no _voice in the management and control of
such school, and hence indifference takes the place of interest.
From the facts as thus reported your committee considers the following to be legitimate conclusions or suggestions:
I. The district or rural schools should be graded.
II. To grade, successfully there must be some standard to which to grade-some point
which will limit and define the work.
III. This limit should be the lowest class recognized under secondary education.
IV. Secondary education should have the same general characteristics that have given
primary education its strength and its hold upon our people:
(a) 'l'he schools should be free schools and not fee schools.
.
(b) The schools should be as near as possible the homes of those to whom they minister.
(c) Those whose children are to receive the benefit of this instruction should participate in the control and management of these schools.
(d) The establishment a:ncl maintenance of such schools should hot be haphazard, a
matter of accident or convenience merely, _but should be fixed, sure, and systematic.
V. As it is an admitted fact that only a small per cent. of those who reach these
schools can ever pass beyond them the secondary schools should combine good academic training with work which is more strictly preparatory.
[Note.-It should be understood that a model secondary school will give at least such
instruction that its graduates can enter the freshman class of colleges of gopd standing.
It ought to do more than this. J
VI. The secondary schools should in turn grade up to the lowest class in tbe university of the State in which they are situated-if such an institution exists. If the higher
education is not a part of the State system then the secondary schools should gm.de up
to the best academic standard that the neople can be urged to accept.
VII, In establishing secondary schools the natural order seems to be:
(a) In new and in sparsely settled States or counties, the county high school.
(b) As cities come into existence, the city high · school in addition. to that of the
county.
(c) As the rural population grows more dense, the township or union district graded
school with courses which lead up to the county high school, the grades of which can
then be advanced.
.
[Note.-There are comparatively few States in which township or union district high
schools can be successfully maintained. J
VIIt. Statute law should be mandatory to the extent of securing at l!last one high .
school of high grade in each county.
IX. It should be permissive as to cities and townships, at least within certain pretty
broad limits of population, but when such such schools are established they should cotne
under laws which will secure some uniformity in courses of st,udy-though not necessarily in the extent of such courses-and in the general management.
.
X. A State system worthy of the name will freely offer every opportunity and inducement to its entire school population to pass, by systematic methods, easily apprehended
by those who are to receive the benefits, and under popular control, from the lowest
seat in the primary school to graduation by a college or university of high tanding.
Disastrous influence of secondary schools on primary ediication.-Hon. Charle D. Hine:
The influence of secondary schools on primary education has been disastrous(a) It bas directed the energies of teachers and scholars to the one encl of passing exami,nations to enter secondary schools. Primary education for its own sake has been
disparaged because another end was in view.
(b) The result bas al o been to undulv diminish the number who remained in the
higher classes of the primary . cbools. Many high schools do not admit the equivalency
of all lines of study. In schools dominated by the classical spirit every sort of talen
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is meMUred by the ability to make high rank in classics. Those who ~o'llot come i?,to
this current and up to this standard are made to feel that they are one s~de-:-are specials ·
or commercials or something different-from the regulars. Thu_s meritorious scholars
are discourao-ed and driven from needed education.
(c) This d~flection from the true course of elementary education is not promoted by
the teachers of the elementary schools. · They must prepare for schools which are independent and disconnected. They understand that they are not giving the best education, but a particular kind of education suited to the few who take a special secondary
course.
VIL-PHYSICAL TRAINING.

Mental and physical work antagonist-ic.-J. W. MacDonald, of Stoneham, Mass.: Gymnastics and calisthenics are better than marching, but in my opinion they are overestimated. More than this, the way they are used, and the reason given, are utterly unscientific. They are usually introduced into the stndy hours to relieve t.he mind from
continuous study. Now, this is just what ought not to be done, and is the chief objection
to long recesses devoted to violent play. It is worse than unscientific-it is injurious.
At first, it requires some little time and effort to get the brain working, to overcome
mental inertia 1 as it were. But after a while the blood begins to fl.ow to the brain, and
then study runs easily. But suddenly the teacher taps a bell, books are laid away, and
there is a lively course of ~ymnastics to call the blood away, to be weakeneq by nourishing muscular activity. 'rhis being accomplished, the pupils are again set at work to
get it back into the brain again, if they can. This is as wrong as it can be. Mental and
physical work are, in a degree, antagonistic to each other. 'rhey are, however, both
necessary, but they should not be alternated like thin pieces of gold leaf between sheets
of beaters' skins. From the beginning to the end of the session there should be as little
interruption as possible to the flow of blood that nourishes the brain, and a period of
quiet should intervene between mental work,and either physical exercise or eating.
· German and .American pupils compared.-William E. Sheldon: We would emphasize
the importance of some form of physical education in the schools. The valuable results
obtained by those nations which have paid especial attention to t}:le cultivation of the
body is well known. The narrow chests and undeveloped frames of the children in the
American public schools are in sad contrast to the physical perfection of the children of
the ancient Greeks. It is also apparent in schools when~ German and American pupils
in New York City are found together, the German children being splendidly developed
by exercises in the Tnrners' societies. Half a century ago 85 per cent. 6f our ml;lile popu lation was engaged in farming or other outdoor work, while now hardly 40 per cent.
are so engaged~ In cities and large towns the boys now have no wood to saw or chop,
and no fields to play in hardly, while for girls out-of-door play is almost obsolete. Brick
walls and concrete schoolyards discourage running ::i.nd romping, and there is therefore
urgent necessity for physical exercise ancl culture to meet the ~rtificial conditions of
urban life.
.

.

The following extracts are from the report of the Physical Training Conference (Boston,
1889):
The use of muscles by the will as qfording rest and 1·ecreation.-Dr. William T. Harris: I
shall define physical training as the conscious or voluntary training of the muscular
side of our system, which is the special side under the contro~ of the will. Of course
we understand that the vital processes go on without the will, and that this is an advantage-it is better that they should remain involuntary. Of course the voluntary
system has relations to the involuntary system, and this is one of the first questions
which have been considered by persons who have thoroughly studied physical training.
What can we do with our wills? What can we do with our muscles that shall help on
the vital processes and develop them? That is a deep subject. It should be the first
which attracts the attention of persons interested in physical education, and it should
be also the la.st one. We ask what we can do by the action of oul' :wills in the matter
of developing the muscles of the chest, of the legs, and of the arms, and inquire what
are the relations of muscle action to digestion and sleep and such matters. We have
not yet probed these subjects to the bottom, nor have we ascertained the fundamental
relations of the voluntary to the involuntary functions in diseased conditions. We are
continuously finding some new phases, and I suppose the medical profession discover
more new facts in relation to this than persons specially interested in physical training
alone. Physicians discover cases in which some oversight in regard to will-training
has resulted in interfering more or less with the involuntary processes, so t,hat the latter have been retarded, thus i~juring some of their functions. We a11 acknowledge
the importance of discoverino- anti settlfog the limits between these two processes and
definmg all the relations between the involuntary vital processes and the conscious vol-
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untaty movements, and tbe transition of these voluntary movements into involuntary
ones again through the principle of habit. The exercise of the muscles by voluntary
effort calls into action the higher nervous motor centers of the body and brain. That
is to say, 'physical training such as is aclvocated by us relates especially to the will, and
therefore to the very highest nerve centers of the physical system. This reveals its relation to rest and recreation. Now, when one, for instan0e, is studying science or art
or literature or auy school studies, he is exercising these same high nerve centers. Let
him pass from study to one of these systematic physical exercises and he does not get
the required rest. It is not rest and repose from the exercise of these higher nerve
center.s,a.t least. Of course all of our specialists in physical traiuing know that it is not
a relief from will tension, and tbe question remains: ln how far is such exercise as that
valuable? In what way is it a reli ef? Those who put forward theories of physical
exercise and training have their views with regard to this, and the opinions of different,
individuals vary. I take it that one of the most importaTlt rei:jults of this c<.mferencc
will be the adjus~ing of differences of opinion with regard to this point-in how far the
u8e of the muscles by the will can afford rest and recreation from studies and from
sedentary occupations and in how far they will serve so well as free play. We all know
the difference between play and work. In onr play, caprice governs, and there i~ real
repose for the·will. But in work the will takes the body and the mind and puts them
under forms prescribed by others or nuder such forms as it has adopted for itself in its
rational hours. It~ action in work is as much inhibitory and holding back as it is spontaneous and free· ex~rcise. But play is not inhibitory. Pln.y has its use in educatioll.
We are discovering more and more how play is an exceedingly important function; that
it is the source oft.he development of individuality thrnugh 1,pontaneity. The individual through pl~y learns to know, to command, to re!:pect himself, and to disting~ish
between his own impulses and inclinations and those of others. Great strength ot individuality ~ro,;vs from play. Nations that postpone play until maturity fail in this
respect. rn·ubina it is said that old men of60 enjoy flying kites. Iu this country boys
of 12 or 15 fly kites,; but there aged men love to. do it; and children do not feel the sn.me
interest in play in China as they do here. * * -><
The student now studies this problem broadly and focuses his attention on this relation of the voluntary.to the involuntary and tries to discover whereby the vital organsthe lungs, tb1 hea.rt, the stomach, all the digestive organs, the kidne.vs-in short, how
all the functions that are involuntary in their action may be assisted and influenced by
voluntary action ancl motion. Tl.ie old gymnastic did .not pay attention enou?:h to this
relation of exercise to the .vital organs to discover its negative effects. It did not determine the limits of muscular trarning. In the case of calisthenics, for example, the
will power is called into play, and it is no relief from the strain on the brain to go from
the study of Mitbmetic or from the concentration of attention on the work in recitation
to the performance of physical maneuvers that demand close attention to the teacbPr
who gives the signal for the calisthenic exercises. A very powerful exercise of the will
is demanded in calisthenics, whereas free play (not systematic games) is rest for the
will. The recess s pent in play in the school yard is a great rest and refreshment. I
mention this because there has been a movement throughout tile country, cumruencing
long ago in Evansville, Ind., to do away with the recess. A superintendent who had
given much time to studying the moral development of children came to believe that
the recess is the cause or the means of a great deal of immorality, and that by abolishing
it he would bring the pupil more under the control of the teaeher, thereby increasing
tbe moral hold on the pupil. The movement spread to various pla0es in this country.
Rochester for a long time has had no recess. At Albany, also, the schools have no
recess. This abolishing of the r ecess has led our conservative educators who bold their
faith in the old regulation to look with suspicion on thi:i experiment, and to try to di cover in what forms there is apparent a physical reaction, and in wbai, forms there a.re
countermovements on the part of physicians and others, tending to mold public
.
opinion. ·* * * ·
The .German movement is a movement which looks most to the conscious development of the muscles through the will. Over against it stands the English system of
developing muscle unconsciously by athletic sports. I suppose we shall have the distinction between these two principles presented, and I hope their claims may be adj nsted. It is an important question to decide whether we should make physical training
a m~tter of special effort of the wi11, subordinating the will of the pupil to the will of
the instructor or whether we shall seek such physical training in free play from ~ame
That is indeed the chief practical subject that we have before us now. I suppose that
every one acquainted with medicine knows that physical training by the exercise of the
will, instead of reenforciog the vital proce'3ses, may thwart thern aod injure them. I
know of chronic ca es of dyspepsia, for example, tbat have never been cured by gymnastics; but there are certain kinds of voluntary and invohmtary movements that cer-
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tainly help digestion. It is known that horseback. ridin~ is ben~fi?ial, a favorable
reaction being caused by the jolting movement of tu~ hor~e .. Th1s is supposed to be
especialJy a kind of exercise that helps the healthf action ot vital organs. Some have
contended that it is the best exercise for consumptive people.
The German system of gymnastics.-H. Metzner, principal of the school o.f the New York
Turnverein: The German system of gymnastics ranks high among all the different systems known. It is not an experience of late year": like so many others which have
been put forward with great promises and pretensions by their iuventors, in oder to
me~t the want of bodily training in our present school education, which, however, have
been laid aside again after a short trial on account of their insufficiency. The German system has been dili~entl~ :built up during alffi:OS~ a century ~y men ?f _science,
especially physicians,_ phys10lo~1sts, and_ pedagog~es of hig,!1 reputation. !t 1~ m practical use since that time, and is to-day m vogue m many European countries m a more
or less modified form. In the army, as military gymnastics; in the education of the
youth, as school gymnastics; in the halls of the Gern1~n turners, as popu~ar gy~n~s~ics.
It is practiced in classes by hundreds at the same time, as well as by smgle md1viduals as home exercises.
The German svstem embraces all the different branches of gymnastics: exercises wit,h
apparatus, light gymnastics or calisthenics, and also all those exercises known as out-door
sports, as running, leaping, jumping, throwing the stone, and the use of all hand apparatus, as wands, dumb-bells, and clubs.
.
The Ger1l!an system has three marked features which no other system can claim in so
predominant a manner.
I. It aims at general physical culture, and not at the culture of one special branch.
Therefore it declines the development of a certain organ or faculty at the expense
of others. In regard to this we may call attention to the fact that all who have gone
through a regular course of exercises in accord with this system have been th<,>roughly
developed, and rank as high in proficiency as !llnY person educated by another system.
The contests among the turners are thus arranged, that exercises in all the different
branches must be performed. This is also the case when testing scholars in regard to
their proficiency. The numbers gained, added toget-her, decide the grade of development. The strife for specialties is even not permitted, and a partial or one-sided development is therefore unknown. Yet this does not prevent individual skill and inclination from bringing about a greater result in a certain branch; this result, however, is
not gained by a loss or lack in any other branch.
II. It allows, or rather induces, the exercises in classes. The classes are selected by
a careful investigation as to strength, ability, age, etc., · and for that reason it suits as
well those who practice merely for physical development as those who aim at a proficiency of a higher grade. The e:x:ercise~ in classes are a source of endless pleasure refreshment of mind, and joyfulness, not only to children, but even to adults. They :ire
furthermore an inducement for promotion and the ambitious desire to keep step with
other scholars. They act as a stimulant for greater exertion. It is au undeniable truth
that all those who have continually practiced in a German gymnasium, or in a school
in which the German system of gymnastics had been introduced, acknowledge that the
hours spent there count among the happiest of their childhood or manhood. The variety
and great number of exercises of the German system and their scientific arrangement
allow new and indefinite combinations. The teacher can al ways select a certain number
of exercises suitable for bis class w bich are as agreeable as instructive and in terestin"'
to every one of the classmates. Not only the body, but also the mind is kept in a whole~
some and refreshing activity which will keep away all weariness and tediousness which
are so often found in other systems. The class exercises of the German system allow
also the instruction of a large number at the same time, providing sufficient room is at
hand.
III. -The instruction hegins with the most simple and easy movements and proceeds
grnduallyto a higher degree. All tear of danger or harm to the body is tJpriori excluded.
The apparatus used in school practice is not at all complicated or expensive. A number
of climbing poles, ladders, and some light apparatus for the high and long leap are sufficient. They may even be omitted altogether if the necessary room for such could not
be pr?vided fo_r.. I~ this case, howeve!, we can not call the training a complete one, as
the aim of trammg 1s not only the achievement of a development of muscles, limbs, and
organs, but also the achievement of courage and self-reliance. It is a fact that many a
.man or woman could have avoided danger or saved their lives had they been courageous
or resolute enough to risk a leap or to take hold of a ladder in a moment of need.
The great varie_t,y of use~u~ ex_ercis~s that may be made wi~h the above-nam·ed appa,ratL1s, toget,her with the utilization ol: the almost endless variety of simple and complicated free exer?ises, with or without _the common band apparatus, as wands, dumb-bells,
clubs, etc., which may be executed m the school room, bring about as satisfactory re·
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sults as any other system. In addition to this we may proudly assert that its scientijw
and educational value has met with approval wherever it was allowed a fair trial. And
we also may assert that no otber system has so large a variety of exercises and combinations as tbis. And for that reason alone it is more qualified for introduction wherever
gymnastic exercises are wanted, especially in the schools .
. The German system is not in vogue ouly in the. halls of the turners and in their
schools. It has already gained its ground in some of the colleges and athletic clubs, in
private and in public schools, where teachers educated in the seminary of the North
American Turnerbund act as instructors.
The German system does not claim to have any special exercise of its own, or to be
the sole proprietor of any, that no other system may also produce; no. But it may prop. erly claim that it has correctly and practically arranged the gymnastic material for the
use of any one who seeks health, strength, or refreshment of m)nd and body.
In the German gymnasia and schools the lessons begin regularly with a series of free
and order exercises. Every sch·ola,r has to participate in them. The rythmical order
in which they are produced calls forth absolute attention, and allows no backwardness.
They impress on each a feeling of responsibility toward his ·associates. The mistakes or
errors, or an insufficient execution of anyone, injures the good impression of the whole,
and thus tends to greater carefulness and prevents negligence on the part of the scholar.
Class exercises on apparatus follow the free exercises. A change of apparatus takes
place, and t,hen the lesson· ends with some exercises left to individual inclination. The
latter, however, are limited to a short time according to the ability of the scholars, or
may be pro hi bi ted altogether to beginners. Thus .u nder the eye and control of the teacher
a scene of activity anrl liveliness is exhibited, which the educator will look upon with
satisfaction and delight.
In consideration of the above -stated facts, a careful examination and a fair trial of the
German system of gymnastics, free of all prejudice, may properly be demanded when the
question is practically to be decided whichofthe different systems is best apt to be adopted
in the programme of our public schools.
.
·
The Swedish system of gymnastics.-Nils Posse, M. G.: The exercises are cho<Jen according to their gymnastic value, which quality depends on how the movement combines the
utmost effect on the body with simplicity and beauty of performance. Only such exercises are used whose local and general effects are fairly well known and proved to be
needed by the body. Not only the needs of the individual, but his abilities as well are
to be taken into consideration; and for that reason the teacher must know how to vary
the exercises according to the degree of physical culture possessed by the pupil. The
movement should have its developing effects in a short time; it should be simple, so
that every pupil can do it fairly well, and it should have beauty of execution, according
to each one's ability.
.
In order to supply the needs of the organism and to develop the body harmoniously
the exercises have to overcome a great many tende~cies to faulty growth or bad posture,
and the greater or less value of a movement depends on its power to counteract or correct
these tendencies. It naturally follows that the system uses no exercises which would
encourage such faults (for instance, using chest weights for beginners, etc.). If.an exercise gives rise to faulty posture it is discarded, or at least postponed till some future day
when it can be correctly executed.
In accordance with the physiological truth that the first, greatest, and most extensive
effect of exercise is on the respiratory organs, and that hence during exercise these organs
must be allowed perfect freedom of motion, the Swedish method disapproves of and discards all movements which compress the chest (such as Indian-club swinging) or which
in any way interfere with free respiration, and the greatest attention is given to the
proper development of the chest. In recognition of the fact that to be truly strong a
man must know how to breathe well, much prominence has been given to "respiratory"
exercises. "Breathe!" "Don't hold your breath! 1' are common exhortations in gymnasiums where this method is used .
In judging of the ei!ect.'3 of an exercise we think the least of the muscular development produced, for the effect of all general exercise is to develop muscle, and this aim
is reached without especially working for it. Bnt we think all the more of the effects
produced on nerves, vessels, etc., for the results in this direction can be vastly changed
by varying the movements (as clemoustrated in Medical Gymnastics); h1. other word .
the exercises have been made to harmonize with tbe laws of physiology. How this i ·
done will be und erstood from the description of the exercises which are contained in
each lesson (to which I shall soon refer).
Measuring a man 's strength, we compare the man to himself· we do not say that a
man is strong because he can hold so much air, or becauge he ca~ lift so many pound ,
or becau e be can jump o high. But when he possesses a healthy, well-balanced, and
well-proportioned bo y, which his will has under good control, then he possesses pby-i-
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cal culture, even though in the eyes of some he may_ seem w?ak as compa_red to others.
It is this health, symmetry, and harmony we aim at rn selectmg the exercises; and that
the Swedish method accomplishes its purpose has been too well demonstrated to leave
room for doubt.
.
Movements are never chosen "because they look so pretty," for educational gymnas,.
tics do not aim at beauty of performance. When gymnastics do have such an aim they
are called ' 'resthetical" and these have but little effect toward physical development.
And yet we claim that when a movement is well done it is gracef~l as well. Some p~rsons mistake a lanO'uid manner ot motion for grace, and hence claJm that the Swedish
exercises "are too jerky to be O'raceful." It is to be remembered"that all gymnastic
movements.are not slow, nor d~ they have an even velocity; there are some that can
and al ways should be done with great and accelerating sp_eed, and you can m~ve quickly
and yet do it gracefully. By making the component motions of movements hke the arm .
extensions merge into each other in a "graceful" manner, the effect of the movements
is completely lost. On the other hand, if exercises like leg elevations, backward flexions of the trunk, etc., are done b. a ''jerky" manner, these movements are incorrectly
.executed and have lost their best effects.
Our st,lcond point for consideration is the regularity of method.
In order that gymnastics be systematic there must be progression . . In the.Swedish
method this is adhered 1,0 very strictly, so that the exercises, beginning by the very
simplest, gradually become stronger and more complicated. So closely bas the effect of
movements on the human organism been studied, that the slightest change of positioneven the turning of a band-bas its recognized influence in the progression; and it is
here that .the system demands the most from the te,:1,cher; without a good knowledge in
this direction he becomes worse than useless. No movement is attempted unless the
previous ones of the same kind have been thoroughly practiced; and no exercise is used
whose commencing position has not already been practiced sufficiently to guaranty its
correctness; for, if the commencing position is faulty, the movement can not be rightly
executed.
The Swedish method does not disapprove of chest-weights, dumb-bells, and allied
forms of ayparatus; .but through years of constant practice it leads up to them, claiming
that before increasing the weight by external means, you should make a progression by
prolonging the lever of the weight already present. So, for instance, a backward :flexion
of the trunk with the arms extended upward and the hands holding weig-hts must necessarily be preceded by the same movement without the weights, and that by a fiexion
with the hands fixed behind the neck, and still earlier with the bands on the hips, etc.
In a like manner the method prepares the way for resthetical g_vmnastics, for fencing,
miHtarydrill, and other forms of applied gymnastics, yet insisting that educational gymnastics form the basis of all these. This is reasonable; for, unless you have learned to
control the involuntary coordination of motion, which is the cause-of" faults" in gymnastics, you will hardly be able to produce the gr1}at voluntary coordination required in
all forms of advanced gymnastics.
. .
.
Now, when you are to put this progression into practice, you will not feel as if groping in the dark; for, in this met bod, the movements have been thoroughly systematized
and included under distinctive headings, where there is no more a jumble, but where
the rule~ of progression can be well carried through by a teacher familiar wit-h the theory
of gymnastics. After years of practical investigation it was found that if, in every lesson, the exercises followed each other in a certain, comparatively unchanging orµer, the
movements could be made stronger; they could be given mored uration; ill results could
be completely prevented; and hence the good effects became all the more pronounced.
For that reason all movements were divided into classes, and this order was made the
basis for the classification. All the exercises can be included under the various beadings; and within each class-with infinite variety-the exercises grow gradually stronO'er
0
as the pupils develop.
·
This classification will be found not only to contain exercises :filli.ng the needs of the
organism, but to correspond to physiological principles as well. To understand this we
shall have to consider it a little in detail:
_1. Introductions.-By these we understand some simple exercises used at the beginning of a lesson to gain a little general muscular controi, to correct the base and general
position, etc.
·
2. Arch flexions, which consist of backward flexions of the trunk; they have the effect
?f straightenin~ the dorsal region of the spine_; of vaulting the chest foiward by drawmg the lower nbs apart, thus increasing the chest capacity; and of cultivatinO'0 the extensibility of the upper region of the abdomen.
•
3. Heaving movements, which consist of various exercises in a hanO'ing position and
others that have the eiffect of expanding the upper part of the chest byliftino- it up~ard ·
incidentally they also develop the arms. If these movements are not pre~eded by th~
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arch flexions they will produce lameness in the upper region of the abdomen. Freest.1,nding arm extensions are classified in this group, since their effects resemble those of
heaving movements, for wuicll they also prepare the way.
4. Balance movmnents.-The two preceding exercises are strong, hence they increa e
the heart beat noticeably. Now a rest ought to ensue-the word rest not to be under- stood as meaning in:.i.ctivity, but changed activity-and the time is conveniently filled
by the gentle movements which we call balance movements. These require but little
etlort from any one of th.e many muscles brought into play; the heart beat is not increased by them, but it becomes lessened by the mechanical propulsion of the blood into
the legs (the more equal distribution of the blooi pressure). At the end of a balance
movement the pupil is again ready for more specific work.
5. Shoulder-blade movements consist of arm movements which have the effect of placing
the shoulder-blades in correct position. These exercises are in a measure dependent on
arch flexionsand heaving-movements; for, unleRs the dorsairegion of the spine is straightened and the upper region of the che.st is extensible, but little can be done toward overcoming a "l:itoop."
·
.
6. Abdominal exercises bring into forcible play the abdominal walls; their effects are
to incite peristalsis, to promote digestiol\, and to shorten the stay of the food in the intestinal canal.
7. Lciteral ti-imk movements consist of rotations and sideways :flexions, etc., of the trunk.
They have a far-reaching effect on the general circulation by accelerating the flow in
the inferior vena cava, leading the blood off from the abdomen and legs, elc. Incidentally they also expand the chest laterally n.nd strengthen the muscles around the waist.
8. Slow leg movements.-By this time the heart-beat is again much increased; theslow
leg movements furnish a means of lessening it. For, by these the blood becomes mechanically propelled forward, through the forcible, passive extension of some muscles,
while others are in gentle, active contraction. These movements may be conveniently
omitted when the previons exercises are not strong enough to make them a necessit.v.
9. Jumping and vciulting.-These ·exercises have the effect of cultivating the general
elasticity of the body more than does any other form of movement. And if we recall
that grace and elasticity are very nearly identical in gymnastics, we understand the gymnastic need of these movements. But they also have practical value; for we are often
called upon to jump; and if itso happens, itis well to know how. They develop courage,
self-reliance, a true appreciation of space, and produce great ability of volun taTy coordination of motion as well. The Swedish method differs from all others (not founded ou
it) in its manner of preparing the jumping by practising theintermediate po itions, before the real movement is attempted, as well as in de111andin12; . that correct "landing '
should be insisted upon. In like manner the vaulting is prepared by first cultivating
in the pupil the habit of clinging to the bar, no matter what happens, before he is made
to leap over it. And the progression is so strict that we have no accidents to record in
these "violent" or precipitate movements.
10. Respiratory exerc-ise.~.-These consist of deep inhalation and exha]ation accompanied by some arm movement that will expand and contract the chest in even rhythm
with the respiratory act. The movements, whicb. can be convenient]y combined with
some movements of the legs or trunk, have the effect of restoring free respiration (the
jumping putting the pupil out of breo,th) and to lessen the heart beat. Respiratory exercises are brnught in not only at the end of every lessou, but at any time when their
effects are needed, and often also at the beginning of a lesson containing strong exercises
that require an increased amount of oxygen..
To this daily curriculum various additions are often made, snch as to bring in one
more shoulder-blade movement, when needed; or another heaving movement; oran abdominal exercise; or leave the last one entirely out for children, and so on-as the
teacher may decide.
In addition to the free-standing movements, each class contains numberles exerci es
on apparatu , and supplies a sufficient number to form a progression from early infancy
to well-developed manhood-tluough all the grades in school and colleze, and in atter
life as well.
'.rhe tllird point in which the Swedish system differs from the majority of other is io
the method of applying the exercises.
'£he movement!! are applied to words of command, this being the only method enabling the pupil to concentrate his mind on one thing at a time, that thing being hi own
movement. T~is is in accordance with the definition of gymnastic movement, which tell:
u that unless a movement is done with full volition it ceases to be gymna tic. In
tbo:e methods which use imitation, memorizing, etc., the movements become mechanical, the pt1pil dividing his attention between himself and something outside him, ·.
they ease to be gymna tic.
Objections have been raised to using words of command, because '' it is too tiresome
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"too soldier-like " etc. To this we can answer that to ge:t .t.he full recreation and rest
out of exercise V:e should put our whole mind into it, this being much less tires'Jme
tban to.exercise while we think of something else. 'On the one hand we have the theory
of a small ncinority of antagonists, that gymnas~ics without musi~ do n_ot g~ve enough
recreation, especially to children, because there 1s not eno~gh ex_h1l_arat1on 1!1 such exercises· on the other hand we have the statement of a large maJonty of clnldren and
others ~ho have tried gymnastics to music as well as to words of command, the children saying that there is '' much more fun" i~ th~ latter: an~ the adu_lts_ th_'.1t t?ere is
"much more to them." As for the second obJect10n, we claim that d1sc1plme 1s necessary not only for a soldier bnt, i'or everybody, if we are to have any control whatso~ver
over ourselves; and hence diseipline should form a part of e~erybo~y's ed_ucat10n.
Words of command have other advantaO'es. They teach the pupil to thrnk qmckly; to
[lCt as quickly and to do a thin()' in the ;hortest possible ti.me. This is no little gain in
the present age of present age ~f hurry and competition. Besides, the use of commands
enables the teacher always to keep his class "in hand;" it beco_mes easier for him not
only to teach, but to correct as well.
·
·
The Swedish method disapproves utterly of the use of music, for the very simple reason -t hat but few gymnastics move men ts are rhythmical, and can not be mad_e to
be so without sacrificing the movement. · On the other hand, every gymnastic movement has a rhythm of its own, which, however, distinctly differs from the rhythm of
music. If music were to be used, its rhythm would have to change at every motion,
and I doubt if any player, even a Rubinstein, would be able to make it do so. 'I'ake, ·
for instance, such a movement as '' preparation to jumping '' (consisting of (1) heel elevation, (2) knee flexion, (3) knee extension, (4) ,lowering of the heels;) the first motion
is exceedingly quick; the second moderately quick:; the third comparatively slow; and
the fourth still slower. Now, where is the music to fit such a movement?
A recent lecturer on gymnastics made the somewhat startling statement that '' the
arm movements are not gymnastics (for example: arms extended sideways, infront, above
the head, etc.)" If that teacher bad said "tum movements done to music are not
gymnastics," the statement would have been correct;. For letusinvestigate these arm
extensions. Starting with arms hanging down, they consist of :flexion upward of the
forearm, a movemt\nt occurring slowly from beginning to end-if it is to be done correctly-and extension in any direction, which movement, once started, occurs with
great and accelerating speed. Now, if this is done to music, the :flexton takes place so
quickly that the forearm rebounds and gives the intermediate position of semi-flexion
instead of complete flexion. In consequence thereof the exteusors are not in the state
of complete relaxation which should exist before they are made to contract, and their
contraction will not be as forcible nor as quick as it ought to be. Besides, the rµusic
will give it the same speed as it give.~ to the flexion, which is entirely wrong. In most
flexions a great many comparatively strong muscles perform the motion, hence these
movements must occur slowly; whereas the extensions are executed by few and comparatively weaker muscles, hence they can and should occur more quickly than the
flexions. This is especially evident in the arm extensions just mentioned, and when
they are done to mlfsic their gymnastic form always has to be sacrificed, i. e., they
cease to be gymnastics. In a like- manner we could investigate all other gymnastic
movements and with the same result in all except a few oscillatory movements, like
walking, running, etc.
Besides, when exercising to music1 the pupil will be found to pay more attention to .
the rhythm of the music than to the form of the movement (if we presume that the
latter could be made rhythmical), arid we get the same result as in all cases where work
is done with divided attention-one of the things has to be sacrificed for the other.
From. the above it will be seen that the system is rational, since it seeks a,reason for
ever_ythmg that it uses or adopts; it makes theory and practice harmonize. But it is
17ractical as well; for it does not rely on elaborate apparat,us for existence, since the exercises, not the apparatus, constitute the system. The movements can be taken anywhere where there is sufficient floor space to stand on and sufficient oxygen in the air.
On -the other hand, though the system prefors its own apparatus, the exercises can be
most ~asily adapted to apparatus belongin~ to other system3, or to such simple means
as ordmary chaus and desks, or other furniture. Though apparatus 1s desirable, it is
not absolutely neces.sary for good phy:;ical development, especially in gymnastics for
children.
Whatever its deficiencies, the system bas ·not, only survived on its own merits, in spite
of the close scrutiny to which it ha'! been subjected by gymnastically learned men all
over the world, but it has finally been adopted in every country where .its principles
.
have been th?roughly tested, even conservative England having at last yielded.
Before closrng, I t:1ke occa'3ion to waru you against con,f oundin" Swedish educational
gymnastics with meclical gyrunastic:1, commonly known as,; Swe~ish movement cure;"
BD
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although based on the same principlea, the two are entirely different, not only as to
their purposes, but in the exercises used as well.
The system neecled for our schools.-Dr. Jay W. Seaver, of Yale University: I believe
that if we adopt this [Ling] system we must modify it. Whatever system we take. it
must be adapted to the circumstances in a scientific way, so that we may get results
tbat shall mean something. If we make mistakes we can again change and modify.
That is the.peculiar genius of America. We are no.t afraid to try something new, to
launch out into seas before unknown to us. If we make mistakes we easily repair
them. The system for your schools must be something entirely different from that of
our colleges. The work that Dt. Hitchcock is doing at Amherst, Dr. Sargent is doing
at Harvard, and Dr. Hartwell is doing at Baltimore, is very different from what is
demanded in the primary, grammar, and high schools. The conditions are different.
They work for men who hava reached years of intelligence, who are old enough to ha,e
judgment and regard for their own physical welfare. If a course of work is marked out
for them, they will follow it. But you cannot do this with children. They do not know
what is best for themselves and they do not care, and as we are crowding them five hours
in the day and five days in the week with mental work, we must provide something for
their physical welfare: We must fmild them up physically and give an outlet to the
nervous energy which isllriving them on dny after day, and making old men and women
of them before they are out of their teens.
What will the Swedish system do? r belieYe one criticism can be made that js fair
and honest-that it requires too much mental attention. The pttpil must have bi,;;
attention centered on the instructor all the time . . The pupil bas all the time to watch
for the word of command. * * * Is this an insuperable obiection to the Swedish
system? I think not. I believe that some of these gentlemen who are so successful as
teachers will see the needs of America, and will modify that certainly objectionable
phase_
·
Some essential features of school gymnastics.-Dr. W. G. Anderson, of ,the Brooklyn
School for Physical Tr~ining: The so-called American system is as scientific as that of
Ling. Why should it not be? We begin where be stopped; we have bis experience.
I have mnch respect for the German and Swedish systems; I have b3d experience in
both; but, taken as they are, they will 11ot suit the American people. We have ideas
of our own, and it is not often that methods of other countries will suit us, unless they
are modified. I believe in music. My experience bas shown me that as good results
can be obtained from many exercises if accompanied by appropriate music. If two
classes take the same movements, one ciass working to an accompaniment played by an
expert (for it requires an expert to play; for gymnastics), the other class drilled by counting or thumping on t,he floor with a stick 1 how can you prove that music has been detrimental in one case, while the counting was beneficial in the other? Did the fife and
drum have any effect on the tired soldiers durinr, the war? I have not found that the
exhilaration caused by music in gymnastics has i':iterfered with the muscular or nervous
training of children. Vye do not, of course, do everything to music, but many of the
lighter exercises can be thus executed; and I have yet to bear an argument that will
convince me that such gymnastic training suffers by music. This work _is to go on in
the schools. I hardly think it will be a succe~s if pupils a.re obliged to exercise in the
space between the desks, while the regular teacher leads them.
In_the first place, we do not associate physical culture with a small space. Room is
required. The aisles will of necessity limit the number of exercises, while, in the second
place, I do not believe the regular teacher can or will spare the time to learn the science
of physical training, that she may teach gymnastics to her pupils.
Unless I am greatly m'istaken, our teachers have all they can d'o. .Their time is spoken
and paid for. Extra work will involve additional expense. I admit that a few euthnsiastic teachers will start the work in their srhools, but I doubt if they keep it up. I
is not for a week or month; it is for years, day after day. I would suggest that the basements be cleared out, well heated, lighted, and ventilated, equipped with appliancesfor
lig_ht gy1:1nastiC$, a special teacher engaged, and the pupils sent to her from fifteen to
thirty minutes a day.
·
.
The instructor of gymnastics, being a specialist, can do better work than the regular
teacher, who would be compelled to learn two profeesions if she were to supervise the
work an~ teach itas it should be taught. I believe that the system ad-0pted by the Bos-ton public schools must be an eclectic one. It must embrace the best ideas of all known
methods. The unmodified Swedish and German systems are not so attractive to A.merira:ns as the same arrangements changed to suit our likes and dislike,s. The system itwill not produce the results, but the way the system is taught. I believe that perfection exists only in the viind. If our system is perfect, we can only approach tbi hig
standard by the best-known methods of imparting knowledge. A.11 the country ·
watch the Boston schools if they adopt physical training as a part of their regular cur·
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riculum, because of their reputation in mental work. If these schools are goin~ to give
but a fow minutes each, day to gymnastics, and the work be confined to the aisles, we
shall not have grand results. If a mental branch requires one hour a day, then why not
give the same ti~e to corporal education?
'VIII.-PRIVATE AND PAROCHIAL SCHOOI;S.

Relation oftlte State to private schools.-State Commissioner Thos. B. Stockwell, of Rhode
Island: In the last report of the board this topic was touched upon with reference to
its importance and the fact that at present the State was in possession of no d!rect knowledge whatever as to tbe scope or character o.f t.heir work, _or of th~ number of chil~ren
actually reached by them. I have thought of the gum1t1on considerably, and while I
am well aware of the difficulties which beset anything that looks like State interference
with private enterprises of any kind, and especially with this one of educ~tion, I do ~elieve it is possible to devise an arrangement whereby the present state ot chaos and ignorance of all the facts involved may be changed for one of method and accurate statement of facts.
·
I should stand as ·strongly as anyone for the right, and I may also say the necessity
in a large community, of private schools to exist. I recognize the parent?s right to determine the place of his child's education, but that does not at all interfere with .the
right of the State to be assured that the child is receiving an education. It is no trespass by the State upon the prerogatives of the parent for the former to see to it that
the latter is fulfilling his duties in this matter, which is fundamental to the existence
of the State.
Another reason why some more definite knowledge of the personnel and work of private schools is necessary, is that we may be able to make a more just and accuratej udgment as to the character and extent of the education which our youth are receiving.
For illustration, last year 9, 7!'>1 children of school age were reported as aptending some
kind of private schools. Now, · we have no way of knowing anything regarding what
proportion were in primary ~rad es, what in grammar grades, and what in high schools.
Again, whiie our pnblic schools report as enrolled in the high and grammar grades some
3,000 or more who are over :fifteen years of age, we have no knowledge whatever of how
many above that age are in our private schools. So it is apparent at a glance that our
present view of the educational work among our youth is very incomplete.
What we need rs an enrollment in each city and town of all private schools; together
with the course of study adopted in each. Then each school shall be provided by the
State with the same form of register as is prepared for the public school, 'and the attendance should be kept on the same plan. At the end of the year a return should be made
by each school to the local school authorities, showing·the number enrolled for the year
and the average atten<41,nce, These data COJlld then be returned to the office of the
commissioner of public schools, where they could be summarized ·with the other returns
and we should be able to know much better than we now do just what we were doing
and wba.t we were leaving undone. Already very many of the private schools have
adopted the State register for use, supplying themselves at their own expense, and it is
believed that all would };)e very glad to adopt it, especially if it were furnished free.
If it were not deemed advisabl~ to make this action compulsory I would like to be
authorized to make the offer of furnishing the registers to such Rchools as would agree
to make the returns at the end of the year, A partial knowledge of the facts now unknown will be a very decided gain.
Parents can not be relieved from ·school taxes. -A. P. Marble, Su parin ten dent of Worcester
(Mass.) schools, in the New York Independent: If the conscience of a man leads him
to educate bis children in a private school, religious or otherwise, the State need not
object, provided the child is educated to that moderate extent which the necessities of
the ~tate require; but this parent can not rightly be relie;ved from taxes to support
public schools any more than the man of pr:operty without children can be so relieved.
Though he chooses to educate his own children, he is indirectly benefited by the public
tax: to educate other people's children. It is of value to him that be lives in an educated community. He may have no property exposed to fire in the town, but he is
taxed to support the fire department; he may use well-wat,oc exclusively, and yet pay
ta~es for the public waterworks; be may employ a private watchman for his house,
mill, or store, al'.)d yet he must be taxed to support the police. Though he may never
ride on the higllway he must help to keep it in repair. It is thus that we live in a
commonwealth. And if one man can not rightly be relieved from his school tax or
other tax no number of men can.
·
Effect of the Au.:,trafasian ballot sustem on the scho'bl-money questio1n,.-Edward Wakefield
in the Borum: The education question was formerly a burning one in all the [Austral~
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asian] colonies. It was simply a question of whether all the children in the coun try
were to be affqrded the rudiments of a good secular education at the bands of the state,
or whether the Roman Catholic clergy were to receive a portion of the public taxes for
the support of their denominational schools. A great number of Rorpan Catholic parents
preferred that their children should attend the public schools, rightly believing that
they got a better education there than at the clerical schools, and tliat it was an adva n tage to them in life to have been reared on the same benches with their fellow-citizens
of other sects. But the Roman Catholic organization was so complete and the influen ce
of the priests so strong, that, with open voting, not a Catholic went astray at the polls,
and the "block vote" was cast solidly against every candidate who had the courage to
support the national system of education. The ballot entirely changed all that, and the
question of subsidies to Roman Catholic schools is no longer within the sphere of prac tical politics. Bishop Patrick Moran, a most distinguished prelate, himself stood for
election on that ticket, and half of bis own flock voted against him• • Even the church
bas no terrors behind the screen in the ballot booth.

The State should demand a certain standard.-Edwin D. Mead, of Bostnn, Mass., in t he
New York Independent: The State should demand that every private school, sectaria n
or other, maintain a certain standard of education, and should make provision to aee
that this requirement is met; but in its enforcement there should be no officious med dling, and none is necessary.
•
Perpetuating distinctions.-Hon. Chas. D. Hine: The common school has been the
means of fusing the creeds and languages that meet in our State. If any part of t h e
youth are to be permanently segregated in peculiar schools, the merging of the different
parts will cease, and the distinctions of years be unfortunately perpetuated.
, hould sectarian schools be examined by the Stafe?-Bishop John J. Keane, rector of t he
Catholic University, in the New York Independent: I consider dangerous to our country s
welfare, and cimtrary to her spirit, the tendency to absolute centralization and monop oly, whether in education or in aught else tha t concerns the public weal. I deprecate
as antagonistic to real progress every system that would hinder competition and crush
out individual enterprise. I detest any system of espionage prompted by mere sect arian bigotry or sectional narrowness. Yet I heartily believe in the unification of all the
elements that come to make up our people, and in every just and reasonable means tending to that unification. I cordially sympathize with those who have no welcome for
any element that would not aim at blending with our popular unity and sincerely a ccepting our country's Constitution in its letter and in its spirit. Now, views may differ
as to how far legisln.tive action may be needed to secure this. For my part, I am quite
convinced that there resides in the American people a vital force and influence which
of itself assimilates each element, and that legislative interference is as little necessary
for securing the result as it is necessary for securing that the trees of our forests shall
assimilate the elements sucked up by their roots or that the ocean shall assimilate to itself the drops that fall into its bosom.
The only lo_qical answer to tlie Oatlwlic demand.-N. Y. Journal of Commerce: T he
Catholic says with truth and evident sincerity that he believes religions training to be
the chief part of education. The common school does not pretend to furni h such
trainin g, and he is compelled therefore to withdraw his children and to educate them in
parochial institutions. If all taxation for educational purposes is ahandoned , he has
nothing to say; but if scbools are to be supported by public funds, then exempt him.
from taxation or give him his proportion of the money to educate bis children in hi
own way. He offers to subject his schools to any test as to tbeir efficiency and ~ood
conduct as a condition of the appropriation. He objects, very just.ly, to pay for tbe snpport of schools where no faith is taught, and from which he can derive no benefit, anJ
then. to be compelled to support wholly at his own expense the schools to which he mu_
send his children. If we are asked whether we favor the appropriation of the puhl" c
money to support such sectarian schools, we answer with a decided negative. But we
do say that if a Romanist is taxed to support a school which is a stench in his no bil:,
and the godless character of which is essential to the fairness of the system, then he 1.
justly entitled to a proportion of the fund thus ra.ised for the school which by all tba
he holds sacred he is comp~lled to patronize. The common school outgrew its u eful ne.ss and its right to exist a£the public expense at the moment it ceased to give the youn_
committed to it a training in the fear of God. When the teachers could not carry on
this, the very highest pa.rt of all proper education, the schools should have been let
as the churches were, to the voluntary support of the people. This is the only loITT
and consistent answer to the Catholic demanrl for school money. Let them ed uc:ite
their children in th eir own school1::1 ~t their own expense, and make no demand u
them to support any other school.
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The Canadian example should _point the way.-J. A. .J. McKenna: Suffi?ient prominence
is not given by Catholic writers to the example afforded by Canada rn the suc?e_ssful
working ot the dual sy~tems of State and denominati?nal schools. 'l'o those c1t1zens
who fancy that they see in the e3tablishment of paroch1a~ schools a dan~er ~o the c?mmonwealth an examination of the school system of Ontano would be qmte a revelation.
They would find that in that very Protestant province the law provides, and has for
almost half a century provided, for the establishment and maintenance of a class of
schools similar to those whiGh they regard with such dismay. On further inquiry they
would learn that in by far the greater part of the entire Dominion of Canada corresponding leJ;?;al provisions are rriade. And yet Canada has gone on a~d pros~ered ! To th?se
non-Catholics who perceive the dangers of the godless system of education the Canad1an
example should point the way to a remedy; and to Catholics who at so great a sacri~ce .
are founding and supporting parochial schools it might su~gest some-plan of ?ampa1gn
for the removal of the injustice under which they labor. What bas been done m Canada
should be within the realm of the feasible in that country which is called the land of
the free. What works for good in Ontario could not possibly have a directly opposite
effect across ihe imaginary line.
Jlfanaged without a particle of denominational f;ictiori,.-.T. B. Somerset, snperintendent
of Prote5t::mt schoo1s of Manitoba: This funda-nental principle [that of separate Protestant and Roman Catholic schools] being embodied in the imperial and Dominion actsfoi•
the organizatiori of the province, the q ue3tion as to its correctness is outside the scope of
practical discussio11; but in connection with its workings during the last seventeen
years it may be pointed out that the schools of the province have been managed without
a particle of the denominational friction that has caused disturbances and bitterness in
other provinces of the Dominion. Our Roman Cath~lic fellow-citizens have, under this
law, their own schoolA, av-ailable for religious as well as secular teaching, which is a
principle invariably contended for by them; and those charged with the management of them are accountable to their people for their efficiency. On the other hand, Prottestant schools are untrammeled in the introduction of such Christian teaching, including the daily reading of the Bible, as inay be found practicable, arid which the growing
sentiment ot the people recognizes as holding an important place in tbe development of
the child's nature.
What shoiild be requ·ired of private schools. -A. P. Marble, superintendent of Worcester,
(Mass.) schools, in the New York Independent: If it is the right and duty of our State
to provide for education, if compulsory school ,faws are right and proper, then it follows
that every private school, sectarian or otherwise, should be required in the interest of
the child to give at least that modicum of education which the State demands. There
can be but one supreme autl10rity in this matter of education; and this authority must
be the State.

of

Objections of the Catholics to the public schools.-Rt. Rev. James McGolrick, bishop
Duluth, in reply to State Superintendent Kiehle, of Minnesota:· We hold that ignorance
when avoidable, is sin; that it is often a fruitful source of crime. But we must not for~
get the fact that the child who learns ·to know and · love and serve God, and thereby
save his immortal soul, knows more of value than the most cultured infidel philosophet;
the very be3t of us in our honest moments having to confess our ignorance of many
things.
With such necessary preface, I proceed with entire frankness to answer t~e questions
you embody in your letter. First. '' Do you recognize it as the duty of American citizens of the Catholic faith to snpport the public-sc4ool system in that spirit of loyalty
with which they support other depart,ments and institutions of the Government?"
If you ask me II Ought Catholics to support a system of common free schools?". I
would'say without hesitation they ought to support and should be. in favor of such free
schoo1s; but when you ask "Ou~ht the.r to support the present public school system?"
I answer that there are cel'tain obstacles in the way of conscientious Catholics availing
themselves of lihese schools as at present constituted, and I trust yo'!l will give them
,
•
kindly consideration.
·
1
It is the duty of the State to foster and encourage education; but the parent is by
divine right the natural educator; to the family belongs thi~ highest mission, and the
parent must not be ousted from :\)is right, but assisted in pis efforts to educate, that
government being best which interferes least. Here is a principle for which Catholics
have striven amidst muc;h per~ecution, and the liberty loving American people will yet
thank the church for her acti~p in preventing the encroachment of the State on the rights
of her citizens. ·Of course, the State could take due action in case of the criminal neglect of parents in the education of their children; it is the right an.d duty of tJm State to,
see that such education is given, but to form the g'ood citizen, this is the work of parent,
religion, and school. Mere mention of the gradual change tha,t bas taken place in the
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public-school system from the date of its inception raises up iu my mind memories of
many outspoken lovers of this country, non-Catholics, who warn us o( this fatal tendeucy of the State to interfere with the rights of the minority, to forget_the principles
of the Con,c;titution, and seek to force conscientious citizens into abject compliance with
compulsory laws_
.
While the public-school system is worthy of praise for its efforts to provide secular
education, a very lar)!;e body of citizens believe that such education is ir.complete and
ineffective without religious instruction. All are agreed on the necessity of religious
instruction; but here comes the important difference between us. Is the Sunday school
sufficient, with home traininv, to meet the wants of the child? To this, Catholics answer
decidedly, "No." They prove the truth of this answer in two ways: (a) by actual experience, for to devote an hour of a Sunday to a crowd of distracted children in some
stuffy room, and with all the other drawbacks known to Sunday-school teachers, is not
calculated to impress the children w'ithaloftyidea of the magnitudeofthe work; neither
can they thereby appreciate the wonderful words of our Lord and Master, '' What doth
it avail a man to gain the whole world and suffer the loss of his own soul?" No educator would attempt to teach arithmetic after such a method; why should we attemp t
to teach the higher law and the knowledge that pertains to the eternal God in such despicable fashion? True, there are those whose grasp on revealed truth is very slight, who
are content that their little ones may grow up without any reliirious training whatever.
leaving the children themselves to select their church or belief afterwards; tp.ese, 0£
course, do not object to the present system~ (b) Catholics can judge the tree by its fruits.
We have had a lengthened experience of, we will not say irreligious, but, at least, unreligious education, and what is the result? It is allowed that most men in the United
States have ceased to be practical believers; they~are outspoken in denying the existence of God and the soul; ·many of them are scoffing atheists; 'divorce, drunkenness,
prostitution and worse forms of impurity, blasphemy, dishonesty, and suicide have gone
onward until the very thought of the multitude of tbe crimes against a God of infinite
patience and mercy makes the liead sick and the heart sore. It would be easy to gain
cheap applause by the declaration tha~ education bas taken these evils from us, bat
alas! the naked fact is there, that these and kindred crimes ~re committed by so-called
educated people. · Far be it trom me to say that such crimes are common among a highly
educated people, hut their denial of God's law has worked its way down to their comparatively uneducated brethren and left its sad consequences.
Then, the public school system under its present rules can not teach Christianity, for
the Jewish children would be offended and could justly protest. Neither can it teach
morality, for morality must be founded on religion, and the State can not teach religion.
There are those interested in the workings of the schools who propo3e a hybrid sy ·tem
of morals, a jumble of sentimen~s from Moses, Buddha, Tom Payne, Benjamin Franklin, Bob Ingersoll, and Paul the Apostle, but serious men put all that aside as the
makeshift of men who have no religion at heart nor reverence for God, save that which
is of the "silent sort." • Such slipshod methods will not teach the child the controlling
of strong passionil, will not strengthen him against the constant attacks of the world
the devil, and the flesh. To many men this is no argument at all; for the world, they
say, is a very good world indeed; the flesh is all they possess, and the devil they relegate to the myths of the dark ages; but to most Christians the argument bas lull force.
The most powerful of all means for the influencing of life is the school; there th_e
character is formed; there the disposition to good is fostered; there the tendency to enl
is checked-and all this with consequences not only for the brief space of our morul
life, but for an eternity. Is there any wonder, therefore, why parents are so anxiouabou t the system of educating their children, and should not such conscientious anxiety
be respected?
Ypu a kin tbe second place: "Have A,merican citizens of tbe Catholic faith the right
to exercise their independent judgment, and to send their children to the public school
when they are satisfied that it is in the best interests of their children?"
To this I answer, certainly; they can do so when they are satisfied it is for the b
interest of their children. But "interest" is a doubtful term. There are worldly interests, and "interests" of an eternal importance. With the explanation given al>o,e,
as faithful _children of the Catholic Church, they would not sacrifice . the eternal interests of their children for a,.iy worldly interest, and so would not endanger willingly the
faith of those so dear to them.
In the tl:ircl P)a:ce, you ask: "Is it tbe position of the priests of tlbe Catholic Chur h
that American c1t1zens of the Catholic faith sendinO' their children to the public schoo
without permi ion of the priests, commit sin and..,forfeit their right to the sacrameu of the church?"
. Answer: ,',' The lip ~f th~ priest shall keep knowledge anrl they shall seek the law .
The priest is thfl guardian of the sacraments, and if there be for
his mouth.
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flock any proximate danger of sin, they are bound to war~ the!fi and prevent, if I_>O~Si•
ble, the danger. But it must be remembe~ed th~t the priest_ is a member of ~. hvm_g
church and that be can not, according to bis whims and fanc:es, make laws; bIS business is to act accoi:ding to the laws made by the church, and mterpret and condemn as
ihe interprets and condemns.
.
.
. . .
·
From all this you can readily understand that while we reJoice at the spread of edu- ,
cation, Catholics maintain that an additional element is wanting to complete the great
work of forming good and true citizens, and this must some~ow be s?pplied .. In Ca::Q.ada,
perhaps soon to be an integral portion.of our great Republic, the difficulty 1s admirably
solved.
·
See1,lar schools not godless; source of crime.-State Superintendent D. L. Kiehle, of Minnesota in reply to Bishop McGolrick: I first give my hearty indorsemcnt to .vour estimate
of the family 1 and its essential place in the constitution of society. I likewise agree with
you that any education that denies man's duties and relations to God and eternity is essentially defective. I believe that our American Government is the maturest fruit of our
purest family and religious character, and that it would be nothing less than suiciual
for the State in any way to dwarf or corrupt the life of either. But the case is not
whether the State shall authoritatively interfere as between t.be parent and his children,
but whether the parent is free to exe;cise his intelligent and consci~mtious judgment in
the educati'on of bis children.
Coming now to the public schools, I can not agree with you that it is impossible in
the nature of things for the State to provide a secular education for its youth without
monopolizing their time and attention, preventing their proper religious training, and,
consequently, meriting the opprobrium of being characterized as "godless."
Our Government, which we believe to be the best in the world, is purely secular, yet
it has for its corner stones the family and the 'Jhristian church, and recognizes its obligations to these in the high places accorded to the pareut and the minister.of religion,
and in the beneficence of its institutions.. It can not, therefore, be called godlesA because secular. · In like manner I look upon our public-school system as the maturest
and most honorable fruit of our Christian civilization. It assumes the existence and
influence of the family and the Christian church, and in an atmosphere of purity and
devotion to high aims begotten at the firesid.e· and the altar, teacher and youth meet together to attend to du~ies and interests they have in common. In the conviction that
our public schools are but a, part of the educational provision made for our American
youth, I believe that the withdrawal of the influence of our families of intelligence and
refinement and of the moral support of the Christian churches would defeat their purpose and reduce them to a condition which would verify the prediction of their enemies.
Where the State assumes paternal relations toward any of its children, as in its reform
school, institutions for defectives and indigents, it makes provision for :religious instruction, but when it opens the common school near the home and in the parish it assumes
that the children·will bring with them for use and assimilation in character a knowledge of the truths of religion and morals. If .it is objected that this is not the actual
condition of things, I reply that the State is obliged to assume the existence of both as
essential to its own existence as well as that of its schools.
Noticing next the .opinion that the moral evils and heinous sins that seem to be so
abundant, some of which you have named, are the legitimate fruit of our public-school
system, I must emphatically deny the statement as one that can not be proven. This
is a charge repeatedly made, and generally believed by Catholics, ancl one that I believe
to be very unjust, indeed, as unjust as if these evils were charged to our republican
form of government, or to the Protestant reformation. This being a tnatter of greatest
moment I should be glad to join you in submitting to persons of impartial and scientific
ability the following inquiries: .(1) To what nationalities and religions do these enemies
belong, viz, inmates of prisons, workhouses, and reform schools. the licentious, drunkard~, and _drunkard makers? (2) To what religious and social influences were they
snb.1ected m youth, and what portion of their training was received in the public schools?
We shall then have facts to which all parties can appeal, and whatever warninO' there
may be in them against dangerous tendencies or policies of government good citizens
will listen to and heed.
~at our s?hool system _is imperfect and in many cases very unsatisfactory can not be
demed; yet it may be said for it, as we have to say of the Christian church in various
periods, tba~ it expresses the high-water mark of the moral and intellectual condition
of the people.
JJforals may be taught.,! see no practical difficulty in a more formal inculcation of the
recognized principles of Christfan morality. The reasonableness of them, and the moral
beauty of the character that represents them so commend them that they are as reasonabl! ~ccepted as t~e trut?s of natural religion. But far more important ii:i the careful
uarnmg of youth m habits and tastes as to temperance, purity, and charity, that make
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character as distinguished from profession; and in this I believe the public schools a.re
doincr valuable service.
Re pecting the provision which should be made for religious instruction outside the
public school, ancl your criticism of the average Protestant Sunday school, I think you
are substantially correct,.and that the religious instruction of Protestant youth deserves
far better provisions than it has yet received. This evil, however, is not the fault of
the public schools, but rather in defective methods, which consume time with little increase of knowledge. ·
'
17te re.medy.-Fina1ly, as to the remedy proposed, the only one, so far as I am informed,
that would be satisfactory to the Catholic clergy is the one referred to by yourself, the
di vision· of the school funds, allowing religious bodies to take charge of their own schools.
If this plan is ever considered it must be shown to be in the interest of society and for
the well-being of the whole state, and not merely the desire of a part to be relieved
from what are recognized public and governmental responsibilities.
But without undertaking to consider the objectione to this plan it seems to me that
we have entered upon times in which the people are determined upon entire and independent control of their government affairs, without a king and without aJliance with
the church. And as the future state is in the youth of to-day the logical result will be
that the state will provide for the education of its youth in secular matters. This is
:iiot the doctrine of a sect or party. It is in ·the age, historic-in ~taly and Brazil as it
is in Minnesota and Mexico. I therefore believe our public-school system is as logical
and therefore as permanent as our free government. I will also venture the prediction
that the venerable church which you represent, and which has astonished the world by
its marvelous adaptation to a form of free government which it never approved in
theory, will, when our public-school system appears as an accomplished fact, show a, like
power of adaptation without sacrificing the religious instruction of its children.
In any event I am, with you, confident of a final and just solution. I am also confident that it will be historic rather than controversial, and that it will be best promoted
by a considerate and dispassionate comparison of experiences and observations and a
patient waiting for the leavening influences of truth and reason.
Tlte position of the Catholic.,.-Rejoinder of Bishop McGolrick to Superintendent Kieble:
Catholics declare again and again that they have no desire to break up the puolic-school
system, that they are rejoiced at all education tending towards good, but that as at
present constituted that system is both imperfect and insufficient.
There is no mistaking the voice of the church; she speaks with no uncertain sound,
telling her children that for the preservation of religion the schools must also be religious, her fundamental principle being that we must seek :first the kingdom of God and
his justice.
To add cogency to the church'e a.rgument we have the experience of many years and
in many countries, and it ie briefly this, that of those Catholic children who attended
entirely secular schools, while they did not become Protestants, yet a, large number became both careless and indifferent to all religion, ceasing to be practical Catholics, and
while generally known as "smart," their "smartness" was neither to the benefit of the
state nor of their neighbors.
Crim_e, too, incre~sed in proportion far more than our population, and all this while
secularists were cryrng out that we had found in our common-school education,t.he surest
prevention of all crime .
. Here was a fact sadly a~parent to us all. We put aside for the present all consideration_ ot: tbe causes of that mcrease, remarking merely that your challenge to appeal to
statistics carefully prepared will be taken up at another time. With the full force of
t!1ese facts be_fore the~ Catholics, therefore, proceeded to build up their own institutions oflearmng, and m the face of a great injustice have gone on quietly, as bes~ they
can, not only to support these but to maintain out of their scanty meanR hospitals,
asyh~m , ~nd h?uses for the poor and aged, bearing a double tax for conscience' ake.
. It 1s a.x1omat1c that_ all who pay taxes ought to share in the benefits of taxation, yet
m answer to the candid and conscientious objections of Catholics what drivel is it to tell
!hem that the schools_are open to them, or that they must come to be educated accordmg to the presen_t not1?ns ~fa majority; the strange thing, here also evident, that th? e
who a.re loudest m their cnes for nonsectarianism are themselves members of sectarian
churches.
o we then seek to control the public srhools ? No .
. Do we try to fore~ ~ur r~ligion on unwilling people? Again no. We s·eek freedom
~ . be natu~nl and chvme rights of parebts to educate their children in the Christian rehg1~n, and m th_e way we deem best for their highest interests.
• erulr1: cd~catwn_n?t enough.-It mn,y be said that arithmetic and geography have no
more to ao w1 th rellg1on than the building of a house or the making of a shoe, but all
0
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these things have more to do with conscience than may be at once apparent; ·f~r a man
may build a house so dishonestly that in a short time it will topple over and kill th~se
who dwell therein. or be may make a shoe that on the first wet weather may show i~s
paper sole.
·
.
·
.
"Grammar," says Cardinal Newman, "does ~ot at fi~st sight_ appear t? !'ldr!nt of a
perversion, yet Horne Tooke made of it the veh1cle_of bis pecul~ar sk;ept1c1sn1. , Law
would 1ieem to have enough to do with its own clients and theu aff!'l1rs, and yet Mr.
Bentham made a treatise on judicial proofs a covert attack on the miracles of !e_v~lation. And in like manner physiology may deny moral evil ~n~ human respons~b1hty;
geology may deny Moses, and logic niay deny the Holy Tnmty; and other sciences,
now rising into notice, are, or will be, victims of similar abu~e. ''.
1'he acceptable plm1.-Catholics then look for an equal d1stnbut10n of the burdens and
the. benefits, and point out the means adopted to this end ~n countries situated a~ we
are. In Austria and Hungary the rights of the non-Catholics are respected by afi'o~ding to them schools in which Protestant religious instruction is imparted together with
secular knowledge. In Belgium, in Canada, in England, they have found it to be for
the best interests of the state to give such opportunities as will permit the character of
the pupil to be deeply impressed by religious influences in the schools. rrhere are no
people in the world more tolerant than the Catholics of the United States; holding pub- .
lie positions all over this broad land they are ever on the side of popular liberty, and if
there be danger in our institutions it will not come from Catholies, properly educated,
but from irreligious men brought up under secular influences. The best Catholic will
be the best American. Most Protestants of all forms of religion are satisfied with the
present secular system, but there are nearly twelve millions of Catholics who are far
from being content; what then will satisfy them and yet keep the free schools intact?
The following plan may be worth consideration: Let State inspectors be appointed to
examine the children in Catholic schools, and taking the grade now general in public
schools, allow result fees only for those children who have passed the required ex;1mination in secular studies. Furthermore, let these same inspectors give certificates of competency only to those Catholic teachers who can pass a strict examination, oral or written, in the subjects they are required to teach, placing such qualified teachers on equal
footing with the present public-school teachers. Let these inspectors see that the ~equired standard of education be well kept, and that· schoolhouses, furniture, and apparatus be in good order. The collection of school taxes is in no way changed, and while
all who are satisfied with the present system of public schools can continue to enjoy
their benefit, those who are conscientiously opposed to them will, at all events, under
State supervision, educate to the appointed grade. · Catholics will answer for it that
while the religious and moral habits of the pupils are cared for they will not be behind
in secular knowledge. There are details in connection with this plan which of course
can not be entered iuto here; but be assured that no one will join more heartily in a
proper adjustment of this grave queBtion than the present writer.
IX.-PUBLIC SCHOOLS.

W!tat education the district school should give.-Superintendent W. E. Anderson, of Milwaukee: When the boy graduates from the district school he is supposed to have the
following knowledge and ability:
.
·
. First. He should re~d English intelligently and intelligibly upon all com.mon subJects of kno.wledge-h1story, geograpby, and general literature. He should be able to
read a newspaper editorial, a magazine Article, a poem, a popular lecture, and to give
it such expression as will evince hie. understanding of the thought presented by the author. He should have a fairly accurate knowledge of the Constitution of the United
States, the general plan or the practical workings of the Government as shown iri the
organization of Congress, and the manner of electing the President. his powers and duties as distinguished from the business of the legislature; and further, he should understand the necessity and importance of legal tribunals, before which facts and laws
are c?nsidered. He should know something of his prerogatives,as a citizen, bis duties
and rights as regards the exercise of fwnchise. These subjects are explained in connection with the reading
the United States Constitution. Further than this he should
be a~le to ~x_press himself upon any s1;1b~ect upon ~hich he bas accurate k;n'owledge or
defimte op1mons, aud he should do th1~ rn conform1ty with the established rules of literary form-punctuation, capitalization, spelling, etc. Moreover, he should be able to
use such phraseology and construction as would enable him to hold intercourse with the
?usin~ss world in discussing matter~ of fact or conveying information upon any subject
m which he m::.y hereafter become rnterested for culture or business.
Second. He should express himself intelligently in English; he should have a ready

or
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and correct fo.ciiity in ordinary computations-the fundamental rules, with ·.he common
,\Ilethod of calculating interest, the use of decimals, the principles of re~ action and
fractions, and the essentials of mensuration-not learned by rule, but deduced from
manual practice and observation. Added to this training, be should have a clear nnderE>tanding of the elements of bookkeeping, as <ihown in the plain principles of doubleentry system applied to ordinary business, where the significance of debit and credit,
a'.nd the relationship of the common principles of accounts are established on this basis
of debit and credit. hle should be able to exemplif.v his knowledge of this branch by
writing up a simple set of books containing from twenty to thirty items of a miscella·
neous nature and invol7ing elementary calculations in the sale and purchase of lots of
goods.
· Third. Every child leaving sebool should understand the large facts of geography and
history. These branches afford a value in which the child gets bis eaTliest culture. Fr9m
the one he gets liis first notion of the world about him, the earth and its relation to
other planets, and the universe, as explained upon the authority of scientific observation; the divisions of the earth into land and water; the nature of its surface, the variations of climate and the resulting facts of vegetation and influence upon human life,
the important facts of commercial geography, and the knowledge of those physical laws
as exemplified in common natural phenomena. These are all essential to the education
of the young citizen. He should, at the same time, be put into possession of the history of his own country. r In this field his patriotism is developed, love for his native
land is nurtured, and he is better able to understand bis own relationship to his country.
Wliy public schools are necessary.-Superintendent Fred M. Campbell, of Oakland: One
oftbese notions is that the training of a boy 's hanlls to a particular trade is of.equal importance, to the State, with the education of his mind. The truth of the matter is simply this:
Such a training of the hands is a good and useful thing, espeeiall.Y to the individual concerned, and there are a number of pressing necessities wh'ich will drive men up to this;
but the education of the mind is an absolutely indispensable thing for the well-being of
the State; and yet there are no such immediate pressing urgencies- felt by the ·individ·
ual and driving him up to furnish this to his children. Accordingly, while the one can
be left to the individual, the other must .be secured, beyond all peradventure, by the
State. Mark the essential difference: the necessity of getting a living forces itselfupQn
every man, for his own, ir:nmedia_te, selfish interest. The neressity of educating his
children bas no such visible urgency upo;n the ignorant man; that is for the interest of
others, rather than bis own selfish interest; and the consequences, even to them, are too
remote and far reaching to be appreciable by bis dull mind. No doubt the State would
be better off for having a'n abundance of skilled artisans, but intelligent men it must
have, or it is on the broad road to ruin.

Must be basecl on business principles.-State ·s uperintendent James H. Rice, of South
Carolina: Educational methods can only reach the necessities of a people when ba ed
upon wise business principles. The people must be educated into active sympathy with
any plan that i · to train their children. They understand this to be their most important
duty, and hesitate, properly, to adopt any methods that do not present convincing proof
of thei:t; :fitness and permanence.
·
Two sclwols.-State Superintendent Edwin F. Palmer, of Vermont: There are so many
pointsincomnion betweenagoodscbool anµ a poor one, that careful study, in thelightof
~ducational principles, is absolutely nece!3sary to distinguish the one from the other, except
10 extreme cases. Both are taught by teachers paid by the public, bot.h commence and
close at the same boor of the clay, ~n both the same books are read and stud,ied, in both
recitations are conducted, it may be, according to received methods, in hoth there is the
~me programme and course of°study, and yet the one may be nearly wortliless, while
m tbe other words are spoken an<l things are done that will long be remembered by the
scholar, and, perhaps, shape bis whole life for good,
The free school has done this work. -Josepb Jefferson, in the Century: The hissing and
jeering that was so liberally bes~owed on me will never be vented again in this country
for so slight an offense. The well-dressec!, decorous audience of to-day, when an accident occurs, it quietly, bearingitwitb patience and consideration, and when it is righted
they break forth in encoUTaging applause. Look at the decorum observed by the vast
as emb]ages tbatgoto witness our national games. Disturbances-are very rare. It would
h~~e heen inc1~corous, if not dangerous, when I was a boy, for ladies and gentlemen to
v1s1t au.y pnbhc gronnds containing such large masses of people, whereas now they can
do so with perlect safety. What lies at the foundation of this improvement? People
wen to church in those day as readily as they do now and the-law were admini tered
guite a.~ rigidly. There is onlv one solution to this p;oblem-the free school has done
his work.
•
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The .,t,tdiPS of the school s'wu 7d fit, to some extent, for the ivo'f'k of after l-ife.-J~rome
Allen: There are many intelligent parents who say, "Of what use are such studies as
algebra and geometr,v to my son, who intends to farm?" These parents say that the
extra number of studies crowded into our coarse of study keep back the development
ot their children in the right direction. Now, wh.en a parent asks, "Of what use is
this study to my child, he mwer intends to use it in after li_fe? '' are "'.e to wri~e th~s
man down as a fool or a philosopher? We believe that there 1s more philosophy m this
question than many are disposed to admit. Life is short; we can not master everythi?g,
and yon must agree that of two studies which afford · equally good mental gym~ast1?s,
that one which has in it the element of practical utility ahould be chosen. I d1scla1m
all intention of utility or end, but I do claim, and I do not believe that it can be su~cessfully contradicted, that there is philosophy and reason, and thus good practica,l
common sense, in the opinions of ordinary thinking men and women, that the studies
of the school should fit pupils, to some extent, for the work of after life.
The impending d~nger.-Superintendent R. W. Stevenson; of Columbus, Ohio: The
impending danger of our system of public schools is their expensiveness. . The constantly
increasing expenditure is in that directi<;m which adds little to the educational power of
the public schools. The scheme of free text,books is another recruit for'' bricks against
braina." In most of the States the amount that can be levied for school purposes is
fixed by statute, and in the towns and villages the levy1is generall.v up to the maximum
allowed by law. If the cost for education is increased one dollar per capita, that the
plan of free text-books may be adopted, the result must be the employment of cheaper
teachers.
A t mpting field for hobby-horse riders. -J. W. MacDonald, of Stoneham, Mass.: There
is hardly a week that some society, devoted to the promotion of this or that, does not
come out with the declaration that this or that must be made a formal part of public
school instruction. It would almost seem as if it were the.prevailing opinion, notwithstanding abundant evidence to the contrary, that. children out of school hours are in a
comatose condition, and incapable of receiving an_y instruction or training whatever.
The truth is, the large numbers of children gathered daily iuto schoolrooms furnish
tempting fields, it access to them can be obtained, to every hobby-horse rider and gibbons-headed reformer for doing what each considers the sine quci non in reforming the
world.
·
What dampens ardor and chills 7wpe.-Superintendent Z H. Rrown, of Nashville,
Tenn.: That which most dampens ardor and chills hope is tbe absolute indifference of'
the legislature. Had there been as much money spent by the people in tlre last decade
for education as has been used for electioneering purposes, to-day schoolhouses and normal colleges would dot the entire State. There are those who claim to be patriots and
. philanthropists who would cheerfull.v contribute hundreqs of dollars to the· campaign
fund, but would not give one cent to properly equip every boy in the land for citizenship. Others are willing to give more of their time to elect a constable in .their district
than to secure the services of the best superintendent or teacher in America, though the
interest of every boy and girl in their county is involved.
'
Fitpupilsfor the lives they are to lead.~Prof. Hjalmar Hjorth Boyesen, of Columbia
College, in the New York Independent: I am emphatically in favor of introducing
manual training as part of the curriculum of the public schools. I believe that public
school instruction should aim to fit the pupils as far as possible for the lives which they
are likely to lead. The present curriculum, if it has any such aim in view, is lamentably defective. It is largely an academic curriculum on a smaller scale, and is calculated to stimulate ambitions which life in nine cases out of ten is sure to disappoint.
The extreme disinclination for manual labor which characterizes American girls, and
the false and flimsy ideals of the majority of them is, I believe, in a large measure due
to the academic character of public school instruction. That girls are meant to be
wives and mothers, and that this noble calling involves duties and responsibilities of a
most serious kind, are subjects which are wholly ignored both in the curriculum and in
the instruction.
lVlm·e free education should end.-Moses Merrill, head master of Boston Latin School,
in tbe New York Independent: I do not believe it would be wise for the State to furnish
free education for all pupils through a uriiversity course. I think that candidates for
such a course are aided quite enough already in the preparatory schooh1. Excepting a
perfectly developed moral character, there is no possession more valuable than a liberal
education. Its acquisition should not be without struggle and sacrifice, in order th8tt
its true worth may be appreciated. Why sboulrl thi::1 be a free gift to us any more t.lian
anything else which we consider of essential value and worth striving for? ·
'rhe State can not demand of the educated man what he has . the power to give, but
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only recaive what he choose3 to give; so it should not confer upon him gratuitously
so great a possession. * .,., *
·
I tliink that the law in Massachusetts requiring a high school for a certain number of
inhabitants a good one. I also think that a separate school for the preparation of pupils
for college in large cities an excellent plan, though I would have nothing fr~e in these,
or high schools, except the instruction.
Academies have already been established, incorporated, and endowed in all parts of
our country. Many of these are in a most flourishing condition, and. furnish the training which man.v parents desire for their children. For this reason the pu.blic high schools
never can displace them, no matter how greatly multiplied, nor should they be incorporated in the public school system.
T!te common school system dangerously assaulted.-Hon. H. W. Blair: It may be that I
am wild in the thought, but I do think that in this country, at the presbnt time, there
is a real and a rapidly increasing danger that the free P.u blic schools of the country are
to be or are to-day dangerously assaulted, and that unless the remedy be soon applied
we shall not be contending with reference to appropriations to support the common school ·
at the South, but wa shall be contending for the preservation of the lifo of the common
school of the country. I think the great struggle upon us to-day, more real and more
dangerous than, perhaps, we are apprehending, is this: the danger is between the parochial, or-denominational, school and the free public school of the coant·r y. I believe
that in the great centers of the country to-day the c:ommon school system is dangerously
assaulted.
R.eu1tive e_ffi,ciency of graded and itngraded sclwols.-Hon. Charles D; Hine, in discussing
the results of a special examination of the schools of New London County, Conn.: No
evidence secured in this investigation raises a good graded school abQve a good ungraded
school in point of real efficiency. The reading, writing, arithmetic, and elementary
science in some country schools are quite equal to anything found in graded schools.
The problem to be solved._:_Supt. W. 'B. Powel1, of Washington, D. c:: The American
community is more interested in having every child benefited by Hs schools than it is in
having the character of its schools improved. Not how high shall we-take our schools,
nor how broad shall we make our courses of instruction, but how may every child be
reached and be made a safer and better member of the community, is .the problem to be
solved. Any movement or instrumentality that reaches down and uplifts will give value
to the school system and compensation to the taxpayer.
W!iat the progress of public schools is due to .-Elizabeth Cady Stanton, in the Arena:
Local selt~government more readily permits of experiments on mooted questions which
are the ouLcome of the needs and convictions of the community. '
The smaller the area over which legislation extends the more pliable are the laws.
By leaving the States free to experiment in their local affairs we can judge of the working of different laws under varying circumstances, and thus learn th€ir comparative
merits. The progress education bas achieved in America is due to just this fact-that
we have leJt our system of public instruction in the hands of local authorities. How
different would be the solution of the great educational question of manual lahor in the
schools if the matter had to l;le settled at Wai3hington! The whole nation might find
itself pledged to a scheme that a few years would prove wholly impracticable. Not
only is the town-meeting, 8$ Emerson says, "the cradle of American liberties, ' 1 but it
is the nursery of Yankee experiment and wisdom.
England, with its clumsy national code of education, making one inflexible standard
of scholarship for the bright children of manufacturing districts and the dull bairns of
the agricultural counties, should teach us a, lesson as to the wisdom of keeping aoart
State and National GoYernment.
Only State action is able to cope with the problem.-Sta.te Commissioner'rhomas B. Stock·
well, of Rhode Island: With each recurring year, as the question arises in connection
with this annual report, What shall the State do in the matter of education, I am conscious
of the feelinp; that there is in some quarters an openly expressed doubt, and in others a
latent thought, as to the duty or right of the State in these matters. Have such doubts
a lep:itimate place in our minf}.s?
Why do we have public sch ols? Is it not because we know that the intelligence of
the peopie determines their condition? But if we recognize this to be true do we not
see that it involves the necessity that all the people should be educated? 'If any one
portion be neglected, then they become to that extent a source of weakness and danger
to the whole.. • elf-protection compels the people, acting as a unit, to provide for uni•
v_er _al educatt n. If, now, the people have been obliged to undertake this task, what
limit can they set themselves short of the absolute accomplishment of the undertaking "?
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Every dollar which they invest in the work is a bond that they will continue to invest
until the desired result is secured.
.
Up to this point most citizens wm go, but often with a sile:nt _interpr~tation put n~on
the word people, which restricts it to the smallest and most hm1te~ umt through wh1eh
the people act. The old notions o~ local self-gover~ment rule with great power, and
any movements towards the exercise of any authority by a central I?ower a~e looked
upon with great disfavor. Now, 'Yhatever may have been the early history ?f popular
education however scattered and rndependent may have been the schools of the early
days of this State, it is unq uestionahly true that to-day our schools are thoroughly State
schools, that the authority of the State laws is. behind them and un<ler them, that tbe
State treasury contributes directly to their support, and, in some towns, to an amou:nt
·
.
.
nearly if not quite equal to that raised by the town.
There is no one interest that so permeates all parts of a commonwealth as this one.
Whenever there may be found lacking . ju ariy community that which pertains to good
citizenship, whether in the line of practical knowledge or of moral character, there is at
once the plac~ t,o watch for evil d,evelopments, and· from' that as a ~nter will emanate
influences for harm not to be measured. One part of a State can not set itself apart from
the rest and, pharisaically claiming to be without spot or blemish, remain unharmed.
The different members of the human body are not more closely united than the different villages, towns, and cities which make up this little commonwealth,- and when
one suffers all suffer, and when one is improved and elevated all are sharer~ in the improvement.
This question is not then one for pnrely local consideration. It is too large, its ramifications are too numerous, and the issues at stake too momentous to be allowed to rest
upon local effort. Only State action is able to cope with the problem, and only Stat¢
interest can be relied upon to cover the entire field. Nor does the action o'f the State in
this matter nece:1sarily paralyze local effort, as is sometimes claimed. On the other hand,
it affords to all parts of the State the opportunity to come together and unite their energies .for a common purpose, l'tnder auspices and with reasonable expectations that ~n
not exist wh~re the work is undertake.n independently and alone.
It is only as the State takes the control in these matters that we can be sure, ·first, that
schools will be provided within reasonable distance of every home; and, second, that the
schools thus established will be practically equal in the character and quality of the
education which they furnish. Local power is not infrequently unable to provide the
proper accommodations; again, for one cause or another, it is unwilling to do so. Neither
inability.nor indisposit.ion can be allowed to stand in the way of the proper education
of each and every child who has the capacity for it. What shall be taught and how it
shall be taught are fundamental questions, and should not be left to _the arb_itrament of
local feelings, or judgments even, which are often too narrow both in their premises and
in their conclusions. A policy must be adopted broad enough to cover the State., to meet
the needs and legitimate desires of all classes, in all conditions of life 1 and then it must
be interpreted and enforced through those and those only who are qualified for the task.
Teach~rs and directors, or superintendents, must be amenable in the last analysis to the
1
State for their authority and power.
.
•
This system of education is to be wrought out t3tep by step. · We ha\Te already made
several advance movements. That of forty-five years ago, when the proprietors' schools
were practically abolished, and the system of pnhlic scbot>ls was instituted, wa~ a Ion~
step upward towards the ideal we have been discussing. The abolition of the rate bill
twenty-two years ago, whereby the schools became truly free schools, marks another
advance. The establishment of the State normal school for the tra,i ning of suitable
teachers was a movemtmt towards the same end, looking to a uniform degree of qualifications in the teacher's position. The compulsory laws take hold of the subject upon
another side and recognize the obligation to . bring the children to the schools. Each
addit~on whic}:l the State has made in its annual appropriation for the support of schools,
carrymg the amount up from $25,000 when the law was first passed to $120,000, the
amount now paid out eaeh year, has been unmistakable evidence of the g.i:owth of this
thought of the responsibility of the State in these matters.
•< c
·
Upon this generation rests the duty and privilege of doing ·ts sha}e in the development of that complete system which shall secure to all children the inestimable opportunity for acquiring that education which s.hall enable th~_m to fill every station and
discharge every duty which life may set before them. )Vhether we act or not, the
process of developmeht will go forward, and the result will surely come. But we may
help it or_ we may hinder it. If we are wise and vigilant we shall s~ize upon every
opportumty to help the cause onward,· for by so doing we hasten the day of universal
knowledge, peace, and prosperity.

Tlte greatest obstacle to the clevelopment of common schools fo the rSoiith.-Pres1dent C. W.
Dabney, jr., University of Tennessee: The greatest obstruction in the way ,of a rapid
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development,of common schools in the South consists in the remains of false olcl political theories. Many of our political leaders give the common schools only a reluctant,
half-hearted support, because they do not yet believe that they are consistent with their
theories of government.
Comparative cost of town and district systems.-The ave~age cost of education per scholar
in Connecticut on the basis of average attendance, 1s $20.82; the average cost per
scholar in eighteen of the towns under town management is $16.5.i, thus showing it to
be almost 25 per cent. le3.3 than under the district system.
X.-RELIGIOUS AND MORAL TRAINING.

Not taught by lectures or set lessons.-Superintendent J. M. Greenwood, Kansas City,
Mo.: Moral training, or character training, is rej!;arded in a higher sense than the mere
training of the intelligence. All the rules of grammar, arithmetic, and all the facts of
science may be forgotten and the man or woman remain worthy persons; but integrity,
the power to be right and to do right, must never be forgotten. * * * Whate,,er
strengthens the will to resist evil and to do good is moral training. Moral training is
not taught with much effect by lectures or set lessons in morals. Conscious will is the
only true basis of moral action, while weakness of will is the greatest enemy of moral
culture. The true moral teacher is one who teaches by his acts.
The right devPlopment of the rnind as an intellect.-Hon. John W. Dickinson; Secretary
Massachusetts State Board of Education: The mind is developed as a moral power by
turning its attention to the _moral quality of its acts and to doing what ought to be done.
The cultivation of moral habits should be carried on with the cultivation of the intellect. The relat.ions of school life and the.various exercises of the schools pro Yi de favor,
n.ble occasions for the development of the moral nature of the child. The teacher is supposed to be a model person, worthy of imitation. If this supposition accords with the
facts, the pupils will be subje"Ct to the molding influences of a good example. The
natural desire and the ability to imitate render the education of the young possible and
magnify the importance of a good living example.
The acts of obedience which a wise and efficient school government require will train
the pupil to a thoughtful consideration of his conduct and to the habit of self-control.
The habit of loyaity to the rules and regulations of the school, accompanied with a desire to promote its welfare, must be cultivated in the minds of the young as a preparation for good citizenship. Hence the teaching of the institute includes iDBtruction in
school government. The exercise of studying by the use of the true method will develop
the intellect and create in it the power to think so as to discover the· trutp.. The habit
of independent deliberation before making a choice is most favorable to good moral~.
To create such a habit is the constant aim of the intelligent teacher.
The relations of pupils in school to one another as a community will offer an opportunity
for instruction on the subject Qf public as w.ell as private motals. Since the affairs of social
life are carried on in GQnnection with promises and contracts, and as promises will avail
nothing if the members of society are not faithful in making them, and do not trust in
them when made, the teacher should endeaver to impress upon the minds he is attempting to develop the infinite value of fidelit,y to that which is morally right, and the obligation every member of the school is under to exercise it in all the moral reLations he
bolds to others. as well as in all he holds to his own well-being. Such :fidelity in the
relations of social life, and of the life of the ind1vidual, is the vital element in all the
virtues. If successfully cultivated in tM minds of the children in our public school in
connection with their physical and intellectual instruction, this fundamental virtue will
appear as a ruling principle in their lives as citizens of the State. The best ideas on the
moral training of the young are in favor of the right development ot the minrl as an intellect, as the only solid foundation for good morals.
.
•.
Gladly havehimthink that the sun went round the earth.-Dr. Arnold, of Ruo-by: If one

~io-ht w.ish for_ impossibilities, I would then wish that my children might be°well ver-ed
rn physical science, but in due subordination to the fullness and freshness of their

knowledge on moral subjects. This, however, r believe can not be; wherefore, rather
tban have it the prin~ipal thing in my son's mind, I would -gladly have him think that
the sun went round tne earth and that the stars were so many spa!}gles set in the bright
blue firmament, and that he wer~ trained to fulfill his duty to his Maker and his fellowmen.
Moral training the highest duty.-Superintendent E. E. White of Cincinnati: The effi~ien~y of the pub_lic school is primarily tested by its results in m~ral character, and hence
its b1 best duty 1s effective moral trainino-. The aim of the school i not the trainin°
of the mind alone, but the training of the man; the forming, ennobling, and enriching
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of manhood. Manhood is the highest and best product of the school. In the public
school the school for the people and for the whole people, moral chara-cter must ever
stand before intellectual culture. As a means to this end, moral training mnstrise above
the mechanical virtues•. It must touch the conscience and make it regal in the life; and
to this end it !'.llUSt be permeated and vitalized, as it al ways has been in the American
school, by religious sanctions and influence.
Will perish through its own momentwn.-Superintendent Henry Sabin, of Iowa: Our
.American education, if it is to retain the confidence of the people, must be wholly on
the side of that morality which has truth for its basis; it must stand for law and order
and decency; its instructors must first know and then practice and then teach those eternal,
immutable principles of right and wrong w bich are the foundations of a permanent re.publican liberty. The public school system is strong in proportion as it, bas the confidence
of the people. When it comes to be regarded only as a machine for teaching enough of
certain branches to enable a man to pass muster in the business world; when it does not
claim to have any hold beyond material and t,ransient things; when it fails to include in
its lessons the binding force of conscience and responsibility, it will perish through its
0 wn unguided momentum.
The moral power of the public schools.-William A. Mowry in "Education:" There
are many close observers who believe that the moral power of our public sr.hools in this
country to-day is greater and more important for the welfare of the country than auy
other moral force now bein~ exerted upon the people. The schools reach ne~rly all the
children in the land at the most impressionable period of life. Even the churches and
the Sunday schools reach but a small fraction of the people.
The seeds that find a lodgment.-Zalmon Richards: In the name of all that is good we
must protest against this growing neglect and almost total disregard of religious or moral
instruction and qualifications on the part of our teachers. In some of our cities everything moral and religious-the Bible, prayer, and lessons in morals and manners-is
stricken from the curriGulum of school training. Is it any wonder that the seeds of
anarchy, socialism, communism, infidelity, insubordinatiol)., and licentiousness so easily
find a lodgment in the hearts of our youth thus neglected?
·
Precept and preachin,(J are minor factors.-C. B. Gilbert: It is to the intellectual that
most of our efforts as teachers have thus far been directed, whereas the mo'ral is of infinitely greater importance to the man and State; and it is illogical, suicidal, for a State
to educate the intellects of children and leave their morals untrained. But, fortunately
for us, this can never occur. Morals are always trained for good or ill. Environment
more than aught else ·determines their bent,
Character is not built, it grows; and it grows through exercise usually unconscious.
Consequently, for the training of the moral natures of the children in our schools, no
new machinery is needed; ·no new course need be added to our already overcrowded
curricula. * * *
Precept and preaching doubtless have their place in moral economy, and yet they are'
at best only minor factors, actin~ very indirectly iil the formation of character. - The
social and moral tone of a generation, the ideals held and incorporated into life by it&
average man, in short,. its atmosphere, together with its blood, determines in the main
the moral status of the next.
If this be true, the first requisite of a good school is a good tone, a wholesome moral
atmosphere, a well-directed, well-lived life, so that the child continuously practices the ·
virtues that he will need after he bas left school. If this requisite be met, we have tbat
on which we may place a firmer reliance than on any course of ethics however profound,
any verbal instruction however apt and able.
Practice is what is needed.-J. W. MacDonald: A father once came to me with the
complaint that his son, a boy in my school, wou.Jd lie to him and deceive him, and asked
me to take him in hand. What I might have truly said to the man was this: ''My dear,
sir, why shouldn't your boy lie and deceive? You lie and deceive; his mother lies and
deceives; all his ~randfathers and grandmothers as far back as they b'an be traced, lied
and deceived; and do you expect me in a few months to eradicate all this depravity,
both hereditary and acquired? Go home, sir, and set your boy a better example."
Well, I talked to the boy, and found him acquainted with
I could say to him about
the wrong of lying. Tha problem, then, was not the same as if I had been teaching
him physics, for example. Then I would have had to introduce him to new knowledge
as well as train bis faculties; now, be had the knowledge, and practice was what was
needed.

all

Should enter into tlie daily clas.s-worlc. ~w. E. Sheldon: The schools must hereafter
assign a larger place to instruction in morals. Lessons must be given calculated to maike
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the children and youth of our iand honest and upright, as well as active members of the
body politic. Instruction in character-building can not be given properlybytheformal
statement of a few inert formulas or solemn maxims, or ·even by special exhortations.
It shonld blossom out, and its influence permeate all parts of the work of the schools.
Ethical instructfon ought to be an important factor in all school-training. It should
enter into tl1e daily class-work, into every variety of recitation, into the questions of
management and discipline, and especially be illustrated by the character, example, and
daily life of the teacher.
Better tflon from text-books.-J. W. MacDonald, of Stoneham, Mass.: Morality can be
taught better than from text-books. Every study the child pursues furnishes a hundred
and one opportunities to send home a moral shaft that will penetrate all the deeper because it comes unexpected, and catches him off his guard. 'l'be teacher should take the
utmost care that an absolutely untainted 1noral atmosphere invests the school. Let the
boy see that right and justice pervades all its management; let him be made to feel that
the school and its regulations ate a part of bis country, and that disorder or disobedience
is treason. * * *
But the one thing greater than :;i,11 others that the school can do for the cause of moralHy is to place over their pupils teachers whose lives illustrate what they would have
the pupils become. The silent influence of noble, manly goodness can not be overestimated, and makes text-books on morality a needless incumbrance.
Infrllectual and moral growth must go hand in hand.-Cardinal Giabons: The religious
and the secular education of our children can not be divorced from· each other without
inflicting a fatal wound upon the soul. The usual consequence of such a separation is
to p,iralyze the moral faculties and to foment a spirit of indifference in matters of faith.
Eclneation is to the soul what food is to the body. The milk with which the infant is
nourished at its mother's breast feeds not only its bead, but permeates at the same time
its heart and tho other organs of its body. In like manner, the intellectual an~ moral
growth of our children must go band in band; otherwise their education is shallow and
fragmentary, and often proves a curse instead of a blessing. * ·* *
The catechetical instructions given once a week in our Sunday schools, though productive of Yery beneficial rnsults, are .insufficient to supply the religious want,s of our
children. They should as far as possible breathe every day a heaUby religious atmosphere in those schools in which not only ii their mind enlightened, but the seeds of faith,
piety, and so110d morality are nourished and invigorated. This would be effected if the
denominational system, such as obtains in Canada, were applied in our public schools.
The combination of religious and secular educ::ttion is easily accomplished in denominational schools. To what extent religion may be taught in the public schools without
infringing the rigl1ts and wounding the conscience of some of the pupils is a grave problem beset with difficulties, and very hara to solve, inasmuch as those schools are usually
attended by children belonging to the various Christian denominations, by Jews also,
and oven by those who profess no religion whatever.

Your words will go no farther than your life earries them.-Samuel B. Capen in "Education:" It is a good thonght, of'which we may all be frequently reminded, that if we
want to have the fnllest respect of those committed to our care, it must come, not because ~f any authority we may have in virtue of our office, but because of what we are.
When you teach morals, of all things never forget that your words will go no farther than
your own life carries them. Back of the teacher is the man, and what he is and not
what he professes to be will always determine the force of his words.
The,<rnrest 1ocry to keep children from evif.-JamesS. Barrell, in "Education:" Whether
we shall give this (moral) training by formal lessons, or incidentally, is with many a
qu tion. I would giyc it both ways. It seems to me that formal instruction tend
more to completeness of character. Often, however, some incident of echool life furnishes a le son whose influence in a particular direction could never be equaled by a
formal lesson. '* * ·*
Thez:e are fe~v clays which do not afford the opportunity for important and positive
moral_rnstruct10n. A remark upon a paragraph in reading, or upon a fact in history.
may hf~ the whole claJs _to a higher plane of thinking and acting. The surest way to
keep children from evil 1s co fill their minds with that which is good and beautiful.
of
'an this be done ~ore effectufilly than by having them memorize choice p~ a 0
prose and poetry _wl11ch express the very principles we would have appear in their live ?
In .Mr. .John F1. ke's lecture upon Daniel Webster, he says that probably a majority
of those who fou~ht for the nion in the civil war had as boys learned and recited in
scoool portion of"\\. ehster s reply to Hayne. For yeals I have believed that this peech
w· one of the mo.st potent influences which caused the "uprising of a gren.t people''
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in the hour of the mtion's peril. Can not all the virtues be as e:1:re·c tually taught in
this way as that of p:itriotism?
It will meet no olijection.-Supt. Geo. B:un~s (Michigan): I have n~v.e r he3:rd anyone
object to the teaching of morals in our pub_hc schoole. yre_ are_cros~mg_a bridge before
wecome to it. If we te:tch the subject in its place and m its time 1t will meet no objection. We should t.each it as an art not as a science.
All teachers are givin.lJ m:Jral tr,:iining.-President L. R. Fiske, of Albion (Mich.) College: Every good school is a system of moral training from beginn!ng to end. A_ll
teachers are giving moral training in our schools. I can _not conceive ~f a school m
which this is not the case. No one should be at the head of a school who1s not_.a moral
man or woman.
More perilous.-State Supt. Edwin F. Palmer, of,Vermont: If thought without learning is perilous, learning witho_u t sound morality is more perilous still.
How to settle the whole question.-T. G. Apple, President of Franklin and Mai;shall
College, Lancaster, Pa., in the New York Independent: Inetead of talking abont it and
debating the abstract question, let some one go to work and prepare a course of graded
books on moral science, adapted to our schools, from the primary to the high school,
and let them be introduced aud t.1ugbt, and the whole question on that point will be
settled. There ought to be no doubt so far as the right of teaching morality in our
public schools is concerned. It can be done without interfering with any one's religion. Let it be in accord with the spirit and principles of Christianity, and if anyone
objects to this let him present a purer and better sylitetn, and it will be adopted. A
system based .on the principles of Christianity will be adopted, not because it comes with
the external autltorHy of this religion over that of any other, but because it authenticates itself as th~ purest and best.
This question c;1u be settled, we think, without raising the other question as to the
right of teaching religion in our publi~ schools, and it can be done, too, without divorcing morality from religion, except as to 'the place in which each is to be taught.

Religiou-9 moonshine.-Rt. Rev. John J. Keane: Aga1.n and again, and almost continuously for the last twenty yeara, tbiukers of every relii:ion, and of no religion, have lamented that the inculcation of morality and religion in the public schools was not what
it ought to be. The discuss.ion now widely prevailing about the possibility and means
of needed moral and religious traiuing in tllem is sufficient acknowledgment of the lack
hitherto ex:isting. '' You must excuse me,'' a Christian parent will logically say, '' from
considering their training just what I want for my child till the methods now urged shall
have been tried and proved efficaciom1. And," he Wl)tlld add, "that the result ever
can be satisfac.tory, I am not prepared ·to believe. The whole of Christianity is needed
as the basis, the mold, the restraint, the incentive of a Christian life. There ·is nothing in it superfluous, nothing that is not eminently practical in its bearings; and no minimized, compromise Chtistianity can ever suffice in its stead. Such moral teachings as
you might get froJ:!l Cicero and Seneca never suffice for the moral teaching of Christ,
and for the motives, means, and sanctions of morality which He bestows. All this vague,
fodefinite, noncommittal moralizin~ and r eligiousness i~ simply religious moonshine,
which might be useful if we were in the darkness of religious night, but which it is absurd to wish to substitute for the Light of the World. No, I want His radiance clear
and full in the schoolroom where my child spends his days."
Not Christianity enough in our public schools.-Bishop John J. Keane, rector of the
Catholic University, in the New .York Independent: Now, to minds that reflect calmly
and deeply nothing can be more evident than the need of making the system of p01)Ular education more Christian, if our country is to be a Christian country, if our civilization is to be a Christian civilization. 'l'hat such it is by right, and that such it must
be maintained, no map who knows the history of civilization and the history of our
country can hesitate to believe. And that it can be so maintained only by Christian education is so palpable a truth, so suggested by the very nature of things, that it is strange
if it can be obscure to any intelligent mind. But the nature of education must very
largely depend on the nature of the schools. This proposition, so clear in itself, is made
doubly so by assisting at such a meeting of educators as that which we have just wit"
nessed at Nashville. There every utterance asserts, as a universally accepted fact, that '
the molding of the mind and heart and character of the child lies mostly with school
and teacher; that parent.a recognize this fact, and are therefore anxious to have such
school~ an~ such teachers as shall best discharge this momentous responsibility in regard
to their children. Hence, the conclusion is inevitable that the Ohristia.nity of ,education, and therefore of our civilization and country, must largely ctepend on the Christianity of our schools; and that it w~uld be hardly reasonable to expect more Chrig.
ED 89,--40
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tianity in tp_e live.:1 of our people than is to be found in the schools which have had so
large and essential a share in molding them.
But thourrhtful people are every where recognizing thatthere-is not Christianity enough
in our publ~c schools; that the tendency to ~he secularization of education-that is to the
exclusion of religion from the schools-logically tends to the exclusion of religion from
the public and private lives of our people; that it is a mistake and mu~t ~e corrected,
both for love of religion and for love of country. Some, hopeless of modifying the tendency as long as the breeze of popular impulse and political interest blo:ws in that direction, have had to withdraw en.t irely from the public schools and build_ up a separate
system of distinctively Christian schools. To suppose that they do this through any
want of public spirit, through any want of interest in the public weal, through any
want of devotedness to our country and of solicitude for her welfare would lte unreasonable and unjust. Quite the contrary is the truth. Deeply convinced that our country's
welfare, as well as the religious welfare of each individuai, depends on Christian education, they are acting not only as reasonable and dutiful parents, but a!so as our country's true.st friends, by fostering and maintaining, at cost of mucb toil and expense, a
systefil of education calculated to form a Christian people.
Others, less logical or less courageous and generous, or perhaps in the hope of yet
reversio,.,. the present tendency and infusing more Christianity into the present system,
cling to it, and doubtless with the natural wish to make the most of what one is committed to, laud it as the best and the o!:!l,v admissible system. In the same breath,
however, they give utterance to their anxiety about the gradual decay of clear and positive Christian belief and Christian principles among our people, and about the need of
remedying this by making our educational system more Christian. Thanks be to God
for this widespreading anxiety! It gives hope of turning into safer paths.
But how are they to accomplish this? Some hope to succeed by inculcating in the
schools a system of Christian mo:-als, without de.finite dogmatic teaching; and not a few
among them grow eloquent and poetical as they ex.patiate upon the moral i~fl.uence of
every n;i,tural fact, every scientific truth. But practical people smile;· and observant
people shake theµ- heads; and serious people remember the warning of Washington,
that our country must not hope for morality without religion-a term by which he
meant something very different from the vague transcendentalism of our poetical moralists.
Others, perceiving the necessity of definite Christian teaching, hope to devise~ system
of it sufficiently vague and S'.lfficiently elastic to suit the various denominational beliets
represented in the school constituencies. But how can the attempt be aught but a failure? What Christian body will admit such a compromise as being the Christianity
which Obrist gave, antl by which he meant that the world should be enlightened and
gnidecl? And who can hope that esteem for Christianity would be increased in the
hearts of youth by a system aiming at minimizing Christianity as much as possible?
11/ie Bible, reli,qion, ancl morality in tlte public schools.-Austin Bierbower, of Chicago,
Ill., in the New York Independent: It is not necessary to teach religion in the public
schools, for tbe obvious reason that there are abundant other opportunities for such instruction. The family, the church, and the Sunday scbool can tea.ch all that- is necessary to understand any religion. The doctrines of every churc'1 are few and simple;
the evidences of Christianity are not many or difficult; the ceremonies and other religious duties are easily acquired; so that all that is known as religion can be quickly
learned. We have, moreover, an entire day reserved for such instruction, and special
seasons besides for its empbasif?., rrhe, appliances for training youth in religion are out
of all proportion to the extent and difficult_y of such training. Millions of dollars are
annually spent, gorgeous churches are erected, and eloquent clergymen are employed
for this end. As pastors, Sunday-school teacher.s, class leaders, and deacons, nearly all
the adult population are engaged in imparting their views in religion. Not only unday
but every week day witnesses some meeting in nearly every church to promote religion.
while countle s benevolences furnish abundant exercise in practical religion. In no
re. pect are men so thoroughly organized and equipped as in religion; and in their vari. ous religion societies and assemblies the youth are participants and recipients of instruction and discipline.
,
This, I repeat, is enough to impart the slight amount of training of which men are
capable in reHgion; and those who are taught in religious schools do not get any more
?r better reli rious training than this, nor are they known to be better men and women
in ~ny re pect than those who are trained in this way. Every church has appliance:;
tram adequately its you,ug indepenrlently of the schools, an<l to train them in exac !y
the kind o · religion it wants taught; and no church admits tbat it is not competent tor
this task. , 'ince, therefore, all the religious instrnction needed can be given witbo
en~ro~ching on the week-day schools, it is a bail poli ,y, a,s well as a piece of injns i
to 10 1st on obtruding religion in the public schoils as a, bone of contention.
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The people, however, are not restricted to the church' and to Su~day for re!igious
training. Every family is a school and every parent a teach~r; a1;1~ m the t~~1ly o~e
can impart just such teaching as he wants learned. Th_e s1mpll?1ty of rchg10n-:-1ts
doctrines and duties-makes it particularly easy for home 1mpartat1on, and-whatrlittle
more is needed can easily be had of the pastor or church, or from religious literf!,ture.
It requires but little guidance to furnish -youth with surroundings that w~ll give them
all the instruction needed. The religious ne,wspapers, books, songs, and pictures are of
easy acquisition; so that the day school need not be called on to furnish anything in
the interest of religion. I say, therefore, that religious training can be adeq ua~el;r
given, and is adequately given, without introducing it into the schools; although 1t 1s
not a question for the schools or for citizens in their public capacity, whether_ it can be
or not. Religion is a private concern, with whic\h the State has properly .noth1pg to do,
and should rely on itself for its own succe!'ls without taxing or restraining .men in i'ts
interest; but the fact that it can be fully inculcated by private means removes all gtound
for insisting that it should be taught in the schools.
There is no occasion for even usin~ the Bible in the schools. While it might be used
without any influence whateYer, good or bad, it can be read elsewhere abundantly, and
is read in the family, in the Sunday-schools, and in churches almost daily, and is constanMy discussed and quoted, so that the people are not left in ignorance of _it. With an
open Bible everywhere the Protestants ought not to insist on forcing it into t'4e schools
to the irritation of Catholics, Jews, and unhelievers, who have t4e sam~ rights as Protestauts in our public institutions. The fact that some regard it as a revelation from
God doei;; not justify them in forcing it on others who do not so regard it, or who believe
it can not be safely read by the people. We do not neglect our duty when we fail to
force it on others as their duty, Protestants who think the Bible is not sufficiently read
can teach it more at home, and in the church, and through the press. ' The little that
is perfunctorily read in school is not important, and might be dispensed with without
perceptible loss to the scholars, especially since most of them are at an age when'it makes
little ir..1pression, and since the same precepts are obtainable from other books or from
the teacher. There is not enough to be gainf;ld from Bible reading to justify the quarrel
that bas been raised over it.
While, therefore, it is not a question for the schools, or for the people in their public
capacity, whether the Bible will be sufficiently read if not used in the schools, still, its
influence will not be diminished by excludin2 it from the schools, so that its use may
profitably be relegated to the people in their private or church capacity, where it belong_s. In communities where there is no opposition to its use there is no reason for
thus excluding it any more than for excluding any other good book, and Catholics,
Jews, and unbelievers can afford to let it be read and are injudicious in opposing it;
hut when they do oppose it others ought not to insist on having it. We are not the
keepers of their judgment or their rights.
For the same reason we can dispense, without loss to religion, with devotional exercises in the schools. People can pray at home and in the church and wherever thev
are, and can pray silently even in school. In no other country is there so much praying
at the opening of school s and meetings as in America; and while it is unobjectionable
where the parties interested make no complaint, it is not necessary. We do not do it at
all gatherings. In opening a bank or railroad office or commencing work in a factory
we have no devotions. It is a µsage of arbitrary application and may be dropped from
almost any assembly without a sacrifice of principle; and when objection is raised by
interested parties it ought to be discontinued, especially as it may be continued everywhere else. The amount of good that is done by such devotion is apt to be overestimated, especially as most of the children come from their morning prayers to school
and return to other devotions in the family or church. Parents wh o insist on shiftinotheir praying on to the school often 11eglect it at home, and in charging a public institu~
tion with their duties omit them tbemseh·es; so that, .in embar.rassing the schools they
introduce neglect in the household. Devotion, like religion generally, will be better
maintained if it is made a private charge; and if parents had to teach their children
more they would learn more themselves. Devotion will lose nothing by becoming less
a matter of State regulation.
'
But not OI!1Y is it not to the interest of religion to teach religion in the public schools
but it is not to the interest of the other studies that religion be taught with them. Re:
ligion is a distinct matter, and may be taught alone, and they are each a distinct matter
and may be taught alone. Especiallr. is this so in teaching the elements, which are about
all that can be taught ofany su~ject in the pu blicschools. It does not benefit the study
of arithmetic, spelling, reading,penmansbip, grammar, geogriphy, music, drawing, Latin,
or any of the other branches, to teach religion in connection with it. All the studies of
the public schools are as independent of religion as of horse-racing. Its introduction
can not modify one conclusion in geometry, or combination in chemistry; so that there
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is no more reason for associating school work with religion than for associating cooking
wit,h baseball; and there is no sense whatever in calling that in_stitution ''godless''
which teaches such branches without religion. One mi.ght as well call insurance companies or hanks '•godless" because they have nothing to rto witb religion, or speak of
godless kite-flying or m nsical festival!!.
The only subject on which there is any apparent difficulty is morals; and in this the
difficulty is only apparent., and results Jrom confusion. Religion and morals are often
confounded, as if they were the same, and as if the exclusion of one implied the exclusion of the other. The charge is commonly made that if the schools do not teach religion the scholars will grow np without moral training.
For there is no serious difference of opinion about right and wrong requiring any different instruction according to men's differences about religion. .All men, no matter
what ibeir religion, or whether they have any religion, recognize the same virtuestrnth, honesty, purity, love, politeness, etc. .There is a greater unanimity on this subject than on almost any other. The·fow exceptions are trifling and of no practical concern, and of them I shall speak hereafter. At present I say tb"at morality, on which
mankind are essentially a~reecl, can be taught without religion, and should b,e so taught
in the schools. The very fact that all men approve the same morality makes it obvious
that no re1igion is necessary to teach it. If the Jew, the Catholic, the Protestant, and
the unbe.Jiever all accept the same virtues, it is clear that the religion of none of them
is necessary for the inculcation of such virtues, and the inculcation of such virtues does
not imply any damage to any of the religious, There must be some other and more
common i:round and motive to mora1ity; so that, morality can be taught without religion, and the exclusion of religion from the schools does not imply jn the least degree
the exclnsion of moral instruction. That which all believe alike can~be taught without offense to any. * * *
'
It is sometimes claimed that the ultimate foundation of morality is in religion-the will
of God, 'for example-and that unless this,be taught we can not adequately teach morality. This, however, is a matter of speculative philosophy, like all other alleged
grounds of morality, and does not aflect practical ethics any more than one's theory of
the origin of man affects his choice of a tailor or cook. Whether the" will of God,"
the '' order of Nature,'' '' re,elation, '' ''utility,'' or ''happiness'' be the ground of
morality is a question of metaphysics and not of morals, and sh,ould be referred to that
science. No matter what view is taken of the metaphysical ground of right, all theories end in adopting the same rractical virtues, which, as I have· already indicated, are
approved by all men; so that our speculative differences do not seri'ously affect our
morals, and need not be taken into account in public training.

Religious instruction miisl be left to parents; moral instruction is insepamble from tlte
school.-A. P. Marble, superintendent :of Worcester (Ma::!S.) schools, in the New York
Independent: The state ha,'3 nothing to do wit,h another world. Religion bas respect
to a fnture existence. Distinctively religious instruction, then, must be left to parents
and to the Sunda.v schools which they may select. It J1as been demonstrated by experience that no political body can foster religion. Religion is a matter of the heart;
it must be voluntary and spontaneous; it is spiritual. It thrives best by its own agencies, distinct from the state.
.
But morn.I instruction is inseparable from any good school. There is morality in tbe
teaching of arithmetic and in ever_y science. The pursuit of truth in any of its forms
bas a moral influence. The example of a good man is a moral power, and every teacher
ought to be good; and as a rule they are good. No class of society, not even clergymen
of any persuasion or all persuasions, will average better rnorally than teachers. And if
any one shall say that this moral instruction, such as is imparted by every warm-hearted,
earnest teacher, nlled with an overaowing love for children, embraces the most valuable
p rt of religion, mauy people will agree with him.
The Bible should be read daily in every school; and the select.ions should be adapted
to the age and capacity of the children: First, because this book is the basis of the
morality of this country; and, secondly, because it has so influenced our civilization,
and it so permeates our literature, that ignorance of it is more noticeable and less excusable than no acquaintance with Shakespeare.
But this reading sho.n ld not be forced upon anyone, much less should any perfunctory prayer or sectarian hymn .find a place in any public school. Bu1; a devout spirit
sl10uld pervade the school, and there are universal psalms by our great poets which all
mi~ht willingly ing.

In Crtnada.-Prof. Gold~n SmiLb, of Toronto, in the New York Independent: It does
no~ appear to me that chil<lren are less instrncted in relip:ion here, though the duty is
left to the parent and the, 'unday school, thau they were in England at the time when
nll the school were connected with churches. .As to moralitv-the be,t school is tlle
n10 ~ moral and, with us1 the separate schools are allowed :qot to be the best,
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We.,m1istmultiply and perfect Cliristianschools.-Rt. Rev. John J. Keane: We must c.l ing
to this s:icred cause, and uphold it at any cost. We must carr.v .aloft before the eyes ~f ?ur
countrythe banner of' Christian education. We must _mnltq~ly and perfect !)hnstian
schools till all our children and all our youth can have m the tnllest abundance all the
blessed' intellectual and moral ad vantages which are the essential condition of Christian
ci,ilization. We must stop atnodifliculties; we must count no cost. At any cost the work
must and shall go on, for we are all called to it both by a love.of God aud love of coun_try. ·
Onr country may for a while misunderstand and misjudge us: she may treat us unfairly;
she may tax: us doubly, may suspect our motives. But, like the Grecian ~ero ~f old,
we will look her lovingly in the face and say, "Strike, but he:1r me!" A~d we w1~l persevere, until the good sease and the noble heart of the Ame:~·1?an people g1!e th~ v1cto;y
at last where it is rightly due, ~nd all ranks of our fellow-c1t1zens who believe m Christian civilization will join with us in securing it by Christia:n education---:will vie in
guiding all the youth of the land in the gladsome ways of Him who alone 1s or can be
the Light of the World.
Is the Bible a sectarian book ?-State Superintendent J. B. Thayer, of Wisconsin, has
issued a pamphlet givina in full the opinions of the judges of the supreme eourt of that
State in the case of th; State of Wisconsin ex rel. Frederick Weiss et als. vs. Diskict
Board No. 8, of the city of Edgerton. 'rhisand the two followingex:tractsare taken from
that publication.
Justice W. P. Lyon, in delivering the decision of the court: We come now to the
more direct consideration of the merits of the controversy. The tei;m "sectarian instruction" in the constitution manifestly refers exclusively to instruction in religious
doctrines. and the prohibition is only aimed at such instruction as is sectarian . That is
to say, instruction in religious doctrines which are believed by some religious sects and
rejected by others. Hence, to teach the existence of a supreme being, of infinite wisdom, power, and goodness, and that it is the highest duty of all men to adore, obey.and
love him, is not sectarian, because all religious sects so believe and teach. The instruction becomes sectarian whert it goes further, and inculcates doctrine or dogma concerning which the religious sects are in conflict. This we understand to be the meaning of
the constitutional prohibition.
.
That the.reading from the Bible in the schools, although -:inaccompanied by any comment on the part of the teacher, is ,: instruction" seems to us too clear for argument.
Some of the most valuable instruction a person can receive may be derived from reading alone, without any extrinsic aid by way of comment or exposition. The question,
therefore, seems to narrow down to this: Is the reading of the Bible in the schoolsnot merely selected passages therefrom, but the whole of it-sectarian instruct.ion of
tbe pupils? In view of the fact already mentioned, that the Bihle contains numerous
doctrinal pa'3sages, upon some of which the peculiar creed of almost every religious
sect is based, and that such passage;, may reasonably be understood to incmlcate the doctrines predicated upon them, an affirmative answer to the question seems unavoidable.
Any pupil of ordinary intelligence who listens to the reading of the doctrinal portion
of the Bible will be more or less instructed thereby in the doctrines of the divinity of
Jesus Christ, the eternal punishment of the wicked, the authority of the priesthooJ,
the binding force and efficacy of the sacraments, and many other conflicting sectarian
doctrines.
·
A most forcible demonstration of the accuracy of tbi~ statemeut is found in certain
reports of the American Bible Society of its work in Catholic countries (referred to in
one of the arguments), in which instances are give:11 of the conversion of several persons
from "Romanism " through the reading of the Scriptures alorn,. That is to say, the
reading of the Protestant or King James version of the Bible converted Catholics to Protestants without the aid of comment or exposition. In those cases the reading of the
Bible certainly was sectarian instruction. We do not know how to frame an argument'
in support of the proposition that the reading thereof in the district schools is not also
sectarian instruction.
It should be observed in this connection that the above views do not, as counsel
seemed to think they may, banish from the district schools such text-books as are
founded upon the fundamental teaching of the Bible, or which contain extracts therefroru. Such teachings and extracts pervade and ornament our secular literature. and are
important elements in its value and usefulness. Such text-books are in the schools for
secular instruction, and rightly so, and the constitutional prohibition of sectarian instruction does not include foem, even though they may contain passages from which
some inferences of sectarian doctrine might possibly be drawn.
.
Furthermore, there is much in the Bible which can not jlftstly be characterized as sectarian. There can be no valid o~jection to the use of such matter in the secular instruction of the pupils. Muc,h of it lrns great historical and literary value which may
be thus utilized without violating the constitutional prohibition. It may also be used
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to inculcate good mora1s-tbat is, our duties to each other-which may and ought to be
inculcated by the district schools. No more complete code of morals exists than is contained in the New Testament. which reaffirms and emphasizes the moral obligations laid
down in the Ten Commandments. Concerning the fundamental principles of moral
ethics, the religious sects do not disagree. * * *
It is argued that the reading of the Bible in the district schoo1s is not included in the
constit-u tional prohibition of sectarian instruction therein, because the Bible is not specifically mentioned in the constitution. It is said that if it was intended that such
reading was to be excluded, it would have been so provided in direct terms. The argument may be plausible, but it is believed to be' unsound. Constitutions deal with general principles and policies, and do not usually descend to a specification of particulars.
Such is the character of the provision in question. In general terms, it excludes sectarian instruction, and the exclusion includes all forms of such instruction. Its force
would or might 1,ave been weakened had the attempt been made to specify therein all
the methods by which such instruction may be imparted. * * *
For the reasons above st~ted, we can not doubt that the use of the Bible as a text-book
in the public schools, and the stated reading thereof in such schools, without restriction, "has a tendency to incuh:ate sectarian ideas ' 1 and is sectarian instruction, within
the meanin~ and intention of the constitution and the statute.
Does reading tlie Bible in a public school rende1· tlie .~choolhouse a place of worship?-Jus-

tice J. ·H. Cassoday, in the same case as the preceding: The second claus-e of the section
[of the constitution of Wisconsin] quoted is to the effect that no man shall "be compelled to attend, erect, or support any place of worship, or to maintain any ministry
against his consent." Is the stated reading of the Bible in the public schools as a textbook "worship" within the meaning of this clause? As indicated in the clauses already considered, the word "worship," as bere used, includes any and every mode of
worshiping Almigbt,y G'od. * * * Certainly the reading of the Hol.Y Scriptures as
the eternal ·word of God, in obedience to the often repeated injunction therein contained,
whether by the individual in private or in the family, or in the public assembly, is an
essential part of divine worship. Every sermon is based upon some t,ext of scripture.
Most prayers are preceded by the reading ot some passage of scripture, as an intelligent
guide to the thougpts of the worshiper or worshipers. The Sermon on the Mount con' tains the prayer taught by the blessed Lord. Is it possible for any- genuine believer in
the Christian religion to read or listen to the reading of that sermon, and especially that
prayer, without being filled with a holy sense of honor, reverence, adoration, and homage
to Almighty God, which is the very essence of worship. We ttmst hold that the stated
reading of the Bible in the public school!! as a text-book may be "worship" within the
meaning of the clause of the constitution nuder consideration. If, then, such reading
of the Bible is worship, can there be any doubt but what the schoolroom in which it is
so statedly read. ls a ''place of worship," within the meaning of the same clause of the
constitution? Counsel seem to argue that such place of worship should b!l confined to
some church edifice, or place where tbe members of a church statedly worship. Some
of the earlier cotrntitutions having similar clanses used the w.onls "building" and
''church.'' Manif<'!stly the words ''place of worship'' were advisedly used as applicable
to any "place" or structure where worship is statedly held, and which the citizen is
"compelled to attend," or the taxpayers are compelled "to erect or support." The
mere fact that only a small fraction of the school hours is devoted to such worship in no
way justifie1;1 such use as a~ainst an objecting taxpayer. If the right be conceded, then
the length of time so devoted becomes a matter of discretion. If such right does not
exist, then any length of time, however short, is forbidden. The relators, as taxpayers
of the district, were compelled to aid in the erection of the school building in question ,
and also to aid in the support of the school maintained therein. Being tlrns compelled
to aid in such erection and support, they have a legal right to object to its being u ed
as a, '' place of worship."
The province of the common school as regards religious instruction under t!te. constitution of

Wi consin.-Statement of Justice H. S. Orton, in the same case as the preceding: 'l'he
common cbools are free to all alike, to all nationalities, to all sects of religion, to all
ranks of society, and to all complexi,ons. For these equal privileges and rights of instruction in them all are taxed equally and proportionately. The constitutional name,
'' common schools,'' expresses their equality and uni versa! patronage and sapport. Common schools are not common, as being low in character or grade, but common to all alike,
to everybody and to all Rects or denominations of religion, but without bringing reli!!ion
into them. '.rhe common chools, like all the other institutions of the Stat-e, are protected by the constitution from all'.' control or interference with the rights of conscience/'
and from all preferences given by law to ~uy religious establishments or modes of ivorsbip. As the State can have nothing to do with religion, except to protect every one in
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tbe enjoyment of his own, so the common schools can have nothin_g to do wi.th ~eli~ion
in any respect whatever. They are as completely secult:lr as any of the other rnst1tu.t10ns
of the State, in which all the people, alike, have equal rights and privile~e~. 1:'he people can not be taxed for religion in schools, ~o~e than anywhere else. Rehg1?us mstru~tion in the common schools is as clearly proh1b1ted by these general clauses of the constitution as reli)!ious instruction or worship in any other department of state supported
by the revenue derived from taxation. The clause, that "no sectarian ins1truction shall
be allowed therein," was inserted ex industt-ia to exclude everything pertaining to relit:ion. They are called by those who wish to have not only religion, but their own religion, taught therein, "Godless schools." They are Godless, and the educational department of the Government is Godless, in the same sense that the executive, legislative,
and administrative department are Godless. So long as our constitution remains a,i it
is, no one's religion can be taught in our common schools. By religion, I mean religion as a system, not religion in the sense of natural law. Religion in the latter
sense is the source of all law and government, justice and truth. Religion as a system of belief can not be taught without, offense to those who have their own peculiar
views of religion, no more than it can be without offense to the. different sects of religion. How can religion, iu this i;;ense, be taught in the common schools, without taxing
the people for or on account of it. The only object, purpose, or use for taxation by law
in this State must be exclusively secular. There is no such source and cause of strife,
quarrel, fights, malignant opposition, persecution and war, and all evil in the State, as
religion. Let it once enter into our civil affairs, our government would soon be destroyed. Let it once enter into our common schools, they would be destroyed. Those
who made our constitution saw this, and used the most apt and comprehensive language
in it to prevent such a catastrophe. It is said, if reading the Protestant version of the
Bible in school is offensive to the parents of some of the scholars and antagonistic to
their own religious views, their children can retire. They ought not to be compelled to
go out of the school for such a reason for one moment. The suggestion. itself concedes
the whole argument. That· version of the Bible is hostile to the belief of many who are
taxed to support the common schools, and who have equal rights and privileges in them.
It is a source of religious and sectarian strife. 'rhat is enough. It violates the letter
and spirit of the constitution. No State constitution ever existed, that so completely
excludes and precludes the possibility of religious sttife in the civil affairs of the State,
and yet so fully protects all alike in the enjoyment of their own religion. All sects and
denominations may teach the people their own doctrines in all proper places. Our con~
stitution protects all and favors none. But they must keep out of the common schools
and civil affairs. It requires but little argument to prove that the Protestant version
of the Bible, or any other version of the Bible, is the aource of religious strife and opposition, and opposed to the religious belief of many of our people. It Js a sectarian hook.
The Protestants were a very small sect in religion at one time, and they are a sect yet
to the great Catholic Church against whose usages they protested, and so is their version
of the Bible sectarian as against the Catholic version of it. The common school is one
of the most indispewsable, usefµ.l, and valuable civil institutions this State has. lt is
democratic and free to all alike, in perfect equality, where all the children of our people stand on a common platform, and may enjoy the benefits of an equal and common
education.· An enemy to our common schools is an enemy to our State government. It
is the same hostility that would cause any religious denomination that had acquired
the ascendancy _over all others to remodel our constitution, and change our government
and all of its institutions, so as to make them favorable only to itself, and exclude all others
from their benefits and protection. In such an event, religious and sectarian instruction will be given in all schools. Religion needs no support from the State. It is
stronger and much purer without it. * * * Morality and good conduct may be inculcated in the common schools, and should be. The connection of church and State
corrupts religion and makes the State despotic.

The Bible a sectarian boolc.-New York Independent: The supreme court of Wisconsin,
in the case of Weiss against the district school hoard of education, has recently rendered
a very important decision in relation to the reading of the Bible in the public schools
of that State. The Catholics objected in the case to the reading of King James's Version
of the Bible in the public school of the district; and the circuit court for Rock County
overruled the o~iection and sustained such reading of the Bible as constituti(}nal and
proper. The case was then carried to the supreme court of the State, and that court
bas just decided that the reading of the Hible in the public schools o! Wisconsin is not
c~nsistent with the constitution of that State. 'rhis settles the school question and, the
Bible for the whole State. The ground taken by the court is that the reading of King
James's Version of the Bible in the public schools, whether as a means of instruction
or as act of worship, is, as it respects Catholics who do not accept this version as correct, to introduce a sectarian book into these schools, as really as if the Douay Ver-
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sion of the Bible, which the Catholics do accept, were thus used. This is the pith
of the principle laid down in this decision; and we think it to be entirel_y correct, and,
as a principle, just as applicable in this State as it is in Wisconsin., The simple truth
is that our public school system, sustained by general taxation, and regulated by State
authority, should confine itself excl nsively to the ucular sphere of instruction, and leave
all questions relating to religious instruction and religious worship absolutely untouched.
There U! no other ground that jg consistent with our political system or with equity as
between different religious sects. Protestants make a grave mistake in dealing with
this question when they claim for themselves'what they deny to Catholics. Let the
State have a public school system for secular purposes, and. stop there. Let religious
instruction be otherwise provided for.
Why the Liitherans established parochial schools.-Extract from a discourse reprinted by
the German Lutheran committee of the Synod of Missouri and other States: We Lutherans are not bent upon opposing our public schools. We are aware that for many reasons our civil authorities are obliged to erect and maintain schools, and we are glad to
see them take an interest in th~ education of our country's children, so as to make them
intelligent citizens. We know that a large number of our country's children would be
left without any instruction whatever by their parent15 if our State authorities did not
look to their education. For this reason we cheerfully and willingly pay our taxes for
public institutions of learning. It is our desire that not a cent of these taxes be expended for sectarian purposes, but that every cent be used in the interest of the public
and community at large. We seek to discourage all attempts that are bejng made to
appropriate money from the public·school fund for private and denominational schools.
Hence I feel justified in claiming that it is not opposition to our public schools that induces us to build and maintain church schools. Well, what is it? you ask.
Our parochial schools are institutions of learning where the attending pupils receive
an education in reading, writing, arithmetic, geography, history, and grammar; but in
connection with these secular branches of knowledge they are daily instructed in the
histories and doctrines of the Bible, so that on their dismissal from school they are thoroughly acquainted with the law and commandments of their God and the way unto salvation. And if I. were asked to give a, brief reply to the question, why we Lutherans
erect and maintain such schools, I should answer, because we know it to be our sacred
duty to give our children a thorough Christian education; and we are convinced that
under present circumstances this duty may best be performed by means of congregational schools. * * *
We know it to be imposed on us by God Almighty himself to afford them a thorough
Christian education. That is the reason why we feel ourselves bound to establish schools,
wherereligious instruction is a chief part of the daily studies. Trne, we desire our children to be fit for the duties and pursuits of this life; but it is of greater importance to us
that they be fit to walk in the narrow path which leads them to the life to come. Weindeed want our children to study the histories and events of this world; but we would see
them acquainted with the great histories and truths of the Bible, informing them of
their creation, their lamentable fall, a,nd their glorious redemption through Christ Jesus.
We indeed do not intend our children should neglect the study of arithmetic, geography,
and grammar, but we consider it a paramount obligation towards them to have them
calculate the length and breadth, the depth and height of God's love, to have them look
for the mountain whenee cometh their help, to have them know in what direction Je·
ru alem, the golden city with its dazzling gates of pearl, is situated, and to have them
speak in the language and grammar of sincere children of God. In short, my friends,
we realize the imperative duty of giving our children a thorough instruction in the great
truths and undefiled doctrines of Christianity pertaining to the salvation of their immortal souls, and that is the reason why we Lutherans make it a practice to educate our
children in congregational schools. * -:.- · *
From what has been said I trust that you one and all are ready to adroit the duty of
parents to bestow on their children a religious education and training, but you perhaps
have your doubts aa to the necessity and practicability of performing this duty by means
of congregational schools. Well, what method have you of discharging this duty? I
need not call your attention to the fact that our public schools furnish no religious iust~uction wbatev&r; you are aware of that. And I for my part am persuaded that in
tb1s couhtry, where we have sucb diversity of religious faith and opinion, it would be
utterly impracticable and unadvisable to introduce religion into tbescbools of our State.
Ee 'ide , our civil p;overnment is under no obligation a£ all to see the Christian training
of it!'! subjects. It may require them to be loyal and intelli~ent citizens) but no more.
1:h~ Con~titution of our country provides for the complete separation of religious and
mv1l affaus, of church and state. 'l'he founders of our Hepublic evinced great wi dom
when they adopted this important statute, That is as it ought to be in every country.
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And as Ion~ as Oll,l" Constitution continues to make this provision we shall ev~~ be ready
to stand by it and defend it. Now, w~t~ all ca~d?r of ~pi~it, I put t~e q~est10n to you:
Do onr children receive a thorough rehg10us tramrng w1thm our fam1ly circles? I venture the statement that if the Christian education of our children were entirely left to
the family the children of ninety-nine families out of one hundred would receive but a
very meager and scanty religious instruction. A large number of parents to-day are so
busily engaged in the affairs of this life that they :find little or no time for a proper education of their children within the family. We see fathers leaving their homes early
in the morning for their places of business and returning late in the ·evening tired and
weary. Mothers are generally engaged from morning till night in doing their housework and arranging the affairs of their homes. Where is the time and room, tell me~
for a thorough Christian education of children within the circles in families? And how
often do we meet with parents who are incapable of teaching their children at home
even if they desired to. Nay, my friends, you undoubtedly are right in Qlaiming the
family to be a proper place for the religions training of children, but at the same time
you are forced to concede that in ninety-nine cases out of one h~ndred the families can
not and do not grant their children a thorough and lasting instruction in religion. And
that is the reason why we Lutherans deem it by far the best method to establish' Christian
schools for the di~charge of aduty for which our parents have no sufficient time at home.
But it almost seems to me that I hear some one remark, you are entirely overlooking
our Sunday schools; do not they afford our children a Christian education? You will
allow me to say a few words in regard to the prevailing Sunday-school system, We have
no inclination to detract from the merits of Sunday schools if they are properly conducted.
But common sense and experience tell that the Christian education which children derive by meaµs of our Sunday schools must needs be very superficial. Think of the little
time that Sunday schools allow for religious instruction, an hour a week, 1 out of 168.
If I bad a boy whom I intended to be a physician and become skilled in the art of surgery so that he would be capable of performing the most difficult surgical operations, and I made it a practice to send him an hour a week to some medical college, you
would be right in considering that the greatest folly. We can not be satisfied with
having our children instructed an hour a week in matters that pertain to the eternal
salvation of their immortal souls. We are convinced. and this conviction of ours is
based upon experience, that if o'ur children are to receive a thorough knowledge and
lasting impression of the Bible, its divine truths and commandments, they are in need
of daily religious instruction. The law of God will hav:e to be called to their minds,
explained to them, and brought home to their hearts by ~ompet,ent teache,rs day after
day. And that is what we are aiming at in our parochial schools. In all discipline exercised in our schools we strive to make the word of God the govetning element. And
even the secular sciences taught in our schools are pervaded by a Christian spirit. That
is what we, under present circumstances, deem the best, if not the only correct method
of bringing up our ch~ldren in the nurture and admonition of tho Lord; and that is the
reason why we Lutherans make it a practice to establish, build, and maintain parochial
schools.
·
·

A Pre.qbyterian declaratfon.-Resolution unanimously adopted by the Presbyterian
General Assembly at Syracuse, May 26, 1890: Resolved, That we affirm the importance
of our public schools to the welfare of our people; that with intellectual cultivation
must go moral training, or the schools may prove a curse rather than a blessing, but
this moral training must be based on religion, otherwise its sanction will not be strong
enough to grasp the conscience of the people or its utterances obligatory enough to shape
their character; that, as the Bible is the source of the .highest moral teaching, we regard
its exclusion from our public schools as a menace to national welfare, and we urge the
members of our Church to so arouse public thought on this subject, from the pulpit, the
press, and the eccle5iastical assemblages, that this book shall be restored to its true place
in our system of education.
A comprornise proposed.-Dr. W. T. Harris: There is a practical aspect to this question.
~o long as Protestants insist on some remnant of the church ceremonial such as the
reading of the Scriptures or prayers, the Catholic may be expected to see in the public
school an instrument for proselyting his children. On the other hand, the schools may
be _m_ade ~urely s~cular _and t~e Catholic may still object on the ground that he wishes
rehg1ous mstruct1on umted with secular instruction. I think that most of the Catholic
laity have settled thil! question in favor of the purely secul ar school. If the secular
school prevented churches and church schools-in short, prevented religiouf! instruction
~.I together-the se?ulanichool might be condemned without the possibility of defending
it; but the Catholic sees that he may have religious instruction in his church or in a
ch~rch sch~ol apart from secul~r inst:uction. Now, in a community where the people
desue to brmg together all children m the., public schools without prejudicing in any
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wny the rights of any religious denominations, I think that the matter can l)e easily
settled. There will be a spirit of compromise; uot of compromise in regard to the secularity of the school, but with regard to the feelings and prejudices of the community.
For instance, the Catholic children may be permitted to be absent from school one or
two hours a week tu attend religious instruct.ion in the parish church. Such a concf>seion as this is a compromise and a recognition of the convictions of that portion of the
community. Such a recognition implies a tolerant regard for the right of private opinion. I believe that the Catholic ecclesiastical power desires a formal recognition of this
kind much more than it desires any substantial concession, such, for instance, as would
lead to the introduction of Catholic religious instruction within the school building before or after school-a compromise that has been often discussed. In a community that
is largely Protestant the Catholic wishes to have his religion treated with res[)ect. Such
formal concession carried out in good faith is all that is required, it seems to me. Meanwhile the concession made in Savannah, Poughkeepsie, and a few other places, ,iz, a
compromise which permits Catholic religious exercises before or after school in the
schoolroom, or which nermits the teacher to wear the p;arb of some Catholic order-the
garb of the sisters or of the priesthood-militates against the public character of the
school, and can not be conceded as a possible comnromise.
Two ways of rendering rcligious instruction feasible in public sclwols.-Archbishop Ireland, at the National Educational Association: I would permeate the regular State school
with the religion of the majority of the children of the land, be it as Protestant as Protestantism can be, and I would, as they do in England, pay for the secular instruction
given in denommational schools according to results. That is, each pupil passing the
examination before State officials.and in full accordance with theStateprogramme, would
secure to his school the cost of the tuition of a pupil in the State school. This is not
p::\ying for religious instruction given to the pupil, but for secular instruction demanded
by the State, and given to the pupil as thoroughly as be could have received in the State
school.
·
The archbii:,bop's other proposition is this:
I would do as Protestants and Catholics in Poughkeepsie, and other places in our
country, have agreed to do, to the great satisfaction of ali citizens and the great advancement ot' educational interests. In Poughkeepsie the city school board rents the buildings formerly used as parish schools; and from the hour of 9 n,, m. to that of 3 p. m.
the school is in every particular a State school-teachers engaged and paid by tbe board,
teachers and pupils examined, State books used, the door always open to superintendent and members of the board. There is simpl,y the tacit understanding that so long
as the teachers in those schools, Catholic in faith, pass their examinations and do their
work as cleverly and loyally as other teachers under the control of the board, teachers
of another faith shall not he put in their place. Nor are they allowed to teach positive
religion during school hourn. This is done outside the hours for which the buildings
are leased to the board. '!.'be State, it is plain, pays not one cent for the religious instruction of the pupils. In the other schools let Protestant devotional exercises take
place, in the fullest freedom, before the usual school hour.
XI.-REVENUJJ. AND TAXATION,

.

An increase of school rcvciwe.9 needecl.-State Superintendent J. W. Patterson; of New
IIn:mp hire: The State can not afford to be parsimonious in !)roviding for the education
of its people. It-will have the same effect upon its intellectual and moral life as the
drying up of its rivers would have upon its industries and wealth. The applications of
science and mechanical inventions to the industries of life, the rivalries of business, the
materiali tic tendencies of the age, the necessity for the social advancement, all call for
an increase rather than n, decrease of school revenues .
. To equalize district taxes.-State Superintendent Edwin F. Palmer, of Vermont: Iti
difficult to see how any reason can be given for the support of highways, bridges, and
the poor by a tax on all the property of the town that is not of equnl force in favor of
supporting the schools in the sanie way.
Wily parocliial ·cliools slzoul<l lia1;e a due proportion of the 1n1blic-sclwol Junds.-Re,. I.
M. She •dy:
l. Because all who pay taxes ought to share in the benefits of taxation.
2. Becau e to compel payment of taxes and to exclude from particioation i political
injustice.
. 3.. Bee.au, e to offer education, either without Christianity or with indefinite Cbristmmty, ~ th~ people of the United States, of whom the great majority are definitely
and consc1ent1onsly hrisLian, i a condition that ought to be of impossible acceptance.
4. Because to confer the exclusive conttol and enjoyment of the school funds 011 th&
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pnblicschools alone is to create a grievance of conscience wbic,h is e~pecially foreig1;1 to
our constitutional system. A large class of our people-the Cathol1cs-:-who _consc1e_n·
tiou~ly refuse to accept education without Ch1•istiani ty and schools of rndefimte Christianity, are compelled to pay taxes for the support of such_ schooJs.
,
,
5. Because the parochial schools save annually the public revenues $10,0001000.
6. Because, if the parochial schools were extinguished, it would co&t the people of the
United States a vast sum of money to buy sites and bnild the schools necessary to replaee
them, and an annual increase in the school tax necessary to maint~in them.
.
7. Because the parochial schools are the only safeguard of the rights and conscience
both of parents and children.
8. Because they embody the freedom of the people to educate themselves in opposition to the pagan and revolutionary claim that the sole educator of the people 1s the
State.
9. Becanse such education is the worst form of education, fatal to the independence
of national conscience, energy, and character.
_
10. Because the effects of a purely secular or State educa;tion have proved disastrous
wherever it has bad a trial.
11. Because no reason is apparent for excluding parochial schools from a share of the
school taxes but that they are Christian.
12. Because the efficiency of the parochial-school syst,em is fully equal to that of the
public schools.
13. Because parochial schools sell good and efficient secular education to the State,
for which they receive not a dollar of payment.
Ta.res levied irrespective of benefita.-In regard to th~ assertion that "all who pay taxes
ought to share in the benefits of taxation," the Journal of Education says: '.):'his is in no
sense an American axiom or principle. It has nothing whatever to do with the policy
of American life. We do not tax a man, but his property. We do not tax the property in proportion to the share of benefit the owner is to receive. A man's property
may be taxed so that thousan.ds of dollars shall be used in highways, though he may
never be able to ride upon them or see them, and may have no family to enjoy them;
thousands may be used for schools, though he was never in a public school a day and
may have no child to attend; thousands may go to county buildings, State buildings,
etc. When a man's property is taxed there is no contract, direct of imlirect, made or
implied, that he is personally to be considered in its use.
T!te State nwst take further measures.--State Commissioner Thomas B. Stockwell, of
Rhode Island: The average local tax for school purposes, that is, the support of public
schools throughout the State, is 16f cents on each $100 of taxable property. While
this is the figure for the State, we find that by,counties it varies from 9¼ cents in Washingt,on County to 18} cents in Providence County. Hut the variations among the towns
a.re much more stat·tling, being from 3} cents in the new district of Narragansett up to
39½ cents in West Greenwich. Next above Narragansett comes Jamestown with a tax
of 5 cents, then then~ are some eight or nine towns whose taxes vary from 8 to 10 cents.
As a rule the poorer towns have to p,ay the highest tax, and even then are only able to
provide the sum required by law to secure the State appropriation.
These figures are very suggestive, and show conclusively that no system of schools can
be maintained throughout the 8ta.te that shall secure to all the children a chance even
to get an education without aid from the Stiate; that even with that aid the burdens
are very unevenly and inequitably didtributed. It is also true, unquestionably, that
these conditions, instead of diminishing, will increase, and that at some not very <.'listant
day the State must take measures for further alleviation of these inequalities; for it is not
right that the discharge of a duty common to all sections of the State alike, and one in
which all are equally interested, should bear so much more heavily on one than upon
another.
XII.--SCI-IO0L HYGIENE.

The public is bound to leave nothing itndone.-Hon. Andrew S. Draper: No schoolhouse
should be erected in any city except upon the most perfect model which science and experience can devise, and then under the supervision of the most competent professional
talent. When the public asks the people of any community to surrender into its bands
their little ones for 6 hours a day the yflar around the public is bound to leave nothin(J'
nndone which will protect the health of t.hose children and minister to their comforC
Particularly where such large numbers are congregated in one building is it necessary
to look continually to heating ;lnd ventilation, an lip;ht, and sanitation, and biO'h
stairs, and alt the other things of which little ones know nothing, hut which may,"\r
neglected, injure health permanently and destroy their prospects in Jife.
An architect who may be skilled for other work is not competent to erect a la:::ge
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schoolhouse unless he knows about schools, has studied schoolhouses, and gathered bis
information from a broad field. None should be employed who is not especia1ly fitted
for this exacting requirement or who is not willing to ·1earn from a practical and experienced school man who has investigated the subject. Where a man can be found
who thoroughly understands the subject and knows what is nee,ded in a building to
adapt jt to the legitimate needs of a great school his services will be cheap at almost any
cost. Though there bas been much improvement in school buildings in recent years
there has not heen the improvement that there should have been, and I venture nothing
in saying that in the 25 years now before us there will be such a revolution in the way
of erecting, o:t-warming, of lighting, of ventilating, and of draining schoolhouses as we
have never dreamed of in the generations gone by.
XIII.-SCIENCE TEACHING.
~

It is dangerous to pronounce itseless what is now unmerchantable. - Prof. .A.. S. Hardy in

the Chautauquan: Doubtless much of modern scientific research seems misdirected and
unprofitable to those whose ideas of utility are limited to the practical. What availetb
it that nonsingular cubics have twenty-seven points at which conics with a six-point contact can be drawn? None, if there is no ministry to wants higher than those of the
body, no finer threads in the warp of life than those of profit and loss, no love of truth
apart from its commercial value. I say none-but it is dangerous to pronounce useless
what is now unmerchantable. Truths which to-day are of the greatest practical importance were for centuries held .to be but idle speculations and were discovered by
men who deprecated their application to utilitarian ends. Moreover, every new fact in
every department of science is useful in the higher sense, for the goal of the race is
the solution, so far as it lies, of' the great problems of the universe. 'fhiugs not only,
but theories of things, the intellect craves, and every new fact may well modify theories
in which as yet it has no place. As furnishing methods for the discovery of facts and
of those relations between facts which constitute the preoccupation of all science, mathematics shares in the higher as well as the lower ministry-its empire extending down
into the smoky atmosphere of. industry and toil, and upward where breathes the ambitious spirit of pure inquiry.
From report of the committee on physics-teaching of the .American A.ssocfation Jor the Ad-

/

vancement of Science, '1.; C. Mendenhall, chairmctn: It is the opinion of the committeethat
instruction in physics may begin, with profit, in what is generally known as the '' grammar school." At the same time it is decidedly opposed to any general recommendation
that it must begin there or in the pri]nary school. Here, perhaps, more than anywhere
else, J;1early everything depends on the teacher. One who has a strong liking for and a
good knowledge of physics will be tolerably certain to succeed, while another not thus
equipped for the work is equally certain to fail. Teachers belonging to the. first cl.lss
constitute an extremely small percentage of the grand total. In science-teaching in
grades below the high school, much should be left to the individuality of the teacher.
As a result of personal taste or previous training and study, one may give elementary
instruction in botany or in geology or in physiology so as to be a real inspiration to
his class, while his instruction in physics might be so intolerablypoorasto be unprofitable in the highest degree. The prevailing custom of many public schools which-requires all teachers of a certaiu grade to teach physics is greatly to be regretted, and
every effort should be made to show school superintendents that it is a mistake which
can not be too quickly remedied.
The rapid advancement which is .constantly being made in real scholarship among
public-school teachers will result in an increased and increasing number of those who
are competent to teach physics, and while the committee is convinced that, as a means
ot real, honest mental discipline, no branch of natural science is superior to pby ics, it
would deprecate its forced introduction into the grammar school under circumstances
likely to prove aisastrous to the best interests of t.lle science.
2. When taught in the grammar school and by a competent teacher it should he done
mainly by and tbrongh illustrative experiments.
These may be of the simplest character, involving and exhibiting some of the fundamental ~rinc~ples of the science, and they should generally be made by the teacher,
the pupil bemg encouraged to repeat, to vary, and to extend. Habits of observation
and of thought should be cultivated and such facts of the science as are based on or relate to the principles illustrated and developed should be presented. It is neither desira?l~ ~or uece~sary tb~t any particular order should be followed in presenting the various
d1v1s1ons o~ th~ subJect. The. teacher should be guided by circumstances._ such as the
means at hlS d1Sposal for expenment and illustration and often by his own taste and
predilection.
'
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The e~e with which apparatus for the illustration of the most important principles
of physics can be improvised, even when th~ st?c_k of ma~er~al at h~nd is very slender,
puts the science in the front rank as to ava1lab1llty, and 1t 1s ~spec1a1Jy adapte~ t? the
requirements of certain schools ~oth i:° tow~ an~ country ~hich, th~ough their situation and surroundings, are restricted m their choice of a science subJect. If to _these
facts we add another which is universally admitted, that the physical properties of
matter are th~ first to be recognized, the laws relating to which being,. therefore, t~e
first to arrest attention, it needs no argument to show that a c?mpetent mstructo_r will
find the study of physics one of the most important educational forces, even m the
grammar school.
.
.
.
. .
.
3. In any discussion of the character of mstruc~10n m phy~ics m the high s~ho_ol,
one fact of the utmost importance must not be lost sight of. It 1s that a large maJonty
of the young people who are educated in the public schools receive their final scholastic
training in the high school.
Its course of study must be in harmony with this fact, such provision as may be
made for those who continue their studies in college or university being merely incidental.
·
The high-school course in physics must include, therefore, a general treatment, which
must of necessity be elementar,y in its character, of all the great divisions of the science.
It is likewise important· tbat the student should be made acquainted, if only to a
limited extent, with the methods of physical investigation and that be should be able
himself to plan and carry out an attack upon soine of the simpler problems of the
science. The value of this work as an educational factor can not be overestimated; it
is the "walking alone" of intellectual infancy.
It is believed that these two very desirable ends can be reached without giving an
_undue share of the time and energy of the pupil t.o the subject. Assuming the highschool cours~ to consist of four years of three terms each, it is recommended that the
study of physics should begin not earlier than with the third year; that it should continue through one year, three hours a week being devoted to it, not including the time
necessary ior the preparation of the lessons; and that during the first two terms the
work should be text-book work, accompanied by illustrative experiments performed by
the ins~ructor and made as complete as his facilities will allow, while the last. term
should be devot~d to simple laboratory exercises. It is hardly necessary to say that
dunng the last term the three hours per week should be grouped into one exercise
whenever possible.
Of the character of this laboratory practice it may he well to say that no attempt
should be made to carry the pupil through a very great range of subjects. The end
sought for can best be re!;l,ched by a careful and more exhaustive study of a few problems which should be solved with the liighest degree of accuracy attainable under the
circumstances. As far as possible the pupil should be led to read and study books and
papers bearing upon the particular subject which he bas in hand. The time demandecl
by this plan, three hours per week for one school year, barely more than a hundred
hours in all, is thought to be the least which is likely to produce results at all satisfactory, and it is urged that a vastly better arrangement, is to allow the study of physics to run through two school years, giving it, in time, the equivalent of five hours per
week for one year.
.
It is well known that many teachers of physics, and many more who are not teachers of physics, insist on the introduction of laboratory practice from the beginning, some
even going so far as to claim that the use of the text -book may be entirely dispensed
with. .Without desiring to enter into a discussion of this question we wish to express,
and with emphasis, our belief that laboratory practice is in general of little real use to
the student unless he comes to it fairly well-grounded in the fundamental principles of
the science. 'l'be somewhat widespread opinion and practice to the contrary will be
found, it is thought, to be one of those mistakes in which pedagogics seems to be caught
on the rebound from other and generally more serious errors.
Ivothin.r; comparable with tlte study of ~C'iencijic trutli.-Dr. Peter Bryce, of Alabama: It
is p~ain that the natural sciences are not.only adapted to the development of the youthful
bra10, but that they c::in not he begun too soon. If any mind is to grow to all that
nature designe~ it, i_ts functions must be pressed along natural lines for all that they are
capable of heanug m early youth. Not much fear of overwork if we follow strictly
natural routes. It is during the period of childhood that the brain is most impressible,
most capable of development. Teachers above all others should understand these fund amental principles of mental development. A teacher of the young who is not a thorough
studeutof physiology, who has never paid any attention to the laws of mind and heredity,
and consequently fails to recognize the demands of scientific hygiene, is withoutsqch an
equipment as the Qature of his calling irnperativel,Y demands,
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If the Jiscipline of youth is the preparation for a useful and happy life in after yea
I know of nothing at all comparable, to that end, with the stud.v of truth-. cientific
truth. In active middle lite no knowledge is so de ·irable or so helpful eilber in bro .
ening the general culture or enlarging the benevolent aims of the individual.

Science an agent in mental training.-David Starr Jordan, president Indiana niver it
in Popular S<:ience Monthly: The purpose of science-teaching as a part of general edu:
cation is this-to train the judgment through its exercise on first-hand knowledge. The
student of science is taught to know what he knows an:i to distinguish it from what he
merely remembers or imagines. Our con~act with the uni verse is expressed in what we
call science. Throughout the ages the growth of the human mind bas been in direc
proportion to the breadth of this contact. To the man without knowledge of cience
the universe seems small. Science is our perception of realitie ; and as the realitie~
come year by year to occupy a larger and larger place in our life, so the demand for
more and better training in science will long be an urgent and growing one. But cience
should hold its place in the schools by virtue of its power as an agent in mental traioinO',
not because of the spec1al usefulness of scientific facts, nor because knowledge of thing
bas a higher market value than the knowledge of words.
'l'he time will come when the study of the objects and forces of nature will be as
much a matter of course in all our schools as the study of numbers, but the science
work of the next century will not be the work we are doing now. The science in our
schools is too often a make-believe,~nd the schools will losenotbing when every makebelieve slips out of the curriculum. Deeply as I am interested in the p1 ogress of cience,
both in school and out, with Professor Huxley "I would not turn my hand over" to
have biology taught in every school in the land if the subject is taught through hooks
only. To pretend to do, without doing, is worse than not to pretend. Tbe conventional
"fourteen weeks " in science gives no con tact with nature, no training of any sort, no
information worth having; only a distaste for that class of scattering information which
is supposed to be science.
There is a charm in real knowledge which every student feels. The magnet attracts
ixon, to be sure, to the stndent who bas learned the lact from a book, but the fact is real
only to the student who bas himself felt it pull. It is more than this, it is enchanting
to the student who has discovered the fact for himself. To read a statement of the fact
gives knowledge, more or less complete as the book is accurate or the memory retentive.
To verily the fact gives training; to discover it gives inspiration. Training and inspiration, not the facts themselves, ll.re the justification of science-teaching. Facts enough
we can gather later in life when we are too old to be trained or in:i-pired. * -~ .,:.
The essential. of method is that we allow nothing to come between the student and
the object which he studies. The book or chart or lecture which can be used in place
of the real thing is the thing you should never use. Your students should see for themselves, and draw their own conclusions from what they see. When they have a groundwork of their own observations, other facts can be made known to them as a basis for
advanced generalization, for the right use of QPOks is as important as their misn e is
pernicious; but work of this sort belongs to the university rather than to the high school.
Yon do not wish to have yom students tell you from memory the characters of the
sauropsida as distinguished from the ichtbyopsida. What you want is the answer to
their own questionings of the frog and the turtle. * * *
I once ,isited a large high school, one of the b est in the country, with a cience
teacher whose studies have won him the respect of his fellow-workers. But for ome
reai on, on that day at leaet, he failed to bring bis own knowledge into the class room.
I heard him quizzing a cla~s of boys and girls on animals-not on the animals of the
woods and fields, not on the animals before them, for there were none, but on the
edentates of South America. An especial point was to find out whether it i the ninebandt:d armadillo (novemciltctus) or the three-banded armadillo (tricinctus) which does no
dig a bole in the ground for it$ nest. '.the hook, written by a man who did not kno
an armadillo from a mud-turtle, gives this piece of information. It was in the le on,
and the :tudents must get it. And on this and like subjects these boys and girls were
·wasting their precious time-precious because if they do not learn to observe in their
youth they will never learn, and the horizon of their lives will be a1 war narrower an
darker than it should have been. Already the work of that da.Y is a blank. They ha,e
forgotten the nine-banded armadillo and the three-banded, and so has their teacher. an
so have I. All that remains with them is a mild hatred ol the armadillo and of the
edentates in general, and a feeling of relief at being no longer under their baleful influence. Rut with this u ... naUy goes the determination never to study zoology again.
And wb n these tudent later come to the college they know no more of cience an
its met,hods than they did when at the age of one year they first cried for the moon.
* * I once he:i.r l l'nAessor Agassiz ·ay to an assembly of teacher ·, and I quo
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from him the more freely because he gave his life to the task · of the introduction of
right methods into American schools:
"Select such subjects that your students can not _walk out without seeing them. ~f
you can find nothing better, ta~e a hous~ fly or a cri?ket, and let each o~e hold a specimen while you speak. * * 'k There 1s no part of the country where, m the summer,
you cm not get a sufficient supply of the best of specimens. Teach yonr p~1pils to_bring
them in. Take your text.from the brooks and not from the booksellers. * * * It 1s better to have a few forms well st,udied than to teach a little about many hundred species.
Better a dozen forms thoroughly known as the result of ·the first year's work, than to
have two thousand dollars' worth of shells and corals bought from a curiosity store.
The dozen animals will be your own. ,!- .,:. * You will find the same elements of
instruction all about you wherever you may be teaching. You can take your classes
out and give them the same lessons, and lead them up to the same subjects in one place
as another. And this method of teaching children is so natural, so suggestive, so true.
That is the charm of teaching from nature. No one can warp her to suit his own views.
She brings us back to absolute truth so often as we wander."

XIV.-SEX rn

EDUCATION.

Girls siiperior on the average.-Results of an examination of the school rank of male
and female pupils of the Brookline (Mass.) school_;,, by R. Cyrene Macdonald, in '' Education:" We find that the female pupils under identical school conditions begin at the
earliest age to excel; we find that this superiority, not so strongly marked in the lower
classes, becomes so noticeable in th~ higher as to be absolutely surprising; we "find that
not only are the girls superior on the average, but that the smartest ,l'irls are, in a marked
degree, superior to the sm'.lrtest boys, and that the dullest girls are less dull than the
dullest boys.
Now,in consideration of these figures, and that they are accurate there can be no doubt,
and of sufficieu,t number to obviate the possibility of drawing wrong inferences, what are
we to conclude as to the relative mental capacity of the sexes? Certainly no one who
has even the rudiments of arithmetical reason can say otherwise than that, at least in
school life, the female is very much superior to the male.
·
School rank as a test of superiority.-F. A. Fernald, in "Education," in reply to the
above: If girls do u;et slightly higher-marks than boys in school, what does it signify .?
It is assumed to signify that the girls have superior mental capacity, but really the
teacher in marking recitations and examinations is not markini the pupils' ability to
learn, but their ability to recite, that is, their capacity for putting what they have
learned into words. Moreover, what boys do learn does not always indicate how much
they can learn. Girls are more dutiful than boys, they are not so prone to neglect their
lessons for play, they are more stimulated by rivalry. for rank, and by mortification at a
low place in the class. * * ·* School,marks are affected by so many influences that
their indications are exceedingly ambiguous, which makes them almost valueless as a
psychological test. * .,:. *
·
The school rank gives little indication of what success the individual will be capable
of in mature life, for the former depends chiefly on memory, w bile the latter brings other
fac~lties to the front. It is capacity for assimilating antl using knowledge, not merely
for acquiring it, which is demanded in doing the world's work:. How often have the
precocious youths who gained t)?e highest marks in school failed to make a visible mark
in the world?
Womrin should cease measuring herself by 1na1i's standard.-F. A. Fernald: Comparing
the mental capacity of one person as a whole with tµat of another can give only tbe
roughest estimate of the relative worth _of the two. The variety which we notic~ in
the minds of those around us arises from variations in the strength of their several faculties. The science of mind has not yet adv.meed far enough to give us exact methods
of measurinJ;! faculties, still it has shown beyond the possibility of doubt that while certain faculties are stronger in man than in woman, others are stronger in woman than in
man. It follows that the mind of man is more adapted to some kinds of activity than
that of women, and vice versa. Hence it is absurd to say that man has a better mind
than woman without adding what it is better for. It would be like saying that water
is better than air, which is true with regard to some purpose~, and false with regard to
others.
It is idle for women to claim that they can e'lual men in the lines to which men are
8pecially adapted, and to plead that only artificial obstacles prevent them. Men show
their :fitness for a certairi career by overcoming snch obstacles. It would be a far more
dignified position for woman to take, to cease measuring herself by man's standard· to
maintain that while there are some things which man can do better than she can, there
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are others which she can do better than he, and that her mental qualities, while not
same, yet are as valuable to th world as his; and then to set about developin«Y her min
in its own proper airection tq the highest possible degree.

The distinct needs and clta1·acter1stics of the sexes slwuld be recognized. -William Chauncy
Langdon, in the Century: The ideal education, therefore, whether secular or reli,,iou:·,
and by whomsoever furnished, should adhere as closely as possible to the family idea.
It should not only recognize the wholly distinct needs ancl characteristics of the sex ·,
but it should also, so far as possible, recognize the distinction of personality, and, with
due regard to those distinctions, educate the whole man-the eye and band and the
conscience, as well as the intdllectancl the reasoning powers. Certainly a merely political philosophy of education must logically result in the social obliteration of ec.·, in
the gravest wrongs to women, called in grimmest sarcasm her rights, and in the last
analysie, were it possible, in the moral elimination of the family.
XV.-SUPERVISION.

The office of counf;JJ school commissioner.-State Superintendent A. S. Draper, of New
York: It would be difficult to overestimate the importance of this office to the school
interests of the rural districts. The powers of the commissioner are large. In the apportionment of public moneys, the alteration of districts, the selection of sites, the condemnation, erection, and furnishing of buildings, the care of the i:nstitutes, the certifying and employing of teachers, the course of instruction, the inspection and supervi ion
of the schools, in all that goes to the improvement of the schools, be has great responsibility and great authority. The office requires a man of quick intelligence, fair scholarship, judicial fairness, .and unhesitating courage. Yet there is no standard of qualifications for the position. All are eligible to it. The commissioner districts are ordinarily
so large that the best man, giving his entire time to the work, :finds it, impossible to
fully discharge the duties whi ch the law imposes upon bi.m. Yet there are commissioners who .follow other regular employment and attend to the duties of the office of
commissioner onl:y- to an extent necessar,y to make it reasonably certain that the salary
will be paid. If a proper man is chosen to the position, who will givehisbestefforts to the
work, there will be a continually increasing interest and a substantial improvement in
the chools of his district during bis term. If an unsuitable man is chosen he will act
as a, brake upon the wheels of progress.
'l'he office is not estimated at its proper consequence and value, and it is, unfortunately, filled at a general election. Nominations for the position are ordinarily made
at party conventions called to nominate other county or district candidates, and the
nomination for school commissioner not infrequently goes to settle the supposed claims
of a candidate who has gained a little prominence by rendering some part.v service, but
would hard1y aspire to a place estimated to be of much consequence, and who therefore bas no particular ,fitne.~s for this one. Sometimes it is a matter of bargain between
different, towns in the same assembly district, one taking one nomination and one another without regard to the fitness of men. In some cases there is an unwritten law bv
which this nomination is passed around the district. In not a few cases it is given to
back town, no matter bow weak its candidates may be, in order to mitigate the di appointment and ayoid the future trouble, which are quite likely to follow a. long-continUflcl refusal of its demands for a higher p1ace.
From this it is not to be upposed that al1districts treat the position with this incliffereLce, or tbat all commissioners are unfit for their work. Probably more than a majorit,y aTe as well qualified as may be desired, and are unremitting and conscientious in
their efforts to meet all the demands of their exacting po itions. Ent there are not a
few chosen at each election who l1ave no qualifica.tions for the position, who are unable
to fill it, who never come into sympathy with it, who stand in the way of educational
advancement, and are a continual menace to all en~aged in the work. To :find a practical remedyi difficult. If there could be some limit placed upon eligibility to the office;
if it could be provided that only the graduates of colleges, academies, normal schools, or
high schools, or the holders of teachers' certificates of specified grade, could be elected
to the potjtion, it might be well. Jf the office were filled at an election held for thi~
particular purp :e, it is likely that public attention would he coneentrated upon it, and
that there would he lesc; I ossibility of bad results. Indeed, if political partie. would
noniinate for the office at conventions held for this particular purpose, there would be
greater certainty of the be t results. It is quite possible, too, that filling the office
throu~h appointment hy the county judges would work a salutary improvement. Bett r than all el~e, if there was more public interest in the matter, fuller appreciation of
th influence which the poc,ition exerts upon the schools, and strength of :feeling which
would tolerate none but men of pure lifo, ample qualifications and experieuee, with a
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real interest in the schools, in the responsible ofnc_e of school com1?1-issioner, t~ere would
be an advance in the work of the rural schools which would surprise ancl grat1(y the people of the State.
·
Alabama coirnty siipcl'intcndenls.-State Superintendent Solo~o? Palmer: J;o~ many
years the State has bad what might be termed county superv1s10n, and yet 1t 1s more
~ominal than real. We have in name county superintendents, but iri contempbtion of
law and in reality t1rny are mere n,ishnrsinl,!; officers. 'file duties prescribed for them in
the law look mainly to a faithful application of the school funds. Nowhere does the
law intimate that it is their dnty to visit the public schools of the county.
'fhe salary of these county superintendents is only $75 and~ per cent. commiss_ion ?n
the school funds disbursed by them, when county treasurers, who are charged w1th far
less responsibility and whose duties are much less onerous, receive 5 per cent. on all funds
disbursed by them-more than twice the compensation of county superintendents ancl
with less work and responsibility. With such small compensation it is not expected, or
required by the law, that county superintendents should devote the!r t!me to the visitation of the public schools and the instruction of the teachers. * -x- +:·
No public-school system can he developed and properly administered without close
and faithful visitation and supervision, and this can not °Qe -secured without hetter compensation for county and township superintendents. Our school fund is so small that
I would recommend to the counties that they secure the necessary legislation to secure
this school supervision, by paying county and township superintendents out of county
funds. This would leave the school fund of the county intact as now, and secure an
increased efficiency in the administration of the public schools of ~be c~unty that would
soon demonstrate the wisdom of such legislation and the additional outlay of county
funds. Jefferson County, three years ago, passed an act allowing her county supe;i::intendent $65 per month in excess of that allowed by law, and I understand that the people see its beneficial effects and the law is growing in popularity in that county.
The worst use to which to put a county superintenrlent.-Superintendent Henry Sabin, of
Iowa: In our more populous counties the county superintendent should be allowed the
services of a deputy during a part of the year to aid him in looking over examination
papers, in condu.cting bis correspondence, and in the details of his office work.
His own time should be very largely given to visitinl? schools, inspecting the work of
teachers, settling trifling misunderstandings which often arise in the district, holding
township meetings and institutes, and in creating by his personal influence a healthy
public opinion in favor of good schools. About the worst use to which we can put a
county superintendent is to confine· him within the walls of his office, doing the work
which a clerk'. could do as well, while he himself ought to be out among his schools,
directing, encouraging, stimulating, everywhere making his influence felt by his energy
and enthusiasm.
Loaded down too m1ich at the head.-StateSuperinte:ridentJohn Hancock, of Ohio: It is
just possible that in some of onr large cities we have, as bas been the case in some of the
large cities of ·o ther States, gone beyond the golden me::i.n, and have loaded our schools
down too much at the bead. It is not difficult to descend from the generous scheme of
supervision, where every encouragement and aid ia extended to the teacher's spontaneity
and individuality, to a mechanical scheme of division and subdivision and authoritative
prescription of every detail of work, which is the most dreadful condition into which any
school system can fall.
.
The wisest economy.-State Superintendent John W. Dickinson, of l\'fassach.nsetts:
Where the superintendents prove themselves to be experts in their profossion an<'l succeed in making the other appropriatiom add vigor to the work of the schools the increasing sum paid to these officials is the wisest economy.
'
Where the greatest hope .fm· aclvancemcnt lies.-A. W. Edson, agent of the Massachusetts
State board of education: The more I study the present condition and foture outlook of
our schools, country, village, and city, tho more I am convinced that for any decided
and pe_rmanen~ adyancem~nt, their hope _lies in _efficient supervision. The~c may be
fro~ time to time 1_n certain pl~ces a not1ceahle improvement in methods and results,
o,ymg to the selection of a Rpec(ally competent teacher or committee; hut the advance
will be only temporary. Occas10nally there are found committees who have the time
inclination, ability, and the previous training which fit them to clirect the work oi·
te_achers;_ hut these are few and far between. Nor should supervisory work be required
ot comm1ttees. They may perform all the legitimate duti es connected with the school
board ~aitbfu)ly and conscientiously, and still have very little time to give to a study of
e~~~t1onal literature, to the philosophy of education, to new and advanced methods, to
v1s~tmg other 3:nd better scbool_s than a:~ found .in their own town, and attending edu·
cat1onal gatherings. _Of necessity the v1s10n of the average committeeman is limitecl on
ED
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scbo~l questions, as_ on law, medicin_e, or_ any b_u~iness [or wbich be ~as not had pecial
trainwg, n,nd to wbtch he does not give his und1v11lcd time and attention. And one foe
is quite noticeable, which in itself speaks volumes: tho e committeemen who are b
fitted to inspect schools and direct school work are al ways most favorably di po d
toward supervision; they recoguize its need and value.
XVII.-TOWNSHIP SYSTEl\I,

A term one-thircl Zongei-.-Report of Chesterfield (:N". JI. ) school committee: In pre. entiucr to you the third report under the new school system we arc able trom a. lou 11er trial
ofthe Ja,w to emphasize the statement made in the first report, tbat "all t.bc scholar· in
town have had the opportunity of attentling a term or scliool averaging one-third lon•,er· 1
than under the old r~gime '' for nearly the same amount or money expended."
A saving of $500. -School committee of Oxford, N. II.: All the scholars in this clisrrict
have had.the benefit of thirty weeks' schooling at a saving of $300 from what 1t would
have cost under the old <listrict i-ystem for th~ same number or weeks. 'l'hat speak a
good word for the new school law •
.IJ.lore £lays of scltoolin_q than ever bf.fore lc11own.-School committee of Pembroke, N. H.:
With over $500 less public money than of late years, the chil<lron of the town have been
given as many days of schooling dnring the past year as they have in any of our citicr
and more than ever known before in the histor.Y of the town . It has been necessary t~
support only eight schools-five less than under tbe district system.
0

Six weeks longer school term.-School committee of Sanbornton, N. TI.: We get more
schoolinO' for our money than formerly, under the di9trict s.vstcm. Tho appropriation
for scho~ling, $1,42:3, would have, on the average basis of appropriation under the old
system for its last five 1ears, a ~ra~tion ove~.fifteen weeks.. Under ~he_new it hasgiven
twenty-one week9, besides formshrng fuel rn fnll and paymg other rnc1dental expens
Working of the new system in New Hampshire.-School board of Stewartstown: Unde:
the new [town] system, school boards are unavoidably su~jected to unpleasant and often
unjust criticisms. Refusal to hire those who, upon examination, app·ear least qualified
to teach is among the disii.greeable duties to be met; but the very nature of the casei,
with the probabilities of incurring sacrifices of friendship without any equivalent in
return, ongbt to convince every reasonable individual that the board thus act from a
sense of official obligation, and for no other reason. Particular schools are often sought
by teachers, or their parents for them . . Most teachers a~·e !nuch better adapted to
instruct and govern some schools than others; and when 1t 1s necessary to make an
adjustment by comparing the compensation the sev~ral teachers ought to command with
the wagea established for the different school, it is often very difiicnlt to favorably consider these requests.
·
Advantages apparent.-School board of Sutton, N. H .: In submitting this, our third
annual report under the new system, we refer with satisfar.tion to the condition of our
schools. No one can fail to see the advantages of the town system. The money is more
evenly apportioned throughout the town, and the children in outlying sections receive
better instruction and more schooling.
The most serio1rn defect. -Rerort of Superintendent Frank M. Smith, of Tennessee: Yon
will find the best schools in those States where the' 'township'' plan prevails. I therefore
most earnestly urge your honorable bodies to make as few changes in the school di tric
lines as possible, and at all times 5triYe to make the school district and the civil cli tric
idcnti al. The most serious defect in the management of our schools bas grown out of
this changing of school districts and establishing too many schools. We have more than
twice as many schools as we should have.
The political tlteor,11 on which the district organization fa fomulcd.-Snperintendent B. A.
Hinsdale, of Cleveland, Ohio: It is a significant fact that the political theory upon which
the di. trict school organization depends is a theory which bas been almost nni\'e ~ Iy
abandoned for all other purposes what<Joever. We all know that there is no line of poli ical or social development along which the English race has made more progres than
aloo~ the line of local political organization. It is one of the glories of tbe EnO'I i h race.
admitted to be such by all competent authorities. · We kuow, in the second place, tlu
the olcl Saxon theory of carrying on government was democraticaJ. The people me in
public as9embly, and there they voted, in their way, some questions up and some qn tions down. But democratic government was found not to work well, ancl represen tive government was set up in its place. In New England the democratic system of
local government prevails to a considerable extent, but in its extreme form it has b
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abolished. It can not meet with good results, for the reason that in its extreme _for~
it was found too complicated. The representf!,tion principlo is the one that prevails. rn
school matters where the township system exists. The people have the ballot-box, a_n d
elect men whose bus'iness it is to :;i.dminister town gov~rnment. But for some_ reaso_n
the American people have clung more closely to the antiquated method of ca_rrymg forward local government in education than anywpere else. They have clt~ng, _m man7 of
the States, to the ancient oemocratical ide.a and shunned the representative idea. . :r~e
district system is very dear to the h~arts of_ very many peopl_e . . But anyone who will
inquire into the facts can hardly avoid commg to the ~mnclusion that, upon the face of
it, it is an absurdity.
·
. '
,
In every district in Ohio, for example, there are . three school directors. The to:Vnship clerk has certain educational duties to perform, and so ])ave the county auditor
and treasiirer and the county board of examiµers. And I remember that, some years
ago there were engaged 40,000 persons in administeri1;1g the public school~ of Ohic;>, Nor
does this number faclude the teachers. About that bm~ there were r(:Jqmred to man the
schools 13,000 teachers . You put these two nurube~s in _ratio, an~it will appe~_r th~t for
every teacher employed there were three and one-thud _d1rectors, mspectors, supervisors,
or.call them what vou -will andthevdid not do the duties for which tl~ey were elected.
Thev did hire the ·teacher;, but so ~far as inspection or supervision was concern~d, the
cases were exceedingly rare where anything of that kind was do~~ at all. It was the
natural course of things. What is left t~ so many hands to do is not1 as a matter of
fact, done at all. Powe·r is diviµed and responsibility is destroyed.
:
.
.;
A plausible argument in behalf of the district system is, that the schools are very near
the hearts of the people, as is shown by the fact that they have retained ancient democratic ideas in school management more fully than in anything else. Then it will be
argued that t his shows proper interest, and that the school will be more properly administered by the people ~ho are near the school and interested in i ~ . than by those_at
a distance . But all the analogies bearing on the question point to th~ foolishness qf
this conclusion.
In the.State of Ohio the township is divided into road districts, and the keeping up qf
the public roads is committed to a supervisor, and the people are required to work out
their taxes und.er t,hc law. I have worked on the roads many a day, and I wapt to ~ay,
of all the shiftless and inefficient work with which I ever had anything to do the most
shiftless Wl)S th.at done on the county roads. My father was often supervisor, and I well
remember occasions·when there were heart-burnings between him a·n d his-neighbors because he insisted that the road work should be ·well done, while they were determined
to slight the work, as they bad always done. And yet it is hard to think of a public interest lying nearer a farmer's door that more concerns his comfort and convenience than
the country road. Antecedently, we would expect the people would take an interest in
keeping the roads in prime condition, but they do nothing of the kind.
. The district system of conducting common schools rests upon an idea, and proceeds
by means of an organization that has not been preserved by English-speaking people for
any other purpose save for the one to which I have just made reference-the roads. And
it would be hard to say which are the worse managed, the schools or the roads.

E.(ficient teachers not to be had nnder the district system._:.__Prof. S. D. Barr, of Albion
(Mich.) College: Nothing is more repugnant to my feelings than to unjustly and unfairly characterize the teachers in the weaker districtR. 'rhey are not to be blamed.
Thos~ i_n the n_onprogressive distri_cts are ent~tletl to our fraternal sympathy. They
are victims to cucumstances that bmd them with shackles and paralyze their energies.
Some.of them, nevertheless, do excellent service. Many more would become efficient
teachers if they held close relation to a competent superintendent, whose duty it should be
to directa1;1dinstruct the:nin their wor~. !3utthis can n~ver be efl:ected under the present
system, with small and rndependent districts. A multitude of others have insufficient
acquir~m~nts and mental culture, hardly any knowledge of school organization and of
the prmc1p!e~ and proper m ethod~ of instruction, and these should not be permitted to
teach. It is rncom~arably more important that the children of the State shall be weU
ta?ght than that n. iew young people, who ought to be enrolled as pupils shall be uerm1tt:ed, ~s teacb~rs, to experiment aimleasly, while the children lose the advantag·es tha·
efficient rnstruction would give.

7:1te township system in 11ficldga11. -State Sn pt. Joseph Estal;rook ao-ain urcres upon the
~eg1sla~ure an. am~ndmen t to the school law proviuing for township school di~tric:ts. The
~dea of consolldatmo- all _the scl~ools _of~ township under the managemeDt of one board
1~ _not an UDtned exp~mne~t rn. M1ch1g!1n.
Sev~ral tow11ships have alr~ady adopt,e d
this plan t~rongh special le¥1slat10n. Hills were rntrounced in 186 1 and 1885 to make
the town~lup system gene.ml, but £ailed to pass the legislature.
The evils of unequal scnool terms and inequality in the cost of maintaining schools
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are observahle in Michigan under the district system, as well as elsewhere. Ju Alcona
Town hip, with four chool districts, one district maintained no school at all one for
only three months, a third for nine mouths, and the fourth for ten months. ' ,imilar
instances might be cited from nearly every county in the State. The cost of education
per pupil ranged from $4.04 to $27. 55 in the different districts.
'' The reports from Alpena County furnish some significant facts bearing upon
the eq_ualization of echool privileges and of the cost of maintaining schools under
the township plan. In this county five township& have their schools organized on the
township plan by special legislation. Two retain the district system. The averall'e
per capita expense of the schools in the township districts for the last school year,
shown by the reports of township boards of school inspectors, was ~n::t 71, and in those
retaining the district system it was $14.80. The average length of school in the township districts was nine months and in the others only four and one-half months. In
other words, it cost $14.80 to giv~ each child four ancl one-half months' sclwolin_q in the
towns retaining the district system, while in those operated under the township plan
the cost per pupil for nine months' schooling was $13. 71. ''
Among the other defects of the district system Superintendent Estabrook mentions
the too ~reat fliversity of text-books; too many school officers; unjust discrimination in
local taxation; frequent changes of tear.hers in the same school; lack of proper classification and grading; q:::.arrels over the selection of schoolhouse sites and the establishment of district boundaries; children forced to attend school in their own district when
they could be more conveniently accommodated in an adjoining district.
'l'he q_uestion of text-book uniformity as affected by the township system is well
illustrateq by the reports from Alpena County. '' In the township of Alpena,whichretains the district system, there were five different text-books in orthography and reading used in the several districts, ihree varieties of arithmetics, n,nd three different textbooks in United States history. The township of Ossinek e is divided into three districts.
District No. 1, with nn enrolment of sixteen pupils, reported as used in the school
three different text-Looks in each of the branches of orthography, writing, and geog1aphy, two in reaclin~ and English grammar each 1 and four in arithmetic. Th'us in one
small district school we fiud seventeen di!Iereut text-books nsecl in teaching six branches
of study.
On the oLber haml, in the llve town.,,hip3 of Alp em County OJ.lernting under township
3ystem the text -llooks arc uniform iu each instance.
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CHAPTER XXI (A).
THE UNIVERSITY OF THij FUTURE.
AN EDUCATIONAL SPECULATION. 1
By R. G.

MOULTON,

M. A., Cambridge, England.

The fact on which this conception of the "University of the Future" rests is the
changed attitude of the public mind to adult education.
EDUCATI-OY ONE OF THE INTERESTS OF LIFE.

Education is no longer regarded as belonging to one period of life or to particular
learned classes, but, is tending to be recognized as a const·.t nt interest of adnlt life, side
by side with religion, politics, and commerce. Just as, historically, religious ancl political administration, once in the hands of special classes, has (by a series of revolutions)
become an interest, of the nation as a whole, so education seems (.without the need of
revolution) to be passing through similar changes. ·when the tendency is complete we
may expect to see the (adult) nation all over the country organizing itself for educational
purposes, still making use of "universities,'' ''colleges," etc., as hollies of e<l ucational
specialists, hut itself carrying on the administration of the education in local institutions or unions of local institutions, so that universitie:i, such as Ox.ford, Catnhridge,
Durham, etc., will be merged in a wider University of England, just as ·' t.he state"
means [not Parliament but] the nation acting in its political cap:1city [through Crown,
Houses of Parliament, municipal councils, local boards, magistrates, juries, electoral
constituents, etc.], so the" University of England" will mean the (adult) nation acting
in its educational capacity [through whatever local antl central institutions may be
found convenient].
IlUT WHY CALL THIS '' A UNIVERSITY"?

1. "University" is the Latin for ''Guild," specialized Ly usage to association for
higher education. Thus theoretically:
School education is taken (1) .under external discipline (2) in the period of pupiJage
(3) as a preparation for mature life.
University education is (1) voluntary (2) in the period of maturity (3) as an end in
itself.
,
If this is so, why should any adult person be without university educa,tion?
2. Connection between school and university edur.ntion.-(a) Perhaps no single thing
would contribute more to the happine3s of life than to give every man an intelliO'ent
interest in the occupation hy which he wins his bread. (b) School education is a practical preparation for life; but life means leisure as well as business. (c) Every school
education is a failure that is n,ot self-continuing in some one point. (d) There must
often be a gulf betw'ten school and university education; it is the purpose of" ni(l'bt
schools," "half-time systems," and especially "recreative education" to bridcre
o;er
0
this gulf.
·
THE GENERAL FORl\1 THAT SUCH A UNIVETISITY WILL rnESENT .

. 1. It will not be a c~artered body like exis~ing univer_sities, b_?t a :floatin~ ~ggregation of voluntary agencies; not so mnch or_qanized as tenrlrng to cooperate [ compare com1
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merce]. The constituent elements of the university would everywhere have the same
double form, a local management I.Jy association (voluntary and temporary) for educational purpo3cs [cu:::~.ativnal chtuches, so to speak] connected with educational in titutions [either central, like ox:isting ''universities," or local ' 'colleges," or itinerant
systems, like the present "university-ex.tension movement,' or goverumeut departments, like South Kensington, or institutions of private enterprise], the underlying
principle being the carrying out of self~goverumcnt in education, the application of . elfcdncation to a nation.
2. .LYote.-Absenceof compulsion-contrast to continental government systems of higher
education.
WHAT WOULD SUCH A UNIVERSI'rY BE LIKE (1) AS TO THE l\IACH,fNERY OF IT.
EDUCA'l'ION?

1. The question of university discipline.-There would be absolutely none. For it
must be substituted (1) the personal influence of the teacher, to whom the freest scope
must be allowed; (2) the complete self-responsibility of the learner, itself an educating
influence.
2. One fundamental difference from prevailing uni ver3it_v methods: the substitution
of the teaching svstem for the examination system.
(<t) All education implies (1) machinery for teaching; (2) machinery for testing. It is
obvious that the latter is a means anc.l tlle former is the end; but at preseu t the position
of the two is reversed, and the teacher has to adapt his teaching to external examinations.
(b) Evils of the present ,qvstem.-Diminished influence of the teacher; mechanical uniformity; stress laid on temporary results rather than permanent habits; uneven pressure; unprogressiveness without friction.
·
(c) How the evil has arisen.-It is an unfortunate feature of the present uuivereity systems that the education of the general pL1blic is not distinguished from the education
of specialists [doctors, law.vers, and especially teachers]; for the latter [ who need
"qualifications"] the machinery of tc~ting has an exceptional importance, which is
allowed to extend into general education.
(d) A. specimen of the teaching system is the un,i versity extension method 'Of syllabus,
weekly exercises, and final examination, and certificates dependent on the two combined.
(e) In this connection two points are often raised:
(I) Danger of lowering the s(andard.-'rhe trn,e way to "raise the stanilnrd" is not
to increase the d(tficulty of p[J,ss'ing at lhe encl [i. e. , increase the chance of
failure], but to increase the eiiectiveness of teaching ancl the inclination
to learn at all points of the course [·i .e., increase the chance of succens].
(II) How to deal with competition.-Abolish it wherever possible. The teaching
system readily shows "pass" and "distinction;" auy further application of
competition is, in higher education, mischievous. [The case is different
where money assistance has to he dispensed.]
3. The question of recognition for education: de,qrees, etc.-The true policy is not to
multiply the degree-giving bodies, introducing confusion and impairing tiie value of degrees (e.g., their antiquity), but to introduce elasticity into the machinery of testinr,
for degrees. A fnndamental error of the present system is the requirement of iclcnticnl
.~twly !trul e.camincttions from all taking the an.me degree, fostend of applyin~ a common
Manclarcl of examination to a variety of subjects. [The latter system found perfectly
practicable in the university-extension system, by aid of the teacher's x.11l!abw,.]
4. The question of CW'ricula, or complete scheme of study.-The first object of such
a university will be to look after its educational unit, i.e., the application of the mo. t
thorough method to a very limited field. [In the university-extension scheme this
"unit" is the three months' course in a single subject.] Completer schemes must be
made up of such units, so as to be adopted in great~r or less extent according to circumstances.
[An example is the Cambridge cou1'se of a.ffiliafc<l students.]
5. The question of residence as a::i element in ec1ucation. Such a university will i::eure for a, iew, residence in a university town, as the apex of its r.ystem; for the many,
a8sociation of 8l1ulent.9 for mutu,tl encoura~ement and work-both (1) in assisting one
another in the work set by teachers, and (2) meeting for independent discussion, practical work, excursions, etc.
G. The question of financial mana,qement.
(a) Jliglter education has no market ralue, and therefore in all cases some form of c,1clowment i<J necessary-by which is meant: that some persons contribute more to it than
others.
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(b) Importance of cooperation between local ins_titit!ions to prevent educn;tional w~ste,
and to unite in common homes, su<'h as town rnstitiites, mttsemns, etc., using the same
buildings and appa:atus.
.
(c) The system of such a nrt,lional university m~st be througho~t arnrnuted by the
,nissionary·spirit, its duty not only to supply education but also to stimulate the demand
for it.
WHAT SUCH A UNIVERSlTY WOULD BE LrKE (2) AS TO '.rHE MA'l'TER OF l'l'S
EDUUATION.
(Gymnastic: mere training ot' faculties:{ ~fainly be~o!1gs to Sch<;iol e~ucationSubject::1 followE\'d for discipline aud
more tramrng needed 111 logic and nadroppe<l.
ture of evidence.
Education is

JCullure:
I

1

L

811 1,plics mntter-kindlesinter-J Humanit_y, i.e., the Study of Man [Ilisest: Subjects belonging to the permatory, L11;<;rµ,ture, etc.].
munent inte1·ests of the mind.
Natural Science.
·
Art.

l

Plans of study should ~e self-explaining, taking the student ·into confidence. And
generally : The first duty of f.:ducation is to be interesting-this easily carries method (hut
not vice -versa) and self-continuance.
·
Natural science.-'Tbis department is immensely in advance of the other two in sound
method and vitality-one defect: the tendency to teach it in "subjects" instead of inventing "lines of study" that will cross several "subjects," and illustrate the different
operation of common principles.
Art.-In this department it is highly necessary to distinguish: education in a.rt-production-for those who have special talent; education in art-appreciation for all.
Humanity.-On the history side this department is flourishing; on the side of literature it is n. chaos. 1'wo fundamental changes essential for realizing any scheme of popular liberal educatio11.
(A)
1. The great representative of this department in prevailing systems is the study
known as "classics "-round which a fierce educational conflict rages.
Note.-The question is not between humanity and natural science, for every educationist would recognize both, but between true and false modes of arriving at the object
of classical studies.
·
2. Tbe term "classics" covers a confusion between two distinct studies: the study
oflanguage-valuable, mainly as a discipline; the study of literature-indispensable,
as tbe lea.ding element of culture.
Classical studies as at present organized totally fail as a training in literature-the
v~st proportion ·of persons who have received a classical editcation have had no ed'~tcation in

litera.tttre.

·

3. How the evil has arisen: Originally classics were a complete education in themselves:
the difficulty of dead languages gave discipline, and the Greek and Roman litemtures
gave culture-w_hen science, mathematics, etc., forced their way into -educational programmes the time devoted to classics was necessarily reduc~d-such reduction must be
made in the culture. side of cbs~ics, which does not commence till the languages a re mastered-thus at present in the great proportion of school and university studeuts the culture side of classics is never reached, and the study becomes merely one of discipline.
4. Disastrous results: Except in rare cases a classical education evoke~ no iuterest in
classics or disposition to continue the study-scandalous lack of any method ical study
ofliterature-class ics failing in its functionas "culture," the whole educational system
becomes pure gymnastic, genemting intellectual in rlifference-schism between scieutists
and humanitarians in the absence of literature a5 the great common grouud between specialists-~enerally: in clamoring for the name we are losing the thin"'
and buildiu,,0 up
0
a prejudice against clas5ics in the popular mind.
'
5. One sng!,!'.estecl reinetly: Give up Latin and Greek, ancl let us be taught our own
literalure.-Dut what is "our own literature?': 'I'he main wi-iters of Greece ancl Borne
cire 1nore lrul.lJ ow· IiterW'!I a 11ceston, th11n Eng, ish writers of 1J(J;Sl ge1wmtions.
6. True.solution : not En glish Ji terature, but literatiti·e in E,,glish: Let the best literatu1'P (of Greece, Rome, Enµ;laud, or any other country) be studied in our mother
tongue [ this is the true meaning of "Classics"] as the stap1e of cL1lture for all. Let
Gree½ an~ Latin as lctnguar;e8 appear in. e_dncational schemes as gymnastic (or suppl&mentrng literature) accordm~ to the ability ancl time of each student.
7. Difficulty to be met : Prcjnclice ag11in5t translated literature as ;; nrummaO'em
goods.' ' But this is largely a false sentiment of exclusive connoisseurship-the obje~tor
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often a victim of the present system to whom literature has come to mean bnguagemain part of total litern.rJ effect deeper down than snperficial distinctions of languages-compare old opposition to translation of the Bible.
8. On the other band: No thorough st,u dy of literatitre possible e:-ccept by ·aill of translations-thoroughness implies (a) covering rapidly wide fields [otherwfoe degenerates into
'' annotation n]-and (b) cornp::i.rison of many literatu.res [compare st-udies of history,
etymology ]-the world's "classics" are not national, but universal.

(B)
1. A second e.ssential change: to recognize the Bible as literatu1'e-quite independently
of its higher purposes. [Contrast the use of the Koran.]
2. For purposes of literary training the Bible has peculiar fitness: the familiarity of
the matter applies the study at an immense advantage-it presents a continuous and
complete literature within a practicable compass-it is thegreate3tofour literary ancestors.
3. Difficulty: Fear of raising points of religious difference.-Answer: Literary study
need in no way touch authorship, authority, historic value, or (theological) interpretation, but only analyze the literary form in which the truth is conveyed, bringing out
its elements of ·beauty and stopping at the literary interpretation which is the common
starting point of different theological interpretations.
CONCLUSION.

The advance towards such a university of the future is to be made, not by reforming
existing systems, attack being usually a bad policy-but by obtaining a free field for tentative educational progress in the case of the new classes that are being attracted to
higher education.

CHAPTER XXI (_B).
FELLOWSHIPS IN COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITms.

The great prominence gi 1en to fellowships and scholarships by some of our universities
most recently founded, and the results obtained from the use of them, have prompted a
brief investigation and discussion of this very important subject.
The usual method adopted by benevolent and philanthropic persons for assisting
students to obtain an education is the endowment of fellowships and scholarships.
Fellowships are bestowed only upon persons who have already received their first degree
or who give evidence of being well prepared to pursue higher studies. They are particularly designed for such persons as give special promise of future success in certain
lines of study. The income of fellowships ranges from $200 to $750 per annum.
Scholarships are conferred upon both graduates and undergraduates, and aregeneralJy
a reward for work already done. They have a wide range of values, from a few dollars
to at least $500. Fellowships are confined to university courses, w bile scholarships pertain both to university and college courses.
Johns Hopkins University, from its very opening, made provision for twenty fellowships, whose purpose is thus set forth in the annual register of that institution:
'"Twenty fellowships, each yielding $500, but not exempting the holder from the
charges for tuition, are annually awarded in this university.
"The system of fellowships was instituted for the purpose of affording to young men
of talent from any place an opportunity of continuing their studies in the Johns Hopkins University, while looking forward to positions as professors, teachers, and investigators, or to other literary and scientific vocations. The fellowships are given to young
men who wish to follow systematically through the year the instruction of the teachers
here engaged, and t.hose who are appointed are expected to proceed to the degree of
doctor of philosophy. The appointments are not made a,s rewards for good work already done, but as aids and incentives to good work in the future; in other words, the
fellowships are not so much honors and prizes bestowed for past achievements, as helps
to further progress and stepping stones to honorable intellectual careers. They are not
offered to those who are definitely looking forward to the -practice of anyone of the three
learned professions (though such persons are not formally excluded from the competition), but are bestowed almost exclusively on young men desirous of becoming teachers
of science and literature, or proposing to devote their lives to special branches of learning which lie outside of the ordinary studies of the la'Yyer, the physician, and the minister. Appointments are rarely, if ever, made of graduates of more than five years'
standing.''
'l'he following are the principal regulations concerning candidates and holders of these
fellowships:
1. The application must be made prior to May 1 in writin~, addressed to the president of the university, and he will .refer the papers to the academic council, by whom
the nominations will be made to the board of trustees at their meeting in June.
2. The candidate must give evidence of a liberal education, such as the diploma of a
college of good repute; of decided proclivity towards a special line of stud-y, such as an
example of some scientific or literary work already performed; and of upright character,
such as a testimonial Jrom some instructor.
3. The value of each fellowi-hip is $!i00. The holder is not exempt from the charges
for tuition. In ca~e of resignation, promotion, or removal 1rom the1e1'lowship. payments
will be made for the time during which the office shall have been actually held.
4. Every holder of a fellowship will be expected to perform such duties as may be
allotted to him in connection with his course of study, to act when called upon as an
examiner or as moderator in the examination room, to give all his influencP. for the prorr:i,otion of scholarship and irood order, and in general to cooperate in upholding the efficiency of the nniversity, as circumstances may suggest. He must reside in Baltimore
during the academic year.
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5. He will be expected to devote his time to the prosecution of special studies (not
professional) under the direction of the head of the department to which he belongs,
&nd before the close cf the year to give evidence of progress by the preparation of a
thesis, the corupletion of a 1·esearch, ·the delivery of a lecture, or by some other methoc'l.
6. He may give instruction, with the approval of the president, by lectures or otherwise, to persons connected. wi_th the university, but he may not engage in teaching elsewhere.
7. He may be reappointed at the end of the year, but only for exceptional rea.sons.
8. Usually not more than two fellows will be appointed in any department of study.
9. As these fellowships are awarded as honors, those who are disposed, for the benefit
of others or for any other reason, to waive the pecuniary emolument, muy do so, and
still have their names retained on the honor list.
The annual register for 1889-90 has been carefully examined with a view to ascertaining the results accomplished by these important pr0visions . From this investigation
it appears that the total number of men appointed to fellowships by Johns Hopkins University from 187G to 1888 is 190, 3 of: whom did not enter on the fellowships, leaving
187whoreallybecamefellows oftheuriiversity. Ofthisnumber, 148, or 79.1 per cent.,
have, at some time since their incumbency, been engaged in teaching, mainly in colleges
and universities; 16, or 8.6 per cent., are engaged in scientific pursuits, while 11, or 5.9
per cent., are still pursuing their studies. The total number of men now living who have
held fellowships is 179, of which number 124, or 69.3 per cent., are at the present time
engaged in teaching. Of those formerly teaching G are now dead, 2 have resumed th<· r
studies, and 2 are engaged in scientific pursuits.
In addition to the twenty fellowships above mentioned, the .A.dam T. Bruce fellowship, founded as a memorial of Adam T. Bruce, PH.D., late fellow and instructor m
the university, will be awarded annually. It is to be bestowed by the appointingboanl
upon the candidate whom they consider most likely to promote hiologicaJ · science, and
especially morphology, by original research. The stipend will be the income of $10,000.
Also, the academic council may, at their discretion, by special vote: enroll as fellows
by courtesy.
(a) Gentlemen who are or who have been teach ers in colleges and other like institutions, and who wish, for brief periods, to avail themselves of the opportunities here afforded for study and for the use of books and laboratories.
·
(b) Holders of fellowships in other colleges, during their residence here. ·
(c) Those who have been follows of this,u niversity and desire to continue in residence.
Fellows by courtesy are not exempt from the payment of foes, except by a special vote.
That fellowships are meeting with popular approval and their value admitted and
appxeciated can be seen by the continued eudowment of such foundations. When Clark
University, Worcester, Mass., was founded, Mr. Jonas G. Clark, the founder, in addition to all" his previous gifts, pain into the treasury full tuition of $200 each for 30 students. For 8 of these students thus freed from tuition be also established 8 fellowships,
yielding each bolder $400 per annum, and 8 more fellowships, yielding each holder $200
per annum. Mrs. Clark established ~ fellowships yielding $400 each, and 2 fellowships
yielding $200 each per annum.
Harvard University, according to its latest report, owns 24 fellowships, 11 of which
may be called traveling fellow::;hips, since the conditions by which they were given to
Harvard enable the holders thereof to pursue their studies either at Harvard or elsewhere. The income of the fellowships of the institution are as follows: Two have an
annual income of $750 each; 4 of$700; 1 of $550; 12 of $500; and 3 of' $450. Of the
other 2 no mention is made in the latest annual catalogue. Two of tllese fello-w hips
are for u e iu the theological department; 2 are not specified, while the remaining 20
are for use in the grncluate d<>partment. At least LI of the fellowships are open to graduates oi colleges other than Harvard . 'l'hE:\ following interesting record is taken trom
the annual report of President Eliot of Harvard University for the year 1888-89:
"The record of the 37persons who have held Harvard fellowships in Europe from 1 73
to 18:;l) and have returned to the United 8tates is an interestifl,,,. one althourrh
the
0
number of individuals is not large enough to establish any general° conclusion. Three
of_the :? ha_ve died, one s~ortly after hi:3 return from Europe, another as profes or in
this u?1v~r.,;1t,y, and tlte thud as professor in another university. The remaining &4 are
now d1 tnbntecl as follows.
In the s~rvice of 1Iarv11,r<l. Uni'versity :

tf:1;~~Li'.:i~.~~~~-~~:,_:_-:·_: _:_:_::·:_·._-: ·:-_: .:-_·.-:·:·: _:_: :-:-.-:· .·: _:_:_: .:-.-:·: · _:_: :-:-:-:-: · _:_: .:-:-: ·.· .-·:_: :-:-: : ·:·_:_: .:-.·-.·-:-:-:-:-.--:: : : : : i

In the

n·ice of other colleges and universities:

9

r.l'r~,; ~l~~~de;.. ::::.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.:::::::::::·::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::·::::::-12
~
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In the service of acadernies and schools ................... ... ........................... : ........ .'.. ..
In tho U. S. Geological Survey ................... .. .................. ........ ............. .... ........ .
Naturalists .......................................... _......... .............................. ········· ........... ,. ..
Chemist (1nanufact,uring) .. .......... .................................................................... .
Preacher .............. .......... ,................................................................................ .
Orientalist .... ..... ... ............................................... .-......................................... ····
()ritic and uthor ......................................... .. ......... ........ , ........................ ··:· .... .
In no settled occupation as yet. .. .......... ... ............. ..................... .................... .
Total. ..................................... ............................... ...................................

4
1
2

1
l

l

1
2·
34

''Of the 25 surviving persons who are not now in the service of this university, 12
have been in its employ for longer or shorter periods since their return from Europe.
Out of the 37. 27 have become pt'ofe::ision~l teachers of bi~h grade; but of these teachers,
17 ultimately took service in other institutions. It is a fair question' fol"discussion
whether fellowships available in Europe or fellowships available only at the university
are most useful. . For the purpose of building up a graduate dep:irtment inn, given institution, fellowships available only at that institution are best, hut for serving the comnfon cause of education in the conn try at large there is much to be said for fellowships
available in Europe. This university is glad to possess both kinds.
"As the traveling fellowships have heretofore been administered, few persons except
Harvard bachelors of arts have enjoyed them, and most of the incumbents have held
them for three years by repeated annual appointment. It would, perhaps, ba an improyement to use the traveling fellowships chiefly as prizes for graduate st.udeuts :who h~ve
already passed one or two years at the univen,ity and to reduce the t1rne durmg which
they are commonly held to two years, or even to one year. Under such a system these
follow.ships would oftener be held by graduates of other colleges than Harvard, and a
much larger nu11'.iber of persons would enjoy for n, time the, great stimulus of study in
Europe. Moreover, the incumbents would on the averaie be better prepared than they
are now to pro.fit by a residence abroad.''
.
The desirability of extending the privileges of fellowships in the leading universities
to other than their own graduates is very generally recognized. With reference to this
subject, Daniel Kilham DoJge, fellow at Columbia College, in a p;:i.per on "The Functions of University Fellowships," read before the regents of the University of the Statf)
of'New York, July 11, 1888, says:
·
';The eligibility of candidates for fellowships is another very important point. At
present, unle8s I greatly mistake, Johns Hopkins is the only American university that
bestowsfellowsbips upon students other than graduates in its own course, and to this
far-sighted policy is largely due the success of t·h is school. Most of our colleges are un•
provided with thorough courses of post-graduate study, and their graduates, if they desire to pursue such courses, must attend other seats of learning. Now, it is manifestly
unfair, besides being highly inadvisable, to refuse these applicants any of the advantages
enjoyed by tbe other students. Besides, it savors too much of a protective tariff. Whether
or not we believe in free competition between traders, we must all of us believe in free
competition between brain workers, and anything that is opposed to this principle is
unwise and ' unjust. We should do well to copy the University of Copenhag~ri, at
which students of any nationality may pursue their studies without the payment o_f.a
single fee.''
·
Johns Hopkins is not the only university in which fellowships a.re managed upon this
liberal principle. A number of the fellows):i.ips in each of the followinp: institutions, as
our investigation discloses, are open to the candidacy of all graduates: Harvard, P1·inceton, Cornell, Bryn Mawr, and Clark University, which is purely a post-graduate school.
In his annual report on the graduate department for the year 1888-89 the secretary of
the academic council of Harvard University says: "There is no more efi'ective method
of increasing the number of resident graduate students than by founding followships
open alike to graduates of Harvard and of other colleges."
Yale University owns six Jellowships, all of which are limited to graduates of the
university. Two of them are for the use of the theological department, and allow the
holders to pursue their studies either at Yale or in Europe or Palestine. The income of
these fellowships is $700 and $500. The remaining four fellowships are for the use of
the graduate department, and the income from each is $600 per annum. At least one of
these four entitles the holder to pursue his studies abroad.
The fellowships in the possession of Princeton are divided into two classes viz: Uniyersity fellows.hips .and college fellowships. The difference between these fwo classes
is that the u:11vers1ty fellowsbips are open to the graduates of any Amerjcan college,
and the appomtmeuts are made not by a competitive examina.tion, but by a comparison
of ~he records presented by the applicants as to their previous collegiate standing, capacity, and character; whereas the college fellowships arc open to graduates of Prince..
ton only. The university fellowships are now four in number, the income of one being
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$500 per annum and the income of the other three being $400 each per annum. l<'onr
of the college fellowships have an income of $GOO each per annum, one of $400, one of
$:200, while the seventh, the b1ol9gical fellowship, con vcys the use of a. table in the
rational Seaside Laboratory at Woods Holl, Mass., together with all the facilitie.3 afforded for the collection and study of animal life tlurini the season favorable for such
investigations. In the winter months following this laboratory work the fellow pursues his studies at Princeton.
The annual catalogue of Princeton for the year 1889-90 contains the following regulations concerning fellows:
"Every fellow obtaining any one of the $600 fellowships must devote his whole time
for one year to study in the department for which the fellowship is provided under the
direction of the professor.:! in that department. He must reside in Princeton, and pass
two rigid examinations on his work, unless by a vote of the faculty he be allowed to
study at an approved foreign university, in which case be shall from time to time furnish written reports of bis work to the professors in his department."
All of the fellowships heretofore mentioned are open to men only. The eight fellowships owned by Cornell University are open to both men and women who have taken a
baccalaureate degree at any college or university. The income is $400each per annum.
Holders of these fellowships must reside at the university. ·
The trustees of Boston University establisber1 in 1889 two fellowships '• for ihe assistance of promising young men of positive Christian character in fitting themselves for
the· most advanced teaching in colleges and theo1o 6 ical schools." One of these fellowships is for the use of the School of Theology, the other for the Co11ege of Liberal Arts;
the holders may remain in residence or pursue their studies abroad. The genera]
statutes of the university upon fellowships are as follows:
"All recipients of the above [higher J degrees from this university shall be eligible to
the university fellowships, and each fellow shall be aided in the further prosecution of
studies, especially in foreign universities, hospitals, and other institutions, to the amount
of not less than $500 per annum for such periods as the statt1tes may allow.
"In filling the professorships of the university fellows will be considered as preferred
candidateB. ''
Haverford College, Pennsylvania, bas received a sum of money for the purpose of establishing four fellowships of the annual value of $300 each, the whole charge for board
and tuition. B_y the conditions of the donors one of these will be given to a ~raduate
of each of the following colle0 es, viz, Haverford, Penn, Earlham, and Wilmington. The
holders must reside at Haverford.
In April, 1889, the University of Michigan received $10,000 from Mrs. Catherine E.
Jones, for the purpose of founding a fellowship. The annual stipend of this fellowship
may not exceed $500. Candidates must have resided at the university as students in
the academic department at least three entire semesters prior to the appointment.
'rhe bolder of the fellowship must make the Greek and L.a tin languages and literatures the special subjects of study. The period of incumbency is limited to two years,
the first of which must be spent in residence at the university, while the second may,
if the examining board should see fit, be spent at Athens, Rome, or some other place
deemed by the board equally favorable to classical study. The fellowship is open to
both men and women.
Amherst College, Massachusetts, offers a fellowship to the Senior class for excellence
in history and the social and economic sciences. Two hundred and fifty dollars is to he
awarded in 1891, and annually thereafter .
. Washington and Lee University, Virginia, baa recently received n. sum of money yieldmg an income of $500 for the purpose of founding a fellowship. The following regulations concerning fellowships appear in the catalogue of this university for the year 18 9-90:
"The design is to secure a more thorough and extended scholarship tllan can be attained in the time usually allotted to academic instruction.
''The fellowships will be restricted to graduates of this university.
"They will be conferred for two consecutive years, and are not to be relinquished in
nny cnse until the end of that term, except for sufficient reasons to be n,pproved by the
faculty.
"The recipient of a fellowship shall reside in or near the university and pnr ne a
6pecial line of study looking to the degree of PH. D., under the supervision of the profe or in the department he mav select.
"If required by the faculty,-he shall give instruction in the university for not more
tban two hours a day.
"He_ shal~ have access to the library, class-room instrnction, and . other privileges of
tl~e umvers1ty, and ball receive a salary of $500, or what.ever smaller sum may ba
yielded by the endowment of the fellowship to which he is appointed."
The board of trustees of the University of South Carolina recently established a fel-
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lowship open only to graduates oft.he university proposing to pu~sue -~raduate studies.
It may be held for a term of twJ years. A stated salary ( not ment10ned rn _the ~atalogne)
is attached to this fellowship, The holder must be a graduate of the um vers1ty.
The purpose of the. fellowships in Vanderbilt University is shown in the following ex.
tract from the catalo.-•ue of that institution for the year 1889-90:
•• In order to encot~rage the prosecution o{the hig)lest branches of lite:ary and scientific study, and to enable the university to become a center of sc!1olarsh1p and c~lture,
it is designed to found, as the means of the university may per~:t,_ a number of iel~owships, affordin~ to their incumbents residence, supporn, and fac1ht1es for the pursuit of
general or special study."
The fellowships of this university are divided into two classes, viz, graduate and postgraduate. The graduate fellowships, tbree in number, are open to young men who have
received one of the academic degrees of the university, and are recommended by the
faculty. They are tenable for one year, but may be renewed for a second year, during
which time the holders mnst pursue a course of post-graduate and nonprofessional study,
and teach, not exceeding two hours daily. The income of each fellowship is $300 per
annum.
The postgraduate fellowships, :five,in number, may be held by graduates in the postr
graduate degrees, or by graduates who have performed for two years the duties of a
graduate fellowship. The income from each is $500 per annum. Incumbents are ex,
pected to prosecute at the university special scientific or litemry studies, and to teach,
not exceeding two hours per day.
The University of the City of New York offers two fellowships, amounting to $300
each, to the two students completing the course in arts whose scholarship is the highest.
They are open to men only, and the graduate studies must be pursued under the mem. bers of the faculty of the university.
·
_ .
. Accord!ng to Mr. Dodge, fellow at Columbia College, the fellowships at tbat institut10n are divided into three classes, viz, pr_ize fellowships, tutorial fellowships, and hon-·
orary fellowships, the last of which have no money value. Their holders are, however, expected to give certain instruction, receiving in return free tuition and such
privileges as are accorded to the other fellows. Tn 1889-90 Columbia. had eleven fellowships in the school of arts, with an annual income of $500 each. Besides these, four
fellowships of an annual value of $250 each are awarded at the discretion of the faculty to
students of the third year in the School of Political Science, under the sole condition
~hat _the recipients be candidates for the degree of PH. D. The School of Mines has at
its d~sposal the John T_yndall fellowship for the encouragement of scientific research.
1:he mcome of this fellowship shall never be less than $648, and the holder shall be
e1t~er a graduate or a student in some department of Columbia College, but not necessarily a candidate for a degree. According to the regulations governing this fellowship,
the holder may pursue his studies at Columbia or at some other university in this country or abroad. Appointments are made annually, but the bolder is e]igible to appointment from year to year. The number of fellowships in the School of Mines during the
year 1889-90 was nine, and the total number in ~he college was twenty-four.
The Handbook of Information of Columbia College for the year 1890-91 mentions
the establishment durin~ the year 1889-90 of three new fellowships in the department
?f architecture. The value of one of the fellowships is $1,300 and the value of the others
is $1,0~0 e_ach. The fellowships are awarded every second year and the payments are
made m four equal installments during the year in which the award is made. The
money !eceived by the holders of the fellowships is to be devoted to foreign study and
travel, _m accordance with plans prepared by themselves and approved by the professor
0 ~ a_rch1tecture.
Upon his return each must present a written report, and shall exhibit at the School of Mines the drawings he has made. These prizes are open to graduates of the department of architecture Jess than tbirt,y years of age.
After recomm ending the subdivision of cla. se3 into small sections for the purpose of
i!1di_vid ual iustruction, the late President Barnard thus sets forth the object of estabhshiog tuto ria l fellow.ships iu Columbia College:
"Such subdivision necessarily iuvolves, wl11~n made, an increase in the number ofinstructo~s. In the department of mathematic.3 a vacancy occurring at the close of th~
year 18:-3:3-84 afforded an opportunity of adding, without an increase of expense, one to
the _nu!nber of mathematical teachers, by the appointment of two fellows with tutorial
duties mstead or simpl.v fillin~ the vacancy by the appointment of an officer of the samo
g~adeas that of the officer retiring. This opportunity was improved, and the advantage
of the measure has been sensibly felt durin(Y the year now closino-. f, * *
. "Tl?e a~loption of a policy of this kin cl
an advantage additi7>nal to that on account •
of which 1t w ,H originally recommeuded, viz, that of increasing the liability of tbestuden,t to. l!e held to a personal performance at ever_y exercise; which is that it offers oppor.,umt_1es to grad u_ates of the college to continue their studies without expense to themselves alter graduation, with a view to qualify themselves for original work in science
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or letter.. .;:. * .;<· In this way also we gradually strengthen the department of gr~duate instruction, in which llepartment in the future is to be done the work by which
our in titution is going to make its u~ef'ulness moi;:t widely and most enduringly- felt."
A fellowship association consisting of alumni, former students, and other friends of
the University of Minnesota, was incorporated .M:arch 10, 188~. Its object is to encourage graduate students in special lines of study and for that purpose to raise a fund by
endowment, gift, grant, bequest, or annual contributions of its members. Thus far three
fellowships of the annual value of $250 eacb have been established.
Eight fellowships of the annual value of $400 each have heen recently establish~d by
the board of regents of the University of Wisconsin '' for the purpose o_f promoting higher
scholarship and more extended original study than the academic courses afford." ~ppointees to these fellowships are selected each year from inembers of the graduatrng
class of that year, but at the end of that term they may be -reelected for a second year.
Another fellowship of $400 per annum bas been established by the Hon . J oho Johnston,
of Milwaukee. In the appointment of holders to this fellowship preference will be
given to excellence and promise in the department of mechanic arts, and to residents of
Milwaukee County. All holders of fellowships must reside at the university, and those
holding the fellowships established b_y the regents must teach one hour daily or supervise laboratory work two hours a day. The fellowships are open to both men and
women.
Of the colleges for women, Br_yn Mawr College, Pennsylvania, is the only one that
bas heen provided with fellowships. This institution has six of these foundations, one
of which bas an income of $500 per annum, applicable to the expenses of one year's
study and residence at some foreign university, English or continental; it is open to
graduates of Bryn Mawr or any other college of good standing. The other five fellowships entitle the holders to free tuition, a furnished room in the college building, and
the sum of $350 yearly.
The following t.able presents in a condensed form the number of fellowships owned
by eacll institution herein before meutioned, and the aggregate income derivecl therefrom:
Fellow-
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Johns Hopkins University ........
lark nivcrsity .. .....................
Hnn·nrd University ..................
Yule University........................
Oolleg of Tew Jersey ..............
Cornell University........... .........
130 ton nivcr ity ........ .... ...... ...
Ha,·erford Collrge .......... ....... .. .
Univ rsity of Michigan............
Amherst College ..... ......... ,........

20 $10,000
20
G,000
22 12. 200
G 3,llOO
10
4, iOO
8
3,200
2
],000
4
1,200
l

1

1

Washington and Lee University..

2

~~~~1~
UnivcrsityofLhe Cityof N ewYork 2
600
Columbia College ........................ a 21 11,148
University of Minnesota.............. 3
750
Universityof Wisconsin.............. !l
3,600
Bryn l\In.wr Oollege..................... 6
2,250

1

&500

~tfft 'cin1~~1~!;[/.~~'.~-~.~.-. . _._._. ..8. ···s','ioo'

1

.....
1

500

250

Total ................................... 147

64, 808

5

a Includes 13 tutorial fellowships at ~500 each.

In addition to the institutions here mentioned tbe Association of Collegiate Alnmnre
propos~s to d1wote :$5UO every year towards paying the expenses of some young woman
who wishes io carry on her studies in a foreign country. 'l'he candidate must be a graduate of a college belonging to the association, and in order to be appointed to the fellowship mu t give promise of actual distinction iu the sul~ject to vvhich she is devoting
herself. The fellowship is bestowed upon evidence of the candidate's ability, and of
ber pro pe::t of success in her chosen line of studv. A committee of seven member
:1as heen a.ppointed to determine the award and to· regulate the period of incumbency,
which i. generally one year.
Taking the records of the two institutions, Johus Hopkins University and Harvard
niver ity, the former of which publishes a full list with the occupations, present and
ast, of its former follows, ancl the latter a. condensed record of the men who have held
th e traveling fellowship , we can form some idea of tho influence which the coutinu
fonndin~ of fellow·hips will have upon the teachinrr force of our col\eo-e and uninr,i• tic~. This influence will not he felt to any con ·idei;ble extent until the number of fi 1lowships shall have heen comiiderahly increased, for n.s yet tbe number i c.-ceedin~l_y
·mall when compared with the number of colleges and universities in our country, ·ho e
teaching force in 1 8- D numbered 5,422, excluding professional departments.

•
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CHAPTER XXI (0).
SCHOOL SAVINGS BANKS.

I-HINTS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR THE INTRODUCTION AND PRACTICAL
OF THE SCHOOL SAVIN GS BANK SYSTEl\L 1

"\-VonKING

Acting upon the solicitation of a few educators of our State and with a view to throwing a little more light upon the question of school savings banks, which seems to have
impressed favorably a large number of teachers, the writer will endeavor to give a few
words about that adjunct to the education of children.
A visit to the twelve schools of Long Island City, N. Y., will convince any one that
the system bas come to stay. Let us illystrate: The number of pupils on register is
7,000, of which 3,219 are depositors having to date to their credit jn the Long Island
City Savings Bank $20,558.31.'
THE ADVANTAGES OF PRACTICAL LESSONS OF THRIFT IN THE SCHOOLS.

During the five years the system has been in practice in the above schools, we have
remarked:
1. That on Monday, the day of the collection of the savings, there are fewer cases of
tardiness and absence, and that a more cheerful disposition exists among pupils and
teachers-a great incentive for future good work. School savings banks act also as a
moral discipline by making the school rooms more attractive for dull children and generate in them a taste to be charitable, as exemplified by their action in June, 1889, in
voluntarily subscribing $452.37 from their penny savings to alleviate the sufferings ot
their brother and sister schoiars of the Conemaugh Valley who lost their parents and
homes in the calamity of Johnstown.
.
2. That school savini?;s b1:mks pay larger dividends on a smaller investment of time and
labor than any other school exercise.
3. That since the introduction of the system in the schools of Long Island City and
elsewhere, the public in general' has taken more interest in school ·affairs, the parents
become acquainted with the teachers and they are more appreciated by the authorities.
Many of them have bad their salaries increased in consideration thereof.
4. That it creates good habits of self restraint for unnecessary thin!?s which take permanent root and exclude those of a baser sort.
1
5. That it offers to the pupils an ennobling influence, and that it has already help€ld
a great many of our boys and girls of the classes of 1884, 85, and 86 to overcome difficulties, achieve success, and secure victory in the sphere they have chosen to pursue
after leaving school to secure a place in the _w orld's movement.
6. That our children better appreciate the value of their pennies, and the best means
for their wise use. That they learn earlier to compute and keep accoubts.
7. That less orange and banana peels and peanut shells are to be .s een around the
schoolhouses, fewer books stained with candy and pastries, that the pennies which in
the past years were spent for such indulgence are to-day saved and are waiting a more
profitable investment.
.
. 8. That the teachers themselves have profited as well as their pupils by the innovation, and that they are as enthusiastic as the scholars about its working and ""ould not
depart from it.
9. Th~t if we should r-mccecd in introducing the system in the schools of America, ~
progressive step toward the betterment of school, home, social, and public life would
1
Reprinted from School Savings Banks in the United States, by J. II. Thiry, of Long Island City,
N, Y. New York, 18!J0, 48 pp.
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be made and a grateful public would recognize those whQ have helped in that great
work.
10. That the spirit of the system is nothing more than an educational adjunct turn ed
in a practical direction, and therefore to attempt to excite the educational spirit without
the cooperation of the teacher and parent is labor lost.
11. That where school savings banks are introduced they awakenagenuineregard for
the public schools and at the same time open a new page in the educational affairs of
our country.
12. That school savings banks present a national interest as a social as well as :m educational progress, as they educate the children to a harmonious development of many of the
faculties which transform tl:.em from little spendthrifts into little savers and teach them
to see their independence floating upon the horizon of their future career.
.
13. That many of our little depositors have already been awakened to a sense of delight by the rousing of dormant powers and the deYeloping of unsuspected resources in
themselves.
14. That a pleasing feature of the banking plan-one that was not contemplated by
its friends-is the desire expressed by the parents of some child ren too young to enter
school to become beneficiaries of its advantages. Who can question the pleasure it will
afford these little ones to have their names enrolled upon the school register as scholars.
15. That to neglect or discourage the training of a boy or girl to actiYe usefulness fo to
land him or her in future misery, consequently it is considered that the most · sacred
duty of every good citizen is to protect the child from any asso~iation or influence that
tends to demoralize life.
.
16. That money in the hands of children is a very treacherous weapon. In a great
number of cases it has servecl to buy the seed of vice, and has brought many of our young
people to the first step of the ladder of crime and pauperism, whereas had they received the lessons of thrift and economy on the school bench they would have been able
to enjoy life with its golden promises and rewards.
·
FilIVJ)LQUS ODJECTIONS TO THE SYSTEl\I OF SCHOOL SAVINGS BANKS.

To the objections that school savings banks entail too much labor and responsibility
upon the teachers, a few words may serve as answer: Labo1·? Fifteen minutes every
week, on Monday morning (9 to 9:15) from whi.ch we must deduct about eight minutes
allotted to calling the roll, leaving seven minutes e:x:trn for collecting the savings of a
class of fifty pupils.
Rei>ponsibility? None. .,.~t 9:15 each teacher will send in an envelope (as prescribed
by the rules and regu1ations) to her principal the amount collected without any detail.
At 9:30 the principal is prepared to send to the savings bank, by the janitor, the money
in gross, received from the teachers, also without any detail, bnt to be set down in a
regular bank book in his name for the school. At the end of the month, fifteen minutes extm for teachers and thirty for the account of the principal is all the time required.
The principal deposits the money but can not withdraw it. The writer may add right
here, _that it has_ never been reported to hiru during the past five years in which be bas
been rnterested 111 the scheme that any teacher has objected to or complai,ned of being
the temporary recipient of the savings of his or her scholars. An evidence to this fact
is, that of all the schools that have adopted the banking system not one, as far as I
know, has relaxed its interest of the undertaking, a proof that the spark kindled five
years ago in the public schools of Long Island City still maintains it vitality, and there
is no reason why this spark should not be kindled in all the schools of our country, for
the motives given in previous pages .
.Apropo15 of the clerical work which the system entails on the savings bank tbat receives the deposits of the schools of Long Island City, it may be said here, that in a recent visit to that instituti on, Mr. H. Smedley, its secretary, expressed bis views upon
the sy tern of school savings banks in connection with the bank as follows:
""While it increases the labor materially in making the cost of each account out of
relative proportion, still the trustees felt that the idea was philantliropic and de erved
every encouragement. It seems to lrn.ve awakened iu the minds of the people of modest
means, as well as the working class, a sense of thrift and economy which otberwi e
woo ld have been unknown. Many profitable enterprises owe their origin to the system;
even more than that, many mindful citizens have learned from the children the road
and the advantages of the savings banks." The above words could be corroborated by
a great many members of school boards who have visited the school and the savin~·
banks of Long Island City, with the view of assuring themsel,es that the innovation i·
worth what is claimed for it. Their verdict upon th·e merits of the ·ystem are best expre ed in the action taken by them afterwards, and by the results which will follow in
the near future.
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Most of the doubts expressed upon the merits of the system have their origin in ignorance of the rules and regulations governing the practical working of the plan. The
best way to test it would be to try it in one public school; see the results and if they
are found to be satisfactory then go ahead.
PRELIMINARY INFORMATIO~ FOR THE PRACTICAL INTRODUCTION OF TllE SYSTEl\f,

The practical working of the plan and printed forms adopted in the schools of Long
Island City since 1885 are, and have been considered the shortest, the simplest, and
the most effective in every respect that could be devised as regards labor in the scbool room
and clerical work in the savings bank. The recent improvements as indicated in this
new edition offer an additional claim to the preference of the present method. As the
system of school savings banks has lately attracted the attention of the educational
world, tiie press, philanthropists, economists, and even legislators, it is}mportant that
a uniform plan, one which has matured under the supervision of a speci:tlist, should
receive a general indorsement and become universally adopted.
Future educators, having at heart the progress of this undertaking, will perhaps,
through their larger experience, find other needed improvements, and thus be able to
give new impulse to the cause, but at present the plan which has been adopted by
832 school banks out of 1,065 now in operation in the United States has given general
satisfaction and is doubtless the most serviceable. "Method is the arithmetic of success."
If the system is to be introduced at all, it ought to enter in our schoolrooms a<i an'cducational factor, and not as a purely capitalistic idea. It must become part of the ordinary programme of school work, disturbing no other element of the work, gaining a
strong foothold by its merit. It is for the above reasons that (1) deposits of the scholar;,
should be recorded in the roll book, thus coming into accord with the other studies on
tbe programme; that is to say, a teacher does not need another book for recording the
deposits. (2) That Monday (at the be!!:inning of the morning session) is the day on
which the savings of the scholars should be collected. (:{) That the money be deposi terl
the same day, by the principal or the superintendent, in a savings, bank or souud trust
company, and in such a manner as to enable the depositor to withdraw a part or all of his
money at any time.
STEPS TO DE TAKEN PREVIOUS TO THE INTRODUCTION OF THE. SYSTEl\I,

1. School boards do not require authorization of the State or nation to enable them to
introduce the banking feature in their schools. They are invested with the power to
introduce it. If the teacher, principal, or the superintendent is the :first mover in the
cause, he must apply for authority to the school board.
2. After receiving the authorization, the superintendent or the principal should endeavor to secure the cooperation of a savings bank near the school which will receive the
weekly savin{!S of the scholars, arrange matters regarding the hour for deposits, and decide the question of blank forms, also by whom the cost of their printing should be sup·
ported, etc.
3. Having received the necessary authorization and having fixed the date of the first
day of the collection of the savings of the scholars, the school board, the superintendent,
or even the principal should issue, a few days previous to the starting, a circular
addressed to ~he parents, the press, and the friends of the schools.
4. This circular ought to contain: (1) The reasons which prompted the board to introduce the system. (2) Giving the date of the clay that the system will be put ju operation. (3) Soliciting the earnest cooperation of the teachers, parents, the locnl press,
and the friends of the children and the schools. (4) Giving a sketch of the rules and
regulations for the successful working of the plan, and sending with · that circular a
copy of the weekly deposit card (as sample No. 1, page 661-2). Such card to be returned
to the teacher b;v the scholar the day of collection.
Money deposited in the school fond by the scholars ought not fo be the object of a
drain upon the resources of the parents. We seek rather a sound and healthy growth
of the system than the accumulation of large amounts of money; for the succe~s of
banks is measured more particularly by the large number of depositors than by the large
amount of money collected.
5. In that circular we ought to strongly impress parents with the ideathatscbool banks
shall never be allowed to become savings banks for a'.lults. To allow this woulrl be to
deprive the child depositor of the intended e--lucationnl value of schocl banks aud would
paralyze the child's interest in the weekly banking exercises.
ED
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6. The mon~y that a child deposits must be the product of his own labor or reach him
from a rigbt cause.
'
7. The circular ought to inform the teachers and the public in general that school
savings banks managed by wise leaders will become a most salutary agency i~ education.
Its main object is to encourage the love of labor and to make a good use of its rewards.
This is best encouraged by a proper love of money, which is powerful for good, if con·
,c;cientiously used.
·
·
8. On the Friday previous to the depositing day the superintendent or the principal may
prepare a brief address to the pupils at the closing exercises. which should embody the
advantages and benefits derived from the pracLical lessons of thrilt and economy an\l the
dangers resulting from in vesting their pocket money for a great many unnecessary thmgs.
He should then inform the scholars •that their teachers will be prepared the following
Monday to receive all the sums from one penny to one dollar, and that these sums will te
deposited the same day in th~ local savings bank in the name of each depositor, who will
receive a regular bank book when his deposits .shall have reached a dollar or _above.
After dismissing the school the same day, the superintendent or the principal will call
a meeting of all teachers under his supervision. He will inform them of the steps already taken for the introduction of the system, and will convert that gathering into a
drill class, in which he will fill the role of teacher, ancl they the role of pupils. Having a set of all the blank forms adopted, he may explain th eir use and purpose, and teach
them in fifteen minutes more than they could·leam in one month:s practice. ~
He ought to impress upon them that the system, directed by willing teachers, can not
fail to be successful, and that by conducting tlie transactions of th.at system 1'Vifip.rpunc-·
tualityand regularity the teachers will foster a habit in the pupils of being regular and
punctual in all their acts. In this special scbobl exercise, as in any other regular school
work, the example ofthe teachers will bear a healthy influence on the scholars. •Hfhe
best and most important part of ever.v man's education is that which be gives himself."
(J. H. Smedley.) Any common-sense teacher who can husband his or her pecuniary
resources, and who is able to save a little for future emergency, bas tqe qualifications
sufficient to give to his or her· clac:;s, when the opportunity is afforded, some useful information, hints, and suggestions to carry on successfully this new branch of education,
which is not the least important on the class progran1me.
The teacher who has at heart the success of this under taking; will not blush to head
the list of his or her pupils by bis or her weekly savings, which will prove a ~reat incentive to the pupils and a very available friend to rely on n.t the closing of the school
to cover exoenses of the summer vacation.
With these preliminary informations disposed of, let us step into a class room on
Monday morning after the bell bas called the scholars to order. At precisely 9 n. m.,
the time which was formerly the signal to open the schoolbook, prepare the slate, etc.,
that day and hour everything commences with the collection of the money that the
children have saved, which they uow entrust to the care of the teacher, who marks it
next to their names on the roll.
REGULATIONS.

In calling a name, the child must say if he has anything to deposit: "Yes, one fent,"
or, "yes, five cents," or whatever sum he has. He must immediately.arise from bis
seat and deliver bis money with his weekly card (see speci men No. 1, pp. 661-2) to the
teacher, who counts the money and inscribes the amount in the Monday column of the
roll book, and upon the weekly card upon which the name of the pupil, the teacher,
and amount of previous deposits are inscribed.
In calling the roll, if nothing has been saved, the scholar must answer "no," and
the teacher makes a mark to that effect, at tbe same time marking the attendance.
When the teacher bas concluded alling the roll and collecting the savings. she or he
counts the money collected in the class to see if the amount corresponds with the total
amount inscribed in the roll book. If the am,mnts tally, the money is immediately
sent to the principal in a sealed envelope (specimen !5, page 664).
This ends the teacher's work, except that, with the collection of the Ja t Monday of
each month, he or she will send to the principal on this same day a list (specimen No.
2, page 6G2) of all the depositor of the class, with name and amount, to be credited in
the saYinas bank to each depo"itor who bas contributed to the school fund fifty cents
and above durin~ the month. Sums less than fifty cents, although kept in the hank
to the credit of the principal, will be cr<>dited to the '' geucn l fund" until.the scholar
bas reached the sum fixed. 'I hen it will credited to the i,cholar's account.
Ast the princip l: He rereives immecliatcly after collection, in a, Paled envelope,
the amount collected by each of the tea her:; s parately; he does not require a. special
1100 ·; the printed form t~pec-imen ~o. 2) ancl receiwd at the end of ach month from
bis 01· her teacher i., sent to the bank with the bank books of the pupils who ba.ve
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contrihuted fifty cents and above. That same list is ret~rn~d t~e we_ek afte~, from
tlle bank to the principal, with the bank books of the pupils mscnbed m the hst No.
2 cited above. So, these monthly lists in bis possession take the place of a special
b~ok. Dut, if he desires to keep a separate book to inscribe the weekly deposits of his
or her tencbers, the specime~ No. 6, page 664, is well calcula~ed t? meet that need, a~d
to sarn expenses can be easily made by band. As for details of th~ we~kly deposits
1Jy i pd i vid ual pupils, if be needs them, he can secure them by borrowrng the roll books
of the teachers. These roll books are the property of the school, and as such are prcserred liy the authorities as official records are.
·
At, the 1i rst (J'eneral deposit of the_money of a school, sent to the bank by the principal, he receive~ in retnrn a bank book in which is recorded the total amount deposited
by all his teach~rs. When money is deposited, a bank ti?ke~ (specimen ~o. 3, page-)
must ncconipa,ny each weekly deposit to the ban~. This ticket No. 3 1s also used by
the t eaehcr iu connection with the deposit list No. 2 at the end of each month by inscribing tb<·reon the number of bank book, amount to be deposited, and name of pupils,
and sending it with the pass books to the bank.
Though the bank books of the scholars are sent to the bank once every three months
for balancinO', the principal need not send to the bank the pass book of a child who has
not·(leposit,e<l .fiftj cents and above during the past three months. At their request, tbe
principal will allow the little depositors to take their bank books home on~e a month,
sny on Friday, to be :r:eturned the following Monday. At vacation, or when a pupil
lea yes school, the bank book will be surrendered to the child, who may deposit or with<lra~v money directly from the bank, the cashier acting during the vacation for the princip~.
.
.
.
At the reopening of the school the principal will request the cashier of the bank to
furnish him a list of the school banking operations perf9rmed during the vacation, and
will inscribe upon bis own journal the amount deposited or withdrawn by each pupil
during the above vrtcation.
·
With the view of reducing the clerical work in the bank and at the same time remedying tne, inconvenience caused by some depositoi;s living far from the savings banks,
the superintendent or the principal may receive on Monday morning, day of collection,
the applications to withdraw part or all the money in the bank of scholar depositors.
The superintendent or the principal will pay the. checks presented with some of the money
already collected that day, and will send such receipted checks (seeformNo. 4, page-)
to the bank wit.11 the collection oftheday. Theamountofthesechecks will be:received
at the bank as cnsh and entered in the account of the principal or superintendent, and
cbarge~l to the individual account of the depositors interested.
.
The superintendent or the principal, acting as the de facto treasurer of the school,
should render, attheenclof each school term to the board of education, at its regular meeting, nn acoount' of all the banking transaction~ in his school during the term ending,
stating the work done, number of depositors; amount deposited, withdrawn, and remaining due depositors, followed by remarks upon t.he advantages or the inconvenienne offered by that system from observations taken during the last school term.
THE PAR'r SAVINGS BANKS PLAY IN SCHOOL SAVINGS BA]S"KS.

Now that we have described the details for the introduction of the school savings
bank system, let us step into a savings bank which hns arranged to receive the deposits
of the. scholars. Savings banks are regarded as benevolent institutions. Their object
is to receive the savings of the working people and invest the same for them and make
these savings earn money as well as labor does. The doors of savings banks are open to
the people of all ages, color, and nationalities, and the healthful influence in the community is extended even to minors. In many cities and towns of our country, the savings banks hiwe opened their doors to 20,974 pupils of 158 schools of America, and they
have already received iu deposit$ during the lastfew years $97,816.73 by the intermediary of teachers who act as their trustees in a certain measure.
•
The moral influence derived from the gleaning of ~o many pennies, which previously
were spent for unnecessary things often injurious to body, mind, and soul js enou~h
to make all those who are willing to see the future citizen more industriou;, law abiding. and useful to himself aud to the State, rejoice and assist in carrying on the good
work.
Drop into a hank on a Monday forenoon, which is lending a helping band to this new
juvenile and economic educator, and you will see enter a school janitor with' a smile
npon his face, and a box or a parcel under his arm, which contains the collection of
the pennies saved during the previous week by the pupils of a school. The contents of
these boxes and parcels contain many silent stories. It is a sowing of the seed which
will produce a hopeful harvest.
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THE LEGISLATION OF SCHOOL SAVINGS BANKS IN CONNECTION WITH THE BANKS
WHICH ARE WILLING TO RECEIVE THE DEPOSITS OF THE SCHOLARS.

When the trustees of a sa"Vfogs bank have offered their cooperation to the school authorities to receive the deposits of the scholars by the intermediary of the superintendent or the principal of the school, it is advisable:
·
.
l. That the bank have a special ledger to record the scholar deposits, providing the
num her of depositors will amount to 500 and above.
2. That the bank give to each of the superintendents or principals sending the
weekly collections to the bank, a separate bank book. The superintendent or principal
will fill out a deposit slip (as sample No. 3, page 663) for the amount received from bis
school each Monday morning, then send the money together with his book and slip to
the hank. The amount will be placed to his credit.
The scholars having contributed one dollar are entitled to receive each a bank book,
and as such, bis future account in the bank will be treated the same as any individual
account. The monthly list (sample No. 2, page 662) drawn by the teacher and sent to
the principal with the collection of the last Monday of each month wiil 'include all the
names of the several scholars with amounts which they are to be credited with. The
list of all the teachers of a school will be sent to the bank by the principal. It is from
these lists that the cashier of the bank will enter on each pupil's pass-book and on the
bank's ledger the amount to be credited on the pupil's pass-book.
·
· The total monthly amount of the several lists of the same school will be deducted
from the principal's pass-book and charged on the bank's ledger to the superintendent
or principal's accou:tit, they giving a check for the same.
.
The above manner of transacting school banking affairs has been in operation in a
great many schools and banks the past few years with success, but by way of reducing
the clerical work in the banks, it is advisable that a bank having 2,000 scholar depositors and above, their weekly deposits should be allowed to accumulate and the transfer
to the pupil's pass-book take place only at the end of every quarter. This question is
left to the judgment of the school and bank authorities as also the one relating to the
interest to be allowed to scholar depositors. In most of the post-office savings banks in
Europe no interest is allowed to individual depositors for sums less than five dollars, nor
for a period less than a month. The average rate of interest is 2½ per cent. In Italy
the savings banks do not allow interest to depositors.
In concluding the above remarks relating to school savings bank legislation the writer
may add that be bas run slightly over the most vital points, but, of course, some of its
minor details will be always left to the judgment of school and bank authorities and to
the discretion of superintendents and principals.
The rules laid down here for the limitation of weekly deposits, as wen ·as the amount
fixed entitling a pupil to receive the regular bank book, may be altered so as to make
them compatible with some local peculiarities. But under any circumstance the time
fixed to receive the savings of the scholars can not be changed, viz, precisely at 9 o'clock
every Monday morning at the opening of the morning session; if it should be decided
to have the col1ection of the savings taken outside of school time, or even to allow an
officer of the local savings hank to interfere in the schoolrooms with the collections,
better not to introduce the system, for it would be unfair to overtax the teacher, and at
the same time deprive the scholars of their recreation time.
School banking being considered as an important factor in education must be practiced under the supervision of the teacher and in conjunction with the other school
work. The presence in the school of an agent of the bank to collect the savings of the
children would roh them of the educative value expected.
Though the writer did not intend at first to indulge in criticism, nor in laudation, be
onsiders as a matter of .iu:.lice and fairness to acknowledge Lefore all the friends and
advocates of school savings banks that from 158 schools of 34 cities of 7 different States
ot the nion which have adopted the system, none has shown more enthusiasm for the
c:ame than the . chool boards, the su perintendents, principals, and teachers of the 48
puhli? chools of 9 cities of th~, tate of Pennsylvania, who have inaugurated the system 10<'.e December 30, 1 9, 10 less than a year. The cooperation and liberality of
the official of the banks in that State is also unprecedented.
A FEW WORD

ABOUT TlIE BLANK FORMS ADOPTED.

Out of 1,065 cbool banks now in practical operation in schools of the United State ,
532 are using t~e blank forms which we describe in the following pages. These forms
have been considered by the most competent judges superior to those now in use in
Eu.rope. The 216 school banks in 4 schools of the State of Pennsylvania lrnve also
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adopted the same forms. The writer has no doubt that in the near future these form'i
will receive an official recognition, because they seem to cover all the ground for the practical working of the plan.
The roll book is the first needed form. It is not necessary to represent it here. Any
system of roll book will answer the purpose for recording the school savings bank here.
PRINTED FORM

No. 1.

(Outside; for inside form see p. 662.)

Pitpil's wetkly card.-This card is given to the pupil when he makes his first deposit,
and the name of the 9-epositor, the teacher, and the amount deposited must be inscribed
thereon. Tl:.te scholar retains the card and it must be presented every Monday if a deposit is to he added. The cards are generaliy furnished by the school board. In the
hands of the scholars such a card has proven the most efficient means of inducing them
to make a start in the work of saving and continuing it afterwards:
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Deposits will be received every Monday only, at the morning session, by the
teachers of each class. The amount will
be delivered to the principal, who will
deposit it the same day in the Long Island City Savings Bank in the name of
each depositor.
.
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Order to withdraw money for sums less
..!,j
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the superintendent or principal on. deposit day.
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,..al ~oney during the three months followmg
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~
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One cent orupwai-dcan be received by
,I
the teacher. When avupil has a deposit
'O of one dollar or more, a bank book will
A
be given free of charge, from the bank.
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Deposits should not be withdrawn till
<I)
amountreache~ $3, except in case of sickness
or removal from city; but if the deA
41
posit should be withdrawn, and the
0,
amount has been less than three dollars,
Q
the bank will charge ten cents for the
book.
....~0 bank
Deposits of one dollar and over will
interest quarterly.
Q
,.. bear
During the summer vacation of the
cd
ti
sc~ool, deposits may be made or money
Q
w1tlu.lrn.wn
from the bank direct, the
.!<I
cd cashier acting during that time for the
8 teacher.
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City, 1886.
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card always clean, remembering that
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Pm~TED FORIII

No. 1.

(Inside.)

I

[kpt. 1,1S90

Nov.17,

Feb.!l,

Date
I deposit.
I
I April 20,

Sept. 8,

Nov.24,

Feb.9,

April '27,

Sept.13,

Dec.l,

Feb.l(i,

j.\'[ay

Sept.22,

Dec.8,

Feb.23,

Mayll,

Sept.2\J,

Dec.15,

March 2,

May 18,

October 6,

Dec.'22,

March 9,

May 25,

October 13,

Dec.29,

March 16,

June 1,

October 20,

Jan. 5, 1891.

March 23,

June 8,

October Z7,

January 12,

March 30,

June 15,

Nov.3,

January 19,

April u,

June 22,

Nov.IO,

January 26,

April 13,

June 29,

Date
dcpo:;it. · Amount . .

Date
deposit.

Dale
deposit.

Amount.

Amount.

Amount.

·1,

1,
1,

J

PRINTED FORl\I

No. 2.

(Teacher's monthly list ·or depositors.)

This list is sent at the end of each month, with the last collection of the month, to
the superintendent or principal by every teacher of a school, -With the bank booksj and
must contain the names of the depositors anc{ amounts collected during the month, to
be credited in the bank. These lists are sent to the b.'.link: by the superintendent or
principal whenever transfers to the children's bank books are to be made, These same
lists are returned by the bank to :the superintendent or prir1cipal ::t, couple of days after,
with the pass books of the little depositors, who are allowed to take them home the last
Friday of the month, to be returned the following Monday.
DEPOSITED 'in the

LONG lRLAND SA VIN GS BANK, to the credit of the following pupils
of Grammer B Class, Tkircl Wai·d School of Long I sland City.
El\11\IA LAWRENCE,

Aoct

~JI

n

11

~~

...I ~

GJ0,567

Ernestine E . 1\lcGce .......... ... ......

65'.J,43:.!

Peter Kr.auer .................................... 3

G:.>G,3'.!l

,I

CIJ

00

Names.

Alexa.ndE:r Swnlenberg .....................

!

l, 1

Teacher.

'C

~

';=·=

0
0.

Q)

A

cts.

cts.
10
00

20
00

4

00

50

1

00

1

30 : 13

30

I~

75

I Zi

2/\

25
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PRINTED FORM

No. 3.

This is the ordinary deposit slip used by both principal and teacher. By the princi. pal, in sending to the bank the weekly collection of his teachers, with the bank book
he· previously received from the bank in making the :first deposit for the school uuder
his charO'e. The bank book of the principal indicates the total amount the school is
creditel'with to the bank, and also serves to free ·him from responsibility. Although he
deposits the money of the school in the bank, he can not personally withdraw any.
'l'he same slip is also used by the teachers at the end of each month to inscribe on it
the amount deposited by each pupil. Such slip is to be placed inside of the pass book
of each depositor and sent to the principal who forwards them to the bank. The bank
officers inscribe only the deposits in the bank books of the scholars and not the teachers
nor the principal.
~

DEPOSIT.

z

·'<

~
00
C,

,...z
~

Amount.

Book No ....................... .

$

00

Date ........................................................................... 189.... .
Name ................................................................................ ..

PRINTED FOR:.\I

No. 4.

The blank check is delivered by the principal to the owner of the pass book who wishes
to withdraw part or 3t1l the money deposited. The pass book must be presented to the
bank with the check signed by the owner of the bank book, his parents or guardians,
and the principal, without which the bank will refuse to pay the money called for.
~THE PASS BOOK MUST BE PRESENTED WITH THE CHECK.~

LONG ISLAND CITY ________________ 189 ___ _

$ _______ _

LONG ISLAND · CITY SAVIN GS BANK
COR. JACKSON AVENUE AND THIRD STREET.

Pay---------------- _______ ---------.:.------ __________ his parents or guardians
______________________ ·---- ____________________________________ ----Dollars.
and charqe to account of Book No ________ --··- _________ .. ______________________ _

Principal.

PRINTED FORl\I

Signature.

N 0. 5.

.A.s sooll: as the savings of a class are collected, counted, aud found to correspond with
the total m the roll book, the money is put in one envelope, sealed, and indorsed as
below, and sent~ the princip~l, who makes the list of names and amount c_o llected by
each tea?her. Six teachers, six envelopes (see Form 6 for principal's list). The total
amount 1s recorded on a check, as No. ~, and sent with the money and his bank book
to the bank, which bank book is returned by the deliverer of tbe same. At his leisure
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time the cashier of the bank breaks the seal and counts the money. Generally the
school janitor takes the money to the bank. Thus far no error or trouble bas been experienced, although the system has been in operation five years.

Grammar B

School.

EMMA LA WREN CE.
October 2G, 1890,

$27,25,

FORl\I

.........

_

No. 6. ·

This blank form has proven to be the most concise and efficient form for the principal
or snperintendent to keep the record of the weekly deposits of the teachers. It bas
been in use in the Third Ward school or Long Islaucl City, by its principal, Mrs. Mary
E. :McGee, since 1883, ancl it seems to answer in every respect the needs ofthesuperintcndent or priucipal.
·
BANKING.

Third TVi.m l school of Long Ialancl City, September 9 to October 7, 1890.
Sept. 9.

Sept-. 16. Sept. 23. Sept. 30.

Oct. 30.

------------------,1--- --- --------1\11'!:!. l\Iary E. l\IcGce, principal.

l\Iiss E. Lnwrence, tcncher . ............ .. ...... .............. .
" E. , 1.racldcll,

" E. Lynch,
"

E. Cbadsy,

$11. 50

$6.10

$0.35

8.15

6. 35

10.35

4.0C

6.35

11.10

11.30

10.80

9.56

9.54

6. 21

3.77

5.17

3. 95

4.8!

-31.56 ,-32.92

J:

$0.65

$6.10

--- -- -21.32.42
17.86
38

INE SYSTR~IS OF TEACHING ECONO)1Y TO THE YOUNG AMERICAN.

1. The school savings-bank system as in operation in Long faland City, the basis of
this pamphlet, will probably survive all others, and has, in fact, furnished the groundwork for the other syste ms now in vogue.
2. In 1 6 tbe Provident, avings Bank of Baltimore was incorporated by the legislature of Maryland. The directors ha ve adopteu the stamp-deposit system which is yet
in use in a few benevolent societies and Sunday schools of England and Germany. The
lowest deposit is 10 cents. The deposit stamps are of the denomination of 10, 15, and
25 cents. One dollar of stamp deposit entitles the investor to a bank hook; $3 bears
interest. The writer mny ventnre to sn.y here thn.t iftbe board of education had agreed
to introduce into their schools the school savings-bank plan, as has been proposed, and
if the local savings banks had not refu. eel their cooperation the directors of that institution might also have adopted the Loo~ Island City plan. However, the stamp-saving
plan has proven to be a succesR.
3. 18, 7. In thePenns_vlvauiaSchool Journal for April, 189.0, a description is given of
a new system in practice in the schools of Pottsville, Pa., due to the genius of its principal Prof. . A. Thurlow. This syslem, though valuable in principle, could not conveniently
be adopted in all localit ic. . ln maoy respects that R_vstem is built upon the same plans
which regulate the transn.ctions or the building loan associations. The eighty-eight
scholar depositors ( April, 1 DO) are stockholders. l~rom the date of the organization,
1 7, to pril last the sum of Sl., UO has been invcste<l in stocks ancl deposits. Cert inly uch asy tern hn.ss me aclvn.11ta1res if the school time allottecl for intellectualcultn_re_ or recreation is not impaired by the tran actions of that as ociation. Though the
ongioator of that plan deserves public recognition for his endeavors in the cause of edu-
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cation, yet that system has objectionable features, for the consideration of which the
writer asks to be excused for want of space.
4. November, 1888. The Penny Provident Fund of New York, was inaugurated November 15, 1888, by the Charity Organization Society. The Baltimore system was
adopted. The deposit stamps are of the denomination of 1, 3, 5, 10, 25, and 50 cents_. That
society bas 75 branch stations in New York. Up to July 1, 1890,. $7,014 rema1_ned on
deposit and there were 15,000 depositors. Three-dollar stamps entitle the depositors ta
their full value in cash, which be can deposit in any savings bank of his choice.
.
5. June, 1890, Detroit, Mich. Began the stamp-saving system also upo~ the plan m
practice in Baltimore. Its introduction is due to the efforts of Mr. Edwm F .. ~ack,
cashier of the People's Savings Bank; and under the management and superv1s10n of
that bank. One-dollar deposits and above draws interest. The following papers commend the system: The Detroit Free Press of September 13, and November 2: 1890; the
Sunday Herald of Boston, October 5, and the Philadelphia Press of October 10, 1890.
6. October, 1890. An association called the "Stamp Saving Society," composed of a
few prominent citizens of Boston, bas introduced (October 15), in that city, the stampsavingsystem upon the plan in practice in New York. (See American Banker, October
16, 1890, and Philadelphia Press of October 10.) No interest is allowed on sums less
than three dollars.
7. October, 1890. Mr. J. Butler, cashier of the People's Savings Bank of West Bay
City, Mich., introduced the Baltimore system of.stamp savings in bis city. (See American Banker, October 4, 1890.)
8. In the School Bulletin of Syracuse, for October, its genial editor, Mr. C. W. Bardeen, informs his readers that in hifl next number (November) he will give the text of
the interesting pamphlet of Prof. John McMullen on "School Money." Mr. ~McMullen describes a sch,>01 bank established some time ago in bis school, where four of
the oldest boys were appointed president. cashier, etc. Paper money was used as a
medium for the transaction of business among the scholars. The merit of that system
consists in its originality and the perusal of that pamphlet could not but give genuine
pleasure on account of the pleasan~ and witty way in which be bas described the method.
9. Pratt Institute, Thrift Association, Brooklyn, N. Y. The popularity of that institution does not need description. It is sufficient to say that there the young people's
instruction is based on an appreciation of the dignity as well as the value of intelligent
handicraft and skilled labor. It endeavors to give opportunity for complete and harmonious education, in the embodimem of which the inculcation of the habit of thrift
ar.d self-reliance is one of its valuable features. As the majority of the pupils of the
institution are ready, in leaving the institution, to enter in the world's activities, a system has been devised to meet the need, and one higher in character than the one use.d
in the public schools. Below is a summary sketch of the practical working of that
system:
In the early part of 1889 nine prominent and responsible business men who have
proven their ability to successfully manage large enterprises, formed the Thrift Association. The aim of the association is to aid in the work carried on at the institute, but
it is not conducted by the institute nor responsible for its financial transactions, though
the firm <;>f Charles Pratt & Co. have executed a bond in the sum of $500,000 to indemnify and protect all persons having financial relations with the Thrift Association.
The object of the association is to promote habits of thrift to help people, especially
the young, to become prudent and wise in the use of money and time.
The plan adopted has much of the feature of that of the building and loan associations, with the exception that it offers more security for depositors. The investing
shares of the association, to which no liability attaches, are $150, payable at the rate
of $1 per month for ten years. The monthly payments on each share amount in ten
year~ to $120, and the accumulated interest at the rate of 5 per cent. per am.tum to $30,
makmg :5150 in all, in addition to which, provided the installments are regularly paid,
each share, at the end of ten years, will be entitled to a premium of $10 more. In
other words a monthly payment of $1 will amount, with interest and premium, to
$160 at the end of ten years, or about 6 per cent. per annum on the subscription paid to
the association; $150 in one sum pays up a share in full, and when this payment has
been made the interest is payable half-yearly at the rate of 4 per cent. per annum, the
holder being entitled, at the end of ten years, to the same premium as that received by
p_ersons who pay for their shares by installments. '-:['he shares can be withdrawn at any
Lim~. Shares m~y be _held by minors and any person, whether connected with Pratt
Institu~e or not, 1s entitled to the benefit of the association. They contemplate the introduction of stamp savings for young scholars.
Those who are interested in the welfare of the rising generation may watch with interestand profit the progress of such an association with the view of ex:tendinO' the ben...
e.fits to other institutions.
1:1
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STATISTICS OF THE SCHOOL SAVINGS BANKS IN EUROPE.

An accurate table of the operations of school savings banks in Europe would -have
proved a valuable adjnhct to this contribution, but the writer will give below· what he
lias been able to reach:
Jtaly.-Statistics to December 31, 1888, from: official report of 1889: 5,401 post-office
.
.
savings banks; 87, 7G4 depositors; due to them, $92,939.41.
Belgiwn.-Statistit!s to December 31, 1889, from official report of 1890: 5,259 school
savings banks; 212,037 depositors; due to them, $78,213.42.
·
.France. -Statistic.3 to December, 1887, from official report of 1888: 23,375 school savings banks; 161,387 depositors; due to them, $2,421,229.62 .
Liverpool.-Statistics to November, 1888, from offieial report of November 20, 1889:
.
75 post-office savings-bank branches; 8,710 depositors; due to them, $7,721.
Hirngary ctncl Ge1,many.-School savings banks are entirely in the hands of private as·
sociations, and statistics could not be conveniently got.
Riiss'ia, Switzerland, Netherlands, England and her colonies.-As the annual report of
the postmaster-general of these countries does not contain a column separate for the
money of the schools; it became impossible to give the statistics of school.savings banks.

Table showing tlte operations of school savings banks in tlie United Stafts 'in 1890.
[Up to the date indicated in the seventh column.]
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9

Amslerdnm, N. Y ......... ........... ....... ..

7

48

10

Hornellsville, N . Y ......................... .
Y . l\I. C. A., Evwery, New York City..

5

11

1

40
24

12

Jamestown, N. Y ................ ............. 1

5

49

2

32
11
40
7
3
10

13 1 Buffalo, N. Y., schools 24 and 17....... .
14 Ki11gsto~1, N. Y .................................. .

i~ ; 8!~,~~~~i;'rtY:::::::::·:·:::::::::::::::::·.:::
17 ' \Vinlield, Long- Isln.n<l, :i'.. Y ............ ..

2
6

1
1
1

18

Y. i\I. C. A.,'fw<::u\y-lhirdslreet,,New

10
20

Vii .... :....... ........ ......... .
Orani;el;urgh, S. C. * .... ...................... .

1
1

2l
22

Brooklyn, N. Y., School No, 31 ........ .
Pullstown, l'a .................................. .

18

23

Korristown, Pa ................. .'.............. .

G

H~~~:·~~;·G~~:g-,
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reo-ist;r.

1----

1

Depos- \
! Due de. ·t .
Collected. , po<sitors
1 or~.

i

i - .

l ·

--i

.

'

School CommissionerJ. H. Thiry, l\frs. Mary E. May 2, 1890 7,000
3,219 I $25,794.79 II 1S20, 558. 31
McGee, andSuperintendent S. J. Pardee.
·
June 15, 1881 Capt. R.H. Pratt, superintendent . ..... :. ............ Jan. 1, 1890
695
435
12,000.00
5,950.00
Feb . 1, 1886 J. J. Randall, coritinued by Superintendent E ....... do........... 1,200
62·1
2, 63-.1. 00 •
2, 334.00
L.Temple.
Oct. 7, 1886 E. J. Be(ndsley, superintendent ... ........................... do........... 1, 758
726
3, 905. 00
2, G03. 00
Sept. 30, 1886 Principals L. C. \Vilson and Yarrington ... ............... do.. ........
35.0 ............................. 1................. .
. ..... do ........... Principal O.B.Kipp and F.De L.King ..................do...........
242
150
915.00
405.00
Oct. 4,1886 Principal W.S.Websterand L.E.Heltman ........... do...........
365 ........ ... ................................... .
Feb. 1, 1887 Superintendent E. P. Hartley and L.C. Humph- .... . do........... 4; 500
1,742
10,895. !)9 1 , 4, 55,1. 55
rey, cashier of the Nebraska National Bank.
··
6, G25.39
721
Apr. 4, 1887 Rev. Fo.ther Mclncrow and Superintendents ...... do .......... . 2,432 ·
9,800.4, I
Serviss and Kimball.
3,729.25 I
3,070.91
742
Jan. 3,1888 Ruperinten<lent V.R.Prentice ................................. do ......... .. 2,000
1,561.00
2, IG5. 5G
Apr. 12,1888 Secretary Anderson, contimrnd by Secretary ...... do ..... ..... . 1,210
615
Baldwin.
2,397.GG
1,871.89
Sept. 3, 1888 Superintendent S. G. Love, continued. by Su- ....... do .......... . 2,875
983
perintendent R.R. Rogers.
1
i, 648.78
1,892.00
768
}Principal M.W. Smith andMissE.J.Hawkins........ do ..... :••... 1,602
2!)3.65
380. 91
fi42
Dec. 3, 1888 Principals R. Eadie an·d .A. Lyon ............................. do .......... .
169
2,887.18
Jan. 3, 1889 Superin tendent vV. L. MacGowan ........................... do.: ........ . 2,000
4,315.40
1,000
526.
30
479. 77
Jan. 7,1889 Principrt1 H.F.Ludlow ........................................... do ......... ..
300
169
59 ·
140
190.31
147. 76
Mar. 4, 18~9 \. Principal W. S. \Vorth ............................................ .do ...... .... .
Oct. 11, 18t;9 l\Ir. James 1\IcCanaughy, secretary ......................... <lo .......... .
G5L64
G51. 64
450
50

82 Mar. 16, 1885

K. Y ..................................... .
5 Day 8hore, Lo11g- Isb1HI, :N".Y: ........ .
G J,-,lip. Lo:ig 1s1:rnd, N. Y .......... . ........ .
7 l\Icl.'ook, .\'ebi-.'' ............................... .
8 Liueolt;, l'\cbr:........... '. ...................... .

Hutlaud, Vt ...................................... 1

---·---\

1 - - 1 - - - - - 1 -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -1--- - -l
12

10
24

3

Upto-

p::i

1
4

4 1Elmi rn.,

Name of the introducer in each school.

i::
al

z

2 j Cnrlisk f1111uslrial:rnt1ia11School,Pn .

Date of introduction.

"'s::

:;j

I Long Isbnd City, N. Y ..................... I

Nun1 ber of
An,n
Amount.
sch<1lars.
~

cJ~

~ en

:ind schools which h n. v e
ndopted the system.

I

"'"'aS.

0
0
..c::

.,

5
7

'}~~~.,.28;i::

m.
0
~

0
0
t:-1-00

>

~

~

z

0

00
t:;j

z>

~

rn

Nov. 1, 1889 Principal Charles G. Maphis .................... ..... ., ....... do...........
240 I
65 \
63. 17 !
5!). 26
Nov. 11, 1889 Hon.S. Dibble, president of Savings Bank of ...... do ..................................................... 1................. .
Orangeburgh.
30 Dec. 16, 1889 Principal Marc F. Vallette .................. .................... do ........... 1,532 I
750
302. 91
302. 91
38 Dec. 30, 1889 Mr. A. Ancona, secretary of the boai-d of edu- June 9, 1890 1, 883 , 1,180
6, 297.GO
4,982.40
cation.
\
43 Jan. 2, 1890 The school board of Norristown ....................... Ap!·. 28, 18!)0
2,121
1,056 l 3,318.40
3,348.40
5
2

* Not received the statistics in time.
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Table sli01d11g the operations of school savings banks in the United States in 1890-Continued.
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Date ofintroduction .

Na.me of the introducer in each school.

Upto-

"'

On
register.

29
30
81
32

1
1
13
3
1
1
4
2
40

83

Sou th O m uha, N e br .... ... .... ...............

7

21

34
35

G r e enville, Ohio ...............................
l'hilmo11t, N. Y ..... ............................

2
1

22
18

Depositors. Collected .

Principal Miss S. P. Claflin ................................
Principal l\Iiss C. V. Spickernacle ..... . ...............
Dr. D.,v. Jefferis, pres1dentoftheschool board ..
Mr. J. A. Rupert, secretary of the school board ..
The school board ............ .. ... ................ ..............
1\Iiss L. J e nnie Coates, prin cipal .......................
Superintendeut A. W. Potte r .............. ...... .........
Principal ,v. S. \Vebsler, formerly of McCook ..
Board of education, Superintendents H. 1\11.
James and A. l\Ionroe.
Nov.14, 1890 GlobeL. and T. Company Savings Bank, by C.
Williamson, cashier.
Oct. 27, 1890 Superintendent F. Gillum Cromer .....................
Oct. 7, 1890 Dr. G. A. Lockwood and Principal J. Clapper ...

Jan. 9, 1890
... ... do ...........
Feb. 24, 1890
Feb. 24, 1890
Apr. 7, 1890
... ...do .. ..... ....
35 1\Iay 5,1890
10 S e pt. 22, 1800
267 l\Ia y 20,1890
1
2
56
16
12
1

-158- 1,065

l\far. 1, 1890
60
Apr. 28, 1890
110
Ma.r.18, 1890
2,764
...... do ...........
818
...... do ...........
601
Apr. 28, 1890
121
l\Iay 6,1890
1,784
Nov.10, 1890
169
Oct. •31, 1890 12,000

Due depositors.

15
58
1,351
456
231
48
521
66
2,600

85. 70
38.22
1,090.62
544.07
298. 94
lS. 95
174.69
31.32
3,411.10

$5.70
38.22
1,090.62
544.07
298. 94
18. 95
174. 69
31.32
3,240.27

Nov.15, 1890

1,047

75

18. 97

13.97

Nov. 9,1890
Nov.15, 1890

893
250

285
118

82.02
67.63

82.02
67.06

54,757

20,974

79,781.63

--

Recapilubtion: One hundred and fifty-eig-ht schools; 1,065 school savings banks; from 5.1,757 pupils, 20,974 are depositors of $69,957.76.
LoNG ISLAND CITY,

Amount.

P=l

Shnnnonville, Pa. ...... ... ..... .... .... ........
Che lte nham, P t~ ... .. ...........................
Ches te r , P a ...... ... .... .... ... ... .... ...........
,vest Ches te r, P a. ......... ... .... ..... .........
Cons hohoc k e n, Pn ..... ....... .. ..... ..........
,ve st G roYe, Pa ........... ..... .. ... ...........
".ilkes B n.rre, Pn ............ ........ .. .......
Juniata, N e br ... ................. ... . ... ... ... ...
Omah a . Nebr ........... ..... ............... ... ..

!!4
25
26
27
2S

Nu ru bcr of
scholars.

"'

0

,.Q

N. Y., November 15, 1890.

-----:._69, 957. 76
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Il.-THE BROOKLI~E (MASS.) SYSTEM.

In a communication to the Bureau under date of April 10, 1880, Mrs. Edith Cabot
describes the Brookline system of penny savings as follows:
* * * ''Our experience has been short, as we only began the work in January, but
thus far the results have been most encouraging.
"At first the teachers were doubtful about it, though with one exception they were all
willing to give the necessary time and thought to it, showing themselves, as teachers
almost always do, thoroughly unselfish in the matter. Now even the one who held back
is convinced, for the savings in her room have become large and regular.
"We made our system as simple as possible. The teacher in each room collects the savings in that room and records them for each child on a large card containing the names
of all thechildren in her room, and also on small cards belonging to each child, which
the child keeps and carries home. The under teacher deposits the money at once with
the head teacher of the building, who gets a receipt for the amount. The head teacher
deposits weekly in the savings _bank. Where it is inconvenient for the head teacher to
take chai."ge of the money, in consequence of distance from the bank or her living out
of town, a lady is appointed trustee for that school and takes the money every- week
from the head teacher, giving a receipt. As soon as any child bas accumulated $2 he
is advised to open a bank book of his own. In that case either his own father or mother
or the trustee of the school becomes trustee for him.
"We have already a large number of bank books opened for the children. It has not
required as much of the teachers' time as we feared. I have inquired of a considerable
number and find the average time required for the whole business twenty minutes. We
collect always and in all the schools on Tuesday, as Monday is pay day in Brookline.
The teachers attend to it as soon as the school opens, or sometimes in the few minutes
before school. This is left to their preference: the committee only fixing the day and
requesting that it be don'cl early.
"We feared that the children would be anxious to draw their money out almost as
soon as they had put it in, and asked the teachers to use their influence against that.
The result is that, I believe, none has yet been drawn out; except where a child was
leaving town. The amount collected has been much larger than we expected. In the
school of which I am trustee, where there is an average of 142 children, I have -collected
$42.54 up to this time, beginning January 14. These children are all Irish and their
fathers workingmen, most of them day laborers. The difficulty that you speak of, that
the children do not earn the money, is an obvious one, but on the other hand they have
the money, and use it for candy, cakes, etc. It is surely better to teach them to use it.
The mere saving teaches them forethought and self-control and involves a good deal of
care.
"We find that they no longer need to be reminded that Tuesday is approacbir;ig, and
the teachers carefully avoid it, and without diminution in the amount collected. I
. find that in this town the parents are much in the habit of paying their children for
little services rendered to themselves, and this money is now brought to the penny
savings instead of going to the candy shop. Of course this is an unsatisfactory method
on the part of the parents, but I am sorry to say it is not confined to the poor, and certainly not brought about by the penny savings.
.
"It was suggested that some of the children might be dishonest and would not deposit
with the teacher all that was given him for the purpose by his parent. I have only
known of one such case, and that was brought to light at once by the sending home of
the child's card. The parent detected the discrepancy, but did not suspect the teacher
in the least, and it resulted in an excellent lesson for the child. -:t * -x" Our plan was founded on what I could learn of the French, Flemish, and Scotch
system. I am quite sure that thus far it has done well for the parents as well as the
children. Many of them will save for their children when thev would not for themselves, and we reach in this way a good deal of money that would be wasted in little
driblets which come to nothing, a fruitful source of want among the poor."

